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Pinball Craze Hits Japan
NE of the greatest gambling crazes in
history has gripped Japan. What is its
significance? What are the effects? Students of gambling are now compiling data.
They want to know how a mammoth craze
affects the population, how it affects individual lives: the life of a physician,
housewife, baby, pupil, executive and politician.
But fii'st, what kind of game is involved?
It is pachinko, an upright-standing- pinball
machine that has no blazing lights, no
ringing bells; but it does have an array of
nails protecting winning cavities. A lever
kicks a steel ball around a board. If a ball
falls into one of nine winning cubicles, the
player gains ten new balls. The extra bans
can be turned in for certain kinds of merchandise. What probably heightens the
game's enticement is the low cost of operation per play. Each ball costs about half
a cent. Still the amount of money siphoned
out of the public pockets by pachinko is
by no means small. During one year Japan
spent 100,000,000,000 yen ($276,000,000)
on the machines, or 11.7 per cent of the
entire national budget!
Pacbinko playing can be detected from
a distance by the hail-like pelting of the
balls. In fact, the game receives its name
from the sound it registers in Japanese
ears. The players know well the habit of
playing for hour after hour. Thus there is
the spectacle of a "pachinko parlor," where

O
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the machines are lined up row after row._
Almost every machine will be in full blast
with teeming addicts engrossed in them.
Reports on the effects of this gambling
rage have, in many respects, been what
experts expected. For example, take pachinko's effect on executives of big industrial enterprises. They are not at all happy.
This is because many pachinko shops have
opened up near the exits of the factories.
Workers-men and women alike-take
their pay there and are promptly fleeced.
This, ion turn, adversely affects marriages.
A 26~year-old wife was granted a divorce
from her husband on grounds that he lost
their savings to the pachinko machine. A
husband in Osaka gained a divorce because
the wife had turned into a raving pachinkomaniac. So overwhelming is the craze that
doctors report cases of sprained thumbs
resulting from an overindulgence. This
affiiction, being somewhat common, has
become known as pachinkosis.
But though the craze may have its humorous aspects, its true effects are bitterly
tragic. Two teen-age boys, after selling
their personal beIongin~s to play pachlnko,
sold their blood. When authorities took
them into custody, they were too weak to
talk. The New York Times, reporting on
some effects, said that pachinko has "supplanted the lunch hour, lowered student
book purchases and marks and made
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housewives neglect their babies. It has led.
to suicides and petty crime. . . . Many a
Diet [Parliament] member has received
and given support to pachinko owners,
many of whom are tied in with local politicians and neighborhood hoodlums."
Now as to the magnitude of the craze.
Perhaps this can be best illustrated by
author Edward Hunter's startling description given in the Oregon (Portland) Journal of August 25, 1954: "On my way back
to Asia I stopped over at Las Vegas to see
the highly publicized gambling centers. I
never suspected that these would seem like
small-time stuff when I returned to Japan.
Imagine several gambling districts, each
with as many slot machines as there are
in all of Las Vegas, in each of the main
cities of the United States. This will give

you an idea of the extent of the 'paehinko'
craze that has struck Japan. Cities such
as Osaka outdo even Tokyo in this gambling craze. There has never been anything
like it in Japan before, or anywhere else
in the world. There is more gambling any
day or night now in Tokyo than in Monte
Carlo, Macao or Indochina's Cholon."
A colossal craze, sinister effects. What
does the pleasure- and prize-seeking craze
mean? It only intensifies mounting evidence of the sign of the "last days" of this
wicked system of things: 'Know this, that
in the last days critical times hard to deal
with will be here. For men will be lovers
of themselves, lovers of money, disobe~
dient to parents, without self-control,
lovers of pleasures rather than lovers of
God.'-2 Timothy 3:1-4, New World Trans.
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-Does It Square
bags, prizrJ"1HERE was a time when
parties, foot.1 persons with two dollars
to wager would have to
and raffles.
travel to a race track or
stakes may be
else find a dark alley. Not
"donations"
,
the players reaUy
any more! They just go to
church. True, not every
orne, not to donate,
church today has adopted
to take. Gambling
is still gambling whethgambling, but the number
of churches that have is
er it is in church or a
amazingly large; it would
back-room saloon. So
be much larger if many antigambling laws
rightly ask, Does gamdid not prevail. When it comes to this matwith Christianity?
ter of filling church coffers with the help
'rolfe"'ed Christians say it does.
of "Lady Luck,"- some people overanxious- They
five popular statements to
ly point their finger at the Roman Catholic justify church gambling: (1) 'The nation
Church. If they were more observant they of Israel used lots; (2) church gambling
would notice that Protestant churches in is only small~time; (3) it is the abuse of
significant numbers have also jumped on gambling that is sinful, not gambling; (4)
the try-your-Iuck bandwagon, featuring the Bible does not condemn gambling by
4
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name, and (5) gambling profits go to a issue of November 5,1952, said of bingo in
worthy cause; so the end justifies the just one country in Christendom, A:l:nerica:
means. Are these justifications for gam- "Nobody knows how much money bingo
bling sound? Can they endure the error- absorbs annually but it must approach the
destroying light of God's inspired Word, stratospheric $1.6 billion [$1,600,000,000]
the Bible? It will be interesting to see. wagered annually on the ponies." So nickels and dimes count
First, the lots mentioned in the Bible,
up. Many individual
Th rO"'9 ho ... ' Ih. wo rid m; llio ns of' p rof •••• d Chr; s·
churches make gamA careful reading of
tleln$ gamble dally. Many of th.m have asked
questlanl ab"ut gambling, but too oft.n they rec.;ye
bling an elephantthe Scriptures refoggy aniwa",. 11 I' ' .... a thare I. nothing morally
sized business. The
veals that no lots
wrong In gambling? What does tha IIgh, from G"d's
Glendale (Califorwere ever used by J eWord r....col about gcombllng '" co money-railing
p rcoctlce fa r profan.d Ch risticon 0 rgcon I~co'ionl?
nia) News-Press has
hovah's people for
pleasure or moneya column "The Wo'rmaking purposes. No selfish gain was in- ry Clinic" by Dr. George W. Crane, a phyvolved. No temples or priests were en- sician. In the issue of May 28, 1954, Dr.
riched, Only when a serious matter had to Crane wrote:
be settled were lots used. It pleaSed Jeho"Our daughter Judy attended a church
vah that lots be used to determine his will gambling party here in Chicago .•. Among
in a controversy. That seeking God's direc- other gambling devices in full swing was
tion was the purpose of the lots, God's Word a mechanical game which operated as a
declares: "The lot is cast into the lap; but
horse race. The parishioners were to lay
the whole decision is of Jehovah." (Proverbs 16: 33, Darby) Since no money or th~ir bets on anyone of five or six ponies.
amusement was connected with the lots After all the money was down the cleric
used by Jehovah's servants, the lots used would tamper with the machine so the
by Israel and by the apostles cannot be winner would be the horse on which the
fewest bets had been made. The church
used to justify gambling,
took in over $2,000 that night, on this one
Is Church Gambling Insignificant?
item, for Judy was asked to help tally the
Some say that any talk about chUrch money and wrap it in packages for deposit.
gambling is harping on trivialities, for And that horse racing gadget was just one
such gambling, it is asserted, is small-time. of many other gambling devices."
In this regard a statement made by Life
So church gambling is hardly small-time.
magazine a few, years ago is thought- But whether gambling is- large or small,
stimulating. It said that more Americans whether it is "abused" or not, is reany not
risk money in church lotteries than in any the vital factor. It is principle. If gambling
other form of is wrong, it is
gambling! The wrong to do it
news magazine with nickels just Pathfinder, in its as much as with
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by which we can distinguish the evil prac~
never forget, is the one laid down by Christ tice from the good: "There is not a fine
himself: "The person faithful in what is tree producing rotten fruit; again there
least is faithful also in much, and the per~ is not a rotten tree producing fine fruit.
son Wlrighteous in what is least is unl'ight~ For each tree is known by its own fruit."
eous also in much."-Luke 16:10, New -Luke 6:43, 44, New World Tran8.
World Trans.
Rotten Fruits of Gambling
A Biblieal Appraisal of Gambling
Gambling'corrodes morals. It eats away
We can acquire an insight into God's at moral fiber until it is weakened disas~
view of gambling by noting what happened trously. Contentment vanishes. The gam~
to the backsliding Israelites when they bIer is never satisfied; he always wants
took up the vile habits of the pagans and more. "Double or nothing," he says. As
began sacrificing to false gods and god~ soon as "Lady Luck" abandons a gambler,
desses, $Ome of which were deities of the dishonesty tempts him. Eventually dis~
gamblers: "Ye that forsake Jehovah, that honesty triumphs. The love of money is
forget Illy holy mountain, that prepare a fostered, and that leads to all kinds of intable for Fortune, and that fill up mjngJed jurious things. (1 Timothy 6:10) This is
wine unto Destiny; I will destine you to to be expected. The Bible rule is: "Those
the sword." (Isaiah 65:11, 12, Am. Stan. who are in accord with the flesh set their
Ver.) Moffatt's translation of verse 11 minds on the things of the flesh." Then
reads: "Spreading tables to Good Luck, the apostle explains: "Those who are in
pouring libations to Fate." So the Jews harmony with the flesh cannot please God."
'incurred Jehovah's fierce anger when they -Romans 8:5, 8, New World Trans.
sacrificed to the gods and goddesses of
In the s~ght of most honest men church
gamblers.
gambling is wrong. This means nothing to
Who were the ones that gambled in the the clergy. They become so brazen that,
Bible? Not .Christians, but pagans. Pagan if laws go against them, political pressure
Roman soldiers gambled with lots for is applied to keep the gaming wheels spin~
Christ's apparel, not Christians. (John 19: ning. The whole procedure is flagrantly
24) Indeed, Christ Jesus never gambled. contrary to the exalllple of Christ's aposWhat do you think Jesus would say if he tles: "We 'make honest provision, not only
walked up to a group of Christianity~ in the sight of Jehovah, but also in the
professing people engrossed in horse~racing sight of men'." "We have renounced the
games, bingo, raffles and roulette Wheels, underhanded things of which to be
all of them going at full tilt? Bible readers ashamed."-2 Corinthians 8:21; 4:2, New
have a good idea, from the way Jesus World Trans.
dealt with the rnoney-changers in the tem~
Gambling foments disrespect for law. In
pIe: "It is written, 'My house will be called 1953 two New Jersey candidates for gova house of prayer,' but you are making it ernor tried to outdo each other by prom~
a .cave of robbers."-Matthew 21:13, New ising churches full exemption from the
World Trans.
law against raffles and bingo. Thus some
We cannot justify gambling, then, on
the basis that the word itself does not ap~ states have legalized gambling for churcb~
pear in the Bible. For in truth the whole es, but in night clubs it is illegal. A double
tenor of the Bible condemns the rotten standard of morals has cropped up-with
fruits of gambling. Jesus gave us a rule the churches decidedly on the lower level.
• .()OO. The unbending principle, we must
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Gambllllg bl'lDfls <IIsrespect tor law even catholle school With vIlIIa1ing. the State's
on the part of those whose duty it Is to lotte", law were filed here [Mereed. call·
uphold it. An ·example of this recently occurred in New York. It happened this way:
Deputy Chief Inspector Louis Goldberg
was commanding the special Brooklyn
morals squad. One day he halted gambling
at a Jewish synagogue and three churches
(two Roman Catholic and one Protestant).
Goldberg was merely enforcing state law,
which prohibited all gambling anywhere.
But Goldberg's superiors had adopted a
policy of winking at church gambling.
Goldberg was demoted. Said the New York
Time8: "We had been wondering for the
past week how long it would be before
Deputy Chief Inspector Louis Goldberg's
number came up." The whole city, the
Times' editorial suggested, had been waiting for the ax to fall on a policeman who
would dare enforce gambling laws against
the clergy. Churches and politicians hoped
that the whole affair would be quickly for~
gotten. But never will many persons fol'get the sneering contempt for law that was
thus spawned. Declared The Christian Century: "When an honest cop is broken be'cause he threatens the illicit financial income of churches, the moral havoc resulting is beyond calculation."
Children are taught to regard the clergy
as shining moral examples. So when the
clergy, as they did in New York, break
the law for their own gain by using various
forms of mass gambling, what does this
teach the young? Can a child really think
gambling in school or in an ice-cream parlor is wrong when he can do it or see it
done in chW'Ch with the blessing of the
parson?
Morals sag even lower when the clergy
use children as their pawns. Children who
are little more than toddlers are seen sell~
ing chances for the clergy. Note this report
in the San Francisco Chronicle of October
15, 1954: "Complaints charging nuns at a
JANUARY 8, 1955

fornia} yesterday." The complaint, sB1d the
ChrcmicZe, charged teaching nuns "with
participation in a lottery and with eontrlb~
uting to the delinquency of children by
having them sell the chances .... The dis~
triet attorney said a 10~year~old boy came
into his office yesterday and asked him to
purchase a chance on a 1955 Cadillac."
And so juvenile delinquency is one grim
outcome of church gambling.
Gambling encourages laziness. In his
book Problem,s of Conduct Durant Drake,
a professor of ethics, wrote: "Insidiously
this getting of unearned money promotes
laziness, and the desire to acquire more
money without work. It makes against
loving relations with others, since one always gains at another's expense. It quickly
becomes a morbid passion, an unhealthy
excitement, which absorbs too much energy and kills more natural enjoyments."
Mental _slackness, physical laziness-these
are fruits of gambling, fruits condemned
by the Bible. Christians are to work, not
gamble: "Work with your hands, just as
we ordered you, so that you may be walk~
ing decently as regards people outside and
not be needing anything."-l Thessaloni~
ans 4:11, 12, New World Trans.
Gambling wastes energy, consumes
time. Time is to be valued by the Christian.
He must use it wisely in the study of God's
Word, to share in announcing the good
news of God's kingdom before the batfle
of Armageddon destroys this. hollowhearted world. Not much more time remains for this, the "last days" of Satan's
syst~m of things.-Revelation 12: 12.
What a morbid passion gambling in~
flames! Bingo addicts abound. Said the
New York Times of October 13,1954: "The
bingo addict is no myth. She can be seen
in New York and in New Jersey. She can
be spotted by her gear. . . . She arrives
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early and stands in line before the doors
open. She pJa)'! six, eight, ten and some-

times more boards at the same time, not
just the two boards she receives when she
pays her admtsston fee .... The spectacle
of the bingo addict, usually a housewife,
middle-aged Ol" older, playing the game.
With fanatic concentration night after
night in church.after church is dismaying
to many people. The fact that she and her

sisters by the thousands travel across
town, into other counties and across state
lines in chartered buses to larger games
offering larger prizes is thought-provoking."

_
If the Almighty pushed a .45 [piS·
tol J at -lllem."
The LOrd Jesus said: "There is more
happiness in giving than there is in receiving." But the motto of church gamblers·is: "There is more happiness in receiving than there is in giving." They
even wear this contrary-tn-Christ motto
on their faces. Look at the smile of the
winner, the frown of the loser. The gamblers are sad when they lose, happy when
they win. So their happiness comes, not
from giving to a church, but from taking
from a church. One crestfallen bingo addict in Flint, Michigan, not long ago sued
St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church for
$4,000, which she claimed she lost over a
two-year period at church. Really, there
is no happiness in gambling.-Acts 20: 35,

Appeal to a Wrong Motive
That provokes the thought that it is not
charity..giving that sends masses to church
gambling halls, but, rather, prize-winning. New World Trans.

Selfishness is the stimulus. The clergy
So all the specious attempts to harmowant to get, not give. The parishioners nize gambling with Christianity fail. Coins
want
get, not give. If there is no profit may clank into church money chests, but
the clergy lose interest. If there is no prize the end does not justify the means, not
the players lose interest. So there is more when the means is opposed to the words

to

than pleasure-se~killg involved. Both the
clergy and players want to gain something
without rendering any service. Both want
something for nothing. So instead of appealing to love, gambling appeals to the
wrong motive-selfishness.
The early Christians gave out of love.
Said the apostle Paul: "Let each one do
just as he has resolved in his heart, not
grudgingly or under compulsion, for God
loves a I1heerful giver." (2 Corinthians 9:7,
New World Tmns.) But what kind of givers does Christendom parade? Grudging
givers! They must be compelled to give
by some crafty entIcement. A well-known
columnist, Herb Graffis, once wrote:
"Churches and charitable organizations
run illegal gambling because that's the
sure way of getting money for holy causes
from people who wouldn't otherwise conS

of Christ and his apostles. True Christians
give voluntarily. It is by voluntary contributions that the world-wi~e preaching
work of Jehovah's witnesses is carried all.
When right-hearted persons are brought
the truth from God's Word, the news of
Jehovah's new world, they respond. The
sheep, Jesus said, will hear his voice. They
will not need the whir of the roulette
wheel. The clergy have bare spiritual cupboards. That is why they have to resort
to games of chance.
God's Word does not square gambling
with Christianity. Rather, it spotlights
gambling as eVil, as a sign of false religion.
Those who hope for life in God's new world
will abandon gambling. And they will also
abandon false religion, thus heedjng the
command: "Quit sharing with them in the
unfruItful works which belong to the darkness."-Ephesians 5:11, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

HAVING

TROUBLE
WITH

)
EMEMBER the good old days when
nylon stockings used to wear like iron?
Every last pair of them seemed as if they
{'ould be worn over and over again without
ever wearing out. But gone are those good
old days! Today's "supersheers" last only
nbout half as long.
What has happened to milady's nylons?
Ever since the startling innovation was
made available to the public in 1938, nylon
hose have been improved steadily in construction, in fit and in .sheer beauty. Govprnment and industrial experts, who have
the facts and figures from nylon tests and
l'xpel'iments, state confidently that the
"miracle fabl'ic" is as strong as ever, if
not stronger. Yet, in those reminiscent
prewar years, nylon \vas advertised as
having filaments as "strong as steel" and
possessing the delicate "finish of a spider's
web." Advertisers today, however, are
!'ather hesitant about tmlking similar
claims.

R
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Statistic,s for the past two decades show
that in the United States the ladies have
been buying on an average per person one
pair of nylon stockings a month. Why, this
is scandalous! outrageous! Nylons should
last twice as long! At least so the ladies
think. Behind this outrage, however, lies
one important fact, and that is that today's
nylons are only about half as strong as they
used to be with only half the wear-life to
them. For this sad state of affairs, manufacturers say, the ladies have no one to
blame but themselves.
Catering to female tastes for sheer,
sheerer, supersheer and sheerest nylons,
manufacturers have spent a fortune developing stockings that are feather light,
breathlessly thin, as soft as natural silk
and as fteshlike in color as flesh itself. They
have created hose for every combination
of ankle, calf and thigh measurements; a
stocking to fit any leg. Particular attention
has been devoted to designing nylons sO
that they make women's legs look nice
-nice in themselves and nice in relation
to her dress, her shoes and her entire costume. But these added luxuries have come
at a greater cost-the cost of making the
stocking more fragile, thus more susceptible to snags and irritating long runs.
Like with all delicate and fragile items,
their life can be extended by treating them
very gently. The first secret of preserving
a delicate hose is to get the right size and
fit. The next thing is to wash it after each
wearing to remove the soil and, more important, to restore it to its original shape.
Extreme care should always bc taken when
handling nylons. Hands and nails should
be perfectly smooth, because a snag spoils
the sleek appearance of the nylon stocking
and all too oftcn turns into a run. When
washing or otherwise handling your nylons, check to see if you al'e wearing a ring
that might cause a snag. It pays to be cautious, Also, a body lotion on rough legs and

feet will keep them smooth, thusdecreas~ less hoie, 96 pel' . cent of that production
ing the possibility of damaging; the' hose was J.5.deniel' in 1952." In other words,
when slipping them on. By folloWing sim- when women began to forsake the 40. for
ple rules for care, even the sheerest stock- the 15-denierstocking, their troubles beings will respond favorably with long gan. It is all a matter of choice, which
means either a heavier nylon with a longer
wear-life.
wear-life or a sheerer nylon with a shorter
wear·1ife.
At the moment, there are no
As Strong as Ita Sheerest Link
other
alternatives.
The natural strength and' life of nylon
hose are in its weight. A denier means the
thickness of the yarn. It represents a "unit Maintaining Popularity
of measurement expressing the fineness of
What the women desire most is well innylon in terms of weights in grams per dicated in last year's sales. More than two
9,000 meters of length." Gauge, on the hundred times as many nylons were sold
other hand, means the distance between as the combined total of rayon, cotton
the knitted loops of the mesh and is ex~ and silk stockings. The above·mentioned
pressed in terms of number of loops, There~ authority repOrts that "last year 50,334,631
fore the lower the gauge and the lower the dozen pairs of full·fashioned nyloos were
denier, the sheerer the stocking. A 40- produced in this country, and 6,271,393
denier nylon is appropriately referred to pairs of seamless nylons. This compared
as a, "service weight" nylon. Nurses, who with 148,574 dozen pairs of full~fashtoned
are 'On their feet a lot, very often wear as cottons, 11,715 dozen pairs of silks and
heavy as a 70~denier stocking. The sheerer 45,672 dozen pairs of rayons."
the hose the shorter its wear-life. Prewar
But not all buyers are attracted by the
nylons were no sheerer than 4D-denier. But sheerest stockings. The United States ar~
today the popular hose is only 15-denier. my, navy and air force still order 4O~denier
Naturally, then, women should not expect nylons. The female recruits get only six
15- and 12..clenier hose to wear as long. In pairs for a start. Even though she can obfact, they do well to wear half as long as tain the regulation 4Q-denier nylon for 60
did the prewar brand, because with each cents Ii pair at a canteen, her preference
decrease in denier there is an increase in for the sheerer nylon remains undisputed.
fragility and hence an enlarged possibility
So, to please the ladies, even the United
of encountering snags and runs, thus short- States navy has weakened slightly, Acening its wear-life.
cording to Bess Furman, the navy is
With these points in mind, the following Hchanging its specifications from 40~denier,
quotation from the New York Ti11'i£s will 45·gauge (that means forty·:five knitting
help us to understand why there have been needles each inch and a half) to 30-denier,
growing complaints about the life of ny- 51 gauge. The machines that make the 40~
lons. "In 1947," says the Times, "17 per denier type are becoming obsolete but the
',cent of full-fashioned nylon hose produc~ Navy, though told that weight makes all
tion was 15· denier. In 1948, this percent~ the difference, ,-is hopeful that a few more
age had risen/to 35 per cent; in ~949 to 62; threads will help make up· the 10-denier
in 1950 to 74; in 1951 to 79; in 1952 to 81, difference."
How long women will go on insisting on
and in 1953 to 88 per cent. The 1953 figure
also includes the new 'sheerest' nylons, supersheers is anybody's guess. Some hope~
which are 12 and 10~denier. As' for seam- fuis predict the tide to shift to a heavier
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denier any time now. They base their pre~
diction on the pattern that IIllk stockings
left behind. There was a time when silk
stockings went from 4~thread to 3-thread
to 2-thread, and then leveled off at 3thread. So these hopefuls say that as soon
as the ladies realize that they are sacrificing wear-life for sheerness, then, look out!
Gone will be the days of the supersheer
nylon. However, this appears most unlikely. Can you imagine milady quibbling over
a few pennies or the wear-life of a stocking
that fills her with personal pleasingness
and charm? "After all," she will say, "I
spend so little on myself. 'I'm entitled to
at least one pair of nylons, am 1 not? And
these do feel so won--der--' 'Ji!"

CheapStockingsNoBarg ~
There are some women who insist on
the impossible. While they do not expect
a $3.98 house dress to be so becoming or
wear so well as a $60 dress, yet these very
same shoppers demand that an 89-cent pair'
of nylons match or outmatch, wear as well
as or outwear a $5 pair. Why? NO'one, it
seems, can explain. There are some lowpriced nylons that do wear well, but this is
the exception, not the rule.
Are not all nylons inspected before they
are shipped to stores? Yes. But do not rely
too heavily on this one fact alone. Nonbrand manufacturers cannot afford to be
too critical. Every pair of nylons that is
discarded represents a loss to them. Manufacturers of well-established" brands inspect
all stockings minutely before they reach
the stores. They cannot afford to permit
any imperfect pairs to reach their custom~

ers under their label, because each defective pair of nylons sold represents a customer lost. If there is even the slightest
flaw in fabric, color or dimension the stocking is marked "irregular' and must be
sold at a considerable markdown. "Sec~
onds" are stockings that have repaired
breaks in the fabric. These are even cheaper than the "irregulars." Most brand~
named manufacturers do their business on
a long-term basis. Their desire is to establish regular customers who will insist
on their brand. Nonbrand firms do not
take the time or the trouble. They are not
trying to make a name for themselves
that the customers can depend on. All they
are interested in is making a sale. To purchase hose without a brand name is to buy
at a considerable risk to oneself.
The magazine Madamoiselle offers this
good little bit of advice. It says: "Expen~
sive nylons will cost you less in the end.
You'll never get stuck with stockings that
run before you put them on. Your stock~
ings will stay in shape-branded nylons
are proportioned to fit you, nonbranded
nylons aren't. Your stockings will always
match. When you pay for higher gauges
-60, 66, 72-75-you'1l be sure you're get.
ting them: brand nylons are never mislabeled, nonbrand nylons may be. And. the
more stitches to an inch the smaller the
loop, the less chance for snags and runs."
So the next time you shop for nylons,
be wise, economize by treating yourself to
a better pair of nylons. And the moment
you slip into them, they promise to become
a hit, with no runs, no errors.

S,.,_tfc"·, 8'~

cr. Found in the belly of a 2,OO().pound shark, caught near Nagasaki, Japan, on
Saturday, October 2, 1954, was the body of a 13·year·old boy, still wearing a shirt
and white linen pants. How about it, scoffers? Do you still thInk It Impossl,ble for
the great God of the universe, Jehovah, to prepare a fish large enough to swallow
Jonah and house him for three days and nights?-The report was in the New
York Times of October 6, 1954.
JANUARY 8, 1955
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Th. Amazing AnlGrctico
ay "AWiIk.I"
(

~oTf.lpond.nl

in AUltralia

AN you imagine a land buried in perpetual
ice in most parts to a depth of 7,000 feet?

Can you imagine a land with a summer
temperature of about 12 degrees Fahrenheit
below freezing point? Can you imagine a land
where ·winter temperatures may drop lower
than 8l) degrees 1ielow zero Fahrenheit? SUCh
a land really does exist. And here is the surprise: it is a land area almost equal in size to
the combined areas of Australia and the United States! Yet it is the least known of the continents of the world-Antarctica. For many
generations this vast continent has fired the
imagInation of exploring men_ .
([, The continent of Antarctica itself is a
roughly cireular land mass centered around
the South Pole. At no point does it come closer
than 600 mUes to any other land. Located some
,200 feet above a plateau, which, in turn, is
10,000 teet above sea level, is the South Pole.
It is f]ere that the thickest layers of ice are
found.
tI. Temperatures in the Antarctic are colder
than at any other part of the world, averaging
five degrees colder than any corresp01lding
latitude in the Arctic. Average wind velOCity
in the southern region has been recorded at
50 miles an hour. But on several occasions
Wind has blown stead.lly lor a considerable
time at well over 100 miles an hour! (Winds
over 75 miles an hour 'are classified as hurri·
canes.) Such perSistent winds are unheard 01
in other parts of the world,
.. It almost seems as though this land set out
to defy exploration. For the barriers pre·
sented, as stated in Phillip G. Law's The Ant·
arctica Today, are threefold: (1) Winds of
gale and huZTlcane forc:e; and after these have
been weathered, (2) seas frozen to a depth of
three to four feet, and then (3l the final but
toughest barrier of all, land ice or glader ice.
This last is formed by ice moving over the po·
lar plateau into the sea until lat"ge sections,
sometimes 100 miles long and 60 or more feet
high fioat free from the land. Some of this
shelf ice, as it is caned, has been known to
extend 100 miles beyond the limit!! of the land.
fI. It has been more than forty years ago that
an Australian expedition has set foot on the
Antarctic mainland. But on December 12,
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1953, the "Kista Dan," a Danish polar vessel
chartered by the Australian government
headed toward the land of many barriers. The
purpose was to relieVe teams of scientists al·
ready established on Heard and Macquarie
Islands in the Antarctic, and also to establish,
if Possible, for the first time a permanent sta'
tion 01l the JJUtinland itself.
tI. The team of scientists who set out in the
Kista Dan into a land of almost unknown
qualities achieved theIr main objective by estahlishJng a permanent camp on MacRobert·
son Land, On February 11, 1954, the Kista Dan
was finally brought into a deep fiordlike harbor. On February 13, the task of establishing
the station began. Unloading operations proceeded smoothly, but at any time dllrJng the
operations a strong storm could have driven
the ice between ship 'and shore out to sea.
er. The ice bearing the brunt of the work at
the ship's side was. thinning, even sagging.
Great risks. had to be taken running weasels
(tractorlike vehicles) over it during the con·
cluding stages when it was only six inches
thick. Temperatures were consistently 10 and
15 degrees below freezing. As the sea passage
in the ship's wake was freel.lng over more
thickly each day, the passage had to be opened
up again by taking the shJp out to the open
sea, about three miles away. For the next
fOUl; days the weather was perfect with Ugh!
breezes and warm sunshine. Expedition mem·
bers worked unflaggingly at assembling huts.
On February 22 the afternoon was declared a
hal! hoIlaay to permit the wintering party to
write letters before the ship's departure.
The team of scientists were to be complete·
ly isolated for twelve months. No doubt
the men expect to discover much and thus be
able to shed light on many of the' mysteries
that this frozen part of the world has held
secret for so long. What they will discover,
and what other secrets the great Creator of
the amazlng Antarctic, Jehovah God, holds,
man does not yet know. But no doubt there is
a great deal to be learned now. And a further
great storehouse of information regarding
this strange land will be opened up in Jeho·
vah's righteous new earth, for that new earth
wlll also include the great, now·frozen land
of the Antarctic.

cr.
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prtnclp!e or tne right or raCial serr-aeterrnin&tion. The stipulation of the Cairo
Declaration in regard to the disposal of
Fonnosa is invalid in that it ignores the
will and interest of the people of Fonnosa.
..• To change the soverejgnty of Formosa
against the will of her native islanders is
the egoism of large powers, and without
Question it is an imperialistic attitude ignoring fundamenW human rights."
In the event of a hot war, what kind of
assistance will the native Fonnosans provide the Chinese Nationalist govemment?
As Fonnosa staggers through the cold
war, she appears to be beset by real dangers, both external and internal.

The Greater Peril
However, the greater peril to the Chinese government in Formosa lies in the
judgments that must come upon it from
Almighty God 1f it persists in its opposition to JehoVah's witnesses and to the free
circulation of the Bible in the island. This
opposition continues down to the end of
this year 1954. The opposers have failed
to consider the words of Gamaliel concerning Jehovah's witnesses: "Do not meddle
with these men, but let them alone; (because, if this scheme and this work is
from men, it will be overthrown; but if
it is from God, you will not be able to over..throw them;) otherwise, you may perhaps
be found fighters actually against God."
-Acts 5:38, 39, New World Trans.
This meddling with the lawful Christian
work of Jehovah's witnesses was begun by
the Japanese and was marked by cruel
tortures. When the Chinese Nationalists
came to liberate ,Formosa, the Chinese
police continued the persecutions where
the Japanese left off. These persecutions
are entirely uncalled-for. Jehovah's witnesses are a humble, law-abiding people.
Most of them in Formosa are Ami-tribesmen, who toil peacefully and honestly in
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tne riee tleJOS. Tt'ley pay their taxes. They

are not poUtlC4lly-minded like many around
them who make a pastime of speaking
against the government. Jehovah's witnesses respect the government. However,
Jehovah's witnesses are the ones who are
persecuted.
In an endeavor to gain relief, documentary evidence was submitted 'to the provincial government during 1954, protesting
against the many indignities committed
against male and female witnesses of Jehovah and against the Bible, under the
Chinese Nationalist regime. Here is the
translation of a typical affidavit signed by
seven ministers of Jehovah's witnesses;
"We were put in prison for seven days.
... The tortures inflicted were as follows:
To make us give evidence, we were taken
one by one to separate cells, made to kneel
on the concrete, and were severely struck
and clubbed, till we bled freely from nose
and mouth. We were beaten and kicked
all over the body, u~tn some of us were
unconscious. We were tortured repeatedly.
At the second occasion of torturing, the
seven of us were assembled.. together, and
were told, 'You must abandon your faith!
You must abandon your faith!, Despite
strong threats, we replied, 'We will not!'
The police got angrier and angrier, and
struck us with clubs repeatedly. '!'he tender part of Lin Kon Mei's right breast was
prodded repeatedly until the color drained
from his face, and he became unconscious.
He is unable to do heavy work until this
day.>l
The official reply given to this and eleven
other affidavits of protest stated only this:
"The government has not received any
report of maltreating Christians. Please do
not listen to one~sided stories. However,
all unlawful acts are forbidden by the gov~
emment." There was no apology? just a
closing of the eyes to the dastardly indig.
nities committed by the Chinese police.
AWAKE!

However, these acts of viOlent persecution tum them. 'They said they would send
have recently died down, only to be sue· them labove' and advise later. As yet, 1
ceeded by a more subtle method Qf "med- have received no further word of the Bidling" wIth the Christian.witnesses of Je- bles."-Lin Mo E.
uOn November 9, 1953, a police officer
hovah.
fr9m Zuiho ent-ered my house, opened the
The Bible Banned!
drawer of my desk, and took from it my
When William Tyndale started work on Japanese Bible. The policeman said he
his translation of the Bible into English, must send it to headquarters, but not to
he declared: uI will cause a boX that drives worry, as it would be sent back again. But
with a plow to know more of the Scriptures no word of it has been received until this
than the great body of clergy now know." day."-Lin Ko Oh.
The Bible in the language of the common
"On November 23, 1953, at 30 minutes
people has spread throughout the world after midnight, a police officer from the
since that time, so that even the boy that Ruya Area station entered my home quietdrives the plow in the rice paddies of For- Iy like a thief, and, without speaking or'
mosa may read it. Many of these have be- awakening anyone, took one Bible from
come Jehovah's witnesses. And because a clothes box. When 1 woke up, he said,
they now uknow more of the Scriptures 'I must send this Bible up above. Please
than the great body of the clergy" in For- await further word.' 1 have not received
mosa, it' appears these clergy ha,:e p~e- my Bible back."-Ko Ei Ka.
vailed upon the government to restnct ClrWhen these violations of religious libcuiation of the Bible in the only language erty were protested to the provincial govthat the plowboy can read-the JaPanese ernmentofFormosa, the secretary-general,
language.
Dr. Dison H. Poe, replied in writing: "As
For a long time the Fonnosan govern- the government is encouraging the use of
ment has waged war on the publications the mandarin <standard Chinese) in the
of Jehovah's witnesses, prohibiting their mountain areas, the use of the Japanese
entry into the country, and confiscating language is restricted." The secretary.
them from the private homes. However, general explained verbally that in order
during the past year this campaign has to read the Bible Jehovah's witnesses in
been extended against the Bible itself. No , Formosa must learn either Chinese or
longer is it possible to send Japanese- English. But Mr. Secretary-General! How
language Bibles into Formosa. No longer can humble farming folk, who have read
is it possible for one of Jehovah's witnesses only Japanese all their lives, now turn
in Formosa to keep a Bible safely in his around and learn these difficult new Ianhouse, unless in a place of hiding. This is guages? Even if they gave up their fanning
borne out by the following statements to find the time, it must take the best of
taken from among the affidavits presented them several years! And during all that
to the government by Jehovah's witnesses time, are they to be deprived of the priviin Formosa in 1954:
lege of reading the Bible? To which the
"On November 4, 1953, I was called to secretary~general's only reply was, "They
the area police station, and ordered to take must learn Chinese if they want to read
my Bibles there immediately, so that the
Police seal could be stamped in them. In the Bible."
all
faith, I did this, but the police
At the same time the secretary-general
confiscated the two Bibles, and did not reM insisted that there was freedom of religion

good
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in Formosa, and pointed to the fJl(:t that
in Taipei there is a church on nearly every

corner. It is true that whoever'walks or
"rickshas" the streets of Taipei will see
many churches. But are these church buildings a guarantee of reli""ious liberty? No
more so than the temple in Jerusalem guaranteed religious freedom to Jesus when he
preached there!
The visitor in Taipei will also see many
bookstores, and in the bookstores he will
find many cheap Japanese novels, magazines, comics. Apparently the government
ban on the Japanese language does not extend to literature of a lighter vein. The
people may read "trash" in Japanese, but
the Bible-well, that is different! Indeed,
great darkness threatens to descend on
Formosa. the darkness of the "Dark Ages"
of centuries gone by. It was then-and
compare Formosa now!-that "the boy
that drives the plow" was denied access to
the Bible. except through the clergy or an
unfamiliar tongue.

Whither Formosa?
Here is a country that continues to suppress .its best citizens. Jehovah's witnesses
are that kind of citizen. because they obey
the laws that make for good citizenship.
Eight times they have applied for lawful
registration as a religious organization,

but, while thf!Se applications get lost in a
muze of red tape, the government keeps
on telling them, You must not preach until
you are registered!
Jehovah's witnesses in Formosa continUe to make supplication for "all those who
are in high station, in order that we may
go on leading a calm and quiet life with
full godly devotion and seriousness."
(1 Timothy 2:2, New World Trans.) They
respect the government, and try to do right
by the government. The recent tremendous
growth in the number of Jehovah's witnesses in Formosa provides no threat to
the government. Good citizens who hear
and heed the message of Jehovah's kingdom only become better citizens.
However, if the Chinese government of
Formosa continues to "meddle with these
men" through persecutions or Bible ban~
nings, it must expect the wrath of their
God, Jehovah. As the Jerusalem that persecuted Jehovah's prophets was destroyed
by the hordes of Nebuchadnezzar, and the
Jerusalem that outlawed Jesus and his
disciples was destroyed by the hordes of
Rome, so Nationalist China stands in grave
danger if she persists in "fighting against
God." May she awake to her ,danger before
it is too late, and grant the religious freedom that is the rightful heritage of Je~
hovah's witnesses of Formosa.

love'
Cl Describing the present·day churchgoer, Simeon Stylites, in a letter to The

Ohris·
tian Century, July 14, 1954. said: "In Muslim countries worshipers leave their shoes
outside when they enter the mosque. In Christian countries, alas, it is ditf'erent.
People often leave their heads outside when they enter church. Many a pastor has
sat in blank wonder over the apparent miracle that some of the richest men on the
official board ever managed to keep out of the poorhouse. They do not bring into
the work of the church the headwork that they put into busIness. Does not much
of our trouble come from bodies from which the heads are absent without leave?
The difficulty about massing any great moral and religious force against flagrant
evils in our country is that too many people operate by tradition and not by head·
work." But is not the real reason for these "Christian" heads' being absent without
leave that the clergy have spiritually starved the cht1l'Ohcoer, feeding him the
husks' of tradition and politiCS instead of the meat of the .BIble?
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THERE

is something marvelous
~ about a nose. So let us highlight
this marvel of the nose by getting
acquainted with the keenest noses

t

in nature. Whose nose is so keen
that its possessor identifies com~
rades solely by the sense of smell?
Whose nose is so keen that its owner has been called the champion
"smeller" of the insect world?
Whose DOse is so keen that it can

detect the scent of man several
mnes away? Whose nose is so keen
that it can detect leaks in underground gas mains that are too
small to be registered by a meter? Whose
nose is so keen that it can follow a scent
over dry land where no tracks are visible and still hold its nose chest high? And
whose nose is so keen that it can distinguish the amazing number of 16,000,000
odors? Intriguing questions these! The answers will spotlight the keenest noses in

nature.
By the word "nose" we mean the olfactory orgjUl, the organ of smell, which varies in different creatures. Thus the antennae or "feelers" are to insects what the
nose is to man. Some insects, surprisingly
enough, have a sense of smell that is truly
wonderfu1. Why, any bee that ventures to
buzz into a strange hive does not die of old
age; it is put to death. How do sentry bees
identify the foolhardy stranger? Since the
odor of a foreign beehive clings to the invader, the sentries, thanks to
their noses,
catch hivebreaking bees
red-handed.
Certain ants
also know their
comrades
through the
sense of smell.
When their or·
JANUARY 8, 1955
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Nature
gans of smell are cut off, these ants fall
with the greatest fury upon one another.
Probably the champion smeller of the insect world is a moth (who would guess it?).
This moth seemingly can scent a female
moth, during the mating season, more than
two miles away!

Snakes. Deer and ElephWlts
One hardly thinks of snakes as having
much of a nose. Yet snakes have an unusually strong sense of smell. The tongue
assists by catching the smell particles from
the air. Some" serpents, such as the American black snake, make their living by their
nose, hunting largely by scent.
Many are the mammals with keen noses.
Musk oxen have noses so sensitive that the
slightest taint of wolf odor on the wind
sends them off like a stampede of buffaloes.
The deer family also finds that much protection comes by way of their noses.-If the
wind is blowing toward a deer, elk or
moose, a hunter might as well not attempt
a stalk. Then there is keen-nosed Mr.
Bruin. Yes, bears have extremely delicate
noses. The great Alaskan brown bear, the
largest carnivore in the world, has such a
keen nose that the taint left by a man's
recent tracks, or the faintest odor on the
breeze, starts him off at full speed.
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Wild sht.'ep use their keen noses in a
clever manner, accordfng to a hunter who
h~ this experience in the Altai Mountains
of Mongolia: "A herd of sheep usually fed
on a steep slope in thb early morning.
When the sun was high they retired to a
narrow r1dge connecting two peaks to
sleep away the midday hours in plain sight.
Always an old ewe acted as a .sentinel. For
_an hour or more after the sheep were lying
down, she would stand on a rocky spire
above the saddle, gazing in every direction.
At last, satisfied that it was safe, she
would settle herself with the rest. Then
my Mongol hunter and I would begin the
stalk, being sure that the wind was blowing
from them to us. But never couId we approach near enough for a shot Always
the herd was up and off. At last we realized that the reason they selected this particular ridge day after day, and attempted
no concealment, was because the air eddied
in a peculiar way about the saddle and
brought odors to their noses no matter
from what direction the wind was blowing."
Then there is that mammoth creature
with the elongated nose. His trunk Is his
nose and at the tip of it are located the
nostrils. When a wild elephant raises his
trunk high and waves it slowly from side
to side, some scent of danger is usually in
the air. So hunters can approach a herd
only upwind. But if the wind is right elephants can detect the scent of man several
mJles awayl

Bloodhound-Tracer of MUising People
Now that animal with the phenomenal
nose, the bloodhound. He has a well-known
job; he tracks down missing persons. His
specialty is fugitive criminals. If a shoe or
garment of the desired fugitive or an authentic footprint can be shown this dog, he
will sniff the article until he has the scent.
Then he picks up the trail. It makes no dif-
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ference whether tracks are visible. And
It is useless for a fugitive to walk fences,
double back on his path, climb trees, pass
through a herd of cattle, step in the tracks
of another person or even cover his tracks
with red pepper. Such stratagems will not
outwit this keen-nosed animal.
Since the bloodhound has one of the
most interesting noses in nature, it would
be well to clear up a few false ideas about
him. First, his very name makes it appear
that the dog lusts for blood. In reality the
bloodhound is not bloodthirsty. He tracks
down men because he just likes people. He
likes people so much that his idea of having
the grandest time is to track down a man,
any man at all. He is probably the gentlest
and friendliest of all dogs. So unless otherwise trained, the bloodhound never attacks a man; he would rather lick the
man's hand. Then why his sanguinarysounding name? It is said, when the Normans introduced the St. Hubert breed into
England about 1066, the dogs were bred
with the English Northern and SQuthern
hounds. The result was the blooded hound.
Over the centuries the name was shortened
to bloodhound.
When tracking down persons, do bloodhounds always bay like the Hound of the
Baskervilles? Some people think they do.
But because it would forewarn armed
criminals, bloodhounds are trained nowadays to trail their quarry quietly. Another misconception about bloodhounds is
the idea that, even with a fresh scent, they
must always keep their noses flat to the
ground. Since a person's scent is not just
in his footprints, but hovers over the
ground, bloodhounds carry their noses
chest high. Then there is the false belief
that the foxy strategy of wading in water
will befuddle the hound. But since a man's
scent lingers above water much as it does
above land, the hound can readily follow a
trail while swimming.
AWAKE/

So amazing is. the bloodhound's nose
that, depending on the weather, he can
follow a trail three to four days old. These
canine noses can follow a human trail for
a hundred miles. Once a bloodhound led
detectives 138 miles-and found its man.
A Kentucky bloodhound named Nick Carter sent 600 fragrant fugitives to jail. A
real tribute to the bloodhound's keen nose
lies in the fact that bloodhounds are the
only dogs whose identification of a criminal by smell is accepted in courts of law.
Another tribute to the bloodhound comes
in a report showing that their noses are
better than gas meters for detecting leaks
in underground mains. At Monroe, Louisiana, dogs traversed a three-mile line just
after it had been checked by the conventionalleak-meter method. The bloodhounds
continned the meter, but they also found
a few leaks that the meter crew had
missed!

The Nose Extraordinary-Man's!
Mer learning of the bloodhounds' sniffing exploits, we may feel that the human
nose is hopelessly outclassed. But cheer
up. For the human nose can learn to recognize at least 10,000 distinct odors and
detect the most fantastically tenuous odors.
Many professional perfumers memorize at
least 7,000 different odors. Memory seems
to hold smells very closely. In fact, an odor
may bring back the recollection of events
long forgotten. Smelling, then, is an extraordinary, complicated process, involving
nose and brain. In their recent study, Dr.

R. H. Hainer and his associatAlS of the
Arthur D. Little Company reached the 101rowing conclusion about the human nose:
In each nostril there is a lobe about as
big as the end of the thumb. This lobe is
made up of some 1,900 "telephone exchanges" called glomeruli. Each of these
sends 24 neurons to the brain. These neuron bundIes can be compared to a board
with 24 lights. So when an odor is detected,
certain ones of the 24 neurons "light up,"
to fonn a code for that particular odor and
nothing else. With-· only 24 neurons, it is
possible to get some 16,000,000 patterns,
corresponding to as m!lny different odors.
In other words, according to this new theory, the human nose is equipped to distinguish about 16,000,000 odors!-8cience'
News Letter for May 2, 1953.
So you see there is much that is marvelous about our own noses. Never need we
feel that the human nose lacks excellence.
And what rapturous joyS it can bring to
man! Why, there are thousands of joyproducing odors: the redolence of the
morning rose, the tang of the ocean breeze,
the enchanting aroma of an exotic perfume, the beckoning bouquet of the early
morning coffeepot, the tantalizing savor
of a roasting turkey, the luscious scent of
a rich, producing vineyard, the zestful
crispness of a tangy autumn day. the purity of rain-swept air and the exquisite
fragrance of the pine-fresh mountains.
With keen noses and perfect health, hOW'
exhilarating will life be on the paradise
earth in Jehovah's new world!

Outfoxing the Fox
At Monticello, New York, a former airman collected $915 in bounties for
trapping the incredible number of 305 faxes in just two months. Asked
about his trapping technique, the man explained that he discovered a
special scent in India. He declined to disclose its formula, but said that it
would attract a fox five miles away. So Reynard has finally been outfoxed,
but it took a man with the secret oriental scent to do it. We wonder whether compll·
ments are due the man who discovered the fox·luring scent or due the fox whose nose
is so keen it seemingly picks up the scent miles away.
JANUARY 8, 1955
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THE LANGUAGE ALL MOTOmSTS KNOW--HONKING!

NFORTUNATELY, tnere are more t:lAperts
in horn honking than there are in auto
driving. This, of course, has raised a few
ear-annoying problems throughout the world.
The .problem is handled di:lferently in the var·
ious countries of the world. But most of them
agree that horn honking should be curbed.
Still there are places, such as New York or
Port.au·Prince, where the horn·happy motorist
can remain in a perpetual state of boisterous
bliss. At the other extreme is Caracas, Vene·
zuela, where tooting the horn will, in a reo
markably quick time, ruin one financially.
'i: C~racas has an amazingly effective way of
handling its problem of raucus toots. For
hOnking the horn brings a policeman, and the
motorist winds up paying a fine of $105. This
ban on horn honking is in effect day and night.
If a drIver wants to warn a pedestrian or another motorist, all he can do is strike the side
of his car with the palm of his hand. This resuIts, especially for the anxious driver, in the
production of hand callouses. But the over-all
picture is one of reduction of tramc accidents_
~ In Bogota, Colombia, an antinoise campaign was inaugurated in 1950. It had some
gratifying results. However, according to
newspaper reports, the city has reverted
to its nonnal condition-its "noisy normal."
Auto horns now blend in with the cacophony
of blaring radios and jukeboxes and the cries
of newsboys and lottery venders.
'ii In Rio de Janerio, Brazil, honking is not
banned, except during those hours when peapie want to rest: 9 p.m. till 7 a.m. But it is
said that traffic policemen go home at 8 p.m_
So citizens of Rio de Janeiro have a fair
amount of honking noise to contend with, but
the pedestrians particularly appreciate the
noise-it gives them a chance to jump.
-t; Port-au·PrInce, Haiti, may well be the paradise of horn·happy motorists. Says a report
In the New York World-Telegram and Sun,
(September 22, 1954): "There is no horn honking problem in Port·au-Prince. When you start
your car, you start your horn and keep it going. However, many motorists ease up on the
horn occasionally for a moment to rest themselves or to give it additional emphasis when
they start again."
-'j'~ In Copenhagen, Denmark, there is traffic
noise, but horn honking is not considered ex-

I
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H cessive. There is no ban. The most disagree~ able noises come from motor bikes and motor
... scooters that, like a swann of locusts, have
t! swooped down on Copenhagen. The police be·
:: gan an antinoise campaign and compelled the
~ scooter drivers to put back their silencers,
H which had been removed to increase speed.
~ ~~ In Stockholm, Sweden, hom blowing has
~ been curbed ever since 1936. So horn·happy
". motorists are rare. In thickly populated areas
!:' a motorist may honk only to pass a car ahead
1-/ or to avert an accident,
~ l Paris, France, was once noted as one of the
world's noisiest cities, But the ear-splitting
VI tooting came to an end on August 1; a law
... went into effect forbidding horn blowing ex:: cept in the case of imminent accIdents.
~;
, In London the horn is not a big problem.
t"I
Motorists know that if they honk tOo loud or
0« too long or honk at all in a stationary auto,
t:; except in tramc jam, they may be arrested.
H Honking is forbidden in built-up areas, and
H that includes nearly all the 117 square miles
;:: of London, between 11:30 p.m. and 7:30 a.m.
;: New York is noted for drivers that rely
P>i' heavily on the horn. Almost every New York
motorist is familiar with the persistent tooting
.. that comes from autos when the first motorist
;~ fails to make a jack-rabbit start as the light
:::; changes to green. Said the New York Times:
~ "Tramc in the city is bad enough without hav)o~
ing to pay heed to assorted horns pressing for
clearance which is rarely available in any
W
event."
~,. 'C Rome, Italy, seems to have outdone New
York for sheer traffic noise. When Dr. Fritz
Reiner, conductor for the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, stepped off the liner Andrea Doria
;:: in New York, he observed: "Italy today is thE'
~ noisiest country in the world-much worse
,~
than Chicago or New York." His reasons:
~ motorcycles roar with open exhausts. There is
M
the put, put, bang! of the motor scooters, the
~ clang
of the streetcar gongs and the shrieks
"
~ of outraged motorists and pedestrians. But
horn honking is no problem. It was banned
~
several years ago. St111 the removal of the
~
;:: auto hom from the competing din of Rome's
t:: traffic was, at least to symphony conductor
Reiner, like removIng a fiute from an eighty~
piece orchestra.
H
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AWAKE!

By "Awakel" correlpondenl
In 5tolland

"THE clan spirit
lives on-even
in a modern world
where old loyalties
are apt to die and
the graciousness of
other years gives
way to speed and still more speed." So
claimed the Scottish Daily Mail when introducing a series of articles on the clan
chiefs of Scotland in its issue of February 13, 1954. Ironically, that day was the
260th anniversary of the Massacre of Glencoe, which resulted from clan treachery
and has been described as the blackest deed
in Scottish history.
Scotland, home of the -.clans, is a land
of great beauty and charm, with its hills
and glens, lochs and streams. Named after
the Scots who settled on the west coast in
the sixth century, it was populated also
by .the Picts, the Britons and the Angles,
as well as the Celts who had lived there
since pre-Roman times. Geographically,
Scotland may be divided into the Highlands
and the Lowlands, and it was in the Highlands north of the rivers Clyde and Forth
that the clan system originated and developed.
A clear picture of the development of the
clan system in Scotland can be drawn only
from the reign of Malcolm Canmore in
the early part of the eleventh century. Canmore introduced the feudal system of land
tenure into Scotland. Under the Celtic system the land had belonged to a family
branch within the tribe and was held by
JANUARY 8, 1955

the chief, but under feudalism the king was the
ultimate superior and all land was to
be held by him. The Highlanders accepted
feudalism in $0 far as it affected the relationship between sovereign and chief but
their own tenure of the land remained on
the same footing as before. This fact, along
with the new practice in Scotland of adopting surnames, began to make clear the
existence of clans.
Because the clan system related to land
tenure the clans were confined to localities
or districts, usually selected for ease of
defense as well as suitability for residence
and livelihood. The chief of the clan was
responsible for governing the clan, distributing the land and determining the differ·
ences and disputes among the clansmen.
In turn he was the object of their love and
devotion and, by token of the bond of kinship, he commanded unquestioning obedience.

Clan Feuds
The clansmen's devotion to their chief
impelled them to take the part of any clan
member involved in a dispute with an out·
sider, regardless of who was right. From
this the hereditary clan feuds originated.
An injury to one member of a clan by a.
member of a different clan was an injury
to the whole clan by the whole clan. Bitter
feuds followed, sometimes resulting in isolated murders, sometimes in clan battles
and wars. Stone monuments raised to commemorate these battles served only to instigate further violence in succeeding gen·
erations.
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The tale is told of a clan feud that had
lis start In the eerly part ot the sixteenth
cen.tury and did not end until the seventeenth century. Two MacGregofS, passing
through the lands of the Colquhouns, stole
a sheep to stave off their hunger. The theft
was soon detected. The thieves were caught
and hanged without mercy. Whether this
.began the feud between the MacGregors
and Colquhouns is not certain, but it
did not end until the Colquhouns were
massacred in the Glen of Sorrow, near

of Scotland under the name of handfasting.
Tbe couple agleed to COhabit for a year

and a day. If no issue resulted the contractual arrangement could be dissolved
This custom, however, was not widespread.
The other was the custom of fosterage.
There was an exchange of babies or children, even sons of the chief were reared
by other families in the clan. The bonds of
kinship were thus strengthened and the
respect of the various ranks of the clan
for one another was enhanced.

Loch Lomond.

The allegiance and devotion of the clans
to their chiefs made it an easy matter for
the chiefs to embroU the clans in their
many clashes with their neighbors. It was
also easy to induce the clans to follow in
marauding raids on Lowland barons. When
James I resumed his kingship of Scotland
A.D. 1424, he determined to bring order
to a lawless land. He invited the clan chiefs'
to meet him in parliament at Inverness.
When they complied he had them all seized
and thrown into prison. One chief, Alexander, Lord of the Isles, upon his release,
retaliated by summoning ten thousand of
his vassals, then proceeded to lay waste
the crown lands. Only after a bitter war
was he subdued.
The Highlanders' battle technique was,
on the command to advance, to rush down
the incline, discharge their firelocks, and
then, broadsword in hand, hurl themselves
on the enemy. Almost nine hundred Highlanders were kHled jn the charge at the
battle of Killiecrankie, but they cut
through the enemy lines and the battIe
was over in minutes. By strategic positioning of their ranks the English, years later,
Withstood the first wild Highland charge
(A.D. 1746) and the battle was theirs. The
technique failed.
Among the customs of the clans there
were two that were exceptional. Trial marriage was one. It was practiced by the clans
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Tartans
No consideration of the clans would be
complete without mention of their tartans.
The know-how of manufacturing the woolen cloth and tastefully coloring it with
dyes obtained from plants was brought to_
Scotland by the Celts. At first there were
but a few tartans with simple checkered

patterils and not many colors. But gradually the clans came to' be recognizable by
the distinctively colored setts or patterns
of their tartan. As the clans increased in
numbers the need for differentiation was
met by adding a line or two of various
hues. The modem shop that carries the
advertising legend, "IT your name is here
we have your tartan," has a range of almost four hundred different tartans, hut
that is the result of commercializing the
romantic and nationalistic appeal of the
kilt. The modem commercial articles number four times as many as the true clan
tartans, worn as sark, kilt, trews, plaid
and shawl.
The clan tartans and the clan music of
the bagpipes both played their parts in clan
warfare and it is not sUrprising that after
the rebellion of 1745 the wearing of tartans and the use of the pipes were prohibited by act of Parliament, in common with
the bearing of arms. The banning of the
tartan, enforced under the severe penalty
of deportation for seven years upon secAWAKEI

ond conviction, brought great hardship to ly recognized entities; their chiefs have
the Highlands. Practically all masculIne sanction of law for their rank; clan SfJC1e..
attire had been made of tartan and one ties abound; but the average Scot, who
can well imagine the indignation and may still have an affection for the kilt and
shame of the proud Highlanders who for who will thrill to the tune of the pipes, no
some time had nothing to wear but wom- longer lives in the era of clans. The nostalen's petticoats and blankets stitched up gia and the romance that pull at the heart
the middle for breeches. The proscribing strings of the Scot abroad have little effect
enactment is considered by some to have on the dour Scot at home battling reality.
The clan spirit no doubt produced loyalsounded the death knell of the Scottish clan
system. Others point to the social scene as ties and graciousness in other years; some
the tru~ reason for the disintegration of of the clans were famed for their kindness
the system. In some cases stark poverty and hospitality. But it also produced a
drove the clansmen from the land of the fruitage of greed, hatred, enmity, bloody
hills and the heather to all corners of the battle and treacherous massacre. How difglobe.
ferent is the spirit and mental make-up of
the descendants of the Picts, the Angles,
The Clans Today
the Britons, the Celts and the Scots, who
What of the clans today? Commenting today are busy in Scotland and many
on the clan spirit a noted clan chief, as other lands announcing tbe righteous kingquoted by John MacLennan in the Scottish dom of Jehovah God by his Son Christ
Daily Mail, February 17, 1954, said: "It Jesus! In the knowledge that God made
seems to me that pride of race burns more all nations of one blood, they recognize
strongly i~ some of these sixth-generation blood affinity with all, not merely with
exiles of Highland descent than in many those who bear the same clan name, and
places nearer home." There is probably they walk by a different spirit, the spirit
much truth in this. The clans are still legal- whose fruitage is love, joy and peace.

-;e""""9 de &Md:
«£. During World War I1 many parts of the earth were turned into a ruin. One of
those places was the Marshall Islands, where some of the atolls were laid waste
by bombardment. But it was not until the hydrogen age came in that the great
mass of Marshallese people came to the horrifying realization that their home was
being ruined. In May, 1954, they sent a heart-breaking petition to the United Na·
tlons. It asked that the hydrogen·bomb tests, being conducted near their tiny atolls,
be ended. The petition explained that inhabitants of two of their islands "are now
suffering in various degrees from 'lowering of blood count: burns, nausea and the
falling oft' of hair from the head." They said that unsuspecting inhabitants of the
island of Rongelap were poisoned when they drank water from their wells: "The
people of Rongelap would have avoided much danger if they had lmown not to
drink the waters on their home island." But the Marshallese were ooncerned not
only over dang~r from nuclear tests but for their very land: "Land means a great
deal to the Marshallese. It means more than just a place where you can plant your
food crops and build your houses; or a place where you can bury your dead. It is
the very life of the people. Take away their land and their spirits go also." The
Marshallese people will be comforted to know that since God's Word, the Bible,
assures us that Jehovah has taken hIs great power and rules through his Son,
Christ Jesus, the time is at hand for God "to bring to ruin those ruining the earth."
-Revelation 11:18, New World Trans.
JANUARY 8, 1955
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PARSIS,

followers

of

zoroaster

He kept the !Ire alive several days, feeding j t
Il' "AwlI".'" cOIT'IJI0nd.nt in 'nena
/
HE Parsis (pronounced "Par'sees") are fo1· t with sandalwood and then arranged for its
lowers of the ancient prophet Zoroaster. I- conveyance to Bombay.
Their religion may be summed up in six I c: To the Pants the elements earth, fire and
water are considered symbols of God; that is
words, "Good words, good thoughts, good
why they do not bury or cremate their dead.
deeds." There are only about 100,000 of Parsis
Funeral service of prayers and the hurning of
in the world. Originally they stem from Persandalwood over a fire is held, during which
sia. But in 641 (A.D.), when the Persian em·
service the face of the deceased is exposed to
plre was overthrown by the Arabs, the Parsis
a dog three or four times. The reason for this
fled lor their lives. After more than a hundred
is believed to be to keep the evil spirits away
years of hiding and wandering, they finally
from the deceased. The body is then taken to
found refuge in the land of India. The Hindu
the "Tower of Silence," specially designed for
Rana cordi&lly received them, and they were
this purpose. The body is stripped, exposed
granted permission to stay if they would agree
and soon denuded of the Hesh by the vultures
to adopt the language of the country, the dress
that always hover overhead. To some this may
of the Indian, perform their marriage cere·
sound revolting, but Parsis ask: "Is it worse
monies at night, as was the Hindu custom, and
than having the insects of the earth do the
wear no armor. To this the Par&is agreed.
tI. Today their customs are simUar to those • same work?" They believe that vultures are
sent by God and that from a sanitary point of
of the Hindus. In India the Parsis progressed
view nothing could be more nearly perfect.
steadily in education and business, until today
they are skilled in many arts and are the
ti. Parsis believe in doctrines that are similar
land's leading industrialists. At preaent they
to those of Christendom's religions. For ex·
represent one of India's wealthiest religions.
ample: They believe in the immortality of the
soul, heaven, hell, purgatory, resurrection.
€. When Zoroaster was born is uncertain.
They also believe that the eart1l was created
SOme say 1300 B.C., others give later dates.
in 365 days, divided into six unequal periods.
His mission as a prophet was "to guide tl1e
leaderS of nouses, streets, villages and towns" , and at the end of each was a rest day. Heaven
bl the path of virtue. He taught that there is . may be attained chiefly by good words, good
thOUghts, good deeds. Only those bam to Parsi
but one god existing from all eternity, who is
almighty, and from whom all good things . parents may become followers of Zoroaster.
flow; that this god alone was to be worshiped;
(1 All Parsis wear the lJudra (sacred sleeve·
that idolatry was blasphemy and brought only
less shirt made of fine linen or cotton gauze),
disastroUs results, Zoroaster also believed that
which is worn next to the skin, and the kushti
this god, being the very essence of all that is , (sacred cord made of 72 threads representing
a:lorious and brightness, was best symbolized ~ the 72 chapters of the sacred book of the Par·
by fire.
t sisl. The investiture of the child with the su41. So to Parsis fire is sacred and not to be
dra and kushti takes place after he reaches
polluted. Because they believe fire to be sa·
the age of six years and three months. This is
cred, they torbid members to smoke tobacco
an occasion for gIving gifts and great rejoic·
or opium, Their places of worship are called
ing, second only to the marriage celebrations.
ftre·temples. and in them is contained the sa,~. The city of Bombay, present home of the
cred fire fed by fuel such as sandalwood. In
Parsis, bears good testimony of their "good
establishing a new fire·temple many ceremo·
deeds" in the form of hospitals, schools, pub·
nies are undergone to have an acceptable fire,
lic halls, art galleries, parks and homes for
Great etl'orts are made to obtain a fire started
poorer
Parsis. But their community still forms
by llghtning. One such js contained in a tire·
such a strong tie that none of them have yet
temple in Bombay. This fire was obtained hy
desired to extend those "good deeds" to
a Parsi in Calcutta. Upon hearing of a burning
preaching Jehovah's established kingdom,
tree that had been struck by lightning some
though for many years they have kindly remiles from Calcutta, the Parsi proceeded to
the place and got a block of the hurning tree.
f!eived its messengers.
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AWAKE!

A Shock for
Sunday Worshipers

HE Kansas City Times of February 22,
1954, reported Ralph T. Boggs, pastor
of the Roanoke Baptist church, as saying
that the original idea of Sunday is fast
fading. "We should restore the Sabbath
to its rightful place," said he. Early in the
history of the American colonies Puritans
were so strict that they even forbade one
to smile or kiss his own child on SundRy.
Clergymen stretched chains across the
streets to keep their parishioners from using their horse and carriage on Sunday.
Church attendance was compulsory. When
the automobile first became popular so
many people spent Sunday driving in their
cars that the clergymen shouted from their
pulpits that their automobiles were taking
the people to hell.
Today, among professed Christians, Sunday is observed rather irregularly, the
meager attendance at many "churches,"
to compare with the large crowds at sports
events and the movies, testifying to the
extent to which the day is taken seriously.
Pastor Will A. Sessions, Jr., of the Independence Boulevard Christian church,
reminisces: "There was a time, not so long
ago, when one was not permitted to sew
and travel on Sunday. But today," says
he, "people do not speak of Sunday as the
Lord's day, rather as the week end. The
tendency is to commercialize it as a day
off, when one does as he pleases." Perhaps
Pastors Boggs and Sessions have never
stopped to investigate whether Sunday

T
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really was "the Lord's day." So let us investigate.
Vain have been the efforts of clergymen
to unscramble Scriptural evidence for the
support of keeping Sunday as a holy day.
The majority are quick to admit that it
has no basis in the Bible. For example:
Amos Binney of the Methodist Episcopal
church states: "Jt is true there is no commandment . . . for keeping holy the first
day of the week." A Lutheran publication
confesses that "the observance of Sunday
as the Lord's day is not founded on any
commandment of God, but on the authority
of the Church," that is, the Catholic
Church. Philip Carrington, Anglican archbishop of Quebec, told Toronto clergymen
that there was nothing to support Sunday's
being kept holy, and that tradition not
.
' of
the Bible,·
had made Sunday the day
worship.
How, then, has the world come to keep
Sunday as a holy day? The Convert Catechism of Catholic doctrine says: "We ob-serve Sunday instead of Saturday because
the Catholic Church in the Council of Laodicea (A.D. 336) transferred the solemnity
from Saturday to Sunday." The Catholic
Mirror (Baltimore, Maryland), official
church organ of Cardinal Gibbons, makes
these challenging remarks: "The Catholic
Church for over one thousand years before
the existence of Protestant, by virtue of
her divine mission, changed the day from
Saturday to Sunday . . . The Protestant
world at its birth [in the Reformation of
the 16th century] found the Christian Sunday too strongly intrenched to run counter
to its existence; it was therefore placed
under the necessity of acquiescing in the
arrangement, thus implying the church's
right to change the day, for over three
hundred years. The Christian Sabbath
(Sunday) is therefore to this day the acknowledged offspring of the Catholic
Church as spouse of the Holy Ghost, with-
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out a word of remonstrance from the Prot~
estant world."
Did the holy spirit dictate the switch
from Saturday to Sunday? What Bible
proof is there far such assertion? None.
Just tradition. COmmenting on the origin
of Sunday as a holy day, Dr. Edward T.
Hiscox, a Baptist author, declares: "What
a pity that [this day] comes branded with
the mark of paganism, and christened with
the name of the sun god, when adopted and
sanctioned by the papal apostasy, and bequeathed as a sacred legacy to Protes
tantism."
As Philip Schaff says in his History of
the Christian Church: "The Sunday law
of Constantine must not be overrated. He
enjoined the observance, or rather forbade
the public desecration of Sunday, not under
the name of Babbatum [Sabbath) or dies

OUr Sunday Visitor of February 5, 1950,
chides the Protestant world for keeping
Sunday. It says in part: "Practically everything that Protestants regard as essential or important they have received from
the Catholic Church. They accept Sunday
rather than Saturday as the day for public

worship after the Catholic Church made
that change.•.. They observe Christmas
on the day assigned to it by the Catholic
Church. They accept the date for Easter
Observance from the Church. But the
Protestant mind does not seem to realize
that in accepting the Bible, in observing
the Sunday, in keepiI)g Christmas and Easter, 'they are accepting the authority of
the spokesman for the. Church, the Pope."
But what the Catholic Church fails to
realize or does not care to realize is that,
by accepting these various pagan days in
-Qomini [Lord's day], but under Us old the name of the pope, she is rejecting, not
astrological and heathen title, dies Solis only the Word of God, but God himself.
{Sunday], familiar to all his subjects, so As Jesus said: "Why do you also transgress
that the law was as applicable to the wor- the commandment of God for 'your trashipers of Hercules, Apollo, and Mithras', dition? . . . Hypocrites, well hath Isaias
as to the Christians. There is no reference prophesied of you, saying: This people
whatever in his law either to the fourth honoureth me with their lips: but their
commandment [of the Ten Command- heart is far from me: And in vain do they
ments 1 or to the resurrection of Christ." worship me, teaching doctrines and comOr, to quote another church historian,
mandments of men."-Matthew 15:3, 7-9,
A. P. Stanley (History of the Eastern
Catholic Douay Ver.
Church): "The retention of the old pagan
To wayward Christians that turned aside
name of <dies Solis' or 'Sunday,' for the
weekly Christian festival is in great meas- to keep special days, the inspired Paul
ure owing to the union of pagan and [so-- wrote: "How is it that you are turning
called] Christian sentiment with which the' back again to the weak and inadequate elefirst day of the week was recommended by mentary things and want to be slaves to
Constantine to his subjects, pagan and them over again? You are scrupulously
Christian alike, as the 'venerable day of observing days and months and seasons
the Sun.''' Thus by Constantine was the a~d years." Yes, why should Christians
pagan Sunday sprinkled with the unholy keep days, months and years when they
waters of apostasy and renamed the Chris- were redeemed from these things? But you
tian sabbath day. Thereafter the Roman ask, What about the Sabbath law? Are
Catholic Church fostered this piece of mis- we not commanded to keep it holy? In our
chief by her councils. And so today Chris- next issue we shall answer.-Galatians 4: 9,
tandom observes Sunday.
10, New World Trans.
•
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I~aly
TS bootlike· shape, surrounded on three
sides by water, distinguishes Italy completely from all other nations. It is a land
Of art and music, and its mild climate and
natural beauties have earned for it the
name "the garden of Europe." Here in the
"boot" live 47 million people.
Settled on "seven hills" is the capital
city Rome, the home ,of the papacy, the
center of Christendom and the birthplace
of the Roman civilizat:i0n. Hence the saying, "all roads lead to Rome," From the
top to the tip of the boot lives a determined,
hard-working people. Their soil makes
some of the best wine and grows some of
the finest fruit in the world. But the farmers are poor, completely sapped of their
strength and wealth by political and religious conspirators. Often the farmers'
daily ration will consist of a few slices of
bread. an onion and a few olives. Their
plight many attribute to the Catho1ic
Church, which has dominated them for
centuries.
Few support the church wholeheartedly
anymore. Some of these are nuns, monks,
Jesuits and priests who draw benefits from
church rule. But the vast majority of people are dissatisfied. They go to church occasionally, because they still believe in
God and Christ. They know of no other
place to go. There is another class made
up of radicals who are demanding a complete change in Italy. "Out with the capitalists and the Vatican-controlled politicians," they shout, "and let us build a new
government for the people." It is to this

I
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mixed multitude that Jehovah's witnesses
preach the kingdom of God as mankind's
only hope.
To have ministerS' go from house to
house to preach is very strange indeed in
Italy. True, priests and nuns go regularly
from house to house, but not to preach or
explain Bible truths, but to collect money
from the oppressed for some deceased
Catholic-made saint. Even though Rome
is next door to the home of the papacy,
which claims to have written and preserved the Bible, yet shamefully enough
the great majority of Italian people have
never seen the inside of a Bible. Say these
people, It is a sin for one to read and interpret the Bible by himself. If anyone is
found reading a Bible or a publication that
explains Bible passages, which publication
is not approved by the church, such one
is committing a grave sin and stands the
chance of being excommunicated. When
asked, Who says that it is a sin to read.
the Bible? the answer invariably is, The
priests. For fear, these people will not converse on religion. Their minds are so filled
with prejudice and superstition that it is
almost impossible to penetrate them.
Amidst this turbulent sea of humanity
there is a fine field for the Christian missionary. In 1947 there were only 150 of Jehovah's witnesses in all of Italy. Now there
are more than 2,500, who are closely organized in more than a hundred congregations. More than 4,000, however, crowd in
these meeting places desirous of associating with Jehovah's witnesses.
Many wonder what it is like to do missionary work in Italy. Here is an exper2i1

ience: Two of Jehovah's witnesses called
at the home of a YOlUlg college student
who marveled that ministers would call
on him to talk about God's kingdom. His
first words were, "Did the priests send
you?" "No," was the reply. "Do you believe in the priests that they are God's
ministers?" "No," again. The young man's
brow raised and a brief smile swept across
his face. "Wait." He turned his head and
shouted back into 'the house, "Mother,
come here! 1 have found someone with my
ideas!" When she came to the door, he
spoke out very seriously: "You know, I
qUit going to church because I have seen
the corruption that goes on there. 1 am
so· glad that you do not believe in the
priests. But, tell me, why do you carryon
this preaching work? Are you paid?" Jehovah's witnesses explained that they
were not paid, that they do their preaching ~ven as did Jesus and his apostles,
freely and voluntarily. "Remarkable!" said
the young man. After a brief discussion
an appointment was made to calI again,
because, in the words of the young man,
"1 certainly want to become acquainted

.
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What kind of gambling o..:~u~pies the largest
number of Americans? P. 5,112• What rotten fruils gambling produces?
P. 6, f[4.
• What example church gambling sets for
cbildren{ P. 7.11 2 .
• How to extend the life of nylon stockings?

flS
9, II •
Why nylon stockings do not wear nearly
long as they once.did? P. 10,111.
Which part of the world is the coldest?
12, 1f3.
How Chinese Nationalist authorities have
shown disdain for re ligiou 5 freedom? P. 14,
1f6.
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with this new religion." It is very possible
that his search for truth will be satisfied
now that he has become acquainted with
Jehovah's witnesses.
How badly people desire the truth and
how tenaciously they will hang on to it
is well exemplified in this case: A young
woman received a booklet from Jehovah's
witnesses, read it, and was deeply interested in learning more. When the witness
called on her she enthusiastical1y responded to an invitation to study the Bible. After
a few Bible studies the young lady revealed parts of her body that were battered and bruised by her husband because
he resented her studying the Bible. This
young woman, with ohin high, said: "I
don't care what he does. I still want my Bible study." Now instead of studying in her
home, they study in a park out of sight and
mind of her husband.
The missionary field in Christendom's
heart is ripe for harvesting. Right in Rome
people are in search of Christianity, and
from all observations the good Shepherd
is leading them out into the glorious light
of truth .

i ·

• What ex..:use furl110san authorities have
given for suppre,sing the Bible! P. 15,116.
• What peril even gr~ater than Ihat of com·
munism now threatens Formosa? P. IG, ~.1.
• How a man leaves a lrail ev~n Ihrough
waler? P. 18, f[S.
• What animal cal! legally id~ntify a criminal
in a court of law? P. 19,111.
• In what city a driver slaps the side of his
auto rather than honking his horn? P. 20, 112.
•
WI ly P ar Iiament specl filcally b annel\ the
wearing of Scottish tartans? P. 22, f[6.
• Who the Parsis are, and why they came to
!ndialP. 24, 1ft.
• Whether the hackground of Sunday wor·
,hip is Christian or pagan? P. 26, 112.
• Whet het 1he majority of Italians are satis.
fled with their religion? P. 27,1[3.
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that its mildest recourse was

~

'lJA~~~ING
ORLD

to censure one of its own memo
bers." The New lark Times

said pointedly: "The Senate of
the United States has done
much to redeem itself in the
eyes of the American people
. - _ The contempt Mr. McCQ.rthy has shown for the Senate,
for the Constitution and lor
the basic rights of citizens of
the United States was apparent to anyone wiHlng to look."
Japan: The Premier He8lgns
~ When Japan was still at.
war with the U.S., farsighted
man by the name of Shigeru
Yoshida laid the groundwork
for a political future in postwar Japan. He smuggled out
of Japan a secret letter of sympathy for the U.S. By 1945 Yoshida actively adVocated peace
negotiations through British
channels. For this he was
jailed. After Japan's surrender
he was released and, as one of
the few leading Japanese who
was not on General MacArthur's list of wannongerers,
Yoshida plunged successfully
into political life. In 1946 he
became premier and, except
for two brief upsets, held control of the government lUltil
December 7. That day he resigned with his entire Cabinet.
His exit from the political
scene occurred just before a
motion of nonconfidence was
to have been presented by the
Opposition in the House of
Representatives. Yoshida's opponents accused him of arrogance and said he was too
closely identified with All1ed
occupation to give Japan an
independent policy. The pro·
posed nonconfidence motion
had accused Yoshida's regime
of secret diplomacy, irresponsibility and scandal.

a
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The McCarthy Censure

Senator Joseph R. McCarthy began his meteoric rise to
notoriety early in 1950 when
he declared that he had the
names of 205 Communists in
the State Department. (Later
the figure was reduced to 57,)
The Senator's provocative career reached a peak in 1954 on
an altercation with the anny
that lasted 36 days. Indeed, for
a whole year the U.S. Senate
was more occupied with McCarthy's conduct than with
any other matter. When the
Senate began debate on a mo·
tion to censure McCarthy, he
charged that he was being
punished for his strong cam·
paign against communism. The
procensure forces argued that
the question of internal communism had nothing to do
with the censure issue, thjit
McCarthy was "on trial" for
his behavior to the Senate. The
climax to the long censure debate came (12/3) when the
Senate voted 67 to 22 to condemn him. All 44 Democrats
voted against McCarthy, so
did one independent. The Reo
publlcans were evenly divided.
The Senate's action condemned
McCarthy for contempt of a
Senate Elections subcommittee
(hat investigated his conduct
and financial affairs, for abuse
of its members and for his insults to the Senate itself during the censure proceedings.
Keen interest was widely man·
JANUARY 8, 1955

ifested in the McCarthy condemnation: for it is only the
fourth time in U.S. history that
a senator has been so condemned.
The Reaction
~

Following the condemnatlon of McCarthy came the reaction. Most newspapers 9pplauded the action. Some took
,a different attitude, such as
the Dallas News, which wrote
under the editorial heading
"Happy Day for Reds": "This
is a happy day for Communists
and their fellow travelers in
America. Senate censure of the
one man who has done most to
expose their web of treason
within our Government gives
them the green light. Let's
hope the smell of red herrings
will not rise to pollute our
land." But the Milwaukee Journal wrote editorially: "The
censure had nothing to do with
communism or antlcommu·
nism . . . . McCarthy deserves
expulsion. He deserves it not
only because he has offended
the dignjty of the Senate,
but because of serious harm
he has done this country and
the help he has given the masters of the Soviet." The St.
Louis Post-Dispatch put it this
way: "If this is a day to applaud the Senate, it is also a
day to lament that the Senate
by inattention, by inaction, by
fear and paralySis, allowed it·
self to be put in a hole so deep

The Provocative SpeeCh
~ Just a few days before Brit·
ain's Sir Winston Churchill
reached his eightieth birthday,
he made a speech at Woodford
that has a fair chance of be·
coming one of the m,ost controversial in recent British
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political history. In the speech
be recalled that in May, 1945,
he had o~red Field Marshal

V1scount Montgomery to stack
captured German anns for pos·
sible reissue to captured Ger·
man forces in the event that
these prisoners had to be used
against the advancing Rus·
sians, The impact was imme·
cUate: bitter criticism. Even
the Times at London censured
Sir Winston, saying that his
remark was "unwise." The edi·
torial also said that, though he
saw the Russian danger in
World War II "more dearly"
tban President Roosewlt had,
the remark was still ill·timed,
since it would not help to con·
vince Russians that Western
POwellS were straJgnttorward
in their dec2arations of peace
today. Sir Winston apologized
to the House of Commons. Yet
the reperCU$slons continued as
Herbert Morrison, leader of
the Labor party's domJnant
right wing, attacked Sir Win·
stan's "clumsy and mIschievous
piece of exhibitionism" and
said that the prime minister
might consider resignation "in
the pUbliC interest,"
MolICow: "Comrade Tlto"

• For more than half a dec·
ade Marshal Tito of Yugosla.
via has been vllifled by the
KremUn with such epithets as
"fascist dog," "capitalist spy"
and "traitor Tito." But in Mos·
cow Kremlin leaders did an
about·face (l1/28J; they raised
their glasses to toast "Comrade
Tito." And Communist First
Secretary Nikita S. Khrush·
chev remarked that "as both
the SOviet Union and Yugo·
slavia followed the teachings
of Marx and Lenin there was
no need for them to disagree."
How dId 'rito feel about the
Kremlin's change of attitude?
A statement by Tito indicated
that he had too good a memo
ory and was too experienced a
statesman to ta.ke Moscow's

"Comrade Tito" seriously, no
matter how many toasts the
Kremlin leaders drink to him.
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Man Mall: Dec1fnlng Fortunes
usual subject: the Russian lan·
.. Last April Britain gave guage. The survey showed that
Kenya's Africans an Increased the Btudy 01 the Russian Ian·
voice In local government. The guage has dropped sharply
effect, according to one of since 1950. At present only 183
Kenya's top political figures, colleges offer courses. Many
Michael BJundell, was that the colleges have dropped their
Mau Mau fortunes were on the courses because ot lack of en·
decline, Surrenders had jumped rollment. Why the di'op in in·
from two a week in May to terest? The Times explained
twenty·five a week in Novem· that the language was difficult
ber. But some 6,000 Mau Mau and that there were not enough
still roamed Kenya's jungles. teachers, but then it spoke of
In spite of this Blundell saId: the most important cause: "a
"We must expect sporadiC out· climate of fear on the cam·
breaks, but the end is in no pus," One professor said that
doubt at all." Even the finding "an interest in the Russian
of the l1od~l- of Arundel Gray language ot" in Russian studies
Leakey, .friend and tribal would fall under the rubric of
"blood brother" of the Kikuyu subversion." Some students
since his youth, did not damp· said their parents told them to
en Kenya's optimism. Leakey's stay away from anything that
body was Jound some flve -ltlight tie them with "commu·
miles from his lonely farm. nism," no matter how remote·
His death was a ghastly one: ly. At the time the "climate
he had been tortUred, burled of fear" was affecting the Rus·
alive and then left as prey for sian language, it was also af·
wild animals. A captured Ki· fecting intercollegiate debat·
kuyu witch woman led police to ing. The U.S. military academy
Leakey's gruesome grave. She at West Point and the naval
told police that he had been academy at AnnapOlis ·were to
made a human sacrifice in the participate in Intercollegiate
hope that his death would re- contests on the :subject of
verse the declining fortunes of whether the U.S. should recog·
the Mau Mau.
nize Communist China. Mill·
tary authorities refused to al·
''The Father of the A~Bomb"
low the students to debate.
,. Many men have flgured Naval officials contended that
prominently in ushering in the to take the afflrmitive would be
atomic age. But of them all to uphold "the Communist
Dr. Enrico Fermi, Italian·born philosophy and party line."
physicist who fled Mussolini's Senator J. William Fulbright
Italy In 1938, was regarded as commented on the matter: "1
most fully meriting the title of think they should be alIowed
"the father of the atomic to debate it. I think there's no
bomb." On November 28 the great merit in ignorance." And
53·year·old Nobel Prize winner the New York Times (12/4)
dled of cancer. His death came spoke of the "growing belief
just a few dllYS after he ha.d that study of an evil such as
been named recipient of a spe·
cial $25,000 award tor his work communism itself, means in·
as architect of the A·bomb. It fection from that eVil." It add·
was Dr. Fermi's epoch·ma.king ed: "This kind of ostrich·Uke
experiments at the University attitude can only harm the
of Rome in 1934 that led direct· United States."
ly to the discovery of 'uranium
fission, the basic principle un· For Bad Boys:
"A Good Beating"
derlying the atomic bomb,
<$> In 1772 Dr. Samuel Johnson
The "CUmate of Fear"
defended the use of the cane
A recent survey by the New on bad boys, saying: "The dis·
York Times dealt with an un· cipline of a school • • , must
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be enlorced till it overpowers
temptation; tlll lltubbornnesll
becomes -flexible." In 1954
(11;23) a famous soldier agreed
with Dr. Johnson. Speaking at
Columbia University, Britain's
Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery said he endorsed the
practice of "caning" unruly
boys. After deploring the passing of corporal punishment
from schools, Lord MontgQlIlery said: "A boy cannot be ex·
pected to imagine intellectual·
ly the misery and pain he has
the power of Infilcting on other
people; he has no experience,
no imaginative capacity, to en·
able him to do so.... A good
beating wIth a cane can have
a remarkable sense of awakening on the mind and conscience
of a boy. Not to administer
such chastisement in bad cases
is In effect a sort of cruel neg-

lect-cruel to the child and
cruel to society."-New York
Timea {l.1/24).
Avalanche on FoJIyama

.. About 70 miles southwest of
Tokyo Is the celebrated sacred
volcano of Japan, Fujlyama.
FujI, the highest mountain in
Japan. l:ises in an abnost perfect symmetrical cone to a
height of 12,395 feet. The
mountain figures frequently In
Japanese lIterature and art.
On the slopes of thIs famous
mountain an avalanche swept
39 university students down its
majestic slopes (11129). Twenty-four students escaped, at
least one was killed and 14
were missing under tons of
snOw and snapped tree trunks.
Japanese authorities said the·
disaster was the worst in the
history of Fujiyama.

MeteoJ1te 0rMbea blto Rome
.. A mysterious explOsion
(11;30) about fl!ty miles south·
east of Birmingham, Alabama,
set off a search that involved
three states. But the mystery
was only heightened when reports showed that no airplanes were missing. But there
was a clue to the explosion: a
meteorite had crashed through
the roof of the home of Mrs.
Hewlett Hodges, injuring her
sUghtly. A U.S. Geological Survey representative IdentUled
the object as a sulphide me·
teorite. An Alabama state geol.
ogist explained that a meteorIte had exploded and that a
particle from it had injured
Mrs. Hodges. But the "particle" weighed nine pounds and
smashed a three-foot·wide hole
in. the frame house ceiling.

slGGE R AND BETTER THAN EVER!
The 1955 Yearbook 0/ Jehovah's Witnesses contains a report
that is bigger and better than ever. Covering 159 lands, it shows
how upward of a half-million Christian ministers spent the amazing number of 80,814,996 hours in proclaiming the good news of
God's kingdom to people of all nations. The response was remarkable! The results breath-taking! The report must be read to
be truly appreciated. You may now obtain a copy for only 50c.
The 1955 calendar illustrates in full color the text for the year,
besides giving Bible themes for each month on the date pad.
Calendars are 25c each; five or more to one address at 20c apiece.
WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN I, N.Y.

Please send me the 1955 Yearbook of Jehovah's WitnBuBa, for which I enclose .................... .
Please send me .. __ .__ .__ .. _.. _.... calendars. tor whiCh I enclose .................... .
(Number)
Name ................................. -----·-·.·-·· .. ·.. ·· .... -.-,,--................................. .

Street and Number
or Route and Box ......... _.. _.... _........................................................

City.-.. -.......... -...................................................................................... .

Zone No ......... State ....................................................... _.. _.......... .
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-is like a harp with
many stri ngs
To Yield harmonious results the Bible must be studied properly.
To read it is one thing! To understand it is quite another matter!
Why not get real benefit from the time you spend with the Bible?
The Watchtower magazine will prove a fine aid to that end.
Since it appears twice a month, it provides ample and varied
material for helpful Bible examination. An abundance' of
quotations and citations enables you to· bring Bible truths
together harmoniously, Give The Watchtower a good try
by subscribing for a year. With each new subscription
three booklets discussing outstanding Bible themes
are given free. They wi1l furnish you with an excellent start in gaining a better understanding of
the Bible.
WATCHTOWI!R

1 1)' A DAM SST.
~ncloSM

IROOKLVN I,

N.V

find $1.

Plt'a$t' send me a year's subscriptlon for The Watchtower
With three Bible bOQkletA tret',

Name ...... ".,

Street and Number
or Route and Box
Clty,, __ __
~ne
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Praying with a Wrong Purpose
ANY persons pray with a wrong purpose. This is obvious from the many
things that people ask for in prayer. Some
ask God for wealth; others just ask him
to win a football game. But a new kind of
prayer that has provoked several questions
is prayer to test the effectiveness of prayer. Sound strange? Then let the Los Angeles Times (August 15, 1954) explain
about the experiments of preacher Franklin Loehr, director of research for the
Religious Research Foundation: "Using
plants as guinea pigs, the experimenters
set about with meticulous care to conduct
controlled tests to determine whether prayer had any measurable effect." And so "the
150 members of the foundation have
prayed and pored over some 24,000 seeds."
Preacher Loehr describes the seed-praying
procedure this way:
"Use the prayer methods you are accustomed to, plus any other you want to try.
Talk to the seeds, Visualize them growing,
think of them growing, express to them
emotions of love and joy and life-sharing,
invoke God's blessing and power upon
them, use the laying ori of hands-not
physically, so as to touch them, however.
Give prayers to your seeds half a dozen or
more times daily."
Is this praying with a wrong purpose?
Is it Scriptural to pray over seeds? Is it
Scriptural to pray for the sole reason of
measuring prayer's effectiveness?

M
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Nowhere in the Bible do we read of
Christians' praying just far the purpose of
measuring prayer's effects. The true Christian, both in the apostles' day and now,
knows that there is no need to test or
measure the effect of proper prayer.
Trying to do so could well indicate a lack
of faith. Says Jehovah's Word: "Let him
keep on asking in faith, not doubting at
all, for he who doubts is like a wave of the
sea driven by the wind and blown about.
In fact, let not that man suppose that he
will receive anything from Jehovah."
-Ephesians 3:20; James 5:16; 1:6, 7,
New World Trans.
But now this matter of praying for seeds
to sprout. What does a seed have to do
with God's kingdom and the vindication
of the holy name of Jehovah? Are we to
imagine that the great God who runs the
universe is concerned about a seed that
glory-seeking individuals want to germinate just to see how effective prayer is?
According to nature, seeds mayor may
not sprout. So there is no glory due the
boy in the following statement by preacher
Loehr: "It seems impossible to predict at
the outset who,is going to be most effective. In one family, a small son was most
effective, and he prayed just once," Why
were the seed-prayers of the others not
so successful? Is God partial? Or is the
truth of the matter the fact that, according

••"

to the laws of nature, we do not know
which seeds will sprout? Says the Bible:
"Early abroad, to sow thy seed, and let
evening find thee still at work; which sowing shall speed better, none knows, or
whether both shall thrive to thy proflt."
(Ecclesiastes 11:6, Knox) This scripture
can be applied chiefly to the spiritual seed
of the Kingdom, but it can also be applied
to literal farming. What is advised is hard
work, such as sowing and watering, be:'
cause we do not know which seeds will
thrive.
The important thing is not how well
some seeds sprout but, in the matter of
prayer, what is right. Jesus gave us the
acceptable pattern: "You must pray, then,
this way: 'Our Father in the heavens, let
your name be sanctified Let your kingdom come. Let your will come to pass, as
in heaven, also upon earth. Give us today

our breaD for this day." (Matthew 6:9-11,
New World Trans.) Note that Jesus placed

Jehovah's name and kingdom far ahead
of personal needs. And even personal needs
were limited to essentials! Is it essential to
pray for a seed?
For prayer to be answered we must pray
for those things that are in harmony with
Jehovah's purpose of a new world and
with his written Word, such as for food,
for forgiveness, for understanding, for
family and for the destruction of the wick~
ed. So, to preacher Loehr's words, "'\Ve
have some pretty impressive results, but
we make no claims in these fields at pres·
ent," we say. in the words of the Bible
writer James: "You'do ask, and yet you
do not receive, because you are asking for
a wrong purpose."-James 4:3, New World

Trans.

n~ Priests Forgive Sins?
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Regardle,s 01 reliBion
HE Knights of Columbus
OJ;'
nationality, salva.
said in the 8t. Louis Posttion to Ule will depend
Di3patch: "Christ empowered
upon this mattel:' or
Catholic priests not merely to
~ for~veD~~erelore, ~
you owe It to yourself #
announce that sins were forto become iDfonned.
given, but actually to forgive
Thb 8'rtiele Bhould
sins .•• And iinally note that
~,.e en}JgbfenJng.
this authority is not confined
to any particular kind of sins,
but extends to all sins without
exception," This view is upheld by the Catholic Encyclopedia, which says: "The power to forgive extends to all sins: 'God The means by which priests pardon sins is
makes no distinction; He promised mercy called. the "sacrament of confession. "
to all and to His priests He granted the auConfession, according to a Catholic cate~
thority to pardon withaut any exception.' ,~ chism, "is a sorrowful declaration of OUl'
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sins to a Priest, in order to obtain Absolution [forgiveness] from him." Auricular
confession simply means confession into
the ear of a priest.
However, is this teaching Christian, that
is, was it taught by Jesus and his apostles!
Can priests forgive sins? Decumented records of religious historians plus an abundance of Scriptural testimony force this
subject to an irresistible conclusion. One
point appears unanimous among historians,
that is, that neither the Jews nor the apostles nor the disciples practiced private or
auricular confession. According to Samuel
Barnum, Count de Lasteyrie, a French
nobleman, in his History of Auricular Confe.'mion, "quotes from Tel;'tullian, Chrysostom, Augustine, Basil, Ambrose, and other
Church-fathers to show that among the
early Christians confession of sins was
made to God alone ... that they held, as
Augustine says expressly, 'that man cannot
remit sins,'-and that auricular confession, unknown to earlier Christians, was
t he work of popes and counci Is." Terlullian,
says Lord Bexley, "speaks adversely to
auricular confession," and "in all his references to confession never once describes
confession as being made to a priest, but
to God." The Encyclopcedia Britannica, regarding auricular confession, declares that
"for the first three centuries little or no
mention is made of any such practice."
And McClintock and Strong's Cyclopcedia
concludes: "Auricular confession ... was
\vholly unknown to the ancient Church."
History shows that not until the Lateran
Council A.D. 1215 was confession declared
an official dogma of the Catholic Church
and in the year 1439 in the Council of
Florence it was added to the number of
"sacraments." Hence the auricular con~
fession, says Domenica, "lacks nearly 1400
years to be a Christian and Apostolic practice."
JANUARy.-gl, 1955

Great claims are advanced as to the
moral and social value of confession. The
Catechism of the Council of Trent asserts
that confession not only removes the sinner's present malady, but serves as an antidote against its easy approach in future;
and that it likewise contributes powerfully
to the preservation of social order. As to
its moral value, the catechism says: "Abolish sacramental confession, and, that moment, you deluge society with all sorts of
secret crimes-crimes too, and others of
still greater enormity, which men, once
that they have been depraved by vicious
habits, will not dread to commit in open
day. The salutary shame that attends confession restrains licentiousness, bridles desire, and coerces the evil propensities of
corrupt nature." In regard to this declaration, Cramp in his Text-book of Popery
declares: "Seldom have so much misrepresentation and untruth been conveyed in
so few words. The very reverse of these
statements is the fact."

Confessionals Lead to Corruption
This is certainly strong language, yet no
stronger than has been used by many
others who have directly known or carefully investigated the facts on this subject. John Henry Hopkins, bishop of the
diocese of Vermont, in, his book The History of the Confessional, writes: "Where
has the boasted moral superiority of the
Confessional been found in the countries
which continued subject to the papal scepter? What portions of the globe were so
noted for robberies and assassinations as
the very terri tories of the popedom? Where
were chastity and conjugal fidelity so light·
ly regarded? Where was, notoriously. so
little restraint upon the worst passions of
our nature, Just, malice, and revenge?
Where was the administration of justice
so uncertain, bribery so shameless, per-
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sonalliberty so Insecure, faction so fierce, I. Confession Christian?
cupidity so unscrupulous, despotism so
What about Roman Catholic cJaJms that
cruel?" All these crimes were committed Christ empowered Catholic priests to forin Catholic ~nds where confession was de-- give sins? The Question Box, a Catholic
creed under pain of excommunication.
publication, states: "Auricular Confession
LasteyrJe, in his History of Auricular is nowhere expressedly mentioned in the
Oonfession, says Barnum, "devotes one Bible," but adds, "Christ Himself divinely
chapter to accounts of the seduction of commanded it by giving His Apostles the
women in Spain by means of COnfession," power to remit and retain sins." Perhaps
and mentions "the brief of pope Paul N., Roman Catholics can explain why it is that
January 18.1556, commanding the inquisiM we do not find one instance where the
tors of Granada to prosecute the priests apostles in their ministry, which covered
whom the public voice accused of outM a period from forty to fifty years, exerM
raging the confessional." Further, he says: cised this prerogative if they had it. No"In 1561, 1564, bulls were issued by the where does the Bible say that the apostles
same pope against the same evil. An edict or disciples forgave sins. Why this silence?
Did Peter forgive .sins? The Bible says
published at Seville in 1563 gave rise to
No. In Acts, chapter eight, we find a very
such numerous denunciations of confessors
significant episode that Clearly demonby females that it took 120 days to register strates that the apostles never exercised
them all, and the prosecution of the delinM such a prerogative. A certain man named
quents was abandoned on account of their Simon offered Peter a sum of money for
prodigious number."
the gift of the holy spirit. Peter rebuked
Roman Catholic archbishop Kenrick is the man, saying: "May your silver perish
quoted by Edward Beecher in his ·Pa with you."· The man begged for forgive M
pal Con8Piracy Exposed as saying: "We ness. Did Peter forgive him? No. Instead
scarcely dare to speak concerning that of forgiving him for sins against God, Peter
atrocjous crime in Which the office of hearM told Simon to pray to God for forgiveness.
ing confession is perverted to the ruin of "Repent. therefore, of this baseness vf
souls by impious men under the influence yours," said Peter, "and supplicate Jeho·
vah that, if pOSSible, the device of your
of their lusts. Would that we could regard
heart may be forgiven you." Here was a
it as solely a conception of the mind and
golden opportunity for Peter to exercise
as something invented by the enemies of a prerogative to forgive sins if he had had
the faith for the purposes of slander! But it it. Since he did not have it, he told Simon
is not fit that we should be ignorant of the to pray to God fol" forgiveness.-Acts 8: 19decrees Which the pontiffs have issued to 24, New World Tram.
defend the sacredness of this sacrament."
Did Paul forgive sins? The Bible does not
Little wonder, then, that McClintock and say so. He had splendid opportunities, too,
Strong's Cyclopcedia declares: "Auricular to exercise that authority had he poSM
confession is unquestionably one of the sessed it. But not having it, he could do no
greatest corruptions of the Romish church. more than Peter, asking sinners to pray
It tends to corrupt both the confessors and to God. At Philippi a jailer inquired of
the confessed by a foul and particular dis- Paul and Silas: "What must 1 do to get
closure of sinful thoughts and actions of saved?" Paul simply told the man: "BeM
every kind without exception."
lieve on the Lord Jesus and you will get
M
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saved, you and: your household.1t Not one
word was said about his having to confess
to a priest 'or to any other man. Paul, in
his Jetter to the Hebrews (7: 23-25} , argues
that Jesus has no successors, needs no
priests as mediators, that by virtue of
faith in Christ's sacrifice sinners can come
directly to God through prayer; because
Jesus acts as High Priest who is alive forever. "For there is one God, and one mediator between God and men, a man Christ
Jesus, who gave himself a corresponding
ransom for all." Christ therefore fulfills
the Levitical priesthood. He is man's way
to God and God's way to man. Being alive,
Christ needs no successor or priest to mediate for him.-Acts 16:25-34; 1 Timothy

sinner would confess his sins to a priest,
the priest, in tum, would oblige by confessing his sins to the penitent. This, of
course, is wholly contrary to Roman Catholic practice.
That men can go directly to God for
forgiveness, without the need of any earthly priest as an intermediary, is clearly
taught throughout the Scriptures. Jesus,
for example, instructed: "You must pray,
then, this way: 'Our Father in the heavens,
. . • forgive us our debts, as we also have
forgiven our debtors.' " He makes no mention of a priest. Who is it that forgives our
sins? God himself answers: "I am Jehovah
thy God, the Holy One . . • I, even I~ am
he that blotteth out thy transgressions for
2:5,6, New World Trans.
mine own sake; and I will not remember
What did the most beloved disciple of thy sins." To Jehovah the psalmist David
Jesus, namely, John, have to say about re- confessed, saying: "1 acknowledged my sin
ceiving forgiveness of sins? John, like Pe- unto thee [Jehovah], and mine 'iniquity
ter and Paul, refers to Christ as the means did I not hide: I said, I will confess my
of forgiveness. Said he: "If anyone does transgressions unto Jehovah; and thou fot-.
commit a sin, we have a helper with the gavest the iniquity of my sin."-Matthew
Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. And 6:9,12, New World Trans.; Isaiah 43:3,25;
he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our sins, Psalm 32:5, Am. Stan. Ver.
yet not for ours only but also for the whole
world's." "If we confess our sins [to God], Under8tanding John 20:21-23
But you ask: "How are we to under~
he is faithful and righteous so as to forstand
John 20:21-23, which is cited in
give us our sins and to cleanse us from all
support
of the Catholic doctrine?" This
unrighteousness." "H~ever, if we are
walking in the light as he himself is in the scripture, according to the New World
light, we do have partnership with one Tran8lation, reads: "Jesus, therefore, said
another and the blood of Jesus his Son to them again: 'May you have peace. Just
cleanses us from all sin." The harmony as the Father has sent me forth, 1 also am
and perfect understanding of the apostles sending you.' And after he said this he
on this point are undeniably apparent. blew upon them and said to them: 'Receive
-1 John 2:1, 2; 1:9; 1:7, New World holy spirit. If you forgive the sins of any
persons, they stand forgiven to them; if
Trans.
For the Catholic Church to quote James you retain those of any persons, they stand
5: 16 as support for the sacrament of con- retained.'·" Please note, Jesus did not send
fession is to throw a boomerang, because them out to act as confessors. He merely
James says (New World Trans.), "There- assures them that the holy spirit would
fore openly [not privateiy or in secrecy] enable them to declare forgiveness; that
confess your sins to one another," that is, Jehovah and not they would actually do the
mutually, which would mean that when a forgiving. That this is the correct underJANUARY ge, 1955
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standing Is assured us by none other than
Jesus himself WhO, after his resurrection,
declared that "on the basis of his name repentance for forgiveness of sins would be
preached in all the nations-starting Qut
from Jerusalem." That the apostles so WIderstood Jesus' words is obvious by Peter's
reply to the question: "Brothers, what
shall we do?" Peter told them: "Repent.
and let each one of you be baptized in the
Dame of Jesus Christ for forgiveness of
your sins." The good news that the apostles declared was that salvation was
through' Jesus. Christ.-Luke 24:46-48;
Acts 2:37, 38, New World Trans.
DiScussing this point, Angelo La Vallo
in his article "Were the Apostles 'PriestCoIlfessors'?" says: "When the Roman
Church interprets verses 20-23 of the 20th
chapter of John, she customarily tells her
adherents that Christ addressed these
words to the apostles, who were the only
ones present at the moment. In doing this
she deliberately meddles with the facts of
Scripture and leads her people astray. For
even the Roman Catholic version of the
Bible,'the Douay, uses the term 'disciples'
and not 'apostles' in verse 19 as descriptive
of those present on this particular occasion. In this instance the word 'disciple' is
a generic term that refers not only to the
apostles but also to the other disciples,
among whom were women such as Mary,
the mother of Jesus, and the other Marys.
Therefore, if the Roman Church wants to
interpret this statement of Christ as meaning to confer the power to forgive or retain sins, then to be logical she will have
to admit that all those present-including
the women-obtained this spiritual power
to remit sin.
"But the Roman Catholic Church cannot do precisely this, because she would
then run the risk of being accused of borrowing from paganism and of establishing
8

in the Church a new caste system -of priestesses! To circumvent this embarrassing
difficulty, she arbitrarily restricts the term
disciple as referring only to the apostles.
Once she does this she stands contradicted
by one of her own rules of Scripture interpretation-namely, that when a word,
phrase, sentence, or text has more th;an
one meaning, no one, not even the Pope
himself, has the right arbitrarily to accept
only one meaning and restrict its application to only one person or group of persons
to the exclusion of all others. Thus, in this
case, the Church must be adjudged guilty
of violating this all-important norm, and
consequently all arguments that she might
advance in defense of her thesis must be
rejected as entirely unreliable.
"Moreover," says La Vallo, "if Christ,
when He uttered these words, intended to
make the apostles priest-confessors with a
priestly character on their souls from which
flowed a spiritual power to forgive or retain sins, then when and where did all this
happen to Thomas and Paul? Thomas was
absent on this momentous occasion; and
Paul was not yet converted to Christ. No
amount of theological hair-splitting will
ever enable the Roman Catholic Church to
solve this difficulty."
So, by weighing all the testimony before
us, we are forced to conclude, even as did
Barnum, that neither pope nor bishops nor
priests have the right or the authority or
power to forgive sins, that sins are forgiven only through faith in Jesus Christ,
that, as one writer said, "the so-called sacrament of confession is a mere human in·
vention, unscriptural and anti-scriptural,
unalterably and grossly immoral in its nature and tendency, fraught with the most
imminent and dreadful danger, temporal
and spiritual, to priest and to people, to the

church and to mankind, for this world and
for the world to come."
AWAKE!
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NGLISH mariners of old used to sing:
"Hearts of oak are our ships ... " To~
day -he "hearts of oak" have become
"hea ts of steel," and the land once re~
pure for its oak is now noted for its steel.
The ity of Sheffield has done more, per~
haps than any other town to enhance this
reputation, for wherever the word "steel"
is mentioned, certain to be heard also is
the name "Sheffield."
From the quiet English countryside-the
producer of oak-to this center of steel,
with its streets and factories and chimneys
and smoke, seems a far cry. But no, this
mighty industrial city was born by trick~
ling streams, in green cloughs and with the
fresh scent of heather in its nostrils. Even
today the beauty of its surrounding coun~
tryside has not been lost and, to qupte a
popular saying, Sheffield is but "an ugly
picture in a beautiful frame."
By the fourteenth century Sheffield was
already known for its production of cut~
lery. Sheffield's prominence today is due,
not just to its fine cutlery, but rather to
the value of its specialized steel and im~
mense steel forgings. The important factor
is the value of Sheffield's special steel, such
as steel that can be drawn out into wire
strands one thousandth of an inch thick
or steel able to stand the severest test in
a modern jet engine or steel that must
withstand steam at a working pressure of
1,400 pounds to the square inch. The price
of some special tungsten steels is as high
as eighty-five cents a pound. And it has
been estimated that Sheffield's annual one
million tons of steel are equal in value to
JANUARY 22, 1955

the other fifteen million tons produced
throughout Britain!
The Evolution of Steel

These modern l'ichievements have not
come about suddenly. Says Mary Walton
in her book Sheffield) Its Story and Its
Achievements: "The industry which was
. to overshadow all the others grew slowly
in its early stages. Huntsman's invention
of crucible steel took place about 1740, and
steel manufacture was well established, on
a small scale, by 1780, but it was not until
after 1815 that the industry really got
started on that sweeping and spectacular
progress which carried Sheffield without
interruption to her place as the City of
Steel.
"On May 1st, 1161, Richard de BusIi,
as lord of the manor of Kimberworth
granted to the monks of Kirkstead Abbey
in Lincolnshire 'a site within the territory
of Kimberworth (near Sheffield) for their
houses and an orchard and four forges, to
wit, two for smelting iron and two for forging it, whensoever they Wished, and leave
to dig for ore throughout the territory of
the township, so much as would be suffi9

cient for two furnaces.' The smelting and
forging would be carried pn mainly in the
open air, and not always in the same place,
as primitive smelting required the full
force of the prevailing winds in the absence of effective artificial blast.
'"The technical secrets of the Middle
Ages were not committed to writing. All
we know of the process of early iron smelting is that ore was put in a furnace and
packed around with charcoal, and the fire
kept alight by continual refuelling for several days; then the whole mass was allowed
to 0001 down, and the lump of melted iron
taken out at the moment which practice
had proved to be best.
IJUnfortunately we do not know what
proportion of fuel to iron was used, or what
was the state of the iron when it was
judged best to take it out. The degree of
heat, the amount of fuel, and the length
of the smelting process would determine
whether the resulting metal was pure iron
or mild steel. Whichever was made, might
be the result of choice or a degree of ig-

Hand-hammering was superseded by the
steam hammers that gradually grew to
accommodate the sizes of forgings. But not
in size alone did they grow, for these modern giants are as precise as they are powerful, a modern 80D-ton hammer being able
to crack a nut without damaging the kernel. But steam hammers alone were insufficient and only with the development of
fOrging presses have the heaviest of present-ctay forgings been made possible. No
less important are the forging plants that
can shape masses several feet in diameter
by exerting a continuous squeeze of 6,000
tons or more. These modern plants, together with their auxiliary cranes, rotating
gear and other tools for manipulation, are
equally a's fascinating to watch as the furnaces. It is in the large melting furnaces
that the huge, ingots of steel are produced.
The spectacle of such a plant at work on
hot masses of steel, upward of 200 tons
in weight, is one to be remembered.

norance."

Whatever the requirement, the steelmaker knows how to "charge" his furnace
with the elements required. Normally, steel
is melted from specially selected pig iron
and scrap. This may be done by the "openhearth" method or by electric heat, since
this yields steel very free from nonmetallic,
inclusions and which possesses increased
resistance to shock effects. As the scrap
and pig iron start to melt, sulphur and
other impurities, through an acid process,
are expelled. This is known as deoxidation.
Now comes the time to "charge" the furnace with the special alloying elements.
There are many of these: titanium, cobalt.

Around the year 1700, there is a record
of Henry Ball, a Sheffield steelmaker, who
was engaged to "make sIitt and gadd"
steel It was evidently at this time that
steelmakers began to reason that if hammering would rid the iron of some of its
impurities then other methods might be
found to purify it; and if iron would absorb carbon to make it hard, then possibly
other elements could be added to make
steel of the quality desired. No doubt this
is how Benjamin Huntsman reasoned. Having been born in Lincolnshire, he settled
in Handsworth (now a suburb of Sheffield)
in 1740. By trade he was a watchmaker,
and possibly his interest in steel sprang
from his desire to create a good watch
spring. Huntsman's work can be said to
have helped the development of that highgrade steel for which Sheffield is so famous.
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Melting, Chargi.ng and Tapping

columbium, chrome, nickel, molybdenum,

manganese, to mention but a few. The requirements govern the choice and the steelmaker knows his mixture as a Yorkshire
housewife knows her Yorkshire pudding.
AWAKEI

Then comes the time to empty the furnace, a process known as "tapping." Whitehot, molten steel is rather like milk in appearance and just as easy to pour. But
with 200 tons in the furnace a special lifting and pouring gear is necessary together
with the workmen's high degree of skill.
The order to tap the furnace, however,
comes from a metalllU'gist. A small sample,
of steel will have been taken from the furnace to his laboratory. Then if his special
tests show the steel has been charged correctly and if all the other processes are
up to standard, he wiH give the order to
tap the furnace. The steel is now transferred to a large bucket and taken to the
ingot pits by overhead rails. Here the steel
is poured into ingot molds and left to cool.
Soon it will be converted into billets or
bars for commercial purposes.

Hollow Forgings and Slainless Sleel
One of the most interesting operations
in modern steelmaking is the production
of "hollow forgings." Normally, when we
think of a steam boiler we visualize many
plates riveted together. But with the increase in the thermal efficiency of steam
plants over the last few years there have
come higher steam pressures and temperatures. Steam boilers have to be made
stronger, and this has largely led to the

abandonment of riveted constructions and.
to the substitution of forgings in a single
piece. A celebrated achievement along this
line was the production of twenty-four
hollow-forged, seamless boiler drums for
the transatlantic liner Queen Mary.
In making hollow forgings the furnace
needs to be heated, charged, tapped and the
ingot allowed to cool. When cold the ingot
can be cut to length and a hole trepanned
through it, thus completely removing its
center. In this way it is possible to keep
one end of a drum completely closed, the
other having only a small manhole for inspection.
In 1914 the process of making stainless
steel was discovered in Sheffield. It was
Harry Brearley, born in Sheffield, who
played an important part in its development and who, in fact, took out the American patent.
Tubal-cain was a "forger of every sort
of tool of copper and iron." From earliest
times metals have played a big part in
man's life, often to his own hurt. We may
rejoice, however, in the knowledge that
in the _new world of God's promise this
planet's resources will be used in the peaceful purposes of its contented inhabitants
and will find their legitimate places in
beautifying the earth to the praise of its
Creator, Jehovah.

Tuu Big tu EHplude
15' A United Press dispatch, dated September 21, 1954: A new book says America
now has a "super.giant" hydrogen bomb probably powerful enough to knock out
an entire nation with a single blow. A copyrighted, condensed version of the
book, which was written by James Shepley and Clay Blair, Junior, of Time maga·
zine, has appeared in the magazine U.S. News & World Report. The authors say
that the missile has an explosive force of nearly forty·Jive million tons of TNT.
And they add that "it seems more than probable that no people could survive"
the impact of such a bomb.
~ Shepley and Blair say the estimated power of the bomb is so terrible that
officials decided not to risk setting it off during the tests in the Pacific this spring.
The government never has said publicly how much power it thinks the big bomb
packs. But sources revealed last May that it was officially rated at between
forty million and forty. five millIon tons. That would be twenty·four hundred times
the force of the A·bomb that hit Hiroshima.
JANUARY 22, 1955
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ANCIENT ALEXANDRIA
Iy "AwClhl" correlpondent in Elypt

I

n' WAS in 332 B.C. that Alexander the Great
built in the western part of the delta 01 the
well-known Nile River a city, and called
it by his name. The city was situated on a
stoP of land between the Mediterranean Sea
and the big lake now known as lac Marlout.
After Alexander's death and the division of
his empire, Alexandria flourished as a capital
under the rule of the Ptolemles and came to
be an artistic and literary center of the East.
Before the time of Christ it could boast many
temples and museums and a remarkable library that contained almost 700,000 volumes.
Apart from this notable repository of knowl·
edge, which was burned by the Romans in
48 B.C., Alexandria was also famed for its
400-foot.high lighthouse that was classed
among the seven wonders of the world.
Alexandria was a center of Greek philosophy and a prosperous commercial city, dealing with the Mediterranean countries and the
lands of the Far East, such as Ceylon, India
and China_ Its history can be divided into two
important periods_ The first covered nearly
a thousand years, from 332 B_C. when the
cIty was fOWlded until it was conquered by
the Arabs, A.D_ 641. The second period extends
from the Arabian conquest up through the
present day.
During the city's early history it was the
home of many Jews, who even had their own
senate and judicial council. In the course of
time these Jews forgot the Aramaic and Hebrew languages and spoke only Greek, which
led to their being called Hellenists. On Pharos,
a small elongated island near Alexandria,
seventy-two prominent Greek-speaking Jews
began the translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into the Greek language. It was this
translation that was used extensively by the
flrst·century Christians in preaching to the
Hellenist Jews and that was used by the apostles themselves. Today it is known as the
Septuagint (or ''LXX,'' indicating the number
seventy) version. Fragments of this translation are kept at the Cairo French Institute of
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ArchaeOLOgy and are of outstanding importance due to the fact that they contain the Tetragrammaton, or the four Hebrew consonants
of the divine name Jehovah, amid the Greek
text and are of either the second or the first
century B.C.
It is thought possible that Alexandria received the message of true Christianity
through Egyptians who had been present in
Jerusalem at the time of Pentecost and there
took in knowledge about salvation through
Jesus Christ. However, the Alexandrians intermingled Christianity with pagan philosophies. _ Athanasius, a bishop of Alexandria,
played a vital part in the production of the
Nicene Creed and the adoption of the trinity
doctrine. False teachings brought diviSions
among the people, and religious division is
very evident in Alexandria to this day. Among
the city's population of about a half million
people there are many conflicting denominations, Including Orthodox Coptics, Catholic
Coptics, Greek Catholics, Syrian Catholics,
Armenian Catholics, Protestant groups, and,
of course, the Moslems, who are the greatE'st
in number,
It was in 1930 that Jehovah's witnesses began to proclaim to the many nationalities who
live in Alexandria the good news of Jehovah's
established kingdom. During the first couple
of years three people met in a home for study_
Then two full-time missionaries arlived. 11
was necessary to use Bible literature in many
tongues-carrying the literature in at least
three languages whenever Kingdom publishers engaged in the house-to-house ministry_
The work in this city has grown until today
there are ninety-five active ministers sharing
in the proclamation of the Kingdom good
news. Despite opposition on the part of certain so-called Christian denominations, Jehovah's name is being made known more and
more, and additional sheeplike ones continue
to abandon this world's dying system of things
to enjoy ~he peace and safety that come fl'om
Jehovah's hand,

AWAKE!

EIIDIIIGEIIIIG ITAUIII DEMOCIACY!
Iy "Awakel" corNtspondenl in Italy

HE biggest public scandal in the postwar era and in fact for many a year
of Italian modern history is now rocking
Italy. This scandal continually threatens
the present government and may yet have
grave unforeseeable consequences in the
future. It is the topic of conversation everywhere. The ship of state is being rocked
by the sea of malcontentment aroused by
the Italian people. I What has caused so
much public clamor that even the international press has taken notice of it?
On April 11, 1953, the body of a young
girl, Wilma Montesi, was found on a deserted beach near Rome called Tor Vaianica. After a brief investigation the police
stated that she had died by accidental
drowning. Because of much agitation by
the press, where references had been made
that the girl had been murdered, the district attorney's office opened a judicial investigation on the case. They too confirmed
the report of the police and concluded that
after a fun investigation all insinuations
and calumnious stories making their
rounds were unfounded, and hence closed
the case. Their report was dated January 3,

T

1954.

Sensational Revelations
But the matter was far from being
closed. The press was in constant fennentation. Silvio Muto, publishing his own relJANUARY 22, 1955

atively unknown newspaper, made the allusion that Wilma Montesi died under criminal circumstances after having passed out
at a narcotic party. Soon after the clOsing
of the first judicial investigation, Muto,
the newspaper reporter, was indicted for
trial by the district attorney's office for
having placed in circulation false and defamatory statements. Just as this trial was
about to begin, the district attorney's office
. closed for the second time their judicial
investigation as to the death of Wilma
Montesi. This investigation had been started in order to calm public Criticism. Again
the conclusion was accidental drowning.
On the first day of the trial Muto sustained his innocence by naming two prominent persons in Roman society, Piero Piccioni and Ugo Montagna, as involved in the
death of the girl. He refeITed to other individuals that could give the court more
information on these individuals. Figuring
prominently in his story was Anna .Maria
eaglio, already well known for her state.
ments to the press against Ugo Montagna.
She seemed to be in a position to know,
having been his mistress up until a short
time ago. She claimed that she left him
when she found out about his corrupt dealings.
The defense lawyers called on Anna Maria Caglio to support what Muto had written in his newspaper. Out came some stories that rocked Italy to its roots. Of out13

standing interest In her story appeared a
hunting lodge near Rome named "Capocotta" that was run by Ugo Montagna, her
former boy friend. Accounts of sex orgies,
narcotic parties, etc., that ha'd taken place
at Capocotta came out that offended all
sense of morality. She testified that involved in the case was a gang of dope
smugglers using the isolated area near Capocotta and Tor Vaianica (where the dead
girl's body was found) for their smuggUng
activity.
According to Caglio's story, once on
April 29, 1953, she was with Piero Piccioni
and Ugo Montagna when they called at
the ministry of interior. Ugo Montagna and
Fiero Piccioni went in to talk with the national head of the Italian pOlice, Pavone,
and having returned to the car Montagna is
reported to have said, "I have taken care
of everything." She claimed that this was
in reference to the Montesi murder. Other
incldents were recounted showing the close
asSOCiation of Montagna with high government officials. These sensational revelations had a stupefying effect on the people.
Even more incredible and astounding appeared the fact that she had already told
her story to the district attorney when he
IuId investigated the rwnors regarding the
death of Wilma Montesi.
Many of her declarations had a dramatic
confirmation during the trial from a report prepared by the carabinieri, the semimilitary police force of the government.
Muto's lawyers were demanding that the
report of the carabinieri on Montagna be
read, since it was in the tiles of the district
attorney's investigation on the Montesi
case. Despite attempts on the part of the
district attorney to prevent the reading of
this report, the judge finally permitted it
to be read in court. This sensational report
showed the great influence Montagna had
on various high government officials. Other
well-knOwn personalities were named as
1(

personal friends and business associates of
Montagna. Among these was the personal
physician of the pope, Count Galeazzl Lisi,
the national head of the ItaUan police, Pavone, prefects, Piero Piccioni, and other
lawyers and doctors. It showed that Ugo
Montagna was the sale administrator of
the corporation running Capocotta, having
as a· business associate Count Galeazzi.
Montagna was shown to have had a rather
long criminal record, a spy for the Nazis
and FaSCists, then a companion of the Allies, procuring women of easy morals for
his associates. This came not from some
young, supposedly revengeful mistress but
from a report signed by Colonel Pompei of
the carabinieri!
The scandal took another melodramatic
tum. The national chief of police, Pavone,
resigned the next day after the reading of
the Pompei report! On March 12, 1954,
another report on Montagna in the district
attorney's file received from the treasury
department of the government was read
in court. This dealt with his business deal~
ings and various associates in corporations
formed, naming the individuals implicated.
Some names had already been brought out
by the report of the carabinieri. His income
tax evasion was exposed.
Things were looking bad for Montagna,
To stop any further incrimination against
him and to warn the "higher-ups," Mon.
tagna ca11ed a press conference the next
day, stating that should he talk: "This
isn't to exclude the end of the world. Each
one will have to assume his own responsi~
bility before the law and public opinion."
With this declaration he released a list of
names of those who frequently paid visits
to Capocotta. On the list appeared names
of royalty, generals of"the army, air force
and carabinieri, high government and
police officials, deputies, prefects, lawyers,
doctors, etc.
AWAKE!

Accusations
All over Italy interest was high on the
case. What would happen next? Where
would this chain reaction stop firing? Repercussions were heard in Parliament. To
save face and stop tl):e public clamor for
action on the part of the government, the
prime minister appointed a minister of
his cabinet, De Caro, to conduct an investigation on departments of the government
and their relations to the Montesi case and
charges of corruption.
March 20, 1954, tension is high around
the court building where the trial of Muto
is still going on. Due to the dramatic turn
of events heavy police reinforcements are
seen around the building to control the
jam of curiosity seekers anxious to learn
what is being said inside the court building.
On the witness stand sits Anna Maria Caglio voicing more sensational words: "Unfortunately, I learned that the head of the
band dealing in the traffic of narcotics is
Montagna, who is connected with the disappearing of many women. He is the brain
of the organization, while Piero Piccioni
is the murderer!" These accusations made
the political implication, already grave,
take even a more serious turn, because the
father of Piero Piccioni is the minister of
foreign affairs and a leading figure in the
Demo-Christian party, which has the majority in Parliament.
The public and the press were more
keyed-up than ever in wanting to know
what the truth was and who had caused
the murder of Wilma Montesi. On all sides
the demand was mounting for the judicial
forces to take action and reopen the case
concerning Wilma Montesi. It became apparent that Muto was no longer the one
to be on trial. Finally, the district attorney
asked the judge to suspend the Muto trial
and to tum back to the district attorney's
office all the material dealing with the Montesi case and to reopen the judicial invesJANUARY ff, 1955

tigation for the third time on the detlth of
Wilma Montesi. On March 23, the Muto
trial was suspended and the third judicial
investiga.tion opened! This time a judge of
the appellate court. Dr. Sepe, was given
charge of the investigation.

Third Ifwestigation and Arrests
As the months pass public interest follows closely the various developments of

the Montesi affair. On July I, 1954. the
Minister of the Cabinet De Caro made a
report on his findings in a stormy session
of Parliament. De Caro refused to discuss
the judicial aspects of the Montesi case
until the judicial branch finished its investigation. Only the conduct of governmental
agencies was discussed. The most reliable
newspaper of Italy, the Corrier6 Della Bera,
stated wat the results of the investigation
were "very thin," and probably did not
satisfy anybody.
The press followed closely the investIgation made by Dr. Sepe. Over 700 witnesses were caned by him for questioning. Each
day SpeCulations could be found In the
press on what probably was said and what
might happen. Actors and actresses were
called in to be questioned as well. Piero
Piccioni is an Italian band leader who had
received training in Harlem, New York,
and was the first ItaUan band leader to
introduce be-bop in Italy. Practically all
strata of Italian life figured in on the investigation. DUring all his investigation
Dr. Sepe made no announcements except to
summon individua1s for questioning or arrests of minor characters who had ]jed under oath.
On July 22, 1954, Dr. Sepe handed to the
district attorney's office the first part of
his report and then a second part on September 10, 1954. Over eighty-six large volumes containing the proceedings of the
investigation were given on which an indictment could be based. At this time three
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of the caretakers of Capoeotta were ar~
rested with one of their wives, It is felt
that their testimonies were the ones that
broke the case, although their information
was not given voluntarily. As yet no action
came from the district attorney's office.
To prod this office along, and as a precau~
tionary measure, Dr. Sepe had the pass~
ports revoked of Piero Piccioni, Ugo Mon~
tagna and that of the former police chief
of the province of Rome, Saverio Polito.
This indicated in which direction the inves~
tigation would now go and possible im~
plication in the murder. Expectations were
now running high that the end of the case
might be in sight after almost a year and
a half.
On September 11, 1954, Dr. Sepe made
an unusual announcement that he was sus~
pending his investigation until an indict~
ment or other indications would come from
the district attorney's office. To the fore
came more rumors and charges against the
government that they were stalling and
trying to cover things up.
Events began to precipitate and became
melodramatic. September 19, 1954, Attilio
Piccioni, the minister of foreign affairS,
resigned his office. He claimed that he
could thus better defend his son against the
false charges certain to be levied against
him. Late September 21, 1954, Piero Picciani was arrested at his home charged
with the death of Wilma Montesi. Ugo
Montagna was arrested for favoring the
accused murderer and trying to cover Piccioni's guilt. The police chief of the Rome
province, Saverio Polito,' who had directed
the original investigation on the Montesi
case, was not arrested because of his age
but was charged the same as Montagna
plus "having done this with the abuse of
power and the violation of the duties of a
public o.fficlal." So it seemed that the thea-
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ry that Wilma Montesi died by accidental
drowning was now definitely set aside.

Repercllssions
Block-letter headlines appeared in the
papers making these announcements. Police and troops were confined to their bar~
racks ready for any possible rioting. The
news spread like wildfire through the
streets of Rome, as the people became more
and more excited. Rapidly followed charges
against about thirty other individuals who
either testified falsely or otherwise sought
to obstruct justice. Among these are some
of the police officials who carried out the
Original investigation on the Montesi affair. More dramatic arrests are anticipated
and there is no telling how far these may
go.
The Communists, always exploiting every turn of this affair, brought the matter
up ~gain in Parliament and the Senate
charging the government, during stormy
sessions, of being morally unfit to rule the
nation. In both houses, however, a narrow
vote of confidence was obtained by the government. Yet the future of the present government does not appear very good. Already the Communists have gained much
by this affair.
The international press has reported on
the case, making unfavorable comments on
the political setup in Italy. The Manchester
Guardian stated that the Montesi affair
had assumed the proportion of the famous
"Dreyfus affair" of France during the last
century. The Economist of London stated
that a turn in Italian politics can be expected and not to the advantage of the Italian der.nocracy.
At this writing Dr. S~e is continuing
his investigation questioning individuals
indicted. The second phase of the investigation is expected to last for some time yet
before the trial comes up. No telling, however, what further findings there may be.
AWAKE!
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VACATION

By "Awake'" correspondent In Hawaii

OST of us have at some time had the
desire to travel, to visit some of those

M

"faraway places" we have read or heard
about. And with our speedy modes of
transportation in this day and age it is
nothing for people to vacatioI] far away
from home in the hope of "getting away
from it all," at least for a short time. Usu·
ally, when one thinks of vacationing, the
summer months pop into mind, but today
the modern airlines have made it possible
to take vacations any month of the year.
Those who want to escape the chilling
blasts of a cold northern winter can in a

One spot that is becoming inc......ingIy
popular with tourists and vacationers each
year is Hawaii, a group of islands located
in the blue Pacific some 2,000 miles off the
western coast of the United States. Maybe
you have longed to visit these islands, but
just never could seem to afford it or find
the time. But, then, there are always the
"eyes of the mind," and with a bit of imagination one can be carried far away. So
let us take you on such a trip to Hawaii,
isles of tropical beaches, sunshine, pineapples, lovely flowers and awesome volcanoes.
If you approach from the east you may
near the islands just as the early morning
sun is tinting the fluffy blanket of clouds
below a rosy hue. Look sharply there to
the left and you can see the faint outline
of the island of Molokai through the early
morning clouds. Now to the right, outlines
of the island of Oahu are becoming visible out of the gray. Minutes more and you
are sighting famous Koko Head and Diamond Head craters, and the stewardess
announces that in five minutes you wi1l be
landing at Honolulu International airport,
one of the busiest in the world. There
happens to be a celebrity aboard, and so
a troupe of singers playing ukuleles and
accompanying hula girls is on hand for
a real Hawaiian welcome. Around your
neck is placed a lei or garland of flowers,
a token of Hawaiian hospitality, and now
you are "officially" there. Past the gate
you stroll through the spacious airport
lobby, and after your luggage is received
a taxi whisks you off to a hotel of your
choice.
As you ride along you are impressed-

few hours' time be basking on a beach of with the mountains; they have green folia summer clime. Time was when travel age all the way to their tops, and you are
was for the ultrarich, but with the introduction of tourist rates it is now possible
for more and more persons ts see a few of
earth's beauty spots.
JANUARY 22, 1955

amazed that they are so close by. This
makes you aware that Honolulu is built
along a narrow strip of land between the
mountains and the sea. It is a clear morn-
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but large, white billowy clouds are
pUed above the peaks, engulfing some of
them. As you· get closer to the city you
• one
are quite amazed to find it a modern
with many automobiles, modern stores and
shops along palm-lined avenues-far more
up to date than you had anticipated.
Soon you are on the new arterial highway right along the harbor and in the
heart of the city. At one of the piers you

see the Lurline· docked, a beautiful white
queen of the seas that plies between Hawaii
and the United states for the benefit of
those who have time for a more leisurely
vacation. Right beside it is the famed Aloha Tower at the foot of Fort Street, the
main business artery. Its towering height
welcomes many a ship into the "peaceful
harbor," which is the English translation
of the word "Honolulu."
Your driver enters Ala Moana Boulevard, right along the ocean, and motors
past Ala Moana Park, with its beautiful
green lawns studded with swaying palms.
Between their stately trunks, whitecapped
breakers beckon invitingly. On the left you
catch sight of the heights sections, many
homes dotting the slopes alm'ost to the very
tops. What a wonderful view they must
get from there, you muse. Your thoughts
are interrupted. by your crossing over a
bridge where, on both sides, are many
yachts and smaller boats of all descriptions. You learn it is the Ala Wai Canal
and Yacht Club, very picturesque indeed.
And now, after long anticipation, you
are told you are approaching famed Waikiki, about which you have heard so much.
Entering Kalakaua Avenue you pass by
rows of ultramodern shops displaying gay
"Aloha" prints, Hawaiian crafts of wood
and odd curios. To the left the driver points
out Lau Yee Chai's famed Chinese restaurant with its distinctive oriental architecture. What are those attractive gardens
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on the right With the bright coral towers
rising above the trees? Of course, none
other than those of the widely advertised
Royal Hawaiian Hotel. The Moana Hotel
and the newly built Surfrider follow in rapid succession, and then there it is-Waikiki
Beach, a long stretch of white coral sand
dotted with figures in bathing attire lolling at ease, drinking in the tropical sunshine, And the water!-a most gorgeous
hue of aquamarjne spaced at intervals with
whitecapped breakers rolling gently and
evenly into shore. Just right for surfridlng,
as you were tolQ. And then you see them,
brown-skinned natives standing on surfboards, skillfully riding the waves, just
as the travel folders showed. So this is
Hawaii!
In the days to follow you have the op~
portunity to take some of the many sightseeing tours. A "must" for every tourist
is the drive past splendid estates, winding
up through jungled Nuuanu Valley to a
summit where a world~famed panorama,
the vista from Nuuanu Pati, bursts suddenly into view. From about two thousand feet
elevation you see the rolling slopes of windward Oahu, a carpet of greens dotted with
banana and papaya groves, herds of dairy
cattle, and coconut groves with the blue
Pacific stretching beyond as far as the eye
can see-truly a tropical paradise.

Maui, the Valley Isle
From the glowing descriptions told by
fellow tourists you conclude you must see
some of the other islands too, and so a
local travel agency makes arrangements
for you to fly to the Big Island of Hawaii,
from which the island chain gets its name.
Conveniently you are scheduled with a
stopover on the island of Maui. On the way
the pilot flies low, skirting the northern
shores of Molokai, and the stewardess
points out the Kalaupapa settlement for
A'WAK1i1! ..

sufferers of Hansen's disease or leprosy located on a low peninsula cut off from the
rest of the island by sheer cliffs, accessible
only by boat or small plane. All along this
island these steep, green-covered cliffs rise
abruptly out of the sea, their sides broken
by deep valleys with waterfalls at their
heads. You cannot resist a few camera
shots to add to your growing collection of
color pictures.
You soon alight on Maui, the Valley Isle,
and during your stopover there a visit is
made to HaIeakala-"House of the Sun."
This is the world's largest extinct volcano.
Its crater is 27 miles in circumference and
3,000 feet deep. To watch the brightening
colors of dawn come over the crater rim
above the clouds, out of a silence so deep it
can be felt, is to experience one of the SUM
preme moments in Hawaii. On the sides
of this huge crater you see the famed SilM
ver Sword cactus, a rare variety growing
in only one other place in the world.
The Big IBland of Hawaii

Anxious to see the Big Isle, you once
more board the plane, and leaving Maui
behind, you fly over the ancient and al·
most primitive Hawaiian community of
Hana on the slopes of eastern Maul. It is
not long until the peak of Mauna Kea, covered with snow, is sighted off to your right
and, if the day is clear, active Mauna Loa
can be seen rising. far behind it. Your
plane follows the coast line all the way to
Hila, second-largest city in the territory.
The slopes are green with field after field
of growing sugar cane. Hila is called the
orchid capital of the world because of the
many Vanda orchids raised here for commercial shipment. Also, almost every resident has a plot of orchid plants growing in
his yard. Further, due to much rainfaI1,
everything here is fresh and green, ideal
for the many large tree ferns to be seen
JANUARY
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almost everywh~. Your visit takes you
about twenty miles through fern jungles
to Kilauea Volcano. Watching steam pour
from deep crevices; peering into the deep
fire pit, Halemanmau; scanning huge Mauna Loa in the distance, all this makes you
realize that the volcanic islands of Hawaii
are still a world in the makingt and as a
mere human you feel dwarfed indeed!
On the return trip to Honolulu you fly
over the island of Lanai, leased by Hawaiian Pine and given exclusively to the raising of pineapples. The fields of plants far
below, laid out in neat rows, make an unusual pattern and remind one of a formal
garden.
Time permits a short trip in the other
direction from Honolulu to the oldest
island of the chain, Kauai, the Garden Isle.
Its age gave it a long start over its sister
islands in the slow process of covering its
bare surface with soil and foliage. This,
with abundant rainfall, explains the luxuriance that gives it the name Garden Isle.
Verdant mountains, sandy beaches, scenic
rivers and flowing fields of sugar cane are
a feast to the eyes, and, as a climax, your
trip takes you to Waimea Canyon with its
sharp peaks and steep slopes. Because of
the horizontal rock strata of varied colors
it is often called the "miniature Grand
Canyon." Higher up the mountains the
road suddenly ends at Kalalau Lookout,
a panoramic view looking 4,000 feet down
to the sea.
As you prepare to leave Hawaii, a feeling of regret possesses you. You know you
will miss the colorful flowers and scenery,
the tropical palms and the beautiful sea,
and the peaceful, easy-going way of life
you have sensed here. As you watch the
shore line fade away in the distance you
carry with you many pleasant memories
and hope'that some day you can return for
a longer stay in Hawaii.
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Marie

Strikes

Iy "Awake'" torr •• pond.nl in Japon

UMBER "15" is what ~e Japanese called
her, but the United States army and navy
meteorological stations preferred the
name "Marie." This dainty title was attached
to one of the most treacherous and destructive typhoons In the history of Japan.
"If On September 26, 1954, Marie came. Like
tEe typhoons before her, she swept through
western Japan, bringing a torrential downpour; flooding rivers and destroying property.
Before she left, the ground was scarred, cities
wrecked and thousands were left hungry and
homeless_ But Marie was not through for the
day. As she swept out over the Sea of Japan,
she deceptively split in two-one part of her
playing the decoy and quickly spending herself; while the other part continued in full,
fury, treacherously maneuvering In a vast
semicircle awaiting an opportune moment to
strike at an unsuspecting populace.
OW On land the people had resumed the normal pursuits of the day, thinking that Marie
was gone never to return. It was at such a
moment that Marie struck her foul blow with'
an almost irresistible force, crashing right
into the busy port of Hakodate. She did not
stay long, but the devastation that she left
behind will long be remembered. One of her
prize victims was Toya Maru, the "Queen of
the Ferry Fleet." This 4,335-ton ferry was
large enough to carry 1,330 passengers along
with a crew of 110. In addition, the ferry was
equipped to transport eighteen freight railway
cars.
OW Unaware of Marie's return, the Toya Maru
pUlled out from the wharf, on Sunday evening at 6: 30, to make her regular run. But
as she inched away from land, the increased
velocity of the wind and rough waters forced
her to drop anchor, while still within Hako·
date Bay, however. The typhoon waves began
to climb. The "queen" rolled and rocked from
side to side, while mountainous waves crashed
across her bow_ Waters began to flood the
lower decks. The engine room was flooded. All
lights went out. The motors were stalled. The
wounded ship struggled to stay on top, but
Marie was relentless in her attack. With a
sudden jolt the anchor snapped. The angry
waves began to carry the Toya Maru to her

l
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fate. As she listed dangerously, the huge
freight railway cars below deck broke loose
and tumbled to one side completely upsetting
her. Entombed were some 1,000 passengers.
Hers was the greatest tragedy since the Titanic disaster in 1912. Almost miraculously,
however, more than 400 managed to break
clear of the upset Toya Maru, plunging into
the sea in a superhuman effort to make the
shore. Only 163 made it. The rest were washed
ashore or found later by divers.
'i! But this was not all. Before Marie had her
ffnal fling, tour other ships in the harbor were
sunk, adding another 200 or more lives to
the death toll. In addItion to these, more than
4,500 boats of all kinds were wrecked. The
tremendous heaps of debris and dead bodies
that littered the beach after the storm subsided told a grim story. People walked slowly
and thought deeply, wondering who was to
blame tor this horrible tragedy. IDroshi Ito,
chief forecaster of the Central Meteorological
Observatory, said: All "necessary" warnings
were flashed from 11 a.m. on Sunday morning.
He stated that a specific wanling for all ships
was given at 5 p.m., two hours before the typhoon struck. A spokesman for the National
Railway Corporation, who owned and operated the Toya Maru, stated: "BesIdes expressing our regret, we don't know what to say
about the accident."
'l;' What can be said? What lesson is there
here for us in thiS_ terrible tragedy? This can
be said: It pays to give heed to warnings. The
lesson here for us Is that for many years the
warning of the approach of Armageddon, the
battle of the great day of God Almighty, has
been sounded. But it, too, has gone unheeded.
God warns us that when that war strikes it
will catch the people completely by surprise
because of their lack of faith and their disbelief. But you need not be caught by surprise.
You can prepare now for survival by seeking
to do\God's wUl. To survive Annageddon will
mean everything for mankind, because beyond
that war wlll be a world free from all disasters_ No more will there be typhoons or
hurricanes, because that world's king is the
Prince of Peace, who "orders even the winds
and the water, and they obey him."-Luk,
8:25, New World Tru1!s.
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mate, but this meek little fellow hurls back
.at them a. stunrung reply'.. Which of them
can boast of producing anything like those
lustrous, round objects that for millenniums have been the loot of conquerors,
the jealousy of queens, yes, even one of
the symbols of heavenly 'Zion's sparkli,ng
splendor? Jesus chose, pearls to picture
beautiful words of life and used them in illustrations concerning the kingdom of heaven. (Revelation 21:
21; Matthew 7:6; 13:46) This
surprisingly distinctive feature
about our lowly friend is enough
to lift It right out of the realms
of obscurity, for God's Word, the ,Bible,
will be extolling oysterdom's handiwork,
the pearl, for all eternity. Would you like
to hear how the oyster turns out this great
masterpiece?
The membrane attaching it to its sheDs
extracts lime from surrounding water &Jld
builds the shell from the inside in successive layers, preserving the finest nacreous
secretion of softly glowing mother-of-pearl
for the smooth inside lining, as a protection
for his delicate body within. Small enemies
attack the oyster by boring through the
shell, and instinctively this protecting nacreous fluid will envelope the intrudet,
forming the birth of a pearl. Once covered,
the intruder is rolled with layer after layer
of nacre until in a few years a sizable
pearl of great value is formed. Yet perhaps
only one oyster in a thousand will produce
a pearl. To increase pearl production, pearl
growers merely slip between the shells a foreign
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PO'OR
8"1 "Awake!"' torr •• ponden' In Canada

HE lowly oyster is smugly climbing the
social ladder. In recent years its popuT
larity as a choice dish has spread inland
from the coasts to include the most exclusive eating places. In fact, it threatens to
surpass the clam, the lobster and the
shrimp, and possibly to take its place beside the revered caviar as the honored delicacy of the sophisticated. Raw, stewed or
fried, its illlique flavor is becoming the delight of those who crave variety in their
diet.
Though an oyster is palatable the year
round, fishermen maintain from experience that it is firmer and tastier during
the cooler months. "Good during any
month with an r!" is their favorite motto.
But the oyster's goodness concerns not
only the flavor, for oysters are rich in iron,
copper and manganese, needed in human
blood; in phosphorus and calcium for the
bones; iodine for the thyroid, as well as
vitamins A, B, C, D and G. Their lack of
starches and fats and resultant low calory
content of ten per oyster makes
them a boon to the overweight.
Many of fishdom's more graceful members might be inclined to
sweep by with a cold, derisive eye
for their unaccomplished sea-bed
JANUARY fie, 1955
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body of carefully chosen shape and size.
The oyster will obligingly turn this into
a beautiful pearl of the very same shape.
Pearls are used in their natural state,
needing no cutting or polishing.
Oyster "farming," though not too wid~
spread, has become very profitable. Toward
the heads of inlets, where waters are warm
enough for spawning, farmers collect the
very young offspring (called spat) and
place them in carefully chosen waters for
growth. The female deposits up to 500 million eggs, the male an even larger number
of sperms, and fertilization takes place usually within a few hours. Then, in only a
few more hours the fertilized egg develops
into a small, barely visible larva swimming
around by means of vibrating hairs. Even
by most vigorous swimming, however, such
a small larva cannot get very far, but is
swirled around at the mercy of the current.
The larva feeds on minute water animals
Or plants and tiny fragments of trees and
grows rapidly during the short three-week
swimming' period. Soon it grows a shell
and resembles a small clam, but as it grows
it changes shape, one shell becoming more
curved and humped than the other. Colorless at first, the shell becomes light rosefawn and then darker and more purple
later.
In its natural state life for the poor oyster is a matter of chance right from the
start. During the free-swimming period a
large number of larvae are eaten by numerous smaIl water animals. Very few of
the fertiJized eggs reach the settling-down
stage. Then, if one does so on a sandy or
muddy bed it sinks and is smothered. It is a
lucky larva indeed that finds a suitable surface to rest on. If it does, it breathes a sigh
of' relief and clings on for life. Only accident or death will remove it from that first
resting place. Materials preferred for such
a'permanent attachment are shells, stones,
brush, eel grass, etc.• but the surface must
22

be firm and clean if the oyster is to live.
Often twenty-five or more settle on a single
square inch of surface, with the result that
many are killed by starvation. Here is
where the oyster farmer increases production and quality by spreading them out.
But having reached adulthood and a
place to settle down, poor Mr. Oyster's life
is still one long hazard. If he is not raked
from his haven by man, he meets his death
at the mouths of numerous creatures such
as starfish, small snails and drills. The
starfish attaches itself to the shells and
pries them apart with its suckers. Knowing
that something is in the wind (or, shall
we say, in the water) the luckless victim
puts up a mighty struggle, but invariably
his powerful single muscle tires in the end,
and the shells are forced to open for the
last time to yield their luscious contents
to the devourer. Farmers help to avoid
such an untimely end by removing enemies
or by placing spat in a protected area. In
good maturing grounds a farmer may get
as high as three to four hundred barrels
of oysters per acre, but must guard against
overcrowding with its resul~t thin, distorted stock. Experience indicates that an
average annual-production of about one
hundred barrels per acre is the maximum
for good-quality oysters. Today, in addition
to the original hand picking and later rakes
and tongs, dredges are used for deeperwater fishing.
If you try to determine the sex of an
oyster by examining its shell you win not
be very successful, for there are no exter·
nal indications. Moreover, the oyster can
change sex from year to year, the proportion of females tending to increase with
age. On odd occasions it can even mature
first as a male and, after liberating sperm,
act straightaway as a female by spawning.
Usually, however, in anyone season an
oyster normally produces only sperms or
AWAKE!

only eggs. Shape and quality of. adults are
determined more by conditions under
wWch they grow than by heredity, with
the fortunate circumstance that offspring
from poor parents will grow to highest
quality under right conditions.
The adult oyster cannot move around in
search of a meal, so he just patiently sits
and takes nourishment from the water
drawn between his shells to the amount of
about a barrelful a day. He is greatly dependent upon the temperature of the water
for rate of feeding, which becomes very
slow indeed below 40 degrees Fahrenheit.

Thus, in the cold Canadian Atlantic he
must add one more hazard to his hectic
life: surviving half a year with an extremely tight belt!
Contemplating the ways of the lowly
oYster brings home an inspiring lesson. Do
you feel that your mean station in life or
your own shortcOmings and unworthiness
make you of little use to both God and
man? Then learn from the oyster and take
courage! For the great Creator's unfathomable love and wisdom can bring forth
through lowly ones pearls of breathtaking
beauty!

Mithraism in Christendom's Churches
€. Within a rubble·littered area, where a fourteen-story office building

is scheduled

to rise in London, archaeologists recently uncovered the ruin of a pagan temple.
This was the temple of Mithras, built about A.D. 150, where armored Roman
legionnaires once worshiped. The history of the pagan god Mithras is obscure,
but the name is mentioned in Sanskrit and Old Persian documents. The religion
was introduced Into Rome in 68 B.C. by Cilician pirates. It spread rapidly through·
out Italy and the Roman provinces, thriving particularly among merchants and
soldiers. Emperors shrewdly encouraged Mithraism because of the support it
afforded to the divine right of kings. Mithraism adopted Sundays and December
25 as holy days. It taught the fiery destruction of the earth, the doctrine of heaven
and hell, the resurrection of the flesh and the immortality of the soul. In its rites,
Mithraism used bells, candles and holy water. Thus it was that Time magazine,
when reporting on the recent discovery in its issue of October 4, 1954, remarked:
tI."If the Mithras worshipers of ancient Londinium could come to life and attend
a service of St. Paul's Cathedral not far from their temple, they would find many
things, besides the arrangement of the interior, to remind them of their own
faith."
€. Thus thinking people recognize some of the pagan practices and teachings of
Mithra!sm still very much alive in the twentieth century and beIng taught in
Christendom's churches!
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'i.' One day in Glasgow, Scotland, hundreds of children armed ~th sticks and
rocks invaded the city cemetery yellfng, "The monster must die!" Reporting on
the mysterioUS commotion, one newspaper said: "Gravediggers tried to bar the
gates, but thli! frightened children swarmed over the cemetery's eight-foot walls
and rampaged among the gravestones searching for 'The ThIng.' Police who
rushed in ... discovered all the kids believed the graveyard sheltered a huge,
iron·toothed vampIre who had 'strangled and devoured two little girls.' .•.
Education authorities are worried that the scare, so far centered on one suburb,
Will spread through the city. They think it stems from either horror comic books
or a science fiction movie showing in local theaters."-Chicago Daily News,
September 25, 1954.
JANUARY 22, 1955
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By "A_hi" co" •• pond.nl In Hahl

C. "100,000 Homeless, More Than 600 Believed
Dead." ''Mass Starvation Threatens, South·
west Crops No Longer Exist." "Death Toll
Rises." Such were the headlines after "Hazel"
hit Haiti. Torrential rains followed, causing
landslides, inundations and the cutting off
of all travel and communication. Haiti cringed
beneath this cyclonic juggernaut as its titanicbody crawled along at eight miles an hour,
mowing down trees and buildings with 115·
mile·an·hour winds.
C. Originating in the Caribbean, this hurriI::ane began its lethal march across the southern peninsula of HaIti about 6 p.m., October
11, 1954, and into the black night It churned
northward, missing the capital, Port-au·Prince.
Then it sideswiped. the northern peninsula to
continue its march to the eastern shore of the
United States, even as far as Canada.
While exact figures may never be known,
we can learn much as to the plight of the
stricken people and the effect on Haitian economy from detailed reports. For instance, al·
most all banana plants on the southern end
of the island were completely destroyed. Cof·
fee, the chief export, was also swept away In
most areas and the National Coffee Office ca!·
culates that it takes a tree four years to start
bearing and eight years to reach full production. So with ninety·seven per cent of the pop·
ulation depending on agriculture, Haiti's eco·
nomic outlook will be dark for years to come.
Already. supplies on Port·au·Prince markets
have dropped, with prices riSing.
C. The mountain streams became mighty riv~
ers, sweeping away livestock, poultry, houses
and entire farms. People were stranded in
trees and on roofs in the Cul·de·Sac plains
after four days of continual rain. Contamina·
tion of water raised fear of epidemic as newly
formed lakes became stagnant, breeding mos·
quitoes. These pests played havoc with five
men stranded at Damiens for several days on
a diet of cookies and "cokes." At this same
place, according to the Haiti Sun, prankster
boys circled through the woods and swam in
to Damiens to be picked up as "flood victims"

«.
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so they could get some free food and a heli-

copter ride.
T
•I 4l Some villages and towns saw from seventyi :five
to ninety per cent destruction. In Jeremle
alone, a city of 11,000, some 165 houses were
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completely destroyed and 1,768 others were
badly damaged. At Anse d' Hainault it was
said that only the school remain~d standlng_
The Haiti Sun told of the people at Dame
Marie being so stunned they did not even
bother to raise shelter from the heavy rains.
«r. Aid was rushed in by air and sea from
neighboring countries such as the Dominican
Republic (which itself Buffered torrential
rains and territlc damage to crops), Cuba,
Venezuela, Nicaragua and the United States.
A nearby ship, H.~_S. "Vidal," Was ordered
to Jeremie carrying food, medical supplies and
equipment. United States soldiers from San
Juan aided in initial emergency work. The
U.s.S. "Saipan" served as a helicopter base
for flying in medical supplies and transporting
the wounded. Venezuela sent three DC·a's
carrying doctors, nurses and supplies. Port·auPrince's Bowen Field became the busiest Uttle
airport in the Caribbean.
cr. Hazel will long be remembered for her
ruthless attack on this peaceful island, her
mass murder, her crippling of its economy and
leaving its citizens to face starvation. Sum·
marizing the future outlook, President Paul E.
Magloire said that not only crops but even
topsoil has been washed away and that the
government will have to supply the peasants
with food and clothing for the next six months.
Defective drainage, and cOD!'1equently stagna·
tion, further added to the difficulty of· culti·
vating crops during the following rainy sea·
son.
et Yes, for many the future indeed appears
hopeless. Times hard to deal with are here.
Not only Haiti but the entire world is in
great distress, not knowing the way out. But
take courage. This generation will see ushered
in a new world in which there will be no more
"Hazels" to ravage mankind. No, but the perfect, peaceful conditions that .Jehovah origi·
nally purposed for the earth, and which his
Word shows are soon to be established.
AWAKE!

Every Day Is
Sabbath Day

ATURDAY is generally recognized as
sabbath day. To the Talmud~keeping
Jew, sabbath is holy. He believes that "the
sins of everyone who strictly observes the
Sabbath, though he be an IDOL WORSHIPER,
are forgiven." To the Seventh-day Adventists and others the keeping of the sabbath
is one of the paramount features of their
religion. Are Christians required to keep
a sabbath? and, if so, what is it and how is
it to be observed?
Considering God's Word, we find that

S

the sabbath commandment was not always
enjoined upon men to keep. For example:
Did Adam and Eve keep a sabbath? The
Bible does not say SO. Yet God did give
them commands, but not to keep a
rest day. Noah, along with other commands, was told to build an ark, but nothing was said to him about a sabbath, before
or after the flood. Coming down to Abra~
ham we find that God gave him specific
com~ands about the offering of sacrifices,
circumcision, etc., but not a word is said
about a sabbath day.
During the time that the children of
Israel were slaves in Egypt no mention is
made of a sabbath. For over twenty~five
hundred years of human history a sabbath
day is not mentioned for them to keep. It
was only after the Israelites had come out
of Egypt and were in the wilderness that
a rest day was enjoined upon any of God's
creatures, and that in connection with
gathering their food supply, the manna
J ANU ARY 22, 1955

which fell from heaven. Their difficulty in
complying with this law Is strong circum~
stantial evidence that they were ndt ac~
customed to sabbath observance.-Exodus
16:25-30.
On the plains of Moab, where God's law
was restated to the Israelites, they were
plainly told: "Jehovah our God concluded
a covenant with us in Horeb. It was not
with our forefathers that Jehovah concluded this covenant, but with us, all those
of us alive here today." This is proof positive that Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were
not enjoined with a sabbath law. Nor was
this sabbath for other peoples, it was to
be a sign between the Israelite nation
and Jehovah.-Deuteronomy 5:2, 3, New
World Trans.; Exodus 31:17.
System of Sabbaths

Nor was there .only one sabbath, a sab~
bath limited only to the seventh day of the
week. The seventh year was a sabbath
year; no crops were to be planted or harvested, God assuring them that enoug?
would grow on the sixth to last them untIl
they had harvested the crops of the eighth
year. After seven such sabbath years came
the jubilee year, on which freedom was
proclaimed throughout all the land, when
all debts were canceled and when, with few
exceptions, all that had been lost during the
past forty-nine years was restored. All
these sabbaths were part of one system.
If Jews today, or Seventh-day Adventists,
or others conclude that one sabbath is still
to be observed, then explain why should
not the others be observed? And, for that
matter, if one part of the law is to be kept,
why not all the law with its sacrifices, etc.?
The disciple James tells us: "For whoever
observes all the Law but makes a false step
in one point, he has become an offender
against them all." Who among today's sabbath advocates can boast keeping the Law
perfectly? Not one.-James 2:10, New
25

World TmM.j Levl:timJs 16:29--31: 23:34;
25:2-28: 26:2.
Chri8timia Belatlomhip to Mosaic Law

Are Christians under obligation to keep
the Mosaic taw? Paul assures us that Christians are freed from all obligation to the
law arrangement: "He kindly forgave us
all our trespasses and blotted out the handwritten document against us which consisted of decrees and which was in opposition to us, and He has taken it out of the
way by nailing it to the torture stake.
Therefore let no man judge you in eating
and drinking or in respect of a feast day
or of an observance of the new moon or
0/ a 8Obbath, for those things are a shadow
of the things to come, but the reality belongs to the Christ." Note too that Paul
here does not distinguish between the socalled "ceremonial" law and the Ten Commandments; no more than did Jesus in his
sermon on the mount (See Matthew 5:2343).-Colossians 2:13, 14, 16, 17, New
World Trans.
Because some in the early church insisted that Gentile converts must be circumcised and keep the law, the apostles
and the older men gathered at Jerusalem
, sent out the foHowing instructions: "For
the holy spirit and we ourselves have favored adding no further burden to you, except these necessary things, to keep' yourselves free from things sacrificed to idols
and from blood and from things ki1led
without draining their blood and from fornication." Note that keeping of a sabbatp
is not included or mentioned.-Acts 15:129, New World Trans.
But did not Jesus, when on earth, observe the sabbath? Yes, he did. Why? Because he was produced "under law, that he
might release by purchase those under
law." But remember that he observed not
only the sabbath day but also the passover,
and all the other features of the Mosaic
26

law perfectly. He came not to destroy the
law but to fulfill it. He assured his followers that not f!ven the sinaIlestpart of the
Law would pass away until aD had been
fulfilled. With the fulfillment of the pictorial features of the Law arrangement by
Christ Jesus it passed away, and to take
its place he instituted a new covenant.
-Galatians 4:4, 5; Matthew 5:17, 18;
John 1:29, 36; 1 Corinthians 5:7; 2 Corinthians 3:5-11, New World Trans.
While we thus see that Christians are
not obligated to observe a weekly rest day,
nevertheless they do have a sabbath, a rest.
"So then," says Paul, "there remains a
sabbath rest for the people of God; for
whoever enters God's rest also ceases from
his labors as God dip from his." God rested
from his works, not that he was tired, for
he wearies not, but in the sense that he"desisted" from further creative activity
as regards this earth. He viewed his creation with exhilarating satisfaction and was
"refreshed" thereby. In this manner, God
still rests toward our earth.-Hebrews 4: 9,
10, Rev. Stan. Ver.; Genesis 2:1-4, An
Amer. Trans.~· Exodus 31:17.
How, then, does the Christian enter
God's rest? Paul argues that the Jews
failed to enter God's rest because of disobedience and lack of faith. So "we [Christians] ," sars Paul, "who have exercised
faith do enter into the rest, . . . Let us
therefore do OUl' utmost to enter into that
rest, for fear anyone should fall in the
same example of disobedience," as did the
Jews. Yes, by exercising faith in God and
by following in the footsteps of Christ we
shall have rest from all selfish works, a
rest not just one day a week but every day.
-Hebrews 4:3-11, New World Trans.
Hence only the believing and obedient
ones who cease doing their own will but
dedicate their lives to the will of God enter
into rest with God. For these every day is
a sabbath day.
A,WAKE!

Norway
ORWAY, the land of the midnight sun,
is a land of contrasts not only topographically but spiritually. High, naked
mountain peaks, some of them white with
snow, jut up majestically above the horizon. Stretching far out into the open sea,
her shores and land are beaten by waves
and swept with storms. The mainland is
split up by many fiords that wind and
twist into the country like huge, glittering
snakes. The fiords present Norway's greatest tourist attraction. From around the
world people come to gaze at these unusual
works and wonders of nature.
Northern Norway stretches out far beyond the Arctic Circle. Here it is that the
sun shines only in the summer months, but
during the winter season the land turns
dark and the people go abdut their daily
tasks in perpetual darkness. Life for these
months becomes hard and the people slow
and irresponsive.
However, as a rule, Norwegians are intelligent and well-educated people. Long
before they outgrow their teens, they, for
the most part, know what they want in
life. As a race, they are not very excitable
or emotional. And as for their religion,
about ninety-six per cent of them have
been born and raised as Lutherans. Enthusiasm for another religion is not easily
kindled. Even if interest is aroused, the
average Norwegian will never show it outwl\rdly. A minister of Jehovah's witnesses
can be studying the Bible with a Norwegian for weeks and months without the
slightest show of interest or enthusiasm.
Then as if from a sudden impulse he will
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say, uYou are right, Lutherans are wrong.
I wUl become one of Jehovah's witnesses."
During his studies he has slowly, coolly
and methodically weighed everything presented to him. After carefully weighing the
matter he reaches his own conclusion, and
that is it.
Up above the Arctic Circle there are
only a very few cities and towns. The wideopen spaces of bleak desolation and frozen
land present a' challenge to the busy missionaries of Jehovah's witnesses who have
been ·preaching up there for the past three
years. During the long, dark winter
months the people are very drowsy and
spend much of their time sleeping. Invariably the missionaries in their door-to-door
work will find people in bed any hour of
the day, which, ironically, is pitch dark.
But strangely enough, as with all nature,
when the sun begins to show itself everything comes to life, including the people.
They move about faster, their dispositions
are happier and the fishirig industries begin to roll again, pumping prosperity into
the frozen northland.
Two Watch Tower missionaries have
been assigned to remain in this weird and
enchanting land to work with the people
and help them with their spiritual problems. Traveling by boat, on skis and on
bicycles, these missionaries have managed
to carry the Kingdom message even to the
most remote and secluded sections of the
north. Coming to a faraway isolated spot,
one missionary was told that an old man
living alone in a cabin "is one of you people, Jehovah's witnesses." The missionary
thought this could hardly be, for he knew
of no Jehovah's witness near there. When
27

calling on the old man at his cabin, he
was asked to come in. ''Who are you?" inquired the old man. "I am one of Jehovah's
witnesses," came the reply. Tears began to
roll down the old man's cheeks. "So, you
really belong to my people," he said as
he could not restrain himself from pa,tt.ing
and putting his anns around the missionary. Several years ago he received a
Watchtower magazine from his neighbor,
read it and recognized the things that he
read as truth from God's Word. Then and
there he dedicated his life to do God's
will. Even though he is eighty-two years
old he still walks several miles to his neighbors to preach God's kingdom.
Away up here in this frigid northland
two assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses were
held last year. These assemblies, no doubt,
were the northernmost assemblies ever
held by Jehovah's witnesses. At the first
assembly there were twelve baptized; at
the second, seven more. And now there are
about fifty who regularly associate themselves with Jehovah's witnesses above the
Arctic Circle in the Norwegian land of
Finnmark. These northern people are ex-
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What prayers have been tried to te~t
prayer's effectiveness? P. 3, lTt.
• Whether- confession to priests was prac·
tlced in Jesus' dati P. 5, 1\2.
• Whether the apostles forgave sins? P.6,

1\4.

• How forgiveness of sins is possible? P. 7,
1\1.
• How Sheffield, England, got ils start toward
becoming the City of Steell P. 9, 1\4.
• How steel is madel P. 10, 115.
• Where the Bible transJ,ation used by tirstcentury Christians was nhde? P. t 2, lTJ.
• What sensational Italian scandal recently
Involved high government offiCials? P. 14, 1\2.
• What II is like to approach Hawaii by air?
P. n, ~3.
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tremely grateful for the interest and aid
Jehovah's witnesses have shown and given
them. For years they have been neglected
by various govenunents and worldly organizations that have made promises but
never did actually come to their aid with
practical assistance. The generous gesture
coming from Jehovah's witnesses through
the New World society of sending missionaries, Bibles and Bible aids is openly ap·
preciated.
There are many places in Norway that
missionaries have difficulty in reaching,
but even so the Kingdom message finds its
way to these out-of-the-way places. Usually a stranger will get the literature while
traveling or visiting in eastern Norway or
in some other land. Then when he retreats
into seclusion he takes the precious message with him, reads it and passes it on.
It is amazing how quickly the seeds of
truth spread, take root and grow. The
Kingdom work in Norway has mushroomed with such rapidity that today there
are upward of 2,500 ministers in the land.
The sheep are hearing the Right Shepherd's call and are responding.

• Where to tind the world's large~1 extinct
volcano? P. 19, 11 1.
• How typhoon '''Marie'' treacherously de·
ce ived Japan? P. 20, 11 2.
• How an oyster makes a pearl? P. 2 I, 1\4.
• How many oysters an oyster farmer can
raise per acre? P. 22, 1\3.
• What damage hurricane "Hazel" did in
Haiti? P. 24, 11 5.
• Whether Adam, Noah and Abraham kept
the sabbath? P. 25, 11 2 .
• Whethe; Christians today must keep the
sabbath? P. 26, 11 1• How the Kingdom message finds its way to
out·of·the-way places north of the Arctic
Circle? P. 28, 1/2.
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endure "a potentially indefinite
series of reviews and re-reviews." Because of the inconclusive end of the case atomic
sclentists in Chicago said that
it was another example of the
"political abuse of the nation's
security system." The New
York Times said the develop·
ments in the case "neither reassure the public nor alleviate
that demoralization of the sci.
entific community over which
such eminent scientists as Dr.
Vannevar Bush have so forcibly expressed their concern."
Forinosa in the Spotlight

Atom-Age Carriers

.. On December 11 the U.S.
Navy launched the Hrst in a
new class of atom-age carriers.
This was the 59,65O·ton "For·
restal," the most unique and
expensive aircraft carrier in
the world. Its cost is about
$218.000,000. Some of the warship's unique features are
products ()f British development. Britain was the first to
make caITlers with armored
flight decks, and the Forrestal
has a deck with a solid sheet
of welded steel. Britain also
was the first to develop the
canted or angled deck. The
after portion of the Forrestal's
flight deck is angled out to
port, and planes land at about
a ten-degree angle off the fore
and aft midship line. This reduces accidents and permits
simultaneous landings and
launchings. The new carrier is
also the world's biggest. Its
length is 1,036 feet, which is
so long that If it were mounted
on its stern the vessel would
tower almost as high as the
Empire State Building. It Is
252 feet wide at its widest
point. which makes it too large
to squeeze through the Panama Canal. The largest liners
in the world, the Queen Mary
and the Queen Elizabeth, could
be placed side by side on the
Forrestal's Hight deck. From
keel to top of mast the supercaITier will be about equivalent to a 25-story building,
JANUARY '22, 1955

which makes it too high for its
radar masts to clear the
Brooklyn Bridge. So engineers
devised collapsible masts. Another supercarrier, the Sara·
toga, is due for launching this
year. The navy hopes eventually to have ten atom-age carriers.
The Case of Dr. Condon
.. Dr. Edward U. Condon, a
theoretical phYSicist, played an
important role in the development of the A-bomb. But in
1948 the House Un-American
Activities Committee charged
that Dr. Condon was "one of
the weakest links in our atom·
ic security." In 1952, before the
committee, the scientist denied
that he was associated with
Soviet spies. Dr_ Condon then
left the government to head
the division of research of the
Corning Glass Works. In 1953
the U.S. revoked Dr_ Condon's
clearance to work on secret
projects assigned to Corning.
Then in October a Navy secu·
rity board restored limited
clearance. Two days later the
secretary of the navy suspend·
ed clearance again. In December Dr. Condon made a decision that brought a barrage of
criticism on the government:
he resigned his job and said he
was abandoning his fight to
get clearance, since he saw no
possibility of "securing a fair
and Independent judgment"
and that he was unwilling to

.. In December the island of
Formosa came into the world's
spotlight as the U.S. signed a
mutual defense treaty with the
Chinese
Nationalists.
Red
China's premier bitterly denounced the treaty as a "grave,
warlike provocation" and as "a
treaty of naked aggression."
At the U.N. Russia Introduced
a resolution to have the U.S.
condemned for "seizing For·
mosa." But the resolution was
defeated by a vote of 39 to 5.
Land in Dispute

.. Formosa is not the only
island that figures in land dis·
pute today. There is also
New Guinea, the second-largest
island in the world. Australia
controls the eastern half of the
island. The western half is the
center of a dispute between
Indonesia and the Netherlands.
For more than a hundred
years West New Guinea has
been part of the Dutch empire.
But when the Netherlands
East Indies got their independence and became Indonesia,
the Dutch agreed to discuss
the future status of West New
Guinea. In 1954 Indonesia
broke off aU ties with the
Netherlands. So the Dutch con·
sldered the agreement no long·
er valid. But in December In·
donesia took the matter to the
UN., asking that the Dutch
be ordered out of West New
Guinea. The Arab-Asian bloc,
together with the Soviet bloc,
voted with Indonesia. By a
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vote of 34 to 14 the U.N. de·
Cided that both parties "pursue

their endeavors" to solve the
dispute. The decision solved
little, but, In effect, it repudi·
ated the Dutch contention that
Indonesia had no claim on
West New Guinea.
Japan: The New Premier
• Ichiro Hatoyama has been
a polltlclan for most of his 71
years. Twice he almost had the
premiership within his reach
only to see it snatched away.
His first setback came during
World War II. He expressed
opposition to the course J a·
pan's rulers were taking, and
the only way he could safely
do this was by retiring to a
country home. There he watted
until the war ended. Then once
again he immersed himself in
politics. He founded the Liberal
party and led It to victory In
the 1946 elections. Just as he
was to take over the premiership, MacArthur's occupatfon
purged him as undesirable, because of an alleged statement
he made that was favorable
to Hitler and Mussolinl. Hato·
yama bequeathed his party to
Shigeru Yoshida, who became
premier. When Hatoyama was
depurged five years later, Yo·
shida refused to step down and
hand the party back to him.
But in December, in view of
mounting opposition in Parlia'
ment, Yoshida resigned. Ja·
pan's Parliament then selected
Hatoyama as premier, thus
bringing to fruition the aged
politician's lifelong ambition.
However, the 71-year-old ailing
premier may not have a long
tenure. He will serve at least
until the national elections are
held in the spring.
President for We!
• South Korea's constitution
limits the country's president
to two terms. But President
Syngman Rhee believes that
the limit should not apply to
him~elf, "the first president of
the Republic." When a vote
was taken to amend the consti·
tution In his favor, the count
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was just one short of giving
him the two thirds required.
But Rbee's propaganda chief
declared: ''The government
feeling Is that the fraction
must be disregarded and the
amendments have therefore
been approved." Though anti·
Rhee assemblymen charged
that he "has usurped the legislative power," a show of
hands finally voted that' 135' of
203 is indeed two thirds. Rhee
signed the bill and thus becomes eligible for re-election
in mid·1956--at which time he
will be 81 years old.
"The Lion 'from the North"
When SO·year·old Daniel F.
Malan resigned the premiership, observers looked for
some easing up In racial and
political tensions that have
plagued South Africa for
Years. But When the Nationalist party chose Malan's succes·
sor in December, it appeared
otherwise. For 61-year.old Jo·
hannes Strydom, who has
come to be known as "the Lion
from the north," was elected
premier. Strydom's aims have
been defined as twofold. He
proposes a break with the
British Commonwealth and the
establishment of an independent South African republic, in
Which Afrikaans would be the
only official language. Secondly, he proposes complete seg·
regation of races and disenfranchisement of all nonwhites
(including Indians and mixed
bloods). His racial views have
been summed up in the slogan
he carried through the Transvaal: Die witman moet baas
bly (The white man must remain boss). So Strydom has
often been critical of Malan's
failure to make effective the
stricter apartheid (segregation) measures. Some observers said that "the Lion" might
make Malan look like a lamb
by comparison.

+

ArgentlnQ.: "Pruning Shears"

.. Argentina is a Catholic
country. but President Juan

D. Peron, unlike some rulers
of Catholic lands, has shown
a decided reluctanCe to become
subservient to the Roman
Catholic Church. In October
Per6n passed a law that legitimatized children born' out of
wedlock. The church manifested great aesentment over
this. In November Peron called
three bishops "enemies of the
government." Then in De·
cember Argentina's president
banned a scheduled outdoor
mass and procession marking
the end of the Marian Year.
He also passed another law,
this one for the first time
legalizing divorce in Argentina. And in a speech Per6n
declared: "[Those who] are
permanently opposed to our
efforts and achievements are
sometimes clothed as olio
garchs, sometimes as priests,
but they are always the same.
The time has come to take the
pruning shears and cut them
off."-Time, December 20,1954.
HondW1l8! One-Man Role
~ From 1932 to 1948 Tiburcio
Carfas ruled Honduras. He was
succeeded by Dr. Juan Manuel
Galvez, who eventually broke
away from dictatorial rule. In
October elections were held to
determine Dr. Galvez' succes·
sor. The highest vote, or 48
per cent, went to Dr. Ramon
Villeda Morales. The next highest, or 31 per cent, went to
General Carlas. According to
the Honduran constitution,
when a candidate does not win
over 50 per cent of the votes
the election goes to the House
of Representatives. But when
the House met to choose a
presIdent, Dr. Carlas kept his
representatives away so that
the necessary two-thirds quorum could not be assembled,
This brought into effect another constitutional provision: unless the House ejects a president wlt~ln eight weeks, a dictatorship is automatically created, with the president in
power taking full control. In
November President Galvez
left Honduras on sick leave. In
A WAKE!

Pradesh for the king of beasts,
government hunters have been
ordered to shoot the tigers,
which are plentiful. It Is hoped
that the lions in India will be
able to make a comeback.

his absence Dr. Julio Lozano,
the vice-president, became act·
ing president. On December 4
the eight·week deadline ran
out, and Dr. Lozano pro·
claimed himself chief of state.
Dr. Lozano promised a moder·
ate regime.

The Forbidden Fez

<8> The fez is a red, brimless
cap of felt that got its name
from the town of Fez, in Morocco, where the cap was first
made. The cap enables the Mo·
hammedan worshiper, when
kneeling in prayer, to touch his
forehead to the ground with·
out dislodging his hat. Though
the fez is still worn by inhabit·
ants of many Middle Eastern
countries, It is taboo in Turkey.
In 1928 the regime of Kemal
Ataturk, as part of a modern·
iZation program, banned the
cap. But the cap has reap·
peared in Turkey, especially in
country districts. In Decem·
ber the Turkish government
warned that the anti·fez law
with its severe penalties "is
not a dead letter."

India: Help for the Lion

<8> In India the lion is going
the way of the American bison.
Of the king of beasts an In·
dian tourist publication says:
"The lion is not so careful, cau·
tious and calculating as the
tiger. Due largely to his sheer
bravado, he was shot out from
the rest of India." So because
of maraudIng nimrods the lion
population in India is esti·
mated at no more than a hun·
dred. The survivors live in an
overcrowded area where they
are protected by the govern·
ment. To try to increase their
numbers India has decided to
ship some of the lions to a less
crowded area. But to make
room In the state of Vindhya
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Safe DrIving Day

'killed
*' Nearly
40,000 persons are
every year on American
roads .. This is 15,000 more
Americans than were killed
during the entire Korean war.
To determine whether a reduction in this gruesome toll Is
possible if drivers are remlnd·
ed, all at the same time, to
drive safely, President Elsen·
hower prOclaimed Decembf'.r 15
as Safe Driving Day. Posters,
placards, newspapers, radio
and even tollgate collectors reminded motorists to drIve with
special caution during thIs
twenty·four·hour period. De·
cember 15 came, and so did
death. The results: 51 dead and
1,785 injured. This was not
much reduction over the fig·
ures for December 15, 1953,
which were 60 killed and 1,807
injured. New York city's traffic
commissioner\ saId the idea of
Safe Driving Day "dIdn't
work."

Scholarly

Understandable

These words describe the New World Translation of the
Bible that is now being eagerly read and studied by hundreds
of thousands of Christian men and women in all the world.
Rendered in present-day English it brings you the words of
divine inspiration with complete fidelity to the original.
The New lVorld Translation is available in two volumes:
New World Translation at the Hebrew Scriptures, Vol. I
(Genesis to Ruth), $1.50; New World Translation of the
Christian Greek Scriptures (Matthew to Revelation), $1.50.
Beautiful de luxe editions bound in genuine green leather
with gold-edged leaves are also available at $5 a volume.
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hat is It?
hV is it prarlaimed?

aw Inn UDU

learn abDut It?

aUi will it aHert this generatlan?

'l'his new 32- page hooklet "l'h£,s Good N eW8 of the Ii. in,gdom" contains infOl'mation thai it-) most outstanding and essential on the main theme of the
Bible-God's kingdom, the llope of the world. Learn by reading this amazing
booklet how you ean safeguard your interests and those of your family in
this day of crisis! You owe it to yourself to he infol'lIIcd on this most important. subject. The hooklet is availahle for ~c n copy; 7" for 25('; 30 for $1.
Obtain a supply and pa,:,: "this good news of t.he kingdow'·' on to your friends.
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Why Pay for What Is Free?
Tithing is not a Christian cornn1and
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SEMIMONTHLY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to th. viW lIsua
of our times must be unfettered by censorship and se1&h lnt:erutal.
"Awake'" hIlS no £etters. It reco!2nize8 facts, faces fa.cb, ill free to
publish fa.cts. It is not bOund by pofitfcll1 ambition.- or oblidatfon'j it fI:
unhampered by advertbers who•• toes must not be trodden 00; it Is
unprejudiced by traditional creec:1a. ThlJl: journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse it. freedom. It
malntalns in~rity to truth.
"Awake I" uses the re~ular news channels, but is not dep8!ld ent on
them. It! own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of Illl.tions.
From the four corners of the: earth their uncensored, on-~e-ecenes
reporb come to you tht'o~h these columns. ThiB journal's viewpolnt
is not narrow, but 11 international. It is reM in many na.tioru, in many
11ln~~. by persons of all ages. Thro~h its pa~e8 many field. Of
knowle~e

pass in revlew-\i1overnment, commerce, religion, history.
geo\2raph'l, Science, 80cial conaitiom,. natural wonders-why, its cover-~e is AS broll.d AS the eArlh and as: high as the heavens.
"AwakeJ" pledges itself to ~hteous principles, to exposing hidden
fou: and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to cowortinQ
mQurners and stren~thening those disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent world,. reBecting sure hope for the establishment of a right-eous New World.
Get a.cq.ull.inted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awakel"
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Are McCarthy's Methods Catholic Ideals?
ENTION, the name McCarthy in the
United States these days and the ears
of almost everyone within hearing range
will perk up. Some people have even endeavored to inject a religious issue into
the McCarthy controversy, but few have
gone as far as did Monsignor Edward R.
Martin, fonner' chief chaplain of the First
Army, and now pastor of St. Angela Merici
church in the Bronx, New York.
Speaking at a Catholic function in New
York city on November 7, Martin said that
because of his Catholic ideals McCarthy
was in danger of losing his position in the
Senate. "Joe is a really sincere Catholic,"
he said.· "I personally know that over
$5,000,000 has been pooled to kicIc Joe out
of the Senate, and that's only a small portion of what is pouring into Washington.
The reason is solely because of his catholic ideals."
And that, to put it mildly, blew the lid
off! Officials of Freedom House in New
York, including George B. Ford, Roman
Catholic pastor of Corpus Christi church,
said: "We have every reason to believe
there is no foundation of fact in the charges by Msgr. Martin unless and until he
makes available documentary proof of his
allegations." Such proof was not forthcoming. In fact, to reporters Msgr. Martin's secretary and the assistant pastor
"were firm in declaring that there would
be no further statement from him."

M
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"What makes this fairy tale significant,"
the Freedom House officials said, "is that
the good monsignor has endeavored to
persuade American citizens that the reason for this so-caned anti-McCarthy fund
'is solely because of his Catholic ideals,' a
view which is not shared by Senator McCarthy himself. We resent this statement
because it can only lead to the spread of
bigotry and intolerance. It bears false witness and breeds disunity."
Seven members of the faculty of Colgate
University then sent telegrams to Msgr.
Martin and to Cardinal Spellman asserting
that Msgr. Martin had an obligation to tell
the public all the facts about the purported
$5~mmion pool. "We are confused by Father Martin's statement that McCarthy is
to be 'kicked out' of the Senate 'because of
his Catholic ideals,' "the telegram to cardinal Spellman said in ~e.:rt. "Th~ are ~
ous charges. Those of us who openly and ag~
gressively have opposed McCarthy and his
methods are accused of persecuting him
'because of his Catholic ideals.' . . . We
would like to hear from you-Father Martin's superior-that the stateme,nts attributed to him do not represent the views of
the responsible leaders of the CathOlic
Church in America." Stin no explanation.
Certainly not all those who have protested against Senator McCarthy's excesses are "leftists." The Watkins Committee
of the U.S. Senate is nOt. Highly respected
3

Time magazine was not guUty of reliTime magazine Is not. The widespread
American protests (whatever one's opinion gious hatred when In its November 22 isof their accuracy) have been ba$ed upon sue it saId of the Senate's discussion of the
loyalty to American principles--justice, censure recommendation against Mc·
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Carthy: "Joe MCCarthy was fighting the
Msgt>. Martin did not show where these only way he knows how, with tooth, nail
protests were misfounded or how they and knee, to make the debate one of the
were in error. Thus the Colgate University most acrimonious and personally bitter in
Senate history." The highly respected New
fa~ty members told Msgr. Martin: "You
owe It to all AmericanS-Catholics, Prot- York Times was not attaCking the Senaestants and Jews-to explain why the tor's religion when on November 11 it said
movement 8gainst the excesses of Senator that McCarthyism has come to mean: "The
McCarthy ... involves an attack on Cath- invasion of personal rights, the irrespon·
oUc ideals." The Colgate faculty members sible attacks on individuals and institu·
pressed their point to Cardinal Spellman tions, the disregard of fair democratic prowith the question: "Do you really want the cedures, the reckless shattering of mutual
American people to believe that the Cath- trust among the citizens of this country,
olic Church identifies the widespread con- the terrorization of loyal civil servants
cern over preservation of the Bill of Rights , .. the disruption of orderly governmental
processes . . . contempt for the Bill of
with opposition to Catholic ideals?"
The monsignor,like all Americans, has a Rights and for the ordinary rules of public
and political decency,"
right to his opinion of Senator MCCarthy's
Does the monsignor, who himself
activity. and indeed he has the right to
brought the matter up and who refuses to
express that opinion pUblicly. although he say who has the $5 million, how it was
should not be guilty of the hit·and·run raised, how it is being used, or how oppotactics of making a controversial charge, sition to McCarthy is OPPosition to Cathgetting it on the front page of newspapers, olic principles, wish the American public
then refusing to prove or deny it, just let· to think such ideals are Catholic ideals?
His silence would make us wonder.
ting it stand.

The

M'on~!or' Commen~s

More than a year ago, on November 10, 1953, the conservative
spected Chmtian Science Monitor reported that "the activities of Senator
McCarthy (Rep.) of Wisconsin have had the incidental effect, whether
or intentional, of increasing the proportion of Roman Catholics to Protestants em·
plo'yed in the public [government] service." The Monitor did not suggest that more
Catholics were being hired, but that more Protestants were being fired, It said
that "Government officials, seeking to protect their departments and bUr£!aus from
McCarthy attacks, have increasingly resorted to the practice of employing Roman
Catholics as security and personnel officers. This appears to provide immunity
from attack. The sequel is that the proportion of Roman Catholics inCluded in dis·
missals is low and the proportion of Protestants high." Though th'ere was controversy over the Monifor"s suggestion, the Ch.ristian Century said that the imm's
wrIter, Joseph C. Harsch, spoke "as one of the most experienced-as well as most
respected-of the Washington correspondents." Msgr. Martin's aSsociation of Me·
Carthy's activity with Catholic Ideals might tend to corroborate this.

'i,'
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foots AND MADMEN
FfJIl eUIlIST
If popularity you leele, Christianity
will nol bring it, if fame and for~
tune are to what you aspire, Christianity is nol the way; if you regard
men and not principle, indulgence
and not dedic:ation, tradition and
not God, Christianity is not for
you. TMs attict. on5Wors why.

RUTH has never been pop~
ular in this world. Nor were
those who championed truth and
regarded principle above expe~
diency considered wise. Contra~
riwise, such men were labeled
as "madmen," "fools," "pestilent fellows," do you listen to him?" Even though the
"seditionists," "possessed of the devil," etc. majority closed their ears to reason, this
Jesus Christ was the greatest truthteller did not prevent Jesus from living and
among men. His whole life was devoted to speaking the truth. Nor was Jesus alone
that end. To the Roman ruler, Pilate, Jesus among men called "mad" for SO doing.
said: "For this purpose I have been born -John 8:31,32; 10:20, New World Trans.
and for this purpose I have come into the
When the apostle Paul gave a truthful
world, that 1° should bear witness to the account of his conversion to Christianity
truth. Everyone that is on the side of the before Festus, King Agrippa and Bernice,
truth listens to my voice." Pilate's answer Festus "said in a loud voice: 'You are go~
to Jesus was a sardonic, "What is truth?," ing mad, Paul! Great learning is driving
As if Jesus did not know what he was talk- you into madness!' But Paul said: 'I 8m.
ing about and that no one understooq the not going mad, Your Excellency Festus,
principles of truth and justice.-John 18: but I am uttering sayings of truth and of
soundness of mind. In reality, the king to
37,38, New World Trans.
whom I am speaking with freeness of
Nevertheless, Jesus' words regarding the
speech well knows about these things; for
power of truth and right are with us to I am persuaded that not one of these things
this day and are repeated daily by hun- is hidden from him, for this thing has not
dreds of thousands of people, by statesmen been done in a corner." To Festus truth
and politicians, clergymen and Christians, sounded like madness, to Paul it was rich~
believers and unbelievers as a remedy for es, wisdom and knowledge. "Oh the depth
this world's ills. Jesus' words were: "If you of God's riches and wisdom and knowledge!
remain in my word, you are realJy my dis~ How unsearchable his judgments are and
ciples, and you win know the truth, and past tracing out his ways are! For 'who
the truth will set you free." When he made has come to know Jehovah's mind, or who
this statement, the intellectuals of his day has become his counselor?' Or, 'Who has
turned to the listening crowds and said: first given to him, so that it must be reThis man "has a demon and is mad. Why paid to him?' Because from him and by
F'EBRU ARY 8, 1955
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him find fol' him are all things. To him be
the glory forever. Amen." Therefore, not
all men, especially those considered wise
among men-of this world, have an ear for
truth.-Acts 26:24-26; Romans 11:33-36,
New World Trans.
To the Corinthians, who thought quite
highly af themselves, Paul said: "We are
fools because of Christ, but you are discreet in Christ [in your own estimation];
we are weak, but you are strong; you are
in good repute, but we are in dishonor.
Down to the present hour we continue to
hunger and also to thirst and to be naked
and to be knocked about and to be homeless and to toil, working with our own
hands. When being reviled, we bless; when
being persecuted, we bear up; when being
defamed, we entreat; we have become as
the refuse of the 'Yorld, the offscouring of
all things, and we are so now." No, neither
the truth nor its proclaimers were ever
highly esteemed. They were, as Paul says:
"Become as the refuse of the world, the
'offscouring of all things."-l Corinthians
4:10-13, New World Trans.

Expediency and Not Principle
Centuries before Paul's day the prophet
Isaiah well described the moral atmosphere of his time, saying: "And judgment
Is tul'ned away backward, and justice
standeth afar off: for truth is f!\tHen in the
street, and equity cannot enter. Yea, truth
faileth; and he that departetb from evil
maketh himself a prey," or, as the margin says, "is accouDted mad." The same
conditions we find in the world in which
we live. The principles of truth and justice
are tossed into the streets. To be fair, honest and upright in practice and in business
is to be called a "fool," "impractical," "not
right In the head," "not up to business,"
"soft," "mad. "-Isaiah 59: 14, 15.
To display integrity and enthusiasm for
one's religion is to be looked down upon as
6

peculiar and fanatical. To refuse an appointment on conscientious grounds is to
be isolated as a "strange son," and frequently the family and neighborhood form
a,decidedly lower opinion of that one's in·
tellect. ·"Now, don't be a fool," they say
to him, "just do as others do. When you
are in Rome, do as the Romans." That is
the sedative that is often prescribed for
uneasiness of conscience. Certain tricks or
dishonest ways are glossed over as "the
way of business. Everybody does it. If
you want to make a living, that is the way
you have to be." Righteous principles no
longer count.
For one of Jehovah's witnesses serving
as a branch, district or circuit servant, or
for a missionary or pioneer witness of Jehovah God, to turn down an attractive job
offer _that pays well and offers a great future, appears to be the height of foolish·
ness to so-called great minds and progres·
sive men of this world. They just seem
unable to understand why any young man
or woman would want to devote his entire
life to serving'God, and why he is happier
for it. To them that is absurd. Such persons must be mad! Why waste your youth?
say they. Now is the time to make a "killing" in the business world when opportunities are presenting themselves. Why
not pull a few "un-Christian strings"? Is
not everyone else doing it? Away with
principle! Little do they realize it, but it
is this greediness that maddens. Men per·
mit money-making to rule their passions.
And the slightest change in the business
world will cause their mental barometer
to rise and fall accordingly. The accelerated
pace drives them mad with greed.
Christian witnesses of Jehovah, being
governed by God's Word, need not be
caught in this swirling whirlpool. They
have and believe the truth, which cautions
them that "godly devotion along with selfsufficiency" is a means of great gain. As
AWAKE!

Paul said: "We have brought nothing into
the world, and neither can we carry anything out. So, having sustenance and covering, we shall be content with these
things."-l Timothy 6:6·8, New World
Trans.
Instead of Jehovah's witnesses' being
fools, madmen, for declaring the truth and
putting God, Christ and all spiritual things
first in their lives, Jesus showed the lrre·
ligious and greedy man to be the madman,
the fool of this world. In his illustration on
the prodigal son, Jesus said: "When he
[the prodigal son] came to his senses he
said: '... I will rise and journey to my fa·
ther.' " Before this, while leading a riotous
life with harlots, he was out of his mind,
mad like this old world. It was only upon
leaving the old world's greedy and immoral
ways of doing things that he showed he
had come to his senses.-Luke 15:17, 18,
New World Trans.
In another illustration Jesl,ls warned his
hearers against being covetous: "Be on the
alert and on guard against every kind of
covetousness, because even when a person
has an abundance his life does not result
from the things he possesses. II Money or
accumulated riches is not everything in
life. Far better. is a good standing with
God. "Those who are determined to be
rich fall into temptation and a snare and
many senseless and hurtful desires which
plunge men into destruction and ruin. For
the love of money is a root of all sorts of
injurious things, and by reaching out for
this love some have been led astray from
the faith and have stabbed themselves all
over with many pains. On the other hand,
you, 0 man of God, flee from these things .
But pursue righte(}usness, godly devotion,
faith, love, endurance, mildness of temper.
Contend for victory in the right contest
of the faith, get a firm hold on the ever·
lasting life for which you' were called and,
you declared the right confession publicly
FEBRUARY 8, 1955

before many witnesses." Madness stems
from an unbalanced mind 'grasping greedily for more and more. It is a diseased mlnd
that exaggerates things out of their proper
setting and importance. Men who work for
this life only are mad indeed!-Luke 12:
15; 1 Timothy 6:1·12, New World Trans.
The apostle Paul, whom Festus called
"mad," when speaking of the ancient Ro·
mans and Greeks, who were s6 proud of
their cleverness, said: "Although assert·
ing they were wise, they became foolish."
"Because, although they knew God, they
did not glorify him as God nor did they
thank him, but they became empty·headed
in their reasonings and their- unintelligent
heart became darkened." These self.stylecJ
intellectuals became fools in God's sight.
What proved them foolish was that they
"turned the glory of the incorruptible God
into something like the image of corrupt·
ible man and of birds and four·footed crea·
tores and creeping things . . . . and ven·
erated and rendered sacred service to the
creation rather than the One who created,
who is blessed forever." An ox knows his
owner and an ass his master's crib, but the
wise men of this world could not distin·
guish a creation from the Creator, a watch
from the watchmaker. They become fools
through their empty·headed reasonings.
-Romans 1:22, 21, 23, 25, New World
Trans.j Isaiah 1:3,4.
Paul rightly summed up the matter by
saying: "Did not God make the wisdom of
the world foolish? For since, in the wisdom
, of God, the world through its wisdom did
not get to know God, God saw good
through the foolishness of what is preached
• to save those believing .... a foolish thing
of God is wiser than men, and a weak
thing of God is stronger than men." "Now
we speak wisdom among those who are
adults, but not the wisdom of this system of things nor that of the rulers of this
system of things who are to come to noth·
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But we speak God's wisdom in a
sacred secret, the hidden wisdom, which
God foreordained before the systems of
things for our glory. This wisdom not one
of the rulers of this system of things came
to know, for if thf'y had known it they

Ing.

would not have impaled the glorious Lord."
What the wise men of this world thought
to.be foolishness turned out to be wisdom

of God; what they held to be wisdom God
rated as foollshness.-l Corinthians 1:20~
25; 2:6-8, New World Trans.

A World Gone Mad
Jehovah God foretold through his prophet Jeremiah that he was going to make all
nations mad. "For thus saith Jehovah, the
God of Israel, unto me: Take this cup of
the wine of wrath at my hand, and cause
all the nations, to whom I send thee, to
drink it. And they shall drink, and reel to
and fro, and be mad." A part of this madness can now be seen in the world, but
the rest will come when God makes all
nations to drink of this cup of his wrath
at Armageddon. As a warning Jeremiah
describes the famine-stricken state of
Christendom: "A drought is upon her waters, and they shall be dried up; for it is
the land of graven images, and they are
mad over idols." "Flee out of the midst
of Babylon, and save every man his life;
be not cut off in her iniquity: for it is the
time of Jehovah's vengeance; he will render unto her a recompense. Babylon hath
been a golden cup in Jehovah's hand, that
made all the earth drunken: the nations
have drunk of her wine; therefore the nations are mad."-Jeremiah 25:15, 16; 50:
38; 51:6, 7, Am. Stan. Ver.
Ancient Babylon went from nation to
nation and made them all successively
drink of the wine cup of her wrath, her
lust and zeal for world domination, and
her aggressive programs and campaigns
for attaining such. To Babylon the wine
8

cup was a source of pleasure and it intoxicated her with power and caused her to
reproach and defy the Most High God, Jehovah, and his earthly representatives. To
the weaker nations whom she made drink
of the wine of her wrath it was a bitter potiOn and it made them mad and blinded
their eyes to Jehpvah God.
The nations are blind to God's purposes,
drunk with power and doped with Babylon's brew. Even Christendom has missed
the precious opportunities of joining in
God's "strange work." She has tasted of
Babylon's wine and gone mad with "riotous living," loving pleasures of this world
more than God. She has let her heart "become weighed down with overeating and
heavy drinking and anxieties of life." Her
greedy shepherds and blind leaders have
mingled with the spiritual adulterers or
harlots of this world, and have drunk of
the "wine" of-Babylon, Satan's organization, whereby all nations have been made
drunk and mad.-Luke 21:34, New World
Trans.
The only real sanity today exists within
Jehovah's organization. These are no part
of this world gone mad. They are foI" J ehovah's new world of righteousness, and
that new world's growing popularity is a
deadly plague of madness to the old world.
New World announcers are classed as fools
by the wise men of this old world. But says
Paul: "If anyone among you thinks he is
wise in this system of things, let him become a fool, that he may become wise. For
the wisdom of this world is foolishness
with God; for it is written: 'He catches
the wise in their own 'craftiness.' And
again: 'Jehovah knows that the reasonings
of the wise men are futile.' Hence let no
one be boasting in men." In due time both
the fool and the wise man will be known:
For "wisdom is vindicated by its works."
-1 Corinthians 3:18-21; Matthew 11:19,
New World Trans.
AWAKE!

T CAN be bounced, bent and
bolted. It can be sawed like lum·
her, twisted like yarn and woven
like wool. It can float like cork or
sink like lead. It can be as soft as
silk or as hard as steel. It will not
shrink, stretch or stain, burn, rot
or oxidize. It can be lightec than
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aluminum or heavier than cast
iron. It is waterproof, fireproof,
corrosion-proof and can be bulletproof. Without it our hom~s would
be dark, apr health retarded and
knowledge of the universe primitive. It is used for cooking, bUilding, insulating; in surgery, chemistry and astronomy. it is as U'Pc to
date as today's headlines, and yet
as old as the pyramids. No other
manufactured material is made
from such inexpensive, plentiful
and available ingredients. What is
it? It is the miracle made of sand
-GLASS!

Thanks to the creator for making so much sand, there probably
never will be a lasting shortage of
glass. What is glass? What makes it
possible for us to see through
Common glass is made mostly.·
"
.
.,' ,,,,
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silica or sand; it also has some lime and
soda in it. Scientists explain that this hard,
brittle substance that we call glass is mainly gas. New X-ray studies of glass reveal
that most (about 95 per cent) of its volume
is oxygen, which makes the glass trruisparent and also controls light rays coming
through It. Only one per cent of the volume
of glass is sand, which performs the function o~ act\ng as a jailer, imprisoning the
oxygen and making it fonn glass.
In olden times glass was limited because
of its fragility. What the average man
back there never knew was that the responsibility for this limitation belonged not so much to glass as to
the glassmaker. No longer is all
glass considered fragile. It is rated
as one of the most versatile of all
manufactured materials. Glass is
shaped so that it is resistant to extremes of heat and cold and even
to shocks of electricity. It can be
made so that it can be pertnanently
transparent, translucent or opaque,
as desired, even to the point of
withstanding X rays, ultraviolet
rays and most other types of heat
rays. One type of glass is perfectly
suitable for building houses and office buildings, while another kind is
adaptable for constructing bridges
and battleships. Glass is used in the
making of car bodies and fenders;
still another type is employed in the
fuselage of airplanes. Researchers
have found that there are at least
a thousand different kinds of glass
and over 50,000 formulas for making it!

Tempered Glass
Tempered glass is a single heavy
of
so abnonnally strong
to impact and sudden
9

temperature change that it is almost im..
possible to break. It is made by heating ordinary plate glass until it is almost plastic
and then cooling it suddenly with jets of
cold air. The result is a glass of unusual
characteristics. A thin plate of this tempered glass supported the weight of an elephant without sagging or breaking. A pane
of tempered glass can be placed on a cake
of ice and molten lead poured over its surfaqe without affecting it. A two-pauna steel
ball can be dropped from a height of five
or six feet on a sheet of glass no more than
a quarter of a.n inch thick without scratching or cracking it. Take tempered glass,
treat it like a rubber mat and bend it a
hundred thousand times. And, unlike rubber or metal, the glass will not grow weary
or tired After the hundred thousandth
time the glass will spring back to its exact
original shape. something no other known
material will do.
Glass alone remains singularly untouched by corrosion. Glass piping in chemical factories has lasted for years where
other types of pipes collapsed in sixty
_days. Already in dairies, in food factories
and in beverage plants visitors see milk,
fruit juices and ginger ale pumped through
pipes of glass instead of stainless steel.
Where stainless steel pumps used to last
but a few months, six glass pumps installed
some three years ago are still in use, with
no signs of wear. A new method of electric welding makes it possible for a mechanic to make jOints of glass as easily as
he would with metal. And as for glass
springs, one authority reports that "scientists can show you one that has been :flexed
almost 500,000,000 times without apparent
ill effects!" Tempered glass is so hard that
a single scratch through its surface will
cause the entire glass to disintegrate completely into untold millions of tiny, harmless pieces. But this rarely happens.
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Fiber W ...
Spun glass as :flexible and soft as silk
is no longer in the realm of fantasy. Modern fiber glass is formed by causing molten gla.ss to flow from extremely small
orifices, from which it is picked up by a
high-pressure steam or air blast and pulled
into long, -fine fibers. Each fiber is no more
than an average .00027 inches in diameter
or one fifteenth as thick as a human hair.
A pound of fiber glass would stretch
around the world. Each tiny glass fiber
is a solid rod possessing all the properties
of glass in bulk. It is heat-resistant and
noncombustible, cannot a.bsorb moisture,
rot . or decay, is resistant to ordinary
weathering and to aCids, oils and corrosive
vapors.
Take a handful of pieces of glass and
crush it in your hands. Does the thought
frighten you? You can do that with glass
wool without any ill effects. It is as springy
as rubber sponge. It is so light that it
weighs only one tenth as much as solid
glass. In such form it is actually ninetynine per cent air and only one per Cent
glass. Because of these properties glass
wool is an excellent inSUlator against heat
and cold at all temperatures. For people
in cold climates a coat lined with glass pile
is guaranteed to keep you warm at forty
degrees below zero, A man wearing a
twenty-nine~pound glass fiber suit has endured the other extreme, remaining a minute and a half in a wall of flame at 2,400
degrees Fahrenheit without experiencing
bodily discomfort.
Steel is the modern symbol of strength.
Yet glass :fibers have a greater tensile
strength in proportion to weight. Glass
fibers averaging twenty-three one-hundredthousandths of an inch in diameter have
a tensile strength of more than 250,000
pounds to the square inch. A thin strand of
yarn made of thousands of glass fibers
twisted togetb9r can lift several thousand
AWAKE!

pounds without breaking. A firehose made
of woven glass is twenty pounds lighter
per 100 feet than conventional cotton hose,
yet more durable, more compact, lighter
when -wet and remains more flexible at
low temperatures.
Glass fibers are on their way to replace
not only construction steel but alum'inum,
brass, bronze and cast iron. In the nonme- _
tallic group it will substitute for cork, synthetic plastics, asbestos, rayon, rubber. catton and linen. Glass fiber is so versatile
that it is difficult to escape its use in everyday life. Luxurious chairs are being made
with glass fiber upholstery; clothing and
household fixtures, luggage and automobile fenders, fixtures and finishings are all
being made from this miracle shaped from
sand.
Foam Glass

From the sand sea comes another miracle-foam glass, one of the world's lightest building and inSUlating substances. It
is made by adding finely divided carbon
to ground glass and heating the mixture
to a high temperature in a mold. The fiourlike charge expands into a mass of black
foam that fills the mold to capacity and
then solidifies. The result is a rigid honeycomb with countless millions of cells of
inert gas per cubic foot, each cell perfectly
sealed in pure glass. This amazing glass
product weighs only about a tenth of the
ordinary product. It floats on water like
cork and with about the same degree of
buoyancy. Foam glass is often used today
in place of balsa wood and cellular rubber.
Being completely resistant to fire, dampness and termites, it is used to construct
walls and ceilings; also as core-wall insulation with a11 types of masonry and concrete construction.
Experts predict that in the not-too-distant future the world may have 10,000
different kinds of commercially usable
FEBIWARY 8,' 1955

glass. Glass for tabulating machines, ovendoors, signs, dance floorS, roofing shingles,
food dehydrators. Glass to serve as the core
of radio recording disks; glass for surgical
cloth and sponges. For the farmer a spe--'
cial glass fertilizer containing boron. an
important plant food. For the carpenter
and mechanic glass hammers and machine
tools that will outlast cast iron. For the
lame, glass legs that can be molded to the
exact contour of the na.tural 1'C'b and that
will have a lifetime resistance to wear.
For shoppers glass fiber-lined refrigerator
bags that protect frozen foods and ice
cream on the trip home.
Other authorities tell of glass so pure
that one wrong grain of sand in a ton
might make it defective. Such glass tranSmits ultraviolet rays. Corning Glass Works
can make optical glass so transparent that
a newspaper can be read through a tenfoot-thick block of it. Glasses are made
with polarized lenses to keep out glare and
blinding light. With glass man sees stars
spin and microbes squirm. Windowpanes
admit billions of dollars' worth of light by
day, and electric bulbs give man light for
work and play at night. Man turns glass
into jewels or bearings for electrical indicating instruments that formerly required
polished sapphires. The weight of such a
vital. pinpoint piece of glass is three tenthousandths of an ounce; its diameter is
only seven hundredths of an inch. Compare that with the Mount Palomar tele~
scope's glass "eye," which weighs 20 tons,
is almost 17 feet in dialllfter, which took
nearly a year to anneal and years more
to polish to an accuracy of a millionth of
an inch, and you can begin to sense the
versatility of this miracle in sand-glass.
These are only a few of the multitudinous reasons why glass is enjoying a golden era. Think, what would this world be
without glass? Technically and scientifical11

ly, where would it be without the help of
glass? Think of the scientifically exact,
difficult-ta-make pieces of. optical glass that
are used not only in telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, photographic lenses,
motion-picture projectors, spectacles and
spectroscopes, but also in many unusual,
less familiar instruments of science and
research, such as the contour-measuring
projector, the optical protractor, the microprojector and the X-ray stereoscope?
How valuable and versatile is glass to man!
In the United States alone over one billion electric-light and electronic tubes were
produced in 1953, and more than 18 million lamp chimneys; plus a billion or more
~mblers, goblets and other stemware. The
COrning Glass Works at Corning, New
York, alone makes more than 35,000 items
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in glass! In a single year a total of 121,500,·
000 gI'08S of containers, valued at abou1
$600,000,000, reached the shelves of store!
and homes in every corner of the Unite<
States. Their use actually totals abou1
74,500,000,000 units of glass-packed mer·
chandise an average of 465 for even
man, woman and child in the United States
Nine of the 300 glass firms in the Unite<
States turned out more than 1,700,000,00<
square feet of glass. From a "fragile" be
ginning, today gJRss is a formjdabJe tWD
billion-dollar yearly business!
What a miracle in sand! Yet, its presen'
prosperity is but a dim reflection of wha'
its future holds. Tomorrow's families ma~
long live in tempered glass houses withou
having to worry about a shattering exper
ience from those who throw stones.

FINDS ELECTION CAMPAIGNS IMPOSSIBLE

I

~~~-

'i:! A United Press dispatch dated November 3, 1954, tells about a citizen of the United

"States who finds election campaigns quite impossible. Discussing the election cam·
paigns with a companion on a bus, the Citizen was overheard to say: "The trouble
with me is that every campaign year about this time I get to beUeving absolutely
everything either side says about the other." This would present a problem! Es·
pecially so, if one sincerely sought a man of principle and integrity as his candidate.

Identifying Cuunterfelt lllr/stlnnlf"

ow Many are the devices employed by Christendom's churches to induce their flock
fo hand over money. Coin envelopes, lotteries, bingo and bazaars are all used. Form
letters are .also common, but one sent out recently by Trinity Lutheran Church
in Brooklyn, ~ew York, had a new twist. It began: "Have you ever noticed the
little scarlet threads woven into the texture of our paper money? They mark it as
genuine, and are to prevent counterfeiting. This might remin.d us that Christ has
woven the scarlet thread of His blood into every dollar that the Christian owns,
and marked it as His own. We have been purchased with his blood, and therefore
all that we are and have belongs to Him." True, the red threads ma.rk the money
as genuine, but this appeal for money marks the church as counterfeit. For the
mark Identifying counterfeit Christianity was given by the apostles of Christ them·
selves': "We are not those who commercialize [or make gain of] the word of God
as many'men are."-2 Corinthians 2:17, New World Tran8., footnote,
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BEHIND THE SCHOOLS CONTROVERSY

are the vi'iJorous protests justified?

HE nearly 29 million students
in the public schools of the Unit·
ed States study many sugjects
and leam a great deal. They go to schools
that have made great strides during the
past fifty years. Yet, despite the study and
effort that have gone into improving the
American school system, widespread pro·
tests are heard that the children do not
know as much as they should.
Parents have protested that their chil·
dren could not read aloud: Businessmen
have said that they could not find stenog~
raphers to write grammatical letters. Em~
players have said that their mechanics
could not read simple directions. Others
pooh-pooh these statements, saying that
pubHc education today is the best it ever
has been. They say that the critics' charges are false-that they are based only upon
isolated incidents, not on general condi·,
tions. Yet the schools controversy is grow·
mg.

One scholarly publication suggested that
"perhaps never before has the 'question'
of American education been discussed so
widely and with so much heat as it is being
discussed today." "Our schools," said the
editors of Ladies' Home Journal, "fumish
dinner-table argument in every home that
has children of school-going age." Kath·
erine G. Struve, long a pubHc high-school
FEBRUARY 8, 1955

teacher, said: "That we are turning out
thousands of illiterates with high-school
diplomas is deplored by public-school
teachers. "
Of course, the causes are many, not just
one. A major cause is the tremendous increase in the school·age population, producing a pathetic overcrowding in classrooms, and a resulting lack of the amount
of individual attention that the teacher
can give each student. Another cause is the
meager salaries paid to teachers in comparison with those paid in other IlOOtessions, which skimpiness turns many good
teachers into other fields. In one recent
S'ear, for example, 60,000 teachers quit
teaching-an annual decline that h!J,s neVer
appeared in any other work! But certainly
not to be overlooked in any analysis of
today's eq,ucation are the modern teaching
methods. Almost everyone will agree that
schools are overcrowded and teachers are
underpaid, but not everyone will agree
upon what methods should be used in
teaching.
"Progressive," "modern" or "permissive" education has sprung from the theories of philosopher John Dewey.• He be~
lieved that the process of learning was not
the accumulation of a stock of information,
but the acquisition of certain habits. Thus,
to him, learning specific items of information was not the important thing, but he
believed education should be based upon
activity, upon habit formation and upon
the child's developing interest.
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The stress on "happiness" is both a major asset and a major shortcoming of modern education. The ultraharsh disciplinarian of the past century who, as a matter
of course, whipped by the chart (one lash
for 'every foot above three climbed up a
tree, two lashes for blotting a copybook)
is gone, but the modern system has swung
so far to the other extreme that today, in
some instances. the teacher may actually
fear,rebellious students!
Automatic Promotions
1P.\0dern education does not want to 'pe~ nalize' a child by keeping him in one
grade for several years, so it keeps him
moving along year after year, whether he
has shown a great deal of accomplishment
or not. Thus, by the seventh grade some
students may have reached only fourthgrade ability, while others have attained
eighth- or ninth-grade proficiency. A California parent said bluntly: "Out here we
promote them according to size." A New
York teacher complained that it is a crying
shame to see eighth and ninth graders
hand in work with their own names spelled
dift'erentlyevery time. Paul Woodring, professor of psychOlogy at Western Washington College of Education, said that in many
states, including his own, a high-school
diploma, which once meant that a certain
standard had been met, now means only
that the student has attended school for
twelve years.
Progressive education tries to eliminate
competition, because it considers this a bad
thing that makes for unhappiness. Critics
of the modern methods think competition
is a good thing that spurs to greater effort.
One school superintendent said: "If a
youngster is spurred by the desire to equal
or surpass somebody he is going to do a
.better job." The objection that is raised
to this is that the majority cannot excel
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and are continually reminded of this faUure to do so. Perhape- the solution was
pointed out by psychology professor Paul
Woodring, who saia: "I do not think it
is either necessary or possible to eliminate
competition'in learning activities, but the
child should havf;! an opportunity to compete with those of approximately his own
ability rather than with those far above
or far below him-which is what frequently happens when [with the conveyor-belt
method of automatic promotions) he is
kept with his age group fQr all activities."
A recent Ladies> Home Journal survey
found that, out of a cross section or American adults, 79 per cent of the people
thought pupils in the first eight grades who
failed most of their subjects should be kept
back, while only 16 per cent thought they
should be promoted. (The remaining five
per cent were undecided.) Many parents
and teachers believe that the 'world owes
me a living' attitude of some of today's
youth has been heightened by the 'school
owes me a promotion' idea they have developed under modern education. Dr. Henry M. Wriston, president of Brown University, objects to the competitionless automatic promotion system because he says
it lends "an illusion of achievement where
none exists."
The attempt is made to lure rather than
to drive children into learning. The children are encouraged to learn by doing, to
set the pa;ce of their own lea.rning, a.nd to
be spared the accusation of failure just because their perception, their interest or
their mental capacity does not match that
of their fellow students. The modern teacher may believe, and properly so, that he
must find out why a student does not wish
to learn, in order to be able to help him,
and that he must provide for those whose
perception or mental capacity varies. But
at least a certain group of lazy students
may need some pushing as well as pulling
AWAKE!

-whether modem educators think so or
not.

Reading, 'Biting, •Rit~tic
. . " vigorous proponent of the modern
methods wrote in the Christian
Century: "It is difficult to see how anyone
can actually believe that the old reading,
writing, 'rithmetic routine is something to
be desired in modern education." It certainly is true that much more is needed in
today's schools than those famed "Three
R's," but can those basic subjects be
slighted? Its failure to teach many children
to read comprehendingly is one of the foremost criticisms raised agaInst today's education. Schools are not expected to turn all
their students into Shakespeares or Einsteins, but there is something basically
wrong with any school system that fai1s to
teach satisfactory reading, and by satisfactory reading we mean the ability to read
with understanding without having to labor
over what is read. Why ·is reading so important? Because it is a door to other
fields, a basic tool for gaining further
knowledge. Whether one wishes to become
a scholar or a plumber, an executive, a deliveryman, or a Christian student of God's
Word, without the ability to read comprehendingly he is severely handicapped.
Writing and arithmetic suffer too. In
Brookline, Massachusetts, schools omitted
handwriting for nine years, and teen-agers
could not read even post cards from relatives or ham;Jwritten orders when they took
summer jobs in grocery stores. After teUlng of this, Conier'S writer Howard Whitman asked: "Are we striving for knowledge, wisdom, excellence? Or are we settling for mediocrity?"
After a five-year study of the subject the
New York State Regents Council on Readjustment of High School Education did
not suggest that the three R's be slighted,
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but its October 27 report urged that strong~
er emphasis be placed on reading, writing,
arithmetic and other basic skills, including
"intelligent listening, effective ta1king or
oral expression, accurate observation, and
clear thinking, including weighing evidence and values before reaching conclu~
sions."
The New York City "Report of the Superintendent's Committee on Del'mquency
in the Secondary Schools" said much of
the failure in secondary schoolS is due to
the inadequacy of the pupil's skills in reading and arithmetic and recommended "that
the remedial reading and arithmetic programs at the secondary school level should
be extended to reduce these disabilities
where possible." What happens under the
present method is that many teachers secretly rebel, and simply because they feel
it is their duty to the children they teach
reading early in the first grade (which is
not yet considered ready to begin it) and
script writing in the second. Others also
administer hard, old-fashioned authoritarian discipline, ruling their students with
threats and fear.
A Bronx, New York, mother complained: "Let's cut out the playing in the
first grade. If children are old enough to
go to school, they're old enough to learn.
Also give them s01p.e homework from the
first-grade on-we had it. It win. teach
them a certain amount of responsibility
right from the beginning, and they won't
be stumped by homework in the higher
grades."
This runs counter to-Dewey, but so do
a considerable number of critics these
days. One asked: "How did one philosophy
acquire in lower education a dominance
quite out of proportion to its standing
-considerable as it is-among professional philosophers? And fantastically aut
of proportion to popular agreement with
its basic principles? ..• His authority is
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more probably explainable as an historic
Competition among ~tudents may be unaccident; he was the only first-rate phi- fortunate, but competition is universal, and
losopher to take an intense, evangelical in- children can be trained to meet it calmly.
Disciplin/,!, when it properly is training for
terest in the lower schools."
right conduct, contributes to mental health
more often than it interferes with it. In the
Conclusions
~dern education has made great modem world certain inhibitions are es~
~ strides and accomplished many sential and (though educators do not althlitgs. It teaches a tremendous number of ways agree) these can be learned without
students an amazing number of subjects. excessive frustration or neuroses.
During the past century the number of
The tfew York Daily News recently sugUnited States high-school students has gested that "permissive" discipIine in u pro _
grown from less than 100,000 to more than gressive" education "where the student
siX million, and in cities like New York the does as he pleases-until the teacher can
boast- is practically true that "we teach no longer cope with him" be abolished;
everything. Anything you can name, we that automatic promotions be abolished,
teach somewhere." But it also remains true since "experience has shown the practice
destroys incentive on the part of both pupil
that the modern, widely expanded system
and instructors"; and that there be a conhas failed to interest a great stratum of centration on "pre-delinquent studies.. in
intelligent, but stubborn or lazy, boys and the elementary schools, where delinquengirls. As Time recently commented: "In cy symptoms appear as early as the age
what might be termed the era of the slob, of 6." In other words, it recommended:
young worshipers of the televiSion comic, train them right-early! And that is what
the bookie and the comic-book monster God said about training children. It is the
can slip off into easy 'general' courses and right course.
finish their school years with their minds
Modem education is neither as bad as
practically ungrooved by thought."
some scandal-loving newspapers would imThe child who really wants to learn ply, nor as good as some modern educators
something mma11y learns it, and it is true would like us to think. Modern education
that training should be made as interest- is quite right in its view that learning
ing as possible. But it is obvious that while should be made as interesting as possible.
interest is important to learning, learning It is quite wrong when it fosters condishould not depend only upon the immediate

tions under which lazy children have hard-

interests of the children. "Learning by
doing," as it is commonly practiced, is not
a good guide for all education, which
should be, especially on its higher levels,
increasingly intellectual and symbolic. It
is said that the failure of going from the
concrete (things learned by habit) to the
abstract (the things that must be done
with the mind) is that too many otherwise
competent young people remain stuck in
the concrete.

ly learned to read or spell. The schools
have done much, but there are few people
who would deny that -they can do much
more. The traditionalist's view was too
severe; the modernist view has, in many
instances, proved too lenient. And, though
it is far' from the only cause, this lack of
modern discipline has also proved a contributing factor to growing delinquency.
But that subject will have to wait for a
later article in this series,
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8y "Awahl" co ....,pond.nl In Britain

N December
12, 1953, an
old shepherd in the
Peak district of Derbyshire, England,
left home with his dog Tip. Their destination was the moors, the home of the
sheep, known and loved so well by the
dog and its master. Neither dog nor master returned that night. Rescue squads,
keepers, relatives and police were organized for the search, but without result.
Their only link with the old shepherd was
the dog which was sighted once, but was
swallowed up again in the moorland mist.
Fifteen weeks later the body of the old
shepherd was found. There, still faithfully
guarding its master was the dog Tip. This
faithful stand taken by the dog through
snow, sleet, wind and bleak winter weather
prompted one observer to say: "This is
the most amazing story of a dog's faithfulness I have ever heard." What breeding
and training would produce this loyalty
and devotion, and why is the sheep dog
called "the wisest dog in the world"?
To get a sheep dog that will respond to
training and eventually prove to be proficient, the shepherds prefer to procure a
two- or three-month-old puppy and, if possible, they like to get particulars of its
ancestry. A young dog with retriever blood
in it may wander from his post in pursuit
of game or rabbits. Again, a dog will always submit to punishment if he understands its purpose, but a dog of mixed
breed may resent being punished for some-
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thing he does not
understand, and
will soon give up
his work. At about ten months a young
dog will be put with an older experienced
dog to be taught. The young one watches
his teacher with great interest and so
learns the meaning of his master's every
signal. Successful training depends upon
true friendship between man and dog.
All dog lovers know that when a dog
wants to show pleasure and appreciation
it gestures with its tail. The average puppy
wags its tail when it is pleased. A working
spaniel or retriever wags his tail when he
is on the scent. The Border come, or British sheep dog, shows pleasure in another
way. As his interest grows and he becomes
more fascinated with the job he is doing
he curls upward the white tip at the end
of his tail.
Skillful trainers study carefully the animal's own individuality. The training of a
sheep dog does not mean making a machine of him. He has a mind of his own
but he must always be tmder the control
of his master. The dog loves to please his
master and knows at once if he has failed.
Therefore the mere withholding of a kind
word is sometimes sufficient punishment.
A relationship of playful affection does not
lessen at all the obedience or understanding
of the dog if he is properly trained.
No dog is ever allowed to run on sheep
unless he can be stopped at once. No matter how fast he is running, if he is given
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the command to stop he must drop like
a stone. H, on the other hand, he is com~
manded to come, he must rise quickly, but
not until be gets the command. Specially
important in any sheep dog is what is
Called the "eye," which is really the "eye
of control!' As far as dogs are concerned,
it !s something that is peculiaf to sheepdog work alone. A good sheep dog not only
will use the eye, but at the right second,
after holding the sheep spellbound before
a pen, will employ just the right movement
to maintain perfect control.
What are the methods used by the shepherds to give commands to their dogs?
General!.Y speaking, in Britain the farther
south the more often is the spoken word
used in command Ashton Priestly, who
owns the present world champion sheep
dog, uses both the whistle and the spoken
word. "It is possible," said Priestly, in an
interview with the writer, "to work a dog
under favorable conditions from a distance
of over a mile from its master," Many of
the whistles are taken from the bird songs,
the night jar, peewit, thrush and others.
Imagine six dogs working together, each
having' its own command for "right,"
"left," "steady," "sit down," or others peculiar to the shepherd The dogs know
them all and obey the one intended for
them alone. The movement of the master's
hand is also a help. UWay out 0' that,
shouts the shepherd, at the same time
swinging his arm, and the dog knows what
is wanted. When 'a job is complete and it
is time to return to the master, the com~
mand "That'll do" seems to be used by all.
I)

Sheep Dogs in Other Lands
New Zealand, Australia and America
all have their own methods of sheep-dog
training. In New Zealand for instance a
special breed known as a "Huntaway" is
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used. Owing to the nature of the rough
country in the snow leases of the South
Island, a dog would work dlft'erently from
those on the Derbyshire moors. In New
Zealand it is necessary for the dog to
work with a great deal of barking, a thing
unknown in the British field. Noise is also
used in Australia where large flocks have
to be moved, the cracking of whips being
a necessary spur to keep the sheep on the
move.
In both these countries the origin of the
sheep dog can be found in the British Border collie. It is'generailY thought that the
kelpie, so well known as the sheep dog
of Australia, is a cross between a Border
collie and a dingo. That is also the opinion
of Dr. Kelley, an Australian authority on
the subject. In America a "North American Sheepdog Society" has been fonned
whose constitution states that its aim is
to "collect, preserve and publish reliable
records of fact concerning the breeding and
working ability of the sheepdog known as
the Working Collie." In recent years many
British dogs have crossed the Atlafltic to
the United States where sheep-dog trials
are fast gaining popUlarity.
It is when we see the sheep dog working
in his natural setting or watch him at
a shee~dog trial that we fully appreciate
the co-ordination of heart and miIld shown
by the shepherd and his dog. The keenness of the anima] m Jocating, br.ingjng in
and penning the sheep under the careful
guidance of his master gives us a picture
of man's correct use of the instructions
given him by the Creator: "Further, God
blessed them and God said to them: 'Be
fruitful and become many and fill the
earth and subdue it, and have in SUbjection
the fish of the sea and the flying cJ:'eatures
of the heavens and every living creature
that is creeping upon the earth! "-Genesis 1:28, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

HOW METAL AND TREES CORROBORATE THE
., BIBLE
.,
•

T.

•

,..

VERY year archaeologists and scientists
uncover information to add to the already

E overwhelming proof of the Bible's histori·
cal accuracy. Now from the modern land of
Israel come enlightening facts. No metal,
It was once believed, was to be found In the
new country of Israel. But a Biblical archaeologist named Nelson Glueck remembered
1 Kings 7:45, 46: 'All these vessels, which
Hiram made for king..solomon for the house
of the LORD [Jehovah], were of bright brass.
In the plain of Jordan did the king fast
them.' Now Glueck knew that the word

"brass" was a mistranslation for copper.
'W So it was that Glueck spent more than
twenty years in Palestine following the
Bible's directions. One day in 1934, a few
miles south of the Dead Sea, he came upon

crumbled walls and furnaces black with
heaps of copper slag. It was once a great
copper smelter. Farther south, he found seven
similar centers. The pottery in all of them
was from the time of Solomon. Four years
later he excavated a phenomenal processing
site near the Gulf of Aqaba, This was Eziongeber, the one-time Pittsburgh of Palestine.
In 1949 experts proved the existence of
enough ore there to yield 100,000 tons of metallic copper. Today the area is a bustling

•

miner's camp. "To find it, I literally followed
the Bible's description," said Glueck. "Eziongeber, which Is beside Eloth, on the shore
of the Red sea, in the land of Edam."
-1 Kings 9:26.
1;' One of Israel's leading geologists, Dr. Ben
Tor, knew that the Bible spoke not only of
copper but of iron. "For the LORD [Jehovah]
thy God bringeth thee into a good land, . __
a land whose stones are iron, and out of
whose hills thou mayest dig brass [copper]."
(Deuteronomy 8: 7, 9) So Dr. Ben Tor investigated. A few miles from Beer-sheba he
found immense cliffs saturated with redblack ore. Here was an estimated fifteen
million tons of low-grade iron ore. Recently,
engineers discovered a mile-long outcropping
of excellent are, 60 to 65 per cent pure iron.
1;' Even modern tree planting has highlighted the Bible's historical accuracy. Said
Israel's noted authority on reforestation, Dr.
Joseph Weitz: "The first tree Abraham put
in the soil of Beersheba was a tamarisk.
Following his lead, four years ago we put
out two million in the same area. Abraham
was right. The tamarisk is one of the few
trees we have found that thrives in the south
where yearly rainfall is less than six inches."
_Reader's Digest, March, 1954.

CATS SOLD FOR CHURCH UPKEEP
1;' A United Press dispatch for July 26, 1954, reported the following:
"Stray cats in Hartford, Connecticut, will find it a little harder to locate

a home from now on. A church group had been conecting the cats and
selling them to persons who promised to give the cats a good home.
The fWlds were used for church work. But someone protested, state
officials were forced to step in and now the cats are on their own." Jesus
told Peter on one occasion: "Feed my YOWlg lambs." "Shepherd my
little sheep." "Feed my little sheep." But he never gave a command to
'conect the cats and sell them for the upkeep of the ,church.' Perhaps this
is one of those cases of ''mistaken identity," the majority of religious
leaders being the blind leaders that they are.-John 21:15·17, New
World Trans.; Matthew 15:14; 23:13-24.
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TOPSY -

MORALS..._ _

([ A warped standard at morals is one ot the

ly destroylng property. Among the coJJege

reasons that life Is so harrowing and times so

students polled, one out of five saw nothing
particularly wrong in sex violations."
4: Senator Hendrickson also revealed that
some of the students believed stealing was all
right "if you can get away with it." Some ver·
batim comments from the students: "Three·
quarters of high school children cheat in tests
-but are they delinquent?" "How many would

hilrd to deal with. The BIble foretold these

topsy-turvy morals at 2 TImothy, chapter
three, pointing out that the warped moral
standard Is a sign of the "last days" of this
world. An insight into the warped moral sltua·
tIon was recently provided by a questionnaire
study made by Farlelgh Dickinson College of
2,500 hlgh·sChool and 1,000 college students in
New Jersey. Regarding the results, Senator
Hendrickson of New Jersey reported the following, according to William Moore, writing
In the Chicago Tribune:
III "Approximately three·fourths of these
young people brushed aside lying and cheating
lis acts Which are not considered dellnquent.
Most of the youths agreed that to steal or rob
is anti-social, but nevertheless more than 12
per cent did not consider stealing particularly
wrong, and 9 per cent would not agree that it
iI; delinquent to rob. Approximately 15 per
cent could see no delinquency trait in wanton·

C

actually graduate without cheating?" "Chi]·
dren know their parents teU lies in excuses
sent to the school." One phase of the survey
shed light on the matter of juvenile deHn'
quency. This was the fact that half of the col·
lege students recommended that parents be
punished for the delinquency of their children,
One of the youths who pinned the blame on
parents wrote: "When chlldren see and heal'
of police taking graft, parents fixing traffic
tickets, friends smuggling Derfume across the
border . . . they feel that they, too, <:un do
something and get away with it."- - ~den('('
Digest, September, 1954.

Christendom's Ear-ticRIin'i! Diet ~

Writing in the September 1, 1954, issue of Chri8tian Oentury, Simeon Stylites
tells of a certain man having trouble wIth his family on the matter Of prayer. The
family said: "We do not object to family prayers but make it snappy." Stylites then
comments: "That stern command, 'Make It snappy,' has been given to writers of
books, to magaZines, to teachers and lecturers and preachers. This is not done in
the interests of brevity or clarity but in deft'!Dse of laziness and on behalf of atro·
phied brains. What is not, or cannot be, reduced to the Jevel of a not very brig-ht
ten-year·old is labeled 'high brow.' Anyone who can read words having more than
two syllables Is called an 'egghead' and brushed off. This disdain of intelligence if>
one of the most terrifying marks of decadence in America. The test of any kind of
writing and speaking comes to be, fat the 'mass map.' of today, not Its truth or its
value but its 'snappiness.' .. _ In churches today the 'make it snappy' fellowship
wants as a sermon a bunch of snappy anecdotes tied up with baby ribbon. They
want nothing much above the revel of Red Buttons or Groucho Marx." And the
clergy readily dish up the ear· tickling diet foretold by the Bible: "In accord with
their own deSires, they will accumulate teachers for themselves to have their ears
tickled."-2 Timothy 4:3, Ne'!o World Trums.
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By "Awakel" COIT"'pondenl in Southern Rhodelia

N 1855 David Livingstone paddled down
the mile-wide Zambezi River in southern
Africa. A surprise awaited the African
explorer, perhaps the biggest surprise of
all his exploring life. For no other white
man had seen what he was about to see.
This is the story of that surprise.
As Livingstone explored the river, in
what is now known as Southern Rhodesia,
his ear caught the sound of a torrential
roar; his eyes beheld clouds of white mist
boiling up. What amazing spectacle was
this? As he mused on the exciting possibilities, he landed on an island and found
himself on the brink of one of the world's
truly great waterfalls. Because of the immense columns of spray that coupled with
a thunderous noise, African aborigines had
named the spectacle, poetically and aptly, Mosi-oa-tunya,
meaning "the smoke that
thunders." Livingstone did
some naming of his own: ...~.. "n"R'

I

called the falls by the name of his queen,
Victoria.
To be truly great a waterfall must have
a maximum combination of the factors of
volume, height, breadth and picturesqueness of form and coloring. Victoria has all
these. But there are two other great waterfall wonders in the world: 19uassu in
South America and Niagara Falls in North
America. How does Victoria compare?
Well, the 19uassU Falls is about 200 feet
high and Niagara Falls is 167 feet high,
but Victoria Falls drops a magnificent 350
feet! And unlike 19uassu, Victoria Falls
makes a sheer drop with no intervening
ledges. Victoria Falls is wider than Niagara (1,900 yards against 1,167). Yes; Victoria is so big that one cannot grasp its
immensity. You have to walk well over a
mile, plus a detour over the bridge spanning the gorge, to go the length of the
brink opposite the falls.
But there is much more that makes Victoria one of the three great falls: its vol~
ume of water. Why, the water that the
Zambezi hurls over to the bottom of a deep
chasm is greater than the water flow of
South America's massive but little-known
19uassu.. Enough water dashes into Vict01'1a's chasm even at low water to provide
every man, woman and child in Southern

1. DEVIL'S CATARACT
~. MAIN FALLS
3. LIVINGSTONE ISLAND

4. RAINBOW FALLS
5. ARMCHAIR
6. EASTERN CATARACT
7. CHASM
8. GORGE

_9. BOILING POT
10. RAIN FOREST

,.toll._.. _,

11. RAILWAY BRIDGE
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Rhodesia with more than four gallons ev..
ery minute. In floodtime it is nearly twenty
times that amount. The annual average i$
47,000,000 gallons a minute; the highest
known flow is 165,000,000 gallons a min..
ute!

stone Island where the explorer camped
in 1855, are accessible by canoe or launch
supervised by skilled African guides.
The mass of falling water from all these
cataracts, disintegrating in air, shattered
by collision with the rocky bottom and,
in flood, with the opposing cliff, is driven
backward and upward in clouds of spray,
The Falls and Spray Clouds
If one approaches Victoria Falls from rising hundreds of feet in the air in everabove, as Livingstone did, he will see on changing forms. Out of the whirling spray
his far right Devil's Cataract, so named the rudely assaulted river thunders its
from the fierceness with which the waters startled indignation. The sound of its thundescend A small island separates Devil's derous protest can be heard at a distance
Catarat:t from Main Falls. Both are spec- of twenty or thirty miles. And the river's
tacular. Devil's Cataract; in contrast with mist, rising in the air in spray clouds like
the languid glide of most other sections of the smoke of a vast fire, can be seen for
the Zambezi above the falls, rushes in rapids twenty miles. In floodtime the pillar of
foaming to the precipice's edge and leaps. mist may be seen fOf seventy miles.
far out into the chasm, its waters seeming
The geologist Molyneux, who studied
to break suddenly into millions of white Victoria Falls very extensively, ~bed
particles, sparkling like diamonds in the the mist this way: "As the vast masses
sunlight. Main Falls is most striking. It of foaming water are precipitating, with
has been said that there is no more mag- the constant roll or thunder into the abyss,
nificent spectacle in the world than this they are broken up into comet's tails,
--a half-mile sheet of foaming white and again into spray, and still again are comgreen water plunging some 350 feet. Main minuted into driving mist. The air forced
Falls sends over a greater volume of wa- down With them sets up a current along the
ter, it thunders louder, it shoots a higher canyon and, ascending in eddies in the
cloud of spray into the sky than any other chasm, caITies with it spendthrift of the
part of the falling Zambezi.
dashing spray, and rises in vapoury clouds
Next in interest is the beautiful and im- and columns far above the Falls. . . •
pressive spectacle of the hundred cascades Amidst this sunlit vapour is born the
of picturesque Rainbow Falls, which is crowning spectacle of the Falls. . .. The
separated from Main Falls by Livingstone glorious double rainbow follows one whethIsland. At low water exquisite Rainbow er in the rich prismatic colours of the nayFalls appears as a hundred white cascades time or the neutral tints of the moonlight."
separated by narrow sections of black rock
on the lip and down the side. Sunshine tints The Rain Forest
the spray with brilliant rainbows that send
For about four fifths of the distance
photographers into a feverish state of from the west end of the falls canyon to
shutter-cUcking ecstasy.
the outlet gorge the edge of the canyon is
Rainbow Falls js separated from Eastern crested with trees, including tall and graceCataract by a very minute island called ful date palms, ferns and tropical under"Armchair," because of the splendid view growth. Since these trees are bathed in
one has froID. this point. Incidentally, dur- spray rising from the falls chasm, rain
ing dry seasons the islands, such as Living- dripS from branches, twigs and leaves. So
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this natlOW

tract of'land II appropriately Is shallowest, toward the mldcIle, the

called the Raln Forest. At""""" points the,
Rain Forest creeps, with dripping vegetation, to the very verge of the precipice. In
other places wet and slippery rocks substitute themselves for vegetation at the
edge of the chasm. A hard, well-made
footpath traverses the forest, paralleling
the falls canyon and only a short distance
from it. Frequent branches lead from this
main footpath to those points at the edge
of the precipice from which especially fine
views may be obtained. The most striking
Victoria view is of Main Falls from Rain
Forest.
Another marvelous view of Main Falls
can be had, during the low water season,
from Livingstone Island. From this island
Livingstone caught bis first glimpse of the
falls, and to the visitor in the dry season
it affords one of the most interesting of
viewpoints. On the western edge of Livingstone Island one can lean over the precipice
and get a fine view of the eastern section
of the Main Falls, which projects a white
mass well out into the chasm.
The Boiling Pot
What makes Victoria FaIIs uniquely
spectacular is the fact that the Zambezi
River discharges its water, not into a wide
and adequate basin like Niagara's, but into a narrow mile-long trench.
After the Zambezi falls into the deep,
narrow chasm, the waters rush wild1y from
each end of the canyon, where the abyss

rents &eeking escape from the imprisoning
walls of the opposing precipices of basalt.
The two sections meet and find this vent
about three fourths of the distance from
the western to the eastern end of the
chasm. Here the raging waters force themselves through another deep crack even
narrower than the falls canyon itself.
Down this narrow opening the reunited
waters of the Zambezi rush as rapids with
tremendous power. And almost immediate-ly the waters dash full front against an·
other precipice of basalt. They are thrown
back on themselves in a furious, boiling
whirlpool·fashion. This is "the boiling pot."
Thus diverted from its course, the raging
torrent shoots off almost at right angles
through another narrow gorge approximately paralleling the falls chasm and
nearly reversing its direction of flow in
that chasm. When the river is about on a
level on this course with the west end of
the falls canyon it doubles back upon itself at an acute angle. When almost on a
level with the east end of the falls chasm
it repeats this zigzag process. And so after
racing down its zigzag channel the waters
splay out finally into a wide river. Almost
a thousand miles after leaving Victoria
Falls, the Zambezi River comes to rest
in the Indian Ocean.
There is no doubt that Victoria Falls,
"the smoke that thunders," is truly the
most thunderous on earth. To many it is
the most beautiful.

S4"~,,,'tW ~
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This is the age of juvenile delinquency, the age when children, instead of parents,
often run the home. So the following item, though it comes from the Old Farmer's
Almanack for 1883, does not sound old at all: "A father, fearing an earthquake in
the region of his home, sent hIs two boys to a dIstant friend's until the perU should
be over. A few weeks after, the father received this letter from his friend: 'Please
take your boys home and send down the earthquake.' "
FEBRUARY 8, 1955
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fUNERAL CUSTOMS IN CURACAO
By.""w_k.t" aor ....pond.nt in Cur....o

~

ECAUSE of the rocky suciace of this
: Jsland of Curacao in .the Netherlands
West Indies, just north of the South
American country of Venezuela, the dead generally are not buried in graves, but In tombs
above the ground. To many strangers the rows
01 ailent tombs are a curiosity, but these tombs
do not tell the visitors of the many other unusual custOIn$ o! a native funeral.
'j!' Near the island's largest hospital is a large
morgue called the "dead house," where the
family of the deceased can rent a room ac·
cording to the size of the crowd expected. It
the person Js a Protestant, the minister can
give a funeral discourse here for the benefit
of the women in attendance, and then the men
wlll go to the cemetery where the service is
concluded. There are no women in the proces·
SiOll 01 a native .funeral If, however, the per.
son is a Catholic, there wlll be no service at
the morgue, but the procession will go to the
church while the bells toll. The priest does not
go to the cemetery, but at the cemetery the
funeral director leads in repeating a certain
number of "Hail Mary'a" and "Our Father's."
~ In the rural areas when a person dies at
horne all the pictures are removed from thl;'
walls, and, it any barrels of rain water are
sitting under the drainpipe, these are emptied,
because it is believed that the death angel
used a dagger to kill the person and then
washed it in the water as he was leaving.
.~ WhIle the deceased is waiting to be taken
to the church or cemetery, the weepIng mourn·
era talk to the dead person. Some people gQ
to funerals just to hear what the mourners
will say to the corpse. A conversation might
go somethIng llke this: "Why did you do thi$
to me, you were my best friend, :now who is
gOing to comfort me? Who is to look after
your chIldren? It you see my mother up there
greet her for me, tell her things have changed
down here since she left, the price of beans
has gone up •••" On and on they go. There
have been missionaries in Curacao for over
300 years, but in all that time the people have
not learned the simple Scriptural truth that
"the living know that they shall die: but the
dead know not any thing."-EC<!leSiastes 9:5.
Due to the extreme heat and lack of em·
balmlng, if a person dies early in the morning
he is usually buried late that afternoon. If a.
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corpse is kept overnight it will most likely be
bUrled early the next morning. The cofl1ris a.re
made to 1I.t the body, so tQ speak, beIng wide
at the shoulders and tapering toward the feet.
Before the corpse is taken away the people
say the rosary and ask God that the soul of
the deceased l'@st in peace, They also stick
pins in the clothing of the corpse as a final
farewell and for the deceased not to return
and trouble them. If the procession should
happen to pass the home 01 the deceased on
the way from the funeral home to the grave,
the hearse will stop briefiy in front of the
home filr the corpse to have a last "look."
!c' For eight days after the funeral a light is
kept burning in the bedroom of the deceased,
and I;'ach night the friends and family gather
to pray for his soul. It is believed that the
soul stays around and leaves on the eighth
night, so on that night no one is allowed to
stand in the doorway, for fear of hindering
the soul's departure,
(,' The majority of the population is associ·
ated with the Catholic religion, and near each
of the large and imposing church buildings is
a well.kept cemetery. The Catholic population
has been led to'believe that the ground within
the walls: of these cemeteries is holy ground,
and to be buried anywhere else brings great
shame on the family of the deceased, Tbere·
fore, many people maintain their connection
with the church, perhaps a once-a·year attendance at Easter time, so that at death they can
be burled in thl;' Catholic cemetery and not in
the despised and "unholy" government cemetery, which for some reason is called colebra
berde (green Shake). Many people openly de·
clare that they would not hesitate to leave the
Cathol1a ahureh altogether lt it were not lor
bringing shame on the family by being buried
in the government cemetery.
.;: By means of the restoration of true war·
ship many of these people are learning that
"the dead know not any thing," and that the
real hope is In a resurrection. Also, they are
learning that it does not matter where a per·
son Is buried 110 long as he remains in the
memory of God, because Apocalypse (Revela·
tion) 20:13 (Catholic Douay Ver8Um) says:
"And the sea gave up the dead that were in it:
and death and hell gave up their dead that
were in them. And they were judged, every
one acrording to their'works."
AWAKE!

TAKES money to build churches, and
churches are interested in money is
Inothat
secret But charging for something that
T

is to be distributed free is certainly not
honest and least of all is it Christian. Nor
can we imagine any reputable person trying to drag God into such unchristian
practice, nor can He be.
When certain religious, organizations
tax their members one tenth of their earnings they are thereby commercializing the
Word of God. How so? The Word of God
is free. It is not for sale and not to be sOld.
By the same token, Christianity is also free.
And as far as the ancient tithing law is
concerned, it is as obsolete as the Levitical
priesthood. Jesus instructed his disciples:
"You received free, give free." The prophet
Isaiah beckoned: "Ho, everyone that
thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and he
mat hath no money; come ye, buy, and
eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk without
money and without price." They bought the
hunger-and-thirst-satisfying Word of God
at the cost of their time studying and the
precious hours spent with others in assembly, but not with money. John the apostle
wrote: "'Come!' And let anyone thirsting
come; let anyone that wishes take life's
water free."-Matthew 10:8, New World
Trans.; Isaiah 55:1; Revelation 22:17,
New World Trans.

But say religious leaders, "Let's be practical. If we were to adopt this principle we
would soon go broke and our churches
FEBRUARY 8, 1955

would collapse from want of finances." So
tPey .resort to the out--dated practice of
tithing, and the parishioners 8re flnnly led
to believe that it would be Scripturally
wrong for them to give less than a tenth
of their income to the demanding church.
The Seventh-day Adventists even go so
far as to contradict themselves on this
point. They claim Israel's Law covenant
was in two parts, the Ten Commandments
written on stone and the ceremonial law
later dictated to Moses. They say that this
latter part, the ceremonial rituals and ordin~nces, was the part done away with by
Chnst. Well, then, how does it come that
they talk so much about keeping the tithing law, seeing that it is no part of the
Decalogue, but is part of the added regulations?
"EmphasiS on Christian tithing is rapidly developing as a main theme in the
churches of the National Council of
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.," said
"Rev.'~ T. K. Thompson, executive director
of the stewardship department. "Millions
of Americans are coming to realize," said
he, "that giving generously to the church
is a part of a Christian's response to God's
ca~l on his life." This religious leader
stated that tithing win be promoted in the
council's denominations through movies
!iterature, sermons and speeches. Tithin~
IS p'roclaimed as "a good business proposition," as going "into business with God"
as "the great business of life," as ..~
act of worship," as "a supreme act of worship," and it is claimed that, "if every
Christian would tithe, the entire world
could be evangelized .and peace would be
secure." But nowhere can Scriptural support be mustered to the aid of such extravagant claims.
The first mention of tithes in the Bible
is found at Genesis 14:20, where 'it tells
about AHraham giving Melchizedek a tenth
of the victory ~poils obtained in a particu-
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lar battle. Some conclude from this ex- of Israel's seM and wicked kings tithing
per1e~ tha~ ChristianS should Pay week-- was either neglected or misused, and as a
ly, monthly or yearly tithes. To draw such result the nation did not have Jehovah's
a conclusion is to overlook some very Im- blessing.-DeyteIVnomy 12:5-19; 14:22portant facts, namely, that there is only 29; Malachi 3:8-11.
one recorded instance of' Abraham's giving
After Jesus made his appearance he put
a tithe. Hence it was not a regular practice an end to the old Law covenant with its
with him, nor is there any record show- ordinances. While on earth his only coming that he established a tithing system mendation of tithing was a sort of leftfor his descendants. The fact that Jacob handed one aimed at the formalistic and
voluntarily made a special vow to pay hypocritical tithe-paying religionists. Untithes on certain conditions proves that der the new system of things that he esthey had not practiced tithing.-Genesis tablished, love, and not some compulsory
28:22.
tax system, was the motivating quality beIn the expansion of the Law given at hind Christian giving.-Ephesians 2:15;
Mount Sinai, tithing taxes on the land, the Matthew 23: 23.
fruit trees and the herds and flocks were
Give? Give what and how much? David
taken for the support of the Levites, since answers: "For thou [Jehovah] delightest
they had no common inheritance in the not in sacrifice; else would I give it: thou
land with the other tribes. Christians main- hast no pleasure in burnt-otiering. The
tain no Levitical priesthood. No "clergy sacrifices of God are a broken spirit: a
class" exists among true Christians, for broken and a contrite heart, 0 God, thou
whom tithes are collected. "All you are wilt not despise." "0 Lord, open thou my
brothers." Those given oversight of ,Chris- lips; and my mouth shall shew forth thy
tian congregations, therefore, are unpaid praise." The prophet Micah said the same
slaves, not hirelings, not lovers of money in these words: "What doth Jehovah reor greedy for selfish gain. The apostle Paul quire of thee, but to do justly, and to love
tells about working with his own hands kindness, and to walk humbly with thy
making tents for bis support. No one col- God?" What we can give God, then, is our
lected tithes to help or pay him. Tithing unqualified obedience and worship, This
was unknown in the early church until is ours to give, along with the extent to
greedy wolves had entered in and spoiled which we can "honor Jehovah with [our J
the purity of the organization.-Leviticus substance."-Psalm 51:16, 17, 15; Micah
27:30-33; Matthew 23:8-11; John 10-:13; 6:8; Provo 3:9, Am. Stan. Ver.
13:15,16; 1 Peter 2:16; 5:1-4, New World - Jesus emphasized this principle of allTrans.
ness, that is, giving our all and not merely
Another thing, out af the tithing fund a tenth, when he commended the poor
appropriated under the Mosaic Law, cer- widow who gave "all of what she had, her
tain provisions were also taken for the whole living." Paul likewise says: "Precomfort of strangers, orphans and widows. sent your bodies a sacrifice living, holy,
It appears that aid to the poor was to come acceptable to God, a sacred service with
from the third-year tithes, and that these your power of reason."-Mark 12:41~44;
tithes were always in food, and most cer- Romans 12:1, New World Trans.
tainly not in cash or wages or from any inSo, a life wholly dedicated to God is what
come. However, under the oppressive rule he requires and not only a tenth.
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Spain
PAIN was one of the first civilized
countries of Europe, but knowledge
and freedom are far behind the times.
Geographically. it is a most beautiful country and ideal for vacationing. Spain
enjoys a temperate climate with a low rainfall. It is a fruitful land, abounding with
luscious, mouth-watering Spanish oran~es.
To evoke a special blessing on the orange
plantations in the Murcia province, the
Catholic Church has added a new "virgin"
to h~:r ever-growing list of "saints"-the
Virgin of the Orange!
Spaniards are a very friendly, amiable
people, in. a word, simpatico. This word
may also be applied to another people internationally famous for their good will
and pleasant dispOsition, Jehovah's witnesses. With confidence it can be said that
the Spanish Jehovah's witnesses are the
most simpatico people on the face of-the

S

earth!

While Spain has all but vanquished Protestantism, it has not been able to blot out
the pure worship of Jehovah, the only true
God, completely. Today Jehovah's witnesses are rapidly growing in num!:?er. Since
1948, when there were just 43 witnesses
in the whole country, they have increased
to 297 in a recent report. This constitutes
a 590 per cent increase! Would not the
Catholic Church like to match that? The
harvest for gathering in the other sheep
of the Lord is ripe in Spain.
The preaching activities of Jehovah's
witnesses reach out into all parts of the
country. Congregations in at least eight
cities and towns are firmly organized and
FEBRUARY 8, 1955

going strong. An interesting feature is
that almost the entire preaching activity
is carried on by native Spaniards. At the
commemoration of the annivenaty Qf
Christ's death last April over SOD persons
came together in their respective congregations testifying to their close and loyal
adhesion to the New World society.
Of course, all these meetings are private. There are no Kingdom Halls in
Spain. No public lectures, no circuit,
district or national aSsemblies, and IlO
street gospel-preaching either. In short,
there is no public testimony. This has to
be the case, according to Spanish law,
which states in article 6: "The profession
and practice of the Catholic religion, which
is that of the Spanish state, wiII enjoy
official protection. No one will be interfered
with in his religious beliefs nor the private
exercise of his worship. No other ceremonies or external manifestations will be
permitted than those of the Catholic religion." Jehovah's witnesses desire to aid
persons of good will privately to learn more
of the blessings of Jehovah's lasting new
world now 00 neal' at hand, ro ~!f, ttIq,
rightfully come within this legal provision
of Spanish law. As the apostle Paul COWlseled, they pray that "kings and all those
who are in high station" will let them "go
on leading a calm and quiet life with full
godly devotion and seriousness." -1 Tim~
othy 2:1, 2, New World Trans.
On the whole the message of the King~
dom has a very good reception here. Although officially more than 99 per cent of
the people are ot the Roman Catholic religion, many of these are not in heart sym-
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from three to ten study~service centers in
just two years, now having over 130 ac~
tive Christian ministers associating with
the congregations. Other towns throughout
Spain are also enjoying steady increase.
During the summer months a unique
remem~r how priests and nuns took an
active and often bloody part in that strug~ Spanish feature of congregational assemgle between nationalist and republican ar~ blies is when, once a month, the entire conmies. It is not surprising, therefore, to find, gregation goes for a picnic. Sometimes as
particularly in the big cities, a strong anti~ many as 200 are in attendance. Little
cierical feeling. Many express themselves groups settle down under leafy tree shade
that the church says too much and does too and for at least an hour and a half everylittle. "1 belieVe in God, but not the priests" one is occupied in eating, listening and
is a common expression met by Jehovah's talking. Their one great desire is to see the
witnesses as they go about their work of name and kingdom of Jehovah published
all over the Iberian peninsula. This may
Bible teaching,
The attitude of the Catholic Church well soon be the case, because the Spant~ard Protestant propaganda in Spain is iards are quick to learn, eager to listen and
well known. Protestant churches, maybe; quick to act. They make wonderful Chrisbut Protestant propaganda, never! Despite tian mjnisters,
Rulers may frame mischief by law to rethis disposition The Watchtower finds its
way into Spain. In the large cities the con- press the truth, but the'irresistible Word
gregations of Jehovah's witnesses are di~ of Jehovah God says: "This good news of
vide<! into small Watch Tower study group the kingdom will be preached in all the incenters. These serve as study and service habited earth for the purpose of a witness
points. The family gatherings are kept to all the nations." And so it will, Spain
smaIl and make for more rapid increase. not excluded.-Matthew 24:14, New World
One large industlial city jumped ahead Trans .

pathy with the teachings and less still
with practices of this sect. The horrors
perpetrated in the name of rellgion during
the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) are still
fresh in the minds of many people. They
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• Who blamed opposition to Senator Mc,Carthy solely on "his Catholic ideals": P. 3,
112.
What attitude the people took toward firstcentury truth preachers? P. 5, 1f3.
Why even the famed wisdom of the Romans and Greeks Is foolish to God? p, 7,113.
• How glass can be made as soft as silk?
P. 10, 112,
• What amazIng kind of glass Can float on
waterl P. i i , 112,
• What claims are made by both sides of the
United States schools controversyl P. 13, \j2.
• Why prohfici,'"h' ".eadin g is S50 Yita!1Y impor.
tant fOT SC 00 c f Ten? P. f . i f.
• What shortcoming is evident \n the modern widely expanded schoo! systems~ P 16
1\1.
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How a sheep dog is trained? p, 17,112.
How the shepherd's command is conveyell
a working sheep dogl P. 18, Ill.
How the discovery of metal in Israel cor·
rOUorlites the Bible? P. 1.9, fit.
• What a representative youp of college
students thought about lying and cheating?
p, 20, 112.
• What it takes to make a great waterfall,
and why Victoria Falls excelsl p, 21, 1[3.
• Frain how great a distance one can hear
the roar of Victoria Fallsl p, 22, \j4.
• What customs and superstitions surround
.'''Wthhin ruhral C~racao? PC.h2~, 113.
Y tit ing IS not;:l
Tlsti.an command·
men!? p, 25, 112.
• What unique feature marks congregational
meetings in Spain? p, 28, 1\2,
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WATCHING

'l'b.aee word., wtrlch ap~
on L'fJMfInxJtO'l'&'. front page.
clearly indicated the Vatican'.
displeasure With U'.e Pel'iI:l reo
gime.
NewaJ*pen fa SpaID

.. Last

Generall.B1mo
f'r:mco told U.S. news correspondents that he dId not believe In freedom of the press.
The New York Timea had no

The W,..tf'1"ft Europeu Cnlo.

.. In DecE'mil€-r tr.e French
:'>lational Assemb:y wrefjtled
with the problem 01 whether
or not to ratify the treaty accepting West Germany as an
armed and equal ally. Some of
the main arguments against
rearming Germany were: It
wouid preclude any ('hance cf
negotiations between the We~l
and RWlsia for a gent'ral European settlement. West GE'rlrany might bargain with
Ru!>sia and ":urr. against the
WI':::!. Arguing agalr.sl the
:rE'aty. former Pre~er Edoll;'.1'11 Herrlot said: "France cann<)t :;aerifi('p her ('ons{'ienee.
. S!le mllst be fai~hft:.lJ to :he
memory of Fren('hmen who
blVe diM under German
hlows." Arguing tor treaty
rauneatJon Premier MendesFran('(' rledarcd t hat unless
'hE' lre1.~Y was approv~~ Brita:n and the t:.S. would reann
\Vt>Sf Germany independently
anrj F:-ance would lose her
:r:iluen('e in Wester:t atJairs.
1':1(' timE' for voting came D{"
"emhf'r z.1. The As_~embly voted
2)<1 to 2'57 against Gennan reo
armament. But );1endes·Io'ranL'e
did not accept the rejcctlon as
fmal. lie pressed for Ilnother
vote. This time (121301 the
National Assembly reversed
its rejection by voting 287 to
260 to ra~l1y the treaty_ The
nar!'ow margin showed how
reluctant the French Assembly
FEBRUARY 8. 1.155

was to approve the reanning
of Germany.
'the Atoll]: Yor Tactleal Use
.. Ever since the U.S. sent
some cf Its atomic cannons to
Europe, it has generally been

assumed that any future European war would be atom~c
from the start. TlUs view was
confirmed by Sec-~ary at
State John Foster Dulles. who
said (12/21) tllat any aggres·
sloll !n Western Europe would
00 met \\-'lth tactical atomic
weapons. JulJes distinguished
between nuclear weapons to!'
tactical and lor strategic pur·
poses. {The atomic cannon is
a ta('tical weapon.1 The deci·
sion on strategiC' weapons tor
tnass destruction. DulJes said.
is one that cannot be antJcI·
pated.
'·...tkan AMalJs Peron

<* InDf'CMllber ArgentinePres·
ident Jua:1 Per6n legalized di·
vorce. Previously, be had jailed
some priests for meddling In
po!itles. The Vatican's fi:"l'lt om·
cial denunciation of all this
came (12;2.1) when L'Oa.tert.'a.
tore Romano, whIch usutllly
rcnects Vatiean views, aC{'used
Argenbne offici&:! of subvert·
Ing morals and muz:zllnz :free..
dam. The omclals. said the
Vatican paper, were "oppress.
Ing CatholicIsm, liberty ot I'f!.
liglon and morals of the Ro·
man rCathol!cl faithful, and
Ihi' rights or the church."
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reason to doubt Franco's statement. tor during 1954 at least
20 dUfe:-e-nt issUE'S of the Times
were banned tram Spain. The
ban extended even to members
of the U.S. embassy In MadrlC!.
One Issue, that at December
16, was not ex~t.ed to ~
cmder the ban, even though It
contllined a dispatch about a
bill submltt@'Cl at the Cour.ell
of MlnJsters that would give
government·approved editors In
chief !u:J control at the rnan·
agement of dally newspapers.
Asked whether tlrlslssue would
be penn:ttcd to circulate :In
Spain. the Spanish amba88ador
~o the U.S. :replied: "Su~ly,
and it will arouse great curi,
oslty." But tt:e Times never
had the opportunity to "arouse
great curiosity." It was banned.
CerrecUn.r tbe I&w
.. After World War 11 Gen·
eral MacArth:'Jr handed Japan
a constitution that contalr.ed
the famous Article 9~ "The
Japanese people brever re·
nounce war a s a 8C1verelgn
right of the nation. and the
threat or use of force as a
means of settllng international
disputes. LIlnd. sea and air
forces, as well as ether war
potential. will never be main·
tained." When the U.S. began
rearming Japan, even prom·
i8ing jets for Japan's "lIeI!·
defense air !orce:' it beearr..e
dear that Article 9 would aoon
he abandoned. In Det!ember
Japan's new premier, Ichlro
Hato),arr.a, announced that he
was making tf'.e tlrat move to
correct occupation·made laws
by scrapping Article 9. His
reason: "Article [9} Is open tc
.Tap.&n!
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:m1alnterpretation and lead8 to
much wmece8sary contus1on:'
"The Old Korean T1'8dltloU"

• One day In December PresIdent Syngman Rhee, a Method·
ist, discovered that some 5,000

Korean Buddhist monks are
married. "All the monks are

doing it," one prIe!lt told the
amazed RheeJ Rhee decided

that marriage was a break
with tradition and promptly
Issued the policy statement
"to restore the old Korean
traditions," Including celibacy.

Later Rhee issued another
edict demanding that "martied monks should repent their
past and become laymen."
Some of the frightened family

men offered to cede the celibates the top temple priest.
hoods. Envisaging power, prestige and priestly accommoda-

tions such as they never had
before, some 500 of the single
monks paraded down Seoul's
main street demanding "the
purUication of Korean Bud·
dhism," They carried sigris saying: "For married monks the

door of confession is now
open."
Butter tor BUllllia?

+ Early in 1954 Russia offered

tremors were felt

UI

far away

as Klamath Falls, Oregon, 150
miles to the northeast, and
Reno, Nevada, 250 miles to the

southeast. The quake caused
damage In northern Califor·
nia estimated. at $2,000,000.
At least one person was kHled
and many persons suffered mi·
nor injuries. At Eureka, build·
ing foundations were t~ted,
chImneys toppled, water mains
broke, concrete blocks from
buUdings crashed into the
streets, plate·glass windows
shattered and merchandise
spilled out over the sidewalks.
A half hour after the quake
the publlsher of the Humboldt
Standard and Times reported
difficulty in getting out the
afternoon newspaper: "We're
trying to clean up the composing room. Two or three Iino·
type machines were turned
around by the force of the
quake and we've got pied type
all over the floor. Some of the
machines are covered with
spilled lead." Long·time resi·
dents of Eureka made are·
port of their own. They said
that, although tremors are
fairly frequent along the Pa·
ciflc coast, this one was the
sharpest they had experienced.

to buy surplus U.S. butter for Color Flbn Developments
pOWld, a price .. Users of Easbnan Kodak's
far less than what American
and Kodacolor
houseWives were paying. But _Kodachrome
films
have
sent
films to one of
the U.S. turned the Soviet nine Kodak plants
for process·
ofter down. In December a ing. The photographers
no
reversal In Administration pol· choice in the matter; nohad
icy seemed possible. Said Agri· pendent concern processedinde·
the
culture Secretary Ezra Taft films. Some photographers, es·
Benson: "I think we ought to peclally those living in lands
be willing to trade with Iron where no processing plant was
Curtain countries, whether In established, complained about
butter or anything else, so the time it took. Independent
long as the trade is in our photoflnishers also complained,
favor." Just how American their objection being over East·
housewives will take to the man's monopoly on processing
Idea of Communists' getting its films. In December, when
U.s. butter at a lower price the threat of a federal antI·
than it Is sold at retail in the trust suit loomed up, Eastman
U.S. Is a question that; no agreed to sell color ftlm with·
doubt, perturbs Benson.
out a pre'processing charge
and to allow other companies
U. S.: West Feels Tremor
When an earthquake hit to do processing. An Eastman
Eureka, California (12/21), it spokesman said there would
was of such severity that be a reduction in the price
50 cents a

+
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ot Kodachrome films. A 2().
exposure roll regularly sells
for: $3.25, including processing.
The new' price will be $1.85,
without' processing. Eastman's
separate charge for processing
will be $1.50, but independent
concerns are expected to after
the service for $1. The spokes·
man added that in the future
photographers will tend to·
ward the use of Ektacolor
and Ektachrome. The "Ekta"
films are easier to process and
the new improved Ektachrome
thlrty.flve·millimeter film to
be marketed is three times as
fast as the presently popular
Kodachrome.
Error Ia. SUver DoUars

+ At

one time in the U.S.
certain Issues of paper dollars
called for redemption in silver
dollars. To back up such cer·
tIficates millions of the coins
were minted. Many of these
coins, stored away in undated
bags, were silver dollars made
in the 1880's" In December the
mint in Philadelphia supplied
banks with silver dollars for
the Christmas rush; but mint
employees, by error, sent out
3,000,000 "Liberty head" silver
dollars minted in the 1880's. In
circulation these coins had
been rare and coin collectors
valued them at from $2 to $17.
But when the flood of new
coins reached the banks, the
market for them vanished, as
cash·hungry new owners of
the coins, in the mistaken be·
lief that they had struck "pay
dirt," rushed to coin stores to
sell them "at a premium. Some
coin collectors suffered a set·
back, but the U.S. Treasury
lost nothing. The coins are
worth one dollar each as dol·
lars.
QuIck St(lP In a Rocket

.. To determine the effects on
airmen who bail out of planes
at supersonic speeds, the U.S.
Air Force uses a rocket sled
mounted on steel rails. On
December 10 a test was made
at Alamogordo, New Mexico,
in which the sled, powered by
AWAKE!

nine rockets, reached a record
land speed of· 632 mUes per
hour. Strapped to the steel
rocket sled was Lieut. Col. John
P. Stapp, test "rocket pUot"
who wore a plastic helmet and
a clear plasUc visor to protect
his head and face. The rocket
covered 2,800 feet and reached
its top speed from a standing
start in five seconds. In the
acceleration Col. Stapp was
subjected to 9 g's or nine times
the pressure of gravity. Most
amazing was the quick stop
after reaching 632 miles! an
hour. The stop was made in 1.5
seconds: the braking took a
second and the sled coasted
about half a second. For a
little over a second Col. Stapp
was subjected to an average
of 27 g's. The quick stop resulted in two black eyes for the
rocket rider, as his eyeballs
were pressed against the lids.
The Air Force said that Col.
Stapp's speed of 632 miles per
hour was equal to more than
1,000 miles an hour at a jet

airplane's normal cruising alti·
tude of 35,000 feet.
Universe StlD Expandl.ag
.. In 1929 astronomer Edwin
Hubble electrified his fellow
scientists with the theory of
the expanding universe. This
idea was so startlIng that some
astronomers have been reluc·
tant to accept it. Doubting
cosmologiSts pointed to the
fact that Hubble based his
theory on a few observations
made with Mt. Wilson's 100.
inch telescope. What would
Palomar's 200·inch Hale tele·
scope reveal? In December
the anxious cosmologists reo
ceived offlcial news from Palo·
mar: the universe still seems
to be expanding. Commenting
on the expanding universe,
one scientist in Life magazine
(12/20) wrote: "If one assumes
that all the galaxies we see
today have been traveling out·
ward through eons of cosmic
time in the same relative di·
rections and at the same rela·

tive veloclties-the farthest
galaxies moat mflly, the
nearer ones at leaser rates of
speed-the startling corollary
emerges that all started from
the same place at the same
time. Calculations made from
present measurements of their
rate of recession indicate that
their cosmic journey began
about five billion [5,00Q,()(J().
000] years ago."
Paris Perfumes Subway AIr
<$> The Paris subway is noted
for a peCUliar odor that is said
to derive from a blend of garlic, wine, potent tobacco, axle
gl'ease and odoriferous emana·
tions of humanity. To sweeten
subway air, Paris decided in
December to experiment with
perfume. Each subway line
will be given its unique aro·
matic atmosphere, such as
lilac, carnation, gardenia, Eau
de Cologne and balsam pine.
Officials hope that Parisians
will not turn up their noses, at
the experiment.
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HERE IS A BOOK FOR YOU .•.
You will want to read and reread with ever· increased ap~
preciation the book"New Heavens and a New Earth~~. Not only
does it Scripturally trace the history of mankind from creation to the present time and inform why conditions world·wide are "
such today, but, too, it explains God's glorious promise, now
in course of fulfillment, to create a "new heavens and a new
, , earth." Obtain your copy of this 384~page book for only 50 cents.,.
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Please send me the book "New Heav(!-,1.8
and a New Earth", for which I enclose 5Oc.
Name .. " ....... ,.. ,.... ,.......... .
Street and Numbpr
or Route and Box ,.. ,.. ".,-.'-. ... " .. " ..... ,.... ,......... ,.. " .. "., ........ ,..... " ..
City ............ .

Zone No .. ," Stat.:.

·,iiill"W!.,'''I!il;,,'I!:I:,;,'!%;;;''II!:::··
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cannot be taught if he neglects to makE
regular use of God's Word. Such daily learning i1
advanced by making regular use of the Bible texb
and helpful comments for every day of the yeal
found in the 1955 "Yearbook of Jehovah's Wit.
nesses."
During the past year thousands of people havE
been taught by Jehovah through the world-wid(
preaching activity of Jehovah's witnesses. YOl
will find stirring reports in the "Yearbook" oj
what has been accomplished in 159 different coun
tries and islands of the sea as "this good news oj
the kingdom" was preached. Obtain your copy noVi
for only 50 cents.
You will also find the calendar for 1955 an addi
tional help to keep in mind Jehovah's teachings
Calendars are 25c each, or five or more to one ad
dress at 20c each.

___ .....-_h'*I_._ _ _ _ _ _
WATCHTOWER
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1 '7 A DAM SST.
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1 enclose' $",,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,. Plea!le send me
" .. ,.".""." copies
(Number)

of

1955 Yearbook 0/ Jehovall.'s Witnesses (50<: a cOpy)

":"."..... " ... ,, 1955 calendars (25c each; five or more 20c each).
(Number)

Name. ''''''''''','''''".-. .. "... "-., .. ,,, ....... ,, .. ,......... ,,.,,, .. ,,.,,,,'' "." ..... ".........
Street and Number
or Route and Box .. "......... ,.. ,.. "............ ,"" ...... "................. "....... .
City." .................. """, ............................. ,,',, ................,..,.................. "

Zone No ... ," .. , State ''''''''''-'''''' ,,,,,,, ....... ,, ..... ,, ..... ,,...... ,,, .. ,,, ......... .
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LENT A CHRISTIAN CUSTOM
OR A PAGAN PRACTICE?
What is its origin?
.....

t

Reading a Dying Art?
Most people can read, but many do not
"

.....
The Fabulous Football Pools

-..

Ten million Britons gamble in a most amazing enterprise
~

"Brotherhood Week" Misses the Mark
Christ would be out of place

FEBRUARY 22, 1955

SEMIMONTHLY

THE MISSION OF THIS dO-URNAL
News s~ tha.t are able _tq keep you awake to itul: vitM issua
of our times must be unfettered by censorship and se1iiBh interests.
"Awakel" has no fetters. It reco~es facts. faces facts. t. free to
publish facts. It is not bound by politica!·amhitions or obli~ations; itis
unhampered by advertisers WfJ.OS8 toes must not be trodClen on; it is
unprejudiced by tl"a.ditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not Abuse its freedom. It
rna.inWns inte\!1rity to truth.
"Awakel" uses the re~ular news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own cOl"respondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the·scenes
reports come to you through these columns. This journal's viewpoint
is not na.rrow, hut is international. It is read in many nations, in many
la.nguaQes, by penlons of all aQes. ThrouQh its paQes many fields of
knowledQ8 pa!!s' in review-government. commerce, religion, history,
Qeography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover.
age is as broad as the ea.rth and as hiQh as the heavens.
"Awake I" ple~cs itself to righteous prinCiples, to exposing hidden
foes and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comfortin~
mourners and strengtheninQ those disheartened by the failures of a.
delinlJuent world, retlecting sure hope for the establishment of a rll!1ht~
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by readinQ "Awakel"
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.What Makes Bad Men Heroes?
OMEONE once said, "One murder J~sse James, few questioned the propriety
makes a .villain, millions a hero." The of it. But an editorial in the Willimantic,
grim import of that utterance has" been Connecticut, Chronicle of August 3, 1954,
dramatized only too hideously ever since took note: HNot the ballad singers nor the
the days of Nimrod, who, by taking the myth makers but the psychiatrists should
lives of countless animals, made himself explain why America is fond of its rogues
a hero. Of cQurse, the Pharaohs and the and scoundrels-so much so that the town
Caesars specialized in the slaughter of of Adair, Iowa, will put up a monument to
men and thereby made themselves heroes. the memory of Jesse James, bandit, And
In fact, if we take a close look, most rulers not only the town, but the Rock Island
in history and the men who bear the title Railroad which Jesse robbed, is pitching
"great" are noted for their many killings, in for the monument. , . . What was there
but they became heroes in the eyes of the about those bandits who led sheriffs and
people. On a smaller scale we have the marshals merry chases over the plains and
bad men of the "wild West" period of the mountains? BiUy the Kid, Sam Bass and
United States. The men with only one the others live on in American song and
notch on their six shooters were only vil- folk lore while the men of the law who
lains, but the men with a dozen notches tracked them down get little more than
were heroes. But the strangest part of it footnotes. Was it adventure outside the
all is that the really bad men went down law?"
in history, often receiving more glory than
What has been the effect of glamorizing
the lawmen who put them six feet under adventures outside the law? Could it be a,
subtle stimulation for .more adventures
the sod. What makes bad men heroes?
Is there a cloak of glamour around a no- outside the law? If adults can glamorize
toriously bad man that bedazzles the mind? bad men, children see no reason why they
It seems that way. But how did the glamour cannot identify themselves with the "bad
get there in the first place? It cannot all men "of the movies and comics.
be attributed to legends, books or movies.
But now what is the cause of this weird
They may indirectly glamorize a bad man. phenomenon? There are two principal reaBut when a clear-cut memorial is made to sons. The first is that bad-men heroes have
a bad man, it ought to provoke some hard usually received the blessing of s'ome false
thinking. Strangely enough, when the news religion. Nimrod, using religion, became
came out about the latest memorial for a god. The Caesars, using religion, were re-
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garded as divine. It was the embracing of

the apostate Christian ~igion that he~ped
make murderer Constantine a hero. It is
said that "no emperor has received more
praises than Constarttine." He is called
the "first Christian emperor." When we
take off Constantine's cloak of glamour,
what do we find? We find that after his
so-caned conversion he continued murder·
ing. Says Botsford's History of Rome
(page 282): "Let us not imagine that his
avowed conversion improved his charac·
ter. He continued to be what he had been,
-a man without heart or scruple, more
pagan perhaps than Christian, ready to
service himself by hypocrisy or blood·
shed!' This is Christendom's hero!
Bloodshed was also the favorite diet of
Charlemagne, another hero blessed by the
clergy. Grand Inquisitor Peter Arbuez, who
burned 40,000 people at the stake, was
made a saint by the pope in 1860. The pope
made concordats with Hitler and Mussolini, both one-time heroes in their OWII
lands. And what shall we say of Franco,
blessed by the clergy and called by a cardinal a "Christian gentJeman"?
We need not think it incredible that the
clergy have blessed bad men when we real·
ize that Christendom's clergy have blessed
the biggest wars in history. H. D. Lass·
well, in his book, Propaganda Technique
in the World War~ page 73, explains: "The
churches of practically every description
can be relied upon to bless a popular war,
and to see in it an opportunity for the triumph of whatever godly design they choose
to further. Some care must, of course, be
exercised to facilitate the transition from
the condemnation of wars in general,
which is a traditional attitude on the part
of the Christian sects, to the praise of a
particular war. This may be expedited by
securing suitable interpretations of the
war very early in the conOict by conspic·
4,

lious clericals; the lesser lights twinkle
after."
Even modem-day gangsters receive the
religious glamour· treatment. Said the
Ohristian Oentury (May 2, 1951): "Last
week a notorious gangster ... was buried
from a Roman Catholic church in Brooklyn.... The mantle of respectability ...
was thrown over this wicked life by the
church. Who can estimate the influence on
Brooklyn boys when church and society
make such a display out of a typical gangster's funeral? When 'respectable' elements
combine to glamorize despOilers and para·
sites, who can blame the children if they
elect to follow the hoodlums' example?"
Bad men of the wild West occasionally
get the religious limelight. The Denver
Oatholic Register (October 27, 1946) went
out of its way trying to prove that Frank
and Jesse James "were always good Cath·
oUcs."
A clue for the second big reason why
bad men are made heroes is found at Proverbs 29:16 (An Amer. Trans.): "When the
wicked are in power, crime increases; but
the righteous will see their downfall." Tl)e
wicked are now ruling under the fiendish
misleading of the chief "bad man," Satan
the DeVil, who is "the god of this system
of things." No wonder crime increases!
But soon now all criminals and false re·
ligions under their crazy god, Satan, will
be wiped out forever at Jehovah's war of
Armageddon. Gone, too, will be all hero
worship, For the new world that Jehovah
brings in is one in which "righteousness
is to dwell." No One will enjoy everlasting
life in the new world who does not practice
righteousness. Says the Almighty: "I the
LoRD [Jehovah} love justice, I hate rob·
bery and crime."-2 Corinthians '4: 4;
2 Peter 3:13, New World Trans.; IsaiAh 61:
8, An Amer. Trana.
AWAKE!
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What has lent to do with Christianity? Did Christ
institute it? Did his apostln or disciples k"p such a
fast? What is irs origin? Thi, article answe ....

N February 23 of this year a very large
part of Christendom, both Catholic
and Protestant, will begin the observance
of the spring fast known as Lent. It is a
fast regarded as commemorative of Jesus'
forty-day fast in the desert, a fast inspired
by the thought of fellowship with Christ in
his sufferings during this time and during
the events leading to his death.
Lenten fast days, it is well to observe,
are totally different from the fast kept by
faithful men mentioned in the sacred
Scriptures. The former are mechanical;
the latter are spiritual. Lenten fasts are
raFely connected with prayer and spiritual
services; whereas those of faithful men
were always closely associated with prayer
as a preparation for some important ministerial work.-Acts 13:2, 3; 14:23.
To the majority, Lent is simply the observing of days set aside by the pope or a
priest or some other worldly ecclesiastical
body, during which time one is to abstain
from certain foods, whereas proper religious fasting is not a command of the
church or any institution or man; it is a
voluntary act on the part of an individual,
a self-imposed fast. It is not an ascetic afflicting of the body with hunger, as though
bodily pain or discomfort were in itself
meritorious. Proper fasting is not done for
merit. Rather, it is a natural consequence
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of strong emotion. It shows that the in~
dividual's mind or emotions are so burdened with a sense of sin or SO loaded with
grief or thought that the body refuses
food. Fasts usually bespeak sorrow and repentance. To be acceptable, however, they
must be accompanied by a correction of
past sins. Repetitious and insincere fasts
are a mockery. They are deplored in the
Scriptures and an abomination to God.
Jehovah himself exposes such hypocritical fasting. "When they fast," he says,
"I will not hear their cry. It "Is such the
fast that I have chosen? the day for a man
to afflict his soul? Is it to bow down his
head as a rush, and to spread sackcloth
and ashes under him? wilt thou call this
a fast, and an acceptable day to Jehovah?"
No. Rather than an ascetic afflicting of the
body with hunger, he says: "Is not this the
fast that I have chosen: to loose the bonds
of wickedness, to undo the bands of the
yoke, and to let the oppressed go free, and
that ye break every yoke? Then sha1l
thy light break forth as the morning, and
thy healing shall spring forth speedily;
and thy righteousness shall go before thee;
the glory of Jehovah shall be thy rearward.
Then shalt thou call, and Jehovah win
answer; thou shalt cry, and he will say,
Here I am. "-Jeremiah 14: 12; Isaiah 58: 5,

6,8,9, Am. Stan. Ver.
Jesus also condemned mechanical fasting and a hypocritical show of piety.
"When you are fasting," said he to his
5

disciples, I'stop becoming sad-faced like
the hypocrites, for they disfigure their
faces that they may appear to men to be
fasting. Truly I say to you, They are having their reward in full. But you, when
fasting, oil your head and wash your face,
that you may appear to·be fasting, not to
men, but to your Father who is in secrecy;
then· your Father who is looking on in
secrecy will repay you."-Matthew 6:1618, New World Trans.

Pagan Fasts
Fasts that were accompanied with showy
and costly processions and with pompous
and elaborate exhibitions of priests and
trained artists were all of pagan origin and
therefore condemned by God. The ancient
pagans believed that human enjoyments
were displeasing to their gods and that
voluntary sufferings, bodily mortifications,
loud crying and even the sacrifice of life
itself were a means of appeasing or placating their gods. Faithful prophets of J ehovah made mockery of such worship.
-1 Kings 18:26-29.
Among pagan nations fasting was required of individuals, (If groups and of the
whole community at intervals and on special occasions. Fasts were required when
danger threatened, when preparations were
made for the reception of a sacred food and
as a ritual of mourning; Pagan priests and
prophets fasted to experience the seeing
of visions and the hearing of strange voices. In· more recent years fasts and hunger
strikes were a means of protest against
alleged. injustices of the law of the land.
Men of different lands and ages have bound
themselves by an oath to take no food until they have performed some act of revenge for their own honor or country. The
late Mohandas Gandhi risked death voluntarily by fasting, in an effort to restore
peace in hostile areas of his homeland.
The Bible relates a case where certain
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Jews "formed El conspiracy and baund
themselves with a curse, saying they would
neither eat nor drink until they had killed
Paul."-Acts 23:12, New World Trans.
Pagan fasts were not fasts carried on
in secrecy. They were formal and external
acts, the kind condemned by Christ. What,
then, are we to say of Lent? Is it a Christian fast? Does it give honor to Christ? Did
Christ's disciples keep a forty-day spring
fast? Let us turn to the Bible and to ecclesiastical and profane history to discover
the origin of Lent.
The Bible nowhere mentions "Lent."
Cruden's A Complete Concordance makes
this enlightening observation: "It does not
appear by our Saviour's own practice, or
any commands that he gave to his disciples, that he instituted any particular
fasts, or enjoined any to be kept out of
pure devotion." Harper's Bible Dictionary
enlarging on this point says: "The act [of
fasting] was considered inconsistent with
the imminent approach of the Messiah.
. .. Jesus ... asked his followers.to avoid
the self-advertised piety of the fasting
Pharisees. . . . Not fasting, but joy, was
the keynote of Christ's message (John 15:
11; Heb. 12:2)."
Since the Bible does' not command or
mention
forty-day spring fast, from
where, then, came this observance? The
historian Alexander Hislop answers in his
The Two Babylons, saying: "The forty
days' abstinence of Lent was directly borrowed from the worshippers of the Babylonian goddess. Such a Lent of forty days,
'in the spring of the year,' is still obse:n..ed
by the Yezidis or Pagan Devil-worshippers
of Koordistan, who have inherited it from
their early masters, the Babylonians."
The Encyclopedia Americana declares
that fasting was so widely diffused "that
it was practised in nearly all the nations
of antiquity." The eminent archaeologist,
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Wilkinson, testifies in his Egyptian Antiquities that centuries before Christ the
Egyptians observed a forty-day fast. And
Landseer's Babean Researches, page 112,
says that this Egyptian spring fast of forty
days was expressly in honor of the demon
god Osiris or Adonis. The Encyclopredia
Britannica declares that "the ancient Mexicans and Peruvians reSembled the Babylonians and Assyrians in that fast was
largely used by them in connection with
penance and the offering of sacrifice."
Humboldt, in his Mexican Researches,
states that the ancient natives of Mexico
"three days after the vernal equinox ...
began\a solemn fast of forty days in honor
of the sun." What more conclusive proof
is needed that this forty-day Lenten fast
is of pagan origin?

Becomes Part of Christendom's Religion
How, then, did pagan Lent beCome a
part of Christendom's religion? McClintock and Strong's Oyclopcedia tells us that
Lent "was introduced into the Church slowly and by degrees." That Christ's "immediate disciples did not keep the fast is evident from what Cassianus, a Marseilles
monk who lived in the fifth century, wrote:
"It ought to be known that the observance
of the forty days [of Lent] had no existence, so long as the perfection of the primitive Church remained inviolate." After
the death of the apostles these pagan doctrines began to creep in. At first there was
a forty-hour fast instead of forty days of
fasting. Irenaeus, one of the early "church
fathers," said: "Some think they ought to
fast for one day, others for two days, and
others even for several, while others reckon forty hours both of day and night to
their fast." Faced with these facts the
Catholic Encyclopedia (vol. 9, page 152)
declared: "We may then fairly conclude
that lrenaeus about the year 190 knew
nothing of any Easter fast of forty days.
FEBRUARY 22, 1955

The same inference must be drawn from
the language of Tertullian only a few years
later.... And there is the saine silence observable in all the pre-Nicene Fathers,
though many had occasion to mention such
an Apostolic institution if it had existed."
According to The Lutheran Advocate,
"in 325 A.D. the observance of forty days
is mentioned for the first time, in the fifth
canon of Ni<:a~a.." H~w~"l~l', the hi'5tc;rian.
J. R. Schlegel contends that it was not
until "the sixth century, or as others say
Gregory IT in the eighth century, added
four days more to this fast [which was
thirty·six days long], so as to make it full
forty days." The Encyclopedia Americana
declares that "in its [Lent's] present form
it dates from the 9th century." As for Ash
Wednesday, the day which begins Lent,
McClintock and strong's Cyclopcedia reports that there is "a perfect silence in the
most ancient writings." "Excommunication" was pronounced for all those who
failed to keep the pagan Lent during the
seventh and eighth centuries. "In later
times," say McClintock and Strong, "some
persons who ate flesh during Lent were
punished with the loss of their teeth."
Pre-Lenten revelry turned decent peo~
pIe into raving maniacs. McClintock' and
Strong's Cyclopredia calls the spectacle on
this occasion "most ridiculous," saying:
"After giving themselves up to aU kinds
of gaiety and licentiousness during the
Carnival, till twelve o'clock on Tuesday
night, the people go on Ash-Wednesday
morning into the churches." PemlY Cyclopedia identifies such feasting, dancing,
masquerading and buffoonery with the pagan SatUrnalia of the ancient Romans. The
"weeping" because of no meat lUld then
the "rejoicing" on Sundays with much
feasting are directly traceable to the ancient pagan custom of Lent attached to the
annual worship of the demon god Tammuz.
7

Chriltitm Attltude1'OlIJtJrd -Lent
In view of these facts, what should the
Cluistian's attitude be toward Lent? -He
should have the mind of God, who com-

mands: "Learn not the way of the heathen,
... For the customs of the people are vain."
Paul sounded a similar warning: "Do not
become unevenly yoked with unbelievers."
Christianity allows no room for paganism
within its ranks: Lent is of demon and not
of divine origin. Its enforced observance
imposes an intolerable burden on the people, encourages idleness and its attendant
evils, and tends undeniably to profanation,
hypocrisy and the extinction of vital godJiness.-Jeremiah 10:1-3; 2 Corinthians
6:14-18, New World Trans.
The observances of days, months, times
and years was a characteristic bondage of
the Mosaic law from which Christians are
freed. The regulations for fasting in Lent,
which are annually published in every diocese, the commandment of abstinence from
:flesh on various days, and the enforcement
of these man-made rules by threats of excommunication, and by other penalties also, are-an unwarrantable infringement of
Christian liberty and in direct violation of
Jehovah's law, which says: "Nothing [by
way of food] is to be rejected if it is received with thanksgiving, for it is sanctified through God's word and prayer over
it." This same supreme Judge says through
his apostle that those who 'forbid to marry
and command to abstain from foods,' are
those who have fallen "away from the
faith"; those who pay "attention tb misleading inspired utterances and teachings
of demons."-l Timothy 4:1-5, New World
Trans.; Galatians ~:9, 10.
To those who delegate to themselves
authority to decide what others may eat
or drink and to punish the others for nonconformity to their decision, Paul's words
may properly be applied: "Who are you
to judge the house servant of another? To
8

his own master he stands or falls. Indeed,
he will be made to stand, for Jehovah can
make him stand. For the kingdom of God
does, not mean eating and drtnking, but
means righteousness and peace and joy
with holy spirit."-Romans 14:4, 17, New
World Trans.

Christia.n Fasts
Does this mean that Christians never
fast? No. Individual Christians might
choose to fast on occasion for spirituaJ reasons. But for the Christian organization
as such to fast now would be a self-imposed
fast, one not commanded by God. It would
be out of order. Just as the disciples were
not to fast at the time of the first presence
of Christ the Bridegroom, so true Christians today do not need to in the time of
his second presence. ft is time for reJoicing, not mourning.
If, however, a Christiah is confronted
with a special trial, or exacting assignment, or is grief-stricken over some trespass, his concern or sorrow might be reflected in abstinence from food. He might
prefer to fast in order that his mind may
engross itself in deep reflection and meditation, uninterrupted by the intake of food
for a season.
While he might find occasion to fast
from the material, he wilI never fast from
the spiritual food, which embraces both
the learning and doing of Jehovah's will.
His fasts will be minus all paganism. He
will heed the command: "'Therefore get
out from among them, and separate yourselves,' says Jehovah, 'and quit touching
the unclean thing,' 'and r will take you
in.''' His fast will be patterned after the
Scriptures, without public announcement,
without a sad countenance, but one in secrecy; "then your Father who is looking on
in secrecy will repay you."-2 Corinthians
6:14-18; Matthew 6:18, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

Suddenly a wl101e shoal of bteam
appears. They tear in and out of the
tiny cracks as tbey snatch their lit}Ie bits of food, then are gone just
as quickly as they appeared. But
nOW a bigger fish comes hurriedly
around a rock, followed by two
more. They glide around in the
pool, and come so near that you ..Q"
can almost touch them, but as
... 0
By "Awake'" (orresponcl-nl In South Afrl«'
soon as you move and are obIllLDREN at picniC spots next to
•, •• the water's edge calUlot imagine it
served they flee in all direco·
tions) forgetting about the
in their fondest dreams. Tourists,
food. they were so anxiously
who traveled hundreds of miles to swim in
seeking. But nothing hap.
the sea, pass by not even a hundred yar<i'>
pens. "Hang on, fellow$,
from it, but very few stop and
it's all safe!" They slow
take the trouble of investigating
down, and then in cuthe very finest part of the ocean.
riosity begin to turn
Those who know it can it a new
around to find out
and silent world, a kingdom of
exactly what is gofantastic panoramas and legending on.
ary beauty. Come along, bring
You move on, and
your water goggles and follow
now find your way
the skin diver into his domain
obstructed by a
under the surface of the foaming
thick patch of seabreakers.
weed, toward which
The first dive is clumsy and
the current dangeryour goggles slip off. Scared?
ously carries you.
No? Then try again. This time
Do not panic, your
you are more careful. Down
guide signals, as he
slowly now. And then with the
capably maneuvers
first sight you hardly believe
his way through the
your own eyes. Huge rocks loom
labyrinth of green
~""""
up ahead. Every color surt'OtUlds
stems.
Another pool,
$I ...... !JlJl~
you as your flippers swiftly car- .
right in the midst
ry you along with the current. And
of the dense forest
what a diversity of shells! Radiant ones,
of seaweed, has an
plain ones, big and small, all tenaciously a,bundance of fish. These do not even seem
clamping on to the rocks. Below you the to worry about the strange intruders, exbed displays an even greater variety of cept for getting out of the way when you
colors than the rocks, with prettyanemo- come too near.
nes that olose up as you touch them, atThe largest shens you have ever seen
tractive sea urchins and starfish-all this clamp on to the rocks not five yards away.
beauty contributes to the enchanted hold Nice to eat, they say. Then your guide
that this very first sight has taken on you. points to rock lobsters sitting side by side
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in a long crevice. Their long feelers point
straight in your direction. When your hand
moves right, the feelers also go right.
Move it back, and they go back. As soon
as you risk. it too near and touch one'feeler, the whole bunch vanishes, as if informed by radio that there is an intruder.
And you? What a fright you got! The
first thing you do is to see if all your fingers are still there! Anyway, if they can
get in, and so quickly at that, they must
be able to get out sometime to hunt for
their food. Reasoning thusly, you happily
leave them behind.
Soon, yes, far tooSDon, the cold tells
you to get out. As you stand on the rocks
again feelings of pride for the achievement,
mixed with regret that you are still such
a "softy," have the mastery over you. In
the warm South African sun you soon recover from that shakiness caused by the
cold; but now you are quite lazy about
going in again. All right, then, listen to
what your guide has to tell you about the
underwater world and its inhabitants, curiosities and dangers.,
Duling World War n skin diving came
into the limelight. (The term "skin" diving is applied since the diver has no suit
like the deep-sea diver, his clothing consIsting merely of a bathing costume and
sometimes a jersey that helps -him keep
warm.) Particularly in the later stages of
the war the forces built up squads of underwater mine-demolition teams. A Frenchman, Cousteau, developed the celebrated
"aqualung," which enables a diver to stay
underwater for very long periods without
any contact with the surface. The times
vary froin a quarter of an hour to two
hours, depending on the type of cylinder
(containing compressed air) that you are
using. With th-is device depths between
three and five hun,dred feet were reached,
some, however, ending fatalfy for the ex-
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plorers. It is quite safe, though, down to
a depth of two hundred feet.
After the war the experience gained at
skin diving was used by these men for
their own benefit. Underwater tishing, or
spear-fishing, an entirely new sport, spread
all through the world like wildfire. This
sport not only has made its mark on the
literature of today, so that one finds books
and numerous articles on the subject, but
it also has provided the spiciest material
for fiction stories in popular magazines and
periodicals.

Underwater Fishing
Whereas their companions in other lands
enjoy a large scope of visibility underwater, Cape skin divers have to be content
with a maximum range of about twentylive to thirty feet on a very calm day, and
far less when the "Cape Doctor"-that
notorious southeast wind-stirs up the
coastal waters. Conditions then are hopeless for scientist and sight-seer, and only
the goggle fisherman ventures into the
water on such days.
As soon as goggle fishing had made its
mark there arose a great matter of dispute as to whether the spear is more effective than the rod and line of the angler.
So far, many competitions have resulted
in victories for the spear-fishermen. There
is a very friendly spirit between "frogman"
and angler in the Cape, and the former
often has the privilege of helping the angler when his hook gets stuck on a rock.
Frogmen maintain that, if anglers would
care to investigate Neptune's domain hut
once, the rocks above the water would forever be bare.
Frogmen have invented several different types of guns, in addition to the hand
sp~ar that they put to such effective use.
A very common type of gun is the Hawaiian sling, which is simply a piece of
piping with a crossbar in front, to which
AWAKE!

a strong rubber band is attached. The arrow is then drawn through the hole and

the tubber shoots it out when released.
Woe to the unwary fish that comes in the
way, for when shot through the gills or
central part of the body, so that the spine
is severed, it dies instantaneously.
Other forms of guns provide much more
force, being powered by carbon dioxide or
compressed air. These not only enable th~
frogman to hunt for what he wants for
food, but also to defend himself when he
is being hunted as food. The first question
everyone asks when told about this pastime is:"What about sharks?" Well, admittedly sharks are a most renowned danger in the sea. But for the skin diver they
are, by far, not the greatest peril of the
deep, To the shark a man swimming underwater is just another fish, and goggle fishers often scare sharks away by shouting or
blowing air under the water. The shark
generally seems just as afraid of a man
undeIWater as the man is of the shark.
This is probably to the shark's advantage,
for otherwise he might not be alive to
tell his pals he had seen a man! A bather
enjoying the surf might be in more danger
than the skin diver because of creating the
appearance of being in distress.
Also feared by divers is the octopus. A
big one is indeed treated with respect. In
most instances they retreat immediately
when attacked, and when they fasten themselves on to the rocks with their mighty
arm it is all but impossible to loosen them.

.t'v..

But skin divers fear that should one decide
to fasten some of his hold on a human and
the rest onto a rock, sure drowning would
be the result. Like sharks, when som~
thing is in difficulty the octopus will attack for food. Once a fish was shot and
as it sank to the bottom an octopus came
from under a large rock and snatched it
away from the fisherman, retreating to
its shelter Q.uicker than it came QUt. ThR.
octopus was not the least disturbed by the
insults that were slung down at it from a
nearby above-water rock.
When it comes to encountering underwater dangers, the frogman's motto is:
Not scared, but careful; and rightly so.
Burroughs said of lions that some shy
away from humans when they see them in
the jungle, but others do not. It is well not
to take for granted that because some
sharks back away all sharks will back
away, Similarly one octopus might worm
his_ way through a tiny hole to avoid you,
but there is no guarantee that another
might not try to worm you through that
same hole after him. Therefore, respect
the sea and its inhabitants.
Throughout the earth the popularity of
skin diving grows as an increasing number
of people become aware of the infinite variety and marvelous beauty of this formerly hidden aspect of Jehovah's creation, experiencing the thrill of new sensations in
the amazing and silent world that lies just
a few yards beneath the surface of the sea .

/("~Ck ~" W~~d?

II. "When you knock on wood," reports Ladies' Home Journal for September, 1954,
"you are paying tribute to the god of the tree. The custom originated in times when
men believed that gods lived in sticks and stones. Thunder and lightning, the tallest
hill, the tallest tree---each had Its deity, a wrathful and jealous being. If a man's
luck were too flourishing, it would be changed. Consequently a man bragging of
goad fortune let the nea:rest goo who might oV~TheaT him know that he bowea
before him, and he did this by knocking on wood."
FEBRUARY 22, 1955
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Science 01 Soil Mechanics
COMPARATIVELY new science among the
sciences is that at soiI'mechanics, a study
and analysis 0:1: the behavior of the earth's
crust by reason of pressures and forces cre·
ated by weights of structures on the earth's
surface and the removal of weight byexcava·
tion. It the earth's crust were formed ot a
solid, rigId material, these problems would
not eXist. Changes in pressure and :l:orces arti·
ficially applied by modern construction or
excavation would have no effect on the behav·
ior of the crust.
Within a few teet of the surface the crust
is a mixture of sand, clay, rocks, humus, etc.,
all well weathered and dried into a fairly
solid mass. In some areas this weathered surface Is underlaid by solid rock, as in moun·
tainous regions. But. in others, such as the
general Great L~es area, this is not the case.
Here the surface crust overlays the bed of a
huge postglacial lake which, over the cen·
turies, has shrunk to the present Great Lakes.
This lake bed is composed of soft, Waterdeposited clay, extending to a depth of 100 to
125 feet down to the "hardpan," which, in
tum, overlays bedrock. Any significant change
in the vertical pressure over a small area
produces an actual displacement of large
amounts 0:1: the clay.
Actually the weight ot the building forces
the soil out :l:rom under the building and up
at the sides. This -results in displacement of
masses of soil relative to others, a process
called a shearing. By computing the shearing
resistance and the soil density, it is possible
to calculate how much weight the soU will
bear without allowing the building to sink
dangerously. In the case of water this shearing resistance is small, but with soil it is
relatively high so that a comparatively light
structure displaces practically no soil and
even a very heavy building will not sink sud·
denly, llke a boat In water, until It reaches
a position of equilibrium, but will move so
gradually that it may be a year or more be·
fore there is perceptible distortion. But even
sUght movement can be highly destructive.
Something different occurs when a large
excavation is made for the basement 01 an
office or factory building, in a mining operation, a tunnel or even a storm sewer. The
problem here is not one of a collapse of the
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walls of the excavation, but of the fioor of
the excavatiQn being pushed up by the pres·
sure of the higher ground around it.
tJ.. Can anything be done about this solI be·
havior? Yes! Structures built on the earth
can be so designed as to avoid the problems
exemplftled above. Engineers are divided into
two schools of thought with respect to the
cause and nature of the settling of structures.
One holds that it is due to the squeezing of
water out at the soil, so that eventually the
soil will become sufficiently consolidated to
halt the settling. The other theory maintains
that settling is due to the plasticity of the
soll, as described above, and that this could
continue indefinitely, or until a state of equi·
llbrium is reached. The study of soU mechan·
ics has proved that subscription to the first
theory may give engineers a false sense of
satety In structural design.
4J. Conforming to the second theory the engi·
neer can solve the problem of settling in one
01 three ways. First, he can design the struc·
ture in such a way as to spread the weight
over a large area. Space limitation often
makes this impossible. Second, he can erect
the structure on a deep foundation; that is, he
can drive bearing piles or caIssons down to
hardpan or bedrock. This is expensive but is
common practice, particularly in clties, where
there is no room for "spread footings" or
where there is the possibility of damage from
nearby excavations, erection of other struc·
tures, or removal of existing structures. Last·
ly, as an extreme resort, the engineer can design the structure to allow for settling. Most
sinking is very; slow, not exceeding one inch
in five years, and if the structure is well de·
signed, no irreparable damage wUl be suf·
fered.
(l There is no doubt that the impending bat·
tIe of Armageddon wlll make tremendous
changes in the earth's surface, but whether
the plasticity of the earth's crust will be reno
dered stable or not the Bible does not disclose.
However, fl"Om the fact that soil plastiCity
can be expressed in well·defined mathematical
formulae, and contonns to the same physical
principles governing the entire universe, It Is
possible that this phenomenon will· continue
and tpat information gained now in a study
of solI mechanics (!an well be used in post·
Annageddon reconstructlon.-Contributed.
AWAKE!

READING-a Dying Art?
Not really,
though it presents

dJffieulties for
both adults
and children

HE frustration that results when a child
cannot read successfully is astounding!
But when you stop to think aoo\1t it, it
really should not surprise us at all. What
can a school cbild do who is deficient in
reading? Can be do his best in mathematics, history or any other subject that
requires private study if he has difficulty
in understanding the textbooks that provide the information? Would he feel equal
to his schoolmates when his deficiency in
reading prevents him from keeping up with
others of his own age? Can· this lead to a
revolt against school and a disdain fOf the
authority that it represents?
Some authorities say that these things
can and do happen, that one of the biggest
high-school disciplinary problems is among
nonreaders. Further, the National Society'
for the Study of Education said in its 1948
report (published by the University of
Chicago and quoted in CoZlier'8~ Novembel' 26, 1954); "A surprisingly large number of high-school and college students are
seriously deficient in many of the basic
aspects of reading. As a result they are
unable to prepare aSSignments effectively
and are, therefore, frustrated in their efforts to do higb·school and college work."
Thus, the ability to read with ease and
understanding is of vital importance. Yet
in the United States at the beginning of
World War II 433,000 young men were
rejected in the draft specificaJly because
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they were unable \0 read. After the rejections reached such proportions, the government saw fit to change its program and
to teach illiterate draftees the rudiments
of reading and writing so tbat thousands
more wottld not be lost by the armed sel"V~
ices. But even that does not represent nearly all of the story. Almost everyone in the
United States today can read, but to many
people the process of reading: is still a difficult job. They shun readirlg simply because it is a task. They have never gotten
to the point where they can read with sutficient ease. interest and Understanding
really to enjoy it.
Yet the value of being able to read well
shOuld never be understated. When asked,
"What one skill or attitude would you con"
sider essential in achieving an education ?>'
Professor Leslie B. Hohman of Duke Uni~
versity's College of Medicine replied: "I
would stand firmly on reading.... Except
for a tiny percentage of children who have
brain damage; I believe that all children
can be taught
to read. There
certainly are a
number of ehB-

dren who can be taught to read but are
not."
Yale University presi~ent A Whitney
Griswold said: "I would $ay that teaching
maximum numbers of children to read
with ease, interest and understanding was
a minimum objective if not the minimum
objective. The schools generally are not
accomplishing even this minimum." Why
is reading so im.\>Ortant? Simply because it
opens the way to all the things that have
been written. Yet, with the present overcrowded schooling in the United States it
is clear that some children never acquire
this basic tool of learning-never really
learn to read. They stumble through elementary and high school, sometimes considering themselves stUpid. And though
they are finally graduated with a diploma,
they have been handicapped and humiliated through their school years simply because they never have been taught to read
well enough to handle other subjects satisfactorily. As the editors of -the Ladies'
Home Jcxurnal pointed out, these students
have "learned mainly to hate anything
that looks like a book,'" yet, "with smaller
classes and some individual attention at
an early age, they might have become enjoying readers."
Mrs. Muriel Alexander, principal of Kelly Miller Junior High School in Washington, D.C., protested: "We have one hundred children in this school who can't read
arid write. Imagine---in junior high school!"
A Toledo, Ohio, teacher said: "Isn't it too
bad· that in the eighth grade we still
haven't time to teach ·so many just to read?
Shouldn't something be done about it soon?
It's already too late for too many."

Some 01 the Problems
There probably are several reasons why
the children have not been taught to read
well. One of the most glaring is that there
simply are not enough teachers. St. Louis,
14

Missouri, gives a typical big-city example.
There the average number of children per
clQSs is 38, but some classrooms have as
many as 58 children. The amount of time
that the teacher can give to each child,
therefore, is very limited. She may wish
to concentrate upon students who need
special help, but she just does not have
time to give thet)1 the· amount of special
assistance that they need.
Another matter to be considered is the
method that should be used in teaching.
In the early 1900's the schools had gone
overboard in teaching the students to
sound out the letters and syllables of words.
They made a fetish of using phonetics, and
they trained children laboriously to sound
out even simple words like room as "roooom." Words were read piece by piece.
rather than as a unit. Critics, in ridicule
of this phonetic system, nicknamed it the
"grunt and groan" method. In revolt
against fanatical phonetics, "word recognition," "sight reading," or "total word
configuration" became almost sacred. The
youngster was to look at the word and say
it right out. He was to learn it as a whole,
not in its parts. He identifies the word's
whole shape and appearance with a picture
in hi~ workbook, rather than struggling
with separate syllables. However, there
are points in favor of both methods, and
many people think that each has been carried to an extreme.
The stress on the chUd's "readiness" for
reading is another point that is often discussed. Glenn McCracken; school principal
in New Castle, Pennsylvania, thinks
"'reading readiness' has become one of
the most overworked terms of the day."
He says: "We use it to defend our inability
to teach more children to read. So many
children have failed to profit from reading
instruction at the beginning level that we
have come to the conclusion that they were
not ready to read." His view is: "It's our
AWAKE!

program that is not ready. not the chil- ears of many modern educators) has been
dren." Another supervisor said: 4'1'11 tell marked with definite success. Few people
you frankly, we really dQn't know whether
our children are ready or not. We just go
ahead and teach them to read!"

Finding a Solution
How are the schools attacking the read~
ing problem? Some are developing special
remedial reading programs that are reportedly achieving excellent results. One
such program is under way in St. Louis,
Missouri. Small "classes of twenty" have
been developed to concentrate on teaching
the basic skills of reading, spelling and
arithmetic to selected third-grade students
who are particularly deficient in these
fields, The third grade was chosen because
from the fourth grade on the child is expected to get a considerable amount of information from the books that he must
study on his own, and he cannot succeed
if he cannot read them,
It is reported that with this special training children who could not read at all have
been taught to read within just a few
months' time, and that most children double their proficiency during the first four
months. G. M. White, writing in the Ladies'
Home Journal, said of the children who
had shown this spectacular accomplishment: "As they acquire the basic tools of
learning, behavior problems' all but disappear." He further reports that Assistant
Superintendent William Kottmeyer, who
is in charge of this remedial reading program in the St. Louis public schools, says
flatly: "All children qualified to be in regular public-school classrooms can be taught
to read. If they do not learn, it is because
they are not taught."
But these results are achieved in small
classes where the teachers can give special attention to the individual pupils, and
where wise and proper use of both phonetics and drill (those naughty words in the
FEBRUARY 22, 1955

would suggest that a return to the methods
of the early 1900's would be wise, but there
is a considerable opinion that the modern
methods have gone too far. Remedial reading programs are expanding, but it is interesting to note the view of ..superintendent Ernest C, BaIl of Memphis, Tennessee,
who boasted that his schools had no remedial reading program. He explained:
"We teach it right in the first place."
Teaching it right in the first place would
probably require considerably more money
and teachers than are now available, so
that individual attention could be given at
least to those children who have a special
need for it.

So That Your Child May Read

411 of this comes home to the individual
parent. Where does your child stand in the
matter? No doubt a variety of methods
must be used in the schools if children
of widely varying abilities and attainment
are to progress as far as possible. But the
parent certainly is not left out of the child's
training.
Most children would read better if they
read more. The good reader usually is the
one who does a good deal of reading. In
reading, as in other fields, there is no substitute for practice and expe:t-ience. But
can this be made a joy, not just a chore?
Yes, it can. You can help your child to want
to read, to want to know what is in books.
You can read interesting things to him,
whetting his curiosity about stories in
books; and by your own example you can
show him the joy of reading things that
have been written down.
A child who really wants to learn something usually learns it. Therefore, an atmosphere in the home that is conducive
to reading will encourage him. Of course,
to have such an atmosphere the parents
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themselves must enjoy. and benefit from
In these days it is almost a necessity
reading good things-thus setting the ex- for a person to be able to read with ease
ample for the child. Also, they must pro- and comptehension. This is true if he wishvide reading material that is of interest to es merely to learn the things that must be
the child, that is not above his reading learned in school, if he wishes to become
ability, that the child is able to compre- an intelligent and mature adult, if he wishhend, and that sufficiently arouses his cu- es to improve his mind, or if he wishes
riosity to where he will want to make the merely to gather information so as to
effort to read it. There will be a great deal draw sound, intelligent conclusions. Readto distract him, not the least of which is ing is not losing popularity among those
television. But television does not replace who realize the knowledge and pleasure it
reading. It gives neither the instruction brings, although it may be losing popularnor the enjoyment that comes from read- ity among those who have never learned
ing. Parents can: entertain their children to read well enough to do it without its
by reading to them-1J.laking it a pleasure, being a chore.
just as television is a pleasure.
You have something to say about which
A feeling of parental approval and ap- class you are in, and you have something
preciation for his accomplishments also to say about the class in which your chilcan be an incentive to the chiLd. When the dren will find themselves. Do you read
chUd's efforts are not so successful as the well-reading with ease, comprehension
parent might have wished, encouragement, and understanding? If not, you can imcoupled with praise for an effort well made,
prove your reading by study and practice.
still goes much farther than condemnation.
But, since the pleasure derived from an act Do your children read well? If not, then you
does not come ahead of learning to perform can help them by example, by interest, by
the act, and since learning involves work, making reading really inviting to them, and
insistence that the child get down to work by seeing that they do put forth the neceson the matter of learning to read may also sary effort to lenm this basic skill that is
the door to so much other knowledge.
be necessary.

Colorful ?\lew Words
«£.

lIere are colorful new words and words in the news selected from a list Funk & Wagnalls
Company sent to owners of its dictionaries. Some can be clearly recognized, others need the
written definition.

A'QUA'T{)T

noun An expert child swimmer.
noun A self-centered motorist; es·

AU'TO'V)i)KT'

pecially one Who drives with reckless disre·
gard of the safety and comfort of others.
BOF'OoCRAT noun An ardent devotee of bop and
similar fonn~ of entertainment.
IN·I'Tl'AuESE' noun An immoderate use of ac·
ronyms or initial letters in speaking and
writing; excessive abbreviation of names,
titles, etc.
Scon"uw noun One who scoffs at the law;
especially n habitual violator of traffic, safe.
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ty and health regulations.
SLUM'LORD noun A bUilding owner who de·
rives excessive profits from substandard
tenement propert~s; word used by Chief
Magistrate·John M. Murtagh of New York
city.
SO·PHIS'TQ·CIIAT ?tou" A sophisticated pel"
son with expensive, supposedly aristocratic
tastes.
TftIS'KAI·DE'KA·PHO'BH, noun A morbid fear oC
the number 13.
Vm'J.(lT noun An incorrigible television fanatic.
AWAKE!

fAAC1~OOPS

for Chin,,'s 400 Mil'ion

Br "Awake!" ta.....po"d.'" ill Hong Kong
ALK about Chinese cooking and the
, first thing that Westerners think about
is rice! Actually, at an excellent Chinese
feast the only rice you may be presented
with is a dainty bowl at the conclusion,
which is the gentle and polite way of saying, "We have now drawn to the close."
But, to the poor, rice is number one on the
menu. In fact, the customary way of calling you to the table is simply by using
two words---"eat rice."
When the Chinese housewife visits the
rice store, she finds many high wooden
tubs with a great selection of rices. Some
grains are fingerlike, long, thin, clean and
white, with very littleforeign matter showing; some are more broken or not so well
cleaned. Then there is the pink unpolished
rice, said to be the richest in vitamins and
a counter for beriberi. The tiny housewife,
howev~r, gives scant consideration to the
scientific side of diet. She has "tummies"
to fill and the smooth soft bulk of boiled
rice is just the thing to fill them.

T

it cooked in earthenware rather than met-,

81:

The knack in cooking rice is to gauge
the amount of water that the rice will
take up when it swells. The rule of thumb
method is to put the, rice in the pan and
pour in water until it laps just over the
back Of'the hand when placed fiat on tOIT
of the rice. After it is brought to a boil, the
simmering is kept up until the rice is soft
enough, by which time al1 the water should
be absorbed. An excess of water wi1l make
the rice an unpalatable sticky mass.
What should be served with rice? No
How to Prepare Rice
self-respecting Chinese would eat rice just
To prepare rice the first operation is to
by itself. Rice is but the foil to bring out
spread out the measured amount of rice
the
taste of the side dishes and to consti·
for the meal and pick out the husks and
tute
the bulk in the diet. The poorest may
stones. There is nothing mme jarring than
eat
salt
fish with his rice, and supplement
to champ on a gritty piece of quartz when
enjoying a meal. The next move is to wash this with some thin vegetable soup. But
the rice very thoroughly, not only to re- take a look around the market and you
move the dust but to get rid of the starch will be amazed at the number of items that
that would otherwise gum the grains to- can add to the flavor: vegetables galore.
gether when .cooked. Most Chinese enjoy dried shellfish of all sizes, dried mush.
their rice rather dry, with the grains free ;rooms, bean cheese and bean curd, tasty
and separate, easily swept into the mouth meat cuts, fish from tiddler to shark, and
with the chopsticks. For flavor they prefer fowl from tiny ricebird to fatted goose.
FEBRUARY 22, 1955
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Experts at Preparing'Meats
,
Although a large proportion of the diet
is vegetarian. yet the Chinese are experts
at cooking meat; not that they are interested in the Western way of cooking and
serving large roasts. Indeed, one good
American steak dressed Chinese style
would serve a large family. Countryfolk
are reluctant to eat meat from the patient
water buffalo, but altnost everyone loves
the succulent meat from the ever-present
hollow-backed pig. With no butter and no
margarine the housewife relies on the hog
to supply the necessary fats.
For, home consumption the quickgrowing chicken furnishes much of the
meat. Almost everything of the chicken
is eaten. Somewhere down the menu you
will meet· up with legs, head, comb, gilr
lets and an. As wen as the usual roasting,
stewing and steaming, you may have your
chicken tender and juicy from having been
cooked imbedded in salt.
How is Peking duck for a tasty morsel?
Hong Kong has its share, especially around
the Chinese New Year festival when the
exchange of presents often lncludes a carton of special dried duck. On huge frames
outside the poulterers in serried rows like
Scales are these, dried ducks. dressed knd
all opened out like a plate, having been
salted and wind dried.
As is to be expected, eggs figure prominently on the bill of fare and you are never quite certain where they will turn up.
You may be handed a bowl of fresh hot
soup and there may be an egg or two broken into it. When a baby is a month 'old, all
the family and friends gather to celebrate
and on this occasion you must take home
with you a quantity of balled "red" eggs.
There is always a basketful to supply you.
And again, break open a "moon cake" at
the mid-autumn festival. Implanted in the
center of the sweet oily mincemeat will
be a whole dry salt yolk. Locally it is con18

sidered a very special treat. Many are fond
of salted eggs. The Chinese, it appears,
like to take their salt this way rather than
sprinkled on food. When they boil rice,
no salt at all is added.

Noodles and Beans Tra-la
There are shops where you can see a
great lump of yellow dough on a table
against a wall. Fastened to the wan at one
end is a long springy stem of bamboo and
balanced on the other end, as on a seesaw,
bounces a young man. With every rythmic
beat he steadily kneads his way through
the dry mass. This is your noodle maker
at work. He makes batches of many differ·
ent mixes. Wheat flour is the base. All
noodles are priced according to what eggs
or flavors they contain.
Noodles made from rice are different.
Special rice is ground in a granite hand
min with enough water to make a liquid
like milk, a ladleful of Which is poured on
a c10th on 8 fiat slat, which, in turn, is
placed on a frame over a copper of bOiling
water. When sufficiently cooked the mix
coagulates into a thin limp opaque sheet,
which is then expertly rolled from the cloth
to a stick and is cut in a range of sizes.
Fresh supplies are on the go all the time.
Being sold quite moist, large supplies are
not kept on hand. In every lane and aI1eyway vendors cry their cheap rice noodles.
For three cents a schoolboy can get a bowl
of appetizingly tasty noodles and at the
same time call for a dash of his favorite
sauce to personalize the. snack.
What the East can do with beans almost
outwits one's imagination. They can create
anything from the most savory sauces to
milk and bread! On a winter's evening
your hostess may offer you a bowl of what
looks like thick cocoa, but it really is made
from red beans. Or your hostess may pass
you a kind of doughnut made from a fer·
mented bean flour. FamiUar in every stree~
AWAKE.'

is the wooden bucke1i: of the bean-curd wire crates writhing with different sorts
vendor with a flat scoop. He will flick out of these crawling creatures and you are
a serving of creamy curd and sprinkle it at liberty to make your own selection. Frewith sugar, providing a mouthful that will quently three different kinds are cooked
fre~hen you and give you enel'gy. Soups together. If YOll did not know you were
are fiavored with the tangy smoky taste of eating snake you might well take it to be
another kind of bean curd or cake. Chi- chicken, their Iheats being so similar.in
nese cheese, which can be as sharp as or taste.
sharper than a milk cheese, is also a prodA Word of wisdom: if you have the good
uct of bean curd under controlled fermen- fortune to be invited to join in a Chinese
meal, just go prepared to enjoy whatever
tation.
is plaCed before you, asking no questions
Greens and Snakes
for conscience' sake. Many a good feast
Chinese cooks have the art of retaining has had its luster spoiled because of finding
the bright fresh color in cooked vegetables.
out tha.t the deliciou'S morsel you were eatThis seems to be because the ~ooking is
ing did not fit With the preconceived idea
lightly and quickly done: a shallow iron
in your mind. Remember Jehovah God's
dish, a charcoal chatty, a little oil, a
words to Noah after the flood: "Every
splash or two of sauce and a brisk and nonchalant agitation is all the vegetables get, creeping animal. that is alive may serve as
and out they come looking as if all the food for you. As in the case of green vegetation, I do give it all to you." Our Chinese
goodness were still locked up inside.
friends
can serve yOU these to your
Eating snake is quite an adventure; you
can call for a helping in many restaurants. complete satisfaction.~Genesis 9:3, New
Out$ide eating establishments you can see World Trans.

Thl Death-dealing ElaEk
'i;' It happened in London. Tommy Manners, a 52-year-old d()Ck mechanic climbed

tower stairs to tend his favorIte and largest cl~k on his rounds_ This was the
clock in Gothic tower above Fleet Street Manner'fi; job was to start the motor that
winds ~ huge weights into place. As he worked, his smock caught in the gears
of the clock's winding mechanism. He cried for help. But below on Fleet Street
people exchanged morning greetings, the exhaUf~ts of autos sputtered and the
busy hum of a big city prevailed. As the hands of the great clock inched their
way around'the dial, no one heard the pathetic ~ries that came from behind a
clock face some one hundred feet above the str~t. For two torturing hours the
clock ticked. Then a pair 01 mechanics, on a routine inspection tour, went up the
tower. There by the clock that he had tended so f1l.lthlully and so long they found
Manners crushed to death, his hand only a few Inches Irom a switch. The oddity of
this death attracted sympathy from around the world.

7i.e

~ ~ 'lllUN4llttt (3J.,tI~

fI. A photograph of a sign that hangs in a church in Trinidad was printed in the
September, 1954, issue of True :magazine. Tbe sign reads: "Palish Church 01 Sangre
Grande, Hours of Baptism. Uillawful Children every Sa.turday at 11 a,m. Lawful
Children every sunday at 11 a,m, For all Baptlsm~ at least Qne day's notice must
be given. Unlawful children are NOT bapU:t£>d on SundaYs."
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N···~l.4re;s·
A Signal Mishap

, At the height of the morning rush hour in
Boston, Massachusetts, half the traffic signals
in, the downtown distriet suddenly stopped
working. Ex.tra policemen· rushed out to un·
snarl traffic jams. Alanned maintenance men
sleuthed about for half an hour to track
down the cause. They found it: an unsuspect·
ing pussy cat, hunting mice, had switched off
the lights by brushing against a control panel
in City Hall.

They even did their acrobatic acts on light fix·
tures, not to mention invading the projection
booth. Something had to be done. The man·
agement did some sleuthing and found that
the squirrels lived like kings, thriving on pop·
corn leftovers. To cll.eckmate the royally Bv·
ing saboteurs it was decided to drop the pop·
corn concession, With their crunchy kernels
gone, the squirrels left too. Since then the
squirrels have made no encore, and no return
engagement is anticipated.

Playing Second Fiddle

A Dallas, Georgia, woman detected a fiddle·
Uke sound coming from her radio right in
the middle of a news broad.
cast. Curiously, she peeked
into the back of her set and
there, between the tu~s, was
a cricket.
SZippery Sabotage
In salta Province, Argen·
tina, a vast horde of locusts
in the larva stage covered
miles ot railway trackage. A
freight train, steaming down
the tracks, stalled when the
crushed larvae made the go·
lng too sUppery. The train
crew called for assistance.
Soon the rescue train, at nor·
mal speed, approached; b\1t
when the engineer applied the brakes there
were no brakes. Sliding hundreds of feet on
the locust·greased tracks, the rescue train
smashed jnto the stalled train, causing dam.
age estimated at $40,000.

Acting Up at the Theater
At Loew's Grand Theater, New
York, the management had trouble
with uninvited actors-squirrels. What
really made matters bad was that these "ae·
tors" acted up. How the squirrels managed to
take up residence backstage no one knew, but
it was downright embarrassing when they
went "on stage" by stunting on the screen.
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A Car of Another Color
At Alpena, Michigan, ten horses gave a

novel

demonstration of horsepower. The
horses ganged up on an automobile
parked in a pasture, pulled off the
windshield wipers and seraped olf paint.
with their teeth.
Simian Sabotage

In New York one morning a group of some
100 monkeys broke loose. At a nearby fire·
house firemen were peacefully playing check·
ers. Suddenly, one of the players excitedly ex·
claimed: "Five monkeys just
slid down the pole!" Just then
all the showers in the locker
room were turned on. When
the firemen dashed to the
locker room they beheld ten
monkeys taking showers. Alter a half·hour wild·goose
chase, du,ring which firemen
chased monkeys over and un·
der the hook and ladder
truck, the gong sounded. As
the truck pulled out, ten man·
keys were left taking show·
ers; ten others dung to the
truck, fireman·fashion. There
was no tire: just a call from
down the street where a lad·
der was needed to capture some monkeys on
top of a building. As the firetruck rolled to a
stop, a policeman took one look and shook his
head in disbelief: "It can't be possible," he
sputtered, "they're bringing more!"
AWAKE!
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"AwohJ" cor,... pondant in BrilDln

I

sion and expenses, to
divide between the success~
ful bettors what remains of the mon~
ey staked in the pool in accordance
with the conditions prescribed by
him and accepted by them.
In the case of fixed~odds betting
the bettor knows what payment he is
entitled to receive if his bet is suc~
cessful; in pool betting he has no
means of knowing this if, as is usual·
ly the case, he is given no informa.
tion by the promoter about the total
amounts staked in the POOl and the
amount deducted for commission
and expenses.

N THESE days of the high cost of liVing
when everyone is finding it increasi~ly
difficult to make ends meet, the uppermost
thought in the minds of millions of British How the Pools System Works
people is that if only they could win £75,000
Each Saturday throughout the
from the foothan pools then their troubles season, which lasts for some months,
would be over and the luxuries they had football matches are played in var~
once dreamed of would become a reality, ious parts of the country. The comIt is with this hope in mind that football peting teams are listed on a sheet of
pools have become one of the most pop~ paper known as a coupon. From 20
ular fonns of "entertainment" in Great to 50 matches appear on a coupon,
and in each game it is possible to
Britain.
have three results: (1) The "home"
The popularity of football itself has been
team, meaning the team playing on
one of the main reasons for such a wide~
its own football ground, can win,
spread interest and desire to gamble on
(2) The team opposing them, rethe outcome of the various games. To unferred to as the "away" team, can
derstand fully this particular type of gam~
win. (3) The game can result in a
bUng it is well that we first explain what draw.
is meant hy football pools.
In the football pool the bettor is reIn the pool principle of gambling all quired to forecast the results of a
money stakes are pooled together and the
money, less operating expenses and profits,
is shared. among the winners, In a pool
the bettors bet not with the bookmaker,
but with one another. The promoter in =~;§;§§
pool betting is in the position of a ...:
stake holder, whose function it is,
after he has deducted his commisFEBRUARY 22, 1955
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certain number of games (usually about
eight in the larger pools) by marking in
square boxes found alongside the matches
what he thinks will be the result. The football pool promoter then awards points for
each correct forecast. If only one competitor has the highest number of points, then
he wins the total stakes in the pool, but in
the event of two or more having the same
number of points then the stake money is
divided equally. The highest prize for a
single pool is about £75,000, but the pool
promoters do not lose this money, only the
bettors do. On a coupon containing 50
matches there are 536,878,650 possible
different ways of selecting eight matches.
The amoWlts staked by competitors are
added together and the resulting figure is
referred to as the total stakes. These figures are then submitted by the pool promoters to independent accoWltants who
estimate deductions for commission, expenses, government taxation, etc., until
the final figure available for the winner or
winners is known.
From various social surveys and in particular the value of postal orders cashed by
the football pool promoters, the annual
turnover was estimated at about £8 million in 1933, £18 million in 1936, £22 million in 1938, and £64 million by 1948. In
1950 it had dropped to £52 million, but it
has increased again during recent years.
Each week about 10,000,000 people
faithfully fill out their. coupons and mail
them in for handling by some 23,000 pool
employees, most of whom are women.
Eighty-five per cent of the business is
handled by three large firms. The transmission of coupons and the supplying of
millions of postal orders that competitors
use to remit their stakes, which are sometimes as low as 6d. (7c) for a single entry,
create a considerable demand on the services of the general post office. It has been
stated that, roughly, ten per cent of the
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letters handled by the post office were
letters to or from football pool firms and
that ahout sixty per cent of all postal
orders were sold for the purpose of football pool betting.
Yes, the big business of football pools
involves immense monetary transactions
and reaches out to millions of persons in
every city, village and hamlet of the realm.
It also has a considerable effect on the
country's income, not only through the
postal services, but also by virtue of the
government tax of thirty per cent of the
total revenue. The vast Wlrevealed profits
accruing to the few powerful interests,
plus the questionable effect such a CQnvenient form of gambling has on the morale
of the people, have given rise to serious
questions regarding football pools.
Views of Parliament and the Church

Some members of Parliament, anxious
to enforce the publication of the pools pro·
moters' accounts, have referred to the Roy·
al Commission set up by the Labor gov~
ernment in 1949 to investigate the extent
and effect of betting, lotteries and gaming
in Britain. They point out that while many
of the commission's recommendations were
controversial the one on which there was
complete unanimity was: "That all promoters of pool betting schemes should be
obliged to publish detailed annual accounts
of their financial position and operations
during the preceding year and that it
should be a requirement that these accounts should be audited and certified by
an auditor approved by the Board of Trade.
That all promoters be required to send out
with every coupon full information in respect of previous competitions showing;
(1) Total stakes. (2) Amount deducted for
taxation. (3) Amount deducted for commission and expenses. (4) Amount available for distribution to winners." One member of Parliament stated that the object
of this was to "let the public see exactly
AWAKE1

what was being done with the £2 million
weekly which they entrust to the pool promoters during the football season."
In the business of football pools the
Churches Committee was formed to give
its advice. The committee represented all
the churches except the Roman Catholic
Church, and under the heading "Football
Pools" it said in its report: "Gambling in
this form has grown \l"p with great rapidity
in recent years and its menace is serious,
not only by reason of the enormous prizes
offered, but because it is a form of gambling which enters the home and constitutes a very real danger to young people.
The Churches consider that no ground
whatever exists for allowing Football Pools
to continue. They constitute a menace to
social and personal life and are a form of
exploitation for which there is no justification."
While this is the official view of the
Churches Committee, it by no means covers the view of all clergymen. In pointing
out the alanning increase in the spread of
football pools, the vice-president of the
Churches Committee on gambling recently
stated that "even ministers of religion may
now be seen _filling in football coupons."
The popular London Daily Mirror recently
contained a letter from a man who had occasion to interview a vicar at his home.
There on a sideboard was the famiUar envelope of a famous football pool finn, ready
for posting. The letter writer thought this
showed that not all parsons were kill-joys.
One south of England clergyman denounced the Parliamentary pressure for
the publication of the football pool firm's
accounts, saying it affected the liberty of
the citizen.

The representatives of the Roman Catholic ChurCh, on the other hand, in submitting their evidence to the. Royal Commission, regarded football pools as a relatively
harmless form of gambling. Their report
included the view that "football pools have
become a national pastime and we consider
that in some ways they are quite beneficial, since in many homes happy evenings
are spent by the family remaining together
and filling up their coupon." This warped
reasoning may result from justification of
their own use of similar money-making
methods. In point is the newspaper report
concerning five Roman Catholic priests
in Huddersfield who were fined a total of
£45 for illegally organizing a football pool
and using their presbytery or parish rooms
for what was declared to be an illegal lottery. Potent indeed is the Bible truth: "The
love of money is a root of all sorts of injurious things."-1 Timothy 6: 10, New
World Trans.

Gamblers want something for nothing,
to eat without working. Those who hope to
improve their lot ill life by winning either
large or small pool dividends are actually
improving the lot of the greedy promoters
who live in luxury at the financial and moral expense of the many. Gambling is not
practical, but is a snare and a delusion, the
fruits of which are disappointment and
frustration for its millions of adherents.
The wise Christian will use valuable time
and money in the more profitable pursuit
of making friends with the great Life·
givers, Jehovah God and Christ Jesus, and
thus he will embrace the true hope of everlasting security in a new world of God's
making.-Luke 16:9, New World Trans.

"MANKIND'S LAST EXPERIMENT"
Carlos P. Romulo on the United Nations as a hope for world peace: "This may
well be mankind's last experiment in the science of peace· making." The Bible shows
it will be.~Revelation 17:8-11.
~
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GRATEFUL BABIES
ECENTLY newspapers pubI Il8hed the account of an interVit.'W with Mrs. Helen Martini,
who raises tiger and lion cubs for
New York's Bronx Zoo. One of tht~
newspapers repor.lng on the ln~cr\llew was
the Las Vegas Sun of Kovember 15, 1951,
wllich said:
"Mrs. Martini learned a lot about caring

m

101' infant an:mals 1:1 the dozen years since
her husband Fred, head llonkeeper at thl' zoo.
b::."Ought home a newborn and neglected baby
of a hie-h1y nervous lioness and asked h('l'
help. There were no books she could read tm
'wbat to do when thl!' baby timl romes' and

she knew nothlnlil' about domestic cats. 3ut
with the same ]{lv1ng care, stelilized hottlE'S
and feeding schcdu](>s she would 1Iav(' given
her own baby she had bst yf'urs IIdon?, shp
pulled the Uttle fellow through.
"As other helpless baby {elmes were
brought to the same Martini apartment, she
penuaded :Zoo officials to COllVe-l't a sto:'eroom
in the lion hOllse- into a nursery. ~he still
J"8.lses the babies at home though, moving
them to the nursery at about thr('C months.
.. , She dropped to her knef.'S on the ce-ment
floor of the Brcnx Zoo nursery ~o pat a ,1month-old 18·pound Uemo:al cub. Quickly he
put .hIs frollt paws al'Q'J.nd her noeck ar,rl mUL·
:zled her nos€'. 'This fe;low here,' she said,
'likes to be rocked, or just held, all the ti~.
He's the mosl spoiled tiger I've ever st-en, and
I'\le raised-and spoiled-27 41f them.' . . .
"Do they remember her when they a::-e big,
majestic ('ats paC'ing the t'ages she is n'Jt al·

lowed to enter? Sbe lau&'hed with pleasure.
'Come and see,' she saId. She found her hus·
bar.d, a big smiling man who loved lions so
much he gave up his job as a jeweler to start
at the zoo as an extra hand about 13 years
ago, and we started on the rounds. The 600·
pound Bengal tigers they once held in their
hands as wriggling kittens rus),,_':} to the Iront
of their cages when the Martinis approaclled.
Throwing themsel . . . es on tt.e (~ement tloor,
they rolled and purred-a house eat's purr 100
tim~ ma!3;nlfled and ~gged 10 be }::ettcd.
"'There's your answer,' Mrs. ).'~artini said,
s(~ratching a strlped flank. 'Maybe othf'r tigers
become r..rociou!i when Uley grow up, but all
I know are my own hand·raised. spoiled, pam·
pen·d tigers.'. .
"In thp next cage a blaC'k lcopanl, repu!·
,'lily the n:(JS~ treacherous and t.:ntamable
animal in tile world, was erouched glaring a:
the erowd when );Irs. ~al·tinl came up and
('aEed 'Bacht'era.' Ills llthe, ebony body
streaked to the bars alld he Irantically
c:ukhed hC"r around the neck. The C"l'owd
gasj:K'd and feU back. And Hacheera nuzzled
her face, patted her cheeks, li('ked her bands
with desperate atrcction. When she finally
wid l',im goodbye and started a.wa.y, his g'l·
low eyes IoHowed her untH she was out of
s,ight. 'I know what they say about black
kopards,' she Sighed. 'And again, all I know
anything about is Bacheera, whom I raised.
Eut 11 must be the mother lhat teaches them
~o be I('rocious-!ol' their Own protection. All
Bacheera knows_and my Imns and tigers. too
-is the kit('hen sink, pots and pans and baby
nursing hottlt'S. And you S('E' bow tlwy :Jrf'.' ..

Considerable antl·Amerkan sentiment was arollsc·d in JAlpan bpcause of tr.t'
harm don~ to Japanese fishermen and their industry by Ihe II·bomb test,> madf'
in the Pacific by the Ur.ited States. Partkularly Was ttl' den1h of" a <'t'rtain Mr.
Kuboyarna publkin'd as a ~-:!dim of the II·bomb, HI(' Cnited S'!"ates a.mbassadcr
exprt"sslng extreme sorrow and el(tl'ndinli:" d,-'€'~st sympathy fa til{' family or the
dpceased. However, the f~H·t L, that the H·bomb wa1i cl11y lnd!Ipcfly responsible
!or Mr. Kuboyama's death, for he die:} of jaundice. And how did he a<,qulre jaun·
dice" Aecording to the r\ew York 1"if)I€~, Sl'ptember 24, 1954, ".'iOIll'f' believe<'! Iimight have bet"n <":"ausf'(1 by blood transtllSlons he had undergone."
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"Brotherhood Week"
Misses the Mark

"BROTHERHOOD Week," an annual
observance in the United States, will
be held again February 20-27. Its purpose
is to promote friendship among all groups,
improving interreligious and interracial
relations. It is hailed as a matter of political
expediency, as a way of overcoming world
tensions and disproving communist propaganda. Its battle against prejudice has been
called "the very price of survival." But this
enthusiasm regarding overcoming prejudices too often seems to be encouraged, not
by what is spiritual, but by what is considered expedient politically.
The social aspect of the brotherhood
goal is good, but its religious aspect is not.
It is true that whatever our race, color or
nationality we are all brothers physically.
We are all of one blood. We al,l come from
one human father, Adam, and therefore
from the one Creator, Jehovah God. But
"Brotherhood Week" also implies that all
men, whatever their religion may be, are
spiritual brothers. It s1Jggests that all religious ways are right, just different concepts and methods of worshiping the same
God. It ignores the basic points of disagreement and implies that we can all be
spiritual brothers without being united in
truth.
An official Brotherhood Week folder
shows this shortcoming. It suggests, "Plan
a festival of religious music featuring
choirs that present the distinctive music
FEBRUARY 22, 1955

of all groups,1t but warns: "Care should,
of course, be taken to avoid asking groups
to join in common worship on such occasions." Again, it advises planning a community youth rally encompassing all religions, but it carefully cautions: liDo not
plan for joint worship or for any other
feature that would offend the conscience
of any of the participating youth groups."
How out of place Jesus would ~m in
such a gathering where the concern is not
for true worship, where the interest is not
in helping others to see the right way, but
where the desire is merely for unity among
atl existing ways! How unwelcome the
apostles would be! Why? Because Jesus
did not teach that there is no difference
between the various religious factions, that
the method of belief is unimportant, or
that the important thing is not what the
different groups believe but merely that
they do believe. Neither did he think, as
does the New York Times) that "Christian,
Jew, Moslem, Buddhist, or whatever we
may be we are all children of God, however
differently we may conceive him."
Instead, Jesus showed that it is not
man's conceptions but God's instructions
that are important. He said: "Go in
through the narrow gate; because broad
and spacious is the road leading off into
destruction, and many are the ones going
in through it; whereas narrow is the gate
and cramped the road leading off into life,
and few are the ones finding it." He did not
say that brotherhood among those holding
to different beliefs was the thing to be
striven for, but rather-: "For I came to
cause division, with a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother,
and a young wife against her mother-inlaw." Why this division? Because not all
would accept the truth.-Matthew 7: 13,
14; 10:35, New World Trans.
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The inspired apostle- Paul showed that
just professing faithtn God, while leaning
to one's own conceptions, is not sufflcient:
"For I bear them witness that they have
a zeal for God; but not according to accu~
rate knowledge; for,'because of not know~
ing the righteousness of God but seeking
to establish their own, they did not subject themselves to the righteousness of
God." Paul did not recommend unity and
brotherhood with those who held different ideas about God, but, under inspiration, admonished: "'Therefore get out
from among them, and separate yourselves,' says Jehovah, 'and quit touching
the unclean thing,' 'and I will take you
in.' "-Romans 10:2, 3; 2 Corinthians 6:
17, New World Trans.
What is the result of disobeying this
Christian principle? Sidney Smith, president of the University of Toronto, said that
by trying too hard to promote tolerance
in religion modern campuses are actually
promoting "religious illiteracy," How can
people be fired with enthusiasm about their
religion if they think ~at aU religions are
the same, that their differences are just
different conceptions of God, and that it
is man's conceptions, not God's specific
instructions, that are what count? The early Christians had no such apathy. They
knew that a positive course was required,
for they believed what Jesus had said: "He
that is not on my side is against me, and he
that does not gather with me scatters."
-Matthew 12:30, New World Trans.
The point is that the Christian must get
right knowledge, must determine what is
the truth, must separate from those who
do not· have it, but must show real Christian lov'e toward all men by helping them
to see not only what is truth but why it is
true.
However, the phrase "the Brotherhood
of Man under the Fatherhood of God"
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leads to the false idea that all l"eligious
ways are right-that the same God is the
father of them
that anybody, teaching
anything, is your brother. Jesus pOintedly
disagreed. He called false religious leaders
of his day "offspring of vipers," and to
religious leaders who confidently said,
"We have one Father, God," he replied:
"You are from your father the Devil."
(Matthew 3:7; John 8:41, 44, New World
Trans.) Thus he disclaimed any spiritual
brotherhood with them. Their father was
one entirely different from his.
But in disapproving of the view that
those of all religions, Whatever they believe, teach and do, are our spiritual brothers, we in no wise mean that the Christian
can ignore his responsibility toward them,
Whil~ true Christians do not accept those
persons as their brothers, they do recognize them as prospects to preach to and
thereby show love to. Their Christian love
progresses infinitely farther than do this
old world's brotherhood plans., They do not
merely refrain from racial persecution, or
just sa~: "I like Jews, Negroes, white people; l love everybody," but their love is
shown in deed, in devoting their time and
energies in behalf of the spiritual welfare
of others. Faithfully. and persistently they
go to the homes of the people, bearing the
good news of eternal salvation under Jehovah's kingdom. They show love even
for their enemies and persecutors, as Jesus
commanded in Matthew 5: 44.
Yes, even the persecutors are encouraged by the true Christian to recognize the
true Father, and therefore to become his
brothers. Yet, he cannot approve of their
worship, cannot consider them sons of the
true God until they accept the worship of
that true God Jehovah. Then they will
become the Christian'S brothers not just
for a week, a month, or a year, but for all
eternity!

an,
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'Guatemala
UATEMALA is the country right at
the top of the narrow strip of land
that joins North America and South America. It is known as the land of eternal
spring and also as the land where the rainbow gets its colors. The rural beauty of
Guatemala is so exquisitely enchanting
that its sheer beauty defies description.
As colorful as the foliage of the hill
country may be, the markets are almost
their ri,vaIs for multicolored beauty. All
kinds of tropical fruits, mangoes, annonas
and tamarind, spread out in countless small
booths. H your taste is for plums, apples,
grapes and pears, well, then, these are al·
ways on hand in the Guatemalan markets.
Behind the counters, and shopping, are
natives dressed in their vivid gowns of red,
blue and gold. Taking their cue from the
surroundings, the people dress in all the
bright colors available~ thus transforming
Guatemala into truly a land of color.
Even her history is rich in color. About
seventy per cent of the population are Indians, capable of tracing their descent back
to the ancient Mayas. For over a thousand
years they had a very highly developed
civilization, centuries before Columbus
ever set foot on the Americas. Their descendants still speak a branch of the Mayan
Quiche language. and their customs have
not changed noticeably in the course of
time. Although these Indians were forced
to give up their Mayan beliefs and adopt
Catholicism under the Spanish conquerors.
yet a modern-day Roman Catholic would
be surprised at the many pagan rites still

G
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held to by the Indians Wlder the name of
Catholicism, practices that give. strong
proof that the pagan worship carried on
by their forefathers has not died, but that
it has been slightly modified by Catholic
conquerors.
Only about half of the 2,500,000 people
of Guatemala can read and write. Their.
native dialect is not a written one, so to
most of these people the Bible is an unknown book. Many of them have heard
of the Bible but they have been told by
Roman Catholic priests and others that
they are far better off without it. It is here,
too, in this beautiful land of color and va·
riety that the good news of God's kingdom
is being 'Preached by Jehovah's witnesses.
Many of the Guatemalans are reaching out
for hope. These are leaving their old faiths
and the hollow ideas of communism and
are placing their faith and trust in the
kingdom of God declared by Jehovah's witnesses.
One thing that has greatly helped the
expansion of the Christian work of Jehovah's witnesses in Guatemala is the work
done by the Watch Tower Society's mis·
sionaries. With their help the Christian
congregation has grown from almost zero
to twelve congregations and four hWldred
and twenty-five regular ministers of Jehovah's witnesses in just a few years. For
these missionaries to take up life in a foreign country means quite a few changes
must be made to adapt themselves to their
new surroundings. Especially is this true
when coming to tropical Guatemala.
One of the inconveniences is the insect
problem. Housewives in America might
27

complain about the many tiny roaches or
ants that find their way into the kitchen.
but how would they like to have to con·
tend with their "jumbo-sized cousins" in
the tropics that grow about three inches
long? These little monsters would frighten
a watchdog, let alone a housewife. Also,
in most places the missionary must learn
to crawl under a mosquito net every night
and then go to sleep to the sound of frustrated mosquitoes buzzing outside the netting.
Guatemala has five Watch Tower misgjonary homes and a total of twenty-one
missionaries. These missionaries must also
learn to adapt themselves to local customs,
in addition to the natural surroundings.
One of the most noticeable customs is the
Guatemalan love for shaking hands. Just
a nod or a brief "how-do-you-do" would
never do in Guatemala. When you meet
someone you know, first must come a
warm handshake and a cheery, "HeIlo, how
are you feeling today?'· which is 'followed
by a full minute or two in. handshaking
and more greeting. A-fter all this, then
comes the body of the conversation. The
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up and will rant and rave, foJJowing the

missionary down the street for a block or
more. Another obstacle encountered is the
lack of villages or towns having maps.

Missionaries must make their own maps,
giving names to streets, identifying parks,
buildings and homes. This is done so that
these villages may be systematically
worked with the good news; also if inter·
est is manifest they may know how to find
th.e home without too much ado.
Here in "the Land of Eternal Spdng"
the seeds of eternal truth have been planted, a bumper crop is at hand, and we beg
for more workers, because the harvest is
great.-Matthew 9:38, New World Trans.

DO YOU KNOW?

• In what notorious case, religion has joined
in making haq men heroes? P. 3, ~4.
Where the forty-day fast of Lent a;ctl.lally
originated? P. 6, 1[5.
• Whether the apostles and disciples ceiebrated Lent? P. 7, 1ft.
• When today's -Christian might fast? P. S,
1[5.
• Where to look for one of the most en·
trancing parts of the sea? P. 9, ~t.
• When s kin diving fi rs t became pop ular ~
P. 10, 113.
• How goggle fishermen
oftcn frighten
sharks away? P. 11, (fL
• Why the ability to read is so important fur
school ehildren? P. 13, 114.
• A major n~ason why children· do 110t read
as well as they should? P. 14,113.

I •

conclusion includes another round of handshaking with an extra amount of HWishyou-wells," and only then is one free to
depart.
. The GUatemalans are undeniably polite.
They may dis~gtee completely with what
you say, yet they wjJJ listen politely while
you say it. Oftentimes, however, the unexpected awaits the missionary at the door.
Someone with a nasty disposition will turn
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• How a child ma.y be eJl~ouraged to read~
P. 15,117·
• How the Chinese houseWife prepares rice?
P. 17, 1[3.
• How a boy on a springy stick kneads Chi.
nese noodle dough? P. 18, f,5.
• How Chinese cooks retain the bright color
k ..
t

in coo eu vege abies: P. 1'9, 1f1.
• To what amazing extent Britain's football
gam bli n g has grown 1 P. 2:2, 112.

•

Why Jesus and his apostles woult! be un·
II'cltome !It a "brotherhood" rallyl P. 25, 114.
• H
J
d'
·th th 'd
th t 11
ow esus Isagreet! WI
e 1 ea
a a
religious ways are rIght? P. 26, 1[4.
• In what Cenlral American land some claim
that the rainbow gels its colors? P. 27, f:t.
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War in Costa Rica

In 1948 Jose Figueres led a
revolt that deposed Costa Rican President Teodoro Picado_
Since Picado was a friend of
the NIcaraguan
president,
Anastasio Somoza, enmity developed between the two countries. In May, 1954, President
Figueres was accused of plot·
tlng against the life of President Somoza. On January 11
Costa Rica reported that an
"army of adventurers," estimated at about 500, invaded
her territory. Figueres charged
that Nicaragua's Somoza had
ihsplred the rebellion, but Gen·
eral Somoza denied it. As Costa Rica's civil guard went into
action to repulse the rebels,
the country's chief of staff con·
firmed that Teodoro Picado,
Jr., son of the former president
and a West Point graduate,
was i.n oommand 01 the rene1
forces.

'*

Assassination In Panama
Panama is a Central ArneI"
ican republic famous for ba·
nanas and the Panama Canal.
For six years Col. Jose Antonio
RemOn had bef'n the country's
"strong man." In spite of coups
and the rapid turnover of presidents, Colonel RemOn managed to retain his position as
chief of the National Pollee,
the only armed force in the
country. In 19'5'2 Co1one1 RemOn decided to run for president. He was elected. The pres·
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ArgenMna: The Feul1 Continues
• Ever since last September,
particularly, the feud~tween
the Roman Catholic
hurch
and the PerOn regime as gone
on unabated. In December the
Peronista press reported that
sex deviation Is on the Increase
in predominantly Catholic Argentina. The press reported
that 300 homosexuals had been
arrested in one night. Critica,
a Peronista paper, went out of
its way to state that 80 per
cent of the homosexuals ar·
rested "had been educated in
[Roman Catholic] religious
schools." A law passed in the
province Of COrdoba withdrew
all subsIdies from Roman
Catholic schools. And in Buenos Aires the newspaper Democracia clamored for the removal of "idols" from Catholic
schools. Argentina's interior
minister, \\ngel Borlenghl, is·
sued a decree granting non·
Catholic religious organization." th~ ~\ght ttl }),,"wine "ma.·
terlal and spiritual help" in the
nation's hospitals, prisons and
other institutions. Formerly,
this privilege had been the ex·
clusive possessIon ot the cath·
olic Church. As the PerOn regime continued the feud it became apparent that some Catholics were worried about the
loyalty of the church's adherents. A newly formed underground organization dIstributed leatiets requesting Cathollcs
to show their loyalty by wear·
ing Catholic badges and by
bowing to priests "proudly and
ostentatiously."

ident began, for the first time
in the history of Panamanian
politics, an energetic drive
against graft and corruption.
His aid to the poor and other
measures heightened the president's popularity. So popular
did Rem6n become that it is
said he shunned bodyguards
whenever he could and went to
baseball games alone. With his
bodyguards on January 2,
President RemOn went to the
Juan Franco race track. After
the races the presidential par·
ty sat down on the brightly
lighted race track terrace. The
grandstands and [nfield were
now pitch black. Suddenly,
from the darkness, machine
guns opened up. The president
and his party were almost
helpless, being like illuminated
"sitting duck" targets. Soon
the stream of splaying bullets
had cut down President RemOn. Jose Guizado, the vice·
president, moved up to the
presidency. Police launched an FrBnco and the Monarehy
Franco's religioUS advisers
investigation. They took into have
ever been conCerned
custody Ruben Mira, a gun
merchant. Mira confessed the about his succession. In 1947
they persuaded Franco to pass
assassination and identified his a law.declaring Spain "a Cath·
accomplices as Jose Guizado, olic and social state which, in
Jr., the new president's son accordance with its tradition,
and Rudolph Saint Malo, the is constituted a monarchy,"
new president's business part- But the law contained a clause
ner. The National Assembly in which Franco requested "the
ordered President Guizado ar- right moment to install the
resten ann then named lUcardo first King of the legUlmate
Arias Espinoza as the new dynasty." This was because the
president.
pretender to Spain's throne,

'*
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Don Juan of Bourbon son oi dethroned Alfonso XIII, was not
acceptable to Franco. Years
ago Don Juan urged his man·
archist followers not to cooperate with Franco's regime;
Franco never forgot that. How·
ever, in his search for a suc·
cessor Franco has cast his eye
at Don Juan's 17-year.old son,
Prince Juan Carlos. It was on
this matter that, in De~mber,
Don Juan visited Spain for the
first time since the Civil War.
He conferred with Franco. The
result: apparent agreement
that Prince Carlos would be
groomed for the throne. Franco decided that th~ best way
to make an etfectJve autocratic
ruler out of the boy would be
to give him intense military
and religious training. It was
agreed that Carlos be banded

360,000 worshipE!d. .Before a
white pine altar the premier.
with closed eyes 8Jl,d bowed
head, paid silent attention to
the sun goddess, (Shinto be·
lief is that the sovereignty of
the emperor is exef<:ised by
divine right througl1 his reputed descent from the sun
goddess, who is considered to
be the founder of the Japanese
nation.) Observers believed
that Hatoyama's appeaiance
before the shrine oj the sun
goddess may favorably influ·
ence the votes of mallY Japan·
ese nationalists in tile spring
elections.
Suez: SeagliJag" 7'ra.ffic Jam

+ The

100-mile·long artery
that connects Port Sa.id on the
Mediterranean Sea with Suez
on the Red Sea is the most
over to a member of the Span- heavily used sea canal in the
iSh general staff ft'lr Instruc- world. It averages thirty·five
tion in military science. Don vessels a day. On December 31.
Juan was not at all pleased ten miles from Isrnailia, a
about Franco's extensive reli- tanker veered into' the open
gious tl'aining program for the arms of a steel swjng bridge,
lad. But at the villa near Ma- carrying it athwart the canal.
drid. where the young prince 'rhe waterway was blocked. A
Will take up residence, there great traffic jam resulted.
will be a Roman Catholic chap· More than 152 ships waited for
lain to guide the prospective four days before wreckIng
ttE!WS couIc! reopen the canal.
king.
It was not only the worst traf.Japan: Back to the Shrl.nes
fic jam in the waterway's 85·
.. For centuries the Japanese year·Old history, but as one
have celebrated OlJho Gatlm,- Brltlsh army officer put it:
the Japanese New Year. But "The canal [was] more solidly
n(:!ver since World War II did blocked by the tanker and'
so many Japanese stream to wreckage than ever l'ly enemy
the andent Shinto shtines as bombs and mines d\.\ring the
they did this year. To the war."
shrine of Emperor Meiji (Hirohito's grandfather) swarmed The Red China-Tibet WghwaY8
more than 2,700,000. More than + Tibet, a country enclosed on
500,000 Japanese visited the three sides by three vast moun·
Yasukuni shrine in Tokyo, tain systems, is one of the
which Is dedicated to the spiro most isolated lands in the
its of soldiers who have died world. It is the highest ele·
in battle. The worshipers vated country in the world.
clapped their hands in the hope In 1951 the COInmurtists conot getting the attention of the quered Tibet and plans were
supposed souls of the war made for the country's first
dead. Japan's new premier, main road contact with the
Iehiro Hatoyama, although he outside world. As 1955 came in
is a professed Christian, made the project was <:ompleted. The
a pJlgrimage to the Grand road-building project had tak·
Shrines of Shinto at Ise, south- en three and a half years. The
west of Tokyo, where some road systems have a (:ombined
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length of 2,722 mile8-alrnost
twice as long as China's an·
cient Great Wall. The Sikang·
Tibet Highway rolJer-coasts
1,410 mUes across 14 mountain
ranges and 100 rivers. At one
place it traverses a series of
2,600-foot precipices. Even Na·
tionalist ClUna had to acknowledge the stupendous achieve·
ment, but the Nationalist,gov,
ernment said the cost was too
high. It was estimatM that of
the 500,000 road workers 50,000
died from injuries and freez·
ing.
CrIme in Thailand

+ Thailand, a country where
about 95 per cent of the pea·
pIe are Buddhists, is plagued
with crime and violence. In
January Bangkok police dis·
closed that in 1954 the number
of persons kllled in criminal
attacks or fights came to 2,000.
The report said that fourteen
policemen died in blazing gun
battles.
U.S.: Record Year for Crime

+ In 1945 an unbroken upsurge of crime began in the
U.S. Each year sinc~ then, in
spIte of aD the vigillmt e110rts
of law enforcement agencies,
crime has never dipped, always
incI'f!ased. In 1954 the number
of seriolis crimes committed
was greater than any other
year in U.S. history. J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the Fed·
eral Bureau ot Investigation,
disclosed that the 1954 record
waS about five per cent over
1953.- Markedly soaring to a
ten-year high in 1954 were ago
gravated assault, robbery, bur·
glary. larceny and rape. Also
outstanding 111 the increase
rate were bank robberies:
from 1953's 248 to 1954's 307.
Complete details on the crime
increase would be available,
Hoover saId, In March with
the pubUcation of Uniform
Crime Reports.
Av1a.tlon: Safety Record

+

The year 1954 brought _an
outstanding safety record for
AWAKE!

u.s; airlines. Most remarkable
was the record of scheduled
airlines. Counting both dornes·
tic and overseas routes, they
found that they flew almost
35,000,000 passengers nlore
than 20,000,000,000 passetlger
miles. Not one person was
killed on overseas fiights. On
domestic flights 23 persons
were killed in three accidents.
This put the over-all 1954 fatality figure at .08 passengers
killed per 100,000,000 passenger
miles. Amazingly, the figure
bettered even the 1953 U.S.
railroad figure of .16 passenger
deaths per 100,000,000 passen·
ger miles. Non·scheduled Arnerican lines also had an excellent
safety record. They had only
one crash in 1954; ten persons
died. This happened on December 22 and ruined what would
have been a perfect record for
the non-scheduled lines. 'fbis
one accident put their fatality
figure at .69 passengers killed
per 100,000,000 passenger miles,

which ia well below the esti·
mated figure

for ached-uled

lines world·wide.
"A Major National DilJa8ter"

.. According to the Automo·
tive Safety Foundation the
death rate on American highways durIng 1954 was /l.bout
6.4 persons killed per 100 mU·
lion miles of driving. On holi·
day week ends the roads were
the most dangerous. On Cl1ristmas week end 392 persons
were killed in accidents. As
1954 closed with a hideous toll
so did 1955 come in. The Na·
tional Safety Council predicted
that 240 persons would die on
highways over the New year's
Day week end. The deathS ex·
ceeded what was predicted:
283 died in accidents. Ned H.
Dearborn, president of the
safety organization, termed
the holiday death toll "a rna·
jar national disaster." He said
that Hurricane Hazel was a

"piker" as a kHler compared

with "the tidal wave of carelessness, selfishness and cold
inditference that is pilin~ up a
holiday, death toll on out high.
ways which should shame any
civilized nation."
RussIa: Space Travel NellU'?

•. In January a Moscow radio
broadcast featured an inter·
view with a Professor DDbron·
ravov, a Soviet scientist, 'who
talked about space travel be·
tween the planets. He said
that the first step in interplan·
etary travel was to set up an
"artificial . satellite" ill the
stratosphere from which to
launch space ships to the
moon. This will· be possible for
Russia, the professor said,
"within a few years." lie ex·
plained that Soviet scientists
expect to be rocketing between
the planets "in the very near
future." The professor's listen'
ers, no doubt, wondered If the
first tickets for Mars would be
round trip or one way.

-ANNOUNCING-

1955 ASSEMBLIES
of
Jehovah's Witnesses
Plans and arrangements are now being made at various
Americah, Canadian and European cities to hold grand
assemblies this summer. All persons of good will are invite)d
to attend one or more of these gatherings where the waters
of Bible truth and spiritual blessings will abundantly flow.
AMERICAN AND CANADIAN ASSEMBLIES
Ch 1c",go, Illinois
June 22 ·26
Vancouver, B. C .• Canada
June 29. July 3
Los Angeles, California
July 6·10
DaIlU, Tex...
July 13·17
(English and Spanistt)
New York, New York
July 20.24

EUROPEAN ASSEMBLIES
LondOn, England
July
Parll, France
Aug.
Rome, Italy
Aug.
Nuremberg, Germany
Aug.
Stockholm, Sweden
Aug.
The Hague, Netherlands
Aug.

27.31
3.7
5·7

10.14
17.21
17.21

Decide Now Where and When You \Xlil1 Attend
FEBRUARY 22, 19[;5
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FLEE CORRUPTION TO SURVIVE
What is to become of this world,
and what you should do about it
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DO YOU THINK?
'flIDS world is proud of its wisdom.
1 Ours is an intellectual age. Logic and
scientific reasoning abound. Even so, many
people still do not think. They let others
think for them-and often even those
others do not think. An example is the way
man's fancied wisdom sometimes attempts
to discredit the Bible. Higher criticism
doubts the Bible's accuracy. Modernists
doubt its authority. Sometimes their views
may lead other men into doubting that
book's reliability and timeliness for today.
But this magazine supports the Bible. It
is designed for people who want to think.
Mote people should think today. Almost
everyone imagines he does. But do you?
Has tl;l.e Hood of modern magazines that
entertain rather than inform ruined your
capacity for thought? Have television programs and the resulting loss of intelligent
conversation and discussion added to this
lack of thought? Are your ideas dictated
by someone who said: "Now this is right,"
only to be changed when somebody else
says: "No, this is"? Do you know the reasons for your convictions? Can you analyze
and determine answers?
The difference between right action and
wrong action is thought. What you think
directs what you do. Do your thoughts
lead you in the right way, or the wrong?
How do you know which way is right and
which is wrong? Do you know the proofs
of your belief, of your religion? Or do you
MARCH 8, 1955

believe it just because your· parents did or
because some dear friend told you that
this one or that one is right? Have you
thought about it yourself and weighed the
evidence and come to a sound conclusion
based on fact?
A man who never uses his body to do a
hard day's work finds it a tiring and difficult thing to do, while the man who digs
ditches or loads freight cars or wrecks
buildings has little difficulty in putting
forth an added bit of exertion. The brain
is like the body in this respect. The more
you use it, the easier it is to use. But do
you find an extra bit of mental exertion
extremely difficult and tiring? Then, perhaps, you are out of the habit of thinking.
It is not so hard to get out of that habit as
you might imagine. Even in this age a
vast multitude of persons do not think
-they merely imagine that they do.
Some people are too lazy to work; many
are too lazy to think. Some people have not
done enough work to know how; many
have not done enough thinking to be proficient at it. They are in a rut that requires
little thought, no imagination. They never
examine, never investigate, rarely progress
in wisdom and knowledge. Do not be too
lazy to think.
Straight thinking does not come naturally for most of us. It has to be learned.
Making a sound decision may be the
hardest work we are called upon to do.
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Constructjve thinking is more than daydreaming or the weaving of fantasies. We
must weigh the various aspects of a situation. We may read material that provokes
thought, and analyze it as we do, then base
decisions upon facts that we have read.
But what do you get out of what you read?
Do you skim lightly over the page, getting
merely a smattering of what is there?
Or in reading is YO\U' mind active? Does
it think about what is read, making certain
that it got the correct idea from the page,
and considering how this applies and what
it means to you? Correct understanding is
vital. How could you add to intelligent
conversation if your information is faulty?
How could you reach sound conclusions if
in reading you misread the facts upon
wh~ch yOUI:' conchlsion is based?
It has been said that while man's brain
power grows rapidly during the first ten
years of his life, it then steadily loses
momentum, and that by the time many
peopJe are 20, growth in brain power has
stopped. This is not true of people who
keep studying, reading and thinking, but
probably it js true with the majority of
persons who do not continue to expand.
A person can get along from day to day
without doing a great deal of active thinking, but to form higher habits or to gain
better skills, or to test your convictions
for accuracy, thinking cannot be dispensed
with. As Donald A. Laird said in his book
Increasing Persotull Efficiency: "Earthworms and idiots find it easy to live without active thinking. So do too many
others." Obviously we do not wish to be in
such a class.
If you see yourself in the bad picture of
passive thinkers rather than in the good
picture of active thinkers, do not be depressed; just do something about it. To
build up your physical muscles you must
eat and exercise. To grow strong in thinking, fill your mind with food for thought
4

-provocative truths. Keep your mind
active on them. Consider them. Talk about
them. Explain them. Exercise your mental
capacities, using that food for thought,
just as an athlete uses food and exercise to
develop his physical muscles.
Too many people have let the drugs of
modern living dull their minds. They have
let others think for them. They follow the
crowd because, though what 'everyone else
says may not be right, following them is
easier than thinking for oneself. Perhaps
they follow the family, thinking that whatever their parents or their close relatives
said can be accepted without inv~stigation.
Thus their own power of thinking has taken a holiday.
Like a child who has not learned to
walk, all too many people cannot stand on
their own mental legs and walk satjsfactorily through the maze of conflicting
claims and ideas that are set before us
today. But the child can learn to walk; a
man can build his physical muscles through
use; and likewise we can develop our mental strength, learning to weigh facts, to
analyze, to determine and to put to accurate use the intelligent conclusions tire
reach.
One such conclusion has to do with the
Bible itself. Those who scoff at that book
are not using sound wisdom, true Iogic or
an intelligent appraisal of the facts. They
have ignored the evidence of archaeology
and history that (despite modern critics'
claims to the contrary) prove the Bible
account accurate. They have ignored the
Bible's harmony, its frankness, its high
mora] principles, and, above all, its reliable
and detailed prophecies that show that
this book is far beyond the power of any
man or group of men to produce. The wise,
the intellectual, the logical, the truly scien-

tific approach proves this book's authority.
But too many people have never given it a
thought. Have you?
A WAKE!

fLEE
TO
SURVIVE

r"f"IIS world must go.
1. But there is no
reason why you should
go with it. No sane .
What it to become of this
world? Whot is to become
person wishes for disof ils religion, errt, enli9hten~
no part of it. In fact,
aster, but wishful
ment, the culture of ib dvili. thinking will not avert
they are anxious to see
zation?Whct is to become of
the disaster coming
man? This article (I n,weB.
it go. Their choice is
upon this world. It is
to live for the new
world of Bible promJehovah's judgment
that this world come to an end; that judg- ise, wherein "righteousness is to dweU." In
ment is final. He is God. He changes not. faith and hope they have dissociated
themselves from this old world. Their Lead-Malachi 3: 6.
er
said of them: "They are no part of the
People who believe that "all is well,"
world
just as [I am] no part of the world."
or who contend that "in the end all will
They
have
no part in old-world pursuits and
turn out all right," are indulging in the
activities
that
are dictated by the lust of
same sad illusions that deceived the inhabappetite,
the
greed
for gain, the passion
itants of the prefiood world. It is the
for
power,
the
thrill
of physical combat,
same truthless delusion that beguiled the
and
the
thirst
for
violence.
They are a
Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Greek
people
separate
and
distinct
from
this old
and Roman empires to their ultimate anni.
world.
They
have,
as
it
were,
escaped
from
hilation. These are choosing to live in a
the
old
to
the
new
world
by
their
faithful
world of pleasant fantasy. They are seeking to escape from the grim reality of our adherence to God's Word.-2 Peter 3:13;
times. They refuse to face the fact that John 17:16, New World Trans.
this world is through, that its time is up
and that it is on its way out. They intend Reap What We Sow
These who practice "the New World
to hang on to it, rejecting all thought that
such association now can only spell certain religion:' that iS true Christianity, do not
labor under any false illusion that just
disaster with it. So they
deliberately choose to
because nations take upon themselves the
dupe themselves and oth·
ers by their false reason·
jngs.
But, on the other hand,
there are those who refuse to run away. Tnese
prefer to face reality.
These see this world for
what it is: corrupt, immoral. degenerate, dying.
They know that it is on
its way out. They want
t
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name of God and Christ-this gesture
will in itself spare them from the rod of
God. Far be this from truth. Did God spare
Israel, his people, when they turned
unfaithful? Did he let Jerusalem go un~
punished for her iniquities? Will Chris~
tendom and heathendom go unpunished for
their sins? Christendom stands more rep~
rehensible and abominable in the sight of
God, for she claims to be God's servant,
but her acts belie her claims. Her history
has been an almost unvarying record of
confusion, contention, militaristic rivalry
and recurring war. Her lust has been
shameless and her power merciless. Her
public affairs have been directed by con~
spiracies. Deceit has been her choice,
exploitation and plunder her goal of action,
injustice her rule of state. It is impossible
to define her history in terms of righteous~
ness.
Christendom's religion has been mere
tradition; her worship, a mockery; her
professions of justice, hypocrisy. The ma~
jority of her people have no practice of
religion; and those who go to church and
listen. to prayers and sing hymns addressed
to God have only the vaguest idea of what
is meant by God, or knowing God, or living
the life of God as exemplified in the life
of Jesus Christ his Son. She has plundered
her own peoples. Can she flout the laws
of God, with such impunity and not ,be
punished? Can she seek her own lustful~
ness. and greed and not in the end lose
everything? Can she practice violence and
hate against her neighbor and not bring
upon herself as well as her neighbor a
common ruin? God himself gives answers
to these questions. "Do not be misled: God
is not one to be mocked. For whatever
a man is sowing, this he will also reap;
because he who is sowing with a view to
his flesh will reap corruption from his
6

flesh. "-Galatians 6:7, 8, New World
Trans.
The TwUiyht of Harvest
After sixteen centuries of sowing of
sexy, conscienceless, filthy seed, Christen~
dam stands now at the threshold ready to
reap the grand harvest. She has scoffed at
the Book of books, the Bible, and acclaimed
the dirty. obscene trash as "the best of the
seaSon." Every avenue to the human mind
she has cluttered with sex. Everything
from automobiles to dainties she adver·
tises against a background of a woman's
leg. She has gone all-out to promote sexy
thinking and living. Her churches have
been converted into recreation centers and
gambling dens. Instead of devoting herself
to creative, practical, peaceful pursuits,
she has fallen into neglect and ease. Bit
by bit she has allowed the fibers of honesty
and decency to crumble to ruin. Everywhere within her realm life has become an
exhausting struggle. There are signs of
her slipping and sliding into a major, moral
collapse. As she has built, so shall she be
torn down. As she has sown corruption, so
shall she reap corruption.
Christendom expresses surprise and
amazement at her harvest of corruption,
crime, immorality and delinquency. What
she failed to give her children was an
appreciation of God, his Word and their
relationship to him. She failed to Sow those
values which mean more than all the ma~
terial possessions in the world.
She says movies and television educate.
So they do. They are educating the new
generation to become irresponsible citizens
at a very tender age. Writes a concerned
mother: "With the exception of a very
few, all children's shows on the current
TV programs seem to be composed of nothing but gangsters, tough cowboys, blustering, blood and thunder pictures which
AWAKE!

-give every child from Maine to Louisiana

century world is openly immoral in its
the idea that it is right and honorable and politics, business dealings, human relations
pure heroism to shoot and kill
cold and sex standards. A leading American
blood. At the tender age of four years, my statesman stated: "The decline of integdaughter has a well-established idea that rity in public life has brought us into the
it is nice to shoot people."
twilight of honor."
Just recently Britain's Lord Samuel, a
Now has come the hour for that terrible
liberal
leader, was wildly cheered by the
awakening, when Christendom must reap
peers
when
he delivered a grave warning
what she has sown. HIs it not true," asks
about
crime
and immorality. Lord Samuel
Monsignor Thomas J. Quigley, "that most
said:
"Violent
crime also has greatly in·
Americans consider divorce legitimate?
creased,
and
we
read in the newspapers
. . . Do they not think it is smart to cheat
everyday
of
cruel
and ruthless murders
the insurance company, beat traffic tickets,
such
as
are,
in
the
age of education and
drink heavily, play around with another
one's husband or wife? Isn't 'getting away enlightenment, a disgrace to us all. There
with it' the pragmatic norm which governs is no question," said he, "but that sexual
their decisions? Have we not become a laxity is much more than it has been in
people who worship the 'body beautiful?' earlier generations. Marriages are continuHave not our whole entertainment and ally breaking up. Separations are frequent.
athletic program, our popular songs and We find in literature, in the drama, in life,
dances, made us a sex-mad, pleasure-mad
that adultery is regarded as a jest and
people? Are we not dedicated to getting
the most we can of wealth, honor, sensible divorce a mere unimportant incident. ...
pleasure, and excitement out of the physi- Now, last of all, we find to our dismay
cal world, out of the worship of the body? that the vices of Sodom and Gomorrah
Are we not a delinquent people in terms of -the Cities of the Plain-appear to be rife
Christian faith and tradition? If we are, among us. If they spread and if they' bethen both juvenile and parental delin- come common, then retribution will not be
quencyare mere partial manifestations of found in earthquake and conflagration,
our general decay as a Christian nation." but in something much more deadly and
Decay? Yes, exactly. Christendom has insidious-the poisoning of the moral
sown corruption, now the unchanging law sense."
of God is that she reap corruption. If she
Turn in whatever direction you pleaSe,
is weak, her societies corrupt and degen- and read the signs that spell a moral breakerate, her social systems unadaptabIe, the down. In Paris before the war it was estifault is not God's, but her own. She chose mated that there were 20,000 prostitutes,
to have it so---so shall it be. One of her own while in 1949 the guesses seemed to averclerics declares: "Ought we not to ask" age about 100,000. A German survey simi-,
however, in what significant or realistic lar to the U. S. Kinsey report said that
sense can we apply the name 'Christian' to "eighty-nine per cent of the men and
ourselves or to our national life? ... Is the seventy per cent of the women had sexual
moral tone of the nation-its politics, its relations before marriage." In America
business life, its literature, its theatre, various reports assert that over seventyits movies, its radio networks, its televi- three per cent of Americafi males have
sion stations-Christian?" This twentieth- premarital intercourse by the tim~ they

in
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are twenty. As for divorce, one authority
~at Olin many circles the partner
who refused to give the other his or her
'freedom' is regarded as somewhat churlish
and-unchivalrous." This authority lists the
increase in divorce since those pre-WorldWar-I years for Englarid and Wales as
3,867 per cent; for Scotland, 691 per cent;
for New Zealand, 489 per cent; for the
United States, 221 per cent; and Japan,
for which the figures were incomplete, it
being the only "pagan" country involved,
was the orily land with less divorce, and
there the decrease was 7 per cent.
While Christendom chants the Ten Commandments: 'Thou shalt have no other
gods before me,' she is filled to overflowing
with false gods; 'thou shalt not kill,' yet
within her boundaries have originated the
greatest and mom vicious of all wars, with
wholesale killing and murder; 'thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself,' still she engages in hate campaigns and cold wars;
'thou shalt not commit adultery,' she is
filled with adulterers and adulteresses;
'thou shalt not steal,' crime and delinquency have reached new peaks. J. Edgar
Hoover, the director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation in the United States,
warned that cl major crime is committed
every 13.8 seconds, that in the first six
months of 1954 over 1,136,140 major
crimes took place. Reports show that
youngsters are going in for big-time crime,
that these are quicker than adult criminals
to kill. Everywhere you turn are the same
ominous signs of decay.

states

What to Expect in the N.,ear Future
Not all is well in Christendom. She is
sick to death and there is none to save her.
She must go, and so must this old world.
How well the prophet describes this hour
before her complete fall: "She has fallen!
8

Babylon the great has fallen, and she has
become a dwelling-place of deinonsand a
lurking-place of every unclean exhalation
and a lurking-place of every unclean and
hated bird!" Like a writhing patient in the
clutches of a fatal disease is this old world.
All- its life it went on its arrogant way,
indulged in every passion, satisfied every
lust, violated wantonly every law of health
and God. Now the irresistible laws of God
are at work. It must reap what it has
sown.-Revelation 18:2, New World Trans.
But you do not have to die with this
old world. Paul said: "He whp is sowing
with a view to the spirit will reap everlasting life from the spirit." "Sowing with
a view to the spirit" means giving heed
to the great Spirit, Jehovah God. His
immediate command is: "Get out of her
[this satanic system of things], my people,
if you do not want to share with her in her
sins, and if you do not want to receive p~t
of her plagues. . . . she will be completely
burned with fire, because Jehovah God
who judged her is strong." Get out by
severing all connections with its prevailing
political and social life; by steering clear
of its passions, ambitions and pastimes.
Paul advises: "QUit being fashioned after
this system of things, but be transformed
by making your mind over, that you may
prove to yourselves the good and acceptable and complete will of God."--Galatians
6:7-9; Revelation 18:4-8; Romans 12:2,
New World Tran."l.
You can best do this by filling your mind
with God's Word, which tells of a new
world wherein righteousness is to dwell.
A nucleus of that new world is now in the
earth represented in the New World society. Associate yourself with it as do all
of Jehovah's witnesses, and escape this
world's end to enjoy life unending in a
paradise new earth.-2 Peter 3: 13.
AWAKE!
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HAT would our houses be without
windows, our bedrooms without
mirrors, and our'vanity e;1ressers
without frangible cosmetic containers?
What would our kitchens be without the
glass tumbler, the glass coffeemaker, the
glass casserole, saucepan and dinnerware?
What would our living rooms be without
the glass lamp shade, without a radio, phonograph or television? our basements wi thout canned fruit? our attics witpout a
framed glass picture of grandfather or an
old chandelier? For one thing, our homes
would be dark; our bedrooms, unattractive;
our kitchens, less invit;ing; our living rooms
not so appealing or so relaxing. Certainly
much of the fragile beauty that engraces
our homes and makes them more livable
we owe to that versatile material-glass.
Step inside an ultramodern living room
and what is it that first attracts your attention? Is it not the large picture window
that invites the garden beauty of the out~
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doors right inside? These glass
windows are made to withstand rain, snow, sleet, the heat of summer and the cold of winter for generations_
They let light through, as much as eighty
per cent of it, and at the same time absorb
about forty-five per cent of the heat.
Step out of the living room for a moment and call to mind the various conceivable types of glassware with which almost
every modern home is equipped-their
number is staggering. There are glass candlesticks, glass shades, glass chandeliers,
dessert bowls, sugar bowls, butter· coolers
drinking glasses and water jugs, quart and
pint decanters of all descriptions, as well
as numerous other items for household
use, such as vases, inkstands, wafer boxes,
dishes, door handles, shutter knobs, mirrors and many kinds of ornaments of glass.
There are glasses to cook on, glasses to
cook in, glass dishes for the food, and glass
knives, forks and sPOons to eat it with.
There are glass beds and glass blankets,
glass freezers, triers and driers. No wonder
we find it difficult to imagine a house without glass.

The First Windows
Yet in Cicero's time, who died in 43
B.C., glass objects of any kind were rarities, and glass windows were unknown.
There were no windows at all in Greek
houses. The rooms were lighted only when
the one door which opened onto an inner
courtyard was uncovered. In ancient times
superstitious people believed sunlight to
be a spirit god. They tried capturing it by
9

trying to chase it into their homes and by
Quickly shutting the door so that it would
not escape. The first windows, even though
they were nothing but narrow slits in the
wall, were hailed as marvelous innova~
tions. During the Roman era and for hundreds of years thereafter, animal skins or
woven material was used as windowpanes.
Sometimes the well-to-do Romans used bits
of horn or shell or mica instead of cloth,
or very thin sheets of alabaster, to cover
their windows.
As late 8S the fourteenth century Richard 11 issued a writ to search all England
to find glass to repair the windows in just
one castle. Near the close of the seventeenth century in all the great towns of
Italy, with perhaps the exception of Genoa,
paper or skins of animals were used as
windowpanes. Early American homes had
few or no windows. In 1684 Colonel William Byrd of Virginia was forced to send
to England to get glass panes for his new
hOme. Those glass windows were a rare
sight in America. In the sixteenth century
a man who owned glass windows took them
with him if he moved to a new home, and
he entered them in his wiII as precious possessions to be handed down to his chosen
heir.

amazing material came to be called by the
world g1ass. However, authorities doubt

Pliny's story because, say they. it takes
1200 degrees Fahrenheit to fuse glass. And
if tba t beach fire fused gl8$S, then~ according to these authorities, "it was the hottest open campfire on record!" Despite the
apocryphal nature of the stOly, one reason some accept it is that soda, sand and
fuel make glass and that these were plentifulalong the coast of Phoenicia.
However, long before man learned to
make glass, nature was forming her own.
A flash of Jightning into a sand dune will
turn the sand into a long, slender tube of
glass, measuring up to a half inch in diameter and sometimes several feet in length.
In Uruguay, along a stretch of sandy dunes,
there are glass rods of this type that reach
a depth of many yards into sand. In some
sections the wind has blown away the sand
leaving a glimmering forest of crystal
trees!
Volcanic action, too, is a glassmaker.
Volcanic gla.ss is called obsidian. Egyptian
and Roman craftsmen decorated their
homes with objects made of obsidian. They
shaped this impure semitransparent material into bowls, plates, jars, arrowheads
and jewelry. Wealthy ladies had vanity
cases and compacts made of decorated
Diacovered by Accident
glass. Small glass rods were used for apStrange, is it not, that thii fabulous ma- plying the make-up. Beads were used as
terial should have been discovered quite by charms. Archaeologists decla.re that the
accident? The historian Pliny tells us that best glass of Egypt is dug from the most
a group of Phoenician sailors anchored ancient sites.
ship along a Syrian,river. Going ashore to
In course of time men became highly
, prepare a meal, they took with them lumps skilled at the art of glassmaking, using
of natron to support their pots, because both obsidian and sand-made glass. The
there were no suitable rocks on the sandy Greeks laid floors of glass mosaic and patbeach. (Natron is a crude kind of soda, terned their walls with murals "painted"
Which sailors used as a cleanser in those in small pieces of glass. The Roman glass
days.) The campfire blazed hot. When it was so magnificently decorated that the
carne time to return to their ship, they no- wealthiest Romans cherished it as they did
ticed among the cooling campfire ashe.s their gold and silver jewelry ware. Imitastrings of shiny brittle substances. The tion emeralds, rubies and other precious
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gems were so·perfectly copied in glass that
only an expert could distinguish the genu~
ine stones from the false ones. The deception was so complete that even the wife of
Roman emperor Gallienus bought a set of
jewels that later proved to be made of
glass.
Down through the ages ~lass has never
lost its appeal. It has had as its admirers
and collectors Egyptian Pharaohs; Chinese
emperors, Roman Caesars, kings, princes
and popes. Royalty and nobility closely followed the art of its making. Nero, Adrian,
and his successors down to Gallienus, all
practiced the profession. Nero's taste for
glass vessels was extreme. He preferred
them to delicate vessels of gold and silver.
There is an account of the payment by
Nero of a sum equal to $100,000 for two
glass cups with hand1es!
Even though some of these notable men
were master craftsmen at the art of glassmaking, able to create elaborate storytelling windows with brilliant illustrations
of religious and Biblical themes, stiB none
of them could make the plain, colorless,
transparent windowpane through which
we view our modem world. Their "colorless" glass was more translucent than
transparent.
Perhaps nothing made of glass is more
popular than the mirror. First, mirrors
were made of po1ished meta1 or dark stone.
A man whose mirror was stolen or broken
felt that he himself had been injured. In
some societies the deliberate destruction
of a man's miITOr was a crime equivalent
to murder and punished with equal severity. However, even the best metal mirrors
reflected rather dimly. The apostle Paul
remarked: "For at present we see in hazy
outline by means of a metal mirror." (1 Corinthians 13:12, New World Trans.) When
the Venetians. learned how to coat one 'i>1de
of glass into a far better and clearer reflecting sunace, their mirrors became inMARCH 8, 1955

stantly popular, Marie de Medici, queen of
France, spent hundreds of thousands of
francs for a single Venetian mirror!
Air Bubble Makes a World of DifferelU!e
Despite the abundance of sand and the
simplicity with which glass can be made,
it still remained out of reach of the common man until the twentieth century. More
progress has been made in this century
than in all the others combined. But one of
the greatest contributing factors to this
success was discovered by the Phoenicians
between 3QO and 20 B.C., and that is the
technique of blowing an air bubble in molten glass. This strikingly simple thing required men thousands of years to learn.
The technique requires that a long hollow
iron rod be placed in molten glass and a
blob or "gather" of glass adhering to the
rod be lifted out and then shaped '!1.Ughtly
by rolling it on a flat surface. Next, a gentle puff of air into the other end of the
rod forms a small bubble in the middle of
the gather. The more one blows the larger
the bubble becomes, like a spherical balloon its walls' thin as it grows larger. As
soon as the bubble has reached the desired
size, let it cool and harden. The rod is then
pulled away or the glass sheared while it
is still warm and viscous. The opening left
by the rod can be "enlarged, so that the
round bubble becomes a vase or a widemouthed bowl.
Today, machines blow and mold the hot
glass. The blowing is done with compressed
air. Hand-blowing a half a billion milk bottles ar:td nearly three billion bottles for
medicines and toilet preparations, and
some billions more for soft-drink bottles
-not to mention the hundreds of millions
more for beer, fruit juices, liquors and other beverages-would require a tremendous
staff of human gla'i>s blowel'S~ 'This is an
capably handled today by the lungs of a
mechanical marvel.
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New GlaJUI Era BegiTUJ
Remember when you did not dare put a
baby's bottle into boiling water without
first heating it? Baby's bottles today can
be taken directly out of the refrigerator
and put into boiling water without losing
a bottle. In fact, laboratory men lay fine
sheets of this tempered glass on blocks of
ice, wait till it is cold, then pour molten
metal over it without cracking the glass.
Tumblers and plates made of this super~
glass can be tossed on the floor by junior
without danger of their chipping or break·
ing.
On the new glass ironing board thEl
housewife can press her glass frock. The
material will not burn, and a hot flatiron,
left on it while she answers a telephone
call, will not even leave a scorch mark.
Window and door drapes, luxurious sofas
and chairs, pillows and blankets are also
made of this fireproof, fiberglass fabric.
The amazing material will not stain and it
defies acids.
Bathrooms and kitchens are made
brighter and lighter with structural glass.
It resembles the finest marble. It is easy
to clean and cheaper, lighter and easier to
install.
At the dinner table the modern house~
wife brings meat, vegetables and desserts
to her table in the same handsome glass-
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ware in which they were cooked. Glass
casseroles reveal their contents to the
cook's watchful eye. Hot glass is used to
dry clothes, cook breakfast or warm a
house. In a small suburban home a new
type of insulating glass saves as much as
tweilty~three to thirty·six per cent of fuel
costs. One firm demonsttated the versa~
tility of glass by placing a quart of ice
cream wrapped in glass wool and an un~
baked cherry pie side by side in a hot
oven; also a pot of hot coffee wrapped in
glass wool was set in a refrigerator. When
removed, the pie was baked, the ice cream
still hard, the coffee still steaming.
Glass is so reasonably priced today that
almost every housewife can afford a set of
cleverly designed pieces with crystal clar~
ityand the delicacy of decors. tion on which
craftsmen once labored long hours to pro~
duce and for which kings once willingly
bartered gold and precious jewels. What
other material is like modern glass? It defies corrosion, swallows heat, lets in more
ultraviolet light, permits indoor sun tan,
and at the same time graces the home with
its glimmering, crystal beauty.
Thanks be to God for this wonderful gift
made from grains of sand-an abundance
of which he has created for our pleasure
and enjoyment.

Telephone Service de Luxe

America the special "help" facilities furnished by the telephone companies
are usually limited to time and weather. In Britain the only special service is time.
But on the Continent some countries, such as Switzerland and West Germany,
have made remarkable progress in "help" services. The German telephone system
is rapidly being acclaimed as the most outstanding in Europe. Some of the reasons:
one can dial for recipes and househOld hints, racing and football forecasts and
results, theater and film schedules, and even the opinion of the crHics. At all times
one can get the news, stock exchange and market reports. A sick person dials for
dispensary service. And if a music lover longs to hear his favorite record, you
guessed it, he dials to have it played to him. Austria, however, has eclipsed Ger·
many in at least one feature. In Vienna, if one feels low in spirits, he just reaches
for the telephone and dials the "joke" service. Germany is studying this one.
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HAT would you think about an elec·
tion in which a single vote is cast in
favor of more than 600 candidates? Unusual? Would you not think it stranger still
upon learning that you were voting for
nine presidents instead of one? Well, that
is the situation that confronted the 831,577
of the 1,295,522 registered voters in Uru·
guay who went to the polls on Sunday, No·
vember 28, 1954. Let us have a look at
some of the interesting features of the elec·
Hon system in this the smallest and probably most democratic republic, of South
America.
Uruguay has not always had nine "presi·
dents," or counselors as they are properly
called. In 1951 the Constitution was amend·
ed to make way for the Colegiado, this
present form of rule in which the power of
one president is vested in nine men. Actually, it is the realization of the ideals of one
of the earlier figures in Uruguayan politics
of this century, Jose BatlIe y Ordofiez, who,

W
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during his life, fought for this arrangement
based largely on the example of Switzer·
l~d. Though the cost of operating such a
government is naturally higher than in the
case of a single president, the arguments
are put forth that it guarantees that the
members will be more honest and that it
eliminates the danger of one man's taking .
dictatorial powers into his hands--a thing
very common in South American countries.
In spite of these arl5l:1ments, however, some
have openly stated their intention to return to the former system if elected to
power.
As there are no primary elections in Urn·
guay, the votes cast on election day decide
who will be the 9 counselors, 31 senators.
99 representatives, 9 members of the Elec·
toral Court, as well as the members of the
Council and municipal boards of the 19
departments of the country. Additionally,
there are two, and in some cases three,
alternative names given for all candidates
named above. These are elected as supple·
mentary members to serve in cases of res·
ignations, sickness, death, etc. Now you see
why it is that the lists published contain
more than 600 candidates.
The two principal parties are the Partido Colorado (Red party. but not Commu·
nist) the majority of which party belong
to the section called Batllismo, a name de·
rived from their leader Jose BatIle y Or·
d6fiez, and the Partido Nacional (National
party), formerly called the Partido Blanco
(White party). These two colors are those
used originally as emblems of the parties
during the civil wars. Today these parties
are divided into various factions. Each fae·
tion participates in the elections under the
general motto of the party, but uses a sub·
slogan that may be the same as or different
from that o~ the other factions. This is true
even when the list of candidates of the
faction, with its own distinguishing num·
her, is different from those of the other
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factions of the party. Generally the lists
support the same candidates for the most
important offices, such as counselors and
senators, with variations in the names of
candidates for the municipal offices and
House of Representatives. One cannot
choose some candidates from one list and
_others from a different list, but enust de~
cide upon one list that most suits his de-.
sires as far as all candidates for all offices
are concerned. This list, pubJished before
the election, is put into an envelope and
dropped into the ballot box on election day.
You have probably asked: "Why, though,
would different factions of the satfle party
run Wlder the same slogan?" That brings
up another interesting point about the election system here in Uruguay. When the
votes are counted, the votes received by aU
factions of the party are added to those re~
ceived by the list with the highest number.
In this way, although divided, the factions
keep themselves united in thejr tight
against the opposing parties. The victorious faction has the right to six seats in the
Council as representatives of the party.
The other three seats are occupied by the
party that follows the winner in number
of votes.
On the basis of the results of the present
election Luis Bailie Berres, who heads
List 15 of the Partido Co~oradoJ together
with the other five members of his faction,
will occupy the majority of the seats on
the Council durirtg the period 1955~59. The
three remaining seats will be occupied by
members of the Partido Nacional. The rest
of the positions in the Senate, FJouse of
Representatives, and the departmental
councils and municipal boards will be distributed proportionately according to votes
received by Colorado8 and Nacio1UllistM~
as well as members of the Communist,
SOcialist, Union Civica (Catholic), lnde-pendent National and some other smaller
parties.
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Though election day came at the end of
November, the publil!ity started some five
months earlier. To tiate nothing like it has
been seen in this country. Not even the
yearly camivaI with its noise, color, parades, floats and overwhelming masses of
people could compare with what occurred
prior to the decisive date of November 28.

A Publicity Campaign Extraordinary
Hundreds of political clubs scattered
throughout all parts of all the cities and
towns of the country maintained a constant flow of verbal propaganda through
their loud-speakers. Especially in the capital, Montevideo, in the central part, these
clubs are so close together at times that
when two announcers spoke at the same
time it was impossible to understand either
one. From morning till night the flow of
words continued. Adding to the uproar
were the dozens of sound cars that passed
through the streets blaring forth more in-

formation in favor of their particular party. Enormous floats covered with slogans,
signs, pictures of the politicians and the
number of their Jist contributed to the
spectacle. From the windows of cars thousands of handbills were thrown to the
winds, to be picked up, stepped on or finally
swept up by the street cleaners. When oDe
had come to the conclusion that the thunderous confusion of noise would drive him
crazy, more noise from above would be
heard as low-flying airplanes equipped with
loud-speakers would shout forth still more
propaganda.
The munjdpaHty of Montevideo positive.
ly prohibits the putting tip of conunerciaJ
signs or other notices about public events
in the streets. But, of course, exception is
made for political propaganda. How the
politicians took advantage of it! It can be
said that the appearance of the city was
practically transformed by the tens of
thousands of signs that began to appear
AWAKE!

pasted on trees, telephone and light poles,
fences, walls, fronts of buildings whether
old or new, inhabited or uninhabited, curbs
of the streets, statues and whatever else
offered a few square inches of space on
which to paste signs. No respect was shown
for others as one group of sign pastel'S
placed their signs over those of their op-ponents. Even before the glue would dry a
third group would appear to put their signs
over those of the previous two.
This continued day after day until finally
neat, clean buildings would remain a dis~
tasteful mass of jumbled signs placed at all
angles one over another. As election day
drew near one could hear the people grum~
bling because their property was literally
smothered in paper signs of all sizes, shapes
and colors. Trees and light posts became
the bearers of as many as three or four
different signs nailed or wired to them,
each one in favor of a different party.
Enormous electrical signs as well as hun~
dreds made on cloth were suspended over~
head from building to building. As many
as eight were seen in one city block. As a
result of high winds many would tear and
would remain hanging in ribbons above a
new one placed there by another party. In
many of the more important corners the
tattered remains of four or five signs presented anything but a pleasant picture.
Giant numbers appeared painted on the
streets along with the name of the party,
to attract the attention of the motorists
and pedestrians crossing at the corners.
Nearer the time of election cruzadas
throughout the country began with great
numbers of cars, trucks and motorcycles
moving from city to city and town to town
in an effort to rouse the sentiments of the
different adherents of each party. Day
after day in every part of the city speakers,
male and female, orated on the benefits of
their party and the failures of the other.
If one were to believe all that was said by
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the contenders for election he would have
to come to the conclusion that the entire
list of candidates were liars, cheaters, traitors to the COWltry and incapable of representing the people in their government.
Almost 100 per cent of the local newsreels
in the movies were dedicated to more propaganda, while the newspapers used up. to
50, 60 or 70 per cent of the total space in
many instances to further the cause of the
party that supports them. All in all, it was
a display of advertising never before seen
or duplicated and it caused amazement on
the part of all, especially the many interested observers of the 8th General Assembly of the UNESCO that was assembled in
Montevideo at the time. It provided an example of true freedom for those representatives present from dictator-controlled
countries.
One point that should not be overlooked
in this report is about the source of funds
behind such a monstrous campaign. Where,
in such a small country, would such an
amount come from? Why, from the government! $3,500,000 (pesos) were allotted
to be divided proportionately to the different parties on the basis of votes receiVed.
Without a doubt it was this fact that contributed largely to the greatly intensified
publicity campaign that Uruguayans saw
during the pre-election months.
So, Uruguay has made her decision for
another four-year period. It is too early yet
to say just what'the results will be as the
new government entered into power on
March 1, 1955. Only the passing of time will
tell whether it is for better or for worse
as far as the people of this land are concerned. But, regardless of the course of
the politicians of this old world, the ambassadors of the theocracy in Uruguay,
Jehovah's witnesses, will press on firmly in
the work of, announcing the perfect government of Jehovah God through Christ as
the only real remedy for today's problems.
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The Gambling Craze
The Gambling Feuer in America
In 1950 Dr. Ernest E. Blanche, a statistician
in the logistics division of the United States
Army who has made a secondary career out
of studying gambling and warning gamblers
that they cannot win, estimated that 8,000,000
Americans were playing the horses, 22,000,000
playing dice and cards for money, 14,000,000
playing slot machines and pinball games and
26,000,000 playing bingo, buying lottery tickets
and playing the football and baseball pools.
The total gambling bill, it has been estimated,

blers in Penang, Malaya: "Jubilant villagers
of Pulau Tlkus in Penang celebrated with
prayers and a seven-day Chinese drama after
winning a total of $66,000 in a lottery from a
tip from their temple god. The god, through a
temple medium, had advised them to back 54
as the winning number in an illegal lottery in
conjunction with a horse race: On the eve of
each race day hundreds of people crowd into
temples and cemeteries to ask the aid of the
gods and spirits in placing bets."

is $15.000,000,000 a year. What would these
figures be if gambling were not illegal in most
localities?

A Pointed Oomment on Gambling
fI. "Is it wrong to gamble, bet, or speculate?"

cr.

Bingo! Church Take 18 Millions

tl. Toward the end of New Jersey's first year
of legalized gambling for churches, the state

control commission reported that the churches
and civic organizations would gross more than
$10,000,000 from bingo. The approximate in·
come from rames and other gambllng games
was set at $5,000,000.
41 How different are the gambling churches
of Christendom from Christ's apostle who
said: "We 'make honest provision, not only in
the sight of Jehovah, but also in the sight of
men' "!-2 Corinthians 8:21, New World
Tran8.
Gambling with the Aid of Demon8

.. Gambling in various forms has always
been a favorite with the demon-worshipIng
pagans. A report in the Lynn, Massachusetts,

Item of May 28, 1952, told about religious gam-

asked Durant Drake, then associate professor
of ethics at Wesleyan University, in his book
Problems of Oonduct. His answer was that
gambling should be condemned. "Its most ob·
vious evil," he wrote, "is the danger of loss of
needed money; most gamblers cannot rightly
afford to throwaway what ought to be used
for their real needs and those of their families.
. .. And he must remember that if he can af·
ford to lose, perhaps his opponent cannot.
... All betting, all playing games for money,
all gambling in stocks is wrong in principle,
liable to bring needless unhappiness. The hon·
orable man will hate to take money which has
not been fairly earned; he will wish to protect
those who are prone to run useless risks
against themselves. The safest place to draw'
the line is on the near side of all gambling,
however trivial."

The BalanEe in nature
.. If all birds vanished, insects would wipe out the world's plant food supply. Yet
if aU insects vanished, half our crops would become extinct. If aU animals disap·
peared, there would be no organic fertilizers to nurture plant life. If all lowly bac-

teria did not exist, dead organic matter would never decay or rot and would pile
up all over, smothering earth. If all fish vanished, seaweed would grow unchecked
along all coasts and swamp them in a dense choking entanglement stopping all
ships from leaving dock, If all seaweed dIed, hordes of fish would pass into limbo
with it.-Mechanix llliutrated, February, 1954,
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spIders (not all b'ap-door spiders
make trap doors) that have so completely
usurped the name "tarantula" that the
name has stuck. About thirty species of
tarantulas live in the United States, mostly
in the Southwest. In the tropics many interesting kinds abound. A few live in trees,
moving from one tree to another with the
greatest of ease. Even the ground-loving
tarantulas are good climbers. In much of
Spanish America people just call them, because of their velvety wool and silken hairs,
aranas peludas (hairy spiders).
doo~

EW creatures excite more soul~chilling
horror than the huge, hairy spider
called tarantula. When this' ferocious·
looking spider turns up in a banana box
or in a house, the usual reception is a

F

shriek of horror. What a commotion follows! The women beat a fast retreat, and
the brave and courageous men feverishly
advance with sticks and boots to squash
"the hideous monster." Is all this mad
dread of tarantulas justified? Is their bite
dangerous to man? How large do they
grow? Why does this spider have a coat
of hair? The answers will tell us the in-

triguing story of tarantulas as they really
are.
Before prying into the private life of
Mr. Tarantula, we should know that spiders
are not insects; they are members of a
separate order of arthropods. So, if you
wish, call the tarantula an anima1.
Spider families can be put, roughly,
into one of five groups: web weavers,
jumping spiders, crab spiders, wolf spiders
and trap-door spiders. Where does the
tarantula fit in? The answer is a little involved, but, briefly, the original tarantula
is a European wolf spider. It got its name
from the Italian city of Taranto in Apulia,
on the outskirts of which it was once very
numerous. What, then, are those hairy
spiders in the Americas? They are trapMAROH 8, 1955

Size, Hair and Diet
Tarantulas are the biggest spiders on
earth. Those in North America may grow
to be two inches long with a leg span of six
inches. In the steaming jungles of South
America, especially Brazil, is found the
giant of the tarantula tribe. Called Theraphosa) it is an enormous creature that has
no peers for size anywhere in the world.
It grows to be four inches long with a leg
span of ten inches-almost a foot of spider!
But why the hair? Here are two clues:
tarantulas do not spin a web to capture
prey, and they have poor eyesight. Naturally, the spider wants to know what is
passing by, especially at mealtime. So the
tarlmtula.has an extremely delicate sense
of touch. Woe to passers-by! For when a
wayfaring insect, plodding along, brushes
against the spider's hair, the tarantula's
dirmer bell rings. It is the signal for the
tangs of the hungry spider to go into action. And the wayfarer is hit by an express
train with an engine of curved fangs. Dinner is served.
On those occasions when the tarantula
gets its mind off snatching snacks, a wayfarer can touch its body hairs and merely
cause the spider to shake the touched limb.
An insect can then walk right under the
tarantula's big hairy belly and live to tell
about it. Certainly only the most foolhardy
17

insects try to perfonn that feat. 1.t is~
ally fatal. After a hair is touched, the
spider's reaction is so swift that motion
pictures taken at the rate of sixty-four
frames per second show only the result and
not the process of capture. Surely tarantulas have the original hair-trigger action!
Besides the marvelous dinner..catching
equipment, tarantulas have their own buUtin tenderizer,for spiders predigest their
food by flooding the wound with secretions
to soften tissue so it can be sucked up easily. Having an economy-sized stomach also
helps. Thus, with several hours at the dinner table, a tarantula can reduce the bulk
of a fat mouse to a juiceless skeleton.
Dangerous to Man?

Because of their ferocious looks, tarantulas are often thought to be deadly poisonous. This is not so. Neither the European
nor the United States tarantula is.dangerous to man. The bite of these spiders is now
known to be no worse than a hornet's sting.
.Indeed, Dr. William J. Baerg of the University of Arkansas has studied tarantulas for
many years, and he has concluded that no
species from the United States is able to
produce anything more than trivial symptoms in man, little more than the mechanical injury of breaking the skin. So these
spiders, because they feast on bugs (they
find roaches tasty morsels), really merit
the friendship of their human neighbors.
Tropical tarantulas, however, compose
such a diverse group that they cannot all
be labeled harmless without more data on
venoms. Tests have shown that many of
the tropical varieties, including the giant
of them all, have venom that is very nearly ineffective on man. On the other hand,
the common tarantula of the Canal Zone
and the lowlands of Central America kills
guinea pigs in half an hour and causes pain
in man that lasts for several hours. But the
danger of tarantula bite is remote. Taran-
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tulas do not attack ~. One noted authority on spiders, McCook, tried to get big
tropical tarantulas to bite him. Strangely,
after endless patience lasting over years,
he had induced only one spider to bite him.
How long do tarantulas live? Those in
America live for about fifteen years. One
immigrant to Britain, found in a banana
crate, was kept alive in a museum for four~
teen years. And when it immigrated it was
already about six years old. It would have
lived much longer than twenty years had
not a fuel shortage during the war caused
the temperature to go below freezing. Some
tarantulas reach the thirty-year mark.
But for a spiderling to reach a ripe old
age is quite an accomplishment. The young
are gobbled up by birds, frogs and toads.
Some snakes find them quite suitable
dietetically. Finally, after ten years of
avoiding hungry mouths, the tarantula
reaches maturity. At this age the male
American tarantula abandons his burrow
and begins wandering over the countryside
searching for a mate. These roving spiders
may be seen crossing highways of the
Southwest, often in considerable numbers.
Most do not survive the year in which they
become mature. Many die a natural death.
Others die an unusual death: during the
process of courtship and mating the female
often fails to get her mind off her stomach,
and she sizes up her bridegroom as something edible, and a kind of succulent morsel
at that. If, after dinner, she realizes her
mistake and suffers regrets, it does not
show visibly. But if she should suffer a
feeling of regret she has the consolation
that she has dined well and that another
suitor wi1l be looking her up shortly.

The Wasp and the Spider
Life is not always a picnic for female
tarantulas. They have an archenemy in
the "tarantula hawk," a digger wasp called
Pepsis. Pepsis drinks nectar herself, but
AWAKE/

when she is ready to lay an egg she goes result,: the spider invariably kills the wasp~
tarantula hunting. Pepsis has to find just But 'Yhen Pepsis is about to luive children,
the right species of tarantula. Flying low look out tarantulas! In spite of Pepsis' atover the ground, Pepsis scouts especially tacks there is no danger of the tarantula's
for the plump females. Their greater bulk going the way of the dodo. For Pepsis lays
offers a more generous supply of food. for only one egg at a time; Mrs. Tarantula lays
the wasp's offspring. After locating the 200 to 400.
right tarantula, the wasp proceeds to dig a
The story of tarantulas would not be
grave. Now and then Pepsis pops out of the complete without this information: taransix-to-eight-inch hole to see that the taran- tulas, at least those in the United States,
tula makes no tracks for home. The grave make fine pets. They quickly become tame,
fini.shed, Pepsis buzzes back to the spider so tame they can be handled with ease. Can
and jockeys into position to sting the you believe it? To convince its readers the
tarantula. The spider makes no move to New York Times of October 19, 1954; said:
save itself. Finally, the wasp grasps the "If you feed a tarantula meal worm beetles
spider's leg firmly in its jaws. Now the and are otherwise kind to it, it will make a
harassed spider tries to defend itself. It very good pet. The 'authority for this is the
is too late. They roll over and over. But American Museum of Natural History."
the outcome is always the same. The wasp
And one authority has written about seestings the spider. Almost immediately the ing Indian children leading about a huge
hairy spider falls paralyzed on its back. Yet Brazilian tarantula by a string tied to its
it is not dead. Pepsis then drags its victim tangerine-sized waist, much as many city
to the grave, lays an egg on the spider's dwell 'rs lead about a Pekingese. The tarantula is the smalIer animaL
fat abdomen and, with soil
carried bit by bit in her jaws,
But since so many people do
fills the grave, leaving her
not know tarantulas as they
really
are, it seems that the
descendant
safely started in , :ttX;tf*!\~12~~flj
life.
.;,
sight of a huge, hairy taranThe strange thing about
tula creeping down a city
all this is that the tarantula
street, even though attached
is fully capable of defending
to its master by a string,
itself; indeed, it could kill the
would provoke pandemoni~
wasp. In experiments, digger
urn, a howling commotion,
wasps, when they were not
onlookers
aghast, agog and
carrying eggs, have been
agone! And all because of a
placed in jars with the taran·
tula they usually kill. The
shy, inoffensive spider.
f111.~(lfIl111

41Ja

tJill.p(l't~

1;' During the last baseball world series the New York Times reported on the
easy way, it seems, that baseball wives have for teaching their husbands how to
diaper a new baby. The wife lays the breechcloth out in the form of a baseball
diamond. "NOW," she tells ber baseball·playing husband, "you take the batter's
position at the low end of the cloth; bring center field down to home plate. You
put the ,baby in the pitcher's box. You brIng first base, third base and home plate
together. If the game's rained out, you start all over."
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New Zealand

Re~leds

Its National Party Govemment

.y "Awakel" con-..pondenl in New Zea1<::lnd

HE Labour party was voted out in New
Zealand in 1949, after ruUng the country
for 14 years. Perhaps the party's own
supporters contributed most to that defeat in
that trade unions were too ready to strike it
their demands were not met by the employers.
The long-suffering public decided it was time
for a 'change and put the National party in
power by a substantial majority. Soon the
waterside workers clashed with the new government, making demands that the nationals
refused to concede. It meant industrial war
on the water front and the holdup of shipping
at all ports in the country. The victory went
to the government, ushering in a new era of
peace in industry. Anxious to have the electors

O

endorse their handling of the water-front
troUble, the national government resigned and
went to the country on this issue, They were
returned to office in 1951, with a clear mao
jority of 20 seats in a house of 80 members.
tI. 'l'he election campaign just concluded cen·
tered around the rising cost of living, and the
-¥toour party's charge that the government
failed to fulfill its promIse to make the pound
go tarther. National's reply was that overseas
prices skyrocketed as a result of the Korean
war and It was not their Iault that their promises were unfulfilled. One of Labour's promi·
nent candidates admitted their failure to
discipline striking Unionists when they held
the reins of power and promised that, if
elected, they would not allow themselves to be
pushed around by truculent industrial unions.
Labour relled on promises to make conditions
better for the common man, to control the
price of food, and to use stabilization as an
antidote to inflation. They would allow in·
creased $Octal security benefits, particularly
with regard to child allowance. They would
deal with selfishness in bUSiness, which they
claim is responsible for the present high cost
of IlYing. The National party sought the sup·
port of the electors on the strength of their

past achievements, the continued industrial
peace and the great prosperity of the country,
which they aver was largely due to their
administration.
€. Many are inclined to believe the Labour
party's contention that the cost of liVing has
been needlessly increased by the greed for
excess profits displayed by supporters of the
National party, a large part of which is the
commercial community. There is no doubt
that the election showed consIderable Joss oJ
~onfidence by the pUblic, and the National
party accepts the verdict of the people as a
rebuke, which they intend to study closely.
It therefor-e appears that, just as striking
trade unionists helped to Otlst Labour- in 1949,
$0 business profiteering has reacted against
National in 1954.
C. A newcomer to the political field this year
was the Social Credit party, and although
they did not win a seat, their polling mor€'
1han 11 per cent of the total vote surprised
and alarmed the two major parties. Both
National and Labour regarded Social Credit
as a nuisance, capturing votes tha't e8.ch
would have received, all to no purpose. SOCial
Credit, elated with its success" intends to
try again next election. Communists had a
few candidates but received little more than
a. total of 1,000 votes out of nearly one million
who went to the polls.
New Zealand's somewhat chastened na.
tional government faces another three-year
term of oiflce, 1Vjth thejr former majorHy 01
20 reduced to 6. Thus, the political seesaw in
this and every other country surely demon.
strates the folly of putting one's confidence
in human leaders. Real satisfaction, content.
ment and happIness come only to those whose
hopes are centered in Jehovah and his king.
dam. He makes no promises but what he is
able and willing to fulfill abundantly. Happi.
ness uncler his kingdom is assured, unending
and unmatched by any polltical utopia con.
<:eived by men.

e.

CON SPIRA CY
~ At Plainville, Connecticut, a squeamish housewife placed her cat in the kitchen
in. an alI·out effort to catch an annoying mouse. 1n gleeful expectation th~ house.

wife returned a lew minutes later, only to see the cat sharing a saucer of milk
with the mouse.
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OVERCOMING
~

TOBACCO
HABIT.. ...
H

are others who, while admitting they
should stop smoking, plead inability to do
so. However, they can if they really want
to. And there are strong and sufficient
reasons why everyone who is addicted to
the tobacco habit should want to get free
from it.
First of all, there is the matter of expense. In the United States tobacco represents a $5,500,000,000 industry. The average smoker spends about $100 a year on
tobacco, not to say anything about the cost
of cigarette lighters, ash trays, damage
done to clothing by cigarette bUrns or the
many fires started by careless smokers.
Though the matter of expense is really the
least important argument against the tobacco habit, it is something to be reckoned
w"th
I
"
Of far greater importance is the matter
?f the effect of the tobacco habit on longevIty. According to a Dr. Pearl, who did considerable research regarding this about
fifteen years ago, 66 out of 100 nonsmokers
of the age of 30 will live to be 60, but only
46 out of 100 heavy smokers will reach
that age. One modern researcher states
that "the death rates among regular cigarette smokers are about the same as the
death rates among nonsmokers who are
five years older."
One of the ways that tobacco shortens
H!e is in the way it affects the heart, espeCially sick hearts. On the one hand, it steps
up the pulse as much as 28 beats a minute and on the other hand it constricts the
tiny blood vessels in the extremities up to
50 per cent. It is the most important iITitant causing heart disease. Young women
are more Hkely to suffer harm from tobacco in this regard than any others.

E WHO is wise appreciates the blessings of health and life. He knows that
upon health and life depends not only all
the joys associated with tp.e use of his five
senses and the satisfying of his basic instincts, but also the greater happiness that
comes from doing things for others or from
achieving something worthwhil~ in fields
of fruitful endeavor.
However, there is even a greater and
more important reason for wisely caring
for health and life, in that these are the
gifts of a wise and loving Creator, bringing
with them accountability to their Giver as
to how we make use of them. Therefore, if
we know that a certain practice or habit is
injurious to our health and may shorten
our life we have a threefold obligation, to
our Creator, to our fellow man and to ourselves, to break or stop it.
Smoking and Cancer
The tobacco habit is a case in point.
The report of Dr. E. Cuyler Hammond,
Some enjoy it so much they refuse to con- director of statistical research of the
sider the evidence against it. Then 'there American Cancer Society, showed that
MARCH 8, 1955
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deaths from all causes are 75 per cent
higher for heavy smokers than for nonsmokers, deaths from heart disease 95 per
cent higher, deaths from all types of cancer
156 per cent higher and deaths from lung
cancer 400 per cent higher in heavy smokers than in nonsmokers. The report was
released before the research was completed
because its evidence was considered so important to the health of the people.
Another researcher, Dr. Wynder, in an
address to New York dentists quoted thirteen American and foreign studies to conclude that "the prolonged and heavy use
of cigarettes increases up to twenty times
the risk of developing cancer of the lung."
And the president of the International
Surgical Association and chairman of the
board of regents of the American College
of Surgeons said in an address to the University of North Carolina: "There can be
no possibility of doubt that there is a direct
relation between cancer of the lung and
cigarette smoking."
Most outspoken of all is Dr. Alton Ochsner, New Orleans surgeon, chief of surgery
at Tulane-University of Medicine, president
of the American Cancer Society, 1949-1950,
president of the American College of Surgeons in 1951-1952 and head of the famous
Ochsner Clinic in New Orleans. Said he:
"If you've switched to a filter cigarette to
avoid cancer of the llmg, you've fooled
yourself. The only thing filters do is to sell
more cigarettes. They don't remove anything." According to him the cancer agent
is in the tars and not in the nicotine, but
nicotine causes heart trouble. "That's one
reason why there aren't more smokers
dying of lung cancer. They die of heart
trouble before lung cancer develops." Regarding himself and his associate, Dr.
DeBakey, he says: ~We are convinced that
smoking, especially cigarette smoking, is
so detrimental to the patient with peptic
ulcer that he cannot recover as long as he
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smokes. and we refuse to treat such an indivulual unless he will totally abstain from
smoking."
In January, 1954, the American Cancer
Society reported that chewing of tobacco
or snuff had been found to be associated
with cancers of the mouth. Mouth cancer,
it was found, developed usually after fifR
teen years of chewing, those chewing less
than l fifteen years had developed mouth
sores and tissue changes the scientists be:R
lieved might become cancerous if chewing
was persisted in. More than 40 million
pounds of tobacco are chewed annually in
the United States and about four per cent
of all deaths from cancel' are due to cancer
of the mouth, tongue, palate and tonsil.
The most detailed study thus far made
in tJ:te United States is that by Drs. Wynder
and Graham in connection with 760 lungcancer patients. They found only 1.4 per
cent of them were nonsmokers:. According
to them, "The occurrence of carcinoma of
the lung in a male nonsmoker or minimal
smoker is a rare phenomenon." Their con
elusions were strikingly similar to those of
the British physicians Doll and Hill who
studied 1,357 lung-cancer patients. The risk
of lung cancer for one smoking 25 cigarettes a day, according to them, is 50 times
as great as that of the nonsmoker.
R

Aids to Overcoming the Habit
For Christian ministers there is a still
stronger reason for breaking the tobacco
habit, and that is its being displeasing to
the Creator, Jehovah God. And why should
it be displeasing to him? Because of its unclean and enslaving features. Christians
are admonished, "Let us cleanse ourselves
of every defilement of flesh and spirit."
And they are reminded, "You were, of
course, called for freedom, brothers; only
do not use this freedom as an inducement
for the flesh."-2 Corinthians 7:1; Galatians 5:13, Neu) World Trans.
AWAKE!

Jesus gives good advice for those \V8llt· writer Dr. Van Zellen: 141 threw my pack
of cigarettes against the wall with the dethe watch and praying, that you may not termination never to smoke again. The
enter into temptation. The spirit, of course, more intense craving persisted for two
is willing, but the flesh is weak." The apos- days before beginning to wane and several
tle Paul does likewise, saying: "Keep walk- months elapsed before it reached zero. But
ing by spirit and you will carry out no even today, at times of particular stress,
fleshly desire at all." Regarding himself the desire returns temporarily. The will to
he wrote: "For all things I have the abstain must be pursued relentlessly. To
strength by virtue of him who imparts remain on the offensive, the individual
power to me." And again: "Every man tak- must think continuously of the bad effects
ing part in a,contest exercises self-control of smoking and the rewards that follow
in all things. . . . Therefore, the way I am abstinence, "
running is not uncertainly; the way I am
Latest, most complete and perhaps most
directing my blows is so as not to be strik- authoritative (as well as most controver~
ing the air; but I browbeat my body and sial) work on the subject is that of Dr.
lead it as a slave, that, after I have Ochsner's Smoking and Cancer. Regarding
preached to others, I myself should not his ten rules for overcoming the tobacco
become disapproved somehow."-Matthew habit, Science News Letter~ November 20,
26:41; Galatians 5:16; Philippians 4:13; 1954, had the following to say:
1 Corinthians 9:25-27, New World Trans,
"1. 'Stop smoking abruptly, completely
Interesting in this matter of self-control and permanently,' tapering off is harder,
is what appeared in the Jemma] of Living leads to relapses which in turn cause feelmagazine, June, 1952, regarding Eisen· ings of frustration, humiliation and guilt.
hower's stopping smoking cigarettes be"2. 'Know why you smoke.' Most reafore he became president. He had been sons smokers give ... are not sound ones.
smoking two packs (40) a day, and while
"3. 'Build up your resolution.'
there seems to be some question as to
"4. 'Bum your bridges to the habit.'
whether he stopped of his own accord or
on doctor's orders, one of his aides states: That means throwing away all the ash
"It was purely a question first of deciding trays, lighters and so on, as well as the
that smoking did him no good and, second, half empty pack of cigarettes, the pipes,
of making up his mind to stop. This he did. holders and cigars.
"5, 'Time your break.' It may be easier
For (him) as for everyone else, it was a'
to start your no-smoking future when you
considerable exercise of will power."
Says H. Brean, author of How to Stop have a cold or other illness that lessens
Smoking: Consider the advantages of stop- your appetite for tobacco, or when you are
ping, wait for a propitious moment to start away from home and your usual smoking
and during the early days pamper yourself companions.
with gum, mints, etc., and "start the new
"6, 'Disregard the brief withdrawal
habit off with all possible momentum, symptoms.' After the first 36 hours you
never permit an exception to it until it is will begin to feel better.
firmly fixed (in smoking that can be a long
"7. 'Adopt SUbstitute habits.' Reach for
time)."
a candy, fruit, drink of water, or take a
And telling of his own experience, after walk instead of a smoke.
many Wlsuccessful attempts, is syndicate
"8, 'Psychologize yourself.'
ing to overcome such bad habits: "Keep on
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"g. 'Count your blessings and proclaim eiation of health and life by avoiding ,all
them.' The blessings are the better spirits, habits that constitute a threat to them,
energy and appetite and lessened coughing such as the tobacco habit. The Christian
minister· is especially under obligation to
and sniffir g.
"10. 'Help others to free themselves.' overcome it, if addicted to it, because its
Smokers spread tl}eir addiction like defiling and enslaving properties, are inmeasles, often unconsciously, but the im- compatible with the pure worship of the
proved health, and self-discipline of the hOly God Jehovah. In addition to applying
the Scriptural principles to the problem,
ex.smoker is catching, too."
So, in summarizing: While life and the foregoing ingenious, practical suggeshealth are great blessings that bring with tions will doubtless help. The results of
them ever so many opportunities for happi- freedom, peace of mind, health, not to say
ness, they also are trusts committed to us anything of economy, certainly make it
by an omniscient and beneficent Creator. worth all the effort required to overcomeThose who are wise will show their appre- the tobacco habit.

'i:! Authorities at Britain's Forest School, a
prIvate school in Snaresbrook, Essex, recently
had a problem on their hands. It started when
Christopher Youngs, a 15·year-old student, one
day walked up to Forest Headmaster Gerald
Miller and, without blinking an eye, announced: "Sir, 1 have just learned that I have
inherited a preparatory school from my uncle." He described it as "Marlborough College at Mill Hill" with 170 pupils and a staff
of eleven instructors. Headmaster Miller's
facial expression reflected no undue surprise;
Forest rather expected its students to come
from families with uncles who might own
private schools. "Very good of you to infonn
me, Youngs," said Miller. "Congratulations."
~ "1 think 1 will be needing some time to go
and look at it," said Christopher. "But 1 expect my father will be calling you about it."
Soon a gruff voice over the telephone told
Miller that Christopher's father was speaking.
The- voice bore out the boy's story. So the boy
was granted a day 01T to look over his newly

acquired property. When he got back to Forest at tea time, the whole school was agog.
Christopher told his schoolmates how he had
addressed the entire school, masters and all;
and he told how he had upbraided the head·
master for overworking the ooys.
'Z Soon the boy told newspapers. Some Lon·
d?m newspapers zestfully ran double-column
articles about the oddity of a schoolboy school
owner. Meanwhile Headmaster Miller became
suspicious. He scrutinized the telephone directory for "Marlborough College"; he looked in
vain. He called Christopher in for a "talk,"
and the youth admitted his story was a hoax.
Why had Christopher done it? "Things have
been so frightfully dull ar{)und here," said the
boy. But the future looked anything but dull,
as his parents promised "a long, long talk"
when their erring son returned ,home. At For·
est, authorities pondered on the kind of pun·
ishment that would bring to earth u 15·year·
old schoolboy's soaring imagination.

NEW WORD FOR TOll OF WAR

As if to impress upon our minds
word "meg'a·death" has been coined.
publishers, give it this definition: "A
atomic bomb or other large·scale kilH~
(l
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an atom war would bring, a new
& Wagnalls Company, dictionary
1,000,000 deaths, as from an
or major catastrophes."
AWAKE!

God for his loving-kindness. Since God

H

ow sacred is human life? In these days

of war and woe life is about the cheapest commodity on the market. While values
of almost every other thing have gone up,
the market on human life has shown a decided downward trend. Machines and gadgets are gradually replacing man and he is
'slowly becoming obsolete in his own society. It is a case of man outsmarting himself.
The countless potentialities locked up within him are restrained. A modern society
that he has built has confined him to a production line, has turned him into a one-job
man. His other talents are restrained. The
powers within him to expand, do other
things, well up, but these must be confined,
resulting in frustration, depression, dissatisfaction. Consequently, the value on
really living has decreased markedly.
How sacred is human life? Very. We
have only one life. It is precious to us.
Without it we cannot enjoy a single blessing. The very fact that it stems from God
makes it sacred. Man knows not what life
is. He cannot make, create, re-create or
resurrect it. He cannot even prolong it beyond a certain point. What the life force is,
no man knows. The Bible does enlighten
us by saying God "is the fountain of life:
in thy light shall we see light." That means
that all life originates with Him. Whether
it is spirit or physical life, Jehovah God is
its source. No one can have life without His
permission. This knowledge should in itself
humble one and cause one to draw near to
MAROH 8, 1955

alone can create and give life, he alone has
the right to take it. It is he that determines
who shall or shall not live. This is his right,
he being the Creator and Life-giver.
-Psalm 36:9; Romans 9:21.
What Jehovah God thinks of life is well
stated by him in Genesis chapter 9. Here
he gives his emphatic declaration concerning the sanctity or sacredness of life. To
Noah God declared the divine covenant
concerning the shedding of blood. This
agreement or covenant is called the 'rainbow covenant' or "the covenant of eternity
betweeq God and every living soul among
all flesh that is upon the earth." (Genesis
9:16, New World Trans.) In connection
with this covenant Jehovah declared that
under certain conditions and at certain
times human life may be taken in the enforcement of God's law. At Genesis 9:5,6,
according to the New World Translation,
God said: "Aild, besides that, your blood
of your souls shall I ask back. From the
hand of every living creature shall I ask it
back; and from the hand of man, from the
hand of one who is his brother, shall I ask
back the soul of man. Anyone shedding
man's blood, by man will his own blood be
shed, for in God's image he made man."
This command could not mean that any
individual could appoint himself as the
executioner of the wrongdoer. At times
God designates certain ones or bodies of
men to act as his executioner to enforce his
judgment against the wrongdoer. The covenant was stated to Noah at the time that
Noah was'righteous in the sight of God
because of his faith and obedience toward
God, and Noah was made God's executioner of the murderer. This establishes the
rule that all execution of wrongdoers must
be done in righteousness, that is to say, in
harmony with God's law. (See Exodus
21:12-25; Leviticus 24:16-21.) The law of
God designates the offenses for which hu-
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man life shall be taken in harmony with
the terms of God's covenant. To take hu w
man life contrary to God's appointed way
is therefore a violation of the rainbow
covenant. The SCriptures and the indispu
table facts show that today the earth is deflIed because the inhabitants thereof have
broken agreements with Jehovah, but chief
religious heads of Christendom bless wars
and violence.-Exodus 20: 13.
On April 1, 1939, Eugene Pacelli, head
of Christendom's largest religion, tele
graphed to General Franco, saying: "Lifting up our heart to the Lord we give sincere thanks with Your Excellency for
Spain's desired Catholic victory. We express our vow that your most beloved country, with peace attained, may undertake
with new vigor the ancient Christian traditions which made her great. With affectionate sentiments we send Your Excellency and the whole noble ~panish people
our Apostolic blessing." That "desired
Catholic victory" cost the lives of around
1,200,000 men, women, boys and girls, and
infants of that unhappy land.
The words of God, at Genesis 9:5, 6, in
connection with the establishment of the
rainbow covenant, constitute an emphatic
statement of the fact that He alone has the
right to give life and the right to take it
away. If life is taken by man, this taking
of life must be done strictly in accord with
God's law, and that law applies to both man
and beast. The decree which God announced to Noah was to this effect: "You
shall not permit a murderer to live." That
decree is not contrary to God's law, "You
must not murder;" but is in exact harmony
therewith. The individual who assumes
w

w
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the right to kill his fellow man is a murderer, and hence a breaker of God's law.
God's decree is that the manslayer shall
be punished by death, which sentence must
be executed by duly constituted authority
and is not murder. Jehovah's words, "Anyone shedding man's blood, by man will his
own blood be shed, for in God's image he
made man," could hardly refer back to the
creation of Adam in the image and like~
ness of God. Rather, those words mean
that the duly constituted executioner of
the wrongdoer acts as the representative
of God and in so doing man acts "in the
image of God," that is, such executioner
acts on the authority delegated to him by
Jehovah in executing the manslayer.
Certainly no one who is in a covenant
to do God's will desires to break his cove·
nant concerning the sanctity of life; but, on
the contrary, he is diligent to avoid all such
offense. Life is precious and the more one
understands Jehovah's purpose the more
endearing it becomes. Life under the King·
dam arrangement by Christ Jesus will be
full and rich. Man's desire will be to live.
Death will be looked upon as a dreaded
enemy. Appreciating the value of life, none
will want to kBl.
The bloodguilty of the nation of Israel
were visited by God's vengeance. The
gross and flagrant violation of the rainbow
covenant by the shedding of human blood
must now be avenged, because this is the
day of the vengeance of our God and the
bloodguilty ones must fall by the hand of
the great Executioner, Christ Jesus. The
hour of that execution is ITO later than
Armageddon.

"f)dtwJ'"""I

'i;' Pageant magazine recently asked comedian Herb Shriner to express his opinion
of New York. One of his answers: "They certainly have a lot of comic books on
the newstands in New York. When I was a kid back home, if we wanted to
get into trouble, we had to think it up ourselves."
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dom immediately strikes a responsive cord.
In Southem Rhodesia there is one minister
OUTHERN Rhodesia is in the southern of Jehovah's witnesses for every 200 Afripart of Central Africa. Its capital city cans. In 1952 there were over 10,300 such
is Salisbury, a modern city with tall build~ ministers, which represented all increase
ings, some shooting upward fourteen of 7,270 in less than five years! Now a new
stories. There are paved roads and attrac~ high has been reached, 11,794 active Jeho.
tive houses-made really beautiful by vah's witnesses in a country possessing a
flowering shrubs and blue jacaranda trees. population slightly over two million. This
The modern residential districts are inhab- means that there is hardly a soul in Southern Rhodesia that has not met or heard
ited mainly by Europeans.
The African, on the other hand, still of Jehovah's witnesses.
These African ministers of Jehovah God
lives a simple, primitive life for the most
are
happy to sit down with their fellow
part. He cannot afford the luxuries of
and speak of the Scriptures and
Africans
civilization, and with the exception of a
give
comfort
and hope to their fellow man.
few advanced Africans. he usually does not
It
his
friend
is illiterate, then arrangeask for more than a mud-hut existence.
ments
are
made
to teach the willing to read
Many Africans come into the cities to make
and
write
and
so
equip him for a better unsome money by working in a factory or as
derstanding
of
the
Bible. Unlike most Westservants and then they return to the reern
lands,
the
majority
of Africans who
serves, where they are more or less free
are
baptized
are
males.
Here the male
to live a life as they see fit. Deep back into
member
of
the
house
manifests
a keen
the reserves, which are areas strictly set
for
his
Creator
and
be
does
not
appreciation
aside for the African, can be seen a sudden
leave
religion
to
his
wife.
and extreme contrast of the city life of the
However, the Mrican cannot be said to
European. Here can be seen mud and watbe
as tidy, punctual or as steady a laborer
tle huts, naked children, bows andaITows.
as
his
Western neighbor. But by following
There are leather loinclothes and gourd
cooking utensils, women crushing maize Christian principles in sincerity they make
into flour by pounding it heavily with a some remarkable changes. They avoid
stake and flies crawling around the mouth smoking and immoderate drinking, and in
general they hecome desirable workers.
and eyes of sleeping babies.
Thus,
many European employers prefer
The African is content with very little
of this life's goods. He is not easily dis- the African witnesses of JehOVah in their
turbed. He will resent severe injustices. labor forces, because they can be trusted.
Sometimes there are Europeans that are
When learning from the Bible about Jehohumble
enough to listen to the message of
vah God's new world, he shows himself to
be a man of faith In God and in God's Jehovah's kingdom through the medium of
Word, the Bible. News about God's king- the "lowly" African. Such Europeans re·

Southern Rhodesia

S
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ceive their first taste of the refreshing
waters of truth from their own servants
and laborers. Recently an Mrican witness
who was a houseboy working for. a Euro~
pesn talked about the Bible with a son in
the household. He accepted some English
magazines and liked them, so he passed
them on to another European friend of his.
This friend talked about them to his fam~
ily and when a European missionary called
on the husband, he readily Subscribed for
The Watchtower and asked the missionary
to call again to see his wife. With her the
missionary placed a copy of the Bible text~
book ~(This Means Everlasting Life". Calling back a week later the missionary found
that the mother, daughter and son had all
read the book. A fine home Bible study is
now progressing with the family.
One thing that impressed the Mricans,
the police and the Europeans was the African assembly of Jehovah's witnesses. Here
on the ground assembled were Mricans
from different tribes, from all parts of the
land, 15,000 of them, and yet there were no
quarrelings, no fights, no bloodshed or confusion. To many who were not Jehovah's
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witnesses this seemed almost incredible,
too good to be true, unbelievable. Nevertheless, there it was right before them.
As is well known, the British love their
cup of tea, and the Southern Rhodesian
housewife is no different. She is always
glad to sit down and drink some tea as she
listens to.a visiting minister of Jehovah's
witnesses. She is not harassed by too much
housework, since African servants do the
drudgery in the home. She is not plagued
by a stream of door~to-door salesmen nor
is she itching to get back to her television
screen, because that time consumer has
not reached Southern Rhodesia yet. So she
has more time to discuss the Bible and
later on to study it. With climbing cost of
living and other things that come along,
the study brings to her a new outlook on
life and its problems.
Jehovah's witnesses in Southern Rhodesia are flourishing. Central Mrica is hearing about God's kingdom. And in the land
of the witch doctor and strange customs,
many thousands are turning to the pure
religion, the worship of the only true and
living God, Jehovah.
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How the man who never does physical
• In what nation a single vole is for 600 canlabor is like people who do not use their
didates, including nine presidents? P. 13,
minds 1 P. 3, ~ 4.
• What extraordinary publicity surrounded
• At what age the growth of our brain power
a recent Latin-American electiun? P. 14, 1T4.
often stops? P. 4, 1Tt.
• How much inoney legalized bingo produces
• How this "intellectual age" shows foolishin the state of New Jersey alone? P. 16, 1T2.
ness regarding the Bible? P. 4, 1T5.
• Where to find the biggest spiders on earth?
What delusion faces the people who say
P. 17, 1T 4.
"all is well" with the world? P. 5, 1T2.
• Whether tarantulas really are poisonous?
• What proves Christendom is nol ChrisP. 18, 1T2.
tian I P. 6, ~2.
• What effect smoking actually has un Ion·
• How to take a better course t ban th e one
gevity I P. 21, 1T 5.
today's world is following? P. 8. 1T3.
• The most important reason why Chri,\ian
• Why and huw the ancients tried to capture
ministers should not smoke? P. 22. 1T5.
sunlight? P. 9, 1T 4.
• How one can stop smokin gl P. 23, 1T 5.
• Why human llfe is sacred? P. 25, 1T2.
• How a flash of lightning sometimes makes
glass? P. 10, 1T3.
• What tremendous in'crease Jehovah's witWhat the outstanding new uses of glassilesses have made in Southern Rhodesia?
in the home are? P. 12,.1T 2 •
P. 27, ~3.
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WATCHING
THE
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The Formo!i{l. CriSis

TNT." Such a weapon would
be about three times as power·
ful as the super·H·bombs aIre(l.dy stockpiled and about
2,000 times as powerful as the
A·bomb that killed 60,000 persons at Uiroslrlma.

*'

The> AboUtion of War
On April 11 it will b~ four

years since General OCIuglas
Ma.cArthur was relieved of his
Far East command. Since then
h.e has been living in coJJlpara.
tlve seclusion. But on January
26, when MacArthur reached
his 75th hirthday. he attended
a Los Angeles celebration at
which 15,000 people witnessed
the unveiling of an eight.foot
bronze statue 01 the gener81.
MacArthur spoke on the futil·
ity of war and demanded not
just coexistence but an absolute end to war itself. He used
terms seldom employed by
great military figures. Said the
ge~eral: "The triumph of sci·
entIfic annihilation ... has de.
st~oyed the possibility o~ war
bemg a. medium of practical
settlement of international dJf.
ferences .... War has become
a. Frankenstein to destory both
~Ides. . . . The great question
ls....-.does this mean that war
can now be outlawed from the
world? It so, it would mark
the greatest advance in civili·
zation since the Sermon on the
Mount." Then MacArthul' ex·
plained: "The leaders are the
laggards. . . . Never in the
chancelleries of the world or
the halls of the United Nations
is the real problem raised.
Never do they dare to state
the bald truth." "When will
some great figure in power,"
the general asked, "have sufficient imagination and moral

requeste~ Congress to apptove
In the Cairo Declaration of a resolutiOn authorizing him to
1943, Roosevelt, Churchill and employ the armed forces as he
Chiang Kai·shek declared: "All deems necessary "for the spe·
territories Japan has stolen cific purpose of securing and
The
from the Chinese, such as , .. protecting Formosa."
Formosa and the Pescadores House approved the resolution
shall be restored to the RepUb· by a vote of 409 to 3 and the
lic of China," After Japan's Senate, 85 to 3. Peiping an·
surrender the Nationalist gov· swered by saying: "We are deernment of China took OVer tennined to liberate Taiwan
control of Formosa. When Chi· [Formosa]. "
ang was forced out of the
mainland he moved to Formo- The Super-Superbomb
sa and the Pes cad ores and the ~ Last year the chairman of
Tachens, a series of small the Atomic Energy Commis.
islands just off the China coast. sion, Admiral Lewis L. Strauss,
When the Korean war brDke explained: "The nature 01 an
out President Truman dis· H·bomb . . . is that, in effect,
patched the Seventh Fleet to it can be made to be as large
the Formosa Straits to prevent as you wish." When Admiral
any side from attacking the Strauss uttered those words
other. At the signing of the the U.S. had already developed
Japanese peace treaty in 1951, a superhydrogen weapon 600
Japan renounced all claim to to '700 times as powerful as the
Formosa; but the treaty did atom bomb that ended the sec·
not state Who would get the ond world war and which
island. After the Korean War bomb President Truman said
the Chinese Communists con· "had more power than 20,000
centrated their military power tons of TNT." But even this
along the China coast opposite super-H-bomb may soon be
Formosa. They began shellihg obsolete, for in January the
some of the Nationalist·held Atomic Energy Commission in· courage to translate Pf11s unidicated that "Q.dditional major
islands, In November the U.S.
versal wiSh-which. is rapidly
made a mutual security pact developments" were in ttle off· be~ng a universal necessity
with the Chiang regime, thus ing. Did this mean a super· -mto actUality?" (New York
<:ommltttng the U.S. to defend stiperbomb? A clew came in a Times, 1127) He could give no
Formosa and the Pescadores. statement from Val Peterson
civil defense administrator: anSwer. But the BIble shows
In January Peiping pushed the who said, as N!ported in the no man can abolish war. Jeissue to a crisis stage by con· New York Times (1/30): "In hovah Gad can and will at
querIng the island of Y:lkiang, the not 'too distant future we Armageddon: "He maketh
eight miles north of the Ta· will be building a bomb equal wars to cease unto the end of
chEms. President Eisenhower in force to 60,000,000 tons of the earth."-Psalm 46:9,
~
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Atomic 'baasportatlon BegIns

.. January 17 marked the date
ot the Inauguration ot atomic
transportation, for it was then
that the atomic·powered sub·
marine Nautilus made its first
trial run. Watched by a crowd
at naval officers, reporters and
industriallsts, the $50,000,000
submarine backed from her
dock at Groton, Connecticut,
and out into the Thames River.
After the tests the Nautilus'
commander reported that she
handled with an ease and cer·
tainty rare for any ship; and
the navy reported the tests
were "extremely successful."
The Costa Blean War

.. Underlying the war in Cos·
ta Rica was rivalry between
three men: President Jose Fl·
gueres of Costa Rica, a liberal
democrat; President Anastasio
Somoza of Nicaragua, a dicta·
tor; and Gen. Rafael Guardia,
ex·strong man of Costa Rica,
who has been living in Nica·
ragua. Hostilities began (1/11)
when rebel forces, evidently
organized by General Guardia,
invaded Costa Rica. Aided by
four F-51 Mustang planes,
which were delivered to Costa
Rica by the U.S. at the request
of the Organization of Ameri·.
can States, the Figueres gov·
ernment was able to repulse
the rebel anny. Doe captured
rebel said that he was one of
400 men who had been trained
for months in Nicaragua: "The
Nicaraguan National Guard
took care of us in the fort.
Young Capt. Teodoro Picado
was chief of operations. On
Sunday, Jan. 9, National Guard
trucks took us from the fort
to Pena Blanca on the frontier
and we were issued weapons
and 100 rounds of a.Iil.muni·
tion." Costa Rica held a victory
parade In San Jose, but the
exultation was tempered by the
fact that most of the rebels
escaped, possibly to fight
again. Rebel Field Commander
Teodoro Picado, Jr., !laid that
he was prepared "to shed
blood to the last drop to lib·
erate Costa Rica." P1cado, who

is a partner of Nican'gua's
president in a prosperous· au·
tomoblle, machinery and lubrl·
cating oil importing "concern,
said he planned to go to
California for a six·month rest
"until things cool oft'."
Attempted Coup in Guatemala

.. Political unrest has plagued
Latin America more than oth·
er parts of the world. Otten
unrest breaks out in epidemics
seizing several nations. That
is what happened in January.
While Costa Rica was figbting
a war and Panama was inves·
tigating the assassination of
its president, Guatemala was
engrossed in putting. down a
revolt against the regime of
President Carlos Castill~ Ar·
mas. President Castillo Annas
described the attempted coup:
"A group of about 150 con·
spirators anned wIth machine
guns, rifles and revolvers
stormed the military base and
air force at Aurora." The gov·
ernment was waiting. In the
brief battle, about 100 of the
rebels were captured and at
least six were killed. Impli.
cated in the plot were civilians
and disgruntled military men.
It was announced that Col. El·
fego Monzon, formerly a top
member of the Armas' junta,
had been arrested and exiled.
The president identified Col.
Francisco Cosenza as the lead·
er of the plot. But Colonel Co·
senza, ambassador to Italy un·
der the ousted regime of Presi·
dent Jacobo Arbenz, took ref·
uge in the El Salvador em·
bassy. The outbreak was the
most serious attempt thus far
to unseat the anti·Communist
Castillo Armas government.
Indicating that he was through
with soft policies toward inter·
nal enemies, President Annas
said he was going to "proceed
with a strong hand" to rid the
country of disturbing influ·
ences.
The Spanish-U.S. Agreement
~

Toward the end of 1954 an
advance guard of some 5,000
U.S. military personnel began

arriving in Spain to man leased
air and naval bases. But Dictator Franco had fears. Behind
h1s fears were Spain's Cathollc
bishops, who warned that the
Americans might prove "a
wedge of Protestant prosely·
tism." They demanded legal
"protections" for Catholic se·
nOrltas. So the U.S. agreed
with Spain to limit the mar·
riage freedom of Americans.
The agreement forbids Ameri·
cans to enter into "mixed mar·
riages" (between Catholics and
noll·Catholics) with Spanish
nationals unless the Catholic
ChurCh approves. It also for·
bids American men and wom·
en stationed in Spain from
contracting "mixed marriages"
even among themselves, unless
the Catholic Church should ap·
prove. Defending the agreement, James H. Griffiths of the
central office for Catholic chap·
lains in the U.S. armed forces,
said that the Americans in
Spain are merely "guests" and
so must obey the laws of
that country. U.S. government
spokesmen denied that the
agreement was final, but they
did point out that Roman Cath·
olic canon law is recognized as
civil law in Spain. Protestant
objections were spearheaded
by Dean James A. Pike of the
Cathedral of St. John the Di·
vine, who said: "Even if Spain
were not so financially depend.
ent upon us and even if our
loyalty to our own principle of
religious freedom would im·
pair our relations with Spain,
our Christian convictions
should cause us to choose
principle rather than short·
range advantage."
Fot' Spain: A King-Dictator?
~ For some time now Generalissimo Franco has been
seriously thinking about his
successor. Said Franco: "Even
though I am in excellent
health, my 62 years of age sug·
gest that I should do every·
thing possible to carry into
effect the proviSions of the law
of succession." In an interview
granted to the editor in chief
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of Arriba, organ of the FaIange
party, Franco confirmed that
he is considering Prince Juan
Carlos of B.ourbon as a candi·
date for the Spanish throne.
But Franco said he has made
no "formal" commitment. lie
made it plain that his eventual
successor would be required to
safeguard the political struc·
ture of the present regime.
Franco intimated that the role
of any future king of Spain
would be in effect that of a
dictator co.operating with and
supported by the political and
religious class ruling the coun·
try today.

*'

The Surging Seine

France's warm weather in
January
melted
mountain
snows. This, together with al·
most continuous rains, created
a flood peril. Figuring promi·
nently in the crisis was the
River Seine. During the peak
of the crisis the Seine was a
major attraction in Paris. Hun·

DO YOU

dreds of thousands of people
lined 23 bridges and miles of
embankment to marvel at the
fury of their usually peaceable
river. Many parents brought
their children to see the surg·
ing Seine. As the gray·brown
:tI.oodwaters surged by, the at·
titude of the flood watchers
verged on quiet admiration.
Others were more perturbed.
They toiled with sandbags to
keep the river's S.shaped trail
through the Paris area within
man·made wa.lls. In the Louvre
art museum officials moved
priceless works to the second
floor. and firemen pumped wa·
ter from the basement of the
medieval Cathedral of Notre
Dame. The high waters drove
thousands of river rats into
cellars; and Parisians, espe·
cially those without cats, pre·
pared for a hunt. The flood
fell just short of the 1924 level,
the second worst recorded. One
of the standard measuring
rods for the Seine is the statue

of a Zoua've--a soldier of a
special French African .corps
-that adorns one of the piers
of a bridge. When the statue
gets wet feet, barges can no
longer pass under the bridge.
In the great Hood of 1910,
when the river rose 24 feet
above its normal level, water
reached the Zouave's beard.
This time water reached. the
statue's chest.

'*

Death in a Turkish Mine

Turkey's industrial revolution has been intensifying each
year. In the absence of signifi·
cant domestic oil production,
the government's industrial
program has been based on
coal. To keep up with demapds
Turkey's sprawling Zonguldak
coal basin on the Black Sea
is working three shifts a day,
seven days a week. Tragedy
struck this bustling coal basin
in January. A violent under·
ground explosIon took the lives
of at least 38 miners.

LUCB1

TRUST TO

Do you trust to luck when it comes to knowing what the future holds?
Do you take chances when important things are involved? Trusting to
luck is never reliable and it is not Wise to take chances when such can
be avoided.
To know accurately what the future holds. you are invited to obtain
accurate up-to-date information in the reliable Bible study aid magazine
published in forty languages, "The Watchtower." Subscribe for this
dependable journal and let It aid you to learn what God himself foretold
about the immediate future. A year's subscription Is only $1. Send for
yours now and you will also receive free three special booklets.
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Plea8e $end me the "Watehtower" magazinE' tor one year.
Also, I should like the three free bOoklets. Enclosed find .$1
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N.Y.

"My sheep listen to my
voice," said Jesus,

"and I give them

EVERLASIING
LIIE"
Sheeplike persons referred to by Jesus are eager to learn more of the
Right Shepherd and his way. They do not tire of reading and siudymg
about him and his kingdom. because they realize that "this means e,,-erlasting life," their taking in more and more knowledge of him and his
heavenly Father.
As an aid to continual increase in understanding you will find a grand
help the 320-page book "This Means E17erlading Life" and the modernlanguage N en> World Translation of the Christian Grcelr 5cripture~.
(Matthew to Revelation) This splendid combination is available on the
small contribution of $2. Send for your set today and begin to enjoy the
words of life as never before.

t t l ADAMS Sf.

WA.TCHTOWER

IROOKlYN I. N.Y.

Enclosed find $2. Please send. me "Thill Means E-uerlastiug Life"
and the New World Tmmllation 01 the Ohristian Greek 8crlpture.~.
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COMMUNISM OR CHRISTIANITY
-WHICH WILL IT BE?
Origin, status and ultimate defeat of the Red menace
~.

- ...

German Rearmament
For peace or for war?

.... - .
Muscle an Object of Wonder
~
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"Now it is high time to awake."
-Romani 13, II

Appeal to Reason or to J;:motion?
HE churchmen of England confessed
themselves sadly in need of help. Only
five per cent of Londoners and ten per
cent of the rest of the Englishmen were
attending church services on Sundays.
America's foremost evangelist, "Billy"
Graham, was invited to help revive religion. Contrasting his manner of preaching
with that of Jehovah's witnesses was the
following item that appeared in the Toronto Daily 8tar~ July 20, 1954:
"An appeal to reason, and not to emotions, is the way Jehovah's Witnesses try
to relay their message to the people, Percy
Chapman, supervisor of ministers and
evangelists for Canada, said today. The
meetings of Rev. Billy Graham have tended to- be on an emotional plane, Mr. Chap- man said, and he expressed doubt that
they would mean a permanent change for
the large numbers of converts reported
coming forward at the close of them."
That Graham does capitalize on emotional appeal is apparent from his use of a
thousand-voice choir at his London meetings, by his preparing his audiences with
an hour of mood music before he speaks,
and by his entourage, which includes a
production manager, song leader, baritone
soloist, trombonist, organist, press agents,
etc., some twenty-five for his trip abroad.
According to a writer in the London
NeJW8 Chronicle, March 11, 1954, Graham
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"seemed to think he could solve all our
problems by D;lerely repeating that God
loved us. He took as his text John 3:16:
'For God so loved the world, that He gave
His only begotten Son .. .' And then he
added: 'There is enough gospel here for
a person to be converted, even if you've
never heard any other part of the Gospel.'
But there simply isn't enough."
That Graham does appeal to emotion
l.'ather than to reason to gain converts is
apparent from a description of his method
as given in the New York Daily News,
June +3, 1954. After the musical program
and an hour of "athletic oratory he mounts
the podium, rests a moment, and says
soothingly: 'Has anybody forgotten you
tonight? Well, God hasn't. . . . He loves
you. Will you do business with God- tonight? This could be your last chance. This
is God's night. This is harvest time! At
this point the organist launches softly into
a hymn, 'Almost Persuaded,' and the audience picks up the chorus. . . . Weeping
and praying, people crowd the aisles to
reach the platform." No wonder one of
London's reporters described him as "a
very sincere man, with very little to say,
and all the tricks of the modern demagogue
atrhis finger tips," while another refen-ed
to him as "this theatrical disciple, the Hollywood version of John the Baptist."
His emotional approach is further be3

trayed by his inconsistencies. On the one him he could not say. He remembered the
hand he states to the press: "What I man but not the message. Then for an hour
preach does not matter a row of beans and a half the witness for Jehovah told him
-it's how I live that counts"; and on the about the Kingdom hope. As they sepaother hand he preaches: "What does a rated, the sailor agreed with the observaman go to hell for? Not for getting drunk, tion of the witness regarding the value of
cursing, committing adultery or lying. The the message and stated that while he may
only thing that will send a man to hell is forget the particular witness that had
rejecting Jesus Christ." With feigned hu- spoken to him he would never forget the
mility he says, "I just can't explain my message.
appeal-I am not a good preacher," but .
The appeal to reason is God's way:
then admits that he engages in generali- "Come now, and let us reason together."
ties so as not to offend others: "I just Instead of flaunting a powerful personality,
preach the Bible' in such a way as all Paul says: "I came to you in weakness and
groups can listen without being in any
in fear and with much trembling, and my
way embarrassed."
speech
and what I preached were not with
A Watch Tower missionary in eastern
persuasive
words of wisdom but with a
Canada was witnessing to a sailor who
demonstration
of spirit and power, that
had just come from England where he hatt
your
faith
might
be, not in men's wisdom,
been "thrilLed to pieces" by Graham's
preaching. When asked what it was about but in God's power."-Isaiah 1:18; 1 CoGraham's message that had so impressed rinthians 2:3-5, New World Trans.

1.,

l\.TEVER before in history has an issue of

such magnitude thrust itself upon
mankind. There is no escaping it. There is
no neutrality. Life depends upon being on
the winning side. True, in times past, when
a great crisis arose, men could remain
uninvolved. Not any more. For the arena
in which the present issue will come to its
decisive conclusion is the whole earth. No
4

mere conflict between East and West is
this. It is Communism versus Christianity.
The outcome will profoundly affect your
life.
But is there not a hope of "peaceful
coexistence"? Not in this issue. This is
strikingly clear when we realize the aim
of communism. Says the Communist book
A Short History of the Communist Party
A WAKE!

(lIoIohevik) ot the Soviet Union: "Studies
of the history of the ~y strengthen the
belief in the ultimate victory of the great
task of Lenin and Stalin, the victory of
Communism in the w}1.ole world." Never
will the leaders of communism be satisfied
with anything less than world domination.
Yet what of Christianity? The
Bible, the basis for Christianity,
declares that God's kingdom
must rule this
earth and that
the King, Christ
Jesus, "must rule
as king until God
has put all ene.mies under his
feet," (1 Corinthians 15:25,New
World

Trans.)

Clearly, the declarations of both communism and Christianity show they cannot

coexist.
Origin and Growth of Communism
The final conflict draws near; happy are
those that will be on the winning side. But

to make a decision of such lasting consequence we need facts on both Christianity
and communism. First. what is commu~
nism? What is its origin? How is it that
communism boasts of a zeal and enthu~
siasrn among its adherents that is unusual
to politics?
Communism is defined as a social sys~
tern based on the holding of all property
in common, actual ownership being as~
cribed to the community as a whole or to
the state. In practice it is a system in
which all economic, religious and political
activity is directed by a totalitarian state.
In practice modern communism has come
to include, besides the philosophical ideal,
a revolutionary method.
Communism's origin takes us back to
the days of ancient Greece. Plato advo~
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cated a comnltmity of property, and also
of wives, in his Republic. But revolution·
ary communism is generally regarded as
dating from publication of the Communist
Manifesto of Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels in 1848. This document called upon
the workers of the world to fight fat common ownership of all means of pr0duction and to establish a rule of
the proletariat (the laboring class).
But communism
made no lasting
progress until the
Bolsheviks, after
the revolution of
November, 1917,
established a dictatorship of the
Communist party
in Russia. Originally, the Communists expected the Russian Revolution to be the first in a WOrldwide series. Lenin, one of the revolutionaries, taught that the Communist party must
be the advance guard of the proletariat and
must consist of well-disciplined men ready
to assume control and lead discontented
masses in seizing power whenever oppor·
tunity should arise. So the Comintern, a
world~wide union of Communist parties,
was organized at Moscow in 1919 to spread
the Communist idea throughout the world.
But the Comintern failed to bring about
world revolution. Russia's economic resources became exhausted.; so the Comintern adopted a new policy to gain time to
build up a great economic and military
empire.
Today the colossus of communism stalks
all natiOns. AJready communism's iron
and bamboo curtains have enclosed more
than one third of the earth's surface and
almost 1,000,000,000 people! There is no
doubt that the so~caIled "Christian" religion is in peril. Declared the Sixth Congress of the Comintern: "One of the most
5

-important tasks of the cultural revolution,
affecting the wise masses, is the task of
systematically and unswervingly combatting religion-the opium of th~ people."

What Communism Really Is
Still, how can we explain the fanaticism
that Communist party members manifest?
The answer is that communism is more
than a social system; it is a religion. Communism arrogates to itself power that"
belongs to God and causes people to look to
the state for salvation and to worship it
instead of God. In ,his book Communism
and Christ Dr. Lowry wrote: "The miracle
of Marxism is its social and in~titutional
embodiment and its transformation into
an aggressive, universal religion of salvation.... The appeal of Marxism was, and
is twofold. It exploited, and eX))loits, the
prestige of science, claiming to be a scientific system for a scientific age. 1t offered,
and offers, deliverance from present injustice and misery,_ promising to all beiievers
a new world of equality and happiness."
So communism's sales talk is for "a new
world of equality and happiness." Its religious aspects go even farther, for communism has its gods and "saviors." Not
only was Lenin made a god from the standpoint of adulation bitt he was elevated to
the pantheon alongside Marx. When Stalin
was alive the people in Albania erected a
statue of "The Deity Joseph Vissarionovich
Stalin." Albania's premier said: "The
great Stalin is our people's glorious saviour." (Chicago Daily Sun Tirne8, January
11, 1950) The "Holy Scriptures" of communism now include writings of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin. The Red. religion
has its holy days and its parades. Nearly
every nation is honeycombed with the
missionaries of communism; its prophets
predict a new world of economic bliss.
Like all religions, communism can be
6

judged by the quality of its fruits. What
are they? "Lying, hate, suspicion, censorship, torture, brutality and murder-all

evil fruits. Why such rotten fruits? Because governments of this world derive
their authority from an unse'en wicked
spirit, "the god of this system of things."
Of this master spirit the Bible declares:
"The whole world is lying in the power of
the wicked one." So communism is just
this: a false religion that receives its
power and authority from none other than
the Dragon, Satan the Devil.-2 Cotinthi~
ans 4:4; 1 John 5:19, New World Trans.

False "Christian" Religion Responsible
The so-called "Christian" religion is
often called the bulwark against communism. How is it, then, that this Devilinspired Communist religion has deluded
so many who profess to be Christian?
Indeed, the United States is alarmed not
only over its scientists but even over its
clergymen! In France, where. from 85
to 95 per cent of the people are Catholic,
the Communists have polled as high
as 26.5 per cent of the vote. In Italy,
where over 99 per cent of the people are
born Catholics, communism has taken even
far greater strides.
An article in the Roman Catholic magazine The Commonweal (May 7, 1954)
should make us think. Under the title
"When Catholics Turn Communist" the
article said that, on the basis of information gathered by parish priests in all parts
of Italy, communism has maintained a
steady rate of growth. Then referring to
the period since the pope decreed excommunication (1949) for Communists, the
article says: "During this period. Italian
communism has not even been slowed;
1,626,957 more baptized Italians have
voted Communist or pro-Communist, which
brings the total number of 'Catholic ComAWAKE!

munists' to nearly 10,000,000." About
10,000,000 Communist-voting Catholicsthis in the Vatican's own front yard! What
is wrong?
:honest clergymen have to admit where
the responsibility lies. So a Presbyterian
preacher in Brooklyn, New York, admitted
that communism is an "instrument of social change born in the intolerable vacuum
left by a thousand years of Christian failure to achieve a better instrument or any
instrument at all."-New York Times,
February 5, 1951.
So the failure of the "Christian" religions to bring real hope and comfort to the
people has given communism the stimulus
for existence. How the organized religions
have'failed! Have they brought the people
the heart-cheering news of a new world of
happiness? No! They howe only offered the
people hope in some dim kind of afterlife.
But communism promises a new world of
happiness in this life and on the earth. Not
only that, but the hypocrisy and greed of
the clergy have become notorious. Besides
the pagan doctrines of trinity and immortality of the soul, organized religion has
. taught the un scriptural money-producing
doctrines of eternal torment and purgatory. The truth of God's Word the clergy
have watered down SO that the only real
reasons people have for going to church is
to show off toggery, socialize, hear music,
take a lesson in psychology, get the facts
on the latest "best-selling" novel, play
bingo, learn which candidate to vote for,
see a show of magic and drop cash into a
zestfully passed collection plate or specially dated coin envelope. Is there any
wonder that this spiritual vacuum has
failed to strengthen professed Christians
in a stand against communism?
True Christianity Demonstrated
It is false Christian religion, then, that
has degraded and besmirched the name of
MAROH 22, 1955

ChrIstianity. But Lenin's charge that.tel1,.
gion is Hthe opium of the people" does not
apply to true Christianity. For true Christianity brings· joy and hope. It brings the
promise of a righteous new world, a prom~
ise that is sure because it comes from the
Creator of the universe, the Most High
God, Jehovah. Of that promise Christ's
apostle wrote: "There are new heavens and
a new earth that we are awaiting according
to his promise, and in these righteousness
is to dwell." (2 Peter 3:13, New World
Trans.) False religion has failed to tell the
people of God's new world. Who, then,
demonstrate true Christianity? Who are
telling the people of a paradise earth, of
never-ending happiness and life in the new
world that will be ushered in during this
generation? Who are obeying Jesus' command: "This good news of the kingdom
will be preached in all the inhabited earth
for the purpose of a witness to all the nations, and then the accomplished end will
come"? The only organization doing this
and living up to all righteous principles of
God's Word is the New World society of
Jehovah's witnesses.-Matt. 24:14, New

World Trans .
False Christian religion not only failS to
bring the hope of God's kingdom to the
people, but it mixes with the world, meddles in politics. Jehovah's witnesses demonstrate true Christianity by obeying the
Bible's command: "Do yOu not know that
the friendship with the world is enmity
with God? Whoever, therefore, wants to be
a friend of the world is constituting himself an enemy of God." "Do not be loving
either the world or the things in the world. II
-James 4:4; 1 John 2:15, New World

Trans.
In Communist lands today the Christian
work of Jehovah's witnesses is banned.
And why? Because the Communists fear
the good news that Jehovah's witnesses
bear. But never win these true Christians,
7

though outlawed or imprisoned, cease an~
nouncing the truth that God's· kingdom is
the only hope for distressed mankind. So
whether in prison or out of prison Jehovah's witnesses will keep on telling the
truth. The Bible is the source of their truth.
No wonder one commando leader of the
peoples' police at a penitentiary said: "A
Bible in the hand of one of Jehovah's witnesses is just as harmful as a torch in the
hand of an incendiary." The Bible harmful
to what? Harmful to error, because Jehovah's witnesses use the Bible to expose
communism as a false religion, a vain hope.

The IS8ue Decided at Armageddon
The issue presses for settlement. It goes
deeper than just Communism verses Chris~
tianity. For the issue narrows down to the
question: Who is supreme? Jehovah God
or Satan the Devil? The issue is to be decided for all time at the great war of Armageddon, "the great day of God the Almighty." So now we see why this issue is
far greater than any other that has ever
arisen in history. This time the angels in
heaven, under the command of Christ
Jesus, fight for righteousness. Far-reaching
will be the effects of this war.-Revelation
16:14, New World Trans.
False Christian religion, in God's sight,
deserves the weightiest judgment. Its wickedness surpasses that of which communism
is guilty. For communism professes to be
godless and has never represented itself as
being of God and Christ, but false Christian religion has. And so for that reason
it is the most reprehensible and w~ll be
destroyed first at Armageddon. God has
foretold this in the Bible. The prophecy
declares that the political powers, with
whom organized religion has committed
spiritual fornication, will turn against and
destroy this false Christianity: "And the
ten horns that you saw, and the wild beast,
these will hate the harlot and will make
8

her devastatea and naked, and will eat up
her fleshy parts and will completely burn
her with fire. For God put it into thejr
hearts to carry out his purpose." Next in
line for destruction come all governments
of this earth: "And the wild beast was
caught." The "wild beast" represents the
earthly governments including communism. What will be the fate of those who
remained neutral in this issue? The prophecy continues: "But the rest [all others
who are not on God's side 1 were killed off
with the long sword of the one seated on
the horse." Thus Armageddon will have
wiped out every vestige of this hollowhearted world. All, that is, except those
practicing true Christianity.-Revelation
17:16,17; 19:20,21, New World Trans.
Armageddon reaches its culmination
with the abyssing of Satan the Devil so
that during the 1,ODO-year reign of Christ
Jesus that master wicked spirit cannot
spoil the peaceful conditions on the earth.
What a glorious time follows! Earth's
King, Christ Jesus, brings mankind back
to perfection. And finally all who become
obedient subjects of Jehovah's King will
gain the right to live on this earth with
no fear of ever dying. "For he must rule
as king until God has put all enemies under
his feet. As the last enemy, death is to be
destroyed."-l Corinthians 15:25, 26, New
World Tram.; Revelation 20:1-3.
Gone forever will be communism and all
other imperfect forms of government. Never, in all the ages to come, will man have
need for bombs, cannons or bullets. Live to
see that happy time begin. Abandon communism. Abandon all forms of false religion. Take your stand with the New World
society for true Christianity. Then when
"Jehovah cometh forth out of his place to
punish the inhabitants of the earth for their
iniquity," you will survive with the hope
in view of everlasting life on this earth.
-Isaiah 26:21, Am. Stan. Ver.
AWAKE!
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WINDTUNNELS

that
8y "Awake!" corre'pondenl in Greot aritgin

A

N AIRCRAFT streaks across the sky.
Its newly designed features seem perfectly styled for its graceful flight. The appreciative onlooker wonders in amazement
at such an achievement. He may well ponder the question: What research and development lie behind the accomplishment
of such a feat? Wind tunnels play an important part in the behind-the-scenes work,
but they are usually away from the public
eye and little is known of them by the.
average person.
The stages in the design of a prototype
aircraft generally conform to set pattern.
First the specifications are drawn up, that
is, the required load-carrying capacity,
speed, range, operational altitudes and
compass are decided upon. Next a configuration is planned that, according to theory,
should possess aerodynamic qualities that
will fulfill the required conditions. Models
are then constructed for testing in wind
tunnels. When some preliminary experiments have been conducted" with perhaps
some confirmation of theory, a start is
made on designing the structural form of
the main components. Then, as information is fed back from the wind tunnels,
necessary changes are made in design.
Eventually, when the machine is produced,
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in' the
tunnel to ascertain the causes
of such discrepancies.
There are different forms of wind tunnels, but to present a clear picture to the
reader a conventional fonn is used for
the pUrpose of description. The diagram
shows its layout and indicates the names
of its components.
Since the model is stationary and air is
propelled round the circuit by means of
a fan, every effort is made to ensure a
uniform flow of air through the working
section so that the effects produced by an
aircraft flying in ideal conditions through
still air are simulated. Consideration of
this point reveals the reason for the parts
indicated in the diagram. As the stream of
air flows from the fan round the circuit,
the rotation of the fan wi1l tend to rotate
the air stream, so straightener vanes are
placed behind the fan to induce linear
flow. To minimize loss of energy in turning
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the air around the abrupt corners, specially
shaped turning or earner vanes are placed
on the diagonals. To prevent turbulence in

the air stream, a wire screen of fine mesh
is placed in the settling chamber just ahead
of the entrance cone. Then the sUdden con·
tractf.<:m of the air stream through the cone
brings about an increase in its velocity and
also a steadying effect in addition to that
produced by the wire screen. A steady
stream. of air with a fair freedom from turbulence is thus distributed throughout the
entire working section. The stream' then
flows through a gradually diverging passage called the diffuser and then around two
more corners on to the fan where it receives further impulses to complete the
circuit. The speed of the fan can be varied
to give a range of air speeds through the
working section.
Varieties of Wind Tunnels
The three main groups of wind tunnels
are: (1) low speed, (2) high sp~ed and
(3) supersonic. There is a wide range of
size and fonn within the groups, and selection depends upon individual requirements, such as economy and the types of
tests contemplated. In low-speed tunnels
the sPeed of the air in the working section
does hot exceed 250 to 300 miles an hour.
The working section of a general-purpose
tunnel of average proportions would measure 9 feet by 7 feet and about 200 horsepower would be needed to produce a 170miles-an-hour wind.
The largest wind tunnel in the world,
controlled by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and located at Moffatt Field, California, possesses a working
section of amazing proportions--80 feet
by 40 feet! To produce the maximum wind
speed of 250 miles an hour through this
enormous working section, six 40-footdiameter fans absorb about 36,000 horsepower. To convey an impression of the
size of this tunnel, just imagine such a
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gale rushing throQgh an auditorium capable of accommodating about 2.000 persons! Full-size airCl'aft or components can
be tested in it.
A high-speed tuhrlel is one capable of
providing wind speeds in excess of about
300 or 400 miles <tn hour and which can
approach the speed of sound (763 mph at
sea level). It is within that range of speeds
that violent changes in the pattern of air
flow over an aerofoil can take place, sometimes with catastrophic results. Therefore
supersonic tunnels are used to supply infonnation on the effects produced by an
aircraft passing through the sound barrier
and attaining speeds above that of sound.
Attempts to investigate the phenomena
arising from supersonic air flow have been
conducted by placing the models directly
in the exhaust from the high-pressure containers. Another SUpersonic tunnel injects
a high-pressure supply of air through an
annular slot just downstream of the working section. A unique type of supersonic
tunnel is one where a valve just downstream of the working section can be
opened to permit a rush of air through and
on into a hollow sphere that has been previously evacuated. An inconvenient feature
of all these arrangements is that the run·
ning time is limited to a few seconds. This
is because the air stream is supplied by
storage vesse1s and not by a continuously
running fan as in the case of the conventional fonn of tunnel. However, continu·
ous-running types of supersonic tunnels
are now in existence. Pushing even farther
into the unknown are tunnels used to test
very small models in hypersonic wind
speeds. that is, five times the speed of
sound.
A problem arising from supersonic speed
is aerodynamic heating. The amount of
heat generated due to the frictional resistance of an aircraft traveling faster than
sound would make conditions within the
AWAKE!

aircraft intolerable fOr the occupants. Fur·
thennore, it can cause the structural material of the aircraft to become pliable with
consequent failure of the aircraft members. Supersonic wind tunnel experiments
provide much information on this problem.

Testing Procedure
The stage is reached where the lines of
a new aircraft have been decided upon and
now the model testing procedure follows.
First, a complete model made of solid mahogany is tested in a low-speed tunnel to
obtain preliminary measurements of the
six components, namely. lift, drag, side
force and rolling, yawing and pitching moments. Then the model may be modified
so that tests can be conducted with various
conditions and settings of control surfaces
such as ailerons, elevators, rudder and
flaps. Thus the effects of the controls can
be determined. If these preliminary tests
prove satisfactory, larger models of component parts, called "partial" models, are
tested. Components are constructed with
suitable mechanisms incorporated to facilitate structural design. Depending upon
the available facilities of the wind tunnel
organization, there are a number of other
tests that may be conducted, such as the
exploration of the effects due to air gusts
and flutter. Air-flow patterns can be revealed by sticking tufts of wool on the

m.()del at strategie positions. It may surprise

the reader to know that one of the most
valuable pieces of equipment of wind tun·
nel technicians is a lump of plasticine. This
is because, in the case of low-speed tunnel
models, alterations in model component
shapes can be accomplished speedUyand
easily with this humble molding material
from the kindergarten.
Much more could be said about the techniques of aerodynamic research; but per-haps the information that has been presented will prove sufficient for the inquirer
to catch a glimpse of the contribution made
by wind tunnels toward the amazing developments in aviation.
It cannot be denied that the study of the
phenomena associated with flight is most
complex, and that the measures adopted
by man are truly remarkable. So it is appropriate that man should be truly grateful to the great and loving Creator, Jehovah God, for the possession of the mental
and material facilities enabling him to
conduct intelligent and useful inquiry into
the subject of aerodynamics, to the extent
that he can enjoy safe mechanical flight
All praise should be to Jehovah, the One
who introduced the marvelous facility of
flight by saying: "Det flying creatures fly
over the earth in the bosom of the exPanse
of the heavens." And it came to be so.
-Genesis 1:20, New World Trans.

",,-'%)~ ~

'1:,uu,.,,tu!

'ii At Miami, Florida, a bloodhound owned by the sheriff's office disappeared during
a man hunt. Five days later the dog turned up in the city pound. Sheriff's deputies
angrily charged city officials with kidnaping the bloodhound while he was hot on
the trail of a fugitive. A police inspector, they said, lured the canine detective into a
car and took him to the pound. City officials explained that a woman reported a sick
dog near the city limits, and so, to the men from the pound, the sad·eyed bloodhound
looked sick. Pleading innocent, they said they had no way of knOwing the dog was a
sleuthhound out on official duty.
MAROH 22, 1955
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Respect for Religious Scruples Rewarded
HERE are certain physIcians and surgeons
who protess such great respect for their
procedures that they would not think at
making an exception for the sake of a patient's
scruples even though the patient's Hte is in·
valved. They insist that the patient surrender
his scruples or die. By pursuing such a course
they are, in effect, claiming to be omniscient
or infallible. However, there also are some in
the medical profession who, while having
great respect for and confidence in their professional procedures, are willing, for the sake
at saving a lite and out of respect for a pa·
tient's religious scruples, to make an excepo
tion. A :reporter for the Winston·Salem Jour·
nol, April 23, 1954, told about it as follows:
tl, "One Chance in 10 Wins ... Woman Re.
covers From Operation Without Needed Blood
Transfusion. A woman bet her life against
heavy odds here recently-and won. Doctors
said she must undergo surgery or die. But
that wasn't the choice she had to make. She
told them she would not submit to surgery un·
less they promised not to give her blood or a
blood derIvative durJng the operation. Her
religion, she explained, prohibited her having
another person's blood introduced into her
bloodstream. With blood transfusions, the sur·
geon said, she had nine chances in 10 of living.
Without the blood, she had just one chance of
making it. She took the one chance.
.. "It happened at City Hospital. The woman
was taken there sometime back. She was in
severe pain and was unable to lie down. The
pain was located in the abdomen and chest.
The diagnosis: A pregnancy in one of the Fal·
lopian tubes. The tube had ruptured; she was
losing blood rapidly; immediate surgery was
necessary if her life was to be sa ved.
cr. "She and her husband agreed to the opera·
tion, but they told the surgeon he must not
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-under any conditions-order blood or a
blood derivative during the operation. The
surgeon explained that he couldn't make such
an agreement. She had already lost too much
blood; she would lose more during the operation. He asked the patient, 'Would you rather
die than have a blood transfusion?' She looked
at him calmly and replied, 'Yes.'
cr. "He told her that he could not perform the
operation under her conditions, and another
surgeon was consulted. He, too, turned her
down. And so did another and another. [All
apparently willing to let her die rather than
even to try to save her Hfe because she stood
by her religious scruples!] In the meantime,
the patient's condition grew steadily worse.
The first surgeon, still confronted by her calm
resolution to stick by her religious belief, fi·
nally agreed to try the operation. 'Somebody
had to do it,' he said. 'Without it, she didn't
have a chance:
(l "The woman's husband signed a paper first.
It stated the conditions under which the opera·
tion was being performed. It said he under·
stood that the surgeon bad advised against it.
Then the,woman was taken to the operating
room, and the operation began. An incision
through the abdominal wall confirmed the
diagnosis. Blood was pulsing steadily through
the ruptured tube. Clamps stopped the bleed·
ing; the damage was repaired. The patient
was returned to her room, and, a few days
later, she returned home. The surgeon says
she's doing fine."
cr. Did that surgeon feel any regrets for having made an exception for the sake of his pa·
tient's religious scruples? Hardly. Rather,
deep down in his heart he must have felt
thankful that he had made an exception for
the benefit of a patient that showed such loy·
alty to her religious scruples.

Why /latty. Aft. A/oto-tiJt?
«l A sign put up in North Carolina gave speeding motorists a jolt. It simply said:
"It's better to be late, Mr. Motorist, than to be the late Mr. Motorist."

?"ot U/l1.ylVl1.ui tvl1.lkiltJ
~

Some pedestrians overdo their rights; they think in terms of the earth's being
a pedestrian's planet So they cross streets carelessly and walk according to any
vagary of the moment A sign put up in Kansas City woke up some of the way.
ward walkers. It said: "To avoid that run down feeling, cross the street carefully."
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AWAKE!

Thi. article by "Awake I" corre.pondent In Germany give. the German view. The following
iUlle will have an a rtlelo by the French eorre,po nd onl ... fleet ing Ih. view of thai co IInl ry.

HE current issue over rearmament of Germany is of worldwide interest, and in Germany it is
the talk of the hour. It was on Saturday, October 23, 1954, that John
Foster Dulles of the United States,
be cautious in thrusting weapons
Anthony Eden of Britain, ex-Preback into the hands of a possible
future attacker, though it is
mier Mendes-France of France and
ChanceI10r Konrad Adenauer of Germany thought that both sides were anxious for
signed the document that, when ratified by some kind of agreement. Another probtheir various governments, will allow Ger- lem was the Saar question. For many years
many to rearm and wiI1 restore her to her it has been a ticklish issue. Mendes-France
place among the sovereign nations of the demanded an immediate settlement before
world. Some viewed this agreement as a signing the sovereignty agreement. This
promise of a securer and safer future---an demand momentarily threatened the conadded protection against the armies from ference with defeat, but a decision was
the East that they fear are only biding finally reached that seemingly was satistheir time awaiting an opportunity to take factory to all involved, and the way was
over the rest of Germany, if not all of Eu- left open for final negotiations,
rope. Others considered German rearmament a morbid omen of troublesome condi- German Rearmament
tions to come and perhaps the forerunner
Just what does this agreement provide?
of a feared third world war. The entire situ- The German "Bundesrepublik" receives its
ation is explosively charged with emotion, full inner and outer sovereignty. The Allied
and almost everyone, both professional pol- occupation of Western Germany comes to
itician and common man, has his own very an end, although Allied troops will con~
tinue to be stationed throughout Germany
definite views on the matter.
Heated debate and intensive discussions as part of the NATO forces. Western Gerpreceded the signing of the agreement. many is the fifteenth member-nation of
Problems arose that made agreement seem this organization whose express purpose is
remote if not downright impossible. Would the defending of Western Europe and the
France give in and agree to the rearming Americas from the spread of communism.
of her long-time enemy, Germany'? The It is rather paradoxical to think that Ger~
deep-seated feeling of hatred between these many, crushed into unconditional surrentwo European nations is nothing new, and der in the second world war, should ilow
the last two wars only heaped coals upon the be regiven her freedom by her conquerors
fire. It is understandable that France would solely for the purpose of rebuilding this
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armed might that they-once so ferociously 'persistent argument raised by opponents
fought to destroy. But in this upside-down, of rearmament is that the spending of so
mixed-up world paradoxes seem to have
become the ,order of the day.
Germany's armed force is not to exceed
500,000 men. Some 20,000 of these will go
to build up a ,small navy of 180 craft (all
less than 3,000 tons), such as submarine
chasers, mine layers, motor gunboats and
harbor-protection vessels. An air force of
80,000 men and 1,500 planes is planned.
This does not include heavy bombers,
which, according to the agreement, may
not be built. Of the 80,000 air force mem~
bers, only some 3,000 will be pilots.
This army, incorporated into the NATO
forces, will be under the direct and immediate supervision of NATO headquarters, and the German rearmament will be
supervised by the Brussels Treaty organization (composed of Britain, France, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg, with
Germany and Italy as new members) that
controls continental arms manufacture.
The new Republic of Germany agrees to
produce no rocket weapons (1ike the famous V rockets used in the last war), no
large warships, no heavy bombers, and
also not to produce any atomic, biological
or chemical weapons (known as the a-b-c
weapons). The checking of this by the
armament committee is in line with the
policy that no nation will possess any
weapon greater than necessary to preserve
the safety of the NATO forces and programs as decided by NATO itself.
One hundred billion German marks (approximately $25 billion) will be necessary,
according to preliminary estimates, to
build this defense force. Already the government has money on hand that has been
earmarked for this purpose. And on his
recent whirlwind trip to the United States,
Chancellor Adenauer was able to arrange
for aid from Uncle Sam to the extent of
12.6 billion marks, or some $3 billion. One
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much money at this time is "unjustifiable"
in view of the serious social needs of millions of people who are still in need of
homes and other facilities that were lost
during the war.
Here are some of the other things provided for by the new agreement. The Allied
High Commissioner offices will cease to
exist and will be replaced by regular ambassadors as exchanged between other na~
tions. Any veto power previously held by
the Allies over the law-making factions
of the new government will end. All Allied
civilians in the German republic will be
liable to the German laws. All control of
German industry will come to an end. All
export and import affairs will now be handled by the government itself.
Further, the three Western powers re~
tain their rights in Germany only as regards Berlin and the German reunification
arrangements and the making of a peace
treaty with the German government. The
state of emergency powers that up to now
would have allowed the Allies to resume
complete control in the event of an emergency have been lifted, though certain
po~ers and rights are granted, at least
temporarily, to maintain the safety of
their troops on German soil. Later a Four
Power office will be set up to deal with the
problems of foreign troops stationed in
Germany. The Allied powers retain, the
right to check and approve all plans and
treaties that have to do with reuniting
Germany.

The Internal Political Issue
As could be expected, the party in power,
Adenauer and his Christian Democrats, is
generally in favor of this move, although
evidences of complete unanimity are lacking; whereas the other major party, Ollenhauer and his Socialists, is sharply against
AWAKE!

the ratiflcatlon IlloVement. Adenauer contends that a rearmed Germany in the
ranks of NATO makes the possibility for
a reunited Germany better; Ollenhauer,
on the other hand, contends that West
Germany's entry into the NATO forces
makes reunification with Russian-occupied
East Germany not only improbable but
almost impossible. Political difference on
this point has been sharp and many bitter
words have been and still are being spoken
in debate.
Particularly is Chancellor Adenauer's
handling of the Saar question being received with sharp criticism. By many it is
considered a downright sellout to the
French. Said one critic: "A business man
is seldom considered successful when he
sells articles very much in demand at a
shamefully reduced price. It is therefore
astounding that some consider our Chancellor in his foreign ministry politics as
successful; all his 'success' is nothing more
than the extremely moderate price that
the Western Powers have paid for the
much to' be desired German military contributions." Even the French admitted that
the Germans had made a great concession
in the matter of the Saar. Said the French
newspaper Le Monde: "One must fully ap.preciate the enormity of the sacrifice that
the Germans have made, especially in giving up a population whose German background cannot be disputed."
Getting this agreement ratified may
cause Chancellor Adenauer and his party
many long hours of debate and worry, and
the possibility of defeat is not to be overlooked. The uncertainness of the situation
was augmented by the untimely death of
Dr. Hermann Ehlers, the German "Bundestag" president, who was being counted
upon by Chancellor Adenauer for strong
support of his ratification program.
Not only the politicians, but also the
common people are strongly divided in
MARCH 22, 1955

their views. Some feel that Germany-s rearmament·wU1 only further the possibllity
of a third world war. Others feel that
through this action the threat of another
earth-wide wave of devastation and ruination has been dismissed. One thing, how·
ever, is sure. That is that the average
person, like peace-loving peoples the world
over, desires an end to the bickering and
quarreling of the nations and fervently
prays that a third world war-this time an
atomic war---,will not become a grim real·
ity.
The horrors of the second world war
are still fresh in the minds of many; people
who still have no decent homes, who still
have not been able to regain the necessities
of life, not to speak of those who still grieve
for lost loved ones who are either dead,
maimed, missing or perhaps still held prisoner behind the iron curtain. Still fresh
in their minds are the horrors of Allied
bombing raids when whole cities were
turned into gigantic fiaming funeral pyres
fat thousands of men, women and children.
The graphic description of their frantic
efforts to escape and of the excruciating
agonies they underwent makes you realize
why they want no third world war in wWch
Germany would no doubt be caught in the
middle, between the East and the West.
Of course, there are other elements, too,
although in the minority. There are thOse
who let national pride and patriotism run
away with them, those who still hang on
to Hitler's Nazi ideas, and other warman·
gers who no doubt look forward to the future and the potential possibility of saving
face for the "Vaterland." One has the impression, too, that many of the younger
generation, those who will now make up
the new army in the biggest part, are just
a little eager to see the adventure and excitement that this win bring. Will they
too learn only through the sufferings and
privations of themselves and others that
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war, 'being the crime that it is, does not
pay?

The General Attitude
We can sum up the general attitude of
most Germans, then, as "wait and see."
There were no wildly cheering, flag~waving
crowds proclaiming the rebirth of a mighty
world power. Nor were there llOIitical
soapbox speakers decJaring the Possibilities of a n;mrvelous future brought about
by the miliqu-y might of the new nation,
nor are there any hints of such to come.
There are those, of course, who always
agree with their political idols, be they
right or wrong; there are the others who
alwayS disagree. But the majority of the
people seem to be holding to the middle of
th~ road between the two extremes, hoping
that things will work out for the best for
the eventual peace of this entire war-weary
world.
Whether the rearming of Western Germany will> be a wise move that will contribute to peace is anybody's guess. Wheth-

er Germany is to bE!Come the bloody battlefield of yet another world war, complete
with atomic cannons and perhaps even
hydrogen bombs, also is anybody's guess.
But the final outcome of this entire situation is not anybody's guess; it is based
upon the confirmed and true word of Jehovah God. He has declared that all nations, both of the East and the West, will
together go down into staggering defeat
before the invincible armies of his Son
Christ Jesus, and that very shortly. It is
marvelous to see that thousands 'of Germany's common people--yes, 48,000 in the
Western area alone--are turning their
backs upon man's failing efforts and are
looking to the Alrnighty God of the universe to bring into existence the new world
of righteousness that he long ago promised.
Then will be fulfilled the psalmist's words:
"He makes wars cease to the end of the
earth; he breaks the bow, and shatters the
spear, he bums the chariots with fire!"
-Psalm 46:9, Rev. Stan. Ver.

"Awake." Artlrle Appreciated
..: Recently Awake/ received the following letter from one of its subscribers: "Not
long ago the superintendent of city schools 01 W-~ moved in~o the neighborhood
01 one of Jehovah's wItnesses a.nd the two families became well acquainted with
each other. One day the superintendent dropped in on the Witness and asked if
she had anything he could use in his talk before the Parent·Teachers' Association.
She gave him a copy of the Awake! magazine that contained the article 'Crime
Comics Produce Child Crimlnal$.' In his talk he made generous use of the informa·
tion contained therein even quoting some of the scriptures used. The large group
of teachers and parents were ca.rried away with his discussion and afterward sev·
eral of the teachers showed interest in the issue of Awake! he had with him. Several
days later another witness of Jehovah was surprised when her boys came home
with the request for every copy they could get of the Awake! magazine that carried
the article on the crime comics. And the superintendent has been schedUled to give
the same talk at six other schools. The effect of this has already been felt in our
placing of A1.OOke! on the streets. The attitude of the particular section where he
first gave the talk has generally been hostile, but, right after that. in one Saturday
afternoon 100 magazines were placed."
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Denominati

T

HE slogan "Education Is Everybody's Business" has been highlighted in Newfoundland during the past
few years. This is especially so during
planned "education weeks" and during various financial campaigns conducted by the
various religious denominations. Since education is everybody's business, more and
more people are asking questions and discussing the remedies put forth by some to
improve the condition of education in Newfoundland.

The results of public examinations conducted in the past two years indicate that
there is much room for improvement. In
the 1953 examinations the percentage of
students passing the examinations was 55,6
for Grade 9 and 54.4 for Grade 10, while
the results for the 1954 examinations were
54.4 for Grade 9, and 53.2 for Grade 10.
Editorials and considerable correspondence printed in the columns of two leading
Newfoundland newspapers revealed many
reasons for the 'poor showing' in the examinations and education matters generally. The opinions expressecf listed several
weaknesses, for example, (1) the number
of unqualified teachers is far too high;
(2) a considerable turn-over in the teaching profession is due to insufficient remuneration; (this has resulted in the
granting of new salary and grading scales
by the government, giving the teachers
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over one million dollars additional salaries
in 1954); (3) there is the lack of school
accommodation to meet the increasing
population; (4) the various boards of education need larger grants of monies by the
government, and more generous voluntary
contributions from an already generous
public.
Admittedly these and similar reasons
are confronting educational authorities
elsewhere in Canada and throughout the
world. However, there is one aspect of
education in Newfoundland that is believed
to be unique, and that is what is known as
"denominational education." Under this
system, the religious systems have, under
the department of education, assumed the
responsibility of teaching the children. The
fom major denominations, Roman Catholic, Church of England, United Church of
Canada (Methodist and Presbyterian) and
the Salvation Army, operate their own
schools under their own local boards of
education, provide teachers of their own
particular denomination and appoint supervisors and superintendents of their own
denomination in the department of education, who are employed. as civil servants.
Politically, education is a provincial
matter. The system of denominational education is treasured so much that, when
negotiating the Terms of Union of Newfoundland with Canada in 1949, tactful
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politicians insisted, on" the insertion ·of a
special clause in the l"erms of Union guaranteeing no change in the system of de~
norninatlonal education at any time, except
where two denominations at any time mutually desired to unite their facilities in
any location.
Financially, education in Newfoundland
is said to be "free." Yet, in most schools
children have to pay for their books, and
pay tuition fees that in the capital city of
St. John's range in price from $1.50 a
month in kindergarten to $4.50 in Grade
11. Colleges, operated by the various denominations, teach· the same grades but
at a higher fee. Also the various religious
boards of education receive substantial
grants from the government based on the
number of pupils attending the schools. In
addition to that, the general public and
the parents are solicited at least annually
by each of the denominations for money
contributions in the interests of education.
Local business and professional men are
expected to patronize denominations other
than their own for business' sake in the
name of education. Besides all this there
are socials, sales of teas, bingo, school entertainments, athletic games of all sorts in
season, and many other ways in which
parents and others are expected to contribute, namely, cookies, cakes, salads,
sandwiches, clothing or any thing that can
be sold, and, last but not least, money.
Well, certainly "education is everybody's
business."
Unless the population of an "outport"
or village is practically all of one denomination, two or more separate schools wil1
be found in everyone of these smaller settlements as well as in the larger towns.
These schools are in many cases "oneroom" schools with grades from kindergarten to Grade 11 being taught by one
teacher. In many places children of one
denomination have to walk long distances
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past schools of other denominations so as
to attend their own school. Supporters of
this system state that the problem is simply geographical.
In towns started or controlled by mining
and paper companies there has developed
what is known as "public" or "amalgamated" schoqls. With company support
they have been able to build good school
buildings and pay teachers better than is
usual in other settlements, and they have
had good success in public examinations.
In some other communities this idea of
"amalgamated" schools is gaining headway, and the Protestant denominations in
particular have united their forces and facilities in a few locations. However, Roman
Catholics are not amalgamating with any
other denomination. Supporters of amalgamated schools point out that the Roman
Catholic denomination is in a very favorable position in Newfoundland, to compare
with other provinces of Canada. In some
places, in order to operate their own
schools Roman Catholics or any other denomination would have to pay directly for
this privilege, but in Newfoundland they
receive grants from the government based
on the number of pupils attending their
schools, just as other denominations do,
and at the same time have the majority of
their teaching in the larger cities and
towns done by the "religious," Irish Christian Brothers and various orders of sisters,
whose lives are devoted to their church and
who do not receive any salary. Roman
Catholics themselves claim that their sup·
port of denominational education is " ...
our age-old position that education without
religion is not real education at all ... for
it leaves out all consideration of the one
essential purpose for which man was created," which they believe is to become "a
citizen of Heaven."-From a report of
Bishop O'Neill's address in the St. John's
Evening Telegram~ February 20, 1954.
AWAKE!

TIte StfIt". Quo to Be Maintained
tion? 'The St. J ohn'sEventtIg Telegrom- reIt Is admitted that much progress has parted on November 29 that "e.F. Barney,
been made in educational matters in New~ a missionary representative of Jehovah's
foundland in the last few years, but there Witnesses," told the regul~ meeting of the
is still room for improvement. Some feel St, John's congregation: "Denominational
that the remedy for all grievances would Education has tried to instill into the minds
be to abolish the system of denominational
education. But such persons will get no
help from the present government, whose
aim, as stated repeatedly, is to continue
the existing system "until our grandchildren's time" while allowing for amalgamation of any denominations who so desire.
At the same time any other denomination
may apply for and get government approval to operate its own schools when it has
enough people in ~ny district. In 1954 the
Pentecostal Assemblies were authorized to
operate their own schools, or they may
amalgamate -in some areas, At the .same
time it was announced that Jehovah's witnesses could for similar privileges.
Jehovah's witnesses in Newfoundland
are engaged in an educational work far
more important than any secular or denominational school. They are busy teaching all who will hear that the kingdom of
Jehovah was established in the heavens in
the year 1914, and that now is the time
to gain education for everlasting life. What
do they do about denominational educa-

of children teachings which are flatly contradicted by Holy Scripture." He explained
that the state has made provision in the
Education Act "forbidding teachers to im~
part to any child any religious instruction
which may be objected to by the parent
or guardian of such pupil." Thus, the
speaker stated that "in cases where religious denominations have assumed the responsibility of the State to teach children
the three R's (Reading, 'riting and 'ritbmetic), we shall gladly co-operate, but as
Christian witnesses of Jehovah according
to the Scripture we reserve the right to
teach our children the fourth R (Religion),
We shall continue to take full advantage
of the Education Act to protect our children from unscriptural teachings, because
we want to keep our children in the way
of life."
Thus Newfoundland has an educational
controversy that has a different twist from
that found in most lands, yet it properly
promises that the children's parents will
have final say as to religious training.

Children Not J\!aturally yood Citizens
'"i! With the rate of juvenile delinquency soaring in many countries, it was a sur·
prise to learn that juvenile offenses, during 1953, feU off 14 per cent in Britain.
There are some especially interesting facts behind this. First of all, some places,
such as Wigan, Lancashire, require that parents of young offenders appear in court
with their children. The blame for delinquency is placed squarely on the parents,
who, in many instances, are fined heavily. On the Isle of Man, the literal rod is used
on juvenile delinquents. Though whipping was abolished in 1946, it was revived in
1952. The youth crime rate has dropped. Most interesting is the maxim of Sir David
Maxwell Fyfe, home secretary, who is Britain's top law·enforcement omcer: "Chil·
dren are not naturally good citizens." (New York Times, August 24,1954) So, many
of Britain's law officers, by demanding that parents be responsible for their chilo
dren's conduct, are applying the Bible principle: "Foolishness is bound up in the
heart of a child; but the rod of correction shall drive it far from hlm."-Proverbs
22:15, Am, Stan. Ver.
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the Royal M~W:~,~ s'!-ys
the birds becaUSe:;',QlIi
c"'''''''liwr'
""" ..... ,,,.,,. "~ri"ttn.n" The birds are also
" no doubt a diminutiv~, ot"
to theblrd's habit 'Uf apparg on water, as the a,pot;tle Peter
,another name is "sllgi:\:tIWater," given
because of their _~)(;i!Pming low over
Though mt.UJ;cqbirds are somberly
being black wc;l brown, they do live
lives.
,\r 'if
. hundred a~sl.twenty miles to the north·
Auslralia's .}gla:nd state, Tasmania, lie
'Flirrlea:ux ISlands. These islands constitute
tl1l~·:.nlaln' breedinfr place in the Southern Hem·
for thi§"muttonbird. When not feeding
..... surfa~ . JOt the ocean, muttonbir'ds can
. flving-Jn long undulatihg lines a short
"'~"',"""~~ off' ~ island.'I'heirvanguard dips to
wMi the tips of their wings shearing
:thr>; ....·re!::t of tntr'waves. Then they soar up again
. "'; .
th~>1ine while the remainder dip be·
hind:'!n a movement that from the shore looks
i~~~>the undVlation of some giant caterpillar.
@aSlonally mx., settle on the water to feed,
'as-pec1ally if fuey espy a colony of small mol·
:i\1.iik,s· and jell1ff§v: Then the surface is churned
,white by the scramble.
~"I)uting the 'Whiter mutton birds migrate to
AIaska~ With tlTh'" coming of September the
frii.lttonbircts retuJ.1('
nest building becomes
th~jr main job. In
of building a nest in
the trees the
digs into the soil an
bbl1quelY driven
in length from
., t o '
on the nature of
.
severa] weeks, by
arise from thou·
",pctober the birds
-Qocks to the ocean
.

Beginning
'1tbout November
,,;.: m, huge flocks of
"IF muttonbirds
re·
• turn to their nest·
ing islands. So
huge are some of
,,~
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of i:Qfitttu4ew'lpr,eaeh"
period in a dark burrow.
1; In about eight weeks the young birds
emerge from the eggs. For several months they
receive attention until they become balls of fat
heavier than the adults.' But then a strange
thIng occurs: the parent birds suddenly desert
their babies. The abandoned babies, do not
forget, have never been in the open daylight,
nor have they been taught to fly. For ten or
twelve days the youngsters live by absorption
of fat; then they become hungry and restless.
They emerge from the burrows and exercise
their wings. This they do, it is said, .under cover
of darkness. Themonn for the present is not
their guide. Should the nights become bright:
they remain in retreat. But when the friendly
darkness falls again, they re·emerge, shuffle
along their parents' paths to the nearest cliff
and commit themselves to life on the ocean.
~ It is remarkable that these yOlUlg birds
find their way thousands of miles northward in·
to warmer waters of the Pacific. Again it is
remarkable that at the call of spring they find
their way back to the breeding islands.
'i1 The residents of th~ Furneaux Islands have
made the muttonbirds the basis of a valuable
industry. It is known as "muttonbirding." This
is a seasonal industry, the season being the ten
to twelve days during which the young fledg.
lings are left by the parents in the burrows to
live on their own fat. The young; fat mutton·
birds are plucked right out of their burrows.
The islanders eat them or sell them in Tas·
mania and on the mainland. In a single day
hunters may pluck thousands of birds ,from
their burrows (450,OOO in 1951). Yet year after
year the flocks return to the same nesting
island and often to the same neat burrow. Tas·
manian laws protect the parent birds and eggs
for the preservation of the species.
'i1 Along with the other wonders of bird life
found throughout the world, Tasmania's mut·
tonblrd gives mute praise to the wisdom of a
wonderful and intelligent Creator. Its habits
and flights follow instinctively the marvelous
guidance of Jenovah.
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Musclean Object of
Wonder
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fearfully and wonderfully
made." Because of modern man's
scientific progress he is in a better
position to appreciate the force of those
words of the psalmist than any of his
forebears. But does he? No, instead of his
discoveries' causing him to bow in humility
and wonderment before the wisdom of the
great Creator, they have made him so
proud that he knows so much that he has
lost faith in the existence of the One that
made all such things, and would have us
believe that all these
marvelous things came
by themselves through
a blind, unreasoning,
unintelligent force
which he glibly refers
to as "nature." What
folly!-Psalm 139:14j
14:1.
Time and again in
this magazine the
above words of the
psalmist have been
termed true regarding
some certain organ of
man's body, such as
the heart, kidneys, liver, etc., and wIth good
reason. But perhaps
few have given thought
to how true those
words are when ap-plied to the very muscles of our body. For
example, we are told
by a scientific writer:
AM
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"No mechanic, however ingenious, could
hope to build a working model of a muscle.
The merest twitch of an eyelid is actuated
by a mechanism far too complex yet at the
same time too beautifully simple, to besim~
ulated by any contraption of bolts, cams,
gears, springs, or the Uke. Even an electronic servo-mechanism ... would seem a
clumsy plodder beside the compact, lightning-fast living muscle. We have here a
chemical machine which is more elegant
than any that electronics or mechanics
could ever create."
The Body's "Little Mouse"
Movement "is the prime characteristic
of animal life, shared by only a few plants,"
and movement depends upon a muscle or
set of muscles. Muscles are capable of
great speeds, for a fly can flap its wings
300 times a second. Muscles are also capable of great tenacity and endurance: a
clam will close its shell and keep it closed
for days, even though it is hung up by
one shell and a considerable weight
attached to the other.
According to Webster
a muscle is "an organ
whose special
function is the
production of motion; also, the tis~
sue of which such
an organ is
made." The tenn
"muscle" comes
from the Roman musculus, "little mouse,"
evidently because the muscle in the upper
ann resembled a mouse. As has been wen
observed, "We begin life enclosed in a
strong bag of muscle, the womb, which is
inactive for nine months and then goes
into strong contraction to bring us out into
the world. And life is tenninated, for more
than half of us, by failure of another mus-cle, the heart."
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The human body has more than five
hundred muscles, and:~-since its right side
complements its left, most of these muscles
are in Pairs. The longest, some ~ighteen
inches, extends from the hip to below the
knee; the shortest, about one sixth of an
inclt in length, is located in the ear.
Muscles are either voluntary or involuntary. The voluntary, which are under- the
control of the will, account for about two
fifths of the weight of the body. They are
termed skeletal muscles because of being
fastened to the bones of the body and also
striated because of being grooved or furrowed. The involuntary muscles are generaiIy smooth or nonstriated and are to be
fotmd, among other places, on the walls
of the intestines and the blood vessels.
While some use the tenns voluntary, skeletal and striated interchangeably, not all
voluntary muscles are skeletal, not all are
furrowed or grooved, striated.
Not anlysbould the mystery of how
muscles fUnction cause wondennent and
reverence for the Creator, but even their
beautiful and intricate design, their varied
shapes and how they weave in and out to
serve their purpose best should do so.
Thus, for example, in the front part of the
forearm there are four layers of muscle,
the first containing four muscles, the second, one, the third, two, and the fourth,
one. The rear of the forearm has two layers of muscles, the superficial layer containing three and the deep layer, nve ruf.;.
ferent muscles.
Structure and Composition of Muscles

A skeletal muscle consists of a center or
"body" capable of contracting and expanding, and with tendons at each end not capable of either. It is composed of five major
parts: the framework of connective tissue,
the muscle fibers, which do the work, the
nerve fibers, which trigger the action, and
the capillaries and the lymphatics, which
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nourish the-mUscle, fibers. The nerve fibers

are fastened to the center, of the muscle
fibers and send their impulses toward each
end Each -muscle .fiber Js triggered by a
separate nerve fiber, either directly or by
means of a branch of a nerve fiber. About
73 per cent of the muscle ~s water, 18 per
cent protein, and about 9 per cent gelatin,
fat and inorganic salts.
A !;trip of skeletal muscle may be likened to an elastic garter, having fibers
runnmg the length of the strip and which
are alternately shaded light and dark. Muscle fiber is formed of threadlike fibers
barely visible to the naked eye and which
in tum are composed of thousands of tiny
fibriles or threadlike molecules. When a
muscle contracts it becomes thicker to the
extent that it becomes shorter, there seem-ingly being no loss of volume. The smooth
muscles consist of shorter, spindle-shaped
cells.
The heart muscle is in a class by itself.
In addition to being striated or grooved
it has a peculiar network of reinforcing
cross fibers, which consist of extremely
small fibers called sarcosomes. "These carry enzymes that promote chemical reactions in the body and keep the heart muscle
from getting tired under honnal conditions
by providing the heart with great quantities of enzymes for the chemical processes
by which the heart tissue is nourished and
restored." Additionally, the heart has its
own peculiar capiJJary system, not on])'

richer in quantity but also more effective,
in that they enter the muscle fibers, whereas in other muscle the capillaries merely
rest on the surface of the muscle fibers.
Obviously the heart mUSCle is ideally constructed for its ceaseless activity.
Among other properties of muscle fiber
is myoglobin, a pigment seeming to correspond to hemoglobin in the blood. Its presence depends upon the activity of the muscle and accounts for some muscles' being
AWAKE!

darker than others. 'Thus we find that the
barnyard fowl, which depends upon its
legs for locomotion, has dark flesh in its
legs, whereas the sea gull, which deperids
upon its wings, has dark flesh in its wings
and breasts. "Myoglobin stores up oxygen
and feeds energy gradually into the muscle
fibers dwing such prolonged activity as
the sea gull's sustained flights." Most human muscle is dark.

Muscle Characteristics
Among the physical and physiological
properties of muscle tissue is that of consistency, it being capable of becoming hard
or soft according to degree of tension required to accomplish the work at hand.
Another is that of cohesion, which is largely dependent upon the quantity of connective tissue it contains, and indicates its
ability to resist pressure. A square piece
of human muscle one fourth of an inch in
diameter can resist a weight of seven
pounds without rupturing or tearing. Still
another quality is elasticity. It appears
that a muscle has perfect elasticity, as it is
able to return completely to normal length
after stretching, unless, of course, its
health has been impaired by fatigue, insufficient blood supply or disease.
Tonicity or muscular tone is another
characteristic, distinguishing youth from
age. Muscular tone really is the permanent
tension a muscle has and which can be
readily noticed by the way the two sides
of the flesh draw back in a knife wound,
making it necessary to sew them together
until healed. Always having a slight tension means that the muscle is always

poised,_ ready to go into immediate action'
upon receiving the nerve impulse.
And fl:nally, there is what is known as
contractility or irritability, the property
of being able to respond by a change in
form. While triggered by the nerves, this
property is nevertheless an independent
endowment, for it can persist for longer or
shorter periods of time even after all nerve
fibers have been destroyed. Muscular ac·
tivity both results in and can be caused
by changes in temperature, mechanical,
chemical and electrical effects or stimuli.
Yes, so "beautifully simple," but how
does it work? "When it comes to understanding how muscle performs its prodigious feats, biologists are still groping in
dim light." With the aid of electronic microscopes man has been able to analyze
muscle structure; he has measured the
force and speed of muscular contractions
and has learned that a nerve impulse
changes soft flesh to taut muscle; he has
analyzed the chemical composition of muscle; but with all his knowledge man does
not know what is the source of the energy,
how the molecules act and why, l:\'hat
chemical changes take place and how these
result in mechanical changes, "The question still remains as to how the protein
chains kink to produce shortening, and the
precise nature of the relation that transforms chemical energy into mechanical
work." And says another: "The actual
conversion of chemical energy to muscular
work is still a mystery. Many theories
have been offered to explain this miracle."
Modern man stumbles at the miracles mentioned in the Bible and yet there are miracles all around him!

NABBING FUGITIVES THE COMIC WAY

CI. In New Bedford, Massachusetts, the police recaptured two jail breakers without
any commotion at all. In handcuffs, the frustrated fugitives explained that they
had not heard police surround their hideaway because they were too absorbed in
reading comic books.
MAROH 22, 1955
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SENSIBLE OR STUBBORN

ENSIBLE or stubborn? That question is
particularly applIcable to the reactions

some 40,000 doctors who had reported on their
smokIng ha.bits, two thirds Of the total memo
bership, 789 had 'died in a 29'month period. Of

BJ:oused by the controversy as to whether

tobaC(JO is injurious to one's health or not. For

example: even though the American Medical
Association saw fit to ban all tobacco advertising from its publications, as of January 1,
1954, and even though the British medical profession is preponderantly of the opinion that

smoking tobacco represents a real health hazard, as indicated by Hs devoting the entire
140 pages of the April, 1954, issue of Medical
World to the subject, yet there are many do("
tors who refuse to accept the evident'e.
'i' Thus the Rhode Island Medkal Society's
Journal, late in 1954, in discussing the effects
of tobacco stated that it was surprising the
tenacity with which people "cling to cigarette
smoking as a prop for their stability" and
"equally surpri:sing that there are phYSicians
who refuse to accept the evidence availabIe."
As to what may be their reasdn, Dr. Wynder,
one of America's foremost cancer researchers,
observed that "those physicians who were the
hardest set against believing that tobacco
might playa role in the etiology [causeJ of
lung cancer wel'e heavy smokers themselves.
It Is only human for one not to believe that
harm can .!'ome from something one likes."
'i;' Doctors may doubt there is a relationship
between cigarette smoking and lung cancer
but their doubt does not prevent the facts
from applying to them. Thus a recent report
by the British Medical Society showed that of

I
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that number 36 died from lung cancer, That
was dOUble the average for the country and
every last one of the doctors who died of lung
cancer was a smoker and many of them heavy
smokers. Not one nonsmoking doctor died of
lung cancer during that 29-month period.
~. A few popular magazines have published
articles in defense of the tobacco habit, such
as "Don't Smoke-Unless You Like It!" (Collier's, November 4, 1950); and "Who Says
Smoking Causeg Lung Cancer?" (True, an
American man's magazine) Their writers
make a point about insurance companies not
penalizing the sIIl(lker. But according to Risk
Appraisal, an authority on insurance: "Use of
tobacco entails extra mortality. Why ignore
it?" Its writer goes on to Show that in such
common ailments as cold~ gas on stomach,
nervousness and coughs, habitual smokers
have an incidence from 62 to 300 per cent
above that of nonsmokers.
i,' They also make a point of the obvious
fact tha~ merely because both cigarette smok·
ing and lung cancer have experienced phenomenal increases in the last two decades does
not prove they are related. True, but when we
note that lung cancer is as rare today among
nonsmokers as it was twenty years ago, but
takes the lives Of thousands of smokers, do we
need a high·powered searchlight or micro·
scope to sec that there is a connection?

A Day Of Crime In Just One City

'1: Shortly after

J, Edgar Hoover reported that crime in the United States was

outstripping the rate of growth of the popUlation by four to one, New York's police
commissioner declared that the new crime growth rate was more than true in the
big city. Describing an average day of crime, he said: "Before this hot August Sun·
day is oVer, one of us in this city will have been murdered. Another of us will have
died as the result of criminal negligence. Twenty·seven of our people will have been
feloniously assaulted. Three women will have been raped. One hundred and forty
of our homes and businesses will have been burglarized. Forty of uscwiU have had
our cars stolen. Thirty-one of us will have been held up and robbed on the streets
of this city. Sixty·nine grand larcenies wHl have taken place before this flay is over.
And there will have been fifteen other miscellaneous felonies, such as frauds, pas·
session of dangerous weapons, and sex offenses other than rape and the Uke.... Is
it any wonder that in many areas sensible people are reluctant to walk our streets
at night?"-New York Times, August 2, 1954,
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Times

THE London
a case was re·
of a man in Naples, Italy, who
IwasNported
imprisoned in 1934 for being an ac·
complice in a murder. Two years later a
priest was called upon to hear a confession
of an apparently dying convict. This con·
vict confessed that he, and not the accused,
Carlo Corbisiero, was the murderer. The
prisoner, however, unexpectedly recovered,
but died about a year later. AIl this time in·
nocent Carlo Corbisiero was being unjustly
punished as a murderer. After hearing the
confession the priest was not immediately
moved to right the wrong that was brought
to his attention, being bound by church law
to keep absolutely secret whatever is said
in confession. A priest possessing ordinary
or delegated jurisdiction to hear confes·
sions is called a ··confessor." The fourth
Lateran Council commanded confessors
"not to betray the sinner in any manner,
whether by word or sign or in any other
way." "A priest may not break the seal of
confession, either to save his own life or
his own good name, to save the life of an·
other, or to further the aims of justice."
The priest's hands were seemingly bound.
The convict, on the other hand, who con·
fessed his sin felt relieved, thinking that
he had discharged his responsibility by
making known his crime to the priest.
The question remains, Was the priest
right in concealing the true criminal while
an innocent man was unjustly suffering
for another man's crime? Is this "sacra·
MARCH 22, 1955

ment" itself just and right when it harbors
criminals and prevents justice from being
administered? Do not confessionals en·
courage rather than discourage crime and
delinquency by leading law violators to
believe that priests can forgive sins, thuS
allowing them to feel that they can run
anew into spiritual debt with lighter
hearts?
What would you have done? Would you
have exposed the criminal to free the in·
nocent? Or would you have permitted
yourself to be bound by church tradition
and untheocratic law? Would you have
freed the innocent man, knowing God's
law to say specifically: "You must take no
ransom for the soul of a murderer who is
deserving to die, for without fail he should
be put to death"? Or would you have feared
man, and not God, by upholding church
tradition?
In Israel no fine was sufficient to expiate
a murder. It was possible for neither the
cities of refuge nor the altar of God nor
prayers nor ablutions to shield a murderer
from God's executioner. Without fail the
murderer was to be exposed and put to
death. The priest, in this one instance, did
break the seal of secrecy of the confession·
a1. But it appears that, before doing so, he
had waited until the confessing murderer
had died before disclosing the information
to the authorities. We may well ponder
how many cases there are where innocent
men suffer while guilty men walk free,
and which facts are all well known to
priests who hear their confessions but pre·
fer not to break the seal of secrecy. The
above case was also published in The Inland Register, August 14, 1953, a Catholic
paper.-Numbers 35:31, 21, New World
Trans.
Confession is observed as a divine law
in the Catholic Church, and it has been
universally observed in both the East and
the West since the twelfth century. When
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before the confessor, the penitent sinner
must reveal every mortal sin that he has
committed. The priest then prescribes the
penance that must be done..
The confession or uSacrament of Penance" is a judgment requiring, on the part
of the priest-judge, an accurate knowledge
of the nature, number and circumstances
of the sins committed. This can be known
only through the penitent himself, who is
therefore defendant, prosecutor and witness in this "tribunal:' A proper and an
adequate penance rests upon the penitent
who can reveal or withhold infonnation
before the listening priest. The degree of
punishment, therefore, rests with the defendant, ,and not with the judge. If the
penitent says he has not sinned, when he
has sinned, how shall the priest judge him?
If the sinner confesses a major crime, how
shall he be brought to justice, if the priest
is bound by church law to keep the seal of
secrecy?
In the eyes of God a.nd according to laws
in leading democratic lands, it is a serious
offense to shield or harbor wanton criminals. But apparently it is approved among
priests of the Catholic Church. The Bible
nowhere countenances the shielding of
criminals from justice. An innocent manslayer was protected by law in Israel, but
a willful murderer was speedily brought to ,
justice. The priests of Israel were the ones
set aside to see that these laws were executed promptly. None were to suffer for
another's crime. "The soul that sinneth,
it shall die. The son shall not bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the father bear the iniqUity of the son: the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon
him, and the wickedness of the wicked
shall be upon him." The Jaw of Moses provIded for a just and clean organization.
-Ezekiel 18:20.
The early church established by Christ
and the apostles also provided a way to
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keep the Christian congregation from be-

coming contaminated with .wIcked men
who willfully practiced lawlessness. Persons guilty of unchristian conduct or
crimes condemned by God in his Word
were promptly disfelIowshiped from the
Christian congregation. No thief, murderer
or adulterer was pennitted to abide in the
Christian congregation.
We are infonned by the teachings of
Jesus and his apostles what we should do
in respect to such persons. Jesus said, in
effect, that, if someone as dear to us as
our right hand or right eye causes us to
stumble, it is best for US to cut such one
off and throw him away from the organization. "For it is more beneficial for one
of your members to be lost to you than for
your whole body to land in Gehenna." And
the apostle Paul advises: "Remove the
wicked man from among yourselves." And
again: "Quit mixing in company with anyone called a brother that is a fornicator or
a greedy person or an idolatel" or a reviler
or a drunkard or an extortioner, not even
eating with such a man." And John, bestbeloved disciple of Jesus, forbids greetjng
such an impious man, saying: "Never receive him into your homes or say farewelI
to him. For he that says farewell [or, a
greeting, margin] to him is a sharer in his
wicked works."-Matthew 5:30; 1 Corinthians 5:9-11; 2 John 10, 11, New World
Trans.
The Catholic Church most certainly

does not live up to these principles laid
down by the early Christian church. For
within its borders have flourished some of
the world's most ruthless wicked rulers and
criminals of all ages, Hitler and Mussolini,
to mention only two.
A true Christian, then, would have immediately exposed the Offender in fear of
God, in respect of justice and in love for his
fel10w man. Is that what you would have
done?
AWAKE!

And telling about other literal prisoners'
receiving the liberating message of truth
EHOVAH God has commanded his serv- is the following letter from a missionary
ants on earth to "proclaim liberty to in Trinidad: "In February, 1952, I anthe captives, and the opening of the prison swered a call to H. M. 's Prison to preach
to them that are bound." (Isaiah 61:1, Am. to one inmate. In the course of six months
Stan. Ver.) While this command has refer- there were three others desiring to hear
ence to figurative prison houses such as the same message. One of these has since
the political, commercial and religious Of- been released, has been immersed and now
ganizations of this old system of things engages regularly in house-to-house activthat keep people in bondage by means of ity, conducts group studies, gives talks in
false teachings, fear of man and other ap- the ministry school, is a promising speaker
peals to selfishness, the message of free- and shares in convention activities.
dom is also reaching into literal prisons.
"The response to the Kingdom message
Thus the 1955 Yearbook of Jehovah~8 has been so great that the governor (at the
Witnesses tells of the results of the preach- time) stated that it had not been the inM
ing of imprisoned Jehovah's witnesses in tention to allow me to spread my religion
Eastern Germany: "A fellow prisoner said: in there but simply to come and visit a
'Yes, if I had known that when I was stiU few inmates. A request was made for betM
free, I would not have slammed the door ter and bigger accommodations on the part
in your face as I did.' And an imprisoned of the interested inmates. By God's graM
woman expressed herself to [one of the cious provision a large recreation hall has
witnesses] as follows: 'Now at last I know been provided for my use once a week, and
why I had to come to prison; otherwise I the numbers have increased to a peak. of
never would have had a longing for rightM fortYMfive, the minimum being thirty.
eousness.' "
"There is great religious activity in this
The Yearbook also tells of a prisoner prison but Jehovah's witnesses and their
who was the ringleader in one of the worst goodMwill companions are by far in the
prison riots in the United States receiving majority. Evening after evening the priSM
the truth regarding Jehovah God and tak- oners ask for literature to read during
ing his stand for Him, even though he has their spare moments. At present there is
been for some time and still is in solitary
available to them one or more copies of
confinement and has many, many years of
all the latest publications of the Watch
sentence hanging over him. As a result of
his stand he now says regarding his situaM Tower Society, including Bibles, Bible
tion: "My manMmade prison to me no longM study aids, booklets and magazines. They
er is a prison, but a peaceful time for med- have learned several of the Kingdom songs
itation and knowledge. I am taking ad- and have at times asked to let them sing
vantage of it fully and have learned to love, them for me.
"In this group are men Who have in
trust, believe and pray."

Reaching into Literal Prisons

J
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"An escaped prisoner serving eighteen
times past taken part in the most wicked
of crimes imaginable. The good news of years has also taken his stand. Indicative
the Kingdom has changed many, and there of the interest the inmates have in my
are from ten to twelve reporting preaching preaching are such remarks as: 'Can you
activity each month and others are anx- not come a little earlier and spend more
ious also to have part. One particularly time with us?' 'Don't let them scare you.
You come every week and teach us. You
sincere inmate, who is serving a fifteenhave the goods, and you can deliver
year term on a murder charge, has prom- them.' "
ised me that if ever I am hindered from
And thus true freedom comes even to
visiting the prison he will carryon. He is those in literal prisons throughout the
quite capable of doing so, for which I am earth who hear the message of God's kingdoin and joyfully take a finn hold on it.
thankful.

Air Liner Stowaways Ground Fleet
~

In August, 1954, the American Airlines' pilots went on strike, so the airline's
powerful fleet of New York-area planes was laid up at Newark, New Jersey_ Ground
crews worked unceasingly to keep the giant air liners in tiptop condition. Tht'y
checked and rechecked them all throughout the strikf> period. When the strike ended.
pilots came to Newark to ferry some of the ships to their hangars at La Guardia
airport. As the pilots revved up the planes' engines, they noticed that the air-speed
indicators and the altimeters, both of which work off compressed air absorbed
through intake ducts, were as dead as the dodo. Sabotage? American Airlines had
to find out. So the fleet was grounded again. Perplexed mechanics investigated; they
found the dUcts were clogged with stowaway meadow mosquitoes. No longer did
Newark mechanics underestimate, if they ever did, the power of New Jersey mos·
quitoes .
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Changes in Moscow
., A struggle for power followed Stalin's death. It was a

struggle among three principle
forces: the secret police, the
Communist party and the Red
army, The party won out. Secret police chlef-Lavrenti Beria
was executed, and party man
Georgi M. Malenkov became

premier. Malenkov broke away
from Stalin's policy of giving
priority to heavy industry. Addressing the Supreme Soviet
in August, 1953, Malenkov
reached his pinnacle of power
as ne set forth the policy that
the time had come to give con·
sumer goods equal priority
with heavy industry. Late in
1954 Malenkov's star began to
wane. The power that sent him
into eclipse was that of Nlkita
S. Khrushchev, party secretary
--the post that Stalin held.
Then came the meeting of the
Supreme Soviet (2/8). Led by
Khrushchev, the Red leaders
took the stage. A fUnctionary
read a statement by Malenkov
in which the premier took the
blame :l:or the "unsatisfactory
state of affairs" in agriculture.
He asked to be relieved of the
premiership. The audience
hummed with exclamations,
and upraised hands signaled
approval. Later Khrushchev
nominated Nikolai Bulganin as
the new premier. Another show
0:1: hands approved. Foreign
Minister Molotov followed wIth
a speech denouncing and warn·
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lng the West and declaring
that the U.S. was now the laggard in the production of Hbombs. Then Premier Bulganin
announced that Marshal Zhukov, hero of World War II,
would replace him as defense
minister. Zhukov received an
ovation. But the one who received the greatest hand, when
the changes were announced,
was Party Secretary Nlkita
Krushchev.
The Significance

'*'

What did it all mean? Probably Britain's Prime Minister
Sir Winston Churchill summed
up the moves in Moscow quite
aptly: "The situation is veiled
in obscurity." However, there
was much speculation, and the
consensus of opinion was !his:
A new chapter had begun in
the struggle for Stalin's legacy
of power. The new struggle
had established Nikita Krushchev as the dominant figure in
the Communist hierarchy.
What of Bulganin, the new premier? He is believed to be primarilya flgurehead_ The struggle also spotlights the newly
enhanced power and prestige
of the Red army, evidenced by
the elevation of the soldierhero Marshal Zhukov_ The
new line-up, most observers
thought, seemed to be an alliance between the party and
the military. This is reflected
by the background of the three
leading men: Khrushchev, a

party rnanj Bulganin, both a
party and a military man, and
Zhukov, a military man_
How to Pronounce Thelr Names
.. With the prominence of
three Soviet leaders as topranking figures in the Communist hierarchy came the problem of how to pronounce their
names. Following are the phonetic equivalents of the names;
Nikita Khrushchev~Nee-KEE
tah Kroosh-CHOV_ Nicolai Bulganin~Nee-ko-LYE Bool-GAHneen_ Georgi Zhukov-Gay·OR-.
gee ZHOOK-ov.
China: A "Regular Anny"

+ When

Red China sent
troops to wage war against
U.N. forces in Korea, it called
its soldIers "volunteers." In
February the "volunteer" label
on the Chinese army under·
went modification as Peiping
radio announced that the gov·
ernment had introduced compulsory military service to
build up "a modern regular
army_" The new regulations
implied that the switch from
voluntary to compulsory military service had been made at
an earlier date_ Observers said
that the old system was not
really voluntary and that the
new move apparently meant
Red China was abandoning the
"fiction" of a volunteer anny.
France: Government No. 20 Dies
',*, Last June, when France's

nineteenth postwar government fell, Pierre Mendes·
·France came to power. With
his dynamic policies it appeared that he might stay in
office longer than the average
life of a French government
~Uttle more than six months.
After the premier put an end
to the Indochinese war, an
American correspondent in
Paris wrote: "For the first
time in two decades the average Frenchman knows end
cares~who the premier is."
But gradually the premier's
Support in the Assembly
waned. The Communists, who
had voted for him in the be-
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ginning, turned against him on
the German rearmament issue.
The Popular Republicans nev·
er forgave him for letting
E.D.C. go down to defeat. The
Independen ts, representing
business and fann interests,
withdrew their support when
the premier made plans to reo
form the economy by cutting
tarHfs and subsidies. That left
the SocIalists, Gaullists and
Radical Socialists to support
the premier. He had enough
votes to stay in office unless a
thorny issue came up. It did.
For years violence had raged
in North Atrica, in Tunisia, AI·
;gerla and Morocco. The pre·
mier embarked on a policy of
concession to Arab national·
Ism. French settlers, fearing
loss of their investments, bit·
terly opposed him; and the
Gaullists and Radical Social·
ists voiced disfavor with the
idea of concession. When the
Assembly voted (2/5) Mendes·
France was ousted by a vote at
319 to 273. Observers felt that
he had been defeated by a com·
bination of the oppOSitions
against the different phases of
his program and not just on
the North African issue alone.
Rome's First Subway
<$> Back in 1938 Rome began
work on a subway to link the
city's central railroad terminal
with the site of Mussollnl's
1942 World FaIr. The purpose
of the subway was to facilitate
the flow of myriads of people
to the fairgrounds. But World
War II shattered Rome's plans
for both the fair and the subway. After World War II it
was decided that so much work
had been done on the subway
that it would be impractical
not to finish it. In February
the subway, officially called the
MetropoUtana, was inaugu·
rated by President Luigi Elnau·
di. The $40,000,000 Metropoli·
tana is seven miles long, but
only half of the mileage is
underground. Subway stations
bear names such as Colosseum
and Circus Maximus, and a
few are decorated with ancient
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Roman relics unearthed during
construction. The fare? Forty
lire (6.4 cents). Since the subway bypasses Rome's traffic·
choked center, city officials
fear that the Metropolitana
will not only fail to ease traffic
problems but will also swell
the annual $6,000,000 deficit of
Rome's city transport system,
ChUe: Galloping InBation
<$> When the International La·

bar Office recently published
figures on Chile's price level,
Chileans were furnished with
an all·absorbing topic of con·
versation. For the country's
price level had soared more
than 70 per cent in 1954. This
was runaway inflation, the
highest in all the world. (Ko·
rea, the second highest, had a
40 per cent rise.) Chile's Fi·
nance Minister Jorge Pratt
tried to pass laws to hold in·
fiation to 40 per cent, but he
was forced out of office. Chil·,
eans are no doubt wondering
whether 1955 will bring more
galloping infiation.
A Republic

fOT

PaJdstan

~

On August 15, 1947, Pakis·
tan achieved the status of a
self· governing Dominion of
the British Commonwealth of
Nations. Prime Minister Mo·
hammed Ali officially an·
nounced (2/4) that Pakistan
would now become a republic.
He said, however, that the
country would remain in the
Commonwealth.

'*

Pakistani Rleh Lose Land

Before Pakistan separated
from India, British rulers
granted 1,100,000 acres of cuI·
tivable land to loyal subjects.
The men who owned all this
land numbered only 124; they
became the wealthiest men in
all the country_ So powerfully
rich were they that an official
described them as "above the
law thanks to power, economic
as well as politIcal, that daz·
zled-aImost
paralyzed-ad·
ministrators and ministers."
In February the Pakistani gov·
ernment announced that it was

confiscating this land and al·
locating it to heads of peasant
families at the equivalent of
$50 to $70 an acre, payable
over a 15·year period. Over
1,000,000 tenant farmers had
worked for the 124 rich men.
Mohammad Khuhro, the chief
minister of Sind prOVince, in
which the acreage is located.
said the farmers' plight under
the jagirdars (men who own
land) was worse than "that of
animals." Said Khubro: "So.me
merciless jagirdars had iron in
their souls. Nothing belonged
to the tenants-at some places
not even their wives or daugh·
ters." (New York Times, 2/9)
This reminds one of the Bible's
prophecy that will have an
earth-wide fulfillment at Ar·
mageddon: "Come, now, you
rich men, weep, howling over
your calamities which are com·
ing upon you. Look! the wages
due the workers who harvested
your fields but which are held
up by you, keep crying out, and
the calls for help on the part
of the reapers have entered
into the ears of Jehovah of
hosts."-----James 5: 1, 4. New
World Trans.
New Estimate 01 H-Bomb Power
<$> It has been estimated that

the radioactive fall· out from
an explosion of a super H·
bomb would be deadly over an
area of 4,000 square miles.
This estimate has now been
revised. When The Bulletin of
the Atomic Scienti8ts came out
(2/10) it contained an article
by atomic scientist Ralph E.
Lapp, who said that a super
H·bomb could contaminate an
area of 10,000 square miles
with lethal fumes. (The state
of Maryland represents an
area of about 10,000 square
miles.) Dr. Lapp said he ex·
pected the Atomic Energy Commission to release authorita·
tive data. (A few days later
(2/15) the Atomic Energy
Commission did release its
first official estimate of a radio·
active fall·out: it indicated
that an H·bomb tested a year
ago polluted a 7,OOO·squareAWAKE!

mile area with a lethal radiO.
active fall-out.J Discussing the
long-lasting eftecl of radioactivity. Dr. Lapp said that a
city hit by a super H-bomb
might never be Inhabited again
and would have to be covered
over with dirt by bulldozers.
U.S.: Union Merger
~ At an American Federation
of Labor meeting convention
in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
in 1935, John L. Lewis punched
the late William L. Hutcheson
in the nose. That fight was the
beginning of a divIsion within
the A.F.L. that finally culmi·
nated in John L. Lewis' spear·
heading a new union, the Con·
gress of Industrial Organiza·
tions. In February, after 20
years of civil war, a formula
for merging the two unions
was approved. The pact brings
the 15,000,000 members of the
A.F.L. and- the C.I.O. under
one banner. George Meany,
president of the A.F.L., will

bead the united trade union
movement.

of approaching hurticanea and
tornadoes.

'l'omadoes and Badal'
~ In the United States the
season for those -violent, whirl·
ing storms called tornadoes is
roughly from March to Au·
gust. But two glant tornadoes
came to life in advance of their
usual season this year when
they twisted their lethal way
through three southern states
(2/1) ravaging plantation set·
tlements, toppling homes and
crumbling a school around its
35 occupants. Swirling across
60 miles of the Mississippi
Valley, the twisters killed 29
persons. As news of these
deaths came in, the weather
bureau announced plans to
lower the annual death toll by
mapping out a network of ra·
dar stations to dot the Gulf
and Atlantic coasts and the
Midwest. They will send warnings about 12 hours in advance

Sart1bleII aad thfI North Sea
.. The North Sea is noted for
its violent storms and cold
water. But a report Issued by
the German Hydrographic In·
stitute in January indicated
that the water :Is growing
warmer. The reason given was
Increasing temperature in Arctic regions. The result is that
sardines and tuna, regarded as
warm·water fish, are now
found In the North Sea.
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Income Tax in Britain
~

It was recently learned that
only thirty-five persons In Brit·
ain were able to retain more
than £6,000 ($16,800) of their
income after paying income
taxes for the fiscal year 195253. For a single person to keep
that much, he would have to
earn more than £50,000 ($140,·
000). Such a person's income
tax would be about $123,500.
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Yes, twenty·four issues of the Watchtower magazine and three booklets
on outstanding Bible themes are available to you for only $1. The three
booklets, containing Bible truths that will comfort and guide you, come to
you at once, while the twenty·four issues of The Watchtower will come
semimonthly for a whole year. Subscribe today by filling in the 'coupon
below and sending it to
WATCHTOWER

1 1 7 A DAM SST.

BROOK.LYN 1. N.Y.

Enclosed find iii!.
Please send me the Watchtower magazIne for a year
and the three Bible booklets.
Name ................................................................................................ _

Street and Number
or Route and Box ... _ .••..•,.... ,...............................,.....................
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Zone No ......... State ......................................................... _; .. _ .....
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THIS
IS FOR YOU ...
YES! You and all the world are hereby invited to come and hear
the outstanding and special public Bibl. discourse:

CHRISTENDOM
OR

CH RISTIAN ITY

- Which One Is

[heli!lhtofthe HfJrld"?
• rl'hi~ :::;tirring que;.;tion will he ::lllsw('l'i:'d frankly and JlOne:-;tly in an
hour-long Bible discourse ~pecially prepared for delivery ...
• WHERE~ At all Kingdom Halls of ,Jehovah's witnesses throughout the world.
• WHEN! On April :l, 1955,
• J<'OR 'WHOM1 J~~veryone rlelSiring to know the am:;WCl' to this que~
tiOIl. Reats arc free and no collection \vill be taken.
• At the conclusion of thii; extraordinary Bible talk the immediate
release of a new 32-page booklet will be announced and a copy given.
free to eaeh one in attelldanee.
• [.. ouk for detailed annoullC'ementt> of this nnn:,:ua! event in your Ioeal
newspaper. Watch for the distrihution of handbills in your community
by Jehovah's witnesses; the handbill will give the exact time on April ;-)
and the place wherp you can att('nd. DO NOT ~US8 THIS TALlO

Come and Bring Your Friends --- April 3
to hear thi1\ outi-;tandinp; and never-to-be forgoUell
talk: Christendom or Christianity-Which One Is
"the Light (If the World" 1
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EVOLUTION OR CREATION?
A clear and accurate answer

German Rearmament Scares France
Her fears are for her own safety

Juvenile Lawlessness
Respect for authority would reduce delinquency
..,
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Why Join the Easter Parade?
Its origin will astonish you
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOVRNAL
Nsws &OUrCU that arc able to keep you awake to tIu: vital ifsues
of our tim&. muBt be unfettered. by cenaonrhlp and !'el:fjsb -intuUts.

"Awake'" hM no fetters. It ~lzes facts, faces fa.ct.. Is free to
publish fa.c:U. It is not bound by political ambitions or obli~tiOJ1l; it is
unhampered by advutisers w~OIe toes must not be trocfden on; it is
unpreJudicec1 by tradttJonal crucis. Th~ journal keeps Itself free the.t
It may lpeak freely to you. But it does not abuH its freedom. It
maintains inteQrity to truth.
"Awake'" UHS the re~lar news channels, but is not de~dent on
them. Its own corres~ts are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncenlored. on-the-scenes
reports come to you th~h these columns. This journal's viewpoin~
II not narrow, but is International It is read in many nations, in ma.n~
lan~~es. by penonII' of all
ThrouQh its pll.~es many :fields of
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knowle~ pailS in review-~vemml>.nt. commerce, reliQion, history.
~e0'i!1rll.phy. science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover-
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is 4S broad as the ear1b
, aqd as hiih as the heavens.
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eous New World.
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"Now it is high time to awoke."
-Roman. 13,11
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Prejudice and Fanaticism Go to Court
T WAS in July, 1925. It was in Dayton, skirts of the crowd bonfires crackled, fed
Tennessee. Court was in session. Not in by the books of Charles Datwin. Logic,
the courthouse-the crowds were too big. reason and sound judgment had gone on
Court had been moved out onip the lawn vacation and fanaticism, prejudice and
and hundreds of persons spread out from emotionalism were working overtime. It
the platform that had been built under was heralded as a trial between religion
the maple trees. An eyes were focused on and science, but true religion and true
the two orators on the platfonn. One was science did not attend. Throughout the
a Bible fundamentalist and famous politi- trial Bryan emoted that Darrow sought
cian, William Jennings Bryan. The other "to rob little children of their chance of
was an outstanding criminal lawyer and eternal life," and Darrow descended to the
atheist, Clarence Darrow. Bryan was seek- same low level to refer constantly to Brying to convict Scopes for violating a state an's "fool religion."
law forbidding the teaching of evolution
In the following article we want to disin the public schools. Darrow was defend- cuss religion and science, but free of the
ing.
emotionalism that marked that trial. We
"Where did Cain get his wife?" shouted want proof instead of prejudice, facts in. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , stead of fanaticism. In
Darrow.
weighing these issues
"I leave the agnosThirty years have pasled sinc. John Scope.
tics to hunt for her!"
we call to the stand no
was trl.d in court for teaching in a public
school In Tenne..ee that man came from
fundamentalist clergyBryan boomed back.
monlceyL The trial betame world famous as
That exchange is
men, for they do not
a battle between .. Iiglon and Kience. Actypical of the entire
understand the Bible.
lually, it wal a cale of 'ai,e ..lIgion squabtrial. As Darrow's
They do not teach the
bling with falle lcience, of preludlce .eplatBible, but dish out
question showed, he
Ing proof, af fanaticism subJtilutlng for fact.
Free of prejudice and fanaticism. this article
pagan doctrines that
was not sticking to law
and the one following consld.r Ihe question,
have turned from the
or arguing the case.
Do the flKII pro .... evolullon or c..atlon?
He was dragging in irBible many honest per·
relevancies to discredit
sons, including some
the Bible. And as Bryan's response betrays, scientists. We will call for no testimony
he was not qualified to defend the Bible, from modernist clergy, for they have coinnot even knowing that Cain married one promised with false science to embrace
of his own sisters. Through the crowds evolution and disparage the Bible as nothpeddlers went selling Bibles. On the out- ing more than good literature, if even that.

I
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We will listen to 'testimony from certain
scientists who believe evolution.
The fact is, evolution is a faith. Most
adberents do not know the theory, do not
understand it, do not know the case for
it or against it, but believe it blindly because they have blind faith in the scientific hierarchy of this modern religion.
They believe scientists gullibly, just as the
scientist and evolutionist Anthony Standen
said they do in his book Scie11Ce Is a Bacred Cow: "When a white-robed scientjst,
momentarily looking away from his microscope or his cyclotron, makes some pronouncement for the general public, he may
not be, understood, but at least he is certain to be believed." He says the world is
divided into sCientists who practice the art
of infallibility and laymen who are taken

in by it. Scientists prove many things, but
since they cannot prove evolution they sal::
it is true because all good. scientists believe
it. This is the tyranny of authority, an intellectual inquisition to convert the stubborn thinkers. The Pharisees, unable to
disprove Jesus' messiahship, resorted to
this same tyranny of authority when they
said to some impressed by Jesus' preaching: "Not one of the rulers or of the Pharisees has put faith in him, has he?"-John
7:48,New World Trans.
As the evidence is weighed the facts will
testify that the evolutionary scientists are
prejudiced, dishonest and 'too often wrong
to be considered infallible authorities. See
if this is not so as the following article
probes the question,

DO THE FACTS PROVE EVOLUTION OR
?CREATION

~~EVOLUTI6N is unproved and unprov-

able. We believe it only because the
only alternative is special creation, and
that is unthinkable," said evolutionist Sir
Arthur Keith. That is prejudice.
Professor D. M. S. Watson of the University of London stated: "Evolution itself
is accepted by zoologists, not because it
has been observed to occur or ... can be
proved by logically coherent evidence to
be true, but because the only alternative,
special creation, is clearly incredible." That
is prejudice.
Evolutionist Ernst Baeckel used diagrams to prove resemblance between human embryos and other animal embryos,
but he doctored the diagrams to fit his
theory, and when challenged he admitted:
4

"I begin at once with a contrite confession
that a small number of my diagrams are
really forgeries:" That is dishonest.
Moreover, these doctored diagrams continue appearing in literature on evolution,
despite the confession to forgery. That is
doubly dishonest.
Scientists have found bones of moderntype men in earth layers as old as or older
than those containing the famous "subhuman" missing links, proving these socalled links could not be the far older
bridges between modern man and primitive ape, as claimed. Because of this Collier's magazine admitted: "This rocks the
whole theory of evolution." But the evolutionists are as unrocked as the credulous
religionist that clings to trinity after hearAWAKE.'

ing Bible proof of its falsity.
They still refer to these dig..

credited bone fragments as
missing links. To do so is dishonest.
Evolutionists object if anyone says the theory

teaches man came
from monkey or ape,
but go to the Museum of Natural
History in New
York city and see in
their display skele-

tons starting from
fish and going to man, with monkeys and
gorillas in the line-up, We are not supposed
to come from monkeys and gorillas, but the
scientists put them in the stairs from fish to
man because it looks good. This is intellectual dishonesty. None of the animals in

this supposed human ancestry walk erect
on hind legs like man. But the penguin
does, Why not take the monkey out and
put in the penguin? None of the animals
talk like man. But the parrot can. Why
not oust the gibbon and put in the parrot?
None in the line-up are organized socially
in a community like man. But ants are, and
bees are. Why not drop the gorilla and add
these insects? Wen, though it would make
more sense, it would not look so good, and
evolutionists are impressed more by ap~
pearance than by reason, even when they
admit that the ones that appear good do
not belong, and get angry if anyone beside@;
themselves includes them in man's evolu~
tionary tree.
Retreat Before Advancing Knowledge

Evolutionary scientists not on1y are
prejudiced and dishonest; they are often
wrong. A science book a few years old is
littered with known errors, was wrong all
the time. Age estimates with a rash of
zeros tacked on to run the figure into milAPRIL 8, 1955

lions or billions are
sheer guesses and
based primarily on
speculation as to how
much time evolution
needs to evolve new
forms. Now new
knowledge about ra~
dioactive clocks lops
off many of I these
reckless zeros, forc~
ing a revision of ideas
as to how fast evolu~
tion proceeds. Scien·
tists used to say a
Wisconsin spruce forest was sheared off by
a glacier 125,000 years ago, but the atomic
clock has forced them to backtrack hasWy
to 11,000 years. The age of a sun pyramid
near Mexico City has been slashed from
15,000 to 3,000 years, Piltdown man was
supposed to be 500,000 years old, but was
cut to 10,000, and finally exposed as just
another dishonest hoax by evolutionists.
The Chicago Sun· Times, May 27-30,
1951, reported on many of these time re~
visions imposed on evolutionists by the
a.dvent of atomic clocks, and said estimates
before then were "educated guesses." But
you guess a twenty·year·old young lady's
age to be one thousand years and see how
educated she thinks you are! The SunTimes said this about age estimates before
the atomic clocks: "It was a little like tell~
ing time without a clock and with the eyes
bandaged." But who would ever have
dreamed this, in view of the scientific arrogance with which gullible laymen were
served these fantastic figures? The SunTimes articles give these revisions: It was
once thought it took an ape 20,000,000
years to become a man; now they say
1,000,000 years. They once said modern
man had existed for 1,000,000 years; now
they say 50,000. But here is the catch. The
atomic clock used to measure things for~

merly living cannot go beyond 20,000
years, or 30,000 at the moSt, and even-this
involves the assumption that the quantity
of radioactive carbon in the atmosphere
has not varied throughout these millenniums. So they cannot measure man's age
as 5O,OOO-by the atomic clock, and if not
by it. then it is like trying to tell the time
without a clock and with the eyes blindfolded so that you do not even know
whether it is day or night!
This series in the Sun-Times started off:
"The story of man's origin now must be
rewritten. New and epoch-making findings
at the University of Chicago and elsewhere
are showing that man did not evolve from
ancestral apes in either the time or the
way that Darwin and modem science
thought. This major upset in the theory
of evolution was brought about by the following recent discoveries: Modern man has
been around on this earth for a mere
50,000 years. Darwin, and more particularly his followers, were wrong in assuming that man, in something like his present
state, evolved from apelike ancestors about
a million years ago. Darwin and the modern evolutionists also were wrong in thinking that an early 'apeman'-big, hulking,
hairy, shufHing-changed by infinitely
slow, almost imperceptible degrees into
modern man. EVQlution actually was fast.
The major changes which converted ape
into man came in a few big steps."
Scientists used to say evolution occurred
sloWly as animals arid plants acquired new
characteristics from their environment and
passed these changes on to their offspring.
But genetics proves these acquired characteristics are not inheritable. So they
said very small mutations or genetic
changes occurred that were inheritable
and new fonns evolved. But mutations are
extremely rare, and practically all of them
are harmful, and even small changes within the family kind would take great spans
6

of time. The atomic clocks do not allow
the evolutionist unlimited time, I so they
said life evolved by big mutations. If it
happened by small mutations we should
have. many fossils connecting different
families. We do not. Big mutations avoid
this problem and can live with the atomic
clock time allowances. Only now, if mutations are big and evolution is fast, we
should see it happening. We do not. We do
see freaks, some of which are mutations,
but these are harmful, not helpful, not
evolving upward, but devolving downward.
But even the larger mutations never cross
the boundary of the family kind.
Nevertheless, suppose these very rare
big mutations qUickly evolved a new form.
Suppose thousands of years ago an ape gave
birth to a male human baby. This impossible mutation is not enough. What good is
one human? So this fantastic mutation
must happen to another ape mother, only
di1ferent; it must be a female human baby,
an exact physical and genetic counterpart.
That is not enough. These two fantastic
rarities must happen to two apes that Jive
at the same time, so the humans can rna·
tUre together and be the right age for each
other. Nor is that enough. These two unbelievable events must occur to ape moth·
ers living in the same jungle area, so that
their human offspring will meet and cohabit. If you think this is distorted because
it gets the hUman baby in one step, you
are right. But it is easier to have this impossible series of events happen once than
three times or many times, depending on
the number of steps necessary to get from
ape to man. It is sheer stupidity to think
all these factors would be present for one
step; to think they are present over and
over again for many steps, as evolutionists
must contend, is sheer stupidity multiplied
many times over! How gullible can· evolutionary scientists get?
AWAKE!

TM Bible Fits 1M Fact.
Science now speaks of a time of creation
of all matter, that the heavens and the
earth started as matter at the same time.
This fits Genesis 1:1: "In the beginning
em created the heaven and the earth."
This could have been millior.s or billions
of years ago, Cor the creative days of Genesis c!:iapter 1 discuss tbe preparing or the
earth for habitation, not the beginning of
material earth's existence. And the Bib~e
says the earth is, not flat, but round: "He
sits over the round earth." (Isaiah 40:22,
Moffatt) It shows li\·ing plants and animals
reproduce "after their kind." It does not
say at:ter their variety or after w1:at scientists may arbitrarily define as a S'pecies,
but after their k:nd, which allows for variation within the dog grouping or kind,
the cat kind, the horse kind, and 50 forth.
\Vith this the facts agree, and science has
never been able to force a crossing of the
"kind" baundary. The Bible record shows
the crder of even':S in creation, first light,
then atmosphere, s.l-tallow seas, dry land
appearing, s;mple vege':ation, then more
compiex plant Jife, water life, air life, land
ani:nals and tinally man. 'Thi s order matches what science has learned. How did t.l-te
Bible know It. long before science? A
guess? Hardly~ Figured out mathematically, the odds are prohibitive, only one
chance in millions! And how did Hfe start?
Spontaneous generation? Not only has
science failed to demonstrate that, but
scientifc facts rule it ot::t as impossible!
Many other Cacts refutir.g evolution and
proving creation are available and have
':Jeen presented in previous articles in this
:nagazine and also in the booklets Evolution versus The New World and Ba:ti.."1 for
Belie,' in a New Wor7d, Space forbids repeating all the testimony in one article.
Yet enough has been presented to show
evolution has been embarrassed by increagjr.g knowledge. J\"ew facts steadily
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vindlcate the Bible. Unlike science textbooks, the Bible does not have to Le rewritten to hannonize with advancing
knowledge.

Conclusion
The facts prove evolutionists prejudiced,
dishonest and wrong. They are wrong on
their age estimates, wrong on spontaneous
generation, 'Nrong on cvo!ution by acQuired
characteristics, wrong on small mutations,
wrong on big mutations-ail wrong on
evolution. Science is aU right in Us place
but it does not stay there. It talks too
quick, claims too much, proves too little,
bles."ies too few with its good works and
kills too many with its evil works, Scientists do not belong on the pedestal where
many have perched them. 1bey deserve
r.O halos, earn no deification, merit no
mantle of infalHbiHty, despite the credulous vicw in which many laymen hold the
scientific hie!'8rchy.
Bible believers need not fear to face the
facts of true science, and the falsehoods
tumble in time. Many scientific fwsehoods
r.ave toppled already under the impact of
new knowledge, and the crash Is only beginning as far as evolution is concerned.
The wit.'1esses for evo~uti(>n's case cannot
tell when it happened, cannot tdJ why~ it
:'lappened, cannot ten where it happened,
canr.ot tell how it happened, and cannot
teU even the proof that it ever did happen.
They can only tell tales, tales of fossils
t.'rJey do not ha~. of long periods of time
they do not have, of rilUtations they do
no:. have, of missing- links they cannot find.
The scientists say that anyor:e who criticizes e.voll1tion is untrained in scientific
thinking and they look dm\11 on critics as
ignorHnt, unlearned, fanatical, narrowmbded perwns, They are so busy namecalling they never take time to refute the
facts assailing L~eil' theory, They draft
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McCarthyism on their side and rely heav- have done our part. Nor need we burn
DaIWln's books or those of anyone else.
ily on smear tactics.
Scientists are like the religious clergy We do not have to depend on befuddled
that abandon the Bible to teach pagan doc~ Bryans to defend the Bible, nor need we
trines. Just as the clergy in Constantine's fear the attacks of atheistic Darrows or
time and thereafter brought in the pagan agnostic Darwins. We do not have to do
teachings of trinity. immortal soul, purga- like some religionists who plant the horns
tory, hell-fire and many others, and taught of the fundamentalist devil on the heads
them in the name of the Bible even though of evolutionists. We do not have to put
the Bible denies them, just so the scien- horns on them. They are on horns already,
tists have dipped deep into the bogs of sitting squarely on the sharp horns of a
pagan antiquity and drawn out from those dilemma. On one hand they are stuck with
pagan religions the doctrine of evolution. a theory they cannot prove, and on the
and they have taught it in the name of other hand they cannot get unstuck from
science even though the facts of true sci- the theory without losing face, hurting
ence do not support it. Look in any good pride and acknowledging, the Bible and
comprehensive encyclopedia under Evolu- creation. But it is better to lose face now
tion and you will see how pagan religions and save our lives than to save face and
taught it even before the Greek philoso- loSE! our lives. Better to prick pride some
pher Aristotle did, Primitive peoples today now than to let it lead us to a destructive
fall. It is high time to stop gullibly gobbling
still teach a form of evolution.
Evolutionary scientists reach into an- up all the pompous nonsense the evolutiquity and grab this unscientific dirt to tionary hierarchy dishes out to its adheruse in mudslinging against the Bible. But ents. As Professor Marsh said, it take>;
just as false religion cannot down true re- more faith and less logic to believe evoluligion with Bible facts, so false science can- tion than it does the Bible.
not down true religion with the facts of
Evolutionists are hopeless pessimists.
true science. The true science beats down The final.end of their theory is that evenfalse science with scientific fact and true tually the entire universe will run down.
religion heats down false religion with Bi- the lights will go out, and all life wiII end.
ble facts. Both. false science and false re~ In the vast void of space the black, burnedligion are confused themselves and are out astral bodies will hurtle aimlessly,
confusing miI1ions of others because of heatless and lifeless. But the Bible is a
their baCkward drift into paganism, but book of optimism, holding out hope of an
true religion based on the Bible and true endless earth with life on its surface and
science based on proved facts are both starry heavens twinkling eternally overharmonious in enlightening and clarifying, head. It is possible for men and women tD
freeing persons from the confusion raised live on earth forever. This can be proved
by false science and false religion.
by facts. You can be one of those persons,
If we have the truth we do not have to and that also can be proved by facts. We
use smear. We do not have to rush out and invite you, we urge you, to investigate
place Bibles for show, as they did at the these cheerful facts. Do it at your earliest
Scopes trial, and then retire thinking we opportunity.
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had pronounced themselve, in
favor of German rearmament
that France, on October 24, 1950,
launched the "Pleven Plan" for
a European army. This project,
REARMAMENT
at its conception, provided for
the attachment of small German
SCARES fRANCE
units (800 to 1,200 men) to "European" divisions, thus avoiding
'------------- - ---- , - -- - - the rebirth of a powerful German
This article by "Awake!" correspondent in France
military machine. This was the French
givu the French view. Our preceding iuue had an
article by the German correspondent repruenting the
idea, brought forth with the object of limitview of that country.
ANY people have been mystified over ing as far as possible a rearmament that
.....
France's attitude toward European France alone could not prevent. But it did
union in general and German rearmament not suit the Allied military commanders
in particular. Was it not Franc~'s "Pleven responsible for the defense of Europe, and
Plan" that, in 1950, launched the idea of so the plan gradually evolved into a proja European army? So why, four years lat- ect for the establishment of twelve Gerer, did the French National Assembly re- man divisions, each containing between
ject the European Defense Community 12,000 and 13,000 men.
treaty? And after having pronounced itSo the idea of German rearmament did
self in favor of the principle of German
not come from France, and the E.D.C.
rearmament on Octpber 12, 1954, by 350
votes to 113, why did the National Assem- treaty in its final form was far removed
bly, on December 24, reject Article I of from the original French proposal.
The postulate behind E.D.C was the
the Paris Accords, which sanctions such
rearmament, only to reverse its decision menace of a Russian invasion of western
Europe. Germany was unarmed, and the
one week later?
For four years, many newspapers and. other Continental states had armies using
news magazines ridiculed and
then chided France because
she hesitated to ratify a treaty
that, they claimed, was of
French origin. Was this the
case? A glance back to 1950
will quickly reveal where the
idea originated.
The outbreak of the war in
Korea first caused the West ~--.-------,==
consider Europe's military
weakness, and started talk
about the desirability of rearming Germany. But such:
talk did not come from French... men. It was only after the ~
majority of Western nations .

t
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different weapons, diftering stratep!s, dIfferent systema: of cornmwncation and, not
the least important, different languages.
In the eVent of a Russian break-out toward
the English Channel, the Gennans would
not be able to defend themselves, and no
slnile national anny could hope to stop
the Communist hordes. Even if sutn.cient
warning was given, it would be \'ery dimcult to integrate the natior:a1 armies differing jn so many respects. The logica1 solution was to fuse aJl tnf'se into one EuropeaJJ
army, under a single ccmmand, using the
same weapons and standardized eqUipment.
So it was planned that six European
states, Belgium, France, Gennany, Holland. Italy and Luxembourg, s.io'J.ld create
a united army under supranational control. The latter point meant abandoning a
certain amo;]nt of national sovere:gnty.
Britain stayed aloof because of her Com·
n:onwealth commitments.
By early 1954, all the Western parliamentary bodies had ratified the E.D.C.
treaty, save Italy and France. The former
was well on the way to ratifying, and all
eyes turned toward France. Just to "make
sure," Secretary of State John Foster Dulles Issued a warning that, if France did not
ratify, the United States would have to
make an "agonizing reappraisaJ" of foreign policy, involving a possible abandonment of Europe. Most of the Western
powers thought France would toe the line.
So Jt came as a compJete shock to them
when, on AUgust 30, 1954, the French National Assembly rejected the treaty by 319
votes to 264.
One of the basic French objections was
the fact that Britain refused to be a member of the Defense Commll.'lity, The "six
nations" Europe was regarded as bcir:g a
framework too small to be safe for France.
FrarlCe wou1d be dominated by Gennany.
The Brussels conference in August 1954.
was a foretaste, it was said, of hmv E.D.C.
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would 'W01'k: fnItead of equUtbrium among
the "six," Italy and the Benelux countries
would aide with the Gennans to impose
their will on France. British participation
would be lndiapensabJe to restore this balance of power.
An Alternative Plan
Toward the end of September a ninepower conference was called at which the
foreign ministers of the United States,
Canada, Italy and Gennl1ny met in London
with the- representatives of t.he five memo
bers of the Brussels Pact. Outnumbered.
eight to one, the most the French minister
Monsieur Mendes-France {!ould hope for
was to obtain British participation and cer·
tain guarantees from Gern:any as to the
extent of her rearmament. Since the "supranationaJ" element was left out of this
new plan, BrItain agreed to maintain four
divisions on the Contir::ent (with the- pro·
viso that she could withdraw them in the
event of a grave crisis in the Commonwealth), Gennany wouJd be allowed to
create an anny of half a mUllan men
(tv.'etve divisions, incl:lding tour anr.orro
divisions with twice as many tanks as t,i-Je
Panzer divisior.s of World War II). The
seven members of the extended Brussels
Pact agreed to submit to a control 0: their
armaments, and Germany agreed not to
manu:acture atorr.ic or bacterio~ogical
weapons,
The :Jew setup would be- ca1Jed "West
European Union" (W.E.D.l and would
raise the NATO forces from 46 to 58 divisions against the 235 divisions of Russia
and her sateJJites. General Gruenthc::- and
Field Marshal Montgomery were satisfied
with the new arrangement, stating that
they ev~n preferred. it to E.D,C., since it
gave- them greater freedom of ac:ion.
Finally, on October 24, 1954, the member
nations signed the Paris Accords, and
Germany thus gained her sovereignty, her
.o.4.WAKE!

army, membership in W.E.U. (and herice
the neutralization of the Brussels Pact
which had 'been directed against her), and,
more important still, membership in
NATO. The only serious concession Chancellor Ademiuer had to make was concerning the "Europeanization" of the Saar,
making it neither French nor German.
(There are many indications, however,
that the last word has not been said on the
Saar question.)
Ratification Under Protest

All that remained now was for the parliaments of the member states to ratify the
Paris Accords. Premier Mendes-France,
who felt that in view of the allied pressure
put upon him he had obtained all the
concessions he could hope, for, promised
Washington and London that there would
be no "four-year wait" as there had been
for E.D.C. He assured ratification by the
end of the year. The debate in the National
Assembly was scheduled for late December.
It is true there were a number of political undercurrents that influenced the voting, but the fact remains that not a single
speaker, apart from the prime minister,
spoke in favor of the Accords' granting
German rearmament. On December 24,
when the vote was taken on Article I of
the Accords (the article sanctioning German rearmament), the National Assembly
rejected it by 280 votes to 259. The prime
minister had not made it a question of
confidence, so the government did not fall.
M. Mendes-France-a man of action-told
the Assembly he would put the Article to
the vote again a week later, and that this
time he would stake the existence of the
government on the result.
This pause over the "Christmas" period
allowed for two things: it gave the French
deputies time to "measure the pulse" of
their constituencies, and secondly it allowed time for diplomatic pressure to be
APRIL 8, 1955

applied from abroad. The latter came ,main·,
ly from London, the foreign office declaring
that Britain would agree to keep troops on
the Continent only if the Paris Accords
were ratified, adding: "The issue is not
whether the German Federal RepUblic will
rearm, but how."
Commenting on this waiting period between the two votes, the Paris correspondent of the New York Time8 wrote: "It is
reported that Washington officials argue
that rejection of the protocols raises the
question whether France is capable of taking decisions. The reply made here is that
in this context it is not a question of a
capacity to take decisions but of a capacity
to take a decision running counter to what
seems to be overwhelming public opinion.
... A question asked here is: How far is
a French Deputy justified in heeding advice and admonition from Washington and
London when they seem to be opposed to
the sentiments of the people those Deputies
represent?"-New York Times} December
26, 1954.
That Washington was not worried aboutsuch democratic considerations is apparent
from a comment made by the Washington
correspondent of the same newspaper,
writing in the same issue: "The apparent
lack of optimism (in American Congressional quarters) over prospects of the As-.
sembly's reversing itself reflected concern
over the possibility that the French Depu-'
ties, after visiting their constituencies for
Christmas, might find much popular support for the negative vote. That was the
essence of diplomatic appral'kals sent from
Paris." In other words, Washington wanted
ratification even if it went against the
wishes of the French people.
December 30, the day of the vote, finally
arrived, and by a narrow margin the National Assembly reversed its previous ,decision. By 287 votes to 260 it voted in favor of Gennan rearmament. This meant
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that 52 per cent of those voting were in help the American reader to 'understand.
favor, but ill view of the abstentions, the Just before the French Assembly's debate
majority represents only 46 per cent of the on E.D.C., the British Broadcasting Corfull parliament. Many deputies stated they poration,organized a one-hour radio hookvoted in favor. of ratification to prevent up during which public figures and the
the breaking up of the Atlantic Alliance. . man in the street in France, Belgium, GerIt was a ratification under protest, and he many, etc' l were given an opportunity of
would be rash indeed who would affirm expressing themselves on German rearmathat the vote represents the wishes of the ment. One old lady in Lorraine told how
her father had built up a fine farm, and
majority of the French people.
then in 1870 the Germans had come and
destroyed it. Her husband had rebuilt it
Freneh Fears
Many Frenchmen fear that the new When, in 1914, the Germans came again
German army might be used by the Fed- and it was destroyed in the fighting. Her
eral Republic to liberate by force the sons set to and built it up once more only
18,000,000 Germans in the Eastern Zone to see it destroyed again bY'the Nazis in
now controlled by Russia, Statements like 1940. The old lady added, philosophically:
the one made by Dr. Adenauer after his "My grandsons have reconstructed the
election victory in September 1953 help to farm,-but I suppose the Germans will be
create this fear. On that occasion the Ger- back!" A Frenchwoman told the write£':
man chancellor stated: "Up to now we "When I think with my head, I know Gerhave spoken of reuniting Germany. Should man rearmament is inevitable, but when
we not now talk of liberating the East? No I think with my heart, it makes me shudmatter how you voted yesterday, let ,us
der!"
unite and work together for the liberation
Anyone who knows the French and the
of the Eastern territories."-Le Figaro,
Germans
cannot help feeling sorry that
September 8, 1953.
these
two
peqples have such a. hard time
But without any doubt, the main reason why France hesitated so long and then getting along together. For both have outagreed so reluctantly is an underlying fear standing qualities, many of which seem to
of German militarism. It must be nearly complement each other. Think what wonimpossible for an American to understand ders could be produced by French creative
what this means. Yet it is real, and when genius allied to German industriousness
aU the strategic, political and legal argu- and organization! What a blessing it will
ments have been said and repeated, the be when men of good- wjJ} of an mUons
stark fact remains that millions of French- unite their various qualities in the JOYOUS
men fear a resurgence of the German task of beautifying this earth to the praise
Wehrmacht. Perhaps this example. will of the great Creator!
STOP.

LOOK

AND

LIVE!

R.aiJroad crossings are IUrklng deathtraps tor the unalert drJv·
er. To alert drivers at one Illinois railroad crOSSing the follOWing
sign was put up: ''The average time it takes a train to pass thi!;
crossing is fourteen seconds whether YOUr car is on it or not~"
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CJ' F.>\j '" ,J/I§II_,lady'S rv~~
tts:J:;s.. Thl$.has been done

In

a small way.

Further, sunbeams are now being har-

UST think! The next house you
own may be a solar house. There
will be no furnaces to feed, no fires
to stoke, np ashes to haul away, no soot to
blanket the walls and furniture and no
smoke to mar the pleasant, outdoor surroundings. Your house may be not only solar heated, but solar cooled and solar
cleaned.
Contrary to common opinion, it most
likely will not be an ultramodern house or
a house of glass. Xenophon, a Greek historian, talked about solar houses some two
thousand years ago. A solar house is simply a house with a large glass area facing
the direction that provides the maximum
of the winter sunlight and a minimum of
the summer's heat. It is a house styled to
eliminate dirt, dust and fire hazards, and
to do away with more than half of today's
fuel bill. It is a house made ever so much
more livable by the ever-beaming sun.
Turning sunbeams directly into electricity has long been an aspiring goal of scien~
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nessed to heat the living room, bring light
as bright as day into rooms at night, fry
the eggs, roast the beef and bake the potatoes. Sun power, say the experts, will,
in the not-too-distant future, water the
lawn, make ice cubes, heat the bath water,
cool the cream and run all the electrical
appliances in the house twenty-four hours
a day.

Solar Predictions
At least a dozen better ways to live have
opened up as a result of recent developments with solar energy. Dr. Maria Telkes
of the New York University's College of
Engineering predicts that the future home
will be an "all-electric home" with electric
power for cooking, an assortment of "elec~
tric slaves" for performing most of the
household chores. The entire house, she
says, will be electrically heated. Solar ener·
gy will heat the bungalows cozily during
the winters and cool them comfortably
during the summers. The "perfect wall"
of tomorrow'i house, according to Dr. Tel~
kes, will be an excellent heat insulator. In
fact, the whole house will be carefully insulated to prevent heat losses. Today,
during one heating season about ~4 in fuel
is dissipated through a conventional, single
13

pane window. If storm windows or double
windows were used, more than half of this
waste could be saved. Most solar houses

use the thermopane principle-two panes
of glass separated by an air space. Once
the light penetrates the double-thick glass,
it changes to heat and it cannot get out.
Excess heating or OOilling will be stored
in a chemical "storage bin" at low cost.
These storehouses will release latent heat
when needed, especially during the night.
And the stored~away cool night air will
supplement the airRconditioning system
during the day. The heat pump operated
by solar energy will maintain the "comR
fort zone" all summer and winter long.
SunRpowered refrigeration and air condiR
tioning will be common. Instead of lamps,
special wallpaper that will absorb enough
sun's rays during the day will reflect light
at night, illuminating large rooms with its
absorbed "daylight." Shades specially de R
signed to be drawn over the wallpaper will
turn off the light. A new life awaits tomorrow's housewife!
Solar Houses Today
As fantastic and fai1'etched as these preR
dictions of Dr. Telkes may sound, yet many
of them are already in use in solar houses
across the United States and Europe. For
example: The experimental Telkes-PeaR
bodyRRaymond house in Dover, Massachusetts, is heated through the wise use of
Glauber's salt, a hydrated form of sodium
sulfate. This salt melts at a temperature
of 90 degrees Fahrenheit; in so doing it
absorbs generous quantities of heat supplied it by solar collectors on the vertical
south wall of the solar house. When GlauR
ber's salt hardens it gives ~ this exact
amount of heat to its surroundings. The
salt is stored in five-gallon cans that are
permanently sealed and placed inside the
thick interior walls in between rooms of
the house. An ingenious system of fans

keeps the heat circulating day and night.
It is possible to keep the solar house
warm even during ten sunless days, and
statistics show that six consecutive sunless
days in the Boston, Massachusetts, area
happen only once in fourteen years. Dr.
Telkes admits that the chemical heating
system is not perfect. It took some twenty
toQS of Glauber's saIt to maintain a relatively level roomRtemperature in the Dover
house. The sun maintained a livable atmosphere through 95 per cent of the New
England winter, without' stand-by heat.
Another solar house in the New England
area held an average temperature of 72
degrees right around the clock all winter
long. What did the housewife think of this
solarRheated house? "~t's wonderful," she
said. "None of us had a 'Cold since we
moved in, and Toby [the eighteen-month R
old baby boy] hasn't even had the sniffles.
Housekeeping is a joy, except for the glass
wall. Some homes never get spic and span.
But here an hour a day with the vacuum
is all it takes. That's partly because there's
no fuel-and that means no soot or coal
dust-and ~rtIy because of the tight conR
struction and insulation."
CO8/; 01 Solar Houses
Are not solar houses expensive? No--no
more so than conventional houses. An eXR
perimental five-room, one-story model
house with a specially designed roof and
"heat bins," after being completed, cost
$20,000, some $3,000 of which went for
the heating system. A one-floor, twOR
bedroom house, all complete, cost $10,000.
The salts cost $240 and installation just a
little more.
Big solarRhouse developments are becoming prominent. There is one at Northbrook, Illinois; another at Camden, New
Jersey. According to expert advice "a SOR
lar house is practical anywhere south of
Latitude 40, which passes through PhilaR
AWAKE!

delphia, a little south of Chicago and
slightly north of San Francisco." The majority of solar houses today are using the
sun as an auxiliary heating plant, merely
to supplement their regular heating systern. Even at thnt, houses as far north as
New England claim to have eut more than
half of the old fuel bill.

at least two hours befOl'e dusk, at which
time the stoVe becomes 1ne11'ective.
Dr. Telkes has desi~ a solar stove
that can retain eookine' heat for- an hour
or so after sundown, the tlme when the
evening meal is being prepared. Her stove
opens up like a carton. Four ordinary flat
r.lirrors fan out from the tilted faee of
the boxlike stove. '~At the rear of the stove
is a removable drawer tJlrough which the
food is placed. The mirrors reflect sunlight
down through the tilted face of the stove,
ooncentrating it In the interior, which is
filled with special heat-absorbing chemJcals.... Preliminary models of Dr. Telkes'
stove have developed temperatures up to
.300 degrees on days when outdoor temperature was under 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
. . . The New York University research
group believes their stove can be developed
so that it can be n:anufactured to seJI (oJ'
55. . . . There is a potential need (01'
100,000,000 solar cookers in India alone."

Cooking and CruitJing with Sun.hine
In India, where fuel is scarce, sunbeams
are being pressed into service to doing ::nilady's cooking. A "sun stove" has been
developed that focuses the sun's rays by a
nickel-platro ~oncavc mi::'ror of copper,
aluminum, brass 0::' any other ccnvenient
metal on the cooking utensil. The mirror
reflects the sun's rays, giving off the same
amount of heat as a 300-watt electric
heater. From 250 to 300 degrees is considered ample for average cooking operations. The solar stove in Inwa sens for
80 FJpees (S16.80), nut to gadget-loving
Americans and backyard chefs the same
stove retails for $75. Its appeal is not its Your Merry '~Sunm(lbile"
looks, fo::, it is an odd-looking contraption.
In addition to solar heaters and solar
Rather its enchanting features are its tire- cookers there arc pleasant prospects of
less, fumeless, fuelless, sootless and smoke- solar record players, electric clocks and,
who k:lOWS? even solar "sunmobi1es," "It
iC'Ss perfonnances.
A more expensive sun cooker now lo- sounds fantastic," said inventor H. E.
cated at the Smithsonian observation sta- l'dcCoy, "~ut I L.'lin.l{ tbe motorist of the
tion 0:1 !'vIcur.t Wilson, California, can do future 'may drive U;J to a service station
a:l the baking. boiling, stewing and pre- and, instead of buying gasoline, exehange
serving needed. by a small famEy. Solar the battery of his electr:c automobile for
ovens have been known to hold heat at one that has just been charged by a solar
bak:ng temperatures for weeks, even furnace generating plan:." In a sir.gle day
montbs.
the average amount of solar energy falling
But solar cookers have their drawbacks. on one acre 0: ground in the Temperate
They cannot be brought into service at Zone is equivalent to 700 gallons of gasothe strike of a match. The housewife must line, or enough to operate the average auwait two hou!'S after dawn before she can tomobile for a year.
ur;e her sun stove. Then she must give the
Mankind is looking up to a new age
sun a few minu';.es to wann up the pan. -the sun age-and to a new life, one
All works well, lmless, of course. an un- made comfortable by the realization of one
invited. cloud shows u;l and turns off the of his most cherished dreams: the harstove. Then, too, all cookIng must be done ncsslng of su.... power.
APRll~
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HE largest relig:ous convention ever
held in America was the eight-day
world asser.1bly of Jehovah's witnesses,
July 19-26,1953. The average daily attendance was 130,000, with a peak of 165,829!
There will be no such world assembly this
year, but Je:'lovah'g witnesses will hold
sm.alier regional gatherings in these five
North American stadit:.ms and in l:!..lirope.

T

Describing such assemblies, one news
writer recently said: "You do feel that
here is a group bound by a sincerity, by a
zealousness which has almost a living quality. This tr.e outsider. who spends some
time in their rrJdst, can goon sense." Such
gatherings are occasions of happiness and
joy. They are for your spiritual strengthening and encouragement. They will comfort a.'1d build you up. Those who attend
are a zealous people, and you can witness
this zeal and faith by joining with them.
You will note that the assemblies are
within short traveling distance fror.1 almost any part of the United States or
Canada. Arrange now to go. This is ar. outstanding opportunity for your own spiritual enrichment. The p:oovision is for you;
by all means take advantage of it.
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COMISKEY PARK, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
June 2'2-26
The first modern convention of J ehavah's witnesses ever held was in Chicago
in 1893. Attendance: 360. In more rece:r.1
years this city has played host to district
assemblies, but neVer an assembly as large
as this summer's gathering will be.
The assembly will be held in spaeious
Comiskey Park, pictured above. Opened
in 19JO and named for a baseball official,
this park was called the "Baseball Palace
of the World." Its present seating capacity
of 46,500 showd provide abundant space
for the thousands of enthusiastic conven!loners.
Though thousands are expected, Chicago
is in the habit of witnessing great na:lonal
and international conventions assemblies
that are far la1'2'er, in fact, lhan this one
regiona1 gathering of Jehovah's witnesses
wil~ be. Therefore it will take especia:ly
good support and zealous activity to rr.ake
an i:npressive attendance and to show Chi·
cago the uniqueness of this organizati::m
that is based upon Christian truth,
Chicago's twenty-three cangregatioTlS
and marc than 2,500 active witncf;ses of
Jehovah are tbrillt'd at the prm;pect of
having their largest assembly yet. and are
keenly anticipating the testimony that will
be given to Jehovah's name and purpose
in their territory. Will you support this
large midwestern gathering:
AWAKE!

EMPIRE STADIUM, VANCOUVER, B.C.
WRIGLEY FIELD,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
June 29-July 3
July 6-10
Where Canada meets the Pacific a
mighty city has grown-Vancouver, BritMention of Wrigley Field brings fond
ish Columbia. Among this city's many memories to thousands of Jehovah's witsources of pride is this new Empire Sta- nesses who have attended assemblies here
dium, where last summer the famed BritiSh in the past. Outstanding among them was
Empire games were held. The attention of the 1947 gathering here of 45,729 persons,
the world was directed here when Roger many of them having come from even as
Bannister of Britain and John Landy of far as the East Coast. This summer's asAustralia-the only men ever to run a sembly, however, will draw its attendance
mile in less than four minutes-raced each basically from the sprawling, sparsely
other. At that time Jehovah's witnesses .settled western and southwestern states.
were holding a memorable assembly with How many will come? No one knows, but
9,600 in attendance at nearby New West- Wrigley Field should conveniently hold·
the crowd.
minster.
These assemblers and many' others will
The far-flung city of Los Angeles is the
return this summer to meet in Empire metropolis of mighty southern CalifornIa.
Stadium itself, a stadium that indeed should Palm-dott~d and mountain-fringed, this
prove to be an excellent place for such a fabulous third-largest city in population
gathering. It is mopern and spacious, hav- in the nation has thirty-one congregations
ing 26,000 seats, and stands that look out of Jehovah's witnesses and 3,800 publishover Burrard Inlet toward peaks of Can- ers. Assemblies are no new thing to them,
ada's coastal mountains. A peaceful loca- but like all of Jehovah's servants everytion in a city of friendly people.
where they appreciate the importance of
The 2,000 Kingdom publishers associated such Christian gatherings and of the neceswith the sixteen congregations of Jeho- sity of getting together with their brothers
vah's witnesses in Vancouver and New both for fellowship and for consideration of
Westminster will welcome their brothers the good .things that are in God's Word.
to this second North American assembly, This is strengthening, encouraging and in
and many from both sides of the United obedience to the divine command. Is the
States--Cana'da border are expected to at- Los Angeles assembly the one that you
tend. Will you be joining with the happy will attend? If you Jive in the southwestern
United States plan to see us there.
crowds that will assemble here?
APRIL 8, 1955
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COTTON BOWL, DALLAS, TEXAS
July 13-17
Texans are noted for doing things in a
oig way, and Dal1as is no exception. This
modern city of private homes, tall buildings and Texas-sized. hospitality just takes
it for granted that Texas' state fairgrounds
should be the largest, and that the Cotton
Bowl, located in that fairgrounds, should
be famed for its crowds.
The Cotton Bowl is the second·la:rgest
stadium in the Soutb. In 1950 it set a record for the largest actual attendance at
a minor league baseball game, and it holds
the record for the an~time high attendance
in anyone stadium on anyone day. Jehovah's Witnesses do not expect to break
these records this summer, but they do intend to have the happiest crowd that ever
assembled there, and to receive the mast
beneficial instructions. Sessions will be
held in both English and Spanish.
Playing host to their brothers from
throughout a wide area of the South and
Southwest, and perhaps even from Mexico
and Cuba, will be nine Dallas congregations
and their more than 700 active gospelpreachers. They are anxious to have you
help them bear testimony to Jehovah's
name and Kingdom in their territory, and
they look forward to further expansion as
a result of this assembly's activity. Accept
their hospitality, give them a hand in this
activity, and we shall see you there!
1~

080455

YANKEE STADIUM, NEW YORK CITY
July 20-24
Jenovah's witnesses certainly are no
strangers to Yankee Stadium, for famed
as that stadium is, their intemational assemblies In 1950 and 1953 have added even
further to its stature, being the two largest
events ever held there.
Thi:; year, hQwevet, the witnesses are
not returning for an international assembly, but that great stadium is nOW to be
used merely for a regional gathering. This
will be the largest North American convention, and indeed a fiWng climax for
the American gatherings. Since New York
is situated in the thickly settled East, the
attendance here should be excellent.
New York, truly a fabulous ~itY, has an
abundance of fadlities: good hotels, excelIePt transportation, friendly ,landladies,
a stadium of appropriate size, and a population tbat js friendly toward Jehovah's
witnesses and is still talking about their
earlier assemblies. It also has fitty-three
thriving congregations and 6,000 zealous
Kingdom publishers who are prepared to
make the convention visitors welcome. Is
it along the East Coast that you live? Then
New York is the assembly city for you!
But even that is not all. After New
York, there are London, Paris, Rome, Nurem~rg, Stockholm and The Hague. Thus~
our April 22 issue will tell you about
things to do while you are in Britain.
AWAKE!

What

Them

EADLINING that question. the Tampa,
Florida, SWlday Tribune carried a long

Harticle and

twelve pictures on a group

that had just held an assembly in Tampa. It
said: "They came by the thousands-----rich men
and paupers; the feeble and the healthy; the
halt and the bUnd; the youthful and the aged.
They came to hear of and preach of the
Word of God as they understand it. And the
way they understand it is not popular -with
most of the world. Each of them has had
doors slammed in their faces; gratuitous in·
suIts thrown their way; in their time some
have even been subjected to phySical attack.
They have been called draft dodgers, unpatriotic, fanatics, misguided. But in their

faith they have found a source of inspiration
which enables them to shed all attack, often
to overcome it; and which links them in a
powerful community of brotherhood which is
perplexing to the outsider and difficult to comprehend_ These are Jehovah's Witnesses."
CL It asked: "What is the motivating force
that makes the members of this sect act as
they do? What gives them this steel-like
conviction and purpose which clads them in
unseen armor? Walk through the halls, the
buildings, and the grandstand. You see well
dressed people, and some dressed shabbily.
You see nothing in physical appearance or
dress that distinguished them from any other
group. There is no sense of grimness, of aus·
terity or rigidness which are the accoutre·
ments of some religious sects. In fact, these
are on the whole a happy people who draw a
vIbrant joy out of their faith."
CL After telling something of the history and
beUe:ls 0:1 the Witnesses, the report continued:
"They carry their messages not as a chore,
not as a task, but with enthusiasm and ardor.
Rebut! only whets the blade of their convictions. They tell you the force that moves them,
the invIsible chaIn that bInds them, is the
spirit of God ip action. This, they say over
and over, Is the source of their strength."
CL Then the reporter asked various ones _at
the assembly why they became Jehovah's wit-

nesses. A blind veteran said that, before he
became one of Jehovah's witnesses, "1 used
to wonder why God put man on the earth.
Why should men fight among themselves and
destroY themselves? I couldn't understand It.
Then Bome witnesses visited us. I told my Wife
to take the literature to get rid of them. Later
she read It to me and I became interested. It
Impre!>sed me. Now I know I have found the
answers to my questions. I have found peace
• _ . I want to help others find It."
CL One of the assembly's officials saId: ''We're
doing what the disc1p~es did," and added,
"preaching In the market places and door to
door. We're not against any church. We're
for God first .. , we love our neighbors and
want to tell them the good news." Another
witness, speaking of his former church, said:
"1 didn't get the spiritual food I wanted. I
didn't want lectures on politics or morals. I
wantea true religion. I found it in the Wit·
nesses."
CL A speaker from the Watch Tower'S Brooklyn headquarters explained what he found
lacking in his former church: "It bothered me
that tI1e clergy in myoId church lived on top
of the earth and the lay people supported
them. The gulf between clergy and the lay pe0ple was too broad. And I didn't like other doctrines. In the Jehovah's Witnesses there is no
top and bottom levels-no caste of preachers
or priests. We are all preachers, all equal. It's
a religion that's satisfying and convincing."
A former air force captain who now has
a TV -.,rariety show in Miami explained to the
Tribune'8 reporter why he became a witness:
"Every question I had was answered from the
Bible. It just made sense." It makes sense
because it really is based upon God's Word.
It has strength provided by God for those who
truly serve him. The Bible shows that true
Christians would stand firmly for their faith.
Yet the world does not see that strength in its
,own religions, and it is amazed when it finds
people who do have it today. Is that not a
condemnation of the world's religions?

cr.

AI~'1'f11 1"~a'tlfif6u.t
'l At Tiajuana, Mexico, a man was bitten by a poisonous snake. Thinking quicklY,
the man killed the serpent and wrapped its body around his arm as a tourniquet
until he could get to a doctor.
APRIL 8, 1955
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WHY WOMEN:5 aOTHES ARE EXPENSIVE

RE women's clothes too expensive? Men
for years have thought so. ''They cannot
possibly see hoW a few straps of leather,
sewed together and called a shoe, can justi·
fiably cost $50; how a few sequins and a
wispy vell, stuck on a postage·stamp hat, can
be worth $80; or how any Qress can cost $300
or more. To the cynical male, the answer is
only all too obvious: the value of women's
clothes J8 detennJned only by what vain worn·
en (and acquiescent men) are willing to 'pay
for them.
.~ "The $9 billion.a·year U.S. women's wear
industry has another answer. It can quote
yards 6f facts and figures to show that high·
priced clothes are not only worth every penny
they ,cost, but even more.. For example, Man·
hattan's Sophie of Saks Fifth Ave. custom
salon, where cocktail dresses sell lor as much
as $695, just manages to break even; the salon
is operated only for the prestige it brings to
the store. The markup for expensive clothes
is heavy~up to 1000/0 of cost~but it has to
be so to cover overhead. At a high·fashion
house like Nettie Rosenstein, the cost of de·
slining a dress and turning out one sample
may come to more than $1,000; so few copies
are sold that the deslgnJng cost per dress may
come to $200 or more. Labor costs are out
of the designer's hands; they are regulated
by an independent labor·management commjt·
tee, and vary accordIng to the difficulty of the
work required. A pocket on a cheap dress,
for example, may come to only a few cents
in labor; on an expensive one, labor may cost
up to ten times as much.
'i;' "In the millinery field, one leading de·
signer spends upwards of $50,000 a year just
making sample hats for his- showrooms, may
take a full day to make just one orlginal. In
shoes, the daintier the, product the more teo
dious, exacting and expensive the work. And
while it may seem that women get stuck when
they spend $25 or more for a pair of shoes
that will last only a few months, it is not
easy for manufactUrers to get rich on the
deal. I. Miller, one of the leading makers of
expensive women's shoes, makes a mere 47r
gross profit on its sales--far less than super·
efficient General Motors makes on autos

A
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-. :..: On the other hand, it Is true, women a.re
~-.

not getting their money's worth in clothes.
:; However, it is mainly because of the inefficien·
cy of the garment industry. Production meth,.
ods and machlnery are years behind the times.
Competition is cu.tthroat, causing many manu·
facturers to close down every year. "A few
manufacturers, like Manhattan's Henry RQ·
senfeld, have proved that the garment indus·
try n~ not be so inefficient, that mass produc·
tion can payoff. Rosenfeld sells 2,500,000 well·
designed dresses a year, all retailing from
$14.95 to $35."
Yet, not even a Rosenfeld can change thf'
one major factor that makes the lady's ward·
robe so expensive, namely, fashion itself.
Women are slaves to fashion. They want to
look different from other women, and at thf'
same time they want to lOok like other wom·
en. Thus, women may be swept up in new fash·
ion crazes. They must always feel that the
particular hat or stole they are buying is just
a little different. When individuality comes in.
mass production goes out and costs go up; if
bigger production comes in. then by ail. inflex·
ible rule, style goes out.
"A complex fashion code also requires that
women have more clothes than men. Ex·
plained one young working housewife: 'My
,_ husband can be well dreSSed for almost any
,~ occasion with only two or three suits in his
:: wardrobe. But with me its different. Maybe
~ I can transform an office dress with the addi·
_ tion of a rose or a jewel, but you can do just
so much of this and get by. A dress that goes
well at a cocktail party might fit in at a wed·
ding, but the chances are it won't: Just how
this exacting code arose, Or why women ad·
here to it, is as inexplicable as why the female
.;. may weep when she is happy. 'Vanity thy
name is woman,' said Shakespeare. As long
.., as that Is true the garment industry will have
::: a good thing. And so~for a.ll his protestations
-:-r ~wiU the U.s. male, perplexed as he is bound
- to· remain. A woman will always spend more
than a man on clothes. The reason is simple:
in trying to look more expensively dressed
than she is, a woman often ends up being
more expensively dressed than she had in·
tended to be in the first place."~Time, Augu~t
31, 1953.
A WAKE!

HE causes of juvenile delinquency
are many. They range from difficulties in reading and arithmetic
to broken homes, corrupt officials
and the far-reaching changes that have
occurred in our waY<lf life during this half
century. While recognizing that such fac·
tors contribute to delinquency, in this discussion we shall consider' another very
important cause: the modern breakdown
of respect for authority. Where should a
child learn respect for authority? First
APRIL 8, 1955

from his parents, then from the sbhoo!s.
But many parents do not teach it. Neither
do many schools.
Adults know that if they are not obedient to authority they will be punished.
This pW1ishment is literal: for violating
the law it is a fine or jail; for flouting the
social or moral codes it is ostracism by
one's friends and neighbors; for failure to
take instructions it is loss of job or failure
to receive a promotion. Yet a too widely
accepted philosophy of child training has
wrongly implied that children should not
have to recognize authority, that they will
feel unhappy and unloved if they are made
responsible for their actions. But if there
is no law in the home, and little in the
school, will the child suddenly and miraculously become obedient to law when he
goes out into the world? Instead of the
children who know to consider the rights
of others and to respect just authority, is
it not the lawless children, those who have
been a law to themselves, who have the
warped outlook?
Does respect for authority exist in the
school about which one New York teacher
said: "In a high school like ours, you have
a few tough ones and a few vicious ones
in almost every class ... They sit watching you like snakes, waiting for the first
sign of weakness. . . . They do not want
to learn. They already belong to the streets.
They know you cannot punish them physically or expel them. You must never raise
your voice to them-if you argue, you are
conceding their right to yell at you. You
must never stand near them and never,
never touch them-hatred for a teacher is
part of their code and they must react or
lose face if you do. You must never present them with ultimatums. You must nev·
er cater to them in the slightest and never
lie to them-they can sense fear or phoninesg like animals. Your job is to keep them
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quiet while you teach those who can be
taught."

Do you consider that a sad commentary
on a .school's ability to handle its rough·
house element? 'The New York City S".lperintendent's Committee on Delinquency in
the Secondary Schools stated that delinQuent pupils constit'Jte only a very sma!l
percentage of the total SC'hool population,
but warned that their numbers b the hig:,
schools have been increasing.
School officia:s have been attacked after
hours, and cr.ildren have threatened and
have beaten up teachers who would not
graduate or pron:ote them. Or.e writer
said: "In instances Eke these, high schools
are substitutirlg for refonn schools, and
normal well-behaved children must be negJccted because of the time-consuming
struggle to keep under control these inS{)lent and froward young people." Laying
the blame on the lack of disci-,:1ine i::1 the
home and it:: the school, the Kew York
Daily New8, March 5, 1954, said: "Our
articles already have made it plain that
educators' kid-glove attitude of recent
years, plus increasing lB.ck of home disdpllne, have merely succeeded in getting
our schools and OIlT youth into an everdeeper mess."

eur

This Lack of Discipline
The r.lere fact that the discipline of a
few decades ago was so strict that it may

ha.ve made some student.. rebel does not
mean that the situation is improved by
tUl':ling the rela~ionship completely upside

down and firing the te-acher who pur.Lo;;hes

a child, while doing nothing to the child
{or his parents} who kicks h:s teacher. As
the Neu)R put it on March 2, 1954: ''It is
getting SD that when a teacher in the publJc school system dOes anything to displease a student, he can expect to be roundly disciplined-cither by the school or the
student." An attack on a teacher is not
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an isolated breach of disc'lpline. Generally
it Is the culmL'lation 01 a series of lesser
breaches that were cor."lmitted by a student
who simply had found that he could get
away with them.
James E. McCarthy, New York City
Youth Board director'of group work, put it
plainly: "When a kid does something
wrong, he knows it, and if you let him get
away with it, he thinks you're a dope."
Why do the teachers let them get away
with it'! In some piaces they canoot .'7e}p
it. Teachers have reSigned in disgust because they were unable to diScipline their
classes. \Vhen they tried to get SUI)port
for their diSCipline, the principal and superintendent gave ther.1 none. One substitute teacher in :-';ew York, not having a
pension or permanent job to w0rTY ab01.:.t,
dropped the "spare-the-child" plan and did
talk back to ....I5 students. When he t.old
the big!i!;est student in the class what would
happen to the next one who stepped out
of line, the rep:y was: "Gee whiz, Teach,
we were just seeingt:ow far we could go
with you." A little soundly exercised authority goes a long way.
John Dewey's theory, a foundation of
the modern system of education, was that
all learning is based upon. habit. But what
habits have the students learned i:1 New
York city where, despite the drive against
vandalism, 121,000 school windows were
broken during the first seven mont.~s of
195-1? What habits are being Jearned in
the school where five fires were set in one
cla.c;sroom in a single week? What had tile
five Los Angeles students learned who not
long ago broke into ,a school and SCILc;eles..c;ly derr.oJjshed nine classrocms, as well
as other facilities? What kind of nal,Jits
nre the students of a Long Island school
learn:ng where the district attorney had
to warn school offiCials to quit "covering
up" such things as a knifing and a bombing
that had occurred i:1 the school? What kind
AWAKE/

of habits have children learned when the
situation has reached the point where the
Children's Bureau reports that one out of
every :f1fty children is an ofilcial delhiquent?
Something is wrong somewhere when
the New York Superintendent's Committee
on Delinquency could speak of "a wide
range of reckless, iITesponsible, and antisocial behavior, with instances of violence,
extortion, gang fights, and threats of bodily harm. There was vandalism against
school property, private property, and pupils' personal possessions; there were theft,
forgery, obscenity, and vulgarity; there
was non-conformity to school rules, evidenced by the disruption of classes, the
throwing of food, the turning on of gas,
interference with fire drills, as well as
truancy and [class] cutting." The New
York Daily News took twenty-one articles
to say the same thing, only in the style
used by the spectacular tabloid press. The
difference between the Superintendent's
Committee's report and the newspaper's
series was that the newspaper pointed to
the breakdown of discipline as a major
cause of the difficulty.
The schools contend that a hosti1e and
punitive approach toward' maladjusted
children is not sound, But if the child's
maladjustment stems, as it often does these
days, from his never having been disciplined, from his never having to recognize
authority or to consider the rights and
interests of other persons, then it is better for the parents and the schools to give
that discipline than for society to have to
give it later in a much harsher way in its
courts and prisons. Tbe freedom granted
in many modern schools may prove a good
thing for many children, but it is not good
for the rebellious minority that cause the
trouble, Of such children the above-quoted
Superintendent's Committee's report said:
"For the good of the student body as a
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whole, these pupils should be removed td
an atmosphere of more direct COl'ltrols."
Many students who had been untlble to
function in the permissive atmospbere of
the large school have found themselves
and made a satisfactory adjustment· when
they were transferred to smaller and more
carefully disciplined schools.
The Effect of Bad Publicity

New York city has one of the world's
largest school systems. Further, the system is an excellent one. The scope of what
it teacbes is nothing short of amazing, but,
like all human endeavors, it is not perfect.
While only a small percentage of its stu·
dents present a problem, the problem they
present is a serious one. Though this delinquency and lawlessness are shameful
and shocking, it may well be that the daily
press has overdrawn and distorted the pic·
ture. Certain1y the schools al,"e not ruining
the country. Yet in the twenty-one consecutive days that the United States' biggest
newspaper paraded school scandals before
its readers, some of them -may have gotten
that illlpression. Its shocking examples of
delinquency may stay in the mind much
longer than does the brief explanation that
the lawless element, though inexcusable,
is a smaIl minority. Arthur Levitt of the
New York Board of Education said: "We
don't contend there is no problem of juvenile delinquency, but to say tba tour
schools are breeding places of crime, which
has been charged in certain portions of
the press, is a complete untruth... When
asked why the newspapers do not publish
the good things the schools do, ODe reporter explained: "That's not news!"
The public should be advised of the good
as well as the 'bad. The urtdesirable effect
of some of the newspaper publicity is that
singling out the public schools for condemnation builds up the private ones. Note
how the Daily News' series pointedly did
this. It said: "Parents are moving to the
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suburbs in an attempt to escape. or transferring their children to parochial or private schools. The transfers to church
scbooJs, Catholic and Protestant, have
swollen their enrollments, straining avail·
able facilities and inspiring a stepped-up
building program throughout the city....
'We notice,' an official ICathollcl said,
'that many non-Catholics are now applying

for admission: "
Other articles in the series quoted sucr.
!ltatements 8,$: "f, myself, had the- good
fortune to atte:ld a parochial hIgh school,"
and: "My daughtE;'r ... can do only about
10 to 20~( of what a child of the same age
can do in parochial school." Yet this newspaper admitted that the rising crime rat{'
'exists in p::-oiva:e and parochial schools,"
too, but said they "meet it with sterner
measures and closer Supcrvls:on." One cf
such "sterner mE'8SUreS," 8 board of rot:.·
caHon member pointed m:.t. is that "8 boy
or girl who won't ~ha\'e in parochia:
school is expelled, and thereupon becomes
an added problem in the public school systerr..." Thus, he thinks the public school
carries a {i:1Uble load, its awn problem
children and the parochial schools' as well.
The press' fear of being accused of attack~
:ng a popular religion may also play its
part ih helping parochiaJ schOOls to get
less of the blame and less publicity for de~
linquent acts their stUdent:;:; n:ay commit.

Right Training Starts at Home
What, therefore, should be the parent's
solution? :"-Jot {:utting the chLd in a parochial scr.ool whel'(' he wil1 be taug:'lt a
religion that :nay be contrary to the parent's desire; bLlt f'le right start is proper
home training. If the parent exercises wisdom in the right kind of home training,
the child should be able to overcome the
obstacles it has to face. PrinciPlcs can be
instilled in the child's mind that
makedelinquency and vandalism repulsivc.

,,,m
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Training in proper obedience and in respect
for authority (the authority of the parent,
the law and, most important, cf God) combined with a"1 association with rightm:nded persons, and with regu:.ar attendance at congregational rr.eetings in which
the young are encouraged to participatt'.
will further strengthen them. Helping the
child to a proper appreciation of his relationship to God will develop b him an
attitudP. of mind that will reject the evil
influences he ellOOUtlters and will encourage him to hold ftnnJy to the high family
standards that he knows are expressed in
his own home.
The Chris1ian parent realizes his cbli·
gatior. to his child. He is interested in what
the (·hUd learns, and r.e eneoUl'ages his
progress. All these things are to the child's
advantage. Then, too, children who rccog·
ni7.c the responsibility that they themselve~
have in serving Jehovah and in using the
things they Jearn i 11 his !)ervice will !:ita).'
clear of the va.'1dalism and destruct. veness
of today's corrupt world, for they know
that they mu;;;t be proper representative~
of thf'ir hcav<"nly Father, Also, tbey will
try to excel in theh- schOOlwork, knowin~
that the more they learn now in school1he
more knowlroge and ir.forn:ation they wil:
have to use in Jehovah's service, becominG,
more capable representatives of hi;;;, and
bei~ prepared for raJ' ~reater servicp
when their public ~cho{)lir.g is eOIT'.pletf'd.
Thu&, while delinquenc.v gro«'s af!d itfo'
causes are many, the wise Christian pare!lt
can r.ave a C'or.fidence in his childr(>:1 thflt
other parents do r.ot have, Proper tl':'lininf.!
in the home is l~ke nn a]'mor sh:eld tha1
defe:ld:;; the child's mind against w('upons
that would destroy it. But proper training
rests upon the r:"~ht examp:e t.'1.at must be
set by y::JU as a parent, yes, and upon tJlP
proper, though loving, authority tha": you
mt.:st ('xcrcise. Are you meeting this I'esponsibility toward your ('hild?
AW.1KF.!

histories of their symbols and decorations

are overlooked. After a thorough search

:..; April 10 tile principal feast of the
(_) ecclesiastical year will be celebrated.
}o'TOr.1 Christendom's churches wiU come
gr~at crowds welcoming the Easte!' holiday. In Rome church beJIs will peal out. In
Berlin, the East-West cold war wi:] (~orr.e
to a temporary halt. Gaiety will abound.
And there will be a generous portion of
Easter eggs and Bach's music. All Scandinavia :will burst forth with brilliant colors
representing joy and laughter. In sunny
Spa:n and Portugal light-hearted, happy,
laughing people wi:] stream out of ct.urches
to watch bull fights or football exhibitions
opening on Easter Sunday.
In America sunrise services and Easter
bonnets mark the arrival o! Easter. From
:.\"ew York's largest Iheater to Hollywood's
open-air bow] there wiIJ be hymns at dawn
and hats at noon. Outside St. Patrick's
Cathedra) on::-:ew York's famed Fifth
A ve:'lue the Easter parade will begin. This
whirling carnival will be rem:niscent of
the pagan Saturnalia. Nevertlleless, Christendom tails this hodgepodge as in honor
of Christ, the day of his being raised fro!l1
the dead.
Observing the strange antics of the EastE'r holiday, its peculiar customs and practices, we inqujre: Is Easter really kept in
honor of the resurrection of Christ? Does
the celebration honor ('..oct? Are we commanded by God to keep the Easter holiday?
Often in our haste to celebrate, the
meaning of tl:e holidays, the origins and
APRIL 8, tiI5!)

through the Bible, Bible encyclopedias and
dIctionaries, we find that neither the apostles nor disciples of Christ ever celebrated
Easter. Easter, in fact, has a very unsavory
taste. Both Webster's Ne'w International
Dictionary, first edition, and the CathoZic
Encyclopedia point cut that Easter was
the name of "a goddess of light or spring.
ir. honor of whom 'I festival was celebrated
in April." Deeper into pagan mythology
the narr.e Easter is traced, back through
the pagan religion of the BabylOnians and
Chaldeans, where the same goddess of
spring and rebirth was called Astarte or
Ish~ar. The historian Alexander Hislop ir.
his The Two BabylO71.3 declared: .. IEaster 1
is not a Christian name. It bears its Cha:dean origin on its very forehead. Easter is
:-lothing else than Astarte," a pagan goddess.
How. then, did this pagan practice of
worshiping a sun goddess become a part
of Christian worship? Sir James G. Frazer
in his The Golden Bough, page 345, answers for us: "When we reflect how often
the [Catholicl Church has skillfully contrjved to plant the seeds of the new faith
on the old stock of paganism, we may surmise ilia t tlle Easter celcbr8 tion of the dead
and risen Christ was grafted upon a similar celebration of the dead and risen Adonis. which, as we have see!l reason to believe, was celebrated. in Syria at the same
season." When Const.antine fused paganism. wi lh apcsta te Christianity (325 AD.)
he ordered that "everywhere the Great
Feast of Easter" was to be observed on the
first Sunday after the first full moon following March 21. Thus prote-ssed Christians came to march in the Easter parade.
But the acceptance of this celebration was
not without ccntroversy or vIolence. As
Hislop says, it was only after violence and
bloodshed "t.hat the Festiva1 of the Anglo2.1)

Saxon or Chaldean goddess came to super~
sede that which had been held in honour
of Christ Such is the history of Easter/'
The date of Christ's resurrection is governed by the Jewish calendar and is mov~
able. It can be as early as March 22 and
as late as April 25. Therefore, the day of
Christ's resurrection would fluctuate and
would not fall on the same day of the week
-Sunday. For example: Sunday. April 2,
1950; Saturday, March 24, 1951; and Tuesday, March 31, 1953, respectively were anniversary dates of Christ's death. Counting
the third day from each would bring the
exact day of his resurrection, which would
be in their respective order: Tuesday, Monday and Thursday. Easter paraders over-look this fact in favor of the pagan choice,
Sunday.
The innocent-appearing appendages attached to the Easter holiday are further
proof of its rank paganism. The origin and
ancient meaning of Easter eggs and rabbits, gaudy costumes and "hot cross buns'~
are the surest proofs that the entire celebration is of demonic origin. All the ancient demon worshipers, the Romans,
Greeks, Egyptians, Babylonians, Persians,
Hindus, Chinese and Japanese-none of
which worshiped Jesus or his resurrection
-attached deep mystical significance to
the Easter egg and the rabbit. The Catholic Encyclopedia~ under the subheading
"Easter Eggs," states: "The custom may
have its origin in paganism, for a great
many pagan customs, celebrating the return of spring, gravitated to Easter." Regarding the rabbit, this authority says:
"The rabbit is a pagan symbOl and has always been an emblem of fertility (Simrock,
Mythologie, 551)."
According to Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes Journal, April,
1952, the Anglo-Saxons ate sacramental
cakes in honor of their goddess, Eostre.
Christendom's clergy tried to expel this
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rite by placing a cross On eacb cake. Today,
hot cross buns are sold just prior to Easter.
Even in Jeremiah's day, 600 years before
Christ, it was written: "The children gather wood, and the fathers kindIe the fire,
and the women knead their dough, to make
cakes to the queen of heaven." (Jeremiah
7:18) The above Journal rightly states:
"The Easter holiday is actually an out·
growth of the pagan festivals of Spring
which celebrated the return of life to the
earth."
The idea of rising to see the sun rise
also has its roots deeply imbedded in paganism. Ancient superstitious farmers believed that those who "witnessed sunup on
a certain day in spring would be blessed
with ~ood fortune, good health, fair crops
and a general freedom from aches and
bunions for the whole coming year. Fann
animals were cut in on this, too, and cows,
pigs and hens were all bounced out of bed
early and hurried out to see the sun, thus
insuring lots of cream, fat bacon and
grade-A eggs for the next year. The present version of this rural fete is, of course,
the holding of countless early services on
Easter morning.... The wearing of Easter
bonnets and new clothes was begun in the
early celebrations honoring Eastre or Ostara, the Teutonic and Saxon goddess of
spring.... The glad rags were worn then
as a token that everyone was sharing in
a brand·new life-year."-Holiday, April,
1950.
While Christians do not observe pagan
Easter, they do keep a solemn feast. This
feast is the supper memorializing Christ's
death, which falls this year on Thursday,
April 7, after 6 p.m., Standard Time. As to
the manner in which this feast is kept,
we refer you to the February 15, 1952,
issue of The Watchtower. This feast is kept
at a precise time in a prescribed way to
the glory of God.
AWAKE!

Great Britain and Eire
MERE glance at a map of Europe impresses one with the smallness of the
British Isles. With about fifty million people living in this small area there is tremendous scope for Christian activity.
Britain's heritage as a free nation has
its roots in Roman ""law, Grecian culture
and philosophy, and, above all, in the Bible
as the Word of God. Whatever is good in
the British way of life is attributable in
large measure to the influence that the Bible has had on the course of this nation.
But, alas, the people of Britain today have
little regard for the Bible. True it is that
most English homes possess a Bible, but
at no time since the Reformation has there
been such lack of knowledge on Bible topics. Bible societies have been established,
which have been instrumental in the distribution of the Bible to all parts of the earth.
Whatever the motive, this circulation has
served a good purpose, providing great
throngs with the Book that tells of the end
of this old world.
It is with this purpose that Jehovah's
witnesses in Britain today are occupied.
They know that a mighty witness must be
given to all nations concerning the Kingdom's establishment'and the basis for this
witness is found in the Bible. There are
thousands receiving instruction through
the study of the Bible and these, in turn,
are joining the throng of Jehovah's witnesses. In the British Isles in 1940 there
were less than 8,000, but today there are
nearly 30,000 regularly engaged in calling
on the people at their homes and 'helping
them understand their Bibles.
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This good work is not done without opposition. The greatest opposition comes
from the clergy. This, of course, is not true
of all clergynien, but many are embittered
by the intense activity of Jehovah's witnesses. As a recent press report said:
"Those religious enthusiasts known as Jehovah's witnesses descended on a Manchester suburb yesterday in an all-out
door-to-door campaign. These soldiers were
armed solely with their Bibles (or soldierettes, for they were all women)." "There's
this about it," commented a churchman on
whom they called, I'they certainly knew
their Bibles, and went from reference to
reference as easily as consulting 'a dictionary. If the people in our churches were as
conversant with the Book as these folk
are they would be in a better position to
debate the question of the last days."
Jehovah's witnesses in Britain are giving closer attention to their presentqtion of
the Kingdom message at the doors and
are using the Bible extensively in their
door-to-door activity. Therefore, it is gratifying to hear others say about them that
'they know their Bibles.' The impact of
this activity is being felt, for, while it Is
true that there is a tremendous decrease
in church attendance, the congregations of
Jehovah's witnesses are ever on the increase. Of these there are 718 in Britain.
Close to Britain as far as location is concerned is Eire. Whereas Britain is Protestant in faith, Eire is Roman Catholic. Nevertheless, the Kingdom work in Eire has
progressed greatly during the past year.
With a 32 per cent increase in Kingdom
preachers over the previous year we now
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see expansion in this predominantly Catholic land.
Once in a while Jehovah's witnesses
meet with mob action from some overz&alous Catholics, but the work goes on and
results are now seen, The Catholic Douay
Version of the Bible is used in aiding
honest Catholics to understand God's purposes and in addition the Watch Tower
Society bas provided the splendid booklet
entitled "God's Way Is Love."
Fear and superstition play an important
part in the religious life of the Irish people.
They are a lovable people and easy to get
along with until roused by false accusations against the true servants of God who'
visit them. It requires a great deal of tact
to deal with the situation but the Kingdom
publisher knows that many a true heart
is led astray through false doctrines. And
when the truth is seen in all its grandeur
there is no power that can hold back these
warmhearted men and women of Ireland.
The joy of seeing them take their stand for
the truth of God's Word well repays the
Kingdom publisher for the effort put forth.

The favorite cry of the false shepherds
is the ridiculous statement. that Jehovah's
witnesses are CommunistS', and this succeeds for a time in holding back the earnest
truth-seeker. But when the facts are given
and proved from the Bible, this falsehood
is recognized as just a blind to help continue the false shepherds' hold over the
people. Another weapon used to put the
people against Jehovah's witnesses is the
fact that they'do not believe that Mary is
the queen of heaven. By experience in presenting the message under these conditions
the p~blisher is able to show that Mary the
mother of Jesus was indeed favored of
God, but that it is entirely out of place to
exalt her to a position far greater than
what she occupies in Jehovah God's purposes. However, it requires patience and
very kind treatment before the seeds of
truth take root and spring forth to fruitage.
, So in both Great Britain and Eire the
Kingdom message is being preached and
is finding lodgment in the hearts of those
who are hungering for righteousness.

DO VOU KNOW?• Why the mo:;t famous trial c~tween ev,l'
lutiun and the Bible vroved a farcel P. 3, 114.
• What disproves evolution's claim about
"missing litlb"? P. 4-, 1[6.
• What is illogical about the scientists' line·
up of man's "ancestors"? P. 5, lit.
• What shows SCientists' guesses of earth's
age have been most uneducated? P. 5, ~3.
• Why the Bible is a book of optimism, while
evolutionists are pessimists? P. 8, 114.
• Why a European army Is believed neces·
,aryl fi. 9, ~ S.
• Why France refused to approve the E.D.C,
treaty for a European army? P, 10, 1[3.
• What outstanding advantages a sular house
would havel P. 13, ft.
• Where solar h()us~~ already have heen
built? P. 14,

~2.

•

H(JW

.

.? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .;

sun power could run autumobiles?

P. t5, ~5.

;

• What special provision there is for your
spiritual enrichment this summer? P. Hi, ~3.
• What the two largest events ever held in
Yankee Stadium werel P. 18, 114.
• Why a TV performer in Miami became on~
of Jehovah's witnesses? P. t 9, F.
• Why wOm.&n's ..:Iolhes are so expensive?
P. 20,

115.

• Why a child needs to learn respect for au·
thority? P. 21, f[ 1.
• How the parent can help his child overcome evil influences 1 P. 24, 1\2.
• What vagan $t)urce vrovided the name for
caster? P. 2 5, ~ 4.
• What pagan customs are still followed at
Ea5tertim~? P. 26, ~2.
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ized life Impossible" In Britain.

Moscow's "peace Oft'enslve"
<$> Moscow has proved adept

at turning "peace offensives"
on and off. In February Soviet
leaders launched a new peace
proposal. It involved three
things: (1) A freezing of the
armed strength of all nations
at levels of January 1, 1955;
(2) the destruction of all nu·
dear weapons, and (3) an in·
ternational disarmament con·
ference under U.N_ auspices.
The only new feature of the
proposal was the freezing date,
which appeared to observers as
part of Russia's strategy to
block the arming of West Ger·
many. Moscow's "peace offen·
sive" was hailed with little or
no exultance: Washington was
skeptical and London unim·
pressed.
"Steadfast Security"
<$> Just four days after Mos·
cow launched a "peace offen·
sive" Marshal Georgj K. Zhu·
kov, Soviet defense minister,
threw the switch back to the
tough line. In an order of the
day issued on the thirty·sev·
enth anniversary of the Soviet
army and navy, he declared
that "tht! aggressive forces of
the imperialist countries head·
ed by United States monopo·
lists.. were "openly preparing a
new war against the Soviet
Union." Under these circum·
stances, Marshal Zhukov said,
the Soviet government is "tak·
ing all necessary measures to
Ru~ia:
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insure the steadfast security of
our motherland."

*

Britain and the H-Bomb

Two-power monopoly of H·
bomb production appears soon
to end. Britain has annOunced
in a White Paper on De.I'ense
that It considers it a duty to
proceed with the "development
and production" 01 H-bombs as
the main deterrent to wllr. De·
fense Minister Harold Macmil·
Ian pointed out (2/17) that
Britain had figured out the H·
bomb without Americl'ln or
outside help, He added: "I
hope it will be ready when
they [the enemy] require it."
H·Bomb!l: "POOl" CODsoig.tion"

<$- Britain's decision to make
H·bombs produced a flood of
talk on the effects of mermo·
nuclear weapons. When Brit·
ain's eminent physicist, Nobel
Prize winner Cecil F. powell,
started talking (2/26), people
listened. He stated that, ac·
cording to "plausible esti·
mates," the U.S. has 4,000 A·
bombs while the Soviet Union
has 1,000; these would be used
as detonators for H·bombs In
event of war. The physicist
said that both countrie;l now
had, or soon would have,
enough H-bombs to destrOY the
main centers of population of
the other. As to the etTects of
H·bombs, Dr. Powell said that
10 or 20 welI·directed bombs
could make "ordinary organ·

Beyond the Immediate explosion area the mounting level
of radioactivity would result In
"the debiUtatlon at the population from radiation, lack of
food and shelter, the multipli·
cation of diseases and many
other consequences which we
cannot at present foresee."
Then in an indirect comment
on Britain's decision to make
H·bombs, Dr. Powell declared:
"It woukl be a poor consola·
tion to the pathetic remnant of
our country that we had been
able to reduc~ other lands to
a similar condition of ruin."
·-New York Times, February
27, 1955.
H·Bomb Not the Ultlma.te
<$- Dr, Edward Teller is a ,\lci·
entlst who figured prominently
in the development of the -H·
bomb. He is credited with
sparking the idea that opened
the way to the H·bomb, In an
article in Science, an _official
scientific journal, Dr. Teller
says that the next major
steps beyond multi·megaton H·
bombs are not likely to be
"just bigger bombs again."
"The world is full of surpris·
es," said Dr. Tener, "and great
developments rarely go along
straight lines." Though he did
not identify any of the "sur·
prises," a few years ago he
talked of the possibility of an
enemy's releasing radioactive
clouds at a distance oft' the Pa·
cific Coast that would "make
life hard or even impossible
for us without delivering a
single bomb into our tenitory."
This time Dr. Teller left the
future vague, saying: "The
very size of our progress has
opened up other dangers, We
may be led to think that this
accomplishment is something
ultimate. I do not believe that
this is so. Where the next steps
will Jead I do not know. It is
not likely that it will be just
bigger bombs again."-New
York Times, February 25, 1955.
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WJth the downfall of the

iovernment,
France was hurled lnto a cabinet crists, the twentieth since
World War II. During the first
week of tM crisis, former Pre·
mier Antonine Plnay, repre·

2S Comet II's and ill's on order
have canceled out.

Mend~II-Franceo

senting the Independent party,
tried to lonn a government.
He failed. Plen-e PtHmJJn, a
member o! the Popular RepublIcan party, next tried to form
a iOvElmment. He .tailed. Christian Pineau, a Sociailst, became the thJr.1 po;ilicaJ .Ieader
to try to fonn a. C!lllinet. He
tailed. French President Rene
Coty ~hen nominated Ede-a':'
Faure, a former premler and
a Radical Socialist. to try 10
form a government. I [e au,,·
f!el!(]ed, the NatiQnal Assembly
voting 369 to 210 to confrm
Faure (prono'.meed like the
Engli!sh "for") as premlcr.
Thull end~1 a nln('t.een-day
quest for a gov('nlment.
Hope for the C.omet
.. A Dnai repcrt. on the crash·
es of two British C:)met I .let
air I1ne~ has ('or.firmed the
cause of the cra~r.[>s as "metal
tatIgue." QLlIc-kly follOWing
thill, Britain, in February, de·
clded to stake its jet air liner
hopes on the Comet. De Havllland IUlnounced that It will go
ahead with CQnstructlon of
Ccmets If and Ill. To correct'
the faulty design of thl' original Comets, the new jets will
have thicker skins and oval
insTead or rectangular windows. Since so mudl c.J J3rit·
ain's air prestige df.'pem:ls on
the sUcct'SI'l of the C:)mets, the
government is doing all it can.
The government-owned British
OverseB.S Airways announced
that it would hOllor its o!'der
tor 12 Comet II's Elnd 5 Comet
Ill's; and the Hoyal All' }"orce
'offered to help by taking the
remaining 5 C:)rnet I's ott'
BOAC's hands b use them tor
research. Hope for the Com!'-t
looked bright from another
standpoint: thus far none of
the !orejzu .a.lr lines that have
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Brlt&.ln: T1) Cbetlk Inbtlon
~ Since Brltain ):ays fol' itg
Imports with earrllngs from it..
exports. she has to be careful
that hom~ CQnsumption does
r.o~ hurt the export mnt'ket.
NonnaIly, thel"t! is a tl."ade del!.dt; yet as Joni' as it is not over
£40 to £50 mUlion a month,
there is no dlf!1culty, sinc£- the
gap is closed ty "Invisiblf''' ex·
por.s, such as insurance and
inveslme:nts. During the last
quarter ot 1954 exl)Or.s
dropped ~o £228,000,000 whereas imports rose to £2$9,000,000,
leaving a deli cit of £61,CKlO,OOO.
In January (hE' deficit soal'f:'d
to £73,000,000. Swiftly Ihe govemmC:1t moved to apply the
dassl~ inflation check. The
Rank o! Engiand raisf:<1 the
"bank l-are" from 3 to 3! per
cent. (Thf> "'Oalll!: mte" is tl'.I!
:nterest rate at which the Bank
oJ: Englalld lends money for
short periods to dealen ir: the
.[.omlon market.) The January
rise. ho\V('ver, t.ad little et'fect.
Symptoms of inflation kept en
spreading. Sc ill }o~ebruary
Chan~llo::- of tt.£! Ex:chequcr
R. A. Hutler anllott:1c-('Ii cont Tols on IlIstallme:']t f)\tying
-15 per cent down payment
and full payn'.e:nt within 21
months ··and anet.her lump In
tbe bank rate, brir.ging It ~o
~he t-Jghest lev,"" f.'t more than
TWt'nty years: on :per cent. The
etreet wa8lmme<liat~, The l'()ndon Stock Market declined, and
on tl-.e tol"t!ign money exchanges the pound rose.

China's New (,'UlTCIIIoy

... Most governments ('xpress
~heir national budget In terms

oJ "mljJlons" or "bHUons!' But
In Communist China the eov'
I1'rnrnent has had to express Its
budget In tenns ot "trillions."
This is ~use its currency
unit. the yuan, fs of such low
value. (Though the otfldal rate
Is 24,600 yuan to' the dollar,
actually this rate is saJd to
hav!.! lIttle rela.tion to its true
value.) Thus the innnJtelJlmal

value of tr.e yuan has created
phYl5lcal difl'i.cultSes In payment.
In February Pelplng radio an·
nounced that Red Chlr.a would
15sue new currency: :)nl'! yuan
would be given f(J)" 10,000 o{d
yuan. Tne sw:ltch in cu~ncy
appears to be more psycholog·
ical than an attemp to wipe
out purchasing power. Obser... ·
ers bE'Jieve tilat the i"O~m
mcnt wanted to strike tt.e "bIg
money PlIyC'ho]ogy" cre&tp.d by
u~e of hundreds of thousands
cf yuan, eVC:1 for the smallest
pUI'C'hase antI whjch had Sl De-

moralizing etre('t on ~he I:cople
by causing thf'm to think that
yuan uniTS W('rC virtually
wonhlE"s!'.
F1no.l Word 00 ewta. Ri('ao War
.. ':"he Organization of American Sta1es helped bril".g th(t
Costa Ric-an war to a speedy
end. IT. Febnlluy l~s invE"sligating commissi:)n releasee it$
:)ffiC!ial word on thp flghtlr,g:
It said !hat tJ-:e rebels had ·'en·
tel'l2d C:),ta Ricll by way of
the Costa Rican-}';lcaraguan
border," and had teen aided by
"foreign Intervention In the
preparation. financlne and tur·
nlshlng ot arms and ammum·
tiOl:." To redu('f~ the danger
of further armed confilcts the
~port l'f'commendf'{l making
more e:lrectlve l,s "system for
controlling the traffic In arms."
A. Diamond D~ Com~ Tru~
~

In 1950 Professor ~. V.
Sidgwkk ot Oxf:)rd University
wrote a work called GheJn1c!ll
Elements and Their Com.
pounds in whIch ht'. said: "Th~
arti1dal prorluctin"l of dla·
monds hilS never been a suc·
c!!Ss." Tt:.e Stlccesstul makiny'
of clam1')nd~, long a d~am of
sdentists, appeal'S Of l/lst to
have ('orne true. ~n February
the (":renp.ra.l Ek'f'tr\c Research
Laboratory nnnounced that It
~ad prQduN"d a:1 exact duplt·
l~ate 01 a dJBmond. How? SJncp.
dIamonds are virtually notlling
but. pure carbon-the main ingrecUent ot ~ll.l- G. E. chemists
subjected carbon to pressul"e!;l

oJ

1,5lXl,~

pounds a. fKluare
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inch and temperatures ab6ve
5,000 degrees Fahrenheit insIde
a 1,OOO-ton press. This ~remen
dOUB heat and pressure, equivalent to those existing at a
depth of 240 miles below the
surface of the earth, changed
the alignment of carbon atoms
so that they took up the crys·
talline structure that makes a
diamond. Result: a handful of
diamonds, all man-made. The
largest one was one·sixteenth
of an inch and one-tenth of a
carat. A day after the G.E.
announcement
(2/16)
the
Prism-Lite Diamond Company
said that three years ago it
had produced a synthetic diamond usable tor industrial
purposes. However, G.E. research appears to have result·
ed in a method in which diamonds can be made in a pre·
dictable and routine .way. For
the present, though, the G.E.
process. is still too costly to
compete with natural diamonds as either gems or indus·
trial tools.

u.s.:

Certified Mall

.. Up until mld·Ma:reh, per·
sons who wished to be certain
that their letters would be dellvered had to 'pay a minimum
of 30 cents to register the mail.
A new service to supplement
registered mail was announced
in February by Postmaster Ar·
thur E. Summerfield. The new
service, costing 15 cents tor
the stamp, must be signed for
by the recipient. Certified mall,
said Summerfield, will give the
sender proof ot delivery "without haVing to pay for the expense of guarding registered
mail at every handling point
as at present." Certified mail
has no provision for indemnity
should a letter go astray. If a
sender wants a return receipt,
he will have to pay 7 cents additional for it.

'*

Storms and Women
In Storm, a 1941 novel by
George R. Stewart, a young

meteorologist
named low·pres·
, .
sure areas on his map after
girls. The U.S. Weather Bureau
has since dubbed hurricanes by
feminine names. Last year the
memorable stonns were Carol,
Edna and Hazel. To avoid repetition this year the weather
bureau has compiled a new list
of 1955's potential hurricanes:
Allee, Brenda, Connie, Diane,
Edith, Flora, Gladys, mlda,
lone, Janet, Katie, Linda, Martha, Nelly, Orva, Peggy,
Queena, Rosa, Stella, Trudy,
Ursa, Verna, Wilma, Xenia,
Yvonne and Zelda. Some women whose names were used in
the past have sent In bristllng
protests, but the weather bu·
reau replies that no other system has the same advantages
of brevity, ease of pronuncia·
tion and recognition. Also It
eXpects that there are just as
many women, if not more, who
feel flattered by having their
names On stonns as there are
those who protest.

WHAT HAS
DONE
FOR

TIME AND AGAIN this vital question has been asked. That it is
a reasonable question cannot be denied. That which is worthwhile
must produce some results by which its value can be determined.
What about mankind's various religions? Which is the true and
practical religion? Read the book named above and find the soulsatisfying answer. Postpaid for 50~.
WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Plea.se send me the book What HUll Religion Done lor Mankmd? I am enclosing 5Oc.
Name .. ··.····.······································· .. ·...

Street and Number
or Route and Box ................................................. ~ ............ ~ .....

City ...... .

Zone No ......... State .......................................................................
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What About
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is high time to awake."
-Roman. 13,11
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DO YOU FEAR YOUR NEIGHBOR?
OST people today fear their neighbor
more than they fear God. Neighbor
fear, a product of the Dark Ages, has
grown into a hideous colossus and has be~
come one of the most enslaving and truth~
suppressing tyrants in the world. It can be
more compelling than laws. No wonder it
is the Communists' chief tool! Declared
former Soviet spy Nikolai E. Khokhlov:
"The most important weapon of the Soviet
Government against the citiZens is the mis~
trust by one citizen of another." (U.s.
News &; World Report, January 21. 1955)
That comes as no surprise, but this might:
neighbor fear,has spread to all parts of the
world. Though a victim of this fear dwelIs
in the most democratic of nations, he has
lost his freedom. Warned Chief Justice
Earl Warren of the United States Supreme.
Court: "If a man is free only to be what
his neighbor wishes, he is not truly free."
The mind rebels at the suggestion that
one fears his neighbor. This is not strange,
for it is an admission of bondage, and no
one wants to be a slave to his neighbor.
Let
b honest with ourselves and ask
th
Wh t
.
f
'ghbor
e ques lon,
a are SignS 0 ~el .
fear? There .are at least ~ree ~am Slgn~:
(1) Wondenng what one s neighbor WIll
think; (~) falling into ~ state of mental
conformity, and (3) fearmg knowledge.
Now the first sign. Persons seized by
neighbor fear allow their decisions to be

M

us;
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influenced by a power other than sound
reasoning. What is this power? It is a
roadblock in the mind that checks all ideas
and decisions with this question: What will
my neighbors think? Becoming subservient
to a perpetual wondering what the neigh~
bars win think is coming under the power
of a dictator that kills the human spirit and
makes one a robot.
This brings us to the second sign of
neighbor fear: conformity. Those who
fear their neighbors believe that they
should accept any popular credence or
creed whatever the cost. And the cost is
always high. Sound judgment and reason·
ing suffocate and die. Thinking is difficult,
so why think? It is much easier to do and
believe what "they say." True, not all
neighbor fearers allow their minds to atrQ.
phy completely. Some may even hold idel;lS
of their own based on truth and righteousness. But when neighbor fear is present, it
dictates that one hold secret or disguise
his real opi~ions ..
Conforrmty triumphs. It always threat·
ens to brand one with the stigma of disloyalty if he thinks. Declared a noted justice,
Judge Learned. Hand: "I believe that the
community is already in process of disSolution where each man begins to eye his
neighbor as a possible enemy. where nonconformity with the accepted creed, politi.
cal as well as religious, is a mark of disaffection [disloyalty]." Is your community
3

truly free or is it "in process of

dissolu~

But, in so doing, it may create situations

tioo"?

where change finally comes into being with
The third sign of neighbor fear is being the violence of an explosion." Then the
unduly suspJcious of ideas, yes, being fear~ U.N. secretary-general drove home this
fuI of knowledge jtself. Fear of knowledge point: "No policy which cannot stand the
fosters ignorance, entrenches superstition, test of full knowledge and free criticism
discourages advancement, quenches en- will ever be safely based in the loyalty of
lightenment and leads to narrow:'minded- the peoples."
ness. So this morbid fear or suspicion of
Do you fear to subject your own policy
ideas makes one close his mind even be- to "full knowledge and free criticism"?
fore he has opened it. This is ruinous.
Neighbor fearers usually do. They have
But why fear knowledge? Because, made themselves pawns in the hands
though knowledge can destroy error, it of their neighbors. Interestingly, Judge
brings about changes. What is feared is Learned Hand once said: "I often wonder
the undesirable -side effect of the change. whether we do -not rest our hopes [for
For example, a change might mean a Joss freedom] too much upon constitutions,
of prestige, an upset in a profitable status ,upon laws and upon courts. These are false
q'UIJ or hostility in a family group. So self- hopes. Liberty lies in the hearts of men and
women. When it dies there, no constitution,
ishness prompts a fear of knowledge.
no
Jaw, no court can even do much to help
Recognizing the extreme peril of fearing
it."
knowledge, Dag Hammarskjold, secretaryDo you fear your neighbor? Really, what
general of the United Nations, gave a
a
thought-provoking talk to scholars at the _ neighbor thinks matters little. Can he
Charter Day dinner of -Columbia Univer- give you life? He cannot give you one
sity. Among the honored guests was Queen day's life. Only God can give life. So what
Mother Elizabeth of Great Britain. To this counts is not what a neighbor thinks but
distinguished group the high U.N. offidaJ what God thinks. And he will not think
said (as reported in the New York Times much of us if we fear neighbors. His own
of October 31, 1954): "We all of us are Word warns at Proverbs 29: 25 (Knox
quick to recognize in principle the value Catholic translation): "Fear of man's
of knowledge. Yet we may hesitate to do judgments will bring thee quickly to ruin."
what is necessary in order to open wider The A merican Standard Version -says:
access to knowledge for others or to deepen "The fear of man bringeth a snare; but
our own knowledge. Too often we even whoso putteth his trust in Jehovah shall be
share in reactions that can be explained safe."
So dispel neighbor fear by fearing Jehoonly by a fear of knowledge .. , . If we fear
vah
God above all. As for yaur neighbor,
knowledge and act under the ban of such
Christ
Jesus did nut say to. fear him. He
fear, is it not often because we fear
said:
"You
must Jave your neighbor as
change?
yourself." (Matthew 22:39, New World
, "We have ,seen among us the resurrec- Trans.) Shaw yaur love by helping your
tion of practices and attitudes belonging neighbor canquer neighbor fear. Accept
to, indeed justifying the name of the Dark know)edge. Test it with reason and with
Ages," continued the U.N. official. "A fear God's Word. Fight mind-enslaVing can.
of knowledge, inspired by the wish to formity. Trust in Jehovah. Do this and you
safeguard established interests, may for a will never be among those miserable ones
time block an unavoidable development. who. fear their neighbor mare than God.
4
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Christian. Cond.uct
--~.("II the conduct of th. nallons
Ck,l.tlcm? What do Ih. foeti
thaw? Is you. conduct Chrl._
tian? WhGI doe. your behaylo.
show? What II your !'elponllbUlly al a Ch.illian? Ar. you
me.tlng tt? This anld. anowen.,

OUNT from one to
teen. In this brief in1terva
of thirteen seconds, some·
where in the United States a
major crime has been committed. On an average every
thirteen seconds of the day the year
round this happens. Over eighty major
crimes will have been -committed by the
time you finish reading this article. Also,
in a single day an average of thirty-five
persons are wickedly slain and 252 persons
are feloniously assaulted. Each day some

C

forty-eight rapes are committed, 608 cars
are stolen and 197 robberies and 1,454
burglaries are perpetrated. A crime of
murder, manslaughter, rape or assault to
kill was committed every 4.3 minutes the
first six months of 1954. This in a nation
professing Christianity.
Other nations making the same professions fare little or no better. France laments a wave of immorality, Germany a
rise in crime, Italy a moral and religious
collapse and England suffers from personal
degradation. The Manchester Guardian
Weekly of September 2, 1954, reported that
the proportion of crimes cleared up was
only 47 per cent-a sobering reflection for
the law-abiding.
"Another unpleasant aspect of our
present-day society," said this report, "is
APRIL 22, 19,55

the increase in crimes that involve some
form of personal degradation-rape, indecency, and unnatural acts. There were
more indecent assaults on females last
year than at any time since the war-and
four times as many as the annual average
for 1930-4. There is a steady increase in
cases of defilement of young girls aged
between thirteen and sixteen-though in
many of these cases the girl may be almost
as much to blame as her seducer. Over the
past two years detected acts of indecency
between males show an eightfold increase
over the annual average for the early nineteen-thirties."

Unchristian Conduct Foretold
Who will deny that this conduct is anything but Christian? As Jesus said, with
their lips nations would profess him) but
in actuality their hearts would be far removed from him; that just as the daYs of
Noah were, so the presence of the Son of
man would be, Of Noah's day God said:
"The badness of man had become great in
the earth and every inclination of the
5

thoughts of his heart was only bad all the due for their error. And jUst as they did !lot
time." The apostle Paul foretold this wave 'approve of holding God. L'1 accurate knowlof unchristian conduct and said that it was edge, God gave them t,;.p to a disapproved
a mgn of the last days. "But know this," mental state, to do the things not fitting."
said Paul, "that in the last days critical -Roman.; 1;17-32, New World Tran.'~.
times hard to deal with will be here. For
Who is responsible for these despotk

men will be lovers of themselves,

~overs

of

times? Satan, the god of f'1is world, is. He
is out to rule or ruin. The apo%tle Jot-.n
ers, disobedient to parents. witho:lt grati- identifies this foe for us, .saying: "Woe
tude, with no loving-k:ndness, having no for the earth and for the sea, because th(>
natural affection, not open to any agree- Devil has come down to you. having great
ment, slanderers, without self-control. anger, knowing he has 8. short period of
fierce, without love of goodnes.c;, betraYf:'rs, time." (Revelation 12: 12, ;Veto World
headstrong, puffed l:P with se1f~esteem, Tral1...8.) His pattern of a~tion js cl(!ar in the
lovers or pleasures rather than lovers of earth--deception, distortion, c orr-Jpti on ,
God, having a form of god:y devotion but desttuction.
proving false to its power." He closes with
This generation's religions heMme IT.ore
this warning: "From these turn away." perfun::tory, conventional, worldly. GodE~
-Genesis 6:5; 2 Tbnothy 3:1-5; Matthew ness he.s become old-fashioned. MaterialislT24:37-39, Ne-o» Wor[4Trans'.
is modcr:1. Lire, in its highest and lowes1
Paul further explains why crimes tbat reaches, is cheap, sordid, vulgar. It says
Involve fOrtr.s of personal degradation, such it wants peace and unity, but i: harbors
as rape, indecency and unnatural aNs, iU~wm and hate. It criticizes stubbornness
have increased. Paul charges that material- and faults in others, but ignore~ the:n in
ism, spiritual lrresponsibility and :nan- it'l€lf and i:s children. It says we need di·
kind's lack of faith in God arc the Pri~ vine hcl~, but it forget!'! the t it is the pure
mary causes. The apostle argues: "Al~ in hp.art that wiU sec God. It fails to St'-€' t:'18t
though [mankind I knew Cod, they did it is not those who talk but those who lisnot glorify him as God nor did they thank ten that receive guidance: that a kC'y to
him, hut they became err:pty-headed in a new home is a new personality; that
their reasonings 1lt'1.d the:r unintelligent Christiani':y in deed could supply this need.
heart became darkened. Although asserting they were wise, they beeame fool- Early Christian Crmdud
'!'he course of fi rst-century Christians
ish and turned the glorY of the i:lcorruptib1e God i!1to ~"OmethjnlZ like the image ot n'as not marked out hy Ca.esar, but by
corruptible rna:! and of birds and four- Christ. It ,,,'as not s.n effort at "character
footed creatures and creeping things .... development." Rather it was a course that
That is why God gave them up to disgrace· required aCC'Jrate knowledge of C:rOd's bas~
ru.r sexual appetites. for both their females ic principles a.'1d righteous requirements,
changed the natural use of themselves into coupJed wit:., a:1 honest desire and enrnest
one contrary to natUre. and likewise even eff~rt to live by them, with a sincere love
the males left the natural :.Ise or Ole fe:nale of (':rOd and neig:"Joor. This course recog·
and became violently inflamed in their lust nizer:i the need for the operation of God's
toward one another, males with males, active force in one's ]ife, since many
working what is o~cene and receiving in ri~hteous qualities are themselves actually
themselves the full recompense which was fruits of the spirit. It meant a completely

money, self-assuming, haugh:y, blasphem-
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changed thinking process from that of, the
fonner course in Satan's system of things,
a development ofa new life pattern by
daily strengthening of proper habitS, leanings and mental attitude.
In no other way was the devout Christian more clearly distinguished from this
degenerate world than in \'lis concentration
of interest in the new world of God's promise. This old world meant abs6lutely nothing to him. He expected to see it end in
the wrath of God. Peter himself emphasized this fact, saying : "Since all these
things are thus to be dissolved, what sort
of persons ought you to be in holy acts of
conduct and deeds of godly devotion,
awaiting and keeping close in mind the
presence of the day of Jehovah, ... But
there are new heavens and a new earth
that we are awaiting according to his
promise, and in these righteousness is to
dwell."-2 Peter 3:11-13, New World

Trans.
This new world Jesus' proclaimed and
made alive in the hearts of men of sublime
sincerity. These men took seriously what
Jesus said and strove to live his words faithfully. They sought no reservations and recognized no compromises in his message.
Jesus brought them a way of life that concerned their eternal welfare. His teachings
were powerful and alive and exacted completeobedience. Those that followed him
willingly dedicated their lives in an attempt to render this obedience.
As Christians they bowed to only one
GOd, the God of the Bible, Jehovah. They
pOinted out that even kings as well as subjects must bow before him. If any conflict
arose between a commandment of God
and that of Caesar, there existed no doubt
or difficulty in the Christian mind as to
how to solve it. God always came first. If
Caesar's command was inconsistent with
God's, it was thereby of no effect. It was
as simple as that to those who believed.
APRIL 22, 1955

Sirice their interests were fwuiamenta.lly
spiritual, their conduct was one of sepa..
rateness from' this ungodly world and its
prevailing activities. This was not their
world nor their way of life. They were
good citizens, however, obeying the laws
of the state that did not conflict with God's
law, and keeping the peace. As members of '
the community, they were quiet, moral and
loyal. The simplicity and purity of early
Christian life were so remarkabJe, as set
over against the corrupt manners of the
time, as not to be believed, and therefore
inevitably to be suspected as a cloak for
hidden enormities of cond1,1ct. It was their
conviction, however, in the grand hope of
the Kingdom, the new world, that enabled
them to accomplish this transformation.
Chri8tian Conduct Today
It is precisely this same hope that en-

ables twentieth-century Christians to 00dergo this same transformation. A Christian today lives for the new world. This
old world means absolutely nothing to him.
In fact, he expects to see it go down in the
battle of Armageddon. Therefore, he has
taken the apostle's counsel to heart, which
says: "And quit being fashioned after this
system of things, but be transformed by
makiI1g your mind over, that you may
prove to yourselves the good and acceptable and complete will of God." The active
force of God is needed to effect a change
in his thinking and conduct. He sincerely
wants to change his Old-world habits.
"Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse
his way? by taking heed thereto according
to thy word." The Bible, God's written
Word, is able to search out his inmost
thoughts and direct his course, if he will
let it. Failure to renew his mind leads into
the corrupt mental state of this old world,
which can only mean destruction.-Romans 12:2, New World Trans.,' Psalm
119:9.
Becoming such a true Christian and
leading a Christian life actually mean be7

earning a new personality. Before one can of full hOnor, that the name of God and the
successfully do this, he must get truth into teaching may never be spoken of injurioushis mind and heart and make it the moti- ly."-I Timothy 6:1, New World Tran8.
vating force in his Jife. To this end accurate knowledge of God's requirements is Maintaining Proper Conduct
Christian witnesses of Jehovah must a1·
necessary. These requirements of God extend into daily living. Everyday affairs of
life should be governed by his mental attitude toward Christ. As Peter wrote:
"Hence brace up your minds for activity,
keep completely balanced and set your
hope upon the undeserved kindness that is
to be.brought to you at the revelation of
Jesus Christ. As obedient children, quit
being fashioned according to the desires
you formerly had in your ignorance, but,
in accord with the holy one who caned
you, do you also become holy yourselves
in all your conduct."-l Peter 1:13-15,
New World Trans.
Gossip and backbiting, thoughtless, tact'less and unkind remarks must be avoided
by the Christian. "A whisperer separateth
chief friends." He will steer clear of meddling in others' personal affairs. He learns
that disagreements and strife must be forgotten, that maliciously criticizing others'
shortcomings is very improper; that personal family dissensions and contentioul;ness should be overcome; that a balanced
viewpoint must be maintained through
proper moderation in eating and drinking,
and that whether in the congregation or
away from the congregation his association must always abound with love.-Proverbs 16:28.
The Christian's own conscience, trained
in God's Word, detennines his choice as to
WOrk and other such activities. When at
work he is counseled not to cheat his employer but to give a full day's work. He
must remain a Christian when outside or
inside the congregation. Godly conduct
outside the organization is imperative.
"Let as many as are slaves under a yoke
keep on considering their owners worthy

ways rememlSer that their conduct is an
example to the old world of New World
living. This conduct either reflects or detracts from the glory of God. Under no
circumstance will a Christian compromise
with uncleanness to appear a "good fellow."
To be able to live up to the responsibility
that rests upon a Christian, one must continually fill his mind with right matters,
proper thoughts. This requires constant
self-discipline in even the smallest matters
of daily living. "Pursue peace with all people, and the sanctification without which
no man will see the Lord, carefully watching that no one may be deprived of the
undeserved kindness of God; that no poisonous root may spring up and cause trouble and many be defiled by it; that there
may be no fornicator nor anyone not appreciating sacred things, like Esau, who in
exchange for one meal gaVe away his rights
as firstborn."-Hebrews 12:5, 6, 14-16,
New World Trans.
Maintaining a godly conduct in an ungodly world is not easy. It is hard work, in
fact. But our load can be made lighter by
applying ourselves, by continued personal
study of God's Word, by regularly attending congregationaJ meetings. This is essential if ,we are to receive full direction
of the holy spirit. Paul admonishes us to
assemble together that we may be refreshed and strengthened. To associate in
a social way with those who do not hold
to such high principles is very dangerous
at this time of the end. "Do not be misled.
Bad associations spoil useful habits." So,
associate with your Christian brothers;
help, edify one another in love.-l Corinthians 15:33,·New World Trans.
AWAKE.'

Bear in mind Paul's words: "This, therefere, I say and Qear witness to in the Lord,
that you no longer go on walking just as
the nations also walk . . . but that you
should be made new in the force actuating
your mind, and should put on the 'new
personality which was created according

to God's will in true righteousness and
loving-kindness. So keep strict watch that
how you walk is' not as unwise but as wise
persons, buying out the opportune time
for yourselves, because the days are wicked."-Ephesians 4:17-24; 5:15, 16, New
World Trans.

wounded, one of whom died some days
later. And as the crowds dispersed after the
races to theaters or other destinations, th.e
president and his entourage lingered on
NE bullet· did it! Two hours after it celebrating the victory of one of the presifound its mark that evening of Janu- dent's blooded horses, Valley Star. Silhouary 2, one of the victims of the most hei- etted against the blackness of a warm tropnous crime in Panama's history, her presi- ical night were the president and his party
dent, Colonel Jose Antonio Rem6n Can- on the brightly lighted balcony of the clubtera, lay dead in the emergency room of house of the Hippodrome. Friendly converthe Santo Tomas Hospital in Panama City. sation was brusquely silenced about 7:30
The celebration and merrymaking of the by the snarling bark of a machine gun.
New Year, which had opened so propitious- "The firecrackers are back," exclaimed one
ly for both Panama and its chief executive, of the group. With the second burst of fire,
abruptly ended as the country mourned the having now found its range, one of the deloss of its leader. The blow was as sudden tectives fell to the floor. President Remon.
as it was unexpected, for "in ~e country leaping to his feet, protested. "Those are
there was absolute tranquillity and the best not firecrackers;" and then feU mortally
order that the history of the nation re- wounded face down on the balcony floor.
A third burst from the machine gun and
cords."
So to the happy celebrants that thronged three more fell injured. Two of the presithe Juan Franco Race Track there was no dential bodyguard leaped from the balcony
warning resemblance in the merry crackle firing in the direction of the gun flashes.
of their firecrackers to the deadly chatter Hidden in the darkness, the assassin esof the machine-gun fire that was to claim caped, but an innocent victim, a swimming
the lives of three and leave three others champion, was killed. Thus in a few crisp
"Awake!"
correlpondent
In Panama
8y
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seconds Panama's most mysterious crime
was accomplished. The victims were quickly rushed to the hospital and all radio stations broadcast a reqUest for all doctors to
report there at once. The president succumbed in spite of the best efforts of modern medical science. '
The entire nation was shocked. With the
public announcement of President Remon's
death a state of siege was declared and
the national guard (as the Panamanian
police force is designated) calmly and
efficiently dispersed the stunned and newsseeking pqpUlace from the streets and plazas and closed all places of amusement. The
national airport at Tocumen was closed to
all outgoing planes and special guards were
posted on streets leading to the Canal Zone.
At 1:59 a.m., January 3, the ~ational Assembly convened in extraordinary session
and suspended for ten days the constitutional guarantees of freedom ,of speech,
press and assemblY. to facilitate the investigation of the murder, At the end of that
period the state of emergency was extended for another ten days. At 3:05 a.m. the
first vice-president, Jose Ram6n Guizado,
took the oath of office as chief executive.
Soon thereafter the new president with
other friends and members of the family
were at the American Air Force Base in
the Canal Zone to meet the widow of the
late Rem6n on her return from Miami,
where she was by invitation of the governOr of Florida. Meanwbile efforts were
not relaxed to ferret out and bring to justi~ the perpetrators of thIs cowardly but
well-planned crime. The grief-stricken pop..
ulace remained calm, but there welled up
J.n the hearts of the majority a yearning
to avenge their chief citizen, victim' of this
vituperable murder, whether it had been
prompted by vengeance, hatred, envy or
fear. The national guard and the secret
pollee, working assiduously and in close
co-operation, arrested and questioned sev-
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era! suspects onIytorelease most of them
as soon as their innocence was establlshM.
In evidence that the entire nation was
deeply stirred was the fact that many private citizens and business firms pledged
additional thousands of dollars to augment
the original $50,000 reward stipulated by
the National Assembly for information
leading to the identification of the cowardly killer. These pledges skyrocketed the
amount to close to $160,000, which the
Panama American said was probably the
highest reward ever offered in the Western
Hemisphere, perhaps even the entireworld.
Detectives came from the United States,
Cuba, Costa Ric~ and Venezuela to help
Panama's own experts avenge the crime.
For days all clues came to a dead end as
the people anxiously milled through the
streets in hope of definite word on the case.
But it was not until the fourteenth that
that word came. At last the case was
"cracked"! A young Panamanian woman
had tipped off the secret police. Her own
fiance, Jose Edgardo Tejada, Panamanian
and former cadet at the GuatemalaPolytechnic SchOOl, had told her of having
smuggled into the country on his return
from school a machine gun, and further
that, if anything should happen to him,
"Rem6n's assassin was Ruben Mire." Un~
der arrest, Tejada admitted that he had
smuggled a machine gun (a German~made
Schmeisser) into Panama between midSeptember and early October and had sold

it for $150 to Ruben Miro, a prominent
Panama City lawyer. Mira's arrest followed at once. Tejada further stated that
on being told by Mira of the assassination
plan he did not report it to the police because he had no proof to present and
feared arrest for bringing the gun into the
country illegally. To have a reason for not
taking part in the assassination he stabbed
himself in the right hand and absented
himself from the city.
AWAKE!

Further corroboration of the young

woman's story came when officials revealed that a Roman Catholic priest, "Father' Carlos Perez Herrera, had been told
by Carlos Miro, brother of the suspected
assassin, that Ruben was planning to murder President Rem6n. "Father" Herrera
passed the word along to Remon who did
nothing more than repeat it to his close
associates.
Ruben Miro, now under arrest, came
forth with grave charges against the country's chief executive, Ramon Guizado. Miro
had "implicated the then President Jose
Ramon Gulzado and Rodolfo Saint Malo,
a business associate of Guizado, as the men
with whom he plotted Rem6n's death in
exchange for a post in the Guizado cabinet.
Mira ... told police he began plotting Re-mon's death with Guizado and Saint Malo
in mid-November of last year. He made it
clear, however, that neither Guizado nor
Saint Malo knew how he planned to stage
the assassination."-La Naci6n; January

15.
With the implication of President Guizado as a criminal suspect, measures were immediately taken to protect him against any
popular reaction and to avoid any new
tragedies. His private residence was surrounded with armed guards, for, as the deputy commander of the national guard said,
"The lid is being taken off a hot pot." Guizado's son and two business associates (one
of whom was Saint Malo) were known to
be under arrest. About midnight President
Guizado sent to the National Assembly his
request for leave of absence from his executive office "until there are clarified the,
charges made against me" and "so that the
investigation may be carried out in the
fullest possible liberty and impartiality."
At 3:29 a.m. Saturday, January 15, the
National Assembly convened, considered
Guizado's request, refused it, impeached
him, removed him from the presidency
APRIL ,£2, 1955

that he had, sWorn to ilphold only t:h.kteen
days preViously., ordered his arrest and
authorized the commander of the national
guard to catTY it out. The second vicepresident, Ricardo Arias Espinosa, was
called to occupy the office of president of
the Republic and was s,worn in at 7: 20 a.m.
The National Assembly appointed a commission to carry out a thorough investiga~
tion of the crime. After twenty-six days
and nearly as many nights of assiduous
labor the committee returned indictments against ex-President Guizado as the
"brains" of the death plot to gain the high
office of the presidency for himself; against
Ruben Mira as the actual slayer to gain
the office of minister of government and
justice; and against twelve others as accomplices in the cold-blooded: murder. Jose
Ramon Guizado will 'be tried by the National Assembly due to his occupying the
presidency for thirteen days, during which
time he was accused of the dastardly
crime. All the other defendants wlll stand
trial before the ordinary courts of the land.
Since Panama does not demand the death
penalty for convicted murderers. the maxi~
mum penalty ¥.(ill be ten to twenty years'
imprisonment.
Conditions returned to normalcy. The
Panama City Star and Herald said: "The
small, fifty-one~year-old Republic has survived a tragic period with courage and
dignity . . . and its congressional repre~
sentatives, members of the National As·
sembly, dealt with the crisis promptly. acting within the framework of democracy
to face the ell'!ergency immediately. . . .
At each step along the thorny path they
trod in their investigation they have had
the full co-operatio.n of the National Guard
who have been alert and firm, ready and
equipped for action."
Excellent decorum and respect' for law
and order by the Panamanian people have
characterized this trialsome time.
11

Panama'. New Treaty
treaty this will I:f' changed and such commlasary and import privileges ot non·Unlted
y.; January 2!>. 1955. a lustorlc ceremony
States citizen employees of the Canal Zone
took place In the Pre!ldential Palace in
agenci('s residing in Panama wUl be restrict·
Panama City. A Treaty of Mutual Under.f"({. Also an incon:.e tax will I:::e Imposed on all
itand1ng and Co-operation, together with its
Panamanian citizens workini in the Zone reo
attached Memorandum o( UnderstandIngs
gardless 01 whether they live inside or 0'11·
Reached, was signed by represcnt.Jtives of thf' ( side the Canal Zone.
United States and thl! Republic (If Panama.
~ Under the original treaty Panama receive;:1
It Is designated the Rem6n-Eisenliowcr Trea<:y.
a ,Yearly rental ot $90,000, I:1 1936 an amended
This new treaty replaces the one Panama
treaty was signed. Under it the a:mual rental
made )ust after :1 had eaincd her Independ·
was raised to $430,OCO. Under the new treaty
('nee from Colombia. That was in 1903, and
the annual :-ental has been increased to
Panama a: once grantE'CI. a to-mile strip to the
$1,930,000. Alw certain Jands that were pre·
United States to:' the canal.
viously acquired 10::" ("anal purposes will l)f'
'W Panama's Dee'd for a new tr£'aty had long
transferred back to Panama. Tn the city ol
been felt, but no one was wlllir.g to undertake
Col6n. t:nlted States·controlled territory took
t.he lob untH Colonel Jose A. Rem6n came 10
in almost all of its beaut1ful bE'ach area so
the presidency. Though Colonel Remon did
that ,he natives had little ac~s to beach
not claim to be a diplomat, h ... knew what rot'
facilities althouih the city is almost c()mplet('·
wanted for t.t.'!! cO'..lntry. HI.' had thl.' courage,
Iy surroundNl. by water. Under the new treaty
interest and determination to iO after it and
an this tK>nch are::. Is t:l be returned to tlle
see it through 10 a sUl'cesstul ronclusion, Unru'pllblic 01 Panama. On the other hand, thp
tortanately, Colonel R('mon (lid not Jive to enChited S~ates Is granted the uS{' of certain
joy the trui~s ot his labors.
11 areas in the interior tor " perlod 01 ~tteell
years tree of cost. Thesf' will be used for mili·
OW In a llpet'Ch or. MardI ::"''5. 1953, Colonel
lary purpos('s.
Remon sparked the nE'gotiations for thE' new
treaty. Six months later t.e lfOft tor th(' t:nited , out In ac~'ordance with the Memorandum ()r
States to appeal for a new agreement. Thb "X l.:nderstandings Reached, the Unit{'d Stutes
proved to be the opening wedgp. Many timf's
has agreed t3 put into effect ~ertain admini~
during the r.ext sixteen months it appearf'd ',1, Irative pracotices desiiJlC'd to benefit Panama·
that a:J would end in failure, b'.lt Presi:ient
nian c-ommere£". This means that Panama will
Rem6n nf'Vf'r gave up. '.Vhen dlsC'Usslons ap·
Ilave a greater share in tile business 01 semr,g
~ared to have boiied down or to have ("orne
~upplies.
to a standstill, he appealed to Prezident Eisen·
'i.' Also "the Cnited States will alford equali1y
hower, who personally intervened in behalf
t)f opportunity to citlzens of Panama tor em·
of Panama.
ployment ;n all United States government
~ 11 the United States has made an unusual ;
positions in the Canal Zon(' tor whlr.h ~hey arf'
amoWlt of conccsslons in the new treaty, it :!: qualified and in wrJch the employment of
must be J1!memhered thl!.t she was given W1· :i: '!..'njtffi S~ates dti2ens is not required." 1"'.11'.
uliluaUy broad powers under the original onf', $ :her, all posluons in ttle Canal Zone are to be
and that she has 'M'aJM~ the bE'nefits of the ~ evaltwlt€'o and clallsUied "witllOut regard 10
t'anal for more than fort.y years: when'as ;i, :h€' nationality of tht" incumbE'nt." In t:mes
past tl1:s has been II sore spot with Panama·
Panama, on the othE'r hand, has reap('(j very
little b(>nefit from the operation of the canal,: nlans. employed in tilt" zone. They felt they
were beini d1scr~millated against be;:'aust' of
although It is 00 her territory. Trur.', many or
haVing a mUI'h lower wage scale; and theil'
hllr cltlzens are employed in the Canal ZO:le.
positions were C'lasslfied dit'!'erently from t:nlt·
Their salaries, for the most part. are spent fo!'
American products available through United ,l, .. :1 States (·iti2ens employed 1:1 the 2:01',('.
1;' Eaving galn('d an unusual serif'S of conces·
States-opcrated commissaries, where tlley car.
sions, Panalr.a shoulrl tw-n('lil greatly from tbt"
receive any amo"m 01 merchandise from out·
side the country duty·frft'. Hut unopr the new,., new Hoeaty.
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Tr~n.

N THE Thursday that follows
but by no means silently! The faithful sing
. ~ ity Sunday (Feast of the Holy Trm· devotional hymns; "Lauda Sian Salvaity) one can be witness to a religious torem" (Your Savior, Your Life) being
drama enacted in almost any city or village the most familiar of .the ones we hear.
in Germany, or in any other European land Prayers are also audible. The sweet smell
where the Catholics represent more than of incense penetrates into the noses of
just a small minority. The Catholic faithful the spectators as the train of "praise·
hold on this day one of their highest re· singing faithful" draws nearer. A cross,
ligious feasts-that of Corpus Christi. It surrounded by a number of dedicated
is celebrated in honor of the Eucharist. church flags, is carried reverently at the
This feast actually lasts an entire week, head of the parade before the festively
but the "faithful" appear publicly on dressed assistants with their incense.
Thursday making their "confession of
Meanwhile the street has transformed
faith." It is a legal holiday in German cities itself into a sea of flowers. Over this fra·,
with predominantly Catholic populations, grant carpet of flowers the train moves on.
falling either in the month of Mayor June. Now all eyes are fixed upon the four men
On this day every Catholic who feels him· in religious robes who are carrying a can·
self in any way compelled to confess his opy held aloft on poles, the canopy sup""
faith publicly has his opportunity to do so. posedly representing heaven. Walking un.
He can join the procession held in con· derneath, with measured steps, a priest
junction with this festival, the starting holds the holy monstrance in both hands
point of the procession being one of the in front of him. The monstrance contains
local church buildings. There, those intent what is considered the holiest thing of the
upon publicly professing their religion entire procession, the cOnsecrated wafer,
make their appearance Thursday morning. the symbol of this feast, which is supposed
Already we can see the procession at the to be the body of the Lord. (Corpus Christi
far end of the street; it comes slowly nearer means "body of Christ.") The men stand·
APRIL 22, 1955
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ing on L'1e curb ra1ae their hats; no one garda such a lesti'l,lll one can find nothing
in the Bible, although those l)'Upporting
ventures to speak.
Following In the procession are people Catholicism e..re inclined to comp8t'e it with
carryjng burning· candles, also pictures the procession tltat took place with the
-pictures of deceased Catholics now es- entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem at passtt!emed "holy -:Jnes" by the churc.'l and OYer time. Since this festival has only been
pictures that are supposed to portray the celebrated by the Catholic Ch1.a'Ch since
apostles of Jesus. In fact, many Catholics the fourteenth century (A.D.). we should
actua1ly oolieve that the deceased "holy not be surprised to find tha.t there is nothones" are present ahd that they perform ing about it jn ~e Bible. The historical
.1ovJng service in connectio::l with tJlis high bacitground hi rat.'1er yague.
feast. Yes:, it apIX'ars that in this procesBut where records are jacking. histosion all the effects and objects t:.'lat usuallq rians find sources in traditions and ](!gends
serve In Catholic religious services alone that have been transmltted by word of
inside the rbu."'"Ch buildings are carried into- mouth down through me centuries. Around
the streets to be publicly displayed.
A.D. 1230 Ii nun nemed Juliana Jived in
Along ilie streets through which the Luettich. During the first year of her serv·
holy train makes its way are four altars ice as 3. nun she is saJd to have had a
set up to face in the four di!'('Ctions. sup· strange vision. The moon, dispJaying a
posed1y picturing the four Gospels. At each dark ~pot or blemish c·n its otherv.ise brilone of these altars a priest sings the begin- liantly shining face, appeared to her ]'ening of one of the fcur Gospels, in Latin, pcatroly. 1'-'0 (me couid explain the vi~io~.
afterward pronouncing a blessing over the So it i!'l said that Christ. himself revealed.
Catholic folk. Theo four directions are sup- it to the nun. The moon represented the'
posed to allude to Jesus' commission to his Catholic Chu:-ch of that time, thE'! blerr.ish
followers: "Go thel'efo:n~ and make ois- the absence of a festival that the "faithful"
ciples of people oC all th~ nations . . . ",erc to celebrat~. namely, that of Corpus:
ChristL
t~ching them." After se-v('raJ no'.!rs the
Pl'OCession comes to an end; it has ag:ain
juliana t3ld hervisior: first to a canon in
reached its starting poir.t at lnt' churcr... Luettich named Jahan.'les dl:! Lausenna;
later to ,T.lkob Pantaleor:. an archdeacon
What It I. All About
of Luettich. The case came before Robert,
If one of the spectators should ask what the bishop of LUE'ttich, who A.D. 1241>
it js a.ll abc-ut, everyone would be sure to cor.unandcd that this festival· lx· .t:.eld in
tell hi!1l that this is the anr.ual prx('ssion h:s t:':1tire bishopric. Later. after the above0: the festival of Corpus Christi. Bu~ no mE.'ntioned Jakob Pantnlron. under thE'
one should ask further as to the mCl8ning name of erban IV, had ascended 1he papal
or:- the origir. of this festival. Why not? throne. l:e sought to imrodu{'e the> festival
Because no onE', aside from the priest and ir.to the entire Catholic Chl.a'cl:. bu~ his
a few ('xperL<; on church history, c-3uld death hlnc.ered him in tt:e carryin,g oot 0:
answer such a question. In fac:. many of h:s rJUrpost'. It was first late:-, on the (1('the procession parti<"ipants pJ'ob.1bly do not casion of a gcrreraJ chl1.'·ch assembly in
even know what the r.ame Corpus Christi ViennE' (Franee) A.D. 13:], h€'ld under
the chairn:anship of POlX' CIC'men~ V, that
means.
,"l1at !.S a·:tually the historical baek- it was decree<l t.hat the fl'stival should bC'
grour.d of this Catholic festivat? A:;; l'l'- celebrated by the entire Ca1hoiic Church.
14
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,. It Right?
AcCording to this, Corpus Christi, one

of the greatest and most prominent of
Catholic festivals, has only a legendary beginning. Is this feast in reality celebrated
to the honor and glorification of the Lord
J~us Christ, who sacrificed his perfect
human body together with his life so as to
ransom many from death? At any rate, he
did not bind such a festival upon his disciples; and is it not noteworthy that the
importance of this festival should first be
revealed by him to a woman some 1200
years after his death? Why is not the
slightest basis for Corpus Christi to be
found in the Holy Scriptures, which contain Jesus' instructions to his followers?
What about this matter of "holy" effects
and pictures that find usage in the procession of Corpus Christi? Jesus' followers
never brought holy pictures, burning candles, incense, etc., into use in their worship
of God.
This festival of Corpus Christi is also
celebrated to express the joy of the administration of the Eucharist. The Eucharist is
the action whereby the bread and wine on
the altar under the hands of the officiating
priest are supposed to be transubstantiated
into the actual body and actual blood of
the Lord Jesus Christ. When ~'s Word
clearly explains (at Hebrews 9:25, 28;
10:14), that Jesus sacrificed his body ~jth
its blood once and for all time, why, then,
such a demonstration of perpetual sacrificing of his body in the fonn of literal
bread in a monstrance carried around by
a priest during the procession?
In the Christian Greek Scriptures of the
Bible no report is found where Christians
ever took part in such a procession. In order to support the procession of Corpus
Christi reference is made, as has already
been mentioned, to the entrance of Jesus
into Jerusalem at passover time. At that
time he rode upon an ass into the city of
APRIL Sf, 1966

the temple, while a rejoicing and enthusiastic crowd of people greeted him, crying
hosanna and spreading their clothes as well
as palm branches before him on the way.
This happened in fulfillment of a meaningful prophecy in the Hebrew Scriptures.
(Zechariah 9:9) His disciples knew that
with this the prophecy was fulfilled, and
they saw no need to repeat it in any way.
But what about the confession of the
Catholic "faithful"? Do they not show
their faith when they take part in the
procession, sing sacred songs on the sbeet,
pray and thereby let ridicule and contempt
come upon them? Now, true Christian
faith results from an accurate knowledge
of the truth! (Hebrews 11:1) Where, however, is their knowledge, when they, for
the most part, cannot even give an account
of the meaning and the origin of the festival that they are celebrating? The apostle
Peter said: "Always ready to make a defense before everyone that demands of
you a reason for the hope in you, but doing
so together with a mild temper and deep
respect." (1 Peter 3:15, New World
Trans.) Through their participation in the
Corpus Christi procession the Catholic
"faithful" do not demonstrate a knowledge
of the true Christian faith, but rather
openly show they are in ignorance as regards the true worship.
The Scriptures show that Jehovah God
has no pleasure In festivals that are celebrated in the name of a false religion. The
Christian should continue to make confession of his faith, as Jesus and his apostles
did, l:tut this is done by, publicly and from
house to house, preaching the happy message of God's kingdom, and by studying
the Bible together with people in their
homes. (Luke 8:1;
, Acts 2:46, 47; 20:20,
21) Thus the Christian's proper confession
of his faith is one that aids his fellow men
to gain true Christian faith through an ac~
curate knowledge of the truth.
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AN EARTHQUAKE FOR THE RECORDS

ANY people measure an earthquake's
severity by the number of people killed.
This obviously results in some extraor·
dinary quakes' being overlQOked by masses
of people. Such Is the case with an earthquake
that hit Dixie Valley.- Nevada, in December.
Many persons hardly noticed U; many n~s·
papers l'.ardly mentioned i~. Yet to scientists
It was so outstanding that Professor David
Slemmons, a Unlve:-sity of Nevada earth·
q·J.ake expert. declared: "'This quake was with·
out doubt one of tr.t' most important ever reo
corded in tf'.e Ur.fted S'(ates."·· The Fresno
Bee, December 21, 19'"J4.
'W DWe Vaney is a meagerly populatf>d area
about the size of Manhattan IsJand. What dId
the quake do? It sheared on' 11 mountain side
and dropped several mill."9 of valley by thre<'
or tour teet. After the quake a repcrter d::-ow'
across the de.tert to the base 01 one of tb'
fa'Jlti I a break In a rock with part ~ushed up cr
down). There h!s amazed eyes beheld warm wa·
ter gushing from the mountain fastness-this
in a place where water never before had helm
fOW1d, at least f:t E.pprecfable quantities. The
stream rared along in the awesom£,. q'Jake-

faltl' )!;IIII~

H

caused

eash, a trench which was irom 12 to
Of tl".e scar Ii. in the mounta:n

3J feet a~ss.

one extended for 26 miles; another for 12
miles, These were not tiny S(Sl'S. Said th~ San
Francisco OhrOtricZe (December 21, 1954) :
"The- gashes along the base 0:1: the mountain
.look as if a giant had ripped the terrain with
a jagged knUe-mile dler mile---and then
!lad torn it apart with his hands:'
"W Earthquake expert Slemmona found part
of a new fault where one sJde Is 20 feet lower
~han the other side. He called this possibly
one of the greatest vertic:u shiftings of earth
ever recorded 1:1 n·.e 'C'nited States. (The San
Francisco quake of 1906, by comparison,
,.a,use(J only a a·toot vertical displacement.)
So wonder Professor Slemmons remarked:
"Had the quake occurred in a populated area.
r hesitate to think 01 the death and de$truct!on
.t would have caused."
'W So when Jesus foretold "earthquakes In
ore place after another" as part o! the siin
o! the end 01 tills system of thlnis, we should
:-emember that he did not say the quakes
would have' to i<1ll people 10 "count."-Mat·
thew 24:7. NC"J) World Tr{l'ltlJ.

(!,i",ztltlJ-lVltitd, lVIJ'II1J

yaM

eJ,IJ'IJ'J.?

C1

It Is a well·known medical Jact that smoking a singre cigarette will cause the
b:ood vessels of the extremities of th.c hands and feet to constrlct as much as
fifty per cent, It ~s easy to M~ how li'Jch repeated constrictlor.s ('ould cauS(' the
eventual loss 01 circulation in the tips o! the limbs, which, in turn, could caU6'"
gangrene to set in, in turn necessitating amputations. This dJscue Js known 8S
BuergeT'1J disease. A report in the Roo(leT's mgest by Roger William RU, tells of
the reluctance of dO<'to::-s to attrtbute H·.1erg~r's dlsc-ase 10 l'igarette smoking. Yf't
Jr, ont' study of 1,000 cases of this disease, 1,000 were !ound !O be smokers, alUiOugh
it is a comparatively rare disease and only about hal! of the adult population smokes
dgarette-9. :n an.other study of 1,400 eases, every last one was 10und to be a smoker.
In 100 cases that had been studied tor ten yf'IiTS, all of them had the disease ar·
rested when they stopped smoking. Then again, a physician reported t!lat in 100
('onsecut~ve cases amputation was avoided In all b·.1t ~hree cases, the three being the
only ones that re.fusro to stop smoking, Or.e Bue::-gEr's disease patil"nt was to:d hI"
would have 10 stop smoking cr have progressive ampu~atlons 0:" hands and fee:.
Some years later, one of the doctors who had warned him 01 this was halled on the
streets of Cldcaio by an armless. legier.s beggar on a little Wheeled platfonn, "Hey
Doc! Remember me? Say, be a good scout, light a clearette for me and stick it i:I
my mouth, will you '>" WhiC'h would you ('hoo~'" Your limbs or the C'igarette?
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DNDDN

During the reign of Queen
Elizabeth the city's· rapid
growth caused such concern
through which the
that in 1580 the queen's procIaendless traffic
mation prohibited building on
whirls impatiently.
gro~d that had not been built
A maelstrom of
·on before in the memory of Iivhumanity, sucking
ing man. Neverthless, expaninto oblivion the
sion continued until the Great
brief lives of millions who come and go like Plague of 1665 took 90,000 victims. The
ships in the night. A vast tangle of bricks follOwing year the city was reduced almost
and mortar, flesh and bone, work and play, to ashes by the Great Fire, which destroyed
life and love that grips its people spell- 13,000 houses and 85 of the 98 parish
bound. So huge a city in SO small a land, churches. A monument commemorating
the Great Fire was erected near the spot
London is truly unique.
It is impossible to convey in words alone where the fire started and today its spiral
the heartthrob of this great city. Beginning staircase still takes visitors to the top for
as a c1earing in a large forest, London is a fine view of the city of London.
now the home of
Since religion and
more than eight mil- ••• i., -A~!,,~i.t\. ~~ politics have played
lion people. 'Through
so vital a role in
the pages of its history move colorful per- molding the nation's destiny it is not sursons su& as Boadicea, the queen who led prising that they are represented proman armed rebellion and burned down inently in its architectural gems. There
Roman-held London A.D. 60, King Alfred is Westminster Abbey, c;rowning place of
the Great, of the Danes, who captured all except two of England's monarchs since
the city A.D. 886 and rebuilt its walls, William the Conqueror. Another is the
and William the Conqueror, who defeat- seventeenth-century St. Paul's Cathedral,
ed the .British at the Battle of Hast- Christopher Wren's architectural masterings in 1066 and built the White Tower, piece, with its celebrated dome, within
which eventually became part 6f the Tower which is the Whispering Gallery. Two perof London. In 1136 a fire gutted the city, sons standing diametrically 107 feet apart
destroying London Bridge, thought to have can converse in a whisper by directing their
been built by the Romans in the first cen- voices against the gallery's wall. Equally
tury. Rebuilt after the fire, it remained well known are the Houses of Parliament
the only link across
on the Thames emthe Thames until Westbankment. At one end
minster Bridge was
stands the lofty clock
completed, in 1750.
tower of Big Bep.
Now there are seven
What the Statue of
Liberty is to New York
bridges serving central London alone.
and the Eiffel Tower

giant in cities.
L
A concrete maze
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to Paris, Big .Ben is to London. Radio
waves carry its booming voice around the
world, bringing a touch of nostalgia to
Britons far from home. Big Ben's four
faces are each twenty-five feet in diameter and the 14-foot-Iong minute hands
weighing over 200 pounds keep time to
within a second a week.
There can be few such monuments to
royal intrigue as the Tower 9f London.
Three of Henry VIII's eight wives met
their death on its scaffold, the site of which
is marked today by a small paved square
railed o.ff with a chain. In 1674,· beneath
some steps in the Bloody Tower, were
found the bones of the Little Princes, heirs
to the throne, who were suffocated there in
1483 by their uncle, Richard III. Henry
VI was another of Richard's victims,
stabbed to death in a room in the Wakefield Tower. That room now contains the
fabulous collection of crown jewels, a
breath-taking array qf precious stones, unequaled in the world. Close by the Tower
is Tower Bridge, another London landmark.

Parks and Museums
A visit to the places mentioned thus far
would soon tire the visitor, and so a brief
respite in one of London's parks would be
welcome. Hyde Park, the best known and
most frequented, i$ the largest open space
in the west end of London. Throughout the
year thousands of people walk, drive or
"ride horses through this spacious park. In
the park is the Serpentine, an ornamental
boating lake created by Queen Caroline,
wjfe of George II. At its western boundary
Hyde Park joins Kensington Gardens,
where the atmosphere created by the many
hues and abundant foliage of the trees and
sl)rubs, the singing of the
birds and the playing of the
fountains would draw words
of admiration from even the
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severest critic of city life. Here, Christian
ministers from the nearby branch ofHce of
tne Watch Tower Society often take a
morning walk before starting their day's
work at eight a.m.
Should showers interrupt an outdoor
excursion (and well they might, English
weather being what it is!) the wise visitor
may retreat indoors in one of London's
many museums and art galleries. The noted
museum ~istrict is South Kensington,
about a mIle from Hyde Park Corner. Out~
standing in the cultural field is the Victoria
and Albert Museum. This contains, besides
the National Art Library, a collection of
sculpture, pottery and porcelain, examples
of engraving and illustration, metalwork,
painting, textiles, woodwork, period furniture and costumes.
Of greater attraction to the youthful
visitor are the Natural History and Science
Museums. In the former is found the national collection of animals, plants and
minerals, and in the latter a collection
that illustrates the application of science
to the various branches of industry and includes interesting exhibits of machinery
and scientific instruments. To the Bible
student, however, the British Museum
would be the greatest of all attractions, for
it is there that the priceless Codex Sinaiticus and Codex Alexandrinus are found,
among the foremost of Bible manuscripts.
Also to be seen are Magna Carta, early
copies of WycIiffe's translation, the Rosetta Stone, which contributed enormously
to the understanding of ancient dead languages, and ancient clay tablets similar
to the eleven documents from which part
of Genesis was written.
Of London's art galleries, the most prominent is the National Art Gallery in Trafal.
gar Square, which contains
one of the best hung collections of paintings in the world.
Just to the rear is the National
AWAKE!

Portrait Gallery, its collection being mainly of historical interest. Then there is the
Tate Gallery on MiiIbank,. alongside the
River Thames.
Noted Thoroughfares and

Shopping Centers
Every city has its famous thoroughfares,
its squares, avenues, crescents and boulevards, and in these, too, London abounds.
Trafalgar Square, while described by some
as the finest sight in Europe,
has been termed by others'
"a dreary waste with two
squirts," a caustic reference to
the two fountains that proudly
play at the base of Nelson's column.
East of Trafalgar Square through the
Strand and into Fleet Street the visitor
comes to London's newspaperland. This is
the home not only of the national dailies
that circulate in millions of homes, but of
every conceivable kind of news sheet, magazine and periodical. Still farther east
through Ludgate Circus and St. Paul's
Churchyard is the district known as 'the
city.' Only 325 acres in area, the ancient
city of London was bordered by its walls,
now reduced to fragmentary remains. In
this area are the great banking houses,
shipping companies, insurance and finance
brokers and the multitude of offices and
top-hatted, black-coated workers that
make up this great commercial center.
In the West End, a nebulous area west
of Fleet Street and including Westminster
and Mayfair, are found most of the smart
shops and hotels. Most of the other goodclass hotels are in three main districts,
Bloomsbury, Bayswater and South Kensington. The largest of London's hotels has
900 rooms, but most are much smaller than
that. Hotel prices have increased over recent years, the rate for comfortable rooms
with breakfast now ranging from 21/- to
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30/- ($3 to $4.50) per person. Rooms with
a private bath are from 35/- ($5) up.
For Conventioners

Among the many visitors to London in
1955 will be some thousands of Jehovah's
witnesses who are coming not only from
all parts of the British Isles but from all
Pilrts of the world. Their interest will be
centered at Twickenham, for it is in the
Rugby Football Ground there that a five-day assembly for worship will
be held from July 27 to 31,
inclusive. The football ground
will make a beautiful setting
for the assembly, for it is well
kept and pleasant in appearance. It has
comfortable seating and ample room for
the assembly departments and for the
crowds that will attend.
Adjacent to the convention grounds are
many other places of interest. Beautiful
Kew Gardens, headquarters of British horticulture, grows 65,000 different varieties
of plants. A short bus ride away is Hampton Court Palace, built by Cardinal Wolsey
and later given to Henry VITI, and where,
under James I, the conference.was held
that resulted in the production of the Authorized Version of the Bible. Just across
the Thames from Twickenham lies Rich~
mond. Its hillside terrace gardens provide
a delightful view of the winding Thames.
In the seclusion of Richmond's Royal Park,
remarkable because of its proximity to
London, sensitive and graceful deer wander Wldisturbed.
London, while rooted in history, can also
point to a fine example of man's twentiethcentury ingenuity. It possesses the largest
urban passenger transport system in the
world. The easiest way to get about London
is on the tube or Wlderground, similar to
New York's subway or the Paris metro.
All stations are posted with plenty of maps
and diagrams to aid the traveler in getting
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to his destination. It does not take long to
understand how to travel aroWld this great
metropolis. eharing Cross, the busiest of
the -stations, has 214 trains an hour passing through at peak periods. It is at a
junction of the Northern Line that runs
through the longest continuous tunnel in
the world, 171 miles in length. Supplementing the train services are Londonls
double-deck buses, operated by the same
authority, London Transport. Greater London is honeycombed _with a multitude of
different bus routes that are co-ordinated
with the undergrOtmd system.
Twickenham is adequately served by
London's transport system. Many of the
central bus routes go there or to other
nearby places and two of the bUsiest under-

ground, lines sel"Ye the Richmond and
Hotinslow areas. From the central London
stations of Victoria and Waterloo frequent
trains run direct or connect with services
to Twickenham station, which Is a few
minutes' walk from the football ground.
Reverting to antiquity, what of 'Old
Father Thames'? Undoubtedly an attraction to the early settlers, its value increased
through the centuries to make London a
vital port of world significance. Like all
of God's creations, its permanence stands
in vivid contrast with the shifting sands
of human achievement, so aptly stated in
the words of a popular song: "Kingdoms
may come, kingdoms may go, whatever
the end may be, Old Father Thames keeps
rolling along, down to the mighty sea!"

Ellphanll lui'll Illlra·Wllrlhlpan
Hero worship is the practice of idolizing men; it is rendering "sacred service to
the creation rather than the One who created." (Romans 1:25, N(Jw World Trans.)
It Is a vicious practice because it dishonors Jehovah God and degrades man. Hero·
worshipers often have to be restrained by police~sometimes even by elephants.
London's News C1r.ronici(J (November 13, 1954) told about a hero·worshiping crowd
in Melbourne, Australia, that made the police impotent and helpless: "An hysterical
crowCf of 15,000 screamed and fought here today in a circus 'big top' when Hopalong
Cassidy, the Hollywood cowboy star, made a personal appearance. The show was
caUed oft after five minutes, as women wept, children were knocked down and
trampled, and men fought for seats. Hopalong Cassidy's cowboy outfit was torn
from his back as he battled through the mauling mob to his ca~-he took 20 minutes
to reach it, 40 yards away. . . . As the crowd got out of hand circus attendants
brought in two elephants to head off screaming children trying to get closer to
their COWboy idol."

When the Standard Oil Development Company held a meeting recently at Atlan·
tic City, New Jersey, it seems that officials anticipated the usual run of long·winded
speakers. So they devised a special "electronic lectern." This curb on excessive
talk was made up of stop lights and a smoke bomb. Just how the device worked
was explained In the Plainfield, New Jersey, Courier·News of October 12, 1954:
"When a speaker had two minutes left of his allotted time, an amber warning
light flashed from the lectern. When his time was completely gone, a red light
flashed on. The speaker who failed to heed the warning lights found himself forced
back to his seat by fumes from a smoke bomb in the lectern." We wonder how many
times they had to "reload" the lectern.
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KEEPING THE
~~HE

most beautiful and efficient mechano-cbemical
~ystem known is"-what? "A
Jiving rr.uscle." That is the conelusion reached by scientists who
are specializing in research as to
how the muscle works. sun far
from their goal, they hope that
some day they will have the
great "satisfaction of approach·
ing an understanding of the mar·
velous process that gives living
things the power to move."
---Scientific American, March,

.1

1954.

However, we can be thankful
that to keep muscles healthy we
do not have to wait until man
approaches an understanding of
how they work. And we Sh:lUld
be interested in healthy muscles,
for they mean for us improved
nutrition because of good circulation and, as one pt:ysician ex·
pressed it, "clrculation mechanics may make the diJfc::,ence between having an important or
unimportant artery stopped,"
with its result in heart failu::-e.
Among the factors infiuencir.g
the health of our muscles and
over which we can have more or
less control are work and exer·
cise, rest, relaxation and right
tJ-.in:..cing, and massage and what we eat.
Of prime importance in such matters as
keeping the muscles healthy is the exercising of the spirit of a sou.'1d r.1ind. Better no attention to health at all t:~a'1 to
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become a health fanatic. One
who g~s to extremes more likely than not will fail of his goa) of
a healthy body. wt even if he
does realize it he will be a failure,
for t·.e .will have done so at the
expense of warping hi::; mental
dispositio:J.
Work and Ex~rciBe
Perhaps the biggest enemy to
healthy muscles is laziness. Muscles were made to be used, and
require work or exercise to have
good tone. Because the Creator
inte:1ded man to make use of his
muscles he settled man in Eden's
garden "to cultivate it and to
take care of it." As a physician
observed in t.l:Je British medical
periodical, The Lancet, June 19,
1954, none of the known effects
0.· work CBn harm healthy tissues, but, on the contrary, all the
effects are good in the sense that
they develop and extend the
range of adaptation of the body's
mechanisms. "We should aU
agree that work, even hard work,
which involves no avoidable hazard, does not interiere with sleep
or nutrition, which is remunerated sufficiently to remove any
::iense of exploitatior., and which
allows enough recreation to counteract tedium, is hannless. Indeed, it is beneficial."
CertainTy the work the Creator gave the
tIrst human pair met those reqL:irements.
·'Sweet is t:1e sleep of the laborer, whethe:,
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he eats little or much."-Genesis 2:15,
New Worl<i TraM.; Ecclesiastes 5:12, Rev.

Stan. Ver.
While the farmer gets an abundance of
healthy exercise at his work, as also do,
among others, the milkman, the carpenter
and the housewife, yet all these would prof4
it from some f01m of conditioning exercise,
even if it is only that of stretching. In fact,
a few authorities hold that a few minutes
spent in stretching and squirming from
head to foot, in bed or out of it, each morning and night is all the exercise that anyone's muscles need.
In general, however, doctors are agreed
that some form of physical exercise seems
advisable, especially for those having sedentary occupations. The amount and nature of the exercise depend upon a number
of factors, such as age, weight, physical
condition and purpose of it. A nervous,
high-strung, underweight person needs different exercise from one who has a welldeveloped physique and good nerves. If one
wants to develop strong and alert muscles,
put on weight and increase his powers of
endurance, then, of course, he must devote
more time and exercise more vigorously.
He must "push" his muscles beyond the
first stages of fatigue or he will not develop
the extra strength. Regardless of the purpose, however, exercise should involve increased heart and lung action, and the extra air inhaled should be fresh air.
Regarding the value of walking as exercise, an international meeting of physicians W3$ told: "Keep walking, if you want
to avoid death by heart attack in middle
life. If you do not like walking, some other
kind of exercise may do as well. The important thing, apparently, is that the exercise be regular and kept up through life.
Mild exercise, like walking, regularly followed, may be the necessary booster needed for good circulation."-Science News
Letter, Sept. 18, 1954.
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Many sedentary workers COUld easily get
their needed exercise by climbing or walking down stairs at every opportunity instead of being slavishly addicted to the use
of the elevator. Of course, it may be a
matter of saving time, but even then, often
it is quicker to walk up or down some half
a dozen flights of stairs than to wait for
the elevator!

Rest and Relaxation
Muscles, to keep healthy, also require

an"

rest
relaxation. While these go hand
in hand, we can relax while working and
should, and we can sleep without being relaxed but should not. By deliberately re·
laxing one's muscles from head to toes
sleep will be more restful as well as come
quicker. Make sure that you get enough
sleep; "early to bed and early to rise" is
a good rule, for, as one old proverb expresses it, "one hour before midnight is worth
two after." Says one Mayo Foundation pro·
fessor: "We should be much healthier if
we were always in bed by ten p.m." Perhaps not always practical, but still a good
rule to remember.
Interrupting work with short rest periods
increases efficiency. Thus D. A. Laird,
in his Increasing Personal Efficiency, tells
of unskilled laborers who were carrying
17 tons of pig iron a day, and who with less
effort were able to carry 45 tons a day
simply by working only twelve minutes at
a time and then resting three. By spending
one fifth of their time resting they were
able to do almost three times as much
work.
There are two basic kinds of physical
relaxation and both of these must be cultivated if we would keep our muscles
healthy. By concentration and deliberate
effort one can learn to relax the various
muscles throughout the body fully and
deeply and he sh6uld so fully relax for a
few minutes at least once or twice each
AWAKE.'

day. Especially for sedentary workers performing hard mental work complete relaxation can be had by some joyful physical

activity as sports or play. or even just
hearty laughter. Then there is the relaxation of such muscles as are not being used
while at work or play. To tense muscles
not needed is like keeping the brakes applied to the wheels of an auto while driving.
And here is where right thinking comes
into the picture of muscular health. Why
do we have muscular tensions? Often such
are due to the wrong kind of thinking;
because of mental tenseness, fears, nursing
a grudge, planning revenge, etc. That is
why doctors emphasize the point that for
work or exercise to be truly beneficial it
must be done in the right frame of mind;
the mad rush to get to work on time in the
morning is not wholesome exercise.

Massage and Diet
Massage is really vicarious exercise or
work, giving the muscles the benefits of
improved circulation of the blood, with its
improved nutrition and removal of waste
products, by the efforts of another. Accord~
ing to the Encyclopredia Britannica, "it
has been practiced from time immemorial
in all parts of the world and is employed
for medical purposes at the present time."
And, "however applied, the treatment acts
essentially by increasing circulation and
improving nutrition. . : . More blood ac~
tually flows through the tissues during and
after the rubbing. The number of corpus~
cles, and, to some extent, their haemoglo~
bin value, are said to be increased. Func~
tional ability is restored to exhausted mus·
cles by the removal of fatigue products and
the induction of fresh blood supply."
And finally, there is the matter of proper
nourishment for muscular health. More
and more physicians are finding that for
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muscles to be healthy the body must have
the right kind of diet. Thus United States
govemment physician, B. J. Sandler, M.D.,
after twenty years of research and experi~
menting has come to the conclusion that
the prime cause of polio is hypoglycemia,
low level of sugar in the blood, which,
strange as it may seem, is brought on by
an overindulgence of sugary products such
as cake, candy, ice cream, preserved fruits
and soda water. The danger is especially
great in the summertime when people
neglect meat and vegetables and indulge in
sweets. Muscles will not give out if properly fed, is his contention.
In similar vein is the report of a Dr.
Martin, M.D., in the International Reccrrd
of Medicine and General Practice Clinics,
February, 1954, telling how he cured a
case of muscular dystrophy declared hopeless by a panel of experts, by employing,
in addition to special vitamins and shots,
a diet free from all refined and sugary
foods, and which featured whole grain
bread and cereal, an abWldance of fresh
fruits and vegetables as well as their juices,
calf's liver, lean meats and fish and fowl.
,Keeping the muscles healthy is therefore
seen to be a many~sided. matter but not
too complex for modern living. It involves
regular physical activity, done in a whole~
some, cheerful frame of mind; also it requires rest and relaxation and right thinking habits, as well as eating plain and
wholesome food. And there is the tonic
effect of massage, especially in case of
need. And above all, avoid extremes and
keep in first place the most vital training:
"Be training yourself with godly devotion
as your aim. For bodily training is bene~
ticial for a little, but godly devotion is ben~
eficial for all things, as it holds promise for
the life now and that which is to come."
-1 Timothy 4:7, 8, New World Trans.
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HAT could be more amazing than to cook
01'1 a cold stove or in a cold oven? Or to

open the oven doors and remove platters

and pans with bare }lands? Or to place the
hands on the oven walls to find them cold im·
mediately after removing the food that has
been thorougJ11y cooked?
What could be more delightful in this busy

world than to roast a chicken in nine minutes,
bake an ap!lle 'Pie in six minutes, have steaks
done to perfection in one minute, and other
foods well done in a short time?
ThIs is no longer a vision of the future, but
the process is now being practically and economically applied by many commercial feeding
establishments througbout the eastern part of
the United States, and this through the new
development of microwave cooking. The electronic oven, called "Radarange" by its owners,
has cooked an 1S-pound roast of beef medium
rare, with a golden-brown sizzling surface, in
forty minutes flat. The "magic" oven heats
nothing but the food itself_ The walls of the
o~n remain cold and the utensi.ls a'!:e ttmoved
with the bare hands, since the glass or metal
containers absorb no microwaves and, therefore, no heat is generated in them.
The Raytheon Manufacturing Company
makers of "Radarange" report that restaurant
owners who have purchased the new electronic cooking device eagerly testify to its speed
and versatility. They say that using the elec·
tronic oven for primary cooking, defrosting,
and reheating has helped restaurant opera·
tors to achieve much greater control of food
quality and food and labor costs. "Because,"
they say, "microwave heating causes little or
Dn (khydration at the SUTIace, as "in c()nventional cooking, pre-cooked foods, held refrig·
erated until ordered, may be rapidly reheated
without loss of Original flavor and appear·
ance." In resta~rants meats may be cooked
and orders filled one step ahead of business.

Experienced chefs admit cooking with "radar" is a powerful factor in speeding up kitchen orders, Increasing seat turnover, assuring that orders are served very hot to the cus·
tomer, and cutting down the wastage of food.
Using this new precook-reheat technIque, easily accomplished in microwave ranges, has admittedly leveled out peak work loads in the
kitchen and increased labor efficiency.
Anl)the'!: 'att'!:act':.v~ it':atu:r~ 1S that lt11crD'
wave cooking does not require food to be
cooked from the surface, thus eliminating subsequent charring, smoke and fumes. The range
remains exceptionally clean, cool, and a pleasant piece of "furniture" in any' kitchen.
The makers of this unique heating device
say: Electronic heating "represents a true
revolution in the art of cooking. Since the dim
ages when Man first learned to use fire, food
has been cooked by applying heat to the surface. The interior is cooked by the slow process of conduction. In the 'Radarange' oven,
high frequency radJo energy known as microwaves (similar to those generated by radar)
penetrates the food to a depth of about two
and one·half inches. As it penetrates, it sets
up molecular friction deep within the food,
which· in turn creates heat. This eliminates
the need for time·consuming conduction.
"No physIcal change takes place in the
food, except the normal changes caused by
heat. The onl~ heat present is in the food itself.
Immediately upon opening the oven door, the
chef may reach in with bare hands and reo
move the platters and pans. He may place
his hands on the walls of the oven, which are
raId. Since the stainless steel interior of the
oven never gets hot, food spillings and spatterings are not 'baked on.'''
So if you are in a hurry to scramble those
eggs, put them in the elt:ictronic oven. They
will be ready in a cold thirty seconds!

A PENETRATING LOOK AT THE RELIGIOUS R:&:VIVAL
Many are the clergymen who have spoken in glowing tenns of the increased
church attendance. But recently one preacher·writer took a penetrating look. Asked
about the meaning of the "current religious revival," Bernard IddIngs Bell, canon of
the Episcopal church, educator and high churchman, replied: "RelIgion has become
a fad. There's an awful lot of people joining the church, but what it means I
don't know. I'm not sure it means anything ... It's too easy to be in the church."
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-American Freedom and Catholic POU7e'f...

A Religion Where Money
Is No Object

CERTAIN Ladies Aid Society of the
previous century wrote to America's
A
foremost journalist of the time, a philan-

Of course, many Protestant clergymen
profess to be shocked at such examples of
commercialism in religion. Yet, more than
one of such has privately admitted that he
did not believe in a burning hell but felt
that he had to teach it in order to keep the
people comirig to church, likewise the revenue.
How contrary to the Bible are all such
money-making schemes! God's way of providing the necessary means for carrying
on his work in the earth is to give the pe0ple the truth regarding himself and his
purposes and offer them privileges of services in connection with true worship. Appreciating what God has dorw in love for
man makes man want to do something in
love for God and his purpose. For example:
When the time came to construct a taber·
nacle and furnish it for the carrying on of
the worship of Jehovah, Moses simply announced: "This is the word that Jehovah
has commanded, saying, IFrom among
yourselves take up a contribution for Jehovah. Let every willing-hearted one bring
it as Jehovah's contribution.''' And what
was the result? "And they came, everyone
whose heart impelled him, and they
brought, everyone whose spirit incited
him." Their contributions were so generous
that "the people were restrained from
bringing it in. And the stuff proved to be
enough for all the work to be done, and
more than enough."-Exodus 35:4, 5, 21;

thropic individual by the name of Horace
Greeley, for suggestions on how they could
--mise money for their "church." He simply
replied: "Try religion."
Religious organizations sponsor bazaars,
church dinners, box socials, picnics, dramas and musical affairs, etc., eliciting support for their "church" by appealing to
man's love of pleasure. Christendom's religions are willing to give allegiance to the
world's worst criminals, such as Hitler and
Mussolini were, in exchange for financial
support. They encourage greed among
their members by operating bingo games,
lotteries and other games of chance, appealing to the selfish inclination to want to
get something for nothing. They instill fear
in the minds of the parishioners as to the
whereabouts of the dead, so that the people will pay for the saying of masses.
In 1948 at one Catholic church in Brooklyn, New York, "a Mass with the name an- 36:3-7, New World Trans.
The same willingness was also apparent
nounced, was $5; for Mass with one priest
singing part of the Mass the fee was $15; when it came to contributing for the build~
for high Mass with three priests, $35; for ing of the temple and supplying it with
lights atl the different altars, $5 for each the necessary equipment. Said David:
altar; for marriage in the afternoon with- "Moreover also, because I have set my afM
out Mass, $22; for marriage in the morning fection on the house of my God, seeing that
with Mass and one priest, $15; with three I have a treasure of mine own of gold and
priests, $45; for a funeral a nominal charge silver, I give it unto the house of my God,
of $35, ranging up to $100 for three priests over and above all that I have prepared
at the altar and two priests at side altars." for the holy house, even three thousand
APRIL !2, 1955
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talents of gold, of the gold of Ophir proceeds to the governing body for them
ramounting to at least $81,000,000], and to use as they saw best for the advanceseven thousand talents of refined silver," ment of the true worship and the benefit
Then he asked, "Who then offereth will- of the Christian community in general.
ingly to [fill his hand: marginl this day Above all, we are assured that all financial
unto Jehovah?" No wonder that, with such contributions in the early church were ena fine example, the people responded 'will- tirely voluntary,-Acts 4:32-5:4.
ingly and with a perfect heart.' Perhaps
Jehovah's witnesses under the direction
if the clergy would set a better example of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Soand were more generous with their heaped- ciety follow the apostolic example. As
up riches they might find more willing noted in the 1955 Yearbook of Jehovoh/s
givers in the congregations. And too, if Witnesses, during 1954 some 80,000,000
they centered more attention on feeding voluntary hours were spent by these minthe flock rather then fleecing it, the flock isters in preaching the good news of the
no doubt would respond with appreciation. Kingdom in 159 lands. Millions upon milHowever, in view of the flimsy spiritual lions of books, Bibles, booklets, magazines
diet dished out to the peop'le it is no won- and tracts were published and distributed.
der that they have to be bribed, cajoled, Missionaries were trained and sent to forflattered and threatened into giving. eign lands. Some 18,000 ministers received
-1 Chronicles 29:3-6, 9, 14, Am. Stan. help so that they could continue in the
full-time ministry, while more than 1,700
Ver.
Christ Jesus not only said, "There is of them 'served u~der seventy-five branch
more happiness in giving than there is in offices, looking after the interest of some
receiving," but, in striking contrast with 600,000 field ministers.
the greedy religious leaders of his day, he
To take care of all this expansion Je-.
practiced what he preached. Though he hovah's witnesses do not fibd it necessary
had been rich, for the sake of others he to resort to collections, lotteries, bingo
voluntarily became so poor that he had no games, church bazaars, dinners, etc. They
fixed residence in which "to lay down his do not stoop to paint God a fiend who for
head." Paul worked with his hands making a price releases from torture souls in a
tents so as not to be a burden to his broth- mythical purgatory. They do not support
ers. Those who noticed and benefited from totalitarian political organizations or gang·
their unselfish devotion were only too sters in return for financial assistance.
glad to contribute toward supplying their None of that. Having received an under·
necessities. It would be well for the clergy standing of Jehovah's marvelous purposes
to follow these examples and extend a help- they feel impelled to do something to show
ing hand, not always the palm. The con- their appreciation and so from the heart
gregation of God is not made up of drones they give willingly. They appreciate that
or parasites, but workers.-Acts 20:35; it is a privilege to do what they can even
Matthew 8:20; Luke 8:3; 19:1-10; 2 Co- though it is but a "widow's mite." Follow·
rinthians 8:9, New World Trans.
ing the Scriptural way of doing things
The apostles followed Jesus' example. makes money no problem. "Let each one
Having received free, they gave free. Their do just as he has resolved in his heart, not
unselfish course influenced others to show grudgingly or under compulsion, for God
love. so that many early Christians sold loves a cheerful giver."-2 Corinthians
all their possessions and turned over the 9:7, New World Trans.
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Twenty-fourth Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead

l..:..
-1

Left te, l'i~!lt; Front row: Ji'ih,pn, :\J., ('''I"Oll. .T., Br()\\'ll. ~\r.. Fri('fl(l, .T., ,"-elarde, (~" C;lt's~ing, .T .• Zulli" A" l!t'audl'Y, ~I. Second row: Benf'on, C.,
FUITf'l', Z., l)a\'it·~. J., Adams, H .. CUlnnlin~~, H .. Taylor, .1., Zoilt', Y .. l-I.unelnann, H" S('hneelh'rgt:r, (;., RapI'<u:g'{.'t', L. Third row: ])o,,"e11, R.,
I!ranH\ A" AJIt·tl, (},' Fptzik, E .. ('oUl'll, F .. ('lark, .T., I~enst't', .1., Hf.·nllard. L., Sato', K., l·~\I. ·en. K., J-Ieasf'l', 11., li"ranze. L. Fourth row: l.'ello\v, M.,
Pilling, E., A1TIadi. g .. Caroll, H., I)'.\fura, ,\1 .. Annhrllst. H., de Ho()y, P .. E~wen, L., ukada, ,:\-1., Pitcher, L., Ger~tenlJerger. li. Fifth row: Nelson, E., f'rcnvley. S., Cumnling-s, ::\1., llen~()n, Tf., DilVis, B" :'\l']soa, 1\1., Dugan, Aq Hartnett, Iii., Choat'":', F., Plumnler, J., Hanlpton, 1-1., Enicola, !\L Sixth row: Davis, .L, ~\dams, E., Brown, Y., (~oIH..:h. Ci .. Hrarne. I;~., Ogosi. :7.;., Burnett, C., Ft:::ehner, E., Holn1an, H .• ~a~:-;e. ~I., Aucoin, P.,

Holman, B. Seventh row: Av<"y. ~ .. Dugan. L., LJ·.\Iura, P., Fetzik, H .. Dilling, lL, [(ronvold, K" Bennett. A., Beaudry, P., ]';rrichetti, E., PIunk"tt, J., van Il<·ek. J., Armbrll,t. \ '. Eighth row: Friend. S., U<:n'''ll. n .. Clark. C., Allen, M., Davies, J., Dowell, R, Hampton, R, Reaves, G.,
Itaiskio, i\1., Glefifiing-. J{., l\lack, C., Choate, U. Ninth row: Bennett, I'~., f:o.'ellow. D., Cro,vley, J., FilHon, J., Avey, A., Den~on, J., Furrer, 'V.,
TrOttg, n., Plummer, L., Taylur, \Y., Isen~('e, It., Hartnett. T.

Graduation of Gilead's Twenty-fourth Class
""[;'OR eleven years the Watchtower Bible
School of Gilead has operated. Last
February 6 the twenty-fourth class graduated. The students had come from ten different lands and are being sent to twentyfour different ones. For the first time some
of the students were specially trained for
service as traveling representatives in the
United States and Canada.
Upward of 2,300 crowded the facilities
of the school to 'hear the program that
began promptly at nine a.m., the president
of the Watch Tower Society as well as of
the school, N. H. Knorr, presiding. After
a song and a prayer the school's five instructors and the one in charge of the
Kingdom Farm where the school is located each spoke for about ten minutes,
giving valuable and encouraging parting
admonition to the 101 students graduating,
which words of counsel all those in attendance were able to apply to themselves,
After the reading of a number of telegrams from many parts of the world the
president gave the main address, speaking
for about an hour on "Exclusive Devotion
to Jehovah." He showed why Christians

r

were obligated to give exclusive devotion
to Jehovah and what it included in the
way of service and conduct. He warned
against leaning on one's own understanding and of the danger of being turned aside
because of selfishness. He also urged the
keeping close to Jehovah by right thinking
and frequent prayer. At the conclusion 'Of
his remarks he handed out the diplomas
and then one of the students presented in
behalf of the class a resolution that expressed their deep appreciation for the
valuable training received and their determination to prove faithful to the trust
committed to them.
On Saturday evening, as usual, a highly
instructive and interesting three--hour program was presented, consisting of the
weekly Watchtower study, a very fine musical and dramatic program by the students
and a report by the president of' his trip
in Central and South America and the
Caribbean area. And on Sunday afternoon,
from two to four, some thirty students
gave expressi6ns of appreciation for the
training received and also encouraged others to consider attending the school.
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• Why our minds properly rebel at the idea
that we feir our nllighbors? P. 3, ~2.
• Why men fear knowledge? P. 4, 1f2.
• What Paul said are the primary causes of
rape, indecency and unnatural acts? P. 6, 1ft.
What will help you to maintain the high
standard of Christian conduct? P. 8, 1]5.
• Why, after thirteen days in office, Panama's
President Gulzado was impeached? P. 11, 1]J.
• When, and In honor of what, the festival
of Corpus Christi is held? P. 13, i1.

I •
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~

I
•
I•
1• • Whether there is any "port of Christ's
I apostles celebrating Corpus Christi! P. 15, 1]3.
• • What was so outstanding about the Decem'I ber earthquake in Dixie Valley, Nevada? P.

i ", i3.

• What queen led a rebeljjon that burned
London down? P. 17, \[2.
• Where in London Jehovah's witnesses'
t955 assembly will be held? P. 19, 1f4.
• Whether man actually knows how his
muscles work? P. 2t, 1ft.
• What Is considered the greatest enemy to
healthy muscles? ,Po 2t, ~4.
• What two kinds of relaxation you can
practice? P. 22, 1]7.
• How microwaves cook hot food in cold
ovens? P. 24, 1]7.
• Wh at ques ,.lona hi e means re Iigious organizations use to raise money? P. 25, 1f2.
• What connsel the Watchtower's president
~ave missionary graduates of Gilead? P. 28,
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how the urgency of the war
effort. which resulted in a
show of unity eVen though it
was not real, pervaded and
directed' the conference.
The Repel'CUl98lons

Yalta Papers
'to*' power
When the Repul:jlicans came
in 1953 they pledged
The

to repudiate the agreements
made at Yalta, February 4-11,
1945_ The Eisenhower Administration, however, found it impractical to carry out the
pledge. The State Department
decided to publish the text of
the Yalta conference. Britain
objected to publication until
the principals were dead. Finally, the U.S. decided against
publication, but since galley
proofs had already been made,
24 copies of them were sent to
Congressional leaders. The disdosure that the document wall
available sent reporters on a
scramble to ferret out a copy.
On March 15 the New York
Times obtained a copy. Learn o
jng of this, the Chicago Tribline protested. Secretary of
State Dulles then decided to
release the document. When
asked why he allowed publica·
tion of the document Dulles
replied that the question was
not why the papers were pub.
lished. but why not? Diplo·
mats, he said, always live.un·
der the hazard of publication.
High Lights of the Document
% The 400,OOQ·word Yalta document is the story of how
President Roosevelt, Prime
Minister Churchill and Pre·
mier Stalin tried to reorganize
the world toward the close of
World War II. Some of the
APRIL ff, 1955

document's high lights are:
(1) The Big Three decided to
divide Germany into zones and
invite France to become a
fourth occupying power. (2)
The pro-Communist govern·
ment of Poland, set up by Rus·
sia, would be broadened as a
provisional government to in·
clude the Western-backed gov·
ernment-in-exile in London. In
Poland and other areas the
Big Three pledged free demo·
cratic elections. (3) Russia
would join the war against
Japan "two or three months"
after Germany's defeat~pro
vided she got South Sakhalin
and the Kurile Islands and spe·
cial privileges in the Manchurian ports of Port Arthur and
Dairen. The document reveals
that very little discussion took
place over Russia's demands.
It shows that the Big Three
had no doubts about their "bigness." They did not think much
of France; Stalin and Roosevelt opposed giving France a
seat on the German Council.
Roosevelt suggested "internationalizing" the British colony
of Hong Kong, but Stalin replied that it was not a good
idea, adding that "Churchlll
would kill us," The document
reveals undisguised hatred for
the enemy; Roosevelt toasted
the execution of 50,000 German
officers. It also spotlights a
number of differences between
London and Washington and

.. The publishing of the Yalta
document produced reverberations around the world. Mos-'
cow was bitter, saying that the
real reason for publishing the
"notorious documents" is to
"defame the very idea of negotiations among the great powers and thereby impede the
lessening of tensions among
nations." There was also great
resentment in Allied capitals.
Because the document touched
on some of the more intimate
details of the proceedings, details that appear to reflect on
some of the conferees, Britain
was especially dismayed. Sir
Winston Churchill remarked:
"If this became the established
practice, it might hamper the
free exchange of views at future conferences." The Time"
of London said that' U.S. motives In publishing it "are bad,"
that publication of the papers
"prods a few old wounds among
the Allies, who have to be
more united than ever before.'"
In Paris, Le Monde sald:
"Those who harbor illusions
about the love and attention
shown us will lose them after
reading these documents." U.S.
newspaper reaction was varied. Some were sharply critical
because of risking damage to
foreign relations. The Chicago
Tribune said the "lid" was now
off "America's dIplomatic Wa·
terloo." The New York Time8
published the document in full
"to enable the wider public to
study it and to judge for It·
self." The Times added: "Hindsight has long since suggested
tha t grave mistakes were made
at Yalta in both substance and
principle, that peoples and terri tories were unnecessarily bartered away for an easIer vic·
tory, and that in the end we
won the war and lost the
peace."
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The Gaza Attack

.. Gam, as the BIble shows at
-Genesis 10:19, is a very ancient
city. It was ancient when Samson carrIed off the doors of the
city gate and later ground

grain in PhUistine captivity.
Today Gaza Is a 28-mile·long
strip of territory on the Medi·

terranean coast, west of Israel.
It

is

inhabited

by

300,000

Arabs. On February 28 it was
the scene of the most violent
clash on the Israeli.Egyptian
frontler since the 1949 Armis-

tice. Tension had been mount·
ing ever since Egypt seized an
Israeli vessel in the Gull of

Suez. Then Egypt executed two
Israelis as spies. On February 25 an unarmed Israeli W)lS
killed at Reshovot while ridmg
a bicycle. On February 22
Egyptian troops fired on an
Isbell patrol with three-inch

mortars. That same day an
Israeli patrol fired three·inch
mortars at an Egyptian 'Post.
Then came the Gaza attack.
Israeli forces, armed with rifles, submachine guns, two-inch
mortars, bazookas, grenades,
Bangalore torpedoes and high
exPlosives, crossed into the
Gaza strip and attacked an
Egyptian military camp, blowIng up several buildings and
huts. A truck load of Egyptian
soldiers, moving to reinforce
the camp under attack, was
ambushed by Israelis with grenades and automatic guns. The
result of the two actions was
38 Arabs kllled and 33 wounded. Though Israel denied blame
for the attack, the U.N. armistice commission, on March 6,
found that the Gaza attack
had been a "prearranged and
planned attack, ordered by the
Israeli authorities_"
J[oreaD. Truce Breaking Down

.. Even while the Arab·Israeli
armistice was threatening to
collapse, the Korean truce was
breaking down. AccordIng to
the tenos of the Korean truce,
the Communists were to "cease
the introduction into Korea of
reinforclng combat aircraft"
and "of armored vehicles.
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weapons and ammunition," But
it is now known that the Reds
have brought in at least-429
combat planes and have in·
creased their firepower by a
third, brought in 150 tanks, 800
122-mm mortars and 10,000
82.mm mortars. Violations of
the truce by the Communists
are so open that Sweden and
Switzerland, members of the
armistice commission along
with two Communist countrIes,
suggested last January 27 that
the commission be abolished.
On March 3 Deputy Under
Secretary of State Robert D.
Murphy notified Sweden and
Switzerland that Washington
is ready to scrap the Korean
armlstice.policlng commission
as useless. Observers believe
what is likely to happen is that
the U.S. will write oft' the
limiting agreements and begin
a build-up in South Korea to
restore the pretruce balance of
strength.
Brttaln: An Early Election?
Though British Parliaments
are elected for five·year terms,
the government can call new
elections at any time. The
Churchlll Conservative government, which came to offlce in
October, 1951, must call new
elections by October, 1956. In
March there were indications
of an early election. This was
because a rift developed in the
opposition Labor party.• Former Prime Minister Clement
AttIee heads the Labor regulars. Aneurin Bevan heads the
Labor insurgents. The Attlee
group trends toward a moderate policy on socialism and for
co-operation with the U.S. in
foreign affairs. Bevanites favor
wholesale socialization and
"neutralism." When the issue
of making the H·bomb came
up, Labor party regulars draft·
ed a resolution approving "as
a deterrent to aggression .•.
the threat of usIng thermonuclear weapons." Bevan ob,
jected; he speculated that the
resolution meant that "wherever aggression occurs in Europe, no matter of what sort,
we answer it by use of nuclear

'*

weapons ••• which -would in·
volve the destruction of the
British nation." The resolution
was voted down as Bevan and
61 other Socialists abstaIned.
Labor leaders were furious.
They recommended that the
"party whip be withdrawn"
from Bevan, thus excluding
him from party planning sessions. On March 16 the rift
widened as Bevan was expelled
from the Parliamentary Labor
party by a vote of 141 to 112.
With the Labor party cracked
wide open, some Conservatives
believed the government could
wIn a resounding victory this
year.
,Japan: Hai'yama Wins
• When the Yoshida government fell, a 72-year-old veteran
of Japanese politics, Ichiro Hatoyama, became premier of Japan. Until the general elections
the Hatoyama regime was only
that of a caretaker government. But on February 'n Japanese voters solidly established
Hatoyama in control. Hatoyarna's Democratic party won
185 of 467 seats in the Lower
House. The Liberal party, also
conservative, indicated it would
support Hatoyama for premier.
When the test came the newly
elected House of Representatives picked Hatoyama to succeed himself by a vote of 254
to 160. The two main issues
facing the Hatoya,ma government: relations with the Communist world and rearmament.
The premier has placed his
Democratic party behind closer ties to Moscow and rearmament_

*'

The lUng AbdicateS
Cambodia Is a little Buddhist state, a constitutional
monarchy in the Federation of
Indochina. Its king, Norodom
Sihanouk, came into world
news when he went on a royal
sit-down strike to demonstrate
his demands for independence
from France. He went to Bangkok and proclaImed a selfimposed exile. So successful
was his strike that the bewildered French finally gave him
AWAKE!

virtually everything he wanted,

even special favors at the Ge·
neva diplomatic table. On
March 2 the king began his
second sit·down strike, only
this time he did not exile him·
self; he just abdicated, Contro·
versy over constitutional
changes advocated by the for·
mer king was a major cause;
he wanted the right to name
cabinets that could not be
turned out in a body by an ad·
verse Assembly vote. The for·
mer monarch named his fa·
ther as' successor and moved
into his father's bourgeois villa; his father, now king, shift·
ed to the palace. Observers be·
lieve that the ex·king, after sit·
ting out his strike, is confident
he wlll return to power.

*"nonstop
The first transcontinental
flight across the U. S.

The Shrinldng U.S.

(a distance of 2,450 miles) took
26 hours and 50 minutes. But

that was 32 years ago. Today

The Age of Fear

airlines schedule Los Angeles
to New York for only seven
hours and a quarter. In March
an, air force F·84F Thunderstreak set a new record for
crossing the country: just over
3 hours and 46 minutes. The
pilot complained of time lost
while refueling in mid·air be·
cause "we had to slow down
almost to a stall."
Ground for Hope!
When Sir Winston Churchhill spoke in the House of Com·
mons on March 1, 1955, he
mentioned a paradoxical type
of hope in this thermo·nuclear
age. He said: "After a certaIn
point has been passed it may
be said, 'the worse things get,
the better.' .•. Then it may
well be that we shall, by a
process of sublime irony, have
reached a stage in this story
where safety will be the sturdy
child of terror, and survival
the twin brother of annihilation."

.. This Is the age when fear
dictates the lives of men, With
each passing day fear intensi·
fies and is brought home to the
doorstep of individual citizens.
In March the U.S. civil defense
administrator, Val Peterson,
advised all Citizens to build
some kind of underground
shelter: "We are recommend·
ing that this be done right
now." He also suggested that
they stock it with sumclent
food and water to last "five or
six days." No abatement in the
fears of mankind was forseen
by Peterson, for he spoke of
"the unhappy day that some·
body introduces the interconti·
nental guided missile." When
such weapons become practical
for war use, he said, "we had
all better dig and pray. In
fact, we had better be praying right now."-New York
Times, March 11, 1955.
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BETTER INFORMI:D and
BI:TTI:R SATISFII:D
is the person who makes the "Watchtower" magazine his aid
to better rea4ing and study habits. The helpful and en·
lightening articles on Bible subjects contained in this semi·
monthly magazine distinguish it in the field of religious literature. Its circulation far exceeds that of any other religious
magazine. Subscribe today and receive it twice a month for a
whole year. In addition, until May 1, you will receive free
three booklets on outstanding Bible subjects of current interest. And for all this you remit only $1.
WATCIfTOWER
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BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
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- Wltich One Is

lhelightof/he IfiJrld?
THIS is the talk that was advertised in the Marcil 22 issue of
"Awake!" It was delivered in Kingdom Halls of Jehovah's witnesses
throughout the world April 3 to capacity audiences, Hundreds of
thousands of people thrilled on hearing this stirring. frank and revealing discourse.
Following the discourse Ihe outstanding material was released in
the form of a 32.page booklet. Already millions of copies of it have
been placed with persons desiring to know the truthful answer to
this vital question.
Share the booklet with others: On reading this outstanding booklet
you will want t,o pass copies of it on to friends, neighbors and other
acquaintances. For this reason the publishers have made it available
in quantity at'the nominal cost of 50 copies for $1. Write for a supply
today. Single copies will be mailed to any address for 5c.
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CHRISTIAN ONLY IN NAME
The Voters Vindicate Judge Parrish
A Letter from Paris
(The Fool Hath Said"
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Ten Years of Peace?

E
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ten years ago, May 7, 1945,
Not only is there fear of worse destrucWorld War II in Europe ended, V-E tion to come, but during this decade itself
Day came, the postwar era arrived and the there have been numerous wars. There
peace for which the world had fought, bled have been revolts in Latin America: in
Paraguay, Colombia, Costa Rica, Bolivia,
and died was expected to enter.
Further, the "Four Freedoms" were a Peru and elsewhere. The Indonesians won
widely heralded goal. United States Presi- their freedom from the Dutch, then fought
dent Roosevelt stated them like this: "The rebel groups that opposed the new governfirst is freedom of speech and expression ment There was guerrilla warfare in
-everywhere in the world. The second is Greece, the Arabs fought with the Israelis,
freedom of every person to worship God and India and Pakistan fought over Kash·
in his own way--everywhere in the world. mir. Years have been spent in fighting the
The third is freedom from want ... every- Karen rebels in Bunna, the Hukbalahaps
where in the world. The fourth is freedom in the Philippines and other groups elsefrom fear-which, translated into world where. In Kenya alone 8,000 of the Mau
terms, means a world-wide reduction of Mau have been killed since October, 1952.
armaments to such a point and in such a True, these wars were of varying sizes,
thorough fashion that no nation will be but no war, not even a single battIe, is
in a position to commit an act of aggression "small" to those who die in it.
War is horribly real to those who fear
against any neighbor-anywhere in the
sudden death or maimed bodies and to
world."
A decade now has passed. Do all men those whose families have been broken and
have the freedom of speech, expression, whose land and homes have been destroyed.
worship and the freedom from want and Britain's hard-hitting Sir Gerald Templer
fear that the victory over tryanny was to said in Malaya in 1952: "I don't like this
world ... The whole world has gone mad."
bring? Who would dare say so?
The tenth anniversary of World War II's
Further, the decade since 1945 has wit
end finds both sides of the present East- nessed three major Communist wars in
West struggle heartily preparing for battIe. Asia. In October of that year China's troops
Russia, Britain and America have atomic locked powder horns with the Chinese
weapons. Intercontinental rockets are Communists and the Communists pushed
planned for the near future. Nazism's de- the Nationalists into the sea, where they
feat did not bring freedom from fear, but took refuge on the island of Fonnosa. tJe..
fear has multiplied many times with dread- hind the frowning guns of the United
ed atomic bombs now being produced.
States seventh fleet.
M
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The second Asian war began when on
December 19, 1946, Vietminh forces attacked the French in Hanoi, contesting
French colonial rule in Indochina. Lasting
seven and a half years (longer than World
War II) this most exasperating of wars
took a total of neady 300,000 lives.
Meanwhile, .communist China had overrun Tibet, and on June 25, 1950, the North
Korean Communists had invaded South
Korea. The United States, the United Nations and Communist China were involved,
and this nightmarish three-year struggle
proved to be the fourth-bloodiest war in
United States history.
Then, too, the countries of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Hungary and Austria were Hberated from the shackles of
Nazi,sm, only to grovel now in the shackles
of communism. East German adolescents
of the Nazi youth movement became leaders in, the Communist youth movements.
One totalitarian foe was defeated, another
sprang up. One oppressive ruler is conquered, another replaces him. It has been
so throughout history.
Why? Because, as the Bible shOWS, Satan is this world's god. Many persons scoff

Only

able, because only
willing believers
were' admitted to
the Christian fold
by water baptism.
These sheeplike ones
were to be treated
with all tenderness
and compassion. In
love the Christian
congregation was to
grow. "By this all will know that you are
my disciples, if you have love among your~
selves."-John 13:35, New World Trans.
Even opposers were to be treated with
the same kindness and consideration that

•In

HE mission of Christianity in the earth
was to be a patient, peaceful, Godfearing endeavor. Converts were to be won
by love of truth, argument. reason and
logic. Forced conversions were unaccept~

T

at that idea. While suffering under his heel
they say he does not exist. But Christ Jesus was not that foolish, and neither are
true Christians today. Though the world
has ignored them, the Scriptures are clear
in showing that Satan would do his worst
when he realized that his time to rule was
expiring-and that is just what he is doing
today. However, many honest persons arc
taking heart. They are putting confidence
in Christ's kingdom, which alone has
strength beyond challenge and which will
end Satan's wicked rule forever. They rejoice to learn that these present conditions
were foretold in the Bible as being a sign
of Christ's rule beginning, and that, therefore, we are living in the day when, as
Psalm 46:6-11 predicted, God, not man,
will destroy the weaWns and make wars
to cease throughout the earth.
This magazine awakened many persons
to these facts a decade ago when false pre·
dictions Were then being made, and it con·
tinues to speak out boldly..while other false
predictions are being made today. Study
the facts, see that they are true and that
they will enable you to take the right
course.

Name
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that the religion and the worship of Christians should in thls way become corrupted,"-Mosheim's Ecclesiastical HistOT1J~
page 19l.
Fusion religion became universal--cathol1c. But to call it "Christian" is a misnomer, as facts of history will establish.
The popes of Rome embraced every opportunity to send forth missionaries attached
to their cause. But these missionaries were
a far cry from the patient, peace-loving
disciples of our Lord Jesus Christ. These
Roman missionaries were rude, COlTUpt
and cruel. Where reason failed, the sword
was used. Bloody battles were fought. And
many were the instances in which baptism
was administered at the point of the sword.

Baptism by Sword
By the fifth century Christianity was
looked upon by barbaIic nations as a militant organization. '"Socrates, fifth-century
church historian, says that the Burgundians embraced the Roman brand of
"Christianity" because they-believed the
Roman god would defend them against the
rapines and incursions of the Huns. Religion to tile Burgundians was as excellent
as the success of its army. The Roman
anny being great, they assumed that its
religion and god were too.
It was this same principle and viewpoint
of military greatness that engaged Clovis.
king of the Salii, a nation of the Franks,
to embrace Roman Catholicism. The
learned Mosheim in his Ecclesiastical History says: "One must be a very inattentive
and superficial observer of things, who
does not perceive that the fear of punishment, the prospect of honors and advantages, and the desire of obtaining succour
against his enemies from the countenance
of the Christians, or the miraculous influence of his religion, were the prevailing
motives that induced the greatest part to

---
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renounce the service of their Impotent
gods."
In the sixth century Christendom began
to grow in numbers in the East. Among the
nations that embraced her concoction
called "Christianity" were the Abasgi, the
Heruli, also the Alans, Lazi and Zani.
·'These conversions, indeed, however pompously they may sound," says Mosheim,
"were extremely superficial and imperfect."
During this century a great number of
Jews were forced by the sword to embrace
the growing papal empire.' "In Gaul the
Jews were compelled by ChHderic to reM
ceive the ordinance of baptism; and the
same despotic mode of conversion was
practised in Spain." Also in the seventh
century they were barbarously compelled
in many places to make an outward and
feigned profession of their faith in Christ.
Emperor Heraclius persecuted them in
a most cruel manner, and ordered multitudes of them to be inhumanly dragged into Roman Catholic churches, in order to
be baptized by violence and compulsion.
This is how Christendom received her
great numbers.
The eighth century marked an even
greater growtil of the pseudo-Christian
Catholic empire. Zealous bishop Boniface,
distinguished by the title of the Apostle of
. the Germans, did not use those methods
with which,Christ's apostles made known
the good news. Historian Mosheim states
that Boniface "often employed violenc(;:
and terror, and sometimes artifice and
fraud, in order to multiply the number of
Christians."

Charlemagne's Barbarisms
Also in this century the sainted Charlemagne turned his hideous "Christian"
army against the Saxons. In one day he
had 4,500 of them beheaded as a lesson to
the others who would not submit to baptism. Refusal to be baptized was punishAWAKE!

able with death. It Is easy to imagine what
sort of Clu1st1ans the Saxons must have
been, who were dragooned into the Roman
Catholic Church in this abominable manner. Yet the pope canonized Charlemagne's
memory and turned this gory murderer
into an eminent saint.
The Nonnans and other barbarous nations, which gave way to forced baptisms,
revolted at the idea of giving up their worship of their ancestors. What took place,

says Mosheim, was that these savage people "persuaded the Christians among whom
they lived to imitate their extravagant superstition in this respect; and this was the
true and original source of the barbarous
institutions that prevailed among the Latins" "during the ninth and the tenth century. This, however, was in keeping with
pope Gregory's own rule, which has always
been followed by the Roman Catholic

These "booted apostles," bloodstained
sword-bearers of papal Rome, crueDy oppressed, slaughtered and tonnented pe0ple less barbarous than they in the name
of Christianity. The warlike people professed, with an inward reluctance, a religion which was inculcated by violence and
bloodshed, which recalled to their remembrance nothing but scenes of desolation and
misery, and which, indeed, was b1}t a few
degrees, if any, removed from the absurdities of paganism.
Fall of Mongrel Religion

Thus arose the great structure known
today as Christendom, and especially so
Roman Catholicism, which is a facsimile
of ancient Roman paganism, "the ghost
of the deceased Roman empire, sitting
crowned upon the grave thereof." This explains the tenacious hold of superstition
Church. "For he who endeavors to ascend and the m.ultitude of pagan and semipagan
to the highest places rises by degrees or observances in the Roman Catholic relisteps, and not by leaps." This rule, as gion. It explains the lack of knowledge 01\
Schaff says, facilitated conversion, but it true Christian principles and of the Bible
among the priests and parishioners alike,
swept much paganism into the church.
The fear of punishment and the hope of
However, true Christianity, like the spirreward had laid the foundation of Roman it of God, is indestructible and unconquer-Catholicism in Poland and Russia. Fraud able. Today, it makes itself felt in the lives
and deceit played an important part in of hundreds of thousands of ministers
converting the Cimbrians and the Danes. throughout the world who are engaged in
A bloody war harassed the Prussians into the Christian work of declaring "this good
the Catholic fold. Waldemar I, king of news of the kingdom" for the purpose of
Derunark, fought against the Sclavonians, a witness to all the nations before the acVenedi, Vandals, and others, and by the complished end of this system of things.
despotic voice of power forced them to be These have sheathed the sword and have
baptized into the church. Finlanders and made the Word of God a force in their
Uvonians were coerced by force to em- lives. With loving-kindness and tender afbrace the religion of their "Christian" con- fection they appeal to people of good will.
querors, which the greatest of them did, Their labors are voluntary and their work
though with the utmost reluctance. Catho- is one of love-love for God and Christ and
lic bishop Berthold of Livonia marched love for neighbor. Among them the Bible
into the province at the head of a powerful is known and its principles are a reality.
anny, "preached the Gospel sword in hand, Their worship is that of Christ and his
and proved its truth by blows instead of apostles. Their boast is not in armies or
arguments."
men but in God.
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THE VOTERS VINDICATE
JUDGE PARRISH

~~HON. Myles F. Parrish Leads Entire

Democratic County Ticket to Victory
in General Election. Wins Second Tenure
of Office by Immense Majority." Thus the
Adams County Observer of November,
1954 headlined its front-page report on the
election of Judge Parrish to a second sixyear term as judge of the Adams circuit
court and followed up with this opening
para~aph: "Hon. Myles F. ~arri.sh •. ~n
cumbent judge of the twenty-sIxth JudiCIal
circuit of the state of Indiana, comprising
Adams County, led the entire Democratic
ticket of county officials to a decisive vic-

tory at the general election just passed
into history. His vote was 5,817, a total
of 5,081 ahead of his opponent, who received only 736 votes,"
This avalanche of votes that buried the
opposition and kept Judge Parrish in office
is worth noting by all who value a judiciary
that withstands the trend to abdicate principle on the insufficient grounds of expe.diency. In his previous term Judge ParrIsh
was confronted with a case loaded with
political dynamite, a case with undercurrents of religious prejudice and public
clamor and political pressure that would
suck under a weak judge more interested
in votes than in justice. When Judge Parrish rendered his decision he showed that
he recognized the dangers lurking in the
background, for he brought them to the
for'e and repudiated them as unworthy of
consideration by a judge obligated to put
administering justice ahead of advancing
personal ambitions. Near the beginnin~ of
his opinion he laid down these governmg
principles:
8

"In the first place', the court must eradi-

cate any vintage of prejudice, either for or
against any religious minority that mayor
may not exist. In the second place, the
court must be conscientious, studious, impartial and just. In the third place, the
court must be fearless of public clamor,
regardless of public praise, and indifferent
to private political or partisan influence.
In the fourth place, the court must, to the
best of his ability, administer justice according to law. And, finally, a judge should
not administer his office for the purpose
of advancing his personal ambitions or increasing his popularity."
The case involved Jehovah's witnesses.
.The congregation in Decatur, Indiana, purchased property on which to build a Kingdom Hall, as the meeting places of Jehovah's witnesses are called. But the application for a building permit was rejected by
the superintendent of zoning and sanitation, and likewise denied. by the board of
zoning appeals. So the only recourse of the
congregation was to take the matter to
court, and in the fall of 1952 the case was
heard by Judge Parrish of the Adams circuit coury:.
In court two grounds for denial were advanced by the board. The city ordinance
required that the building be set back
AWAKE!

eighteen :feet from the front, whereas the
plans allowed for fourteen feet set-back.
-However, at the time of the hearil'lg before
the board the witnesses had agreed to comply with the eighteen-foot set-back. The
other reason for denial advanced by the
board was that the plans did not provide
for the amount of off-street parking space
required by the city ordinance. However,
provision was made for adequate parking
space for the expected attendance.
In view of the fact that the congregation
was willing to comply with the set-back requirement, and was using for parking what
space was available, which was sufficient
to accommodate the expected attendance
at that time, the board should have been
satisfied. The fact that it was not suggests
other reasons were behind the denial of a
building permit At the hearing before the
board neighbors protested the building of
a hall by Jehovah's witnesses. Between the
neighbors and the board excuses for denial
ranged from picl!Y11Dish quibbling to religious prejudice. The hall, thougn no bigger
than many homes, would cut off air and
light It would reduce property values. It
would cause traffic congestion. And Jehovah's witnesses did not salute the flag.
With the advancement of this last reason
the true cause for opposition stood revealed. There was religious prejudice
against the Scriptural beliefs of Jehovah's
witnesses. But the board, with legal counsel, was wise enough
not to rest its refusal
on dislike of doctrine. So the two
grounds before mentioned were thought
more tenable to
throw into the legal
arena, even though
the witnesses were
willing to comply
The Kingdom Hall
fully with one of
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them aqd had already complied substantially with the other one.
Arbitrary, Capricious, Unco1l8titutional
These facts supported the contention in

court by Hayden C. Covington, attorney
for the witnesses, that the denial was arbitrary and caprici'ous, without basis in fact
and law. And it finds further support when
it becomes known that there are five other
churches in the neighborhood, that none of
them provide any off-street parking space,
and that one of these was built after the
present zoning ordinances went into effect.
If one church can get a permit to build
without providing for any off-street parking, why is a permit refused JehOVah's
witnesses even when they do provide suffi~
cient parking space for the cars of those
expected to attend? If the smaIl congregation of Jehovah's witnesses would cause a
traffic hazard even with their off-street
parking, how is it that the other churches
cause none when they fail to provide any
off·street parking facilities whatsoever?
Furthermore, the time of the meetings by
Jehovah's witnesses is when traffic is at
low ebb. It is also true that practically all
the public buildings constructed since these
zoning ordinances became effective have
been permitted under the law, and that
without making any more of a compliance
with the parking requirement than have
Jehovah's witnesses. Does not this prove
that the board's de·
nial of a building
pennit to Jehovah's
witnesses was ar~i
trary and ca,pricious?
And by the arbitrary and capricious
denial of the building permit, legal
counsel for Jehoin Dec:atur, Indiana
vah's witnesses ar9

gued, the board had violated the guarantees hood function without any parij:ing proviof freedom of assembly and worship con- sions is unlawful discrimination and voids
tained in both the state and the federal con- an ordinance that is enforced in that disstitution. Counsel did not contend that the criminatory way. The discrimination renordinance is unconstitutional, but that it is ders it unconstitutional. It denies constiwhen it'is construed, applied and enforced tutional rights, contrary to the due-process
as it was against Jehovah's witnesses. As and equal-protection clauses of the Fourconstrued and applied, the board has power teenth Amendment to the Constitution of
to discriminate against a religion and deny the United States.
it the right to build and operate a church
building, and the delegation of such power Two Decisions
is unconstitutional. The most orthodox
Other points were brought out at the
form of preaching today is for a congre- trial, but the foregoing is the essence of
gation to assemble in a building for wor- the issues at stake. In November, 1952,
ship. To deny a congregation the right to Judge Parrish handed do\YD his opinion.
bUild a hall is to deny it the right to assem- The stir that the case had made in local
ble and worship in this orthodox way and political circles is shown by the fact that
clashes with constitutional guarantees.
the members of the board of zoning apConstitutional liberties cannot thus be peals and of the city council were in court
abridged by forcing a church to operate a to hear the opinion. They did not like what
parking lot before it can function. To re- they heard. Sensing that religious prejuquire it burdens the congregation, and dice was behind the board's denial, Judge
where space is limited, as is usually the Parrish quoted from the Indiana Law
case, it not only burdens but, under the Journal in his opinion: "The function of
guise of regulation, prohibits the use of the the court ,in protecting religious liberty is
property for church purposes, Real estate to check and rebuke overzealous local offiis necessary for the exercise of freedom of cials who have sought to cloak religious
worship in a church or hall, and without persecution in respectable clothing in orit there can be no freedom to worship in der to crush the religious minorities of
a permanent location. This freedom cannot whose doctrines the majority of the combe nullified by requiring the church to lay . munity do not approve."
out a parking lot bigger than ground space . The closing paragraphs of his decision
allows; in fact, a church cannot be right- did "check and rebuke the overzealous 10fully required to provide off-street parking cal officials":
at all. Even if traffic hazards are created
"The Court, therefore, fin~ that the
by the presence of a church, the remedy petitioners herein, the Jehovah's Witnessis not to deny the constitutional guarantee es, have substantially complied with the
of freedom of worship, The remedy would zoning ordinance, in that they have offbe for the city to post the street with ap- street parking for a number of their mempropriate signs, calling for greater driving bers.
caution on the part of motorists, or even
"The Court further finds that the acthe stationing of a policeman there at the tions of said board in denying the issuance
of a pennit to the Jehovah's Witnesses is
necessary time to control traffic.
And for a city to burden one congrega- arbitrary, in that the application of the ortion with running a large parking lot while dinance requiring that all place~ of assemletting five others in the same neighbor- bly, and in particular, churches, have space
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for off-street parking, as- a COndition precedent to construction of a buDding, does
not have any relation to the public health,
morals, safety or welfare when applied to
the church.
"The Court further finds that the denial
of a permit to the petitioners, the Jehovah's Witnesses, to build a church on the
ground that the frontage -does not comply
with the zoning ordinance, in that the
church is to be built fourteen and one-half
feet from the front of the lot, instead of
eighteen and one-half feet as found by the city engineer, upon the authorities heretofore cited, is arbitrary, and unreasonable,
and that the petitioners herein have substantially complied with the ordinance in
question.
"The Court further finds that although
the zoning ordinance may be valid and constitutional, yet the ordinance as applied to
the petitioners in refusing to permit the
petitioners to erect a church in the residential district of the city of Decatur,
where there has been no adequate showing
that this exclusion of the church was in the
furtherance of the public health, safety,
morals, or the public welfare, was arbitrary and unreasonable, and in violation of
the petitioner's rights under the State and
Federal Constitutions.
"It is therefore, now ordered, adjudged
and decreed by the Court that the finding
and the decision of the Board of Zoning
Appeals is hereby reversed."
The board appealed the case to the Supreme Court of Indiana, and there the case
was vigorously argued for Jehovah's witnesses by their legal counsel, Hayden Covington. Interruptions from the bench were
frequent and spirited. The five judges were
obviously divided in their opinion. Present
again here, as in Judge Parrish"s court,
was the entire city council of Decatur, to
listen to the argument and to exert what
political pressure they could on the judges.
MAY 8, 1955

Also present was Judge Parrish, a very
unusual thing but one that showed his interest in the outcome of the case. The
argument before the state supreme court
was ,in October, 1953, and on February 1,
1954, the court h~ded down its decision
upholding the findings of Judge Parrish,
with the exception that the witnesses
should have an eighteen-foot set-back, a
point they were willing to comply with all
along, The court was divided, Associate
Judge Bobbitt writing the majority opinion with which Chief Justice Draper and
Associate Judge Gilkison concurred, and
Associate Judge Emmert writing a dissent
in which Associate Judge Flanagan joined.
The majority decision found the claim
that street parking by the congregation
would create a traffic hazard to be WlSOund.
But even if it did cause a traffic problem
the remedy should be "by traffic police.
signs and other reasonable regulations ltnposed alike upon all persons using the
streets in the vicinity of churches, without
undue interference with the right of worship and free assembly." It also decided:
"Under the set of facts in this particular
case the application of this provision of
the ordinance to appellee's property would
not only prohibit the building of the proposed church, but would also restrict the
right of freedom of worship and assembly
to an extent that out-weighs any benefit
to the safety, health and general welfare
of the public, and in such a situation the
police power must yield to the constitutional right of freedom' of worship and assembly."
An important factor of this decision is
that it establishes that a zoning law that
requires off-street parking facilities is,
when enforced, an abridgment of the constitutional guarantees of freedom of worship and assembly. This is an outstanding
holding laid down by Judge Parrish and in
11

which he was sustained by the Indiana
supreme court.
Judge Parrish showed great courage in
ruling in favor of an unpopular religious
minority. There is prejudice against the
witnesses, there was some public clamor
against them, and some political pressure
was upon Judge Parrish. Politicians threatened to run a lawyer against him and beat
him at the next election. But he held firm
to the principles he outlined in his opinion, and the voters vindicated him, showed
they valued his judicial integrity. They returned him to office in a landslide victory
for him at the polls. He received more
votes than any other candidate on any
ticket, running far ahead of even those
candidates who were unopposed. He carried every precinct in Adams county, and
in the precinct where the Decatur congregation of Jehovah's witnesses is now located, because of his courageous decision,
he received 244 votes and his opponent got
only ten. This shows that prejudice against
the witnesses is not general in Adams coun-

ty, that the "public clamor" is just the loud
noise made by a few and which Is out of
all proportion to -their number, and that
the political pressure never developed any
steam.
Judges must be beyond influence by
those who would curry favor or mouth
threats to get decisions bent in their direction. The Bible recognizes the need for
judges to hold aloof from corrupting practices or considerations, and pointedly adjures them: "You should set judges and
officers for yourself inside all your gates
that Jehovah your God is giving you by
your tribes, and they must judge the people
with righteous judgment. You must not
pervert judgment. You must not be partial
or accept a bribe, for the bribe blinds the
eyes of wise ones and distorts the words
of righteous ones. Justice-justice you
should pursue, in order that you may keep
alive and may indeed take possession of
the land that Jehovah your God is giving
you."-Deuteronomy 16: 18-20, New World
Trans.

NOlA-'S Public Enemy No. 1 is a man of
religious bent. But his religious fervor
seems to act as no deterrent to his murder·
ing. Already this bandit, 61.year·old Mansingh,
is charged with 150 murders. According to one
accoWlt Mansingh has killed 30 policemen, 80
bandits and innumerable informers in the past
year and a half, as Indian police are growing
weary in their attempt to bring law to the
ravines of the desert state ot Rajasthan. Police
have been after Mansingh tor nine years. Still
most ot the information about this thug is sec·
ond hand, because he is not in the habit ot giv·
ing interviews, except to those who are not
long in position to report what he says.
III What is known of Mansingh is that he is
religious, his favorite goddess being Kali, the
patroness of men who live by the gun, the knife
or the strangler's cord. We can understand why

Mansingh's favorite goddess is Kali from the
description of Kali and her devotees, as given
In an article on Hinduism in Life magazine
(February 7, 1955): "Temple images of her
have blood dripping from the mouth and one
portrait shows her carrying a pair of scissors
to- snip the thread of life.••• The lower clas!les,
in their fear of Kali, rulve sometimes gone to
morbid extremes to please her. From the 13th
to the 19th centuries devotees known as thugi,
from which the word thug comes, went around
the countryside strangllng human victims in
the belief that a human sacrifice would satisfy
Kall's thirst for blood for a thousand years.
Even with approval of the Brahmins, who dis·
couraged blood sacrifices, the British had great
difficulty in suppressing the thugi:' Now the
Indian police are having great difficulty In suppressing a Kali-adoring thug.

D
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tts:J:;s.. Thl$.has been done

In

a small way.

Further, sunbeams are now being har-

UST think! The next house you
own may be a solar house. There
will be no furnaces to feed, no fires
to stoke, np ashes to haul away, no soot to
blanket the walls and furniture and no
smoke to mar the pleasant, outdoor surroundings. Your house may be not only solar heated, but solar cooled and solar
cleaned.
Contrary to common opinion, it most
likely will not be an ultramodern house or
a house of glass. Xenophon, a Greek historian, talked about solar houses some two
thousand years ago. A solar house is simply a house with a large glass area facing
the direction that provides the maximum
of the winter sunlight and a minimum of
the summer's heat. It is a house styled to
eliminate dirt, dust and fire hazards, and
to do away with more than half of today's
fuel bill. It is a house made ever so much
more livable by the ever-beaming sun.
Turning sunbeams directly into electricity has long been an aspiring goal of scien~
APRIL 8, 1.955

nessed to heat the living room, bring light
as bright as day into rooms at night, fry
the eggs, roast the beef and bake the potatoes. Sun power, say the experts, will,
in the not-too-distant future, water the
lawn, make ice cubes, heat the bath water,
cool the cream and run all the electrical
appliances in the house twenty-four hours
a day.

Solar Predictions
At least a dozen better ways to live have
opened up as a result of recent developments with solar energy. Dr. Maria Telkes
of the New York University's College of
Engineering predicts that the future home
will be an "all-electric home" with electric
power for cooking, an assortment of "elec~
tric slaves" for performing most of the
household chores. The entire house, she
says, will be electrically heated. Solar ener·
gy will heat the bungalows cozily during
the winters and cool them comfortably
during the summers. The "perfect wall"
of tomorrow'i house, according to Dr. Tel~
kes, will be an excellent heat insulator. In
fact, the whole house will be carefully insulated to prevent heat losses. Today,
during one heating season about ~4 in fuel
is dissipated through a conventional, single
13

pane window. If stonn windOws or double
windows were uSed, more than half 0{ this

waste could be· saved. Most solar houses
use the tbennopane principle-two panes
of glass separated by an air space. Once
the light penetrates the double-thick glass,
it changes to heat and it cannot get out. Excess heating or cooling will be stored
in a chemical "storage bin" at low cost.
These storehouses will release latent heat
when needed, especially during the night.
And the stored-away cool night air will
supplement the air-conditioning system
during the day. The heat pump operated
by solar energy will maintain the "comfort zone" all summer and winter long.
Sun-powered refrigeration and air conditioning will be common. Instead of lamps,
special wallpaper that will absorb enough
sun's rays during the day will reflect light
at night, illuminating large rooms with its
absorberl "daylight." Shades specially designed to be drawn over the wallpaper will
turnoff the light. A new life awaits tomorrow's housewife!

Solar Houses Today
As fantastic and farfetched as these predictions of Dr. Telkes may sound, yet many
of them are already in use in solar houses
across the United. States and Europe. For
example: The experimental Telkes-Peabody-Raymond house in Dover, Massachusetts, is heated through the wise use of
Glauber's salt, a hydrated fonn of sodium
sulfate. This salt melts at a temperature
of 90 degrees Fahrenheit; in so doing it
absorbs generous quantities of heat supplied it by solar collectors on the vertical
south wall of the solar house. When Glauber's salt hardens it gives ~ this exact
amount of heat to its surroundings. The
salt is stored in five-gallon cans that are
permanently sealed and placed inside the
thick interior walls in between rooms of
the house. An ingenious system of fans
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keeps the heat· circulating day and night.
It is possible to keep the solar house
wann even during ten sunless days, and
statistics show that six consecutive sunless
days in the Boston, Massachusetts, area
happen only once in fourteen years. Dr.
Telkes admits that the chemical heating
system is not perfect. It took some twenty
tons of Glauber's salt to maintain a relatively level room-temperature in the Dover
house. The sun maintainerl a livable atmosphere through 95 per cent of the New
England winter, without; stand-by heat.
Another solar house in the New England
area held an average temperature of 72
degrees right arolUld the clock all winter
long. What did the housewife think of this
solar-heated house? "It's wonderful," she
said. "None of us had a 'Cold since we
moved in, and Toby {the eighteen~month
old baby boy] hasn't even had the sniffles.
Housekeeping is a joy, except for the glass
wall. Some homes never get spic and span.
But here an hour a day with the vacuum
is all it takes. That's partly because there's
no fueI-and that means no soot or coal
dust-and partly because of the tight construction and insulation."

Cost of Solar Houses
Are not solar houses expensive? No-no
more so than conventional houses. An experimental five-room, one-story model
house with a specially designed roof and
"heat bins," after being completed, cost
$20,000, some $3,000 of which went for
the heating system. A one-floor, twobedroom house, all complete, cost $10,000.
The salts cost $240 and installation just a
little more.
Big solar-house developments are becoming prominent. There is one at Northbrook, Illinois; another at Camden, New
Jersey. According to expert advice "a solar house is practical anywhere south of
Latitude 40, which passes through PhiIaA WAKE!

hundreds of years has inspired artists to see in Paris, probably the easiest way
and poets and thinkers from many coun- at seeing them in the shortest time is to
tries. Add to this the Parisian people and take one or two of the many coach tours
their joie de vivre~ or love of life, and you that generally start from the opera district.
will begin to sense the charm of this city Another original way of seeing the city is
that has inspired more songs and ballads to take a trip down the Seine on one of ~e
than any other on earth.
Bateau:r:-Mouches or river boats that leave
Although you naturally will want to from the Solferino Bridge. 'The coach trips
spend some time during your stay visiting take in such places as Notre-Dame cathefamous monuments and museums, it is dral, the Louvre museum, the Palais Royal,
not there that you wi11 feel the real charm where cardinal Richelieu lived, the Place
of Paris. You will feel it sitting at a table de la Concorde, said to be the largest
of a sidewalk cafe. You will feel it strolling square in the world, Napoleon's tomb at
along the quays of the Seine near Notre- Les Invalides, the Place de la Bastille,
•
Dame, watchmg
the students• from the where the French people revolted in 1789,
Latin Quarter browse through the books and, of course, the Eiffel Tower. Incidenat the bookstalls. You will feel it watching tally, most Parisians admit that that towa bearded artist painting, up in the quaint er is ugly and was useless until it be~
streets of old Montmartre. You will feel it came the world's heaviest television mast,
leaning over one of the bridges in the ile but do not dare suggest tearing it down!
de la Cite seeing yourself reflected in the
In addition to what your coach's guide
inky waters of the Seine and catching the may mention, the following points will be
twinkling eye of that fisherman sitting on of special interest to you. Among the hierothe river bank, equipped for the day with glyphics on the Obelisk of Luxor in the
his two-foot-Iong sandwich of French center of the Place de la Concorde you will
bread and the inevitable bottle of vin rouge, notice the ansate cross, a symbol of phalliC
or red wine. This joie de vivre is one of worship and one cif'the pagan sources of
the unique aspects of Paris, and yet hun- modem-day "cross" worship. Also, two of
dreds of thousands of tourists who come the most famous' churches in Paris, the
here simply to look at its cold stones never Cathedral of Notre-Dame and the Sacre~
pick up this feeling.
Cceur basilica, are built on sites once prominently used in pagan worship. Under the
What to See
choir of Notre-Dame broken stones beMany of you to whom this letter is ad- longing to a pagan altar were dug up. They
dressed will be coming to Paris straight carry the inscription: "To Jove the Great
after the London assembly of Jehovah's and the Good, we, the Guild of Boatmen,
witnesses, July 27-31, and may have two founded this altar when Tiberius was Cae~
full days free before the Paris assembly sar." This was about the time Jesus began
starts Au~st 3. Here are a few sugges- his ministry. You can see these stones in
tions on how you might spend them.
the CllUlY museum in the Latin Quarter.
Some of you might want to make a day
The Sacre-Cceur basilica is built on the
trip out to Versailles. It is only a few kilo- hill of Montmartre, which in the time of
meters from Paris, but it generally takes the Romans was called the Mount of Mars
a full day to look over the palace and walk and Mercury. Believe it or not, the little
church of Saint-Pierre-de-Montmartre next
around the magnificent gardens.
As to the many interesting monuments to the basilica has four columns that were
MAY 8, 1955
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actually a part of the Roman temple dedicated to these pagan gods!
France's National Library, the Bibliotheque Nationale, is one of the world's
biggest, containing well over six million
books and five million prints and engravings. Among its manuscript collection are
the Codex Ephraemi rescriptus, a fifthcentury Greek manuscript of parts of the
Greek Scriptures, and the Codex Claromontanus, a sixth-century manuscript containing the letters of the apostle Paul. The
library also contains the Prisse Papyrus,
written in hieroglyphics only a few hundred years after the F100d.
If you have never been to Paris before,.
you should take a little time to visit the
Louvre, the world's biggest palace and
richest museum. Its paintings include Leonardo de Vinci's "La. Gioconda," or Mona
Lisa, and among its sculptures is the famous Venus de Milo. It is rich in relics of
Biblical significance, such as Assyrian and
Babylonian stonework, and clay tablets
bearing cuneiform and pictograph symbols.
When you examine the wonders contained
in the galleries of Egyptian antiquities,
you will appreciate more than ever the
scope of Stephen's statement that "Moses
was instructed in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians." (Acts 7:22, New World
Trans.) Most French museums, including
the Louvre, are closed on Tuesdays.
When you come out of the Louvre, walk
around to the Colonnade of the Palace in
the rue du Louvre. Facing this colonnade
you will see an old church, Saint-GermainI'AuxeITois. It was the bells of this church
that gave the signal for the St. Bartholomew's Day massacre of Protestants in
1572.
Well, that will give you a little idea of
the interesting things to see in Paris before
the assembly starts. Of course, there are
many places that have not been mentioned,
but these many places you are left to dis-
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cover for yout"selves. There are many
pleasant walks, plenty of buses, and the
subway or underground train service
(called Metro) is cheap, rapid, very extensive and is open from 5: 30 a.m. to 1 a.m.
However, you would do better not to use
it extensively while sight-seeing, because
you are not coming to Paris to see train
tunnels, are you'?
The Major Attraction

And that brings us to the real reason
why you are visiting this city-not for a
lark or holiday. but to attend the international assembly of Jehovah's witl)esses,
August 3-7. As it was in 1951, again the
assembly will be held at the Palais des
Sports, just by the side of the Eiffel Tower,
and across the river from the Watch Tower's Paris Bethel home. Here in France we
greatly appreciate the effort and expense
you are going to in order to be with Us on
this joyful occasion, and we feel sure that
with Jehovah's blessing this will be the
greatest such Christian gathering ever
held in France.
It has been said that the spirit of the
Parisians is their love of life. All of them
who really want to live are cordially invited to attend this assembly of worship
any time August 3 through 7. Such persons realize that this city, beautiful as it
is, hides much misery and want, and they
seek something better, namely the righteous new heave~s and new earth that
Peter said true Christians were awaiting.
-2 Peter 3:13.
We welcome such Parisians as well as
all of eur throng of international visitors
to the genuine spiritual feast that will be
held at the Palais des Sports just three and
a half months from now.
Hoping to see you then, and with warm
love, I remain
Votre frere,
Pierre Temoin.
AWAKE!
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LITTLE BLACK BOX

picture-taking activity and
you will see that photography has become a major industry. There is not a nook
or corner of our work or play that the
camera has not invaded. Photography is an
art, a science, a hobby. and it ranks with
the major industries. It offers fun for all.
Once it was just Dad who toted the camera
for the family. but now every member of
the family. even the nine-year-old daughter, is taking pictW'es. Amateurs in one
country alone spent half a billion dollars

last year on picture-taking equipment.
But just what is photography? Have you
wondered, when you snapped the little
black box, just wherein lies its magic? Its

magic lies in the fact that silver can be
made sensitive to light. Before you exposed
the fUm the silver was in the form of salts
that had been carefully treated and put on
a film base and packed in a tight box. Until you snapped the picture the chemicallytreated film had never seen the light. When
the light struck the film it released an
atpm of silver from the silver bromide
crystals on the film, and when the film was
submerged in the developer the silver
turned black, rendering the images on the film visible. Wherever there is light, pictures can
be made. No light, no pictures.
Photography was not invented
or discovered. It just developed.
The little black box existed for
three hundred years before it
made a picture. In the fifteenth
MAY 8, 1955

century Leonardo da Vinci mentioned it. It
was used during the same century by a
Batista Portta of Italy to entertain his
friends. He discovered that if light was
permitted to enter- through a hole in a window into a dark room an image would be
made upon the surface that the light fell
upon. Thus a dark room became the first
camera. Then the room became. a smaller
box and was used by painters to get a reduced image of their project. The desire to
capture the image permanently without resorting to drawing or painting produced
what we know as photography, and the
greatest advancements have been made
within the last forty years.
History credits Louis Jacques Daguerre,
a Frenchman, with producing the first
photograph. His discovery came about by
accident and his daguerreotypes, as his
pictures were called, had to be exposed for
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several hours. Later the exposure time was
reduced to a few minutes. About the same
time as Daguerre was making his experiments John Talbot of England succeeded
in producing a negative and a picture printed on paper.
In, 1840 the first studio opened up. If
you cringe from getting your picture taken
you can sympathize with grandma, who,
when she had her daguerreotype made, had
to sit perfectly still for twenty minutesnot in an air-conditioned studio, but in
bright sunlight. Sometimes the photographer would even paint her face white to
make it reflect more light. Then if she
wanted two pictures she would have to go
through the ordeal agaih. In fact, it W8,&
once stated that "those persons are deceived who suppose that during a brief
journey they may avail themselves of brief
opportunities to take pictures of the countryside." Now pictures are taken of bullets
at the incredible speed of one-millionth of
a second!
Also, to George Eastman goes much
credit for making photography the simple
process that we knoW today. He produced
the roll film system and brought photography within the reach of all. His motto:
"You push the button and we do the rest."
As a result of modern developments
photography now has wide application in
the scientific and industrial world. Astronomers use it to study the stars and the
surface of the sun. Aerial photography is
useful in map making, surveying and in
making archaeological discoveries. Scientists have photographed the earth from
cameras rocketed to altitudes of more than
a hundred miles. The industrialist uses
high-speed photography to. study and improve his product. News reporters use
dramatic photographs to illustrate and intensify their accounts of vital world events.
Pictures entertain, inform and instruct.
Today the camera is such a common
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possession'that some travelers consider one
almost as essential as a toothbrush. However, it is not the traveler who takes the
most pictures, but the housewife. Her chief
subject? Babies. Generally she has little or
no knowledge of the technicalities of pho.. tography, and they do not particularly interest her. What does interest her is capturing baby's smile or getting a permanent
likeness of her tulip garden. She loads,
aims, shoots and lets the corner drugstore
take care of the rest.

Taking Better Pictures
But everyone, housewife, schoolboy or
proud father, can take better pictures. How
can you improve them, taking your pictures out of the just-ordinary class? A little fundamental knowledge can go a long
way, so note the follOwing suggestions and
apply them to your picture taking:
First, every picture should have a center
of interest, one single subject that catches
the viewer's eye. Is it a group of people, a
smiling child, a ship on the water? Whatever it IS, that ceBter of interest should be
well placed. Only in a rare case should it
be in the exact center of the picture. A
little above or below the middle and a little
to the right or left of the center usually is
best A subject located in the exact center
of the picture appears static, hence dull
and uninteresting. Consider the lines of a
picture, too, remembering that curved lines
add grace, whereas diagonal lines tend for
excitement. fIomontal lines tend to )Je
more peaceful, while vertical lines give a
feeling of strength.
Also, not every picture should be taken
from eye level or waist level. When you
look down at a subject it appears smaller
or inferior. A picture of a child taken from
above, looking down at him, makes him
appear smaller, more childish. Take the
picture from his own eye level rather than
from your .eye level and he becomes more
of an individual of importance. But if you
AWAKEI

photograph him from the ground level,
then his stature in the picture increases
greatly. Thus the position of the camera
has much to do with the apparent size of
the subject that is photographed and you
should take this into consideration accorda
iog to the effect that you wish to achieve.

A scenIc view should have a frame. You
can frame a distant mountain by photo
graphing it between two trees, or under an
overhanging limb. or by having someone in
a

the edge of the picture admiring the view.
When taking pictures of scenery, experiment with having the people in the picture
look at the scenery, rather than at you.
Their presence in the foreground will add a
third dimension that keeps the picture from
appearing flat and dull. Then, too, do not try
to crowd too much into the picture. How
can you see the beautiful waterfalls if the
whole family is standing in the way?
By taking tone into consideration you
can capture the mood you desire. Are you
striving for a scene of gaiety? Then keep
the tone light. Sharp tones tend for excite~
ment. If it is a mysterious effect that you
want. then dark tones are the answer. The
effect of tranquillity can come from using
soft, not too contrasting tones. After you
know what mood you want to give your
picture, then you can consider the angle
that will give the right light for that mood.
Another technical matter is that color
can be very misleading. A beautiful autumn
scene with the trees splashed with yellow.
orange, red and various tones of brown and
green impresses the eye and looks delight~
ful in a color picture. But in a black and
white picture the color is all translated

into black, gray and white. The colors.your
eye saw are fused together into a dull, \Dlinteresting shot. What you want in black
and white pictures is contrast, plenty of
lights and darks. These will make a vivid
picture. So remember, it is contrast not
just color that you want when you take
black and white pictures.
Remember, too, that pictures of people
doing things are far more interesting than
stiffiy posed ones. Try to get your subjects
to be natural and relaxed. If you are on a
hike, try to get pictures of your friends
examining a flower or trying to entice a
squirrel. If they are conscious of the camera, wait until they forget to listen for its
click. Also, when you travel, make your
eamera tell the story of the trip. The pic,:,
ture that teUs a story will be cherished
much longer than the formal portrait.
Think before you snap the shutter. Make
each picture count.
Getting good pictures need not depend
upon how expensive your camera is or
how many gadgets you own. It is true that
the more elaborate cameras are more versatile, but the photographer is more important than the camera. A good photographer can get good results from an inexpensive camera, while a poor photographer
will get bad results from even an expensive
one. However, applying the principles of
good photography, developing an alert eye
for pleasing design, good balance and de-sirable cOil?r contrast will enable you to
make a better and more interesting record
of the pleasant and profitable times you
spend with your family, your friends and
in your travels.

The Crux of Right Living
'i;' Look magazine recently quoted Earl Wilson as saying: "Somebody figured it
out-we have 35 million laws trying to enforce ten commandments." If you think

this is amazing, remember that Christ Jesus reduced even those ten to just two,
the two commandments of Ufe.-Matthew 72:3640.
MAY 8. 1955
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AUSTRALIA'S

'v "Awak.I" corr• .,ondent In AUltra11a

cr. Another

USTRALIA is a botanist's paradise. And
.I what holds first place with him? None
other than the great genus EucalyptUII,
which consists of some six hundred species and
varieties of trees and shrubs and actually embraces three quarters of the country's flora.
They are usually all induded in the general
tenn "gums," and as such we shall refer to
th,m.
tI. When white men first set foot on Australian
shores they were not prepared for the strange
things they were to see-the unusual birds,

m

the unorthodox animals, the unknown

trees.

Why. here were trees with leaves on their
edges to allow sunlight and rain to penetrate
right through; trees that remained green all
the year and shed not their leaves but their
bark: trees with small pockets of syrupy gum
through the wood and under the bark. Here
were trees that came to maturity at a height
oJ: three ieet, while others reached a stature
a hundred times that height, not to mention all
those coming in between these ranges, some
of these living to be over a thousand years of
age. Here were trees With long, straight trunks
and others with merely a bunch of straggling
stems i trees with smooth white bark, others
with rough black bark, and others with many
colors and textures in between.
€. The gum "nut" is a capsule enclosing the
minute seeds, which take 10,000 to weigh an
ounce. The nut is so securely capped that It
Inspired the name "Eucalyptus," meaning "well
covered." Its leaves when punctured cause a
sweet exudation to form. When this falls to the
ground it may be eaten as a sweet. The trees
are among the world's best honey producers.
The flowers provide fClOd for honey·eating birds.
cr. In the dry Australian interIor the remark·
able ghost gum stands magniftcently against
the clear, brazen sky. Its trunk and limbs are
as if whitewashed with a powdery chalk that
can be rubbed off. On a still moonlight night
it presents an eerie spectacle. Typical, too, of
the outback is the graceful "cooUbah" with its
welcome shade. Mostly it is found along the
creek banks.
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aspect cif the Australian bush is
the great malle scrub, growing in the semiarid
southern reaches. The mallee survives'"by stor·
ing water in its roots. Their feature is that
from a common rootstalk many branches rise
to form a spreading bush. This scrub is some·
times practically impenetrable. Vast acres have
been cleared for wheat lands but it has been
found, belatedly, to be a mistake, as the ground
erodes. With the protective covering gone, mil·
lions of tons of earth have been blown away in
black dust storms, dust often traveling for
hundreds of miles, even to New Zealand. The
mallee is the habitat of the distinctive Iowan,
a bird that bullds a huge mound·nest of fallen
mallee leaves, which generate heat and hatch
this unusual bird's eggs.
fI. The real giant is the mountain ash, the tall·
est hardwood in the world. The American red·
woods, which are softwoods, are the world's
highest trees, but a mountain ash that stood
some years ago reached 375 feet. The Victorian
Forest Commission officially measured another
326-foot monster, which was later destroyed by
flre. The highest mountain ash today is a 301·
foot tree in the Cumberland Valley.
(l. Thoughtless settlers have destroyed many
trees; but flre has been the greatest scourge.
Australians
bush·fire conscious. Elaborate
fire·control equipment is maintained in the
forests. In western Australia mighty trees are
selected, the top limbs are lopped off and cabins
are constructed on them two hundred feet from
the ground. Here an observer equipped with
telephone, compass, etc., watches for a tell·tale
whisp of smoke.
(l. Today the "gums" are world citizens. In
California the blue gums are common. Near
,Los Angeles an arboretum of a hundred species
is established. In ChIle there is a forest pf
18,000 acres of blue gum. Ecuador and Brazil
have adopted them. India claims them too.
They grace parts of Ethiopia. After experiment·
ing with gums Turkey has established varieties
suitable to her swamp regions. The Belgian
Congo and Morocco grow them for by·products.
Yes, Australia's amazing gum trees are world
renowned.
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MONG the earliest Greek philosophers
was Aristippus, who lived from about
435 to 356 B.C. Son of a wealthy Greek
merchant of Cyrene, he was attracted to
SOcrates while attending the Olympic
games in Athens and seems to have continued as a pupil of Socrates until that
one's death in 399 B.C. Aristippus had habits of luxury and ostentation and he d~
fended his life of ease and. self-indulgence
against the attacks by other philosophers,

A

such as the Cynics who became the forerunners of the Stoics. He took money for
his lectures in philosophy, an unpardonable

sin in the eyes of many of his contemporaries, causing them to classify Aristippus
with the Sophists, itinerant skeptical philosophers who accepted pay for their teaching.
Aristippus founded one of the two
schools into which the Socratics divided
upon the death of their teacher; his being
termed the Cyrenaics, after his birthplace
Cyrene, the other being that of the Cynics
under Antisthenes. The Cynics extolled
apathy whereas the Cyrenaics extolled happiness. While Socrates had laid great store
on virtue, which the Cynics stressed, he
also praised the practical valUe of virtue
in giving happiness, which Aristippus
seized upon to form his own philosophy of
MAY 8, 1955
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life that happiness is gained by increasing
the satisfactions.
The philosophy of Aristippus, or eyrenaicism, is reruly that of hedonism and concerning which we are told that it "includes
all theories of conduct in which the criterion is pleasure of one kind or another."
Also that "the earliest and most extreme
type of hedonism is that of the Cyrenaic
School as stated by Aristippus, who argued
that the only good for man is the sentient
[related to the senses of feelings] of the
moment/'
For a practical modem application of the
term hedonism we refer to the British
Medical World, April 1954, which was entirely given over to the consideration of
the effects of smoking on one's health, and
concerning which one physician wrote:
"On a purely hedonistic basis, one has no
doubt that, over the years, the pleasures
of not smoking are greater than the pleasure of smoking. Tobacco produces more
tensions than it relieves. It blunts the senses of smell and taste and greatly increases
the unpleasantness of the hangover [aftereffects of drunkenness 1. It reduces capacity for physical effort. It diminishes the
visual acuity of the car driver. It increases
the chance of postanaesthetic chest infection. Given any initial weakness, it may
rot the lungs, the arteries and the stomach. So I tell my ohildren not to smoke.
Indeed, they regard the process not as
manly but as sloppy and a waste of good
money. I would tell the same to any children for whom I was responsible." Here is
a good example of hedonism; nothing is
said about its being wrong or wicked to
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smoke, or displeasing to God or hannful
to one's fellow man. The argument Is sole-ly based on 4<enlightened seIf-inte:Iest"; yoU
get more pleasure out of life by not smoking.

According to Aristippus the true art of
Jife or purpose of its existence is to crowd
as much enjoyment as possible into every
moment. It is the immediate present that
counts, the past is forgotten and the future does not exist either. The only thing
we can be certain of is our senses, our feelings, all other things are imaginary. And
for him those pleasures included fine food,
fine clothes, a fine dwelling place, and
hetaerae, a number of beautiful mistresses
or paramours. His philosophy might be
said to have consisted of four main points:
.. (1) The intensity and not the duration
of a sensation determines its value;
(2) Bodily pleasures are of greater value
than mental ones because they are more
intense; (3) I can only know my own'sensations, and therefore they are of greater
value than another's; (4) Man has a reasonable insight which determines him in
the choice of his sensations."
Not that Aristippus recommended unbridled and indiscriminate indulgence in
pleasures. One must be discerning, he said;
some bring more pain than the pleasure is
worth; one must tllerefore exercise selfcontrol and master his pleasure-seeking instincts and not let them master him. Also
he held that to be logical in the pursuit of
pleasure one must avoid that which is
generally conceded to be wrong, because
of the pleasure's not being worth the trouble that comes from running counter to
the law or customs of society.
Aristippus did not have much use for
the sciences. For him knowledge was sense
perception and individual feeling the sole
criterion for truth. To the extent that the
physical sciences aided one in realizing a
happy life based on the satisfying of the
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senses, to that extent they served some
purpose. However, history records that the
actual result of his philosophy was pessimism, for if life failed to bring such happiness based on physical pleasure it was accounted a failure. Aristippus was able to
practice what he preached, not only having the means of wealth to indulge in the
fine pleasures of life but also the wisdom
and self-control to be moderate and choice
in his indulgences. But how many of his
followers were likewise favorably situated?
One reason for the popularity of eyrenaicism at the time was the ambition of
Alexander the Great. His wars made life
uncertain and so Greek youth readily accepted the teaching of the pleasure philosophers who said, "Eat, drink and be merry,
for tomorrow Alexander may ask you to
die." Among these philosophers, also
known as the "belly" philosophers who
taught "the glad life and the gallant death,"
was one Hegesias. Because so many young
men followed his advice that suicide was
the logical way to gain peace of mind and
freedom from pain his lectures were
banned. Once asked why he did not practice what he preached-he lived to die a
"natural" death at eighty-he replied that
it was necessary for him to live in order
to be able to preach to others how good it
was for them to die; which answer, incidentally, might be said to reveal the typical mentality of many ancient Greek
philosophers, clever and dishonest.
After Aristippus' death his philosophy
was promulgated by his daughter and later
by her son, and in time it produced Epicureanism, the philosophy of Epicurus. Epicurus, also an apostle of pleasure of hedonism,
stressed, however, the duration of pleasure,
the tranquil mind and freedom from pain
rather than pleasure's intensity, and in
striking contrast with Aristippus' selfindulgent way of life Epicurus followed a
AWAKE!

course of restraint as regards food and
celibacy as regards sex.
Modern Cgrenaicism
It is interesting to note that these ancient Greeks felt called upon to evolve a
philosophy of pleasure in justification of
their selfish course of action. They ignored
moral principles and the voice of conscience, but their very reasoning betrayed
that unconsciously their consciences were
at work, which calls to mind what the apostle Paul says about those who are without
knowledge of God's law as expressed and
revealed in his Word, the Bible: "For
whenever people of the nations that do not
have law do by nature the things of the
law, these people although not having a
law are a law to themselves. They are the
very ones who, demonstrate the matter of
the law to be written in their hearts, while
their conscience is bearing witness with
them and, between their own' thoughts,
they are being accused or even excused."
-Romans 2:14,15, New World Trans.
Today we find various manifestations of
the Cyrenaic philosophy in the world. For
one thing, we find that the uncertainty of
the future, the likelihood that youth will
have to sacrifice itself in another war, has
caused many to proceed on the basis: 'Let
us eat, drink and be merry,~for tomorrow
our governments may call on us to die for
them.' Then there are tho$e who will do

anything for the sake of a thrill or who
are thrill seekers; the gambling addicts;
single and married persons who are willing
to risk a life of shame for a moment of
madness; the young and ol~ who are extreme in sports and idolize sport heroes;
as well as those who live to. eat and drink.
Then there are those psychologists who
say nothing is wrong in itself, it is just a
'matter of using enlightened self-interest in
avoiding what may bring harm to one. And
also included must be those professed
, Christians who are apologetic for the principles set down in the Bible and so stress
their material benefits, ~mploying hedonistic arguments to win converts to Christianity as though following Christ Jesus were
basically a selfish matter.
All such have fallen victims to the snare
of the Devil, who boa.sted that he could
turn all men from God because of man's
desire for pleasure and to be free from
pain. The ever-increasing unhappiness apparent on every side, as well as the increase
in cases of self-destruction, testifies to the
folly of this philosophy. Not the pursuit of
the pleasure of sense, not even the pursuit
of intellectual pleasures, but "godliness
with contentment is great gain," and assures one of happiness. And why? Because
the true God is a "happy God" and therefore all who worship him with spirit and
with truth are boWld to be happY.-1 Timothy 6:6; 1:11, New World Trans.

(l. A man in Great Neck, Long Island, reports the New York Times, has been tell-

ing nature-loving acquaintances about a mouse that has adopted his family_ Every
year for the last four years the field mouse moves indoors from the tall grass at
faU's first chill; it seeks the open again in early spring. The man says that the
mouse was even' on good terms with Butch, the family cat, until Butch died. The
mouse's favorite ration is cat biscuit that was left over when Butch's "ninth life"
was up_ Nothing else pleases this- mouse as well as cat biscuit; in fact, it spurns
all other fodder. One thing that embarrasses the gentleman is the name his spouse
has given the unusual house pet: it is Anony-Mouse.
MAY 8, 1966
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Babies and Blood Transfusloi._
LOOD transfusion therapy rates high with
t modern medical practice. Thus when a
• certain couple of Jehovah's witnesses-tn
Chicago, minois, refused to let their baby
have a blood transfusion and then the baby
died, the United States press from one end of
the land to the other became hysterical in con·
demnIng the parents. The facts, however, were
that there was absolutely no assurance that
the baby would have lived had it received the
blood transfusions, It having been a premature
baby, needing to be kept in an oxygen tent and
having been born with a stomach obstruction.
Editors chose to overlook those facts.
OW Four babies suddenly died in one day at
tne San Juan de Dios Hospital of Santiago,
Chile, last October. Why? Well, it was known
that all lour had received blood transfusions

m

on that day. And regarding one of them the

director of the hospital admitted: "In the case
of [a year and a half old baby girl who had had
an operation] existed the possibility that certain albumin of the blood could have affected
her because she was too weak." However, his
denial that the blood transfusions caused the
death of the other three children must be taken
with a grain of salt in view of the following
publlshed statement by the mother of one of
those three:
'i: "He was physically well and was taking
his bottle. The doctors said that at the end of
the week they would release him and I was
full of hope. I almost died when the 8th of

[

October they advised me that my little son
had died after they had gIven him a blood
transfusion. I went there and saw three other
mothers weeping whose children had died that
same day, Also victims of transfusions." (VEA,
October 20, 1954) But of no feigned righteous
indignation do we read regarding the death
of these four infants. Newspaper editors are
not very consistent.
'i;' And there is still another side to this blood
transfusion story. On November 28, 1954, Mr.
and Mrs. H-- became the parents of a baby
girl Two days later they were advised by the
Stanford University Hospital (California), one
of the foremost in the United States, that their
baby would be operated on because of an ob·
struction between its stomach and Intestines.
The parents agreed but stipulated no blood
transfusions, they having become Jehovah's
witnesses just the year before. The doctors in·
sisted that they would not operate because it
would go against "established practices of this
medical community:' etc, Twelve surgeons in
all were consulted and each one turned down
the request to operate using substitutes.
'i;' morts were made to get an injunction but
the courts were closed, it being late at night.
After a fruitless emotional outburst by the
pediatrician handling the case, he and the sur·
geon Dnally agreed to operate without using
blood. The operation was successful. The baby
has been thriving since the operation.

POPULAR OPINION ON WEATHER

j

C. One of the animals in weather's Hall of Fame is the ground hog. Let a ground
hog be seen looking at his shadow on February 2 and it is news, especially in the
United States. People seem content that the ground hog's shadow signifies a long
winter. And when his shadow is not seen, does it not give promise of an early
spring? Where did this idea origInate? One of America's noted meteorologists,
George H. T. Kimble, has written a book OUT American Weather. In it he calls
the ground hog. story just "a pretty myth." He says the ground hog legend was
imported frori, Germany where a bear or badger plays the role of a weather
prophet instead of the ground hog. "In its original form," says Kimble, "the
legend makes no reference to the habits of any animal but merely ascribes
Significance to the weather of Candlemas Day, namely, February 2. Other weather
legends ascribe significance to the weather of St. Joseph's Day (March 19), Lady
Day (March 25), St. Barnabas' Day (June 11), St. Swithin's Day (July 15) and
many another saint's day••.• The folklore of Europe and North America Is full
of sayings that attribute great significance to abnormal or subnormal weather."
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"The Fool Hath Sa id"

HE ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus
has been termed "the Father of Mate·
riaIism." This, however, is true only as regards Western philosophy. for centuries
before his day there were men who had
the same materialistic philosophy as Epicurus had, for they said: "Jehovah seeth
us not; Jehovah hath forsaken the land,"
and "Jehovah will not do good, neither will
he do evil." All these, regardless of what
they may say with their lips, have said in
their hearts, "There is no God," and are
therefore described as fools in God's Word.
-Ezekiel 8:12; Zephaniah 1:12; Psalm
14:1, Amer. Stan. Ver.
Why is one who, either by his lips or by
his cQurje of action, says, "There is no
God," a fool? Because thereby he shows
(1) that he is not amenable to reason;
(2) that he r"efuses to accept the evidence
of his senses; (3) that he has deceived himself; (4) that he lacks appreciation for that
which is most precious to him, namely, life.
Reason tells us that every effect has a
competent cause. An orderly effect shows
an intelligent cause; a powerful effect
shows a mighty cause. Reason should
therefore tell the materialist that, even
though he cannot see God with his physical eyesight, God exists, for there is no
other explanation for the existence of the
universe, which certainly is a most powerful and orderly effect and therefore must
have a commensurate cause.

T
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Well making this point isA. C. Monison,
a former president of the. New York Academy of Sciences, in his book Man DDe8
Not Stand Alone, which was written in reply to the book by the materialist Huxley,
Man Stands Alone. The gist of Morrison's
argument is that "the existence of a Supreme Being is demonstrated by infinite
adjustments, without which life itself
would be impossible."
For example: The sun, with its surface
temperature of 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit,
is just the right distance from the earth so
that life can exist upon the earth; it would
not need to be much closer or much farther
away to make the earth either too hot or
too cold for life. The moon is 240,000 miles
from the earth and even at that it causes
tides of the oceans to rise as high as sixty
feet and bends the earth's crust outward
several inches twice a day. Were the moon
much closer to the earth the tides woUld
not only :flood all the lowlands but even
wash away the mountains in time.
And what about the animal instincts? In
the heart of a large city a male moth of a
certain species was released four miles
away from where a female of the same
species was kept. In a few hours the male
moth was beating his wings against the
window of the room in which the female
moth was. By what means of communication was the male advised of the whereabouts of the female?
Migratory birds not only can keep the
calendar but are able to navigate their way
without getting lost, often returning to the
same back yard year after year. The difference between the queen and the worker
bees is merely one of diet. Who taught the
worker bees dietetics? Countless more ex-amples could be given.
And what about man's marvelous mechanism, and especially his brain, which is
the seat of intelligence, memory, aspirations, power of discovery, imagination and
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the will to conquer _c1es? And our a hunger for the truth. The one who thinks
genes, 80 tiny that aD mankind's could fit he knows it all will not be receptive to the
into a single thimble, and yet they account proofs of God's existence. Nor the one who
for all our inherited. traits, physical, men- refuses to be objective but allows selfish
considerations to influence his reasoning.
tal and emotional?
Truly. he who would attribute all such Nor the one who has too high an opinion
m8.rvelous design about and in man to of himself. Such do not want to believe
blind chance, to random, who fails to see in God exists. To admit the existence of the
all this marvelously co-ordinated effect an Creator and Life~giver would put them un~
omnipotent and omniscient First Cause, der obligation to him and require them to
the Supreme Being, the Creator, gives evi- be subject to his will.
dence thereby that he is not amenable to
And finally, the one who says in his
reason, that he will not accept the concrete heart, "There is no God," is a fool because
evidence of his senses and that he there- by taking that position he puts himself outfore is a fool. Yes, as the apostle Paul well side the pale of the blessings God has in
observes: "Because what may be known store for those who recognize him as their
about God is manifest among them, for loving Benefactor and rightful Sovereign.
God made it manifest to them. For his in- Reason alone should ten us that God has
visible qualities are clearly seen from the something better in store for man than the
world's creation onward. because they are present life span with all its vicissitudes.
understood by the things made, even his Reason should also tell us that since the
eternal power and Godship, so that they Creator has so bountifully supplied us with
are inexcusable."-Romans 1:19, 20, New all our physical needs, all that is necessary
in the way of food, clothing and shelter,
World Trans.
The one who says in his heart, "There not to say anythIng about all the things to
is no God," is also a fool in that he has de~ delight our senses, music for the ears,
ceived himself; he has a far too high opin~ beauties of color and nature for the eyes,
ion of himself. He argues that he cannot beautiful scents for the sense of smell, etc.,
comprehend how God could be the First that he would also make provision to supCause in that all things have a beginning, ply our spiritual needs, furnishing the anoYerlooking entirely that his mind cannot swers to the perplexing problems of life as
comprehend infinity and for which reason to the purpose of our existence, why the
he is unable to comprehend the endlessness prevalence of evil, etc. And God has, in'his
of time and space. Being unable to compre~ Word, the Bible.
hend the beginning of time or the end of
His Word shows that it is God's purpose
space, he should not find it difficult to ac~ to have this earth become one vast para~
cept the existence of an infinite Being.
dise in which there will be no more death,
The "fool" also fails to note that just as neither sorrow, crying nor pain and that
one cannot see and hear a television pro¥ this purpose is to be realized in the near
gram without the right kind of receiving future. Surely anyone who would spurn
set so one 'cannot "see" and "hear" God in this prospect for any reason whatever
all nature unless he has the right kind of would be a fool, and the one who says in
mental and emotional receiving set in his his heart, "There is no God," is just such
personality, namely, honesty, humility and a fool.
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Pakistan
o THOSE who studied geography in
the textbooks of ten years ago the
country of Pakistan did not exist. It is a
new country, only seven and a half years
old. After more than forty years of struggle it gained independence along with India from Britisp rule on August 15, 1947.
Today it comprises a land area of 365,907
square miles, and thus is a country of considerable size. Pakistan, a democratic selfgoverning dominion in the British Commonwealth of Nations, has a pop\liation
well over seven and a half mimeD. Because
Pakistan in religion is about eighty-six
per cent Moslem, and India is Hindu, Pakistan became a separate sovereign power
when the British withdrew. Thus it was
primarily a religious difference that led to
the formation of the new state.
It is in this vigorous fight-for-survival
atmosphere by a new nation that Jehovah's witnesses in' Pakistan find themselves. While at the time of partition there
were only twenty of them in Pakistan, today there are seventy of them engaging
in the ministry work. Eleven of these are
missionaries.
The work of preaching the good news in
Pakistan is quite different from what it is
in the Western world. The approach to
Moslems, those of the faith of Islam, must
be quite different from that employed
when witnessing to professed Christian
people. TIJ.e Bible is not regarded as authority-only the Koran. ~lso, very few
women can be reached, and when that can
be done the woman is not free to make a
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choice of her own and act upon it. Women
witnesses of Jehovah do not work alone
from house to house in their ministry;
they work either with a man or another
woman, and then only in the better educated and "Christian" sections.
While the Kingdom message is not readily accepted, yet Jehovah's witnesses are
highly esteemed, so that one is frequently
greeted by men whom he cannot even remember. They see the witnesses are different from the missionaries of the various
sects of Christendom. And so they are.
They stick to their assignment no matter
where it is or the conditions prevailing.
This the orthodox missionaries have not
done. The people recall the nominal missionaries, so like the hirelings described by
Jesus, who were willing to remain as long
,as they had the backing· of the powerful
British raj, but who took their leave for
milder climates when the heat of persecution threatened.
'
The native Pakistani "Christian" has
for generations been nurtured in the religious systems of Christendom, but by
methods akin to bribery. If, in those days,
Hindus and Moslems would forsake the
religion of their fathers and associate with
whatever brand of religion a missionary
happened to be preaching they would be
given jobs, receive medical treatment, or
their children would receive schooling, or
land would be distributed to them. These
people bordering on starvation were often
willing to accept these offers and the
"Christian" tag was attached. At one time
the British raj had land to give away in the
Punjab, and he gave it to what was termed

the "scheduled classes," that is, the more
destitute people. However, the land was
handed over to the so-called "Christian"
organizations to distribute. As a result in
the Punjab today there are whole villages
claiming to follow this or that Western religious creed, but holding to the religion of
their fathers. From this some good accrued-the people received an education
and they got the Bible in their vernacuJar.
These two factors worked upon succeeding
generations for good.
In the city of Lahore some of these
"Christians" have been contacted with encouraging results. A Roman Catholic who
prided himself in his defense of the trinity
against the Moslems, decided.to argue the
same with one of Jehovah's witnesses.
But combating Islam is one thing, combating the powerful truth of Jehovah's
Word is quite another. As he was honest
it was not long before he not only discarded
the false teaching of trinity but now became the most zealous attacker of it
Of course, the Catholic priest heard of
this and came in person to remonstrate.

• What pointed aim, of World War II are stiU
far from being realized? P. 3, fl2.
• Why, when one totalitarian foe is defeated.
another always springs up? P. 4, U4.
• What drastic changes occurred in "Chris·
tianity" during the third century? P. 5, ITJ.
• What widely used false methods forced
others to embrace "Christianity"? P. 6, US.
• Why the overwhelming re·election of an
Indiana judge is especially worthy of our
attention? P. 8, U.
• What an Indiana court said about religious
worship versus traffic convenience? P. 11, U5.
• How, despite political pressure, Judge Par·
rish was pointedly vindicated in his right
stand? P. 12, Ut.
• What mental attitude international travel·
ers should definitely shun? P. 14, 1ft.
• How to find Paris' real charm? P. 15, 111.
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He retreated in confusion. Next he sent
two catechists to get this mmt back to the
church, but, instead of their persuading
him he was wrong, he persuaded them that
they were. Like Nicodemus they would
come at night to learn out of fear of the
priest's knowing. Finally the priest used
the despicable method of working through
the man's wife, trying to persuade her to
leave her husband to "bring him to his
senses."
These events are not without their touch
of humor. One Catholic woman decided to
cash in on the priest's fear of Jehovah's
witnesses. Needing financial aid, she went
to the. priest for help and was refused.
"Very well," she replied, "I am going to
join Mr. A's religion." Promptly the church
came across with the needed help.
Jeho"¥'s witnesses will continue working among the Moslems and "Christians"
alike, finding those who still hold high the
ideal of a perfect government and pointing
such ones to the kingdom of God, the hope
of all mankind.

• What this summer's major attraction fa
many visitors to Paris will be? P. 16, 1f5.
• How long grandma had to pose to get h~1
picture taken back in 1840? P. 18, U1.
• What points you should remember whel
photographing SCenery? P. 19, U1.
• Where trees hold their leaves on edge so
sunlight and rain can come through? P. 20, U2.
• Who said he most live to tell others how
good it was for them to die? P. 22, H.
• How the false philosophy of ancient Atis\ippus is appJied today? P. 23, ~2.
• Why the man is a fool who says, "There
is no God"? P. 25, 112.
• How the man who does not believe in God
hurts himself? p. 26, 1[4.
• How Jehovah's witnesses in Pakistan proVf
different from other missionaries) P. 27. ~~
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CathoUC8 Riot In Belgium
~

In the normally placid city
of Brussels (population 960,000) a riot broke out (3/26).
Behind the tumult was a contllct over state school funds.
The previous pro-Catholic gov.
ernment had

divided

funds

equally between secular schools
(712,000 pupils) and Catholic
schools (934,000 pupils). When

the present Liberal·Socialist

government came into power.
the new minister of education
made it clear that state funds
must favor state schools. Last
December the minister of education proposed to reduce the
parochial school subsidy by
$10,000,000 (lowering Catholic
school funds to $82,000,000, to
compare with $170,000,000 for
state schools). He also proposed prohibiting any new
Catholic schools unless they
were "economically and social·
ly" necessary. When the gov,
ernment invoked the subsidy
proposals, Catholic students
created a minor tumult in Brus·
sels. Then a one-day "strike"
of 900,000 Catholic pupils de·
veloped. Following this, Cath·
olics prepared for what the
leader of the Catholic party
('ailed a "peaceful and digni·
fied" demonstration. Alarmed
Premier Achille van Acker or·
dered railroads to cancel 100
special trains chartered to
bring Catholics to the capital.
But Catholics used ordinary
MAY 8, 1955

transportation and streamed
into Brussels. About 100,000
strong, they converged upon
the capital. As is the custom of
mobs, they were not "peaceful
and dignified." Some Catholics
hurled oranges, tomatoes, rocks
and firecrackers at police. Po·
lice had to turn fire hoses on
the mob. When the demonstra·
tion broke up, 80 persons had
been injured and 1,000 arrest·
ed. Catholics claimed a victory,
but the government went ahead
with its plans to cut the Cath·
olic school budget. Said the
minister of education: "I found
that parents in some cities had
no choice but to send their chilo
dren to a Catholic school be·
cause there were not enough
state schools . . . . It was our
duty to open more state
schools."

*'

Peron and the Church
Argentina is 93 per cent Ro·
man Catholic, although the
people are not fervent church·
going Cathollcs. When Juan
Per6n became president in 1946
the relations between church
and state were most cordial.
The archbishop of Buenos
Aires, Santiago Luis Cardinal
Copello, even prayed for the
"most copious blessings from
Heaven" on Peron. In 1954
Per6n began worrying about
strong poUtical activity among
Catholics. An on·and-off feud
began. Since then little effort
has been made by the govern·

ment to conceal a" basic conflict
between church and state.
Newspapers have even published, editorials about the idea
of separation of church and
state. In March Peron ~ontln·
ued the feud by removing five
religious days~Epiphany, Corpus Christi, Assumption, All
Saints and Immaculate Con·
ception~from the list of na·
tional holidays. The Catholics
were also busy. From every
pulpit priests read a letter de·
nouncing the Argentine gOY'
ernment for its opposition to
the Catholic Church. The meso
sage, a 4,OOO,word letter signed
by 23 of Argentina's Catholic
prelates, also protested against
the encouragement of "dissi·
dent cults." The bishops and
Cardinal Copello sent another
letter to Per6n protesting the
measures being taken to ham·
per religious schools. Cardinal
Copello then visited Per6n per·
sonally. Rumors spread that a
truce had been agreed upon.
But later the ministry of edu·
cation accused Catholic schools
of defrauding the government
of $300,000 by padding pay·
rolls; and the newspaper De·
mocracia declared: "These are
the would·be monopolists of
morality . . . They are un·
masked now."

*'

U.N. Condemns Israel

Israel's attack in February
on Egyptian forces in the Gaza
Strip was the bloodiest incident
in the six years of armistice
along the troubled Egyptian·
Israeli border. After the shooting stopped one Egyptian offi·
cer remarked: "This must have
been planned in a conference
room, and on maps." The at·
tack being so carefully planned,
Egypt complained to the U.N.
In March the Security Council
debated a resolution sponsored
by Britain, France and the'
U.S. to censure Israel for the
assault. After recalling that~
Israel had been censured two
years ago for an attack on the
Jordanian village of Kibya, the
U.S. representative said that
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the Gaza tncldent was "most
serious because of its obvious
premeditation." The French
representative said that the
resolution should serve as a
''last warning" to Israel. And
Britain's Sir Pierson declared
that the attack was a "complete disregard" of the Counell's call to Israel to cease retaliation. When the voting ended the outcome was unusual:
for In a rare Instance of unanimity all the members of the
U.N. Security Council, eleven
in number, voted to condemn
Israel.

of the llrie a wedding celebration
was under way. Thirty of the
guests were danclng to the music of a flbte and a drum. Suddenly the music was drowned
out by the deafening explosions of two grenades that had
been hurled Into the midst of
the circle of dancers. A 22-yearold girl was killed Instantly;
splinters injured 18 others. As
the attackers tIed they fired a
parting burst of shots. Footprints led across fields toward
the Egyptian-held Gaza Strip.
This time it was Israel's turn
to complain to the U.N.

The GuI:r.ado Trial

Anns for Germany RaMee!
• France, thrice invaded by
Germany in 85 years at a cost
of 3 million French lives, has
found it dImcult to recognize
Russia as a greater menace
than Gennany. After the idea
of a European army (EDC)
was born France stalled for
four years. When Washington
and London grew impatient,
France simply killed EDC.
Then came the Paris agreements. Washington and Lon_
don laid down the Hne: this
was it-with or without France.
Last December Paris voted
through the new pacts by just
27 votes. One major obstacle
remained: ratification by the
Conseil de la Republique (Senate). Debating began in March
with Premier Edgar Faure
fighting for ratification: "We
can't go on forever telling our
allies that France has changed
its mind." The crucial test
came. The Senate voted arms
for Germany by 184 to 110. It
was France's first military alliance with Gennany in nearly
a century.

.. After Panama's preSident,
Jose Antonio Rem6n, was assassinated on January 2, a
lawyer and gun merchant,
Ruben O. Mira, was arrested.
He not only confessed to firing
the machine gun that killed
Rem6n but he implicated Rem6n's successor, President Jose
RamOn Gulzado. Guizado was
Impeached, and Panama's National Assembly sat as a special court to decide on the degree of Guizado's guilt. Guizado
said that he knew th~re had
been a plan to overthrow the
government but that he had
paid no attention to it. He said
he did not denounce Ruben O.
Mira. when he learned of the
plot, because he thought it was
just another "bit of whimsey."
When the Assembly handed
down its decision (3/29) Guizado was found guilty as an accomplice in the slaying of his
predecessor. He was sentenced
to ten years' imprisonmtmt, but
later it was reduced to six
years and eight months. Many
observers believe the court
was extremely fair, it not lenient, in finding him guilty as
an accomplice only rather than
as a principal or an instigator.
Death at the Wedding

.. Sudden death along the
Egyptian-Israeli border is nothing new. But the way It struck
in March was cruelly tragic. In
a farmyard on the Israeli side
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RuS81a.: Only B Surface Calm?

• Ever since Georgi Malenkov
resigned as premier of the Soviet Union, he has conducted
himself as if nothing extraordinary had happened. He has
appeared In public, joking and
chatting with the highest-rank.
ing Soviet leaders. But because
of recent dismissals, observers

are now convinced that all Is
not so calm. that actually a
purge of Malenkov's support·
ers is under way, One of the
latest dismissals oceurred
(3/21) when a cultural omcial
with close links to Malenkov
was ousted. He is Georgi Alexandrov, who was appointed
minister of culture when Malenkov became premier. Alexandrov encouraged freer discussion and experimentation
in arts. His dismissal was
based on the ground that he
"failed to assure the leadership" 0.1' his ministry. The new
minister of culture, Nikolai
Mikhallov, is believed to be a
Khrushchev protege with little
experience in the cultural field.
Frenclt TJ'ains Set Records

.. The French National Railroads reported last year that
one of their trains, a 4,350horsepower electric locomotive
and three coaches, whizzed
along the run between Dljon
and Beaune at 152 miles an
hour. They said that this was
a new world record. In a year's
time France has broken this
record by a considerable margin. On March 28 a French
electric locomotive, pulling
three cars, roared down tracks
between Bordeaux and Dax at
200 miles an hour. The new
world's speed record was no
more than a day old when an·
other French locomotive shattered It. On the same fiat,
straight stretch between Bordeaux and Dax, a 4,300·horse·
power locomotive attained a
peak speed- of 207 miles an
hour. (The U.S. record, set on
June 12, 1905, is only 127.06
miles an hour.) The fast·mov·
lng French railroads are mak·
ing speed tests to determine
which locomotive best fits
their needs.
One of the "Seven Wonden"

• Phfdias is the most distinguished sculptor of anoient
Greece. Since no certain original work from his hand has sur·
vived, knowledge of his works
AWAKE!

is based on statements of ancient writers. Phidias' greatest
masterpIece, the colossal statue of Zeus at Olympia, was
regarded as one of the seven
wonders of the ancient world.
Zeus, as depicted by Phldlas,
was described by contemporary authors as a magnificent,
benign figure, with a massive
beard, seated upon a throne
rich in ornament. This statue
is believed by some authorities
to have greatly influenced the
visual concept of God in Chris·
tendom even into recent times.
In March Zeus and Phidias
came into the news. German
archaeologists claimed to have
found clay molds that they believe were used by Phldlas to
shape his gigantic statue of
Zeus. The molds, excavatect at
Olympia, were up to 20 inches
long. Prof. Erich Boehringer
of the German Archaeological
Institute in Athens described
the discovery as "sensational."

Should all the molds be found.
he said, a wonder of the ancient world could be recast.
Mental Dlness Rising
• What is the biggest single
health problem In the United
States? Is it cancer? Is it heart
disease? According to Dr.
Francis J. Braceland of the In·
stitute of Living at Hartford,
Connecticut, the "greatest single problem in the nation's
health picture" is mental illness. In a report Dr. Braceland
said that more than hall of
the 1,500,000 hospital beds in
the country were now devoted
to the care of mental illness;
about 9,000,000 persons, or 6
per cent of the population, suffered from some form of men·
tal disorder; between 50 and 70
per cent of patients visiting
their physicians had sicknesses
with emotional angles. Dr.
Braceland also said that about
250,000 new patients will enter

hospitals thiS year because o!
mentallllnessi and, if the pres.
ent p~ce continues, one in
every twelve children born m
the country will spend some
time in a mental institution_
-New York TimB8, March S.
1955.
Concession to Parents
Commercial television is
coming to Britain next autumn.
This means that it will start
competing with the government-controlled British Broad·
casting Corporation. In March
the word came down that dignity must be the keynote of all
TV programs. Commercials
will be limited to six oneminute periods an hour. One
startling difference between
TV in Britain and TV in America: every British TV screen
will go blank from 6 to 7 p.m.
each day so that parents can
persuade their children to
come to supper.
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For the small sum of $1 you can obtain the two outstandiD

What Has Religion Done for Mankind?
"New Heavens and a New Earl:h"
Each one, containing over 350 pages, presents a wide range of information on
important questions of today. What Has Religion Done jor Mankind? will enable you
to determine impartially the value of true religion. {(New Heavens and a New Earth"
will aid you to learn of God's purpose for bleSSing "all families of the earth" unde,
new heavens and a new earth of his making. S(>nn '-0r these books today. You wi
agree that the dollar is wen spent.
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CHRISTENDOM
OR CHRISTIANITY

For many centuries Christendom has dominated this world, and now
the world's fate is bound up with that of Christendom. Can you afford to
share Christendom's fate with her? Regardless of your religion, or if you
claim no religion of any kind-the true-ta-fact answer to this questi0tI is
one that concerns you. It is time for honest peopIe to know the frank answer and determine what course is the proper one to follow.
The new 32-page booklet Christendom or Chri,stianity-Which One /s
"the Light of the World"? gives straightforward information worthy of
your careful eonsideration. Read it! Pass copies on to others. The publishers are making available to you 50 copies of it for only $1.
Mi11ions of caples have a1ready been distributed. Obtain a supply and
share them with your friends and neighbors. Order today! Single copies
will be mailed to any address for 5c.
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TfiE MISSION OF TflIS JOURNAL
News lIoprces tha.t are able to keep ycu Awake to 'the vital issues
of our time4 'must be unfettered by censorship and sein.h b1teruts.
"Awake!" hu no fetters. It reco~e5 facts, faces facts, is free to
publish facts. It is not bound by poIitlcAl M1bitlons or obIl~tiorul; it Is
unhampered by advertisers whOle toes must not be trodden on; it is
unpreJudiced by traditional creeds. This journal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom. It
maintains inte\arlty to truth.
"Awake ,.. uses the re~lM' news channels, but is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on~the~scenes
reports come to you throu~h these co]unms. This joud.al's viewpoint
is not narrow, but is international. It is read in many nations, in many
lan~ua~~. by persons of all ages. Through its p~es many fields of
knowledge pass in review-~overnment, commerce, reli~ion, history,
~eo~raphy. science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover~ is as broad as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"Awake I" pled~es itself to rioilhteous principles, to exposin~ hidden
foes and subtle dangers, to cha.mpioning freedom for all, to comforlin~
mourners and strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a
delinquent wodd. reflecting sure hope for the esta.blishment of a rj~ht
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by readin'il"Awake!"
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"Now it is high time to awake."
-Rom.... 13,11

~=~
Crime Increases-Churches Also!
HEN the 1954 Yearbook 0/ American
Churches came out, pastors and
priests were proudly elated. The figures
looked impressive. The record showed that
there are more churches in the United
States than at any time in history. And
pews are more filled than ever before; for
church membership, in proportion to total
population, is now the highest in history.
So happy over the soaring membership rolls
were the pastors that they bubbled over
with joy from the pulpits. One such was
Methodist Ralph W. Sockman, who told
his Christ Church congregation on Manhattan's Park Avenue: "Religion seems to
have become the vogue in America. Church
attendance is up. Church member.ship is
growing faster than our population." But
aJongside the skyrocketing trend of' religion something else was going up; something else was also gro.wing faster than
population-crime. Here, indeed, is a paradox to provoke thought: moral decline in
the face of church growth.
While church membership registered its
all-Ume high, what was crime doing?
"J. Edgar Hoover reported today that
crime was on the increase in the United
States. If the current trend continues, he
said, major crimes will reach an all-time
high this year." (New York Times, September 23, 1954) And while church membersbip was growing twice as fast as popu-
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lation, crime was doing even better. Said
the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform Crime Reports, released· in 1954:
"Crime is outstripping population rate of
growth 4 to 1." And while pastors exulted
over the most church-associated people
in history. the figures also showed, as the
president of the American Bar Association
put it, that the residents of the United
States were "the most lawless people in
the world."-New York Times, March 10.
1953.
The most lawless and yet most religious.
How contrary to expectation can things
get! What are we to think of such a situation? Few people notice it, much less think
on it. In fact, when discussing this mat-'
ter of religion's becoming "progressively
stronger" while morals have become "increasingly weak," one of America's leading
theo)ogians and president of Union Theological seminary, Dr; Henry P. Van Dusen,
said that this odd situation is "one of the
most surprising and overlooked facts in
America today."
But The Christian Century, issue of
October 6, 1954, had the courage to raise
the question, "Why is crime increasing?"
and then answer it with other questions:
"Are the churches failing in their duty to
indoctrinate the young with principles of
morality'? Membership and att~nda.ll'\!e at
the chUrches are reported at an all-time
3

high. But what do the people. and particularly the young. learn from the churches?"
Yes, what do the people learn and receive
from the chu1'Ches? So liWe that O1Je nationwide survey answered that questJon
with the words "ir.fant food." Enlightening is the com:nent of t.~e president of
Harvard Cr.iversity: "WI'! have not been
weJI taught a'oout religion an::! there is as
a consequence a very widespread r{'ligio~
illiteracy and correspondingly little religioUS practice.'" (.'lew York 'l'imcs, October 1, 1953) Establlshed, then. is the relationship of a fa:nished spiritual diet to the
crime increase, !'Oote how the incriminating
finger paints right at the churches as we
read the words of Dr. Hem:y p, Van Dusen:
"Religion is, normaDy, the parent and SU!oitainer 01 morals, but thus far, ::'lC return
to religion in our day has produced no corresponding moral fruitage."-!\1inneapolis
Morning Tribune, February 6, 1954.
It is now known that juven.ile delinquency begins early and that, as J, Edgar
Hoover said, the bh~ cause is "parental
delinquency." So organized religion of
Christendom, the so-raJJcd "parent find
sustainer of morals," has gone dE!linq ucnt.

Us cllurches produce delinquent ch:ldren,
Said Jesus: "There is not a fine tree producing rotten fr'J.it; again there Is r.ot a
rotten tree producing fine fruit." What,
then, is the sign cf a fa1se reliKion? Does
it not involve rotten "mora) fruitage"?
Here is the touchstone question to which
reasoning pf;!rsons know the answer: Is
the quality of any religion shown by the
number of its churches, the fullness of its
pews, the wealth of its parishioners. tne
fame of its preachers, the sweetness of its
choirs, the magnificenCe of its cathedrals,
the gorgeousness of i I:S rites, the pomp of
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its parades-or· is It shown by the quality
of Christians it produces! Is the test far
true Christianity what a religion claims or
what Jt produces? "Each tree," declareod
Jesus. "is known by its own fruit."-Luke
6:43,44, i\TW.
Why s'Jch rotten fruitage? Look at the
typical spiritual diets: polltical paJavee.
anecdotes, psychology. book reviews, lot.tcry tickets and bingo. A i\ew York pOliceman with thirty-six years' service was demoted because he enforced stare laR!>
against gambling in churches. ?he mar.,.]
havoc resulting was heyond calculation.
Said The Christian Century: "The New
York public will make it part of the data
on which it forms it.s judgment of chllrch
clairr.s to mora! leadershlp,"
Jesus said: "Feed my sheep." The shepherds of Christendom not only 1":a..,e failed
in this bl.:.t would change Jesus' words
10 tead, "Fleece my sheep"; for that is
what they do. (Jor.n 21::'6) Hard-hitting
Bi.ble truths r.ave been watered down. the
ear-tickling diet served up. No wonder
crime increases: Declare~ the Bible at:
I'ro\'<~rbs 29:18 (An Amer. Tmn;~. J: "When
:he wicked are i:l powe,', crime increases,"
By God's oun Word ChristlS'ndom's leaders,
religious and political, star.d exposed and
condemned.
b spite of the many false religions, true
Christianity doea exist. The N('W World
society of Jehovah's witnesses are willing
to help you, without cost, to learn the ""ital
truths of God's Word, the hope of a new
world where everlasting life can be your".
Wake up and think! Abandon false religion.
"Why should you spend money for wha1
is not bread, and your earnings for whal
does not satisfy?"-Isaiah 55:2, An Amer.
Tr!lm,

AWAKE.?

HINK of being able
to write in accurate detail a biography
of a man centuries before he was born!
Think of being able to forecast his life
step by step: place of birth, education,
occupation, time and circumstances surrolUlding his death, and even relate what
he would do after his death! That, of
course, would be quite impossible, even

T

ness, that everyone putting faith in him
gets forgiveness of sins through his name."
Therefore, this One was greater than the
patriarchs, higher than Moses and even
loftier than the ministering angels.-Act.s
10:42, 43, New World Trans.; John 7:46.
Who is this illustrious One? How can he
be recognized? To introduce him to us is
no other than the Author of his biography.
namely, Jehovah God. In his Word he
in this twentieth century of "miracles." has recorded a biography of this One beMen cannot foretell events, not even one fore his appearance on earth. So it is
day ahead: "Boast not thyself of to mOf- through these prophecies that we first get
row; for thou knowest not what a day to meet The Man. Jehovah presents him to
may bring forth," Yet we have just such a us: "Behold, my servant, whom I uphold;
biography. It is preserved for us in the my chosen, in whom my soul delighteth:
pages of the Holy Bible.-Proverbs 27:1. I have put my Spirit upon him; he will
This is a biography. not of man, but of bring forth justice to the Gentiles." "He
The Man. The man was not only a priest will bring forth justice in truth. He will not
and a king like Melchizedek. a prophet fail nor be discouraged, till he have set
like Moses, a prophjustice in the earth;
......
..........
........
-~
~
et and king like
and the isles shall
Meet tb. MaD! Who had a hiltory before he
David, but in this
wait for his law."
w .. born and lived after b.. had died. On whom
man was uniquely
With this distinthe life of every creatDre depend.: without
found the triple
guished introduction
knowleda'e of Lim no man can pin life. He Wu
tbe _reate.t, yet the lowli..t; the ioftied, yet
comprehension, the
we meet The Man.
tbe meeke.t of .11 men. Hi. birth h.d been
summing up in hImBut who is he,
.naioudy awaited for centuriea, h;. death
self all three offices
though? As a gratibrouaht hope to all ...... nkilld. Who i. tbi. One?
-priest, prophet ..........--.-.:".-......... ................... ........
fied Father, God
and king. In him
says: "This is my
was the fullness of wisdom, knowledge, Son, the beloved, whom I have approved."
counsel and grace. He spoke as no other He is the promised Messiah, the Anointed
man, has ever spoken. "This is the One de- of Jehovah, the Prophet of God.-Isaiah
creed by God to be judge of the living and 46:10; 42:1-7, Am. Stan. Ver.~· Matthew
the dead. To him all the prophets bear wit- 3:17, New World Trans.
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Foretold Time of Appearance
For thousands of years before Messiah
the Prince appeared on the earthly scene,

men were told of his coming. Abraham
rejoiced to see his day and was glad. To
Moses, God said: "A prophet I shall raise
up for them from the midst of their
brothers, like you,. and I shall indeed put
my words in his mouth and he will certainly speak to them all that I shall command him. And it must occur that the
man who will not listen to my words that
he will speak in my name, I shall myself
require an account from him." So the
uComing One" was decreed to be greater
than Moses. His organic connection with
Israel is marked by the designations 'the
seed of Abraham,' "the Lion of the tribe
of Juda," and "the son of David." This is
the One mentioned in Genesis that is destined to 'bruise the serpent's head,' and
'bless all families of the earth' with his
reign. "His name shall be called WonderfUl,
Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. _Of the increase of
bis government and of peace there shall
be no end."-Deuteronomy 18:18, 19, New
'World Trans.; Isaiah 9:6, 7, Am. Stan.
Ver.; Galatians 3:29; Revela1:ion 5:5;
Genesis 3:15; 12:3.
One thing a man cannot do, and that is,
pick his own parents or birthplace. The
prophecies clearly indicated that Messiah
would be born in Bethlehem, that he would
be a descendant of David of the tribe of
Judah. Almost five hundred years before
Messiah's presence the prophet Daniel recorded the exact time of his ministry and
death: "Know therefore and understand,
that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem
unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven
weeks, and threescore and two weeks: ...
And after threescore and two weeks shall
Messiah be cut off." The commandment
concerning Jerusalem's rebuilding was
6

issued to Nehemiah ir\ 455 B.C., and 69
weeks of years (or, 483 years) from that
date points to A.D. 29 as the year to bear
watching. These prophecies locate the time
of his appearing before 70 AD., when the
family records were still available. Mter
that date anyone claiming Messiahship
would most certainly stamp himself a
counterfeit.-Daniel 9:25, 26.
As the 483 years of Daniel's propbecy
began to expire, the Jewish nation was
expectant of the Messiah. Enthusiasm was
running high. How would they recognize
him? Who would he be? The prophetic
pattern was laid before them. The true
Messiah must be the Messiah of the prophets. The prophecies predicted that the Messiah would be hated, rejected, betrayed by
a follower for thirty pieces of silver, convicted by false witnesses, impaled with
sinners, his body would be pierced, not a
bone of him would be broken, he would be
given vinegar and gall to drink, lots would
be cast for his garments, he would be
buried with the rich, raised out of death
before corruption, and many other points.
The One fulfilling these prophecies would
be the Messiah.-Psalm 16:10; 22:1.6, 1.8:
35:11; 41:9; 69:4; Isaiah 7:14; 53:3. 8,
12; Micah 5 :2; Zechariah 11 :12.
The mounting pressure of expectancy
was suddenly relieved by the news that the
Messiah was born. Shepherds heard the

announcement from an angel: "There was
born to you today a Savior, who is Christ
the Lord, in David's city." The parents
were authorized to call the child" 'Jesus',
for he will save his people from their
sins." Jesus was destined to become the
Messiah or Christ thirty years later at
his anointing. News of the birth of the
Messiah began to spread. Some time later
astrologers from eastern parts came to
Jerusalem in search for him. King Herod,
fearful of his throne, secretly summoned
his astrologers to ascertain the time and
AWAKE!

birthplace of the ''newborn king." Being
outwitted by the astrologers, Herod fell
into a rage and had all the boys in Bethle~
hem, from two years of age and under,
killed. But the babe Jesus escaped injury;
his parents, being warned of the plot, fled
to Egypt. After the death of Herod, they
returned to Palestine, making their home
in Nazareth. As was spoken by the prophets, Jesus became known as the "Nazarene."-Luke 2:9-14, 40; Matthew 1:21;
2:13-23, New World Trans.
Behold. The Man!
As "Jesus went on progressing in wi~
dam and in physical growth and in favor
with God and men," few paid any attention
to him as the destined Messiah or Christ.
In the wilderness of Judea John the Baptist
was heard preaching: "Repent, for the_
kingdom of the heavens has drawn near."
He was endeavoring to awaken the people,
for them to ready themselves for the Messiah. Priests and Levites came from Jerusalem to ask John: "\¥ho are you?" "Are
you The Prophet?" And he answered:
"No!" "Why, then, do yOU baptize if you
yourself are not the Christ or Elijah or
The Prophet?" John answered them, saying: "I baptize in water. In tile midst of
you one is standing whom you do not know,
the one coming behind me, but the lace of
whose sandal I am not worthy to untie."
The next day John beheld Jesus coming
toward him. Pointing to Jesus, John said:
"See, the Lamb of God that takes away the
sin of the world! This is the one about
whom 1 said, Behind me there comes a
man who has advanced in front of me,
because he existed before me." Messiah the
Prince had come! exactly on schedule, but
not as expected.-Luke 2:52; Matthew
3:2; John 1:19, 21, 25-27, 29, 30, New

World Trans.
The Messianic ideal held by the Jewish
synagogue was not what was presented by
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the Prophet of Nazareth. Their conceptions differed totally trom what they saw
in Jesus. Their ideal of the Messiah was a
Messiah that would exalt Israel above the
Gentile world. When John the Baptist
pointed to Jesus as the Messiah, the Lamb
that takes away the sin of the world, n:ten
saw no beauty in him; he did not conform
to their ambitions.
Springing from such a people-born,
living and dying in such circumstances
and using such means as were the most
unlikely to attain results, according to human standards the Man of Nazareth lived
a me in perfect fulfillment of prophecy,
backing up his message with many miracles, thus becoming the mightiest Factor
in the world's history.
At seeing the signs he performed, men
began to say: "This is for a certainty the
prophet that was to come into the world."
Philip remarked: "'We have found the one
of whom Moses, in the Law, and the Prophets wrote, Jesus, the son of Joseph, from
Nazareth." Nathanael exclaimed: "Rabbi,
you are the Son of God, you are King of
Israel" To the question: "Who do you say
I am?" Simon Peter answered: "You are
the Ghrist, the Son of the living- God."
Martha {:Om~ssed: "Yes, Ma'Ster-; I have
believed that you are the Christ the Son
of God, the One coming into the world."
When rulers plotted for his Hfe, the people
declared: "The rulers have not come to
know for a certainty that this is the
Christ, have they?" Others who witnessed
his mighty acts queried: "When the Christ
arrives, he will not p.erform more signs
than this man has performed, will he?"
"This is for a certainty The Prophet"
"This is the Christ." Even demons were
obliged to acknowledge his So~ship: "You
are the Son of God." Did Jesus say he was
not the Messiah, as did John? When the
Samaritan woman spoke of thE! oommg
Messiah, Jesus said: "I who am speaking
7

had laid down his pen. Yet in not one
feature, however minute, does the portrait
fail to predict the person." A mathematician figured out that the chance of one
man's fulfilling all those things was one in
eighty-four followed by ninety-seven zeros!
In other words, a virtual impossibility.
An abundance of profane testimony corroborates the story of the Gospels, and
World Trans.
some of the testimony comes from non·
Christian historians. Among such histoProof of Mes8iahship
rians and writers of the first and second
From Genesis to Malachi the Messianic centuries are Flavius Josephus, Tacitus,
pattern was cast and Jesus of Nazareth SUetonius, Pliny the younger, Lucian,
filled out the historic and prophetic pro- Phlegon Trallianus, Celsus and Numenius.
file perfectly. The true 'Messiah or Christ All these testify to the fact that in the
must be the Messiah of the prophets, and reign of Emperor Tiberius Caesar therethe apostles proved with scriptures that lived one called Jesus Christ; that he was
Jesus was the One. Peter pointed out that an extraordinary man who did great miraJesus the Nazarene was the One Man cles; that he was put to death at the com·
whose body did not see corruption in ful- mand of Pontius Pilate; that there was a
fillment of Psalm 16:10; as proof of Jesus' phenomenal darkness and earthquake at
Messiahship. Further, Stephen, Philip and
his execution; that his teachings spread
the eloquent Jew, Apollos, all resorted to
the Scriptures to prove Jesus the Christ. rapidly; and that they attracted many fol"With intensity," Apollos "thoroughly lowers, who suffered persecution. These
proved the Jews to be wrong, while he facts lend further support to the authen·
demonstrated publicly by the Scriptures ticity of Jesus' Messiahship.
that Jesus was the Christ." The fulfillment
If the claims of Jesus have been reof prophecies in the li,fe of Jesus is incon- jected by the Jewish nation, he has, at
trovertible proof that Jesus is the true least, fulfilled one part of the mission asMessiah.-Acts 2:27; 8:26-39; 18:24, 28, signed to the Messiah; that he would be
New World Trans.
"for a stone of stumbling and for a rock of
One Bible scholar computed that "there offence to both the houses of Israel." He
are three hundred and thirty-two distinct alone exhibited a life that was absolutely
prophecies in the Old Testament that
faultless. He alone promulgated a doctrine
have been literally fulfilled in Christ." The
four Gospels take up the life of Jesus and to which absolutely no exception can be
place it alongside the picture of the Mes- taken. He alone spoke and commanded as
siah, as sketched by the prophets, and no other man. The world has not known
they show how exactly the two match. another; none equaL-Isaiah 8:14.
But thanks be to God-Jesus is the Mes"Here is a book," said the late Pierson,
"in which over three hundred converging siah. He is the Conqueror of the world,
rays meet in one perfect portrait of a Man the Victor over death, the living King of
who did not appear on earth till at least the new world. He is the Ransomer of all
three hundred years after the last prophet those who believe and obey.
to you am he." In reply to the high priest's
question: "Are you the ChI'lst the Son of
the Blessed One?" Jesus said: 'II am."
Were these witnesses mistaken in their
identification? Were Jesus' own remarks
presumptuous or blasphemous? Or were
these true witne,sses?-John 6:14: 1:45,
49; 11:27; 7:26, 31, 41; 4:25, 26; Matthew
16:15,16; Luke 4:41; Mark 14:61, 62, New
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HE small boy and his mother watch
the huge silver plane as it roars away
from the loading dock. swee-ps across tbe
field, its wheels lightly brush the runW8)'
in fond farewell. and ~t is quickly airborne,
heading away from Los Angeles in a northerly direction. "Where is father going'!"
asks the boy, "Ta Africa," &'lys h:s mother.
"Africa? But that is south a.nd cast. Thl?
plane is going north!" The boy t.hink.;;
back over his geography rooks and maps
and shakes his head. However, as they walk
back throug.h the term:'naJ the mother
shoWS the boy a globe reprC'scnting the pas..<:,' enable man to overcome most of the
earth, a.'1d shows him that the shortest previous obstacles. Thus man can now beroute from Los Angeles to Nort~ Afriea is gin to travel that shortest route between
two points, the straight Hne, or really the
to go in a northerly direction.
Yes, of course. The earth is round. One curved \jne fol!owir.g the earth's surface.
The latest result of this global navigamust think in terms of being on a glObe.
But men have known that for centuries. tien, or traveling as "the crow flies," was
Why co we only now start going to Africa th.:- inauguration oC reg·..1lar_ commercial
in a northerly dirtoction? T!1oug!1 men have plane service between Copenhagen, .Denknown fo:" centuries that the earth is mark, a:1d Los Ang('les, Californja, on
round, they could not take full advantage Novembel' 15, 1954, This 'stra:ght line'
of globaJ navigation because of the U:rr.ita- route has been pioneered by Scandinavian
tions of their means of travel. Overland Alrlinps System. This first i!'ltercontinental
IT.an had to take advantage of easy terrain, air service over the Arctic brings Europe
IT.aking trade routes along river valleys 535 miles nearer to Los Angeles than conand through mO"Jntain pas.ores. Even on the ventional routes through New York and it
sea Clan was limited by currents and pre- saves $40 on the one-way fare. );'ot only
vailing winds. The steamship part!y over- is the rO'..1te shorter, but SAS pilots have
ca."l1e the obstacle of winds, but was bound found it smoother flying tharJ the oftenstormy north Atlantic,
by th(' land areas.
But !'lOW, the long-range, high-altitude
Thus or. November ]5 two Douglas OCairplane and speciaJ navigation instru- 6B's began their flight, one leaving Copen~
ments, such as the 'polar path gyro ('om- hagen and heading north ovC'r Greenland,

T
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across to Winnepeg and down to Los
Angeles, while the other left Los Angeles
for Copenhagen. As the group of dignitaries arrived from foggy Los Angeles to
clear, sunny Copenhagen (a paradox ot
the usual weather) one Danish-American
cinema actor called to mind the words of
Hans Christian Andersen written with
keen foresight more than eighty years before, "In millenniums to come they will
arrive on wings of steam, through the air
and above the world's oceans. America's
yoWlg inhabitants will visit old Europe."

New Concepts of World Travel
But perhaps' these first flights with
planes carrying the name "Royal Viking"
stirred the Scandinavian blood a bit with
much older memories of their forefathers,
who, centuries ago, bravely ventW'ed out
on Wlcharted courses across oceans in
order to bolster their overbW'dened economy. These hardy Norsemen sailed to
England, up to Iceland and Greenland and
thence down to the northeast coast of
the United States. It has been suggested
that they took their ships up the Hudson
Straits and down into Hudson Bay.
Now, centuries later, their descendants
open up a new air route some 17,000 feet
above where those ancient ships sailed and
were helped in navigation by those same
dependable stars placed in their courses by
a loving Creator. Truly the moderns have
found the }ong-sought-out northwest passage,' but 17,000 feet above where their
ancestors searched for it.
To visualize the possibilities of polar
navigation one must reflect how trade and
progress have been affected by new concepts of the past, as man has followed an
inherent urge to spread to all the earth and
make it serve his needs.
In the ancient past there was a great
exchange of knowledge, craftsmanship and
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earth's many treasures as men opened up
trade routes throughout the Mediterranean, Red and Arabian Seas, around the
Cape of Good Hope and to India, then
across the Atlantic to America, and finally
around Cape Horn and on arotuld the
world.
By the time that sailing ships had tied
in almost all the world's ports the steamship came along with shorter and quicker
routes. New ones were opened up by the
construction of the Suez and Panama Canals. And now since World War I air transport has been born; and it has become fullgrown since World War II. Continuous
new routes have been opened up, the latest
of which are across the Arctic.
That the initiative in this Arctic route
should be taken by the Scandinavian Airlines System is not surprising. The small
Scandinavian cotultries need to develop
air routes as well as merchant marine service in order to bolster their economy and to
utilize the potential of their energetic commercial activity. And SAS is no newcomer
in commercial flying. It was helped in its
Arctic route, however, by the United
States' developing air bases on Greenland;
Thule on the northwestern coast and
S0ndre Str0mijord on the southwest coast.

Flying the Polar Route
This appears to be only the beginning
of polar flightS. Canadian Pacific Airlines
was licensed on February 3, 1955, to run an
Arctic flight from Vancouver to Amsterdam. And in the summer of 1956 SAS
hopes to open a new route from Copenhagen to Bodo, Norway, to Fairbanks,
Alaska, and on to Tokyo, which the delivery of the new DC-7's will make possible.
This route will reduce the flying time be~
tween Copenhagen and Tokyo by twentyseven hours. With the new planes SAS expects to cut its Copenhagen-ta-Los Angeles
time down to twenty hours. How soon other
AWAKE/

airlines Will venture on this route is hard to
say. Heretofore it has been shied. away from
by U.S. lines as a money loser. However,
Danish and California businessmen think
that polar trade routes will stimulate busi.
ness and be profitable. An estimated 400,"
000 pounds of priority cargo is expected to
go over this route each year, plus many
tourists.
Why tourists? Well, it is the quickest
and most economical route from the southwestern United States to Europe. And
tourists seem to thrill at the excitement
of viewing the wild terrain at the Arctic
from a comfortable and secure position, as
afforded in the DC-6B. From their foamrubber cushion in a warm pressurized cabin
they can view the rugged mountains
around the wilds of Hudson Bay. And as
they look down on Greenland's ice where
years ago Peary chewed penunican, they
enjoy a meal of steak or chicken prepared
by the finest chefs.
And the Arctic route truly presents some
of the wonderful beauties of Jehovah's
creation. One description is found on a
SAS travel brochure: "The waters of the
fjord alternate between deep blue and turquoise and then green, and the dark brown
of the mountains that resemble chocolate
pudding are covered with snow on top like
white whipped cream." Night flying is no
less impressive, for in the moonlight the
endless ice wastes together with rock formations look like a scene from a burnedout globe; while the northern lights in the
clear heavens present a riot of color.
Those who fiy through the air can truly
"see the works of Jehovah and his wonders
in the deep" and sky, the same as those
who "go down to the sea in ships."

routes? The Danish church and govemment and commercial interests began to
bring man's 'civilization' into Greenland's
hitherto primitive but peaceful way of life.
The American air forces did their part.
And now the new commercial plane service.
Will all this improve the Greenlander's way
of living? Will it unite them with the rest of
the world? Will this drawing in of earth's
boundaries by polar navigation bring men
closer together in unity? The answer may
partly be found in the ring of radar detection stations that both United States and
Russia have set up out of fear from air
attack over the pole.
The development .of air transport has
helped commercial progress. Its growth has
been phenomenal. But this 'generation has
witnessed a more important development.
That is the rapid growth and expansion of
right worship of Jehovah and the preaching of the good news of the Kingdom foretold by Jesus. Yes, even the 23,000 inhabitants of Greenland's west coast are now
be~inning to be visited by two missionaries
who will tell them about the new world of
righteousness.
This vital message now encompassing
the whole earth gives real hope to man.
And in this day modern rapid conununication and transportation help spread this
good news. But the indispensable element
in this world-wide unity of the New World
society is not rapid travel and communication; it is the love and unity that are based
on right worship of Jehovah, bringing, in
turn, his holy spirit. Polar navigation may
give the old world a new concept of geog·
raphy and trade but never a new concept
of how to live in peace. God's new world
will provide a lasting new look in human
conduct and a new basis for complete
world peace, namely love. He says: 'Behold,
Our Shrinking Planet
But what will it mean for men today? I make all things new, and the former
What ddes it mean for the inhabitants of things shall not be remembered nor come
Greenland now tied in with global air into mind.'
MAY 2e, 1955
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THE
Iy "Awak.tI" cor... pond.nl in GorrnGny

AVE you ever strained with all your

tryillg to pull a cork out of a
Hmight
bottle? When. with a resounding pop,

you succeeded in your task, have you looked
with a mixed wonder and exasperation at the

small Qbject that caused you such diffieulty.
and wondered just what this piece of cork

actually was? Well, cork is the bark of a
spectal kind of tree.
Cf. Cork is a product of the bark of. the cork
oak tree (Quercus suber), This tree is found
especially in Portugal, Spain and Algeria. It
attains a height of from forty to sixty feet,
and there are whole forests of them on the

Iberl.an Peninsula. The bark of the cork oak
excellently protects the tree's trunk, branches,

twigS, and yeS, even the roots. Tbis also is
true of all other trees and bushes having
bark, ior all barks are made up of corky
tissue, a plant cell tissue of most wonderful
nature. Cork tissue is composed of more or
leu rectangular membrane-containing cells
tightly joined to one another. When fully de·
veloped these cells contain only air. The membranes of the cork cells Put up strong resistance against entry or eXit of water and air.
Just as securely as a cork seals a bottle, just
so lreCurely does the cork tissue eliminate escape and dryIng out of the life sap of the tree.
It also holds out moisture that would otherwise cause the trunk to rot.
4l Cork tissue usually forms a continuous
layet' over the whole surface of the plant or
tree. This cork layer fonns eat'ly under the
bark epidermis, originating in the parenchyma
cells, It is created by inner partitions forming
in these cells. After each dIvision ODe of the
two new cells thus fonned develops into an
inseparable cork cell, whereas the other cell
Tetains its original natu~ and continues the
separation process. In this manner a layer of
cork is fanned. During the first or second
year the bark epidermis cracks and falls off,
so that the cork layer takes. over the outer
protective job. In later years the outer layers
of cork likewise fall off, While new ones con·
tinue to be formed on the inside.
«lOn the cork oak tree the layer grows to
be about eight inches thick. Usually one can
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I begin making use of the cork when the tree
1s abollt i1.fteen years old aod from then OR at
I intervals of approximately eight or ten years,
j during which span of time the cork layer reo
~ gains its "pre:vious thickneS.s. A person can
I keep making use of the "\IaIuabie cork oak
i bark for a hundred to a hundred and fifty
I years, but the best cork is derived from
i younger
trees.
•
i (t Skilled hands remove the bark from the
i trunk in sheets and pile it up to dry. Alter
, drying, the sheet!:! of cork (lre placed in large
vesselS of boiling water for several minutes,
or some other method is used to improve the
l quality of, the cork. But the final quality de·
pends for the most part on the clImate, the
I location where. the tree waS grOwing and the
i age of the tree. Cork from warmer territories,
• for instance, is more valuable than that from
areas farther north.
! tl, Cork's physical properties are what make
I it so Indispensable, and it has these in such
'I number and fonn as could hardly be equaled
i by any ather natural substance. Even in an.
, cient times cork was of notable technical 1m·
II portance. Cork does not rot, is very light.
t Weight due to its air-filled cells, but is very
\ resistant nevertheless. Further, it does not
/I conduct heat or sound well,
! Cl As a result of these characteristics cork has
! extensive, yes, almost unlimited possibilities
! for use. It is used in such a variety of ways
~ that we meet up with it every day. It is used
I for bOttle stoppers, in life preservers, floats
i for fishnets, shoe soles, soundproofing and
i insulating. It serves as a protectlve, air·tight
'j material in cyUnaer.s, pipe connections, can
i and jar lIds, toothpaste·tube caps, is used for
I
clutch lining in motor cars, and even as a
\ coating for millstones and a cushioning sup.
• port for anvils.
! 4L Cork has become almost indispensable.
1 There are only a very few substitute materials
that have anywhere near its exce.ptional char·
Il
acte.ristics and could really do the saroe job.
! Yes, next time you pull a cork from a bottle,
j remember that it is a piece of the bark with
\ whicli our wise and loving Creator garbed the
i cork oak tree.

I
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AWAKE!

\LAUGHTER!

AUGHTER is one of God's priceless
gifts to man. It is a medicine for our
minds, our hearts and our bodies and it
has a healthful effect upon us whether sick
or well. DIfferent from most medicines, it
does not require a physician's prescription
and there is little danger of an overdose.
Best pf all, it does not cost anything.
Man, we are told, is the only earthly
creature that really laughs; and the difference between smiles and laughter is only
one of degree. Children laugh more readily
than adults. Tickling causes youngsters to
laugh but oldsters are more likely to be
annoyed by it. What seems amusing or
funny, ludicrous or incongruous to one may

L

not seem so to another.

of Laughter and Health, laughter is due
mainly to mental stimuli. Of course, basing
their research upon the premise that man
evolved from the lower animals, they are
at a loss for a theory that fully explains
man's acquisition of laughter.
Laughter is a priceless gift of the Creator manifesting both his wisdom and goodness. Like speech and weeping, it is a form
of self-expression essential to our welfare,
and by it we are able to communicate our
joy to others in a way that is infectious.
And joy shared is joy doubled even as grief
shared is grief halved. Laughter helps us
to bear the present even as forgetfulness
relieves us of the burdens of the past and
hope helps us to face the future.
Because, as psychosomatic medicine
shows, our minds and our bodies are one,
laughter does far more good, however,
than merely provide a medium for us to
give expression to our joyOUS emotions or
to communicate our joy to others. Laughter is nothing less than good medicine. It
is good for our disposition, our mind and
for all our internal organs.
Those who have a disposition difficult to
get along with usually take themselves too
seriously. There is no better antidote for
that than a sense of humor. Do not be like
that British lord of the past centlU'y, so
famed for his refined manners, who boasted
that since he had come to the fun use of
his reason he had never been heard to
laugh!

The more we consider this gift, faculty.
ability or whatever we wish to call laugh- Laughter for Mas8age and Exercise
In that laughter causes the diaphragm,
ter, the more it becomes apparent how
little man knows about it. Says the Ency- that muscular tissue separating the chest
clopoodia Britannica: "The question, Why cavity from the abdomen, to jump up and
do we laugh, rather than do anything else down it stimulates the circulation of blood
when amused? is left unanswered," and in all the internal organs much the same
that in spite of all the attention that psy- way as do massage and exercise. This is
chologists have given to the subject. Ac- because all our internal organs either are
cording to the late Dr. J. J. Walsh, author fastened to the diaphragm or lie adjacent
MAY 22, 1955
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to it or adjoin muscles that do, there being
no hollow spaces in our abdomen.
Hearty laughter causes our lungs to take
in from two tu four times as much air as
we ordinarily do, and the more air the
more oxygen and the better for lungs.
Thereby we also flush out the stagnant air
in the extremities of our lungs, thus mak M
ing us less susceptible to such lung ailments
as pulmonary tuberculosis.
Hearty laughter is medicine for the
stomach. The massaging that it gives that
organ greatly aids it in its work of churnM
ing and preparing the food for assimilation.
In fact, we find it very easy to laugh after
a good meal, even as Solomon indicated:
"Bread is made for laughter, and wine
gladdens life."-Ecclesiastes 10:19, Rev.

Stan. Ver.
And if more people would take plenty

of the medicine of laughter, heart trouble
would soon lose its bad reputation as the
No. 1 killer of modern man. Hearty laugh M
ter massages the heart, which is very good
for its circulation.
The liver, our largest internal organ,
a1so is benefited from the massaging it
gets when we indulge in heatty laughter.
It increases the flow of bile, which, in turn,
aids digestion, and so there is good support
for the saying, "Laugh and grow fat."
YOWlg folks keep their liver in good shape
by running, jumping and throwing; for
'Older folks, hearty laughter serves as a
good substitute.
Laxatives are the most widely used of
man's medicines. But according to Dr.
Walsh, "deliberate indulgence of good
hearty laughter several times a day will
do more to lessen the need of laxatives than
anything else." How so? Because it masM
sages the intestines, and massage of them
has been found to be one of the most effecM
tive means of improving their peristaltic
activity.
1(

And finally, laughter, like both exerciseand massage, is a conditioner. Just as these
help those overweight to lose weight and
those underweight to gain weight. so eXM
periments have shown that laughter helps
to lower high blood pressure and raise low
blood pressure.

Laughter Stimulates Hormonal Activity
Laughter also serves as medicine in that
it stimulates the production of hormones
by the ductless glands. Laughter massages
the pancreas, with its islands of LangerM
hans that produce insulin; laughter mas·
sages the thyroid and parathyroid glands
in the neck, thereby improving the body's
basal metabolism or fuel consumption rate;
and it also massages the adrenals on the
kidneys, increasing vigor and confidence.

Additionally, joyous tboughts ca.use the
hypothalamus in our interbrain to trigger
the ductless glands as well as our vegetative nervous system to increased activity,
all of which are susceptible to emotional
states. Just as worry and gloom depress
glandular activity, cause heart and stomach trouble and diabetes, so cheerf111ness
has the opposite effect.
Thus Dr. Franz Alexander, in his Studies
in Psychosomatic Medicine, shows that
just as fear or rage caUses the adrenals to
pour out extra hormones into the blood
stream and activates the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous systems for an
emergency in the form of an attack or to
ward off an attack, so enthusiasm, zest and
spontaneous striving have a similar effect
upon the body's mecha'nisms, only not so
marked but which lasts longer.
That is why some people wbo rebel
against the work they are doing develop
that tired feeling. It is not just in the mind,
although caused by it; it is actually a case
of hypoglycemia, a lack of sugar in the
blood, brought about by a failure to tune
up their body's machinery for the work
AWAKE!

they have to do by falling to get enthusi-

Paul. Let there be joy, but let it be caused

astic about it!
The same princlples apply regarding
cheerfulness and laughter. They tune up

by the effectiveness of the logic, by the
beauty and idealism of thoughts and language, by the warmth, enthusiasm and
obvious sincerity of the speaker. Showing
the ludicrousness of an opponent's position,
or some slip of tongue, may cause an alert
audience to laugh. But to provoke laughter
should not be the motive of the minister
when on the platform.
In social contacts, and especially at the
table, a good joke is always in order, since
cheerfulness and laughter aid digestion,
and such is but following the advice of the
wise king: "Eat your bread with enjoyment, and drink your wine with a merry
heart." A genial smile will often break the
ice and the hearty laughter occasioned by a
good joke may prove more effective in
,gaining one's point than seven good reasons.-Ecclesiastes 9:7, Rev. Stan. Ver.
Truly, laughter is one of the Creator's
priceless gifts to man. Its very expression
makes for well~being, and it is.contagious,
making others feel better. It is good for
our dispositions, our bodies and our minds.
True, the world situation is no joke, but
those whose hope is in Jehovah God's king~
dam will not needlessly worry themselves
about man's inability to extricate himself
out of his mess but will patiently wait for
God to do it in his due time by means of
his kingdom. So, when appropriate, let us
have laughter, for laughter is good medicine. You do not need a doctor's prescription to get it, there is little danger of an
overdose, and it does not cost you anything!

the body by means of the effect that emotional states have upon the body's vegetative nervous system and its ductless
glands. Laughter is such good medicine
that even if we take it in such small doses
as smiling or cheerfulness of disposition
we are bound to be benefited by it. And the
converse is also true. Frowning is bad for
the body.
And finally, laughter is medicine for the
mind. Tal9ng oneself or one's problems too
seriously, worrying or brooding encourages
mental illness. For all such nothing is better than the refreshing and healing medi-

cine of laughter.
"A Time to Laugh"
Of course, as the wise num said long ago,
there is "a time to weep, and a time to
laugh." And a time to be serious. At such
times it is true that "sorrow is better than
laughter," and that "the heart of fools is
in the house of mirth."_Ecclesiastes 3:4;
7:3, 4.
For example: Hearty laughter is out of
place when trying to comfort those that
mourn, or to sustain him that is weary with
a word. Likewise, when instructing others
from the 'public lecture platform by speech
or demonstration, the Christian minister
"will not stoop to conquer those with jocu~
lar exploit whom truth and soberness as~
sailed in vain," any more than did Jesus or

.(l t:).t..mllled /!lttl. /!ttdyl
fI. Matawan Township, New Jersey, February 8---A policeman stood dumfounded
today after a lost 4-year-old girl politely but firmly refused a ride home in his
police car. "My mommy says I mustn't get into automobiles with strangers," she
explained. So Police Capt. Edgar Wilkinson left Susan St. John in charge of inter·
ested spectators while he drove off for her mother, Mrs. Roland St. John of 531
North Concourse. He brought her back to the chltd, who had been reported missing
two hours earlier,. and then whisked both of them back home.-New York Times.
MAY 2S, 1965
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MURDER-A
.y "A_hi" corr • .,ond.nt in Cuba

•

ES. false rellgton can produce murder just
as easily as It can produce hypocrisy, decelt, falsehood, divisions and countless
other evils now afflicting mankind. An example of this was seen here in Cuba on Sunday, November 20, 1954.
'W In the city of Cienfuegos, Las Villas, Cuba,
Miss Nieves Cabrera Cruz until recently maintained her home filled with images and reli·
gious pictures of multitudes of supposed
saints, saints of beggars, virgins, and even
blood, the latter many times effecting crlmes
to satls1y the supposed quest for blood. Many
different persons visited this modern pantheon
to implore the aid of the saints through the
"good" offices of Seflorita Cabrera knOWn as
a aantera, or one dedicated to image worship
and the business of accepting money donations for praying to these false gods for others.
'i;' Two of her steady patrons and devotees
were at odds with a certain traveling salesman of medicine, named Rolando Macias Vilarifto. They visited Cabrera's room with its
images and altar. There in solemn religioUS
ritual the 8antern killed two chickens, took the
blood and "consecrated" a knife that her devotees had brought with them, and then
sprinkled some of the blood on a picture of the

Y

[

travenng salesman, maKIng the declaration,
"This is how 1_ want to see you."
~ ? Not long after this religious ceremony the
I police found the body of Macias Vilarifto cov• ered with knIfe wounds. Miss Cabrera's two
( devotees confessed to the murder. Miss CaI brera is also held, by the pollee as an accomplice, because the men involved in the crime
• declared that she said that nothing would
I happen to them for committing the crime, and
because of using her false religion to pave
( the way for murder.
; ~ Upon apprehension she denied having anything to do wIth the crime. ThIs is only natural
• because any religIon that prompts murder
I would not mind lying about it. The judge reI fuses to accept bond of any amount for her
• release. It appears that her santeria will be
I confined to a life·term imprisonment.
~ Hence, if murder can be spawned by reli·
. gion, who, then, is the father of false religion?
I Christ Jesus ahswered this at John 8:44, to
wit: "You are from your father the DevIl and
• you wish to do the desires of your father. That
I one was a manslayer when he began, and he
did not stand fast in the truth, because truth
is not in him. When he speaks the lie, he
I speaks according to his own disposition, because he is a liar and the father of the lie."
• -New World Trans.
,
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ARE ANTS LIKE BATS?

I

Have you often wondered how rats can scurry around so well in the
dark? A team of psychologists from the University of California have
recently come up with an answer. They found what they called positive
evidence that rats use a type of sonar. All this means that rats are
like bats in that they both produce and hear ultrasonic noises far too
high for human ears to distinguish. In laboratories blinded rats appeared to
produce the high.pitched sounds, then picked them up when they boum-ed oft' solid
objects. The Las Vegas Review·Journal (November 22, 1954) said:
(l "The doctors forced the rats to run through a maze, rewarding them at the end
with food. From time to time, passages in the maze would be blocked oft' to discover
if the rats could remember their .way. The rats sometimes picked the wrong tunnel,
but corrected the mistake before hitting their heads against the block in the pathway. In fUrther tests, the doctors placed the barriers diagonally across the run·
way instead of flush across. This caused many failures in the animals' detecting.
apparatus because the sounds were reflected away rather than towards them. As
conclusive proof, the doctors said, they stopped up the rats' ears. Unable to hear,
they had a difficult time solving the maze."
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Y

OUR

YOUR VISIT

across

Yes, you are
called
of seven hills,
of the sixth

TO

ROME

though you
many things
rope, your

You are a.'pro
has strong

ties that are
old Roman A'luE!<lU'ct,
it, standing out in '"the open Roman countryside; ties that are symbolized by the
ruins of ancient pagan temples that stand
as silent witnesses to a vainglorious past,
ties that are evident from the many ancient
buildings in this capital of Christendom.
Your train pulls into Terminal Station,
one of the most modern and largest railroad stations in the world. Amazingly, it
is located right in the heart of this metropolis. If, like many 1955. visitors to
Rome will be, you are traveling with the
special trains serving the European assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses, local representatives of the convention committee
will help you to find your accommodations
in your hotel or pensione~ and soon you
will be settled for your stay in Rome. Terminal Station, however, is a good landmark
to get fixed in mind, because from here
there are public means of transportation to
any point within the city, as well as to
E.U.R. (Universal Exposition of Rome),
MAY 22, 1955
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assembly of Jehoheld from August

vah's witnesses will
5 through 7.
Directly in front of Terminal Station is
Piazza Cinquecento, the Square of the Five
Hundred, and about 200 yards to the northwest is Esedra Square, the site of one of
Rome's many high-spirited fountains. You
stand amazed, speculating upon its height.
finally coming to the conclusion that the
main stream of water rises at least fifty
feet, while others play upon the statues.
making a unique and symmetrical display
below. To the right of the fountain are
the remains of the Baths of DiocIetian, one
of the biggest recreation centers of ancient
pagan Rome. On this spot noW' stands the
highly praised Roman National Museum,
or Museum of the Thermae, with its beautiful sculptures found during excavations
in Rome.

Through Central Rome
The assembly hall at E.U.R. is served by
the new subway called the Metropolitana,
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and also by tIHo bus, but we spurn both of
these for the moment to do a little sightseeing on our own. With the use of our map
of the city (a necessity in any city that you
visit) we start off from Esedra Square and

walk down Via Nazionale. This is one of
Rome's main streets. as well as a business
area where we can do some shopping if we
wish. Our first stop is at Venice Square.
Here from a small second-story balcony of
the ancient Venice Palace Mussolini used
to address packed throngs of Italians.
Climbing the stairs here of the huge monument to King Victor Emanuel II, where
the tomb of the WlknOwn soldier was laid

after World War It we get an excellent
view of the city. This spot is considered the
real center of Rome. Ahead of us, running
northward, is Via del Corso, Rome's main
commercial center. Here are the most
noted Italian banks and other offices. Behind us, to the south" are located the ancient ruins of the famous Roman Forum,
and a bit farther away, the Coliseum.
Since we want to spend more time later
at the Forum and the Coliseum, we now
walk in the opposite direction up Via del
Corso,
About 200 yards up this crowded street
•
is Piazza. Colonna, so named because of the
huge 95-foot-high column of Marcus Aurelius ~hat rises in the square. Across the
street, under the porticoes of the Ferraioli
Palace is Galleria Colonna, where blackmarket transactions are carried on. It is
neither recommended nor advisable for
tourists to change their money here, however, because of the danger of getting
counterfeit money or otherwise being
shortchanged The many banks in the
neighborhood can look after our needs,
and there is not now a great difference between the official rate of exchange and the
free or black-market rate. Also, it is in
this area that we find the large department
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stores, the· central post o1lice, travel agencies, banks, eating places and all kinds of
quaint shops, where the tourist who wishes
may buy his souvenirs.
Coming out of Galleria Colonna we find
our way in and out of narrow, stone-paved
stree~ that have no sidewalks. We must be
careful to dodge the motorcycles and
scooters that dart through these streets
that so obviously were never built for the
motor age. On one of these streets we suddenly come upon Trevi Fountain, a masterpiece in sculpture whose water has been
described cd! producing "one of the coolest
and most delicious melodies of Rome." It
was Fontana Trevi that gave the title to
the recent moving picture "Three COins in
the Fountain," which showed excellent
scenes of Rome.
Back across Via del Corso it is not far to
beautifulMontecitorio Palace, which is the
parliament house of the Italian government. Here meets the Chamber of Deputies
with its often stormy scenes of heated. and
even violent debates between members of
•
the right- and left-wing parties.
From Piazza Montecitorio we reverse
our direction, walking southward through
narrow streets to the square that faces the
Pantheon, the best preserved structure of
ancient imperial Rome. Its Greek name
"Pantheon" indicates that this temple was
dedicated to a number of pagan gods, probably the seven planetary divinities: Apollo,
Diana, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn. Built in 27 B.C. by Agrippa, it was
later rebuilt and then again restored A.D.
202. It was converted into a church in the
year 609 by merely bringing into the pagan
temple the bones of supposed. martyrs who
had been buried. in the catacombs. Here
are buried the kings of Italy, as well as
the famous artist and sculptor Raphael.
The inside of the Pantheon has perfect
harmony of proportions. Light enters
AWAKE!

among ·these crumbling wans," said one
writer, "is almost to get a new idea of R0man magnificence." The ruins now have
been converted into an outdoor theater
where. under the beautiful starlit Roman
sky operas are held almost every night
during July and August. Do you like opera?
On the Way to the Assembly
Tickets cost from 50 cents to $1.50, but
Enjoying yoW' visit? Well, since it is the opera at Caracalla is popular, so it is
August we here intelTUpt OU:I:. interesting advisable· to reserve them in advance at
sight-seeing toW' of Rome in order to at- the C.LT. travel agency in P)azza Colonna
tend the assembly of Jehovah's witnesses that we visited dW'ing our morning walk.
that is being held out at E.U.R. From the
Just past these baths our bus turns right
Pantheon it is about a ten-minute walk and heads straight for E.U.R. about two
back to Venice Square, and from there a or three miles away. Just what is E.U.R.,
fast bus will take us to the assembly loca- and why was such an enormous place built
tion in about twenty minutes. As the bus so far out in the Roman countryside?
goes down Via dei Fori Imperiali we pass These modern palaces of glass and marble
Rome's most outstanding ancient ruins. On were constructed by Mussolini and origi~
the right is the Roman Forum, which was nally were intended for a great fair planned
the commercial and political center of the for 1942, to stretch Rome out to the sea, and
ancient city. It lies about fifteen or twenty thus give it a port. Last year a number of
feet below the present level of the street, the main buildings were reaecorated and
indicating that the modern city has been completely refurnished, especially the Palbuilt upon the ruins and rubble of the old. ace of Conventions, where Jehovah's witThe many columns in the Forum are re- nesses' assembly is being held. Without a
mains of the ancient pagan temples. Here, doubt E.U.R. is the most appropriate place
too, are the remains of the Palatine, the in Rome for such an assembly.
aristocratic quarter· of the Rome of Cicero,
Crassus and Hortensius. This is where self- The Vatican
ish emperors vied with one another in
Certainly the visitors will want to see
raising magnificent buildings for their own Vatican City, the capital of Catholicism.
use.
To get to Vatican City from E.U.R. is
Now we pass right by the huge Coliseum quite easy. We can return to the Coliseum
that we saw earlier from Venice Square.
and take the Circular tram, or to Venice
Completed by Titus A.D. 80, it is said that
Square and take a bus to Via della Con~
it could accommodate upward of 100,000
people, and was still in use up to the sixth ciliazione, from where we get an excellent
century. This arena was often the scene of view of St. Peter's Square and the Basilica.
horrible events: fights of gladiators to the The obelisk that rises in the center of St.
death, chases of wild beasts, the casting of Peter's Square once stood in the Circus
of Nero and was erected at its present site
Christians to the lions, etc:
Our bus travels on to pass the Baths by order of Sixtus V. The cupola of the
of Caracalla. In this huge structure of Basilica was designed by Michelangele,
1,600 marble baths there was every acces- while the most famous architects and art~
sory for comfort and lUXUry. "To wander ists of the Renaissance period contributed
through a 2S-foot opening in the cupola
atop the structure. The Pantheon is an outstanding example of a pagan temp1e converted into a Catholic church. Thus, for
educational reasons our visit to this building is most worthwhile.
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works to St. Peter's Basllica. Within the
cathedral is to be found an enormous treasure of art and statues, chapels, mosaics
and jewelry.
At first one may be overawed by the
grandeur and magnificence, the tremendous wealth and power that are represented
here, but then he should remember that
Christianity-the true belief taught by
ChrIst and hjs apostles-is not a religion
of buildings, but o'f faith; not a religion of
stone, might and splendor, but of the heart
and of love. You might try to picture the
lowly Nazarene surrounded by armed
Swiss guards, or the one who ate with tax
collectors and sinners being borne on a
royal throne amid splendor greater than
that of most kings. And when you think
of these things you will note the contrast
between this pomp and wealth and the activity of Christ and of his apostles and of
true Christianity.
Yet, there is much to learn here. One
could not even begin to describe aptly the
Vatican's contents, nor would we have time
to see it all. Then where should we look
for the most interesting things? First, an
elevator will bring us up to the cupola of
the church from which we can obtain a
perfect view of the city of Rome. Also, we
can survey the rest of Vatican CIty, which
is a srparate state right within the boundaries of Rome. It has been under the sovereignty' of the pope since the signing of
the Lateran Treaty with MussoIini's government in 1929. We do not attempt to
enter the city itself, however, for its boundaries are a national frontier, but we can
go into the Vatican Museum, and this is
something we do not want to miss. The
Vatican MUseum is open to the public every
day except Sunday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
upon a small admission fee of 200 lire
(roughly 30 cents). In the special room
of Bibles and Bible manuscripts visitors
can see a page of the famoys Vatican Man-
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uscr1pt No. 1209, as wen as a copy of the
famed Gutenberg Bible, the first monumental work of modern printing.
Upon leaving the Vatican, and as we go
back down Via della COnciliazione to return to the COliseum, we take note of the
ancient Castle of St. Angelo that rises on
this side of the Tiber River. Built A.D. 135
by Emperor Hadrian as a monumental
tomb for himself and his successors, the
castle was later used __as a fortress by the
popes until the downfall of papal power in
1870. Many opposers of papal tyranny
were imprisoned in this castle and it is today a Roman landmark well worth seeing.
The Circular tram takes us across one
of the twenty or so bridges and along the
Tiber for about two miles and then cuts
back into the city proper, bringing us again
to the Coliseum, where we can take another bus to visit the Catacombs of St.
Calixtus. The catacombs are extensive underground tunnels outside the city that
were used as cemeteries. They are hollowed
out of the Roman subsoil that is composed
of volcanic stone, easy to dig and yet sufficiently solid for their purpose. .In them
we also find a number of symbols of pagan
origin, such as the fish, peacock, anchor
and dove. The extent of the catacombs
truly is amazing, but St. Calixtus is one
of the more frequently visited ones.
Yes, our visit to Rome is interesting, and
if you wish you may see the major points
of interest just as they are outlined here.
The ruins of this city of seven hills eloquently testify to the failure of selfish
tyrants who have endeavored to dominate the world. The intermingling of Christianity with pagan temples will amaze you.
And the Italian assembly of Jehovah's witnesses, to be held in Rome, August 5-7, will
strengthen and encourage you, and your
presence there will aid and encourage the
many persons of good will toward God who
live in Rome and its environs.
A WAKE!

PlCURUS was an ancient Greek philosopher who
lived from 342 to ZTO B.C. A philosopher pro~
fesses to be a lover (phil08) of wisdom (8ophos).
Each philosopher has his own philosophy, which,
basically. is a way of life, the scheme by which he
governs his course of action. It might be said that
every individual who does not allow others to do his
thinking for him has developed or personally adopted
a philosophy that meets his needs.
Epicurus calIs to mind the epicure. The modern
epicure "is choice and dainty and at the same time
voluptuous in enjoyment (especially) of instincts and dispositions. The chief advofood and drink." Although Epicurus was cates of hedonism in ,antiquity were the
no such "epicure," nevertheless the phUos- Epicureans and the Cyrenaics."
ophy of those who make their belly their
god is Epicurean.
EpicurU8 a Materiali8t
Epicurus was born on the Greek island
Epicurus has been termed the "Father of
of SamOS. At the age of eighteen he went Materialism" and also the "first unqualito Athens to study philosophy. Banished fied materialist in the history of Western
for a time by Alexander the Great, upon philosophy." He professed to believe in the
his return Epicurus founded a college existence of gods, but this seems to have
known as the "Gardens of Epicurus," at been merely a sop he threw to prevailing
which he taught "the tranquil business of public opinion and superstitions, for he
a healthy mind." Those adopting his phi- eliminated them from consideration in his
losophy became known as the Epicureans, philosophy by maintaining that they had
who, as a cult, flourished for seven centu- not created the universe, that they were
ries. The apostle Paul met some of them made of the same stuff that man and all the
while at Athens, concerning which we rest of the universe were made of, namely
read: "But certain ones of both the Epi- atoms (philosophers previous to him havcurean and the Stoic philosophers took to ing developed the atomistic theory); and
conversing with him controversially, and that the gods were too far removed from
some would say: 'What is it this chatterer the earth to be interested in what was gowould like to tell?' Others: 'He seems to be ing>' on and that therefore it was folly to
a publisher of foreign deities.' "-Acts sacrifice tQ them or expect to get anything
17:18, New World Trans.
from them by means of prayers. Religion
His philosophy was )hedonism, even as served a good purpose in that men should
Webster defines that term: "The doctrine try to imitate the gods.
He reasoned like this: "Is God willing
that pleasure is the sole or chief good. in
life, and that the moral duty is fulfilled in to prevent evil, but not able? then He is
the gratification of the pleasure-seeking impotent. Is he able but not willing? then
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He is malevol~t. Is He able and willing?
whence then is evil?" According to him,
"Life of man is too crazy a farce to have
originated in the mind of a sane Dramatist.
No rational God would order a temple built
in his honor and then allow it to be struck
down by his own lightning. No merciful
Providence would nurse a YOWlg man
through a dangerous illness only to expose
him to a more horrible death on the battIefield!"
Said Epicurus, "Get rid of two great
fears, of death and of the gods," coupling
his belief regarding God with the one that
death ended all. Yes, man has a soul but
it begins at birth and dies at the death of
the body; the soul in the body is like the
water in a pitcher; at death the pitcher
breaks .and the water spills out, the atoms
of the soul disintegrate. Epicurus might
be said to have believed in a form of nirfor he said, "Life is a bitter gift,"
and that the thought that death ends all
should be groWlds for rejoicing in that it
means that there would be 'no continuation
of the nightmare of our life, no punishment
for any error that we may have committed
during the commotion of our earthly
existence.'

.

vana,

Bappine88 the Supreme Good
The logic of those who believe like Epicurus is, "Let us eat and drink; for tomorrow we die." And this was his philosophy.
Not that he recommended overindulgence.
On the contrary, he laid stress on mode.ration because only by moderation could
happiness be enduring. In this respect he
was the opposite of that other apostle of
hedonism, Aristippus, the founder of the
Cyrenaics, who advocated Wlcontrolled indulgence in life's pleasures, the greater the
intensity, the greater the happiness. Epicurus was concerned with happiness' enduring rather than in its quality or intensity.-l Corinthians 15:32.
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"Nature leads every organism to prefer
its own good to every other good," so pur.
sue your own happiness. But since pleasure, that which brings happiness, if pursued too intensely results in pain, the only
real evil, we had better be choosy and
moderate in our pursuit of it. Pleasures
of the mind, such as friendship, do not have
any bitterness associated with them, so
these are to be preferred to those of a
physical nature, Because of the pleasures
of friendship, with whom we eat is of more
importance than what we eat.
According to Epicurus, life is not the
designed plan of a divine artist but a mere
accident in a mechanical Wliverse; however, we can make it a happy one if we
want to, or at least an interesting one. One
way in which we can do this is to avoid all
the responsibility we can. Science is necessary only to relieve man of superstitious
and religiOUS fears; had he not been afflicted. with these, he could afford to remain
ignorant. Why labor for the "ideal" in the
fine arts'! He refeITed to poetry as "the
poet's din." Avoid extremes of love and
hate; do not get excited over politics, cultivate the peaceful mind; attain to selfsufficiency, the greatest wealth.
Do not get mamed, for what could be
more calculated to rob one of the tranquil
,mind than to be tied down to a shrewish
wife or than to have ungrateful children?
As for sex: To a friend he wrote: "You
tell me that the promptings of the fiesh
make you too f~ly diSposed to sexual in~
dulgence. If you are neither transgressing
the laws nor infringing good customs, or
injuring your neighbour, or damaging your
health, or wasting your livelihood, you
may follow your inclinations as you like.
But it is impossible'not to be subject to one
of these conditions. Sexual indulgence
never did anyone any good: and a man is
lucky jf it did not harm him." Incidentally
it should be observed that in these respects
AWAKE!

Eplcurus pracnced what he preached, living a celibate life and setting far more
store by friendships than by what he ate.
Nt) Justice

The philosophy of Epicurus is }¥lthout
principle. Virtue may produce happiness
and often does, and to the extent it does
we should practice it, but only to the extent
that it pays off. "Virtue is its own reward"
is sheer heresy and folly to the Epicurean..
There is no abstract justice. Justice has
no independent existence and therefore injustice is not an evil in itself. A lone man
on an island could do as he pleased because
his actions affected no one but himself. In
this respect also it appears that Epicurus
-borrowed from Oriental philosophy and
religion, for according to Buddhism no act
is bad in itself, only if it results in evil
to another. So Epicurus cOWlseled against
injustices, stealing, lying, cheating, etc.,
not beCause they are wrong, but because
they are not worth the pain associated with
shpme of detection or the punishment they
bring with them, nor even worth living in
the fear of such things.
Likewise, Epicurus advocated reciprocity, not because it was noble and right,
but because it was expedient, because it
paid off. If you want to live, let others
live; if you do not want to be abused, do
not abuse others. Friendships make life
sweet and make death easy, without involving undue responsibilities.
Epicurus ostensibly based his materialistic philosophy on the paradox of the
existence of evil, but it may be asked
whether he adopted it because of objective
reasoning or because of an Wlconscious

subjective'desire to 'haveselfish enjoyment
be tbe supreme goOd in life. To him only
happiness mattered, happiness based on
pleasures, such as friendships, and made
possible by freedom from pain, the tranquil mind and self~sufficiency, and so :flee
responsibilities, flee culture. But the bankruptcy of his philosophy is apparent in his
observation that "life is bitter" and that
death should be welcomed, for it means an
end to the "rommotbn" <:}f me.
Among the signs that God's Word gives
us indicating that we are in the last days of
this old system of things is that men would
be "lovers of pleasures more than lovers
of God." That exactly describes the EpIcurean philosophy. To the extent that we let
principle and devotion to duty go by the
boards for the sake of pleasures, be they
fine clothes or fine food, hobbies, sports,
the theater or the cinema, TV or the radio,
music or other forms of art, to that extent
we have adopted Epicureanism as our philosophy of life even though we may never
have heard of the word and even though
we may go to extremes far beyond what
Epicurus himself advised and practiced, a
tendency, by the way, most general among
the ancient Epicureans.-2 Timothy 3:1,4.
EpicurUs also has other followers. In
that he set such store on the' tranquil mind
and held virtue to be a means to an end,
all those today whose prime interest in religion is self-gain, woo ~1'actice a 'te~
in order to realize peace of mind or to en-joy social intercourse, are likewise following in the footsteps of the "Father of Materialism," Epicurus.
For a refutation of Epicurus' arguments,
see the next artic1e.

Educated but Confused
'it At Roosevelt University famed scientist Percy Julian did not try to conceal
the truth when he addressed the graduating class: "We welcome you graduates
into the most confused sl}Ciety <It eduea~ men and W<lmen ~'l~'t t~ \nha.bit the'
earth."-Chlcago Bun-Times, February 2, 1955.
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plate the:. ,fllY$terY of conscious life perpetuating- itself through all eternity; to
reflect upon the marvelous structUre of the
universe, which we can dimly perceive, and
to try humbly to comprehend even an jn~
tinitesimal part of the intelligence manifest
in nature/I'
And said Dr. Millikin: "There's a Divin-

HE ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus
denied that the universe had a Creator.
Modem books on philosophy like to use
,his argument to justify their materialistic
position. In brief his argument is as follows: "Is God willing to prevent evil but
not able? then He is impotent. Is God able
but not willing? then He is malevolent. Is
He both able and willing? whence then is
evil?"-Dialectic, Mueller.
Does this line of argument really dispose of the existence of the Creator? Does
it prove that all things seen and unseen are
merely SO many fortuitous accidents? Does
it prove that, in any event, God does not
take notice of what occurs upon the earth?
First of all, let us note the lack of logic
of Epicurus' argument that, simply because
the earth is the scene of such calamities
as wars and earthquakes, the universe is
without an intelligent First Cause. That
makes as much sense as to argue that a
watch is merely the result of an accident
because it does not keep perfect time; or
that an auto does not have a manufacturer
~cause the driver got into an accident.
The wise person would try to ascertain
why the watch did not keep perfect time
and if there was something he could do
about it; and he would ask himself as to the
cause of the accident.
A far more sensible position regarding
life's unsolved problems is that taken by
the scientists Einstein and MUlikin. Said
Einstein: "It is enough for me to contero-
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ity that shapes our ends.... Just how we
fit into the plans of the Great Architect
and how mucn He has assigned us to do we
do not know, but if we fail on our assignment it is pretty certain that part of the
job will be left Wldone. But tit in we certainly do somehow, else we would not have
a sense of our own responsibility. A purely
materialistic philosophy is to me the height
of uninteUigence. Wise men in all the ages·
have always seen enough to make them
reverent"
While, as has been observed, such is the
right attitude with which to view the philosophical problems of life, yet today no
seeker of truth needs to content himself
with such hoping. Why? Because that ~u·
preme Intelligence so manifest in nature,
the Creator, God, has in his goodness also
made provision to satisfy this need of man
by means of his Word and the light currently being shone upon it. That answer is:
That God is perfect in wisdom, justice,
love and power. That he created all things
seen and unseen by means of bis Son,
among which unseen things are invisible
spirit creatures, such as the cherubs and
the angels. That God created 'the earth as
the lasting home of man and placed man
upon the earth with the commission to
reproduce his kind, thereby tilIing the
earth, and to have dominion over the lower
animals and to make all the earth a paradise even as was the garden of Eden; that
He provided the first huma.n pa.ir with an
invisible guardian, a covering cherub; and
that to demonstrate whether man was deserving of all that God had given to him or
AWAKE!

not, God stipulated one condition, man of Job where we see God. pennitting the
could enjoy all this so long as he did not Devil to bring all manner of evil upon Job
eat of the fruit of a particular tree.
Jehovah God could have made his angelic creatures, including t)te covering
cherub, as well as the first human pair
without a moral sense, but then they would
have been like the inanimate creation or
like the brute creation which are not amenable to moral laws. Moral choice made the
angelic creatures and man of a far higher
state of existence. It gave them a most remarkable freedom; with which freedom,
however, went the responsibility to use it
in the right way or it would become an instrument of destruction instead of an instrument for the greater enjoyment of life.
The Bible record shows that both the
covering cherub and man abused their
freedom of choice by going contrary to the
will of their Creator, and, as a result, that
first world became wicked, and death became the lot of the human race.
Of course, JehOVah God, being the Supreme One, could at once have wiped out
the lawless principals of this drama and
started all over again, but to have done so
would have forever left certain questions
that the course of action taken by these
principals raised. namely, could any of
God's creatures, if given the opportunity,
prove himself superior to their Creator"
and could God put creatures on earth who
would prove true to him regardless of what
temptations or pressures were brought to
bear against them.
This is no mere human philosophy, but
is borne out by God's Word from beginning
to end. Particularly is this reason for the
permission of evil made clear in the book

for the purpose of demonstrating Job's unselfish devotion to his Creator, for the
purpose of proving that God can have men
on the earth that will remain true to him
regardless of what they may be called upon
to suffer. This fact is also made clear by
Jehovah's words to ancient Pharaoh, who
represented and acted for the Devil: "For
this cause I have kept you in existence,
for the sake of showing you my power and
in order to have my name declared in all
the earth."-Job, chapters 1 and 2; Exodus
9:16, New World Tram.

That is also why time and again we read
of God's placing before his people life and
death, and also of his proving his people
to see whether they truly loved him and
so were worthy of his blessings, or not.
Having a due time for everything, God has
a time limit for permitting Satan to try
to prove his boast to turn all men away
from God, and Bible prophecy indicates
that that time limit will soon be up. When
that time limit is up God will destroy all
those who show themselves selfish and unM
worthy of life and will reward with everlasting life in a righteous new world all
those who love truth and righteousness.
Thus God will vindicate both his supremM
acy and his permitting evil for a time.
Incidentally, he will thereby also solve
the philosophical riddle of how to have perfect freedom and yet an orderly world, for
by inculcating love in his creatures they
will feel perfectly free because they will
want to do only that which is right. '
So, God is both willing and able to put
an end to evil, and he will in his due time.

Whut un Rppetite I
'i: The average adult hippopotamus at home in the rivers and lakes of East Africa
weighs about 5,000 pounds and eats 400 pounds of grass and tender tree shoots
in one night's foraging, says the National Geographic Society.~8cience Digest,
March, 1955.
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"he Society's Film in
Switzerland
INCE the month of May, 1954, the
Watch Tower Society's movie film "The
New World Society in Action" has been
shown in all different regions and language sections of Switzerland, in cities,
larger and smaller towns and villages right
up to the most out-of-the-way Alpine hamlet. But whether accommodated in beautiful and spacious halls or comfortable cinemas, in unpretentious assembly or club
rooms, or even in a simple farmhouse, the
audience has always been impressed in exactly the same way with the activity of
the New World society.
Often strangers and interested persons,
yes, even our own brothers, would express
their astonishment at. the immensity of
our organization. This has especially been
the case in smaller villages where only a
few brothers are living and where the size
of the organization is estimated on the
basis of these few persons. But the film
conveyed a true picture of the theocratic
organization, and it could be seen that the
New World society
not a small, insignificant denomination, but rather a worldembracing organization through which the
good news is really being preached throughout the whole earth. This sW'prise was
voiced by an interested person who exclaimed: "I would never have believed it
if I had not seen it with my own eyesand to think that the Africans are taking
their" stand so positively for the new world,
and in such numberS too!" On another occasion a person said: "Now I know what
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the New World s~iety really is and how it
works; and now 1 have an entirely different view of Jehovah's witnesses." So prejudices can be removed by means of this film
and people of good will really helped to see
the difference between true and false religion.
The brothers deeply appreciated this aid
in the proclamation work. Their enthusiasm is evidenced in the systematic and
"thorough preparation and advertising work
carried out in most congregations. One
congregation of thirteen publishers in
provincial territory grasped.' every conceivable means at their disposal to advertise the film. The big and beautiful courtroom was rented for the presentation and
96 of the 1,500 inhabitants came to see
"The New World Society in Action" and to
learn who Jehovah's witnesses are and how
they work.
In another corner of the country the film
was shown in a place where there is only
one isolated publisher. Three brothers from
the nearest congregation came to help advertise the film and forty persons attended
the presentation, thirty-five of whom were
strangers. Intensive foIlow·up work is now
being done in this place and the brothers
are fully expectant of being able to get a
little congregation established here.
Following the example of a New York
congregation as reported in the Jilnuary
Informant~ one of the Berne units also arranged to present the film on two consecutive evenings. The advertising was taken
up in the same manner and 15,000 invitations distributed. Expectancy ran high!
How many would come? Well, on the first
evening 251 attended and the second 237.
AWAKE!

This was a gratifying result for a congre- brothers, impressed her very much. So she
gation of a hundred publishers. Not only came to the public lecture th~ following
was this effort a success. as regards attend~ Sunday. Of a witness sitting beside her
ance but also in the fruitage it bore .
she asked: "Tell me now, weren't most of
•
One lady who had taken the book What those Africaris we saw in the film attending
Has Religion Done for Mankind1 from a the meetings in Africa just strangers like
publisher ~ome time earlier, but who had this evening at this pUblic meeting?" When
neither read it nor had time to talk about the witness explained to her that the greatit with the publisher, was invited to see er part of those attending the sessions
the film. When this book appeared on the were Jehovah's witnesses. she was really
screen in various languages, the publisher astonished.
In another town an interested lady telewhispered to her that she had this book
too. "What, I have that book?" "Yes, that's phoned a witness the day after having seen
the one you have!" "Oh, but now I will read the film to ask her if she might go with her
it!" On the w/,\y home she inquired when from house to house. "One must make a
start at some time," she remarked. And
~e meetings were, and asked the sister to
visit her next evening. This she did, and another young couple exclaimed: "We
question after question had to be answered. must take the Awake! magazine regularly
Since then she has regularly attended the now, so as to be able to keep a track on
congregation meetings and the book study this fine work."
center, and has already begun to witness,
In one small town where the film was
and this despite the disapproval of her shown, a Protestant minister attended. He
husband.
seemed very deeply impressed, and the folA young man was handed an invitation, lowing issue of the church magazine conand brought his wife along with him to the tained an objectively written reference to
film. The next day he came to the branch the film in which the zeal of Jehovah's witoffice of the Society, and, as he was out of nesses was cOmmented upon with admirawork just then, he offered to work for the tion.
Society without payment until he found a
These examples are characteristic of the
new job. A publisher is caring for this inmany experiences enjoyed. Many people
terest.
Another woman who had had no con- have heard a little about the Ki.ngdom mestact with Jehovah's witnesses before re- sage at some time or other, but have paid
sponded to the invitation and came to see no heed to it. The film made it clear to them
the film. The whole presentation, but espe- that here was something different. Here
cially the scenes showing our African was true religion!

I-In,."... 1-1..
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(f, Few insignificant things in life are more dismaying than that helpless state

of consternation you feel when an unseen mosquito "buzzes" you at night from one
side of your pillow to the other in a war of nerves that long antedated the dive
bomber. Do you wonder why the mosquito's attack begins with a buzz? Because
the mosquito's wings vibrate as it poises in the air before picking out the preferred point of attack. In the swift, alrplaneUke phase of Its flight the mosquito
is sHent. Only when it sustains itself In one spot like a helicopter or humming·
bird does it give out what one poet called "your hideous hum."
MAY 2.9. 1955
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"Shocking Contrast In Two Verdicts"
DER the above beading an editorial
appearing in the Richmond, Virginia,
Time8·DMpatC1t, February 15, 1955, had
the following to say:

Dt

"i: "Unbelievably harsh sentences have been
meted out by a court-martial in Fort Worth,
Texas, to two ainnen who are members of
the religious sect known as Jehovah's witnesses, and who refused to salute an officer.
Each got flve years at hard labor, a dishonorable discharge :trom the anned services and
forfeiture of all pay and allowances.
:i "In glaring contrast, a colonel in the Air
F'otte who was found guuty on the same day

of misuse of Air Force equipment, planes and
men, was reprimanded and fined $1,800-th'
sum to be paid at a rate of $150 a month for

12 months.
,,"A dozen years ago, the country was engilged in a desperate war for survival, but in
general Jehovah's witnesses were not treated,
even at that time, with anything like the
severity that was dealt out to the two who
have just been given five years at hard labor
and"dishonorable discharges, ...
oar "Fortunately. the two airmen who have
been treated with sucll heavy·handed severity
in Texas may win a reduction of sentence
from a board of review at Washington~ or
from the secretary of the Air Force. As for
the colonel who was fined $1,800 for misusing
planes, equipment and men, and who could
have got 11 years and 11 months at hard

I. . . .-...."". . . . ?•

00 YO U

labor-he says be doesn't expect to appeal
since he is 'extremely pleased' with the ver·
dict, Naturally! What he was charged with
was ordering an airplane flown all the way
from Texas to Pennsylvania, carrying airmen
and tools to work on (supplies] lIe had pur·
chased tram war surplus. . . .
"i: "Somebody In high authority in Washing·
ton ought to be charged with the duty of com·
paring the sentences in these two cases-that
of the Air Force colonel who was convicted
of violating the trust reposed in him, and that
of the two privates in the same force who
refused to salute an officer, since their pecu·
liar beliefs forbid them to salute any person
or object. It is impossible to make sense out
of these shockingly contrasting verdicts."
11 According to the Hot Springs, Arkansas,
New Era, both men joined with Jehovah's
witnesses after entering service and one of
them had been baptized last December 25
while on furlough from the Carswell Afr
Force Base.
'J The foregoing calls to mind the words of
Jesus concerning his followers: "It you were
part of the world, the world would be fond of
what is its own. Now because you are no part
of the world, but I have chosen you out of
the world, on this account the world hates
you." Only hatred can account for the dis·
parity in the two sentences.-John 15:19,
New World Trans.
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distinguished prime minister
and brought the country to the
threshold of a new poUtlca1
era. The afternoon that 8Q.
year-old Sir Winston drove to
Buckingham Palace to tender
his resignation, the queen offered him the highest honor in
her power to bestow-a dukedom. Sir Winston answered
that he had been a "House 01'
Commons man" for about flfty
years and he preferred to remain one rather than accept a
peerage and enter the House
of Lords. Sir Winston will con·
tinue as an elder statesman in
the Commons.
The Salk Polio Vaccine

+ More

than a haIt of all
cases ",I poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis) occur in North
America. In the U.S. polio cases
average over 30,000 each year,
the majority of them children.
During the past year a hope
for combating the dread disease was born. This was the
vaccine developed by Dr. Jonas
Salk. It was administered early
last year to 440,000 school children in a mass test; another
200,000 children were injected
with placebos (blank shots)
and the names of 300,000 more
were recorded. In April the reo
sult of the test was announced:
the vaccine was 80 to 90 per
cent effective. This is considered excellent, since no vaccine
is 90 per cent effective the tlrst
year given. (Smallpox vaccine
is now regarded as 95 per cent
cffective.> Plans are now under
way to innocu\ate chUdren, and
the U.S, has licensed six concerns to manufacture the vaccine. It takes the kidneys of
two monkeys to produce
enough Salk vaccine to immunize 1,000 children. The three
types of polio virus from which
the vaccine is made are grown
in tissue culture flasks contaIning the monkey tissue. Virus
particles in the fl.asks attach
themselves to tissue cells, each
virus multiplying rapidly. The
virus is then ki11ed oy adding
fonnaldehyde to each strain
MAY 2£, 1955

pool. Now the virus can no
longer produce the disease; yet
it still retains ability to stimu·
late the production of antibodies (immunity factors) in
the recipient's blood, All the
vaccine is colored red during
the production as a control
measure, but the vaccine itself
does not contain blood. Hence
no Scriptural issue is involved
in the use of the vaccine. The
use or nonuse 01' the vaccine is
a matter for individual determination.
Sir Winston Steps Down

+

On April 5 the most im·
portant change in British political life since the end of
World War II was announced
1'rom Buckingham Palace in a
single sentence: "The Right
Honorable Sir Winslon Churchill had an audience of the
Queen this evenIng and ten·
dered hIs resignation as Prime
Minister arid First Lord 01' the
Treasury, which Her Majesty
*,a$ graciously pleased to accept." The following day
brought another announcement: "The Queen received the
Right Honorable Sir Anthony
Eden M. P., in audience this
morn'ing and offered him the
post 01' Prime Minister and
First Lord of the Treasury. Sir
Anthony Eden accepted Her
Majesty's otfer and kissed
hands upon his appointment."
Thus Brita"in Tang down thecurtain on the career 01' her

Argentina: "Verbal Rebellion"

+ In 1911 British historian
James Bryce observed that of
all the South American republics Argentina was the one in
which the Roman Catholic
Church had "least to do with
politics." But in 1954 President
Peron observed that the church
had far too much to do with
~1\.tics. In A.~rt\ tM'M-m~a\

newspaper Democracia said
that church interference in pol·
itics is apparent in several nations tOday; it added that the
church was in "verbal rebel·
lion" against the government.
On April 4 Argentina decided
to recall its ambassador to the
Vatican "for consultation." The
Vatican reciprocated by sum·
moning its nuncio to Rome for
"consultations." The oftlcial
Vatican newspaper, 08BBr'Vatore Romano, followed with an
article calling Peron's regime
"totalitarian." This was
prompted by suggestions appearing in three Buenos Aires
newspapers that Argentina repeal the constitutional provision stating that "the federal
government supports the Roman Catholic Apostolic
Church." La Prensa said that
Argentina should follow the example of "other advanced countries" and change the constitution. Under the present con·
stitution the government pays'
the salaries of cardinals, arch·
bishops, b"isho-ps and many
parish priests, contributes to
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CathoUc IKlhools and allowa reo
Jlgtoua cluset In government·
supported schools. But on
AprU 14 the government
stopped the teaching of the
CathoHc religion In all schools
supported by the government.
Declared Democracia: ''The
church has always wanted to
dominate the education of chilo
dren • • • to train its future
soldiers..•. The church teach·
es and the state pays. And if a
defrauded government refuses
to pay, there is a downpouring
of paetoral letters, pamphlets,
seditious sermons and ,threats."
South AfrIca Qatts UNESCO

• For some years now South
Africa has resented United Na·
tions' critic:ism of its apartheid
(race separation). When a spe·
clal committee of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization
(UNESCo) prepared to inves·
tIgate South Africa's rac:ial
problems, the government reo
fused to co-operate; and the
U.N.'s representatives were
barred from entering the country. Last May Premier Malan
called the U.N.'s criticism of
South Africa's race policy "utterly stupid" and sald its "prop·
agandizing" for racial equality might result in South
AIrlea's. withdrawing from
UNESCO_ Since then Prime
Minister Johannes Strydom, an
even more fervent advocate of
white supremacy, has taken
control of the South African
government. In April the new
prime minister announced the
government's deciSion to with·
draw from UNESCO. From
now on South Africa will spend
its annual contribution ($72,000
last year) to propagandize its
own views.
Iran Changes Premiers
.. The present shah of Iran,

Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, has
long sought to restore the royal
power of bis father. But until
August, 1953, the shah's political fortunes were ebbing. A
powerful premier, Dr. Moham-
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mel! Mossadegh, even refused
to accept dismissal. The shah
had to leave the country bastily and return after Mossadegb
was overthrown that August.
The shah appointed General
Fazlollah Zahed1, the man who
led the movement that ousted
Mossadegh from office, as the
new premier. In April Premier
Zahedi resigned because of ill
health. But observers believe
there was much more involved
than ill health, namely, theshah's present policy of limit·
ing the strength of the pre.
mier's office. Also corruption in
the Zahedi regime was a matter
of public comment,by the shah.
The new premier, Hussein Ala,
spoke of the "fight against cor·
ruptlon and bribery" right ait·
er his appointment. The change
in premiers is believed to have
increased the political power
of the shah.
Bebellloa in Yemen

+ According

to its own wish,
Yemen, located in the southwest corner of the Arabian
peninsula, Is one of the most
isolated countries in the world.
Its isolation, however, does not
prevent revolutions. In April
a rebellion broke out against
Sei! el·Islam Ahmad, imam
(king) of Yemen. The imam's
own brother, Emir Seif el-Islam
Abdullah, led the rebellion.
The' imam was on the verge of
complete defeat when his son,
Emir Badr Mohammed, rallied
hard-riding tribesmen to aid
the imam. After .the rebellion
was quelled, six leaders of the
coup were publicly I)eheaded in
the square before the fortress
where the imam was besieged.
To dampen any further ambitions remaining among the
emirs, the imam formally
named his son, Emir Badr Mohammed, as the crown prince.
The abortive coup was instigated by army units that be·
came dissatisfied with the
imam's administration of affairs of state and justice. These
tended to be summary andharsh, according to Moslems
acquainted with Yemen.

News Blaekout III London

.. In London the average man
takes his newspaper reading
more seriously than almost any
place else in the World. Some
Londoners l¥1y two or three
papers a day to keep themselves infotmed and amused.
Since a Londoner without his
newspaper is a frustrated man,
there was anything but sympathy for a newspaper strike
that brought a news blackout
to the world's largest city. A
strike of 700 workers, belonging to two unions, waT able to
close all of London's 22 newspapers because other workmen
refused to cross picket lines.
Nothing like this news blackout had ever hit London before,
not even the general strike of
1926, when emergency editions
were published. OUt-oi-London
newspapers refused to Increase
their regular London sales,
since newspaper owners in
Britain have an agreement 'not
to take advantage of one another's troubles. The strike had
a profound effect. In the House
of Commons members lost
some of their zest for debate.
(Was it that they knew their
observations would not be read
by their constituents?) Though
Londoners rallied to radio and
tele-vision, many were not sat·
isfied. There were complaints
that British Broadcasting Corporation news was dry and uninteresting. Amomentousevent
in British history took place
during the blackout: the resig·
nation of Sir Winston Church·
ill. So intense was news hun·
ger In London that customary
British reserve broke down.
Even total strangers started
up conversations. Subject: the
hews or lack of it.
Every Bank a Tarpt

+ Last

January J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the Feder·
al Bureau of Investigation, an·
nounced "a rise of feverish
proportions" in bank robber·
ies: from 100 in 1950 to 307 in
1954. More recently Hoover
warned of another trend. Crim·
AWAKE!

fnals used to concentntte on Institutions most susceptible to
attack. ''Today, in shal'J:.l con·
trast, evel'y banking·type insti·
tutlon is a potential target."
That the new trends were con·
tinuing this year was unques·
tionable. In one borough of
New York city, the Queens,
three banks were robbed in
thirty days. One of the robber·
ies in April was so well
planned and executed that the
holdup men made Jesse James
look like an amateur. Three
men forced their way into the
Chase Manhattan Bank in
Woodside, Queens, at gunpoint
forced the bank's sta:\'l' Into the
vault and made off with $305"
243.17 in cash. It was the bIg·
gest cash haul in all the his·
tory of U.S. bank holdups.
Death on Mindanao

*'

On -the morning of April 1
most of the people of Minda·
nao, the southernmost of the

major Philippine Islands, were
asleep. Suddenly their very
beds began to quiver and
shake. Men, women and chilo
dren dashed from their homes,
snatching up clothes and valu·
abies as they ran. Some lin·
gered too long or did not have
time to run, and their quake·
shattered houses tumbled on
top of them. At Lake Lanao
quake·raised tidal waves engulfed flimsy houses on stilts,
toppling them into churning
water and drowning many of
their occupants. Quake-triggered landslides crushed others to death. Havoc was everywhere. Fissures three to four
feet wide split highways. Steel
and concrete bridges were reo
duced to grotesque forms of
twisted wreckage as If a giant
bad pounded them with a ham·
mer. For nearly eight hours
the earth writhed, trembled
and rocked intermittently. It
was a major calamity. The

death taD was more than 400;
more than 2,000 persons were
injured and 12,000 were made
homeless.
Blaze In Belgian Theater
.. One day in AprU, 130 persons, most of them children,
were viewing a movie in a

small theater at Schlessin, near
Liege. Suddenly the screen
burst into flames. Someone
shouted, "Fire!" Panic grtpped
the audience. As the emergency
exit was situated under the
blazing screen, those in the
front rows tried to clamber
over the backs of seats behind them. But they tell and
stumbled over one another,
blocking the rows of sea't$ and
preventing escape. Fed by
pressed·cardboard furniShings
on the wall. the fire spread so
rapidly that the theater was
destroyed in 15 minutes. Thirty·
nine persons dIed, 34 of whom
were between 2 and 13 years
old.
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Behind the Merger of the A.F,L and the C,I,O,
W

HE~

little Johnny punched big BiUy
in the nose, their friendship ended.
That blow erupted into a famEy feud that
tasted for almost two decades. }\,'ow after
twen~y years both famtl:.es see the need cf
forgetting their differences and becorr:.ing
mutual friends. Their truce became headline r.ews. Tn effect, that is the story behind
the split and the merger of tile A.F.L. and
the C.I.O.
In 1881 representatives of five nationaJ
unions, representing some 45,000 members. met in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to
rorm the American Federation of Labor
(A.F.L.). Their purpose in joining together
was "for their mutual self-protection
against unfair and abusive legislation
which could :'lot be solved at the bargaining
~able but only in Congres.c;." Being rather
loosely organized, thE" various craft unions
would often be involved in bitter jurisdictional disputes.
Almost fifty years after the federation
was fonned, a growing nllr.1ber of labor
leaders within the federation felt that the
organization was too slow in organizing the
industrial areas and that its method of
organizing men according to trade or craft
was not t.he best for that purpose. The
jurisdictional questicn became a big issue.
Two reports were presented to t.he labor
(~nvention. The majo:oity repOJ1: upheld
(Taft ju:'isdictions; the m:.nority report
that would have ~'Uarantccd industrial un,JUNE 8, 1955

ions against raiding by craft lL.'1ions was
presented. A vote was taken. The minority
report lost, 18,024 to 1O,93:i. John L. Lewis,
then vice-president or the A.F.L., and other
labor leaders were displeased with the outcorr.e or the vote.
According to A. H. Raskin, "the division
began when John L. Lewis punched the
late Wil1iam L. Hutcheson of tbe Carpen·
tel'S Union in the nose at the A.F.L. convention in Atlantic City in 1935. Behind
the punch was the sense of frustration the
advocates of industrial unionism within the
federation harbored against the iron rule
maintained by the craft ur:ion forces." To
free themselves from this "iron rule," the
advocates of industrial unionism, spearheaded by .John L. Lewis, met in Washing·
ton on Now~mber 9, 1935, and set up the
CommittE"e (later Congress) of Industrial
Organizations (C.l.O.). 1':l"]e late WUliam
Green, president of the A.F.L., accused the
industrial founding unions of seeking to
force acceptance of a minority vote and
charged that the C.l.D. was a rlval federa·
tion. Lewis tos..C!ed another blow by resign·
ing as vice· president of the A.F.L. Green
triM. to heal the breach by "alt('.mating
pleas with threats." But the wound would
not heal. Finai!y, the' co'Jncil suspended. the
ten union" the'J} in the C.I.O. And the feud
was on! Afte-r a wave of striltes and bloody
battles, the C.I.O. organ:zed many of the

"

mass-production industries, establishing it~
self as a formidable rival federation.

'l'UJentg Years Later
Almost twenty years have passed since
the rift began. The men most responsible
for the original split have died or retired.
The lone survivor is Jobn L. Lewis, and be
lives in isolation. The present leaders feel
no need to keep alive the hatreds that inflamed relations twenty years ago. Besides,
much more can be gained through unity.
Both groups are aware that their differences have greatly diminished their effec~
tiveness at the polls and in legislature.
Organized labor has lost its political grip
of the depression years. And since 1940 it
has been fighting a holding action, unable
to get the changes in the Taft-Hartley
labor law so much desired. Even the political tone of a Democratic Congress is not
so friendly as labor would like. Labor's
once powerful voi~ has been reduced to
a whisper in the White House. And, too,
there are other reasons favoring a labor
"cease fire." Stagnation and complacency
in labor ranks could be more effiCiently
corrected. The labor leaders concluded
"better 1;Iury the hatchet than be found
scalped by it."
Merger and Reaction
So with these thoughts in mind the joint
A.F.L.-C.I.O. Unity Committee met to explore the possibility of achieving organic
unity between the two federations. After
several fruitful meetings it was the unanimous decision of the joint committee "to
create a single trade union center in America through tlle process of merger." On
February 9, 1955, the "unity compact" or
merger became a reality. Some 15 million
members were welded into an integrated
body, becoming the greatest single labor
force this side of the "iron curtain."
John L. Lewis, one-time big man in both
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orga.nizations, received the news of the
merger with a "no comment." Senator Li&ter lIill, chairman of the Labor Committee,
said: "It's good. It's good for the members
of the unions, good for labor-management
relations, and good for the country." But
Representative Ralph W. Gwinn, a member of the House Education and Labor
Committee, differed with him, saying: "I
don't believe we have any evidence to show
that great concentrated power of any
group, especia.llya political group, is good.
More especially, if that group is designed
to exercise monopolistic power and compulsion." A.F.L. president, George Meany,
and president select of the new united labor movement, argued back: "Our goal
is just the opposite," said Meany. "We are
trying to make gains for the many. The
combined membership of the A.F.L. and
the C.1.0. amounts to about 15,000,000
of the country's 62 million workers, or less
than 25 per cent. Simple arithmetic shows
this could not be considered a monopoly."
At present the impact of the merger can
only be conjectured. But from all indications it wiJ] certainly be greater in the
field of politics and legislation than in
labor-management relations.
The only discordant note sounded by a
union leader amid the general applause for
the merger plan came from the president
of the C.I.O Transport Workers Union,
Michael Quill. He called the unity plan a
"surrender," and demanded that Walter P.
Reuther, president of the Congress of industrial Organizations, "quit the presidency." Reuther's simple reply was: "May the
Lord forgive Brother Quill, for he knows
not what he doeth."
And from the childish way the feud began and was nursed along and the present
reactions to the merger by various leaders,
we sometimes wonder if any of them know
what they do.
AWAKE!

FREED
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enslaved him. Christ freed mankind
from the spiritual bondage in which it was
hopelessly entrapped by becoming a ransom for mankind and by shedding light
upon life and incorruption through the
good news. But it was man who brought
greater physical bondage upon himself by
enthroning a new 'savior. Man bowed to
knowledge and raised. up science as his god.

Science set out to free mankind from
physical drudgery through its many inventions; especially through its creation of the
"iron monster," the "Machine Age." Instead
of a savior, the "monster" has evolved into
a cruel taskmaster, an enslaver of mankind. The many inventions of recent years
have been greatly instrumental in lessening man's appreciation of God and the
boundless treasures locked up in nature. It
has caused men to look to men-to science
-for the answers. But what has happened
to freedom? Where are the friendly villages, the independent farms and the peaceful forests of a generation ago? Have these
lost their refreshing beauty and meaning?
Have these become only so much cordwood,
so many barrels of oil and tons of steel? Are
these to be evaluated as just so many millions of automobiles, refrigerators or television sets? Has our progress been so great
JUNE 8, 1955

When Science Waved Its Wand
Not many generations ago most of North
America was unexplored territory. There
were no large cities, towering skyscrapers
or booming industries. Men lived in a land
that breathed with freedom. As far as the
eye could see stretched a land without fence
or sign. The woodsman moved back the
forest. The plowman readied the land.
Pleasant days and the harvest were his reward. A rugged individualist was the early
pioneer. He loved justice and fair play. He
was a friendly neighbor, never too busy to
pass the time of day or to lend a helping
hand. There was time for a big family and
to romp with children. There was also
time for prayer and thanksgiving and time
to live. There were no time clocks to punch
or production lines to feed. There were no
ulcers to nurse or nerves to soothe. The
forests were stocked with food and the
lakes with fish. There was plenty of pure
water to drink and fresh air to breathe.
Then along came science with its "intellectual" living standards. Where the oak
and the hickory once flourished, science
waved its "magic wand." In their places
have arisen" concrete cities, prefabricated
houses, smoking industries, superhighways,
power lines, barbed-wire fences, "No Trespassing" and "Danger-Keep Out!" signs.
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Desert lands, rejected by covered-wagon
parties and outlaws, hav-e been transformed
into laboratories and experimental grounds.
On these wastelands are banished some of
the world's top-notch physicists, mathematicians, engineers, chemists and technicians. Inside reinforced concrete walls men
and women sacrifice sunlit hours, home,
family, children, youth, love and skill to
serve the hungry monster, the production
ltne. In turn science promises material
possessions, speed and power. Like Esau
the people have sold their "birthright of
freedom" for a mess of pottage. Men have
become slaves to the very machine "gods"
that they have built. "Do you not know
that if you keep presenting yourselves to
anyone as slaves to obey him, you are
slaves of him because you obey him?"
Modern man resents being called a slave.
But what else is he? Of course, he is not
the old-styled slave that was driven into
action with a whip. More subtle means are
applied today.-Genesis 25:33; Romans
6:16, New World Trans.
Man has need of food, clothing and shelter. To get these he must follow the ironbound routine or be without. But man is
made to believe that he is free in his pursuit. That way subjugation is not so difficult. He must still awake to an alarm, punch
a clock, serve the war machine, work in
mines, factories, offices and obey regulations. The self-made man of a generation
ago, who worked his way up "from rags to
riches," "the carefree individualist," "the
log cabin president," all of these are as far
removed from our modern civilization as is
the hydrogen bomb from the bow and arrow. These have become museum or showpieces to be placed in conspicuous places
for the rising generation to see and read
about. One authority declared that they
are "attractions for tourists and grateful
topics for speakers at a loss for ideas on
patriotic occasions."
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LOBt TOuM with Life
The smell of the warm earth, the touch
of spring, the sound of birds and the wind,
the-friendly handshak:e, the understanding
of children-even the contemplation of
God and the sweet meditation of His precious promises-are slowly being sacrificed
on the altar of an iron god called "intellectual existence." Bowing to this god, -mankind has gained power but has lost the
quality of life. He lives in cramped apart·
ment dwellings, walks on concrete, labors
under artificial light, breathes stale air
and drinks polluted water.
In this strange world he flies high above
the clouds over oceans, which he seldom
sees, visits strange lands and continents
whose contours he perceives at best as
fleeting shadows on the radar screen. He
works behind cement walls where he splits
atoms, launches rockets and matches wits
with electronic brains. His bid is to unlock
the unfathomable riches of knowledge held
secret by nature; and to re-create and organize a world of his own, according to his
own laws of reason, foresight and efficiency. The inspired wisdom of Solomon and
Moses exposed the folly of such reasoning
centuries ago, in these words: God "hath
made every thing beautiful in his time:
also he hath set the world in their heart, so
that no man can find out the work that
God maketh from the beginning to the
end. I know that, whatsoever God doeth,
it shall be for ever: nothing ~an be put to
it, nor any thing taken from it: and God
doeth it, that men should feaT before him.
That which hath been is now; and that
which is to be hath already been." "The
,things concealed belong to Jehovah our
God, but' the things revealed belong to us
and to our sons to time indefinite, that we
may carry out all the words of this law."
-Ecclesiastes 3:11, 14, 15; Deuteronomy
29:29, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

The LVeuJ-8tll'e I'IOneer
The inventions of science are not for the
purpose of searching out that which is re~
vealed so that men may do all the words of
God's law. Rather, they are erected for the
purpose of extolling science. The pioneer
of yesterday was for the most part a Godfearing man. But today's pioneer exercises
little or no faith in GOd. He is the scientist,
the engineer and financier exploring new
frontiers in his laboratory or workshop.
His mental dogma is that "no problem is
unsolvable, nothing is unattainable." The
.words, "It can be done," says Robert Jungk,
"are probably more firmly anchored in the
soul of the inhabitant of the newest world
than the principles of democracy, and more
binding than the commands of religion."
Where has his presumptuous dogma led
him? Wherein has he benefited? What has
been its cost? An authority answers: "Scientific man has enthroned knowledge as
his idol, and turned his back on God. He
has begun a ceremonial dance to which
there is no end. He must learn how to trav~
el with more speed, to build bigger machines, invent more powerful explosives,
produce more goods, teach his children
more facts. Each development of science d~
mands more science to maintain it, more to
improve it, more to keep in advance of its
use by our potential enemies. Scientific man
is driven faster and faster by his system
until he has no time left, no thought left,
no appreciation left for man himself. He
is dependent for his security on the increasing complication of a mechanistic organization which is already too compIicat~
ed for him to control. His world is full of
frustration, bitterness, strikes,and war."
-Of Flight and Life, by Charles A. Lind~
bergh.
The Word of God has declared that such
would be the bitter end of man's doing.
"From what source are there wars and
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from what source are there fights among
you? Are they not from this source, namely, from your cravings for sensual pleasure
which carry on a conflict in your members?
You desire, and yet you do not have. You
go on murdering and coveting, and yet you
are not able to obtain. You go on fighting
and waging war. You do not have because
of your not asking. You do ask, and yet you
do not receive, because you are asking for
a wrong purpose, that you may expend it
upon your cravings for sensual pleasure."
Victims of their lusts and cravings, men
of science drift farther away from God and
deeper into slavery, thinking they are free~
ing themselves with their many inventions.
-James 4:1-3, New World Trans.
The Lust for More

As a result of their obsessions a differ.
ent world has emerged. A world in which
man has been reduced to a statistic. 'Like
a useless tool he is discarded if he does not
fulfill the exact requirement. On the p~
duction sheet he is classified as an unstable
element and ruled out. Never before has the
human species been subjected. to such sys~
tematic and searching tests as today. Every
ounce of energy is exacted from him to
keep apace with modern living. The cry
from every corner is for new, better and
more developments.
Not even the farmer' can escape the
swirling whirlpool of modern living. Farms
have taken on the appearance of an im~
mense factory. The stop watch, tape rneas·
ure and motion study have replaced the
horse and the plow. Through man~made
laws of rationalization and intensification
crops are harvested three and four times
a year. Artificial insemination is rushed
into service, because natural methods are
too slow. The new technique allows no
place for emotion. Animals are treated like
machines. "We look upon our cows as ma~
chines," explains a modern dairyman. "We
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put raw material in the form of nourtsh~
ment into the machine and take out milk
and butter. With our fast tempo of production the cows are generally 'burned out'
after two and a half years. If we'd put
them to graze for ten or twelve months
they'd recover, but I have calculated that
periodical disuse of the cows as milk ma~
chines is unprofitable. So I prefer to send
them to the slaughterhouse and use the
money buying young fresh cows."
In the heightened pace of "intellectual
living" only man and nature appear to be
the weaklings and "slow pokes." Robots
,and automatons move ahead. To squeeze
more power and production out of himself,
roan equips bis offices with thennometers
that regulate the room temperature at a
level scientifically calculated to produce
maximum efficiency and productivity.
High-bred thinking machines set the pace.
Some of these are capable of printing
24,000 letters or numbers a minute; another can write a thousand lines in sixty
seconds. The modern factory is equipped
with productometers, motive profiles, psychographs, skiagrams and communication
charts. Have these inventions freed man
from the fetters of labor? Science will
agree that only the nature of the labor
has changed. Man uses less muscle power,
but his nerves and spirit are put under new
and constant tests and strains.
Dignity of Work LOBt

The work in changing its features has
lost its personality and dignity. In place of
the hand worker has appeared the factory
laborer. The pride of workmanship and
achievement has declined as efficiency of
production lines increased. Highly technical equipment has increased its dependence
on its human masters. The more receptive
and sensitive the instrument becomes, the
more it implicates its controllers. With the
creating, devising and designing of techni8

cal and, complicated machinery man has
simply built his own web in which he has
enslaved himself. It is obvious now that he
does not know the way out.
A personnel chief of a large firm stated:
"I had a great respect for science and
hoped to accomplish something genuinely
helpful to our people. But what came of it?
A sniffing around and an agitation, a silly
fooling with questionnaires; statistics and
dozens of tests. And in return there's not a
trace of healthy human understanding left.
On paper the production in our factory
seems to have risen through these methods.
Despite the figures, I doubt it. But even if
it were so, the price we pay is too high.
Our factory has become a world without
walls, without respect for individuality,
without regard for private life."
Said Lingbergh: "No standard of living
is high when jobs become rlrurlgery and
hours dreary, when young men and women
cannot afford a family, where children are
walled off by brick from sod and sky,
where vast numbers of people are so encumbered with mechanistic detail that the
spirit has no chance to rise." it is not
strange, then, that God should view the
wisdom of this "intellectual" world as foolishness. He says that he will shove the intelligence of the intellectuals aside.-1 Corinthians 1:19, New World Trans.
The old worlrl is geared to move and live
fast. It has no time for God or for his incoming new world. Like a glorified, mechanical soap bubble it soars hither and
yon until the battle of Armageddon bursts
it into nothingness. To follow will be the
new world with its abolition of sin and
physical slavery. This will not come about
by the inventions of men, but will be accomplished by God through his instrument,
the Kingdom. Under the Kingdom arrangement mankind will resort to a normal pace
and joyous living.
AWAKE!

Ancient Principles Make Modem Games

AMES are older than most people realize. But have not many games, such
as canasta, just been invented? True, but
from early times man showed keen ingenuity in devising game principles. Those
principles, coated with the luster of refinement down through the centuries, form the
basis for ever-popular games of today. So
when one plays a game of cards or chess or
checkers or backgammon or a board game
in which chance determines the length of
the move, basically, he is not playing a new
game. The ancients played it first.
Do you like to play board games such as
backgammon or "Monopoly," in which you
throw dice to determine your move? Well,
if you should visit the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York city you would
see a board game used almost 4,000 years
ago. It will make you feel very close to the
ancient Egyptian. This game is called
"Senit" and is just one of the many board
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games of ancient Egypt. The board is very
.It even .looks bettElf than
board games of today. In Senit, the
li"t'J',,,....+i'"
player tossed four carved wands.
way they fell, crossed or pointed, determined the moves that the player was allowed to make. SenIt was played on a board.
thirty squares. In play the game remodern parcheesi and backgam.Certain key squares, as in virtually
modern-day board game, brought
advantages or disadvantages to a player
landing on them.
Now modern man has turned out something quite novel: a game board on which
more than one kind of game can be played.
But the ancients had it first. For example.
one of the most prized possessions of ancient Egyptians was a dual-purpose game
box of cedar inlaid with panels 1:>f beautiful blue faience. This attractive box not
only served as a convenient container for
the implements of the game, but also had
layouts or "boards" on its top and bottom.
On the underside of the cedar box was the
board for the game of Tshau or Robbers.
(Sounds like a rather modern game!) On
the topside was the square layout for Senit.
Clearly, games were very popular in ancient times. This is indicated by the fact
that a picture of a draughtsboard or checkerboard was one of the oldest and most
common signs used in their written language. Also the games played on it.are
mentioned repeatedly in their funerary and
religious literature.
Dice and Chess
Dice have been used from remote antiq4
uity. They have often been associated with
gambling games. But surprisingly enough
there are many dice games that are not
gambling games and that permit the exercise of a great deal of skill. Dice seem to
have been known by all civilizations. Even
the American Indians had them, and they
9

were knOWn to savage tribes of Mrica. The book The Complete Book 0/ Games
According to Plutarch dice were a very says: "Checkers Qr Draughts is an ancient
early invention in Egypt. His statement oiIspring of Chess, played in Egypt and
bears weight, since the Egyptians intro- Nubia 2000 b.c., where the circular men
duced dice into one of their oldest mytho- had a knop on them almost like chess
logical fables. Archaeologists have recov- pawns." Many are the forms of checkers.
ered dice from Egyptian tombs. Those dis- There are such varieties as Chinese, Engcovered at Thebes were marked with small lish, Polish, Spanish, Italian and Turkish
circles, representing units. Made of bone checkers.
Another popular game of great antiquity
or ivory, they varied slightly in size.
Chess has long been called "the game of is backgammon. It is played on a special
games." This is probably because it is a board with pieces resembling checker men
game of sheer skill and requires intense and with a pair of dice for each player.
thinking. Down through the centuries the Backgammon. as mentioned before, is very
game has been associated with deep-think- similar to Egyptian Senit. Attesting to the
ing people, with 'kings, with royalty, with great antiquity of backga,mmon is the fact
generals. Just when and where chess ori- that virtually no changes have been made
ginated is not known. Says the Encyclo- in it since the days of Rome.
It is probably no surprise now to know
preliia Britannica: "The origin of chess is
lost in obscurity. Its invention has been that billiards, a game played with ivory or
variously ascribed to the Greeks, Romans, hard elastic balls, has its origin lost in the
Babylonians, Scythians, Egyptians, Jews, mists of antiquity. It is mentioned il1' the
Persians, Chinese, Hindus, Arabians, will of a second-century Irish' king. It was
Arauscanians, Castilians, Irish and Welsh." referred to by Shakespeare, and it was the
From time immemorial chess has been fashionable game in France during the
popular in India. It spread to Persia and reign of Louis XIV.
then to Europe, whence it came to AmeriThe perennial games of children also are
ca. As far as the game itself goes it has rooted in antiqUity. Those board games
changed little with time. A refinement was loved by children of all ages, in which
made in the sixteenth century; but, as a moves are made by a spin of an arrow or a
whole, "changes in .the way in which the throw of the dice, take us back to Egypt.
various chessmen move appear to have Ball games are said to have been invented
been rare."-The New Funk &: Wagnalls by the ancient Lydians. The ancient EgypE1U;'Yclopedia.
.
tians had boomerangs. The boys playing
marbles in the schoolyard little know that
Checkers, Backgammon and Billiards
their game is of great age. (Very likely
Practically everyone knows checkers or golf had its fundamental idea from a kind
draughts. It is standard recreation in fire of marble game.) The board game with the
stations. It is played by railroad men, by three concentric squares, called nine-men's
sailors, by schoolboys and by graybeards. morris, is usually looked upon as juvenile.
Yet probably few of these players realize It received its odd name in England behow old the game is. It is so old that its cause of its similarity to the morris (Moororigin is lost. Authorities generally agree ish) dances. In Germanic countries it is
that a similar game Was played by the called the Mill. The game is very ancient,
Egyptians as early as 1600 B.C., and that a having been traced to classic Grecian times
form of it was popular in ancient Greece. and even much earlier.
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AWAKE!

Dominoea and PIGging Card.
Both chi1dren and adults enjoy a game
of dominoes. Somethmg new? :!\Io, for the)'
were introduced to Europe about A.D. 1700.
That does not sound extre:nely old. But
this fact is often overlooked: dominoes
arc actually just a refinement of dicedice that have been flattened out into
dominoes, the face of a domino represen:kg the two numerals faced up on a throw
of two dice.
Even ac; dominoes are just ftattened-out
dice so playir.g cards are just the royalty
and other persons ~n cbess flattened out
into cards. The origin of playing cards is
somewhat obscure. Says Th.e New Funk &;
Wagnall.s Encyclopedia: "There is evidence
that they were in use in Egypt in the time
of Joseph, but they did not appear among
the Jews until after the ret.lrn from t.1e
Babylonian exile.... The Chinese dictionary, Ching-tze-tun9 (1678), states that
they were invented for the amusement of
SMm-ho's concubines in the year 1120 A.D."
About thl' fifteen'::h century cards became
popular in Europe. One historian mentior:.s
that when Cortes conquered MexicB King
Monte-ruma took great pleaSure in watchir.g the Spanish soldiers play cards.
Early Italian and Spanish cards, instead
of modern hearts, clubs, diamonds and
spades, had swords to represent tile nobility, cha:ices for the ctergy. coins for the
citizens and clubs or staves for the pea~n~
try. Among devices used on eard faces
were horsemen, elephants. birds. bells,
flowers, tumblers a.'1d a host of ather subjects. Among Anglo-Saxons C8urt cards
became popu~ar. These wcre made up of 52

cards In four suits of 13 each, king, queen,
jack, and 10 cards, from 10 to 1. In tline a
full pack was expanded to 53. 'The new card
was the joker, a card representing the
court jester, II. unique person because he
could assume without :rebuke any role he
chose. Today the joker often plays a like
versatile role.
Court cards were not always the vogue
in America. In 1848 cards manufactured
in New York, at least a good n'Jlllber of
them, had neither kings nor queens. President George Washington had vanquished
t.'fJe king of hearts. John Adams took over
t."t]e king of diamonds. On clubs there was
}<'ranklin and on spades Lafa)·ette. The
queens were Venus, Fortune, Ceres and
Minerva; and the jacks had become Indian
chiefs.
Modern card games are merely refinements of older games. Bridge got its name
in London in the 1890's, but the game was
jrnported from Cairo; and the gaffles that
were it.. ancestors were played in Turkey
and Russia centuries ago. Even the newfangled canasta is but a farm of rummy,
And ru:nrr.y is but a descendant of coon·
can, and cooncan, in turn, carne from a
Spanish game of some 200 years ago called
con quien' (with whom?). So one of the
orig:nators of canasta. Segundo Santos,
had
to, ad:nit: "We borrowed from games
.
tnat had been borrowed from other games
:n a long illegitimate line that probably
traces back u thousand years to China."
-Caronet, February, 1953.
So the next time you sit down to an absorbing game, chances are, \\'hatever it is,
the ancients playl'd it first.

~(.If.tleS~
~ Hulled States senators are noted :for 1h("ir foggy, long·wlnded speeches. Re·
cently, Representative Burdick of North Dakota complained about this ~nch8.nt
of tt.e senators. sayir:g: "You clin lll'!ver tpII what thE." subject is, :for they go into
minute details fro:n building a mnusetrap to building an atom:'c bomb, and of
('ou r!le thttY·r(· not experts at Pit hE'r."
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[.JAMAICA CHANGES ITS GOVERNMENT

N January 12. 1950, the Br:t1sh Carlhb(oaD
,
II Ian d c'f J .am oJ ca h e Id 115 .,,"'U.LL" genera
ele<:tion under unhcraal adult sutJ'rage.
Thll- election resulted in 3. change in Jamaica's
'"nm,nt.
goYe,
III. In 190!4. atter seventy-nine yt'ars as an Eng·
U.h Crown Colony, Jamalca received an ad·

[UI

vanced constlt'.ltion. T'>te tormer syfOtem ilRW

I

.~

IHkal humor; thltl they will have a tunenl

:::
'.,:.-

service for 50me defeated political oJlponent,
or a predefeated burial as proof of their con·

'd' ""',,,

vlction °t',h" min"'' ' tc1E"feat·ffinAn,e~.~y,
opponen. n a
a Ute 1..'0 ,IS D<..Ir e w '-'"
.';.•' lull iwlerai. rites, including marchir.g and the
:~: singing o! relia:iouil longs.
"j' III: fUrther, sao111y belore election day mOl!t
.:.i.:

3:

::.f the IlUpporters ot the PNP eq'.1ipped themselv~5 w:lth brooms and swept many streets

power exercised mo:'l' by the EniHsb·appolnt· I
M iovemor who 4'ould v~to and override dE." •.:j!'.: c:lean to ernpha:ii7.e ,hell' campaign slogan:
clalonl made hy tt.e people's reopI't!Sentatlv('s
elected c·n II. limITed lr·an('hl!ie. The newly In· :~:
trodu(.-ed system gave v)otini right! to aU l>er· .:.
IOlUJ over twenty·om". and phsE'd the Ir.nklng :~:
of policy 1.'1to the hands of an executive coun· :~:
cl1.
.:.
.
:.
41 That 1944 £>leMion saw two major parUes .:.
In the fl.eld. the People's ~atkllal pany lPKP;- :~:
and the Jamaica Labour party ,:JLP J. The .;.
latter won ty a lar.aslide. The second elc!'lion :::
was held in ]949, and also resulted In victory:::
fo:- the Labour party. bolt wit.'] a lo{reatJy N!. .:.
duced majority. What w(ltdd the third elertJon :~:
bring? Everyone ea!!{erly awaited the contes: ~:
in which nve rolltical pirties and many Inde· .:'
.:.
pendentl lio.ught c:mtrol of Jamaica's destiny _:.
for the neXl five y('acs. Th('.ru'.ing party point· .;,
ed to I::. aC'hlevements as proot that It should :~:
-:.
be reta~ned In power. whlle the PNl3 called .:.
attention til the high cost ;)f living and :'1igh :::
numbers ot unemployed as I"vlden('e o! lb' .:.
need for a cnange. Jt also highU.hted the .fact
that two mlr;isters. "i the ioverr:.ment had .:.
been jailed lor eornlpt practi("ts.
.., Jamaicans hilve a very keell sense 01 po. .:.

:j;
:!:

l

"Swrep them o'.1t." It was a common ~:ght
r::Jr cars to bP equipped with three or four
brooms on their front and rear bumpers. Such
activity gave a touch uf );umol' ar:d alSQ a
chilling of rancor to a campaign tilat was
fll]<",:,J with (ervt'nt and enthuslastk appeals .
4! Both shIes expressed, iront confidence L'1
vIctory, but what waul::! the electo:-ate decide?
!:Iy January 13 the answer came. T:le People's
!'.'"ational party po.l!.'C more votes than ~dl
their opponents combined. 'I1u'! Labour parly
,",as second, and al~ the other eand1dat£>S were
eliminated. The former govcrnmem had made
great economic und development StrldC3. bUt
the JM,.'OpJe had dl'l'lucd (Clr a c·llange•
t... The new admInistration promised to wo':"~-(
toward full self'.i0Vl'mment wit~in the next
five years, as well all! to push ahead wlth rhe
plans tor !Nleratic;n With oth("r RriUsh West
Indian territori£>ll. Foreign Investment. wert"
Invited, and :he r.cw regime's lcader 11&y:i tllat
the emphaslli for the next flve years w1l1 be{m industrial tlovclopmer.t. His iovernment
haij prorn1aed to rool~ the cost or Ih1ng and
r-elieve unempioymE'm,

Incredible Advances In Archaeology

J

41 Dr. W. F. Albright Is an Internationally known £>xpert Ir. SemIl1\: languRj'e.f>
and aJ'(~haeology, When he l'C'C£'ntly add ret-sed an audienc'e at the Slate1:niversl.ty
d Iowa he emphasized particularly what hI;' r.alh'd the '·im'l'roible'· 2.dvancoe9 made
sInce I93'.lln the fll'ld 0.>.[ Biblical arcnaeology. \'Y'hat is the signitkan.:-e of all ~hesE'
advancC:I? DeI,'lal'E'd Dr. Albri&,ht: "For al! practlral pt.rpos("S we ran say the tis·
te-rica] bllckirounu ami the atmosphere of thl'! Blbl4! ag:=-ee I'!ntirely with hlsto:-y
as subatantiaw.d oy at(~hal!OlOg1cal t1ndln&,s." Fo:lowir.g Albrijlht's talk. Dr. F'. 7.
Barehuhr, profeJolicr 01 Jewish s~udies at State l":n:'versity (of ~owa, spoke: '·W;,h
Dr. Albright and other scholars c·t h:.s kInd, an e:-a oi utter s lI"optlch,m and hypt'r'
~'rltJclsm ot the Bible comes to its \'OnduslOn."- Dell Mo;ne-~ Sunday Reg"~er,
()(>!ober 31, 1954.
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which has 35,000 members, voted to "wipe ou'c the hot rod evil
at its sources" by selling no more "soupedup" cars or motors or services to youths?
Do you relish the thrill of lightning
starts, two-wheel turns and screeching
stops like gangsters in the movies? Or do
you relax in the good, solid prosaic satisfaction of knowing that your education
and training in behind-the-wheel driving
make you only half as liable to become invplvE,d in traffic accidents as the teen-agel'
'">',,,.b.0 tries to be a daredevil?
: Whether you are an example or a men. ace to society is purely a matter of your
attitude. One young man, who sounds
grown-up in tone, said: "Instead of showtheir telegrams.
the steering wheel costs more than a hun- ing strength of character, many teen-agel's
dred violent deaths a day.
are too apt to follow the crowd in reckless
Traffic conditions may be more than driving."
If you are not bothered with the adolesaverage humanity can cope with in safety
and plea,alltness. This does not mean that cent's attitude, what about the health
accidents cannot be held to a minimum. problem? Some people arc not in physical
There are people who every day win safety condition to be driving a car. They wiII not
awards for a record of ten, twenty, even admit this fact. What about yourself? To
into your
thirty years, of driving without accidents. be frank, this matter of
driving
intiSome of these are taxi drivers.
mate·
of
You question these safe drivers for the
secret of their prowess. You find it is a
matter of personal attitudes. What are
good, safe driving attitUdes? Have you ever'.
examined to sec whether you have them?'
For example, what is your attitude in case
you are a young driver? In the United·
States one out of six licensed drivers is
under twenty-five years of age, but this
group causes one out of four bad accidents.
Are you among those inclined toward juvenile driving delinquency? Are you a hotrod enthu,iast? Did you contribute to the
upswing of traffic carnage in 1953 to the
extent that the National Automobile Deal-

YOUR
DRIVING

ATTITUDES
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by. 'They say you are "prone to acctdents,"
and should practice extra caution.
Little things, like how easily your attention is distracted, go a long way toward
revealing your driving attitudes. As
Herbert J. Stack, director of tlle center of
safety of New York t:niversity, sagely
puts it, "Unless we can reach the man behind tt'.e wheel no great good. can be accomplished." Human personality, he says,
is the bafflement of the experts. Your driving attitudes arc what count.
It has been suggested that a good index
to your attitudes is the number of cars you
have bu:npcd or caused to bump you. How
close do yeu follow other t::"affic? Do you
signal when you slow down or turn-and
in time? Do you ib'110re traffic signals? Do
you misjudge distances? Are you impatient
with traffic? Do you make allowances for
human reaction timing? For bra:-<ing dist.a::1ces? Do you hog the road? Is yout· vision faulty-or do you know?
For every ten mi1('S an hcur of speed you
should allow at ieast one car length between you and the car ahead; if traveling
at thirty miles an hour, allow three car
lengths. Only in this way would you be able
to stop if an emergency arose. Only :f you
are in the habit of walking out or windows
and falling on yO'Jr face three stories below
onto a concrete floor is it all right far you
to crash head . .()]l into s. parked tr..l.ck at
thirty miles an hour. The impact on you::"
face is the same.
In 1951 the 9,090,000 accidents listed
showed six O"..1t of ten were rear-end b:lmps.
Six per cent weJ'e hard enough to kill, In
New York state the average bur.1p, in terms
of personal and property damages, costs
from S300 to $400. It was less :n other
states, but think of the nation's throwing
away $730 mnIion a year on car bumps.
'Ibat was r.1ore money than was earned by
a hundred thousand average Americans
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that year. In one halt of the world that
$730 million is aU the money earned by
7,300.000 people, and that is a great amount
of money to payout on car bumps!

Alert Perception
Clear perception has to do with something more SUbtle than t:.ow well you can
see. It has to do with how well you avoid
bC'ing fooled by drivers' mirages. You
might have read about the driver who
followed the rpd truck light.'! Gp hill and
dmm. Suddenly he crashed. into the solid
steel wall of t.'tJe truck's rear end. Why?
Because the truck had purred off the rOHd
and stopped. The 1Igh ts were s:na'Il and the
dr~ver never noticed that they had stoppt:~
moving. In 1953 out of every h'Jndred real'end crashes fifty-three c:lll ided .wi th trucks.
It takes clear perception as well o!lS clear
vision on your part to ~"Ua."1i against subilp
dangers like these. The best t:mic for clent'
perception is careful attention, a "takenotbing-for-grunted" attitude. An attitudr
is anything you learn and ('ultivate into a
hablt.
Obviously one's percept:on i~ not alert
if he is under the influence of alcotol.
"Drunken driving," warned the American
Automobile Association in 1950, "rapidly
is becoming death's chief handyman in
road disastel'S." The ligbt drinker who has
only "a couple of beers" or "one for the
road" is no exception. I'ot only is he the
classic example of a drugged driver, bL;.t
what he has had to drink may have given
h:m a "superman cor.1plex" carrying him
away in his 0\1.0'71 cstima~ion above the traf·
fie laws and all protective regulations, l'igh1
into the graveyard.
Juvenile hot-rod parties, lubricated by a
little alcohol, sometimes wind up in driv:ng
sprees, vicious bursts of speed and loss of
rational driving control. Yet, until SUITtmaned to the hospitaJ or the morgue it may
not dawn upon the parcn~s who it was that
AWAKEI

.let jlDlior off on a happy-go-lucky spree.
The intoxicated driver has been called
"the greatest s!ng:e hazard on the highways." Dr. Leonard Goldberg of Sweden's
Caroline Institute lists roW" condemning
reasons why drivers should refrain completely: Alcohol (1) slows down reactions;
(2) it creates false confidence; (3) it impairs conccntratio::1, dulls judgment; (4) it
plays tricks on your eyes. Dr. Robert V.
Seliger of Baltin:ore, Ma::-)'land, reports
that in rr:.ore than 50 Per CC::1t of automobile fataJities the use of alcchcl was involved. "Even more stari!ing," Dr. Seliger
said, "was the disclosure that the greatest
number of kjJ]ers at the wheel were in the
so-called 'moderate' drinking class."

Dearborn remarked sarcastically. "What
happened was that too many people didn't
give a whoop what happened, as long as
they got where they were going-fast."
That was baC"Je in 1950. Evidently few people paid any attention to Dearborn, because
in the succeeding years this bad, deacUy
habit continued.
But is the remedy to drive very slowly?
No, you can drive so slowly that you become a nuisance. The New Jersey state
police arrested one "mope" who, at twenty
miles an hour, was blocking a line of cars
four miles long. Yot;. can, indeed, drive too
slowly for safety's sake. In Connecticut
two drivers were killed. One of them had
waited several miles to get around a s~ow
poke drivel'. When he did take a chance, it
Death and Speed
was the wrong one, and he rammed headThat neighbor of yours was just about as on with the oncoming driver. Both died on
level-headed as they come. He drove his car the spot. The slow poke'? His car was not
normally about forty to fifty :11iles an hour. touched. And when the wreck happened he
That is. until he took a trip across the did not even stop.
superhighway. He found himscU on 10r.g
A ~ood sane speed of from forty to fifty
straight lUns, flat and seemingly endless. miles an hour on average daylight road is
He did not realize that the speedometer in what authorities long for, dream about,
his big powerful car was stealing past 65, plead for, but seldom see.
then 70, then 75. He kept looking carefully
'What does it all mean to you'? That the
n:,ead. Nothing but mile after mile or repebest \vay to live :s to put courtesy into your
titlon. Something about the steady, changeless movement hypnotized him. The speed- driving. to examine your driving attitude,
your alertness, your perception and your
ometer crept up and upconsideration
for the nerves and lives 0':Until the obituary told the rest.
others.
Remember,
generally speaking, it
Subtle, is it not? He never was a speed{'r by habit. But othel'S are--or were. is your attitude that determines how well
"Everybody is askir.g what happened," yO'J drive, or ;;erhaps even how lor:g you
are able to do s:)~-Contributed_
Na~ional Safety Council president r-;ed H.

Refund Extraordinary
'i;' At Tarbes. FranC(', mcehanic ChariI.''; PlIcn ordered a lUnehf>:)n of ehampagnf!
and oysters. Then somf'!hing happem>d; the hungry meci'lanic starlPd ~o ehok('
and 10 cuug!]. After several C'oughs t;p earr:e an oyster ccmtalning 28 poParls. For·
tuna1ely. there was a jeweler at a nellrby table who bought the pearls fnr 50,000
f:-ant's ($140) and the hungry mall, witt: the extraordinary refund In h:s pocket.
went back to his h:n('h('<ln and ordered another round of champagne fo:' the as·
sembled company.
JUNE S,
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SORROW IN SIERRA LEONE
., ·'J.wtIk.I"
SiHnI t,D"water pipes and p".Jblic· water taps were so
"SORROW in the Land"-those wards were I c.ama,ged that parts o! the city were without
c.r~MII

In

lettered on a placard carried in the OI"- f
derly strike parade tr.ruugh the principal
streets 01 Freetown, Sferra Leone. on the I
motnlni' ot February 9. It there was sorrow I
at the time the sign was made, it was noU:.Jng I
to compare With the conditions to come.
'')#: _The Artisan. and General Workers \.:nioll
Ilhd workers in the Transport t:nion had I
c.t.Ued for a generaJ .. trike tor h:gher wa.ges, I
the tint general strike In Freetown sUlI'C 1926. I
Three days later the Daily Mail saId: "The I
hooligans and gangsters of Freetown are t8k- I
JnK advantage of the strIke condition to force
the law of the mob on a civilised community.
Yesterday they kllled a man. In the u.nlaw!ul 1
attacks on the poliee, the d(K~ks and other I
centres yesterday, sttikc:-s were undoubtedly I
taklng part bot a Jot or the stone thl"ov.ing I
and .enseless breaking of windcw5 was done I
by hooligans who have no interest In the
I
strlke at all."
'j,' The eastern police s~tion wall besiegoo I
and a senior polll~e officer and a number or 1
policemen were virtually held prisoner there
by the rioters, Clashe-s between members ot I
the police and the rloters started about :nldday 1
and continued tbroujt'h moat cf tr.(' afternoon.
R10ten set fire to a police van that carried I
reinforcements, sc! fire to the station. then at·
tacked the tire brigade, and wound£!d severnl
of its memben. Finally, a contingent from the I
Slerra Leone regiment of the West Afrl~an I
frontier torce came to the police's rescue,
'i,' Wholesale stoning ahd looting broke out.
I
More than £160,000 ($448,000) worth of goods J
la believed to have been lost. Street lights I
and windows wen! broken, 0:.:11'8 stoned, and I

!

,

,
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rUlmlng water. More than a hundred casual·
ties were taken In at the local hospital, seven·
teen of which were dead.
of The strongly barred doors o!' tl'.(' shops
were broken open. Rioters surged inside, o:lly
to ernerie seconds later with bolts of cloth
and personal eiTects of the shopkeepers. OHen
fghtl broke O';lt among the- mobsters as they
:fought to protect their loot trom their :fe]low
rioten;. Then lames would screech to a stop
and from them members of the J)Qliee riot
squads would e-merge With steel helmets,
truncheons and shJeJds tor protection agaimt
throv.'11 rocks. S<)me of the police were alnle::l
with riffes and fixed bayonets. The rioters
scatteN>d, whEe some would be captured and
whisked ot! :0 police t.e-adquarters. Shots
eould be heard periodlcalIy throughout tae
night as curlew orders were being enfo::'("('d.
,: Responslb~e people of Freetown d('plored
the 8~ate 01: affairs. The leiitlmatc strikers
were not at all in faVor of suc~ h()Qliganlsm.
It damaged their lawful strike actlOn and also
worked a great hardship on the citizens of
Freetown ILnd nearby areas.
t The strike was called at! ~o "shew the
government and the people that we have noth·
fng to do with lhe riots," And on Monday,
"FebI1.lary 14, Freetown became comparatively
quiet again. A government statement said:
"After your return to work on the increase
of alx pence already o11'ered you, a ,;pecial
Concil1ntlon Committee v.ill be set up. Govern·
ment eonDdently hopes that this Committee
will succeed in bringing fresh nego'tlations
between the two sides to a. successful coneIusion. "

NO COMMENT ON THE MORAL

I

~-~

(. Clergymen. after they N'Count an experience, like 10 point out the moral. Could
there be times when it might be embarrassing to point OUt the inner meaning?
It seems th.u way. at leaet with the experlen('~ ot the archWshop of Canterbury,
Geotfrey Francis }>'lsher, who went to hear the prisoners' ('hair or Maidstone ja11
(Britain). He was impressed and asked how many 0.1 the prIsoners had CRce been
choirboys. "Believe It or not," the amazed archbishop reported to a teachel'$' group,
"practically tl'.e Whole Jot 0.1 them had been." The archbIshop concluded: "I can't
point any moral."
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the Bernese Oberland, Lucerne and central
Switzerland, Italian Switzerland, Zurich
and the Grisons. Since the Swiss electric
trains are frequent, rapid and comfortable,
we shall use them on our tour.

Geneva and Its Lake
By "A_k.I" correlpondent
It always evokes some astonishment that
in Switzerland
such international importance is attached
WJHEN you come to to the little city of Geneva with its 154,000
W Switzerland you come inhabitants. It was mainly the Reformation
to a tiny but prosperous and thickly POPUM that brought Geneva into the limelight as
lated land. Its area includes the central "Protestant Rome" and as "the school for
mass of the Alps, and these majestic moun- nations which had rejected the authority
tains cover sixty per cent of its surface. of Rome." Geneva became a place of refSwitzerland has seventy peaks over 10,000 uge for all sorts of people. In modern times
feet high and some of the most imposing within her walls Mussolini and Lenin premountains in the world. Nearly five million pared their revolutions. In recent decades
people live here, or 303 per square mile.
she has become the "international city"
In Switzerland you may speak one of par excellence.
several languages. German is spoken by
There are a busy shopping center, broad
about three quarters of the population. avenues and flower-decked lakeside promFrench is spoken in the west, Italian in the enades that spread out comfortably around
south, Romansh in a section of the east. the wide bay at the southwestern end of
If none of these languages will'serve your Lake Leman (or, Lake Geneva), and, of
purpose, then in almost every hotel, res- course, not to be overlooked is 15,78()'foot
taurant, shop, train, boat, etc., you will find Mont Blanc, the highest mountain in Eusomeone who speaks English and who will rope, that towers in the distance. One of
be glad to help you. With the language Geneva's citizens has modestly written
problem taken care of, what about money? about this natural beauty that "the GeneA United States dollar is worth 4.26 Swiss vans had no hand in this, Bhd so they do
franc&, or a Swiss franc is worth twenty- not boast."
In 1950, 1,194,000 passengers traveled on
three United States cents. So, with these
matters in mind, come now on a visit to Lake Geneva steamers, indeed a delightSwitzerland. This will be our itinerary: ful experience. But we can also take one
the Lake Geneva region, the Valais, Berne, of the frequent fast electric trains running
JUNE 8, 1955
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along the lake shore and in just forty min..
utes arrive in Lausanne. Situated in one of

Switzerland's most beautiful regions, Lau~
S8lUle is an ideal holiday center. The town
is set on south-lying slopes of hills that
fall gradually away to the lake. Across
the opalescent waters rise the shimmering
mountains of Savoy; to the right the skyline is cut by the lower W1duIating frontier
rnoW1tains of the Jura, and the countryside
is famous for its forests and vineyards.
Lausanne is a clty of steep streets and
stairways, but there is no need for you to
climb. The city's funicular, streetcars and
trolley buses will take you anywhere.
After visiting Lausanne, another twentyfive-minute train ride along the edge of the
lake brings us to Montreux. Montreux has
enjoyed the favor of generations of holidaymakers, especially from the British Isles,
and it is indeed a beautiful spot with a very
mild climate. After a night's rest here, and
after having visited the famous Chillon
castle, one of the fast trains that runs
from Paris to Rome takes us to the
Valaia.
world enclosed by mountains yet open
to all." The River Rhone, ninety miles in
length on Valais territory, is the backbone
of the canton or district. A hundred or so
smaller tributaries and valleys, some up to
twenty-five miles long, fan out ribwise on
either side. All along the Rhone lie towns
that enjoy a temperate clime all the year
round. conunanding the fiat, spacious valley that is crowned with rocks. castles and
towers.
At every stage of the Rhone's course a
variety of means of communication-railways, alpine motor coaches, funiculars.
aerial cable railways--curl up to the different moUntain resorts, bringing Into view
quiet villages, peaceful lakes, little valleys,
sun-kissed hillsides, deep gorges and wild
torrents.
"8
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Zermatt is no doubt the most famous of
the mountain resorts in the Va1ais. Let us
go up and see it. When we get almost in
sight of Zermatt we can gaze upon the
14,780-foot Matterhorn or Mont Cervin.
This is an unforgettable discovery. We cannot take our eyes off it. It is no wonder that
Zermatt has become so popular with all
lovers of mountain scenery!
Thanks to the Zermatt-Gornergrat railway you can get up the mountains without effort, being hoisted to the height of
10,148 feet in the center of a fabulous
amphitheater of summits, all reaching
higher than 13,000 feet and with a dozen
glaCiers between them. As the sun sets its
last rays produce a wonderful coloring upon the snowy peaks and the glaciers. and
you stand in silent meditation with a heart
filled with praise for its Creator.
But now we must go down again and
proceed to Berne by way of Brig. The train
from Brig (see the map) takes us gradually up the northern slopes of the Rhone
valley until it runs into the nine-mile-Iong
Loetschberg tunnel. We go through it and
find ourselves on the northern side of the
Bernese Alps. A distinct change is evident
in scenery, partly conditioned by a colder
climate. Soon, now, our train arrives in
Berne, where we stay for a night's rest
and let the grand things we have seen and
enjoyed sink into our memories.
Berne and the Bernese Oberland
You will be an appreciative visitor to
Switzerland's capital. Berne's rows of sandstone-colored houses and its quiet, dignified squares and cobblestone streets are enlivened by gay fountains with richly colored figures and splashing cool waters that
are pleasing to both eye and ear. Like a
blue ribbon the River Aare twists around
the old city,· seemingly stilI today fulfilling
its original purpose of protecting the town
from the outside world.
A WAKE/

An English expert on architecture..
S. Gordon Joseph, says: "The arcades are
perhaps the most chru:acterlstlc architectural feature of Berne. Other dties, of
course, have fine arcaded streets but no-.
where do they rank in ex'"....ent and beauty
with those of Berne .... The arcades <..'On-

or you can go for a sleigh ride pulled. by
polar dogs. We return to Interlaken through
Wengen, another beautiful mountain re-

sort, and. Lauterbrunnen.
From Interlaken it is only a two-hour
ride to Lucerne a.'1d

tinue to play t:ne role they have played for Central SwitzerlMd.
over 700 years-a covered way fo::" pedesThe lake of LuceI11e h the ~nter and
trians and a protection against S::lOW, rain at the same time the best· known part of
or hot sun for the shopper; a safe play- this beautiful area. And on its shores is
ground for children and-with their stone the love~iest town of central Switzerland,
seats beneath the urches, like window- Lucerne itself, regarding which Mark
ledges-a sort 0; street-length loggia for Twain said: "This is tbe most channing
gossip and relaxation." It is the medieval place we have ever livre in for repose and
aspect of the city that is perhaps of great- restfulness." With impregnable inountain
est interest to the visitor and that has. walls as a rearg-'.lard, it is from here that
earned Berne a place among the most fa- the first confederates set out, barefoot and
mous cities of Europe.
armed with axes and cudgels, to drive the
While in Bel'1le you are cordially invited glittering amlies of Austrian and German
to visit the Watch Tower's branch in a imperial knight!:> fIghting for the Holy Ro~
moder.1 building tnat houSE'S a printlng man Elr.pire from the soil that belonged
factory and fifty busy co-workers. It is to the farmers and herdsmen.
situated at Allmendc;trassc :W, which can
Ft'Om here we board the "Red. ArroW:' a
be reached from the railroad station by any fine excursion train of the Swiss Federal
W-bt:S or No.9 streetcar.
Railways, and enjoy a most delightful trip
Leaving Berne, we go to the Bemese down to Luga'1o. Climb:ng toward. the
Oberland. After an hour's train ride Gotthard we are a\\--are that we are riding
through the valley of the River Aare and over an tmusual railway, the whole track
along the lake of Thu:-l we arrive in Inter- being one splendId engineering achievelaken, which means "bet.ween the lakes," ment, with its loop t:mneLc;, its big bridges
referrir.g to thE> lake of Thun and the lake over deep precipices and its construction
of BriellZ. This town enjoys a ur:ique sit.ua~ <lIong the steep mountain slopes. At Goes~
tion at the foot of the majestic J·Jng"fl'au. chen en we enter the nine-mile~long GottFrom here a narrow-gauge railway brings hard tunnel. Fifteen mir:utcs later we
us u"':) to GIindelwald, a mountain village in emerge to find ourselves in another world,
a gl~ci€'r valley, then to the Kle:ne Scheid- as it W<!re, south of tht' Alps. This is the
egg and finally up 11,3..13 feet. to the .Jung- same country politically, but we r.ow tlnd
fraujoch, Europe's highest station. Zung:- different names, a different architecture
fraujoeh is IT.ore than 9,000 feet higher and different language characteristics and
:han Interlaken, and it is set in a sea of cllstoms, for now we are in
snow and ice. Here you wi] see the fifteenmile-long Aletsch glacier, which is the Italian Switzerland.
largest glacier in the Alps, and also the
We cannot describe here the beautifuJ
13,000.. to 14,OOO-foot peaks of the Bcrnese landscape the train C3lTies us through
Alps. Here is also an ice palace for skating, down to Bellinzona and Lugano, but must
Jf]NE 8, 1955
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Ibnit ourselves to the latter town because
it is the main tourist center. Do you long
for the attractions of the sunny south of
Europe? Then this is an ideai place for you.
).fuuntains rise from the sides of a lake of
deep Mediterranean blue. There are quaint,
fascinating old streets. Cypresses ano
palms raise their heads amidst an abnost
rantastic :uxuriance of vegetation. The inhabitan1s are a gay southern people. There
are romantic inns, a mild climate, balmy
air and a gorden sun whose rays transforn:
rocks, moun':.ains, water and sky into a
beautiful symphony of colors. Every season
of the year brings the visitor from r.orth~
em climes an entirely new world to vlew.
Now we doub:e back for u three-hour
ride, returning over the St. Gotthard to
the lake of Zurich, and soon enter L'tJe
Zurich main station.
ZUrich, Then the GriBona
On leaving the station we are in the
heart of this metropolis. Zurich, with
404,000 inha~itants, is Switzerland's larg,
est city. We stroll up the Bahnhofstrasse,
Switzerland's Fifth Avenue, and (."Qrr.e to
the lake of Zurich, where we can admire
new ranges of nearby hins and distant
mountains. Zurich is the commercia; center of Switzerland. It has a long history,
famous schools, and was onc of the several
starting points of the Reforrr.ation. F:ne
stea.'1lers ply the ~rni1e-longlak.e, and
there L" lovely scenery all around.
Also. we must visit the Grisons in the
eastern part of the country- This is the
largest canton of Swiv.erland, with a wide
variety of both climate and population. It
has a huridred and fifty valleys, turbulent
streams, transparent lakes, the Swiss r-<atior.aJ Park, grim Korges, glistening- glaciers and snow-crowned alpine giants
rugged of outline and stern of features,
Returning to Zurich for your train that
.will take you on to other lands, you are
20

tired but thoroughly happy. As you sit
on 1he banks of the lake of Zurich in
beautiful Belvoir Park, the- wonders of nature that you have seen irom Geneva to
the Grisons pass before YQur eyes Uke an
unending motion picture. You arc thoroughly satisfied and gratefu1 to the wonderful God whose lavish hand has spread
over this eart.'tJ such wonders for !lis creat'.lres to er.joy. You are glad to know that
such Ocauty will never be destroyed. and
that thl'OUg.70Ut Switzerland 3,5{)() wjtnesses to the Creator are going through tbe
cities, the valleys and over the mountains,
bringing to th:s land's ir:habitants a rnt'Ssage that shows how God will permit them
to keep this beautiful home forever.
b your travels through Swit7.erland you
may not be ab:e to visit all the places that
have been mentioned here, but this article
will give you an idea of the many interest:ng places that you can see. Re:nember,
too, that while travelir.g through E'urope
as a delegatE' to thE' Christian assemblies
of Jehovah's witncs.<;cs, Y0\ll' friendly smile.
your Christian behavior, and the respect
' and consideration that you show for the
people in the countries you visit, plus your
convention badge identifying you as a
membor of the New World society, wi!'.
bear important testimony to the r:arne that
you bear.
Your primary purpose in traveling to
Europe thjs SUIDrrwl' js to t.ave un added
part in glorifying the 1\iIlg of eternity. If,
along the way, you can get a further <1;Jpreciation of the marvels 0: his creation and
can, by your example, ooar tesDm~my to
others of the unity and love that exist
among God's prop Ie, the-n YO·.lr joy will
prove even greater. If your visit ta Switzerland is short. th('n rapid modern transportation CBn always bring you back another
time. An::l remember-you are always very
welcome to SWitzerla.'Jd!
.AWAKE!

DEW persons realize what a prominent tree that stood in the middle of the garpart the worship of trees has played in den. Though the tree served merely as a
the history of false religion. Many were legal sign or symbol between the Creator
the forms in which tree worship was prac~ and man in their dealings with each other.
ticed. Some men actually believed that in Eve's mind it loomed up as an object to
trees had the power to impart help or wis~ gratify her desire for godlike wisdom.
dam. This was becaus'e they thought that a And so, under the Devil's guidance, Eve
tree was either a god or'the dwelling place rebelled against her Creator, and in doing
of a spirit. This spirit, they thought, could so she became contaminated with tree
be good or bad. So some tree worshipers worship.
had a soul~chilIing fear of forests, espe~
How widespread did tree worship bedally at night. Sacrifices to propitiate the come? Traces of it exist in practically all
tree gods became common. But how is it pagan religions. We can turn to Egypt, the
that tree worship became so prominent in first world e.mpire.. Osiris, a god cl ~~e\a
pagan religions? How widespread was this tion, had his origin in a tree. Ancient Egypworship? What of the existence of tree tian monuments depict his dead body as
enclosed in a tree. Also the Egyptian "Book
worship today?
Beeause trees provide so many of the of the Dead," which teaches the heathen
needs of man, it is easy to understand how doctrine of the immortality of the soul, d~
the heathen mind would magnify a' tree picts a soul climbing hills and crossing
until at last, in their own minds, it had be~ deserts until finally it J:eaches the divine
come, like the sun, mountains, rivers and sycamores, where one of the goddesses
animals, a god. Then they might carve the emerges from a tree and offers refresh·
tree into a figure, which they imagined ment.
their god would resemble. And statues and
Turning to Assyria, we find that a sacred
idols developed.
tree appears with great frequenCy on AsThe growth of trees, the elasticity of syrian sculptures. The religion of the
their branches, their diversified shapes, the Babylonians grew up around the belief that
annual decay and revival of their fOliage, every object in nature was the abode of an
the rustling of tree: at night, their endur- indwelling spirit. The Persians ha'd their
ance through almos~ everything and their tree worship. And proofs of the prevalence
amazing longevity all seem to have been of tree worship in ancient Greece and
sufficient reasons for pagans to worship Rome are abundant.
them. It is striking, in the history of tree
worship, how many men have viewed trees Gods of the Ancients-Personified Plants
The Greeks boasted of their wisdom. And
as a source of wisdom. It was in the garden of ]:den that Eve, under the Devil's yet, says the Encyclopcedia Britannica,
beguiling direction, ate of the forbidden "sober Greek philosophers (Aristotle, Plu~

r
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tarch) thought that trees had perceptions,
passions and reason." Indeed, many of the
famed gods of Olympus are believed to
have started as trees.. Zeus was the chief of
the gods. Behind him was the oak. At
Dodona, the most ancient of all Greek
shrines (its ruins are at Dramisos), Zeus
was supposed to dwell in the trunk of an
oak tree. It is significant that, at this most
ancient and venerable of all Hellenic sancM
tuaries, the association of Zeus with the
oak tree is the closest. The Encyclopredia
Britannica tells us llnder "Dodona": "Its
temple was dedicated to Zeus, and connectM
ed with it was an oracle which would seem
to date from early times; for the method
of gathering responses was by listening to
the rustling -of an old oak tree: perhaps a
remnant of very ancient tree--worship."
Thus the chiefest of the Greek gods was
nothing but a large plant.
Dionysus, son of Zeus by Semele, was
the Greek god of all vegetation. Dionysus,
who was known to the Romans as Bacchus,
W8$ especially worshiped as the god of wine
and the god of the vine. He, too, started as

a plant.
Apollo, the son of Zeus by Leto, was the
second most important Olympian deity.
(He later became one of the chief gods of
Rome.) To his oracles people turned in
sickness. "Apollo," says James Rendel
Harris in The Ascent 0/ Olympus7 "b~ a
personified AllMheal, and to his primitive
apparatus of mistletoe berries, bark and
leaves, he has added a number of simples
[plants used in medicine], more or less
all-heals, or patentMmedicines, which taken
together constitute the Garden of Apollo,
the original apothecary's shop."
Artemis was a kind of feminine Apollo.
This was natural, for in Homer she is the
daughter of Zeus and the twin sister of
Apollo. Regarding Artemis the Encyclo
predia Britannica says: "Near Orchomenus
her wooden image stood in a large cedar M
M
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tree--an indication that .her worship was
originally that of the tree itself (Kedreatis..
'the cedar goddess'); at Caryaethere was
an image of Artemis, Karuatis ('the nuttree goddess')." Artemis was also associatM
ed with the myrtle in La.conia and the wil·
low in Sparta.
Interestingly. the Roman goddess Diana
was the counterpart of Artemis. Diana
originally was an Italian deity worshiped
in a grove beside the lake of Nemi. The
title of Vesta borne by Diana at Nemi indio
cates that a perpetual holy fire was kept
in her sanctuary. Of this holy fire Sir
James George Frazer says in The Golden
BO'Ugh: "The perpetual fire which burned
in the grove, like the perpetual fire which
burned in the temple of Vesta at Rome and
under the oak at Romove, was probably
fed with the sacred oak-wood."
Then there was Aphrodite (Roman Venus), the goddess of love. Behind her
stands the mandrake. Says John Stewart
Collis in The Triumph oj the Tree: "The
good which the juice of the mandrake (or
mandragora) had in store for men was ~f
a pleasing nature. It was a Jove--potion ....
Bit by bit the idolaters got to work in the
graving of their Image until at last Aphrodite in Greece and Venus in Italy rose from
this root to receive the worship and enjoy
the adoration of the people. Thus another
of the immortal gods was made by mortal
men."

Tree Worship in Many Lands
Many are the religions that either
evolved around tree worship or became
contaminated by it. Time and again the
Israelites, Jehovah's chosen people, dabbled
in tree worship. As soon as they were settIed in Canaan, where they should have
been diligent to keep themselves clean from
false religion, they began to search out
shady groves; there they presented their
sacrifices and libations, instead of bring.
AWAKE!

ing them to the court of the tabemacle.
It was as if they had purposed to provoke
Jehovah instead of worshiping him accept~
ably. Thus Jehovah said through his prophet: "When I brought them to the land that
I had sworn by uplifted hand to give to
them, as often as they saw any high hill
or any leafy tree, there they offered their
sacrifices, and there they presented their
offensive gifts."-EzekieI20:28, An Amer.

Trans.
Nowhere in the ancient world, perhaps,
was tree worship better preserved than in
the heart of Rome. In the Forum, the busy
center of Roman life, there was the sacred
fig tree of Romulus, which was worshiped
down to the days of the empire. On the
slope of Palatine Hill grew a cornel tree,
esteemed one of the most sacred objects in
Rome. Whenever the tree appeared to a
passer~by to be drooping, he set up a hue
and cry that was echoed by the people in
the street, and soon a crowd might be seen
rwming helter~skelter from all sides with
buckets of water, as if (says Plutarch)
they were hastening to put out a fire.
From its very beginning a tree figured
promiraently in Buddhism. In his work The
Sacred Tree) J. H. Philpot tells of the leg~
end of how Gautama, the founder of Bud~
dhism, "sat for six years in absolute solitude under the tree, in utter abandonment
to his sublime meditations.... Thus was
Buddha enabled to retain' possession of the
tree with all its knowledge and wisdom."
When Buddha received his so-called "en~
lightenment," he was sitting under a fig
tree called a Bo. Though this original tree
is no longer in existence, there is a tree in
Ceylon that is revered by Buddhists because they believe it to have grown from
a branch of the original Eo tree.
The Druids were the ancient Celtic in~
habitants of Gaul and the British Isles.
They worshiped the mistletoe~bearing oak
trees, and their very name "Druids" is be~
JUNE 8, 1955

liev~ by

good authorities to mean no more
than "oak men." The,New Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia says of them: ''They
held the oak tree and the mistletoe, especially when the latter grew on oak trees,
in great reverence; and they customarily
conducted their rituals in oak forests."
In countless examples of tree worship
the oak stands pre-eminent. Why is this?
Frazer offers an answer: "It is a plausible
theory that the reverence which the an~
cient peoples of Europe paid to the oak, and
the connexion which they traced between
the tree and their sky-god, were derived
from the much greater frequency with
whic;h the oak appears to be struck by
lightning than any other tree of our Euro.
pean forests . . . . Certain it is that, like
some savages, both Greeks and Romans
identified their great god of the sky and of
the oak with the lightning flash which
struck the ground; and they regularly en~
closed such a stricken spot and treated it
thereafter as sacred."-The Golden Bough.
But whatever kind of tree was wor~
shiped, this much is certain: the false religion was widespread. Poole, in his Genesis
of Earth and Man, summarizes it this way:
"Tree worship may be traced from the interior of Africa not only into Egypt and
Arabia, but also onward uninterruptedly
into Palestine and Syria, Assyria, Persia,
India, Thibet, Siam, the Philippine Islands,
China, Japan and Siberia; also westward
into Asia Minor, Greece, Italy, and other
countries." John Steward Collis puts it
more concisely: "We can say definitely
that tree-worship, as distinct from fear
of demons and belief in sprites, was spread
throughout the world."

Tree Worship Today
Tree worship is not just a product of a
bygone era. It flourishes in the world today, in Africa, in India. Many customs can
be traced back to tree worship, as, for
23

example, the custom of knocking on wood.
AlSo, says Frazer, "the custom of physical·
ly marrying men and women to trees is
still practiced in India and other parts of
the East."
The Hindu religion contains so much
tree worship that it would requi:l'e a study
in itself. Briefly, the great god, Brahma,
the first member of the Hindu trinity, is
represented as having emanated from a
golden lotus. Brahminical worshipers be-lieve the very essence of the deity descend·
ed into his tree. Those who wish to see an
example of how tree worship is carried on
today have but to turn to Life magazine
(February 7,1955), which contains an article on Hinduism with photographs, such
as, one with Hindu women praying for fer·
tillty as they walk around' a sacred tree.
The Ma:ypole is another relic of tree worship. The Maypole began as a tree that, on
May the first, was brought into a villageand erected there in oreler that the newly
awakened energy of the forest might be
communicated to the people. As time went
on it evolved into an annual ceremony.
Most scholars believe that the Maypole is
a survival of a phallic symbol formerly
used in the spring rites for the Roman goddess Maia. Even in later times much lewdness was connected with May Day. Note
the following description of a Maypole rite
in the days of Queen Bess, as given by
PhjJ}ip Stubbes in his Anatomie of Abuses,
first published in London in 1583:
"All the yung men and maides, aIde
men and wives, run gadding over night to
the woods, groves, hils, and mountains,
where they spend all the night in plesant
pasttimes; and in the morning they return. . . . The chiefest jewel they bring
from thence is their May-pole . . . And
then fall they to daunce about it, like as
the heathen people did at the dedication
of the Idols, whereof this is a perfect pattern, or rather the thing itself. I have
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heard it credibly'reported (and that viva
by men of great gravitie andreputa:tion, that of fortie, three-score, or a hundred maides going to the wood over night,
there have scares1y the third part of them
returned home againe undefiled."
Like the Maypole, even the so-called
Christmas tree is one hundred per cent
pagan. But the Christmas tree is just one
of numerous heathen customs practiced
during Christmas. Says The New Funk .&
Wagnalk Encyclopedia under "Christmas": "Christmas festivals, generally observed by Christians since the 4th century, include a nwnber of heathen customs
such as the use of holly, mistletoe, Yule
logs and wassail bowls. The use of Christmas trees probably originated among the
Romans of pre-Christian times from whom
it spread to the Genoanic peoples and
thence to the peoples of the British Isles."
So tree worship is more widespread than
most people realize. It is practiced in
heathendom, and in Christendom vestiges
of it remain to this day. Strange? Not
when you realize that to this very day the
clergy of Christendom teach pagan DOCtrines, doctrines not found in the Bible,
such as trinity, purgatory, eternal torment
and the immortality of the soul. Those who
voce)

teach these heathen doctrines profess to

be wise men, sages. So did the Greek and
Roman philosophers, who sanctioned the
stupid idolatries of their countrymen. As
the Bible says: "Although asserting they
were wise, they became foolish." So it is
with the clergy of Christendom who have
sanctioned pagan doctrines, images and
even forms of ancient tree worship. Soon
now, at Armageddon, false Christian religions and heathen religions will forever
djsappear from the face of the earth when
Jehovah God destroys those who have
"venerated and rendered sacred· service to
the creation rather than the One who created."-Romans 1 :22, 25, New World Tram.
AWAKE/

In What Body Did
Jesus Appear?

N WHAT body did JeSus appear to his
disciples after his being raised fI'om the
dead? Many religionists say that he appeared in the body in which he was impaled on a tree. In support of their argument they mention the time when JesUS
showed himself to Thomas, and said to
him: "Put your finger bere, and see my
hands, and take your hand and stick it
into my side, and stop being unbelieving
but become believing," In astonishment
Thomas exclaimed: "My Master and my
God!"-John 20:27, 28, New World Trans.
However, the inspired Record shows

I

that on, the day Jesus was raised from the
dead and 'on several occasions thereafter he
did not always appear in the same body in
which he was impaled. Had Jesus appeared
in the same body that was hanged on the
tree, those who were with him for three and
a half years would have readily recognized
him. Surely Mary Magdalene in the garden
would have known him, and we cannot say
she was blinded by her tears, as some profess she was. Jesus appeared to her as-a
gardener, and only when he spoke her name
in the tone so familiar to her did she recognize him. Read John 20:11-18.
He also appeared as follows: On the day
of his resurrection to the women returning
from the empty sepulcher; to Simon Peter
alone near Jerusalem and to two disciples
going to Emmaus. On the evening of -his
resurrection day he appeared to the aposJUNE 8, 1955

ties (except Thomas) at Jerusalem, where
they were meeting behind locked doors.
-Matthew 28:9, 10; Luke 24:13-21/ 34;
John 20:19-25.
One week later, the first day of the week,
he appeared to the apostles, Thomas tliis
time beirlg present. SOIlle days thereafter
he appeared on the shores of the Sea of
'Galilee to seven of his disciples who had
gone back to fishing. "Not one of the diSciples had the courage to inquire of him,
'Who are you?' because they knew it was
the Master," because of the miracle he had
jUst performed similar to the one he had
performed previous to his death on the
torture stake.-John 20:26-29; 21:1-14,

New World Trans.
A little later he appeared to the eleven
disciples on a mountain in Galilee. By harmonies of the four Gospels this is shown to
be the same meeting as when he appeared
to a carol'llmy ot mon than five hundred
of 11is foIlowers, gathered by appointment,
in Galilee. "And when they saw him they
did obeisance, but some doubted [Why?]."
After that he appeared to James only.
Then he appeared, for the last time, on the
side of the Mount of Olives, east of Jeru~
salem. nis was the time of his ascension,
when the angels said to the disciples: "This
Jesus who was received up from you into
heaven will come thus in the same manner
[Note: not in the same. bod'Yl, as '!1m have
beheld him going into heaven."-Matthew
28:16·20; 1 Corinthians 15:6, 7; Acts 1:611, New World Trans.
Now, did Jesus appear in a spirit body
or a human body? and how did he get the
body if it was not the one in which he was
impaled? Surely he was not raised from
the dead with a human body, because on
occasion he appeared to the disciples when
they were in a room with the' doors fastened. It is quite contrary to human nature
to go through closed doors without there
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being some damage done to the door and
the body. However, none is reported. Jesus
appeared and disappeared right before
them.-.Tohn 20:19-26.
An eyewitness writes: "Why, even Christ
died once for all time concerning sins, a
righteous person for unrighteous ones, that
he might lead you to God, he being put to
death in the flesh, but being made alive in
the spirit." The only answer is that now,
as a spirit creature, Jesus had the power
to materialize a body of flesh and clothing
and appear at any time and upon any occasion he desired, even as angels had previously ,,"one. Mary Magdalene supposed the
resurrected Jesus to be a gardener; two of
the disciples who walked with him to Emmaus thought he was a stranger in the
community. Again, none of the disciples
recognized him by his body on the seashore
of Galilee; likewise on other occasions
when he appeared to them. And then he
was recognized by his actions, his words
and the familiar tone of his voice. It was
hard to convince Thomas, who declared be
must have some more proof; therefore the
Master materialized a body having in it the
marks of the nails in order that Thomas
might be convinced.-l Peter 3:·18, New
World Tran&.
The purpose of Jesus' appearing to the
disciples was that the fact might be established that he was resurrected and alive.
He had power to materialize a fleshly body
and appear in it and to dissolve it at any
time. The body with which Jesus ascended
on high and which he has in heaven is a
glOrious body, which no man can look upon
and thereafter live, except by the miraculous power of Jehovah. The apostle states:
"Flesh and blood cannot inherit God's kingdom." (1 Corinthians 15:50, 51, New
World Trans.; read also 1 John 3:2.) Paul
was given it miraculous view of the Lord
in glory. He did not see the body of Jesus,
but only the light from his glorious body.
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So brilliant was this light that for three
days Paul was bllnd. Only a miracle re_
moved his blindness.
All the facts show that the fleshly bodies
in which the resurrected JesuS appeared
were neither the body that was impaled
nor his glorious spiritual body, but bodies
materialized expressly for the purpose of
appearing to his disciples. His human
body, the one in which he was impaled,
was removed from the tomb by the power
of God. Had it remained there it would
have been an obstacle in the way of the
faith of his disciples, Who were not instructed in spiritual things until the giving
of the holy spirit later at Pentecost.
Christ Jesus the Lord now in heaven is
a glorious person, "distinguished among
myriads," "altogether lovely," "the exact

representation" of Jehovah. No man can
look direct upon the glorified Jesus and
live.-Song of Solomon 5:10, 16, An'Amet'.
Trans.; Hebrews 1:3; Exodus 33:20, New

World Trans.
The purpose of the resurrection of the
Lord Jesus, when understood, is further
proof that he was raised, not human, but
spirit. The ransom for humankind had to
be provided by a perfect human creature's
going into death, that is, Jesus, who "be·
came flesh." This ransom price had the
value of a sin offering on behalf of mankind. Unless this was done, the ransom
would be of no avail and there would be
no purchase of the human race from death
and its results. Paul plainly states that
Christ entered into heaven itself, now to
appear in the presence of God for us. He is
now our great High Priest. This would
have been impossible had not Jesus been
resurrected a spirit perSOn; for "flesh and
blood cannot inherit God's kingdom." Since
Christ did inherit the kingdom, the conclusion that he no longer is flesh and blood
but spirit is inescapable.
AWAKE.'

Argentinll

I

OOK at a map of South America, trace

.... your f.nger down the eastern coast,
a.'1d you will come to Argentina. This land
extends for 2,3(X) miles from the country
of Bolivia or. the north to a section at the
very southern tip of the c;ontinent callC'd
Tierra del p'ue!lo, or "land of the ftrP.'."
As for the topography, east of the towering, majestic Ancics Mountains are great
plains, heavily wooded sections in the
north, then vast treeles.<; pampas given ovpr
to wheat and cattle l"dising, stretching
south down to the plains of Patagonia. The
climate in the center and most thick.1y settled part of the country is temperate, with
slight variations. The northern tip of the
republic is within the tropics and is therelore quite het, but the other extreme is
available in the cool so'Jthern regions.
Argentina's official views and policies
differ somewhat from the nations that surround it. Freedom 0: press and freedom
of wot'shil1 are not held in the same esteem
as in neighborir.g countries. Yet, in this
urlUsual atmosphere of restraint, Jehovah's
witnesses con;lnue to preach the good news
of God's kingdor.1 as they search for men
of good will toward God and his Word,
the Bible.
For the purpose of better attendir.g to
the net.."<ls of the people, Jehovah's witnesses do not have one central ::neeting
place or Kingdom Hall as in other countries. 'They meet in sman groups in private
homes. Argentina is a CathoEc eountry,
and many of these Catholic people had
nevt>r seen a Bible until they we)"e contactJUNE 8, 1955

cd by one of Jehovah's witnesses. So Bible
knowledge is stiU very Ihnlted.
Argentina provides a variety of ways to
cUITy on t.1]e witness work. In the delta
islands of the Parana and Uruguay Rivers,
for example, the roads are streams and
rivers and the house steps are the steps to
the piers. PractiC'.aJIy the on1y means of
gol'1g fror.t house to house js by motorboat, for those who can afford one, or simply by canoe. You stop at the different piers
and people corne to greet you in a courteous and friendly manner. Oftentimes Jehovah's witnesses are invited into the homes
for a bite to eat. or a serving of mate, the
national drink of Argentina. During the
repast the opportunity is used for further
witnessing on Kingdom truths.
The some :~5.000 people that live on these
islands are hard workers, for life here is
none too easy; and so they welcome visitors and a little spell of rest. After satisfactory proofs from the ruble have been
given and sonw lite=aturc is left with the
people for their further study of these vital
tru~hs, the motorboat hastens to the next
pit'r or doorstep.
~1isiones, on U::e extreme northeastern
ti;!, i3 the next place that attracts aUf atlen':ion. Here the congregatior.s of Jehovah's \\-itnesses are out in the country in
the thick forests, and the ministers have to
travel much on horseback, by bicycle or
('ven cover many miles on foot to reach
their neighbors with their comforting message. In some parts this semitropical forest
is so thick that tile trails ellt through it are
dark even at noontL'11e.
In the Chaco regIon the forests are vir27

gin and almost impassable. To work with sandy as they are here; but it does sery-e to
Jehovah's witnesses here is to experience a take these ministers to where the flocks
new mode of preaching. A group of Jeho- are and there to care for them. Many are
vah's witnesses will climb onto a big truck known to have traveled over forty miles
with their bicycles and l~ave early in the under such circumstances during just one
morning. After some time the truck stops day's preaching activity.
and three or four witnesses get off, jump
Jehovah's witnesses who are employed
onto their bicycles, wave good-by and are in the Rio Negro Valley fruit packing insoon out of sight working the roads that dustry must adapt their preaching to the
branch out. The truck goes on a little dis- kind of work they do, for when the fruit
tance farther and more witnesses do the harvest comes little time can be spared for
same, and so on for some thirty or forty preaching. Also, when pruning time comes
miles. These search the highways and the around and when the small fruit has to be
byways for those hungering for Bible truth thinned out, temporary and relative susand righteousness. At the end of the day the pension to their preaching activities takes
truck starts its way back, and along the place. Yet the Kingdom work is prospering
road it picks up the tired but happy min- among the valley population.
isters who have enjoyed· a full day in the
The film "The New World Society in Acservice of the Almighty.
tion"
has been shown to 4,191 persons to
Not all are fortunate enough to have
date,
which
exceeds by half again the numtrucks, so the next best thing is to ride the
bicycle all the way, which is quite a strenu- ber of Jehovah's witnesses in Argentina.
ous exercise for those not accustomed to it, This shows there is ample room for expanand especially so when the roads are as sion of\. true worship in this land of plenty.
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• What adverse effect upon worship modern
materialism has producedl P. 7, Ut.
• How old the game of checkers is? P. 10,112.
• Where the game of dominoes carne from I
P. 11, fit.

• Where and why brooms recently played a
pointed part in a political campaign? P. 12,115.
• What has disproved the "utter skepticism"
some have shown toward I he Bible I P. 12, 11 8.
• How even your weight can affect yOllr
alltomobile safety record? P. 13, U6.
• What "the greatest single hazard on the
highways" isl P. 14, 11 7.

• Whether slow driving really is the way 10
safety? P. 15, H.
• What Swiss city was known as "Protestant
Rome"? P. 17, U.
• Where the highest railroad station in Ellrope is locatedl P. 19, U.
• Where Switzerland's "Fifth Avenlle" isl
P. 20, 112.
• Why, to heathen minds, trees became
godsl P. 21, 112.
• How even the Israelites became contaminated with tree worship 1 P. 22, 116.
• What the origin of the Maypole wasl
P. 24, 112.
• Whether Jesus' postresurrection appearances were all in the same body? P. 25, ~2.
• Whether Jesus was raised to heaven in a
human or in a glorious spirit bodyl P. 26, n2.
• In what special way Jehovah's witnesses'
meetings are held in Argentina? P. 27, U4.
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BackgrOlmd to
South Vietnam Fighting

also have private armies. The
U.S., which pumps $400,000,000
yearly into South Vietnam, has
supported Premier Diem as the
most likely candidate to keep
the country independent. Just
before Diem took office, !:tao
Dai appointed one of the Binh
Xuyen gangster chiefs as head
of the national police force.
When Diem took office he began cutting into the Binh Xuyen source of income by clos·
ing gambling places. This
made the Binh Xuyen hls ene·
my. With the police force
headed by his enemy, Diem decided to strengthen his position by demanding the integration of all private armies into
one nationalist arroy. Two reli·
gious sects agreed, but the
Binh Xuyen, fearing loss of its
vice empire, held out and
fought the premier, setting the
stage for the battle.

,. One of the most involved
political crises in years gripped
South Vietnam in April and
May. To understand what occurred a knowledge of the
background is vital. Involved
in the political nIghtmare are
four things: (1) The hopes of
the VIetnamese nationalists,
(2) the ambitions of French
colonials, (3) the lucrative vice
empire of the Binh Xuyen, and
(4) the prestige of the U.S.
South Vietnam's chief of state
is French·backed Bao Da! (pronounced Bough Die). Bao Dai
is a French-educated ex-emper·
or who is enthusiastic for little
but pleasure and spends much
of his time on the French
Riviera. Ngo Dfnh Diem (pro·
nounced Ze--em) is the country's premier. DIem's objective
is to stay in power in a VIet·
nam freed of both Communist
and French infiuence. Natural- The Battle In Saigon
ly, the French have not been ,. With his regime tottering,
enthusiastic to support Diem, Premier DIem laid down an
especially since the French ultimatum: he fired the Binh
have had long and profitable Xuyen head of the police force,
relationships with Diem's rack- fnstalled a regular army offieteer enemies, the Binh Xuyen cer and ordered all police to
(pronounced Bean Sue·yen). report to anny headquarters
Built up as an iron fist by a within 48 hours. But the head
water·front thug, the Binh Xu- of the police refused to be
yen controls a vast vice em- fired. He defled Diem's orders
pire, including control of the and cabled Bao Dai that Diem
brothels In Saigon. To main- . was spreading terror. Then the
tain its empire the Binh Xuyen head of the Binh Xuyen prihas a private army. A number vate army alerted his forces.
of religious sects in Vietnam An hour before the deadline
JUNE 8, 1955

mortar shellalanded on Diem's
palace grounds. The battle was
on. Diem ordered three battal·
Ions into actlon. Mortar shells
exploded, machine guns rattled
and snipers' bullets whined.
After fierce fighting the natlon·
aUsts drove the Binh Xuyen
forces out of Saigon. Mean·
while, in the European quarter,
protected by French troops,
French colonials and a few
Americans sipped apbiti/s on
balconies and watched the dig.
tant show. Most Frenchmen
rooted for the terrorists and
most Americans for the nationalists. Ironically enough,
the shells used against the nationalists were American-made.
They had been given to the
Binh Xuyen by the French during the Indochinese war. During the fighting Baa Dai, fresh
from a hard day's work shoot·
ing down 100 pigeons, cabled
Diem, ordering him to come to
the French Riviera. The premier, knowing that compliance
would be the end of his rule,
refused. In Paris officials said
Diem had to go. In Washington secretary of state Dulles
cabled Diem: "We assure you
that the State Department con·
tinues to support you."
"Chaos on a. Orand Scale"
.. The day after Premier Diem
refused to comply with Bao
Pal's order, a new group en.
tered the confused pIcture. A
group of young men, dubbing
themselves the "National Rev·
olutionary Committee," held a
meeting in Salgon. With the
tacit approval of Diem the
committee deposed Bao Dai as
chief of state. In Paris officials
termed the action a "comedy."
The "comedy" continued as a
Vietnamese general, loyal to
Baa Dai and supported by
French colonials, tried a mid·
night coup d'etat to oust Diem.
Leading the 1,5QO.man force of
Bao Dai's imperial guard, the
general proclaimed the revolutionary committee illegal and
that DIem was through. But
Diem was not through. When
most of the army officers de-
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clared for OIem, the French·
supported Vietnamese general
found that he was through,
and .be retreated to the hills.
On the far-ot'f Riviera, Baa Da!
seemed to recognize defeat. He
respectiully cabled Diem, hoping that he would ignore those
"bUnded by passion" who want·
ed to dethrone Bao. Mean·
while, the U.S. prepared to
send General Collins to Saigon
so· he could decide whom the
U.S. should back. On May 4
the New York Times l'eported
on the tragic "comedy": "Gen·
eral Collins, who was for Diem
and then abandoned him, is
again . behlnd him. Baa Da!
ousted the Premier, now sup·
ports him. Diem deposed the
Emperor but Is seeking to
make up. The French, who
worked agatnst Diem, now reo
gard him as a despera te la.st
hope. . . . This Is chaos on a
grand scale."
A~dent forl~

• The Italian presidency is
mainly a ceremonial office.
Stlll the president .has one de·
clslve power: he designates
new premiers in times of cabi·
net crisis. In May the term of
Italy's first president of the
republic, 'Luigi EinaUdi, ex·
Pired. To choose a new presi·
dent, the two houses of parlIa·
ment sat in joint seSSion. The
fourth ballot, on a vote of 658
to 81, brought a winner: 67·
year·old Giovanni Gronchi (pro·
nounced Gronc·key). Gronchi
is a member of the left wing
at the Christian Democratic
party. His election came with
the help of Conununlst votes,
which came as a jolt to
many anticommunist Italians.
Though Gronchl is not suspect·
ed of Communist leanings, he
is identified in the nlinds of
Italians as the man of the
"opening to the left." Many
ltaUans be1kve the danger nes
in the fact that sooner or later
the new president may pick a
premier that would bring the
SocialIsts and their Commu·
nlst·minded policies Into the
goverhment.
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Pup. 1ft Hungary
• Eleven days atterPremler
Georgi M. MaIenkov _was re-

moved as premier of the Soviet
Union, the premier of lIungary.
lmre Nagy, suffered a heart at·
tack. There was reason enough
for his heart to falter, for
Nagy had zestfully followed
the "soft" line fathered by
Malenkov in the. Kremlin: a
build-up of production of con·
sumer goods as against the de·
velopment of heavy industry.
Being a disciple of the disgraced Malenkov, ,it was ex·
pected that Nagy's turn would
come. It did. In April Nagy
was dismissed as premier and
was succeeded by Andras Hegedus. The main effect of the
purge is believed to be psycho·
logical. Hopes for better living
standards in Hl,mgary had
risen high; now they have been
dashed to the ground. Indeed,
now the worker is told that he
is being overpaid for under·
producing.
"Enemies of the People"

.. Argentina's newspaper Democracia is a spoke!;man for
the Peron regime; its pro·
nouncements amount to state·
ments of official views. In its
issue of April 29 Democracia
devoted the entire fint page to
the feud between the state and
the Roman Catholic Church.
Under big, striking headlines
Democracia reported a 'communiqul! by Buenos Aires pro·
vlncial police accusing a Catholic Action leader, two priests
and others of hav1ng plotted
to create disorders during a
May·day celebration. It said
that the accused turned out
"subversIve pamphlets" designed to arouse tension so
Catholics could "carry out van·
dalism." In a front·page edi·
torlal Democracia said the
clergy were responsible for
planting a bomb that lillled a
pollceman. The editorial said:
"Now we have the first death
by the clergy. . . , The first
blood of our legions has been
shed ina new battle started by
the enemies of the people."

ne.:th 01 .. 0enI.1ItI
• It was Dr. Albert Elnatein
who caused scientists to reviln'!
their concept of space, time,
matter and motion: EinStein
did not invent the atomIc
bomb, but a simple equation of
his indicated what was to be
expected if energy could be reo
leased from matter. The equa·
tion says that mass can be
converted in to energy or energy into matter. On April 18
the 76-year.old scientist who
changed man's concept ot the

universe died of a ruptured
aorta, the maIn artery of the
body. Declared the president
of Princeton University: "The
contributions which Dr. Ein·
stein made to man's under·
standing of nature are beyond
assessment in our day. Only
future generations wlll be com·
petent to grasp their fuD sig·
nificance"
Earthquak&Ol!Jtrlcken Greece

+ During the

past few years
Greece has had Iittie letup
from disastrous earthquakes.
In 1953 the Ionian Islands were
shaken in the worst earthquake
in Greece'smodern history, with
424 persons perishing. Last
April a major quake shattered
central Thessaly with tremors
comparable to those that hit
the Ionian Islands. This April
brought disaster again. For
three days, beginning April 19,
intermittent tremors shook the
city of Volos {poP~lation 55"
OOO}. So widespread was the
devastation that only 15 per
cent of the city's buildings
were left unda.maged; 20 per
cent were not seriously dam·
aged; 30 per cent were dam·
aged beyond redemption and
35 per cent so damaged as to
prevent further habitation. At
least seven persons died in the
disaster.
A Two-Minute Earthquake

.. In slight earthquakes a low
rumbling sound is usually
heard; in a second or two the
sound becomes louder and with
AWAKE!

it a ,weak tremor is felt. The
tremor rapidly merges into a
few distinct vibrations; then
movement and sound die away,
the whole lasting :l'rom five to
ten seconds. In severe earth·
quakes the order is the same
but the vibrations become
strong oscillations, each of
which may last a second or
more,' the total duration last·
ing several minutes. Two min·
utes in April was all the time
that an earthquake needed in
China to wreak havoc. The
town of Kangting, in the provo
ince of Sikang, was' devastat·
ed. All earth and stone houses
collapsed, and most of the
brick houses cracked and some
crumbled. In the two miImtes
39 persons died and 113 were
injured.

has been concerned with the
Idea that the country's popula·
tion is too big for the amount
of food produced. This year na·
tural causes, coupled with
man·made ,difficulties, have
spawned a famine that may be
worse than usual springtime
famines. Last summer's floods
were disastrous. Now many
Communist policies contribute
to the food shortage, such as
the high taxes imposed upon
individual peasants, which fall
to encourage them to work the
land. Thus it was no surprise
when reports leaked out in
April that famine was attack·
ing China. A Canadian mis·
sionary who recently left
Shanghai said people in that
region were "starving and eat·
ing grass."

Famlne Attacks Red China

.. Red China is the country
with the most mouths to feed:
some 582,000,000. At least one
top·ranking Communist official
,
~

The WorJd'liI Population
~ Twenty·flve years ago the
world's population stood at an
estimated 1,700,000,000. In April

the U.N. reported ,that the
world'ipopulation had soared
to 2,547,000,000 in mld·1953.
The annual increase is now
about 30,000,000, to compare
with the yearly increase of
17,000,000 in the mid·twenties.
High COIJt of Korean WIU'
~ Wars today cost billions of
dollars. But how much is a bil·
lion? If Julius Caesar were
still living, and every day
(since 44 B.C.) he spent $1,000,
he would still have a quarter
of a billion dollars left in 1955;
and the money would not be
gone until the year 2697! So
when the dollar cost of the
Korean war was announced in
mid· April it became clear that
even "little wars" cost a fan·
tastic price. The Korean war,
said the U.S. assistant secretary of defense, cost $l.8.000,·
000,000, even though "for a
long time we did not even regard it as a real war."

--- --- --- ---

I WHOM
I
That expression,

------,

CAN YOU TRUST? I
I
often heard, implies that few if any are dependable.

But the fact remains that one must "let God be true" to find peace of mind
in the prospect of a better world now near. Have you a copy of the revealing 320-page Bible study aid "Let God Be True"'f It proves God is the One
in whom we must trust and who gives reliable evidence to support one
having wholehearted trust in Him. This book should be in every home!
A copy will be sent promptly to you for the small contribution of 50 cents.

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Please send me the book "Let God Be True" for Which I enclose 50 cents.
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AN

I NVITA'TION TO YOU

'--::....o....~_~.....-..-'-

Yau together 'With all other people 0/ good' will toward God
are cordially invited to attend one or more of the 8tirring~
thought-stimulating,

hope~reviving,

joy-inspiring conven.-

tions of Jehoooh/s witnesses to be held at the cities listed below. If you cannot come for all five days, why not come for
Saturday an.d Sundayt Allse8sions wiU be open to the public and n.o coUections 'Will be taken.
Ch icagD, III.
Vantovver, B.C., Can.
lOI Angelet, Calif.

JUlie 22·26
Jlllle 29.July 3

Dalla., Till ••
(Englilh and Spanish programs)
Now York. N.Y.

July }3·17

July 6·10

tondon, En gland
Pori., France

July 20·24

My 27·31
Aug. 3·7

Aug. 5.7
Aug. 10.14
Aug. 17·21
Aug. 17·21

Ramo, IIaly

Nur.mberg, Germany
Stockholm. Sweden
The Hague, Nefhwland.

The high light of these conventions will be the Sunday public talk:
\NORLD

f:3Y

CONqUEST
GOD'S

SOON~--

KINGDOM

Arrange now to attend one or more of these convention8.
For additional information contact the local congregation
of Jehovah's witnesses or write:
Watchtower, 117 Adams St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
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JEROVAH'S WITNESSES
RECOGNIZED AS
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS

-_
...
ttAre You Born Again?"

United States Supreme Court hands down important

decision~

... _..

Know why you answer as you do

The Declining Work Week

......

Reduced hours have increased production!

The Sensible View of Games
Entertaining, relaxing, instructive diversion

SEMIMONTHLY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News .ourae. that are e.hte to keep you awak. to the: vital illllues
of D·J.r times mud be u . .l.fettered by censor.hip and .el6Ih interal:l.
"Awaked" has no (emrs. It r~nizltl {.act., (aces fact.,. is tree to
publish fllcl.s. 1t is not bound by political ambitions or obli.~ation.; it is
unha.mpcred by advertiHn wft.Cla. toes mu..t not he trodden 0:"1; it i!
unprejudicw by traditional creeck Thll journsl keeps its.lf free th",t
it may .pBIlk fn:ely to you. But it doe.. not shUll. it. frecdom. It
maintAins inte~rity to truth.

"AwAke I" UM. the regular news channels, but is not d.e~(lent Or)
them. 118 own correspondents are on i.'IIll continents, in scores of nations.
From the four comer. of the earth -their uncensored, cn·the·scelles
reports come to you throu~h theM co]umr.8. Thill' journal's viewpoint
ill" not narrow, b'.lt i. international. It is r-ead in many :nationtJ, in many
1an~ua~, by persons of All ages. Thro·.l~h its pll~etI many fields of
knowled~ J,as5 1:n r-eview-governmcnt, commerce, reH~ion, hi,tory,
~e~raphy, science, social conditions, lH'Ltllral wonders-why, its covet'·
4~e i. 4/J broad all the earth and AS hi~h liS the heavens.
"Awake!" p1ed~s itself to t'i~hteous principlell. to exposln~ hidden
foes and subtle aangel'5. to cht'lmpionf.n~ freedom for ~I, to com:ortin~
mourners l\.fld IJtren~thenin~ th~e ~j"n6arUned hy tht: failure. of a
oelinquent world. nficcting Gure hope for the esl:4hlit1hment of a right·
ecus New World.
Gd acquainted wd,h "Awakel" Keep awake by readin~ "Awake:"
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Jehovah's Witnesses Recognized as
Conscientious Objectors
lJnited Slates S.upreme CO-ut't t'u\es
that they are su('h u.der the
Selective Service laws

N March 14 oC th:s year the Supreme
Court oC the C'r.ited States handed
down decisions on four cases :.nvolving
Jcho\'ah's witnesses. All Cour cases con('erned the status of Jehovah's witnesses
under the Selective Service Regulations
pcrtCl:nir.g to military service. Three of the
cases were decided in favor of the wjtnesses, one dcclsion was adverse. The classification of conscientious objector' was the
issue in each of the caSel.
Havden C. Ccvington argued ttefm'c the
court' on behalf of Jehovah's witnesses. He
is the legal cOlmsel for the Watch Tower
Society, 1he legal agency that acts for
Jehovah's witnes.sE~. For the government
diff ('rent aU orneys Crom the depaIimen t of
j'.1stice handled the cases. Oral argument
was presented tn the Court on February 1
and 2, H155. -rhoe prindpal points at issue
and the high !ights of the Cow~t's decision
in eaeh of the casC's are presented in the
following summaries,

O

The Slcllrella Case

Anthony S;cureUa has been identi f:ed
wlth Jehovah's ",'itnesses since he was six
years old, Ordained when seventp.f'I1, he
has scrvC'd as a minister of this religious
.1UNM

:!~.
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group for many years. But the dratt board
rejected his c;aim as a conscientious objecto:' and classified him i-A, subject to induction in the armed forces. He appealed.
IIe was investigated by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, and its report was favorable to Sicurclla. The..hearing officer of the
Department 0: Justice found him sincere
and recommended that t:c be given the conscientious Objc~t01' c1as.<;ificatio!1, but the
department ignored this and advised the
appeal board to deny his claim because he
"failed to establish tha~ he is opposed to
war :n <tny forr.1," ~inre he believes in selfdefense and the defense of his brothers and
the ministry. The appeal board (oLlowed
the advice of the department and denied
H:e clusRif.cation; Sicurella was calJed up
ror inducticn and, when he refu.-',ed to enter
the army, the case went, to ('ourt. eventually reaching the Supreme Court.
Since it is admitted that Sicurella is associated with a religion ~Ilat holds COJlsc\entious objection to partkipatlng in f ..'1e
wars of the r.ations, tha~ he sincerely
shares these· beliefs, and tJlat they are,
based upon the Bible and his belief in a
S~prem(" Bein}!, there is no basis in fact for
the den ia I of the eor:scientiotJ..<; objector
claim, and for the boards io deny it was
llrbitr,uy, capricious and c:mtrary· :0 the
law . .:\'01' is his elaim propcrly invalidated
by his belief i::J self-defense. That is some·

thing quite different from participation in of the soldier of Jesus Christ are not car~
na1.' With reference to the defense of his
wars among nations.
These points were threshed out in the ministry, his brethren and Kingdom interlower courts, but when· the case reached ests, he asserted that 'we do not arm ourthe Supreme Court the Department of Jus· selves or carry carnal weapons . . . . I do
tice injected an entirely new issue into the not use weapons of warfare in defense
case, speculating that the claim was denied . . . of Kingdom interests . . .' In letters to
because Jehovah's witnesses believe in the local Board he reiterated these beliefs.
theocratic war, and hence they are not op· On their face, these statements make it
posed to war in any form. By theocratic clear that petitioner's defense of 'Kingdom
war the witnesses mean the wars that Is· interests' has neither the bark nor the bite
raellong ago fought at Jehovah's direction, of war as we unfortunately know it today.
or wars tha t Jehovah's invisible hosts fight, It is difficult for us to believe that the Con~
such as the impending war of Armageddon. gress had in mind this type of activity
Covington hit this maneuver hard in his when it said the thrust of conscientious
reply brief and in oral argument before objection must go to 'participation in war
the court, and actually the door was opened in any form.' "
to give a broad and sweeping witness con·
But the government urged that SicureIcerning Jehovah and Christ and the im· la's statements must be taken in the light
pending battle of Armageddon. The gov· of the teachings of Jehovah's witnesses, and
ernment tried to show that if Sicurella and so they submitted articles published by the
the witnesses were in favor of theocratic witnesses showing that they are not pacior God·commanded wars they might con· fists, inasmuch as they do not oppose theoceivably favor some of the wars among the cratic wars. In this connection the Supreme
nations, and suggested as examples the Court said: "Granting that these artiCrusades. But certainly Jehovah's wit· cles picture Jehovah's witnesses as antinesses do not view such cruel and barbaric pacifists, extolling the ancient wars of the
massacres hy false religionists as God- Israelites and ready to engage in a 'theodirected; rather they were Satan-inspired. cratic war' if Jehovah so commands them,
No theocratic wars have been fought since and granting that the Jehovah's witnesses
Israel's time centuries before Christ, nor will fight at Annageddon, we do not feel
wiU be again until Annageddon, and in this this is enough. The test is not whether the
impending cataclysm Jehovah's visible registrant is opposed to all war, but whethservants on earth will not physically fight. er he is opposed, on religious grounds, to
So the government's arguments were participation in war. As to theocratic war,
founded on speculation and imagination. petitioner's willingness to fight on the orThe high court was not drawn off into ders of Jehovah is tempered by the fact
such mental meanderings. Its decision, that so far as we know, their history rewritten by Justice Clark and joined in by _ cords no such command since Biblical
Chief Justice Warren and Justices Black, times and their theology does not appear to
Douglas, Frankfurter and Burton, stated: contemplate one in the future. And al"Throughout his selective service form, though the Jehovah's witnesses may fight
petitioner emphasized that the weapons of in the Annageddon, we are not able to
his warfare were spiritual, not tarnal. He stretch our imagination to the point of beasserted that he was a soldier in the Anny lieving that the yardstick of the Congress
of Jesus Christ and that 'the war weapons includes within its measure such spiritual
4
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wars between the poweI'& of good and evil
where the Jehovah's witnesses, if they
participate, will do so without carnal weap~
ons. We believe that Congress had in mind
real shooting wars when it referred to parw
ticipation in war in any form-actual miliw
tary conflicts between nations of the earth
in our time-wars with bombs and bullets,
tanks, planes and rockets. We believe the
reasoning of the Government in denying
petitioner's claim is so far removed from
any possible congressional intent that it is
erroneous as a matter of law."
So the Supreme Court reversed the court
below that had found Sicurella guilty. This
is a sweeping decision. It means that, not
just Sicurella, but everyone that sincerely
holds the beliefs of Jehovah's witnesses is
a conscientious objector under the Selecw
tive Service law. But they must prove and
demonstrate their sincerity by knowing
the teachings and preaching them and Jiving up to them.

The Gonzales Case
Joe Gonzales was reared in the Catholic
faith, but severed connections with it at
least by 1948, when he married one of Jehow
vah's witnesses. In 1949 he became active
as one of Jehovah's witnesses, and was
ordained in February of
1950, one month after
he registered under
the selective serv~
ice laws. Later
that year he be w
came a pioneer or
fullwtime mInISter, doing his
ministerial work
during the day
and working forty hours a week
on a night shift
at a steel plant.
All this time he
JUNE 22, 1955

was in a deferred classification because of
dependents, though he had also filed his
claims as a minister and a conscientious objector. Then in 1952 he was reclassified 1-A.
His appeals brought no correction. The
hearing officer noted that his sincerity was
not questioned, and said he was a sincere
witness for Jehovah and as such was a conscientious objector. Yet he recommended
denial of this claim, and the Department of
Justice recommended denial of it to the
appeal board, doubting his sincerity because he "became a member of,the Jehovah's witness sect one month after his
Selective Service System registration."
In oral argument before the Supreme
Court Covington hit hard the government's
contention that Gonzales was not a sincere
conscientious objector because he was a
new convert. Actually, Gonzales was an active minister, though unordained, months
before registration, and after registration
and classification in a deferred status,
when he was in no danger of induction, he
became ordained and a full-time pioneer
minister, so sincere that he devoted a hundred hours a month to actual preaching,
and this in addition to holding down a
forty-hour-a-week job in a steel plant. Then
about two years later he is
changed IO I-A, and
the Department of
Justice advises the
appeal board that
the man is too
new a convert to
be sincere and his
claims should be
denied for this
reason. But that
is not the worst
of it. Gonzales
was not informed
of this completely
new objection to
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his claim and as a result was unable to reply to the charge of insincerity, a charge
never raised by the local board, who never
questioned his sincerity at all. Yet the appeal board, on advice of the Department of
Justice, tried him behind his back on the
charge of insincerity and convicted him.
This unfair and unjust action was vigorously attacked by Covington before the Supreme Court.
And the justices took issue with the government attorney on this point. Chief Justice Warren wanted to know if the newness
of a convert precluded sincerity. When
government counsel said Gonzales was slow
starting his preaching activity, one of the
justices asked what the usual speed of conversion was, and he could not say, showing
he had no criterion to go on in judging
Gonzales too slow in changing from Catholic to one of Jehovah's witnesses. When
one becomes a Catholic convert he is not
immediately ordained a priest, is he? And
if Gonzales was only trying to dodge the
draft in claiming to be a conscientious objector, why change to an unpopular minority religion like Jehovah's witnesses, where
prejudice would act against him? Would
it not be more logical to remain with the
powerful and influential Catholic organization and claim conscientious objection?
Individual Catholics can do this, and without battling the prejudice that confronts
Jehovah's witnesses. The government tried
to argue that Gonzales could have the
local board reopen his case after the appeal board's rejection of his claim, and then
he could argue the new charge of insincerity. 'But the Supreme Court, in its decision
in favor of Gonzales, ruled: "We believe
these remedies to be too little too late."
And in condemning the failure to give
Gonzales a copy of the Department of
Justice's recommendation to the appeal
board, the majority decision,- written by
Justice Clark and concurred in by Chief
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Justice Warren and Justices Douglas, Black
and Frankfurter, said:
"The facts here underscore this necessity. The Department in its recommendation emphasizes that the petitioner was of
a Catholic family and concluded that petitioner's 'affiliation with [Jehovah's witnesses J has been too recent and too closely
related to his draft statuS' to warrant the
acceptance of his conscientious objector
position as genuine. The fact that registrant became a member of the Jehovah's
witnesses sect one month after his . . .
registration ... lends weight to this conclusion.' But petitioner contends he was a
member of the Witnesses before he registered, and there is testimony that he had
not been of the Catholic belief since 1948.
Nor was this facet of the case explored at
the Department of Justice hearing. If petitioner had been afforded a copy of the
recommendation, he might have successfully contradicted the basis of the Department's conclusion or diminished the forcefulness of its thrust. The record also discloses that the local Board apparently
placed little emphasis on the lateness of
petitioner's conversion, inquiring instead
about the tenets of the sect and petitioner's
employment in the steel plant. On a~peal,
it was logical for petitioner to direct his
attention to these matters. But the Department of Justice based its rejection of his
claim on the proximity of petitioner's conversion to his registration for the draft, a
contention of which he had no knowledge
and no opportunity to meet. The petitioner
was entitled to know the thrust of the Department's recommendation so he could
muster his facts and arguments to meet its
contentions. "

The Simmons Case
When Robert Simmons registered he
was not one of Jehovah's witnesses and
was given I-A. This was in 1948. He later
AWAKE!

married and wal!J given a dependency defer- judge CC!uld tell whether a _fair resume had
ment, which ended in October, 1951, when been given by the hearing ofl'l.cer's vague
he was again put in I-A. But in 1949 he queries and hints. A fair resume of unfabegan studying with Jehovah's witnesses, vorable evidence is required for the regisin 1950 he became an active preacher, and trant, but if the file that is summarized is
in October of 1951 he was ordained. Hence not examined how can anyone know the
he put in his claims as a minister and a resume is fair? It is about as rIdiculous as
conscientious' objector. Both claims were trying to judge whether a book review Is
denied and appeal brought no relief. The fair without reading the book, Covington
denial of the conscientious objector claim declared.
was arbitrary and capricious, because the
The government attorney said Siinmons
claim was properly made in good faith and failed to qualify as a conscientious objector
was based upon belief in the Supreme Be- because his conversion came too near presing. No evidence in the file disputed these sure from the draft and also because he
essentials. But the main issue in the case beat his wife. Yet his conversion began
is the fact that when before the hearing three years before his reclassification in
officer he was denied a fair summary of the I-A, and there is no evidence of wifeunfavorable evidence in the FBI file on beating since his conversion. He changed
for the better. There was no evidence provhim.
The file contained reports that before his ing insincerity, and no charge of insincerconversion he had been "a rather heavy ity by the local board or the hearing offidrinker and crap shooter in and around cer. And one of the Supreme Court justices
local taverns and pool halls," and there remarked that wife-beating was irrelevant
were claims that he was a wife-beater. to the issue of conscientious objection,
None of this was at issue as far as Simmons
On the key issue of providing a fair
knew. At the hearing he was asked wheth- resume, the Court's decision in favor of
er he still hung around pool halls, and an- Simmons (again written by Justice Clark
swered no and asked what other unfavor- and joined in by Chief Justice Warren and
able evidence was in the FBI file. The hear- Justices Douglas, Black, Frankfurter and
ing officer evaded, and merely asked his Burton) stated: "That .peti tioner never rewife how he was treating her, and she an- ceived a fair resume of the unfavorable eviswered, "Fine." Actually, it is a testimony dence gleaned by the FBI seems hardly
to Simmons' sincerity that he abandoned arguable on this record. As to his alleged
such conduct since his conversion, and the gambling and drinking, the hearing officer
hearing officer acknowledged his sincerity. merely told petitioner that he was reported
In argument before the Supreme Court, to have been hanging around pool rooms.
Covington showed this and also attacked And as to the reported incidents of violence
the unfairness of not revealing to Simmons and abuse toward his wife, the hearing
the charges against him in the FBI report officer, in an apparent aside, advanced only
so that he could defend himself against the general query to petitioner's wife, askthem, some of which were based only on ing her how petitioner was treating her
hearsay. Also with much animation and now. A fair resume is one which wiII permit
force he showed how ridiculous it was for the registrant to defend against the adverse
the trial court to quash a subpoena for evidence-to explain it, rebut it, or otherproducing the FBI report in court so the wise detract from its damaging force. The
JUNE f2, 1955
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In oral argument before the Supremli/
remarks of the hearing officer at most
amounted to vague hints. and these appar- Court Covington showed there Was no basis
ently failed to alert petitioner to the dan- in fact in the file for denying the consciengers ahead. Certainly they afforded him no tious objector classification, and certainly
fair notice of the adverse charges in there- willingness to farm did not disqualify, as
port. The Congress. in providing for a hear- the government expects conscientious ob~
ing, did not intend for it to be conducted jectors to contribute to the war effort in
on the level of a game of blindman's huff. various ways. Abraham Lincoln said farm~
The summary was inadequate and the er$ contributed in a vital way. The regu~
hearing in the Department was therefore lations do not rule a man is not a conscien~
lacking in basic fairness:' Since the case tious objector if he indirectly contributes
was decided on this point, it was unneces- to the war effort. The government favors
sary, the Court said, to rule on the issue that, but here they say willingness to do
of producing the FBI file in trial court for that destroys th~ man's claim. They would
the judge to examine to determine whether have him object to participation hot only in
a fair summary of adverse evidence had war but in farming as well! Actually, Witbeen given the registrant.
mer's willingness or unwillingness on this
point is irrelevant to his conscientious obThe Witmer CCl8e
jector claim, as is the fact that be made
Philip Witmer was reared by parents
other claims for exemption on other
who are Jehovah's witnesses. When eleven
years old he himself began studying their grounds. There being no basis in fact in the
publications. He holds their beliefs and file for denying the conscientious objector
conscientiously objects to participation in claim should have caused a reversal of
the wars of the nations. He publicly preach- Witmer's conviction. Nevertheless, the
es the message of Christ's kingdom. After Court majority ruled there was basis for
registration at different times he indicated questioning his sincerity and the convichis claims as a minister and conscientious tion stood. JUstices Douglas and Black disobjector, and also requested deferment be- sented.
cause of agricultural employment, indiThese cases got wide publicity in the
cating that in that way he would contribute national press, and the three decided in
to the war effort. There was no evidence in favor of Jehovah's witnesses will influence
his file invalidating his conscientious ob- other cases. Upward of two hundred prosejector claim, but it was denied. After his cutions awaiting these decisions will be
personal appearance before the local board dropped by the government. Many cases
it did not reopen his case and reclassify pending in the Federal Circuit Courts of
him, which the regulations require. The Appeals must be reversed by those courts
hearing officer said he was a sincere and and ordered dismissed because of these rulactive witness, and recommended that he ings. Already the Supreme Court itself, bobe classified as a conscientious objector. cause of its March 14 decisions, on
But the justice department advised that March 28 ordered dismissal of five other
the appeal board deny the claim, since he prosecutions of Jehovah's witnesses. It has
was willing to contribute to the war effort thus indicated the course for lower courts
by farming, and the board followed this to follow to ensure Jehovah's witnesses
"equal justice under law."
advice.
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The Bible speak, of being "born
again," "born 0/ God," a "new birth"
and of being "begoUen of God." To
what do the8e expreuions refer and
regarding u!lwm? Can one be a Christian and yet not have experienCfJd
these things? Are they indi8pensable
to 8ulvation?-

':/',:_:~;:i;Ni::<t:;,~q, ,.;i:';.i,~,,; ::;,'k'>;;::. 'i'?)"'F~:r;-',i',:-,~:!!:!;::i "•
-~

~ WO witnesses of Jehovah were
.J1. preaching from house to house in
the drab Williamsburg section of Brooklyn on a Saturday afternoon last February.
At one door a well-dressed Spanish gentleman invited them in, asked them to be seated and at once asked: "Are you born again?
Are you born again?" While the spokesman
for the two readily answered yes to the
question, usually a witness of Jehovah tact~
fully counters by asking a question himself
(even as Jesus did on occasion), such as,
"Just what do you understand by being
born again?" Or he may proceed to explain
to the householder that he is a dedicated
Christian minister who has received God's
holy spirit and that one could be such a
Christian minister and yet not be born
again.
That one could be a dedicated Christian
and yet not be born again runs counter not
only to the position held by the smaller
sects who make an issue out of being born
again, but also to the view generally held
in Christendom. According to most Bible
commentaries, such as the Interpreter's
Bible, being born again is synonymous with
being a sincere Christian. Who are born
again? How? And why? How can one tell
whether he is born again or not?
JUNE 22, 195.5

As a human creature Christ Jesus wru;
first born of Mary and laid in a manger at
Bethlehem. And when was he born again?
At the Jordan, at which time he said:
"Look! I am come to do your [God's]
will," giving public testimony thereto by
being baptized. There God brought him
forth as a spiritual Son by bestowing his
holy spirit upon him, it descending in the
form of a dove, and by audibly acknowledging him as his Son, even as we read: "This
is my Son, the beloved, whom I have approved."-Hebrews 10:9; Matthew 3:17,
New World Trans.

At this time Jesus was given a conditional right to life as a spirit creature in the
heavens, dependent upon his proving faithful under test. So for three and a half years
"he learned obedience from the things he
suffered." And after his having proved
himself faithful "as far as death, yes, death
on a torture stake," "God exalted him to a
superior position and kindlY gave him the
name that is above every other name," so
that now he "is the reflection of [God's]
glory." So Christ Jesus was the first to be
born again. He was born again by God's
spirit operating upon him to give him a
conditional right to life in the heavens,
heavenly life being the purpose of his being born again, or its goal.-Hebrews 5:8;
Philippians 2:8, 9; Hebrews 1:3, New
World Trans.
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However, it was Jehovah's will, not only

thus to exalt Christ Jesus, but to have a
number associated with him, for him to be
Uthe firstborn among many brothers."

Hence since Pentecost others have been
born again, for "unless anyone is born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God."
-Romans 8:29; John 3:3, New World

Trans.
ROlD

Born Again

peace, longsutfering, kindness, goodness,
faith, mildness, self--control." It also means
the avoidance of the practice of sin.'-.Tohn
18:37; Galatians 5:22, 23; 1 John 3:9,
New World Trans.
The Scriptures also speak of those having been born again as "begotten of God,"
as having "received a spirit of adoption as
sons" and as "a new creation." Compared
with all those eventually gaining salvation
these are but, as Jesus calls them, a "little
flock," just the 144,000 that the apostle
John saw standing on Mount Zion with
Christ Jesus, the 144,000 that were sealed
from the twelve tribes of spiritual Israel.
-Romans 8:15; Revelation 7:4; 14:1, 3,

Since all these are sinners, for them to
be born again they must 'repent and turn
around, something Jesus did not have to
do, as he was not a sinner. But that is not
enough, for by their own efforts they have
no standing before God a~ Jesus did as a New World Trans.
p!,!rfect man. They can, however, have such
a righteous standing imputed to them by Salvation for Others Also
Only 144,000 born again and to receive
exercising faith in Jesus' blood that was
shed for them. On the basis of their exer- the heavenly reward? Yes. Does that mean
cising faith in Christ's blood and dedicat- that only so few will ever gain salvation?
ing themselves to do God's will, God de- Not at all, for John saw not only 144,000
clares them righteous and· brings them sealed but also "a great crowd, which no
forth or acknowledges them as his spirit- man was able to number, out of all nations
ual sons with the hope of life in the heav- and tribes and people and tongues." These
ens with Christ.-Acts 3:19; Romans 5:1. also experience salvation, for they are heard
Since this being born again is dependent saying: "Salvation we owe to our God, who
upon their knowledge of God's will and is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb."
purpose toward them as revealed in his Those born again with Christ Jesus will
Word, and upon the action of God's spirit serve as kings, as priests, as judges and as
upon them; it is said that these are "born the seed of Abraham that will bless all the
from water and spirit," the water being a families of the earth, namely, the rest of
symbol of God's Word. (John 3:5,6, New mankind who will gain salvation, including
World Trans.; Ephesians 5:26) That the the great crowd that John saw. Yes, God's
literal water of baptism is not the thing original purpose regarding the earth and
that marks one's being born again is appar- man will yet be realized. He will make
ent from Cornelius' experience. He re- earth a paradise inhabited with righteous
ceived God's holy spirit, thereby being creatures. "The earth shall be full of the
born again as a spiritual son of God, be- knowledge of Jehovah, as the waters cover
fore he was baptized.-Acts, chapter 10.
the sea," and God "shall wipe away every
Being born again brings with it many tear from their eyes; and death shall be no
responsibilities. It requires of one that he more; neither shall there be mourning, nor
"bear witness to the truth" even as Jesus crying, nor pain, any more. "-Revelation
did. It also requires bringing forth "the 7:9, 10, New World Trans.; Isaiah 11:9;
fruitage of the spirit," which "is love, joy, Revelation 21:4, Am. Stan. VeT.
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That is why those who are born again
are described as "a certain firstfruits of
his creatures," indicating ftat there will
also be afterfruits. And since Christ,Jesus
is "the firstborn among many bro1hers,"
it follows that those faithfu1 scrvnn~ of
God who preceded tim wou~d likewise not
be among those born again, would not be
among those whose destination is Hle kingOOr.1 of heaven. That is why Christ Jesus
said that of an those born of women there
was none greater than John the Baptist,
Yr't "a person that is a lesser one in the
kingdom of the heavens is greater than r.{'
is." How('vcr, all such faithful cne!l who
preceded Christ will not be without their
rE'wal1i, for the-y will be made "princes in
all the earth."-James 1:]8; Rorr:.ans 8:29;
Matthew 11:11, New World TraM,; Psalm
45: 16.
E'rom the fulfillment of such Bib~e
prophecil's as those found at :Matthew chapter 24, 2 Tbr.othy 3:1-5 and Revelation
11: 15-18 we can see that we are living at
the "end of the world," the end of this old
wicked system of tt:ings, and the beginning
of the new system of thIngs or new world.
That is why a great crowd has made it.q
appearance now-persons who will gU~-

vive the destruction of this old world at
Annageddon to enter a worJd of "new
heaver.s and a new earth" in which "righ::eousness is to dwell," even as Xoah and his
famlly !:i'Urvived the destruction of the antediluvian world to enter a cleansed earth.
rnto that new earth will come no: only the
"great crowd" tut also their offspring together with those resurrected from the
"memorial tombs," first and chief of which
will be the faithfu.l men of old beginning
with Abel a:ld reach:ng down to John the
Baptist.-2 Peter ;·1: 13; Hebrews. chapter 11, New World Trans,
Regarding Jesus, John the Raptist said:
"That one must go on increasing, but t
f:"lu.,;t go on decreasing," Today the number
stilI on earth wbo have been born again is
decreasing whl1e the- number of those having earthly hopes is increasing. According
to the ::955 Yearbook oj Jehovah's Witnesses, there arc about 580,498 dedicated
Christian rr.ini<;ters of Jehovah but only
17,884 wh8 profess to be of the number
born again.-John ~~:30, New World Trans.
In the light of all the foregoing, how
would you answer if askl.'d ... Are you born
again?"

'l.' With the advent of suu:mf'r, along come!- hordes of mosquitoes. Whf'n yo'.! go

out on a picnic you may notice thllt mosqultes SeNTI to slnglt~ you out for repeated
attacks whereas your friends may appear relatively Immune. "Haw can ~hh be'.'"
''au think to yourself. You wonder whpth{'r mosquitoes are partial, whether th('y
prefer the flavor of one person's bloat! above another's, This is It.e way it is: ThE'
mosquito 8f'Ules down to wnrk on the hllman epidermIs. In about two ,econds o!
drilling sne has achieved a breakthrough. But slr:ce the rnosqui~() cannot reaeh the
veins whcre blood runs in appcl.i.ling quantity, she injects from her salivary glands
3n ierHan: that t·auses blood to rush ,to (he seem': t.'len the mosquito goes into
,·everse and siphons out tt,e blood, drinking l:er fill. !'o'ow not everybody is allergic
to this I:-ritant, Thus Dr, WilUum Holton, American Medical Associatior. dIrector
of health education, says: "Rich and pO:Jr alike. pverybody gets bitten. It's jU9t
that some people don't react t.he way others de \0 the fluid from the rr:osquito's
sali ....ary g;ar:ds which she injects to help !ler draw out blood. This fluid Is what
rauses the itrhing in ,>orne peoplE', but dOf.'sn't bothpr others," So mosquItoes like
not only you. they likf' everybody.
JUNE le. 1955
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Quetta Quakes
Ify "Awake!" correspondent In Paklotan

",",UETTA rocked again: 7 killed. Heavy
~damage to houses." So read the head·
lines ot the Pakistan daily newspaper, Dawn,
February 20, 1955.
CI, To the inhabitants of Quetta this quake
called to mind the disastrous earthquake of
May 31, 1935, which quake leveled Quetta in
the early hours of the morning, causing an .
estimated 40,000 persons to lose their lives
and a city to disappear overnight. Now, after
twenty years, Quetta and surrounding villages
had again been rocked by an earthquake of
almost Uke intensity.
CL As if to sound a preliminary warning, the
Slumbering city was rudely awakened by a
severe tremor at six in the morning on February 12. Lasting about a minute, this shock
dragged thousands out of bed in a mad scram·
ble to the open places. Described as the worst
in a decade, ten more tremors were felt within
fifteen minutes. Note the eyewitness account:
CI. ''You are rudely awakened on February 19
: at 3: 48 a.m., by a low, deep rumbling sound
that increases to a mighty roar. Can it ,be
thunder? No, for it is tight beneath you.
can it be-yes, it is the dreaded zalzalla, the
earthquake! The earth is now quaking all
around you-walls shake, windows rattle,
crockery, pictures and mirrors crash to the
fioor.
€. "Your one thought is, get outside, save
yourself. All is pitch black. You stumble in the
darkness, your heart pounds. Where is the
door? Parents are frantically groping for
their children. At last the door. It opens, it
hasn't jammed, and now you are outside.
CI. "You hear a wailing all over the city.
Screaming women and children are every·
where. Dogs are barking furiously. Small
walls crash around you and you thank God
that the buildings themselves still stand. Now
that you are outside you breathe a little more
freely even though the tremors still continue.
You hastily dash back for a blanket, for at
5,500 feet Quetta is cold at 4 a.m. You join
others sitting around hurriedly lit fires and
talk in low tones, not knowing what may
follow.
CI. "Daylight comes and so we take a quick
tour of the city to survey the damage. Shop·
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keepers in the main shopping area are busy
cleaning up the debris. Work in the main has
come to a standstill. Hotels, cafes and restau·
rants are heavy losers. Now we enter the ba·
zaar area. Here some houses made of sunbaked mud have collapsed completely. Every·
where are groups of people telling of their
miraculous escapes provided by a kind Providence. Allah's name is constantly being in·
voked and a call goes out to the faithful to
assemble and plead with Allah to spare them
from further anguish. And wherever you look
tents are being erected."
Cl According to later reports "several villages
in the neighborhood of Quetta had been wiped
out." "Relief work by government and other
public organizations was immediately under·
taken and food was disttibuted among the
poor. Patients in hospitals were taken out of
their wards. Outgoing trains were packed with
panic·stricken people." "Prime Minister Mohammed Ali has appealed to the generous
pubUc to render assistance to the victims of
the recent earthquake in Quetta." "About
twenty·five per cent of the mud houses col·
lapsed in the villages around Quetta. The reo
maining ones are now absolutely unfit for
residential purposes."
tI. Many marveled at the small loss of life.
This was due, however, to the fact that after
the quake of 1935 only buildings of approved
earthquake-proof design were allowed to be
built. According to a geologist the intensity of
this earthquake was severe, eight on the earthquake scale, the one of 1935, nine, the highest
intensity beIng ten, indicating complete de·
struction.
tI. As to the cause of the quake geologists
"are of the opinion that the recent tremors
around Quetta were caused by stress in the
earth's crust and not by volcanic pressure. The
experts said that there were frequent move·
ments in the earth's crust around Quetta. The
shocks were felt when a fault in the rocks
gave way resulting in a powerful impact."
CI. To those understanding Jehovah's purposes
as revealed in his Word, earthquakes, such as
this one in Quetta, are but one of the features
of the "sign" of Christ's second presence and
the consummatiqn of this wicked system of
things, even as foretold by Jesus nineteen cen·
turies ago.-See Matthew 24: Mark 13; Luke 21.
AWAKE!

~~THERE

is no sUbstitute for hard
.". :' The y don 0 t
work," said Thomas A. Edison.
'.
accepting pay
"Genius," he said, "is one per cent
work they have not
inspiration arid ninety·nine per·
They cannot see that
spiration." Ready to agree
is is dishonest. It is taking
with him is steelmaster ' , m o n e y that does not belong to
Charles M. Schwab, who
'.
Unfortunately there are as
declared: "Hard work· _J~~~~~~
no legal ways to punish a
thief." He must continue in
is the best invest·
ment a man can
.
own misery or rise above it by
make." American
..• king a friend out of work.
. '. ." To work is to live, and to live
poet and essay·
ist Emerson
is to work. "If anyone does not
spoke out sim·
want to work, neither let him
i I a r I y: "The
eat," said Paul. To shun
sum of wisdom
work as a loathsome dis·'
is that the time
ease is to be ignorant of
is never lost
' its many virtues. Are·
that is devoted
cent survey ,threw
to work." And
light on an already
hard work de·
well • established
voted to the
fact: that man
service of the
must work if
Creator is cer·
.
,
he is to be sane·
tainly never
...•... ,'
Iy happy. The
lost. The apostle Paul assures us, C·"~.. ~:11i-ifi,',(...;,,''''i!iffl:rtti'''·1-e,...t!'"d~
status of a group of
. who were without financial
Always have "plenty to do in the work·
the Lord, knowing that your labor is not in
. who could travel and live in·
vain in connection with the Lord." "For
that after just a few
God is not unrighteous so as to forget your
work and the love you showed for his months of leisure their lives were entirely
name." So, hard work still has some high blank and empty. "I get' up in the morning
and lofty worthwhile recommendations. and I have nowhere to go, nothing to do,"
-1 Corinthians 15:58; Hebrews 6 :10, New said one. Another wrote to an employment
agency: "More than anything I want a job,
World Trans.
just give me something to do."
anything,
Work is a friend, not an enemy. Clock
watchers, who fear work or doing too Others had mental breakdowns. None were
much work, seldom work hard enough or altogether contented with their retired
long enough. They miss the joy there is in state.-2 Thessalonians 3:10, New World
an exhilarating exercise. They labor for the Trans.
love of money and not for the love of working. Their days usually drag, their work History of Hours and Rules
suffers, and they are not really happy. Most
The prevalent division between hours of
of them, in fact, are found to be quite mis- work and hours of play, vacations and re.
erable, last to start and first to quit work. tirement, was virtually unknown through~
JUNE 22, 1955
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out the long ages of prefactory history.
Anthropologist Melville Herskovits says in
support: "The notion of a vacation is unique
to our society-that is, the distinction we
draw between the expenditure of time and
effort in painful activity-'work'-and that
which goes into pleasurable activity, or
'non-work.'" Inventions such as the conveyor belt, production line, the time clock,
which have greatly increased the work
strain, have in no small degree been responsible for the present division of work hours
and play.
The question of "how many hours to
work" became urgent in the early factories
some 150 years ago, when machines began
to set the working tempo. Even as far back
as 1562 working conditions were minutely
regulated by Jaw. Workers were hired by
the year. In fact, the present agitation for
an annual wage harks back to the English
law of some three hundred and eighty
years ago.
However, the years immediately precedingthe "industrial revolution" that brought
the change-over from home to factory
work, from manual to machine labor, were
years that gave rise to long hours and
hard work. Low wages forced women and
children into factories. where they sacrificed more than two thirds of their lives
trying to make ends meet. Employers assaulted labor croelly. Typical of the labor
legislation of that time was a law passed
in Great Britain in the first decade of the
nineteenth century that limited factory
working hours of children under nine
years to 12 hours a day! William Pitt,
prime minister of England, proposed in his
Poor Law Bill that children should start
work at the age of five. In factories and
in mines children worked from 14 to 18
hours a day! Often they slept in the factories or fell asleep beside the machines
during working hours. When law provided
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for a twelve-hour day or a sixty-nine-hour
work week, indUstrialists raised a howl that
sounded as if the doom of English industries had come.
In the United States the birth of labor
unionism was during an era that marked
the decline of labor conditions. The year
1789 saw the forming of the first trade
union in the United States, and 1791, the
first strike, that of some carpenters who
strock for shorter hours and against a reduction of wages. They were not complaining about the 40-hour work week of today,
In the beginning of the 1880's, bakers de·
voted as many as 112 hours to their trade
a week; sewing-machine operators, 93
hours; carpenters and joiners, 72 hours;
conductors of street railway, as high as
102 hours; some workers at pig-iron blast
furnaces, 84 hours, etc.
Ten years later the situation was con·
sidered greatly improved. Missouri still had
an 84·hour week for bakers; in Maine there
was still a 72-hour week for electricians;
for stationary firemen, Wisconsin still had,
the 14-hour day; dressmakers still worked
70 hours in Illinois; sewing machine operators, 84 hours in Missouri; for keepers in
blast furnaces, the 84-hour week was cusP
tomary in the whole of the United States;
iron molders worked 84 hours in Alabama;
and coal miners 72 hours in Virginia; pressmen worked 84 hours in North Carolina;
railroad brakemen worked 79 hours in
Indiana; freight conductors, 84 hours in
MarYland; locomotive engineers, 81 hours
in Michigan; locomotive firemen, 75 hours
in Indiana and Colorado.

Inve8tigating Labor Conditions
Labor pressed for better working conditions. In 1845 the first official investigation
of labor conditions was made by a special
comrnittee of the Massachusetts legisla'
ture. One report showed where, "in the
summer season, the work commenced at
AWAKE!

5 o'clock A.M., and continued till 7 o'clock
P.M., with half an hour'for breakfast and
three-quarters of an hour for dinner." At
the Eagle Mills, Griswold, Connecticut, 15
hours was the daily working time. At
Paterson, New Jersey, women and children
went to work at 4: 30 a.m., and did not quit
till 7 p.m. Workers were fined for being
found dirty at work or when found washing
themselves in the factory. The fine was
about half their daily wage. If a worker
in a spinning factory became ill and could
not find a satisfactory substitute for the
day, he often had to pay for the steam that
was "unnecessary produced," which might
be as much as half his weekly earnings.
Workers were compelled to buy from
company-controlled stores at prices far
above normal. If they rebelled against this
practice they were severely punished.
Work rules were cruel and exacting. The
following rules were posted on the wall of
a Massachusetts' factory: "The mill will be
put into operation ten minutes before sunrise at all seasons of the year. The gate
will be shut ten minutes after sunset. It
will be required that every person employed for no certain length of time will be
required to give at least four weeks' notice
of intention to leave (sickness, etc.) or
forfeit four weeks' pay. [How anyone could
give four weeks' advance notice of possible
sickness challenges intelligence.l Anyone
who by negligence or misconduct causes
damage to the machinery, or impedes the
progress of the work, will be liable to make
good the damage for same. Anything tending to impede the progress of manufacturing in working hours, such as unnecessary
conversation, reading, eating fruit, etc.,
must be avoided . . . . "-[Signed} Amasa
Whitney, Winchendon, Massachusetts, July
5, 1830.
It was primarily these conditions that
caused unionism to flourish. Workers everywhere began to group together in a conJUNE f2. 1.955

certed effort to better working conditions
and lower the hours. The progress of their
endeavor is reported to us by Shlakman,
who, according to Jaffe Stewart, shows
the decline in hours from the beginning of
the nineteenth century to the present day.
Women worked from 70 to 80 hours a
week in the early part of the century. Then
at the time of the Civil War the average
length of the work week in nonagriculture
dropped to 60 and 70 hours. It was -lowered
again in 1909; the work week in manufacturing industries was some 51 hours. This
figure fell rather consistently to 42 hours
in 1930; under the influence of the depression a low point of some 35 hours a week
was reached in 1934. The present United
States Fair Labor Standards Act sets 40
hours as. the length of the work week to be
paid for at regular rates; time and a half
is required to be paid for any hours in ex~
cess of 40. Thus in a century and a half the
hours of work a week have actually been
cut in half.
Less Hours. More Work, Greater Output
At the turn of the last century it was
believed that the more hours one worked
the greater would be the output. Ernest
Abbe in Germany made the first scientific
analysis of hours and output and found that
"it wasn't so." After a certain number of
hours, fatigue poisons forced output down,
while spoilage and accident rates went up.
According to Stuart Chase, Abbe "conclUded that 75 per cent of all German factory
workers would produce more if they worked
less. In terms of energy and attention they
would of course work harder." Chase says
that these initial studies "were abundantly
confirmed in World War I, when it was
found that women in British munition factories could turn out more shells in eight
hours than in ten. A whole new concept of
the effects of fatigue on output began to
invade industry, and further reduce hours.
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Scientific management thus joined tradeunion pressure, and legislature reform, in
shortening the work week."

Workers Have Feelings
The classic studies of Mayo and Roethlisberger of the Harvard Business School, in
the Hawthorne plant of Western Electric,
said Chase, showed that "output was
strongly influenced by the feelings of the
worker about the job." A test group of
workers, "responded more to the sense of
feeling important, than to changes in
hours, wages, rest pauses or other working
conditions. When they felt that they were
being consulted, and were no longer cogs
in a vast impersonai pecuniary machine,
their output soared!" The survey conducted
by the Institute of Human Relations at
Yale disclosed that "90 per cent of the
workers in the automobile plant analyzed
disliked their job, but hung on because of
the high pay and security." Many assembly
line workers responded with appreciation
when given rotating jobs, which made work
more bearable. So management is slowly
beginning to recognize that, while man is
a "biological machine" designed for work,
he nevertheless has feelings that must be
reckoned with; that "dead weight production is no longer the goal in mechanized
societies, but rather a balance, where the
worker performs his duties both in the factory" and at home and in the community.

No one will deny that labor unions have
greatly contributed toward better working
conditions. Wages have increased, hours
have decreased and labor conditions are
by far more tolerable. Yet unions are not
without fault. While they have been a
blessing in some respects, gaining for man
greater rights and freedoms, yet they have
also been a curse to him by restricting the
field of opportunities. Through the closed
shop "caste system" arrangement employment is limited, in many fields of industry,
to just a few within the caste, making it virtually impossible for youth to gain employment in these places. While seniority rights
shield the aged, they expose the rising
generation to bitter resentment against a
system that does not provide opportunities
for the full expression of his abilities, but
confines him to a seniority system that
moves at a snail's pace.
So labor unions are not without spot.
They have their faults. Corruption in them
matches that found in politics, if such is
possible. And what man really needs, labor unions cannot provide him. For regardless of their power they cannot stop wars,
eliminate crime, disease or death. To attain
these goals---a world free of corruptionman must work the works of God. It is
His kingdom that guarantees perfect working conditions for all. "Thou openest thine
hand, and satisfiest the desire of every living thing."-Psalm 145:16.

~ In Bradford, England, last March 5, an eighteen·year·old steeplejack was work·
ing atop a seventy-five-foot factory chimney when faIling stonework smashed the
scaffolding and sent him hurtling toward the ground. The fall did not kill him,
but he landed stunned in a water tank forty feet below. He did not drown because
the falling stonework punctured the tank and allowed the water to drain away.
However, firemen arrived just in time to pull him out of the tank before he was
killed by the gas that swirled up after the falling stonework also damaged a gas
main. Young Harrison's injuries from his three close calls with death? Shock
and three small cuts.
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AW" . .I" corre.pondent In Gerlllcmy

HAT visions the mention of Germany
brings to mind! A child thinks of
robber knights and defiant-looking castles.
An art lover thinks of the birthplaces of old
well-known works and their famous masters, of renowned concert halls, of operas,
operettas and the music of Beethoven and
Mozart. A historian thinks of Charlemagne
and the "Holy Roman Empire," of Martin
Luther nailing his theses on the door of
the Wittenberg church and of the Diet at
Worms where he was forced to answer his
charges. A historian also pictures John
Huss being sentenced to death and burned
at the stake. He thinks of the Thirty Years'
War, and certainly of the first and second
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world wars and of the even more recent
division of Germany and the -erection of
the iron curtain across this land.
The scenery? It is just as colorful and
full of variety as the history is. Between
the Baltic Sea on the north and the 9,000foot peaks of the Bavarian Alps are sand
dunes, moors, islands, meadows, small
mountain ranges, rivers, inland lakes and
famed forests. Truly this is a vacationland
of great variety.
Thousands of visitors to Germany this
year will be attending the international
assembly of Jehovah's witnesses to be held
in Nuremberg, August 10-14. If you. will be
among them, then this article will tell you
something about the country you will visit.
However, if you cannot be there, then come
along with us anyway on an imaginary trip
to some of the places that you might visit.
Entering Germany from the south, you
might see the Black Forest near the country's southwestern tip. Here one railway,
the so-called Black Forest railroad, winds
its way through more than sixty tunnels
between Offenburg and the heights of Triberg. The scenery here changes so often
and so abruptly that the eye can hardly
keep up with it. Car drivers through this
section are especially reminded of the Black
Forest Hochstrasse, or high road, that runs
the entire length of this section at an alti~
tude of approximately 2,600 feet.
Also here in the south is the lake of
Constance (Bodensee). which is one of the
most desirable vacation goals in all Germany. Whether you see it for the first time
from the highway or from the railway, by
day or by night, it will be a memorable experience. The city of Constance gained
world fame through the Council of 14141418 where noted reformer John Huss was
sentenced to death and burned at the stake.
. Farther to the east, but still along Germany's southern border, are spectacular
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alpine views. Then, running north from
Fuessen is famed Romantische Strasse, or
the romantic road. On it you pass through
an unending variety of scenery: cities with
gabled houses from the Middle Ages, castles, citadels, dreamy-looking market places, and of course 2,OOO-year-old Augsburg.
To the east of the Romantische Strasse is
Munich, a Bavarian city named for the
monks who founded it during the Middle
Ages. This gateway to the grandeur of the
Bavarian mountains also is well worth the
visitor's time.
The Goal: Nuremberg

The first settlement at the ancient city
of Nuremberg was in the middle 'of the
eleventh century. The towers and the parts
of the city walls that still stand stem from
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Noted painters, sculptors and the like had
their homes here and art prospered. Nuremberg has often been mentioned in recent
years, too, for here on the edge of town
Hitler erected a monumental structure
reminiscent of the insane ideas of Nero.
It was to be a witness to the "thousand
year" or "everlasting" Reich. A specially
built railroad station made it possible to
move in more than 100,000 persons daily,
then to transport them a way again. On
the annually held party days formations
of troops would march before the "Fuehrer" to receive his commands delivered
from a high, stately structure that has
144 imposing pillars.
Here in April of 1939 Hitler proclaimed
to the world that the "Party Day of Peace"
was to take place on September 2 of that
year, but by September the war was under way. Then, on September -30, 1946, as
the conquering powers were pronouncing
judgment upon the Nazi war criminals in
this very city of Nuremberg, nine thousand
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real peace lovers here met in Christian
assembly under the motto "Fearless
Against the World Conspiracy." These persons, Jehovah's witnesses, whom Hitler
had sworn would never leave his concentration camps alive, were at this assembly
receiving a small foretaste of the blessings
that have since been bestowed upon them
and that are yet to come in Jehovah's new
world.
When, in 1953, Jebpvah's witnesses again
met on these grounds, the attendance grew
to an amazing 55,000. Their third assembly
here, to be held August 10-14, will see further public witness given in defiance of the
conspiracy against Jehovah God and his
King, Christ Jesus. A happy throng of conventioners will assemble here for this summer's most important event.
Frankfort, Mainz, Wiesbaden

From Nuremberg these conventioners
will travel by train up through Wuerzburg

to Frankfort on the Main. In the Middle
Ages Frankfort was the place of the election of German kings, and from the sixteenth century it was the coronation site
of the emperors. The National Paraament
met here in the year 1848-49. Although
defeated in her bid to be the nation's capital, her favorable location has made Frankfort a leading commercial. banking and
traffic center.
Frankfort is only a short distance from
Mainz, a city long-famed for its mighty
cathedral. But the cathedral now stands in
ruins and the debris of what is left, plus the
little that has been rebuilt, presents a
gloomy picture of despair. Mainz was also
the home of Johannes Gutenberg, whose
development of printing sparked a new era
of knowledge, both secular and Biblical. A
museum gives interesting information
about his epoch-making accomplishments.
AWAKE!

In the same area, but north of the Rhine
River, slightly elevated in the Taunus hills,
lies the world-famed health resort, Wiesbaden. Here you' will find the German
branch of the Watch Tower Society, where
more than a hundred energetic workers
provide Jehovah's witnesses in Germany
with the necessary instruments for their
preaching work. Nearby you can board a
river steamer at Wiesbaden-Bierbrich for
a very impressive trip down the Rhine to
Cologne. Here are the mountains and valleys, impressive rock cliffs and the old
castles and ruins that have made this part
of the river so popular in music and song.

Fulda, Ruhr, Berlin
Fulda, to the east of the section we have
been visiting, reminds us of the beginnings
of Catholicism in Germany. Irish and Scottish monks had been the first to make Ger·
many part of Christendom. Yet it was St.
Boniface, buried at Fulda, who is given
credit "for binding the conquered land for
the gospel fast and permanently to papal
Rome." The conference of German Catholic bishops annually meets here at his
grave. It was this group of bishops who in
August, 1940, said that "the Catholic
Church in Germany is indebted to German
[Nazi] troops for victorious advance and
defense of the German homeland."
North of Cologne is the Ruhr, the major
industrial territory, and in northern Germany there are such cities as Bremen with
its famed market place and beautiful
Gothic-style city hall, Hamburg with its
imposing city hall built upon eight thousand foundation stakes, and LUbeck with
its Holstentor (one of the remaining city
wall gates) that stems from the Middle
Ages.
Separated from the rest of Western Germany is the city of Berlin. Since foreigners
who have no Russian visa cannot use the
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ground approaches to the city, it must be
approached by air. A comparatively young
city, Berlin indeed has been affected by the
second world war as perhaps no other city
has. "Iron curtain," "airlift" and "freedom
bell" are expressions that convey definite
ideas that come into mind at the mention of this former capital ,of Germany.
Here, too, tourists get a glance behind the
iron curtain from Potsdamer Platz, where
East and West meet.
Yes, from the alpine heights of the south
to the ports on the North Sea, there are
many interesting things to see and do in
Germany. But by far the most interesting
and important activity this year will be
the international assembly of Jehovah's
witnesses in Nuremberg, August 10-14.
Here tens of thousands of German witnesses for Jehovah will play host to several
thousand of their brothers from other
lands.
It was just ten years ago that a few thousand of Jehovah's witnesses were released
from Hitler's torture camps. Now there are
48,000 of such preachers of the Christian
good news in Western Germany alone.
These energetic witnesses for Jehovah will
consider it a thrill to be hosts to their
brothers who are coming from other places
to participate with them in the activity of
this Christian assembly, and their visitors
are eagerly looking forward to witnessing
the zeal of their German brothers. Indeed,
this assembly will prove an encouragement
to the German hosts and an inspiring experience for their many guests. Yes, mention Germany to one of these prospective
conventioners and his thoughts will immediately turn to his eager anticipation of
assembling with his Christian brothers in
that land and of participating with them
in their Christian service. And his anticipation will be well rewarded at assembly
time!
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Specialties of Auslria
I, "Awak.I"

~.I,ondHiI

;n AUllria

HA1' tilought comes to your rr.lnd at the
ml!Jldcn 01 Austria'! The majestic ~naw
capped mountains, the blue lakes at th,:ir
feet. tl"_e green pastu=e land on the mourltam·
side or the thrilling echo of a yodeler v·iho lS
fIlttini high above a 'Ple~sal:i.t ....'a\le-y? All t~£>!je
make up Austria. Do yoU think of the l1eart·
cheering melody at a wa liz by ':ohann Strfluss?
or the city of Vll'nna a: t~e shores of the
Danube River? or maybf! the cily or Salt-burg
with i':S !amed festivals? These, too, are
Austria.
'il' But Austria oEers oilier special :hings ~~.
For Instam--e, did you t~ver drink Styna s
"Mort'} or eat its famous mal2e dish called
"Sterz"? Xo? Then ('orne and visit S~yria:
Styria Is one of the nine counties (If Austria,
and In the south this ('o'J.nty borders '1U&o'
slavin, The people speak German, 1hough With
a dialect, and the farther you move away from
a city the more you have to strain your e-a:-s
10 understand all they say.
~ LUe in the rurals il> extl"emel~' simple.
Here you ilr.d many old houses bullt par';1y of
stone and partly at wo()ti!m bean:s, and often
with a Wf'ather·blackr.ned straw root. :vtnr-y
are unable to hide their ad\'ancing age-. The
people in ge-nel'lll are fripndly_ espe('ia;ly ]!
they notke you are a stranger. II ~'uu ar€"
lnvited to enter a house the people WIll pr(,l,)
ably show theIr hospitality hy alTering you
a nice cold drink of one of Auslria's sl~ial.
ties, No, nol a cold Coca-Coia, but Styrla's
famous drink, "Mos:." It is a kind oI. cider, and
here Is how it Is prepnr{'d.
"f:~ In the fa;} the sp('('ial apples and pears

IJ

are Kath~red and ~qm\l;hl:d ~Q ~Qme a mash.

From this I"e juice- is pressed out by a slrong
device in th~ center ot a lllf"g-e n:>c·
,angular·shaped ('ontainer about twe-Ive by
- fiHeel\ feet in si2e ami about twenty int'hes
- high. The f::I!lowm R" ~('rmen t a tion ptoC('ss is
expected to "-,move all unwan1.t>d :ngredle'1ts.
Later you wiil drink the ('lear "~o5t" only,
- b·J.t l:,thir:g of the :¥'dlmem at the bottom.
_ The iar of '·:'.10st" will always he found upon
the ta-hle at mea.. ~ame. From time to t illl!~ i~
wu: te handed fro"ll person to perSon and
- everyone drinks as much as he wants.
_ 'i,' If you slay overnight you wi:! gd a<:,:.)uain~
ed with anoth!!r spedalty ot Styr:a. Usu;:\l\y
(:0..1 brCakfa!;t you get the famous d~::ch c.a~le{J
"Slc!J'Z, ,. If is highly <lppreeiated here (It:d very
- nourishing. In order to prepHre :t the roug:lly
grour.d rr:alzl' is cooked in wawr untll it get!>
_ soft and bt>coInes ilk~ pudding. To Wls some
lard h; added and tfle dish is ready to I)e
se-rved. Around Ute t.~ble the whole family
gaUlers, everyone equipppd '~ith his pe-rsonal

_

WQ[lol'n

=

=

=-

spoon and a cup Jf milk

OJ"

C"offc-e. Then t.hr

-

Vo'hoJe famEy eals f.r:Jm the 0:11' db!l at the
mlddle of tile table-, ~akil:!~ just some of thO'
"Ster.t." :lJl the SPOOl! and thE'n f.mng up the
- rest W:it~ milk or ('o"'el'. When h:-pakfasl i~
OVE't: everyor.e pu'Jil h\s pl!rs(lnal SPl}~n bad..
hl~O the drawer from w.hkh he look it.
~;r And ir. this al"'(:t.a. as e-:s(~where, hundreds o~
Jehovah's witness!'s 3re going a bot; 1. pre-ach
- ir.g t!'Ie gQ(ul 11("w'~ of better cond:t:OTIS soon
to eome to the earth. It ;s ir:spiring to see how
ma"y people here are taking 1heir s:arIrj witI'.
- Jehovah Gar! and h;s ;';ew V.',)rlrJ sodety. And
_ even if 1!ley have to endure hafclstips by s('o[·
fers a:1d fanatics they s:aml firm 111 tb! wo~
= "'h:p of Je-h.wah b sph1.t and ::1 truth

=
=

:

=
=

Jay_alker Gets HiEk in Pants
{,r February 13, 195-1, ~p{)rted 011. a.n
incident that happened in West Paim Beach, F.lorida: "A motol"lst was dn\'lq;::
through the heart of town Friday. Sudden!y a careless jaywalker darte.d ,n front
of him. The ear lurdlf~d to a stop inehl.'s from the ean'less aile a::1d th~ dnver jl:Jr..[.HX1
t In full Vl''W (,It a policeman and hundTf'ds of s{:('('lalnrs, :he motorlst plant('d
ouhis
. loot with
'- ('(JIls!lderable emphaSis en the jaywaJ k .. f ' S PIl.!'tc,:or.
.
'1"1 Ie rn.GtoflS
. t
re-entered his car. The jlaJiceman turm·d tis hearI. ppdeslr::ans galX'd. Tra~Je began.
to fiow again. The jUY'o'o'a!ker :",J.bbe~l a S::lre piace fllld waltted awn)', snaking lllS

(i Under the above {hlp H.e Oregon Journal

}!I~ad."
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OST pebple, from time to time, feel also develop desire for the quiet or mental
the need for some form of recreation. games. Upon reaching adulthood they find
In many lands television and movies have that mental play or recreation is keenly
become extremely popular. Indeed, one au- desired. Regarding play one authority
thority maintains that people in America writes: "Tbe most important play is play
spend so much time in the absorption of of the mind.... The mental element is in
TV and movies that they have little time all play.... In later years the mental kind
left for other kinds of recreation. Certainly of play becomes increasingly valuable."
there are people who do not find TV or
In what games does a person find satisfymovies very satisfying as the main course ing mental play? Games of sheer chance
in the recreational diet. Rather than sit usually fail to satisfy. Games of skill and
motionless for hours letting their passive games that combine skill with chance in
minds be led about they prefer something varying degrees fulfill most requirements
that requires a degree of mental initiative. for mental play. But does not the injection
Or they prefer something that they can of chance ruin a game? No. The element of
participate in rather than look at. Games chance is used in numerous games to lend
often meet this need. And that provokes variety, limitless variety. Of course, the
the questions: Why do people play games? more chance in a game the "'ess skill is reAre all games idle amusement? What kind quired. Games are of such variety, though,
of games are there? What is the sensible that a person can select one with the proview of games?
portion of skill and chance that appeals to
People play games for pleasure. So the him the most.
chief appeal of games is the mental relief
or relaxation they bring. But games also Education and Play
On what basis can we make a sensible
offer added attractions. Unlike TV and
movies they allow one to get better ac- judgment of Igames? First, there is the
quainted with friends. They brighten up question: Is the game wholesome or detrisocial gatherings. They may stimulate con- mental? If the game is passion-arousing it
versation, which, under, the muzzle of TV, is not desirable. It will corrupt morals. If
has all but died out. Then, too, games lay it involves gambling it is undesirable. It
a foundation for a houseful of cheer, mirth will corrode morals. (For a sober view of
gambling see Awake! of January 8, 1955.)
and laughter.
Games are of two kinds: the physical Of course, some games, often played for
and the quiet. Young persons like to romp, gambling, ;:an also be played just for fun.
run and jump. As they grow older they Now the second question for evaluating a
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game: What degree of pleasure and profit
does it bring? Some gtmles, such as those
of mere chance, may bring only pleasure.
Quiz games may bring: both pleasure and
mental profit. Obviously, those games that
offer the greatest degree of wholesome
pleasure and profit are the most desirable.
What do we mean by profit? Educational
benefits? Yes. Ah, but people do not play
to get educated! That is usually true. Yet
here is something that has not been fully
appreciated until recent years: games have
greater educational value than most people
realize. This is because games are based on
life or knowledge. So, in varying degrees.
games bring knowledge or train for Jife.
Many juvenile games are especially designed to promote the growth of desirable
qualities, though the children may be unaware of it. Even games played by adults
offer more than amusement. For example,
let us take the game of chess, a game in
which chance ha% scrupulously been excluded. Of this game Benjamin Franklin
wrote: "The game of chess is not merely an
idle amusement. Several very valuable
qualities of the mind useful in the course
of human life are to be acquired or
strengthened by it, so as to become habits,
ready on all occasions."
Now in the game of chess the objective
is to capture the adversary king. ActuaUy
the capture is never made. But if the king
is attacked and there is no way of escape,
it is said to be "checkmated" and the game
ends. There is a defense to every attackif iUs taken in time. Loses are due only to
one's own mistaken "ingenuity" and not',
to a lack bf aces or kings, as in cards. So,
to play chess wen one must learn and prac~
tice foresight, that quality of looking into
the future. Circumspection is necessary.
This is the practice of surveying the whole
scene and not just portions of it. Caution
is developed. In chess one learns that hasty
decisions may be disastrous. Finally. there
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is endurance. One learns the habit of not
being discouraged by present bad c:tppear~
ance in the state of affairs but to keep
forging ahead. The game is so full of sud~
den changes; and frequently one after
long contemplation, discovers the way to
extricate himself from a supposed insur~
mount3ble difficulty. So the player is en~
couraged to continue the· contest to the
last, in the hope of a victory.
Chess fascinates all kinds of people. It
seems to fascinate Europeans and Asiatics
more than Americans. Though.many of the
intelligentsia amuse themselves with chess,
the game is not, as popularly believed,
"too deep" for .the average person. Of
course, those who like to think and exer~
cise skill find it the most absorbing. No
two games are ever alike. Each neW com~
bination presents fresh challenges to the
imagination. An idea as to the combina~
tions in chess can be gained from the fact
that the fl:I'm ten moves on each sloe can
be played in 169j518,829,l00,544,OOO,000,~
000,000,000 different ways!
Checkers .or draughts is another game
in which chance has been left out. Yet all
kinds of people find it exciting and absorbing. Contrary to general opinion it is as
profoUJ1d a game as human ingenuity ever
devised. An amazing number of mental
faculties are called into play. The game is
not considered as rich as chess. But there
are many checker enthUSiasts that agree
with Edgar Allen Poe, who said: "Tbe high
powers of the reflective intellect are more
decidedlY and more usefuUy taxed by the
unostentatious game of draughts than by
all the elaborate frivolity of chess."
j

Games Com.bining Skill and Chance
Some people find that mental play is best
served by games that do not require so
much intense concentration as chess or
checkers. Here is where games that combine skill and chance come in. For exAWAKE!

ample, there is backgammon. The game is
played on a special board with pieces resembling checker men and with a pair of
dice for each player. Each player has 15
"men" on a special board with 24 "points."
The object is to move all 15 men around
the 24 points and off the board. In spite of
the element of chance the game is exciting
and there is still considerable opportunity
for the exercise of skill.
Games that use chance as the predomi~
nant feature are many of the board games.
Though skill is not much of a factor in win~
ning a game, yet there is ample opportu~
nity in many for the use of judgment, de~
cision and other qualities. Another feature
of these games is that they can acquaint a
child richly with nature, geography or his~
tory. Some games bring knowledge of the
business world. One of such games played
with dice and a bonrd is "Monopoly." It is
based on real estate. In the game each
player is given money script and a token
to denote his travels around the board. A
miniature city is laid out on the peripleter
of the board.·A player has to use judgment
as to when and what to buy. If one can stay
out of bankruptcy, he is indeed fortunate.
Probably in the field of playing cards
one has the greatest latitude for choosing
a game that conforms to his ideal of the
proper proportion of skill and chance. In~
deed, card games range from those of sheer
chance to those of almost sheer skill, such
as in contract bridge. Some card games re~
quire the keen use of judgment, anticipation, observation and memory. One of the
most widely known and widely played
games is rummy. It can be played well with
the exercise of common sense.

Quiz and Word Games
For rich portions of pleasure and profit
quiz and word games rate high. Strangely
enough, these games, which are obviously
educational, bring wholehearted enjoy~
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ment. Quiz·games on geography and nature
are especially valuable. The alphabet
games, such as anagrams and "scrabble,"
impart not only a charm to gatherings but
cultural benefits to all. Word games have
not been despised by the greatest intellects.
Vocabulary training is just one benefit of
the word games. Crossword puzzles are ex·
cellent for practice in using synonyms and
in improving fluency. Their use as a vocab~
ulary builder is hindered by the fact that
most crossword puzzles are concerned too
much with freak words. There are even vocabulary card games. The old~fashioned
spelling bee is one of the finest word games.
In it the player who misspells a word is
eliminated and the word is given to the
next player on the opposing team. The
team with the most players, say at the
end of a number of rounds, is the winner.

Games and the Bible
Games reach the apex of theiF education·
al value when they are based on the Bible.
Such games can be thrillingly engrossing.
In one popular game the procedure is:
Player A thinks of a Bible character (say
Abraham) and tells the other players just
the initial letter (in this case "A"). The
players try to guess what character he has
in mind. Knowing the clue, the letter "A,"
the players will guess by using a descrip~
tive phrase instead of the name. Thus
Player B might guess: "Is it the brother
of Moses?" Player A must then answer:
"No, it is not Aaron." If Player A could not
think of the name "Aaron" he would lose
his turn, and the one who baffled him would
take over and start anew. But if Player A
named Aaron the game would continue with
the others stilI trying to guess Abraham.
Maybe Player C wUl ask: "Is it the uncle
of Lot?" Player A would reply: "Yes, it is
Abraham." If the one who thought of the
name "Abraham" did not happen to know
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that Lot-was Abraham's nephew, well, you

World Trans.) Note that Jesus did not

can see not only the laughable situation make recreation a big thing. It was just
but how valuable the game is in refreshing
one's mind on Bible characters.
SOme of the most edifying and interest·
ing games are based on the Watch Tower
publication uMake Sure of AU Thingtl'.
With this book one can make up many
short quizzes, such as the ten meanings of
the word "heavens" or the seven meanings
given for the word "spirit." Another game
could be made from the thirty·nine differ·
ent features of the sign of the last days. A
group tries to name all thirty·nine. The
group can be divided spelling·bee-fashion.
Or, instead of teams, the person naming
the most would win. All of these games are
excellent for almost any occasion. They are
often profitable entertainment for groups
traveling in trains, buses and autos.
Games bring relaxation. The Bible rec·
ognizes the need for some of that, although
not exactly to play games. "The apostles
assembled before Jesus ,and reported to
him all the things they had done and
taught. And he said to them: 'Come, you
yourselves, privately into a lonely place
and rest up a bit.''' (Mark 6:30, 31, New

"a bit." Like "bodily training," games may
be "beneficial for a little." (1 Timothy
4: 7, 8, New World Trans.) Time was valued
by Jesus.
Why is time so valuable today? Because
we are living in the "last days" of;;atan's
world. One of the features of the sign of
the "last days" is the prevalence of "lovers
of pleasures rather than lovers of God."
(2 Timothy 3:4, New World Trans.) It is
not difficult to immerse oneself in games
and forget time. It is easy to become a
game addict. When one thus indulges in
them overproportionately, there is grave
danger. For no "lovers of pleasures" will
gain life in the new world, simply because
they will be too preoccupied with pleasure
to meet requirements for life.
So while the' Bible provides for reerea·
tion, it is vital to keep it in the right perspective. The safe, sensible view is the
one the apostle gave: 'Let those making
use of the world be as those not using it to
the full; for the seene of this world is
changing.'-l Corinthians 7 :29·31. New
World Trans.

WHO DEVIATED?
4l. The book entitled Christian Deviations describes the "norm" or "centre" from
which Jehovah's witnesses have "deviated" as "the great historic communions of
Christendom which . . . have associated themselves in the World Council of
Churches." Examination reveals that the book admits "eccleSiastical dereliction
ot duty," that facets of Christian taith and life "had been neglected by the Church·
es," and that many "uninstructed members of the Churches" had become members
at these "deviations." It acknowledges that "Christians are made . . . intellectual·
ly," and "ought to be able to give a reason for their faith." Further, it expresses
the opinion that "Christians would do well to emulate" the adherents of Jehovah's
witnesses who "have a knowledge of the contents of the Holy Scriptures," and then
adds, "For this reason alone it is imperative that Christians should become again
the people of the Book." Then Professor J. R. Coates is quoted: "The success of
heresies and unorthodox cults is a measure of the failure of the Church." Could a
church admitting dereliction of duty, admitting failure to instruct its members and
recommending that its members emulate those whom its own defenders call
"heretics" reasonably be considered a "norm" or "centre" of Christianity? Does
not all this recommend, rather. a turning to Jehovah's witnesses, who have been
made Christians intellectually and who can give a reason for their faith?
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truth causes it to crumble, what' honest
man will object? The true house of God

N THE October 10, 1954, issue of Our

Visitor (a Roman Catholic paIper)Sunday
appears the following statement with
a reply: "'I have been reading a Watchtower tract that calls the Trinity a myth
. . .' Pay no attention to anything you find
in the Watchtower publications of the Jehovah Witnesses. These people make the
most outrageous attacks on basic Christian
beliefs without a shred of proof. Their object seems to be the tearing down of God's
house rather than to build it up."
Strange, indeed, that our Catholic critic
should find himself plunging headlong into
the same unsavory practice that he accuses
Jehovah's witnesses of doing, that of making "outrageous attacks" "without a shred
of proof." Quite obviously, he failed to read
the Watchtower tract on "The TrinityDivine 1}1:ystery or Pagan Myth?" brought
to his attention by a believer. Otherwise,
how could one account for his saying 'attacks were made wi thout a shred of proof'?
Unless, of course, he was deliberately
ignoring the proof he could not counter.
The Watchtower tract on "The Trinity" is
well documented, listing both ancient and
modern authorities, Roman Catholic and
Protestant sources, as well as a host of Bible references, referring to a number of
Bible translations in the brief space provided on the tract.
Our Catholic critic laments the exposure
of this pagan trinity falsehood. If Bible
JUNE '2'2, 1955

does not fear the test of reason and Script1~ral truth. It will stand. In fact, God inVItes us to "reason together." Of course
with a house whose foundations are ~
feeble as the sandy structure of the mythical trinity, there is due cause for concern.
No amount of clerical feigning and philosophizing will save it from collapse when
God's truth "shall sweep away the refuge
of lies, and the waters shall overflow the
hiding place."-Lsaiah 1: 18; 28: 17.
Our Catholic critic hastens to bolster the
tottering beams of the trinity with an illustration: "Take the case with the homeowner," he says. "His family lives there.
He is installed. The house is filled with his
furniture. It's his house because the whole
community-it may be last year or 50
years ago-everyone watched him build
the house, or they know whom he bought
it from. He doesn't have to carry the title
around in his pocket just in case someone
challenges his ownership. And so it is with
the great foundation stones of the Christian Faith. They are 'in possession.' . . .
Thus the Trinity is 'in possession' and
hence we don't have to prove it. It's there.
It's up to the eccentrics to budge it if they
can."
Did apostles Paul or Peter argue that it
was unn,:cessary for Christians to prove
their faith because of the "underlying principle of 'possession' "? No. To the contrary,
Paul admonished, according to the Cathlie Douay translation, to "prove all things:
hold fast that which is good." Peter counseled to "sanctify the Lord Christ in your
hearts, being ready always to satisfy every
one that asketh you a reason of that hope
which is in you." Paul informs us that "all
scripture, inspired of God, is profitable to
teach, to reprove, to correct, to instruct in
justice: that the· man of God may be perfect, furnished to every good work." And
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for resorting tottle Scriptures daily to
prove what is true~- the Bereans were commended by Paul·-:~ being more noble:
''Now these were more noble than those in
Thessalonica, who received the word with
all eagerness, daily searching the scriptures, whether these things were so."
Merely to have doctrines does not prove
them right or wrong, but explaining them
in the light of God's Word establishes their
authenticity.-l Thessalonians 5:21; 1 Peter 3:15; 2 Timothy 3:16, 17; Acts 17:11,
Douay.
The illustration used by the writer is an
open admission of the want of Scriptural
backing for the trinity doctrine, a feeble
attempt to justify a pagan dogma. The
Catholic "house" constructed in Constantine's time is filled with "furniture" handed
doWn from pagan Rome. These "pieces"
bear no resemblance to first-century Christianity. This truth Jehovah's witnesses
highlight with Scriptural testimony so that
all lovers of truth and right may see the
difference and not be deceived into taking
the counterfeit. Cardinal Newman admitted in his An Essay on the Development of
Christian Doctrine, page 373, that the various fixtures and furniture in the Catholic
house "are all of pagan origin, and sanctified by their adoption into the [Roman
Catholic] Church." Catholic clergy may
claim them to be Christian, but their labels
are indelibly stamped "pagan."
Jesus and the apostles never believed in
a triune god. That the very word "trinity"
is not found even once in the inspired
Scriptures is admitted by The Catholic Encyclopedia, Volume XV, under subhead
"TRINITY, The Blessed," reading: "In
Scripture there is as yet no single term by
which the Three Divine Persons are denoted together." There is no scripture to
support the doctrine of the "trinity." The
whole tenor of the Scriptures is to the
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effect that Jehovah God is One, of whom
are all things; and that he is from everlasting to everlasting, inhabiting eternity. On
the other hand we are told that all things
are by the Son; that he did have a beginning; that he is God's only-begotten Son;
that he is the first-born of every creature;
and that he is the beginning of the creation
of God. Clearly God and Christ are not
equal as regards eternity.-Deuteronomy
6:4,5; 1 Corinthians 8:6; Psalm 90:2;
Isaiah 57:15; John 1:18; Matthew 16:16,
17; Colossians 1:15; Revelation 3:14.
Unequivocal also is the testimony of the
Scriptures that God and Christ Jesus are
not equal in other respects. Jesus said:
"Most truly 1 say to you, The Son cannot
do a single thing of his own initiative." "I
cannot do a single thing of my own initiative." Certainly, we are told that 'all things
are possible with God.' Now, if Jesus were
God would not all things be possible of
himself? But Jesus says: "I cannot do a
single thing of my own initiative." God
showers blessings upon his Son, and, as Paul
states, the greater blesses the lesser. God
sent Jesus into the world. Jesus testified:
"A slave is not greater than his master,
nor is one that is sent forth greater than
the one that sent him." Jesus worshiped
his Father, but nowhere do we read that
the Father worshiped his Son. Also, we
have Jesus' plain declaration on the subject: "For the Father is greater than 1."
-John 5:19, 30; 13:16; 4:22-24, New
World Tran8.~· John 14:28, Douay; He·
brews 1:9; 7:7.
The holy spirit is not a person or being,
and no scripture authorizes the conclusion
that it is. It is the active force of God with
which he accomplishes his purpose. The
Scriptures are crystal clear on the subject.
No wonder trinitarians have to concoct
irrelevant illustrations to lull those who
have heard awakening truths.

Canada
ANADA is a country whose influence
is being felt more and more in world
affairs. Her growing population, outstanding wealth and natural resources as well
as her rapidly increasing industry have
caused her to become an entity to be reckoned with politically and intellectually
among the nations of the world.
Spreading over an enormous area of
3,845,774 square miles, Canada is a land
beautifully framed by three oceans, the
mighty Atlantic, the cold and icy Arctic and
the blue Pacific. The 49th parallel on the
south is the boundary between it and the
United States. Much like the literal waters
in the innumerable lakes and rivers that
blanket the land, so have the waters of
truth managed to seep their way to the
uttermost parts of the country so that the
Kingdom message today is known in a
greater and wider area than ever before.
The country's vastness presents a few
problems to the minister of Jehovah's witnesses. Large unpopulated areas, particularly in the north and west, make travel
and communication a real concern for some
of the congregations in these areas and it
is not uncommon to travel fifteen to twenty
miles between calls when visiting the people. In the far north territories, where the
congregations are few and far between,
some ministers of Jehovah's witnesses
travel upward of a thousand miles to attend circuit assemblies.
In recent years the subarctic regions
have opened up. As a result the population
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in these areas has increased and where
people are there the faithful witnesses of
Jehovah go to carry them the message of
truth. Traveling and preaching in this locale requires real fortitude. The sub-zero
weather, long winter nights of more than
three months' duration, the immense distances and small population all combine to
cause exceptional hardship. In some areas
airplanes in winter or canoes in the summer are the only means of transportation.
Good work has been accomplished in the
Yukon and Northwest Territories and
there are now healthy congregations established and functioning in that part of the
country. The fine expansion in recent years
has made it possible for many of the original inhabitants of Canada, the Indians
and Eskimos, to become acquainted with
the truth of -God's Word, the Bible, and to
join the ranks of Jehovah's praisers. In fact,
there are congregations made up entirely
of Indian brothers. Yes, people of all kinds
in Canada are joining the ranks of the
New World society and walking in the way
that leads to life.
A serious problem that confronted ministerial activities of Jehovah's witnesses in
Canada was the Catholic-controlled and
French-speaking province of Quebec. Determined and concerted efforts have been
made by both political and clerical leaders
to prevent Jehovah's witnesses from
preaching and distributing Bibles and Bible literature in that province. Over the
past decade there have ·been more than
1,500 arrests and prosecutions as well as
mob action, police interference, loss of
jobs and other forms of persecution. Much
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of this has been stopped as a result of two
outstanding Constitutional decisions ren~
dered by the Supreme Court of Canada in
favor of Jehovah's witnesses.
Another obstacle to be moved out of the
path of these publishers of "good news"
was the language barrier. French is the
language of the majority of people in Que~
bec. The obstacle did not remain long. Into
Quebec went scores of full~time ministers
to live with the people, learn the language
and then preach. What a joy they now
have to tell them in their own tongue of the
wonderful things recorded in that great
book of freedom, the Bible! Forty~nine con~
gregations of Jehovah's witnesses are now
established in that province. In the last ten
years the number of active witnesses in
Quebec has grown from a bare 500 to over
1,600, a 200 per cent increase!
Increase has come as a result of much
faithful preaching by devoted ministers
whose desire is to aid the honest~hearted
ones to gain Bible knowledge. To serve the
14,000,000 inhabitants of this land, there
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How a California witness was unjustly tried
behind his backr P. 5, fl3.
• What the Supreme Court said about a draft
board's deciding against a man who was not
told the charges against him r P. 6, f:2.

• What effect these recent Supreme Court de-

cisions will have on other draft cases 1 P. 8, n.
• Whether only those born again will receive
salvationl P. 10, 116.
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not be in the kingdom of heaven? P. t 1, f: 1.
What rumbling that increased to a mighty
roar terrified Quetta, Pakistan? P. 12, H4.
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happiness? P. 13,1[3.
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are over 24,000 Jehovah's witnesses serv~
ing in the ministry. The preaching work in
the isolated areas during the past two swn~
mers has resulted in a much wider witness
being given and new congregations organized. The preaching work is opening up
along the Alaska Highway, as the following experience will illustrate:
"We worked along the scenic Alaska
Highway to Whitehorse and called on all
the highway motels, service stations, cafes,
maintenance camps, etc. Here we found
people were not in the usual rush as elsewhere and were quite concerned over world
affairs. It was not long before we placed
42 bound books, over 175 magazines and
several Bibles. Two families had never
talked to Jehovah's witnesses but learned
the truth by reading the Watchtower mag~
azine. Now we have a little isolated group,
a nucleus of a new congregation, for they
have already been talking."
So Canada adds its voice to the great
crowd now praising the Most High.
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• Why time is so vital today? P. 24, IT3.
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WATCHING
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permit the establishment of
mllltary bases of foreign states
on her territory. At the treaty
ceremony in Belvedere Palace,
Soviet Foreign MInister Molotov amazed the audience by
taking the opportunity to give
a speech on the policies of his
government. The gist: that the
Soviet price for German reunification would be, as with Austria, neutrality_
West German Sovereignty
On May 5, just ten days
prior to the signing of the
Austrian State Treaty, West
German Chancellor Konrad
Adenauer sent a special meso
sage to the BUndestag pro·
claiming the beginning of a
new chapter in German history. It said: "The Occupation
regime has ended. The Federal
Republic is sovereign . . . . We
stand as free men among free
men." Minutes earlier the final
signing by the British and
French high commissioners,
coming three weeks after a
similar act by the U.S. high
commissioner, conferred sovereignty on West Germany.
Dr. Adenauer then stepped out
into the Chancellery garden
and gave the order: "Hoist
flag." Over the Chancellery and
aU government buildings all
over West Germany rose the
black, red and gold flag of the
federal republic. The changes
symbolized by the flag raising
are extensive. West Germany,
with a population of 50,000,000
and about half of the land
area of the Germany of 1933,
now has the right to legislate
over all domestic matters with·
out Big Three veto. Though
Big Three troops stay on, they
are allied fOTces, not occupation
forces. In addition, the coming
of sovereignty brought into
play the remaining features of
the Paris treaties, and on
May 9 the Federal Republic
was enrolled in NATO. As a
NATO member West Germany
is authorized to raise a twelve·
division army of 500,000 troops
and an air force of 1,000

+

The AUstrian State Treaty

+ More than seventeen years

have passed since Hitler's armies rumbled into Austria and
the populace received without
resistance--in many cases with
joy-Hitler's proclam a tio n:
"Austria is a province of the
German Reich." Ten years
have passed since Hitler's
"1,OOO·year Reich" collapsed
and the Big Four powers occupied Austria. Since Austria
was considered a victim of
Nazi aggression, there was no
need for a peace treaty. But
if Austria was ever to become
free again a state treaty had
to be signed. In January, 1947,
the foreign ministers' deputies
met for the first time to work
out a state treaty draft. Not
until Novembcr, 1949, was one
achieved. To get that far reo
quired 14 major conferences,
and still there was no agreement on five articles. Innumerable meetings followed but
1 hey were usually deadlocked.
In February, 1954, negotiations
were resumed in Berlin, but
they broke down when Russia
insisted on keeping token fore·
es in Austria until a peace
treaty had been concluded with
Germany. Then in August,
1954, Russia suggested another
conference. Austria agreed
only if the question of Ger·
many was kept separate. In
April Austria received an invitation to send a delegation
to Moscow. From then on
JUNE 22, 1955

events moved with astonishing
rapidity so that on May 15 the
foreign ministers of the Big
Four and Austria signed the
treaty, making Austria a free
nation. The treaty required
nine years of talks and nearly
400 meetings.
What the Treaty Means

+ Under the terms of the trea·

ty all the occupation troops
must be withdrawn from Austria within 90 days from its
ratification and at the latest
by December 31, 1955. Economically, the treaty was no blessing. The departure of the occupation troops alone will deprive
Austria of some $60,000,000
worth of foreign currency each
year. Not only that but Austria
now has many expenses. To
create an army it will cost at
least $100,000,000 and to main·
tain that army it will cost an·
other $100,000,000 each year.
To ransom the former German
industrial and agricultural assets that the Russians confis·
cated, Austria must supply
$150,000,000 worth of goods
over ten years. Also, to ransom
its oil fields Austria must hand
over to Russia 10,000,000 tons
of oil over the next ten years,
though this will leave Austria
barely enough for herself. To
obtain the treaty Austria
agreed to adopt a declaration
of neutrality. This means that
Austria pledges not to join any
military alliances and not to
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planes. Still there was little
rejoicing in West Germany. As
Dr. Adenauer put ft in a message to ~the East Gennans:
"The joy of our restored free.
dom is clouded as long as this
freedom remains denied to
you."
The

A~bombed

"Town"

.. What are the chances of survival in an atomic attack? To
find out the U.S., in May, set off
an atQmic bomb nearly twice
as powerful as Hiroshima's at
Yucca Flat. Nevada. The de·
structive force was unleasB.ed
on a "capsule" reproduction of
a typical American town of ten
houses. A mile from ground
zero two frame houses were
blown to bits. Less than a mile
from the blast concrete houses
were not badly damaged. Of
ten houses seven could be repaired for emergency occupancy. Inside the houses freakish
things happened. A refrigerator exploded from the change
in air pressure. A doorknob had
been torn from a door and cast
half through a wall. Small
splinters of glass flew so fast
that they embedded themselves
in cans of tomato juice. A dum·
my man was found skewered
with jagged glass. Aside from
flying glass the worst potential
missile was found to be metal
Venetian blinds, which were
hurled across rooms like a
bundle of spears. The test operations director of the Federal Civil Defense Administra·
tion concluded that anyone
within one mile of the blast
would have been killed by ra·
diatlon or flying debris. A few
in deep bomb shelters might
have survived. But even two
miles from the blast few would
have escaped serious injuryand this bomb was only a firecracker in comparison with the
5QO.Umes·more·powerf ul H·
bombs.
Deadlier than Radioaetivlty
~ The deadliness of nerve gas
was brought to the public's at·
tention in May when the U.S.
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published a Chemical Warfare
Service handbook. Nerve or
"G" gas, the booklet said, Is
so deadly that a single droplet
in the eye of a person can kill
him. Now in the arsenals of
the U.S. and other military
powers, nerve gas can kill
more people more swiftly than
the heaviest dose of radioactiv·
ity from a nuclear bomb.
Money for Franco's Navy
~ Spain once had a great
navy. But in 1588 it set sail
against England and was decisively defeated. In 1898 Spain
had another large navy, but it
was destroyed in the SpanishAmerican· War. Since then
Spain has had little to show
for a navy. Franco's vessels
are mostly ancient ships that
need overhauling. His one big
ship, the 10,670·ton cruiser Canarlas, is 18 years old. In May,
as part of its program pf building up bases in Spain, the
U.S. agreed to give Franco
$25,000,000 so that he can modo,
ernize his navy.
PhWppines Ban Lutber Movie
~ Canada's proviqce 01 Quebec has banned the showing of
the film "Martin Luther." ThIs
did not come as too great a
surprise to the producers. But
they were taken aback when
the PhlUpplnes. which llkes to
be known as the "show·window
of democracy in the Far East,"
likewise banned the fllm.
Eleven of the twelve members
of the censorship board voted
to ban the movie from the
country completely. But one
objected and the movie was
finally allowed to be shown
within the confines of Protestant churches but not in
public show houses. Philippine Protestant groups con·
tended that if the action was
left unchallenged the Philip.
pines would become as totali·
tarian as Spain. They pointed
out that the board of censors
passed other religious films,
such as "The Song of Berna·
dette," "OUr Lady of Fatima"
and "The Life of the Pope."

But the life of "Martin Luther"
remained under ban.
Tourists to Moscow
It has been almost twenty
years since tourists could board
a ship and take a trip to Rus·
sia. During the past years only
dignitaries or those belonging
to special delegations have
been able to tour Russia. But
in May the Soviet Union reo
turned to the ranks of nations
wooing tourists. Written in the
best traditions of tourist liter·
ature, a four-page brochure
invites French citizens to board
the Polish liner Batory and go
on a two· week luxury cruise to
Russia. Each tourist must fill
out a SOviet questionnaire, pay
500 francs visa charge and
have a French passport, four
photographs and, of course,
money for traveling. Thecheap.
est accommodation aboard the
ship will run 87,500 francs or
about $250. Observers belfeve
this Soviet promotion of tour·
ism is merely an attempt to
produce propaganda that the
U.S. is the country with an Iron
curtain that prevents foreigners from visiting it.

+

The Age of Mass Executions
The Tower of London owes
much of its fame to the illustrious heads that fen under
executioner's axes. Inscriptions
on the walls of Beauchamp
Tower number nearly 100. The
victims mostly were buried in
the chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula. Of this chapel the great
English histOrian, Macaulay,
said that "in truth there is no
sadder spot on earth." But
those lines were written long
before the age of concentration
camps, slave labor camps and
mass executions. News of some
more sad spots has now come
to light. Japanese repatriates
reported that hundreds of prls·
oners in Soviet Siberian slave
labor camps have been executed for rebellious strikes
over the last two years. Ac.
cording to the Japanese repa·
triates, the Russians have reo

+
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sorted to tanks and machine
guns whenever prisoners reo
tuse to obey orders sent from
Moscow. In just one of the
numerous mass executions 200
prisoners were machine· gunned
to death. Thus this age of mass
executions has produced more
'sadder spots on earth' than
Macaulay ever dreamed of.
Half Helicopter, Half Airplane

'* A helicopter,

being able to
take off and land vertically,
has versatility that conventional airplanes lack. But the helicopter has a major disadvan·
tage: it lacks speed. Naturally,
aircraft manufacturers have
long thought of combining the
advantages of the two types of
planes. But there was no record of a successful conversion
in flight from helicopter to
conventional aircraft until it
was announced in May that a

McDonnell Aircraft Corpora·
tion experimental XV·l con·
vertiplane had performed the
tricky transformation. In a
test flight near St. Louis the
hybrid plane took off like a
helicopter; then when it
reached a speed at which
wings begin to supply lift, the
pilot started the pusher propel·
ler, keeping the rotor spinning
at a speed to provide a little
lift and the least drag. Designed to go between 150 and
200 miles an hour, the plane
was enthusiastically greeted.
Its enthusiasts predict a great
commercial future for the
craft, since it will be able to
fly from the heart of one city
to another, eliminating the
annoyance of getting to outlying airports. It also has the
safety advantage of being abJe
to pull up short if it runs into
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and

trouble
come down vertically in the nearest clearing.

'*

Iran: Hidden Treasure

The discovery of hidden
treasure is usually something
limited to storybooks. But
what was discovered recently
in Iran did not corne out of a
storybook. Workers were dig·
ging in the garden of a landowner at a village near Ker·
man when their shovels struck
"several" ancient earthen jugs.
To the thrilling amazement of
the workers, the jugs were
filled with "gold coins, gold
dust and jewelry." So fabu·
lously rich was the find that its
value was estimated at "several times" that of Iran's na·
tional budget. Believed to have
been buried for at least 13 centuries, the treasure had lain
amid gruesome surroundings:
human skeletons.

CHRISTIANITY

Have you received a copy of this frank, to-the-point, new 32-page booklet released for
distribution April 3? Over 15 million copies in these 19 languages: Afrikaans,
Arabic, Chinese, Danish, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, HoI·
landish, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Portuguese, Sesotho, Span·
ish, Swedish, Xhosa and Zulu are being placed with persons
throughout the world desirous of knowing the truthful
answer to the above question. A single copy of the
booklet will be sent to you for 5c. However.
on reading it you will want to pass
copies on to your friends, so we
suggest that you obtain
seven copes for 25c
or 30 for $1.
----------~----------------------.---------------------------------117 ADAMS ST.
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
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It is a pleasure for Jehovah's witnesses to invite you to

Come to Be Encouraged
Come to Be Enlightened
Come and Tell Others to Come
TO ANY ONE OR ALL OF THE 1955

of Jehovah's witnesses
that will be held at the following lo<:ations:
IN NORTH AMERICo\

IN EUROPIi

June 22·26
Chicogo, III.
Juno 29-July 3
Vanco".....', I.C., Con.
July 6·10
lot Angolot, Calif.
July 13·11
Dallal, Tex.
I Englilh and Spanllh programs I
Now York, N.Y.
July 20·24

L"ndon, England
Po rls, Fro nce
Rome, Italy
Nuremberg, Gormony
Stockholm, Sweden
The Hague, Netherlands

July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

21·31
3·1
5.1
10·14
11·21
17.21

In all parts of the world Jehovah's witnesses and persons of good will
toward God are invited to assemble at these never~to·be·forgotten Christian Bible conventions. Attend all five days to share assembly blessings
fully. If you cannot come for all five days, then be sure to attend at least
Saturday and Sunday. The importance of attending at least one of these
assemblies and especially the special Sunday public talk WORLD CON·
QUEST SOON-BY GOD'S KINGDOM cannot be overemphasized.
For ..dditional information ~ontect the local ~oDgl"fIgatjon of Jebovah', witDe..ea or write:

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
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THE DEVIL IN THE AGE OF
REASON
Is there

r~ally

a Devil?

Can you prove your answer?

............-,--.------~ .. _-

The Yalta Papers
What happened? how? and with what result!
--_

..

~.

----

.. _. __ ._-_._._-

Atomic Radiation
How it affects you!

Judicial Regard for Religious Rights
Officials cannot censor doctrine!
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THE MISSION or THIS JOUR.NAL
Newt toureU ib&t arc ab1e to kMp you awake to tht vital iAuu

oi .:JU1" tlmu mu.t. be unfcLtct:ed by O'CNOnhip and HliiIb la.terwb.
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"Now it is high time to
-10 ....... 13,11

Do TlJey TlJin/( for YOII?
OW many of yO:.Jr persona! preferences
are based, not UjJon solid facts or carefully weighed decisions, b'Jt upon the ballyhoo of advertisinf,'!; executives and public
reJa:ions Incn? Before getting angry at
the suggestion that ether people may be
r:101ding your mine into their ways ef
thinking, read on to see how they work.
Unders~.andir.g their methods of operation
may aid you to protect both your pocketbook and your rights to independent choice,
emotion and actior..
First, there is the IT,atter of direct advcrtisir.g. In Kew York, Hung Kong, l<a1'achi or .Maracaibo, yes, practically wherever
you go in this iing;e-plagued, slogar.-beridden world you are hounded by a particular
sponsor's product.<;. Now, H is obviollS that
manufacturers must sell their products in
order to stay in business. It is also argued,
with logic, that advertisir.g benefits t:1C
consumer, because when r:lore people buy
a good product it can be procl'.lced in larger
q'Ja.'ltities and should be avai:able at a lower ccst, and also because the rnanu:acturer
must stand behind the quaJity of his advert ised brand name.. But understanding a few
of the tricks of t.1e advertiser's trade can
help you to exercise a sometimes thoroughly needed self-protection,
Psychologists and soc::iolQF;is1 s are busy
probing the public mind-Y{lUr mind-to
discover how you can be persuaded to take

H
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up new buying habits and consumer customs. Probably few people today wduld
fall v:ctim to the classic extreme: "So that
by using thIs Tobacco Persons may never
corr.e to wear 8pectacle.~!' But apparently
many were victims 'of one cigarette manufacturer's e:aim that he had definitely
proved all other brands were more irritating than his. HE' had made a test with
rabbits. Smoke from his rivals' cigarettes
made their eyes water, while- smoke from
his own did net bother them. He had a
good thing t:.ntil his rivals c.onducted their
own test with a difterent set of rabbits.
Earle Ludgin, chairrr.an of the board of
t'le American Association of Advertising
Agencies, explained that many college students of Our day think they have grown
past being influenced by advertising, that
"advertisir.g is for cJ'azy, mixed-up high
school kids." But these self-satisfied students probably arc far greatc-r victims of
various pubEcity schemes than they realize.
They may be more intelligent than to be
taken in by the "bait" advertising over
radio and television--advert;sing that offers you a vaCU:lm cleaner, a .!'lewing machine or storm wjndo\\~ at a fantastically
low price by a company whose salesmen
wiU then high-pressure you into buying,
not the advertised product, bt.:t a far more
expensive one. Also, they may not believe
that chewing gum will re-lie-ve the frustra~

dons of 1mpoverished coal miners. as one
senes of comic~str:lp-type advertisements
that were run in a poor coal~mining area
implied.
But do these students eat more bacon
gi!1ce an enterprising pubiic relations counsel for the m(>at packers sprinkJed the
~ewspaperswith encouragement from do<:~
tors who suggested that peopie should eat
bigger breakfasts (which, in the United
States, generally include bacon and eggs)?
Do they ww two decks of cards to play
canasta or three decks to play samba because card man'Jfacturers pushed these
games that sell two or three decks of cards
where they sold only O:le before? The
games are interesting, yes. A product must
have some merit before advertising will
make it popula:. But frcquenUy it b the
pressure from advertising or p'JbJicity men
that makes it an ou:standing success.
A prime example of su("h a pubiicity
campaign was the one sponsored by the
Cigar Instit'Jte of America. The 27,000
pre-World War I cigar manllfacturers had
dwindled to something like 4.000. Women
protested against cigars' "vile smell." In
moving pktures a cigar in his mouth \..'as
the trade--mark of the house detect:vc, thL'
gangster or the political racketeer. Tl:e
cigar's popularity ratir:g was low; the industry almost col!apsed.
Then in 1940 the cigar makers began a
very subtle, but wkl~spread prornoticn of
their product. Word was discreetly spread
that cBsh prizes wo~ld be given for the
best pubJished newspaper pictures of people smoking cigars. Promptly the pictures
began to turn up in the papers. Churc:-t ill ,
Roosevelt, Dougles MacArthur and BabE'
RUtll'S names were mentioned in connection with ciJ2:ar smokIng.
But what abou1 the' movjes' use Dr
cigars? Pleas that HoHywood qt:it p'Jtting

'*

cigars in the mouths of its villains did no
good. But then, according to Keith Mon-

roe's article in the February Ha~s
magazine. the Cigar Institute's manager
stormed movie magnates with the proposal: "Whenever you rr.ake a mcvie with a
good dgar scene, I'll put postel'S advertising it on 25,000 cigar counters across the
natio!1. FrC'C of charge." Free p'Jblicity i~
a good thlng in any industry. Tyrone Power in "Blood. and Sand," Gary C(){J~r a~
Sel'geant York and th(:> ute story of George
Gershwin were wreathed in cigar :-.-:noke.
In "Saratoga Trunk" Ingrid Bergma:I said:
"A hO[lSt~ Isn't really a house uoless it ha'>
about it the .scent of a good cigar after
breakfast." Cigar sales went up. So did
mo\-ie attendance.
Cigars were given as presents on radio
shows and a.s gifts from service clubs ar.d
lodges. There was newsreel coverage of
them being given to Lord Mountbatten a{
the time of Britain's royal wcC.ding. They
were becoming more popular and the prejudice Was melting. The Harper's article esti·
mated that in three years alone 1,500,000
more American men have become c:gar
smokers. Maybe thls propaganda "hasn't
changed your mind about cigars," it said,
"but it has certainly changed a lot of other
minds."
Such public rela:ions campaigns are not
uncommon. Across every editor's desk
passes a flood of relea.ses that people hope
ne wEI print. Some of thIs information is
of considerable value. Much of H is totally
worthless. How can you protect yourself
from what you do not want. whiJ.£' benefiting fl'Om what you do? The simplest way is
to stop. look, listen and think! And knewjng of the efforts of those who wo'Jld like
to mold your mind into their wny of think·
ing will help you to d£'fend yourself trom
them.
A WAKE.'

What has happened recently to the Devil? Where
is he? Has "the- ago of reason" completely vonquished him? Or is he present in another guise?
Who is the Devil? Is he the mere personification of
evil, the symbol eN temptations of fallen mon? Or is
he 0 real, living personality? This orticle answers.

HROUGH most of hwnan history the
Devil was real and personal and his
evil influence was within reach of every
man. He was the arch foe of God and man,
the enemy of all good and the source and
promoter of all evil. Men feared his treach~
erous snares, wiles and devices. He was
the god of this system of things, the prince
of darkness, transforming himself into an
angel of light. Men called him by various
names: the Tempter, the Evil One, Beelzebub, the Prince of Demons, the Dragon,
Satan the Serpent. To them he was real,
living, a distinct personality.
However, in recent years Satan has be·
come a nonentity. Modernists and rationalists have relegated him to the realm of
myth. Reason, say they, rules out a,l1 possibility·of there being any Devil or demons
and for that matter any God or angels.
These are superstitions that belong to
"the age of ignorance." The denial of the
personal Devil was the first step in the denial of "sinfulness of sin," It cast doubt and
vagueness about there being a personal God.
The Almighty began to be referred to as an
impersonal Force. Angels were debWlked
as supers'tition. Jesus became just another
man who died a martyr's death. The
thought of a personal Devil is dismissed by
most people with an incredulous smile. To
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the vast majority he is but a joke. Said a
Sunday-school teacher: "Men are the only
devils," and he challenged four clergymen
to a radio debate to prove otherwise.

Reason for Skepticism
By making men believe that Satan is not,
he has them just where he wants themcompletely duped. That modem man should
take a skeptical view regarding the existence of Satan the Devil is not at all surprising when we consider how vague are
his ideas regarding the existence and personality of the Supreme Being and how
weak is his faith in the Bible as God's inspired Word. Even among those who in
~ no wise doubt or dispute the existence of
a personal Devil, there remains a veil of
ambiguity about a multitude of questions
concerning him: Who he is, what he is
like, how he became the Devil and why he
has not been destroyed by an all-wise and
loving God. The common view held by most
religious persons is the same as that taught
in mythologies and depicted in ancient art.
Among the ancients good and evil were
always at war with each other. In Baby~
Ion this conflict was represented in "the
lady Nina" and the dragon Tiamat; in
Egypt by the serpent Apap; the Titans and
Prometheus in Greece; Hel and Loki
5

amana: the Teutons, and Abi and Siva
8mon&' the Hindus. The Aztecs, the Aayrlans and the ancient Chinese an believed
In devils. In the Buddhist scriptures the
devil Mara appears at the head of an army
of demons with "bodies of flame ... with
the skin of oxen, asses, boars •.. spitting
snake venom-and swallowing balls of
fire." The Mohammedans believe the Devil
was an archangel, whom God "employed to
destroy the ;inns or genii, a race intermediate between men and the angels, who
tenanted the earth before the creation of
Adam."
DUling the first four centuries of our
era all representations of the Devil appear
to have been that of a serpent tempting
Eve. During the Middle Ages artists depicted him as a serpent with two heads,
one looking at Adam and the other at Eve.
Then as a three-headed god, each head devouring one of the "damned." In old works
of art the Devil is given the same form as
his imps, half man half beast, and furnished with a tail and horns. The wings of
a bat, a cloven foot and a great pitchfork,
with which he casts "lost souls in a flaming hell," are often added to increase the
satanic hideousness. Artists of the German
•
Renaissance were fond of giving the Devil
a crow or raven form. Besides these impersonations Satan has been portray~ as a
wUd boar, a he-goat and a monkey. More
modern conceptions are the Devil in the
form of a young gallant or a young girl. AU
such representations are purely imaginary
and contrary to all Bible truth. In no small
way have these misrepresentations been influential in causing many to cast aside the
thought of there being a personal Devil. It
tends to stamp the' whole teaching as a
ridiculous fairy tale.
Denis de Rougemont, a Swiss Protestant,
in his work The Devifs Shqre) says: Satan's
"first trick" is his incognito. "God says,
'lam he who is.' But the Devil ... says to us,
6

like Ol.yqes to the Cyclops, 'My name is
Nobody. Thare is nobody. Whom should
you be afraid of? Are you going to tremble
before the non-e.x1stent?' • ; . Like the
Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland, the
DevIl has in our day completely disappeared, leaving only a grin hovering in
mid-air which is imperceptible to people
in a hurry. . .• The Bible proclaims the
Devil's existence on every page.•.. But
who in a world, where people believe in
newspapers, stlll seriously believes in the
Bible? It Is a fact that modern man ex-

periences less difficulty in lending faith to
the lies of the day than to the eternal
truths transmitted by holy books. . . .
Satan ... chooses to don a grotesque appearance which has the sure effect of making him inoffensive in the eyes of educated
people.... And so the Devil has them precisely where he wants them .... He vanishes in his success and his triumph is his
incognito." And as Baudelaire declared:
"The Devil's cleverest wile is to make men
believe that he does not exist.
It

More Reasons to Believe
However, one who accepts the marvels
of the universe as proof of the existence of
an invisible, p'ersonal, intelligent Supreme
Being should have no diffiClllty in making
room for the belief that that One could
create inVisible creatures as well as visible
ones. And if we accept the Bible as' God's
Word of truth, we have no alternative but
to recognize the existence of a personal
Devil. Throughout its inspired pages, the
Bible speaks of a spirit creature that was
perfect and upright "till inquity was
found" in him. Unlike mythological representations the Bible tells us that he was
beautiful and brilliant. "Thine heart was
lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast
corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy
brightness." It was after his rebelllon to
become 'like God' that he was known as
AWAKE!

Satan. Devil, Serp!nt and Dragon.~.Eze~
Idel 28:12-19; :Revelation 12:9.
To refute the absurd claims that the

temptatlOnl.-Matthew 12:244lj Ephesiarls 6: lit 12, NffW World Trcm8.

A Real PerMnaiity
Jarr~es speaks of the demor.s believing
personlftcation of. evil, the Bible describes
and
shuddering. An evil principle or a mere
the Devil as conversing with God in heaven
abstract
influence cannot believe or ,hud·
and afllicting men on earth. It speaks of
del'.
Not
even an animal can believe. It
him as quarreling with Michael over the
takes:
an
intelligent
personality to believe
body of MOSes. A principle of error could
in
God.
Jesus
was
tempted
by the Devil.
not do such things. Revelation chapter 12
It
:s
inconceivable
that
those
tempting
tells of a war in heaven wherein Michael
thoughts
originated
in
his
perfect
rrJnd
oustE'd Satan from heaven. If Satan is
and
loyal
heart.
The
impure
suggestions
fleshly temptations he wculd never have
been in heaven, for the Bible states spe· must of necessIty come from without. Note
ciHcally tnat 'flesh and blood cannot enter especially the third temptation: "Again the
heaven.' If the heavens here are the poUt· DevH took him along to an unusually high
ieal heavens or rulers of earth, and Satan's mountain, and showed him aJ the king·
ousting represen1s evil p'Jrged frolT'~ hUman OOms of the world and their glory, and he
governments, as some claim, then this said to him: 'All these things I will give
should have brought joy and happiness to yo'..! If you fall down and do an act of war·
men, whereas Satan's ou.';;t:ng meant "Woe ship to me.' " It challenges all reason and
fol.' the earth and for the sea, because the intelligence to say that Jesus, a perfect
Devil has come down to you!"-Job 1:6·19; man, was carrying on a conversation with
2:1·7: Jude 9; 1 Corinthians 15:50: Reve- an imagir:.ary person. How ~ould such
Imaginary person or evU thought offer aU
latio!'l12:12, New "'orld TrCltu,.
How could an abstract force of evil expel the kingdoms of the world to him? How
itself from a person? Jesus and the Jews could he bow down and worship an imagi.
had no such abstractions in mind when they nary torce?-James 2:19; Matthew 4:8, 9,
were discussing the demons and the ruler Nf!:W World Tran.,.
In want of proof to support their feeble
of the demons, Satan. "rt Satan expels Sa·
argument3,
some have charged that this 115
ta!1, he has become divided against him"a
proof
of
the
limitation of knowledge" of
self: how. then, wm his kingdom stand?"
Jesus.
Schleiermacher
thot.ght that Jesus
To say that when we entertain a sinful
accommoda.ted
r.lmself
to the ideas and
thought we J:llve a dev:!l ir. us, or that when
language- that then preva.iled in Judea, but
anot.l:!er person makes a temptation for us
did !'lot himself regard. Satan as a real and
he is a devil to us, is to say our fight is
living person. But certainly this Is beneath
solely against blood a:1d flesh. Paul, cow. the dignity 0: the Son of God. Would he
ever, makes a specif.c distinction between have made use of such strong language,
fle!lhly temp'::ations and assaults by invIsi- and bid hJs disciples to beware of' the
ble Devi1 and demons: "Stand firm against Devil's craft and power, if he believed that
the machinations of the Dev:l: because we he did not exist? Let us be reasonable in
have a fight, not against blood and flesh, this "age of reason." In the exposition of
but against ... the wicked spirit forces in the ilJustraticn 0: the tares Jesus makes
the heavenly places." This is a specific de· the statement that the enemy who sowed
nial that the struggle is solely with fleshly them was the" Devil. Satan is a;so spoken
Devll is merely a principle of error or a
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:If as pOssessing power to think, intelligence to plan and as being a proud accuser.
Surely all such references indicate personality.

Reason dictates that for every effect
there must be a cause. Consider, if you
will, the combined evils of this generation
without attributing their cause to some
supernatural hostile intelligence and you
are left nowhere. Consider for a moment
Evil Organized by Wicked One
Religionists contend there is no personal the inhuman industrial oppression of men,
Devil, to avoid the appearance that God women and children whose desperation
created a wicked spirit creature. They fail found expression in the horrors of comto understand that the one now Satan was munism, socialism and anarchism; concreated perfect but turned bad, being a sider the debasement of all standards of
free moral agent., According to their rea- morals and conduct; consider the rise in
soning, they should not believe in a personal atheism, agnosticism, infidelity; consider
Adam, since he was wicked. Created per- the world wars with millions of men dying
fect, he turned. bad himself, as did the by all the horrors contrived by secular
Devil. God did not create murderers, adul- genius; consider the Harne thrower, the
terers, thieves or liars, yet the world is concentration camps, the salt mines and
filled with them. As man corrupted hiS way the gas chambers; consider the buzz
upon the earth, so the Devil in the invisi- bombs, the atomic bombs and the hydrogen
ble realm corrupted his way.
or hell bombs; consider governments physHowever, not all sins or temptations ically oppressing and destroying millions
come directly from the Devil or one of his of the people in whose interests they were
ministers of evil. Once sin entered the established to govern. Do you think all
world, the very weakness and waywardness these perpetrated evils came about by their
of the hearts of dying man would have had own accord, that sinfOI man longing for
enough of lust for wrong things to prodt1ce peace and happiness is capable of such
evil results. But jn that case the evil would gross wickedness against himself?
clearly have been far less than what it is
"Come now, and let us reason together,
now. Satan does much more than merely saith Jehovah." Let us be reasonable in
add a further source of temptation to the this "age of reason" and own up to the
weakness of the flesh. He combines and truth. God says these evils are the machiintelligently directs all the elements of evil nations of the DeVil. Since we have no betto a wicked end. It would be bad enough ter answer let us at least be reasonable
if all evil were acting apart and without enough to believe Him. He promises that
any definite pW"pose Of design, but the soon now at Armageddon he will abyss
hazards are immeasurably increased when
Satan the Devil and with that will come
all may be organized and directed by vigilant and hostile intelligence. It is this that peace to our earth. "For his part, the God
makes the apostle Paul say: "Put on the who gives peace will crush Satan under
complete suit of armor from God that you your feet shortly. May the undeserved
may be able to stand firm against the kindness of our Lord Jesus. be with you."
machinations of the Devil."-Ephesians -Isaiah 1:18, Am. Stan. Ver.; Romans
16:20, New World Trans.
6: 11, New World Trans.
Poverty and shame shall be to him that re/useth in8truction:
but he that regardeth reproof shall be honoured.

-Proverbs 13:18.
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THE YALTA

PAPERS

HE Yalta conference, a 1945 meeting

T between United States President Roose-

velt, British Prime Minister Churchill and
Russian Premier Stalin, has proved to be
one of the most controversial meetings of
heads of state ever held. What happened
at Yalta? At Yalta Stalin set his price for
fighting Japan; Germany and Poland were
divided; and Russia was granted Asian
territory. got two extra votes in the United
Nations and arranged for huge postwar
payments from Germany.
When, last l\1"arch. the United States
State Department released its records of
this conference, reverberations were heard
around the world. But Republican Senate
leader William F. Knowland said: "If the
disclosures discourage two or three nations
from thinking they can sit down behind
closed doors-with no responsibility to
their elected representatives and to the
people and proceed to parcel out nations
and people without their consent, they will
have served their purpose."
Commentators say that under the crucial war conditions of February, 1945,

it is understandable that concessions might
be made to Stalin to assure his help in
achieving victory, but the particular concessions that were made amaze them.
One critic of the Yalta agreements said
in a March 9, 1945, editorial: "Clearly
we may all agree with the objective-world
peace-and yet disagree With the system
of personal and private conferences whereby three men carve up European territory
without allowing the corrective influences
of public opinion to be operative and without, indeed, taking the people into their
confidence on the reason why pledges
solemnly given already during this war
are casually, if not flagrantly, disregarded
by our allies."
The chief victims of the decisions made
at Yalta, of course, were Poland and China.
Neither was represented at Yalta, neither
had an opportunity to speak, but what happened there had a considerable effect on
both of them going into Communist captivity. The Yalta papers show a definite
disregard for the rights of weaker nations.
U.S. News &1 World Report called the agree_
ments "the flagrant denial of a great principle-the right of peoples everywhere to
establish governments of their own choosing."

The Major Decisions
These are the points that were agreed
upon at Yalta:
JULY 8, 1955
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Germany was to be dismembered and
disarmed. France would get an occupation
zone carved out of the United States and
British zones, ar.d would become a meroM
ber of the four-pOwer Allied Control Commission.·A reparatioTl.o; comr.lission would
be set up in Moscow to exac':. payment from
Gennany fo:, war losses.
l"or entering the war against Japan, RUSM
sia was to receive in the Far East the
southern half of Sakhalin Isla::1d and the
KuriJe Islands. Also, the port 0: Datren
would be internationalized, giving Russia
a warm-wate:, port in the Far F..ast, and
the Soviet lease on Port Arthur (which
tHe Russians wanted for a naval base)
would be restor~d. Further, RussIa wouId
share jointly in the eastern and southern
Manchurian railroads.
The Russian boWldary of Poland would
be moved some 120M160 miles west of its
former position. For th:s Joss of terrltory
the Poles were promised "substantial aC
ressions of territory in the north and west"
at Germany's expense, Stalin promised
free elections after the war, but rejected
international supervision of these as an
atrront to Polish sovereignty.
Also, plans were laid for the founding of
the United Nations, inclUding the granting
to the Soviet T.:r.ion of extra votes for its
Ukrainian and Byelorussian RepubJics, an
act that wou1d be somewhat similar to
granting separate votes to the enited
States for the states of Texas and California: TIt£" United States' proposal (or a
great-power veto ir. the Security Council
was approved, th'JS making possible the
e1'e6tion of the C.X, but also making it impossible for the Security Council to put
any real :restra:'nts on the only cour.tries
capable of world war.
M

ConceSBioll8 Made

One of the amazing things about this
conference was the ease with which con-
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cessions were made. Roosevelt was not in
a baggllna: mood when he met with Stalin
to consider the Soviet request for Far
Eastern territory. The minutes report:
''The President saJd ... he felt there woul:!
b£" no di1Hculty whatsoever in regard to
the southern half of Sakhalin and th(>
KurUe islands going to Russia at the end
of the war." There was some problem abou1
whe1her the Chinese should be consulted
regarding DaJren and the Manchurian raiJroads, but "Marshal Stalin said tha.t it is
clear that if these conditions are not rr:.et it
would be difficult for him and Molotov to
explain to the Soviet peoplE' why Russia
was entering the war against Japan . . . .
They oould not understand why Russia
would enter a \\'ar against a country with
which they had no trouble." Stalin got
his way, though his entry into the war was
too J.ate to be of any military consf>Quence-.
The ease- with which other de-cisions to
divide up or to try to rule the world were
made was indicated by Churchill's objection to the pressure for a finn decision on
the postwar dismemberment of Germany.
He saId that the fate of eighty mi11ion people could :lot be decided in elgbty minutes.
And when Rooseve~t had thought that the
conference ,-'(mId be completed in five or
six days, Churchill had said t.'rJat, if so,
some subjects would cave to be discussed
in advance. "I do not see any Dther way 0:
realizing our hopes about world organizat.ion in five or six days," II E' explainE'd.
Poland Divided
The big problem s~rrounded Poland.
Time said: "Serious consideratIon of post-

war Gennany could be postponed. The Far
East could be settled by thrusting concessions upon Sta.lin. The deeply symbolic dif·
ferences in the t:.N. Charter could be
bridged by words never destined to bear
the stress of reality. But Poland was im·
AWAKE!

mediate and concrete, already the wbject
of angry public debate."
One of the major criticisms of the Yalta
conference has been its handling of thjs
Polish problem. The recently released ~
ports show how ideals were freely bartered
away on the altar of expediency. In the
Atlantic Charter the Cnned States and
Britain had emphasized the right of all nations to choose their own governments.
But th:s light of self-determination was
r:ot granted to Poland. Even farther, the
arguments aga::nst Russia's clairr.s in Poland were not based upon the high prjnciples of se1f-detennination for even the
smallest state, but the official papers show
that Roosevelt' simply begged Stalin not
to embarrass him before tlle Polish voters
or the United States. "There are six 01'
seven rrJllion Poles in the U.S.," he said.
"It would make it easier for me at home
it the SOviet government would 2ive something to Po:'and." Stalin's interest in Roosevelt's popularity is doubtfu:. StaJin's argument, however, was on a similar leveJ,
namely: "What will the Russians say?"
Without the Polish territory, he said. 'I
cannot return to Moscow.'
Cl'.urchm, in a similar vein, was concerned about the political difficulty iliat
would be faced in Britain over the mass
deportation of Gennans from the area
given to Poland. "I •.. feel conscious of
the large school of thought in England
which is shocked at the idea of transfe:ring millions 0: people," he said. Stalin
l'ountered: "There will be no more Germans there, for when our troops come in
the Gennans run away, and no Germans
are left." Stalin got the territory.
The fact, however, is that the Yalta
agreements did not give Statin this land;
he already had taken it. His gain was politica! rather than geographic. The RUf;8ian
annies had already set up a government
that represented the Corr:munist party. the
JUI,Y 8. 1955

Russian ~t police·and the Red. anny.

But the action or the Western powers In
throwing the principles of the Atlantlc

Charter overOOard and agreeing to what
the Russians had done probably proved a
strong factor in preventing dangerous resistance to the new Communist regime.
And if the Poles could not count on the
West. could Hungarians, Slovaks, Bulgarians, Rumanians a.'1d Czechs r The Communist grip on all tightened.

Storm 01 Protest
W~n the Yalta papers were about to be
reJeased last March.. Sir Anthony Eden,
the then British foreign secretary, sent a
message to Washington deprecatir.g the
publishing of a detailed record of international conferences so soon after the event.
C:lUrchllJ himself saId: "If this became the
established practice, it might hamper the
free exchange of "iewl) at future confer.
ences." However, the weU-known Man.
chester Guardian We.ekly said editorially:
,jThe BrItish Foreign Office is making itself
Slightly ridiculous by standing in the way
of publication in the Cnited States of the
record of the Yalta Conference. It is, of
course, only following its old stuft'y rule
whic.I-t attempts to hide aU documentary
facts from the .h.istorian Wltil fifty years
after the event." And at least one U.S.
senator thinks "a useful purpose wUl have
been served if eve:-y official who participates in negotiations realizes that he has
an ultImate accounting to the people and
that his decisions will have to stand the
light of history!'
While conditions are far dHYerent now
Crom what they were when the Yalta conference was held in 1945. and while It is
eaSy to look back now and see what mistakes were made then, still the Yalta conference has been termed "one of history's
major tragedies." The newly published
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ment made in a cable that Churchill sent
to Roosevelt shortly before the plnference:

Yalta papers do not add a great deal of

information to what was already available
through other published accounts of the
meeting. But they do show much more of
the spirit of the meeting. And their publication impresses upon our minds a state-

"AT THE PRESENT TIME I THINK THAT THE
END OF TIllS WAR MAY WELL PROVE TO BE
MORE DISAPPOINTING THAN WAS TI;IE LAST."

His prediction proved to be true.

~[_O_~_'E._RA_r._~_O_N_S_Q_U_l_ll_ll_'E._I._r._RA_P_ _l
N THE sweep of the White House back •

House lawn or whether, "according to their
yard there is a putting green. President ~ habit, they are seeking to bury some of the
Eisenhower uses it to practice golf. Also • 'nuts' which have been brought to Washington
using the lawn to play are the White House \ recently.."
sq1.1irrels. A tragic thing sometimes happens: 'J
f1 As the squirrels were being turned into po·
these gray squirrels, on occasions, undermine ~
litical pawns, the questioll naturall}' height·
the proficiency of the president's putting. Re· ~
cently. Senator Richard L. Neuberger, demo· I, ened: Who ordered the deportation of the
erat, rose in the Senate and sadly told his " White House squirrels? Jo"inally, It was dis·
dosed that the ground keeper originated the
lellow Jawmakers that the president "is hav- \
)
ing the White House squirrels caught in box , idea of banishing White House wild lUe after
traps and carted many miles away from the ~ President Eisenhower had voiced some sharp
White House because they have been scratch· \
comments on the squirrel's persistent digging.
ing his putting green." The senator continued: ,~ Said press secretary Hagerty: "When the
"1 strenuously protest this undertaking. I urge \ president says something we try to respond."
the president of the United States to cease and ,j
fl. And respond the government did! First, an
desist before he does permanent and irrepara· \
hie damage to an American tradition."
• electronic expert was summoned. He proposed
(:, Next, Senator A]/.Jell W. Bark." high'pitched sounds to drive the squirrels off
ley, democrat, rose to ask nature. : the putting green. This plan failed. It seems
loving legislator Neuberger • that Washington squirrels were used to high·
whether it would be "inappro· ~ pitched sounds. The army signal corps next
priate" to paraphrase a Bib· ,,; made a tape recording of repellant noises.
Hcal quotation: "Foxes have \' This terrifying sound blitz never fazed the
holes, and birds of the air ," squirrels, who kept right on puttering on the
have nests;, but the son \ preSident's putting ground.. In sheer despera.
ot man hath not where ~4 tion the government obtained some box traps.
to putt." Barkley fol·
'
lowed with another in. " Victory at last! Three squirrels were captureD
quiry: whether the ~ and carted away in trucks to exile in West
banishment of the
Virginia.
squirrels was due to " 4l "There will be no more trapping," said the
mutilation of WhitE' ~ White House press secretary after the story
reached the newspapers. Why? Could
it be the expense? Not likely. Could it
be that the operation was not succes!¥
,
tuJ? Po.<;sibly, because newcomers can
easily move in from adjacent areas to
replace the exiles. At any rate, activity
on the White HOUSe lawn went back to
normal-for the president and for the
squirrels.
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DREAM assignment! A job where
you could mingle play with work! A

A
task that knows no monotony! The most
difficult part about such a job is that usually it does not last long enough. But it has
been my joy. short-lived as it was, to do
such work. You see, I am one of a' group
who will be traveling in Europe this summer, and have had the privilege of being
sent out as a scout to find out what this
group might be able to see while they are
in Holland. Come along with me as I tell
you about the places I visited.
First, my plane landed twelve feet below sea level at the bottom of a lake. Do
not be alarmed! A hundred. years ago this
lake was enclosed by a system of dikes, and
then the water was pumped out and the
bottom of the lake was turned into productive land. In a corner of this lake bottom
the Dutch government built an efficient
airport that has since become one of the
crossroads of the world. Thus, air travelers
land on the bottom of this lake.
Arriving at night, I tl:aveled the thirty
miles to The Hague, the site of one of the
international conventions of Jehovah's witnesses that will be held throughout North
America and Europe this summer. My
hotel was situated on the terrace facing
Scheveningen Beach, where many international travelers and vacationers converge. Through the open window of my
room there came a gentle cool breeze and
the sleep-inducing rustle of the North Sea
waves. The hotel was a middle-priced one,
costing $2.25 a day, with private bath and
hreakfast included. Fair rooms can be had
as low as $1.05 a person, without private
JULY 8, 1955

bath, though a few of the elite hotels run
up to $6 or $7 a person each day. In these
hotels, as well as in restaurants in Holland,
tips are usually included in the price
charged, so that no other tip is expected or
required. One common fear in hotels, that
the rooms may not be clean, does not exist
here.
Early the next morning I made my way
to the Houtrusthallen, the site of Jehovah's
witnesses' forthcoming "Triumphant Kingdom" assembly. This hall is a low building
of brick, concrete and steel, and much of
its roof is glass. It is square, measuring
about 325 feet each way, and covering
roughly 2.5 acres. It could easily seat
15,000 people. To the left is a large playing
field, and to the right are beautiful grounds
covered with low evergreens. The broad
road at the front, the neat gardens and
clean fa~ade form a pleasant, silent "Welcome!" for its visitors.
After seeing this assembly hall I made a
short tour of the city. Called The Hague in
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Enilllsb.1U oIIIclal Dutch name is's Grawn·
lWge (sKrah'vun.hah.Kuh) •• name derived trom Its originally being "the Count'.
hunting ground." Here Count Floris IV of
Holland bu1lt a stronghold in 1229, and
from this nucleus the city has grown to
Us present size. In the "Inner Court" vari·
ous government buildings are to be found,
along with the historic Hall of Knights.
bUilt about 1280. Here many governmental
matters are stHl discussed and settled.
Nearby are statl:'ly mansions that silently
bear witness to the wealth and splendor of
this city in times gone by. In the "Mauritshuis" Royal Picture Gallery are many f.ne

"Madurodam," a min1aturt S<:al. model of
such a place. You wUl find it In Sehevenin2'€n Woods Park. Still others may wish to
irwpe<:t the old cJty tall of the slxteentb
century and the St. Jacob's church that
dates from the beginning of the fifteenth
cen:ury.

Seein.g More 01 Bolland
There are other parts of the country.
too, that might be visited. Splendid and
frequent train service' and good bus transportation make it easy to get around. How.
ever. 1 chose a more expensive, but more
e.ffk-if'nt means of seeing tr.e country: rentworks of the famous Rembrandt. Walking ing 8 smaU European automobUe. FOI' $6 n
along Parkstraat, I crosaed a bridge that day I had the use of a four-passenger car.
spans one of the city's canals. Then to the By traveling an ave:-age of 120 miles a day
:eft, on a side street called Zecstraat at s:ght-sC'fing, the additional ('ost of oil and
No. 65b you can see the ]a~est pabtlng gas amounted to about $6, which brou~ht
in the world, the Mesdag Panorama. Th~s the total to $12 for the day. If four people
huge painting on canvas, 4.6 by 400 feet, did this you' could have a pleasant day of
depicts the fishing village Scheveniugen in touring For only $.3 a person.
1881, and is; indeed a u:Jiqu(' exhibition of
Within fifteen miles of The Hague are
art.
three other importa:1t cities that you
From here it takes only a few minutes might wish to visit. Delft is famous fOr its
to get to the Peace Palace, completed in blue pottery. Rotterdam, the great seaport,
1913 froC') funds presented by Andrew is mak:ng great headway in rebuilding out
Carnegie. It contair.s valuable gifts from of thp ruins of war. !..eiden, the seat of
many countries. This building of fi ne arcni~ Dutc.h 1earning, is kno\\'1l for its univertectura.l style is the seat of the lnterna- sities, libraries a.'1d fine n:useums. Some of
tional C{]urt of Justice and the Academy the conve:1tioners will likely have rooms
of Inte-rnational Law. After visiting these assigned to them in th('Se cities and will
pJaces I walked back towa)'o my ho-::el at thus be able to set:' them.
:he seaside. throt:.gh the vast and beautifui
A trip through the Dutch countryside is
park called Scheveningen Woods.
a refreshing experience. This fat land. diI! a person has mort:' time and energy, vided into ne-at reetangular piec~ by thE'
:nore places of interest could b,~ visited. drainage ditches:, presents an ever-changThere Is the Municipal Museum; the Ge- ing patchwork picture' in all snades of
vangenpoort Museum, a pri!;on of the Mid- gret:'n, plus the yellow and brown 0: the
dle Ages with its instrument.~ of ~orture; ripening erops. and the white, brue and
!be P)anetarium and the International yellow o! blossoming fields. Often you
Press Museum with papers aYid books on travel aiong stre~ches of the 1,500 miles of
presscraft from all parts of the world. Oth- dike'S t.hat hold back the sea from the tableer visltOJ's ::nay wish to take a quick tour Hat f:elds. :Much of this land is below sea
of a typical Dutch vtllage by ,..-jsitlng le,,·el. In {ac~ twenty-five per cent of tf1e
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country would regularly be llooded at high
tide were it not for the system of dikes.
Clo$ely associated with the· dikes are the
1,424 picturesque windmills' dotting the
landscape, many of which, to keep the wa~
ters at desired and safe levels, still actively
flail their arms in earnest toil.
Amsterdam, City of 4,00 Bridges
The "Venice of the North" is what they
call Amsterdam, and for good reason too.
A glance at a map of the city, with its

numerous canals and more than four hun·
dred bridges, will readily explain the rea·
son for this description. The easiest way to
see Amsterdam is to get into a modem
glass~covered boat, where, for less than
30 cents you can cruise for about an hour
and a half past some of the most interesting sights to be seen here. Here, too, you
may want to see the colorful shopping dis-

trict in the Kalverstraat, the Royal Palace,
the National Art Gallery with its fine
seventeenth-century paintings from the
Dutch school, and the Museum of Biblical
Archaeology at 137 Stadhouderskade.
Then, opposite the large and beautiful
Vondel Park, at 1 Koningslaan is a building
that will be of prime interest to Jehovah's
witnesses: the Netherlands branch office of
the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society.
This four-story cream-colored building,
situated in one of the finest sections of the
city, seems to stand out even above the
serene peacefulness of its surroundings.
Other Nearby Place8
Some forty-five miles north of Amsterdam is the Afsluitdijk or enclosing dam of
what may be the largest project man has
ever undertaken to reclaim land from the
sea. Completed in 1932, this dike cuts
through twenty miles of open. sea. On one
side of it is the surging Wadden Sea, and
on the other side is the tamed former
Zuiderzee (southern'sea) now called IJssel
JULY
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Lake•. With this body of water now being
protected from the influences ot the tides,
and reduced to ,the leVel of the ocean at
ebb, a great land area is being reclaimed.
When the job is finished an entire province
will have been wrested from the grip of the
sea.
There are many ways of seeing this
small country. One-day excursions by touring buses are very interesting and cost
from $1 to $l.W. Uniq'le to'll";; ~an betaka'L
on numerous waterways. And for 5Q cents
you can travel by boat to Volendam and
Marken where various old Dutch costwnes
are still worn for the benefit· of tourists.
It would be most unfair not to mention
this country's flowers. Everywhere in the
cities are hand-pushed carts and sidewalk
tents fun of them. A housewife feels embalTassed when visitors arrive and she has
no flowers for the table. The chief center
of flower growing in Holland and Europe
is Aalsmeer, a village eleven miles southwest of Amsterdam. Here hundreds of
greenhouses dot the countryside, sheltering thousands of species of beautiful flowers. Every day except Sundays and public
holidays flower auctions are held from
8: 00 to 11: 30 a.m., and visitors are permitted to attend these auctions and watch
the proceedings.
During my pleasant trip I saw many
other things that I could not describe in
this short s~ee: 'the magnifieent C"l&S'tl1::s
De Haar and Muiderslot, the peaceful,
quaint villages where life moves on very
slowly, and during my trip I often thought
of what an ideal place Holland would make
for a sort of refreshing pause at the end of
a bUSy Europe.an visit.
We in Holland hope that many of Jehovah's witnesses visiting Europe will be
present at this assembly in The Hague,
August 17-21, to assemble here with their
Dutch brothers to the praise and honor of
Jehovah's name. Will you be with us?
15

Serene Dignity of Pittsh.....gh Offtee
HE striking new building pictured at
left was dedicated to New World Society activity last September 4 . It is the
registered Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, address of the Watch Tower Society, and
here the annual meetings will be held. Additionally, it serves as a Kingdom Hall for
two Pittsburgh congregations.
The picture at left appeared on the cover of the December issue of The Charette
an architectural journaL The auditoriuln
picture be]o\\t~ \vas one of several that illus-

T
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trated the interior design. Devoting'several
pages to this building, The Charette said:
"Uninhibited by the staid conservatism of
its neighbors, this handsome religious center states its undeniably contemporary
identity." After his own·stock of this issue
was completely exhausted, the editor offered these pictures to us for the benefit of
all our readers. His kindness and interest
are appreciated.
This hall is at 4100 Bigelow Boulevard
in Pittsburgh. Visitors are welcome.
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fEHOVAH'S wit~
nesse! In Pomona,
california, wanted
to build a meeting
place, a Kingdom
Hall, on some property they owned.
The planning commissJon denied
their appUcation, and the city coun~
ell approved the denial. The permit
was refused because the city officials did not approve of the religious beliefs of Jehovah's witnesses, though
later they said the building of the hall
would .result in a traffic hazard. When the
case came before Judge Walter S. Gates
of the Superior Court. of California in and
for the county of Los Angeles, he showed
from other court decisions that objections
on the ground of traftlc hazard were untenable, and in his decision the weight of
his argument bore heavily on the apparent
prejudic~ of the city officials against Jeho~
vah's witnesses. Parts of· his decision in
favor of the witnesses are here quoted, as
he handed them down on January 15,1953.
liThe Court must come to this unanswer~
able and inescapable conclusion, to wit:
'That each individual has a. natural and inalienable right to exercise his freedom of
conscience--and that his right to believe,
profess, to practice, and to promulgate his
beliefs are the very basis and essence of
religious liberty.' Ii and when these rights
to religious freedom are abridged or taken
away from anyone of our citizens, either
di:rectly or indirectly or under the subterfUge of an exercise of a police power, that
time· will mark the starting or beginning
point of our ceasing to be a democracy.
Of all of our freedoms, each one of which
is highly valued and very sacred-the
richest and most priceless of all of them
is the 'right of religious freedom'-the
right to worship according to the dictates
of one's own conscience. This right or tenet

J
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is the one upon which our great nation was
founded. It is the very center and heart of
our American democracy, and it must not
be destroyed. Stated in another way, religious freedom is one of the fundamentals,
yea, the very cornerstone of our democracy and American way of life.
"Now returning to the admitted evidence in the instant case, the only reasonable, rational, or logical inference or conclusion that this court can draw from all
of the evidence is 'that the planning commission of the city of Pomona did not like,
nor were they in accord with, some of the
tenets or doctrines of Jehovah's witnesses.'
That in the e~ly hearings held by the planning commission it was emphatically made
to appear that the members of the above
sect do not salute the American flag and
are adverse to serving in the military forces of our country. With the foregoing facts
clearly before them, the plaru:1.ing. commission did not take kindly to· the idea of
granting the petitioners a permit to erect
their church. This was especially true when
those facts were made to appear in tlt"i'
public hearings before said planning commission, petitioner's principles, or concepts,
according to the commission's way of thinking, are and were un~American and not
patriotic and should not be encouraged nor
tolerated, the said commission did not take
kindly to petitioner's request tor a building
AWAKEI

permit. Further, it belleved, no doubt, that
a group of people who believed in-or taught

or promulgated such ideas as

aforemen~

tioned, should not be assisted or helpedor even allowed the right to have a place
of worship in the confines of the city of
Pomona. Or, stated in another way, no or·
ganization of this kind or character, even
though it be a church. should be afforded
the right to erect a house of worship.
"With the foregoing inescapable con·
elusions clearly in mind, the court is now
confronted with the following legal query
or problem, to wit: Can a municipal body.
such as the Pomona planning commission,
or its city council, say that a particular

religious group cannot, because of its
established doctrinal beliefs (which beliefs
appear to them, the commission, or to the

city council, to be un·American and unpatriotic and inimical to the American way
of life), be allowed the right to erect a
house of worship? This is the paramount,
important and basic question which this
court must now decide.
"Therefore, phrased in another way, do
the officers of a municipal body have the
right and power to set themselves up as
the judges of what is good, bad, patriotic
or unpatriotic or un-American? ...
"No person, even though he may be a
member of the planning commission, or
of the city council, or a jvdge, is empowered to censor another's religious convictions or to set bounds to the areas of human conduct in which those convictions
should be permitted to control his actions,
unless compelled to do so by public necessity which properly requires the exercise
of police power.
"It seems to this court that those departments of the municipal bodies of our state
who have the power and authority of
granting permits to religious bodies for
the erection of churches should not make
it hard or difficult for such groups, even
JULY 8, 1955

if·sucb departments or governments do not
agree with the religious doctrines ot those

who are seeking to secure pennits for the
erection of their edifices. This attitude or
polley, if you choose to call it that, as used
by the resppndents in this case, seems to
this court, in these perilous times, rather
a dangerous one to follow ....
"It seems to this court that the rights of
these various religious groups should be
safeguarded and p~ otected, that these Ofganizations who seek sanctuary in and
want to erect houses of worship in the
various areas of our state and nation should
each be afforded equal opporitmity so to
do. That it should not be made difficult
and many times impossible for those people who want to erect churches in our various cities to follow their desire. In short,
all religious groups should be treated. in
the same manner, even if those in power
are not in accord with the doctrineS or
tenets or beliefs of or in sympathy with
those who seek to erect church edifices in
our community.
"As stated heretofore, it is not the right
of any man or group of men to discriminate against any church or religious body
because of its tenets of faith or other·
wise-and this is true even though such
discrimination be actuated by seemingly
patriotic motives. It appears to the writer
of this opinion that it would be much more
patriotic and more democratic to see to it
that those treasures of humanity-the
above-mentioned freedoms-are carefully
and securely safeguarded. It is extremely
dangerous for governmental bodies or individuals to set themselves up as judges of
someone else's religious beliefs. Each of
us has a right to his or her opinions and
religious beliefs. We may not agree with
another's re1igious beliefs, and on the oth·
er hand he may not agree with our reU·
gious views. Nevertheless, no matter what
a person's entertained fixed beliefs are
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they should not act as· a determinant in minority are just as sacred as the rights
of the ma;Orlty.
"In conclusion, it is to be hoped by the
author
of this opinion, that the time will
the case may be,
come
when
the American people will be"There is nothing in the doctrine or
come
so
imbued
and enamored of the great
dogma of petitioners herein that in any
principles
afforded
by our Bill of Rights
manner, so far as this court has been able
that
they
will
become
'democracy conto learn, that advocates the overthrow of
SciOWl,'
and
that
courts
will
not be called
our government. It is, like many other reupon
to
pass
upon
contentions
involving
ligious organizations, numerically in the
religious
or
racial
discrimination."
minority. As stated before, the rights Qf a

refusing an individual or group that to
which it is legally and justly entitled, as

Catholic Hait Toward Protestants in Mexico
By "Awak.I" corr."""nd.nl In M.xico

a

RE Ca.tholic Hjerarchy has always claimed
that Mexico is a Ca.tholic country: 98.2
per cent Catholic. However, in recent years
ousands of Catholics have left the CathOlic
Church and have joined other religious organ·
izations, much to the dislike of the Catholic
Ch1J.l'<:h.. This has been manifested by rnabbings,
beatings and killings of Protestants in different parts of the country. The June 8, 1952,
Awake! reported on the situation in Mexico in
the article "Behind Protestant Murders in
Mexico," especially making mention of the Incident near Ixtlahuaca in the state of Mexico,
which is about seventy miles from Mexico City.
4l Now another report has come to hand from
El Bol d6. Toluca, which says the following in
its jssue of November 18, 1954: "The massacre
of Saint Bartholomew with the burning of the
Huguenots had its repetition last Tuesday
night in the tOwn of Santo Domingo de GuzmAn in the municipal district of Ixtlahuaca,
when a group of nearly 400 citizens, possessed
with a spirit of destructive fanaticism stabbed
to death a farmer named Juan Pablo and
later chopped him to pieces."
4l Juan Pablo had been a good Catholic until
he recently left the Catholic Church and Was
converted to Protestantism. This was a bad
example for others to follow. He had to be
stopped. "To carry out their brutal lynching the fanatics awaited nightfall and about
8:00 p.m. headed toward the home of their
victim. First, all the animals Juan Pablo had
in the corrals were let out; then with threats
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they scared his wife and son, making them
leave their home and when he was alone they
pierced him like a sieve until he died."
4i. T(lstab him to death leaving his body
pierced like a sieVe did not soothe theIr hatred
toward him; they took a step further. The
report continues, saying: "Later they took his
dead body to a stack of hay, lit it and threw
his body in the flames until he was almost
consumed." The following day when government officials went to check on the incident
they 10und his body half baked and half eaten
by tl1.e dogs.
f1. Ir!vestJgatlon reveals nothing. No one in
the town professes to know anythlng about
the horrible act except that it was "an upris·
ing in which about 400 persQns participated."
tL There can be little doubt that those .respon·
sible for such a dastardly act are directed by
the policy of Monsignor Jose MarIa Martinez,
primate €If the Catholic Church of Mexico, and
published in Zocalo 01 January 30, 1952, as an
answer to an accl,lBation made by Protestants
that the Catholic Church in Mexico teaches
hatred towarrl Protestants. He said: "We pro·
foundly regret the happenings at Ixtlahuaca
but we have no control over the people in this
respect. It is truly regrettable that Protestant
mlntsters should go to Catholic peoples to
spread their faith. We," he added, "always
have tried to avoid these disgraceful acts, but
the people have their beliefs, and good or bad,
we cannot take them away from them." Since
this statement was made several Protestants
in that very neighborhood have been mobbed,
stoned and beaten, the last -on~ being the murder and burning of the body of Juan Pablo.
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rays from the atom
have a powerful effect on man's
body. Unseen, unheard, unfelt,
deadly radiations can
riddle the
with devastating effect.
A fatal dose can be received by a person without his being aware that anything has happened. But within an hour
he is overtaken with radiation sickness.
Vomiting is followed by diarrhea. The
sensitive membranes that line the stomach
and intestines are burned beyond repair.
They begin to disintegrate, and within a
few days assimilation of food becomes impossible.
Meanwhile, the skin that has been exposed to the radiation reddens, swells and
blisters. Intense pain accompanies the deep·
seated burns. Blood seeps through the
walls of capi1laries, producing hemorrhages
both internally and externally. The vital
layer of living skin under the epidermis
sloughs off, leaving raw flesh exposed. Cell
division stops, no new skin can be formed,
and ulceration, starting from the point of
greatest exposure, spreads over wide areas,
depriving the body of the skin's vital function of excretion. Coma brings the sufferer relief from pain, and death ensues.
If the exposure' has not been so great as
to bring quick death through these causes,
and the victim survives the crisis at which
JULY 8, 1955

the regenerative processes manage to meet
the minimum needs for rebuilding skin and
mucous membrane, the second line of defense is put to the test. This involves the
leucocytes, or white cells, which move
about in the blood and in the lymphatic
system to ward off infection. Greatly reduced in number by the massive dose of
radiation, they prove tmable to cope with
the bacteria that attack the body from all
Sides, through the broken skin and through
the damaged linings of stomach and intestines. Even bacteria that normally live
harmlessly in the intestines break through
into the blood stream and poison it. Many
persons who have survived the first crisis
will succumb to infection weeks later.
If the damage to the blood cells has not
been too severe, the patient may pass this
second crisis and realize a good chance to
recover from the near-fatal dose of atomic
radiation. After apparent recovery from
the immediate symptoms, he may still exhibit other injuries for a time. His hair
may have turned gray or fallen out, or he
may be sterile. Horny growths of skin may
persist.
Chronic and Genetic Effects

In contrast with the spectacular symtoms and swift deterioration that follow
an acute overexposure to radiation, the
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chronic effects of C09t1nuedsmBlJ. exposures.
creep up on the unwary victim Without
warning. A person may carelesslY exp-m;e
himself to small doses of radiation, never
enough to cause any noticeable effects, yet
regularly damaging the cell-building tissues in his body. Here and there a cell is
destroyed, one that produces skin cel1s or
one that forms red blood corpuscles. The
body has a large reserve capacity for replacement of these vi tal parts, ·but when the
damage is permitted to continue year after
year, the reserve is finally used up, and
then disaster fonows. Ulcers develop in the
skin that has been so abused, possibly
changing into cancer. Anemia sets in because of the body's ultimate failure to
match the injury caused by radiation. Or
leukemia, dread cancer of the blood, may
ensue, striking down the victim fatally. In
the absence of definite maladies there is
still a premature onset of old 'age and an
average shortening of the life span.
Even lesser exposures may leave the individual untouched during his lifetime,
and yet it is by no means certain that such
are harmless. Hereditary traits may be
changed, leading to defective offspring.
Atomic radiation -is one of the most effectIve Instruments for causing mutations in
genes, the factors in the reproductive cells
that fix heredity. Such a ~hange becomes
apparent only with the begetting of children. If the mutation involves some physical feature or some vital organ, the embryo dies in the womb, or even worse, a
freak is born. It is even more likely, when
the mutation involves a recessive gene,
that the injury will not be apparent in the
first generation, or even for many successive generations, but in sOme subsequent
mating, when the injured recessive gene is
matched with a similar one, the injury
comes to light in an innocent person many
generations removed trom the accident.
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The ditference between acute, chronic
and genetic radiation injuries is entirely a
matter of how much radiation is received.
Radiologists measure radiation exposure in
roentgens. It is not necessary here to go
into the definition of a roentgen, which is
quite technical, but a comparison of the
number of roentgens that produce the different effects described above will be useful. Six hundred roentgens at one t.ime will
kill a man, through acute damage to the intestinal tract. ThreE;! hundred to five hundred r (r is the symbol for roentgen) will
produce _severe symptoms, from Which
some will recover and some will die, usually
by infection after a lingering crisis. One
hundred r will usually produce radiation
Sickness, but nearly every one will recover
from this dose without any eVIdent permanent injury.
On the other hand, if the radiation is
spread out over a period of time, the body
is able to recover from the smaller partial
exposures, and a much greater total dose
can be tolerated. Thus, 600 r, whicll would
kill most people in a single dose, can be
taken over a lifetime without any apparent
harm. Divided evenly over a working span
of forty years, this amounts to a yearly exposure of 15 r, or .3 r per week. These are
the values set in atomic energy work as
the maximum permissible exposure. Just
how safe this maximum is, no one knows.
Mice exposed to 1 r a day show a noticeable
shortening of the life span. Since a mouse
normally lives only a year, and 400 r shorten its life expectance, the 600-r expm;ure
permitted to humw, although accutnulated over a much longer life span, may
actually be unsafe. Even below the level
that is considered safe for a single individual over his life span, it is generally agreed
that damage to the genes occurs. If a large
proportion of the population were so exposed, the mixing of the damaged genes
AWAKE!

would l."eIUlt in a number of detective ln~

use or X rays. Many persons now make it

cHviduals, the more the htgher the general
level of radiation,

a practice to have X-ray films of their
teeth made once or twice a year. 11lere is
a defi."lite danger of overexposure in this
practice. During a series of such films
covering the whole set Qf teeth, the face

Continual Expo.ure and Modern Hazard.

It Is not commonly known that in everyday !lfe, especially in technologically ad·

may receive 20 to 40 r. Likewise. an annual
vanced countries, there is a continual ex- chest X ray has become customary in
posure to appreciable amounts of radia- many communities. Here the average dose
tion. To start with, everyone on the earth's to the skin may run from .1 to 1 r, dependsurface is continuously under a rain of jng on how carefully the rays from the
cOimic rays that take a small btlt measur- X-ray tube are filtered. Witho"J.t any other
able toll of the b:Jdy's cells. At sea level a exposures to radiatio:J a person might
person absorbs about , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , maintain a schedule of
t I
ACUT!: EFFECT& 0"- EXPOSURES
.1 r a year. "
1... 0 on y
....t.110
,OO~. of nl,ll""'l.n .ubJech
5:10 r
sueh d"18gnostI c X rays
.s one subjecl to bom- ....
t.1 to 50%
400 r
throughout his lite
Fhdl.tlon .I~kn ..., not UUI
100 r
bardment from the Low c~....,t of whltl blood ull,
5'J r
without III effects. The
outside, but also from
CHRON1C E )(POSURES
positive value of such
ftuoro..:ctpe
7-5.
check-ups uBually
within. Potassiwn, an X.rly
Olntll X r.y
15 r
E-ssentlal element, is ClInt x r.y
~.2 r
seems adequate reason
"".xlmum ".rmi ..ib' IXPOIUri
0.3 r par weak
th"
weakly radioactive. Cotm'o rly, at .. 1 la~ol
,1-1 r pu yur
to take e rJsk. But it
The carbon in all Jiv- ",.dloc,mo"
Potlilium In boer
0.01 r p .. yur
must not be f01"O"otten
In body
O.:lOOe r pa. yur
'"eo
lng matter contains a L _ _ _ _ _..:...._ _ _ _ _ _ _-.J that there is a:W8yS a:
s.-n.aU proportion of radioactive carbon-14. definUe risk. It is not known how much of
The average person even accum·..llates mi- the upsurge of cancer in civilized countries
nute quantities of radi'J.m from the drlnic- may be attributed to this widespread use
ing water, around one ten-thousandths of of X rays, but it is not unlikely that it is
a microgram. There is no evidence that any a contributing factor.
of these radiations, either from cosmic rays
The- use of X rays in fluoroscopic exor from radioelements in the tissues, is aminations is unquestionably dangerous.
hannful.
When a photograph 1s taken, the patient
But beyond these unavoidable exposures need be p.xposed only for a fraction c:f a
to radiation, modern civilization imposes a second whHe a sensitive film makes the
host of other hazards, Take the Iwninous record. But under the fluoroscope the pa_
dials on watches and clocks, for instance, tient Is continuously exposed for a period of
made to glow in the dark by the ir.c:usion perhaps five minutes while a physician
of small quantities of radium in the paint. studies the image created by X rays striking
Whereas most radium-dial wrist watches the screen. During such examination the
are probably hannless, many give radiation patient Is getting about 20 r 8 minute.
on thejr face that is more than the tolern!lce Abuse 01 this instrument can easily lead to
l('vel of .3 r a week. Fortunately, the back serious harm. E\'en more reprehensible is
0: the watch limits the radiation on the the practice of installing X-raytluoroscopcs
~kin to much lower levels, and of course
i!l shoe stores, where anyone can put his
only a small part or the body would be ex- foot into the machine and give it a dose
posed in any case.
of 3 r just by pushing a button. Cnattended
A much greater hazard is the widespread by a doctor, but only in the charge of
JULY 8,
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clerks who are usually quite unaware of
the danger, these devices can be run repeatedly by children or uninformed adults,
fascinated by the view of the bones in their
wiggllilg toes, until harmful doses of radiation are accumulated.
In addition to these sources of radiation
to which everyone has access, occupational hazards in certain industries are growing more common. For some years X rays
and powerfu1 sources of radium have been
used for radiographing metal castings and
welding to detect flaws. Many persons
working with these tools have been regularly overexposed. Now, however, radiocobalt is coming into more general use for
this purpose, ahd under the supervision of
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and
similar authorities in Canada and the United Kingdom, education concerning the
hazards of radiation and proper methods
of avoiding them is improving the situa-

tiQn in these Industrie> Static eliminators,
using polonium or radiostrontium, are used
in many mills and in prmting plants. Levels
far above safe tolerances may be encountered here, and must be guarded against.
The growing use of radioisotopes for instruments and as tracers in industry also
brings the hazards of radiation into new
occupations. Generally, these new applications are carefully considered with due regard for the possible hazards, and adequate
measures are taken for safety.
This brief summary represents the radiation hazards that men faced before the
atomic bomb. But all these exposures pale
into insignificance in compadson with the
new hazard that confronts the human race,
the radioactive debris that rains from the
sky, in the wake of nuclear explosions. This
is the subject of the next article of this
series, which article will appear in the
July 22 issue of Awake!

JJnvtlJtilcttttj Rtlptttt ttlt I!"mit: IJtt"lJ
fl. How many children read comic books? Dr. Paul Witty, head of the psychoeducational clinic at Northwestern University. bas found that nine out of ten
young people between the ages of eight and thirteen were comic·book addicts.
What were most of these children getting for their money and time? The United
States Senate's special subcommlttee on juvenile delinquency has issued its first
report after several months of hearings. Although it noted that publishers were
making an attempt to clean up, the subcommittee reported the unvarnished facts.
It said that crime and horror comic books "offer short courses i11- murder, mayhem,
robbel)', rape, cannibalism, carnage, necrophilia, sex, sadism, masochism, and virtually every other form of crime, degeneracy, bestiaUty and horror."

C. The report continued: "These depraved acts are presented and explained in
illustrated detail in an array of comic books being bought and read daily by thousands of children. These books evidence a common penchant for violent death
in every form fmaginable. Many dWell in detail on various forms of fnsanity and
stress sadistic degeneracy. Others are devoted to cannibalism, With monsters in
human form feasting on human bodies, usually the bodies of scantily clad women."
The report gave seven condensed, blood·curdling plots of "depraved violence" taken
from comic books, one of which was the saga of golden-haired little Lucy, the
self·made orphan. Lucy shoots her dnmken father and frames her unfaithful
mother so that, after the mother is electrocuted, Lucy fulfills her ambItion of
going to live with kind old Aunt Kate. Such crime-horror comic books, the report
estimated, were being printed at the rate of 30,000,000 copies each month in an
$18,OOO,(}()().a-year bllsiness.-New York Times, February 20, 1955.
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dom got her after-death torture ideas from
the hells of the heathen and the purgatories of the pagans!

History and
Bible on Hell

ENTURIES before Christianity was
ever preached on earth Buddhist priests
in remote In?ia were teaching hell-fire and
eternal tortUre, In the Harvard Classics
(vol. 45, pp. 701-704) you will find an English translation of the sacred writings of
B1..1ddha (called Anguttara-Nikaya) that
gives a vivid description' of this fiery place
of torture, complete with all the trim-

C

mings. The ancient Hindus and the early
Chaldeans also believed the hell-fire doc-

trine.
Egyptian priests of the first world power
taught the tannent-after-death theory sixteen centuries before the birth of Jesus.
One finds similar torture doctrines also
taught by the ancient Babylonians, Persians and Phoenicians.
The chief Greek philosophers, Socrates
and Plato, who lived in the fifth century
before Christ. fixed up a sizzling purgatory
theory along the lines of earlier pagan
mythologies. Also among the Greek and
Roman gods was Pluto, who was considered the god of hell and purgatory. The
ancient Scandinavians and Japanese also
held to similar fiendish beliefs.
The Encyclopedia Americana, therefore,
says: "While there are many and significant
variations of details, the main features of
hell as conceived by Hindu, Persian, Egyptian, Grecian, Hebrew and Christian theologians are essentially the same." (1942
Edition, vol. 14, p. 82) You see, ChristenJULY 8, 1955

The Bible on Hell
Yes, the word "hell" is in the common
English version of the Bible, but the expression "hell-fire" is not translated from
the same original Greek words, which
makes a vast difference (gehenna of fire
is used, not Ha'des). The Bible speaks of
"everlasting punishment" but not of "eternal torture," and here too is a great difference of meaning. Look it up for yourself in

Webster's New International Dictionary,
2d Edition, page 1158, and you will see that
the word "hell" comes from an old AngloSaxon verb, meaning "to conceal," and
hence the dictionary defines "hell" as: "the
place of the dead, or of souls after death;
THE GRAVE:--corresponding to the Hebrew
Sheol, and the Greek Hades." Rather than
a place of eternal fire, the grave is a cold,
dark place where dead people are concealed.
Admitting that dead bodies are placed
in graves, some people will contend that
the wicked have souls that go to a place of
fiery tannent. If true, then man has an immortal, nondestructible something, called
a soul, that is separate and distinct from
his body. But the Bible does not say that
at all. It does not say in Genesis 2:7, or
any other place, that God gave man a soul.
Rather, it says that God made man a soul.
Man therefore is a soul; he does not have
a soul separate and distinct from his body.
Now the Bible is very definite and positive
in saying that the soul Can die. It is not
immortal. Twice in Ezekiel (18:4, 20) it
says, "the soul that sinneth, it shall die."
Adam was made a soul, Adam sinned,
Adam died. (Genesis 5:5) We are souls,
we sin, we die. Why, even a perfect soul
dies . .Jesus the Perfect One "poured out
his soul unto death. "-Isaiah 53: 12.
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N. Suffering In Bell
If a person suffers after death, he must
be alive, but t1re Bible says that when a
man dies, "his breath goeth forth, he retumeth to his earth; in that very day his

What Punishment for the Wicked?

Human courts of justice impose the
death penalty. not torture, for the worst of
crimes. God's justice is no less than man's.
He is no fiend or sadist. He also decrees the
thoughts perish." Hence, "the dead know death penalty, not torture, for the incorrinot anythJng," and "there is no work, nor gibly wicked, "everlasting cutting.off"
device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in from Ufe, with no possibIlity of a resurrecSheal, whither thou goest." "In death there tion. A fitting symbol, therefore. of such
is no remembrance of thee: in Sheal who eternal destruC!tion was the refuse dump
shall give thee thanks':""-Psalm 146:4; in the deep vaHey outside Jerusalem, called
Ece1estastes 9.:5, 10; Psalm 6:5, Am. Stan. "Gehenna." In no sense was that place a
symbol of torture, for no living animal or
Ver.
No one would be so foolish as to think criminal·wBs put in there; only material
that beasts of the field have immortal souls destined for complete annihllation. Conthat go to hell or purgatory when they die. sequently. when God tells the wicked they
The Bible shows that they. like men, are are in danger of going to Gehenna instead
llving souls that just cease to live, just per- of to Sheo} or Hades (the common grave),
ish, at the time of death. Thisis sinful man's it is the strongest warning that such are
destiny too, as it is written: "For that which doomed to complete, everlasting and total
befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts; destruction, a "cutting-off" from aU hope
even one thing befalleth them: as the one of a resurrection.-Matthew 25:46. New
dietb, so dleth the other; yea, they have aU World Tmns.
one breath; and man hath no pre-eminence
In Bible times jailers were called "torabove the beasts: for all is vanity. All go mentors," (Matthew 18:34) Hence, when
unto one place; all are of the dust, and all the Scriptures say that the Devil and his
turn to dust agaln."-EccJesiastes 3: 19, 20, crowd will be tormented "day and night
Am. Stan. Ver.; see also Genesis 1:30, mar- for ever and ever," it means they will 6e
gfn,' Numbers 31:28.
bound and restrained in the perpetual cap~
To be consistent, those beljeving that tivity of death. Such symbolic language
hell is a place of fiery torture must also be- does not meart conscious suffering at all,
lieve that the perfect man Jesus went to for the "lake of fire," into which they arc
such a place when he died, for it was hurled, Is defined in the same chapter thus:
prophesied con~rning him: "Thou wnt not "This means the second death, the Jake of
leave my soul in hell [Sheol]." (Psalm fire." The faitnless and filthy, the murder16:10, Authorized Ver.; 15:10, Douay) The ers, fornicators, idolaters and all liars have
apostle Peter quoted this psalm as fulfilled the same destiny, and "their portion will be
in Christ, saying, "Thou wilt not leave my In the lake that lmrns with tire and sulphur.
saultn hell [H~'des].n (Acts 2:'27. Author- This means the second death."-Revelai2:ed and Douay tra.nslations) However. tion 20:14, 15; 21:8, New World Trans.;
there is no confusion of understanding on Revelation 14:10, 11; 20:10.
these texts when one forsakes the pagan
So by laying aside preconceived ideas
doctrines of hell-fire and immortality of and traditions of men and letting God's
the SOlll, and In their place accepts the sim- Word the Bible be our teacher. we are able
ple truth of the Bible that he]] i,s the grave to learn the truth about this very imporand men afe mortal souls.
tant subject.
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according to statistics, only one million of
the population are Protestants. Al)d to be
HE eyes of the world have been turned sure, Jehovah's witnesses are here as in the
on France because of the strategic many other nations of the earth. God's
position she occupies in Europe and in Word sounds just as beautiful in French
world affairs. If you have never set foot on as it does in English or in any other lanFrench soil you may be wondering what guage. Although living conditions make
kind of country France is. What' are its life hard for most Frenchmen, yet thoumain characteristics and industries? How sands of them are taking time to study the
do the people live? Well, let us have a brief Bible with Jehovah's witnesses.
look at this "West European State."
Six years ago there were less than 3,000
France is a fertile land with an area of witnesses of ,Jehovah in all of France. Toapproximately 210,000 square miles and a day, most main towns have their congregapopulation of over forty-two million. It is a tion. The number of witnesses has grown
very beautiful country, well irrigated by to over 8,740, forming 178 congregations.
numerous rivers. In the east lie the French
Almost half the total number of witAlps and the Vosges Mountains. In the nesses live in the mining region to the
center and to the south is the mountain- north. Here, practically every little mining
ous region known as the Massif Central. community has its congregation of JehoThis immense granite plateau covers one vah's witnesses, many of them composed
sixth of the area of France. Farther south - of one hundred or more ministers. The
are the rocky Pyrenees and the lush French congregations' being clustered together so
Riviera, renowned for its delightful climate. tightly presents preaching problems, for
France's economy depends mainly on every witness of Jehovah is an active minmining and agriculture. Great deposits of ister.
coal are to be found in the northern, eastTo relieve the congested territory situaern and southeastern parts. But agriculture tion in this part of France, and also in oris Frmce's principal asset. Wheat fanning der to reach unworked towns and villages,
alone covers one tenth of the total land many congregations organize long-distance
area al')d another agricultural product has witnessing groups once a month. At their
become practically synonymous with the own expense, these witnesses hire a motor
word "France": wine, of course! Indeed, coach and travel as far as s~enty miles
French wines account for one third of the preach the good news of God's kingdom in
total world production. Frenchmen drink towns where there are no witnesses. This
wine'with their meals. In fact, they have a means getting up very early in the mornsaying: "A meal without wine is like a day ing in order to be at the first door by
without sunshine."
9: 30 a.m. This takes real zeal, because most
As concerns religion in France, the great of the men are miners, doing eight hours
majority of people are nominally Catholic; of hard work a day at the coal face 3,000
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feet below the surface of the ground. Sunday is their only day to relax and they like
to spend some of that time in bed. So, for
them to be up early and eager to go from
house to house on Sunday morning with
the message of the Kingdom is commendable indeed! This work in distant territories has resulted in the forming of many
new congregations.
Another characteristic of this mining
region in the north of France is the mixture of languages. Many of the miners are
of Polish, German or Italian origin, and
often they do not bother to leam the
French language. But Jehovah's witnesses
have a mission to accomplish, and that
means talking to people in the language of
the country where they live. So it is really
stimulating to see these witnesses, some
of them quite elderly, getting down to
learning French, and succeeding too! That
takes faith and courage, and Jehovah's
witnesses have both.
This is true of both young and old. One
young boy, twelve years of age, has taken
his stand for Jehovah and his kingdom in
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spite of the indifference of the. other members of his family. Such enthusiasm is not
limited to the young folk. An itinerant
minister of Jehovah's witnesses reports
from the north of 'France: "In this congregation there are three witnesses who are
setting a fine example in spite of their age.
The presiding minister is 75 years of age,
yet every Sunday morning he gets on his
motorcycle 'and goes witnessing to distant
territory. His wife is 73 years old and goes
out regularly in house-to-house preaching."
As a result of such zeal the eyes of many
are being opened daily, which explains why
Jehovah's witnesses are increasing and
other religious organizations diminishing.
Opposition and persecution will not prevent Jehovah's witnesses from keeping integrity. They rejoke to have a part in the
ingathering work of assembling together
all persons of good will toward Jehovah
who will form the New World SOciety. A
great amount of preaching work remains
to be done in France and Jehovah's witnesses are getting on with it and Jehovah
is blessing their efforts with increase.

? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.
• Where city offiCials thought they could
prevent the building of a church because they
disagreed with its doctrinel P. 18. Ut.
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• What heinous religious Crime was Committed in MexiCO last November 281 P. 20, U4.
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How children and grandchildren may suffer

from radiations you receivel P. 22, Ut.
• What the danger in X-ray fluoroscopes often
used in children's shoe stores isl P. 23, 114.
• What percentage of tOday's children are
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WATCHING

stacles standing in the way of
complete nonnaHzat1on of relations between our states." The
Yugoslavs were surprised, embarrassed and somewhat irri·
tated. Tito, who received the
speech in a stiff', formal, unsmiling manner, had expected
some wooing by the Russians
but not an outright propOSition
at first sight.
The Reaction

'*'

Britain Moves to the Right

Since HItler seized Genuany
and started on the road to war,

~

there has never been a British
election with so few basic is-

sues as the general elections in
May. The campaign was fought

largely on domestic issues,
with the Conservatives prom-

ment in power has been reelected with an increased majority in Commons.
Kremlin Leaders Woo Tiw

'-these
*' "Judasmalevolent
Tito and his helpers
deserters

from the camp of socialism to
the camp of imperialism and
ising a policy of free enter- fascism-have converted Yugo·
prise. The Tories boasted that slavia into a Gestapo prison."
Britain was never so prosper- With those words in 1949 Marous in her history; and they shal Nikolai A. Bulganln, now
could point to Sir Anthony Soviet premier, declared -diploEden's success at.obtaining ,a matic war on Marshal Tito for
promise of the long-awaited his refusal to be a puppet on
"parley at the summit" by the Moscow's string. But after
Big Four. Lahor charged that Stalin's death in 1953, the dethe Tories had favored the nunciations ceased, and the
privileged classes, and urged a Kremlin began a campaign to
lurn to the left, with a return woo Tito back to the fold. By
to nationalization of some In- late last year the Kremlin's
dustries. It was upon such poli- :tllrtatlons had reached such a
cies that Labor swept into pow- point that high Soviet leaders
er in 1945. But the Conserva- at official parties toasted "Com·
tives were ostensibly united radeTlto." The climactic devel·
and well organized, whereas opment in Moscow's wooing
the Laborites were divIded be- came in May with the antween Attlee moderates and nouncement that Soviet preBevan rebels. On May 26 the mier Marshal Bulganin and
British electorate gave Sir party secretary Nikita S.
Anthony Eden what he sought Khrushchev would pay a visit
----an increased majority In to Belgrade. Soon after landCommons. The Conservatives ing at Zemun airport, Khrushwon 344 seats in the House of chev urged reconciliation. He
Commons; Labor won 277 and pulled out a l,OOO-word-long
the Liberals 6. It was a hard speech: "We _ .. ascribe withblow for Labor, for It showed out hesitation the aggravations
that the trend to the Right to the provocative role that
that began in 1950 was stead-' Lavrenti P. Beria _ •• and othHy growing. For the Tories it ers .. _ played. For our part
was a special triumph: for the we are ready to do everything
first time in 90 years a govern- necessary to eliminate all obJULY 8, 1955

Few observers expected the
blunt, almost crude, appeal by
party chief Khrushchev immediately upon his arrival. It was
clear that Yugoslav officials
were displeased. The Yugoslav
Communist party newspaper
Borba said: "Our policy is
against links with any ideological bloc." But if the Soviet
:tllrtations displeased Tito they
also tickled his vanity, because
of the humiliation to which the
Russians admit. Khrushchev
admitted to Tito that it had
been "very difficult" to come to
Belgrade. But it was not very
difficult for Khrushchev to
place the blame for the bad
Yugoslav-Russian relations on
BerIa, since he is now dead;
this was completely unexpected. According to U.S. foreign
policy officials, the Russians
may have blundered and unwittingly strengthened Tito's
independence. The major blunder, U.S. officials believe, waf!:
in putting Khrushchev at the
head of the Soviet delegation
and leaving Soviet Premier
Bulgan!n in the background.
Washington officials felt that
if Bulganln had been allowed
to take the lead, talks could
have proceeded more smoothly
on a government·to-government
basis, instead of what Marshal
Tito opposes: party-to-party
talks. Khrushchev's taking the
lead also caused Western omcials to wonder how a Big Four
meeting, with Bulganin representing Russia, can really be a
"parley at the summit_"
Argentina Votes to Curb 0Imrch

'her
*' When
Argentina declared
independence in 1810 Ro29

man Catholicism was declared
to be the state rellgion. When
Pe1'6n came to power he not

the church-state
ties but he put Catholtc instruc-

011Iy continued

tion back into the Argentine
publlc schools after it had been
excluded since 1884. Last year
Peron broke with the Catholic
Church. To obServers it was
largely a mystery, but in the
Peronista newspapers there
were cbarges of priests' "meddling" In polltics and labor. The
newspapers brought to light
many historic instances where
the church meddled in pOlitics.
Events moved swiftly, as the
Peron government (1) legal·
ized divorce, (2) recognized
children born out of wedlock,
(3) restored legalized prostitution, (4) denied more than 80
Cathollc schools their subsi·
dies, (5) changed five religious
~lidays from national holi·
days to regular workdays,
(6) banned open-air meetings
and religious processions,
(7) suspended Catholk religious instruction in public
schools, (8) moved to end the
church's exemption from real
estate and other taxes, (9) arrested dozens of priests and,
the heaviest blow of all,
(10) moved to disestablish the
Roman Catholic Church. In
May both houses of Argen·
tina's Congress voted to elimi·
nate Roman Catholicism as the
nation's constitutional religion.
The approved bill calls for the
convocation of a national con·
vention elected by the people
to con s j del' constltutional
amendments. The convention
is expected to approve the
changes proposed by Per6n to
separate church and state for
the fl.rst time in the 145-year
htstory of the republic.

Iran: Bababm Banned
• Bahaism is a religion founded in 1863 by the Persian prince
Husayn All, who declared that
he was the "manifestatlon"
promised by the Bab. (The
Bab taught that Mohammedan.
ism had become corrupt and
that the Koran was not the
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final revelatlon, but that a new
prophet was to come.) Bablsm
thus forms the basIS of mod·
ern BahaiSJD. Bahaism teaches
the immortality of the soul
and that it is the duty of mankind to unite under one reli·
gious raith and in one social
order, The religion has entrenched itself most strongly
in Iran, Turkey, India and
North Africa, but It has mis'
sionaries In almost every civil·
ized country of the globe. In
the U.S. there are about 40
Bahal communities, with head·
quarters in Wilmette, Illinois.
But In Iran there are over 500
Bahai communities. The - esti·
mated 2,000,000 Iranian members are mostly converted Mohammedans. Moslem leaders
have long campaigned against
Bahaism. In AprLl the leader
of the antl-Bahal movement,
Mullah Mohammed Taghi FalsaB, appealed to the govern·
ment of predominately Mos·
lem Iran to turn the main
Baha] temple into a mosque.
On May 17 the government declared the sect Ulegal, and on
May 23, by order of the mili·
tary governor of Teheran,
workmen began to demolish
the 165·faot·hlgh dome of the
Haziratulghodes Temple, center of the Bahai sect. The Mul·
lah said: "The Bahais had be·
come increasingly powerful in
Iran. Tlley are enemies of Is·
lam."
india: Problem In Punjab

• About 4,335,000 Sikhs Jive
In India, most of them jn the
PWljab, a praIrie land of searing heat. The Sikhs were found·
ed In the fifteenth century by
Nanak, whose aim was to combine Hindus and Mohammedans into one brotherhood. The
founder was succeeded by nine
gurus or teachers; the follow·
ers called themselves Sikhs
(disciples). The Jast of these
teachers was a pontiff who resolved- to combat both the Mo·
hammedan power and religion
and hence Instituted the wor·
ship of 'Steel and book {sword
and Bible}. What followed- is

what one would ex~t-blood·
ahed. ,A,fter the Second Slkh
War (1848'1849) the Punjab was
annexed to British India. With
tIle creation of Pakistan the
Sikhs who liVed in western
Punjab, now part of Pakistan,
fled their homes after the
Moslem·Sikh massacres. lleavi/y

concentrated

in

eastern

Punjab, the Sikhs now want a
Punjabl-speaklng state, one
dominated by the Sikhs. Now
that an Indian commission is
studying the questlon of re·
draWing India's map on the
basis of language and other
factors, the Sikhs' damar has
grown louder. They haVe be·
gun shouting slogans. Punjabi
officials, determined to avoid
more of the bloodshed that is
part of the history of Punjab,
banned all slogans. In May,
400 bearded Sikh leaders court·
ed arrest for political purposes.
They stood in front of the'
golden temple of Amritsar and
shouted slogans before Indian
policemen. Off they went to
jail, and the problem in the
Punjab grew more COmplicated.
Soviet Air Power Shocks U.S.

• For defense the U.S. places
primary reliance on nuclear
weapons and,'by extension, on
the plane!> that can deliver the
bombs. Hence U,S, strategy
{'enters around the B·52, an
eiglJt·.iet, swept-wing, intercon'
tinental bomber with a rang<'
of 6,000 miles. By 1957 the U.S.
expects to have 11 heavy
bomber wings (18 heavy bomb·
ers a wing] equipped with the
B·52. But at present the B-52
is only in the beginning stage
of production and the U.S.
must rely on the B·47, a me·
dium jet bom/x>r, and the B-3£>,
an obsolescent heavy bomber.
Hence it was natural that the
U.S. was alarmed by the recent
Russian air show. In the sky
over Moscow the Soviet Air
Force displayed a flight of
eight heavy jet bombers. The
Pentagon declared that the
flight "establishes a new basis
for our e,stlmate oi Soviet pro·
duction of the heavy jet bomb·
AWAKE!!

er." Later Aviatm Wee" mag·

azine (5/22) said Rus.sla had
displayed aircraft so advanced
and so numerous it had shocked
"even the top level anli the
most knowledgeable mUltary
aviation leaders in the Penta·
gon."
V.S.: Tornado Devastation
.. Tornadoes are the smallest
yet often the most vicIous of
all stonns on earth. Inside
their whirling vortex-the fun·
nel of a tornado-alr pressure
drops. so that, when the vortex
comes close to anything in its
path, the object is sucked in·
side. Objects near the vortex
can explode, and buildings do,
because air pressure inside the
building is greater than pres·
sure inside the funnel. For
some unknown reason these
6erce stonns prefer to attack
the U.S. In Maya series of 15
tornadoes devastated towns in
Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Mis·
souri and Arkanllas. Within a

fI l

24·hour period at least 118 per·
sons were killed. mOl-e than
700 were injured and property
damage soared to a fantastic
figure. At Blackwell, Oklaho·
rna, 18 persons were killed and
a 36-square-block residential
and factory area was demol·
ished, Hardest hit was Udall,
Kansas (population 600),
where 80 persons were killed
and over 200 injured. Udall was
devastated on a scale almost
beyond Imagining. In a few moments everything in the path of
the storm looked as though it
had been blown up by tons of
explosives. Only four bulldings
remained standing. The town's
new $200,000 high school was
a tWisted ruin. Trees were
stripped of every lea! and left
like gaunt, gnarled hands
thrusting up from the brick
and shattered timbers. In the
fork of a tree 20 feet aboveground rested a car frame; its
body, halt a block away, was
wadded up like tinfoil. For

It fin
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Kansa. it was the worst tor·
nado in the state's history.
Rise In Chlld Crime Predicted
.. "The youth of the world to-

day," said a leading psychologist recently, "is touched with
madness, literally sick with an
aberrant condition of mind formerly confined to a few distressed souls but now epidemic
over the earth." Is the prospect
for the youth of tomorrow any
brighter? Not accor.dlng to
Judge Philip B. Giliam, a juvenile court judge from Denver, Colorado. This judge said
that by 1960 most "war babIes"
will have reached the delinquency age of 10 to 18. ·Their
vast numbers, he said, com·
bined with the unsettled and
psychopathic world into which
they are born, will bring about
the greatest wave of juvenile
deUnquency yet seen. He pre·
dicted that by 1960 child crime
will increase 50 per cent.-New
York Times, May 23, 1955.
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"Now it is high time to awoke."
-bllla"l 13, 11

,
4ERROR and neuroses are stalking
through the capitals of the world. It,
was certain to be that way, for it was the
great Prophet Christ Jesus who foretold
that in the time of the end there would be
mounting woes and "on the earth anguish
of nations, not knowing the way out."
(Luke 21:25, New World Trans.) This
anguish would inevitably strike heavily at
capitals of nations, where the top·ranking
employees of government are centered. Not
strange, then, that today's national capi·
tais have become seething caldrons of fear.
Indeed, frightful anguish in one nation's
capital, that of the United States, has
boiled over so that, according to mental
health specialists, Washington is flooded
with terror and helplessness.
It was not just the threat of a nuclear
war that has brought on this flood of anguish. There is more. In a way, the very
fight against fear, the very ~ttempt to find
a solution to a frightful problem-how to
fenet out "security riSks" in government
jobs--has churned up mountainous waves
of fear and anguish.
Thus under the heading "Capital Is
Called Neurosis--ridden," the New York
Times of March 3, 1955, reported: "A
tangle of neuroses [nervous disorders] is
creeping through Washington under the
heat of the Federal security program, mental health specialists were told today. As
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loyalty investigations continue, government employes already in stages of mental
or emotional disturbance are developing
additional neurotic symptoms, the experts
were informed. The problem was held to
threaten to become one of 'national proportions.' "
At this meeting of mental health experts, a psychiatric social worker, Mrs.
Charlotte A. Kaufman, warned "bow easily a man who believes himself innocent 'of
all wrong may feel the increasing terror
and helplessness in the face of an unknown
and overwhelming force; how, as has oc.
curred with some of our patients, he may
feel reality grow dim as he is swept irresistibly into a world of nightmare fears and
gliilt." Mrs. Hoffman's report, which was
supported by Dr. Robert D. Gillman, psychiatrist at the Arlington County Mental
Hygiene Clinic, said that "panic and paranoid trends have appeared in some patients, to the verge of psychosis [serious
mental disease] in two cases, and to the
point of hospitalization in another." There
was "reason to believe," the report said,
"that the security program embodies a special kind of threat, which seems more difficult to face than other kinds of problems."
One of the reasons the security program
has brought about "a special kind of
threat" with a resultant soul-piercing anguish is the use of anonymous evidence.
3

Thus a United Press dispatch in the New
York Times of March 4, 1955, throws more
light on the anguish in the nation's capital:
"The Eisenhower Administration told
the Supreme Court today it might imperil
the security of the cOuntry to give Government employees charged with disloyalty a
chance to confront their accusers .... The
Justice Department said the Government
depended to a great extent in its security
operations on 'undercover agents, paid informers and casual informers.' It said they
must be guaranteed anonymity."
That is something to think about-the
remarkable argument that evidence necessary to support firing a man from a government job should not be subject to the
same rules as evidence submitted in normal criminal cases.
In its brief filed with the Supreme Court
the Justice Department admitted that much
of the evidence us'ed in security cases
would be "rejected" in criminal cases. Still
the informers, casual or otherwise, must
be j'guaranteed anonymity." So in this age
of fear a double standard of justice has
cropped up: "second-class" justice for
government workers and "first-class" justice for those accused of criminal violations.
Reasonable? It matters little to the government, because, as Dr. Robert Lindner, one
of America's leading psychologists, said:
"We are entering an era that will be domi-

1h"lI.llf.tHi4
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nated by primitive emotional appeals, rather than reason."-New York Time8, April
17, 1955.
That the federal security procedures are
without doubt dominated by emotional appeals was the charge made by Dr. F. H.
Sanford, executive secretarY of the American Psychological Association, who said
that they were "influenced by politics, by
the climate of opinion, and by am[ hysterical wind that blows." No wonder waves
of terror and helplessness swamp the capital.
And so America, though professing to
be Christian, and whose presidents are
sworn in on the Bible, moves farther away
from the Bible. For the use of anonymous
evidence is foreign to Jehovah's Word:
"In case a witness scheming wrong should
rise up against a man to bring a charge of
revolt against him, then the two men who
have the dispute must stand before J ehovah, before the priests and the judges."
(Deuteronomy 19:16, 17, New World
Trans.) But it is the Bible, too, that is being fulfilled by the present "anguish of
nations" and the inability of governments
to find a way out. T4e fulfillment of Jesus'
prophecy becomes more striking as a government, in trying to find a way out, only
winds up with its capital terror-stricken
and neurosis-ridden.

Afou'lf.tilf.l tJiJttttlrc"

Back in 1938 noted columnist Walter Lippmann brooded about the "mounting
1rsorder in our Western society." He began to put his thoughts in book fonn.
Then came the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Lippmann put aside his book
and decided to watch the world to see If his diagnosis of "mounting disorde~"
was a passing Ulness or a deep-seated sickne~s. W?en Llppman~ return~d to hIS
task and finally finished his book (The publw Philosophy, pUblIshed thIS year),
he found that the diagnosis he made nearlY twenty years ago was indeed correct,
that "something had gone very wrong in the liberal democracies . . . . They were
unable to make peace and to restore order." Thus another notable is. force~ to
point to the very conditions foretold by Jesus for the time of the end: mtenslfied
fear, "anguish of nations" and "the increasing of lawlessness."-Luke 21:25, 26;
Matthew 24:12, New World Trans.
AWAKE.'

Also stressing the tithe was ari arti-

de In Our Sunday Vi8itor~ January 2,

. . . , ..... lGul .... n~lIalll ...
..... 1h,1....... ben 10 lilY' "
tonth. (H" Ih. tithe. H_ _.1t j,
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onlr 0 .... '" of Ih, 1I11i,. Th.
law of M_ "qui"" ""MUS
lilh... ,~ tithing fo. (hol.'I"".
01$0? Who! do .. 1M IIbl. soy?

v"·,;;,-ITHiNG is being stressed more and
J?" mo~ by professedly Christian organi~
"""#"
zatlOns. Thus a spokesman for the Na~
tional Council of the Churches of Christ re·
ports: "We can see that the emphasis on
Christian tithing is rapidly developing as
a main theme in the churches" associated
with that council; and that it would pro·
mote tithing through movies, literature
and speecbes.-New York Times, Decem·
her 2, 1951.
Among the strongest advocates of tith·
ing is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter·
day Saints (Mormon), regarding which it
is said that "each convert is expected to
contribute one tenth of his property at conversion and to give one tenth of his income
thereafter." Another Woup that strongly
stresses tithing is the Seventh· day Ad·
ventists. According to one of their publica·
tions failure to "keep the requirements of
the whole Law of the Tithe to assist in
advancing IDs Kingdom upon earth, and
for charitable purposes, is reflected in in·
creased troubles and difficulties for our na·
tion." After quoting, Malachi 3:8·10, it
goes on to say: "Shall we continue to rob
God and suffer under a curse, or will we
pay our tithes and receive His blessings?"
~
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1955, foremost Roman Catholic week·
ly in the United States. Among other
things it stated: "Tithing always
works. It's fantastic that so few have
tried it." But apparently there is a
reason therefor, for we further read:
"It isn't easy to do. After giving God
the leftovers all your life, tithing is
quite a change." In summing up it
gives six reasons for tithing: "It is
God's idea"; "It was endorsed by Jesus"; "It is a typically businesslike
way of acknowledging the fact that
we are God's stewards"; "It will
enrich our lives spiritually'!; "It usually
brings financial blessings," and "It always
brings increased happiness, for we are con·
scious of doing our best 'to love the Lord
our God with all our heart'''; "Try it for
a year. Take God into partnership with
you. Share your profits with Him. Then
watch things hum!"

A Scriptural Precedent
True. tithing 'was God's idea'-for the
Israelites-but is it his idea for Christians?
The mere fact that God commanded the
Israelites to pay the tithe is no argument
that Christians should do likewise, for the
Israelites also had to bring animal sacri·
fices, celebrate the passover and othe~ an·
nual feasts that certainly do not apply to
Christians. On the contrary, we are plainly
told that 'God nailed the law to Christ's
torture stake, thereby blotting out the
handwritten document that was against
the Gentiles,' and that Christians <lare not
under law but under undeserved kindness."
-Colossians 2;14; Romans 6:14, NeW
World Trans.

Besides, the· very reason for the insti·
tution of the tithe shows why it does not
apply today. It was to serve as compensa·
tion to the tribe of Levi for their not re·
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ceiving any inheritance in the land. Each
tribe received a greater share of the land
by reason of Levi's not getting any, and
so It was no more than right that the other
tribes should support the tribe of Levi with
the tithe, thereby also freeing them for
the temple service.-Numbers 18:21-24.
Nor can the tithe be exacted on the basis
of Abraham's paying a tithe of his spoils to
the king-priest Melchizedek. There is no
record that he ever offered tithes again
or that he commanded his descendants to
pay tithes. It was simply a spontaneous expression of gratitude to God for having
won a victory over the kings that had kidnaped his nephew Lot together with all his
possessions. And the same is true regarding Jacob, who vowed that, if God would
give him a safe journey, "1 wiU surely gJve
the tenth unto thee." Had the tithe been
obligatory Jacob could not have stipulated
his paying it on the basis of his safe return;
he would have been obligated to pay it regardless.-Genesis 14:18-20; 28.20-22.
Is it correct to say that 'Jesus Christ
endorsed tithing'? Yes, but here again,
'only as regards th:e Israelites. Jesus was
talking to men tmder the law of Moses
when he said: "W~ to you, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites! because you give the
tenth of the mint and the dill and the cum.min, but you have disregarded the weightier matters of the Law, namely, judgment
and mercy and faithfulness. These things
it was binding to do, yet not to disregard
th~ other things. Blind guides, who strain
out the gnat but gulp down the camel!"
-Matthew 23:23, 24, New World Trans.
Yes, for those Jews tmder the law it was
titting that they observe every feature of
the law, including the tithe. That is why
Jesus commanded those whom be cured or
healed to show themselves to the priests,
why he observed the annual feasts and why
he practically limited bis ministry to the
Jews. But not a word do we read anywhere
6

In ill_ Christian Greek Scriptures of his

commanding his followers to collect the
tithe, nor of their collecting it.
The underlyIng idea of tlthlng is compulsion, which is entirely foreign to Christianity. Christianity is not based on "you

must not," but on love, and so we find that
"the multitude of those who had believed
had one heart and soul, and not even one
would say that any of the things he possessed was his own." (Acts 4:32, New
World Trans.) It was only after there was
a falling away from pure worship, when a
paid c1elgy made its appearance, that tithing was considered obligatory. It was first
made so by the COWlcil of Tours in 567,
and, not content with that, the second
Cotmcil of Macon in 585 made the payment
of the tithe mandatory under threat of ex"
communication.-McClintock & Strong's
Cyclopcedia~ Vol. X; page 436.
Regarding this method of raising money The Encyclopedia Americana states:
"Tithes proved a source of great trouble
in every COWltry in which they were collected and a constant cause of bickering between the clergy and the people. They
have, therefore, been abandoned in nearly
all countries." Christ Jesus authtlrized no
clergy-laity distinction, but said: "One is
your teacher [Christ, under GodJ. whereas
all you are brothers." And when he sent
out the twelve, and later the seventy, not a
word did he say about imposing a tithe on
the people who heard their preaching, but
commanded them: "You received free,
give free." Paul, though an apostle, preferred to work with his own hands rather
than to burden those to whom he preached.
-Matthew 23:8; 10:8; 1 Corinthians 4:12;
1 Thessalonians 2:9, New World Trans.
The Tithe a Picture

The law of Moses, including the tithe,
was "a shadow of good things to come," a
new system of things that Christ Jesus put
AWAKEI

into effect. And what did the tithe fore- purpose ,)f realizing material success, then
shadow? It pictured our all and foreshad- he is not contributing to God's cause but
owed that when we dedicate ourselves to merely making an investment and is giving
do God's will and follow in the footsteps for selfish reasons and not out of love, and
of Christ Jesus we must give up everything. so will not be profited at all. Jesus did not
That is why Jesus, on the one hand, com- promise that generous giving would bring
mended me widow who had given "all the material riches in this system of things,
means of living she had," and, on the other but that it would result in realizing riches
hand, told the rich young ruler: "If you in the new world.-l Corinthians 13:3.
want to be complete, go sell your belongings
As far as the Israelites were concerned,
and give to the poor and you will have the tithe was a part of the law of Moses
treasure in heaven, and come be my follow- that primarily compensated
tribe of
er."-Luke 21:4; Matthew 19:21, New Levi for not having any inheritance in the
World Trans.
land. And as far as Christians are con_
The tithing idea may seem to be "prac- cerned, it came to an end with the rest of
tical and businesslike," but it is not based the law when it was nailed to Christ's tor~
on justice, for today many can easily give ture stake. The early Christians did not
more while many cannot give that much. need the compulsive tithe to make them
If we can give more it will not mean spirit- give, neither. do true Christians today. They
ual happiness and blessing if we limit our- appreciate that their all belongs to Jeho-selves' to the tithe; it is then not loving yah and so they give what they can, be that
God with all our heart. And if we are not but one per cent of their income or ninety
able to give a tithe, we can have spiritual per c.ent Qf it, and they do not feel embarblessings and happiness and prove that we rassed because they cannot give a tenth, or
love God with all our heart by giving less. proud because they can give more, but
That is in keeping with the rule stated by each rejoices in the privilege of giving
Paul, namely, that each was to give "ac- what he can. Their giving is in line with
cording to what a person has, not accord- Paul's counsel: "Let each one do just as
ing to what a person does not have."-2 Co- he has resolved in his heart, not grudgingly
rinthians 8:12, New World Trans.
or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerAs for gaining material prosperity by ful giver."-2 Corinthians 9:7, New World
means of the tithe, if one gives for the Trans.

the
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SCIENTIST DISPUTES A.E.C.'S BLAST DATA
Under the above title the New York Times, May 30, 1955, reported the following

Associated Press dispatch: "A Yale physicist charged tonight that the Atomic
Energy CommIssion had given what he called misleading information about the
danger from atomic test blasts. Franklin Hutchinson, assistant professor of radia·
tion physics, said that if Atomic Energy Commission otflcials 'have data to back
up their contention that there are no harmful genetic effects from the radiation,
that's just wonderful.' 'The trouble is,' he added, 'I don't know of any such data,
and neither does anyone else to whom I've talked.' He warned that the radioactive
fall·out from s)lch blasts was producing genetic effects in mankind that would be
showing up for 'thousands of years to come.'''
JULY 22, 1955
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atomic radiation on human crea-

tures. Acute exposures, from 100 to 600
roentgens, cause severe damage to the
intestines and to the blood cells, leading to sickness, diarrhea, hemorrhage, infection and death. Chronic overexposures,
as little as 1 roentgen a day, eventually
cause cancer, anemia, leukemia, prema-"
tore aging and death. Smaller exposures
may cause mutations, leading to defective
offspring, sometimes many generations removed. This effect may-be already present,
although small, at the .3 roentgen a week
permitted in atomic energy work;
The radiation exposures in everyday life
r{lnge from cosmic rays and radioactive
elements in the body, which are believed to
be harmless, to the definite hazards in the
diagnostic uses of X rays. But the atomic
bomb has introduced new problems of
radiation hazards, far transcending the
hazards of the preatomic era.
In an instant 25,000 lives were snuffed
out when tlle atomic bomb found its first
human targets over Hiroshima in 1945.
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After the mushroom cloud drifted away,
and while the fires still raged uncontrolled,
there came the sickening realization that
th;s was more than just the largest bomb
~ver to rack a war-torn city. Among the
survivors it had left an aftermath of radiation casualties. Fanning out b~yond the
fringes of immediate destruction by blast,
invisible radiation had planted the seeds
of a lingering death among tens of thousands. Already, as thl;! fires died down, they
began to sicken Clnd die. The bomb's heat
burned many who were in the open, but
penetra ting a tomie rays had accompanied
the heat and the burns proved to be deep
within the victims' bodies. Within a month
50,000 died from 'heat and radiation burns.
Among those who survived many were disfigured with huge growths of horny tissue
that stiffened their backs and limbs. But
still the death toll is not complete. Today
leukemia has begun to crop up. Already
fourteen cases of the fatal disease have
appeared among 750 who were within a
kilometer of the center of the explosion,
a frequency that is 600 times the normal
incidence of leukemia in Japan.
The Fall-out

But the death-dealing radiations are not
limited to the moment, nor to the immediate vicinity of the explosion. As the fireball
rises and forms the cloud that billows up
into the stratosphere, it carries a seething
mass of deadly radioactive elements born
in the furnace of atomic fission. Much of
this radioactivity becomes attached to parAWAKE!

ticles of dust sucked up from the ground tuna on deck. The threat to the islands
into the doud, 'and~falls back to the earth brought quick action. The Marshall Islandin the vicinity of the target. More of it is ers were promptly evacuated. and suft'ered
carried by winds to far-distant points,
gradually settling out in a pattern that literally encircles the earth. When the radio~
active dust falls it exposes to its nuclear
rays millions of persons, hundreds or thousands of miles away. Almost every part of
the United States has been subjected to
this radioactive fall~out from the test
bombs that have been shot in Nevada.
Industrial radioactive instruments used in
Salt Lake City went off scale and were out
of commission for days. Colorado scientists
noted high readings on their Geiger counters within a matter of hours after a test.
One cloud recently dropped a large dose
of fission fragments on Chicago. A production run of photographic films was ruined
because the straw used in one stage of its
manufacture had been contaminated with
traces of long-lived atomic ashes that had
fallen on the Illinois field where the straw
was grown. Rain and snow wash the radioactivity out of the air and concentrate it
on the ground. Water puddles reading as
high as .5 roentgen a day were reported
after a rain in Chicago.
Sensational as the radioactive dispersion
from fission bombs may be. it is minor in
comparison with that set loose by the explosion of fusion, or hydrogen, bombs. The
14~million-ton explosion (in terms of TNT)
set off at Bikini, March 1, 1954, spewed a
huge poisonous cloud clear into the top of
the atmosphere, with radioactivity equiva~
lent to millions of tons of radium. The area
to the leeward of the bomb was supposed
to have been cleared by patrols, but a shift
in wind took the cloud in an unexpected
course over a group of the Marshall Islands.
In its path, 160 miles away, lay a Japanese
fishing boat, the Fortunate 1,)ragon. A few
hours after the burst. a white ash began
to settle out on the crew and the load of
JULY ft, 1966

no worse injury than burns on the heat}
and neck and the loss of their hair. They
all recovered, and their hair grew back in.
However. the danger from the fall-out was
not recognized on the boat until it returned.
to port, and the men were found to be suffering from radiation sickness. One of them
eventually died, some time after the others
had recovered. The fact that the immediate cause of his death. was jaundice, which
he had apparently contracted throu¢h
blood transfusions given as treatment for
his radiation injuries, has not lessened his
stature as a martyr, the first death caused
by the hydrogen bomb.
The U.S.. Atomic Energy Commission
has now disclosed the full extent of the
range of radioactive fall~out from the hydrogen bomb tested at Bikini. An area of
7,000 square miles, in the shape of a long
cigar extending 220 miles downwind from
the bomb, was seriously contaminated.
Even at 140 miles, the radiation was so
intense that a fatal dose couId be received
within thirty~six hoW'S. Hiding underground. even in a basement. would afford
considerable protection at this range. But
all out~of-doors would be coated with radioactive poison for months and years.

Danger Minimized
Most newspaper and magazine articles
interpreting this A.E.C. report have shown
diagrams with a circle or oval extending
out to 140 miles, to indicate the area of
100 per cent fatalities to unprotected per~
sons. Accompanying explanations have left
the impression, however, that such simple
precautions as staying indoors would save
everyone in this area. Reference to the
A.E.C. report shows this to be a misleading
impression, so far as the great part of the
140~mile radius is concerned. Ten miles
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away from the explosion the radiation dose
was 5,000 roentgens. Even a hundred miles
away it was down only to 2,300· roentgens.
Cutting these exposures in half by staying
lndoors would not save anyone. Serious
effects and many fatalities would occur
even among people seeking the best base~
ment shelter throughout the area up to a
hundred miles distant.
The Civil Defense organization, already
deSperately trying to adapt survival tech~
niques worked out for the common atom
bomb to the overwhelmingly greater hy~
drogen bomb, was forced again to revise
its formulas. Only two signals are now to
be used. One says to run while there is
time. The other says to duck, there is no
time to run. Since the radioactive fall-out
would render many areas unsafe for indefinite periods following a bombing, the
all-clear signal that was formerly to call
people out of the shelters after the bombing raid wa~ over has been dropped from
the book. Radio announcements will be
used to give notification that specific areas
have dropped to tolerable radiation levels.
In the area blanketed by fall-out from
an atomic bomb, the greatest
care will be
,
necessary to avoid taking any of the radioactive materials into the. body. Especially
dangerous is radioactive strontium, with a
of twenty years. Because it is
half
chemically similar to calcium, it lodges in
the bones. The maximum safe quantity of
radiostrontium in the body has been set
at one millionth of a curie. A single atomic
bomb releases 4,000 curies, enough to give
every person on earth twice the tolerance
amoWlt. The soil becomes contaminated
with this and other long-lived fission products. Plants grown in such soil will be active, and whether used directly for human
food or used to feed livestock, radioactivity
eventually finds its way into the human
body. Fish in the sea will be similarly
affected. In the bone marrow, the long-

life
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-continued effects of even minute quantities
of activity will cause anemia or bone can~
cer. This can be the long-tenn result of
atomic warfare or of un~ntrolled "peace-time" testing of atomic weapons.
The explosion of these weapons in the
air also raises the radioactivity level in the
atmosphere. The neutrons from the chain
reaction, escaping into the atmosphere, are
captured by nitrogen atoms to make
carbon~14. It is calculated that the neutrons released from one hydrogen bomb
are sufficient to make more carbon~14
than already exists in the earth's entire
atmosphere. This increase has not yet been
reported from any measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide, but every bomb
adds its bit, and the 5,OOO-year half life of
carbon means that it will continue to be
around for a long time. This is presumably
the basis for the warning by Sir Winston
Churchill that an "undue number of atomic
and hydrogen bomb explosions might have
- serious effects on the earth's atmosphere
for 5,000 years."

Heredity-Hazard
The worst hazard of all, in fact, may lie
neither in the explosion of the bomb nor in
the radioactivity in the locality of the
blast. More harmful yet may be the longterm effects of radiation On heredity.
Many scientists have already become
seriously alarmed by the prospects of
genetic damage to the entire human race
through the Wlcontrolled release of huge
quantities of radioactivity into the atmosphere. Nobel prize winner H. J. Muller says
that every mutation, whether it is in a
dominant or a recessive characteristic, results eventually in the death of some individual. If it is dominant, it· will cause a
stillbirth or a defective individual in the
first generation. If it is recessive, it will be
hidden for a number of generations, comAWAKE!

lng to light flnaIly when It Is coupled with

a similar mutant gene in reproduction. In
either case, the mutation is eliminated
from the race by death or failure of the
defective individual to reproduce. Muller

warns that "atomic warfare may cause as
much genetic damage, spread out over fu~
ture generations, as the direct harm done

to the generation exposed."
Another Nobelist, British physiologist
E. D. Adrian, states: "We must face the
possibility that repeated atomic explosions
will lead to a degree of general radioactivity which no one can tolerate or escape. The human race cannot stand more
than a few thousand large atomic explosions whether they hit their target or miss
l. t. "

His countryman, Frederick Soddy, pioneer in radioactive research, says bluntly

of the atomic blasts that "they are fouling
the air with radioactivity. It is nonsense
to say it is harmless."
Linus J. Pauling, recipient of last year's
Nobel prize in chemistry, called for a halt
to atomic bomb testing because of the
world-wide effects of radioactive fall-out.
He said continued dispersal of radioactive
material into the atmosphere is creating
a critical situation, the final effects of
which can only be guessed at and feared.
Biochemist Eugene Rabinowitch is fearful that man's explosion of sufficient hydrogen bombs would amount to his "creeping
suicide." The generation alive at the time
could survive, but the eventual fate of
mankind would have been sealed and nothing could be ~one about it.
The Federation of Atomic Scientists,
claiming "it should be clear that future
accelerated H-bomb test programs by several atomic powers will ultimately reach a
level which can be shown to be a serious
threat to the genetic safety of all people
of the wor)d," proposed that the United
Nations study the problem.
JULY 22, 1955
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Alferell_1A
Has the predicted e!feet of mutations appeared yet among the Japanese survivors
of atomic bombing'? This is debated. A report in the German paper Kirche in der
Zeit, quoted in the Christian Century)
states that Hiroshima has seen a large
number of abnormal births since the bomb
fell. Babies have been born with deformed
bones, noses, ears, lips and internal organs,
according· to the National Congress of
Japanese Midwives. In some the brain has
been deformed, in others, entirely missing.
Some have lacked eyes, and even eyesockets. But Dr. Shields Warren, speaking
for the Committee on Atomic Casualties,
claims that this report is inaccurate and
misleading. The committee's report, pubHshed in Science, avers that the only effects they have seen yet are an increase
in stillbirths and a slight shift in the sex
ratio. Which of these conflicting reports
are we to believe? Is it possible that the
difference in conclusions is due to the reluctance of Japanese medical doctors and
nurses to co-operate with the American
Casualty Commission? The persistent refusal of the Japanese to permit American
doctors to examine the injuries of the fishermen from the Fortunate Dragon hints at
the possibility that the American Commission may not have access to all the facts.
Dr. R. If. Holmes in his televised report
from Japan did not categorically deny the
occurrence of malformed children. He
stated that "we have no evidence that this
will occur. The families that we have seen
have given no indication." (Italics ours.)
The Atomic Energy Commission m1ni~
mizes the danger from this continued
spreading of radioactive fall-out. The official position of the commission, stated in
a report by its chairman Lewis L. Strauss,
is that "none of the extensive data collected from all tests shows that residual radioactivity is being concentrated in dangerous
11

amounts anywhere in the world outside the
testing areas." In regard to a single element, radioiodine, in the fall-out, the official statement is: "The average exposure

of people in the United States from radioiodine in the fall-out from the entire series
of tests in the spring of 1954 was only a
few per cent of the annual dose that can be
received year after year and still have no
noticeable effects."
If all the people in the United States averaged this much, many of them must
have received more than the annual dose
that can be taken without ill effects. Furtbennore, iodine comprises only 2 or 3
per cent of the dozens of elements that are
fonned together by the bomb burst, all of
which add their part to the total radiation.
Thus, upon inspection, the A.E.C. statement, which appears at first glance so
calm and reassuring, leaves room for serious doubt.
As to the genetic effects of the radiation,
the A.E.C. states that the "exposure of the
general population of the United States
from our nuclear weapons-testing program
will not seriously affect the genetic constitution of human beings." However, they
admit that "at our present stage of genetic
knowledge, there is a rather wide range of
admissible opinion on this subject."

A.E.C. Opinion Biased
It would not be realistic to expect A.E.C.
spokesmen to be unbiased in their official
opinions on this subject. After all, it is
their business to build and test nuclear
weapons, and, naturally, they wish to justify their continued activity. As chairman
Strauss puts it: "Until the possibility of an
atomic attack is eliminated by a workable
international plan for general disarmament, the study and evaluation of the effects of weapons which might be used
against us and the improvement of our
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means of self-defense are a paramount
duty of the Government."
One of the admissible opinions that
ranges far from the officIal A.E.C. view is
that of Alfred H. Sturtevant of California
Institute of Technology. He takes issue
with the claim that the level of radiation
reaching populated areas after atomic or
hydrogen bomb tests is "far below the
levels which could be harmful in any way
to human beings." He calculates, on the
basis of the mutation rate in fruit flies,
that 1,800 of the 90,000,000 children born
in the world last year suffered from mutations. Hence, he says "it is inexcusable to
state that no hazard exists."
The danger may actually be much great·
er than Sturtevant has calculated. The
seventeenth semiannual report of the
A.E.C. to Congress reveals that "the effect
of radiation on the mutation rate in the
mouse is ten times as great as that observed in fruit :flies in previous experiments. Estimates of the genetic hazards
of radiation in man based on fruit fly mutations ~ere revised in the light of this
new knowledge." Sturtevant's figures
should be revised in line with this to indicate 18,000 such children born last year.
In spite of the growing concern of
many scientists with the long-range effects
of the nuclear arms race, it appears certain
that it will continue, and that bombs will
be tested in peacetime by ll'!ore and more
nations as they step into the role of atomic
powers. Counterbalancing the humanitarian views at scientists quoted above, there
are many who hold with Professor G. Failla: "The question of how many H-bombs
can safely be exploded is irrelevant To
remain free we must develop powerful
nuclear bombs. We must continue our test
program." With world politics what it is
today, political rulers are more likely to
accept this view.
AWAKE!

Is there no hope then, that world~wide
radioactive contamination can be avoided?
Is it inevitable that power-mad rulers will
ruin the earth with their poisonous mushroom clouds? Will the human race be
doomed to extinction by a creeping genetic
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O YOU are coming to Sweden? You
will find this a charming land of great
variety. The population here is small, just
a little over seven million, but the country
is rather large, reaching even north of the
Arctic Circle. Sweden is so long, in fact,
that if it were pivoted on its southern tip,
the northern part would fall into the Mediterranean Sea south of Rome. Due to its
great length, there is a striking dissimilarity between the country's different parts,
and between the people who inhabit them.
As a little schoolgirl once wrote in a composition: "Sweden is an oblong country.

S
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suicide as a result of World War m? Will
God's purpose to establish a new world be
thwarted by man's diabolical genius for
self-destruction? These questions will be
considered in the third and concluding article of this series.

No wonder the Swedes are ditrerent at
both ends."
In the north are snow-clad mountains,
glaciers and, of course, the midnight sun.
There are bears, wolves, reindeer flocks
and the habitations of the pictW'esque Laplanders. In the south is Scania with its big
cornfields, tree-lined roads and ancient
moat-surrounded castles. The people of
this southern area do not like to hurry.
They are good-natured and fond of food,
and thus both their temperaments and
their bodies have a certain pleasant roundness. It is said that at a November festival,
when they traditionally eat roasted goose,
they find that one goose is too big for
one person and too small for two.
Between the northern and southern
extremes are vast forests, rivers, agricultural districts and many of Sweden's. more
than 86,000 lakes. Whether in small idyllic
towns, big industrial cities, in country villages or on farms, the Swedes are a calm
and quiet people of few words and still
fewer gestures. They are, however, much
interested in foreigners and have a secret
longing for faraway places, where their
fortune may await them. In earlier days,
when the poverty in the land was great,
many young people ventured the long voyage across the ocean to America, and in
most country homes you can see pictures
of relatives "over there."
The people here are much concerned
about what others will think, and this, of
course, hinders their associating with Jehovah's witnesses and other 'unpopular
people.' Most of the people belong to the
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·Lutheran State Chureh, although the vast at least six or seven kroner (a minimum.
majority attend only at the great festivals,
such as Chris1ma.s' and Easter. There are
many ~ed Free Churches, but when
you come right down to it the Swedes in
general are not very religious. However,
real truth-seekers continue to take the
bold step of declaring themselves for Jehovah and joining'in Kingdom preaching.
VitJUing Sweden

Journeys are comfortable in Sweden.
Modern trains are driven by "white coal,"
the electricity from big waterfalls in the
north. Third~ass travel here equals the
usual second class, and second class is as
good as Continental first class. There is a
well-organized buS service, and circular
tours are available at reasonable prices.
Then, too, in the summer small white,
skerry boats, sometimes called "the streetcars of the Archipelago," cruise between
the thousands of islands that lie along the

of approximately $1.20 to $1.40). As for
the famed Swedish smorgltsbord, it is not
now found everywhere, but many restaurants offer assietter~ a sort of junior smorgAsbord that the waitress brings to your
table. As a final point, Swedish friends
might caution you against places having a
sign with the word "01" (meaning beer),
because these beer houses are of a character different from that in some other lands.

Ancient Stockholm

Stockholm, Sweden's capital, is a comparatively old town built partly on islands
between Lake MBlar and the Baltic Sea.
Like Amsterdam, which we visited in this
magazine's previous issue, it too is called
Uthe Venice of the North." Stockholm is
a beautiful town, and there are many
things to catch the visitor's ey~. There
was a great building activity here in the
seventeenth century when Sweden was a
so-called great power-a position to which
coast.
Of special interest is the famed three- she rose through many wars and conquests
day Gtita Canal cruise between the cities -and some of these buildings are well
of Stockholm and Gothenburg. The canal worth our attention. The Royal Palace was
consists of a series of naITOW connecting erected 1697~1760. and ~rtain parts are
links that cut through the Swedish coun- open to the pUblic. The Palace of the Notryside between numerous lakes and rivers. bility is another seventeenth-century buildThe entire distance is 385 kilometers ing of great beauty. The newer town hall
(more than 200 miles), though the inter- also is a unique structure with a certain
ested tourist need take only a small part Venetian touch, and it is beautifully situof the trip.
ated right on the edge of the waters of
Sweden has good hotels, although their Lake Malar. Also, the courthouse and the
number is somewhat limited. Breakfast is city library may be mentioned.
not automatically served where you lodge;
A tour by taxi boat under the bridges
so the tourist probably will go to a coffeehouse or a restaurant and buy, as the of Stockholm offers a good view of many
Swedes do, just coffee and a roll for break- of the most prominent places, and if it is
fast. There is an abundance of restaurants made by moonlight it shows this city, "the
and cafeterias. At a simple, yet clean and Queen of Lake MaIar," from her most ronice cafeteria, you can get lunch or dinner mantic side. There also are sight-seeing
for about 3 kroner (approximately 60c). buses, and some of the suburbs with their
There is a greater variety of food at the noted modern architecture are easily
restaurants, but here you will have to pay reached by the bright new subway.
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A vIstt to Skansen; the f8InOUl!l open..a1r

museWn, will also prove interesting. Among

other Bttraetlons there are many old houses and C<Jttages from aU parts of the country. TI1ere is even an old manor house. fully
furnished 8.C('Ording to the style of its period, As another feature, you can see gJass
blowing done according to the old method,
and can buy the newly made glass or vase
as a souvenir, Closp. to Skansen is the
Nordic Museum of cultural history, and
also nearby stands Waldemarsudde, the
residence of the late Prince Eugene who
arranged for his estate and a1't collections
to be open to the public,
An hour's train ride north of StockhoJm
is l:psala, the seat of t.ruJ' oldest and most
i:nportant Swedish university, founded i::1
1477, In the library here is found the Ccdcx Arge::1teus, a beautiful manuscrip':: from
about 500 A.D., with silver and golden
writing on purple veilur.1. It contains parts
Qf '\.:\n\as' GothlO;! Bi.b\e tran'S\at~QnThe Major Interest
But to Jehovah's witnesses who will be
visiting Sweden this summer another nearby place is of far gr('ater interest than all
those previously mentioned, It i~ Jakobsberg, about half an hour's railway -trip
from Stockholm's Central Station, Here
we f:nd t.he .Bethl~l hame of the Watch
Tower Society. This newly erected buiJding ho'J'Ses the o9ice and printe!,)', and js
very well suited for its purpose, It is fror.1
here that the local work of Jehovah's witnesses is directed, and it is from here too

tbab a total of 130,000 cope· of the SWedIsh watchtower and AtJXike! magazines are
produeed and sent out each month. What
sweet music the sounds of the preaes
make to t.'IoJ.ese brothers who formerly had
to avail themselves of the services df an
outside printery!
Jehovah's witnesses in Sweden are especially looking forward to having many
delegates tram abroad visit them in just a
few weeks from now, 8'3., <In tb&. ren\e w~\!i,
end, Stockholm and The Hague jointly
play host to the final assemblies ot the
1955 "Triumphant Kingdom" series held
throughout No:-th America and Europe.
Ab'eBdy Swedish newspapers have told the
poople that of the many conferences and
assemblies to be held hI Stockholm this
surr.mer, this gathering will have by far
t he largest number of delegates.
Arrangements have been made for the
Johanneshovs IdrottspJats (a football and
runner's ground) on the southern outskirt
or Lie city. TIle assembly place is served by
the subway and many bus Jines, and from
August 17 to 21 it will be tlle scene of j oyfu]
New Worid activity. We here in Sweden
certainly hope that you will be with us.
that you will accept our invitation to at~
tend this final "Triumphant Kingdom"
Assembly and to participate with us in
praise to Jehovah's name, Re::nember, we
are looking forward. to your arMval and to
extendIng to you a very hearty welcome.
Wil~ you be our guest for this assemb1y in
Sweden?

A-"~'Z)~
CI. At Guttenberg, New Jersey, a 47·year·old woman f>mp!oyee suffered severe shock
to her nervous system when 9. mouse crawled out of a packing box and jumped
onto her apror., She claimed a workmen's compensatlon award for $3,2€2, In
('ourt the judge upheld the award, r1.:Ung that the mousE"s jump was "an external
ph)'sicaJ force" that "~onstltuted a happening of an unexpected ot'Cul'renc:-e and
hence was an accident,"
JULY 2e, 1955
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VIGOROUS Rfl1GION?
"A Pnatit.titHt oftlr.e CluUffa.n Faith"
~r Many are the clerics who exult over tIlI;increase and popularity or radio and teleVision
reUgious programs. The happy cleric9 blisst.JUy'poln1 to this 11.8 a sign of a wide rellgio1L<;

revJva!. But not llil agree. Recently. Dean
Linon Pope of the Yale Dlvimly School fired
a salvo 01 devastating verbal missiles at the
popular religious programs. Of the "peaCi"-of·

mind cult" programs the dean said: ''The
mambo Is popular, and Innumerable people

have been helped by patent medicines. hospitals and soc1a:-work p::'ograms, but not every
popular cr helpful thing is ':0 be described as

Christian or presented under Christian a'JSplces." Then there are the programs that orrer

solutions to personal or social problems under
the guise ot rel1j"ion. "This klnd or thing,"
llaid Dean Pope, "represents a prostltutior; o~
th~ Christian faith."
• Next, the dean tu:-ned a verbul flame lhrow·
on another class ot rell~lous ],:rograms:
"There are the p:lpular skits about wholcscrnf'
families, presumably model Christian families; some ot them are the beSt argumrnt for
ce!.ibacy udvanf'Nl since thp "~idule Ages. I
would never have belle.... ed that anything ('ouid
he sUckler than some of the soap operas, but
rellgjon has outrlone even Lever Brothers. The
ctflkult al't of Christian family !lIe is rcduceu
to l!ul~ moralisms and p!casantries, and to
the cheerful conclusion L'i,"d it pays in tr.(,
end.... Religion is' Introduced as a fragmem
01 ritual, or a moralistic cliche, or an olfstag('
voice quoting Scripture 111 a me!lifluous voke"

1'=

t· Does a soooled mass audlence for relJ-

gious programs really exist at all ~ Dean Pope
thought not: "No matter what we do, we will
not C'Ompete success1ully with Jackie Glell!on
lor the audienee out were, not even 1! we give
away free trips to Palestine or old church
pews for U!ie as lawn benches."-Timr., March
14, 1955.

(,hllrehel! Not 'U]JMJtting tM World"
The Bible shows that true Christians, those
whe fearkssly bear testimony to ~he &"ood
:'Jews of Jehovah's k:n&"dum, have never been
Jkeri by the wor!d. Jesus said that the King.
dom proclalmel's would be hated. The apostle
Paul was so thoroughly hated that he was
dassed as an upsettpf Qf the world. (Acts 17:6!
A m'w Bible commentary, The Interpreter'"
Bible, provides II thought-provoking ('omment
nn thts sl-rlpt'.lfe:
"It was ill Thessaloni('11 that Paul and Silas
Wt''re desC"rloed in words that the wOfld hR~
ne\'t'r f[}r~lJtten_ 'These men who have tUl'rw(\
~he worlel upside dewn have come hel'f' also.'
Or in MullaH's transla:.ion, 'TheSE" upsetters of
t:'e world have- ('orne here teo'" As an upsetter
of the world, Paul was i:I t.he Circct s'.lcees3ion of prophets. They had always been
'tl'oublefs cf Israel.' From Elijah, Nathan,
Amos and Jeremiah to John the Baptist, the
:ine was unbroken .• , , One olten wonders
who tt.e buC«'ssors t .. the p:,ophets are toda)-.
Leadpl's of tb! chuITh, by and large, de n:lt
often upset anyone if tr_ey can help It, Tot)
:nuch depends uPO:l ~a1isfled ('llstomers.'-

v Most birds, by their own diligence, hll\le to ferre-t out their dinners, spending

tLelr waking hours in an unflagging, energe:k quest for juiC'y bugs. Rut not s:)
with a bird dwelling on some of the Iadoneslan ::>'101u('('a islands, south of the
PhlI::pplncs. This bil-d, the f:ol{ mouth, is an owl·like bini ot murky brown. S:..
amuzingly easy is the frog mouth's way el l'aldlin;:!, dinners ttllt II makes a
spider's ellorts to snan~ u fly with a web seem like hard work. !-':)1' thl' frog mouth
hlrd has lts own buLl·in de('oy, an alluringly colortul pulatp thaI aUrae-ts the HrC'~
dlllly farp whi!(' it !iits eft'orCL'ssly on its haunches, \'\-'hell the !roe' mouth f~pls
a pang of hlUlger or H.e need for a nibble, it Just sits quiel1y on the iTound in thp
jungle and opens its mouth, exposing Its bright~y ('olored palate. Then presto!
dinner Is served. rn.~e('ts fro"TI surrounding plnnts, attractru by tl;.e llght and color
reflection, zestfully zoom into the l::ird's gaping mOllth. .so, thanks to its built-In
d~oy, tks bird consumes several hearty meals and a few in·between snacks
everyc!ay-.nll without 80 mueh as fI flap of the wing.
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-criminal actions of the police. The consti- they got there that their apprehensions
tutional questions were contemptuously were unfounded' 'They went there on spedismissed, as an attempt by Mr. Glen How, cific orders to disperse the meeting,' put
one of Jehovah's witnesses and lawyer for .in Mr. Justice Abbott. 'And it was lor the
Chaput, "to stretch the case beyond its nat- sole purpose of stopping the Illeeting,' add~
boundaries." The Quebec court even
made the ridiculous statement that a seditious offense was being committed by Jehovah's witnesses, in the face of the police's own admission that the minister at
the service was only reading the Bible.
The case was then taken before the nation's highest tribunal at Ottawa. Nine justices listened with care for almost three
full days as the hateful facts of religious
persecution from Canada's dark province
unfolded before them. Attorney How argued for Chaput that the police were guilty
of four different crimjnal offenses; interrupting a religious service, interfering with
a minister, theft of literature and kidnaping the' minister.
When,his turn came the police attorney,
Mr. Labelle, tried to defend their illegal
actions, but questions from the nine justices demolished his weak defenses. He
pretended the police were in good faith;
they had complaints; there might have
been a riot, etc.
The Ottawa Journal (May 6, 1955) quoted from the argument before the court:
"Mr. Labelle was asked how the complaint
originat~d against the meeting. Mr. Justice
Taschereau answered the question in a nutshell. He said, 'Father D. J. Harrington
(parish priest at Chapeau) had made a
phone eall and as a result a police sergeant
had despatched the three officers to disperse the meeting and seize the literature.'
'But why did they seize the Bible?' asked
Mr. Justice Locke. Mr. Labelle contended
that they were acting to prevent a criminal violation. 'What was the crime: readingtbe Catholic Bible?' Mr. Justice Taschereau commented. 'They didn't even investigate. They should have seen when
ural

,.

ed Mr. Justice Taschereau. "Oose the meeting first, investigate after' interjected Mr.
Justice Rand.""':"Montreal Star, May 6,
1955.
The· pOlice attorney contended the police had acted in good faith. The Montreal
Star quoted further: "'The holding of the
religious meeting itself was not considered
seditious; good faith can't be a justification
for an illegal act,' Mr. Justice Rand said."
From the Ottawa Citizen: "Justice
Taschereau: '1 have never seen a crime being committed in good faith. The invasion
of the house was a violation of Section 199
of the Criminal Code (which forbids interrupting religious services). Would it be
justified for the pOlice to have come into
a Protestant church or a ROman Catholic
church to break up a service if they
thought it illegal?' "
On the police allegation that they

thought the meeting was seditious, Mr.
Justice Taschereau said also: "My lasting
impression is that sedition was an after
thought. They went there under orders for
the sole purpose of stopping the meeting."
-Ottawa Citizen. '
When Labelle, attorney for the police,
argued that the meeting might have
aroused violence, Justice Kellock said:
"Then why did the police not go there to
protect the meeting against the lawbreakers instead of themselves breaking it up?"
The judges of the Supreme Court appeared to be unanimous in their disapproval of the police action. The case pre-

sented, however, an issue of civil

ana con-

stitutional liberties of much more importance than damages for the actions of these
officers. The constitutionality of the statutes of the province relied on by the police
AWAKE!

was also in question. At the last moment
Labelle, the police attorney, withdrew his·
reliance on these laws so as to ask the
Supreme Court not to decide the constitu~
tional question.
COWlsel for Jehovah's witnesses still
urged the court to give a decision on the
lack of co'hstitutional authorIty by the
province to interfere with the religious
liberty of the people. He pointed out that
the province had passed, in January of
1954. a new statute designed to allow the
pol ice to break up meetings just as had been
done in this case. and that therefore the
court must eventually rule on the question.
A pror.linent Canadian columnist, Judith
Robinson, shows what the judges did: "The
Supreme Court of Canada rose, reserving
judgment in tIle amount of damages and
refusing to give judgment on the principle:
the constitutional right to religious f~
dom ... This was the fiat end of more than
five years Q! struggle to bring the is~;ue to
judgment. Through months and years o!
legal delays a..,d evasions, while persecuti(m of their faith continued, against two
adverse judgments in superior courts of
Quebec, the religious group known as Jehovah's witnesses had carried thcJr case for

freedom of worship through to a hearing
before the nine judges whose court is supreme in Canada and whose decision is
final. They had theit hearing, a sympathetic and careful one. 'They hCld seen their
opponent's case demolished by the court's
own questions. But on the one point which
, matters to them and their opponents alike
they will have no decision. Judgment win
not be on the issue of rcHgjous freedom ...
Counsel for the RrrpeUant, Glen H'J.w, protested the decision in vain . . . The Su~
prome Court decided unanimously not to
take cognizance. This sort of approach to
justil.-e takes great am specia1 gifts."
Jehovah's witnesses have suffered hitter
persecution in Quebt..>c, over many years.
In the interest.~ of justice and of putting
an end to such outrages, the ,supreme
Court CQuld have given a conclusive constit;Jtionai ruling. Even if they limit the case
to damages, the defeat of the police will be
"beneficia1 in ke~p)ng Quebec police within
limits and stop abust'S cf freedom of wor·
ship. The police win no longer 1hink they
can do a~ they see fit. Jehovah's witnesses
will use the ccurts as long as they are open
but they rely upon Jehovah (':rOd and Christ
Jesus to protect their preaching work.

'SeriOIIS l\1usic a Dead

Art'

cr.

Taking a dim vlpw 01 U·.e stream ct jazz that has tioodeo H!e ':..'nitE'd States and
most 01 the rest 0( the world, Henry Pleasants ill his T·M A~rm"!l rl( MQrle'r1\ Mt~:
writes: "Serious mUl'lle Is R dead art. The vein which to"!' three hundred years
otl'ered a Se(>mingly inexhaustible yield of beautiful music has run out. What we
know as modern music is the noise made by delude:l s]:w:!('ulators plckir.g through
the slag-pile . . . . The last really modem serious composer, modern in the sense
that he llpoke with the t·..tJj authcrlty of the cul!ur-al forces of his time, was
Wagner. With him ended the lor:g evolution of the 8rt of music In the r.armonic
or EUropean SEmse. All that has followed has beeon reacUon, retlnement- . and
desperate experbnentatior.. Those of his sucC€"ssors: who have achleveti genuine
et>lebrity-Hrucknel', Mahler. S1rauss, Debussy, Raveol, Sibelius, Schoenberg, Bartok,
Berg, Rachmanlnoll', Prokotien' and Shostakovich may he d~scriJx-rl as Strau:-;s onee
des{'l'ibed hirr.self, as triflers 'who had sOUl€"thing to say jn the last chapter.'
They have had at least a public. For t.he youngeoT men there has been none. )lothini
they have written has been keyed to any conslderablf' segment ot contemporary
taste

m· met a.ny

oo.nt.em~(n:a\'i mW!.\.~a\. [~u\:rem~nt

<)\hn \hau

\h~h

tlWn <"lm'I:i.J'IHIT!

to be composers."
JULY fl, 195.'';
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We Vi.ited Hawaii'. Volcanic Eruption

g

By ".0\_••1" ur ....pendeont in tkt"...,ii

HEJad Y next door h:>lIoed over: "The
volcano erupted! Have you heard yet?"
"No, where't" "Over on Puna." "Bllt there
liD t any volcano there," "Yes, in Puu I ron~la
ula ('rater by the cinder cones." "But those·
have been dead for yt!ars." "I k!10W, b".lt look
over the desert; you can 5ee the smoke .trom
It on PUna side." Sure ('nough, we ('ould see
across the Kau De.'lert, aoout fi!~y MIles away,
a huge cloud In the clear blt:e sky hke a gian:
thunderhead hanging over Ibe hiHs in Puna
di n!cti on. (Puna is a section soutteast of Hllo
on the Big Tsiand of Hllwali.l ~o volcanic
activity had be(:'n recordoo in that awa slncf'
1840, But on Monday, February 2R, f:(,1"Y gey·
sers oC lava burs t into ('xistence, gey~rs t ha I
sent s(}mc spUrts o( lava to heights of 500 feet.
III Shortly aeteT" radio announeement>l that
sia-ht-seers couid view this showy volcanic al·
tractlon, about 100 (,8rs linea up at Pahoa
j1.mction tLbout four trlilell from the e.:'"oJptioll.
Only n mile fUrlhf'r in the P:l\r. uC the lava
nest1ed Kapoho village. lIugt~ eracl(s llcross
the road stopped all Irai!k ir. that direction
Soon fourteen feet 01 red· hut lava Mreamf'1i
across thl! road, leaving a vo!eano-madp road
block. Now the only way into ~he Village and
the scene of tr.e eruption was to take the other
lork 01 the ro;d ~owaf(! the larr.ous black
sand beach at Kalapana and then double back
en a narrow :-ough road along the ocean to·
ward Warm SprJlg8.
C1 Mter a long hour's wait the police perMit·
ted the sight·seers to make l11e Iwenty·mi:e
trip. We joinoo the stream 01 cal'~; ar.d while
driving tt.rO'.lgh fl.eldil oC blmdina- sugar cane,
QVi:!r h111s and gulchps markt'd wJth lush trop·
ical growt.'l, we- ('ould ('atell gJ:mpsf'S uf t.7eorange-red piilar of fir£' markir.g the eruptIon
site. At Kapoho SdlOOI we were stopped again
os new outhreaks made it unsafe 10 drivl' 10
the selectej IJarking SIX'll. WI!- began wa:klng
the remainir.~ two :nile;; through the nnw (ic·
serted vil!age.
tI, ArrIving close 10 the f!owing lava, we
walched with awe and wondennent u! a giant
foulltah spouted moitf IJ rocks m:d m a leri al
100 .teet into U:e air. Vrom lime to :ime slr.all·
er fountalr.s along a rift in tt.e neWly plar.ted
cane field would begin \() spout like a giant
fln'worKs dlsp;ay. Due to the flatness cl. tho:>
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1eld the lava was quite sluggish. although it
:nov('d at the rate o.t about 250 feet an hour.
As trapped i'aseg ill '.he lava sought a way to
escape, sharp ~xplos:ons shattered the air.
When the main fountaIns became violent, they
eruptE'd with lh~ sound of giant cannOllS. 'ChI'
slowly moving, moitenflery mass sounded
like t:-uckloads or clinkers being e()l1tlnually
d:.tm~j on the field. HUi'e rocks l'ode b th!'
edge uf the flow and suddenly burst to pieces
in a flare of wh11e heat.
cr, The ....olcanologist standing nearby was
('llf~cking the flow constantly with his pYrom·
eter, a:1 instrument !hat ('hecks temperature
by ('olor. The flow, now oniy ten feet away.
avera~ed about 940 degre£>s l'Cntle-mde {1,724
degrees Fahn'nheit) w:tlle tt.e central founlaIn was 1,030 degr€'Cs centig:"ade (1,886 de.
grees Fahrenhell).
4l. We had to move away 1:-Or:l the heat and
~..;arC'1J wirh JJelpJess Wf)nderment as Ihe Java
kept eatir.g up the tiny cane plants in this, tilt'
liehel>t soil in Puna., coverIng it with a hlYf'r
of useless, molten rock. At tt(' height 01 tb'
€'l'uption SOme days later. there were dOlens
of voleanie fountains, some of which spewe!1
Iheir lIleandesc{'nt lava 500 to 1.000 feel ir.1o
Ihe aIr. Alter we l£'ft that nl",1":t, lava brokt>
out in 11ew spots; large crack!> oJH.med up ill
fl!t· earth. Some of them WE're ten leN wId!'
and 300 yards long. Because of the n~w breakouts, sight'sl'C'rs weIe llO longer permitted in
tt.e area.
4l. Du:-ing ils activity the flow broke out in
four di:lcrc:1.t wcatior:s, keeping the wholE'
area 'on uneerta:nt,Y. It 101l0Wl'l.l a rilt lir:f'
Ihat began at Kilauea CT"ater and extend"
about thirty mlles along a ('haln oi crater;.
i'n{)ir.g in tile S('a at Warm Springs. This enlJl'
tion Was des(l'itwd as H:e most ties,ll'Uc-ti ve ir.
Hawaii i?] the twentieth (·entury. Damage io
l;' ..11m a \('(1 at $:1,000.000. 111(· In va rUJ ned houses
lin:1 buried o\'er 500 ael'f-s cf some of C'le
world's ridwst topsoil. F(Jr~unately, be('ausp
a \'ol('anologlst was able to predlet the en.:Jl·
t ior., i, destroyed lIO hum.")n lill'. But what cf
tliose evacueE'S who los: fields and homes?
1nsur allct' will !lot l'OVt'l' damag~ f ro:n YO I·
rar.:e (letivity. It takes TnOlltr.S lor lava t3
euol, a:)(1 t}le land is wortr.iess. And so a:1 old
a Hliet ion, volcanic aet j vit)" h as ret err: I'd t:>
~Iaguf' J!awail.
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OR the second time in four
years mob violence raised its
ugly head in the streets of S;ngapore, leaving in its wak<.> four
dead and thirty-one injured. Among those
fatally woundt.>d. by the mob was an American, Gene Symonds. United Press manager
in the Fa:- East. The brutal mob-murder of
a foreign news correspondent aroused
feelings in many parts of the earth. Tile
facts of this riot were indeed astoWlding.
\Vhat was behi::1d it, and how did it occ'Jr?
On April 2 this coJony took the first step
fro:n colonial rule toward self-government.
It was on that date that elections were he:d
under a new constit'J.tionai arrangement
that transferred authority from the existing colonia;' administration to a locally
eJected government of the people's choice.
On April 24 the Singapore Bus Workers
Union, which controls eight Chinese- bus
companies, caljed a strike of 229 employees
cf the Hock Lee AIr.algamated Bus Com·
pany. Some 150 employees of the same
~ompany and members of the rival com·
pany·sponsored Hock Lee Bus F..mployees
Ur.io:l refused to join the strikers. ThE'
company promptly fIred the strikers and
engaged new men who were willing to joir.
:})c HLBEU. To prevent the btL'ies' mov·
ing out on the road the SRWU strikers
;;;taged repeated sit-down strikes in the
gateway of the depot. The rr.e::1 had to be
forcibly evicted by the riot squad.
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Meanwhile the dismissed em.
pklyces continued to encamp
across the road from the depot,
where they were visited by representatives from some twenty different un·
ions that pledged. support to the strikers
in protest "against the strong-arm tactics
of the police." The situation was aggravated by thousands of students from some
eight C:'lincse middle and high schools_
Adding fuel to the already smoldering
firC' were the masS labor rallies held b the
city on May 1. It is aHeged that union leadt!I"S and other agitators made inflammatory
speeches before thousands of workers on
that day, arOUSing antigovernment feelings. Allegations have been made that the
poEticaJ parties arc exploiting the labor
unrest to achieve their Own ends. :Mass
rallies by the Trade Union Congress, which
claims some 30,000 members, were addressed by r.lembers of the Labor Front
party, while on the other hand the riva11eft~
wing Peoples Action party leaders spoke
before another group consisting of powerful
'_mions also claimlng a membership of some
30,000 workers. The chief minister of the
present government has charged rival po_
:itical parties with fomenting a Jabor crisis
to cause the downfa!l of tlle government.
Backed by this g"C'oorallabor unrest, the
bus dispute went on for some ten days with
negotiations between the management and
the two rival unions meeting with little success and finally breaking down altogether.
2\

After several days of nonoperation, the had been living far three weeks. More
buses went back on the road. On May 10 stones and insults were thrown at the p0.the picketers once again formed a human lice who had to draw their batons to disbarrier by squatting in the ga.teway of the perse the crowd that had now grown to a
bus depot. Police officers failed in their few hundred.
At 8 a.m. the secretary of the Bus Workeft'orts to persuade the men to disperse
peaceably. Consequently water hoses were ers Union urged the men "to hold out if
turned on to drive them from their post. they were brave enough," Police warnings
The pickets dispersed.
to the crowd were jeered. In the meantime
May 11 a repetition of events of the pre- attacks continued upon the buses, a numvious day took place when the picketers ber being wrecked and some casualties re·
were dispersed by fire hoses and some who suIting a.mong drivers and public. All buses
persisted in blocking the gate were forcibly had to be escorted by the police and were
scattered by the riot squad. A number of once again taken off the road. At 2:30 p.m.
buses went on the road hut were attacked twenty truck loads of students arrived on
by hooligans who threw stones and ripped the scene while thousands of other strikthe cushion seats. The morale of the strik- erS and sympathizers converged upon the
ers was boosted when the Singapore' Bus troubled area. The police set up road blocks
Workers Union called all its members out stopping all trucks and buses carrying
on a general protest strike, bringing some workers or students, but many abandoned
their vehicles and traveled on foot through
seven bus companies to a standstill.
the open fields.
Violence Reaches a Climax
The crowd now had grown to 5,000. From
Thursday, May 12, dawned to find dark 5 p.m. Radio Malaya broadcast repeated
clouds menacing on Singapore's industrial warnings to the public to keep out of the
hQrizon. At 5: 40 a.m. some fifty strikers danger zone. With darkness falling at 7 p.m.
once again squatted jn the bus depot gate- it is reported that the mob grew to 10,000.
way. Orders to disperse issued by the assist- Under cover of darkness the mobs made
ant commissioner of police and the police concerted attacks upon the road blocks,
superintendent were ignored by the men, individual police and police radio cars. ReWho defiantly shouted: "We would rather peated hit-and-run attacks of stoning and
die than disperse." The picketers were assaults were made on police units. The pojoined by about 500 others including some lice mobile reserve units and riot squads
girls who joined in singing and shouting fired tear gas bombs to keep the crowds
defiant slogans at the police.
on the move. Violence flared up on all sides.
Buses attempting to leave the depot were
Two volunteer special constables returnstoned, three being badly damaged. While ing home in their car were assaulted by the
a magistrate pleaded with the men not to mob and severely beaten, their car was
break the law but to disperse, loud-speakers burned. One later died of injuries received.
blared out defiant songs. Once again hoses
A police radio patrol car was attacked
streamed powerful jets of water at the and overturned while the rioters Set fire to
pickets, causing many to craw] away while the vehicle and severely beat the occuthe riot squad moved in to evict those who pants. One of the police fired four shots in
doggedly stuck to their posts. As more the air, one of which hit a student in the
buses went on the road the police proceed- chest, wounding him in the lung. This was
ed to break up the camp where the strikers at 9: 30 p.m. Four students brought the
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s1iretcber bearing their comrade tg, the gen~
eral hospital 'at 1:10 a.m. They had paraded the wounded boy around all that time
showing him to the mobsters to. further
inflame their passions. During that time he
died. It is claimed by the authorities that
his life may have been saved had he been
rushed to the hospital. The four stretcherbearers were thereupon arrested and
charged.

Reporter, Murdered
It was at this stage that the inflamed
rioters began attacking civilians, especially
Europeans, who happened to stray into
the danger area. A European man and
woman in a ca'r were assaulted. and their
car burned while they escaped with some
injuries. At 11 p.m. Gene Symonds left the
American Club and took a taxi to the riot
area, carrying his camera _with him.
Warned by police not to proceed, h~
showed bis press carQ and S81d. It was his
job to get into the area and that he would
take full responsibility.
He then took his camera and began to
approach a large band of rioters who were
shouting and gesticulating. When the mob
began to converge upon him he turned
around and started running back toward
the taxi, but was overtaken by the mob,
who assaulted him as well as damaging the
taxi. The driver escaped while Symonds
was left lying unconscious by the roadside:
The taxi driver reported the incident to
the police, who at~empted to reach the
victim but, due to many attacks upon police, units were not able to get that far.
An ambulance was summoned by radio but
its arrival was also delayed by the mob. By
that time two Chinese' civilians took
Symonds in their van and were escorted by
the police 'to the hospital, where he died
the next day.
At midnight troops were alerted to stand
by, and by 3 a.m. quiet was reported on all
JULY 2£, 1955

fronts, althQugh tension was felt in the
area for a few days thereafter.
The government called an emergency
meeting of the legislative council, which
held a fiery session on the riots. Blame for
the trouble was laid squarely upon the
leaders of the Peoples Action party and the
student body who, the chief secretary and
the chief minister claimed, fomented the
workers into mob violence. The Assembly
reimposed the curfew law, whi.Ch h~d ~en
recently rescinded as the first step to do
away with the emergency regulations that
had been in force since the outbreak of
Communist-inspired hostilities in Malaya
in 1948; closed temporarily all Chinese
schOOls that participated in the riots; and
set up an interparty commission to investigate Chinese education and culture.
Through untiring efforts by the chief
minist~r the bus dispute was settled, the
company giving in on all points to the
strikers. All sympathy strikes were forthwith canceled.
One discordant note remained, however,
as the students refused to abide by the
government ruling. Some 3,000 students
barricaded themselves in the schools where
they encamped day and night, singing and
listening 'to their leaders haranguing
against the government.
Considering the labor unrest and general discontent among the people the future
looks b\ack indeed lor southeast Asia's
youngest democracy. The leaders are in
great fear of the perils they foresee in the
future. This is just as foretold by Jesus
when speaking of the signs that would
mark the "time of the end" of this old
world: "And on the earth anguish of nations, not knowing the way out because of
the roaring of the sea [masses of humanity] and its agitation, while men become
faint out of fear and expectation of the
things coming upon the inhabited earth."
-Luke 21:25, 26, New World Trans.
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HE Paulist Press refers to the Bible as
"the voiceless Volume," and, after de~
elaring boldly that "the pope is infallible!"
it goes on to say: "By the consent of all
antiquity the Bishops of Rome are the successors of St. Peter. Denial of the supremacy of Peter's successors is a'denial of the
Gospel. A denial of all history and tradition. A denial of the Reason and Intelligence of God. 'To place a Bible abounding
in difficulties and apparent contradictions
in the hands of all to draw a thousand dif~
ferent, conflicting meanings out of it would
be to challenge God's wisdom. But when
beside the voiceless Volume is placed a living voice {meaning the pope] to interpret
it, protecting from error in this duty, then,
and only then, the system is complete, and
worthy of Divine authorship.''' And the
late James Cardinal Gibbons, in his book
The Faith of Our Fathers, Chapter XI, entitled "Infallibility of the Popes," page 133,
asks: "If God could make man the organ
of His revealed Word, is it impossible for
Him to make man {meaning the pope] its
infallible guardian and interpreter? For,
surely, greater is the Apostle who gives us
the inspired Word than the Pope who preserves it from error."
Many students have made this grievous
mistake of thinking that God has inspired
men to interpret prophecy. The holy prophets of the "Old Testament" were inspired
by Jehovah God to write as his power or
holy spirit moved upon them. The writers
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of the "New Testament" orChristlanGreek
Scriptures were elothed with that same
power and authority to write as Jehovah
God direc:ted them. However, since the
days of the apostles no man on earth has
been inspired to write prophecy, nor has
any man been inspired to interpret prophecy. The apostle Peter emphatically says:
"Understanding this first: That no prophecy of scripture is made by private interpretation." (2 Peter 1:20, Catholic Douay)
The New World Translation renders this
text: "No prophecy of Scripture springs
from any private release." And according
to the footnote: "comes out of private disclosure." The interpretation comes from
Jehovah God in his own due time. When
his due time arrives to bring about the
physical facts of history, which facts those
devoted to him can see are in fulfillment of
prophecy, then the prophecy can be understood. The truth does not belong to any
man or any other creature. God's Word is
truth. In his due time he makes it clear to
those devoted to him, and not before.
-John 17:17.
To his faithful apostles Jesus said: "And
I will request the Father and he will give
you another helper to be with you forever,
the spirit of the truth, which the world
cannot receive, because it 'neither beholds
it nor knows it. You know it, because it remains with you and is in you." "However,
when that one arrives, the spirit of the
truth, he will guide you into all the truth ,
for he will not speak of his own impulse,
but what things he hears he will speak, and
he will declare to you the things coming."
The spirit of God was given to these disciples at Pentecost after JesUs' resurrection and ascension to heaven, and there~
after they spoke or wrote under the super~
vision of the spirit of God. By his spirit
God did show them things to come, and
some of them uttered words of prophecy.
AWAKE!

-John 14:16, 17; 16:13, New World
Trans.; Acts 2:4.
There is no Scriptural proof, however,
that the apostles had successors, and therefore we must conclude that theirs was a
special mission from Jehovah to understand and speak according to his will.
Without doubt some of them at least had a
better understanding than they were permitted to disclose to others. Paul the apostle speaks of himself as receiving a vision
from God and of hearing words that were
not lawful for him to utter. Once Paul had
to preserve Peter from error: "However,
when Cephas [Peter] came to Antioch, I
resisted him face to face, because he stood
condemned.. '.. when I saw they were not
walking straight according to the truth
of the good news, I said to Cephas before
them all: 'If you, though you are a Jew,
live as the nations do, and not as Jews do.
how is it that you are compelling people of
the nations to live according to Jewish
practice?' " As the Bible discloses, there is
no man since the days of the apostles that
has had any vision not lawful for him to
utter.-Galatians 2:11-14; 2 Corinthians
12:4, New World Trans.
From the words of Jesus we must understand that even his disciples would be permitted to understand God's purpose only
in his due time. To iIlustrate: A dispute
having arisen in the early church, "the
apostles and the older men gathered together [at Jerusalem} to see about this
affair. Now when much disputing had
taken place, Peter. rose and said to them:
'Brothers, ... we trust to get saved through
the undeserved kindness of the Lord Jesus
in the same way as those people also.' At
that the entire multitude became silent,
and they began to listen to Barnabas and
Paul relate the many signs and wonders
that God did through them among the nations. After' they quit speaking James
[evidently the chairman of the meeting]
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answered, saying: 'Brothers, hear me.
Symeon [the original name a! Peter] has
related thoroughly how God for the first
time turned his attention to the nations to
take out of them a people for his name.
And with this the words of the Prophets
agree, ... Hence my decision is not to trou":
ble those from the nations who are turning to God." Who interpreted the Bible
here? Did Peter? No; he was not the "liv-'
ing voice" that did so. Peter merely stated
some physical facts, as did also Paul and
Barnabas, and the apostle James applied
those facts, comparing them with Bible
prophecy; and thus Jehovah God, who both
caused the prophecy to be written and
caused the physical facts to come in fulfillment of the prophecy, gave the interpretation. There was no "private interPretation."-Acts 15:6-19, New World Trans.
InterPretation of prophecy has been attempted time and again by men, and many
have believed such interpretation to be
true. Mterward, when they found out that
the interpretation was not true, many have
become discouraged and have turned away
from the study of God's Word. This is a
great mistake. If we always keep in mind
that the truth is God's, and not man's, and
that no man can interpret prophecy, but
that the true follower of the Lord Jesus
can see it after it is fulfilled, then the
student of God's Word, the Bible, will be
less liable to become discouraged. He will
then be giving all honor and glory to Jehovah and not to any man. By faith the true
Christian goes on doing what he can in
harmony with God's will, and then God
shows nim how he has been used by God.
Evidently the great God. of prophecy does
this for the purpose of encouraging the
Christian and increasing his faith. The
student who relies upon man is certain to
be led into difficulties. When he relies upon
Jehovah God, he will be kept in perfect
peace.-Isaiah 26: 3.
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HETHER you are
pack.ng your bags for
a quick trip by air or a relaxing voyage by sea, one
thing is certain: You will
not be trave!ing alone. If
the present trend ccntinucs,
more than on€:' aQ,d a half million Americans and Canadians will descend u(Xln Europe, for recent innovations in the travel
industry have brought the luxury of traveling abroad down out of the rare atmosphere
o~ the moneyed few into the reach of L'tJe
budget-conscious work-a-day man.
n is t:I1fortunate, however, that many
of the once- or twice-in-a-metime trips
abroad have been marred by digappointment sim:;Jly because of :ail:m:~ t8 observe
some of the funda"1lenlals of travel. There
are numerous travel tips that can, if heeded. add to the enjoyment of the longanticipated vacation abroad. Here are a
few.

W

To trave; right, travel light. After strug·
gling under the burden of excessive luggage,
paying for taxi rides to haul ~he heavy load,
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searching for elusive par·
ters at stations, packing and
unpacking and wasting val·
uable time passin~ through
customs, it is inevitable that
the First 'I'irr:er returnin~
from abroad will solemnly
deciare: "Never agab will I take so much
:uggage!" If he l1as Jearned thls lesson weU
be has in effect added hours of enjoyment
to fut'..lre trips. Ac~ually you will probably
::teed only about 50 per rent of the things
you considered "essential" in the heat of
packing at home.
I:'! this age of plastics and mirac:e fibers
tr.e traveler can reduce his load by mak:ng
full uso of the numerous durable, ligh:·
weight articles on the n:arket-shirts,
blouses, undergarments, socks-that wash
easily, dry quickly 'and
, require no ironir.g.
Yeur luggage s..l:lould receive the sa.'11e dis·
criminating attention as the cJothir.g you
select. The trend in today'.;; luggage is to
lightweight designs and such practical and
easily carried pieces are most desirable for
the tourist "on the go." By wise selection
of travel necl'Ssities the modern traveler
is enabled to carry a :nir.imum load and
still remaL'1 clean and well clothed.
By all means talte all the necessary
travel documents-passport, tickets, etc.
No: only take them, but take good care of
them. CaITy them in a safe place, preferably on your person. When you are abroad
your passport can be more valuable than
money. Remember, too, that you will be
askf'd to present your passport and other
documents when boarding ships and planes,
AWAKE!

at frontier stations, when. registering at
hotels, when changing money and on numerous other occasions. Therefore, DO NOT
pack your passport in your luggage. Always have it haridy. Should you be so unfortunate as to lose your passport, go directly to the nearest American consulate
or the consulate. of the country issuing
your passport and report the loss. If there
is no consulate nearby, report the loss to
the local police.

It is always well to provide yourself with
bank notes and coins before entering
a -COlUl'try, for you willl need small change
for porters, taxis, etc., as soon as you arrive. This can be done at any bank or
"bureau de change," usually located at railroad stations and airports, before leaving
one country for another. Beware of blackmarket money-changers who approach you
on the street offering to buy your dollars
at extremely favorable rates.

~some

"What About Money?"
Needless to say, you should not carry
large amounts of cash when traveling. It
is ostentatious and unwise to flash thick
rolls of currency when paying checks,
fares, etc. Travelers' checks have become
the customary means of carrying money.
But be sure to purchase your checks from
some well-known international firm such
as American Express or Cook's. The reason
for exercising some discrimination is simply that travelerS' checks are not as readily
acceptable as the ads would have you believe, especially checks issued by firms that
are unfamiliar to Europeans.
Each country has its own currency system, so that in traveling about Europe the
First Timer will meet up with such new
terms as pounds, shillings, francs, guilder,
lire, marks, kroner, etc. On entering a
country one of the traveler's first projects
should be to learn the rate of exchange,
that is, local currency equivalents to the
U.S. or Canadian dollar or whatever currency you customarily use. Some large
banks and airlines have printed lists, showing the rates of exchange, and such lists
are of value to the tourist unfamiliar with
foreign exchange. Once you have the proper ratios in mind there is less chance that
you will be o.vercharged or shortchanged
or that you will haggle needlessly over the
price of a taxi ride or a dinner check.
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Here are some other tips that may make
your trip more enjoyable. Trains in Europe
are crowded in the summer months, espe~
cially the second and the third class. You
can reserve a seat beforehand for about
25 cents, and it is worth doing so. (This
wauld not apply to Watch Tower Society
special trains, an which seats will be available for ail passengers assigned.) Remember that your railroad ticket does not guarantee a seat. If yau fail to reserve a seat,
it might be well wOl'th the tip to hire a
porter to carry your luggage and get
aboard before others and locate an un~
served space for you. Porters will carry
yaur luggage for about 12 cents a bag. Save
maney by not traveling first class. Travel
third class in England, Switzerland and
Scandinavia; go second class in all other
countries. If you carry a great deal of luggage you will not find room for it in crowded compartments. So we repeat: Travel
light.
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It is always a good idea to reserve hotel difference between a table d'hote prix
rooms in advance. Should you arrive with- fixe} meal and an a Ia carte meal. With the
out a reservation, check your luggage at latter you pay extra for almost everything:
the railroad station and search for your napkin, bread, butter, potatoes, etc. Thus
room. A hotel porter will usually be glad an a la carte dinner on which the entree
to bring your bags from the station to the costs but 200 francs might actually cost
hotel for a nominal tip. If the larger hotels over 500 francs before you are finished.
are filled, do not hesitate to try pensions Remember that when ordering a Ia carte,
or the low-priced hotels. No hotel manager every suggestion of the waiter that you acwill be affronted if you ask to inspect the cept is added to your bill. Indignant Amerroom. Be sure to take along a supply of icans recount this procedure and point out
soap; you may not always find it provided how they were cheated, whereas this is
in hotels where you stay. You will not find customary to Europeans. Therefore, order
it amiss to carry a small supply of toilet table d'hote wherever possible and tact·
tissue: To avoid unpleasantness and unex- fully tell the waiter to go wait on other
pected charges, ask the hotel manager if guests when he suggests a second helping
of one thing or another.
there are any extra charges.
While there are many other helpful hints
Almost everywhere in Europe the price
that could be given and there are many
of the room includes breakfast and some- good travel books available on these pointtimes dinner. So ascertain what meals ers, you will learn most of the do's and
you are being charged for and take those don't's of travel through experiences, exmeals at the hotel if convenient. If you periences that will add color to your trip,
eat out do not scorn the less pretentious experiences that will be long remembered.
restaurants, which will probably serve We wish you a pleasant journey and, in the
good food at lower cost.
words of those whom you will visit, cheerio.'
In France and elsewhere there is a great au revoir.' arrivederci.' aUf Wiedersehen.'

• What <.:auses the increasing neuroses in
the U.S. government today? P. 3, 113.
• Why the Biblical reason for tithing has
now passed away? P. 5, 115.
• What underlying idea of tithing is entirely
foreign to Christianity? P. -6,114.
• What the radiation results of the Hiroshima
atomic bomb actually were? P. 8, 113.
• The extent of the radioactive fall-ou! from
the first hydrogen bomb test? P. 9, 112.
• What fears noted scientists have expressed
about atomic dangers for the entire human
race? P. 10, 115.
• What hinders the people of Sweden from
associating with Jehovah's witnesses? P. 13,

is.
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• What things make StOCkholm interesting
10 visitors! P. 14, H.
• Where police walked inlo a quiet church
service, ordered the congregation out and
kidnaped Ihe minister! P. 17, 113.
• According to the present government,
what was behind the recent labor crisis in
Singapore? P. 21, 115.
• How did an American reporter meet death
when violence erupted in Singapore? P. 23, 112.
• The only way divine prophecy can be properly understood! P. 24, 112.
• How to save money on European trains?
P. 27, 114.
• How to order meals in France? P. 28, 113.
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" THE
\ll.ATCHING
ORLD

under Kremlln discipllM, the
fact reJIlatrled. that Yugo&1avta
had endorsed several Soviet
objectlves_ Thill was' bound to
have a considl"Fdble effect In
Europe and to stl'l2'ngthen Mos('ow's position at the B'g Four
talk!..
~lLff'/,

TetotM for P ..Uo,"'accbte

'ne

<~

BhUl.d~~

in 6ellr&d'.~
TIle spotlight of the wor;::!
was on YugoslavIa, Rutlsia's
most llOwerful men em~.t'g...'<\
trom the scclusion or the Kn'ntIL'1 and were on du;play at Bel-

<t-

g:-ade_ What amanKi the .....:>rJd
was a serIes of ludJeroUs antics
and blunders. It started wid:
:-';Uuta Khrushch~v·s airport

speech. At Belgrade's White
Palace, KnMlshl'hev asked the
Belgian ambaSla.1or i! his
country was free; when aSl'urea
tJHI,t it. was, the RussIan Insultingly remarked thllt the Belgi ..m could say so ooly be<~ause

the U.S_ ambassador had

Jus~

left. Premler Bulganir. blundered when he toasted to n(,"..1traJ\ty; TUo bluntly responded
by sayIng ¥ugoalav!a was nat
neutral but independent. Hulganin said lamely he meant
Switzerland. wier Khrushehev
shocked hls hosts by springlng
bad jokes, mining lemonadt~
from a plkher-sl7Rd glass and
gnawing on an orange ~th
much tJC th.e fie1'C{'. lntent~s
of a dog with a bone_ The- visit
ende1 with a party. A livcr of
wme, champagw~ and. vodka
flowed. At the end of Ul:-ee and
a half hoU1'1i the riv\"r reach~l
flood 5tage. SaId the r~p(lrter
{or Time magazme: "The door
!'It'\\, OPC1\ and the!'e at'cud
~lJdta Khrushchev, His {al!l~
was fiery red and his Jaw Was
slack He was, to P:.lt it mildly,
sll]bbt~,!ng drunk. He stumb!{>d
over the doorsm and hUnked
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happi~y lit

Ihe a!'.semtlled

crowd. H~ wave.J at e .... t'rybody
and teetered uncertainly_ . _ .
lTh{'n1 hr~ s!llrted kissi:1g every
wom;m :n sight. Two s()lidiy
b·Jilt goor.s, obvIously witr. exl)t>rience in tilis S01't or t hir,g,
sUrt'(Jundt'!d :-.likita_ Each
grabi')p.d an elbow, literal!y Hfting him o~ rJs feet and earlied
him to tJs car:' So en.d.ect the
Belgrade confel'enec_
OUkome or the Conl~ren£,('
<f> Tilt" Russhms fa:lC'r:l in their
objective of the Belgrade ('011!erer,ce-- to lure THo caeK to
lhe orbit or a satellite, There
Wits general a~rcement that
Mar~hal 'rHo had scored a ('on·

siderabie diplomatic 8U('l'ess.
Tl:e Russians promisNl that
tney would "nonnalize" tl'Hde,
repatrlate Yugol'JaY nationals,
and :Jcgotiate some S(!ttlerr:cnt
for goods not pmd l('T When
re\ati::ms weI'f' broium oJ'! in
1918. 'J'i to, ill return, roade ollly
a vague (:onc£~ssion 10 r-t.m.sia's
attempt to rt'llCw friendly relations on a party basiS; he
agrecd to a sla~ement that lh~
tw'J countri~s would "facilitare" the estal)Jishment of
"contacts" o! their "social or·
ganlza.tbns" ami ~he "exchange
ot Socialist experl('llce." Tit ()
also t!ndol'sed a U ,N. seat lor
ned erina. Peiping's elaim to
Formosa a.'1d the "prol1ibltion"
01 a~omjt' weapons Witl"lQl1t
rnentj"n 01 ('o:1.trol~. Though
Russia fail('j to lure Tiro hark

When tl~t' L .S_ wlt.hdrew
Salk polio va('cine from the
market in May. the:'c was no
H'.lIt' {!xcitemen1 among tn"t!people: ror 114 inoculated
dlildl'f";1 had contracted poHo.
-;he alllnr.ing thi.n\i; -..va... Um,t 'W>
o! the 114 re('f"i .... cd. vllc<.'ln{>
made by California's Cutter
Laboratol'ie-b. E){~rt.s su'!',~t
crt t ..... at some live vi1'us slipped
through 1hi' formaldehyde ba th
til JUlW, for It'.e first tt~, an
eXJ)('rt on poHo \,1I'\IS flatly asserlro that he found live virus
in Cutter specimemL He was
Dr. Louis p, GE'bhardt, cirecto:nr t'}e polio resesn'h laboratories at the lJr:lverslty of Utah.
Earlier, Dr, W_ E. SI!brell. Jr..
dil"'('ctor of the :>Iatlonal lnstllutes (.f Health, testltled that
Ihe va('clne was not sate under
pr€'s~'llt testing p:-O("edul'Cs. !If"
held that test::; to detect any
live vi rus p,(}V('(1 to be "less
tnan satjsfactory" On June 10
the C'$, Publie Health Service·
piaef'd the major hlame for the
hreakdown of ~he antlpollo
program on th(~ ir"H'ompatlbUity
of the onginal Salk formuJa
wllh 1H.>('e~sary mass prodl<clion nwt!}ods. A special syn:posium on poUo, in which Dr.
L, A, S::-heeie, surgeon ,i<:eneral
of thE' U.S, Public Health Sel'\'-

ke, Dr. Sa1k ant'! n ilozen of
ttl! natlon's experts partidpat(!O, stated tha: man 1s In·
t'rt'clbly sefls',Hve to the pres·
er!{~(' 01 Ii v{' poUo vin.:s. Safer
tt"stlng prOt..'edures have been
dcvised and nt<W' :::'"LIles presCl'H)(' longer "('ook~g" ot the
ljve virus In formaldehyde. The
experts slated that the vaccine
will defir.itely prevent a "high
per~e.:J.tage (If paralytic poi.m.
my(' lith eases," f'S pe cia lIy in

::-l!ilclrC'n

betw~n

the a,ges of 6
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ar.d 9. The ten&fits 01 vaccine
for chIldren cf other ages and
lor adulUl, the experts said, :remair.s in doubt.
.f1nt Tl'INIBatlan1tc
Telepbone CIlb16

*'

Tra.nsoc~anlc telephone con·
veNlatlolls are now conducted
by way ot radio impulses
bounced o:tf the ionosphere.
The trouble is that atmospher'
!c cU.st.u;-bances cause noise and
may mue a dH~uit unusable,
So tor years rescareh has been
·..Il1der way to perfect an alr.pU·
fler that would make tram·
oceanIc telephone cables prac~ical. Unless it Is amplified, the
human vo1ce is usually unin·
~:ligible a ~ter it has traveled
60 miles by cabie, The big
problem was ta clevelop an
ampllfier that could be b·J.ilt In·
to a cabl~, last for at least 20
y~ars and wittsta:ld pressures
o.f 3 tons a square ir.eh at
depths up to 15,000 feE't. Alter
25 years ot research, the Bell
Telephone Laboralcrie~ per!'ected such an amplii1er called.
a "!'t'pt'ater," (Each repeater
tak" 60 weeks to make and
eosts $70,000; a slngle trans·
oceanic cable requires !S2 reo
peaters.) With the amp;ifler
perfected an agreement was
signed in 19"".13 by the Amerlcan
Telephone and Telegraph Com·
pany, the Canadian Overseas
TetecommunicB. tion CorI»o:}ra·
tion and the ilrit!sh post office
!or the laying of the first lrang·
atlantic telephone cable, In
June a ship began laying the
cable from Newfoundland ~o
SCOlland. Ncxt ~lImm£>r the
ship will lay cable for west·
going conversations. Each ca·
ble \\-11( span a distan~ 012.250
mUes ami will be 2,372 miles
long, becawc of valleys on the
ocean floor, The lWO cablcs
tOj'ether wllJ handie up to
36 simultaneous conversat1ons.
When t.'te $10,000,000 p:-oject [s
completed and service begins
In 1956, conversation should be
clear and una:l'f('cted by any·
thing except all earthquake on
the oct'an tloor.
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"Pmn, Yftl: PrlMb. No!"

tar bursts. MllltarHy, an aver·

.. When PresXient Juan D.
Peron recently addressed hwt·
dreds at thousands of Argen·
tine workers massed in the
Plaza de Y.:ayo, his talk was
bten-upted with cries of "Pe·
ron, yes; I=riests, no!" Observ·
ers pointed to this as :h.;rther
evidence that the Roman Catl'.·
olk Church does not have any
great hoid on the wyaltlcs ol
the mass <,f Argentine people,
although church authorities
have 10n& claimed more than
90 per cent at the popu.laUon as
their 0"''11. Under the editorial
hendlng "The Apostasy ol the
Masses:' the Sl'mioffiriai new>:·
paper Democracia recently of·
tere-<l the r~son for the pe0ple's loss of faith. Th~ editorial
blamed derics and said that
thE' clergy's tal:o( of "apostasy"
8uggested that Ule masses have
totally deu'I'ted the ta!th"which the masses have not
don£>, they have simply lost H:'
This occurred, nemocra:cill de·
c1ared, hl'cauS(, 11-.ose entmsted
with maintaining faith have
cleilled It by their aets. Charg.
Ing that the clerks hav!! teeome rrlOn- intel'Pstet:l in male·
rial riches ofl'ered by oligarchs,
the f!(1i toda I set the matter
straight: the clergy have aban·
doned the people rather (han
the people abandoning the
church. To talk about apostasy,
I~ contir.ued, is an easy way of
justifying the e~ergy's "inca·
paclty, their absent:e of virtue
and the Inoperativeness." This
edlt0l1aJ attracteci SIK'Cial at·
tentiatl because It was printed
In a space reserved tor '·Des·
caI1es," whlc-h b popularly ac·
repted as President Per6n's
pen nam<'.

age day begIr.B at about 8:00

Gun!l Rwnble on Gaa 8trll'
• The Ga7A strip juts out
frem norlheastern Egypt on
the coast between the MeCHer·
ranean Sea and Ism('!. It has
been the Scene of almost con·
stant tension. Durlr.g the past
months clashes have become
so common that eivillans go
.about their buslnpss unruffif~
by the distant thump o! mar·

a.m, wtth routine artillery and
mortar exCh~g&s. By the time
U.r..·. observers reach clash
scenes, tt.e firlna- has shifted
elsewhere, U.!'l. observers now
say that Israeli morta::.-a and
field artillery are kept penna·
nent!y zeroed :n on the neaN"l;lt
EgyptIan posit1on and begin
f1r;ng whenever they hear
sllOoting on the line, Rarely
are the oburvers ab:e to dete,·
mlr.l' who actually opens fire
011 tbe llne---·lsracU patrols cr
Egyptian posjlions. 'nl€" Egyp·
tians say 1hat they a.re Zl~roe(j
In tf»o:). The lJ::\'. observers ::10
not d:mbt it, since they tHe intu
tteir headquarters almost dally
with gunr.y slI.:ks at shp]] trag·
ments and ducls. In June Jo:gypt
made a statl'ment that West·
ern observers interpret as a
blunt waming to Israel thaI
Egypt is~ady !or tuJi·scale
war I! borcler dashes cannot
be prevented by the U.~. Pre·
mier :.;rasser was quoted by
Cairo newspapers liS havine
told a t:-uce superv:sor: "I arr:
afraid the Jews might att{"mpt
to selze the Gaza Strip. If sllch
an attempt takes place 11·
means wa::- and it wa, starts
this time it will not be like the
1948 war. I ShlLll not stanc
with folded anns and no forcc
can restIiet my (n<edom ot ac'
tlon. 'l'h[s time I win not allow
the Egyptian anny 10 be fooled
by armIstke or eease·fire declo
slams Issued by ::-lew York,"
"No Honot' to Swltu.l'la.Dd"

.. In 1927 Swltzerland issued a
law aga:Jnst Us citizens' joining
forelg:1 armies (except the
Papal Guard al the Vatican".
Yet between 300 and 500 young
Swiss join the ForeIgn Legion
ea('h year, It is 1I~t1e known
that at Dlenblenphu 25{) Swiss
were ki1lPd. In June Swiss AI"
my Mllllster Paul Chaudet ad·
dressed a letter to Swiss yout;':
''The F'TI?nch :t;'orelgn Legion
otrers none of the adventurous
I'Omance you dream at. It has
titter experience In store for
you. You risk your me. YO'J.
AWAKE/

may come out maimed, or Ill,
er morally weaken~. Hf! who
enlll!lts in the LegIon brh'is no
honor to Switzerland."
Prj ew t.T .S. PaMen,er Jet
<® To dnte only one pClssenger
j~t airliner has IX'E'n put in

servicE~ anywherE>--the Uri 11Sl1
Comet. now grounded (or modi·
HC'1l1ions. In the U.S. ~he ROE'.
ing Airplane Company has pro·
duced a jet aircraft, tl".e 7C7,
:hat .~.]n be adapted for corn·
merdal airline use; but It was
:fesigned primarily as a tanker
plane for the air fo{"~. Anum·
ber of u.s. airline.!', anxi(.lus to
move into "Jitra·high speed
transport, have ~n ('ontem·
plating buying planes from
Rritail1 in absence of tangible
development;; in the U.S. In
June a new dli'"Vf~lopment ('ame
to light: the DougJas Aircraft
Company announ('e{! "the na·
tion's first passenger .1p.t (rans·

port." Douglae said it has hI!en

working on it to!' tnref! :y9l'S.
By December, 1957, It expectl!l
to have ready for night testing
U',€, DC·8, a tlwept·back-wlng
jet with (our Prlltt & Whttney
J·57 engines. It will I.>e capable
of carrying from 80 to 125 pas·
sengers at speeds up to 5.')(}
miles a.n hour. Dpsplte Its
~d. 11'-c plane win OpeTit1C
from major all' terminals "at
costs even lower than current
pasS€'nger models." Flying time
from Los Angeles t1) New York
would he four and a half
hQurs, from New York to P~rlS
six and a half hours.
1-".S.: "A IUghway Epidemic"

.. During the Memcrial Day
hoiiday week end. an cstimated
4O,:JO{).OOO cars were whIzzing
a(,1'05S Ame1'il'an highways.
V.'ith so many ('aI'S on L'le

roads, tr.e National 51lfety
Coune!! forecast that 360 I=er-

sons would die on the high·
ways before the week end WillS
over. Wllfm the Aaoclat~
Press co:npiled the ftgures. 1t
lour.d that deaths excoeded ttle
p:-ecliction and even set a new
1'~cord tor U.S. highway
deati':s; 36R persons lost their
lives beclluse of auto accidents.
'!'h", former high for the sameho~iday week eflu was set in
1952 wi ttl S6a deaths. N. U.
Df.onrbcrn, pI"l'sident of the Nil.'

tional Sa!ety Council, com·
mcnted on the new record fer
hjg~.way deaths: "J! that many
l~".)ille

h\\d d\w I.}"~T t~ w~k·

end Irl a nationwide epidemiC,
yot:. can bet that the whole
country would be taking fran·
tic steps to see that I~ would
never happen agaIn. Well.
t.hese po~ople did dte from an
epj.lemk--a highway epidemic.
We might call It the thrt"('
l's -Incom petence, inditrercnre
and irrl.'sponsibllity."

"'THIS GOOD XEWS OF THE KINGDOM," said .Tt'Sus, "will
?1 be preached in aU the inhabited earth for the purpose of a
witness to an the nations, ann then the accamJ)\1.shed {'TId. wi\'!
COme." (Matthew 24:14, New World Trans.) 'The pL:blication of
the booi{.iet by the title

"This Good News of the Kingdom"
is playing its part in :naking this prophetic utterance an accomplished fact. Obedience to t.~e instructions of Jesus pron:.pts its
distribution. Read what the Kingdom will mean to people or good
will toward God ina;) nations. A copy is available for 5c, or you
may haVE> seven copies for 2&.
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may be likened to a pen and
the Bible to an Inkwell. To
produce foed for thought the pen
must be dipped into the well again
,
and again. Wit.hout the pen the ink
would never reach the paper and without a good point the writing would Jack
clearness. To convey the Bible's pointed message to people The WatchtotoC1" rcfel'S to the
Bible continually. Its pUrpo!!c is to clarify Bible
.'
truths and direct one in the way that leads to life
in God's new world. You will enjoy and profit from
reading this direct and to·the-point Bible study aid.
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still practically unknown to man
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glory of the plant world
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THE MlSSION OF THIS JOURNAL
Nawil soureu tha.t are able to keep you a.wak.c to th. vttallllUd
"': our tim.. mu.t 1M unfettered. by ccnlOrahip and. lIe1Mh in_uti.

"Awake'" bu no fetten. Jt r~nfut; fact.. facu fa.d.t, u free to
pubtuh fa.cb, It is not bound by poIHic:d ambftlont or obh~onl; it 1.8
Unha.mpered. by a.dve-rtlHn whoa. toeI muri not be trodden on; it is
unprejudiced by tra.dH:lonal c:reed.. This journal ltcepi! :ltae1f fru. that
it may lpelll. freely to you. But Jt dou not Muse it. freedom. It
mafntaiJu in~rlty to truth.
"Awah ,.. UMS th. r~ new-. channels, but iI: not dependent on
them. 1";11 own con-upondents 4nJ on all continenu, in scores of n&tiom.
From th. four CQrners of the earth their uncensored., on ~the· lCeDa
reports com. to you ~ thue oolumn.. Thil Journal'. viewpoint
11 not n&l'TOW, bUt IIIntema.tionel It ls rea.d in many RatioN, in many
IM'I1~ •• by perlon. of a!l~. Throu~h it. ~ many Jlelt!. of
.knowled~ pcw. in rcview~vt'mment. commerce, Nli~lon. hiStory,
~o~r ..?hy. Idenee, loc:itJ conditiON. na.tural wonOel'5-why. its cover~ g 611 broa.d &I the earth and 118 hiliih all th ... buven••
"Awaked" pledgu itself to ris;!huOUI prlnciplu. to exposln~ hidden
foe. and.ubtle C1an~r.. to championin\2 ft"Udom for al1, to comfortin~
mourneN and .tren2ih... ni~ thonl dimelll'tcncd by tile failures of a
delinquent world, reilectin!a IJunI hope for the establishment of a ri~ht~
ttoU8 New World.
Get .cq:UAintad with "Awakel" Keep awake by reAdin~ "Awakel"
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4'Now it is high time to awaklt:"
- .. _

1:1111

Jos' Martl-Cuba's Apostle of freedom
T SEEMS that each country has Us own
George Washington, its Napoleon, its
Caesar or its Alexander the Great. Cuba's
:'lero is Jose )1arti, a nationally honored
and deeply respected apostle of freedom.
Jose Marti was instru..'1lental in the nIneteenth-century struggle to free Cuba. from
fr.e tyrannical rule of Spain. Yet, more
than advocating pclitical rule, he wanted
the people to think. ::vIoved by the ig:1orance
the Cuban peasants manifested toward the
Bible, Jose Marti composed a thoughtprovoking message to tile COlTUllon man.
He said the priest did not want the pe0ple to know how false and useless were all
his ceremonies, "because after that he
can't collect more money for all this."
He said furt.her: "The priest also says he
baptizes [your son] for you for him to enter the kingdom of heaven. But he baptizes
the newly bom if you pay him money, or
grains, or l.>ggS, or livestock; :J you don;t
pay hir.1. if you don't give him something,
he doesn't paptlze hirr.. for you. So then
that kingdom or heaven that he talks to
you aboGt costs a few coins, or grains, or
eggs or pigeons. What need or what interest can you have as to wl1ether your son
enters a kingdom like that? What kind of
judgment rr.ust you form of a man who
says that he wfJ do you a great favor, that
it is within his power, that without him

I
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you are condemned. that your salvation depends on him. and for a few silver coins he
denies you that great benefit? Isn't that
a selfish, avaricious and wicked man? What
Idea of God would you have if he actually
should send a messenger like that to you?
"That god that bargains, that sells salvation, that does all for money, that sends
people to hell If tbey don't pay him, and if
they do pay him he sends to heaven, that
god is a kind of money k>nder, a usurer, a
trafficker. No, my friend, there is another
God."
Some people might not like what Cuba's
apostle of freedom thus said and wrote
to the poor of his land. But it is true
that what he said js wortily of careful
thought It is also true that freedom-loving
Cubans in large numbers are now learning
that there is 0. God who does not demand
money, who is not a usurer, a trafficker or
a money lender, wHose servants serve for
love, as did Jesus and the apostles. False
and misplaced faith is being replaced by
what is sound and true, by a falth based upon a Joving God whose Son freely gave his
life for all who would accept its protection,
and who today liberally provides the truth
of his righteous new world that will shortly
bring conditions of lasting peace and freedom to all the earth. Ma."1Y thousands ot
freedom-loving Cubans are now hearing
8OO1.:.t this hope from Jehovah's witnesses.
3

interested mainly in the:
WJHAT
would and
you prothink
spiritual side of the
VV of teachers
church but that they
fessol'll in schools and
GOD
have a decided. interest
co£.eges who would take
also in temporal affairs."
money for teaching
Yes, with the current
you one subject, 'but
state of religious illiterspend most of their
acy, with the apathy
classroom time dis~
t.~at today is shown tocussing a different'
ward true Christianity
one? If you paid a
and right doctrine, reman to teach you
ligious leaders would
French, would you
have their hands full
want him to spend
teaching their own
most of hls time talk~
subject, without trying about Arabic! If
ing to expand out inyour Interest was in
to others.
leanUng mathematics,
wou1d you appreciate a
But they
expand
teacher who ignored its
kto others. Reliprinciples to talk about
,inn'. part in politics is
the art of cooking? Do
accidental. L:Itheran
you agree that a ma."'l
list,op JIans Lilje of Hanshould deal with his own
Germany, told a confield before trying to
'ere'nc. of clergymen, politibranch out into others? Fo!cians, journalists a."1d publishlowing the same line of thought,
ers that "the Church should
if you paid a man to teach you about
readily take part in political rereligion, wou1d you not expect him to show sponsibiUty," though not delivering itself
more interest in your spiritual welfare than into the hand of a single poUtieal syste:l1.
In politics, commerce or social matters? Also, reports of.the World Council of the
A colwnnist In the Detroit, Michiga."l, churches' second assembly in Evanston,
1'r'ee Press once said: "I do not go to illinois, last summer had a great deal to
church very often because I have grown say about the political position that high
church dignitaries thought the religions
-tired of having preachers in t."f]eir pu1pits
should take. This is not new. Centuries of
tell me what I ought to thL"lk about taxa- religious history show that religion and
tion. government ownership of industries, the state often have been closely aUied.
the tarift', labor legislation, and God alone However, the fact that this custom has a
knows what else. . . . I always supposed long history does not automatically make
that the clergy was to spend i~ time look,. it right.
1ng after our morals, not our politics or
lo""'or a mOr."lent, visualize in your mind's
economics."
eye the Messiah going about his preaching
Eleanor Roosevelt expressed a similar in Palestine neariy two thousanc. years
view: ,"Someti:nes I th~nk church organi- ngo. Can you see this founder of Christianzations are foolish because they do things ity gett:'ng information about the politicaJ
t4tat lead people to believe they are not injustices com."nitted in Palestine so he

~...-.:::iiii"~~:=i~
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could travel to Rome and present political how, ,under Christ. to live in peace. Axe s0infonnatinn to the rulers there? Is wag~ cial security I!IJld race relations and foreign
ing a fight for social rights or lower taxes? and international alliances unjust? if so,
Does he tell the Roman governor ,what then religion has failed to instill right prineconoMic practices or what international ciples and the importance of daily applying
policy should be followed? No! His mission Ulem into the minds of its members who
was far higher than temporary political are in high governmental positions. Until
religion succeeds in teaching at least its
refonTI.
What have taxation and social security own people such principles, it should deand other politics to do with Jesus' in- vo~ its efforts to solving its own problems
struction: "This good news of the kingdom (the problems that Christ dealt with) and
will be preached in aD the inhabited earth teaching its own subjects (the svbjects
for tbe purpose of a witness to all .the that Christ taught) before trying to solve
nations"? (Matthew 24:14, New World other problems that Christ pointedly reTrans.) Certainly not even all the soooealled jected.
"Christian" world is yet aware of that
Teaching a rIght knowledge of God's
good news, (lr knows how that kingdom is Word is religion's first responsibility. But
the sole hope of mankind, the only hope while that knowledge does not exist in any
for peace. Jesus' work of pointing to the really great qt::antity among church memtruth remains the primary work of true
today, religions have concerned themOlristians today. though many religious selves with labor standards, social welfare,
leaders tiieem to have ignored this fact and civil rights, tha tax policy and other matshow a far greater concern with other ters that they say are basic to family welfields.
fare. and therefore at prime concern to the
church. But is establishing labor standards
Religiow. F'rlrf RuporulbUity
the cl:urch's commission? Tl:e command to
As long as the divorce rate in "Chr1s~ Christians was not: "Go and solve the
tian" lands can reach one o"J.t of every world's po1itical and social problems," but:
three marriages. as long as juvenile de- "Go therefore and make disciples of people
linquency so shamefully increases, as long (Jf all the nations, baptizing then: in the
as adultery is as widely accepted as novels, r.ame of the Father 8..'ld of the Son and of
movies and the questionable Kinsey regort the holy spirit."-Matthew 28:19, New
wouJd imply. what business do the reli- World Trans.
gions bave in spending time in other fields
It is true that tho·se who thus
up
that Jesus pointecEy ignored? As Jesus the work of true Cb.ristianity will become
said: "How can you say to your brother; better people, more law-ab:ding citizens,
Allow me to extract the straw from your will be considerate of people of other naeye'; when. look! a rafter is in your own tionalities, races and colors, will give a
eye? Hypocrite! first extract the rafter good day's work to their employer and a
from your own eye, and then you will see just wage to their employees. Yes, legal
clearly how to extract the straw fror.1 your reforms to enforce these social advances
brother's eye."-Matthew 7:4. 5, New would be u.'l!lecessary if the religions really
World Tran.1.
had taug:'lt their members the sound prin~
Is the bringing of peacefu1 conditions ciples of godly Jiv'..ng. Perhaps it is the rereJigion's rcs?OOsibility? If its l$ders think ligious leaders' failure to succeed in doing
so, then let them first teach their members this that ~rompts them to go to the state

he

bers

take
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and ask for laws to force the people into
the course they think the people should
take.
'The mission of true Christians is to
preach the gospel, to aid those who are
hungering and thirsting after righteousness, to teach the truth. Spiritual welfare
should come ahead of political or social acC9mplishments. Thus Paul reminded, in
Romans 8:6: "For the minding of the flesh
means death, but the minding of the spirit
means life and peace."-New World Trans.
'Thet world's religious leaders have become associated with the world, identified
With the world and an integral Part of the
world's governments. In wartime clergymen give moral support to their members
on all sides. If, prior to and during World
War II, the clergymen of Germany and
Italy had instilled a real Christian conscience into the minds of their members,
then there would have beeI1 no war. Their
members may have been ordered to fight,
but they would have known that they receive a higher set of orders from above. It
was because they had not really been
taught these higher orders that the people
accepted the false human ones. Had the
churches stood solidly behind their professed determination to be Christian, rather than lending at least tacit support to the
totalitarian governments, and had they
doneo a proper job of teaching their members to follow the same right col,Jrse, then
the internal support for the totalitarian
governments would have collapsed, the soldiers would not have fought and there
would have been no war.
But the churches had allied themselves
too cIosely with the political state. They
refused 'to take the neutral position that
Jehovah's witnesses did in those lands, and
the world was plunged into war,
Separate from the World

Not everyone likes the idea of the
6

churel1es' being In politics. In his book
Church Lobbying Dr. Luke Ebersole says
(page 106): "The development of church
lobbying requires the emancipation of the
church mind from traditional notions
about nonparticipation in government by
religious groups." But why should such
"traditional" notions be cast aside, especially since they also are scriptural? The
Bible, our true guide on religion, pointedly
says:
"Do you not Imow that the friendship
witH. the world is enmity with God? Whoever, therefore, wants to be a ,friend of the
world is constituting himself an enemy of
God." "Do not be loving either the world
or the things in the world. If anyone loves
the world, the love of the Father is not in
him," Jesus told his followers: "If you
were part of the world, the world would be
fond of what is its own. Now because you
are no part of the world, but I have chosen
you out of the world, on this account the
world hates you." The world in general has
not changed, but many of those who claim
to follow Christ have. The world continues
its corrupt course, while many religieus
leaders have, not only become its friends,
but even want to help govern it.-James
4:4; 1 John 2:15; John 15:19, New World
Trans.

Think of the political influence religious
leaders could have if they were given the
chance Jesus had to be made a king. Many
would be enthu~iastic over such an opportunity. But what did Jesus do? "Therefore
Jesus, realizing they Were about to come
and seize him to make him king, withdrew
again into the mountain all alone." Why
would he not be king? Because he Imew
that Satan was the world's real ruler. Satan had. already had the audacity to o:ffer
Jesus the world's kingdoms: "Again the
Devil took him along to an unusually high
mountain, and showed him all the kingdoms of the world and their glory, and he
AWAKEI

to hJm: 'All these things I will give people believe, but It Is going to brine a
you if you fall down and do an act of wor- complete overthrow by Jehovah through

said

ship to me.''' (John 6:15; Matthew 4:8, 9,
New World Trans.) How di:t!erent was
Jesus' wise refusal of S'.lch L"l offer from
the course taken by the religious leaders
of today who in their eagerness to have p0litical advR.'1.tage adIrjt a willlngness to
"deal with the Devil himself" to advance
the interests of their particular religious
group.-New York Times, February 22,
1945.

A shocking statement? Well, according
to the Scriptures, when a religion medd1es
with the world :'t is dealing with the Devil
himself! Thus 1 Jobn 5: 19 (New World
TraM.) says: "The whole wor:d is lying
in the power o~ the wicked one." Again,
in 2 CorL"1thians 4:4 (New World Trans.)
(We read that it is the "god of this system
of thingS/' obviously Satan, who "has
blinded the minds of the unbeJievers. that
the H1umination of the glorious good. news
about the Christ, who is the Image of God,
mIght not shine through." Further, in a
prayer to his heavenly Father Jesus said
ot his followers: "I have given your word
to them, but the world has hated them, because they are no part of the world just as
I aIr.. no part of tile world." Exactly to the
contrary are tOOay's clergy-politicians who
can say: 'The world has loved us, because
we are a part of it, aDd our basic aim is to
help it solve its problems.'-John 17:14,
New WOTld Trans.
FdllolD God, Not ,Van

True Christian confidence, however, Is
not in man's solutions but in God's kingdom. Religious leaders who support the
world's politics say that by th!s actIon they
are bringing in God's kingdom. But Jesus
sald: "My kingdom js -nil part of this
world." (John 18:36, New World Tram.)
God's kingdom is not something that is just
within the hearts and minds of men, as some
AUGUBT 8, 1956

his Son Christ Jesus of the present £a:tanruled corrupt system of t.lJings. "In the
days of those kings shall the God of heaven
set up a kingdom which shaJ never be destroyed, nor shall the sovereignty thereof
be left to another people: but it shall break
in pieces and consume all these kingdoms,
and it'shall stand for ever," says Daniel
2: 44, American Standard Ver81on. Does
that sound ,as if God's kingdom were a
mere social reform?
Further, in Isaiah 9:6,7, it was prophesied regarding the Prince of Peace, Christ
Jesus: "Of the increase of his government
and of peace there shan be no end, upon
the throne of David, and upon hIs kingdom,
to establish it, and to uphold it with justice
and with righteousness from henceforth
even for ever. The 7.eal of Jehova.'1 of hosts
will perfonn this." (Am. Stan. VeT.) Does
that sound like something that is just In
the hearts or m:.nds of men? or something
to come just by passing new laws or making political jeaders aware of the importance of social refonn? Far from it! That
kingdom will provide a righteous, :nvislble
rulership for earth. That righteous rulership now is replacing Satan's wicked rule.
Soon Sata.<>J.'s rule will come to the sudden
and violent end that is described In Revelation 19:19 throogh 20:3. This is the vital
message that the reUgious leaders should
noW preach, if they were not ignorir.g that
now-established kingdom while mingling
with Satan's world.
Is the true Christian going to follow the
course of today's world, supporting it and
lending tacit approval to its course of ignoring Christ's established kingdom! No! God
h1mself is the one .who promises to intervene, and the Christian has complete conftdence in that promise. "For, beho:d, I create new heavens ar.d a new earth: and the
former things shall not be remembered.
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nor come into mind:' And again: "Further- world. They may even put aside their true
more, the world is passing away and so is job of teaching and preachirig true worship
its dem-e, but he that does the will of God and apply their major interest to family
remains forever."-Isaiah 65:17, Am. problems, labor standards and the like.
Stan. Ver.; 1 John2:17,Few World Trans.
But the point is that if their concern is
Jesus was quite explicit about the lin'l:ita- political and social reform, they should
tions put on the activity of true Christians: be honest enough to say so and let people
"Co in through the narrow gate; because join them for the reasons they would join
broad and spacious is the road leading off a political wrtY. But if their aim is to live
into destruction, and many are tI1e ones up to the name Christian, then they should
going in through it; whereas narrow is the follow Christ-and he was interested in
gate and cramped the road leading off into one thing: spreading the right knowledge
life, and few are the ones .finding it." (Mat- of God's purposes and pointing to the narthew 7:13, 14, New World Tran8.) How- row way of true worship that does lead his
ever, today's religions have let the barriers servants to everlasting life.
down, broadening out their path to where
It is not anticipated that to~ay's relialmost anyone can come in, rather than glons would so drastically alter their preskeeping their principles high and on the ent course as to get back to that way that
-way of right worship. Thus they are filled Christ set out. Then what can you do about
with many "social" m6mbers who are it? You can separate from them, realizing
members because it is the popular thing, that you should not follow leaders who igthe accepted custom, and they are also nore Christ's specific instruction that tells
:filled with apathetic individuals whose be- them to keep separate from the world.
lief is far below lukewarm, who do not .. 'Therefore get out from among them, and
practice the principles that Christ taught, separate yourselves,' says Jehovah, 'and
and who, in many instances, do not even quit touching the' unclean thing,'" .. 'and
know what those principles were.
I will take you in.''' (2 Corinthians 6:17,
Having watered down their high standNew, World Trans.) You must separate
ards, these religious leaders have also watered down Christ's instructions to stay yourself from the wrong, and accept what
separate from the world. They see little is right. This requires positive action upon
reason to stay separate, because they have your part. Jehovah's witnesses, who have
lowered their standard to where their taken that action, will consider it a privmembership already takes in much of the ilege to show you how you too may do so.

[

1: Some scientists do not

A NATION OF SPECTATORS

I

think much of what television has done for mankind,

especially for children. In fact, one scientist, Dr. Robert E. Wilson, a chemist and
chemical engineer, believes that youthful preoccupation with television has con·
trfbuted to creating a shortage of scientists and engineers in America. In an ad·
dress before the l27th national meeting of the American Chemical Society, Dr.
WilSon said: "The brigIit young boy who used to play, with a home-made crystal
radio or a chemical kit is now twirling the knobs on a TV set, watching terrible
programs that distract hbn from cOnstructIve activities." Television, declared
Dr. Wilson, "has made us a nation of spectators instead of particlpants."_New
York Times, April 3, 1955.
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Re1igion~

Political Activity

HE preceding
article dis~
cussed the scrip~
tural viewpoint of
religion's meddling
in politics. and
-showed what is
wrong with this
widely accepted
practice. But do you have any
idea how the churches have done
this? the denominations that are involved?

T

authority, andhave
swayed the voters
to accomplish their
political aims. In
the United States
the first method
(that of trying to
influence legislators) is called "lobbying." And, as the Ok-moan
Oentury once pointed out: "Despite the fact that most churches try to
the subjects on which they try to influence avoid using the word," the representatives
the government? or the extent of their that they keep in Washington "are lobbyactivity in this field? This article will ists as defined by law," because "they are
answer these questions. It will deal with in Washington 'to infiuence, directly or Inboth Protestantism and Catholicism alike. directly, the passage or defeat' of legisla-,
And while it deals basically with United tion by Congress."
States lobbying, the principles that are inIt is commonly known that church offivolved concern the people of every land cials and lobbyists in Washington furnish
where the government is elected by the information to legislators 'through the mall,
peOple.
through personal interviews and through
Britain's Labor government complained having their opinions published in the
in 1949 about that land's state church tak- press, By mail congressmen receive -relling a political side on economics a{ld na- gious publications, statements concerning
tional policy. The Vatican's August. 1953, churchmen's official views and letters dealconcordat with Spain legalized Catholic ing with specific issues on which religious
power in that land. Former President organizations have taken a political interQuirino of the Philippines warned against
est. Information furI?ished to congressmen
the participation of the church in politics,
but acknowledged that he had yielded to is directed to key members of ccmmittees,
Catholics on the issue of religious instruc- who may be urged by the religious organition in public schools. And in the United zations either to speed or to delay action
States Kennit Eby of the Protestant Fed- on proposed legislation. Oftentimes an ineral Council of Churches has called for "an fluential individual will be brought to
integrated, long-range political strategy in. Washington to appear before a particular
the ranks of Protestantism."
congressional conunittee to argue Jor the
There are many ways that churches have view of his religious organization.
mingled in politics. They have tried to
Both Catholic and Protestant organizasway legislators, have influenced their tions have wide interests. An idea of the
church members who were in positions of scope of their activity is shown by the arAUGUST 8, 1955
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rangement 1hat Protestant groups made
several years ago for a co-operative sy&tern of e.:tchanging legislative infonnation.
Their labor was divided in this manner,
according to the detailed study Churoh
Lobbyi'1!{l in the Natiore8 Capital by Dr.
Luke .Ebersole: "Northern Baptists: ~ivil
rights, atomic energy, food; Congregationalists: immigration, social welfare, relation
of church and sta-:e; Friends: United StatesSoviet relations, stre::1gthcning United Nations, displaced persons, revision of immigration regulations, civil rights; Methodist women: civil rights, labor. tax p:JUcy:
Presbyterians: European recovery, .social
welfare, labor. alcohol."
The extent of such chmch interest in
politics can further be seen in SO!1le examples of reJigious influence 1n Washington during re<::ent years. ReligiOUS repre-sentll'tives have taken Hides and tried to
inftuence the government on such matters
as the Iair-emplo;yment practices bill in
1947, social security. extension of the displaced persons act, the anti-pan-tax pro~, U.S. aid to Greece and Turkey. the
Recipl'ocal Trade Agreements Act, federal
aid to state health :programs and the North
Atlantic Treaty. The idea that some religions r:1ight not know everything about
politics has apparently ,[:roC"lpted no general trend toward their staying in their
own fJeJd

Regarding Sltlverll and Prohibitum
Me you amazed. that church lobbying
has reached such a scope, and that some
men apparently want to PUt God on one
political side, other men want to put bim on

the other? This is nothing new. Even dur~
ing the short history of the United States,
both of these thmgs have been evident
many times. The churches took a strong interest in and certalnly did not speak with
or.e voice on the nlneteenth--century issue
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ot slavery,· Said President Lincoln: "I am
approached with the most opposite optnions and advice. and that by religious men,
who are equally certa.in that they represent
the Divine win."+ Very frequently a religion's members' approval of its political
ventures was based not on the question of
whether politics is the proper place for a
religion, but 0::1 whether the denomination's }Xllitical views corresponded with
those oJ its members. As Church Lobbying
puts it (page 6): "It appears that, to some
exte!lt, the attitude toward the participation in .politlcs by preachers depe::1ded upon
which side of the controv~rsy the Almighty
was placed."
Perhails the most outstanding instance
of c.'1urch lobbying in the Unlied States,
however, was that c.arrled on by the na.~
tional Antl-Saloon League, organized in
Washington, D.C., in December, 1895, to
represent about forty-nine temperance and
religious groups. EvcntualJy it had the sup..
port of as many as 60,000 agencies, and
had such poHtical power that Governor
Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania is reported to
have said that no politician or political
party could afford to tum a deaf ear to
"such an organized ~dy of men,"
"At fU"St:' says EbersOle, "the church's
tradition of non~tnterv(!ntion in politics
produced doubts and resistance, but the
hope of immediate reform was too great
and the churches raDJed to the cause." The
league did not put up its own poJitical can·
didates, but it supported fuose who agl eed
with its policies, no matter what their vot~
ing record was {Ill other issues. Its strategists drafted and L"troduced bills, iobbied

among congressmen, created public opinion and succeeded in establishing prohibition, putting through the constitutionsJ
amendment that banned the sale of intcxi-
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eating liquor from January 16, 1920, until
It was repealed In 1933.
Protelltant Representation
In contrast with single-purpose organi-

Income tax, the United Nations and the
Bretton Woods monetary conference? It is
safe to say that many people know nothing
about it. A Oatholic Digest survey revealed
that 72 per cent of the Catholics and 69
per cent of the Protestants think it Is
never right for clergymen to discuss p0.litical candidates or issues from their pulpits. If they are not to discuss them in their
pulpits, then should they take sides on
them in Washington?

zations like the Anti-Saloon League, the
present trend is toward denominational
and interdenominational organizations having regular representatives 'before the
United States goverrunent. This trend was
begun by the Catholic Church during
World War I, and the major Protestant
groups later followed. suit, generally dur- Catholic Lobbying
ing and after World War IT.
The Catholic Church "Never Interferes
The Friends and Congregationalists have in Matters of Political Nature,"- declared
had full-time legislative secretaries In Our Sunday Visitor to its Catholic readers,
Washington registered with the govern... September 16, 1945. "Those editors who
ment as'lobbyists, The Presbyterian rep- are ever charging the Catholic Hierarchy
resentative registered to lobby "in the in- with meddling or interference with politerest of social legislation on which the tics, II it said, "are careful never to publish
Presbyterian General Assembly has taken statements of the Hierarchy which prove
action." The Northern Baptist representa- ~e very contrary." However, one's actions
tive's duties consist of "talking with Con- speak at least as loud as his words, and the
~ssmen and officials to present the Baptist Catholic Church is no more free from poconscience, arranging for visitors to meet litical meddling than are the Protestant
their representatives and express their religions. Its political position is well unviews, keeping watch upon the acts and derstood in Spain where the Catholic contrends of governmen.t, and reporting back cordat is a legal agr'eement with the state.
to denominational agencies and groups."
It has cOme to public attention in England,
The Washington office of the National where a London Catholic Herald headline
Lutheran Council says its purpose is that said: "Priest Has Right to Advise on Use
of public relations. Robert Van Deusen, the of Vote--Says the Pope."
council's secretary, says: "A two-way :flow
Church activity in politics is also a
of information is considered desirable, but prominent matter in the United StateS, as
no pressure is to be brought on individual informed Catholics know. Numerous agencongressmen in favor of specific pieces of
cies are at work in Washington, from time
legislation," Additionally, the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion, Brethren, Men- to time making formal reconunendations
nonite and Christian denominations are to the government, and representing Cathreported to have part-time representatives olic interests before administrative agenbut with less activity in connection with cies. Dr. Ebersole discusses some of these
on pages 50-54 and 106-113 of his book
legislation.
What do people think of religious organ- Church Lobbying, This lobbying, of course,
izations' trying to persuade the govern- is in addition to the numerous devout
ment to take a particular course regarding Catholics in government who would resuch political subjects as trade agreements, spect aild support their church's views on
AUGUST 8. 1955
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major Issues, which views are widely pub~ glous hospitals and religious schools, and
llclzed through Catholic agencies, through to gain political representation for their
local churches and through the statements religion through an ambassador to the
Vatican, prompted the establishment af
of Catholic leaders that are published.
It -is also in addition to what the Chris~ another political organization, Protestants
nan Century called the "strong influence and Other Americans United for Separation
on American foreign policy of the profes~ of Church and State, organized specifically
sot'S of Georgetown and Catholic universi- to oppose these efforts.
Thus, on both sides of the religious fence
ties," and "the close liason the Catholics
maintain with congressmen through cer- there is abundant lobbying, and the relitain priests in Washington." Ebersole says gious organizations exercise a far greater
Catholic power "derives from long, contin- infb,lence than- many people realize. Should
uous and intimate acquaintance with legis- the religions do this? No! As the preceding
lation and lawmakers; from the loyalty of article shows, religion's duty is to preach
some Catholic" government offiCials; and the truth, to teach right moraIs and pure
from an active interest in the administra- worship, and to show the people how to
separate froin Satan's dying old world and
tion of the law."
Thus, there is no question that both ac- to side with God's righteous new world.
tions and admissions show that high Cath- While the reUgions in general are not realolic organizations, as well as the Protestant ly doing that work today. you can have a
groups, can be charged with "meddling or part in it. You will thus find the greatest
interference with politics" despite OUT Bun- joy for yourself and will provide the great{illy Visitor's declaration to the contrary. est of services for others-the service that
Catholic lobbying for such things" as tax God himself set ou( Will you participate in
SUDDort for religious activities, for reli- this important work?

~

BABIES SMARTER THAN YOU T H I N K '

«l Cameron Meredith, assistant professor of education at Northwestern University,
told the Chicago ,sun-Times of a baby who learned to cry silently, because hls parents were deat and dumb. According to Meredith: ''This baby's parents could
neither speak nor hear. It only took a few experiments tor the baby to learn that
if he yowled, no one paid attention to hlm. What dld,he do? He learned to cry
silently, wasting no energy but getting the same results ot attention any other
baby would attain by crying his lungs out." The baby would roll his big blue eyes
at his parents, screw up his taee, pucker his mouth, and once in a while drop a
visible tear; in short, he went through "all the gyrations at crying without making
a sound." This strategem brought swift results. "His parents were quick to look
for the pin that might be sticking him, change his diapers, grab for _the bottle,
take his temperature: Do what all parents think Is necessary when a baby cries,
even though this youngster made no sound! And amazing, too, was the story about
this particular youngster, that when people talked or made sounds In his hearing,
then he would cry audibly to attract attention." MeredJtll told of a hard-of·hearing
boy about six years old who had "temper tantrums." No matter what the parents
would do in the emergency, the lad would show no reaction except to continue the
tantrum. When asked privately why he paid no attention to his parents at the
time, the lad replied simply: "I turn 01f my hearing aid!" Meredith concludes Qy
saying to parents: "Don't underestimate the intelligence of your youngsters."
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ProbiNg
HAT-a continent nearly as big as for the International Geophysical Year
Europe and Australia combined, and 1957-58. Some forty nations plan to conyet unknown? That. is right. Most of it duct co-ordinated studies in this gigantic
has never been seen by human eyes. This undertaking. To p~pare for the united
is Antarctica, called the "bottom of the States' partof that program was the Atka's
world." Here is a vast region of snow, ice task. Surprise, enchantment, disaster and
and penguins. Here are some 6,000,000 innumerable oddities lay in the pathway
square miles so unknown that most maps of the Atka's journey.
still show it in hazy, general outline. Here
is a continent with 14,000 miles of coast An Inhospitable Pacific Coast
Toward the Ross Sea steamed the Atka.
line, most of which has never been sailed.
Here 18 a continent where summer, as most First port of call was Little America. Here
of us know it, never comes. Yet a sununer Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, during his
of a sort does come to Antarctica during expeditions, had set up camp near the outthe Northern Hemisphere's winter, bring~ er edge of the Ross Shelf Ice on the Bay
ing 24~hour-a-day sunshine and brief. of Whales. A dismaying surprise greeted
spongy softening of coastal pack ice. It is the Atka: the Bay of Whales had vanished.
during this cold, flowerless summer that The harbor had disappeared.. It had disvaliant men arrive by ship to probe the integrated. Hundreds of square miles of
mysteries and oddities of the unknown Ross Shelf Ice h~d broken off, and much
continent.
of the unoccupied Byrd camp had been
Thus it was that the United States naval carried out to sea. Only a fuel drum, buried
in a sheer 100-foot cliff of
icebreaker, the 6,5OO-ton
ice, was found to mark
Atka, steamed into AntByrd's 1947 camp. Sevenarctic waters last January
ty-foot radio towers, erectto probe the continent's
ed by Byrd on a still earlier
inhoSpitable coast line.
expedition, were now alThis was hot a military
voyage. The Atka's obmost buried by snow and
jective was to search out
ice; only some seven to
ten feet 'protruded. Little
locations where bases
America had indeed
could be established for a
changed.
large-scale research projSailing east from Little
ect.- In fact, the Atka's
America, the Atka tried
probe into the unknown
to enter Sulzburger Bay.
was only a part of the
But the way was barred
world-wide activity being
by a mighty river of ice
carried on in preparation

W
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called pack ice. This consists of frozen
ocean broken into floes that range from a
few square yards to hundreds of square
mDes. In its calmer moods pack ice is fan~
tasrtcally beautiful; when it is angry the
pack can destroy a ship in a few minutes
by direct crushing or by swamping it un~
der mountains of storm·tossed ice. Before
the Atka could extricate herself from the
heavy floes, a submerged spear of ice
lopped aft one of the three blades of the
ship's thirteen·ton starboard propeller. Undaunted dE$pite the mishap the Atka forged
ahead. ''When the ice was not thick enough
to bring the ship to a halt," wrote Walter
Sullivan, the only correspondent aOOard
the shiP. "the Atka forged ahead, plowing
a swath sixty·five feet wide. Ruge ice cubes
three feet on a side twisted. ground and
turned somersaults in the churning water
alongside. The sound within the ship'S hull
was ltke that of empty 011 drums bouncing
down a mountain."
At a small indentation the Atka madf! a
landing. This was Kalnan Bay, which was
fOWld to be a possible, though not an Jdeal,
site for a base. It was here that disaster
struck. One of the ship's helicopters, while
ferrying observers onto the ice plateau,
crashed, killing the pilot during a "whiteout." This condition, one of the chief hazards of Antarctic travel, occurs when sunlight diffuses through a solid overcast. The
effect is that of being in a cloud. No boundaries can be seen. Men on the ground may
walk into crevasses and airplane pilots may
crash because they cannot tell where the
surface is.
For the next two weeks the Atka battered its way futilely at enonnous fields of
drift jce.lt made three further attempts to
enter Sulzburger Bay, after circling north
of the pack. When these probings were
blocked, the Atka continued eastward. It
tried to break a pathway through to Mt.
Siple and the Thurston Peninsula, all with-
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out success. So formidable was the ice pack
that never again, after leaving Kaman Bay,
was the Atka able to reach the Antarctic
coast on the Pacific side.
Atlantic Comt 01 Antarctica

Churning its way toward th~ Atlantic
side, the Atka rounded Palmer Peninsula,
a piece of land that juts out 800 miles from
the continent toward South America. The
peninsula js so narrow that, even 500 miles
from its top, one can see across it from its
5,OOO-foot plateau. It is a land of snowy
mountains, glaciers and fiords.
Off Palmer Peninsula is fantastic Decep.tion Island. Here the Atka took the ocean's
temperature, thus giving the crew a
glimpse of this wlUsual isle. What makes
Deception Island so intriguing is what it
really ls-a relic of a huge Volcano. The
crater of the volcano has cracked open,
allOwing the sea to pour in. A snug harbor
four miles wide is the result. The crack is
large enough so that ships can sail into the
harbor. Heightening the isle's weird en~
chantment is the sulphurous steam that
spurts around the shore line and the "black
snow"-layers of volcanic ash that give
the snowy slope a sooty appearance.
The Atka now steamed into the Weddell
Sea, where the pack ice was especially
heavy. OftI.cials aboard the Atka believe
that theirs is the first' ship to battle the
treacherous Weddell Sea ice pack since an
earUer ship was trapped there in 1922. Dur~
mg the skirting of the Weddell Sea shore
the Atka made a landing in a small bay,
Here the crew captured some penguins for
the Washington zoo. It was not very diffi~
cult capturing the birds; they can readily
be approached since they do not have any
natural enemies on the ice. Commenting on
Antarctica's wildlife, the New York Timea
correspondent, Walter Sullivan, said: "De-.
spite its cruel climate the pack abounds
with life. Seals lounging on the floes have
A WAKE/

met no enemy on the ice. They know fear
only in the water. Like most creatures of
the Antarctic they are so wild they are
taIne."
But capturing wildlife was not the
Atka's main ob)ect1ve; so on the vessel
steamed in search of a good landIng place,
Op. the coast of Queen Maud Land the Atka
found a fair landing place, which was surveyed and named "Atka Bay." Farther
cast the Atka crew exulted on ftnd.!.ng an
excellent site, Admlral Byrd Bay. 'Ibis discovery is regarded as an outstanding
achIevement of the expedition, since Admiral Byrd Bay js well suited. to the larger
expeditions planned for the near future.
Oddities and Future PropMal.
A probe blto the W1lmOwn was bound to
bring some oddities. '!be Atka itself furnished one oddity: the mailing of 2,500
envelopes near Antarctica, 'The post office?

The oceanl For the Atka crew, usmg a
modern vt!l'Sion of the bottled message,
tossed some 2,500 post earCIs sealed in
transparent plastic envelopes into the
o:::ean. The finder is asked to write down
on the card where It was found and drop
it into the mail. Scientists want to find out
where the waterS flow from the bottom of
the world.
Another oddity was seen on the voyage
home. This was an iceberg so enormous
that 1t took four hours for the Atka to
steam past it. It was the largest iceberg
seen by the expedition, and its size was
so vast that o::1.ly an estimate could be made
of its length: a SO-mile-long iceberg! So
huge was it that the crew could hardly belleve the jce was not on land. But an iceberg it was.
The very outcome of the Atka's joUrney
is somewhat odd. The icebreaker steamed
some 5,500 miles or about halfway round
the frozen contin.ent, and yet the ship could
AUGUST S,
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dIIcowr pnIy four accessible harbors aIong
the coast. Though the Atka's major objective was to find suitable bases fOl" future
explorations, so much datu."l1 was collected
in the physical sciences-study of CQS.'"lllc
rays, sea temperatures, depth of ice, hlgh~
altitude weathe~, etc., that the correspondent aboard the ship came to this concluslan: "The most valuable work done by the
Atka on her cruise may prove in the lotli
run not to have been in her discovery of
good harbors and airfield sites for future
operations. It may have been in the data
collected. from the ship's 'exploration' in
the physical sciences."
The Atka's cruise enlightened scientists
on one special objective of the research of
the International Geophysical Ye.,., That
objective Is to find an answer to the question: At what rate is the earth becoming
wanner! The Atka found that the pack ice
was strikingly fa."I"fuer south than had been
expected. from records of previous visits.
Was this just an unusual year or Is the
phenomenon fu»ther evidence of the warming cycle in the earth's climate? By 1958
BC1entlsts expect to have the answer.
So there i.!i no doubt that the Atka's
probings helped pave the way for the mam~
moth international program scheduled to
culminate In 1957-58. A United States 0bservation outpost at the South Pole itself
is just one of the many remarkable proposals for the near future. One of the most
exciting proposals for 1~57 is for a joint
British-New Zealand expedition to perfonn
an even more daring, more difficult feat
than conquering Mt. Everest was, namely,
to attempt to cross the whole Antarctic
continent. Man has never been able to do
this except by airplane. If the projects for
1957 succeed. the veil of obscurity en~
shrouding Antarctica may soon be liftedand a vast continent will, at last, signify
:rr..ore than tce and penguins.
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An Interesting Book
T HAND

m

j8

a revIew copy of the new book

1 Jehovah's Witness6s-the New World Society, publlshed by Vantage Press of New
York city. Several books and many pamphlets
have been written about Jehovah's witnesses,
but this onE! is unusual in the faimes!,; and objectivity of its material It is put together in the
crisp news style of a reporter by its author,
Marley Cole. He has assembled authentic mao
terial by research into literature both by the
Witness~s and about them, by attendance at
local congregational meetings and at national
and international assemblies, and especially
by personal Interviews with many Witnesses
themselves, some of whom are officials of the
Watchtower Society.
C. The first of its ten chapters colo:r£ully reI:IOrts C!n the 1953 international as,sembIy at
New York's Yankee Stacliuln, attended by Wit·
nesses from ninety·six nations, and cllmaxed
by a gathering of 165,829 persons to hear the
JLUblic talk on the last day.
4l A chapter showing the unorthodoxy 01 Jehovah's witnesses states: "You could not procluce a more revolutionary religion, even it you
took the sum total of all the tenets 01 Chris·
tendom and turned them precisely upside down.
It Is as it the Witnesses had'hit upon the fornm·
la that religion as we know It has everything
In reverse. To get true worship straightened -out
(you could almost accuse them of reasoning),
you adopt the opposite of what you :jlear in
church."
41. In the chapter on the Soclety's first presi·
d'ent, Charles T. Russell, we read: .. 'His writ·
Ings,' declared an enemy, 'are said to have
greater newspaper circulation every week than
those of any other HYing man; a greater, doubt·
less, than the combined circulation of the writ·
tngs of all the priest!> and preachers in North
America.''' His enemies were many and their
bitter attacks bristled with slander and -Ube!.
but they never stemmed the fiood of Bible truth
from his pen that swept away falsehood and
restored to their place In the mjnds of many
the basic truths of the Bible. He was referred
to by one as 'tuniing the hose on hell and put·
ting out the fire.'
Co Alter his a~th Joseph F. Rutherford be·
came president of the Society, and author Cole
shows how attention was turned from creatures
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to locus squarely on the organiza.tion, building
it up and strengthening it on a theocratic basis.
Neither internal strife nor external attacks
could mume the ringing cry of those years,
"The Kingdom Is Here!" Even the imprisonment falsely of the Society's Officers, inclUding
Rutherford, wal? no victory for the enemy, for
while in prison a new magazine was conceived,
the (me you are now reading, only then it was
called '''The Golden Age" The 'Work oj witnessing to the Kingdom's establishment boomed,
and during this period this society of Christians ~ame known world-wide as JEHOVAH'S
WITNESS¥8.

fl.

-Under Rutherford's successor, Nathan H.
Knorr, the witness work took on new impetus
as trained missionaries were sent into scores
of countries and branches sprang up in many
lands. And yet thls was in the face of continuing oPPosition, from individuals to mobs to
nations, fighting imprisonment and bans, doing
the work underground for years in some nations, and waging incessant court battles in
many countries for the legal right to preach.
An ..enlightening interview with the Society's
legal counsel, Hayden C. Covington, disclosed
the magnitude of the court battles and the
many vktorles won In tbe Supreme COllrt of
the United States--so impressive that :ludges
and lawyers ha.ve halled Jehova.h's witneSSeS as
making firm the civil liberties of all citizens.
ct._Another interview, this one with a Societt
dj'rector and the superintendent of evangelists,
Thomas J. Sullivan, brings out the basic doctrines, ,placing first in importance the vindication of Jehovah's name, and continuing to show
beliefs about salvation, the soul, Christ's second
presence since 1914, earth-wide' Kingdom
preaching and the paradise conditions to com'e
in the new world.
Many pages of fine photographs on heavy
coated paper and an appendix complete this
229-page book. Perhaps the outstanding part of
this appendix for the average reader Will be
the documentary evidence that President Eisen·
hower's parents were Jehovah's witnesses for
more than forty years. This book is interesting_
ly written abollt interesting material. You will
enjoy reading it. The first printing of 20,000
copies has been taken up by bookstores. A
second pl1,nting, 40,000 tWs time, has been run.
AWAKE I

HEcrowningglOry of the pIa-'lt
world lS the tree.
Yet how few people

T

appreciate this marvel among plants!
:Many a person who walks through
a forest or park hardly gi..es any
thoug.'lt to the giant plants around
hin:. If he does think of them, he may not
think of them as things that are truly alive.
Yet a tree is a Jiving creation. It breathes.
It digests and assimilates food. It gives off
waste products. It has real circulation. It
rears a family as tru1y and beautifully as
any other !orm of life. It has the power of
adapting itseH to its surroundings jn a wonderful way. Though it. of course, lacks intelligence and power of locomotion, a tree
performs vital acts as truly as the body of
a man. Yes, the tlvlr.g tree is a marvel!
What a variety there is in the tree world!

Botanists have now numbered between
60,000 to 70,000 species of trees. ThCSJ"are
of aU s't'..apes, sizes and colors. You name
the color; and if you cannot find It in the
hark of these thousands of trees, you will
f:.nd it, at some tin:e of the year, 1n the
leaves. As for sizes, there is a tree to measure up to everyone's ideal. At maturity
some trees are only ten feet high, with
trunks as slender as six inches in circumference. If YO:l like big trees there are
species that reach as high as 350 feet and
those with a trunk circumference or more
than a hur.dred feet. In Austra1ia the
eucalyptus trees reach dizzy altitudes. One
eucalyptus. located near CaIac, in the province of Victoria. reaches a height of 347
.£UGUST 8, 1555

fC'Ct. For sheer talL'less, though, the redwood puts in it.o; bid for first prize. At

Dyerville F1at, California, the tallest living
tree in America rears its topmost boughs
to a height of 3£4 feet. Still growing, its
girth is 47 feet.

AtlaptabilUy tutd Circulation
Truly wonderful is the growth of a tree.
For the tree adapts itself to its surroundings in as marvelous a way as man adapts
himself to varying conditions. If water is
SCaree. roots go down deeper and deeper.
If !lourishment is poor, the roots stretch
out farther a.'ld farther, traveling backward and forward, above and below and
around obstacles in their search for what
will be good for the tree. As a tree grows,
its roots exert a steady pressure, whose
cumulative effect is truly astonishing. Thus
the birch, though far fror.l tne sturdiest
Qf trees, can lift a boulder weighing twenty tons.
If trees are crowded together, they reach
higher and higher; and their branches, instead or growing outward, rise almost perpcndicu!arly to reach the sunshine. If the
situation is windy, the tree takes firmer
hold of the ground with its roots. Though
the tree may bend before the wind, it rarely breaks: snow and frost it can keep out:
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animals and birds it can often resist; and In
the tougher fight against its own relatives
-such as the ivy that tries to strangle itit puts up a good fight and sometimes wins.
The living tree has a circulation as truly
as does man himself. While it does not :move
as fast as ours, and does not go round slid
round as the result of pumping by a heart,
the _circulation system of a tree is still a
marvel, for it operates from the tiniest root
hair to the most distant leaf and back
again. In the giant trees that is some distance! 01) the upward flow the Circulation
goes on through the sapwood, traveling
from cell to cell, from the small roots to
the larger ones, then into the trunk and
branches and leaves. From the lea! the circulation travels down once more through
the cells of the inner bark on the way to
the smallest roots, building up layers of
cells all the time. And so most trees keep
on growing in girth, as long as they live.
Like man each tree is a marvelously
unique individUal. For no two trees, not
even those of the same species, are ever
alike. And for iliat matter, no two boards
taken from the same tree are ever alike.
Each piece of wood, with its grain and
rings, is as different as human fingerprints.
"The Lung8 of a Tree"
A tree breathes as surely as man does.
It takes in air through its leaves, entering
through tiny openings on the Wldersides.

Once inside the leaf, the elements that
make up the air are separated from one another. The carbon dioxide is used in sun-'
light in the manufacture of solid substance,
while the unused oxygen is given off again
to the air. This process is called photosynthesis, because it is a union or synthesis
of material in light. Of course the leaves
need some oxygen for breathing; But although green leaves undergo normal respiration, absorbing oxygen and excreting
carbon dioxide, they absarh ali: the average
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five times 88 much carbon dioxide in
photosyntl1esis as they excrete in. respiration, and release about five times as much
oxygen as they consume. Indeed, enough
oxygen 'is produced by 180 square inches of
green-leaf surface during ,an average sum~
mer to supply the average oxygen require~
ments of a man for an entire year! '
Leaves are aptly called, then, "the lungs
of a tree." What a marvel a single leaf is!
And how many there can be on a !dngJe
tree! A good~sized poplar may have 70,000
leaves, a birch 200,000 and an old oak,
700,000. Shap.!s of leaves are adapted to
the conditions under which'the tree lives.
Though most leaves have flat blades that
expose as much surface to sunlight 8.$ possible, cone-bearing trees have, needlelike
leaves that offer a rninimuzn of resistance
to the high winds of cold climates. How do
the needlelike leaves make up for their
little surface? By their numbers! Thus an
examination of a Monterey pine revealed
some 8,000,000 needles. When trees have
only a few leaves, they make tip for it by
their size. So the leaf of a royal paln,1 may
weigh ten pounds or more, and the leaf of
a mature date palm may be twenty feet in
length. One tropical species has been observed with leaves a fantastic forty feet
in length!
Seeds are another marvelous feature of
trees. Again there is a wide range of variety. Some seeds are so incredibly light it
takes tens of thousands to make a pound.
,In fact, 500,000 seeds of the Torrey pine
weigh just one pound. On the heavy side,
specimens of the giant double coconut from
the Seychelles Islands may tip the scale at
forty pounds.
How are seeds distributed? Those that
are light float through the air; those of
the sycamore have wings to carry them far
enough from the parent tree to find sustenance in the soU. Acorns, chestnuts, cones
and other heavier seeds are often planted by
AWAKEI

forest creatures such as squirrels and jays. walked the earth. Many of the sequoias
Even the heaviest of seeds, the coconut, are over 2,000 years old. The General Sherlacks not a way to travel. For the coconut man tree is estimated to be between 3,000
palm often grows near the ocean beaches; and 4,000 years old. John Muir, who examsome palms even lean over the water. When ined a huge sequoia much damaged by fire,
coconuts fall they either roll into or drop reported over 4,000 growth rings.
into the water. Soon they are riding waves.
How long, then, can a giant tree live?
In time a Boating coconut hits land, rolls Man does not know, since the giant trees
into a spot and germinates; and barren appear not to know such a thing as "natuland becomes a lovely grove of palms that ral death." Thus Hammond's Nature Atla8
offer to man their fronds' for shelter, cool of America saYs: "For how many centuries
coconut milk as a drink and coconut meat or millennia our present sequoias will go on
as food.
living nobody Jsnows; their chances seem
excellent as they are almost indestructLtfe Span of Trees
ible." "A recent study of giant sequoias,"
Almost everyone has heard about tree says Dr. Ferdinand C. Lane in The Story
rings. In those trees whose annual activity of Trees, "foWld no record that any had
is interrupted by a regular winter or dry ever succumbed to mere old age and
•
season, rings of growth occur. These are a guessed
that if the hazards of lightning,
clue as to a tree's age. But how do the rings fire and storm could be eliminated, some of
develop? Because wood ceIIs produced in these great trees might defy the ravages
the spring of the year are large, and those of time for 10,000 years."
produced later in the year are smaller, and
And so, extraordinary longevity, a life
because an interruption of growth occurs span so long that man cannot .measure it,
during the winter, each year's growth of
is the crowning marvel of the tree. How
wood appears as a distinct ring.
How long do trees live? Long! Sugar richly meaningful the Bible's numerous
maples frequently live as long as' 500 years. rWerences to trees now become, especially
Some oaks live as long as 1,500 years and Jehovah's promise of never-ending life to
some jUnipers as long as 2,000 years. Some those worthy of living in his new world:
of the giant trees in Sequoia National 'Behold, I create new heavens and a new
Park, California, are so old that they were earth. As the days of a tree shall be the
nodding their lofty boughs when Jesus days of my people.'-Isaiah 65:17, 22.

't,!
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'~,ue« 7.4'(" '"
~ Usually the thief surprises the vIctim, but not always. At Hagerstown, Mary·
land, 'someone made 01'1' with a classy-looking suitcase; it contained a ten·foot
python snake. But it remained for a thief in Knoxville, Tennessee, to hit bottom.
He grabbed a purse from Mrs. Lilly Mae Hipshlre. The bag was full of diapers.
Perhaps the most surprised thief for a long time was one in Modesto, California.
ThIs one made ot'l' with a station wagon but he abandoned it in hot haste. On
the back seat was a local resident-recently deceased. The statton wagon belonged
to an undertaker.
AUGUST 8, 1955
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even in essential elements within his own
body-do these facts mean that they are
necessarily harmless? What is their relation to man's destiny? Have they a:tfected
his past history? What bearing do they
have on God's promise of everlasting life
to obedient men!
Of all the known radiatior.s to which
ma..'1 is exposed in his common env:ronment, co5..'llic rays are by fa::, the most important. (See Awake! Joly 8, 1955, Table
on page 23.) Hence. our answers to the
foregoing questions must be concerned primarily'with the effects of cosmic rays.
The others may be disregarded.
Cosmic Rag. and Natural Mutation Rate
It has long ·been believed that the level

tlncj
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of cosmic-ray exposure, accwnulated over
a lifetime, was far below the lowest exposure that could possibly cause any injury
to man. So far as the chronic effects of repeated small overexposures to radiation
are concerned-such etJects as anemia,
leukemia, cancer-it does not seem possible that any of these coad ever result
from sevepty years' exposure to cosmic
rays. But hereditary eft"ects, caused by
mutations in the reproductive germ cells,
occur at mach lower levels than t.'1ose
necessary to visibly injure the person exposed. Mutations lead to the begetting of
oft'spring whose bodily form or functio:1 is
more or less seriously impaired. M.utations
have been estin:ated to occur spontaneous-

ANKIND is constantly under bornbardmen: by many kinds of atomic ra·
diation as described in the previous articles
in this" series. From the day ()f his bb"th
to the day he dies, everyone is exposed to
cosmic rays from the skies. The a:r we
breathe contains traces of radon, .a radioactive gas. There are minute quantities of
uranium and radium in fr..e soil, and hence
in all ground waters. From ordina::-y drink· ly, from WlknOwn causes, at an average
ing water the average person accumulates, rate of about one cut of 100.000 genes in
during his lifetime, around. one ten-thou- eac.~ generation. In experiments on fruit
sandth of a microgram of raditL'11 in h~s flies, t.~is mutation rate could be equaled
bones. Radioactive potassiwn and radio- by exposure to :'00 roentgens during: a
carbon In body tissues add to the radiation generation. Since cosmic rays give an exe;q:K)Sure. Do these weak. radiations have posure of only .1 roentgen a year, they
any effect cn us! Does the fact that man appeared to be of no consequence as a
apparently has been exposed to these pene- cause of rr.utations.
However, recent experiments with mice
trating radiations throughout his history,
or the fact that some of them originate exposed to radiation have disclosed the

M
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startling fact that mutations occur in them
at a rate ten times as grea.t as in the fruit
fly. These expel'iments, reported in the
seventeenth semiannual report of the
Atomic Energy Commission, suggest that
the estimated mutation rate in man under
exposure to radiation should be increased
tenfold. Even this may be conservative
since man is a more complex creature than
the mouse and therefore, presumably, more
easily injured by radiation.
Instead of taking the 100 roentgens that
are necessary to double the mutation rate
in fruit flies, we should consider the
amount necessary to double the mutation
rate in man as not more than ten roentgens. At the normal cosmic-ray level a
person absorbs about three roentgens between birth and the age of procreation. In
view of the rough approximations involved,
it appears quite possible that the natural
mutation rate in man is due chiefly, if not
entirely, to cosmic rays.

Mutations Cause Degenercdion.
Not Evolution
How do these mutations affect the race
of mankind, as they continue generatiorr
after generation? A currently popular the-ory of evolution b.$ based on the assump-tion that some mutations are beneficial and
some detrimental. Through natural selection the detrimental ones are eliminated
while the beneficial mutations are multiplied and spread throughout the population. Over vast periods of time, perhaps
thousands of generations, these good mutations gradually improve the species. Some
bold that mutations can even produce new
species.
Now, if race improveqLent is the result
of mutations, since mutations are increased
by raising the level of atomic radiation one
would conclude that anything that raises
the radiation level (short of inducing cancer during the lifetime of an individual)
AUGUST 8, 1955

would be a good thing for the race. Widespread use of X rays, general dispersal of
radioactive isotopes from atomic reactors,
and especially the world-wide contamination of the atmosphere and soil with radioactive ashes falling out of atomic and
hydrogen bomb clouds should all be a marVelous benefit to mankind, because they
wotDd increase the speed of evolution. They
would give our children or grandchildren
new abilities or desirable traits that migbt
not have come along for many more generations, had not man 'stepped in to help
evolution along. Are the evolutionists willing to back up their theoretical claims with
this magnificent opportunity to demonstrate evolution in a large-scale, practical
way?
Far from it! All the evidence is that mutations are not beneficial, but invariably
injurious. "It is conservatively estimated
that over 99% of mutated genes are hannful." "No useful mutations hav!'! appeared,
and none are expected." "Accelerated
H-bomb test programs ... will ultimately
reach a level which can be shown to be a
serious threat to the genetic safety of all
people of the world." Rather than improving the race, man is committing "creeping
suicide" by "fouling the air with radioactivity." Such are the opinions of the
scientific authorities.
Read what two prominent evolutionists
say about the effect of mutations on the
human race. Indiana's Professor H. J.
Muller, Nobel Prize winner in genetics,
writing in the American Scientist, concludes that "each mutation eventually
causes one genetic death." This, he says,
"is just as true of any recessive invisible
or visible detrimental gene, no matter
how slight the grade of defect it causes,
as of a fully lethal gene." Harvard's articulate anthropologist, Professor E. A. Hooton, says. in his book Ape8~ Men, and
Morons: "I am afraid that many anthro21

poIogtats (including myself) have sinned
against genetic science and are leaning upon a broken reed when they depend upon
mutations. The evidence of modern experimental genetics seems to indicate that most
mutations are harmful and that many of
them are even lethal, and that they are
attributable in the main to deterioration("

Not evolution, but race degeneration is
the effect of m~tations.
Shortened Life Span Since the Flood
Since it now appears that possibly all
the natural mutations in the human race
can be attributed to cosmic rays, an luteresting question is raised in the mind of one
familiar with the Biblical history of man.
The first man was created perfect. He lost
his perfection through sin, and man's,subsequent history down through the 6,000
years till now has been one of race degeneration. Hence we ask, What.part in this

degenerative process might have been
played by cosmic rays?
The immediate and greatest change in
man's prospects for health and life 0ccurred upon his expulsion from the garden
of Eden. Instead of life without end he
now faced the gradual process of dying,
and his life came to an end after a scant
thousand years. For several generations at
the beginning, the normal life span of man
continued to be close to a milIermiurn. Most
of the men in the genealogy from Adam to
Noah, recorded In the 6th chapter of Genesis, lived over 900 years. Then came the
Flood. The life span of those born after
the Flood dropped abruptly to about 450
years, then three generations later to 240
years. It continued to drop more gradually
thereafter, reaching 120 years in Moses'
case, but his prayer indicated that men had
come to regard seventy years as the normal
life expectancy. Modern medical sclence
has not reversed the trend of degeneration
thus measured. It has made it possible for
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more·to live out the normal span, but'this
Is still only seventy yeers.-Psalm 90:10.
Such sudden drops in life span are very
characteristic of mutations. If we were to
consider that this spate of mutations was
caused by cosmic rays, we should then look
for some change at the time of the Flood
that suddenly brought the cosmic rays into
the picture. Is it possible that before the
Flood mankind was not subject to the continual bombardment that is accepted today
as a normal part of the environment?
Before'this question can be answered,
it is necessary to know something of the
constancy of cosmic rays. The intensity of
the radiation varies in a complex way over
the earth's surface. It is higher at higher
latitudes and at higher altitudes. These
effects are explained by physicists by the
hypothesis that the primary cosmic rays
reaching the earth are protons (nuclei of
hydrogen atoms) traversing interplanetary
space in all directions, with energies ranging up to billions of volts. Because of the
earth's magnetic field, these particles are
deflected away from the equator. The more
energetic protons are' deflected lesS, and
-will reach the earth even at the equator,
but the weaker ones can penetrate the
magnetic field only in the neighborhood
of the poles. This accounts for it that the
cosmic radiation is stronger near the north
and south magnetic poles than at the equator. Reaching the earth, the protons enter
the r atmosphere, and somewhere in its
tenuous upper reaches they collide with
atoms of oxygen or nitrogen. A nuclear explosion follows. In the violent disruption
of the nucleus, the incoming particle
knocks out protons and neutrons, divIding
its energy among them. Also, some- of the
energy from the primary cosmic ray goes
into the formation of mesons, or heavy
electrons. The protons cannot penetrate
more than about 10 per cent of the depth
of the atmosphere, but some of the mesons
A WAKJiJI

penetrate all the way to the ground. It is
t."'ese secondary particles that we commonly speak of as COSlT'Jc rays. They are largely absorbed within the atmosphere, so that
the radiation intensity at higher altitudes
1s much greater than on the sur:ace. On
a mou."1tain 10,000 fect high the intensity
is about do!;ble what it is at sea level.
Not only does the cosmic-ray intensity
vary from one Jocation to anoilier, but 1t
also changes with tin:.e. Small variations
from day to day are caused by fluctuations
in the depth of the atmosphere. as measured by the barometric pressure. Much
larger changes are associated with magnetic stomlS. This can be u."1derstood in
terms of the earth's magnetic shielding
effect. \Vhen the strength of the magnetic
field is weakened, weaker cosmic rays that
are normally exclt;.ded tind their way in.
Sunspot activity also influences the intensity of the rays. Often an increase is noted
a few days after an unusual burst of solar
acthrity.
It, then, COSI1"Jc rays can be absorbed so
greatly by the relatively thin shell of the
earth's atmosphere, Jt is easy to see that
other materials wmr.d absorb them also.
The source of the water that flooded the
earth in Noah's time is not explained by
science, but the Bible makes it definite that
it came from above. The words of Gen~
esis 1 indicate that a vast body of wa~er
was suspended above the earth's atmosphere from the tilr..e of the second creative
day right down till the Flood. This ex·
panse of water would suffice to completely
absorb any cosmic radiation that mig!:!t
have been impinging upon the earth d"JI'ini
that period But with the downpour of this
water during the Noachian deluge, the protective blanket was removed and cosmic
rays, along \lith light rays from the sun
and stars, could shine directly on the
earth's surface. Jehovah might thus have
used the rain of cosmic rays to complete
AUGUST 8, 1955

the execution of the sentence inherited by
Adam', descendants.
Fal~ Auumptton

Dl.credit&

Radlocaroon Clock
The radiocar1JQn clock is the latest scientific tool that BibJe critics are attempting to tum ag~nst the Bible account of
creation and. the Flood. Although there has
been a striking lack of any corroboration
by this means of the former inflated ages
of 50,000 years and up tal' man's ex~stence
on the earth (the carbon·14 measurement
sho'..l1d give zero activity for any specimen
older than 20,000 or 3:),000 years), a few
speci:nens ha,,'e been measured that do indicate ages up to 8,000 years for objects
used by humans. It is claimed that these
diacredit the Bible aCCOWlt that tells of a
WIiversal deluge only 4,300 years /lgo, after

which the earth was overspread with the
races of mankind.
However, before one discards the Bible
and d1sowns i':S Author, it would be well to
examine the basis for the radiocarbon age
measurement. The radiocarbon that exists
in nature has been formed. by neutrons,
which are produced by cosmic rays in the
U;Jper atmosphere, as described above. In
order to use this method for age datini,
it is necessary to assume that the amount
of carbon~14 in the earth Is constant, and
hence that the rate at which it is being
formed and the rate at which it is decaying
are equal to each other and have been c0nstant for many thousands of years. But
even the day-to-.day variability of cosmicray intensity belies any asstU'ance of the
a&Sumed constancy. Since the foregoing
analysis shows that, before the Flood,
cosmic rays were probably absorbed in the
water canopy above the earth before reaching the atmosphere, it is entirely possible
that no radiOC81"bon was being fanned in
that period. On this asswnption, theworld's
store of natural carbon-14 started growing
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from scratch 4,300 years ago, and an error
is thrown into the measurements. For example, a piece of wood from a tree that
grew shortly after the Flood would be quite
deficient in radiocarbon by today's standards, and hence would appear to be much
older than it really is.
In view of this possibility it is foolish to
claim that the carbon-14 age measurements
discredit the Bible account of creation
and the Flood. In fact, the shoe is rather
on the other foot, in that the changes that
accompanied the Biblical flood discredit

the radiocarbon ages that attempt to reach
back in the antediluvian era.
MUifary Whitewash, Scientific Fears

to cure all the ills of mankind by quick

evolution into a super~race.
Authorities in the field do not share this
enthusiasm. Dr. C. H. Waddington writes
that scientists so far "have got the resources to tackle only the technically easi~
est aspect of the matter-namely, muta~
tions which produce very striking and easi~
ly recognizable effects. It is likely that
there are vastly more mutations producing
much slighter harmful effects, but we have
no real knowledge of this, and so far as I
know no one. is studying the "matter....
All the available evidence, however, makes
it seem overwhelmingly probable that
any atomic explosion which produCes an
increase in radioactivity, however small, in
regions inhabited by man will add something to hwnanity's store of newly mutated
and mostly hannful genes."
Professor H. ;I. Muller concurs in this:
"In the most accurately studied genetic
material, fruit flies, it has long been mown
that there are vastly more mutations producing hidden.. slightly harmful effects
than those producing drastic or easily recognizable ones. What is not so commonly
realized is that each invisible, slightly
hannful mutation occasions an amount of
damage in later generations comparable
to that arising from the birth of a 'monster.' This is because the 'small' mutation
survives through so many more generations as to do a great amount of scattered
hann. By the accumulation of many of
these small mutations a popUlation can
become genetically debilitated,"

Whatever effects' from cosmic rays may
have accwnulated in the genetic composition of the human race over the past ages
of history, the large-.scale release of radioactive dust into the atmosphere by nuclear
bomb explosions threatens now to multiply
manyfold in a mere moment of history.
Many responsible scientists voice a growing concern over the effects of unlimited
atom bomb tests. fearing for man's continued existence on earth. The more mili~
taristic elements scorn this cautious atti~
tude and urge an all~out bomb development
and testing program, an all~out nuclear
anns race, and i.oeadiness to begin upon any
provocation an all-out atomic war.
An extreme example of the a1l~out atti~
tude is illustrated by a recent article in the
U.S. !Yews &; World Report, entitled "The
Facts about A~Bomb Fall~out." Headlined
was the statement, "Not a word of truth in
scare stories over tests." The article en~ De1lW1l8 Herding Deluded Man'
Why do men throw dtscretion to the
thusiastically hailed a hardier, more vig~
orous, more reproductive race of flies, de.. winds and, heedless of the warnings of
veloped by breeding in a strongly radio- ~er to themselves and their posterity,
active environment, as proof that mankind ,pursue a course that can end only in ruinhas nothing to fear from mutations. In ing the earth? Certainly it is not seIf~
fact, the reader might conclude that radio~ interest that prompts man in this suicidal
activity is a new wonder drug, promising course, The Bible proves that we are living
24
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In a time of humao crisis from which the
present system will hot recover. Wicked,
unseen demons are leading the rulers and
theJr subjects into destruction. (Revelation
16:14) Demon-deluded~ men are bent on
ruining the earth. (Revelation 11: 18) The
context of this verse in Revelation showl;
that it would be fulfilled after Christ comes
in power to his kingdom (vs. 15), and
woUld be part of the woes brought upon
the earth by Satan in his last days. (Revelation 12:12) Radioactive ruin is added to
the ravages of war, pestilence and earthquakes as part of the great sign given by
Jesus to enable his followers to recognize
the establishment of his kingdom.-Mat..
thew 24:3. 7.
But Jehovah will not permit his earthly
creation to be brought to ruin. To save his
handiwork, and to fl1ltiJ) his promise to
righteous men to give them a permanent
home upon this planet, he is fully justified
in intervening to cut short the wicked ambition of demons and demon-controlled
men, Those who would ruin the" earth will
themselves be brought to ruin. Jehovah
will never allow men to atom-blast all life
~m the earth in a push-button atomic
war. Neither will he permit lingering
radioactivity to poison the earth and wither all living things. The very fact that
man has now come to the verge of the
ability to destroy aU life on the earth
points to the urgency of the world-wide
announcement of the approach of Armageddon.

years. It will not even stop at a thousand
years. Obedient men will regain the prospect that Adam had in Eden, tha-r of endless happy life on earth. But will it be pas-sible to maintain health and life forever,
if man is still exposed to the debilitating
effects of cosmic rays and radioactive contamination? The Bible assures 'US that
"nothing shall hurt nor destroy" in all that
holy kingdom, and the "nothing" excludes
also radioactivity and cosmic rays. It will
not be necesSary for Jehovah to restore
the watery canopy that enshrouded the
earth before the Flood to protect earth's
inhabitants. We have seen how easily c0smic rays are diverted even by the earth's
weak magnetic field. A stronger magnetic
field would block out the rays completely.
Or for that matter, Jehovah could shut
of! the rays at the source. These rays, so
mysterious that man cannot even determine their origin, and yet so powerful that
they penetrate his most heavily shielded
retreat, can be fully eontrolled by the Creator's omnipotent power.
No scars borne by the survivors of Axmageddon will be beyond God's power to
heal. Even the genetic scars, accumulated
over thousands of years of sin and degradation, although completely outside the
ken of man, can· be healed by the great
J.,ife-giver who looks upon the unformed
substance of a creature in its mother's
womb, where nothing but the genetic structure exists to forecast the kIDd of creature
it is destined to be. (Psalm 139:15, 16)
After a thousand years of human uplift
Jehovah WUl Deliver and Heal
man will be brought to perfection even in
After Armageddpn Jehovah will lead the the innermost part at' every cell. Nothing
survivors into the way of life. No longer will stand between him and the realization
will the life span be limited to seventy of his God-given, hope of everlasting life.

AUGUST 8, 1955
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Christian Grounds
for Divorce
ACH nation has its own <t.vcrce la'WS.
Some of these Jaws differ so radically
in Important respects that an average citizen may not know what his marital status
is in one or another state or nation. But
not so with the Christian. He has one divorce law regardless of in what nation he

E

may reside. The Christian law is simple,
direct and to the' pOint, so much so that
even a child can understand it. It allows
no room for a."'l1bigl;ity and misunderstandings so common a."llong divorce laws of th:'s

old world. It does not provide divorce for
just any excuse or trumped-up charge on
which divorces are so common today.

For example: A Paterson, New Jersey,
woman sued for divorce because her "husband bawled her out every time she
sneezed!' A deaf-mute in Detroit. Michigan, was given a divorce after testifying
that h:s wife "nagged. him constantly in
sign language." A young lady was granted
a divorce in Cleveland, Ohio, "because her
husband refused her the money for a $30
coat,. a.'1d the next day paid S35 for attach·
ments for his electric train." Over in
Leeds, England, Edna llIingworth got a
divorce after she corr.plained that her hug..
band tied her up in the cellar and "doused
her with a bucketful of water 'to cool her
off.''' Actress Linda Christian took the
stand in a Santa Monica. court in divorce
action against her husband Tyrone Power.
She testified that he "was 'cool and distant.' After a 15--minute hearing, the judge
granted. her an interlocutory divorce."
None of these charges provide sound
reasons for divo::,ce according to the Christian standard. Easy divo:rees mercly under·
26

mine or weaken the dogged determtnatim
that both parties need to make a go of marriage. They are prone to think as did Alec
Ogburn. When Ogburn was applylng for
a marriage license, the clerk showed surprise, and no wonde!"; Ogburn gave his age
as 111 and his bride-to-be-22. Ogburn remarked to the clerk: "Don't laugh at me,
lady ... If I don't get alO:lg with he:', I
reckon 1 can get rld of her." And that is
fast becoming the general atUt'.lde regarding marriage-easy come, easy go.
Only GrouncU far Divorce
Christians, however, have a different
outlook on :narriage. They consider it a
sacred institution. They have the 'Wise
counsel of Jesus and Paul On this matter.
Jesus declared: "1 say to you that whoever
divorces his wife except on the grounds of
fornication and marries another commits
adultery." Paul warns: "Let marriage be
hor:orable among all, a.'1d the marriage bed
be without defilement, for God will j"Jdge
fornicators and adultercrs."-Matthew
19:9; Hebrews 13:4, New World Tram.
Some reJigious clergymen take Jesus'
words at Matthew 19:9 to mean that all
divorce is barred from Christians, even on
the grolUlds of ad:lltery. L"'nder date of December 13, 1948, the New York Times reported: "Divorce is not justified by any
ciI'C"Jmstance of marriage, however 'painful or brutal,' the Rev. Anselr.t Leahy declared yesterday in b.ls second Advent sermon at St. Patrick's Cathedral. He tcr:ned
modern divorce 'successive pOlygamy' and
denounced as 'adulterers and adulteresses'
divorced persons who contracted new marital unicns within the lifetime of one another. . . . His Wlqualified condemnation
of divorce twasl followed by a statement
issued by Mon:;;ignor Robert E. McCoIT.'lick
calling upon the [New Yorkj State Legislature to 'outlaw' divorce and as&"l.i1ing the
'present movement to liberalize divorce in
our state' as 'a menace to society.'"
AWAKEI

By taklng such a posItion those c1ergymen condemn Jehovah God for allowjng
the Jews to practice divorce according to
the divine law given through Moses. But
Jesus, at Matthew 19:1-9, did not condemn
this divorce provision or say it was "not
justified by any circwnstance of marriage,
however 'painful or brutal.''' Neither do
his corresponding words in the Sermon on
the Mount condemn it but simply say: "It
was said, 'Whoever divorces hi$ wife, let'

the immoralIty of hi. marriage mate, such
Chr!stIan Is comm1_g adultery If he remarrIes. Unless, of course, the separated
partner commits adultery or remarries or
expires in death, which circumstances
would free the Christian to reman-y.
Otherwise, he is still considered married
in the eyes of God.
The establishing of a law forbiddiilg dlvorce under any circumstances has not
- served to maintain marriage ,in honor or

him give her a certificate of divorce.' How- to prevent adultery and fornication. In
ever, I say to you that evefyone divorcing lanDs where antidivorce law obtains many
his. wife except on account of fornication married people ignore it and follow the
makes her a subject for adultery, seeing course of their own passions. For one cause
that whoever marries a divorced woman or another a man abandons his wife or a
commits adultery." He also shOWed that a Woman leaves her husband. They can ob-woman might start the divorce proceed- tain no legal divorce. So the man or the
ing&, saying: "Whoever divorces his wife woman enters into a common-law marriage
and marries another commits adultery with another person while the legal maragainst her, and if ever a woman, after riage partner is alive. By such a procedure
divorcing her husband, marries another, the man or the woman is committing adulshe commits adultery."-Mattbew 5:31, tery and also practicing bigamy or polyg.
32; Mark 10:11, 12, New World Trans.,. amy. The local government, though adDeuteronomy 24:1-4.
hering to the religious canon law of no
This does not bar Christians altogether divorce, is conniving at polygamy or is in
from divorce, but it alIo\ys them only im- effect approving of it when it does not enmorality as the justifiable scriptural forGe the law and penalize those who viogrounds for getting a divorce. Whoever late it. This creates the difiiculty of how
married a person that was divorced on to adjust their marital affairs properly
grounds other than immorality would be when such a man or woman comes in concommitting adultery, for the legal divorce tact with the Ktflgdom truth and desires
was not recognized by God as really cancel- to become a witness of Jehovah.
ing the marriage bond. But this is not sayDivorce does not break a marriage; it
ing that the Christian who gets the divorce merely legalizes the break that has already
because of the sexual unfaithfulness of his been made. The American Bar Associamate may only get rid of such maw, not tion's report stressed that "the cure of
being. free to marry another Christian marriage ills does I]ot lie in easy divorce,
woman. Under God's law to Israel the man but in hard marriage." A fifth of American
getting a divorce from his morally unclean divorces occur before the couples have
wife was not barred from marrying an- . been married three years, because with the
other Israelite woman. So J'e9Us was not first few disagreements legal action is
interpreting divorce by a Christian in such sought. A Christian will not copy this
a way as to forbid his remarriage. Jesus' world. He will seek to do everything withwords mean strictly this: If the Christian in his power, asking God's guidance, to
'procures the divorce on grounds other 1;1180 make marriage work.
AUGUST 8, 1966

DOES RADIATION SHORTEN LIFE SPAN?
HAT is the question raised by a special dispatch ,from Hiroshima publlshed in the
New York Times of May 30, 1955. It says,
In part:
C. "Scientists studying the etrects of the atomic'
bOmbs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
AugUst, 1945, have reached the problem of why
people grow old and die. In their investigations
the scientists are trying to learn whether persons exposed to atomic radiation here had their
llves shortened, even though they recovered.
ThIs has led to consideration of a more fun'da·
mental question, of Interest to all mankInd. It
a: What Is the primary cause of ag1ng and
death? Atomic research-here, it is thought, may
bring new discoveries in the age-old search f.or
ways of. prolonging life.
"The apparently simple statistical problems
of determining whether person, exposed to Ionizing radiation died prematurely 'is actually a
profound observation involving one of the
most pressing problems In modern medicine,'
says Dr. Robert H. Holmes, director of the
Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission. . . . 'In
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view of the known fact that ex.posure to ionizIng radiation will produce in lower animals a
shortening of the life span, it is naturally Indicated that this possible concurrence be investigated In the human population,' Dr. Holmes
said today....
~ 'U the findings should indicate that premature aging and shortened life span occur following exposure to radiation, then one is obviously
confronted with the blunt question of why,' he
continued. 'Searching for this answer leads to
the primary causes, In lower animals at least,
of degenerate diseases such as nephrosclerosis
and neuroplasla, or specifically cancer,' he
said. 'These causes then are among the funda·
mental problems of geriatrics [the study of why
aging occursJ. 'They are intrinsic to the whole
subject of growth and development.'''
C. Since it Is known that radiation does shorten
the lite span in lower anin'lals, and since it is
known that radiation is more injurious to high·
er forms by causing more harmful mutations
in them, is it not very likely that its ability to
shorten the life span is even greater in higher
animals and nutn than It is in lower animals?

• How Cuba'§ hero thoughtfully condemned
the ,church's interest in money? P. 3, 113.
• Whether religion's part in politics is accldental? P. 4, 114.
• What problems of Its own religion bypasses
ill order to enter politiCS? P. S, 1I3.
• What proves God's kingdom is not Just
within the hearts and minds of men? P. 7, h.
• What methods church officials use to Intluence a nation's legislators? P. 9, 114.
• What the foremost Instance of church lobbylng in the United States was? P. '10, 1f3.
• Whether both Catholic and Protestant
churches interfere in political matters? P. t t,
liS.

? . . . . _. . . . -.
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• What odd weather condition is one of the
chief ha:tards of Antarctic travel? P. 14, 1ft.
• Who was said to have 'lurned the hose on
hell and put out the fire'? P. 16, 114.
• HOIi large a leaf surface Is needed to provide o'\:ygen for a man for a year? P. 18, 1f3.
• Why mutations could not tause evolution?
P. 21, H .
• How it Is logically suggested why man does
not live as long as before the Flood? P. 23, U .
• Why the !adiOcarbon clock's criticism of
the Bible is ased upon a false assumption?
P. 23, 1r4.
• Whether divorce is possible for a Christian,
and, if so, on what grounds? P. 26, 1f4.
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Prelude to th~ ArA'Mtlae Revolt
... An open '.)reak with the Roo

man Catholic Church ......as the
prelude to • revolt against the
regime ot President Peron.
Tension reached a hte-h pitch
wben the Argentine govern-

ment banned a Catholic proeession. But the church detl.ed
the goverr.ment, and 100,(00

Catholics demcnstrated in
Buenos Air('s' Plaza de Mayo.
Afterward a band 01 Peron's

s-.1pporten demonstrated In
front 0:1: the main cathNlral.
On the s":ePS ot the cathedral
a irouP of prIests in ranks
tour or five deep chanted "Long
live Christ the Klng!" but at
the 100t at the steps a jeerir:g
crewd 01: government supparters shouted "Long nvc Per6n~"
Marching in the pla7.8, the
peron~stas

shouted slogans

against the church. An effigy

of a priest was raised above
the crcwds and burned ir: .front
01 the cathedral. Meanwhile,

Per5n ):imsclt was b~y: he
told the Arger.tine people that
the clergy-Inspired mass demonstration had nothIng to do
with worship cf God but was
"a clerical poliUcal act." In a
natl.onwide broadcast Per6n
called the clergy "a wolf in
sheep's clothing." "Slnce 1943,"
he explained, ,"open parUcipa.
tl:m 01 some prelates ot the
church In pOlitics has been
pubUc and notorious .... Those
who sow the wind shall reap
AUGUST 8, 1955

the whirlwind." Then Per6n
declared: "r do not know ...
if this admirable and patient
Argentine people may not one
day become tired and take
justice Into its own hands."
Pero!1 next deported two b!shops, accusing them ot being
ringleaders 01 :he demonstra-::ion. The newspaper Critica
called onl! of the bishops "a
shepherd 01 souls [who hasj
converted blmsel:l: into a leader of the shock brigade."
'['he Revolt

• After Per6n deporte1 two
chu:;-ch prelates, the Vatican
responded by excommunicating Pl'!r6n_ On the very day
Per6n was excommunicated
the revolt broke out. Navy
planell dropped bombs on Government House. A few minutes
before th~ bombs dropped,
Peron, warlU.'d of the revolt,
had been hustled out to safety.
The bombing signaled an at·
tack by rebel mar.iDes, who
stormed Ir.to L"1e square. But
the army carr.e to the aid of
Peron. Tanks and armored
trucks loaded with goverr.ment
troops rolled Ir. to repel the
rebels. Intermittent waves of
rebel planes roared across the
plaza. dropping bombs. Jagged
pieces at ~teel ripped into
scores 01 civilians. jo'inally the
wt.1te flag was :;-aised on the
:-:lavy Ministry building. and
the revolt's leader. Rear AdmIral .Arubal O. Olivieri, was

cap~. Tank-led anny uo1ts
also captured tf'.e rebel's aIr
basc, the rebel pIlots fteeing to
Uruguay. There the pllots explained why the revolt tailed:
fog /lad hindered the planes
and warships and had prevent·
ed II landi:lg on the Buenos
Aires water lront. 7he abortive
revolt left the dty blood-spat·
teredo At least 360 persons died
and 1.000 were wounc.ed. Peron
gave credit lor the victory to
the loyal army. Alter his vic·
tory speech. mobs of clvmana
raied through Buenos Aires.
Tte night sky glowed red as
the mobs se~ fire to at least
seven Roman Catholic church·
es and the residence of Argen·
tina's cardinal primate. Peron
deplored the act!! oI violence.
but as to the clergy he said:
''The priests and reUgloue: elements who have participated
in th!s revolution Ilre unworthy
of t~cir investiture."

TIle U·Bomb

.. Man h!ls built ~msel! an
atomic monster. That monster
has grown up considerably
sInce It was born in the womb
of war. It has now become a
colO!'1sus whose shadow covers
the planet. And still It grows.
Reports now tell of the U·
bomb. succeS:'lor to the H·bomb,
which In turn was successor to
the original Abom!::. The (jeo.
vice exploded by (he l:_S. in
March. l:i~4, Is believed to
have been the U-bomh. Of that
device Atomic .Energy CommissIon Chainnan Lewis Strauss
said that it was a "to!.ally new
weapon." The new "so-called
hydrogen b:>mh," said Britain's p:'1ysicist Dr. J. Rotblat,
"is in r€'al1ty a fission-fusIon·
flsslon bomll." So the U-bomb
Is a superweapon that uses the
"fission" principle of the Abomb and the "fusion" principle of the H-bo:nb. To set ott
the l:·bom!::, an A-bomb detonates an U-borr.b, which then
explodes t:')e U·bomb. The suo
perweapon is called "U-bomb"
by sdentists, who theorize ~at
it consists c! an A·!::omb, an Hbomb and a jacket of lJ·238
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natural uranium. ExIstence of
the U·bomb was Implied In a
speech In June by W1llard F.
IJbby, a member of the AtomIc Energy Commission. Dr.
Libby referred to a nuclear ex·
piodoD capable of releasing
"ten megaton8 of fission ener·
gy." The key word is "fission!'
So the latest weapon is not the
H·bomb, Since the H·bomb releases energy by "fusion" of
hydrogen atoms. But whatever
the new weapon is called, Dr.
Libby's speech gave intonna·
tlon as to its destructive e!rects
and its threat as a source of
radioactive fall·out.
Fra.IlIme&S About

Fall~out

., Dr. Libby's speech was regarded by atomic scientists as
the beginning of frankness
about fall·out. Dr. Libby oi.ndi·
cated that on:tinary, cheap uranium 238 was the major ex·
plosive content of the new.
type weapon and that it was
reflponsible for the fall-out
over a vast area. Some conclu·
sions drawn from Dr. Libby's
speech: (l) The superweapon
called by sclentists a "U·bomb"
is cheap: (2) it can be made In
any :size; (3) the fall·out persists for days, weeks or months
and (4) In addition to external
radiation etfects the weapon
creates toxic products such as
Strontium·90 and radioactive
iOdine, which are internally
damaging. Adding to the
knowledge 0:1' faIl·out was the
report of the U.S. Navy on
fall-out etfects upon people of
the Marshall Islands following
the Blklni bomb explosion. The
snowllke dust covered the
ground, sifted into the people's
huts, whitened their hair and
clung to their skin. They made
no serious efforts to avoid the
dust or to wash it otf. About
three fourths of the population
developed nausea: a few vom·
ited. Many lost thefr halr tmd
developed skin sores on their
feet, necks and scalps. Six
months after the blast, hair
began to grow back and most
skin marks disappeared. The
report disclosed that "decon·
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tamination of the skIl1 must
be prompt to be etfectiv'e be·
cause of the initial high beta
[radiation] dose rate" and that
"clotbing and/or any type at
s]lelter gives abnost CQmplete
protection to the skin."
U.N!a Tenth Birthday

.. In 1945 fifty nations signed
a United Nations Charter
pledging to act together to
"save succeeding generations
from the scourge of war." In
June the U.N. members, now
grown to sixty, met in San
Francisco to observe theUN.'s
tenth birthday. With the BIg
Four approaching the summit
at Geneva, optlmism was high.
But before the celebration ended that optimIsm -was shat·
teredo Russian fighters shot
down an American plane In
the area of the Bering Sea:
and Russia'a Foreign Minister
~lotov gave a tough speech,
whIch was a detailed indictment of Western P9licy. Optimism got no encouragement
eIther when most of those attending conceded that, during
its first decade, the U.N. had
not lived up to hopes. Nor did
Lester Pearson of Canada bolster up optlmfsm, for he recalled that it was also the fifth
anniversary of the North Ko·
rean attack on South Korea.
That anniversary, he added,
was a grim reminder of '~how
far short we have fallen" of
complying With the charter's
Pledge. Some observers pointed
out that the atmosphere at
this party was different from
that of ten years ago: there
was less excitement in the air
now and seemingly more
doubt of the future. Following
a reaffirmation of the memo
bers' pledge, there was a min·
ute of prayer and meditation;
and the U.N.'s tenth birthday
party was ended.
N ebru Goes to Moscow
.. It is not customary for Mos·

cow to put on public demon·
strations for foreign states·
men. Visiting dignitaries are
Usually whisked through back

streets; the public hears
about the V'lsit when it Is all
OVer. But in June Moscow
changed the procedure. Vast
throngs greeted Inillan Frime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru as
he came to Moscow for a
state vIsit. Bands Played and
the top SovIet hierarchy turned
out for the grandest welcome
given any foreigner In the
memory of Moscow correA
spondents. Cordial throughout,
the visit wound up with a joint
communique. It called. for a
ban on the "production, expert·
Inent;ltion and use" of nuclear
weapons: settlement by "peace·
ful means" of Red China's
Claim to Fonnosa and a U.N.
seat for Peiping. India's for·
mal declaration gave Moscow
a propaganda victory. But to
attract to itself some of the
atmosphere 'of peace·loving
"neutralism" that Nehru reo
fiects, Moscow paid a price: in
New Delhi the Indian Commu·
nist party announced that it
Would give up its pollcy of
total opposition and co-operate
With Nehru in his land reform
and foreign policy.
Italy: Qabinet Orlsts No.6
~

In the 1953 elections ~

Christian Democratic party
got less than a majOrity, bring·
ing up the expediency of a
coalition. For sixteen months
Premier Marlo Scelba has led
a middle-of-the·road coalition
that included three smaner
parties. Scelba preached that
a coalition with the small cen·
ter parties was the only possi·
ble government lin the present
parIfament. But a large right·
wing faction denounced the
splinter parties and called for
an all·Christian Democratic
government backed by the
monarchists. Dissension was
brought to a head in June by
elections in Sicily. The votes
yielded heavy losses for' the
three spUnter parties. This
gave Scelba's right,wing opponents a powerful weapon.
Quickly Scelba tried to revamp
his cabinet to win support of
the right·Wing bloc. He failed.
AWAKEI

WLth a no-contldence moUon
hanging over his head, the premier :resIgned. Fa!' the tilth.
Hme since the 1953 elections.
lta~y was in t.he throes of a
eablnet crisIs.
Tra~edy &t

Le MUIII

<t> The 2-4-hour Grand Prix of
Endurance at Le Mans, F'=-anc~,
Is Eu:-ope'S classic spor.:s car
race_ In June some 250,000 people came to. wateh the eal'l!l
zoom around the elght.mlle clr·
cui!. 'IllOU8ands of spectators
spurne:! the grandstands to
eluster close to the dangerous
turns. Comlr.g out of a turn
at 125 miles an rour, a Mercedes car c=-asbt~ into another
car. The Mercedes rose llke a
~kyrocket and crashed ln~o an
e:nbankment, where the ear's
parts broke lornJ~. The hood
sailed through the air into the
thick·pressed crowd, decapltat·
ing spectators like a guillotine.
The flying engine cut a swath
ot death. As bits at bodies and
pieces o! machinery rained

11- '1fIMU

everywhere, the ear'e maane&l·
urn body burst into dames.
burning to a crilp the beadle..
corpse that was once the driver. A 4{)().square·yard stretch
of cheering people was t\1l'lled
Into a grisly Ihamblea of horror. The crash Idlled 78 persons and seriously Injured 105.
It was regarded as the worst
automobile racing accldent ir.
history.
U.S,: Safety Reeord8
.. The year 1954 brought an
o'J.tstandlng safety record lor
both U.S. railroads and air·

lines. When the railroad men
added up their cllSUa1tieB, :hey
found that 1954 had bef!n the
second·safest yea. In railroad
history, with a fatality rate of
.{)7 per 100,000,000 pBs[<.{'n~r
miles; only five persons los":
their lIves in train accidents.
TIle alrhnes camu t.:.p with an
equally ~mpressl ... e record: ,(19
deaths for 100,000,000 passen·
ger :niles, the resalt of only

7'f4"d~" ~

three fatal accldents that cost
23 Uve.. For U.S. IIlrllnea ~t
was tbe lowest death rate in
their hhtory.
SllootlaJr tlle Nuh=nce

4> Some

TV·~t

owners tlnd It
a bie nuisance to have to hop
O·.1t 01 their chair to change
programl. In Jur.e Zenith Ra·
dlo Corporation brought out a.
new set equipped with e::ectF.C
eyes, permitting the viewer to
sit &8 lar 8way a8 20 feet and
control It with a special pistol·
grip flashlight. By aimJng at
a slleCial -slot, the viewer can
switch stations with a mini·
mum of ctrort a."ld a little flln
too. Ar.d lor thQ.'Je momcn~..s
when a vapid commerelal
comell 0:1, thE' viewer hlU but
to aim hl..s "~n" at a special
slot, and he will shoet otT the
sound. 'I1J.e new device shou41
help Zc:lith In its campaign for
pay-as· you-see TV, slnc~ the
elcctronlc gun makes a sport
out. 01 shooting of! commer.
clals.

tk ~~ S~

Volume II
Containing the boor..a fTO'/ll, First Samuel to Esther
Eagerly awaited since 1953, Volwne II of this excellent translation of the
Hebrew Scriptures is now available. The New World Translation Committee
has faithfully malntained the high standard of scholastic effort that has
made Volume I such an outstanding success in its brief two years. Obtain
your copy at once for only $1.50 by rr.ai!ing: the coupon below.
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As Jightning strikes all in its path, so will ..Armageddon!

Where will you be? God's Word points to the only place of
shelter! And in that secure hiding place is to be found not only
safety trom the stann, but also release into a wor:d of end1ess

peace and security. Too good to be true, you say? Then why
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81g 'ncome but Little Outcome
POPULAR fable tells the story of 1he per cent actually reached the foundation.
countrymen who noticed that the The rest, or 84 per cent, went for "overmountalr.s were in !Rbor: smoke was com- head."
ing out of their sUllunUs, the earth was
The Disabled American Veterans used
quaking at their feet, tJ ees were crasbing the mails to send people unordered merand huge rocks were twnbling. The men chand1se. From July 1, ]950, to June 30,
gathered together in one place to see what 195.3, this organizatio:] received $21,480,colossal thing was about to happen. They 000 from its actvity and paid out $17,000,waited and they waited, but nothing hap- 000 far salarie! and p:-omotion costs. Alpeqed. Then sudden:y the earth rumbled; most $4,000,000 went for :obbying in
a huge gap appeared in the side ot the Washington, and not a cent we!]t for dimountair.s. Anxious to investigate the out- rect aid to needy veterans.-Time, Decemcome, the men drew near the gap. A tiny ber 28, 1953.
mouse poked i~ Httle head OL.;.t of the gap
From 1949 to early 1951 the ~ationaJ
and ran toward them; the men shouted: Cancer Hospital took in "profits" o[
"Much outcry but little outcome." So it is $630,000. Over two thirds of fte contributions went for fund-raising costs. :More
with organized charity today.
During the past year investigators and inefficient yet was t.l'Je Go~d Star Wives
business bureaus have disclosed wastefu1- Service Foundation. Inc., that collected
!less of fur.ds, inefficlency and even outright over $2,500.000 but paid out practically
rackets in charity. About $4,500,000,000 a all of it l"l expenses!
year now cascades from private pocl::ets
Recently the city of Minneapolis, M:.nneand purses Into charities in just one COWl- sota, fOWld t.'I:1at more than half its charity
try, the U::lited States. During the last groups were in the Questionable category.
Christmas season, Time magazine reported Said the Minneapolis Star 0: February 1,
tha: 2,000,000 tund-raising hunters were on 1955: "Last year six rackets parading in
the prowl. Because most people find It dlffl- the name of cr.arity fleeced residents of
ct.:.1t to say "no" to a charity, the income Minneapolis. Anothe:- 88 solicitationsot charities has towered. into a mounta,in. among the 154 taking place in the cltyBut investigators now find that too much were of questionable value to their alleged
of the "mountain" is overhead.
beneftciaries."
An example of this is the National Kids
The state of New York has become
Jay Foundation. This group collected alartned over the many women who rattle
$3.978,000 in five years, b'Jt only about 16 charity boxes in city business districts. Re-

A
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porting on the words of State Senator Bernard Tompkins, the New York Times of

July 13, 1954, said: "The women who rattle
charity boxes in the theatre district, keeping a large cut of the collections for themselves, were described yesterday as a 'disgrace' that can't be eliminated under any
existing law. . . . 'Many of these women
are personally offensive,' Senator Tompkins declared. 'They insult people who
won't drop coins in the boxes.''' And no
wonder! For the Times continues: "Sena-

tor Tompkins said the women usually got
25 to 30 per cent of the collections for
themselves .. with the same amount going to
the professional promoter for whom they
worked."
So the "big income but little outcome"
is indeed prevalent today. Hence the one
who would give must investigate, must be
selective. As the following article shows,
the outcome is a happy one for all concerned when the Bible's counsel on giving
is followed.

the

that

OST people are willing
to receive temporal
goods from God, but few, very few, are
willing to receive 'spiritual blessings. This
was true in Jesus' day, and it is true
today. The frantic search for economic
security and material goods has so absorbed the mass of mankind that even poor
people are little conscious of any spiritual
need. With such undue emphasis on material goods it is not unusual that the word
"charity" is often thought of as the essence
of Christianity. But what does the word
mean
to most people? Usually it is restrict,
ed to mere almsgiving. Thus charitable organizations often point to the Bible at
1 Corinthians 13: 13, where it says, in the
King James Version~ that "charity" is
greater than hope and faith. This stimulates giving to charity. But is mere almsgiving the charity that helps the poor the
most and that wins God's favor?
It is no secret that the earth could produce abundantly and provide for all living
persons so that there need be no poor persons. Recently, the United Nations, by em-

M
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playing a group of experts, examined the
possibilities of production to sustain a
population much greater than that now
existing on the earth. Was the finding
favorable? In one way, yes. It showed that
misery and starvation could be vanquished.
But the report was gloomy, since it predicted that "ignorance, greed, strife, superstition and blind adherence to tradition"
will prevent men from accomplishing works
that are in their power, "even though the
alternatives may be misery and starvation." How important, then, is knowledge
to combat ignorance and superstition!
Even when the earth does produce an
abundance, greed and strife prevent the
poor from benefiting. Go.vernmEm~ and
AWAKE!

growers tend to destroy or hoard surplus
food rather than distribute it to the poor.
Yes, plow the cotton under, dump the potatoes, let the wheat rot, wrangle over prices
but give none to the poor-the frequent
policy of thi~ system of things. Just read
the newspapers. For example, the New
York Times reported on July 2, 1953:
"Israeli growers have' destroyed 200 tons
of tomatoes rather than accept low prices
for them from cannery operators." At the
present time in the United States there is
a huge surplus of butter, since the government buys butter to keep the price up.
What happens to the surplus butter? Is it
distributed to the needy? No, the government has toyed with the idea of selling it to
Communist lands at prices lower than a
needy American housewife can buy it.

"Take good care not to practice your
righteoU&ness in front of men in order t(..o
be observed by them; otherwise you will
have no reward with your Father who is
in the heavens. Hence when you start making gifts of mercy, do not blow a trumpet
ahead of you, just as the hypocrites do in
the synagogues and in the streets, tha.t
they may be glorified by men. Truly I say
to you, They are having their reward in
full. But you, when making gifts of mercy,
do not let your left hand know what your
right is doing, that your gifts of mercy
may be in secret; then your Father who
is looking on in secret will repay you."
-Matthew 6:1-4, New World Trans.
How clear it is that much of the.charity
practiced today is hypocritical! The classical meaning of the Greek word from which
"hypocrite" is derived means "actor in a
play," hence one who personates characteristics that do not belong to him.

A Penetrating Look at Motives
How curious are the motives of many
people who make charity donations! Like
the professional fund-raisers, many givers Almsgiving Not Enough
But even when people give to the poor
are interested in charity pqmarily to help
themselves. Though the professional fund- out of sincerity, that is not enough to win
raiser is impelled by his commission or God's favor. It is true that the King James
salary, those who donate are often com- Version says: "Now abideth faith, hope,
pelled to by the fear of stigma. They do- charity, these three; but the greatest of
nate just to please other men, such as giv- these is charity." But this "charity" the
ing to charity
Bible speaks of
to keep in the
does not mean
Charity has be:come a big business. How is
good graces of
almsgiving.
one to respond to the endless and increasone's employHow
so? Being appears for donations, especially if he
er. Others give
cause the Greek
wishes to be Christlike? Those who know
to charity beword agape,
the Bible's view on giving can meet
the situation with confidence. ---r-,..;,,,,,
cause they are
ambiguously
obsessed by the
translated
policy of not giving the government one "charity," does not mean almsgiving. One
cent more income tax than they have to. can detect that himself by reading 1 CoWhat stimulates many people into giving rinthians 13:3 in the King James Version:
is the desire for prestige. How well it looks "Though I bestow all my goods to feed
to have one's name in the newspaper or on the poor, and though I give my body to be
certain subscription lists or on a church burned, and have not charity, it profiteth
bulletin board! But Jesus declared:
me nothing." So the charity that pleases
AUGUST 22, 1955
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God means much more than merely

shar~

in$: material things with the poor.

Mod~

ern Bible translations enlighten us as to
what Christ's apostle originally meant,
for they translate the Greek word agape
by the word "love." What a difference
that makes! For the word "charity" points
primarily to the pocketbook, but the word
"love" points primarily to the heart! So
an accurate, clear translation of 1 Corinthians 13:13 (New World Trans.) reads:
"NOW, however, there remain. faith, hope,
love, these three, but the greatest of these
is love."
So the charity that wins God's favor is
love, love -that streams forth from one's
heart. Jesus defined just what this love
means when he issued the two great com·
mandments of life: "'You must love Jehovah your God with your whole heart and
with your whole soul and with your whole
mind.' This is the greatest and first commandment. The second, like it, is this: 'You
must love your neighbor as yourself.' On
these two commandments the whoie Law
hangs, and the Prophets."-Matthew
22:37-40, New World Trans.

Giving material things may show love
for God and love for one's neighbor, but it'
is not enough. This is shown by the case of
the rich young ruler who wanted to know
how to gain everlasting life. Jesus told
him: "If you want to be complete, go sell
your belongings and give to the poor and
you will have treasure in heaven, and come
be my follower." (Matthew 19:21, New
World Trans.) The rich man could have
given to the poor but that itself was not
enough to bring the reward of everlasting
life. Jesus said: "Come be my follower."
That meant to engage in the same work
that Jesus was doing, the preaching of the
good news of the Kingdom. So being Jesus'
follower means giving spiritual blessings
to others.
Further showl-ng that love for Jehovah
6

and love for one's neighbor means more
than giving material goods are the words
of Chzi,st's apostle at Hebrews 13: 15, 16
(New World Tran8.): "Let us always offer
to God 8. sacrifice of praise, that is, the
fruit of lips which make public declaration
to his name. Moreover, do not forget the
doing of good and the sharing of things
with others, for with such sacrifices God
is well pleased." Paul's words, "Let us always otTer to God a sacrifice of praise,"
show that giving spiritual blessings is of
paramount importance.
Why does God count the dispensing of
spiritual blessings, the knowledge of his
purposes, as of the greatest importance '!
Because it is not through almsgiving that
the unjust, unrighteous conditions on this
earth will be pennanently corrected. Rath~
er, it is through the bringing in of a new
world, a completely new system of things!
Thus the' apostle Peter declares at 2 Peter
3:13 (New World Trims.) that the hope of
faithful Christians is God's promise to
bring in a "new heavens and a new earth"
in which "righteousness is to dwell." The
news of God's new world and how it will
come in during this generation after the
war of Annageddon is the most urgent
message in all the world.

Spiritual Famine Makes Measage Urgent
A famine of Iiteral bread may lead to
death, but a famine for spiritual food may
lead to everlasting destruction. That is another reason why Jesus stressed the spiritual above the material. Indeed, the Son of
God did not occupy his time miraculously
making gold and silver coins so he could
pass them out to beggars. On the contrary,
he directed and expended all his efforts
toward dispensing the life-giving message
of the Kingdom. When Jesus sent a report
to the inquiring John the Baptist, Jesus
did not say that he had set up soup lines
for the poor. No, but he said: "The poor
AWAKEI

are having the good news declared to see the "SIgn," SO engrQSSed were they in
them." (Matthew 11:5, New World Trana.) receiving temporal goods. yet those people,
by the testimony of all their senses, mouth,
That was the most beneficial chUlty.
Today there is a doubly urgent reason eyes, feeling, sight and smell, had the most
for bringing people spiritual food, instead convincing proof of the reality of a miraR
of concentrating on the material. This Is cle; still they regarded the miracle no
because a spiritual famine has seized Chris~ farther than it went to satisfying the detendom. Myriads of churches there are, mands of their appetites! They came back
yes, but a dearth of spiritual food. The to Jesus all right, but not because they
masses Imow nothing of God's purpose to wanted spiritual gifts.
So it would be futile for Jehovah's witbring in a new world. They are spiritually
starved. So this famine is "not a famine of nesses to concentrate on material giving;
bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hear- but, above all, it would be unscriptural.
ing the words of Jehovah."-Amos 8:11, Jesus said that those "hungering and
thirsting for righteousness" would be filled.
Am. Stan. V er.
The New World society of Jehovah's wit- It is the privilege of those practicing true
nesses Is interested in helping these spirit- charity to fill them with knowledge that
ually famished people. To do this Jehovah's not only combats tradition, superstition
witnesSes spend their material wealth and and ignorance but results in everlasting life
goods to print Bibles and life-giving Bible in Jehovah's new world. So those who prac
tice true charity do not entrust funds to
literatur~. Jehovah's witnesses are often
criticized because they stress spiritual questionable charity organizations to usegiving ahead of material assistance. But in a dubious manner, out they expend their
which win help the people more? God's earthly goods directly in spiritual giving;
Word says it is spiritual giving. Jesus dId they personally see that the money they
not prophesy that his followers would set give is used, yes and every cent of it, in
up food kitchens and soup lines throughout the most worthwhile work in the world,
all the world, but he did foretell that they in a work that helps the people the most.
would give to the people the good news of -Matthew 5:6, New World Trans.
Those who practice charity that wins
his kingdom.-Matthew 24:14.
So the message of the new world must God's favor do not forget, either, the sharbe proclaimed in spite of the fact that the ing of material things with their needy
masses do not care for spiritual blessings. Christian brothers; nor do they forget
Dh, they will accept material things all kindness and hospitality to strangers.
right! Jesus once gave 5,000 people a free Above all, those who practice the giving
meal. The next day the remnant of the that wins God's favor give WlStintingly of
crowd that had received a miraculous meal their time and energy to help not only the
found Jesus at Capernawn. They asked poor but men of all kinds learn that the
Jesus when he got there. Jesus ignored new world is the only remedy that wtll
their question, because he knew they were permanently eliminate poverty, sickness
willing to accept material things but not and even death itself. Happy are those who
spiritual. So he said: "Most truly I Bay to thus give out of love! For their happiness
you, You are looking for me, not because is great, and the outcome big: "Stay by
you saw signs, but because you ate from the these things, for by doing this you will save
loaves and were satisfied." (JOM 6:25, 26, both yourself and those who listen to you."
New World Trans.) The crowd failed to -1 Timothy 4:16, New World Trans.
R
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-flatraDl Vlolatioll of freedom of Worship'
Iy "A.ak.I" correspondent In Mexko

"CmZENs

Sent to Jall Because of Relliious Prlnc:ples." "Lawyers Object to
AttItude 01 :\1ayor." These we::-e the front-page
block·letter headlines on Dece:nber 1, 1954, in
La VOIl' de m Frontera of Matamoros. Undt'.'r
them was a four-column article reportir.g the
j8.lJ..1n&" or {our of JeJlOv.ah's witnesses oC Rio
Rico. because, on religious groWlds, their chll·
d=en had re!used to salute the :nag in school.
This set oa a hot pro and con debate between
the very Uberal La Voz de la Frontera on one
,Ide and El Bra-t'o and EI Picudo, both very
Catholic, on the other.
The salut!ng of the .nag, ~he newspaper
report showed, is regarded by the witnesses as
an act of reverenCE' or worship, and aU 01 such
Is due only to Jehova:>J., though due respect tor
lIuch acts on the part of others an::l for the
tlag Usel1 and for that for which it stands Is
shown by Jehovah's witnesses. ji'reedom d
worship Is written In!o the C:m!!titution of
Mexico, and the mayor showt'd a very d1t:erent
attitude in th~s caSe from that toward other
acts of publIc worship that the paper said re·
ce:Itly had been carried on illegally in the- clty.
'IlL1s frank defense of JellOvah's -witnesses'
Position oaended Catholic quar~ers that ap·
prove the veneration of all kinds of Images,
emblelll9, national heroes, institl.OtJons, etc. So
in an e1'l0rt to defend ti".e Catholic position a
priest who usej the- pen narr.e "AI'gos" wrott'
a long edito:::-:al on the worship 01 tt:e flag,
trying to show that tile word culro has many
dHterent meanings and that It wouLd be no
otfense to the CathOlic conscience to salute the
flag and render worship 10 the many saints,
e:c. Th~s artide directly attacked the stand
that had been taken by the ot.her paper. E!
Picudo also tried 10 explain away the respon·
sibillty 01 Jehovah's wltness~ to their God.
Then U.e paper said: "Tt.e Catholics, bel:au!oe
01 the teachings of the Church, have always
been proud of heine- true patriots."
:rv,.·o days later La Voz de ill Front~a made
a pointed reply. I:l a very 1air but strong arti·
clc it showed that on some occasloR8 Catholics
had de1ended the cOlmtTY, hut on other occa·
slons had betrayN1 It, and that not all Catholics arc patriots and not all patriots are Cathol1es. It cited chapter aDd verse to prove this,
saying: "It is also true that those that burned
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the feet and later murdered Cuauhtemoc were
Catholics, so were the clergy that e:xcommun:cated the- Jeaders of our independence, so
were those that w£'nt to F)Jrope to bring
Maldm.11lan ar.d the French army, 80 were the
Polkos, a black fifth column in the American
intervention and lastly, ISO were those who
applaurled HI€> a ssa.ssinatio:'1 :>1 Madero by
Huerta and paid tt:e <guaram bl-anCt:1~' [White
Guards] that m~J'{lered the farmers and laborers who a few years ago fought for a more
jW!~ social system." Thus, being a Catholic
does not In itse:! mean U:at one Is 011. loyal
citizen; or that he Is dIsloyal a fact U18.t
completely re!uted the priest's claim.
TIlese newspaper coInments opened the way
fo::- Jeho.... ah's witnesses to give a very good
witness to the newspaper editors and report.ers
who had oc-come ir.terested in the stand they
had laken.
What happent'd. to ::he b:::-others who wt'l"e
falsely arre!!it>d? A la\Vyli"r who had defended
Jehovah's witnesse-s on other oecasions came
to represent them heI'E', and he. entered U::e
CQurtroom just as t:'le judge was angrily r~prl·
mandlng these witnesses. Having obt.ained a
decrt.'C at IIterty f:::-om superior aut.horlties, 1:e
In=errupted the judge to tell the witnesses
that they were free. They could go home and
send their (~hildren to school and tell the
&:'hool omciais that everything had been
s~ralihtened o;).t, and their p::0o1 that I, had
been was that they were at l1Ix'ny and the
ehildrcn were present. The school authorities
s:tould edueate tl:te chilnre:1, lel·tir.g those who
desired to salute Ule flag do so, but they had
no authority to try to force others to do I:
:n violation cf consdenee.
Everywhere thc ~onversation ee:1ten>d
around the stand taken by Jehovah's wjt.
ness~. This atta('k en :helr right to freedom
of worship only s~rved to Quicken the separat.
ing work that Jehovah has purposed lor this
day--djviding the people into two classes:
:hose who favor His work and hi!! serva:1ts,
and ~hose who OIII)QSC. them. Even the acts of
opposers serve to bring that work to a comple.
:IOll, hastening the day when will ("orne into
complete existence a righteous new world en·
tirely dedicatpd to the wo-:ship, veneration,
love and respect ()! the only true God and
'Jnlversal Sovereign, Jehovah.
AWAKEJ
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SERIOUS

DISCRIM.INN

'rRINIIJAJI)

HAT is the :nhcrent
danger inreligious discrimination'? 'The danger is 'that wb\\e it
may be the other man's religion that is
discriminated against today, barriers that
guarantee your own freedom are weakening, and your religion may be discriminated against tomo!TOw. Certainly you would
not want that to l1a.ppen.. So tlle matter of
religious liberty is of great hnportance to
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you.
Yet the basic rights of freedom of speech
and religion arc threatened throughout

great areas of the world today. The Communists' attack on religious liberty is well
known. But it is s:'locking to learn iliat religious discrimination Le; being practiced,
not just in communistic and totalitarian
lands, but even in parts of the freedomloving British empire. "Impossible!" you
say? Well, take a careful look at recent
events in the tiny British West Indian
island of Trinidad.
It was on September 28, 1954, that the
:Motor Vessel Le CJ/,e1)aJ. Nair (also known
as the "Faith") arrived i.n its home port
of Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, where it had
been registered with the Registrar of Shipping, Tr..nidad and Tobago, since November 9, 1953. Aboard
were the ere\\-' of
four, plus five passengers who were
resident Watch Tow·
er missior-aries.
The inunigration
officer who boarded
the boat quickly dispatched the passenAUGUST fi?, 1955
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gel'S, eJloo!'Slng their passports as permanent resklents, and p.lI'ned his attention to
the crew. Each was given a written order
signed by the acting governor, Maurice
Donnan, saying they were "undesirable
visitors" and therefore were prohibited
fror.:J landing. They were ornered by the
1n:migration officer to leave the colony not
later than October 5, 1954, on the ilUlle
vessel by which they had arrived. In other
words, the vessel was ordered from its
home POrt!

Whll the Ban?
Tbe only explanation given for such an
act was reference to a portion of the Imn:igration ordinance that saYi that "any
person who from information or advice
which in the opinicn of the Governor in
CCWlcil is reliable informatio~ or advice
is deemed by the Governor ill Council to
be an undesirable inhabitant of or visitor
to the Colony" is prohibited as an immigrant. 'No. ~plana.ti.<::m was g\ven and at>pealls not possible.
1'\\'0 of the banned rr.Jssionaries are
Englishmen, a third is from Canada and
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the fourth is from the United States. This
is the sixth year tliat they have been do-ing missionary work from the ship in the
Caribbean islands, from the Bahamas to
the Grenadines inclusive. They have con~
centrated especially on the smaller, hardto--get~at islands and have distributed hundreds of Bibles and Bible helps among the
residents of those islands. They have literally walked all over these islands making
house-to--house visitations on the inhabit.
ants, no matter how humble their dwell~
ing place, besides conducting public Bible
lectures and classes of instruction in the
Bible, and serving on the platform of assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses in many
places;
That their visits are greatly appreciated
by the people is evidenced by the well~
supported meetings they conduct. On none
of the forty-ddd different islands they have
visited in the past six years has any opposition been experienced from the government officials, but the government representatives have always extended a cordial
welcome to these missionaries in recognition of the good work they have been doing
among the people.
Since no public charge of any improper
action has been made against the crew
members of this missionary boat, what can
we assume is the cause of their being
banned ·from Trinidaq? There is no other
conclusion but that the government is
practicing flagrant :religious dlscrnnination. Certainly this does not confoI'Ili to the
British principle of freedom.
By banning the Watch Tower missionaries, the government seeks to pass on
which religions it wants the people to fallow and to prevent the public from examining religious teaching that it may not at
the moment like. Tha.t not all are treated.
equally is shown by the frequent arrival
of missionaries of other faiths. Regularly
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the public press tells of the atrival of this
or that missionary to carry on some religious activity for a period of time, as, for
example, this sample from the Trinidad
Guardian of October 15, 1954: "Nazarene
Missionary to Speak on India Tonight."
Jehovah's witnesses have vigorously protested this discrimination against them. A
leaflet, approximately eight by eleven
inches in size and printed on both sides,
was prepared and distributed, presenting
the facts of this situation to the people. It
strongly protested: "Jehovah's witnesses
deplore· this unjust action that has been
committed and they strongly protest this
discriminatory action by Government. We
protest the stigma that is bound to follow
such action and the improper speculation
that is the result of it."

"Detrimental to Public Order"?
A member of the Legislative Council,
the Hon. S. C. Maharaj, required a written
reply from the acting colonial secretary to
questions about the reasons for the prohibition against these missionaries. The answer was: "The Government decided last
year that no further representatives of the
Society should be permitted to enter the
Colony, since experience has shown that its
teachings can be detrimental to public order and security."
How could this possibly be the case? A
large native group has worked with these
Watch Tower missionaries until now there
are forty-two congregations on the isI8nds
of Trinidad and Tobago. Their lives and
activities are strictly peaceable and orderly; they are not to be found in the courts
charged with some of the ever-mounting
crimes of violence, theft, etc. .In no sense

of the word could they be considered criln~

mals.

It is certainly inconsistent to insinuate
by prohibition that the four missionaries
of Le Cheval Noir are engaged in some
AWAKIII

kind of underhanded activity likely to stil:
up discontent among different classes' of
people in Trinidad. They are engaged in
the same kind 'of work that Jehovah's wit:
nesses have been doing in Trinidad and
Tobago and all the other Caribbean islands
since 1913. Since these peaceful Christians
have caused no trouble, it can only be assumed that prejudice and discrimination
are the basis for this action.
Whether it realizes It or not, by imposing
such a ban on these Christians the government is imitating the action taken against
Jehovah's witnesses by the Communists,
because Jehovah's witnesses' Christian activity is banned in the entire Communist
bloc of nations. Their officials, along with
thousands of their Christian: brothers, are
serving long prison terms in such places as
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Eastern Zone of
Germany, and the like, and they are receiving from the Communists exactly the
same ill treatment that was meted out to
them by the Nazis and Fascists during the
years 1933-1945.
Trinidad has closed its doors to four
Christian men, three of whom are British
subjects, who have done nothing wrong but
have devoted their time to Christian educational activity on behalf of God's kingdom
by Christ. But even if public order were
disturbed (which it has not been), then it
is not the Christian missionaries who
would be at fault. They preach the good
news of God's Word in a peaceful way.
Those who wish to listen to their message
can do so. Those who do not want to listen
do not have to do so. Any tumult is caused
by those who do not wish to listen and who
stir up disorder just to keep others from
listening.
It was because of Hpublic order" that
Pilate let Jesus be killed, washing .his
hands of the shameful affair. He considered "order" to be more important than
principle. But a far better example was
A.UGUST II, 1955

set by the town clerk or city recorder at
Ephesus who respected justice. He told the
people who were shouting against Paul
that they were the ones causing disorder,
and that if they had a case' against Paul
it should be handled properly and legally
in open court or at a lawful assembly.
(Matthew 27:24; Acts 19:23-41) The point
of all this? It is that even if disorder did
occur, the .proper course would not be to
expel the men who are in the rIght but to
restrain the disorderly, riotous elements
who are in the wrong.
But, since even this situation has not
arisen in Trinidad, the banning of these
missionaries, with the impression being
left in the people's mind that there must
be something wrong with Jehovah's Wit..
nesses, is an open and flagrant case of religious discrimination. And it should be remembered by all that discrimination is a
serious malady. As a small germ can cause
the death of a formerly vigorous man, so
a tiny germ of legal intolerance, if allowed
to grow, can infect a whole nation or an
entire world. If it is s~meone else's religion
whose rights are being restricted today,
who is to say it will not be your own reli..
gion tomorrow?
What will the outcome be? No one
knows, but Jehovah's witnesses are continuing to press for their God-given right
of free worship. The vast majority of pea-.
pIe are in sympathy with such freedoms,
for they realize that these freedoms must
be maintained for all religions if we are to
be sure that they will be maintained for
any religion. It is hoped that the people
of Trinidad will let their wishes on this
matter be known. and that the new governor, who was to have assumed office after
this writing, will prove himself to be a true
lover of freedom and justice for all. If, as
it is hoped, he makes a quick end to such
discrimination, Awake! readers may look
forward to being advised of that fact.
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HEN the United States Icebreaker Atka
visited the Antarctic regions it was met
by colonies of inquisitive penguins. "Ot
all living things," wrote the ship's correspondent, "they are perhaps the most patent victims
of curiosity. They would hurry over to look at
the ship, then run clumsily along the ice trying is no hardship for penguins. Describing their
to keep up. Others ahead lined up to stare." method of climbing onto an ice floe several feet
And, of course, the Atka crew stared right above water, the correspondent aboard the
back. It was a feast -of mutually satisfying curi- Atka wrote: "They dive deep and line up in
osity; for man the royal banquet came when what aviators call echelon formation. Swimthe emperor penguins put in their appearance. ming at full speed, they shoot out of the water
"&: The emperor is truly a magn11icent crea- vertically, alongside the :floe, so that each one
ture. Standing three and a hal1 feet tall, the lands on the ice a moment after the other and
emperor is the tallest of penguins. They weigh a few inches farther along the floe_ The startled
up to ninety pounds. Colored black and white in shipboard viewer sees a barren ice floe at one
the usual tuxedo pattern of penguins, emperors moment and then-Hip, :flip, flip, fllp, flip-----there
have gold patches on the sides of their heads. are flve penguins standing in a row."
At a distance they can easily be mistaken for 'if Onee when the Atka pushed her bow onto
low iee, the ship called on her most agile sailors
men.
One day while the Atka was scanning the to capture some penguins. On tiptoe the sailors
coast line, where no man is known to have set stalked the birds, which would walk away lookfoot, the ship sighted through the mist the form ing back over their shoulders. Then they would
at "explorers." QuicklY the Atka changed its break out in a waddling run. If they really
course. Toward the explorers churned the ice- wanted to get away, they began tobogganing.
breaker. Explorers they were all right-seven When penguins toboggan across the ice, they
ot the most inquisitive emperor penguins man flop on their belly and slide along, pushing with
their webb feet and steering with their flipperhas ever seen!
1: At times the explorations of penguins were like wings. A tobogganing penguin travels
mterrupted by the icebreaker as it crashed its about twice as fast as a man can run on ice.
way through ice floes on which Adelie penguins ~. When the journey Was over and' the Atka
were lined. Writes the ship's correspondent: steamed into Buenos Aires, all except:. eleven
''The Atka split a floe bisecting one such line of aboard were happy to see the sun-baked streets.
black and white kibitzers. They peered in be- Those exceptions were the captive penguins,
wilderment at the widening gap between broth- seven emperors and four Adt'Hies, which drooped
er and sister, man and wife. in the heat of the late· summer sun. The birds
Finally those of the minority were rushed by plane to the United States.
fell on their bellies and, using _ 'W' The ship's correspondent wrote that the pen·
their webbed feet like out- guins "are perhaps the most patent victims of
board motors, tobogganed curiosity." To satisfy their own they let man
across the slush to the other get too close and were captured. To satisfy
group. When last seen they
man's they were brought to America and caged,
were facing each other In lit·
tle _groups nodding their and as a result eight of them, at this writing,
heads as though exchanging are dead. One Adelie still lives in the Washingexpressions of indignation." ton, D.C., zoo; two emperors survive in the
'i But climbIng on ice floes Bronx zoo in New York city_
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8y "Awak.'" ca.... pond.nt in Italy

NE of communism's most direct assaults on the free world west of the
iron curtain is now being made in Italy.
In Italy's most recent national election the
CommWlist party with its allies captured
35 per cent of the votes. Local elections
that have taken place since then show that,
while opposition is stiffening, communism
is slowly but steadily making further headway. A "coler' but bitter war is on for the
domination of this land.
For an on-the-spot survey of the weapons and tactics used in this cold war, come
with us to Bologna, one of the major cities
in northern Italy, the very stronghold of
Italian commWlism. In addition to being
a stronghold of commuhism, Bologna is
also the center of the Catholic counterattack, headed by its -determined archbishop Giacomo Cardinal Lercaro, who, by
the way, is considered to be one of the most
likely successors to Pope Pius XII.

percentage take their religion seriously.
Or to put it in the words of Cardinal Ler.
caro: "Italy is less Catholic than one might
think, for the most part merely formal allegiance without conviction is involved."
Communism is also favored by the traditional anticlericalism of many Italians. As
for Bologna, it was once part of the temporal domain of the pope, regarding which
a monk of the Order of the Servants of
Mary had this to say: "The Papal States
continued to rule dqring the last century
and their authoritarianism created strong
anti-clerical feelings-now taken over by
the communists." And the CQrriere della
Bera of Milan, Italy, stated last Nov..ember 6 that three centuries of papal rule is
still the cause of some of the antipathy
against the priestS today.
Also, when about a hundred years ago
the newly formed Italian state introduced
liberal measures, such as freedom of the
press, religion and speech, the secularization of education, the annexation of the
Why Communism?
Let us first answer the question why papal states, and so curtailed the influence
Italy, with its profound religious tradition, o(the church, the Vatican bitterly opposed
the very cradle of Catholicism, has proved the liberal Italian government, thereby
to be such a fertile ground for the Commu- only fanning the flames of anticlericalism.
nist ideology. The reasons are several and Only 1929 brought reconciliation between
rather complex, but some of them seem the church and the new Fascist Italian
government, when Mussolini and Cardinal
to be the following.
First, despite the fact that Italy is nomi- Pacelli signed the famous Lateran treaty
nally 99.7 per cent Catholic, only a small or concordat. It gave the "Holy See" sov~
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ereignty over Vatican City, made the Roman Catholic religion I'the only relieion of
the State," granted state subsidy to the
clergy and religious orders, and prohibited
books, press and films against the church.
In turn the Italian bishops had to swear
tldeJity to the Fascist state.-Article 20
of the Concordat.
This brings us to a second reason why
many Italians have lost faith in the church:
her attitude toward Fascism and the war.
It Is true that a small minority of priests
did not agree with Fascism. But many
Italians still remember how the church as
such openly supported and hailed Fascism,
Pius XI himself calling Mussolini "the man
sent by Providence," and Cardinal Gasparrl declaring in September, 1932: "The
Fascist government of Italy is the only
exception to the political anarchy of govenunents the world over." Many Italians
who participated in the Ethiopian war_ and
World War IT will tell you how fervently
chaplains and higher clergy prayed for the
victory of the Italian troops and how, at
the end of the daily mass, the priests offered a special prayer for the salvation of
''the King and the Duee [Mussolini]." On
the other hand, the leftist propaganda uses
extensively the fact that the Communists
had taken the leade1'$pip of the antiFascist resistance movement during the
war.
Another major cause of the CommunJst
advance is the economic unbalance, the
extreme differences between rich and poor.
"There is high chronic unemployment,
widespread poverty and misery, tax inequities, a failure on the part of many big
busIness men and landowners to meet their
social obligations and give their workers a
fair share of the proceeds of production.
There has also been a certain amount of
corruption in the political field," explained
the New York Times, March 19, 1954. All
this is skillfully exploited by a brilliantly
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organized Communist party, and so quite
a few vote Conununist, not so much because of liking communism, but to express
their discontent with present. conditions.
In fact, the opinion of the man in the street
is often similar to what an office worker
told the writer: "I am not much interested
in politics. I am interested in providing
decent food and housing for my family.
... The Church has never been on the side
of the poor."
As a fourth factor in the Communist advance, a clever and insidious propaganda
by press, posters, propagandists, etc., has
greatly contributed to bringing the workers and even a nwnber of intellectuals into
the orbit of Communist thinking. Communism plays the role of universal savior. It
promises everythlng to everybody. Peace!
freedom! justice! work! are the very fighting words of Italian communism. Principles are often sacrificed for tactical advantage. For example, as communism tries
to win Italy's Catholic vote it bypasses the
fact that communism, according to the definition of Marx and Lenin, is squarely
atheistic. Thus party leader Palmira Togli-.
atti said in April, 1945, that "knowingly,
after mature reflection," his party has
"opened the doors even to the believers."

Church, Politics and Flying Friars
The Catholic Church has, of course, not
been indifferent toward the growth of communism and has tried various means to
stem the, red tide. First the clergy have
used all their influence to strengthen the
Christian Democratic party. In some rural
communities the very party headquarters
are situated at the parish house. The
church has said that it is "the strict duty
of all citizens, men and women, to take
part in the elections," and even nuns who
had vowed never to leave the convent have
gone to the polls to vote as the church
wished in Italy's elections.
AWAKEI

On July 1, 1949, the ''Holy Office" pro- diate material advantages or sometimes
vided for the excommunication of Catho- even what entertainments a certain party
lics who voluntarily were professing, de-- provides.
fending and propagandizing communism.
Bologna's Communist mayor, Giuseppe
However, it seems that this excommWlica. Dozza, has made it a big point of prestige
tion decree is not applied very often or to give the city an efficient government.
consistently. There 'is, for example, one It has to be admitted that the city's postparish near Bologna where the priest was war rebuilding program has beerf swift
very strict and refused to marry couples (one third of Bologna was destroyed durthat were known to be commWlistic. So ing the war) and that many new schools
they got married at a neighboring parish and 1,400 apartments have been construct~
whose priest, as they said, was glad to get ed by the city. However, Cardinal Lercaro
the extra money.
did not intend to let Dozza's prestige reThe ever~active cardinal of Bologna has main unchallenged, and wanted to show
devised a new weapon against conunWlism: that the church, too, was interested in"
the Frati Volanti, or Flying Friars. This housing. So he took the initiative for a
squad of some twenty monks has received privately financed housmg project of some
special training for discussions with Com· eighty apartments, called "the village of
mWlists. When there is a Communist meet- the newly wed" because it is destined to
ing in Bologna or the sUlTOWlding country· be inhabited by young couples who have
side, they will challenge the speaker to de-- not yet found a hame. The CathOlic press
bate in order to disprove the Communist widely publktI.ed. thiE p"toject e.nd tm, -car~
claims. Or, with the aid of their sOWld dinaI archbishop received a welfare award
equipment and transportable Madonna as 'jthe city's greatest benefactor." Those
shrine, they will arrange for open-air lec- from the left commented that the church
tures in the "Red" sections of the city, had never cared if people were living in
followed by the showing of religious and shacks or slums in the past; if they were
comic films for the children. It is claimed doing so now, it would just be for propthat through the activity of these Flying aganda purposes.
Friars several dozen CommWlists have
Since his alTival in Bologna. several
turned in their party carel To others, how- years ago, the new cardinal has used variever, these methods seem to have a con- ous means to increase his popularity: he
trary effect, and many times one hears makes frequent visits to factories, slums
comments like: "It was already enough and fields; he opened up his palace to fourwhen the priests talked politics in church, teen orphans and allows the schoolboys to
but now they even come out into the streets play football in its courtyard. And whenand squares to do their propaganda."
ever there is an event in his diocese, whether it be the inauguration of an exhibition,
"Bread and Games/' Modern Version
of an art show or of an electrified railroad
It is remembered that in ancient Rome, track, the cardinal will be there.
in order to secure their election, the candiThus, both sides strive to increase their
dates had to provide "bread and games" pbpularity. Soon after his arrival in Boto the citizens. Similarly, in the present logna the cardinal announced a children's
struggle for power in Italy it is often not outdoor carnival; Mayor Dozza organized
so much the supenority ot a certain ideo\- 10"1' the same day a chlldren's masked ball.
ogy that decides, but rather what imme- It snowed that day, so while the mayor
AUGUST Bil, 1955
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triumphantly watched his several hundred
young Bolognans wearing th~ir red masks,
the cardinal sat alone in his palace. Lercaro did not capitulate, however, and had
hls camival on another day with several
thousand in attendance.
Religious pageants also have been used
, to increase public interest, and the spectac~
ular finale of the consecration ceremony
of the Basilica di San Petronio last fall consisted of a brilliant fireworks show. To tl}e
sound of. deafening detonations the facade
of the church was transformed into a wall
of fire, color and flaming crosses. When
the smoke had cleared away, an immense
picture of the city's patron saint, San:
Petronio, appeared, the many thousands
assembled in Piazza Maggiore acclaiming
enthUSiastically.
uFather" Evaristo da Camiana of near..
by Sassuolo has gone even farther in find~
ing aNginal methods of fighting commu·
nism. Regulru.ly he engages in bowling and
card games with Corrununists, not for the
sake of filling the church treasury as religions elseWhere sometimes do, but with a
difl'erent object. At a workers' recreation
hall he posted this sign: "Game Bowling
& pf Cards. _Who Loses the Game Must
listen to Three Masses. P.S. If the loser
belongs to the P.C. [Communist party] he
has to hear them on his knees."
Just as Catholicism, on becoming the
state religion of ancient Rome, freely incorporated various pagan festivals into its
traditions, giving them a "Christian" cloak,
so the Italian Comm'!:ll1ists saw the influence such holidays and festivals have upon
the people, and now they too organite
them throughout the towns and cities,
usually dedicating them to the major Communist newspaper, fUnitit. The success of
these festivals is undeniable ,. whether from
the propagandistic or financial viewpoint.
An Italian magazine comments as follows: "The struggle with the Catholic

of
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Church for the conquest of the souls
through the senses and imagination, which
is the substance of every popular feast,
has become fiercer in the last few years,
both parties improving their weapons. The
Communists have adopted all the traditional characteristics of the country feast,
with a few intelligent transpositions. For
example, they expose instead of the picture
of the patron saint, thOse of Lenin and
Togliatti; instead of the sermon there is
the speech of an important politician. The
rest is the same: dance bands or records,
broadcast by loud-speakers to make up all
the noise that the people think necessary
to having a good time, then fancy illuminations, peanuts, soft drinks and above all
money collection."
So the tight continues. The "revolutionary" methods of Cardinal Lercaro may
secure a few more votes for the Christian
Democratic party. But it is: doubtful whether they will produce real Christians. To
accomplish this, not religious traditions,
festivals and fireworks, but rather a sound
understanding of the book of Christianity,
the Bible, is needed. Urtfortunately, especially among the working class of people
who are particularly exposed to Communist propaganda, the Bible is practically
an unknown book.
It is interesting, however, that when
Jehovah's witnesses started their Bible
educational work recently in "Red" Bologna, they found quite a few Communists
who were anxious to get to know more
about the truths the Bible contains, and the
hope it outlines. Yes, even in Bologna, this
,hot spot in the present cold war, Bible truth
is freeing people from the fallacy of failing
political schemes like communism, arid
from false religious traditions as well. As
Jes:.:s promised, it is the truth of his words
with their sure hope of life that really
makes men free.-John 8:32.
AWAKEI

The Honey Guide
and the Africans

.THIS
astonishing parL'1ership

By "Awake!" correapondenl in Northern Rhodesia

is the story of probably the most
in all nat..lre.

True. you may cave heard of strange part~
nerships, such as those betWeen two diffcr~

ent kinds of illsects, sea creatures or deni~
zens cf the forest. And you may be familiar
with pets that have a close relationship. with
rna'1, such as the pussy cat t.lJat begs rr.an
for food or the dog that pesters man to go
hunting. But where i.e; there a creature of
the wild that reverses t:'lis order and, corr.pletely free from the direction of man,
takes the initiative in coaxing its human
neighbors into making a journey to an
otherwise unobtainable source of food?
Yes, where is there a creature of the wild
that, whjle making people help get its dinner, help;, man so much in return?
Unique, then, is the partnership between
the honey guide and the Africans. What
promp:s this partnership between bird and
man? A common love for that luscious
sweetness called honey.
This honey-craving bird is called by dif:erent names in each Africa.'1 tribe's language, but the.name "the honey
bird" or "tile honey guide"
1s recognized by all. Several species of honey
guides there are, but
it is the greater honey
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guide that has rightly earned the reputa'Can as a scout extraordinary. No sweetnoted warbler is he. Yet t."tose who a,derstand the meaning of his incessant chatter
can find r.o sweeter sound. :-';-either is the
honey guide a brightly colored, eyecatching bird; :n fazt, he is rather drab,
being brownish-gray and whitish on the
breast. l"{or is the hor.ey guide ir.1pressive
for siae; he is a trifle smaller than Ute
'Amerjcan robin. But to the Mrican of
the "bush" this little feathered fellow Is
a delight to the eye. His music is sweetness
to the soul. And no wonder! For this bird
acts as a most wilIir.g guide to direct any
'who care to follow him to a concealed bees'
nest a"1d its hidden treasure of liquid gold.
Now tile honey guide is not only a scout,
he is also somewhat of a conr.oisseur of
fine groceries. He has a cultiVated tongue
that appreciates the flnest of honeys. But
•
the caviar 0: this feathered connoisseur's
diet is a succulent diSh comprised of tender
young bees not yet able to fly. Of course,
any bird that is fastidious about Us bi1~ of
fa.."'C must be expected. to exert strenuous
efforts to make a 1iving; and any bird that
chooses man as a partner must have unflagging and indomt!able perseverance,
not to r.1ention an unwearied and ine-x-
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haustible amount of patience. It Should be ahepd that there is danger of losing his
said for the honey guide, in this regard. human partner. If his follower seems a bit
hesitant, because the going is roUgh, this
that he does his best.
persevering
bird is always ready to fly
Being a sharp·eye<i dweller of the forests,
bacK.
and
try
to whip up flagging interest.
the honey guide htlS marvelous opportu~
What
happens,
though, if the 111an quits
nities to discover wjJd bees' nests. Even
the
partnership
and
leaves the hooey guide
the most cleverly concealed ones do not
in
the
lurch?
Naturally,
this taxes the
escape his penetrating eye. After finding a
bird's
patience
to
the
limit.
Yet
if this scout
nest, all the honey' guide needs to do is to
extr80rdJnary
has
knowledge
of another
.find a man who is wiJIing to move In. push
hive
somewhere
else
in
the
jungle,
he may
the bees out and open up the hive. So, jot~
fly
back
to
the
man
and
offer
to
point
out
tlng down the location of the nest some~
this
other
nest.
,So
the
honey
guide,
is
not
where in his mind, the honey guide tuts
infiexible
but
will
change
his
plans
to
please
oU in his quest for a human partner.
man. Yet if the bird has no knowledge of
other hives, the partnership is terminated
Attracting at«/. Guiding the Partner
Once a man is Sighted this honey~m1nded and the bird remains behind.
bird flutters from branch to branch in the
neighboring tree& and sets up a chattering The End of the Journey
Happy is the honey guide when a man
noise, much like an annoyed squirrel. Not
follows
him to the end of the jOUI1ley. Now
that this feathered pioneer is displeasedthe
exultant
bird flies low over the site of
far 1rom it-he is just 'exuberant in his
the
hidden
hive
and the human partner
anticipation of a toothsome lunch, and this
takes
over,
while
the honey guide, with
is his way of calUng man's attention to his
his
work
finished,
takes a ringside seat
rather undistinguished self. Should the
in
a
nearby
tree,
waiting
with dripping
passer~by be unimpressed, the honey guide
tongue
tb:e
moment
for
the
diVision
of the
waxes bolder and alights on the branches
liquid
loot.
of a tree within a few feet of the traveler's
After his ally has finished the job of
head and exclaims in a tone of voice that
could well give competition to a blue jay, breaking through the tree and extracting
The honey guide perSists in his chatter un~ the hidden treasure, the ho.ney guide is
til he makes some man see his point of eager for his payment in making the enterprise a success. So the Africans place 6fferview.
When a person gives some indication that ings of honey for their hard·working scout.
he is willing to enter into a Partnership, As soob as man departs, the bird, now in
such as the Africans do by responding with a pinnacle of gastronomic ecstasy, feasts
a low musical whistle, the bird eagerly be-- on drops of honey and the CUisine at his
gins his part the bargain. Flying now in heart's delight, toothsome young bees.
Probably yoU wonder what has happened
a certain direction, the honey guide hops
from onE! tree to another, chattering ex· to the bees. They are still buzzing around,
cltedly as he progresses, The constant chat· furiously resentful. But the honey guide is
ter serves as encouragement to his human not at all perturbed or impressed by the
partner who, in the jungles of Africa, prob-- fury of the sting-carrying buzzing bomb·
ably needs it. Though his tongue by now ers. For the honey guide is protected by a
~ be dripping, the honey guide sh,ows re· builHn sting-proof vest: an unusually
markable patience: he never fifes so far thIck, tough skin.

of
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Not always, thougn, does the honey atlve for forming this singular partnership
guide enjoy a banquet after his day's work. alway" rests ·wi.th the bird. The AfriC8Jli
A few tribes of Africans will not only take sometimes search for the bird seeking hla
all the honey, but ~..ill deliberately carry aid just as eaierly as the bird desires
011 the tender young bees and bury them. theirs. To assist theIr. in findir.g a honey
This is a gastronomic crime! Just what the guide, some Africans have contrived spehoney guide thinks of ingrates like this cial whistles or bird callers made from
we can only imagine. As is to be expected, gourds. If a honey guide is in the neighbor·
the Africans cheat the bird because of a hood, these attract his atten:lor:. This testisuperstitiOn: they believe that it a bird Is fies, incldenta1ly. to the strong faith the
allowed to eat his fill he will never again Africans have in the honey guide's ability
act as a guide to more honey. Still we need to search out hives, remember the exact
not feel sad for hoodwinked honey guides, location and lead a n:an to it unerringly.
because the wrong done them is more than
At one time this unique partnership becompensated for by other tribes that have tween man and bird prevailed over the
stllI another superstition: they believe that greater part of all Africa. It was, for inunless the- bird is well rewarded he wiU stance, an essential activity of the Klkuyu.
exact vengeance next time by leading his But now times are changing. Money is in·
followers, not to a beehive, but to a large traduced, and white man's ways prevail.
snake! This causes tbese Africans to give Now many Africans buy their sweets Inthe honey guide treatment that is more stead of securing them from nature. But
than generous.
wherever the partnership still exists, it Is
It should not be concluded that the initi~ truly a marvel to behold.

III Some judges in.!!ist :hat Ule state has the
right to protect a chile .trom Its parents when
those parents fail to give the child what or·
thodox medical practice considers proper med·
ical care. True, but when tI'.e Issue o! rella10us
scruple. Is involved and Ule medical care
stipulated l.s a calculated risk, just to what
extent Is tt.e state Justified in forcing the opin·
Ion of certain doctors on chlldren.?
III Pertinent to this question are two news·
paper clipping. that were received by Awakol
magazine- not long ago. The first was taken
from the tront page of the Ii'reano, CalifornIa,
Bee, December 31, 1954, and In lar~e lette::-s
told, "Judie Orders Tran&fuslon for Tot as
Parenti Object." It went on to report how the
doctors of a certain hospital had recommend·
ed blood transfusions tor a month-old baby
boy and how a judge had signed an order permitting :hem to give the transf1.:sions over n.('
objection of the parents. "One of the attendIng
physlcillni, who asked not to be Identi:!led
.l.UGUBT til, .1955

[why?], said Jonathan !las had two operations
fer a congenltallntestlnal obstruction." It waa
c1a.imed that death wou:d be almost certain
without the blood transfusion, althouib It was
also sdmltted that "we cannot be certain the
chUd will live with the transfusIon."
III Some \en days later, the Los A.'lgeles, Cali·
tOmia, Mirror, Jan'J8ry 10, 1955, carried the
fcllowlng ltern: "Boy Gets Blood Despite Dad's
P:ea, Dies Anyway. Fresno, Jan. 10- -Donald
Corey, father ot month·old boy who died in
Valley Children's Hospital here, said today he
has 'no i:t feelings' toward doeton who "ave
the child blood transfusions over his objec·
tloDll.'·
III Not only fs it ohvH>us that the blood trans·
fusion d:d not help, but there Is no dcctor who
could doem,atlcally say whether the blcod
transfusion was a contrIbuting .tactor to the
Infant's death or not. This being so, it make.
such consplraC'Y between orgamzed medicine
and the courts all tr.e morc reprehensible.
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fAILS
preserved over a
period of several generations and then became lost. No
manuscripts of any sort of this ancient collection have been found to this dAly to
prove this.

~ URING recent years two totally dif-

I.) ferent false versions of the "Book of

Jasher" have been circulating. While the
Bible, at Joshua lO:13.and 2 Sarnuell:18,
refers to an ancient writing called in the
King James Version the "book of Jasher"
(more accurately rendered. in most modern translations as "Jashar"), the fact remains that both of the modern versions
that are put out under this name were long
ago proved to be literary forgeries. Yet,
modern commercially-minded publishers
have resurrected them to exploit a gullible
public. Would you like to know the facts
about these books?First, what does the Bible indi~te about
this "book of Jashar"? The two places
where it is mentioned deal with the experience of Joshua at Gibeon and the lament of David. Hence, it is quite reasonably thought that the original "book of
Jashar" must have been a collection of
songs, poems, anecdotes or little writings
that were of considerable Hebrew historic
interest and thus desired for frequent quotation. However, the collection was not inspired though well circulated. These songs
and poems were apparently gathered and
20

False Version Number One
In the late summer of 1954, a certain hitherto-unheard-of publisher, by. the
high-sounding name of "Bible Corporation
of America" of Philadelphia, fostered fullpage advertisements in certain national
trade journals in the United States making
a "gold mine" appeal to selfish salesmen.
"ATTENTION!!! CREW MANAGERS • • • DIS·
TRIC1' MANAGERS. Learn about our Special
Plan of How YOU can EARN a MINIMUM of
$18,500 FAST!"&.

Another salesmen's magazine carried a
full-page advertisement with streaming,
inch-high letters shouting to the ears of
the credulous: "MIssING BmLE FOUND!"
We quote the following in their own style
of capitalization:
MOST STARTLING DISCOVERY IN
ATTENTION EVERYONE! ATTENTION ALL FAITHS. ALL TffiNKERS. PART OF
YOUR HERITAGE HAS BEEN FOUND. NOTHING, ABSOLUTELY NOTHING, since the beginning of time, has ROCKED the ENTIRE
WORLD as has the discovery of this MISSING

"THE

2000 YEARS.

BOOK of the Bmu. [Note that it is no
longer a "missing Bible found," but has
here become merely a "missing book of the
Bible."] STOP! TmNK! Do you REALIZE
what you have just read? Just imagine,
YES, .JUST IMAGINE ••• easy now, sit back,
• Opportunity, Issue of September, 1954, page 77.

AWAKE!

recatch your breath ... and please do stop "the most startling discovery in 2000
shaking. YES, YOU know it, and we'd like years."
to say in all sincerity and realism 'YOU HAVE
The internal evidence of Noah's book
JUST FOUND A FORTUNE!' NEVER ... never
demonstrates what a fabUlous fabrication
has such a dream item ever been presented this thirteenth~century forgery is. First
to salesmen, dealers, distributors, mail or~ of all, it is not a collection of poems or
der houses, etc. This is TRULY an item songs as the Bible itself indicates it should
PA'CKED with sales prestige, honor and
be. Rather, it is a fantastic series of narra~
GIANT PROFITS. REMEMBER . . . this lost tives purporting to give evidence from
BooK OF JASHER hinges directly onto the Adam's time down to after Joshua's death,
best seller in the world---our-HOLY BmLE." thus trying to be an authentic document
The advertisement went on to make other covering some 2,570 years. This itself con~
false claims, including calling this a "valu~ demns the writing as not reliable, not in~
able LIMITED FIRST EDITION," and saying: spired by God. Why? Because Bible writ~
"After 2000 years the first authentic trans~ ers recorded historic events only of their
lation of the missing Book of J asher has immediate day. Joshua wrote of events
been released to the public.... It was only that occulTed ill his lifetime, the Hebrew
at this time when the priceless Book of prophets did the same and likeWise did
Jasher was finally translated into English the apostles and Greek Scripture writers.
and is now being released to the public, by Where material extended beyond their im~
the Bible Corporation of America."b
mediate lifetime, incorporations were made
What a filthy, exaggerated, lying appeal from existing reliable records and so indi~
to attach to God's sacred pure word of cated. For example, Moses compiled Gen~
truth! It is an outrage to claim this false esis from eleven eyewitness documents and
work is part of our divine heritage and to honestly left internal evidence of these
attach such a commercial project onto the sources.· (Genesis 2:4, New World Trans.,
footnote a) But the forged "Book of J asher"
Bible's circulation!
gives no such honest evidence to be con~
sidered authentic in covering such a sweep
Tfr,e Facts
A Spanish Jew of the thirteenth century of time. Rather, the forger just calTies on
anonymously produced in Hebrew a writ- with impossible, imaginary statements that
ing that he misrepresented as the "Book are wholly inconsistent with the true Bible.
of Jasher." Later this was published in
To manuscript authorities the Hebrew
Hebrew at Venice, Italy, in 1625.c Finally, manuscript itself bears abundant testi~
in 1840, a stereotyped translation was many through its period~style of Hebrew
made into English and published in New characters that it is a false writing of the
York under the direction of M. M. Noah. d middle ages. For example, Hebrew writThe fact that the "Printer's Preface" ings of the early B.C. period spell out the
tetragrammaton mM\ which is the divine
(p. xxi) of the Bible Corporation of Ameri~
name later transliterated through the
ca's edition states that this writing in the Latin into English as "Jehovah." Hebrew
Hebrew was available in Italy A.D. 1613 writings of the late B.C. and early A.D.
gives the lie to their claim that theirs is periods sometimes used two yods (")
or three yods ("\ and "')" to refer to the
b Specialty Sa/ellman, Issue ot September, 1954, page 25.
o ADlatlona'll 01 the Bible, by J. Hastings, Volume n,
tetragrammaton. But ·writings of the midpage 551.
d McCllntock and Strong's Cycloptl1dia, Volume IV.
dle
ages around the thirteenth and fourpages 787, 788.
AUGUST 22, 1955
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teenth centuries merely used an accented
heh ('il). The fact that the Hebrew text
from which the M. M. Noah and the Bible
Corporation of America have published
their identical English version used this
latter style ('1"1) for the divine nBI.le proves
conclusively again that this is a forgery
of the middle ages and that it is ridiculous
to claim that any such text could possibly
be of a B.C. period origin.
A further evidence against this book,
and demonstrating that it is a product of
the mind of Satan, is its claim that Nimrod
was a blessed servant of God. It oJ.aims that
Nimrod was given the garments of skin
that God made for Adam and his wife, and
saYs: uAnd Nimrod became ·strong when
he put on the garments, and God gave him
might and strength. And the Lord delivered
all the enemies of his brethren in his hands,
and God prospered him from time to time
in his battles, and he reigned upon the
earth." (BCA Version, Jasher 7:24, 29,
30, 32) What a gross qOntradictioQ of the
h"ue Biblical account that reliably records
the fact that Nimrod was an avowed enemy
of Jehovah God!-Genesis 10:8, 9, New

Noah's name and the nineteenth-century
date of this book's earlier publication have
been omitted. Yet, on the rest of this page,
the words, type style and layout are identical, and even the nineteenth-century archaic word "subjoin" is used, proving that
this so-called 'Book of Jasher found after
2000 years' is not a new book but has
been copied through some sort of photographic process from the nineteenth-century volume.
As a further example, a photostat of
page three from M. M. Noah's book, when
compared with the same page of the Bible
Corporation of America's text, shows that
they are word~for-word.identicaI. The same
words are italicized, an old-fashioned question mark and a broken or crooked single
dagger sIgn are identical In the printing of
both volumes, indicating that the "new"
one is taken from the older, apparently
through the process of photo-engraVing
printing. Further, the Hebrew character
"," is called by the out-of-date designation
"vau" instead of "waw" as today, and the
nineteenth-century archaic word "dissembled" is used. If this were a 'twentiethcentury translation as they claim, then
World Trans.
they would have used "kept secret" or
Doubly Wicked
"lied." Thus, there is every evidence that
Not only would it be bad to republish this version of the false "Book of Jasher"
and circulate M. M. Noah's English trans- is merely a twentieth-century printing .in
lation of this fraud today, but to reprint a nineteenth-century dress palmed off to
Noah's nineteenth-century pUblication un- the -public as a twentieth-century masterder a different name as the Bible Corpora- piece.
tion of America has done, falsely claiming
it to be a twentieth-century discovery of Reported to Government Autlwrities
theirs, is doubly wicked. What proof is there
In January, 1955, this evil practice was
that this is a fraud? Pages from M. M. brought to the attention of the United
Noah's publication, dated New York, April, States Federal Trade Commission in Wash1839, and from the 1954 copyrighted book Ington, D.C., as being an apparent violaof the Bible Corporation of America are tion of the Federal Trade Act. Aiter reword-far-word identical, except that, to ceiving photostats that prove the facts
withhold the source and date of the new stated. in the two paragraphs above, the
falsely so-called "discovery," the last para- Federal Trade Commission replied on
graph of the book's preface, plus M. M. March 29: "The practice referred to has
22
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been brought to the attention of the Bible
Corporation of America. No further action
is contemplated at this time since we are
informed that the sale of the 'Book of
Jasher' has been discontinUed. If you have
any infonnation to the contrary, the matter will be given appropriate further consideration. Your interest and cooperation
in calling this matter to our attention are
appreciated."
So, instead of the Bible Corporation of
America rocking the world by their nineteenth--century discovery, they were rocked
into silence.

False Version Number Two
The second false version of the "Book of
Jasher" is printed and circulated by the
Rosicrucian Order through their "The
RoSicrucian Supply Bureau" Of San Jose,
California. On their title page they openly
claim that their pUblished volwne is a
photographic reproduction of the original
English translation printed in Bristol,
England, in 1829. By way of "Preliminary
Explanation" they write: "The Book of
Jasher is one of the long-lost, and longsought-for, sacred books which should have
been included among the other books of the
Bible but which was not because the original
manuscript could not be located. In order
that some of the mystery regarding the
Book of Jasher might be removed, and,
furthermore, for the benefit of those students of the Bible who sincerely desire to
read another
record of the events that are
' .
presented in the Old Testament, we have
thought it well to reproduce the Book of
Jasher in its original English translation
as given to the world by the man who
claims to have found it and preserved it.
.•. This, therefore, gives us a truly photographic reproduction of each page of the
translation of the original book of Alcuin."
What is the general judgment by Bible

.
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authorities as to this supposed version of
the "Book of Jasher"?
"A clumsy forgery in English, which
first appeared in 1751 under the title of
'the Book of Jasher,' deserves notice solely
for the unmerited success with which it
Was palmed off upon the public."e "In 1751
there appeared a volume which professed
to be
English translation of The Book
of Jasher, alleged to have been found, but
the production was an impudent forgery. Itt
The Book of Jasher "was first secretly
Printed at Bristol, and published in London
in 1751 by an infidel type-founder of Bristol named Jacob nive, who was its real
author. It I$: entitled 'The Book of Jasher,
translated into English from the Hebrew
by Alcuin of Britain.' This book was noticed in the Monthly Review for December,
1751, which describes it as 'a palpable
piece of contrivance, intended to impose
upon the credulous and ignorant, to sap
the credit of the books of Moses, and to
blacken the character of Moses himself.' "K
This IDve-Alcuin literary forgery was
exposed for the first time in a pamphlet
published in England in 1778 by RoweMores. h And in 1833 this literary fraud was
again exposed in a pamphlet published by
the king's official Bible printers A~
Spottlswoode, London, in a treatise entitled
"Bibliographical Notes on the Book of
Jasher," by Thomas Hartwell Horne.
The historical facts as they are ascertainable indicate (bat Alcuin was a York.
shireman who lived in the middle of the
eighth centllry. Being a clergyman· of the
Roman Catholic Church, his writings and
learning were only in Latin and not In
Hebrew. He never traveled in Persia, nor

an

• A DwtiollGT1t/ 01 tlWl mble, by Wm. Slnlth, l883,
Volume I. page 934..
t DictiollGT1t/ 0/ the Bible, Westminster Prl:!SI, 1944,
page 283.
I McClintock and Strcmg Ovc10po:edfa, Volume IV,
page 788.
h An Introduction to thtY OTi«ca1 Study and Knowledge
01 tlWl Holy SCriptvT8II, by T. H. Horne, 1867, VOlume II. pal'ea 63, 64 ot the Appendix.
I Available at New York public library. NYPL .PD,

p.Y.8.
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in Palestine for

that matter,

to have dis- contain false teachings and dangerqus
thoughts that make void the living Word
of Jehovah. They contain the mystical
teachings and thinking of false worship,
and therefore of Satan and his demons.
The true Christian will refuse to be exploited by these false works. The Rosicrucians advertise their book as containing
"the inspired words of suppressed mysticism revealed," but do not tell the public
that these words must be inspired by God's
archenemy, the Devil. Jehovah's witnesses
will follOW the inspired counsel of the apostle Paul by utterly rejecting any so-called
spiritual morsel that is found on the table
of Satan and his demons, for,: "You cannot be partaking of 'the table of Jehovah'
and the table of demons."-l Corinthians

covered such a manuscript, as Dive claimed

Alcuin had done. h It was a pure invention
on Dive's part.
Internal evidences from the Rosicrucian's publication of the "Book of Jasher"
further conclusively demonstrate its falsity. It is written as a collection of narratives rather than a collection of poems and
songs as the Bible indicates this work
might be. It is filled with many inconsistencies and often contradicts the sacred
record of the Bible.
The facts are overwhelming that these
two false versions of the so-called ''Book
of Jasher" are forgeries, fradulent and
wholly impossible. Tpey do not contaIn the
thinking of the living God. Rather, they

10:21, New World Trans.

nEUI A·'OIlS FOR aiD
1: How wonderfully made is the human body! '.
Almost yearly man learns something as- ••
toundingly new about himself. One of the.
newest revelations is that each twelve months •
the human body replaces almost all the old ••
atoms with new ones. This was discovered by.
the use of radioactive isotopes in physIological ••
investigations. What is that? Just this: Sc1en- •
tists have found that almost all elements ••
have atoms of dHTerent weights. An element.
having atoms of varying weights Is said to •
have isotopes. Now radioactive isotopes can ••
be prepared from almost any element. Introduced into a substance the radioactive isotopes
will follow the nonradioactive atoms of their •
particular element. The radioactive isotope is ••
plainly marked and "tagged"; Its presence and.
course can be detected and traced by instru- •
ments. Thus these "tagged atoms" can be ••
used as tracers or "spies" to reveal What happens to the elements in the food we eat.
•
'W Reporting to the SmIthsonian Institution •
on the latest tests, Dr. PaUl C. Aebersold, di- ••
rector of the Isotopes Division of the Atomic.
E~rgy CommiSSion, says: "Medical men used ••

..

?..4

to think of the human body as an engine that
takes in food, a!r. and water mainly as fuel to
keep running on. Only a small part was
thought to go for replacement of engine wear.
Investigations with isotopes have demonstrat·
ed that the body instead is much more like a
very fluid milltary regiment which may retain
Its size, fonn, and composition even though
the individuals in It are continually changing,
joining up, being transferred trom post to
post, promoted or demoted, acting as reserves,
and finally departing after varying lengths of
service.
1: "Tracer studies show that the atomlc turnover in our bodies is quite rapid and quite com.
plete. In a week or two half the sodium atoms
will be replaced by other sodIwn atoms_ The
case is similar for hydrogen and phosphorus.
Even half ot the carbon atoms wJl1 be reo
placed in a month or two. And so the story
goes tor nearly aU the elements.••. In a
year approximately 98 per cent of the atoms
in us now will be replaced by other atoms that
we take in. in our air, food, and drink."
-Science Digest, December. 1954_
A WA.KEI
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Do Babies
Go to Heaven?

VERY pagan religion has its heaven
of some kind or other. And the bundreds of millions of pagan worshipers sincerely believe that they will go there after
death. Included in this great number that
oceupy the pagan heavens ar~ millions of
children. Christendom, too, teaches that
heaven is the destiny of all righteous creatures and that millions of her worshipers
will some day inhabit it. A Protestant publication states: "When a baby dies, you may
be sure that the dear Saviour takes the little
one safe home to Heaven at once." "Who
knows, dear reader," remarks this religious
writer, "but that God took your baby home
to Heaven in order to turn your heart to
Heaven also?" Such blaming of God for the
death of youngsters finds support in devilish superstitions, but not in the Bible.
The Bible has an entirely different message for the people. It is one of love and
hope to parents. The Bible is specific as to
who and how many will be rewarded with
heavenly life, giving the exact number. Instead of millions of earth's inhabitants inheriting heavenly life, the Bible says there
will be just a "little flock"; that "few are
the ones" finding the way to life at all, because strict and rigid requirements must
be met before anyone can gain such life.
It was only after years of faithful, fulltime ministry that Paul was able to say:
"I have fought the right fight, I have run
the course to the finish, I have observed
the faith. From this time on there is re-
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served for me the crown of righteousness,
which the Lord, the righteous judge, will
give me as a reward. in that day. yet not
only to me, but also to all those who have
loved his manifestation."-Luke 12:32;
Matthew 7:13, 14; 2 Timothy 4:7. 8, New
World Trans.
Now, in all sincerity, babes do not follow
Christ Jesus as did Paul or any of the
apostles. How could they? They are too
young and tender of age. They have not
come to an accurate knowledge of God and
Christ Jesus to decide intelligently on important matters such as life and death.
They have neither agreed nor disagreed to
do God's will. Requirements for life' in
heaven with Christ Jesus demand that one
be wholly and unreservedly dedicated to
Jehovah God, and that dedication shoUld
be symbolized by water immersion. These
preliminary requirements in themselves
would exclude all babes from entering despite their so-called "innocence.~'
Infant baptism is not authorized by God;
therefore it is without meaning or merit.
It is only after a child comes to the age
of accountability, understanding and responsibility that he can intelligentl~ make
a dedication of his life to God and syinbolize that dedication by being immersed
in water as Jesus was. One must intelligently worship God before ever being admitted to the heavenly courts. Said Jesus:
"Not everyone saying to me, 'Master, Ma,s..
ter,' will enter into the kingdom of the
heavens, but the one doing the will of my
Father who is in the heavens will."-Matthew 7:21, New World Tran8.~· Luke 3:2123.
If babes do not go to heaven at death,
where, then, do they go? The Bible answers
that they go to the grave and there await
the resurrection. Note God's words regarding the hope of children who were killed
by Herod's soldiers at Bethlehem: "Thus
saith Jehovah: A voice is heard in Ramah,
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lamentation, and. bitter ,weeping, Rachel
weeping for her children; she refuseth to
beeomforted for her children, beCause
they are not [they are dead]. Thus saith
Jehovah: Refrain thy voice from weeping,
and thine eyes from tears; for thy work
shall be rewarded, saith Jehovah; and they
shall come again from the land of the enemy [death]. And there is hope for thy latter end, saitb Jehovah; and thy children
shall come agrun to their own border [thJs
earth where they died}." In other words,
God promised Rachel that her children
would be brought back to life again right
here on the earth in the resurrection, and
that Rachel would have the opportunity
to live with them.----Jeremiah 31:15-17,
Am. Stan. Ver.,. Matthew 2:16-18; 1 Corinthians 15:26.
Nowhere do the Scriptures teach that
newborn babes go to heaven at death or
that unbaptized babes go to hell. Such religious teaching is absolutely without basis
or fact. When Jesus raised Lazarus, who
had been dead four days, from the dead,
Lazarus did not say he had been in heaven
dUring those four days. Jesus said very
plainly to his disciples: "Lazarus tJ.as died."
When Lazarus came to life again, he came
to life right here upon the earth. In the
same way will the mUIions of. babies that
ha\7e died and gone to the grave be resurrected and be given a chance to live forever
rlghthere upon the earth. The earth, not
heaven, is the home of man. ',~For thus
salth JehOVah that created the heavens, the
God that formed the earth and made it,
that established it and created it not a
waste, that formed it to be inhabited: I am
Jehovah; and there is. none else." Thes~
little ones that will be brought back will
take part in inhabiting the earth.-John
11:14, New World Trans.)' Isaiah 45:18,

Am. Stan. Ver.
Does anyone go to heaven? Oh yes, the
Bible teaches that SOIne do. And it tells us
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how many will inherit heavenly life: uAnd
I saw, and look! the Lamb standing upon
the mount Zion, and with him a hundred
and .forty-four thousand having his name
and the name of his Father written on their
foreheads." "And no one was able to mas~
ter that song but the hundred and fortyfour thousand, who have been purchased
from the earth." Only 144,000, then, and
no more, are to be purchased from the
eartn to heavenly life. These first come to
an accurate knowledge of God's Word of
truth, then separate themselves from this
world; they are tried and tested, and finally
approved by God, even as Jesus Christ was.
Babies have not this opportwiity. Heaven
is open to the mature follower of Christ,
"those called and chosen and faithful."
These, however, must be meek and teachable as little children. That is why Jesus
said: "Let the young children come to me
and do not try to stop them. For the kingdom of God belongs to such kind of persons." It is of "such kind" that the Kingdom is madeup.-Revelation 14:1-3; 7:4-8;
17:14; 2:10; Luke 18:16. New World Trans.
After Christ's resurrection and his ascension into heaven, he began the selection
of those who would make up the 144,000.
Are these selected merely to get them into
heaven? No; they are taken out from
among the peoples of the nations of earth
to be witnesses among men to the name of
Jehovah and to his kingdom. WbjJe on
earth these must show forth Jehovah's
praises. Proving faithful, these will in the
resurrection be with Christ in heaven.
Does that mean that only 144,000 will
gain life? No. That is the number only to
inherit heavenly life. The rest of mankind
who will live will gain life right here on
earth. Jesus spoke of having other sheep
not of this heavenly fold. Their hope is
to gain everlasting life on earth under
the heavenly kingdom.-Matthew 6:19-21;
John 10:16.
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Great Britain
REA T BRITAIN Is roughly twice the

Gsize at New York state. But there are

four times as many people in Britain as
there are in t.l:le state of New York, the
over-aU density being 550 persons to the
square mile. StatisticlaI'.s report that the
popuJation has doubled in the past hundred
years, and they survey the next hundred
wIth melancholy eyes.
However, the British people generally
do not share the pessimism of those who
pore over the vita! statistics. They go cn
living and giving life in the same old way
with that composed assurance that is typical of the Briton. This characteristic of
taking things as they come, though, can
easily develop into a condItion of a.pathy
and indifference. And, for a considerable
proportion of the British people, it certainly has. For one reason or ancther the majority are content to settle back L'\')to the
matronly arn:s of the weUare state. Declining Rome's cry, "Bread and circuses!" finds
its modern counterpart in Britain's, "Tea
and tootballl"
Thts apathy is nowhere more manifest
than in the field of religion. Once a citadel
ot Protesta.'"ltism, Britain has become its
mausoleum. Here the clergy bemoan the
loss of their fanner authority and Influence. But their entFeaties, their threats,
even their enticements of amusements and
food seem unable to halt the drlrt of the
people. The doctrines of the cJeFgy are, to
the better educated, an affront to intelligence. Whereas their cou::-se of action in
tlnBI'lcc, politics and war 1£., to the 'less e'3ucated, 1i0 obviously inconsistent and hypoAUGUST U, 1955

critical. Is there any wonder, tben, that
less than thirteen per cent ot the adults in
Britain go to church?
At this point, let lIS hring intta tM. ~
ture the body of people known as Jehovah's
witnesses. How do they fare? Are they sutferIng from the rot that is eating the inside out of orthodoxy? Reports show that
in 1938 there were just under 5,000 witnesses in BrItain. Now there are more than
29,000 reporting as active preachers of the
good news. So it is clear that their message
is reaching J:'len of good will and striking
a responsive chord in them. The advance 01
Jehovah's witnesses makes it obvious that
the empty pews In tbe chUrches are more
the fault of the clergy and not so much the
fault of the people after ail. One clergyman, trying to explain away Jehovah's witnesses, concluded a tirade against them in
his parish paper '\\-ith this paragraph:
"If you ask me how it is tt:.at so many
peop:e have been led away by them, the
a.nawer (ar part of it) Is that the Witnesses
OOWlt on every member being a propagandist .for the party; they pr3test strongly
against the devilries of modern warfare~
they denounce the Inequalities of and extravagances of modern me-, and their
equalitarian convictions impelled them to
be Socialists even in the earJy days when
few religious people were members of that
party. And they have an unrivalled knoWledge of the Bible-they can always quote
chapter and verse for their opinions." This
admissIon coming from a cJergyrr.an is
surely noteworthy. How deceitfuJ, though.
to infer that Jehovah's witnesses are invo\ved \n JY.l1iuC'S when everyone knows
that they do not even vote!

A good deal of favorable newspaper publicity was received as a result of an assembly held by Jehovah's witnesses in
Leicester. The clergy of the town were
most unhappy about that, as is evident
from tneir letters to the press on the subject. One, a Methodist parson, said in the
Leicester Chronicle: "They are worshipers
of a tribal deity, though He was known by
another name. It disturbs me to think that
Leicester people succwnb so easily to the
morbid ideas that the sect presents. It
shows (a) that the churches of Leicester
are failing to present the reasonableness
and sanity of the teaching of Jesus to the
conununity within and without the church;
(b) that this city is so secular and content with itself that it has not the interest
or courage to stand on its own pagan feet
'and resist the injection of a rel(gious opiate, the Jehovah's witness." In contrast
with the "reverend" shepherd's bad-tempered outburst against his own sheep, Jehovah's witnesses had a happy time in the
city taking the cheerful message of the
new world to the people. 'And the common
people heard them gladly.'
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A lady in one of London's congregations
had formerly been a -president of the local
women's guild, an organization to encourage and train women, to take a fuller part
in public life. Mter a course of study with
Jehovah's witnesses she wanted to belong
to the New World society; so she withdrew
from her public activities and devoted her
energies to the preaching work. Another
guild member upon whom she called one
day arranged for her to address a meeting
of the guild -On the subject: "Jehovah's
Witnesses and the Bible." The reason for
the invitation was that her former colleagues wondered why such a prominent
person among them had changed her views
so completely. This turned into a series of
lectures until it was halted by pressure
from a Communist section of the guild.
This Witness says she now realizes how fUM
tile everything is in comparison with working for Jehovah's new world of righteousness. It is this work that is filling the
vacuum created by the failure of Christendom to rise to the occasion and really announce Jehovah's King, Christ Jesus.
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What is wrong with the operation of many
• What bird satisfies its hunger by striking
modern charities: P, J, 1J2,
a bUSiness partnership with m.an? P. j_7, 112.
• Why, 'even when the earth produces an
• What the original "book of Jashar" was?
abundance, the poor fail to benefit1 P. 4, U4.
P. 20, 1\2.
• What is the more accurate meaning of the
• What di'sproves the first false "Book of
Bible word for "charity"? P. 5, 114.
Jashltr"? P. 2t, nJ.
• Why four of' Jehovah's witnesses were
• What view Bible authOrities have taken
1ailed on religious grounds in Mexicol P. 8, 11 1.
toward the second false "Book of Jasher"l
P. 23, 1\4.
• How the government of Trinidad has
sought to pass on which religions it wants
• How often the body replaces its old atoms
people to follow? P.. to, B.
with new ones? P. 24, 113. '
How penguins get on ice tloesl P. U, US.
• Whether baoies go to heaven? P 2$ r4
d . What the rea! hope is for oabies that
.
•have.
• Why Italy has proved such
a ferti i
e groun
for the Communists? P. 13, 1\4.
diedl P. 25, 116.
How the Catholic Church tries to counter~
• What makes it clear who Is responsible for
act Communist influence in Bologna? P.tS, 112.
empty pews in Britain's churches? P. 27 114.
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Italy'. New Government

+ As

minister of agrIculture

between 1946 and 1950 in the

cabinet of Premier de Gasper!,

Antonio Segnl ordered the expropriation of large estates.
He put through nearly all ot
Italy's land redistribution laws.

So Segnl had no one to blame
but himself when bis own
1a1''l@o %a'cl\n\an ~'3.t~ 'Wa'o!.

broken up. But his devotion
to refonn brought the 54-yearold Sardinian to the top of the
Italian political ladder. When
Premier Mario Seclba resIgned, President Giovanni

Gronch! asked Segni to form a
new government. Segni set
about canvassing the three
small center parties (Social
Democrats with 19 seats, the
Republicans with 5 and the
Liberals with 14) in hopes of

re-creating the coalition that

has prevailed tor two years

with a majority of less than
20 votes. But first Segni had to

placate the bickering factions
inside his own ChrIstia.n Democrat party. After thirteen days
of interregnurp, Italy had a
new premier. Segni managed
to put together again a fourparty, middle-of·the·road coalition. }Ie is the first Sardinian
ever to achieve the premiership ot united Italy.
Burma.'s U Nu Visits the U.S.
.. Premier U Nu, Who has

headed the

Burm~se
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govern·

ment for the past eleven years,
recently made a visit to the
U.S. In New York the premier
was Impressed by the Empire
State Building: "It Is a build·
ing of my childhood dreams."
The premier added: ''The
height of this great building is
really bewildering to me." In
Washington the Burmese lead·

history. It gives the state the
right to create "otHcial nondenominational" schools
wherever they are needed,. It
also reduces the national pay·
ment to Catholic schools from
$74,000,000 to $64,000,000. In
July the second big demonstration . against the school bill
broke out. This time it was in
Liege. Some 10,000 marching
Catholics shou~, "Down with
Collard"-the Socialist millis'
te."l: ol -guhUc. l.ns.tmctinn. w.lJllRP.
name is on the school bill.
Afterward the opposition be·
gan its own demonstration.
'Taunts erupted. They became
sharper, tempers grew hotter
and fist fights broke out. For
several hours polIce were busy
breaking up brawls over the
school bill, the final enactment
of which is now a foregone
conclusion.
D1eJll Smashes Gang No.2

.. President Eisenhower has
called the situation in South
~'r. '.:.$-,u.~.'U'<!a 'U\+.S.. %1.'>'t~n..W&~"\
Vietnam "strange a.nd inexpli.
officialdom, including Presi- cable." Its strangeness stems
dent Eisenhower. Back in New largely from the part played
York the premier coIDplented by the religious sects with prI·
that "most of the respomlible vate armies. One of the sects
people" In Washington "are is lioa Hao. It claims to be a
not against the entry of Peiping sect of reformed Buddhists
into the United Nations." As· and takes its name from the
tonished Representative James village ot its founder, a man
Richards, chairman ot the who first came into promi·
House Foreign Affa.irs Com· nence as a sorcerer. The Hoa
mittee, said that 1.f 11 Nu's ob- Hao numbers about 500,000.
servation was correct, there Its private army, about 15,000
must be "a lot of Irresponsible strong, was originally armed
people In .Washington." The by the Japanese. In the post·
next day the State Department "I~'( ~....IM t:.lL~ E~'l-- Vaa. ~.
said "there has been no favored Communist Ho Chi
change" in policy. U Nu, quali- MInh. But the Vietminh murfying his statement, said his dered the sect's tounder, where·
impression was based on the upon they came to terms with
asswnption that the Reds the French, prOmising their
would "behave."
loyalty in return for autonomy
in certain areas. The sect be·
The School Bill Riots
came I'ncreasingly engaged In
.. Lsst March some 100,000 worldly affairs until It finally
Roml1n Catholics staged a riot- deteriorated into a vIrtual terous demonstration in Brussels, rorist gang. Premier Diem..
Belgium, to protest tile Social- who had just finished smash·
ist-Liberal government's school ing the Binh Xuyen gang, de·
bill. The bill was passed in termined that the Hoa Hao
June by the Belgian Lower also had to go. In June Diem
House in the longest session laurtched his offens!ve. It was
in thl! country's. parliamentary a combined naval, air and
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ground operation. It was 80
successful that more than a
thousand of the Hoa Hao laid
down their arms and the al'IIlY
conunander fiea to the hills. In
July Diem decIarea that the
nationalist army had finally
won total victory over the Hoa
Hao religious sect.
India: FUllng the Jails

.. Sikhism is a monotheistic
religion incorporating elements
of Hjnduism. Islam and other
religions. Its 6,000,000 adher·
ents are Jed by Tara SJngh, a
flrm advocate for a Punjabi·
speaking state with the SIkhs
dominating. SaId Sikh Singh:
"When the Moslems can get
Pakistan, and the Hindus In·
dla, why not a Sikhs' SIkh!·
stan?" Several months ago the
Indian government banned the
shouting of slogans for a Sikh
state. But Tara Singh defied
the ban and was arrested. lIe
instructed his followers to
practice peaceful disobedience.
Since then, all over the Punjab,
bearded Sikhs have stood be·
fore policemen and shouted
slogans. courting arrest. Al·
most 7,000 have been jailed.
Just recently Tara SIngh
marked IUs seventy-tlrst birth·
day; he spent it In jail. As a
birthday present, 271 SIkhs
volunteered to get themselves
arrested. The police obliged
them and gave aS$urances that
there is room for many more
in their spacious jailS.
Freedom-threatening Advice
... In early 1955 the U.S. First

Army headquarters issued a
pamphlet on "How to Spot a
Communist." The "telltale"
sIgns: "a dIstinct vocabulary"
of such words as "book-burn·
lng, colonialism, reactionary,
oppressive, materialist." Also
"the Communist, when criti·
cizing, goes all out In condemnIng." As to "controversial SlI.bjects" Communists prefer, the
pamphlet listed "violation of
civil rights, racial or religious
discrimination, Immigration
laws, anti·subversive legislation, .•. the military budget,
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and 'peace.''' Commented the . Because of thIs the U.s. last
New York Time,,: "It army or November signed the draft of
pollce agencies really took seri· the controversial "procedural
ously these so·c::alled 'distin_ agrefmlent regulating religious
guishing marks' of Communist welfare," which would place
leanings, it ill perfectly obvi· U.S. personnel in Spain under
ous that any citizen who Roma.n Catholic canon law.
opened his mouth in protest Now a recent court ruling Is
agalnat virtually any phase or believed to have elimInated
facet of political or economic plans for the agreement regulife risks being listed as a pos· lating mlxed mamages among
sIble Communist." Not unex· U.S. citizens in Spain. On
pectedly. the American eMl June 18 the Madrid Court 01
Uberties Union asked the de- Appeals banded down a decl·
fense department to withdraw sIon, the etreet of which grants
the advice. First Army head- Spaniards who 4l\! bllptlzed
quarters recently announced Roman Catholics the right to
the pamphlet's wIthdrawal.
contract civil mamage with
non-Catholics. In July It was
''DeplOrable'' NeWlllpapers
learned that the SpanIsh gov• In July the hundredth birth· ernment had accepted the
day party of some of Britain's court's decision. The new rul·
august newspapers took place, ing, however, provides that
but not all was happiness. A baptlzed Catholics must prove
cause for grave concern, say that they have "either abanthe century·old newspapers, 1s aoned or separ~ted themselves
the gl'lm lowering of journal· from the church," or that "they
Istlc standards among the belong to another"faith."
mass cIrculation press of dally
and Sunday newspapers. In an Death In Formation
edItorial marking its looth an- .. One' day in July, 12 jet
niversary, the Manche ster fighter planes of the PortuGuardian said: "It Is permis- guese all' force were :Hying
sible to wonder whether, In from Ota air base to an air
spite of all the immense prog· force show at Ciombra. The
ress in teclmique, much of weather was foggy. As the
English journalism today is not fast·Hying planes neared 1,5OQ.
losing the moral purpose that foot-high Sierra dos Carvalhos,
until recently it took for grant· the mountain remained invisied." The Time. of London, ble. A I m 0 s t simultaneously
most authoritative and famous eIght jets crashed into the
of British newspapers, said: mountain, the blast and flames
''The race for mammoth cIrcu· of the crashes carrying aloft
lations has led in some' cases to four fellow pilots flying top
to a dIsgraceful lowering' 01 cover for the formation. These
values_ ... The baser instincts fpur emerged unscathed, but
are being pandered to, not the pUots of the eight planes
only In 1a6c1vlousness-the in· were all killed. Debris of the
fiuence of thIs can be over- planes scattered over a square
rated-but in social attitUdes mile of the mountainside. The
and in conduct as well." The crash wiped out almost 20 per
Time8 commented frigIdly that cent of Portugal's jet strength
it wall "deplorable" that some and was the worst in the counof the "worst examples should try's air force history.
be classed as newspapers at Bussta's let Transport

all."

Spain: Law

,. Among the planes that 17ew
OD

MIxed Marriages

• In Spain Roman Catholic
canon law forbids mIxed mar·
riages except In special cases.

at the annual air parade in
July over Tushino airport on
the outskirts of Moscow was
one -that surprised the West.
This was a four-engine jet
AWA1!rEI

transport plane apparently
suitable for both military and
civillan use. Air attach~s of
foreign governments, viewing
a whistling procession o! mili·
tary aircraft, received their
surprise when the very last
plane appeared. It was the jet
transport, a plane they had
never seen before. It was an
original design resembUng the
British Comet. In Washington
a fonner air force secretary,
Senator Stuart Symington,
commented that the U.S. had
loat a degree of the air suo
premacy America once thOught
it had. The U.S. has yet to
make a 1lJght test of its flrst
Jet airliner.
The GO,OOOth <Jl"OfIsfng

• The flrst commercial flight
across the North Atlantic took
place only sixteen years ago.
A Pan American World Airways plane made the trip in
Just over twenty·six and a hall
hours. On June 28 a 353-mile.

an-hou;r Pan Amerlcan DC·7B tape. F~r some time now the
took of( from New York ,on a Bing Crosby Enterprlaes, Inc.,
nonstop flight to ParIS in has been working on a video
eleven hours. It was the line's tape recorder that would work
50,000th crossing ot the At· on the same principle as the
lantic. The 50,OOOth flight .audio tape. In July It was anmeant that the airllne has nounced that the video tape
carried 2,021,483 passengers recorder is about 80 per cent
across the Atlantic. Harold perfected. A demonstration of
Gray, executive vice-president video tape showed that the
of Pan American, commented pictUres still sufl'er from bluron the event: "We're dispatch- ring overcast and smears, but
ing thirty times as many at times they were startling In
flights a week as we did in their color fidellty. The half·
1939; airplanes are more than inch tape has five separate
twice as fast and carry twice "tracks": three tracks for the
as many people. Against a pre· three primary colors, a track
war total of aoo people flown to carry synchronizing signal
a month, we now transport Infonnation and a IQund track.
17,000, or more than flfty·six With the commercial Introduction 01 video tape recorders,
times as many."
believed to be about a year
away,
It will be possible to
Movies on Tape f
• One of today's marvels Is take movies without the use of
It would revolutionize the
the audio tape recorder. Its film.
motion-picture Industry, since
principle is the transtonnation directors could shoot a scene
of sound into a succession 01 and then see "the tape" about
electronic impulses that dis· a8 quickly as one plays back
turb magnetic particles on the an audio tape.

The New World Society

World Conquest Soon
-by God's Kingdom

This is the title of a new book, about
Jehovah's witnesses. There are already several books about this religious group, but
this is the flrst one that fairly and objectively
gives the facts, uncolored, unbiased. It has
172 pages of regular text, plus 57 pages of
appendix material. It covers the history, activity and doctrines of Jehovah's witnesses,
and is liberally sprinkled with scores of
photographs excellently reproduced on heavy
coated paper. Published by Vantage Press
and written by Marley Cole in newsy reporter
style, it is available at $2.95 a copy. Get it
at your local bookstore, or send to the
Watchtower, 117 Adams Sfreet, Brooklyn 1N.Y.

-World government's come and go. Which
will survive the present struggle for supremacy? The Bible answer is world conquest
soon-by God's kingdom. Read the stirring
and heart-cheering message delivered by
N. H. Knorr, president of the Watchtower
Society, to thousands of persons at the "Triumphant Kingdom" Assemblies of Jehovah's
Witnesses. It will flrmly establish your hope
in the kingdom of Jehovah God, which is
now moving triumphantly to complete con·
quest of this war·torn world in our generation. World Conquest Soon--by God's King.
dam, 5c a COPYi 3 for 1 Dc; 7 for 25c. Order
from Watchtower, 117 Adams Street, Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

JehOvah's Witnesses
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All that was hoped for
-and more!
=VOLUME II
Containing the books First Samuel to Esther

Volume n of tbe New World Translation of the Hebrew Scripture8 is now
available. It is a fitting addition to the growing library of canonical books
of the Sacred Scriptures brought into th~ modern English by the New
World Translation Committee. If you are not yet acquainted with the
scholarly work of this committee, then you will delight in a fresh new
translation. You will more fully appreciate that the Word of Jehovah God is a
living understandable Word for those who want to call upon his name, that
they may be saved to life in the new world. Rush the coupon below with a
contribution of only $1.50 for your coPY. TODAY!
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Ransoming the Human Race
The Cosdy Prison Failure
Plants Produce Evidence
Against Evolution
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TH! MUSION OF THIS JOtJRNAt.
NIrWJ ,0UI'ftI the.t 1ft ...1. to
you aww to the vital ilIUM
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by

be unfdtend
c:mlOnblp &nd uliUh mterUb.
"Awwl" hu no tett.1'If. It ~ fact" face. fa.cts. Is free to
publish fact.. It 111 not bound by poIltlea14mhition. or ohU~at1oru:; it u
I.Ulhampared. fry- advertiR:nJ whod toe. tnW't not he trod.Gen Qn; it is
of

ow:' tImp

fntM

unpt'eJudiced by iradH:ionaJ. creeds. This journal ~s itself fr.e that
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"Now it is high time to awake."
-ROIIIGIIt 13,11

RELIGION ON THE WIDE SCREEN
AVE you noticed the increased trend more peacock plumes, more animals, more
toward religious moving pictures? spear carriers and more sex than ever beCecil B. DeMille, the director of the most fo_re." "Salome" was even worse. She, you
famed of these pageants, thinks the trend will remember, danced for John the Bapis a symptom that Uthe world 'is beginning tist's head. But Hollywood's script·writers
to realize how deep the trouble is that it is think the Bible has it all wrong. According
in, and that there is only one way out- to them she did the dance to try to save
the law laid down by Moses and its inter- John the Baptist, instead of the other way

H
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other great religioUS leaders." But even if
the world does realize its need for guidance, are Hollywood's sex-filled "Bible"
movies pointing the way?
The Bible has proved to be one of Hollywood's most valuable sources for story
ideas, though one would hardly recognize
the Bible's accounts after Hollywood finishes with them! That the Bible's ideas are
different from the prevailing modern ones
does not even suggest itself to viewers of
these films. There is little of the Bible's
doctrinal arguments, practically nothing
that strengthens faith, no integrity to
Biblical accounts, bl.lt merely supercolossal,
eye-i.mpressing extravaganza and occasional modern-day petty moralizing. As one
article in protest said: "They make mention of Galilee and of the Jordan, but the
message comes straight from southern
California."
Let us take specific examples: Regarding <"Samson and Delilah" a crlUc InteTIlgently wrote: "There are more chariots,

.IThe Silver Chalice" took even greater
liberties. Though it was put in 8. Bible setting and given Bible characters. it was as
farfetched from the principles and practices of ,first-century Christians as could
be imagined. According to it, Luke and
Joseph of Arimathea, two devout early
Christians, bowed in reverent worShip to
the cup from which·Jesus drank-an act
that would have been totally repugnant to
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first·century

Chris~
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would bend the knee only to God himself!
-Exodus 20:4, 5; Acts 10:25, :i6; 17:29.
Current and disgusting is "The Prodigal." In Jesus' parable the prodigal son
wasted his property in riotous living. Then_
when his wealth was gone he hired out to
a citizen and was sent to the fields to feed
swiJle. He realized his foolishness, returned
repentantly to his father's house and there
was received with open arms. This account
illustrates the principle that squandering
our time with the old world brings no permanent happiness, and that if we have
3

done so we should return to the house of
our loving heavenly Father where true
riches are received. But you would never
know it from. this picture that New York
Time8 critic Bosley Crowther called a "romantic, pompous, ostentatious and often
vulgar and ridiculous charade." The story,
however, makes a double-barreled ap-proach at the ticket wjndow: (1) it draws
a huge audience to see a "Bible" picture,
and (2) throws in lots of sex to make this
a'lfoUl'e thing as far as the profits are
concerned.
But we have not yet seen all! These
"Bible" pictures, like westerns and musicals. are standard Hollywood fare. The
gold mine is too rich; the people's Biblical
lmowledge is too low. Such superspectacles
are guaranteed a soaring ride into the upper income brackets. because the people
actually do not know enough about the
Bible to reject these flamboyant extravaganzas. Some of the blame certainly must
rest on the kind of religion that provides
an 'audience for such films.
How wou1d it be possible for Hollywood
to present religion inteUigently and believably and to depict earnest conversion,
when it must stay clear of doctrine? As
one critic said. about "Salome"; "Mr.
Granger had converted her, in one of the
easiest and vaguest conversions on record,
ta The Law or Humanity or something,
and she was going straight." As Time.
magazine said about "End of the Affair":
This story about God "verges ... on unintentional contempt." Further: "The film
attempts to drag the Deity through the
theater like a dancing bear." True, Hollywood cann.ot offend various denominatio,ns,
but if. it has no firm conviction on truth
or doctrine, no sure understanding of why
the Creator is to be served. or who or what
he is, how can it portray a live, vivid, movlng, sincere and well-founded zeal for true
worship? It cannot. And that is why it
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must l'e$ort to spectacle, wid~screen,
modem-day petty moralizing and a genera! and - anemic popularization of Bible
themes.
Thus, the black-and-white film "Martin
Luther" proved to be a far greater and
more stirring motion picture than the
usual spectacular Honywood religious productions. Its color and stature and grandeur were in its arguments, its portrayal
of a vivid search for truth. It involved conviction, faith and doctrine. It was a film
of ideas. Unlike the so-called 'Bible pictures,' it said something, and because it
saId something it also entertained. The
reason the others do not measure up is
because they do not say anything, they
only entertain. And in their attempt to
entertain they often present true worship
on a repulsively false level.
It Hollywood does not want a Bible
story, it certainly is under no obligation
to use one. But when it tampers with or
perverts the. Biblical accounts, then the
complaints are justified. What is wrong
with perverting these accounts? What is
wrong is that moving pictures have a
mighty power of persuasion. People remember what they see, and these things
are impressed in their minds the way they
saw them. And how can a right example 00
taken from a parable that has been perverted from its original meaning? What
understanding will the people· get when
Christian ministers cite these Biblical examples to illustrate a point?
But, then, as One movie man thoughtfuJly explained: "We are not theologians."
There is little reason to think that any Bible reader will ever disagree with him on
that point. Thus, the way to Jearn of 'the
law laid down by Moses and its interpretaUon by Jesus Christ' is through a diligent
study of God's Word, not from Hollywood's
ticket-office theologians!
AWAKEI

-HU.RACE
How can we get the
bellefit of God's provi5ion?

MONG the most harmful of human
emotions is the sense of' gunt. However, the Bible shows us God's own way -of
ridding man of his sense of guilt, and that
is by means of the ransom; and by it nQt
only ridding man of his sense of guilt but
also giving man everlasting life, his sense
of guilt and his dying condition having the
same source, name\y, orig'ma\ s'm. Yes, by
means of a ransom God will bring about
a sinless new world, a world without death
.and all that goes with it.
Prominent clergymen have made such
statements as: "Strictly speaking, the death
of Christ was not necessary for human salvation." Those who take such a position
overlook God's justice. God has a perfect
sense of righteousness and justice and he
could not command the respect of his moral
creatures unless an his actions squared
with perfect justice. At no time could he
deviate from justice for the sake of convenience simply because he is accountable
to no one but himself,
Jehovah God as man's Benefactor and
Supreme Sovereign was not only perfectly
within his rights but also very wise and
loving when he made his gifts to man dependent upon obedience. What he required
of man was seemingly a trifle, but it was
sufficient to demonstrate whether man
loved his Benefactor or not and whether

A
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he appreciated what he had recelved-.
not. But Adam and Eve did not love thefloBenefactor lior did they appreciate what
he had given, them, for they willfWly dJs.;
obeyed. God had no alternative but to sentence them to death.
While God had said that in the day that
man ate of the forbidden fruit he would
die,man did not die within a literal day,
but rather within one of God's symbolical
days oi a thousanD. years, Aaam 1iving '930
years. During that time Adam and Eve
had many sons and daughters, none of
whom had the right to life, because, as we
read: "Through one man sin entered into
the world and death through sin, and thus
death spread to all men because they had
all sirmed," "I was brought forth in iniquity; and in sin did my mother conceive
me."-Romans 5:12, New World Trans.;
Psalm 51:5, Am. Stan, Ver.
While Adam and Eve had shawn. t.b.em~
selves unworthy of God's undeserved kind~
ness, God knew that such would not be
true of all their offspring, for which reason
he allowed them to continue to live and to
bring forth offspring, The Bible record
showS that from the time of Abel onward
God has had men on earth who proved
faithful to him in spite of alI that Satan
was able to bring against them in the way
of temptation and persecution.
HoW could God reward these for their
course of integrity keeping? Only by re~
5

moving the condemnation they were under
due to Adam's sin. And how could he do

this? Not by circumventing his righteous
judgment but by arranging for another to
pay voluntarily the debt mankind owed due
to Adam's transgression. As the apostle
Paul expresses it: uFor all have sinned and
fall short of the glory of God, and it is as a
free gift that they are being declared right~
eous by his W1deserved kindness through
the release by the ransom paid by Christ
Jesus. God set him forth as an offering for
propitiation through faith in his blood.
This was ... that he might be righteous
even when declaring righteous the man
that has faith in Jesus."-Romans 3:23~26,
N6'W World Trans.
The Ransom Foreshadowed

That God would make such a provision
he intimated in the garden of Eden when
he foretold that the seed. of the woman
would bruise the head of the serpent; also
when he promised that all the families of
the earth would bless themselves in the
seed of Abraham. He also foreshadowed it
by accepting Abel's sacrifice which involved the shedding of blood and by rejecting that of Cain which did not. He also
prophetically foretold it by commanding
Abraham to offer up his son Isaac, and in
the many sacrifices he required the Israelites to make W1der the law covenant because of their sins.-Genesis 3:15; 4:3-5;
22:17, 18; Leviticus 16.
All such pointed to just one thing, that
It took the shedding of blood to remove
guilt from man. "Yes, nearly all things are
cleansed with blood according to the Law,
and unless blood is poured out no forgiveness takes place." However, these could
not actually take away sin because "it is
not possible for the blood of bulls and of
goats to take sins away." What was needed
was a corresponding ransom, a perfect human life for a perfect human life, even as
6

the law of Moses stated.: jjSoul for soul,
eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand,
foot for foot."-Hebrews 9:22; 10:4; Exodus 21:23, 24, New World TraM.
Not only was it impossible for the sacrifice of lower animals to take sin away,
but no imperfect man could give his life
a ransom for himself or another, since he
did not have the right to life: "Truly no
man can ransom himself, or give to God
the price of his life, for the ransom of his
life is costly, and can never suffice, that
he should continue to live on for ever, and
never see the Pit. But God will ransom my
soul from the power of Sheol."-Psalm
49:7-9, 15, Rev. Stan. Ver.

Christ JeslU the Ransomer
Then how could God provide a ransom
when all mankind were W1able to provide
for their own soul? By having his Son, hilS
first-born, the beginning of his creation,
come to earth as a man. How could this
be accomplished? By transferring his life
from spirit to human existence, causing
him to be born as the babe Jesus, with a
human mother but having God as his
Father. That Jesus had a prehuman existence the Scriptures clearly show, for time
and again Jesus himself referred to his prehuman existence. And in coming to earth
he was not merely an incarnation, a spirit
creature clothed with flesh, but he "became
flesh," he "was produced out of a woman."
Had he not actually been a flesh-and-blood
human his expressions of weariness and
suffering would have been feigned. Besides,
then he could not have been a corresponding ransom, for he would have been "far
superior to Adam in the garden of Eden.
-John 1:14; Galatians 4:4, New World
Trans.; John 6:41; 17:5.
Modernist clergymen may' deny the
teaching of the ransom even as they do the
Bible's account of creation, but in doing so
they may not claim 10 be Christians withAWAKEI

out stamping themselves as hypoc:rites,
since Christ Jesus both accepted the Bi·
ble's accoWlt of creation and claimed to be
the Ransomer: "The Son of man came, not
to be ministered to, but to minister and to
give his soul a ransom in exchange for
many." And in regard to his blood he said
that it "is to be poured out in behalf of
many for forgiveness of sins."-Matthew
20:28; 26:28, New World Trans.
Nothing could be plaineI' than the following scriI2tural testimony on the subject of
the value of Christ's death, modernist
clergymen to the contrary notwithstanding: "For there is one God, and one mediator between God and men, a man Christ
Jesus, who gave himself a corresponding
ransom for all." "And he is a propitiatory
sacrifice for our sins, yet not for ours only
but also for the whole world's." "It was not
with corruptible things, with silver or gold,
as a ransom that you were released . . .
But it was with precious blood, like that of
an unblemished and spotless, lamb, even
Christ's."-l Timothy 2:5, 6; 1 John 2:2;
1 Peter 1:18,19, New World Tran8.
By laying down His perfect human life
volWltarlly, Jesus had something of merit,
the right to human life by which he could
purchase life and freedom for t~e human
race. That the merit of his sacrifice might
be presented to divine justice and that he
might be able to apply it on behalf of mankind it was. necess.a.n' 10'1' Jesus to bel'ais.ed

from the dead, and hence we read. that
Jesus "was delivered up for the sake of
our trespasses and was raised up for the
sake of declaring us righteous"; and that
"If Christ has not been raised up, your
faith is useless, you are yet in your sins."
-Romans 4:25; 1 Corinthians 15:17, New
World Trans.
Benefiting from the RQll80m

'To benefit now from Christ's sacrlfice
one must exercise faith in Jehovah God
and in Christ as bis SavIor and Redeemer;
he must 'repent and tum around in order
to get his sins-blotted out.' He must then
dedicate himself to the doing of God's will
and to following in Jesus' footsteps and
'seek Jehovah, meekness and righteousness,' that he may be hidden in the day of
God's anger when Christ Jesus and his armies will destroy this wicked old system
of things, including all God's enemies vts.jble and invisible, to make the earth a suitable place for him to administer the bene-fits of his ransom sacrifice.-Acts 3:19;
Zephaniah 2:1-3; Hebrews 11:6; Revelation 16:14, 16.
Thus by means of the ransom Jehovah's
original purpose for the earth and man
will be realized, namely, to have it populated with a righteous race and made a
paradise and man exercising dominion over
the lower anima\s.

:The Bible and the :Family Circle
tI. J. Edgar Hoover, director of the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation,
recently said: "Today, more than ever before, we need to bring young people
closer to the Bible and the eternal lessons it teaches. The picture of the family
circle-the father, mother and Children, sitting together reading the Bible-is a
scene of inspiring beauty. There the Word of God Is at work~moldlng character,
lighting the path of good, inspiring deeds of service...• The revival of a :linn
belief in the magnUk.enee of the S\l:pyeme Cnat()1: \" a vita\ net!d. The Bibl.e must
be brought back Into the family circle."
SEPTEMBER 8, 1955
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SAYS

Bill, Gr.h.m
T THE end of April Billy Graham, who
had held the headlines for six weeks
through his outstanding evangelist work in
Scotland, concluded his All-Scotland Crusade. Thousands heard him every night at
the Kelvin Hall, while others were tied in
by direct wire at local gatherings. Glasgow's welcome, said Graham, was "beyond
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anything I've encountered." He also spoke
in London, and his "Hour of Decision"
broadcast is heard each week by a large
radio audience in America.
Graham is often quoted by the press as
declaring his work to be the work of God,
saying that it is the holy spirit that directs
it all. Of course, if this is true, then, we
should find all his activities to agree with
the Bible, which Jesus pointed to as 'God's
Word "'Of truth, and we should find his ac-

tivities to follow the pattern set by Jesus
himself. (John 17:17) What do the facts
show?
First, in an article written by Billy
Graham himself for the' Asheville (North
Carolina) Citizen..Times~ in regard to the
AIl...scotland Crusade, he said: "Officially
all of the hundreds of churches in the na·
tional church are behind the meetings; but
that is not all. There are seven other de-nominations, all members of the 'Tell Scot·
land Movement,' who are also in the spon·
soring body. This.gave us virtually for the
first time in our experience a 100 per cent
backing from all the Protestant churches
of a country." Apparently that is some-thing he desires, because he says, as quoted
in mustrated magazine, March 26: "We
will not accept. any invitations from iso·
8

lated groups; our
p.ntireprogramme
is church·cen.
tered and church~
integrated. We
will not come to'
any city unless we
are invited by re~
sponsible Church
leaders."
Now, is it possible for all the divided religious organizations of a country to be be~
hind a movement and still have God with
it? As to true faith, 1 Corinthians 1:10
(New World Trans.) says: "There should
not be divisions among you, but ... be fit·
ly united in the same mind and in the same
line of thought." Thus Billy Graham'S view
that membership in just any church or·
ganization is satisfactory does not harmonizewith the Bible. Rather, the members of
the early church were finnly united under one governing body of mature Christians, confessing to "one Lord, one faith,
one baptism." When vapous factions in the
congregation at Corinth started following
human leaders, the apostle Paul queried:
"Does the Christ exist divided?" True followers of Christ cannot be united in pure
worship while distributed among a )Tariety of organizations holding widely differing beliefs.-Ephesians 4:5; 1 Corinthians
1: 13, New World Trans.
Second, since a true Christian must follow in the footsteps of Jesus' Christ, we
ask: Did Jesus look·for church backing in
the conununity, preaching only where the
AWAKEI

religious leaders would invite him? And
did he refuse to preach in smaller, isolated
places? No, but the bold and cutting statements by Jesus that are recorded in Matthew 23 were delivered right in Jerusalem
where the religious leaders did not want
him. And further, he did not refuse to
preach in the villages, but set the example
for Christians today when he "went' journeying from city to city and from :village
to viUage, preachmg and dee1aring the
good news of the kingdom of God." (Luke
8:1, New World Trans.) Even his muchrepeated Sermon on the Mount was given,
not in a city. but out on the mountainside.
But Billy Graham has shown more apparent interest in being well-received and
having the necessary backing than in carefully following this example set by our
Lord. He has looked to the world, required
responsible religious leaders to invite him
to their city, and he expects financial support from local businessmen. Does the
Bible contain precedent for that procedure?
On the contrary, James 4:4 says that such
"friendship with the world is enmity with
God. Whoever, therefore, wants to be a
friend of the world is constituting himself
an enemy of God."-New World Trans.
Graham himself, as is well known, is a
Baptist minister, and no doubt firmly believes the teachings of the Baptist faith;
otherwise he would not teach it. But if he
believes the Baptist religion to be right
worship, then why does he urge his listeners to go to the church of their choice?
The Proverbs pointedly warn: "There is a
way which seemeth right unto a man, but
the end thereof are the ways of death."
If Graham knows the right way, then it
would be a display of love for God and love
for his fellow man fearlessly to tell others
what that right way is.-Proverbs 14:12.
While Graham speaks. {r~ly of Chri'At,
and with apparent sincerity urges bis hearSEPTEMBER 8, 1955

ers to accept Him into their hearts, that
alone does not prove what he teaches to l>e
the right religion, as: the above facts show.
Rather, it is his doctrines, the things that
he says, that determine whether what he
teaches is right. Jesus himself said: "Not
everyone saying to me, 'Master, Master:
will enter into the kingdom of the heavens,
but the one doing the will of my Father
who is in the heavens will. Many win say
to me in that day: 'Master, Master, did
we not prophesy in your name, and expel
demons in your name, and perform many
powerful works in your name?' And yet
then I will confess to them: I never knew
yoU at all. G~t away from me, you workers
of lawlessness."-Matthew 7:21-23, New
World Trans.
It is a very important thing to turn the
people back to the Bible. But rather than
really turning them back to the Bible
by preaching ha.rd-hittin'& B\.bl~ trUths
that lay a sure foundation for lasting
faith and service, Graham characteristically preached the popular but scripturally discredited beliefs of Clu'istendom,
such as: "The Bible teaches us that we
have a soul, an eternal soul, that lasts forever." But according to Genesis 2:7 mandoes not have a soul; he is a soul, haying
been made a soul. At Psalm 146:4 the death
of a man is described as follows: "His
breath goeth forth, qe returneth to his
earth; in that very day his thoughts perish." If the soul dies, and the Bible at
Ezeki~118:4 says it does, then it cannot be
eternal dr immortal. Eternal life or immortality is a gift from God to the faithful, and
it is not inherent in human souls. So Billy
Graham's teachings on the soul--a foundation of his plea to his audience-is contrary
to the very Bible that he pounds so much
on the platform.-Romans 2:7; 6:23.
'That be\.ng the eal?>e, what 18 '\he result

of his meetings and of the "decisions for
9

Christ" made by thousanrla in attendance!
To answer that Q.uestlon we refer you to

the following article that reports on h!.s
All-5cotland Crusade.

Emol:ion end PersonaHty Capture Popular Fancy
-tf' "'l. THAT

do you mWJons must have heard
think of B11ly Graham's message when
Graham?" 'This was the _ the BBC. afforded radio
question on top of the· and television facllities.
a.sk parade in Britain this spring. Billy
The pattern of the meetings never varGraha.vn had come "to call Indifferent peQ- ted. The aim was to persuade response to
pIe back to the church until our churches the nightly call t.o the listeners to "make
are filled again v.ith people singing and deci<ilons fo:::, Christ." Graham eltplained
praising God-until our knees have cal- his tech.VJ.ique to a gati1ering of Glasgow
louses on them with so much praying." ministers when he told them to be sure,
As. may be expected, some were in ecs+..asies first, that they had a gospel to preach, and
of approval and praise· of Graham, his then "preach it to a decision, dri\.ing to a
methods and results, wht1e others went to verdict like a salesman who wants to get
the opposite extreme in cynical s"ztepticlsm a signatltt"e on the dotted line."

VV

and derision.
Graham, described by the Ch:ri..<I1:.lan Herald as the world's foremost living evangelist, had been called in by Scotland's clergy
to, gjve a lift to the flagging and apathetic
Tell Scotland Movement, jn which '!:he
Church of Scotland, the Baptist, Congregational, Methodist, Episcopal, Free, Lni"ted
Free and Origir:aJ Secessio::1 churches and
the Christian Brethren had joined hands.
On his arrivalln Glasgow on March 19, the
evangelist described his forthcoming meetings as "church~integrated and sponsored
by the churches in the hope of getting as
many people back to cr.urch as rossib1e."
At the opening meetir..g in the KelVin
Hall, Glasgow, a crowd ot 18,000 packed
the main auditorium and the circus arena
where television screens had been installed.
.As the campaign got under way relay
meetings in churches and halls throughout the land were linked by landline and
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This high-pressure salesman technique
had an the appearance of success. Over
52,000 people signed on the dotted line.
!'iight after night they came forward to be
greeted by counselors who were briefed to
receIve them and make arrangements {or
follow-up work. Even Graham's most fervent supporters expressed astonishment at
the numbers of converts, and the curious
continued to flock to 1be meetings to see
"if there was something in it after all.''
What was there ir. it? What made the convertssign OJ] the dotted line? What brought
them to the point of decision? Was it personal magnetism? Emotion? Or was it the
spirit o~ God? Graham an.swered: "I want
to ten you without hesitation that the
secret is God. There is no other answer.
. It is certainly not t.l1.e preaching."
. CMtics, however, fO"'Jnd oUter answers,
labeling the secret as personality, hypnoAWAKE!

tism and mass emotion. Paradoxically, in.
the spirit-of-God versus Graham's-personality argwnent, the critics' views were supported py the opinion of some of Graham's
admirerS. For example: a report of a talk
to Edinburgh University students in The
Scotsman claims "they fell, as all audiences
have fallen, under the spell of the man's
personal magnetism and passionate sincerity." A staff correspondent attending a
rally of. 30,000 at TynecasUe Football Pal'k,
Edinburgh, wrote: "One would not have
thought it possible for a man today to exercise such a personal hold upon so great a
multitude of people, with a message, which,
in its essentials, differed not a whit from
countless sermons preached in churches
every week." His description of Graham's
tinal appeal at this rally was also enlightening: "A member of the team played the
piano softly, while Dr. Graham gently but
very persuasively and confidently urged
the people to step forward."
Graham claimed: "It took more than a
mere man to persuade 36,000 people to answer the gospel appeal. The spirit of God
is working." On the other hand, Willis
Haymaker, one 'of Graham's team, was re.ported in the Glasgow Herald of March 30,
1955. as saying: "The highest percentage
of response to Mr. Graham's invitation to
make decisions had been coming from the
overflow audience in the circus arena,
where the dosed circuit televislon operates with eight screens. "-The rE~ason why
so many decisions were made from this
part was because the audience seated there
saw no one but Mr. Graham on the screen.
There was no one else to distract them."
Clinching the fact that personal appeal is
largely responsible for Graham's success
is the lack of response to a substitute
preacher. In an assessment of the crusade
a church correspondent of the Glasgow
Herald commented: "It is impossible to
dissociate the man from the work, and on
SEPTEMBER 8. 1955

the one occasion on which he was unable
to attend a meeting there was manifest
disappointment at his absence even though
his place was taken by a capable and acceptable deputy." The Scotsman reported
that the number making decisions on that
one occasion was "the lowest figure of the
campaign so far." Does this mean that
Graham must be present before the spirit
of God :flows fully, or would it not be more
reasonab\e to conclude that the lack of response on this occasion was due to the absence of his magnetic personality?
Who Responded?

Who are the people who are swayed by
Graham? Are they swelling the depleted
ranks of church members? Scarcely, 'for
general1y they are already church members or at least close associates! Dr. Brian
wel1beck, himself a minister of religion, in
an analysis in Reynolds New8, March 22,
boldly set out his views: "I do not regard
these campaigns as genuine evangelism
at all. Those who are converted are men
and women who already have some close
contact with the church." Percy Howard
in the Sunday Express revealed: "Of two
million who packed his 1954 crusade only
36,000 [less than two per cent) came forward. And most of these were practising
Christians already. According to one survey 24,000 were regular churchgoers even
belO1'e Gn.ham arrlved." The ScotBman ot
April 25 reported Graham as saying that
he got very few, comparatively speaking,
who had been totally outside the Christian
sphere of influence.
In a pungent article in the Sunday Express, Percy Howard noted that "in one
field Dr. Graham has undoubtedly made
some lasting converts. They are the bishops of the Church of England. When he
landed with his team last year church
spokesmen were cool, aloof, even hosti\e.
. . . But Graham goon displayed one out-
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standing quality which appealed to them.

He was a success." The Scottish clergy

were not impervious to the taste of this
heady wine. They too wanted to sip its sunbasked sweetness, Other people had criticisms. They criticized the showmanship,
emotionalism, mock .humility and demand
for intellectual suicide. But these criticisms
troubled the clergy not at all. Their only
objection was that Graham is a fundamentalist, a hell-fire believer, whereas they

have graduated to the modernist school
with its evolution and denial of the ran-

som sacrifice of Christ Jesus. However,
they did not allow these differences to
force them off the band wagon, but eagerly
used Gr4ham's services to revive their
gasping congregations.

Beason or Emotion?
Intelligent observers of the campaign
noted a lack of reason in Graham's
preaching. In a trenchant feature in the
Daily Record, Cliff Hanley wrote: "The

Graham approach to truth is such a taradiddle of bad logic and weak analogy that
it puzzles me how any educated and intelli~
gent people can suffer it." For example,
Graham told his audiences that while he
could see that the grass is green, he did
not know why it was., Yet it was green
nevertheless, and he accepted that fact.
Likewise he did not understand the doc~
trine of the atonement, but since it was
taught in the Bible, then he accepted it.
Apart from the feebleness of the analogy,
just imagine the "world's greatest living
evangelist" unable to understand and ex~
plain this fundamental Bible truth upon
whlch:4:he salvation of mankind rests!
Graham believes in perpetuating this old
world, and he tries hard to reform it. But
of what value will nis campaign be if the
churches really are filled again with peo~
pIe? Increased membership will not bring
unity. for the churches are divided on teach~
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ing and organizational structure, which
will remain the same no matter how great
the membership. But WIll the churches be
filled again? Hardly, for they emptied because their spiritual cupboard is bare, like
Old Mother Hubbard's. And Billy Graham,
in his role as a merchant of spiritual baby
food, has brought nothing substantial to re~
place it. Returning to their churches, Scot~
land's churchgoing public will feel the
pangs of spiritual hunger gnawing at their
vitals. Lack of good food, the meat of God's
Word, will mean their decease spiritually.
Just what is the "decision for Christ"
that Graham preaches "like a salesman
who wants to get a signature on the dotted
line"? What he terms a "decision for
Christ" is apparently an expression made
by anyone who is seeking salvation or who
renews his faith in formal worship as prac~
ticed in one of the churches of Christendom. But a aecision to follow faithfully in
the footsteps of Christ involves much more.
For one to make a decision to follow Christ
he must believ~ the truths of God's Word,
dedicate himself to God., symbolize such
dedication by water immersion as Jesus
did, and then follow Jesus' example byact~
ing as the right kind of minister.-Psalm
40:8; Matthew 3:13~17; Hebrews, 11:6;
1 Peter 2:21.
Right worship is the worship God approves. That worship is not fOW1d by erno~
tionalism. It is not a religion that the world
will approve and support. Rather, it is the
altogether different worship that is set out
in God's own Word, the Bible. Really getting back to the Bible and digging into that
book to see what it does say will enable
you to see the difference between the log~
ical, rational basis for pure worship that
invites: "Come now, and let us reason together," and the shallOW emotionalism
that many' people try to substitute for it.
-Isaiah 1: 18.
AWAKEl

RISONS are not, schools for the up·
building of morals. Nor are they institutions fot the reformation and the prevention of future criminal conduct, as
generally believed: They are first, last and
all the time prisons-places of confinement
-in essence still the same medieval institutions of ages ago. True, the span of time
has eliminated many abuses and has greatly modernized the "industry," but the mental and emotional tannent is present as
always.
In olden times pris'31 officials did not
concern themselves with the mental and

P

emotional conflict of prisoners. They were
measuring out vindictive retribution. The
applied philosophy, "let the punishment fit
the crime," appeared ari effective yardstick.
Prisoners were bound in chains as well as
confined in close quarters. Prisons were
often dark, dingy dungeons, deserted. wells
or pits. In ancient Egypt and among the
Philistines the prison was an established

institution. The treatment meted. out was
harsh. Often prisoners were blinded and
compelled to do hard labor like beasts of
burden. Samson of Bible fame was accord~
ed this treatment. The ancient Babyloni~
ans, Greeks and Romans reduced prisoners
to slaves-animals, with little or no hope
of reIief.-Genesis 40:3; Judges 16:21, 25.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1955

The nation of Israel, on the other hand,
for the first several hundred years of its
existence had no prisons, no prisoners.
Law violators were committed into custody
of responsible citizens until trial. Judg~
ment was ~t, just and impartial. Some
were awarded probation, as Shimei, but
were executed if they violated their trust.
None, however, were confined to imprison~
ment. The law of Jehovah God did not pro-.
vide for prisons. The nearest it came to
commanding confinement was the protective arrangement of cities of refuge, and
that was pictorial. (Numbers 35:10-29)
Yet crime and criminals were so effectively
treated that they never presented a serious
threat to the nation of Israel. No mention
of prison is made in Israel till the time of
the kings. During the reign of unfaithful
King Ahab, the~ was a prison in Samaria.
Later there is notice of the detention of
prisoners at Jerusalem in the court of the
guard,- and in the dry cistern that was in
the court. Private houses were also used
as places of confinement. But no public
prisons were known in all Judea prior to
captivity.-1 Kings 2:8, 36-46; 22:27; Ezra
7:26; Jer. 32:2; 37:15; 38:6.
Today despite the multiple penal and
correctional institutions, increased police
force and crime prevention agencies; despite modern inventions, brilliantly lighted
streets, electric alarms and a thousand and
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one

appll~

for the protectkm of prop..
erty: despite the use ot radio, radar, tele-

grown into a ghastly, costly business. Al-

most fifty years a20, William Howard Taft,
vIIIon, telephone and the automobile, whlch when president of the United States, called
bring the lCene of the crime within a few this r.ation'g administration of the Crfmiseconds of the law, crime keeps going up, nal Law and the prosecution of crime "a
up, up. It has increased to such alarming disgrace to our civilization." Not Ir,uch has
proportions that today, according to been done to improve it sjnce.
J. Edgar Hoover, head of the United States
A one-time governor of IUino1s, J. P.
Federal Bureau of L'1vestigation (FBI), It Altgeld, set out to describe briefly the
is. twenty-billion-dollar ($20,000,000,000) magnitude of the penal sYstem. "The!'e are
annual business! And Jt 1s becom.Ing mOl'e in the UnJted States," he sald, "upward of
dlMcult by the day 10 get these bmions 2200 county jails, several hundred lockups
of dollars down into proper perspectiVE. or police stations; between fifty and sixty
The NatWn~8 Business) for Det.>ember, 1954, penitentiaries, witll workshops, mach:nery,
makes this startling revelation: "Crime etc. The first cost o~ the erection of all
costs United States $l,OOO,OCO,OOO leu these buildings and shops has been estithan the enited States government, ex- mated at upwahi of S500,OOO,:)()(), which is
cluding our defense budget. On a sirnpler dead capitel, the interest upon which sum
level, crime costs each Ame~ican family alone annuaIJy will amount to S25,(}()(),OOO.
$495. Much of thIs in loot, much in high To this must be added. the sums annually
inaurance, much is for protection."
appropriated out of the treasury to feed.
So, contrary to modern slogans that say the prisoners, pay the officers, judicial and
lIerirne does not pay," the inhabitants of executive, and keep up and maintain all
the undeIWorld are proving dally that these institutions, which sums have been
"crlme pays and pays beautifully," says estimated at upward of $50,000,000, to say
.BJll Slocum. He states that this was made nothing o~ the cost paid by the accused.
C:-ear when the FBI "ran a box score on There are upwnrd of 2200 sheriffs, and in
tlte 1953 contest between the u..,derworld the neighbor:.>"lood of 12,()(){\deputy sheriffs.
and the forces of law and order. In that Then come the grand juries, petit juries,
year, 2,159,080 major crimes were com- judges and lawyers; next the keepers and
mitted. These resulted In only 73,299 jail their numerous assistants for all these
sentences. About the same number were prisons, mak:ng about a million o~ men,
put on prob.ation. Judging by present partly or who:Jy supporting their families
trends. 1954," he said, "will see even larger from this SOlll'"<:e."
figures but the same relationship. ThereHowever, the above figures were given
fore, 14 out of 15 major crime forays paid
some sixty years ago. Since that time the
ott. It is to be hoped," he told bUSinessmen,
"that your salesmen are doing as weU in population of the Cnitt."d. States has increased considerably, and crime has grown
their work."
even faster than the population, S8 that
Crime Preventiolt-fl MonstrolU Business the estimate of a million men, dependent
Prisons are upheld as the major deter- for their livelihood on the apprehension,
rent to crin:e. But crime marches on! Jail'S conviction and detention of criminals,
and COIrc<:tional institutions are fined to would be today far below the mark. There
overflowing. To keep pace with the rising are over a thousand more county lails a.'ld
crime, tile penal system in America 1:as at least 150 more federal and state peni-
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tentlaries today than there were in A1t..
if'ld's time. And there are upward of
100,000 city jails, lockUPS and police stations, for which the ~yers contribute
an estin1ated several billion dollars annuaUy for their support.
FUrther, materia:.s for the construction
ot receiving buildings, hospitals, adminis·
tration bui~dings, etc., have gone up in cost.
The price range is somewhere around
S15,(X)() a man, exclusive of ~he cost of the
site. Prison personnel's income has gone
up to about $4.000 a year as an average.
Add to this the cost of daUy t:.pkeep per
inmate, which is about $3.55, according
to federal prison estimates, a,'"1d the total
cost figure is staggering-no less Ulan
$255,OOO,OOO! Taxpayers are paying all
these mi1~ions for what? Ralph S. Bane.y,
prison expert and editor of the Journal of
Social Therapy, stated rathe!" bJuntly tha!
these millions 'r.ot onJ)' do not cure the
crime problem; rather they perpetuate and
muJtiply it.' He declared: "We profess to
rely upon the prison for our safety; yet it
is directly responsib~e for much of the
damage that society suffers at the hands
of offenders." So, for the 255 million dol·
lars that Americans shell Ol.lt annually for
the prevention of crirr.e and the reforma·
tlon of crlmina:.s, they get in return an
everRincreasing anny that goes in and out
ot jail and turns on society to destroy
$20,000,000,000 worth of their property
annually.
"lndulltrl€'8" of Crime

There are even more compellir.g reasons
why taxpayers who pay these millions and
blllions shOUld take note, Cell prisons, as
you can see, are expensive propositions.
And. they are admittedly i:l adapted. to the
intelligent ha..'1d.ling of criminals. The open
riots of the past few years in a dozen or
more prisons are symptoms of the failure
of the penal systen:. Tbe very conditions
BBPTEMBER 8, 1355

wlthi.'"1 many prisons, such as the mtddening monotony ahd regimentation. the badly
organized and inefficient labor system, the
educational mockery, the brutality, the
frustration at normal sex: activity 8,11.d the
rise of l1omosexuality, the flat prison diet,
the inadequate heating and lighting plants
8..'1d, abOve all, the rr.orbldly depressing
cells, the ugly architecture wherever one
turns-breed rebellion an\d hate and not
the iJlt~dC'd socialRmindedness a."1d social
responsibility. Said a.."l authority: "OI'1ecan
hardly imagine a worse preparation for
life in the world at large than the routine
and rigid regulations to be found In the
average cell prison of the present day. :s0.cialization of the inmates of a prison com·
munity is most important, but it is abnost
impossible under existing conditions in our
penai. institutions."
Dr. J. P. Shalloo, an expert on penology.
and a member of the PbiladeIphJa Crime
Corr.mission, called the present penal setup
"preposterous," in '\'hich the offender and
the community "both lose." He stated that
"tmtil ~tlere is some clear.cut defi11it!on of
what we are seeking in the process of criminal justice. we. shall g~t only Ir..ore crime."
And so it has been. Prisons as they stand
today are simply SChools of crime. This
point was made clear by COmr.lissioncr at
Correction Anna M. Kross, who said: "We
are encouraging in our jailS every type ot
vice, degeneracy and the use of narcotics.
We're makir.g more and better criminals.
What t11~Y didn't know before they come
in our jails, they learn in them, If a prison.
er didn't shoot you before, he's ready to
shoot you when r.e. gets out and is broken
down." To send a man or woman with atJ..
nonnal tendencies to prison today, said a
penal expert, is like locking a moth in a
wooIer. 111m.
Hanay compared the prison system to a
l".uge industry t..'rt.a.t makes and installs time
bombs in the personalities of the men and
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WODlen confined in them. "That these
bombs will explode in time," he says, "is
almost certain. Sometimes prisoners 'explode' inside the prisons in incredibly savage riots which destroy milliol1$ of dollars
worth of property and take many lives.
More harmful, nearly every prisoner, after
release, will 'explode' individually against
the society thal has imprisoned him." To
emphasize this possibility, a female occupant of one of the nation's prisons "exploded" with shouts at a reporter who
questioned her: "I shall be a thousand
times worse a girl when 1 leave this living
hell than I ever dreamed I could be."
That prisons are breeding places of
crime and criminals was made plain by
Sheriff E. W. Biscailuz of Los Angeles
county, California. He asserted that some
jails in the United States are so filled with
corruption that even if a person were not
a criminal when he was put in, the chances
are he would be one when he came out
Proof of Failure

That prisons are a deterrent to crime no
longer holds true. It is an established fact
today that the fear of going to prison is a
negligible factor In the psychology of the
deliberate or habitual criminal. This is
proved by the. addiction of repeaters to
further and more seriotls crimes. For every
hundred men who have served prison sentences, more than sixty of them will be
back after winning their freedom. And
says an expert penologist, there is nothing
to show that the remaining number nave
abandoned crime altogether. Nearly two
thirds of the 110,057 inmates received in
New York city's municipal institution during 1954 were repeaters. Of the 172,729
persons in state and federal prisons in the
United States at the end of 1953, more than
60 per cent of them were in .prison before.
Less than "five per cent" of the present
prison intake is for first offenses, declared
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James V. Bennett, head of the United
States Bureau of Prisons. "Most of the men
who enter prisons for the first tirne," he
said, are already "veteran criminals. Tbey
are probation veterans who have been given two or three chalices to straighten out."
An advisory committee of experts reported to the National Commission on Law
Observance and Enforcement that the most
striking thing in the whole situation is the
depressing fa~t that the majority of the
inmates, old and young; in the nation's
penal and correctional institutions "are repeated .offenders, persons who have been
prisoners over and over again, in whom
we failed to accomplish that which we set
out to accomplish-their reformation and
the prevention of future criminal conduct."
If the present aim of the penal system is
to prevent crime and remold criminals,
then it is plain that it is havirig just the
opposite effect. Prison environment makes
them many times more antisocial and distorted than they were before. They are
"self-defeating." If the natiolls really want
to rehabilitate their prisoners, specialists
in crime and delinquency prevention recommend that the nations put an end to the
ancient "let the punishment fit the crime"
philosophy. A complete revision and reconstruction of the penal system is ordered.
Perhaps, while the nations are at it, they
might consult God's Word, the Bible, and
learn how Israel was once able to keep

crime and criminals to a minimwn and
maintain order without a prison system.
As prisons now stand they remain a "disgrace to civilization." Not only a disgrace
to civilization, blit an unbelievably heavy
burden whether one cares to look upon it in
the terms of dollars and cents or in the

area of human decency. It is an outrageous
price to' pay for what the head of U.S.
Bureau of Prisons, Bennett, calls "a ghastly failure."
AWAK.EI

F ALL earthly

Olife,to man alone

seeks
adorn himself with nature's colorful jewels and gems.
Man's ability to recognize beauty and its
fitness for personal adornment places him
in a class by himself and proves beyond all
doubt .that he is human. No ?ther animal
can make that statement!
Centuries before God made the first
man, precious stones were already ages
old. The very diamond on your finger, no
doubt, was already made. An early Persian
legend states that God, when creating the

world, "made no 'useless' things such as
precious stones. But Satan, ever eager to
cause trouble and noting that Eve loved
the gay flowers in the Garden of Eden,
undertook to imitate their brightness and
color out of earth." In this way, says the
legend, were produced. precious stones to
excite man's avarice. However. the Genesis
account shows that this legend is false and
that there were gold and precious stones
in Eden.--Genesis 2:12.
From earliest times men have had a remarkable love for ornaments in jewelry
and gold. Men preferred to wear simply a seal ring, but
the women, especially young damsels and brides,
wore many and
very valuable ornaments, generally in the form of
rings, chains and
bracelets. SomeSEPTEMBER 8, 1965

ms1
times the young women purposely made
themselves publicly conspicuous by their
adornments. Isaiah and Jeremiah and other
prophets supply us with detailed description of the articles with which the luxurious women of their day were, decorated.
The apostles of Jesus Christ lead us to believe that ladies of their time had the same
habit of de,corating themselves with finery
when they recommended "the women to
adorn themselves in well-arranged dress,
with modesty and soundness of mind, not
with styles of hair braiding, and gold or
pearls or very expensive garb, but in the
way which befits ,women professing to'reverence God, namely, through good works";
even with "the secret person of the heart
in the incorruptible apparel of the quiet
and mild 'spirit, which is of great value
in the eyes of God."-l Timothy 2:9, 10;
1 Peter 3: 4, New World Trans.,. Isaiah 3: 18;
61:10; Jeremiah 2:32; Hosea 2:13.
During the middle of the first century the fashion of wearing an extravagant amount of jewelry had
reached such proportions as
even to', draw the attention of
one like Pliny.
For instance, he
writes that at a
simple betrothal ceremony of
a Roman girl:
"She was covered from head
to- foot with
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pearls and emeralds." Seneca, too, expressed himself on tl)e extreme of fashion,
declaring: "We adorn our fingers with
rings, and a jewel is displayed on every
jotnt." The ladies of Greece wore crowns,
diadems, ealTings, bracelets, rings, pins for
the hair, brooches and necklaces that were
austere In taste. Their workmanship was so
elaborate that it could scarcely be described
as denoting a love of simplicity. No doubt,
these extravagant fashions with emphasis

on jewels and gems prompted Paul and
Peter to offer their good advice to Christian woman.

Before a stone can qualify as a gem, it
must have outstanding beauty, it must be
hard enough to retain its beauty, and it
must be rare. There are primarily four
that'meet these qualifications: the diamond, the ruby, the emerald and the sapphire. True gem stones today are so ,expensive that only the ultra-rich can a1l'ord
to wear them. A gem stone is a fortune
that can be very literally carried about on
one's finger. For example, there are rings
with a single diamond f:hat are valued at
several hundred thousand dollars. There
are strings of carefully. matched beads of
imperial jade that sell for that and more.
The dee~blue Hope diamond and the
larger Jonker diamond at one time had a
$2,500,000 price tag on them!

Gems in ReUgion and Superstition
To moderns these precious jewels and
gems are mainly beautiful ornaments, but
to the primitive man they were much
more. Colored and precious stones played an
important part in his religion and superstition. Early man believed that precious
stones exerted some particular infiuence
over his daily life. Stones inscribed with a
magic symbol were thought to be particularly valuable. Stones had a relation to
their superstitions, 8S amulets find their
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place among many religions In Christendom, especially among the Roman Catholic sect. According to Life, May 9, 1955,
the holiest object in Islam religion is "the
Black Stone," which "is set in, the Kaaba
in Mecca, where for more than 13 centuries
it has been revered by pilgrims from
around the world."
In olden times all gem stones were fJe.
lieved to possess supernatural powers ac.
cording to color, c1laracteristics and such
magic legends as were assodated with
them. The sapphire stone, for example, according. to Jerome, "will procure the wearer the favor with princes and all others,
pacify enemies, free him from enchantments, bon~s and imprisonments and it
Jooseth rnen out of prison and assuageth
the wrath of God. It is saM that it is of
so contrary a nature to poisons that if it
be put into a glass with a spider or laid
upon the mouth of the glass where it is,
the spider Will quickly die. It is said to keep
men pure and, therefore, is worn by holy
men." Aristotle is said to have stated that
the amethyst was good because it hindered
the ascension of vapors; this the stone accomplished by drawing in the vapors to
itself and then dispersing them.
The jasper stone was considered superior
to all other precious stones in its healing
power. Even progressive physicians believed in the healing power of gems.
ClaUdius Galen, the Greek physician and
medical writer, recommended jasper as a
protection against' evil and illness. Stones
were grQund to powder. and ailing patients
were made to drink of the magic potion. If
the stones proved too hard to grind tbe
doctor recommended that the patient wear
the stone over the ailing part as an external application. The topaz was believed to
free men from passion; the diamond would
quiet the hate of enemies and drive away
bad dreams. Stones with zodiacal symbols
AWAKE!

engraved in them were considered particularly potent, because they invoked the influences of the stars.
Says W. ,F. Foshag, head curator of
geology, United States National Museum:
"An almost inexhaustible list of virtues
was attributed to gems. Some were sup~
posed to procure the favor of tile great;
others made their owner amiable, wise,

strong, and brave. Some protected him
from fixe, ~i..ghtni..ng, and tem-pes.\.S; others
from danger and disease."
Foshag further states: "Mystics saw
meanings in gem colors as well as in gems
themselves. White was the emblem of light,
purity. faith, innocence, joy. and life. Worn
by women, white was symbolic of chastity;
by a ruler, of humility and integrity. :Red
signified pure love and wisdom; in another
sense it stood for passion, love of evil, and
hatred. Blue indicated truth, constancy,
and fidelity; yellow could stand for either
fidelity or inconstancy, to say nothing of
jealousy and deceit. Gems were also sup-posed to indicate the wearer's· state of
health. If a stone turned duB, opaque, or
colorless, watch out for danger or death!
Dreaming of gems was a good omen. So
was seeing or handling them on the eve of
a journey or at certain phases of the moon."
The ancient belief in the Occult power
of gems is still faithfully and fervently ad~
hered. to in many lands. The conunon prac~
lice of wearing birthstones is just one of
many "hand~me~downs" of early supersti~
tions. Angna Enters amusingly describes
in her book First Person Plural the anach~
ronism of automobiles to be found in
Athens. Mter writing about the deplorable
road conditions, Miss Enters states: it Is
"difficult for any motorist save Athenian

taxi driVel'S, who need. have nO fears of
accidents, so well are they guarded with
amulets and blue beads which hang over
windshields. There are even bracelets on
steering wheels and radiator caps. The pas.
senger's compartment, of course, is guarded by his own amulets. Thus the taxi drivers only need tum on the motor, close
their eyes, and their patron saint takes
care of the rest." Similarly, the ancient
warnor earned his jewels wltn him into
the thick of the battle, believing they
would preserve him through the fray. Both
apparently enjoy learning the folly of
jewels and gems as a protective force the
hard way.
No gem, not even the diamond., natural
or artificial, emerges from the earth trans-.
parent and glittering like a drop of dew in
the morning sun. Much to the contrary,
the stone in fact is dull and cloudy, like a
lUIIlP of frosted ice. It is only after it pam;es
through the skilled hands of gem cutters
and polishers that it reflects light with a
dazzling blaze. "History's largest diamond,
the Cullinan, 3,106 carats before cutting,
was so unimpressive in the rough that
Edward VII remarked., as he held it up
to the light, 'I should have kicked it aside
as a lwnp of glass if I had seen it in the
road.' "
There are no "bargains" in gem stones.
Says the trade journal, National Jeweler:
"When a stranger otters you a '$5.00 value
for less than fifty cents-look out!" Look
out is right, because today the chemists are
satisfying the craving for gems by producing a flood of imitations or counterfeits.
Only experts can tell them apart. You may
get a $5.00 value for fifty cents that is
worth a dime.

.4e,,.,, "" ?N4"-, ";.te,,""
'ii'

An item in the Sherman Oaks, California, Sun: "We don't have to look any

farther than our pet dog's nose tor a lesson m good manners. The reason he has
so many friends is that his tail wags inste:ad of his tongue."
SEPTEMBER 8, 1955
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AN EXPERIMENT IN COLONIZATION

I

flrst homes. An area of roughly 650 square
:~: miles has been taken over by the government
~ as a reserve. In the beautiful fertile valleys
.;.
i" little modern, model Villages are appearing one
~, after the other. Seven are already built and
"~, inhabited by some 1,100 colonists. Three others
.;,
.:. are under constructir.m and others are on the
drawing board. But possibilities for expansion
.:. of the scheme are enormous. Each village has
"', some twenty-six homes, with a first-aid post
~~ and a school with chapel (the blackboard
.;. opens like a door and reveals an alcove with
altar~1tey presto, a chapel!) Each bungalow
.!- has kitchen, bathroom., dining room and three
~. bedrooms; at the back are outhouses for
.:. cattle, storage, etc. There is an acre for gar,;. den and about fifty acres for cultivation plus
:~: the communal use of a large pasture area.
· 4l, Each family on arrival is given a $6,500
:~ outlay for whi~h the colonists have to pay
:~. a small deposit bef?Te leaving·Portugal (some
,> deposits are as low as $50) and the rest over
:}: a period of twenty·five years, when the prop.:. erty becomes their own.
.;. ~ But why the unusual and rigid rule about
;:, no Afriqm labor? There are various reasons.
:t<. The popular idea is that the white man either
.:'· can not or should not do the hard toil in
.:. Africa. This experiment 1s alrea.dy showing
the fallacy of that. In this way future develop:~: ment of Angola does not depend on African
.', labor, which is already hard to get in many
(.
-;:. parts. Further, it is frequentlY the case that
:;: people come from Portugal to Africa with
"l the fixed idea of amassing wealth as quickly
:j: as possible in order to go back and enjoy it
X in the "old country." This method ·of estab.:' lishing families on their own lands binds
~: them more firmly to the new country, like
~: transplanted saplings putting out roots. And
~: perhaps the most important reason is to stop
_~. the flow of Portuguese emigrants to Brazil
~: and other American countries and divert them
. . . . to' Portugal's overseas territories, whlc]l so
.~.
badly need colonists to develop them.
· tr Once the fact is established that Portu'guese
t nationals have a fine future in Angola with
,. their own lands, in pleasant healthy surround:~ ing, and with far better homes than so many
of them have in EUrope, the prospects are
'.' excellent and possibilities are almost un·
<.
.~ limited.
.!.

ORTUGAL transplanted to Africa! That
• is the object of a new experiment in
colonization being carried out DQW in
Angola. Portugal's overseas province in SouthWest Attica. Anyone who Imows the north of
Portugal with its moderate climate, plentiful
rainfall, granite mountains anC! beautiful
green la.ndscape is struck~with the similarity
in many aspects of a large area now being
opened up by the Angolan government. The
present governor, Captain Silva Carvalho, a
man of vision and drive, conceived the idea a
few yeats 'ago of establlshing agricultural
cornmun1t1es with as nearly as possible the
same customs and way of life as in the
"mothe!''' country; but with tremendoUs improvements in housing conditions and urbanization and with technical assistance In agriculture.
€. An ideal spot was chosen near the llttle
town of eela, 4,000 feet up on the great Afri·
can plateau and some hundred miles inland.
Granite heights separate wide fertile plainS
with extensive deposits of rich black son and
transveJ;sed by rivers and streams, eXcellent
for either pasturage or cultivation. Mention
"Atrica" and most people have a hazy idea
of dry bush, deserts, tropical forests and
heat. But this area. Is very dl1ferent and the
lUe of the new colonists is made easy by the
cool climate. Portuguese peasants feel at
home at once and those from northern Portu·
gal appreciate the milder winters.
4I: But there is a fundamental dift'erence about
this enterprise that makes it outstanding,
maybe unique. As a general rule, when the
white man comes to Africa he depends largely
on African labor to do the "donkey work" and
the menial tasks. The white man· becomes the
boss,-the organizer, and his wife, with native
servants, has a pretty easy time in comparison
with her sisters back home. So it is a bold
move by the Angolan government to establish
the rigid rule that no Africans are to be em·
played by the colonists~E.uropean labor only!
All work in the fields and in the homes is be·
ing done by the colonists and their families.
The experiment, already with strong evi·
dence of success, began in 1952 with the pre·
paring of the terrain and the building of the
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AGAINST
The wril •• of thl, Qn,cI. " .. '
0 .... <1.0'. of Monch •• Ie, Un!_
v."II, In Enol<md. H. hold. (I
8ochelo. 01 Science degree
with hono .. In botany.

VERY effect has a cause. In turn many
causes are themselves prodUcts of preceding causes. What is the calISe of life?
Humans, animals.. plants, even the mighty
giant trees of millermiwns past-all have
had preceding "causes." Ultimately all'
good is due to the great First Cause of the
universe, Almighty God, the One whose
nanie signifies him to be "He who Causes
to Be," the Creator.-Exodus 3:14.
Some do not believe that this is so. There
are others who do, yet disbelieve or do not
understand the words written in Genesis
chapter 1, verses 11 and 12 (New World
Trans.) : "And God went on to stly: 'Let the
earth cause grass to shoot forth, vegetation
bearing seed. fruit trees yielding fruit according to their kinds, the seed of which is
in it, upon the earth.' And it carne to be so.
And the earth began to put forth grass,
• its
vegetation bearing seed according to
kind and trees yielding fruit. the seed of
which is in it according to its kind. Then
God saw that it was good."
This plain statement is one of the chief
targets of anti~Bible critics, who claim that
the theory of evolution, which teaches that
living things do not yield offspring accord·
ing to their "kinds, I. or "families," has
made the statement inaccurate and old·
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fashioned. Since those who
scorn the Scriptures have
placed doubts in the
minds of sincere ones
in quest _of truth,
and since it is of
benefit to all parties, opposed or
otherwise, to
know the facts,
we here present
the evidence that
shows there is actually no con.
flict between the Bible and true
science.
Let us first examine the Bible text.
The three chief sections of the plant king.
dom aI"{!: denoted as "grass," "vegetation
bearing seed" and "fruit ~ees yielding
fruit." The other two are self~explanatory,
but it is well to note that the word trans.
lated "grass" (Hebrew. de'she) also includes any low forms of plant life, such as
mosses, also lichens, seaweeds and otller
algae. The last three named 'come into the
seedless group collectively called the Thallophytes, a group enclosing all algae, fungi
and bacteria.
The word translated "kinds" or "kind"
is translated from the Hebrew word min.
The margin ~f the modern New World
Translation on this word is revealing: "Or,
'genus; species.' The G~k Septuagint,
gen'08~' Vulgate, ge'nus. We use the tenn
here in its older meaning or definition, and
not as present·day evolutionists use it. We
mean here a created kind crt family kind."
The Au.thorized Version translates the He·
brew word mish.pa.hhah' at Genesis 8:19
as "kinds" in a similar context, and as
"family" elsewhere. The original use of the
words "genus" and "species" was a much
wider one than that of today, and so it is
not necessary to asswne that every species
is a separate creation, but merely every
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family kind, or aroup of organisms more..or
Ieoa lnterlertll. amOOIl themselves, but not
fertile with others outside their family.

Can ClasaiJlcation Prove Evolution 1'r~l
An understanding of the division of
plants into groups is the aim of t.~e students of taxonomy or classification, in order to name plants correctly. The modern
evolutionists, however, usc cla.ssific~tion
to arrange as nearly as possible continuously graded series of plants to indicate
evolutionary sequences. This is not difflcu:t
80 lcmg as they limit themselves ~ one
family kind. But there a.re always gaps between families; however much they try,
these remain .unbrldged. Nev~rtheless,
these 1ines of p;.ants, an-anged from simp:e
to complex, are held to prove the theory
of eVolution. Herein lies a logical error, a
fallacy.
In e1'!ect. evolutionists assume their theory to be true, then arrange the plants or

ot.\o]er organisms into evolutionary sequences. Then they say: Evolutionary sequences
prove evolution is true; these plants are in
evolutionary &equences; t.'lerefore the theory of evolution is true.
But, to concoct evidence accordir.g to a
theory, and then to say it proves the theory
Js true, Is Ulogical. One could prove castles
evolve from doghouses in the same way.
These sequences at best could do r.o r.mre
than indicate the theory is orderly. However, the facts do nct fit in with the theory
and we shall now show how both premises, as well as the argument and conclusion,
are 'weighed in the balances and found
wanting,'

Suppose It is possible to arrange sequences showing evolutionary trends. as it
has been claimed has been done for many
or most groups of plants, Win these clearly
show the way of evolution? Let us take a
gro'J.p of small pla.'lts, the Bryophyta,
22

which includes the mosses, llverworts and

the Antbocerotae. These have been arranged in sequence with their "nearest
neighbors"-above, the Ptendophyta or
"fern plants" and, below, the algae--lnguess how ::n.any ways? No fewer than
three main ways· and probably many r.1ore
besides.
CeJakovsky (1874), Bower (1908) and
others he!d views that algae gave rise to
liverworts and these to mosses~ the Pteridophyta arising from these last. Bechsteln
(1908) said the mosses gave rise to the
liverworts. Goebel elaborated this latter
theory and Church (1919) actuaUy at·
tacked the former theory and accused its
propounders as ~lng ignorant of the fac':S.
Ev8Jls (1939) is another evolutionist favoring the latter theory. Haskell (1949) has
yet a third variation, He holds that the
Bryophyta have devolved from the Pteri'dophyta!
ThIs is a mort' understandable point of
v.lew, perhaps, because the PterldClphyta
are more elaborate and h:gher than the
Bryophyta and it is much easier to sup~
pose a loss of ::nany features than an evolution of new ones. rlore understandable,
that is, until one asks, "Whence came the
Fteridophyta?" Because, while the gap
from algae to the Bryophyta is large, and
that to the Pteridcphyta is huge, the gap
between algae and the Pter,idophyta is so
colossal that tt may be compared with the
difference between a jellyfish and a jaguar!
One wonders where the evolutionists'
fanciful s~ation on supposed simUari~
ties is gOlng to end!
In just one order of the liverworts there
is as much confusion and as many 'evolutionaJ'Y seQuences' as in the Bryophyta as a
whole. 'This order is called the Marchantiales, after MaTchantia~ its best-known member. Ilow many contradictory evolutionary
• So:-e aJ.IO G, M. SrTlII.h'1 OTIVptouamw Boto"lI. Voi. I:.
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sequences have been constructed here?
Well, there is that of Burgeff (1943), who
derives everything from Marchantia~ which
he places centrally. Frye and Clark (1937)
have three evoiutionary lines, one culminating in Marchantia. Kashyap (1914) has
another system, Cabers (1910) yet another. The poor little liverwort hardly
knows where it stands-now at the top of
the tree, now at the foot, now in the main
trunk, now a mere insignificant twig!
Can anyone now argue that evolutionary
sequences prove evolution, when, from the
• plants, the same facts and the same
same
evolution theory, evolutionists derive such
contradictory results?
Are these isolated instances? No! Take
the ferns, one of the. groups in the "fern
plants," the Pteridophyta. Bower (1935)·
suggested two parallel evolutionary series
characterized by their bearing groups of
spore-bearing organs (sporangia), in one
case on the leaf margin and in the other on
the leaf face. He said that each series independently evolved so that parallel series
of plants arose ·from the primitive state to
the advanced state. Each series included
subseries, one in which the sporangia developed simultaneously, one in which they
developed in succession, and one in which
they developed in irregular sequence._ In
each series the sporangia are supposed to
have evolved from a type where they arise
from several cells to a type where they
arise from only one. G. M. Smith (1938) t
takes this latter feature as a basis for his
two major series, and believes the ferns
evolved along each series from a type with
• G. M. Smlth's Ol1lptogamro Botatl1l, Vol. n,
t G. M. Smith'S O'1f1ltogam-ic Bota1lll, Vol.

~5~,

llage
2!'.il.
,pages

253.

So Much

marginal sporangia to one with liIuperftc1a1

ones!
This Is similar to taking a box of blocks
of assorted sizes and colors. They can
either be a.rranged into colors and made to
"evolve" upward in size; or they can be
arranged according to size and made to
"evolve" along the spectrum. How reliable
is a system of evolution where opinion
passes as fact and hypothesis as truth?
The hypotheses are equally confused and
contradictory in other groups. In fact:.
hardly a group of plants exists without
its having been squeezed into "evolutionary sequences" that, as research proceeds,
prove to be rio more than wild guesses. Yet
all the authors of all the evolutionary theories, no matter how contradictory these
may be, bow to the doctrine of evolution,
and assert difficulties to be matters of
trifling detail, and in no way denying the
truth of that doctrine, even when all "evidence" in favor of their theory has been
'weighed in the balances and fOUQ.d wanting.'
Belief in an idea based upon no evidence
is commonly called "faith," but "faith"
without some assurance or basis is not
faith but credulity.-Hebrews 11:1,
Evolutionists say they have proof of
their statements among the fOS,9ils in the
rocks. We shall agree with evolutionists
that the rocks will show the history of
pl1¥lts through the ages, admittedly imperfectly, but nonetheless in these modern
days, sufficiently accurately to indicate the
actual 'Course of events. We shall, therefore,
get onto common ground with them by ex..
aminlng the plant fossils themselves in a
future article.

fOf
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Fred Allen has been credited with this appraisal of television: "The
next generation will have eyes as big as cantaloupes and brains the

size of a spllt pea; so much for the eye, so little for the mind."
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THE NEW MICROSCOPE AND THE STUDY OF
CANCER

f!. rt was through .an electron microscope that c

CI. How many times can the pattern be magni·

fied on the v:iewing screen? Up to 30,000
the polio virus was first observed. Toward the
times! But the marvel is that the new microlatter part of 1954 a
type of electron miscope can take photographic enlargements up
croscope, twice as powerful as the ones previously used, went into service. The instruto 200,000 or more times-a Scale at which an
ment, developed and built by Radio Corporaordinary American ten-cent piece would measure more than two miles across. This amazing
tion of America, was turned over to the worldrenowned Karolinska Institute of Stockholm,
new microscope will be used to increase man's
Sweden. With the new microscope scientists
knowledge about the construction of normal
wJlJ be able to study particles smaner than
cells in order to shed light on the nature of
one ten-millionth of an inch in diameter. How
those that develop abnormaIIy, as in cancer.
does this amazing instrument work? As in ,",' Said Dr, Fritiof S. Sjostrand, head of the
the case of its less powerful predecessors, it
;Karolinska Institute: "This work is now' on
operates on this principle: a concentrated ~ foot and our earlier conceptions of the cell
structure have already had to be greatly
beam of electrons, originating from an elecmodified, . . • Only when sufficient observatron gun, is directed through the specimen
to be observed. As the electrons pass through
tions have been made regarding normal cells,
the specimen, they are affected in varying ~ e.g., cells- of the neTV')US system, of the. sense
degrees according to the density and composiorgans and the glands, can the study of pathotion .of its various parts. 'When the beam
logIcally transformed cells, such as the caneer
emerges from the far side it bears the
cells, be expected to produce reliable results.
"image" of the specimen, which is then magniThere is hope that the analyses by electron
fled by powerful magnetic lenses that act
microscopes w1ll lead to discoveries which
upon electron beams very much as glass tensmay cast I1ght" over the character of the canel act upon light. The pattern finally is pro·
cerous process and thereby provide a clue
jected upon the viewing screen.
to the understanding of the cancer disease."

new
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SPElleRS, TAKE COURAGE!

I

4I.. President Eisenhower, speaking to the nation's champion speller, recalled
that he had lost a spell1ng contest as a boy. The word he dropped out on was
"syzygy" (meaning a joining together). He asked the 13-year·old champion to spell
it and she did. The New York Times commented: "President Eisenhower conceded
today that he could not have bested the nation's new champion speller-l3-year-old
Sandra Sloss of Granite City, Illinois. IIe congratula.ted her on her victory, and
wanted to know the word her last opponent dropped out on. 'Abbacy,' Sandra replied. The word means the dignity, estate, jurisdiction or term of tenure of an
abbot. The president drew a deep breath and confessed he would have missed
on that word too."

[

UP AND DOWN TRAVEL

1

~---~

"t' New York city is the one place in the world where not a few people do more
traveling going up and down than they do along the ground. In tact, there are
about as many miles of elevator shafts as subway tracl?s. Each day, according to
the National Geographic Society, New York's 45,000 elevators make 18,000,000
trips, or a total of 125,006 miles-five times the distance around the world!
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Holy Scriptures? If hell had been HeternaI
torment," then according to religious teachings Jonah could not and would not have
gotten out.
There is no place for the eternal torture
of men or :souls. God is not a fiend. God is
love. What good could result from torturIn and Out of Hell
ing one of Jehovah's creatures for all eternity? Furthermor~ how could tonnent in
any wise comply with the law that God expressed to Adam and that provided death
HE Catholic catechism teaches that as the penalty for sin? The doctrine of
those who are punished in hell die in eternal tonnent is an invention of the Devil
mortal sin; "they are deprived of the vi..- for the purpose of supporting his original
sian of God and suffer dreadful torments, lie; namely, that there is no death.--GenespeciaIly that of fire, for all eternity"; and esis ::s: 4.
that there is no redemption in hell. If this
Our English Bible was translated from
is true, then the Bible will uphold it; if the other languages. The English word "hell"
Bible does not, then it is because there is is translated from the Hebrew word 8heOZ
no truth in the teaching.
in what is commonly called the "Old TestaThe story of Jonah alone is enough to ment," and is translated from the Gr~k
disprove the erroneous religious contention words hade8, gehenna and tartaro'o in the
that hell is ·a place of fire where souls are "New Testament." In the Catholic DO'IJIJy
tormented after death. Jonah spent three Version the English translators rendered
days and nights in the belly of the fish. The 8keol63 times as "hell," and once as "pit,"
account reads: "Then J anah prayed Wlto and once as "death." In the American
the LoRD his God out of the fish's belly, and Standard Version Bible skeol is left unsaid, I cried by reason of mine affliction translated in all 65 cases. For example,
unto the LoRD, and he heard me; out of the the Catholic. Bible renders 1 Kings 2:6
belly of hell cried I, and thou heardest my (1 Samuel 2:6): "The Lord killeth and
voice." The record in the American Stand~ maketh alive: he bringeth down to hell
ard Version Bible reads: "Out of the belly and bringeth back again"; as in the case of
of Sheol cried I, and thou heardest my Jonah. Now, if skeol means torment in one
voice." (Jonah 2:1, 2) In the translation place, it must mean this in all. A few scrip..
by the Jewish authority, Leeser, the record tures on the point will illuminate the mind
reads: "Out of the depth of the grave have on this question.
I cried, and thou hast heard my voice."
Jacob was a man approved of God. In
The Catholic Douay Version Bible reads: grief he said: "I will go down into the
"I cried out of the belly of hell: and thou grave [8keol; Catholic Bible, hellJ unto my
hast heard my voice."-.Tonah 2:2, 3.
son mourning." Years later to his sons he
In the foregoing comparative readings said: "Then shall ye bring down my gray
of the text the word sheol (Am. Stan. Ver.) hairs with sorrow to the grave." The New
is the original Hebrew word; the words World Translation reads: "Then you would
"hell" and "grave" are but the English certainly bring down my gray hairs with
translations of that one original Hebrew grief to Shea!." Here the word sheol is
word. What, then, is hell according to the translated "grave." The Catholic Dobay
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Version Bible renders it "hell"; "I \\-ill go
down to my son into hell." And the priest's
comment in tlJe footnote thereon says:
"That is, into limbo, the pJace where the
souls of the just were received before the
death of cur Redeemer. . . . Protestants
here translate 1t, 'the grave,' being tmwUling to adnrlt a third place in the other
world for the soul." (Haydock)-Genesis
37:35; 42:38.
Such comment is an attempt on the part
of the Roman Catholic clergy to hide the
plain Bible trJ.1h with a fictitious invention
of their 0\\011. 'The Hebrew and Christian'
"writers o! the lIoJy Scriptures nowhere
:mention or nan:e such a place as limbo,
Limbo is an unchristian imagination. and
lienee Is contrary to the scriptural teaching
that the sou} dies and at death ceases to
exist. That Jacob, by using the word sheol,
was referring to the grave, and not to a
spiritual limbo., js proved by the fact that
Jacob said his gray l~airs would go dO",ll to
80001, which must be the grave. for that 1s
where Jacob's gray hairs actually did go,
many years 1ater, when Joseph buried him.
-Genesis 50:7-13; Ezekiel 18:4, 20.
Jo-b. another good man approved of God,
uttered this praye:: "0 that thou wouldest hlde me in the b'"r:ave [sMol; Catholic
Bible. hell], that thou wouldest keep me
secret. ur-qi1 thy wrath be past, that thou
wou!dest appoint me a set t.ime. and remember mel" Then Jcb adds: ''If J walt.
the grave ]sheol..- Catholic Bible. hen] is
mine house: 1 have made my bed in the
darkness." (Job 14:13; 17:13) Job's words
are here quoted to prove that the word
8heol, translated "hell" in tiie Catholic Bi-

ble, means the com:non grave.
David was a prophetic pattern of Christ
Jesus. In Psalm 16, verse 10 (15:10, Catholic Bible), David prophetical1y wrote:
''Thou wilt no~ leave my sol,j tn helL" This
Is quoted by the apostle Peter at Acts
2:29·32 and is specificaHy applied to the
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Lord Jesus, proving that Jesus went to the
nell of the Bible, which means the tomb.
Said Peter: "Brothers, It is aJlowable to
speak with freeness of speech to you ooncerning the family head David, that he both
deceased and was buried and his tomb is
among us to this day" Therefore, because
he was a prophet and knew that God had
swom to him with an oath that he wou:d
seat one of his offspring upon his throne,
he saw beforehand and spoke concerning
the rel;urrection cf the Christ. that neither
was he forsaken in Hades [Hebrew, shenll
nor did his flesh see corruption. This Jesus
God resurrected, of whjt;1J fact we are all
witnesses."-New World TraM.
If hen were a. place of eternal torment,
Jesus would still be there, taking the sinner's place, But Jesus came out in three
days, ot<.t of hell, He was reSUrTected from
the dead, "Now Christ has been raised. up
from the dead, the firstfruits of those who
have fallen asleep in death." (1 COl'l!1iliians
15:20, New World Trans.) In an effort to
a.'"lswer the question: "What do we mean
when we say in the Apostles' Creed that
Christ desce!1ded into hell?" the Catholic
catechism ·replies: "When we say that
Christ descended into hen we mean that,
after He died, the saul of Christ descended
into a place or state of rest, called limbo,
where the souls of the just were waitir.g
for Hir:1," There is absolutely no reason or
proot tar such theorizing. All scriptures
join together to rule out any limbo theory
as purely fictional, a doctrine of demons,
At Revelat.ion 20:13 (New World Trans.)
Jt is lITitten: "And death and Hades i,'"8:\o"C
liP those dead in L"1em," Here Hades evidently means tte common grave or tomb,
which wEI give up the dead at the resurrection, It manifesUy does Tlot mean eternal tonnent; because if propie are there
eternal]y, they could not be brought out.
This scri.pture, be it noted, does not say
thnt hell gives up the living) but t.he dead,
.AWAKE/

Cuba
ERE is a land that is luxuriant in tropical beauty, and its bright, warm days
are air-conditioned by water-cooled breezes
that blow off the Atlantic Ocean and the
Gulf Stream. Here is where the stately
royal palms dot the fields, ornament parks
and boulevards; where awe-inspiring flowers and plants decorate nature in bridal
array. Cuba has much to offer. It seem.s
to be especially blessed with good things,
due to its rich soil and ideal location.
Cuba bas another 1ieauty, a living beauty, the heart of the nation, its people. It
would be difficult to find a happier, a more
enthusiastic people in all the earth. This is
especially true' regarding Cuban witnesses
of Jehovah. They appear to be loaded with
an extra dose of ;oie de vivre-joy of living, life. This is true whether you meet
them in their large, spacious Kingdom
Halls like the one they occupy in central
Havana, or in a small, humble, grass-roofed
house in the far reaches of the mOWltains.
They all vibrate with enthusiasm. They
have sincerity, kindness, conviction, love,
and, above all, an earnest desire to 'Ealk
about the supremacy of Jehovah God and
his wonderful purpose to bless obedient
mankind by means of his kingdom. Their
words you will recognize as being words
of the Holy Bible. This no doubt is one of
the great contributing reasons for their
rapid growth in Cuba.
In the year 1920 there were no witnesses
of Jehovah in Cuba. Today there are some
10,000 ministers associated with the 255
congregations scattered throughout the
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island. When we remember that there are
fewer than six million people on the island,
that leaves the proportion of ministers to
the number of people very high-one to
.every 540. And all of these are workers,
too, spending some 1,117,000 preaching
hours last year alone.
Marvelous results have been reported. In
the far-off province of Oriente lives a
young woman who observed that many of
her friends knew little about God and his
purposes and ~ that these humble folk could
not even read or write. So she conceived
the idea of opening a school for the children, to teach them reading and writing
and at the same time a little about the Bi~
ble. Soon she had forty pupils attending.
The children told their parents about the
things they had learned about God, and
soon the parents wanted to learn what the
children were learning. It was arranged for
one of Jehovah's· witnesses from a nearby
congregation to come and give Bible instruction to the parents. This proved to be
such a success that today this group is an
organized part of the main congregation
with many persons in attendance regularly. But that is not all. The mayor of the
town took interest in the young woman's
activity, bought her desks and gave her a
regular salary.
Talk about endless energy. There is a
Cuban witness that lives twelve miles frQm
the Kingdom Hall. Twice a week he walks
this distance to conduct Bible meetings.
Every eight to nine days he has to walk a
s1milar distance in another direction to get
his mail. He is a father of a family of six
and is secularly employed too. It is not an
'lI1

easy life, but it is one that Jesus oUtlined.
So he is content with doing good to others
month after month. He huInbly remembers
that someone did the same so he could
learn the truth of God's Word.
The rural areas at Cuba are not thickly
?oPulated. In many areas the people live
great distances apart. It is necessary to
walk many miles to reach these people
with the Kingdom message. On these days
Jehovah's Witnesses will rise early in the
morning, drink a cup of black coffee and
perhaps eat some bread Or crackers and
then set out for a distant territory. Some
will be gone all day preaching and teaching
Wltil it is time to return to their home.
An outstanding point about Jehovah's
-witnesses is their careful observance of
the Bible outlook on marriage and divorce.
In Cuba cotp.mon-Iaw marriage is considered all right by many of the people. In a
number of cases men have several wives,
and women drift from one husband to another, not being legally married. at any
time. To correct this old-world outlook
Jehovah's witnesses point out that such a

,
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ately dismissed from the congregation as

unfit for Christian association.
This high standard has had a good effect
on people who are not Jehovah's witnesses.
A secretary to the judge in Orozco, observing the cleanliness of the witnesses, inquired how he could associate with this
religion. This he soon learned.
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• What is so wrong with Hollywood's "BIbl~" moviesl P. 4, ~4.

• What the modern descendants are of ancient superstitions about gems? P. 19, U2.

• How one can be rid of his sense of guilt?
P." 5, lIs.

• What Is illogical about the "plant se·
Quence" proof of evolutionl p, 22, f(J.

• Why even dergymen who deny the ran·
sorn cannot justly daim to be Christian?
P. 6, US.

• How thoroughly the authorities disagree
on plant evolution? P. 22, 115.

• What crltlcs bave said the secret of Billy

(,

course is unscriptural and that for an individual to· be pleasing and acceptable to
Jehovah he must follow"tqe principles contained in God's Word or else he cannot be
one of Jehovah's witnesses. Many have
gone about digging up birth certificates,
getting legal divorces from former partners and doing everything necessary to line
themselves up with clean Christian principles. Grandfathers and grandmothers
•
were married legally for the first time surrounded by their children and grandchildren. Some couples who have lived
together for more than thirty years just
recently legaJized their marriage, because
they desire to live clean Christian lives as
Jehovah's witnesses. Should an individual
follow an immoral coun;e, he is immedi-

G~aham's

success isl P. to, \[6.

I

• What proves that fear of prison is not a
real deterrent to crime1 P. 16, \[2.
• What distinguishes between an ordinary
stone and a valuable gem I P. 18, U1.

• What is responsible for Jehovah's witness.
es' amazing growth in Cuba? P. 27, h.
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• How the marvelous electron microscope
works? P. 24, h.
• How the Bible account of Jonah completely
disproves the ,popular theory that he!! is a
place of firel P. 25, 1f2.

,~,

I

How evolution's "proofs" are 'welghed
and found wanting'? p. 23, 1[4.

• What major nation had no prison houses
at all1 P. 13, \[3.
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A WAItEI

Commenting on what they did
at the summlt, the New York
Times (7/24) said: "Europe Is
satisfied with the conference.
• • • ];t is thankful now. The
Big Four disagreed so nicely."
From Dictator to President

The Geneva Conference
.. On May 11, 1953, Sir Win·
ston Churchill proposed a pri·
vate, informal meeting of the
four heads of government. In
July the Big Four conference
came to realization. But It was
not what Churchill had hoped
for. The conference was really
a meeting of the big forty,
since each side brought along
a task force of experts. The
sessions were more formal
than a supreme court session.
When the conference opened
on Monday, July 18, foI;ty men
sat down in the Palace of
Nations in Geneva. Represent·
ing the four government heads
were Premier Nikolai A. Bu}·
ganln of the Soviet Union,
President Eisenhower at the
U.S., Prime Minister Eden of
Britain and Premier Edgar
Faure of France.
What They Did at the Summit
.. After six days of talk the
Big Four pronounced the sum·
mit conference a success. They
had dealt with four Issues:
(1) German unification, (2) Eu·
ropean security, (3) disarma·
ment and (4) East·West rela·
tions. German unification was
the key issue. On Tuesday
the summit reached its first
hard dit'l'erence on Germany.
To keep the summit atmos·
phere free from acrimony the
thorny problem was relegated
to the foreign ministers' level.
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There difficulties arose. On
Wednesday real signs of trou·
ble cropped up as they began
working on an agenda. Thurs·
day, the ministers asked for
a day's delay. Friday, they
worked almost to midnIght, fi·
nally throwing up their hands
and tossing the problem back
to the heads of government.
Premier Bulganin made it clear
that Russia was not interested
at present in German unification. Progress on the European
security issue hit a roadblock,
since the dit'l'erent plans for
security are facets of the deadlock on Germany. On the mattE!'r of disarmament President
Eisenhower created a sensa·
tion by proposing that the U.S.
and Russia "give to each other
a complete blueprint of our
military eS$ablislunents from
~ginning to end" and also that
the two countries keep check
on each other's military po·
tential by aerial reconnaissance. Premier Bul/tanin shied
away from any direct comment on the Eisenhower proposal. Though there was some
rejoicing that a lfttle chill had
been taken out of the cold war,
the fact remained that Russia
showed no sign of yielding on
hard Issues. The success of the
conference was crystallized by
agreement that the BIg Four
foreign ministers would meet
in October in Geneva' on all
the major issues in dispute.

.. To change from a dictator w a president is not an
easy thing to do--especially in
South America. Thus there was
no little amazement in Argentina when Juan Per6n an·
nounced (7/15) that the rev·
olution he had inspired and led
was over. In a talk to Peronfst
members of Congress, Peron
said he was revoking the "state
of siege" under which civil
rights had been suspended and
that now was the time for
Argentina to see normality as
It had never seen it before.
''What does this mean for
me?" asked Per6n. "I cease
being chief of a revolution to
become the President of all
Argentines, friends and adversaries." Argentines, astonished
by the sudden change, could
see two possible reasons for it.
Per6n's fight against the Catholic Church had backfired. The
army, which had won the revolution of June 16, was out
of. sympathy with some' of
his policies. But whatever the
cause OppoSition politicians
were.taking advantage of their
new-found freedom, and Buenos Aires newspapers pub.
lished announcements by them
for the first time in years. Yet
the Opposition leaders said
they were waiting to see
whether Per6n's speech was
"straight talk or doubl~ talk."
Noted Scientists Urge War Ban
.. Several months ago, just
before the death of noted physicist Albert Einstein, Britain's
philosopher Bertrand Russell
was intrigued by an idea: Why
should not the leading scien·
tlsts of East and West join
in a statement to warn the
world of the disastrous consequences of nuclear warfare?
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Lord Russell asked Einstein lng. Then Moroccal1- gangs
about the matter; Einstein struck back, and bloody r,ioti
agreed "with- every word." Rus- erupted. At the he1kbt of' th.e
sell then dr~ted a 1,500.word qiolence tanJr.lJ 01 the m'o·
/lItatement aztd sent it to seien- vlle gendarmerIe tired machine
tisb!: around the world. Nine ~unB and 37·mm. cannon
of the worlo's eminent scien- <tgalnlit Morocca.n street ftiht·
tists, includ1ilg Albert Einstein, en in tbe old medina (Morocsigned the 6tatement. It was can quarter). MOl'()cCanll re·
a .statement saturated with sponded with hand g:renades
gloom: "It is stated on very from terraces. Belore the riots
good authority that a bomb can could be quelled and a aern·
now be ma:nufactured which vlanc:e of peace restored, some
wlIl be 2,500 tfmes as powerful l;ixty persons had l)een killed
as that whIch destroyed Hil'o· 8lld more than 100 jJ)jllr ed.
shima. Such a bomb, 11 ex·
ploded near the ground or un- wnd InDatlon in ObUe
der water, sends radioactIve .. Ten years ago Chile's peso
particles Into the upper aIr. was worth 4: U.S. cents; re... No one Imows how widely cently the peso was quoted in
such lethal radIoactive parti- the free market at less than
cles mlght be dl:ll'used, but the one twentieth ot a U.S. cent.
best authorities are unanimous This spotlights the runaway
In 'saYing that a War with jp'fiation that has seized Chi.le.
H·bombs might quite possibly InSantiago, the (!ountrY's largo
put an end to the human race. est city, the cost of living has
••• Many ws.rn1ngshave been gone up about 70 per cent in
uttered by eminent men at the last year. In stores prices
sclence and by authorities in on many items run itlto four
military strategy. None of or five figures. A pair of shoes
them will S8-Y that the worst of medium quality: 5,000 pesos.
results are certain. What they ]:ggs: 15 pesos each. Butter:
do flay is that these results are nearly 300 pesos per pound-possible, and no one can be e.nd the Chilean workers may
sUrt! that they will not be real· be making as 2ittle 8.& 200 pesos
ized •••. We have round that a day! The cause of tbis infla·
the men whO know most are tion Is the government's defthe most gloomy. Here, then, [cit. The government spends
is the problem which we pre· )'Ilore than it takes in, financsent to you, stark and d:r<ead· ing the defiett by bolToWing
ful, and .Ine.!lcapable: shall we from the Central Bank and
put an end to the hUman race; issuing paper money. As more
or shall mankind renounce ntoney goes into (!irculatloJJ..
war?"-New York Timell', July ptlces l"i~e. Then wag~s nse.
Then prices go up again. In
10, 1955.
spite of the fact that Chile's
Bloodshed. in Morocco
cost of living has multiplied
• Bastille Oay-France's na· about 60 times since 1928,
tional holiday-was no day for the govel"'Ilment has done little
mirth and exultance in Casa· Of nothIng to check inflation.
blanca, chief city of France's steps to bring abOut deflatIon
rich North African protector· have been viewed as unpopate, Morocco. In the Casa· ular. In July, because of seri·
blanca cafe sector a bomb oUS labor troubles, ChHe fi·
exploded, kIllIng seven Euro- .na.lly took drastfc measures to
peans. Hours later Frenchmen control inflation. The measures
surged through Arab quarters, jnclude increasea In taxes, genshooting and burning. Angry eral eronomies, eurtaUm(!'nts
mobs lynched four Arabs In re- in consumption and strict pen·
taUatlon tor the terrorist bomb· 8ltjes applicable to profiteer·
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ing or to exceisive p1'01lts.
Court RUles (In Bus Segregatiw

.. ;Most o.f the Southet"n cIties
In the U.s. requIre colored per.
sons to sit in the rear of trans.
portatiQn vehicles. South Car·
ollna js all" ot the sta.tes bav.
ing state jltatutes on that and
other segregation practices. In
July the U.S. Fourth Circuit
Court at APpeals in Riehmond,
VIrginia, ruled against segre.
gation on city buses In a decision on a Columbla. South Car.
alina, case. The court ruled
that the principle applied by
the u.s. Supreme Court decree
outlawing public school seg.
regation "should be applied
in cases ipvolving transportation:' In Washington, both Con.
gress and the Interstate Commer~ Conunisslon wel'e asked
to end other tra.nsp01'tation
segregation practices.
Tbree Came Back

., After the KON\an war 21
American soldiers, who had
been taken prisoner by the
Commullists, decided not to
accept repatriation but to live
in Red China. In July three
came back to the U.S., dis.
gusted with Iife under Com.
munist rule. "Death is better
than cOllnIlUnism," agreed the
thret' former U.s. soldiers. In.
terviewed by newsmen, the
turncoats told of life In Red
China. Many Chinese hated
and feared the Red regime,
they said. Asked about Chinese
women, one of the "return.

coats" Said: "~e majority of
the wornen in China are So
scared they're just Ukf:o a bunch
of machinf:oS." Life for Chinese
men was hardly hetter. Declared former U.S. soldier
Will1am A. Cowart: "I would
sooner hay!'! Hitler come back
than have Communism. Ritler
only destroYf:od the body, but
Communism destroys the mimi.
The soCiety of China is built
on fear-fear of each man
for the other. "-Time, July
18.1955.
AWAKE/

O&rdIn&l'II ute Sentence Out

1949, Hun·
gary's Joseph Cardinal Minds·
zenty was sentenced to Hfe
imprisonment on charges of
treason, espionage and blackmarket dealings. The case
stitted up world-wide agitation,
and tremendous publicity was
given the trial. In July Mindszenty's name again appeared
in the news. A Budapest radio
announcement said that the
cardinal was being "allowed to
interrupt his tenn of imprisonment." The government announced that he would live in
a "church bullding selected by
the Hungarian bishops." West·
ern diplomats were inclined to
interpret the cardinal's release
as a gesture timed for the Big
Four conference.
•

In February,

KremlIn DoOI'8 Open to PubUc

.. During the rule of Soviet
dictator Joseph Stalin the

'1IIw %'.. de

Kremlin was barred to all except the most privileged vis·
itors. Stalin maintained both
his office and residence In the
ancient fortress, but the new
Soviet leaders have their re..
idences elsewhere. In July the
Soviet government opened the
Kremlin's doors to une'cQrted
Soviet and foreign via1tor••
They will be permitted to Inspect the storied: palace. and
museums where the tAa.urel
of eight centuries of Ru,I.l-.n
history are preserv,d,
Grea.t Boon In
•

~ed1c1ne

.. Just a hundred years ago
Dr. Thomas ,Addison. an. English physician, discovered the
life·essential role played by the
adrenals, two small bodiea .it·
uated astride each kidney. Not
until 1937 was the first active
adrenal hormone produced synthetically. Since then, and even
before, research workers have

S~

beIn ;worldn. on 1bt bt. JII'C1ject: the total IYftthet!l 01.

the princlp~ Ute-ellllmtlal hoI'mone at tbe .drenal ,Ianda.
In July at the fourteenth International ConKl'UI 01 PuN and
Applied Cheml.try In Z\l,l;'ich,
allnounetment wa. mII.de of
.uecel,l: aldOJterone, tit, prlnc1p..l ut..ma1ntainlnl adrenal
bormone. hal been produced
'YntheticallY. Alcto,terone Is so
etreetive that even minute
q\t&ntlt1,. of it wUl maint8:in
Ute 1n per.Qne with diseases
of adl"flnal i'lands, such as
Addllon'. ct1Jeue. Aldosterone
is 20 to 30 tbnes as effective
a8 the synthetIc honnone pro-duced in 1937 and 500 time.
as effecUve as cortisone. Lead·
1nl chemlJts from many countries halled aldosterone as one
of the greatest modern chemical achievements, promising to
provide mankind with a potent
weapon against disease.

S4I! ",,"ltt

"SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH"?
Are the dead alive and conscious? Are they able to communicate with
the living? What are the powerful spirit forces that are dominating the
llVN of men? Are the nations of this world being guided by an 'unseen hand
to their c1~truction? Read the startling and revealing 96-page booklet
What P9 tM Scriptures Say About "S1l'rVivaJ, After Death'" This information tllrHled thousands at the "Triumphant Kingdom" Assemblies of Jeho~
vah's Witnesses. It will amaze you and point you to the way of safety
and protection. Send lOc for a copy at once.

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN "

N.Y.

Please rush me the booklet What Do the ScriptllT93 Sail About "Survival A1tBT Death'"
I am enclosing II 11k contrlbuUon.
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RIGHT WORDS MAKE THOSE

Words tell Ita story. 'Words (If lif,,' make tr.e millistor. As no
book is belier than its author, so no miniSfer Is better than the 01.
qualifying him to preach. QuoliR.d 10 Be Mlnislen is a book just released that is designed to equip minislell from God', Book, the Bib'e.
It contains ninety studies, s\lCh as preparing and delivering talks,
writing compositions, Pf'ivote and group study, clean and unclear.
worship. But it is not for Q s.led few. It is for at! who love both God
,.,rd their fellow men. It will help you 10 II
'ghbor. Send
for your cooy 0"1 a SOC contribution.

WATCHTOWER

Name

117 ADAMS ST.

_m...._._...........__................_._._.._._._._..........._._
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AWAKBJ

THE BIBLE'S
RESURRECTION HOPE
Ulf a man die, shall he live again?'·
~---

......

Austria Free at a Price
Ten years to reach a treaty
-four minutes to, make it officia~

... --.

Eisenhower Book Stirs a Controversy

-_
....
Caring for Y-our Conscience

Conceals fact that parents were Jehovah's witnesses
"--

If not kept in good ordt!r
it can lead you astray!
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th.t .... obI. to . . , you .waN to the Vital __

cl our ttrn- mU.t be unf.tttr.d by ~ oad .elIUh m~.
"AwaYl" baa: no r.tten. It ncoonlMt (actl. fac:a fact.. 11 rr.. to
puhlilh faatJ. It II not bound by pollt&c81 ambltieN or ob1l4atlona; It ..
unhampered by adv8l7tiH... whose to.. must nol: be troddllll on; It II
unprejUdiced by traditional cre.d.. ThiIJ JourtlAl keep. i"elf free tM1
It may .puk freely to you. But it do.. no;t abw:. it. freedom. It
malnta.tn. in~ty to

truth.

, "Awake In Wei th. ~ news channell. but II net ~ent on
thnn. It. own corrupondentl arc on all coni:!.Mnts. In..cons of natloru.
From the £our CO&"flUl: of the earlh thcJr utlCftlrond. on~the:·~u
reporu ooma to you t:hrou~b the.. columna. Thit Journal'. vl~polnt
.. not narrow, bUt IIlntunatlonAl. It .. read In many na'tlon," in many
lan~eJ, by pet'lOnll of au ~ Thr'OU5lh its p~ many nelda: of
know1e~c

review-t -....-.:-.'.

paD in
i1t, commerce, reli~ion, history,
~aphy. science, social corulI:..oue-,natural wonders-why, its COV~
~ is as broad as the earth and as hi~h AS the hea.vlIllL

.
"Awake r' p1e~s ltNlf to rl~teou. princ:lple., to expOlln\1 hidden
foe' and .suhtle dAn~. to championin~ freedom for all, to coffifortin~
mournen and .tren~enin~ thOse ,ciuiheartened by the failuru of a
delinquent world, re1lectin~ .ure hope for the estahfiBhment of a rl~ht..
eous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awoke'" Keep Awake by readin~ "AwAkeJ"
u~~_
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Eisenhower Book StlH a (ontroversy
ANY people who read the book The took the effort needed to find out why. In
Great American Heritage: The Story a four-column article that it published. on
of the Five Ei8en1wwer Brothers, published. June 23 it said: "The author of a forthin the United States last June, will find coming book about President Eisenhower
difficulty in understanding its somewhat and his four brothers says their mother's
vague approach to their parents' religion. religious affiliation with the Jehovah's
Both Newsweek and the New York Timea Witnesses seCt was omitted at the request
took the book to say that the parents' of Milton Eisenhower.... At Pennsylvania:
major church affiliation was with the River State University, where he is president,
Brethren. The New York'Sunday News, Milton Eisenhower sent word through his
perhaps sensing the facts, said: "Both assistant, Larry Dennis, that he has 'no
parents were genuinely religious. What comment' on the statements by Kornitzer
church they belonged to is immaterial"
[the book's author] and Covington [JehoEspecially will people who read the facts vah's witnesses' general counsel] regardin Jeh6vah~s Witnesses-The New World ing the Witness deletion. Denitis reported
Sooiety that was published at almost the by telephone that the query 'upset Dr.
same time wonder why The Great Ameri~ Eisenhower a bit.'''
And well it might have done so, for the
can Heritage mentions only the 'writings
of Pastor Russell' and the meetings of the Chicago Daily News' article quoted attor"Bible Students," but does not say that ney Hayden C. Covington as saying: "For
this was merely the pre-1931 name for several years now the Eisenhowers have
Jehovah's witnesses, that for fifty years in one way or another attempted to minithe mother of the five Eisenhower brothers mize their being raised by parents who
had been one of Jehovah's witnesses, that were Jehovah's witnesses." It further
for twenty years beginning in 1896 the stated: "Kornitzer said the Witnesses' afgroup now known as Jehovah's witnesses ,filiation is 'a very ticklish and irritating
met in the Eisenhower home, and that dur- subject' with the Eisenhower brothers. He
ing most of that time their father, David said he discussed it at length with them in
preparing his book. He said his book was
Eisenhower, conducted the Bible study.
The Chicago Daily News wondered why 'edited by Milton and the President. It's
this information was omitted from a book their record.' ..
that made much of this being a religious
As Watch Tower director Milton G.
family. Not only did it wonder, but it also Henschel explained to the Chicago Daily

M
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N6'W8 the following day, Mrs. Eisenhower's
activity with Jehovah's witnesses is IInot

a big issue with us, and we're not trying
to ride on Mrs. Eisenhower's coattails. We
know what the truth is, however. Ida
Eisenhower was one of the most energetic
preachers in Abilene, Kans. At our national
headquarters in Brooklyn, we have picM
tures of her preaching."

It is unfortunate that when a book
speaks of the "religious atmosphere" that
pervaded a home that "was a house of worM
ship," the author must explain, as this one
did in the Chicago Daily News' article: "I
like very much the truth and the facts ....
If I were writing an interpretive biography,
perhaps it would be different. But the
entire book is theirs, edited by them."

[ The Secret Of Billy Graham s Success

1

Cl For six weeks Billy Graham crusaded in Glasgow, Scotland. attracting more than
G70,OOO Glaswegian listeners. When Graham's voIce was piped out to 700 churches
and town halls, many more, including thousands in Ireland, listened~ An Irish
newspaper remarked: "Bflly Graham has taken Ireland by stonn." But there was
one Briton whom he did not take by storm. That was British novelist, critic and
playwright J. B. Priestley, who forthrtghtly commented on the reason for Graham's
success in Britain. Was it hunger for religion? Priestley said no; it was hunger
for a show. Explained Priestley: ''There is a vacuum that must be filled. POlitics,
to exist for them at all, must be a show. Patriotism is a show with an expensive
regal cast.•.• And now, with the arrival of the streamlined Bflly Graham organization ___ religion is a show. . . . The truth is that now the British crowd is
more easily enticed and dominated by mass communications, showmanship, ballyhoo, than the American crowd is. The Americans ,have had a great deal more of it,
and for years were far more responsive to it, but while there is In them still <II
strain of the gullible and hysterical, there is also the work of a powerful antibody,
a strain of the skeptical, the cynical.... But the newly arrived British brtng wiU
them into this world of mass comtnlUlications, shows and ballyhoo, a certain
innocence, belonging to an earlier age. . . • Their nUnds are wide open as well
as being empty."-Time, May 9, 1955.

RADIATION CAN BE DANGEROUS

C. It has long been taken for granted that, as a result of radiation, a poisonous
substance is produced and carried by the blood. There was, however, only
indirect evidence to prove this. Now for the first time there is direct evidence.
In its issue of April. 1955, Science told of experiments at Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Upton, New York. conducted by Dr. Abraham Edelmann. Dr. Edelmann
exposed rats to X rays. Then he injected their serum into unexposed rats from
which the adrenal glands had been removed. The rats, of course, would die with
these glands gone, but the point is this: the rats injected with the serum from
the irradiated animals died sooner than those injected with serum from unir·
radiated animals. Another dIscovery was that the effects of the toxin in the
serum add up with the efIects of direct radiation. Hence mice that received radiation plus serum from irradiated rats had a much higher death rate than mice
receiving just the same dose of radiation. So evidently, as has long been suspected,
the blood from irradiated animals does carry something poisonous.
AWAKEI
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raised at least three from the
dead himself as well as foreHAT the dead should rise has always telling his own resurrection from the dead.
seemed incredible to many. Thus the Recognizing the seeming incredibility of
worldly-wise Greeks of the first century the dead's rising again Jesus stated.: "Do
who gathered on Mars Hill to hear the not marvel at this, because the hour is
apostle Paul listened with respect until he
spoke of the resurrection of Jesus: "Well, coming in which all those in the memorial
when they heard of a resurrection of the tombs will hear his voice and come out."
dead, some began to mock, while others The apostle Paul at 1 Corinthians, chapter
said: 'We will hear you about this 'even 15, clearly establishes that Christ Jesus
another time.'" Is the Bible's hope of a was raised from the dead, listing the varresurrection of the dead too incredible to ious times he was seen and by whom, on
be believed in? If not. then why and on one occasion by upward of 500, and shows
what basis will there be a resurthat Jesus' resurrection is a guar•
rection? Who and what will be
antee of the resurrection of
"If a lIIan die, shall
resurrected? Where and when?
others.-Luke 20:37; John 5:28,
he II". again?"
-Acts 17:31, 32, New World
SOllie 3,500 yeal'S
29, New World Trans.
ago, Job, a suf..
Trans.
hrlng yel paThe Dead Actually Dead
From beginning to end the
tlent man of God,
Some religious organizations
Bible clearly and emphatically
a.ked Ihal quelhave little to say about the resurpresents the resurrection hope.
lion, and many,
memy have asked
Abraham had faith "that God
rection of the dead. No doubt
II .Ince" What Is
was able to raise men even from
this is because they teach that
the dead." Daniel was promised
the dead are not dead, and so, if
a resurrection: "Go your way till
they are not dead, then why a
the' end; and you shall rest, and shall resmTection? This problem is posed in 55.5
stand in your allotted place at the end of DifjicultBible Questions Answered, "a book
the days." Representative of the faith the of reference for all denominations," and
Jews of Jesus' day had in the resurrection published by the Christian Herald: "If the
are the words of, Martha regarding her saved go directly to heaven after death,
deceased brother Lazarus: "1 know that he why a resurrection followed by a judgment
will rise again in the resurrection at" the day?" Unable to answer the question the
last day."-Hebrews 11:19; Daniel 12:13; book states that by seeking for "the why
John 11:24, Rev. Stan. Ver.
and wherefore, we are seeking a deeper
And Christ not only proved from the revelation of God's purpose than he has
Bible "that the dead are raised up," but been pleased to give us."

T
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The Bible, however, presarts US with no
IUCh baffling paradox. The tmn "resurrection" translates the Greek word atla8'fa4U, which means a standing up again
from death. Death Is the penalty God deClIad tor disobedience and means nonex11teDce. "You are dud, and to dult you
shall return," Adam was told. And 80 we
read that "the fate of the sons of men and
the fate of beasts is the same; as one dies,
80 dies the other." Also, that "the living
know that they will die, but the dead know
nothing." Because death is a state of unconsciousness it is poetically described as
sleep.-Genesis 3:19; Ecclesiastes 3:19;
9:5, Rev. Stan. Ver.
Nor is this the opinion only of Solomon,
u some would have us believe. Paul argues
that if there Is no resurrectIon of the deadthen Christians "are of all men most to be
pitied." But that would not be the case if
at death they went to heaven, either directlyor eventually by way of a purgatory.
Also note that none that were raised from
the dead ever had anything to say about
either the joys of heaven or the pains of a
purgatory or a burning hell. Can' we imagine they would have kept silent had they
had such an unusual experience?-l Corinthians '15: 19, New World Trans.
But what about man's immortal soul?
someone may ask. God's Word plainly tells
us that at creation "man became a living
soul," that the lower animals are souls,
and that "the soul that slnneth, it shall
die." The teaching of an immortal soul
was borrowed by apostate Christians from
the Greek philosophers who based their
theories on pagan religions. y~, only because the dead are actually dead, asleep,
unconscious, nonexistent, does the Bible's
resurrection hope make sense.-Genesis
2:7; Ezekiel 18:4, 20.
6
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Why, What _ HOlD of
lion
Why has God made provision for a resur..
tectionT So that in spite of our 1irIt parents' sin his purpose regarding earth and
man might be realized, namely, to have
the whole earth a paradi,e and populated

with righteous creatures. Ofeourse, God
could have wiped out Adam and Eve and
created another human pair, but then he
would have violated his great sabbath or
rest day, which the Bible shows to be 7,000
years long, or else he would have had to
wait until its end.
Besides, from the book of Job it is apparent that the Devil had boasted that he
could turn all creatures away from God and
righteousness. By permitting Adam and
Eve to continue to live and to rear children,
God knowing that some of them would
remain faithful to him, he could prove the
Devil to be a liar. To reward these with
everlasting life woul~ require a resurrection, as they were dying due to Adam's
ttansgression. And so that God could be
consistent and yet free these from Adamic
condemnation he provided a .sin offering,
namely, Jesus Christ, who is "the Lamb of
God that takes away the sin of the world."
-John 1:29, New World Trans.
Having noted why a resurrection and its
basis, let us now consider just what is
resurrected and how. Certainly it would
not be the same substances of the physical
body that has returned to the dust, for its
atoms have become parts of other things,
such as vegetation, which, upon being consumed by animals or humans, have become
part of them. Rather, it is the individual,
the "soul," with the same personality. that
is brought back to life. It has the life pattern that is formed by the factors of he.redity, envirorunent, individual choice and
the, power of God's spirit, provided the
individual has come ip. contact with it and
submitted to it.
AWAKlII'l

This personality Is dependent upon the

not wake." God. will resurrect only those

bOdy and therefore it ceases to exist when

who lut,veshown themselves worthy of
'everlasting life or who have not forfeited
their opportunity to· demonstrate them..
selves worthy of life. Jesus made this cJis..
tinction, saying: "Do not become fearful:
of those who kill the body but can not kUl
the SOul; but rather be in fear of him that
can destroy both soul and body." Yes, while
man can kill the body, the phonograph record of our illustration, there is still the
hope of a resurrection from the dead. But
when God destroys both soul and body, he
also wipes out the record of the life pattern
from his memory, he destroys the master
disc, ,and then there is no hope of a resurrection.-Psalm 145:20; Jeremiah 51:57;
Matthew 10:28, New World Trans.
Of those resurrected some will receive a
heavenly and spiritual resUITection and
others an earthly, a human resurrectiolL
The heavenly resurrection is termed "the
first resurrection," first in time, in impor.tance and in glory. Christ Jesus was the
first to experience it, "being put to death
in the flesh, but being made alive in the
spirit," on the thirQ. day. He promised his
followers that they would share heavenly
glory with him, a reward, however, that
will be realized by just "the hundred and
forty-four thousand, who have been pur-chased from the earth." These will be associated with Christ Jesus in judging, ruling
and blessing all the families of the earth
as the spiritual seed of Abraham. All others
resurrected will come forth to life on earth.
-Revelation 20:5, 6; 1 Peter 3:18; Revelation 14:3, New Wor:ld Trans.
There remains but one more question:
When will the resuttection of all these take
place? Fro~ Bible chronology and such
prophecies as that of Matthew, chapters
24 and 25, and Revelation, chapters 11 and
12, it appears· that those of the body of
Christ who were sleeping in death experienced the first resurrection in 1918. Since

the body dies. That is why the Bible speaks
of souls, whether good or bad, going to
Hades, the abode of the dead, gravedom.
Ha'Ving a hope of being resurrected Jesus
could confidently say to God: "You will not
forsake my soul in Hades."-Acts 2:27,
New World Trans.

How is the individual, the "soul," with
the personality, the Ufe pattern, resurrected? We might best answer that qUe&tion by means of an illustration, that of 8
phonograph recording. The factors combining to make the life pattern are like the
sounds recorded ori a blank phonograph
record that stands for the brain, primarily.
At the same time God is having a master
disc made of the same life pattern on his
marvelous memory. At death the phonograph record is broken as it were, and what
was recorded. thereon would be forever
lost were it not for the duplicate -recording
made by God. In the resurrection God
makes a blank record, a h.uman body, and
then stamps on its br~in the life pattern
he· has recorded. Upon giving life to that
body the result is an individual that will
recognize himself and be recognized by
others as having previously existed.
While it requires faith to believe that
God can do this, it should not overtax our
faith in view of man's ability to record
mechanically the appearanCe, voices and
actions of men by means of the motibnpicture machine and the sound recorder.
Of course the body that God gives each
one in the resurrection would be a reasonable facs.imile of what he was in the first
place, barring deformities.
Who? Where? When?
Whom will God resurrect? All that have
ever lived? No, for we are told that "all
the wicked will he destroy," and that the
wicked "shall sleep a perpetual sleep, and
I
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then those of that body still on earth will
at death experience an instantaneous resurrection, to them the words applying:
"We shaH not an fall asleep in death, but
we shall all be changed, in a moment, in
the twinkling of an eye." This will continue
untll the last of the 144,000 has received his heavenly reward.-1 Corinthiam: 15:51, 52, New World Trans.
As for the r~st of mankind, their resur·
rectlon will have to wait until Armageddon,
lithe war' of the great day of _God the
Almighty," makes an end of this wicked
old system of things and a "new heavens
and a new earth" in which "righteousness
is to dwell" are established. First to re:turn
to earth will be those who proved their
integrity toward God before Christ's com·
lng, such as Abel, Noah and Daniel. They
will be among those whom Christ will
"make princes in all the earth." And it Is
reasonable to conclude that those not of
the 144,000 who keep integrity at the present time and who go into death will"like·
wise receive an early resurrection.-Reve·
latlon 16:14,16; 2 Peter 3:13, New World
Trans.; Psalm 45: 16.
These, together with those who will
survive Armageddon because of 'seeking
Jehovah, righteousness and meekness,' will
m.a.ke this earth a paradise, preparing it

for the gradual return of all those still
dead but in the memory of God. All these,
upon coming forth, will be given an oppor·
tunity to prove themselves worthy of ever·
lasting life on earth and those who pass the
final test at the end of the 1,OOO-year reign
of Christ -will enjoy everlasting life in that
new world.-Zephaniah 2:1-3.
To sum up: The Bible's resurrection
hope is not too incredible for belief by
reasoning persons. It makes sense because
the dead are actually dead. It is possible
because God's power is unlimited. It is
based upon the sacrifice of Jesus Christ,
which relieves mankind from the condem·
nation brought upon them by Adam's
transgression. Its purpose is the realizing
of God's destinies for earth and man,
namely, a paradise filled with righteous
humans. Not the wilIfuIIy wicked but only
those in the memory of God will be resurrected, a comparative few to life in heaven,
the rest to life on earth. What will be resurrected is new physical bodies but with
their former personality, the life pattern
they fo.rmed of which God has the record
.or "master disc." And finally, Bible proph·
ecy shows that the "first reSUlTection" to
life in heaven is nearing its completion and
that shortly now, after Arntageddon, the
resurrection to life on earth will begin.

Ignorance Among The Educated
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It is a paradox of this modern 'Yorld that children can graduate from school

woefully deficient in knowledge. But the grim tact remains that along with crime
and juvenile delinquency, ignorance among the educated is on the Increase. At a
recent meeting of the heads of 400 private schools, Dr. John F. Gummere, headmaster of the William Penn Charter School of Ph1ladelphia, warned that evidence
of an appalling lack of knowledge qmong many students was increasing. Unless
more emphasis was put on liberal arts, he said, education in general would suf'l'er,
As an example at the ignorance prevailing, he cited the case of one American
school where aU the ninth-grade students were asked to name- just ten 01 the lortyeight states. Only one third of the students could do so. Declared Dr. Gununere:
"If the specialist Is one who knows more and more about less and less until he

gets to know almost everything about practically nothing, some modern students
are getting to know less and less about I1lore and more until they know practically
nothing about almost everythlng."-New York Time8, March 6, 1955.
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uetria.
N May 15, 1955, in the Belv.e-dere Palace the Austrian treaty
was being signed. Out~

O

side were large but
not vast crowds, and
their pleasure was restrained rather than
there were other skirmishes that caused
exuberant. The Bible
no end of apprehension.
proverb, "Hope deSo that you might better appreciate the
ferred maketh the heart sick," was well
illustrated in Austria. They had waited Austrian viewpoint and their restrained
long, much too long for the freedom prom- emotions when the treaty was finally realised them as far back as 1943; and their ized, it is necessary to consider briefly
disappointments have been many during some of the history and political developthe past ten years of negotiations. So, when ments that led to their independence:
news was finally released of their indeAustria was once the heart or key to
pendence, said a diplomatic correspondent, all central Europe. Some fifty-six million
"they were happy-but not boisterously people were embraced in her empire. She
so," There were shouts: "We are free!" was rich, mighty and flourishing. The
-tree primarily of seventeen years of change came after World War I. The conoccupation by foreign troops, first by the querors carved the world according to their
Nazis and then by the conquerors of World liking. Austria was left with only 32,365
War II. Austrians were glad to see this square milwof land and a little more than
iron yoke of servitude come to an end, 6,933,000 inhabitants. The treaty of Saint
even if it did cost an enormous price. Sh
Germain in 1919 fixed these boimdaries
was ready and willing to pay more for h&and placed Austria on the road to ruin.
freedom.-Proverbs 13: 12.
It was considered the "Stmday punch,"
No other pea~ treaty in all history took the knockout blow 'that Tendered A.ushia
so many years to develop and to come to permanently ineffective, obsolete, defunct
its final culmination-some ten years. as a world power and as a competitor in
And perhaps no other treaty was rushed the commercial and political world.
through more critical stages in four days
Unexpectedly and quite surprisingly, the
and became official in less time--in four Austrian people weathered the stonn,
minutes, the exact time of the signing of
licked their wotmds to a healing point, and
the document by the foreign ministers.
quite miraculously triumphed over the
It bas been a long, tiresome, trying journey from the Moscow Declaration, Novem- political and economic crisis into which
ber 1, 1943, to these meaningful signatures they were plunged. They more than triat the marble hall of the Belvedere. Nearly umphed. They excelled their own expecta400 separate sessions were necessary to tions to a point where the Austriim scbllcomplete the agreement. And besides these, ling was called the udollar of the Alps!"
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WIth this magnificent resurgence of lite governmtmts with an "exact text of a
and power, Austria won sympathy and treaty they would be willing to sign.
In fact Russia's fOrelgn minister Mol$V
frlends. Her culture and art, relegated
to extinction, once again emerged into at Berlin last year bluntly said "no" even
when Austria and the three Western 'occuprominence.
pying powers agreed to accept all Soviet
conditions. Soviet" forces must remain in
"he-Pall 01 Bitlerfam Devour. Au.tria
In 1938, Adolf Hitler, would-be world Austria, shouted Molotov; as an aftercxmqueror, by force annexed Austria as bis thought, he said, until a German peace
first victim in his quest for world domina- treaty was signed. Such reluctance to negotion. 111e name of Austria was blotted off tiate a treaty gave rise to disappointment,
the map. However, in the hearts of mil- cynicism, and finally to bitterness. Hope
lions, Austria lived, if only in symbol. It deferred made Austrians sick.
'was not until the Moscow Declaration of
Oh, there were tentative gestures of
November 1, 1943, that there was any rea- reconciliation with the Austrian people.
son to hope fOr a revival. It was on this day Not only were the Russians willing to
that both the Russian and Allied powers exchange ambassadors, but also to give up
declared the annexation of Austria by their share of the costs of occupation. The
Germany null and void and expressed their United States had giv~n up her share some
wish to see AustrJa restored free and inde- six years prior thereto. without any fanpendent as a nation. Austria was hopeful, fare. In fact no occupying force would have
even though in: bondage to Hitlerism. She been necessary in Austria had Russia acwaited patiently for her day of liberation. cepted the treaty alreadY negotiated.
Western powers encouraged ber to endure
But there were other reasons for the
_for said they, "Austria will be free continUed occupation. Moscow controlled
again!"
551 properties in the Soviet zone-prop..
At last, Hitler was defeated! The war erties that were seized as "German assets"
was over! Austria was,jubilant! Her libera- after World War n. Russians operated 200
tion was nigh. Dr. Karl Renner, the first retail shops, 240 industrial establishments
man of Ute improvised Austrian govern- and 111 farm enterprises. About 10 per
ment, publlshed on May 15, 1945, the cent of all production in the Soviet zone
"provisional constitutional laws" In order went to Russia. Austria has become a mato guarantee legal safety and the continua- jor oil producer of ~ope since the war,
but the most of this was being shipped to
tion of justice.
But Austria's future was still shrouded Russia. The oil booty alone that Russia
in uncertainty. She was occupied by the bled from Austria since the war is reliably
Russians and the A111ed forces. The prom- estimated at some 17 million tons or about
ised liberation appeared to lag. The "lib- $290,000,000 worth! These' were some of
erators" were not willing to liberate. the hidden reasons behind Russia's relucThey wanted booty, reparations for war, tance to negotiate a treaty.
etc. It became apparent that Russia was
Vienna unwittingly found herself a. fournot eager for any peace treaty. She sabo- pOwer island in the Russian zone, patrolled
taged all efforts toward that end. Every by four-men-in-a-ieep unjts. All her civjj
now and then the Moscow delegation would affairs "and her bills had to be presented to
make a spurious move toward agreement, and approved by the Allied Counsel. This
but refused to provide the other occupying proved both costly and terribly unproduc-
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tive. A victim of world tel18ion, Austria
continued as a bridge between East and
West. The unpleasant treatment received.
the attendant poverty and unemployment.
made no friends for the Soviet Union. nor
for the West in Austria. Having no reason
to be occupied. tbe Austrians resented
occupation.
The Saver Lining
Suddenly the scene changed. Russia abo-

ruptly changed tunes. In a surprise move
Chancellor Julius Raab of Austria was
called to Moscow to talk over the "undecided" questions. A few days later a telephone rang at the People's party headquarters In Vienna. Raab was calling from
Moscow. His voice was triumphant. "Austria will be free!" he said. "We will get
back our homeland in Its entirety. The war
prisoners and other prisoners will see their
fatherland again." The news spread. AllAustria burst into Strauss waltzes and
victory marches!
With the greatest hurry the Belvedere
Palace and the castle Schoenbrunn were
prepared for the historic moment-May
15, 1955, the day when the signing of the
treaty was to take place. Five days before,
however, Russia would not agree with the
West on paragraph 35, that had to do with
German property. United States foreign
minister John Foster Dulles refused to
come to Vienna unless there was full accord
on all points of the treaty. The atmosphere
was charged; conferences, tense. Neither
side would budge from its position. Precious time was being wasted. Would this
occasion, too, end in a stalemate like so
many others? The final moments were
exciting and dramatic. The Russian minister bowed. He nodded that he would yield
and allow the disputed text to be taken
into the treaty.
Vienna broke into an uproar. It became
the converging point of foreign ministers
BBPTBMBBR ii, 1986

of the occupying nations. Secretary of
State, Dulles stated with an air of satisfaction: We have attained full harmony on
aU points. Austria's foreign minister Figl's
remarks were full of excitement: "We
made it! Tomorrow the signing takes
place!" Lord Chancellor Raab of Austria
with a voice of grateful appreciation
merely said: "All is well that ends welL"
The last four hectic days Russians made
real concessions. They conveniently di..
'posed of all obstacles they themselves had
raised in ten years. They agreed on the
withdrawal of all occupational troopsimmediately after the signing of the state
treaty, "and in any case not later than
December 31, 1955." They agreed to return the oil fields and refineries of eastern Austria, in exchange, however. for
1,000,000 tons of oil annually for the next
ten years. They also agreed to accept $150
million in goods as thee price for returning
the 300 factories they seized as former
"Nazi properties." Also for a "slight recompense" they agreed to turn over the Danube
Shipping Company, its shipyards, docks,
vessels and port installations; and to return about 450 AUstrian civilians serving
sentences In Russia and some 350 prisoners
of war. The report promised: "After the
withdrawal Of the Soviet occupation troops
from Austria, not a single military prisoner
or detained civilian person of Austrian
citizenship will remain in the tenitory of
the Soviet Union."
Translated into dollars and cents, what
does all this' mean? According to Brendan
M. Jones, it means that "the state treaty
gives Russia a lien on the Austrian economy amounting to $320,000,000. Adding
the minimum estimate of $200,000,000
for industrial equipment removed by the
Russians, their total loot from Austria will
amount to at least $810,000,000. Thus,"
says Jones, "despite the declaration in the
state treaty that I\P reparations shall be
11

exacted of Austria, she 1s faring far worse

at the hands of the Russians than did
Finland, an active ally of Nazi Germany.
Finland. in a 1948 reparations agreement
wit:l Russia, had to pay the Soviet $226,500,000 in goods at 1938 prices, and managed to liquidate the claim in four years."
-The New York Times, May 22, 1955.
Perhaps what RUssia coveted more than
Austria's oil and material resources was
her pledged neutrality, "not to join any

military alliance or permit military bases
on her territory, and [a promise that she]
will pursue a policy of independence in
regard to all states," With this bait Russia
intends to isolate smaller nations from the
"free world," and if possible create a "neutral belt" or block across Europe dividing
East from the West, The success of this
venture is still unpredictable. The main
and decisive battles are yet to be foughtlet us hope-at the conference tables of
the world.

[ Honor For Parents Checks Oelinquensy

C. Commenting on the absence of juvenile delinquency among teen-age Chinese-Americans,
The Saturday Evening Post of April 30, 1955,
wrote editorIally: "Not long ago, a New York
city judge wrote to the New York Ti1JU!3 saying that not in the seventeen years he hadbeen,(,m the bench had a Chinese·American
teen-ager been brought before him on a
Juvenile-delinquency charge. The judge said
that he queried his colleagues on the matter
and they, too, expressed their astonis;bment.
They said that not one of the estimated 10,000
Chinese-American teen-agers, to their knowledge, had ever been haled into court on a
depredation, narcotics, speeding, burglary,
vandalism, stickup, purse-snatching or mugging accusation. A check with San Francisco,
where there is a large colony of ChineseAmericans, tells the same story. The same
holds tru. of Chicago, where the police report
'excellent' behavior on the part of ChineseAmerican youngsters.

1

CL "P. H. Chang, Chinese consul general in
New York city, was; asked to comment on this
warm and amazing return. He said simply,
'I have heard this story many times from
many judges. They tell me that none of our

people are ever brought before them for
juvenile delinquency. They were surprised, but
I was not. Why? I will tell you why I think
this Is so. Filial piety, the love for parents, is
a cardinal virtue my people have bl"(mght
over from the China that was once free. A
Chinese child, no matter where he lives, is
brought up to recognize that he cannot shame
hIs parents. To do so would relegate him to
worse than oblivion, for his parents would
disown him .... Before a Chinese child makes
a move, he stops to think what the reaction
on his parents will be. Will they be proud or
will they be ashamed? That is the sole question he asks himself. The answer comes read·
ily, and thus he knows What Is right and
wrong.' "
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A cashier at a New York city theater recently tried a novel way to deal with
robbers. When a gunman apj)(!ared at the box offlce window and demanded the
money in the cash drawer, cashier Margaret Schiess asked him: "How many,
please?" The bandit shouted loudly: "Hand it over!" "Orchestra or balcony?"
asked Miss Schiess. The gunman shouted: "I'm not kidding," as a customer approached. "One side, please," said' the cashier, "you're holding up the line." That,
evidently, was mere than he intended to hold up. The bandit fled.
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MENWORE

Rin
EN, not women, were the first

M

to wear rings, according to
authorities. Men wore rings on various fingers for various reasons.
In fact, they wore rings on all fingers, on
both hands and on almost every joint. And
they wore as many as sixteen at a single
time on a single hand! Some of their rings
were feather-light, while others were of
great weight. A ring is described by Sir
Gardner Wilkinson that contained twenty
potn:J.ds' worth of gold! Fashion called for
lightweight rings in the summer and heavy
rings for the winter and a specific ring for
every day of the week, of every month, of
every year. Men vainly and proudly wore
their finger jewelry according to style.
The ring; however, has a history about
as endless as the circle itself. From bygone
years the ring's circular form became a
symbol of eternity. The Pharaoh~ of Egypt
contended that the ring was a "heavenly
sign that life and happiness and love had
no beginning and no ending." To the ancients the ring's various shapes, sizes and
symbols were filled with awesome mystery,
magic and superstition. Rings were emblematic of power and authority, of love
and envy, of life and death. Almost
every occasion called for a specific ring.
There were betrothal rings, mourning
SEPTEMBER ft, 1955

rings, friendship and ,fellowship rings,
magic rings, love rings, wedding rings,
cure rings and mortuary rings-just to
mention a few. "A ring more than any
other form of jewelry," said an authority, "is designed
to support the total.
weight of hUman
emotions and stand
by as emblem of joy,
woe, and all the intervening shades of
feeling that make
up the sum of· personal relations."
Perhaps no ring
is as popular as the
engagement or wedding ring. It says those
"three little words, 'I love you,''' better
than a man can ever say them-at least,
so say advertisers. The wedding-ring business has blossomed today into a billiondollar I s_entiment. So great has been the
demand for wedding rings in recent years
that in 1944 jewelers knew a shortage of
over a million wedding rings. Strangely
enough, estimates say there are more than
five times as many wedding rings sold as
there are weddings!
T~e wedding-ring ceremony came into
use in Christendom about the year 870.
However, authorities do state that it was
in use by the Hebrews many centuries
prior to Christianity. The Israelites wore
rings not only on their fingers, but also in
their nostrils and ears~ In his third book of
Antiquities, JosephUs (A.D. 37-95) mentions the use of gold rings by the Israelites
after they had passed through the Red Sea.
The men had made the golden calf from
their own and their wives' rings and other
ornaments. And it is presumed that some
of these were wedding rings. However,
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aetther the Bible nor the Talmud speaks ot
the rlng aa symbolic of marriage.

Weddmg R'nga
Primitive man considered an Unmarried
man oruy half a man. The weddil".g circlet
was suggestive ot the completion or both
the rr"ale and female in marriage. The
ancient Egyptians placed the ring on the
wife's finger as a sign that she was
entrusted with the custody of the hbUSe.
Paul Berdanier informs us that "our ear1i~
eat ancestors thought a rope tied arotL"ld
part of the body wouJd keep the soul from
MOaplng. When a man captured his mate.
he tied cords around her waist, wrists and
ankles to make sure her spirit was held
UDder his cOntrol. Later a pennanent ring
of ivory, flint or amber took the place of
the rope to symlx>1!2e obedience of the
wearer to a higher power." The wedding
band was a1so a means of showing that
the woman was QOt for sale, that she had
already been purchased., The wUe was
bought for a price and the ring was proof
ot the purchase. Later the bride enjoyed
the dignity of having this same ring presented to her at a wedding: ceremony.
For centuries only one ring was used for
the engagement and the weddini ceremony. Later, the second ring was added
to signify that the bridegroom's intentions
were honorabJe and still valid This was a
plain, simple band in symbol of the 1.Ul!.on.
Diamond rings were not used for engage-ments or wedding bands until more recent
years. Diamonds we:re thought on!y for
the rich. They were worn as an ol118JIlent,
not as an engagement stone. The average
person, however,frowned on the diamond

as an u..'1l1ecessary luxury.
The use of the diamond as an engage..
ment~rlng stone stemmed tram the old
belief that the diamond was unchangeable,
everla8ting, and that it best reflected the
1A.

sparkle in the eyes of young loven. T'
diamond was known as an emblem of eonstancy. More poptJar, however, than the
diamond were iron and g01d banda. The
bride wore the gold band at the ceremony,
but she replaced it with the Iron band when
at hoJne. Gold ba.,ds were for public
display, but Iron bands were for. everyday
use. Toward the close of the Middle
.Ages engagements and marriages were so
cloJe1y related tha.t the wedding ring and
the betrothal ring were merged into one
band. And as time passed, the engagement
ring became less a symbol than fashion.
The double-ring cerem:>ny may have
stemmed from the gimmel ring, which was
emblematic of love and friendship. This
ring consisted of two rings closely Locked
together, but capable of being separated so
that two 10vers or friends could each wear,
in a sense, the same ring. There was a
time, too, that the r.ng given upon be~
trothal was a seal ring that the wife wore
after lllIlTriage, while the husband wore
the wedding ring. Before 1940 only 15 per
cent Of the bridegrooms received .rings.
But the idea mushroomed to such an ex~
tent that after the outbreak of World
War n the double~rir.g ceremony increased
to 60 per cent. And with the Korean war
that r..umber leaped another 10 per cent.
There are no indications that it will stop
.there.

Ring on What Finger!
One thing S'JrC' about the engagement
and marriage lings, they were not necessarily worn on the third finger of the left
hand in the begir.n1ng or until the passing
of many centuries. In the Salisbury missal
directions are given at the marriage for the
ring to be put "first on the thumb, after on
the second finger, then on the third. and
lastly on the fourth finger." The left hand.
was chosen because it was less used. Some
say it symbolizes the wife's subjection to
AWAIrJ6J

her hulbend. Jam~ R. McCarthy in h1s
Why wear the l'1l1i on the third flnpr!
book Rttlf}8 Through. the Ages sal'S: liThe No one good re8&on Is given. Creeks beRoman Catholics did not use the left hand lieved that a synl.Dathetic artery stretched
for the betrothal or, marriage ceremony from the heart directly to the ring finger.
untU the middle of the eighteenth century, Of course, medical science has thoroughly
and 't1\e Victoria and Albert catalogues debunked that superstitlon. BlOOd flows to
slJow that in all pictures of marriage from all fingers alike. None are L"ltimately con~
the thirteenth to the sixteenth century nected with the heart.
(excepting among the Spanish) the wed~
The ring's greatest battle for enstence
ding rlng was worn on the right hand. was wben the Puritans during the Com·
With few exceptions, the {luptial ring was monweruth of England (1649·1659) atplaced on the right hand of the bride in tempted to ban tile rir.g at wedding cereecclesiastical ceremonies in France right monies, charging that it was a pagan
up to the fifteenth century, and it is . c-JStom. Their position was extreme and
said that even today rr.al'..y ceremonies in unscriptural, since the Bible discloses the
Scandinavian countries feature: the use of use of rings. However, their pressure was
the right hand."
sufficient to outla.w it from among their
In England it has long been the practice own ranks,' but when they invaded the
to use the left hand and the fourth finger. backyarq of the jewelers and goldsmiths
Arabs, too, used the left hand, but put the and tlJ.e ring-wear.ng matrons, the whole
ring upon the first finger. King Friedrich thing exploded with a fury of upsetting a
Wilhelm ill prepared a list of his .."ife's hornets' nest. Eve.."l clergymen joined the
rings, and made this notation: "Our be- hOWl, and some of these contended that
trothal ring, on the little finger of the right marriages were illegal uniess tJerformed
hand." Some say the Jews placed tbe with the ring. The Puritans retreated. The
engagement ring upon the index finger. ring ceremony stuck. And today rings and
During the reign of George I of Engla.'"ld diarnonds are enjoying a sparkling heyday,
the th:unb was used.. In India the wedding the like of which has not been seen in all
ring has long been worn on th~ thumb. history.

COMMON--.SENSE HANDUNQ OF SNARLING

DOGS

CI. Do you have occasion to go trom hotae to house :regularly or from time to
time? Then perhaps more them once you have wondered what is the best thinK
to do when a snarltng dog resents your presence and tr1e, to interfere with
your mJulon. 11 so, then you will be inieNsted in the six auggestions that tI".e
United States Post Oftlce Department has given out to it. postmen:
4J. 1. Do not pet dogs. Many dogs resent such familiarity . . • 2. Do not make
q'.uck, sudden ntovements .•• a dog may bite In nervousnes. or fear. 3. Do not
itrike at a dog, since he then thinks 1t's okay to .trike back. 4. Do not run trom
dOiS. 5. 11 a dog stops you in your path by rmullr.g at you: Stand sUIl and give
him time to smell you. Talk to him and continue ta::k1ng to birr: as you walk
.tz"alght ahead toward your destination. 6. Show respect lor a dog. who only is
doing hls duty, and rune time. out 01 ten he Will, in ttLl"tl. respect you.
£. While the foregoing 8uggest1ona may not solve the problem In every instance.
there always being the llkellhood 01 meeting up with a. dog that seems to have
a spirit 01 perverseness and hatea people, their obvious common sense recom·
mends them to all who go from house to hou.ae, be they the milkman, the po*!rnan.
a &:alesman 01" one 01 Jehovah'. wttnessea.
B&PTBMBBR II. 1955
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"CHURClI
hIstory in Atr:lca "'111 be made
this evening when evensong Is held on
Nkana rugby ground, with the Archbishop of
canterbury preaching the sermon." said the
Nort1l.Brft NElU;8 last April 19. I: had called th13
villt to Northern Rhodesia's copperbelt by the
head ot: the church of England "an event of
gre,ate8t Slll'llflcance tor this part ol the
world," one "without precedent" and that was
obviously "arousing "he greatest Interest."

1:

At the gathering on the Nkana football

field. evensonj" was conducted In all the pomp
and ceremony that his church could muster
.around the pJ"esenre (If the archbishop ot:
canterbury and the bishop (l1 Northern
IPwdesla. Prepariltlons were indeed imprcs·
"Ive. In the center of the 1ootball1i.eld a rIchly
colored plattor:n r.ad been assembled. Under
II. crimson dome, ornamented W1t.~ a gold.
colored croa&, stood a cream-colored altar with
blue trImmings. On It was set anot.'lcr cross
&mjd 8!x candlesticks electrically lit.
'i From ~ general layout it was obviou!l
that more than the seven or eight hundred
in attendance had b«'n expected. (The attend·
anee- figures were not l'eported by the press.)
rurther, the number of Africans in attendance
WQS surprlsingly lew, not more than one third
c.t the Europeans In the audience. Apparently
such impressive display of :religiOUS grandeur
held little attractIon for the .African secUon
of the community. which far outnumb(!rs the
white population here.
OW Following the esrHer parts oJ: the ceremony. t.'1e archl::Jshop outlIned the many prob·
lems facing men ol thIs age, and made painted
reference to the fact that the preblems or the
copperbelt were not t:.nlque, but rathl!r com·
mon the world over. Basically the problems
were not economic but spiritual. The confiict
and dUHculty was not between colors. but
bttweet cultures a.nd socIal groupings. During
h1a twenty·mlnute d:soourse he made three
BIble quotations. The first, given amidst this
splendor and grandeur, loudly bespeaking
wealth and riches. was Jesus' words from
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Matthew 1.9:2~: '"That a rich mlln sha;} hardly
enter Into the klr.gdeIp. or heaven,"
't;' The archbh;hop re1encO to strikes in
Britain and to the recent $trlke in the copper·
belt and to othQr dlfficultlEl3. As a remedy tor
tr.e dlmc"J.ltlea facing men he quoted 1 Petcr
2:1"1': "1Ionour all me:J.. Love the bro':herhood.
It'ear God." 111Q r.ext part of his speech was
h1ghlighted in the next da}"s newspaper head·
line: "Federation 'can gav~ Atrfea.''' He said
that God had "given quite an extraordinary
responsibiUty" to the new African Federation,
and that It could become "a glorious country."
~ T1H!se remarks made at Nkana tootball
stadium may be intereStinily cO!lnected with
a press confeI"(>nCf! Dr. Fisher had attended
the previous day. Wh€n asked by the Central
African P08t reporter wh11t Chrtst would say
If he came to No:rthern Rhodesia. Dr. :F:isher
fuId replied: "II Christ ca.me to

~'arthem

Rhodesia, or to London, or anywhere elsetOdllY. lIe would say practically nething about
tr.e kind of exciting questions at IlOlltics and
social questions that faC(' us. He said nothing
about. such matters ..... hC!n He was 111 Palestir.e,
and there were very aL'ute questions theneven the q'.l€stlon of self'iovernment between
the Jews and the Romans. There Was plenty
ot poverly; In tact conditions ,here, and heTf',
and in fact anywhere, were almost. e!1t1:-ely
simllar. All we have today is .a moderr. dress
on things. He !laid it was mueh better If yO'.l
werEl poor than if YOI.l were rich. He stated
extJ;'emely simple fundamental tr.Jtr.s of J.)fl!.
They apply exactly today." One cannot help
feeling that the archl::isho"j) would have done
well to ha ... e followed the example of Jesus
Christ that he 50 ace-.uateIy here summarized:
~ To make thls oc~asien even morE! hlstori<-.
tr.e archbishop could have st.ated the Bible
teaching oJ: thi~ world's end ar.d the establisr.·
ment at <~ new world under the kingdom 01
heav(·n as tr.c remedy for the p::'oblerr:s of
mankind. lIow!i"ver, !.t wu apparent from the
many pre~s retpor":1l of hIli 6pl~che8 that he
was more concerned witll the racial situation
and the social conditions that Jesus ignored
than with the announcing of the kmgdorn that
Jesus preaer.ed.

AWAKE I

~~so

THIS is the garden of
a sight-seer as he turned "'.v......'"
have another last look. Really, it was not
Eden at all. It was a spot in Indonesia,
unsurpassed in beauty, unmatched by its
sheer nattU'alloveliness.
Eden, as you know, was designed, styled
and dressed by the Master Designer himself, Jehovah God the Creator. It can
hardly be expected that man in his present
state of imperfection could duplicate it.
But Bogor's botanical gardens, the beauty
spot of Indonesia, if anything, very closely
compare with the original Garden, at least,
so we imagine.
Two hundred and fifty scientists from
foreign countries have been attracted to
this unique rendezvous of applied scien~
to contribute their works of research for
the well-being of mankind, nutritiously,
medicinally and economically. The culti·
vated beauty of these surroundings is
simply breathtakingly beautiful. It goes
to show what men could do with a little
patience and effort~ that this whole earth
could be transformed into a paradise home
just as easily as was this 225-acre garden
park. Its delightful atmosphere testifies
as to what a glorious footstool this
earth will be after Armageddon. Sites like
these -cannot but inspire the Lord's other
SEPTEMBER IB, 1966

They border the city
of Bogar, which is situated on the lower
slopes of Salak, an almost extinct volcano.
The climate here is damp but warm, perfectly suited to the luxurious growth. In
this delightful park are to be found at
least 10,000 different species of plants
under cultivation from the tropical and
subtropical zones. Mighty monarchs of the
forest, tiny plants with delicate flowers,
graceful clusters of weeping willows decorating the shores of the Tjiliwang River,
which wends its way through this flourishing Edenic hideaway, supplying refreshing
waters by means of its many pleasant
brooks and branches; exquisite varieties of
orchids,lush green grass, ornamental trees
and shrubs all combine to make this a place
of paraltisaic charm.
From the moment one enters through
the gateway to behold this symphony of
beauty to the final departing step, he is
gripped with excitement imd attention. The
lofty kanari tree, which produces seeds
that taste like almonds, catches the eye and
like a well-mannered host introduces the
garden with graceful elegance. The tree's
beauty is enhanced by a coverage of
climbers-stems that reach to the tops of
the trees from where they send down long,
17

lim!), pendent Ihoots resembling cords.
Like a garment these stems drape to the
ground where they take root and creep on
to Mother tree. The climbers work upward by means of air roots, If not properly
.cared for, they will take complete possession of the trees. The juice from the
climBer's incised green and yellow variegated leaves is used for medicine and coloring matter.
In this garden can be seen a practical
institution where man has combined scenic
beauty with useful ends. Trees and shrubs
serve many purposes, The L~inda tree.
for example, is a joy to the eye, and at the
same time its fruit is used in preserves and
is an excellent cooling, laxative drink. It
is the same with the Kingtip tree and other
trees. The small Kingtip. produces fruit
pulp used for sweetening purposes. A variety of gutta-percha, gum-producing trees,
dot the area. The gUm is used in electrical
insulating and dental work. Other trees
loom up: the champac, its yellow fragrant flowers yield the champaca oil; the
tjengkih, its dried flower bud gives mankind the aromatic spice that we call cloves;
the sumac family of trees. the pistachio
and the varnish tree, all in addition to their
decol'Q.tive value produce fruit or oil extremely valuable to mankind.
Characteristic of the tropics is the
graceful palm, rearing a simple stem with
a terminal crown of leaves. The fruit of
the coconut palm is a moSt important product of the tropics. Its dried meat Yields
coconut oil from which a variety of prodUc!:s are made. TVe leaves furnish thatch
and straw used in weaving hats, etc.,
and inflorescence sap can be obtained,
which by evaporation yields the chocolatecolored gula djawa or Java sugar. The shell
and husk serve as receptacles and ornaments and are also used as fuel.
Along elevated slopes of this rolltng terrain are the groves of the pine family add-
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1ng a dash of odoriferous flavor to the

sense of smell, whUe numerous birds

chatter away among the foliage of this
natural habitat. Magnificent specimens of
'eucalyptus trees with their lemon-scented
leaves dot the area; mtrjestic giants of
Borneo, Sumatra, M8.l.ay, Java and Indo-

china 811 silently testify how bountitully

Jehovah has provided for humanity.
Here Wlder heaven's blanket of blue is
to be fOWld an exquisite array of all types
of, Ol'Chids cultivated experimentally for
sale and export. Their showy flowers of
usually three long petals COIne in varieties
and colors that excite admiration. There
are charming aster beds, and along the
streams are sections of bamboo in closely
set groves, their slender tops bushing
gracefully out in giant bouquet-fashion.
The hollow bamboo Stems are very useful
for building. for furniture, for· poles and
canes. Young bamboo shoots make their
appearance at the dittmer table in the form
of a tasty vegetable dish.
Lending themselves to the serenity and
tranquillity of thjs terrestiaJ paradise are
the many beautiful pond gardensl floating
their respiratory roots that develop island
saucerllke leaves sprouting pretty flowers.
The water lily and, the papyrus both
flomish here. Along the shores are clusters
of strange grasses and shrubs. And in
shady damp retreats the marsh orchid
thrives along with other seclusion-loving
fellows.
As Adam and Eve no doubt never forgot
their Edenic paradise, so those who visit
Bogar's gardens are lastingly impressed
with pleasant memories. Just to pass
through the gardens is to be refreshed.
Here in awesome s1lITOWldings one can
meditate freely. The mind is elevated with
kind, constructive, wholesome thoughts;
thoughts of praise and appreciation, of love
and adoration to God. To walk among
fragrance-flowing flowers and under the
AWAKBJ!

lofty trees is to walk silently with God. As
the poet Bryant wrote: "Stranger. if thou
hast learned a truth which needs no school
of long experience, that the world Is tun
of' gullt and misery, and hast seen enough
of all its sorrows, crimes and cares, to tire
thee of It, enter this wild wood and view
the haunts of Nature. The calm shade shall
bring a kindred calm. and the sweet breeze
that makes the green leaves dance. shall
waft a balm to thy sick heart."
How true! Away from "civilization" in
Bogor's botanical gardens there are no
fears. The world of crime and competition,
of distrust and hate is the unreality. Here
beneath heaven's covering each kind and
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PLAN TO

nMOD~RNlz~n BIBL~

teaching doctrines not found in the
Scriptures; clergymen have added to the Word
of God. But recently a promlnent churchman
suggested a very literal addition to the Bible
and also a literal taking away from it, all part
of his plan to "modernize" God's Word. The
London News Ohronicle, March 8, 1954, reo
ports the words of Keith Chivers, former edi·
tor of the Church of England newspaper:
Co ''Let U8 change, not just the language, but
the contents of the Bible. There are a host of
passagea, and even whole books, which might
be cut out altogether. And then-much more
excit1ni-we could choose other material to
put in. In that anthology of pre-Cbrlstian writ·
ings wblch we call the Old Testament. I would
axe (for example) the brilliant little work at
Nahum. which has scarcely any religious
value." Churchman Chivers then suggests tak·
ina' out the SOD, of Solomon and the first ten
chapters of Ecclesiastes. What would he put
in their placet ''We should not have to go
ouWde the existing Apocrypha."
Apparently churchman Chivers does not
know that the Apocrypha are not part of the

.r.
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ve.riety of plant life performs its various
functions quietly and harmoniously to· the
tmchangeable laws of God, readily responding to the proper care of its caretaker,
man. Beneath each tree there Is peace.
Among the profusion of tall hollyhocks
and sweet-smelling jasmines, or among the
soft hues of the gladiolas or the budding,
blooming, blending roses, all is charm and
loveliness. So shall it be in God's new world.
Selfish rulers have neglected our earth,
but by God's ~a1ling promise Armageddon's survivors will make it glorious to
their delight and to the vindication of
Jehovah's name.

UNSCRIPTURAL

inspired Scriptures, that they abound with
errors, that they not only contradict the in·
spIred Bible but they are contradictory within
themselves, that no Apocrypha writer claimed
inspii-ation, that no Apocrypha book was ever
quoted by Christ or the apostles and that no
apocryphal book was accepted as part 01 the
Bible canon by the early Christians.
4I. Bible-modernizer Chivers would do well· to
read Proverbs 30:5, 6 CAn Amer. T1'atla.):
"Every word of God is tested; he Is a shield to
those who take refuge in him. Add not to his
words, lest he call you to account, and you be
proved a liar." If that warning is not "mod·
em" enough, churchman Chivers can refer to
Christ Jesus' words: "I, Jesus, sent my angel
to bear witness to you people.... I am bearina:
witness to everyone that hears the words of
the prophecy of this scroll: If anyone makes
,an addition to these things, God will add to
/ him the plagues that are written in this scroll;
and if anxone takes anything away from the
word of the scroll of this prophecy, God will
take his portion away from the trees of life."
-Revelation 22:16,18,19, New World TraM.
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The Story of

CHOCOL-ATE
By

"Aw~k.l"

carrnp,ondenl

In GiUl'teftr(rIG

OUR Centuries ago there lived a great
chocolate lover by the name of Montezuma.
Be1ng empel'or of the Aztec Indians, He had
ample wherewithal to buy all the chocolate his
heart craved. And did his heart crave chocolatU
ThIs was his chocolate drink made by crushlng
the cacao or I:!ocoa bean, beating the fluid to a
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froth of honey thickness aJld adding vanilla.
So fond was the emperor of chocolatZ that he
bad no ie!5:S than fifty jars prepared for his
own dally consumption. Two thous<ind more

jars were prepared for his household. There
was a soda fountain on an illustrious scale!
4L To 'maintain his special kind of soda foun·

tain, Montezuma spared no expense. Be ordered
gold cups made for dr:lnking chocolate. Inter-

estplgly. t1w annual tribute 01 the rOyal household included "20 chests of ground chocolate,
80 loads ot red chocolate, 200 loads at chocolate
and BOO Xicaras," the vessels tram Which the
prepared bE!verage was drunk.
Probably one reason why Montezu.ma spent
!!IO lavishly on chocolate banquets was that, in
those days, money grew on trees, Yes, a man
could grow his own money because the cacao
bean was used by the Indians as part ot their
currency. The cocoa currency was <;:Jrculated
in small bags, eac1l containing a specified num·
ber of beans. ThIs chocolate money had its
advantages. Everyone liked chocolate, and it
no doubt discouraged hoarding. Imagine the
plight of the Aztec mIser! If he buried his
money it would either rot, with devaluation
setting in, (lr it would sprout and grow into a
chocolate tree, this being like a long-tenn loan
because jt requires about live years belore a
tree begins to bear cocoa money.
CI. When the Spanish conquistadores landed on
Mexico's shores they were hardly interested in
cocoa beans either as money or as a beverage.
But In due time the SpanIsh conquerers were
conquered by the enticingly deliclous flavor 01
chocolate, And chocolate went to Europe.
Co For nearly a hundred years Spain. guarded
lts formula for rnaklng the chocolate beverage.
But as the taste for chocolate spread, the
secret leaked out, and ehccolate became known

er.
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to Italy, Germany and Fran~. Then in 1657 a
Frenchman opened up a chocolate beverage
shop in Queen's Head aUey, Bishopsgate Street,
London. Thus jn a little over a hundred years
chocolate had become known throughout Europe, About 1700 the English improved chocolate by addlng .mIlk to it, Not until 1765 dld
chocolate manufacturing begin in thE! United
States, where it is today a highly popular food.
tI. What gave chocolate its widespread popu.
larity? Its flavor is exciting to the taste buds.
BesideS, mOdern chocolate has -the addition of
exotic fiaVOrIng and spices. Cinnamon is a
spice widely used in chocolate making. Probably
the fact that chocolate is among the foods
highest in calories has also contributed to its
popularity. But chocolate has something else
in it besides calorles: theobromJne and caffeine,
those alkaloids responsible for the "pIckup"
or exhilaration one feels after eating a choco·
late bar.
When the average person eats his chocolate
bar, choc?late ice cream, chocolate cake, chocolate cookies, chocolate Soda or other chocolate
concoction, he probably never thinks of the
tree that made chocolate possible. Yet the cacao
tree is a most interesting one, especially so
since the pods, whiclt COntain the COCoa beans,
grow out of the main trunk 01 the 11'ee. When
the noted botanist Linnaeus was asked (0- give
a name t{t this tree, he first drank a cup of
chocolate to sample its fruit. With keen delight
he called the tree Theobroma, and to this day
the cacao tree is s.;cientifically known as Theobroma,
meaning "food of the gods."
tI. To old king Montezuma,
though, chocolate was food
for ldng.s. Il Montezuma
could come back today he
would undOUbtedly recog.
nize the English Word
"chocolate," since it comes
from Aztec chocolatl, chaco
(cacao) and IatZ {water).
And no dOUbt Montezuma
would feel right at home at
the modern soda fountafn_
with a chocolate drink, of
course.
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CUBAN CATHOLICS
DIYIDED IN WORSHIP

UBA has many beautiful buildings

Care called

churches. Sorr.e of these are
very old and others are of modern design.
In these are perfonned routine rites and
ceremonies, reputedly in worship of God.
These buildings usually occupy the most
prominent and conspicuous places in the
cities or tov.rns. Generally they are located
on one end of a plaza or park. which, if it
is a small town, Is probably the center of
the town geograp:'lically and the hub of
ire social life. The priest wields great
influence, not only in tlle spiritual and
social life of the commt:.nity, bt;.t also in
the political ar.d commercial Ufc.
Cuba is a Catholic coW1try. TIle Protestant religior.s have made but a s:nall dent
upon the Catl:olic faith and cult~e. But
there is another interesting factor that
comes from many generatiofLC; back, and
which has exercised a tremendous influence upon the socia1, political and religious
life of the Cuban. This was the introduction
of the Negro captives from Africa as slaves
to the Spanish plantation owners. These
slaves brought with them their songs, their
dances, their family Hfe, their form of worship, their idols and their gods.
The Cathol:c Church boasts that it can
absorb w1Ulln itself the pagan beliefs and
practices of a heathen people, make them:
part of her system of worship and yet remain pure and undefiled by such. In support of this Cardinal Newman in his work
An E88tly on the DeVelopment of Christian
Doctrine, page 371, declared that the'RoSEPTEMBER fS, 1955

Church has the power "to
the very instruments and apef DEMO:-l-WORSH1P to an evangelical use," and that "the use of temples,
un<,l these dedicated to particular saints,
and ornaments on occasions with branches
of trees; incense,lamps, and candles; V{)tive
offerings on recovery from illr:.ess; holy
water; asyllL'llS; ho(ydays and seasons, use
of calendars, procession!;!, blessings on the
fields; sacerdotal vestments, the tonsure,
the ring in marriage, turning to the East,
images at a later date, perhaps the ecclesiastical chant" and the Kyrie Eleison, are
al: of pagan origin, and sanctified by
their adoption into the [Roman Catholic]
Church." Thes unsuspecting pagans became Catholics while still worshiping their
•
pagan gods ir. a so-called Christian institutjon. This wa!'! clearly demonstrated by the
fUsion of the worship of the African Negro
~ves and the then existing Catholic belief.
African Polythei.tic Worship
TIefore being shiJ:ped to Cuba as slaves,
the African already had his form of wor&.'lip. He worshiped many gods. His religion did not incorpora:e a moral code.
Even his gods were not believed to be perfect or morally good. His gods represented
the forces of nature, the lightning and the
thlL'lder, the rivers and the oceans, etc.
There was even a god for sexual relations
and births. If lightning killed a person or
burned his house to the ground, It was an
indication that the god was displeased and
son:e offering or sacrifice had to be made
21
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to paclty h1m and
bJ. favor toward
the one affected.
TbeI.r principal god ft.Olarun or OJo..
dumore, lord of the heaveN, the creator.

JtIDl of hJt rltee and put .in Its steed
ahaptera of the Old Teltament that hum.-

blN tor all eternity. In change, the SpaniardJ, without erutng anything from the
To him there was no particular, Idol or mind or the Negro slave, catholicized him
representation, :nor any special fonn ot tor the catholic faith and produced a
worship. The faithful communicated with tusion, an amalgamation, that mixture,
him through lesser gods called orllhal. which through the years has penetrated in
These were divided Into three classes. The all the social levels, making them vibrate
witch doctor (brujo) is the most feared and with their catching songs, their philosopowerful figure, as he acts as the mediator phy, their roguery, their sayings.
between the gods and the people and he
"The catechist explained to the Negro
Can cause them bad luck or good luck as slave the virtues and powers of each saint
he wJshes. For every pain a'1d problem he of the church anj he (the slave) compared
has a remedy t.'1at w11l turn away the anger such virtues atJd powers with his godc; and
ot the particular god that has been of- as a result he saw in the entirety of
fended.. In certain cases it was necessary the character of Saint Barbara, his god
to sacrifice human victirr.s, usually a Jive Chang6, indomitable. loyal; in the dorrjnachild; and it is reported that it was believed tior. of the Virgin of RegIa over the bays,
that if the chUd was white the god was the symbol of Babaluaye, sad and leprous;
more easily pacified. Its heart ~as cut 01.:.t and in the generous sou! of Francis Asisi,
while it was still alive and this, with the in his noble attitude before all the beings
of creation, the complete represen:ation Df
blood, was eate!1 by the :person amkted.
'When becoming Catholics these African his OrUmBa. old botanist, and v.1se soothslaves were not converted in the Christian sayer ar.d counselor." Today, after having
sense where one through accurate knowl- belonged to the Catholic church for many
edge ot God's Word, the Bible, changes years and having Participated in Catholic
his fanner conduct and belief to conform worShip, rites and ceremonies. many of
to Christianity. These Africans became these Negroes, especially the older ones,
"Christians" in narne only through a fu- are still believers and practitioners of the
sion performed by the Catholic Church. old pag-cill religion of their ancestors.
The Catholic writer Ortiz, in his Los -Bohemia, December 13, 1953, page 86.
Negro! Bruj08, declares that "hardly had a
shipment of ebony (black) arrived at the Example 01 Fusion Worship
As a striking example of this complex,
plantation, before the recruits-of slavery
worship. December 17 is a Catholic
fusion
were formed in a line and the priest bapset asido to pay special tribute to
holiday
tized them aU at the same time with little
the
saint
Lazarus. On this day there
hissops of holy water after which a littJe
is
a
great
religious fervor among loyal
tin shield was hung around their necks
Catholics-masses
are said, petitions are
with t.'lJe new catholic name that each had
been given." Commenting along 8 similar made, prayers 8.1'e chanted and thousands
vein, one periodical states:
of candles are burned. There is also much
"The Spanish and Portuguese dId :rot feasting and dancing in private homes and
proceed with the African s1ave as the public places. The devout Catholic sees in
North Americans and the English. These his saint the Lazarus; of the Bible parable,
removed from the mind of the slaVE! all while the Negro convert, even in tllis day,
Z2
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i8tIi and worahipa hill pagan KOd Babaluaye.

At night they gather in different homes to

celebrate theIr ancient reUgious dance to
the accompaniment of their special drums
and other musical instruments, which are
in many instances made of any kind of
material that is available. The dancers
carryon for hours without any apparent
sign of fa1;lgue. The motions of their bodies
are suggestive and sensuous. As the night
wears along the dance becomes more agi~
tated and the dancers give free rein to
their emotions. They become possessed by
demon spirits and often the dance ends up
in a sex orgy.
'
The purpose of the dance is not to enter~
tain the onlookers or to divert the dancers.
It is a part of their worship and has deep
religious significance for the participants.
So while one Catholic observes certain rites
and ceremonies supposedly in the name of
God and Christianity, yet another Catholic
observes practically the same rites and
ceremonies to outright pagan gods. Both
are considered good Catholics a& long as
they are baptized Catholic and observe
certain basic requirements. A divided

cr. "If, in this country, we have indulged in
one great and :l:undamental error, it is to con·
fuse the things of civilization and the spirit
with the material products 0:1: our mechanical
age. Too many of us look upon automobiles
and plumbing as civilization, which they are
not, save insofar as they give us more time
for the things 0:1: the spirit and the mind. The
vast mechanical advances of our times are
not to be underestimated, but once they seem
to be all-important--as they do in all Marxist
countries and as they sometimes do in this
country-civillzation itsel1 begins to wither
and standards 0:1: ethics and honest behavior
to suffer corruption.
cr. "A hermit living in a cave can' possibly be
far more civilized than a man with three cars
in the garage and a bathroom for every bed·
room. Honor, decency, a sense of true values,
BBP'l'EMBER .eS, 1966

boUle Gilta. ConfuIion· reip. Jesus &aid:
"Every kingdom. divided against itlelf
comes to desolation, and eV"ery city or
house dividefl against itself will not stand."
And the apostle Paul added: "For God is
a God, not of disorder, but of peace."
-Matthew 12:25; 1 Corinthians 14:33,
New World Trans.
However, not all Cubans are attracted
to false religious practices. There are over
10,000 Cubans who have turned away from
all false religion, have listened to the Kingdom hope set out in the Scriptures, have
cleansed themselves of all pagan practices.
false gods and pseudo saints and have
turned to the true and living God Jehovah
for hope and comfort. They have been
transformed, truly converted, by making
their minds over with the truths of God's
Word. They have experienced the freeing
force of the Bible and its message as explained by Jehovah's witnesses. To them
the words of Jesus have come true: "And
you will know the truth, and the truth will
set you free."-John 8:32, New World

Trans.

real Christian behavior---these things are not
to be manufactured on the assembly line.
cr. "Should our civilization come to ruin. it
will be principally because 0:1: the confusion
of values which manifests itself today In the
two most powerful or potentially powerful
nations of the world. Mechanization 0:1: lite
may bring convenience, but it has little to do
with the eternal mysterious essence of Man,
the whole and onl'y excuse ft,lr his existence."
-This Week Mag(Uine, May 22, 1955, page 2.
cr. Jesus underscored spiritual values ~th
these words: "Man must lIve, not on bread '
alone, but on every utterance coming forth
thrpugh Jehovah's mouth." "Work, not for
the food that perishes, but :l:or the toad that
remains for life everlasting."-Matthew 4:4;
John 6:.27, New World Trans.
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THE STRUGGLE FOR mCE
8y "Awak_'" correspondent In Llberlo

ICE constitutes the principal food of al·
most one half the human race. In Liberia

Rpeople are content to have rice three times

a- day. In fact, nothing else seems to satisfy.
But to eat rice it is necessary to wage a strug-

gle. When the sun is everywhere, when everythlng droops motionless, limp and lifeless under the scorching blaze, when only the llzards
remain in the sun, stationary as If stuffed,
their eyes closed to mere slits, basking, stupe·
fled with heat, it is time to begin the struggle.

C. Aiter sharpening cutlasses, the farmers
plunge into the fierce struggle against the
high bush of the tropics. By sweat and strain
a field must be hacked out. Loin.clad, dusky,
sweat-drenched bodies glisten under the sun.
They tussle. They strain. They slash. Occasionally, while cutting the tangled Wldergrowth.
there is a diversion, a burst of excitement.
Amid a wild scramble cutlasses fly. Shouts of
loy erupt. The men emerge with an exultant
smlle-and a dead rat,. Soon all enjoy a taste
of barbecued meat; then the cutting continues.
tt In May the air becomes smoke-tinted and
scented. The farms are burned. ThIs Is an anx·
lous time; for If heavy rains should come un·
e~pectedly early, then it will mean no rice
farms. With the coming of June and the early
rains, the women go into action. Upon a
burned ash-covered ground filled with stumps,
they scatter rice by hand. Then the entire field
Is scratched with a narrow cultivator to cover
up the seed sown.
But the struggle has only begun. At this
stage the entire family, old and young, male
and female, is thrown into the struggle. Along
the edge of the fields at ope-hundred-yard intervals six·feet-high raised platforms appear.
Built of poles, they are used as lookout posts.
What is this enemy that requIres such vIgi·
lance? What Is it that brings a man and his
family to the lookout posts before the sun
rises and keeps him there until after it sets?
It Is a bird, the village weaver To the farmer
It is a formidable enemy.

e.

" So, armed with slings and palls of stones
the family begins the day's vigil. Bold. restless and aggressive, the weaver bird repeat·
edly tries to land in the field tpldetected, only
to be driven oir with a hail of stones, shouts
and curses. But the weaver is not easily fright.
ened. For rice, too, Is the bird's gastronomic
delight. So It will try again. When it does succeed in landing on the field, the havoc it
causes often brings tears to the eyes of the
farmer. Should the rice be just planted the
energetic weaver vigorouslY scratches up the
ground, uncovering and gobbling up the seed.
If the rice has just sprouted, the weaver pursues his search for dinner by pulling up the
blades of rice and eating the germinated ker·
nel. When the rice is in the milk stage, the
weaver bird dines by sucking the sweet milk,
leaving the fanner nothing but a dry shell.
After months 01 ceaseless vIgilance, the
harvest comes In October. The neighbor worn·
en co-operate in the slow process of cutting
rice by hand. With small knives stalk after
stalk, one at a time, is cut, bound intn small
sheaves and carried hpme on their heads. Here
it is stored in the attic of the rice kitchen. Is
the stuggle for rice over now? No! The tropIcs
teem with Insects. So the fanner must drag
fire logs onto the floor of the open rice kitqhen
causing them to smolder slowly with the
smoke :filtering through into the attic to keep
the rice weevil away.
Cooking the rice creates a busy time around
the kitchen. Children cheerfully trample and
tread the rice sheaves, separating the grain
from the straw. The threshed rice is now put
into a mortar, a hollowed·out block of wood,
and pounded with a pole called a pestle. Thus
the 'rice is husked. It is fanned by being tossed
up into the air. Finally it is boned and steamed
until the rice becomes tender, delicious, with
the kernels remaining flu1fy and separate
from one another. Now comes the end of the
struggle, the supremely happy moment: eating new rice with richly flavored palm nut
gravy. How the Liberian loves his rice!

e.

e.

THE GREATER ATTRACTION
In Bognar Regis, England, the vIcar of a church was requested by
members of his congregation to shorten his Sunday evening sermons so
they could d'eVote more time to television.
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AN you define ,"conscience"? Do you
really know what your conscience is,
and whether It is automatic, whether it is
infallible, how you can benefit the most
fron:. it, and how to have a good conscience! These are appropriate questions
in our troubled times. Let us examine their
answers.
The conscience has been likened to a
fever; as a temperature shows you that
something is physically wrong. a bothered
conscience indicates that something is
'wrong with your course of action. The conscience is that mental faculty that decides
between right and wror.g. It decides what is
the morally correct course for you to take.
To make such decisioD8 intelligently they
mest be based upon proper knowledge and
understanding of the specific rules of conduct that God has provided for his creatures. Thus the conscience is not automatic
:'n the sense that it would work well without proper training. Your conscience is a
safety de'lice, a guide to right action, but
like many safety devices it must be intelligently adjusted and kept in good working
order.
That the conscience needs proper train:'ng is shown by the people' who think they
are doing right when they are not, and by
the people whose consciences restrict them
from doing things that are perfectly
proper. Some people have been raised in
countries where polygamy is accepted, and
their conscience does not keep them from
having several wives, Others are raised
in environments where loose morals are
accepted and, urness othelwise properly
trained, their consciences do nat prevent
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NSCIENCE
them from fo:Jowing the same
course. Thus, the development
of one's conscience begins in early chUdhood when his parents first teach him that
there are things that he should d::t and
things that he should not do, and as one
continues to add to his knowledge the
field that his conscience covers contir~ues
to grow.
Your conscie-nce takes the information,
convictions and rules that your study and
thought have implanted in your mind and
compar<'S these ",ith the course of action
that you take, then sounds a warning when
the rules and your course of action conflict.
Thus, if your mir.d has the wrong things in
it, your conscience could not be trusted to
lead you in the right way. Paul had thought
he was doing good as a persecutor of Christians. While his conscience was at ease, he
was totally wror.g. Late}' he said: "I was
shown mercy, because I was ignorant and
acted with a lack of faith." (1 "Ti::nothy
1: 13, Ne. .v World Trans.) Then, since there
is this danger of being the victim of an
improperly trained conscience, how can
you develop a proper!y trained one?
Jeremiah said 111at "the heart is deceitful above all things, and it is exceedingly
comlpt," but he continued to show that in
Jphnvah there is salvatior... So we can turn
to Jehovah for advice. Further, Paul told.
Timothy: "All Scripture is inspired of God
and ben~ftcial for teaching, for reproving,
for setting things straight, for disciplining
in righteousness, that the man of God may
be fully competent, completeiy equipped
for every good work." (Jeremiah 17:9,
Am. Stan. 'Ver.; 2 Timothy 3:16, 17, New
World Trans.) Thus, it is from God through
his written Wcrd, the Bible, that we gain a
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knowledge or the right course to take. It
through your study of God's Word you
know what course js right. and 1t your
conscience Is in good working order, then
it will sound the warning if you are
about to step off the right course onto a
wrong one.
But why did we include uand if your con·
science is in good working ord~r" in
that last sentence? Because even some
people who have right knowledge have con·
sciences that fail them. Paul spoke of Uthe
hypocrisy of men who speak lies, marked
in their conscience as with a branding
iron." (1 Timothy 4:2, New World Tram.)
Their consciences have become like seared
flesh that is covered over with scar tissue,
Js void of nerve endings and therefore is
without the sense of feeling. Such men
whose consciences have thus been seared
are incapable of sensing right or wrong.
Their safety device has issued so many
unheeded warnings that it has gotten
weary of welldoing. It no longer sounds a
warning when the course that its owner
takes is different from the one he should
take. It is tired of issuing Wlheeded warn·
Ings. ItS owner has deliberately squelched
it until it has grown weak and feeble and
no longer lets its needed voice be heard.
Discarding one's conscience leads to the
most Wldesirable results. Paul warns that
some have thrust their consciences aside
and f'have experienced shipwreck concern·
ing their faith." (1 'l'imothy 1: 19, New
World Trana.) The Bible stresses the im~

portance of haVUlg a good and clean con·
8C1ence~ A good conscience' i8 one that Is
ijaed,not upon man's condSctJng pbJJosophies, but upon an accurate knowledge _ot
God's Word and of his speciflc require..
ments. When your conscience keeps check
upon your actiorts in harmony with the
Bible's sound counsel, -you will have no
worry about its leading you in the wrong
way. To have a clean conscience you must
conform to its warnings, and npt sear it
through disdaining its advice, because if
you mistreat it it will fail you, and will not
lead you in the right way.
Those questions again? In answer to
them, we have seen that our conscience is
that mental faculty that decides between
right and wrong, and that it is not auto·
ma tic but needs conscious and careful
attention. It is not infallible, but depends
upon the kind of information that we have
taken into our mind, and ~t will lead us in
the right way only if that information is
sound. Therefore, it is important to get
that information from the highest source,
namely God's Word the BibJe. The greatest
benefit comes from a conscience that is
trained according to the perfect principles
that are set out in that Word~ And by hav~
ing such a properly trained and well·cared·
for conscience you can joyfully Say, as did
the apostle: "I am exercising myself con·
tinually to have a consciousness of com·
mitting no offense against God and men."
-Acts 24:16, New World Trans.

LIGHTEST LOAD OF THE DAY
'i1 Like shIps in the night they came-except that it W8.H daylight. Mother Mallard
and her five little duckl1ngl3, all in a line, floated imperiously down to the canal
locks in West Linn, Oregon. They honked loudly in the manner of ships blowing
a signal horn. Lockmaster John Tatone looked ou,t and saw the stately proceSSion.
Obligingly, he opened all four locks in the river.. And the lightest load of the day
was lowered -10 the river below.
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I-Iaiti
N THE map Haiti has the appearance
of a crab reaching out toward the
southeast corner of Cuba. Or Haiti's shape
might be likened to a yawning mouth with
a protruding lower jaw. If you had a fishing line the length of the Alaskan Highway,
and if you could drop that line directly
south of New York city, the end of it
would lie neatly in Haiti's mouth, where
we find the capital city, Port-au-Prince.
Haiti's imports are fed Jnto this mouth
by boats from all parts of the world.
Though Haiti offers in return such things
as coffee, sugar and bananas, it was also
a principal source of sisal fiber for rope-maldng during the time that the Far East
supply was cut off during the last world
war.
Haitians have opened their mouths like
hungry birds for a free food that entails
no selfish returns. Here as in all the earth
Jehovah's witnesses have been carrying on
their feeding program, not with literal food.
but with the nourishing tasty morsels
from God's Word, the Bible. This spiritual
food is life--sustaining, satisfying mankind's
every desire. There are over 232 active
witnesses of Jehovah in Haiti, pushing
ahead as a part of the New World society,
doing door-to-door ministry as Jesus and
his apostles did, making return visits
on interested parties, holding assemblies
-all a part of their spiritual feeding
program.
Their experiences are many. For example: One missionary was visiting homes
along the main highway. He met a young
mechanic working on a car. The man was

O
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a mulatto of Chinese and Haitian parents.
At first he refused the Bible literature that
was offered him, but agreed to investigate
what the Bible had to say about world
conditions and their outcome. Both he and
his wife sat do~ to ali interesting Bible
study. The mechanic's sister's curiosity
was aroused and she joined the study with
her Catholic Crampon Bible translation.
The group was amazed that the Bible did
have the answers to today's problems.
Other Chinese friends showed interest.
One let the mechanic drive his truck with
a load of Kingdom publishers to a circuit
assembly. While there this mechanic be-came friends with others of Jehovah's
witnesses and joined them in their door-to-door, ministry. Now he is a seasoned
publisher giving brief comments in congregation assemblies and eager to express,
with mild temper and deep respect, his
hope to those who ask him.-l, Peter 3:15.
A congregational servant writes: ill
have had long Bible discussions with a
Protestant pastor. He maintains the soul
is immortal. When shown the text at
Ezekiel 18,:4, which says: 'The soul that
sinneth, it shall die,' he merely shrugs his
\shoulders and says that he cannot believe
it. Before three faithful members of his
congregation, I asked him: 'What Is the
destiny of the wicked and the righteous!'
He answered rather abruptly that the
wicked suffer in eternal fire, while the just
rejoice with God in his kingdom, since
their souls are resurrected. He further
,stated that God pardoned Adam's sin when
he covered him with animal skin. He could
not expJain how a soul that 'does not die,
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according to his teaching, could be resur.rected, since it is only the dead souls that
are raised to life, and in order for them to
be dead souls they must be mortal, -else
they would be indestructible. Of course,
it could be readily seen that the pagan doctrine of the immorta'fity of the soul was
incompatible with Bible teaching. With
several Scripture texts I showed that Adam
knew what he was doing when he sinned,
that he sinned willfuJIy, and that if God
pardoned him, as he claimed, then Adam's
descendants would have been born perfect and not under the condemnation of
sin. After hearing aU this even the members of his church could see where their
pastor had much to learn; Several days
later one of them stated that his pastor
wanted to know where .Jehovah's witnesses
learned the Bible so well. A Bible study aid
was placed with the man and a weekly
study 'was started. Now several of the
pastor's congregation are enjoying this
,study and one of them joins the witnesses
in the preaching work."
Since the beginning of Kingdom preaching in Haiti, there has hardly been any-

thing in the local papers about Jehovah's
witnesses. But following the New World
Society Assembly at Yankee Stadium,
.July, 1953, editors of various newspapers
responded splendidly. Six newspapers gave
free space to ten what the delegates were
going to do after their return from New
York. The National, the newspaper of
Haiti's president, published a large picture
of the first day at Yankee Stadium, and
later gave news of plans to have a national
assembly in Haiti to be based on the model
of the larger one at New York.
In Haiti, radio stations in two cities give
free time to Jehovah's witnesses to do
broadcasting. On one station there are
two weekly broadcasts in French. One is
the Watchtower's public service program
"Things People Are Thinking About'"' with
Mr. Robbins and Mr. Lee. Radio announcers find that this dialogue is a unique type
of program for their Haitian listeners.
After seeing this well-prepared script. a
radio manager completely revised his
broadcasting schedule to make time for it.
Another station asked that the program be
increased to thirty minutes.
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HE book of life is not a literal book

such as men make and write in, nor are
T
the names that appear therein the literal
names of men given at their birth. The
book of life is God's record of personalities fulfilling the righteous requirements
creatures must meet in order to gain everlastilJ.g life, and the names therein are of
individuals that match those requirements.
The book of life contains the names or
identifications of those who live in the
approval of God with everlasting life in
view. If by our conduct we have personalities that stand for and measure up to the
divine requirements that the unchanging
God Jehovah has established from the
beginning and has gone on record as approving, then such names or identifications
of ours are found in God's book of life. If
our names stand for the same things that
are required for us to be registered in God's
book of life, then we can say our names are
in it.
Recorded in the Bible are Jehovah's
.requirements for gaining life. Therein are
described the approved qualities of meekness and humility, justice and uprightness,
love and mercy, zeal and faithfulness, patient endurance and obedient service. If
we make names for oW'Selves as moral
personalities, integrity keepers, zealous
preachers and neighbor lovers, we shall be
in God's book of life, for that is where such
individuals are approvingly listed.
SEPTEMBER S!, 1955

We can get our names into that book, or
have them blotted out. All are born under
wrath, not in the book. Note Jesus' words:
HHe that exercises faith in the Son has
everlasting life; he that disobeys the Soh
will not see life, but the wrath of God remains upon him." (John 3:36, New World
Trans.) We Ihay continue in our sinful
ways for years, and then change to doing
good things, things approved as worthy of
life, things described in the Bible, and by
becoming associated with such things we
enter the book of life. It approvingly keeps
us on record because of the good works
we now do. Those things were set out in
the Bible, our guidebqok to life; but we
did not conform thereto. Our names, our
reputation, our disposition did not match;
but when we change and make a name for
those good things, then we merit being
named in the book of life.
In brief, we take to heart Paul's counsel:
"Quit being fashioned after this system of
things, but be transformed by making
your mind over, that you may prove to
yourselves the good and acceptable and
complete will of God." By conforming ourselves to God's will we match his righteous
requirements and are for this reason
spoken of as being in his book of life.
-Romans 12:2, New World Trans.
However, if we thereafter become unfaithful, quit living up to the good name,
lose our good name with God, and make a
bad name, a name for immorality, or slothfulness, or gossiping, or complaining, or
backbiting, or haughtiness, our names are
no longer found in the book of life. They
are blotted out. Because our works no
longer conform to the requirements for
life, they are not described in God's Bible
as works of any merit; so they do not
identify us as being in his book of life" The
good name or identity we once had is gone
and the bad name -we might thereafter
make is not in the book of life. Wicked
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names are blotted from God's memory so

conform to the Bible requirements eol'Joo

far as any resurrection or salvation tn life

cem1ng saved ones, making thOle princi.

pIes of life our own.
One way to make those principles ot ute
our own 15 to confess Jesus' name before
men, which means more than just repeat.
ina: his Uteral name, as he stated: "Not
everyone saying to me, '::\faster, Master.'
will enter into the kingdom of the heavens,
but the one doing the will of my Father
who is in the heavens will." To properly
confes.'{ it or show bellef b it we must declare its meaning, its significance, its
fame, what it standls for, and :lve up to
it as our modeL "~veryor.e, then. that
acknowledges his 'beliet in me before men,
I will also acknowledge my belief in him
before my Father who is in the heavens;
but whoever disowns me before men, I
will also disown him before my Father who
is in the heavens." Similarly, when C~rist
acknowledges the names of his followers
to God in heaven it is not a mere mention-ExCldus 32:32, 33, An A mer. Trans.; ing of their literal names, but a testifying
Revelation 3:5; 21:Z7. New World Trans. to thelr integrity built up by their faithful
The symbollcal pages ot the book of life service. Here is his promise: "lIe that conlist only those who make names for zeal, quers will thus be arrayed in white outer
faithfulness, chastity, integrity, and so on. garments, and I will by no means blot out
I! we cultivate and pra<:tice those things, his name from the book of Ufe. but I will
we are l'l the book of nrc. Just as Jesus is make acknowledgment of his name before
fOWld in the IIe~rew Scriptures as the my Father and before his angels."-1!at:Messiah, though his personal name, Jesus, thew 7:21; 10:32, 33; Revelation 3:5,
is not there mentioned, so his 144,000 fore~ 'New World Tram.
ordained foI1owers were in the book of life
It is not just the inscribing of literal
as qualifying ones, though their personal, names in a uteral book in heaven, but the
earthJy namE.>S were not inscri~ jn ad~ being entered on God's record at approval
va.'1ce in any literal book in heaven. And for life by the buildjng up of a life pattern
:Just as Jesus would have lost his identi<;y that conforms to Jehovah's requirements.
as Messiah if he had failed to live up to By our fruits we are identified. If our fruits
the descriptive Messianic names recorded are the same as those identified ir. the
1n the Hebrew Scrlptures, so they would Bible, then it Identifies us, acknowledges
lose their good names as Christians and U9, embraces us as in line for everlasting
be blotted out of t.'1e book of lUe if they life. Let our conduct, which makes a name
taU to maintain na:nes that rr.atch the for us, match the conduct d~ri1X'd in the
divine requirements. We are named in the Biblc. Thus shall we be found in the book
book of life only as long as we enduringly of life.-Mntthew 7: 17-20.
Is concerned, and the fonner name for
righteousness is forgotten when wicked.ness replaces it with a bad name.
That it Is possible til blot out the names
of the ones turning wicked from the book
of life, Psalm 69:28 (An A mer. Tran.'t.)
shows: "May they be blotted out from the
book of life." That it is God's purpose to
blot out all t.'1ose becoming wraithtul was
shown when Israel worshiped. the golden
calf at Sinai. After asking God to torgive
Israel Moses said: "But if not, pray blot
me out ot thy 'OOok." Jehovah's reply was:
uWhoevcr sins against me, him only 1 blot
out of my book." Regarding the faithful
worshiper Jescs promised: "I wi11 by no
means blot out his name from the book of
Ufe." "BuI; anything not sacred and anyone
that carries on a disgusting thing and a
He \\0111 in no way £Inter into it; only those
written in the Lamb's scroll of life wilL"
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LISTENING IN ON THE BERS' SECREtI'S
NE of the most vexing problems that c<mfronts the bee
farmer is swarming. This comes
about when the beehive becomes
overcrowded so that most of the inmates
"swarm"; that is. they leave in a mass to
set up housekeeping in less crowded quarters. 'The way beekeepers prevent this is
by adding a new section to the hive at just
the right moment. But when is the right
moment? At present the only way bee·
keepers can answer that question is by
opening the hive and looking for "queen
cells." These are structures the deserting
bees build for a new queen to replace the
one departing. If there was some device
that would enable the bee farmer to listen
if:: on the bees' innermost secrets, it would
rolve a thorny problem. Such a device now
appears to have come into existence. It is
called an "apidictor." How does it work!
The British JournaJ Communicatio718

O

and Electr0>ric8 rerently told how the new
device, came into being.. A British Broad·
casting Corporation engineer, E. F. Woods,
discovered that bees carmot really hold a
secret, because they tip off their intentions
by sounds they make. So Woods designed
an electronIc device, a microphone and a
selective, batt€'~powered transistor am~
pUtier. When placed at the hive entrance
the device analyzes the bees' sound output.
A happy, contented Wve, where thoughts
of desertion never crop up, buzzes along at
a blissful 180 cycles a second. But when
the brood section gets so crowded that
nurse bees cannot feed the larv!le in their
care, the guardians becon'.e frustrated; and
like many a frustrated person their sound
output increases. So they add a soft 250cycle warble to the hive noise. This Is
picked up by the electronic device; and
man, \\oitbout even opening th(' hive, learns
the bees' innennost secrets.

...~ GOD'S NEW WORLD
More powerful than all the atom and hydrogen bombs exploded Sir.lUltaneously will be Armageddon-the great war of. God Almighty to destroy
wickedness from the eartll. To escape it means to make peace willi God
NOW! You will want to learn how. There:s only one way and the tenns are
outlined in the Bible. A"i a faithful friend seeks your good, so the new
384·page book You May Survive Armageddon into God'8 New World turns
your heart and mind to the only sure guice. Send for your copy at once
and rejoice in the hope a..!lead. It ie only SOc.
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Is the

For conversion, yes-but even God's written Word does. not . .'onvert the
world~ 'Through the pages of the Bible, millions of persons are moved
by the "pcn" of God's spjrit to recognize God's kingdom These voluntarily
chang~ their lives to accept it. But what of those who refuse? God \1,111
not a!low an unconvcorted world to go on indefir.itely. Thus, while Jehovah
writes t.'1e peace of his kingd'Jm on the hearts of many through his written
Word, tbis same Word. as the "swor:}" of his spirit, marks for destruction
all who oppose. The pen can convert and save-the sword does not. But
(':red's kingdom under Chri!;t is irresistible. Read of its victory in

Christ Jesus, the King, now conquers those of good will peacefully
with the pen. His conquest will be complete soon when he wields the sword
literally at Armageddon to destroy all enerrJes. None can escape. It is one
or the other-pen or sword. Read World Conquest Soon-by God's Kingdom
and make vour choice ~ wise one. It is 5c a copy' three for lOc: seven for 25c.
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IS MONEY YOUR GOD?
WJITHOUT money these days you could
VV do very little. Yet too much interest
i:1 money can keep you from doini very
r.mch. When recognized for what it is
money can be your servant, your slave. It
can provide necessities, meet you=" obligations and a:.d you toward sound goals. But
when anowed to get the upper hand it can
enslave you in a web of greed, hatred and
jealousy. !~ can make you too busy to
enjoy your family a.'1d too grumpy to be
enjoyed by them, too occu;,:>ied with your
own troubles to see a bette!' thing, even
when that better thing is set ~fore ;you.
There are many levels o!' money worshiping. 'Some people's love of money is so
strong that-it leads them into graft, clime,
v:olence u:1d murder. But there are other
persons who are totally honest, who would
cornm:.t no crimes to gain money-none,
that is, except against 6emselves and their
families. They may physically damage
their bodies, developing ulcers and heart
attacks, or becoming so hardened in their
search for meney that they bccerr.e greedy
ar.d mean. Then, too, there are many D!"
dfnary people, perhaps a majerity of people
today, whO' are so busy in their search fer
money and sO' encumbered wit!: the things
that they buy ~ith it that they have no
tJme tor true worship 01' for the U'ue God.
They may be very good people. FrequentJy
they are very charitable-toward everyone
OCTOBER 8, 19.55

except themselves! They will look out for
the needs and best interests of others, but
wiU take a course that does not rr.eet their
own needs and best interests.
To prove that this view is real. and that
a tremendous number or people de make
money their gOO, just go along with one
of Jehovah's witnesses on a typical Sunday
morning as he calls upon the people In
their homes, encouraging Bible education
and showir.g the peoplQ how to live l:appier
:ives. This is a publ:c s~rvice, for the good
of humanity, but spend your time warm~
heartedly helping others and common reo
sponses are: "What docs it get you?" "Who
pays you?" "There has to' be a eatch to it
somewhere!" And, most common Df all,
the simple objection: "I'm too busy." Too
busy to' look to' a better thing, too enmeshed
in the ecor:omic struggle to examine God's
Word, too QCCl;pied with tl:ings that are
con~dered "important" to gain life!
This is nDthing new. Nearly two thousand years ago a rich YOWlg ruler, bound
down with worldly cares, asked Jesus:
"What good must I do in order to get everlasting li!e?" He was told: "Observe the
commandments continually." This he said
he did. He did r.ot murder, steal, bear false
"vitness, and he honored his father and
mother and Joved his neighbor as himself.
But ne asked: "What yet am I lacking?"
and Jesus told him: "Sell your belongings

and give to the poor and you will have
treasure in heaven, and come be my fol·
lower." The Scriptural account tells us:
"When the young man heard this saying,
he went away grieved, for he was hQlding
many possessions." (Matthew 19:16~24,
New World Trans.) How similar this man's
attitude was to today's view of putting
financial wealth ahead of spiritual welfare!
Why do money and wealth get this atten~
tion? Because they raise a man's position
in the eyes of the world, and because they
are worshiped as the things that bring
security. But money will not buy sound
friends, it cannot buy God's favor and it is
not the thing that leads to the greatest
happiness. Even further, it is a god whose
rewards are short~lived, fleeting and un~
trustworthy, It is not a sound security.

Obviously it is a necessity and 8.' defense.
But its value can be undermined. The Bible
remains true when it calls the wealth of this
system "uncertain riches," and when it ad~
vises: "Riches certainly make themselves
wings, like an e~gle that flieth toward
heaven."-1 Timothy 6:17, New World
Trans.; Proverbs 23:5, Am, Stan. Ver.
Your search for money is a search for
security. But the facts are that money does
not bring real security. It may not buy as
much next year as it does now. And when
man has to fight with the thing he worships as security, then it is time to look to
something firmer in which to trust. There
is such a better thing. Many happier people
have trusted in it. What is it? and how
will it benefit you? The following article
answers.

Dow,. thl'Oflil" the aga _MIN! IOU(/ht ucurltg. Yet IIU
too offen thq hlf" tGllltdered If. real80UTU too ,imple
h &. ~ of eonsfd.rllffon. Are gou lrdere,ted
In ,our InlIIi ftCrrrltg1 find UlUffll9 f{) ,pend II few
milild.' tfme to leam whue it reoUy till' be
10"'"'1

fMn thfa flrtfcle it for lIOIt.

SEeD

ONEY is almost a necessity
today. We need it to buy
food, clothing, shelter and other
requirements of life. But many persons go
much farther than that. not just 1JSing
money as their servant but unwisely be~
coming its slave. Yet mClneY'does not prove
to be a firm security. Everyone knows that
the purchasing power of a dollar, a franc,
a peso or a shilling changes. Fluctuations

--
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in money'g yalue have often destroyed in
days-the-wea1t1nnen spent their lives accu~

mula\lng.
Money dfd not prove a firm security in
Germany in 1923 where if you had saved
even a trillion marks (1,000,000,000,000)
you would have seen that tremendous sum
AWAKE!

dwindle to the value of just one solitary
mark! -It did not prove a firm security in
Hungary in 1946. And even if you live in
the United States and are now falling back
on savings that you put aside as a young
man in 1900, the money that you put aside
for a chicken will now buy only the drumstick. The money that you put aside for a
shirt will buy only the collar. The money
for shoes will now pay for only the heels
and laces.
Even further, money can be lost through
war, theft, poor management, or in any of
numerous other ways. Thus, while money
is a daily need, it becomes increasingly
evident that for a real security we must
have something firmer in which to trustsomething that Could not be lost, stolen or
destroyed. There is such a firm security,
and many men have set the example of
trusting in it. Are you sufficiently interested in a real security to want to examine
the examples they have set for you?

Jehovah,and not money, was Moses' God,
and Moses received real security, security
that came from God, plus great blessings
and divine protection for putting his trust
in the right place.-Hebrews 11: 24-26,
New World Trans.
Consider also the outstanding example
set by ancient Job. A man of great wealth,
he was called "the greatest of all the men
of the East." Though Satan reduced him to
a childless poverty-stricken state, Job
proved that he considered his service to
his heavenly Father to be of far greater
importance than material wealth. He said:
"If I have made gold my hope, and have
said to the fine gold, Thou art my confidence; if I haye rejoiced because my wealth
was great, and because my hand had gotten
much; this also were an iniquity to be
punished by the judges; for I should have
denied the God that is above." Job knew
where to put his confidence, and his loss of
material wealth had no effect upon his
allegiance to his Creator. He was greatly
blessed for this, in both spiritual and
material ways.-Job 31:24, 25, 28, Am.

They Found True Security
We can refer to ancient examples of men
who looked to that which is of greatest Stan. Ver.
value, and can find those examples in the
Of course, there is the outstanding exBible. Think back, for instance, to Moses' ample of Jesus Christ himself. This Son of
situation. He lived amidst the majesty' and God could heal the sick-what a moneysplendor of ancient Egypt.· The mighty maker he could have been had he taken
Pharaohs were its rulers, and Moses was collections as modern faith healers do!
raised in Pharaoh's palace, raised as He could read men's minds-what wealth
though he were the son of Pharaoh's and power and untold commercial accomdaughter. He had prestige and honor and plishments could have been his if he had
the security of Egypt's military might- wanted them! He was even sought by the
the very things that men unsuccessfully at- people as a king-what political· power he
tempt to obtain with money today. Yet could have wielded! But he did not even
what course did Moses take? "By faith own a house! He said: "The Son of man
Moses, when grown up, refused to be called has nowhere to lay down his head." When
the son of the daughter of Pharaoh, choos- they wanted to make him king, Jesus
ing to be ill-treated with the people of God "withdrew again into the mountain all
rather than to have the temporary enjoy- alone." .The greatest man who ever lived
ment of sin, because he esteemed the re- wanted only to serve his heavenly Father!
proach of the Christ as riches greater than Could you gain more than he could have?
the treasures of Egypt." Quite clearly In trying to do so, are you happier or more
OCTOBER 8, 1955
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secure than he was? Or are you rejectillg
the true source of happiness and of real
security through an overemphasis on com·
mercial gain? Could you spend a little more
time in studying qoct's Word, and a little
.more effort in his service, without thinking, as some people do: "What does it get
me?" "What do I get out of it?" And could
. you, as Jesus was, be happier for doing so?
-Matthew 8:20; John 6:15, New World"

Trons.
Consider, too, Jesus' apostles and their
attitude .toward real wealth. Could you
imagine them asking, "What's it going to
get me?" when they had the opportunity
of proclaiming that Jesus was the long·
awaited Messiah? It got them peace of
mind and assurance that they were doing
right, plus the security of Jehovah's rich
blessings, and those are things that no
amount of money could ever buy! Paul's
example is outstanding. Though educated
at. the feet of noted Gamaliel, he gave up
any opportunity of worldly position to become a willing slave of God's, He says he
was uin labor and toil, in sleepless nights
often, in hunger and thirst, in abstinence
from food many times, in cold and nakedness." Yet he was not disappointed. Rather,
he said~s poor but making -m~y
rich, aI'liaving nothln and yet possessin
'ijlJ; ngs!' Sue spiritual riches are firm
8li'(isure. Thus, Paul did not put aside his
missionary tours to gain financial security.
Rather, he put his service to God first and
securely said: "For all things I have the
strength by virtue of him who imparts
power to me."-2 Corinthians 11:27; 6:10;
Philippians 4:11-13, New World Trans.
Having set such a good example, the
apostle Paul also gave sound advice on
whether to put our desire for wealth or
our service to God first. He wrote'; "Let
~~WLne.r ~ife..--be..!ree of the !?~eof
money, while YOU are contem--with the
things." Further: "For we have

preSent
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brought nothing into the world. and neither
can we carry anything out. So; having
sustenance and cbvering, we shall be content with these things. However~
are determined to be ric all into tempUion an a snare and .!!lany sen~ ess an
6urtfUl desires whicn plunge men ~
s~ ruin. For the love of money
is a root of all sorts of injurious things,
and by reaching out for this love some
have been led astray from the faith and
have stabbed themselves all oV:er with
many pains." There is nothing wrong with
money in itself, but~the ~l}!.'!!. the
greed for mqre,L..the f ling
a 1 IS the
~at brings security, and therefore the making of it into a god, that
leads the individual away from real security and out of true worship.-Hebrews
13:5; 1 Timothy 6:7':lQ, New World Trans.
Do you think that these good examples
were set by some special kind of men, and
that they could put God's service first and
be happier for it, but that it does not work
today and is not practical for you? Well,
do not be mistaken; it does work today!
True, Christians of the first century were
different from the rest of this ~orld. But
this was not because they were lunatiJ;s or
l'Teakishly off balance. }'t8iher, it was be=cause they .were evoted to truth and
righteousness an
se
e
~OSlr1l~uoa:"': ey were In lligent men
Wom-en;-rat smarter than their opponents who were too dull of hearing to recognize the way that really does lead to
happiness, security and life.
The reason these early Christians had
zeal, enthUsiasm, determination, power and
endurance in far greater measure than did
the devotees of other religions is ~
!!!.ei!: God is worthwhile! They conside
it a real
0 and the
a s f
e t e' fellow creatures abo
~
as made for their salvation and deliverance. This brought them

ana
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more Joy than any other course they could 1lih~~.!!!!1ng and ~n~ So
take. and oothtng was going to hinder it ill that a worfcf' conQfi100ed to serving
them from this service. And, though most money finds It difficult, almost impossible
modern church members are apathetic, to understand the Christian principle at
t.'"Ue Chri5tianitvas the saI!JC jo.x, 7.eal love. The world having made money Us
security evenlooay!
-god, love is net foremost, but greed and
-cor.lpetition are. Yet, ~p!e ~ho,
Better than Money
while earn:ng a livin; and- meet~
Money wi!1 not buy many of the things o~at~~z...-!1 !ll!!S.e~~ va • no rr:oney,
that man most needs and desires. First of tnelr--aGa, anawho slio~
all, it will not bU~un~ r~~~e prodi~1iav1rL'ontentment and peace of mfnd.
gaJ. son foUnd that au .
en his n:.oney Theirs is the wiser, happier, more secure
was gone, so were his friends. However, 00l.l!'se.
friends made, not with r.:Joney, but with
It :s foolish to say that this course will
God and Christ and by doing right 1:1 the not work, 1:J1til you have examined it for
Christian congregation, are sound, sure yourself. And it is even more foolish to
and trustworthy.-Luke 15:11-32.
say that Jehovah's blessings are not of
A her thing that n:oney ca!lnot buy is greater value than an excess of money,
's favor. imon found tbat outwnen he before you even know what those blessings
o offer Peter and John money to are. The psalm1st David wrote of God's
grant him the power to bring holy spirit jnstructions, and even of his c()mmand~
onto people. The answer he got was: ':':'May :nents: "More to be d~sired are they than
your silver
rish w th yO'J, because you ~yea:-tha?i much fir.e gold; sweeter
t o~,. t jiffh zr.or.ey 0 get P9.SSCSS on _ also Than honey and the aroppiligs of the
orne free_
.at God."~Acts 8:2:1, New honeycomb."-Psalm 19:7~11, Am. Stan.

rna

World T r a m . V e r .
A ~d thing that money will not buy
Do you believe that is true? The wise
is&bttioii::tn the coming day of God's man SoloIr.on said It was, and he was
anger. Worldly-wise men heap up treasures speaking both under inspiration and also
that they hope will provide protection tromfrom experie e. In the Bible book of

the troubles they sec ahead. But the Bible EccIesiastes olamon ells us t.l'Jat he built
shows that thJs world's greatest trouble ~ planted ~ ens and parks-;Jiad
will come from God, and then "they shall s~ts, gatile'red. ~er and gold and "the
cast their silver in the streets, and their tr.e.:aSlJ.(!;~g~~ingS and_~f ~rovinces;.-
gold shall be as an unclean t.,ing; t.""tcir §Crt wen ill woillObe tHe am6nIon
silver a.'1d their gold shall not be able to many people today. Yet Solon:on came to
deliver ther.l 1n the day of the wrath of reaJize that it did not bring true happiness.
Jehovah." Thus, though money is a de~ "Then I looked on all the works that m
on e
r :Yla1.
tense, its defense is onJyremporary; whrre- h8nas hadWiOknowing Jeh
moea permru:~e~ ....-P.I~~~al?9t.cd to do; an , behold, all was
fense
st the a oachi!}~ster t ,;::~ancf a stEvi~ aIt.IT~~~
ageddon.-Ezekie. .19, Am. Stan. was no 'j!o~!L~ael'_The sun.'
saw alI
Ver.
~d every S'KiIr~at tor thJs
,!:QY~.~r.ey does not lead to tr.e
a man is envied of his neighbor. This also
greatest happiness. Rather, it leads to is vanity and a striving after wind. Better
g.!>¢ and s~~n~,_wrang1in~clrermg, .!!....:.~dfu]. ~ ~et.~ jhan- tw~

or
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v.1nd."-Eccleslastes

&an. Ver.

andY!lvi7]g aft;!. ir.g security? Wen, yau do not have to
11; 4:4, ~m. spend ::noney to receive it. but you do have

1:8,

He concludes: "This is the end of the
matte:'; all hath been heard: Fear God,
and keep hit; commalldments; for this is
the whole duty of rr.an. For God will bring
every woyk into judgment, with every hidden thing, whether it be good, or whetht'r
it be evil." Thus the therr:e of tbe entirE'
book of Ecclesiastes is that ~
God's approval 1 is' .
Can you proflt
ro
IS a<lv ce an strive for God's favor,
the only thing that provides real security?
-nc1esia!.,i,es 12: 13, 14, Am. man. Vcr.

The Greatest Wealth of All
No amount or money wi]) buy it, but
God's favor ""j]] provide the one f'ling that
is of greatest value, namely, everlasting
life itself. Genesis chapters one and two,
the only reliable aCCO'-1Tlt of ('n~ation anywhere ir: existence, says nothing about
men's dying, except as a punishment for
disobedience. And (lfter human death came
i:'lto existence <"IS a result of disobedience,
Christ's l'an::;om sacrEicc made it possibk
that the present ~lralJ1Ying stale oi
man woillCTriiH Jast fore~ _The BiblepOIntedly s:,O\VS that tIle um'\atural state
of death is to be abolishro and that peace
and pennanen: hfc wi[] remain.
How can you receive such Ii blessing as
that? Jesus answered: "For this is the will
of my Father, that everyone that beholds
the Son and ('xercises faith in him shoul:::l
have everlasting life, and I should resur·
rect him at the last day." To receive this
blessing of everlasting life, true knowledge
is required: "This m('ans everlasting life,
their takirg in klowledge of you, the only
true GOO, a:ld of thc one whom you sent
forth. Jescs Chrlst."-John 6:40; 17::1,

to spend time and encr in study nnd ir.
at
G s service. It IS certainly wort
time because those who have such a rar\:'
and costly treasure are richer than if they
had gained the whole world! Shou:d anything, either yo·.11" love of moT'!(,y, or YO'Jt"
search for prestige and fH)sition. or ally
other time-consuming Ect, strmd in your
way of receiving that sure pro:nise <If
('verlasting life-a promise backed up by
the Creator of the universe? 1\0 &mDur:t of
wealth or position or honor copld equal it!
So, do not long for the c\'ilIy gotte:l gain
of the old system, but look with confidence
to the righteousness of everlasting life in
the new.
or course, it is true t1:at you must s:Jp·
port your famBy, must care for your needs.

Clnd if you have obligations you may need
to set aside a small sum for a futme ('me:'gency. But cb not become ensnar£'d by H~('
creeping tentacles of 1inancial greed. I: i~
always a t('mptation to want a littl(' mel'!'
. . . then a little more . . . then cl 1i:tle
more than that, unHi YO'Jr time and error:.:
a re so OCClI;li ed 1ha t you ha ve :10 t ir:ll'
eithl?l' to study God's Word cr to WOn'
zcalous in his service. ::'I.fost of the \vorld is
in thi$i positicn today.
But remember, H is only from God thut
true riches will be obtained. Only by lo\,·
inJ2;ly serving hir.1 will you receive the l'E'[l:
security--protection through the ciestru:'tior. he wiJ] socn bring upon this corrup~
old world's systems. ::'\10 amount of T"!1o:1ey
will help you through that dcstruct:or.• but
the sure wea1th of God's protection will. It
is a security that. can never be deflated,
stolen or undermined by anyon\:' except
yourself. It is the best. thing you c::iuld ever

Ne"'v World T-rar..·t,

obtair:.
So, there is every reason to

Is there any a:nount of money that you
would not spend to gain such an cverlast-

the sound, Biblical course and to
JEHOVAH, NOT MO~EY, YOUR Gon!

~

take
;\fA~E

A WAK f.:!

:~:
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~ ""'vfWis~~e

rrHE sun has always represented an Inexhaustible storehouse of energy to
man. TG harness it for civilization's needs
has been one of his aspiring goals. U only
one second of the sun's work could be.
trapped, say solar experts. mankind's pow(01' require:nmts for the next two million
years could be supplied:
Every hour tbe sun floods the earth with
a deluge of !."rJermal encrb'Y equal to 21
billion tons of coal. F.very day it pours out
more than a quadrllliGn (1,000,000,000,OOO,()(}()) kilowatt hours of energy, greatC"r
than the ener~y content of all the reserves
of coal, oil, natUr"d] gas and uranit.:m in the
crust of the earth; and greater tha::1 all
mankind's muscle, fuel and working waterfails have gene:-ated since the beginn:ng 0:"
time. Multiply 684 million tons, the approximate figure of both anthracite and bituminous coal n:ined annually in the :Jnited
States, by the nu:nber 500 Tr.illion million.
Even that figure would not equal the yearly
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solar energy. Fortunately tor us. not all of
this energy strlkes the earth or else we
would have perished long ago. We do receive about l/200-millionth of it, or 4,690.~
000 h::>rsepower for each square mile. The
rest goes to other planets or is lost in
space. At current power rates our sun biE
would be at least a billion dollars a minute.
Wl:.at a wonderful God we have to give us
all this power free!
Suppose the sun wO:Jld cease to sbine.
How long would earth's fuel supply last,
that is, if it were to give us energy at the
rate we enjoy N..>ceiving it from the sur.?
An fhe earth's ccmbustibJe fuel-wood, oil,
natural gas, coal, uranium, thorium, etc.,
would be gone ~n about three days. After
that, the earth would begin its descent
toward some tc:nperature only slightly
above absolute zer0-460 degrees Fahrenheit beJow the uswd zero. The land wouJd
become snowbound ir. n::> time; the oceans,
rivers and lakes would freeze and all vegetation and animal life would eease from
be earth. The earth would become a dark,
liCeless ball.
But there is r.oneed to fear for such
evcr to happen. Scientists are confident
that the sun win go on shining for billions
of years to come. And our God Jehova.lJ
gives us his woro that, like his throne, the
sun is established forever. (Psalm 89:36)
Ho\vever. 'there is cause for concern over
the present rate of consumptionQ'$ combusti11e material a!1d the known ~hN,lO;::S
hand on e31th. Erlc HodgI.lls j.n.
clc "Power of the
Sun" says: "In the
hundred years thnt
endL>O in 1950, Industrial Man consumed two thirds as

much energy as was used throughout the and thorium, the 'sources of atomic energy,
entire Christian era of the preceding elght~ would also be gone. These authorities pre~
een and one-half centuries. That is a world diet that within 245 years man must be
figure;" He goes on to say that the United - prepared to capture one per cent of all
States now oonsumes fifty times as much inCOming rays from the sun and utilize
energy a year as it did when Thomas them for heat and for power to drive the
Jefferson was president; that, for room or world's machinery, or else face a major
"space heating" alone, this nation con- catastrophe. "There is little enough time
sumes "over three tirnes as much fuel as left," say th~y. "for solVing the problems
the operation of all the country's railroads; of capturing solar energy."
over twice as: much as the running of all its
automobiles, trucks, and airplanes; and fif- Harne88mg the Sun for Power
teen per cent more than the total of its
Despite the fact that -scientists have been
manUfacturing and mining operations. It
experimenting with solar' energy for the
In many other parts of the world, like 184t two hundred years, the matter is still
India, the fuel shQrtage is real and no joke. considered to be in the teasing, research
Science News Letter for November 13, ~tate of infancy. As far back as 1818 Mou~
1954, reports that lack of fuel has forced chot designed an engine that produced
low·income families to use the only fuel about one horsepower from a twentyavailable-the vegetation around them. square-yard reflector at the Paris exhibiThis has resulted in deforestation and soU tion. Adams in India built solar stoves
erosion. Where vegetation is scarce, dried around 1870, but neither his nor Mouchot's
animal dung is used as the only remaining contraptions were popular. In 1925, the
cheap, available fuel. This authority COD- Smithsonian Museum· exhibited a solar
tends that "in India, 78% of the yearly cooker designed by Dr. C. G. Abbot. Since
fuel requirements are filled by dried cow then similar devices have been made.
dung." This practice of using cow <:lung
A solar engine, which for a time pumped
for fuel, besides having health and esthetic water on a South Pasadena, California,
drawbacks, has played havoc with agricul- ostrich farm, was powered by 1,800 mirrors
ture. Animal fertilizer is needed for the concentrating sun rays on a tubular boiler,
soU to revitalize it and increase its crop which heated 100 gallons of water to the
yIeld; The above report says: "Experts boiling point. The steam from the boiling
estimate that the use of animal fertilizer water was used to work a pump, and the
for cooking now cuts the productivity of pump raised 1,000 gallons of water a min·
the land by nearly half," and this in areas ute. In Egypt irrigation power was obthat already suffer from food shortages tained by rotating mirrors, which focused
and periodic famines,
rays on a horizontal boi~er. And, according
An analysis made for the Atomic Energy to Russian claims, giant reflectors operate
Commission by palmer Putnam, whose textile factories; high-pressure solar heat·
figures were also accepted by fifty scien- ers cook fruit and vege,tables in canneries,
tists as accurately setting forth the prob~ distill water, -make ice and heat laborato·
lem at hand, stated ,that the world's usable ries. They claim that they have generated
supplies of coal, gas 'and oil will be ex- steam at 875 degrees Fahrenheit witln
hausted by the year 2023. And in an addi- rolled glass mirrors set in concrete. Protional175 years usable supplies of uranium fessor A. V. Baum, head of the Soviel
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Union's Heliotechnical Laboratory at the
G. M. ~hishanovsky Power Institute at
Tashkent, stated that Soviet engineers have
succeeded in capturing solar energy with
concave mirrors about thtrty~three feet in
diameter and thus generating some 130
pounds of steam an hour at a pressure of
100 pounds to the square inch. American
scientists admit this is amazing-if true.
In the village of Mont Louis in the
French Pyrenees, Felix Trombe, a solar
engine designer, has harnessed the sun's
energy in the form of pure, directed heat
which "can melt or vaporize substances
without contaminating them with chemical
alloys or impurities." Trombe's power
plant is a giant, fiat, 43~by~34-foot mirror
that automatically follows the sun, deflecting the sun's rays to a fixed parabolic mirror some 80 feet away. This 31·foot~high
mirror made of 3,500 pieces of cheap window glass, acts as a gigantic burning glass,
concentrating the heat into a single focal
point, which has reached temperatures as
high as 3,000 degrees centigrade or 5,432
degrees Fahrenheit!
This sun furnace can melt 130 pounds of
iron an hour and has actually burned holes
in aluminum oxide-the- fire resistant material used to line electric furnaces! Only
sun power can produce such intense heat.
And only sun power can make a fire brick,
which is made to withstand heat, radiate
like a miniature sun. Under the 120-inch
aluminum solar furnace owned by the
United States navy, fire brick not only wiU
glow like the sun but can be turned into
a steamy vapor in less than ten seconds.
'Before you can count ten, the furnace
temperature rises to three thousand de~
grees centigrade, and in a few seconds more
it doubles that amount, and it is possible
to cool the· furnace off almost as quickly
with the use of special shades.
f1t1'1'nRlilR. R. 1955

Future Prwpects
Experimental soIa:r m~ls indicate that
twenty to twenty~five per cent of the sun's
energy intercepted by man can be trang.
formed into mechanical power. At -this
rate, the experts say, 750 square miles Of
desert territory in the United States could
easily furnish all tbe electric power now
required for beat, light, transportation aiJ.d
industrial purposes. A power plant covering one-fifth the state of New Mexico could
supply 10 trillion horsepower hours a year
-30 times the present annual electrical
energy production in the United States.
Such a power plant could now be built,
only the project would be expensive, about
200 billion dollars.
Recently, the Bell Telephone Labora·
tories demonstrated a solar battery that
can convert sunlight into usable electric
current without costly intermediate steps.
The battery produces enough electricity to
power small radio transmitters and record.
players. Since nothing is consumed or destroyed in the energy~conversion process
and there are no moving parts, the solar
battery should theoretically last indefinite.
ly. The Bell solar experts foresee in their
new discovery a beginning of a solar era.
Scientists are positive that a solar age
will arrive, but there appears to be some
discrepancy as to when. Professor FatTing·
ton Daniels of the University of Wisconsin
said that in the next twenty-five years
solar energy would be used mainly for
small appliances such as cookers and heating apparatus or air conditioning for
homes. Solar power plants of 100,000 kilo~
watts or more, he said,are probably be~
yond the horizons of 1980. Dr. James Bryant Conant, former president of Harvard
University, also a top scientist, predicted
that by 1985 cheap solar stills would tum
deserts into garden spots.
Future prospects of the sun's coming to
man's rescue in his fuel crisis are bright.
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THE GYPSIES OF AUSTRIA
By ",4,wabl"

car'Hpa ......,t I" Austria

OMETIMES you gC(! them ciriving from
one place to another with their horse,
drawn carts. From their teatures you can
tell that they a~ not natives cf Europe. They

m

have dark wavy hair. large black or brown
eyes, dark skin and are of small stature. They
are not understood by most peopie, and wherever they iO they art' not welcome. ""ho a::'l:'
they? The gypSies!
(' 'Where did the gy?sles com(' from? Their
crigin is obscure. Their lan~uag(' is or:e of the
clearest indlcaUons of their ongin t:1.at exists.
It belongs t:> th(' Indo·EuropC'nn language
family and :Is calle::! Homany; all of it ~ eialects are clearly connected wilh Sanskrit, the
oldest.known written lan):,'Uage c1 the group.
So it 1s now generally beli(!ved that the gyp.
sies came from southeastern or ('{'nt:-al India,
reaching Persia about thp beginning cf the
tenth century A.D. The first gypsIes appeared
In EJ;.l'ope at the beginning .of t1:e fourte('nth
century_
c Persecuted wherever they wandered, they
have been accused o!' crhnes from petty thievery to witchcraft, They have beE-n subjected
to much su11'ering, even In modern times. Dur·
Ing the Nazi regIme many male gypsies were
sterilized and both se-xes were put t:> forced
labor. In 1938 there were about 15,000 gypsips
in Austria; ufter they came O',lt o!' Hitler'S
conrentratjon camps, jt:st 4.000 were leIt,
• Thc gypsies are an intelligent peopit',
whose IQ often is much higher than that cf
the people amon&, whom they live. 'J'ilf'Y have
had to yield to the surrounding perople, I[ they
w4nted to get along relatively well, :n spite
ot this their pride and a certain fedir:g cf
superiority are unbroken, These ()utcasts from
human society bavp. bt:lJt up a tJght telaticll'
ship among themselves. They dalm to ol)(>~
and tallow only their clan chief, who has the
right to demand unconditional obedience, All
quarrels arc hrought betor<~ J-oJm and ~everer
cases before a regular gypsy court. So gypsies,
In their own afl'alrs, appear very seldOM hp·
fo:-c the courts at the countries. in whidl they
lIve, ]n theIr own ('ourts everything Is done
orally, and the most seve~ senten!'e Is to be
expelled from the trib?,
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In gypsy famEy Iif~ the women play n:>t
an ir.signltlcant part in d:e support of the
group, prin£'lpally by means of their for-une·
telllng, In whlch they empioy varioWl torms
ot predlctlor:, ranging f:-om tea leaves to the
tarot pack of cards. The pan~:lts have a real
love for the:r childn~:l, Yet t:'ley do not pampt'r
them, The helie-f that gypsies steal :>ther ehll·
orE'll and tak~~ ther.l along as their own, it ap·
pears, ~s 1!17gely a mylj-" It Is not In keeping
with their custom of extre:ne Pridi> that the
v.ypsles ha\'(' in lIlE' purity or their rac('. A
gypsy couple have, on the avprage, between
six to eig:Jt child],(!ll; noi iJlfrequ(mtly a fam·
ily has up to eighteen member!;
ChI:drcn marry early and within the trill('.
The la ..... s a:-e very strlct and mar:tal unfaith·
fulness is rare. The ppnalty for it Is a. visible
c:Jt witt-. a knife f:-om the mout:'l t:> the chcpi<;
at the same Hme the gumy one Is cast out cf
thp tribe. Bul the!'.e ("..Its are not found vt>ry
oflen.
The many taboos stem from the gypsif's
r(·jj~lcn, whlch :n Austria is Homan Ca:holk.
But the gyps:es have more superstitions than
many Roman Catholies havt'. This is lJecaUl'W
the gypsies absorb 1I:e religion of the peop;e
among whom :hey mo\'p, mixing with It (hI'
s('cwnulated mythologies ~lnd superstitions
tl:at thl'Y have picked up !n theIr many wan·
derings. This r('sults in a hodgepodge ct" falsp
reli"Iom. GypsiE's even pra('ti£'e a kind ot hen·
then ance5tor wo!'snip, and they believe so
thoroughly ir. thE' spirits:>f the dead Ihat they,
to::- fear of bemg aitacJwd, do not like to
lea\'e their l'amp at night.
It if:, lleart·cheering to kllOW lilat today in
Austria, as well as ill Germany, there an'
some gypsIes who have abandoned faisp ,e·
Belon, TheEe ones lIave l'elloW1('cd dislJOnell:Y.
divination and f:,uperf:,tltion, ~lnd :,ave taken
up tI'U~! religion. "hey now livE' a::cordmg to
the rlgr,teous princ:pll's of God's Word, being
a~sodaffrl with tile Xew World sodety of
Jehovah's wltneS8es. The hope of these gypsi('s
Is to be amollg that "great crowd" of persons
"out of all nations and 1ribes and peoples anCl
to:lgues" who will gain eV{!l·lastin.':" ;ife or.
earth, after Armageddon, In God's new world.
>

--Reovelatjon 7:9, New World Trans.
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lIE scorf,tao.:·::-:-·;
. .: has a repda; . ., ~.~ ~
tion almoS:t.-~ <-.: ..
as bad &$ the mythice 1 fi re-spi tti ng
dragon. In former
times people believl..>d that the scorpion sttmg young gir:s
to death on sight and causoo Iingering-denth
of women; oLhers were said to eat men.
Some scorpions, it was believed, had fenthc::'s and flew afar to their 1iendish villair.y,
while others had such a hatred -:01' man tha:
thev would c:imb to the ceiH:Jg and there
h~g, five or six deep, :n a hideouo; chain
so they eoc1d have the delight of inflicting
a mortal wound. Today there are fabulous
stories about scorpion exploits. Having
become nature's ::\1:1'. Sinister, the scorpion has a rcputatio::1 to live up to. It
should be said fo::, the scorpion that he does
his best, but his best is not good enough.
What damages the scorpion's reputaticn
fol' ferocity the most is the fa~t that he
harbors no hatred for man; he looks fol'
bugs, :lot us. And the scorpion just canr.ot
live up to h:s reputatior. of ~ringing death
to every man he stings. This is because his
poison, though instantly fatal to bugs,
very rarely pl'oduces death in man. So, a~
the American Museum of Natural His·
tory recently pointed out, the scorp:on just
does :1ot live up to taks told aoout hirr::.
There is a widespread belief that when
a scorpion is surrou::1ded by tire he will
c:Jmmit suicide by s:tnging himse:f to
deaLt:. This is r:diculous for the reason
:l1at the scorpicn is imr.mne to his o\. . ·n
poison and the poison 0-: his own species.
OCTOBER 8, 19.55
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When a scorpion
is e",-:posed to
the warmth of a
fire, he does die
quickly. but not because he commits suicide. Another story about scorpions is
that they always travel in pairs. This is not
entirely true. It may happen occasionally;
but when two are f:Jund together they
usually are courting.
I:1 a contest for sinister-looking animals
the scorpion ought to take top honors; at
least there arc thousands of women who
would cast their votes his way. Thou~ he
looks m·.lch like a sman lobster, t.he scorpion has the added h:deous feature of a
dagger attached to his flexible tail. ~o
dOllbt about it, that tail, as it waves in all
directions, is really wicked-looking! The
tail is usually carried upward a:Jd forward
over the back; at its tip is a curved, hollow.
poison-oozing sting. This is the scorpion's
heavy-caliber weapor.. It is highly effective
ir. prott'Cting the scorpion's life. Evidently
the s~. orpion believes in preparedness, since
h:s front end is also well protected. Here
are two formidable pi!1cers. These certainly ought to frighten enemies away.'But
their primary function is to grab, hold and
mash prey. A pair of nippered jaws completes the scorpion's sinister-looking· equipment.

How [Jallgerou8 to Mall?
If scorpions were as ferocious and dead1y
as many people believe, there would not

l!J

ole many of t;he human family left, for
scorpions live in almost all parts of the
world south of the' fortieth parallel of
north latitude, a notable exception being
New Zealand. Preferring the warm cli·
mates, scorpions live under a wide variety ,
of conditions. Some thrive in tropical forests; others do well on open plains andsandy deserts. There are a few at high
altitudes with abundant snow in winter.
About 400 species exist. These range from
one to eight inches in length. Of course,
things grow big in the tropics and some,
such as the big black scorpion, may reach
a length of nine or ten inches.
Generally, the scorpion does his best to
avoid members of the human family. But
his best is not always good enough. In his
nIghttime travels he sometimes blunders
into human habitations. When day begins
to break, Mr. Scorpion clambers into anything cozy and dark. So we sometimes meet
this. sinister-looking animal. To prevent
these chance meetings from being painful,
the prudent man in tropical areas develops
the- habit of thoroughly shaking his shoes
and clothing before putting them on. But
what happens if a man fails to see the
~orpion in time and he gets stung?
What happens depends upon the type of
scorpion and the type of person stung. A
scorpion sting can be most dangerous to
an enfeebled, hypernervous adult or to a
young child. On healthy adults, the sting
of most scorpions has no serious effect
other than to cause a very painful wound.
But some very dangerous scorpions live in
Trimdad, North Africa, Malaya, India and
other tropical regions. An Egyptian scorpion is reported to have a death rate of
over 50 per cent among young children.
The most formidable scorpion in the
Western Hemisphere is the Durango scorpion found in the state of Durango, Mexico,
and adjacent areas. A healthy, grown person has been known to die within less than
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an hour from the sting of one of these.
Over -8 Period Of some 35 years about
1,600 deaths in Durango have been as~
cribed to these creatures. A good antivenom has now greatly reduced the deaths.
In the United States scorpions do no worse
than bees or wasps. But for children there
is an exception. In southern Arizona there
are scorpions, relatives of the Durango
species, that reportedly have caused the
death of two dozen children. But whether
children or adults, all should give due reo
spect to any scorpion. Remember, even the
least dangerous stinging creatures, such as
honey bees or hornets, may occasionally
cause severe trouble in an especially sensitive individual.
The Scorpions' HUI of Fare
When it comes to making a living, 'the
scorpion, as you can well imagine, does
all right for himself. Strangely enough, he
is almost deaf and can see only a few
inches; so he depends largely on touch.
The scorpion's large, powerful pincers are
studded with hairs. These hairs are hypersensitive. The plodding beetle or the scurryil1g cockroach that blunders into these
hairs has sounded its own death knell. With
hair-trigger action the scorpion's pincers
seize the bug in a vicelike grip. If the prey
is small, the claws do the whole business of
slaughter. A larger victim, however, is
firmly grasped and held, while the tail is
curved over the back and the sting is
brought down to deliver the coup de grace.
After this there is no resistance, and Mr.
Scorpion leisurely eats his meal. He may
remain at the dinner table for an hour or
more While dining on a single beetle.
It should be remarked that the scorpion's
meals are often made up of agile, 'elusive
creatures (what is more elusive than a
cockroach 1). So in spite of his poor eyesight he does extremely well. But not too
much credit should be paid the scorpion in
AWAKE!

this regard, because bispotential dinners
are not· all keener of sight than .their captor. If the tldblt~minded scorpion faUs to
stir up a juicy bug during the night's prOwling, be can bear it. If he has to, the scorpion can live without a meal for as long as
thirty days!
Cannibal Bride and Baby-toting Mother

One item of diet has not been mentioned.
It is the scorpion! The courting season

often ends in tragedy. Before wedding bells
the males woo most ardently. The male
grasps a buxom female, greatly his superior in size and power; and, with their
hideous faces brought into contact, they
exchange what a scorpion poet might dignify with the name of a kiss. Then off they
prance. This dance of the scorpions is truly
remarkable (it was shown in the nature
movie "The Living Desert"). As in the
tango, the male leads. He grasps the female's claws and leads her after him. They
may prance about for hours till finally he
induCes the future Mrs. Scorpion to approach a burrow that he digs for the wedding. Once the nuptials are over the bride
settles down to the chores of housekeeping,
and she sometimes dines on her bridegroom.
Oh, be is not stung to death-merely eaten.
In due time the children arrive. Mrs.
Scorpion does not depOsit eggs like her
cousins, the spiders; she gives birth to
living young. Immediately after birth the
baby scorpions scamper upon mamma's
back and cling to all parts of her body by
their pincers. Perched on her back like so

many, passengers on a crowded bus, they

are ready for a ride. Fortunately no conductor is present or there would be wholesale ejections: "No room on top" would be
sounded. Once aboard and seated the babies
are quiet and good. But the driving is careless and sometimes makes insufficient allowance for obstructions so that the passengers are swept from their seats. On
these occasions the bus usually stops and
waits and the passengers run up and climb
back to their place~. Babies or no babies,
mother still likes to snatch a morsel now
and then; so she runs down what game her
burdened state allows. While mother, with
knife and fork, the pincers and nippers,
tears into a bug dinner, the young sit abOve,
viewing the orgy with complete indifference. They are no more interested than
human passengers are interested when
their bus stops to refuel. After about a
weeR the scorpion transit system loses its
passengers as the youngsters, one by one,
drop off and begin shifting for themselves.
So the scorpion, though not exactly a
lovable creature, is curiously interesting.
His villainies have been exaggerated. He
is on the search for bugs, not you. If he
meets you he shows a much more anxious
desire to avoid notice than to attack. With
proper provocation, of course, any scorpion is not adverse to testing his stinging
weapon on human anatomy. So if you meet
up with nature's Mr. Sinister, and he starts
to wave the business end of his tail, remember, he is simply saying: "You have been
warned!"

Sewage lial Park. Pawer!
'i: Sewage gas, the result of the bacterial decomposition of sewage sludge, packs
more power than most people think. It is now beIng used in the United States to
heat buildings, generate electricity and operate engines for pumping sewage. At
a meeting of the American 'Society of Mechanical Engineers, R. A. Hoot, sanitary
engineer for Philadelphia, estimated: "u all the energy contained in America's
sewage could be captured, It would provIde sufficient power to run a half·million
horsepower engine continuously."
OCTOBER 8, 1955
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OME persons go to an extreme in being ,':
overconcerned about theIr health. A far ';
greater number are careless about their
ealth. There should be a happy medium, and
it is for the benefit of those who would avoid
both extremes that the following items of
interest are given.

Smolting and Lung Cancer
" At the American Medical AssocIation's
convention at Atlantic City, New Jersey,
early in June, 1955, more proof was a\lduced
showing the direct relationship between lung
cancer and smoking. One report shows that
In 32 months lung cancer had killed only
33 per 100,000 of observed nonsmokers, but
246 per 100,000 regular cigarette smokers, or
seven times as many.
• '. As regards typical carcinoma of the lungs,
the following statistics were reported: non·
smokers, 5 per 100,000; less than a pack of
cigarettes a day, 128 per 100,000; one to two
packs a day, 227 per 100,000; and more ~han
two packs a day, 460 per 100,000, or 90 times
the rate of nonsmokers!
~' Those reluctant to see the connection be·
tween lung cancer and smoking like to point to
the fact that there is a higher Incidence of
lung cancer in the cities than in country areas.
The report indicated that this was so because
city dwellers smoked more heavIly than did
country smokers.~Time, June 13, 1955.

Blood Transfusions and Hepatitis
• Dr. Walter C. Alvarez, emeritus consultant

hi medicine, Mayo clinic, and emeritus professor of medicine, Mayo foundation, in -disCUSSing hepatitis had the following to say
about It and blood transfusions:
• ''What is sad is that the virus is very hard
to kill or to ge~ rid of. It can be transmitted
from person to person, even on a hypodermic
needle which has been thrown in alcohol or
boiled only a minute. To be safe, the needle
must be boiled for many minu.tes. Many of
the kind of persons who give their blood to a
blood bank are, all unknown to themselves,
carrying the vIrus. It remains In the body a
long time, Obviously, then, it is dangerous for
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a man to get a transfusion of blood. The dan·
ger is so great that I, personally, would not
have a transfusion given me unless I very
much needed it."~Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Star, May 11, 1955.
, Agreeing with Dr. Alvarez is the Virginia
Medical Monthly, which In its issue of May,
1955, told of the warning by three physIcians
that "blood transfusions should be given only
when the risk of failure to use it is greater
than the risk of the many complications which
may arise from its use."
In view of the foregoing, of pertinent
interest Is what the Atlanta, GeorgIa, Journal
and Constitution, February 27, 1955, reported
under the heading: "Hepatitis Spread Puzzles
Officials." "In Georgia, as in the natio'n as a
whole, the rapid spread of an old disease,
infectious hepatitls~or yellow jaundice-is
puzzling health omcials. Nationally, during
the past three years, the number of cases
reported has doubled annually." And according to a United Press dispatch, it is now the
fifth·most prevalent communicable disease.
Could it be that there is a connection between
the increase of infectious hepatitis and the
ever-increasing use of blood and plasma
transfusions?
Do the hospItals and doctors have any
responsibility in this matter? While there
seems to be a division of opinIon on it among
legal circles, as far as the United States is
concerned, the French Supreme Court upheJd
a decision handed down by the Paris court of
appeals condemning the French National
,Blood TransfusIon Center to pay 400,000
francs (about :j.1,100) to a woman who had
contracted syphilis as a result of receiving
contaminated blood in a blood transfusion.
~Le Monde, December 24, 1954,
, And that there is also another risk in blood
transfusions is apparent from the following
headlines that appeared in the public press in
the past few months: "Mismatched Blood
Blamed for Death," Daily Breeze, Hermosa
Beach, California; "Wounded Boy Dies of
Transfusion," the Knoxville, Tennessee, Journal; "Death Blamed on Transfusion of Wrong
. Blood," Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Daily Star.
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AKING, selling and smelling perfume
is a fabulous business. Over one hundred milli.on dollar!',' wOl'th i.s sold -yea-rl-y
in the United States alone! There are more
than five thousand American and a thousand French brands to choose frpm. And
their prices range anywhere from 50 cents
to $400 an ounce. The bewitching potions
come in bottles of all shapes, sizes and colors, and some of the names are simply fantastic: My Claw, Scandal, Mad Love, Snob,
Savage, Frantic and Fanatic-to name just
a few. Some firms have as many as 25,000
formulas stored away in their vaults. It
takes just one good one to thrive in the
-bUsiness.
Even though perfumers direct their advertising largely toward the women, yet
the American male is more marked as
a perfume buyer than the American female. More than "60 per cent of all perfume
is bought by men for women, who, to the
dismay of perfume makers, are about 80
per cent wrong in the way they use the
product." Scent manufacturers report that women
know little about perfumes, and men a great
deal less.
But, says
world's
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perfwne king, Pierre Wertheimer, "a
trained woman's nose knows more about
perfume than the best technician.""
Maurice Talmage, who has been concocting devastating whiffs for 30 years, stated
rather bluntly that "there isn't one woman
in a thousand who can tell the difference
between her favorite perfume and another
similar brand." He declared that women
have dabbled with perfumes for centuries
and yearly spend tens of millions of dollars
on perfume to-make themselves attractive
to men. "But the funny thing is," Talmage
said, "they're so interested in pretty bottles
and exotic names they're rarely a"ware of
how attractive or unattractive a perfume
actually may be." Fanciful names, beautifully shaped bottles, various shades and
colors-none of those things really count.
His expert advice is that "women should
choose perfwnes by how they smell and
nothing else. And then they should apply
them very sparingly."
Perfume reveals its carefully blended
secrets when lightly and lovingly applied to
the skin. The doctors of scent say that for
best results chemicals in the individual's
skin must harmonize with the perfume
used. Otherwise, a fragrance changes or
fades away. It should be applied with care
at pulse spots, mainly in front of
and not behind the ears, at the
sides of the neck, at the temples,
in the foldS of the arms, inside the
. wrists and even behind the knees .
. A light spray of "perfume ave!' a
new hairdo will enhance its beauty.
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It has been known for years, bowever,
Perfume, however, snould never be put on
clothing. It may ruin or injure the fabric. that perfumes produce actual physical reWben applied about the person in small actions in both men and women, but there
amounts, perfume is more effective than was no means of deijnitely determining the
when put on in a single big splash. One extent of the reactions. According to Proother thing. Do not expect one application fessor R. C. Davis, who has been conductto last indefinitely. The fragrance soon ing experiments along this line with the
evaporates, but retouching as necessary help of the psychogalvanic reflex instruwm keep the delightful vapors alive.
ment, the hwnan physical system does react to perfumes. His tests have shown that
ToUd Water and Scent Appeal
rarely do two persons react in the same
Toilet water is less concentrated than manner to the same perfume. Therefore,
perfume. It may be applied more gener- buying the right perfume for someone else
ously. "Perfume cologne" implies addition is risky bUSiness, unless you know the
of other fragrances. In the United States brand name. Lennelle Aikman, writing for
colognes are merely perfumes diluted about The National Geographic Magazine, April,
seven times, and many times diluted as to 1951, says: "Most people agree on what
cost. One authority says that a "woman smells good and bad. But there are surpriswho cannot afford Tabu can use Tabu ing variations. In group tests some have
cologne and smell just about the same. If been found to favor odors generally conshe used no more than seven times as much sidered revolting."
cologne as perfume to get the same effect,
This authority further states that vari~
cologne might be her better buy. The catch
OllS colors can affect one's judgment in seis that women hoard perfume, splash
lecting perfwnes. For example, a large
cologne." These women fail to realize that
group was asked to test three bottles of diffine perfume evaporates. So instead of
ferently colored perfume, nearly all gave
economizing, they are actually wasting the
reasons for favoring one over another alprecious aromatic oil.
though the odor actually was the same. A
When wearing several fragrant preparashaving-cream manufacturer inquired of
tions at one time, be sure they are compatible. Or let your perfume dominate and thousands of men as to whether they preuse lightly scented accessory preparations. ferred his product perfumed or unperTahnage admitted that perfume makers fumed. Ninety-six per cent said they prehave been "trying for years and years to ferred the unperfumed articles. A little
develop a perfume that will make men fall later, this same group of men was asked
in love at first sniff, but our best efforts their preferences of two accompanying
have been in vain." Even the most tantaliz- samples, 92 per cent favored the one that
ing aroma is powerless, he said, unless a had been perfumed. Aikman states that
man is more than casually interested in a customers are often unconscious of the
girl in the first place. A good perfume used lure in smell. The author tells of an excarefully can enhance a woman's beauty periment that was made with two sets of
even as a fragrance enhances the beauty
stockings placed on sale in a department
of a flower. But if she expects the perfume
stockings were the same, except
to do it all, she is in for a setback. Because, store.
said Talmage, "perfume just doesn't have that those on one table were faintly scented.
what it takes," despite what advertisers with the rather unpleasant odor from the
finishing process. The author says that desay to the contrary.

The
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cldedIY more pUrchasers took the perfumed
goods, though few ronscIouslynoticed the
lightly applied fragrance. Their preference,

they innocently explained, was dictated by
"superior quality and finer texture," Manu·
facturers today ftavor most of their items
with whiffs of perfume to boost sales. And
it works like magic.
European and Latin·American men admittedly delight themselves with perfume,
but North American men think the practice Quite sissified. While these men shy
away from labels marked cologne or perfume, they are easily wooed by a "'man's
cologne,' bottled in a sturdy container and
decorated. with horses and dogs." F. A.
Hampton, the author of The Scent of Flowers and Leaves; Its Purpose and Relation
to Man) says that English people in general

show a preference for rose, lavender, violet
and the more definitely aromatic scents.
The Latin races enjoy scents that northerners find unpleasantly sweet and heavy.
In the Eastern nations the preference for
heavy scents is still more marked.
Why So Expemive?

There is more to per£wne than one can
smell. The most delectable and expensive
fragrances may contain tiny amounts of
some of the worst smells known in nature.
There are no less than thirty ingredients in
each recipe, and some have as many as
2,OOO! These must be blended according
to theme, taste and originality. In some of
the complicated mixtures sometimes an infinitesimal amount-as small as one part
in 50,000 of certain elements-is added to
give a particular touch.
All finished perfumes must use both synthetics and natural substances. The rose,
the jasmin and the orange flower unite to
form the wonders of fine perfume. Perfumers say that the rose adds richness, depth
and smoothness to their creations. It takes
a1:)(mt two to four tons of Bulgarian roses
OCTOBER 8, 1955

to produce one pound of rose 011. Jasmin is
more precious than rose oil and is more

widely used in quality perfumes. Jasmin
imparts smoothness and gives "life" to the
perfumer's creation. Just one fragile blossom wlll scent a room. But the blossoms
must be picked before daybreak, before
the dew rises, to prevent 20 per cent loss in
their fragrance. Almost ~very perfume creation, regardless of its overtoI].e, employs
some natural oil of jasmin. If is the perfumer's one indispensable! Without it perfume would not be what it now is. Almost
as precious to perfumers is the essence of
orange blossoms, it requires 880 pounds of
blossoms to make but one pound of oil. The
violet yield of oil is microscopiq. An entire
acre of the finest violets will yield only a
few drops of the highly prized essence. Oil
of violet leaves, while different in character, is also invaluable, as it gives a "leafy"
or "dewy" effect to the violet fragrance.
But again, it takes 33,000 pounds or about
l6i tons of violet leaves to yield but one
pound of the oil! "If perfumers were completely dependent on the minute oil reservoirs of the violet plant," says Jill Jessee
in her Perfume Album, "only millionaires
could afford to buy violet perfume."
Regardless of whether the Perfume is a
solid, like the unguents, or a liquid or powder, it has three components, namely! the
base of essential oils and aromatic chemicals that makes the odoriferous part, the
fixative that gives "life" and durability to
the odor, and the solvent or diluting vehicle that thins down the concentrated~e11
to a wealmess that can be handled. From
ten to fifty nations provide the base, which
is seeds, barks, roots, leaves and flowers.
Animal scent-secretions supply the fixatives. They slow up and equalize the evaporation of the more volatile oils. Castoreum
comes from the Canadian beaver. Putridsmelling civet, worth 40,000 francs a kilogram, comes from the civet cat in Africa.
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Precious musk, worth many times the
civet, comes from Asiatic musk deer. So
valuable is it in perfume markets that
hunters have risked the Tibetan lamas'
penalty for killing the deer-a punishment
that called for cutting off both hands of the
guilty and nailing them to the temple door.
And ill-smelling waxy ambergris, valued at
more than $1,000 a pound, is produced by
sick sperm whales.
The manufacturer must be on guard
against another factor. An authority explains: "If Tabu were offered at a 'reasonable' profit, it would be gobbled up by the

masses and presumably destroyed. A price
of $17.50 per ounce (plus tax of $3.50)
satisfactorily limits and prolongs its sale.
The actual cost to the manufacturer is less
than $2.50."
So like musical symphonies composed of
different notes, some high, others low,
some heavy, others light, yet all blended
together in a pleasant and perfect harmony, in the same way man unites science
and art to create from things made a harmony of odors called "perfume." And as
the Bible says: "Oil and perfume rejoice
the heart."-Proverbs 27:9, Am. Stan. Vcr.

HUMAN SACRIFICES ON '0000 FRIDAY"
cu U".UUH "
gods in this twentieth century is horrify· "
jng, to say the least. But when these are ,:,:
committed in the name of God and religion
by Scripture-quoting "priests" and "pastors,"
the whole thing becomes unthinkable. Stuart
Morrison, special correspondent of the New
York Daily News of April 24, 1955, reports
that "two hundred men and women danced .'
wIldly and chanted hymns as they whirled ::
about the flames that burned to death four .
children they had chosen as sacrifices in a ::
weird jungle religious ceremony on Good Fri·
day." A police expeditionary force revealed ::
details of the gory massacre. Aiter having ,
been tortured half to death, the four children : ,:
were then burned aUve. "The sect is called
Adventists of Promise and numbers about 200. ,
Its ceremonies were described by the police as , :,:
part Christian, since the members sing hymns
and recite chapters from the Bi.ble during ,
their orgies, and part Macumba-Brazilian
versi.n of African voodoo which is strong
throughout the country. The sacrificed chilo
dren were a girl, five years old, and three ,
boys, one 10, the other two nine months."
"
~ The father of one of the slain children ;:
described the bloodthirsty "religious" rites to ::
hoITIfled police and newsmen. The report ':
states that the children were thrown to the ;:
ground, kicked, "beaten and stamped on by.,
the crazed fanatics of the sect. When half "
dead, their bodies were tossed on a huge fire ;:,
and in one case, [the father said] a child was
CRIFICING
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LU death. During the
burning alive, the father told police, the religious fanatics danced around the leaping
fiames, singing hymns, and their 'priest' recited chapters from the Bible. DurIng the orgy
the priest shouted 'Burn the devil out of their
flesh and bones,' the father said."
~ While these religious orgies are horribly
shockIng, they have been identified with.devil
worshipers for ages. Baal worshipers In Jere·
miah's time sacrificed their children in fire.
Bllt Almighty God Jehovah had no part in
their abominations. He states: "They built the
high places of Baal, which are in the valley
of the son of Hinnom, to cause their sons and
their: daughters to pass through the flre unto
Molech; which I commanded them not, neither
came it into my mind, that they should do this
abomination, to cause Judah to sin."-Jeremiah 32:35.
.' The above report might cause some people
to cringe in abhorrence to sUch- practice. Yet,
many of these think nothing of charging God
with the same barbaric crime, and this with·
out reason, by their teaching and propagating
the "heU-fire" doctrine. These claim that God
Almighty torments and tortures wicked Incorrfglbles and unbaptized babies without
their having any hope of deliverance. This
falsehood taught is more wIcked and barbaric
than those demonic sacrifices held in the jun·
gles of Brazil, for it claims God continues the
torture forever. Both have their origin with
Satan the Devil.
UUUU",",
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Meet

Marvelous

HE hypothalamus?" you exclaim. "I never
heard of it before!" Well, that is not surprising. Most likely ninety~nine out of every hun~
dred have not heard of this part of the brain either. In
fact, Dr. Berglund, in It's Not All in Your Mind, says
regarding the hypothalamus: lilts workings are so
obscure that many doctors try to avoid thinking about
it by denying that it exists."
Toward the base of the cerebrum or main part of the
brain is a section termed the diencephalon,
a name having two Greek roots, dia mean~ qUency and strength, electrical impulses
ing "through," and enkephalos meaning on one part of the hypothalamus will cause
"brain." Among the various parts of the the animal to shiver as if cold, on another
diencephalon is the hypothalamus, a name Part will cause it to growl as if angry, on
also having two Greek roots, hypo meaning still ;;mother part will cause its hair to
"under" and thalamos meaning "bed, bed- stand on end, etc. This type of experiment
room, chamber," the thalamus also being is possible because the nerve impulses of
a part of the diencephalon.
the body are electrical in nature, in fact,
The hypothalamus is about the size of can be measured in terms of voltage.
a walnut and accounts for about one threehundredth of the size of the brain. Since Co-ordination and Automation
The hypothalamus occupies a key posithe brain of the average man weighs about
fifty ounces, the hypothalamus weighs only tion in the central nervous system, the
brain and spinal cord, it acting as a coa fraction of an ounce. Only about a cenordinator of both the sympathetic and the
tury ago did doctors beJ5in to take notice parasympathetic or vagus nervous sysof it, the first comprehensive work dealing tems. The sympathetic nervous system is
with it not appearing until. the last decade. that set of nerves that goes into action in
Scientists have used various methods to an emergency calling for fight or flight.
gain information about the tiny hypo- On the other hand the parasympathetic or
thalamus. From autopsies they have estab- vagus nervous system is that set of nerves
lished a relationship between its diseased that regulates the normal functions of the
state and certain mental ailments. By body such as breathing, heartbeat and
making lesions, cutting off or destroying a digestion. The two act as checks on each
part of it in experimental animals they are other.
able to note the various roles it plays in
The hypothalamus might be said to be
animal behavior. They also use cathodes the connecting link between the higher
by which they give electrical impulses to centers of the brain and these two systems.
various parts of the hypothalamus to dis- In the higher centers the cause for emotion
cover the same. Depending upon their fre- originates, by what they see, hear or imagOCTOBER 8, 1955
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etc., and the bypothalamus translates
these into actions. Though tenned the center of emotions, it is thus s~en actually to
be only the center for producing the physical manifestations of emotion. Recent research indicates that it is also the 00s:s
gJand of the chain of ductless glands.
It is well tenned "the concert master of
the symphony of human behavior," and
the foremost United States authority on
it writes: ''The supreme mystery lies in
the commonplace phenomena, so exquisitely maintained that they excite almost
no attention. The regularity of the rhythm
of breathing, the constancy of the pulse
rate, the exact maintenance of body temperature, the beautiful balance between
intake and output of fluid, the cycle of
sleep," woman's menstrual cycle, etc., "all
these ebbs and flows are instrumented primarily through the hypothalamus." Modern man is proud of his automatic factories
utilizing automation, but the Creator put
automation in the human body thousands
of years ago!
~

With evening, these cold·blooded animals,
without any atllity to retain heat, lose
warmth to their environment. This leads
to a slowing down of metabolism, of ci:rculation and of general activity: the ani·
mal may fall into a sleep-like torpor. Each
day this cycle of warming and activity,
COOling and torpidity is repeated."
On the other hand, "the remarkable
stable body temperature of warm-blooded
animals is evidence of an efficient thermo·
static control. Heat is continuously formed
in the body, even during rest, and the
amount thus formed is very greatly in·
creased by muscular activity. To maintain
an even temperature the rate of heat loss
must be adjusted to the rate of heat formation and this adjustment is complicated
by changing environmental temperatW'es.
A high, external temperature reduces heat
elimination, and vigorous exercise in·
creases heat production, causing body temperature to rise and thus starting heat loss
activities such as dilation of the cutaneous
blood vessels [capillaries] and sweating.
In carnivores panting is the chief means
of heat elimination. Exposure to cold
The Body's Thermostat
Air conditioning the body by keeping causes shivering which increases heat pro·
its liquid content tmiforIil and Its tempera- duction and constriction of the cutaneous
ture at 98.6 is also primarily the job of the vessels which reduces heat loss by diminmarvelous hypothalamus. Its efficiency in ishing the flow of warm blood to the skin."
this respect accounts for the fact that man
Incidentally, this is why a sudden change
can thrive in both arctic and equatorial of temperature of the water in a fish tank
regions. To appreciate the role it plays in will kill tropical fish; being cold-blooded
man and other warm-blooded animals let they do not have a mechanism that helps
us note how cold-blooded animals such as them to adjust to such sudden changes.
lizards and snakes fare. "Cold-blooded aniAll the brain above the hypothalamus
mals may regulate their body temperature can be removed without affecting the
at optimal [most favorable] levels by body's heat regulation, but if the hypomoving from sunshine to shade, or by thalamus is removed or the brain stem is
changing positions in order to expose severed below the hypothaJamus thermogreater or less surface to the sun. When static regulation is greatly impaired if not
such temperatures are attained, those ftmc- entirely destroyed. Damage to the hypo·
tions having to do with defense, nutrition thalamus results in inability to sweat,
and reproduction are consummated; this causing a rise in temperature. Certain
results in individual and species survival. parts of the hypothalamus regulate the
22
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various processes above descl'ibed. Seat
eauses blood to become thinner; cold causes
it to become thicker. When the blood IJe..
comes thicker not only has it more red
cells in proportion to volume but its plasma
also contains more protein proportionately.
The extra water goes into the spleen,liver,
muscles or else is carried off by the kidneys
or the intestines.

The Dele1l8e Mechanism
The body's defense system, which is both
triggered and co-ordinated by the hypo-.
thalamus, might be illustrated by the way
a large city during World War n responded
to an air raid alarm: Lights went out,
people left off their regular tasks and
either manned special posts or sought
refuge in air raid shelters, nurses and doctors and ambulances were alerted, antiaircraft guns and searchlights went into
action and interceptor planes rose to meet
the enemy.
A very similar defense pattern for emergencies goes into action when sudden danger confronts a human. Blood vessels leading to the internal organs, except the heart,
constrict so that the blood is forced into
the muscles for extra strength, additionally
extra hormones from the hypothalamus
(according to latest research) as well as
from the pituitary and the adrenals are
poured into the blood for extra strength.
At the same time the blood also leaves the
surface of the body, accounting for facial
pallor and for cold and clammy hands.
Among the most common manifestations
of the defense mechanism is that of the
hair standing on end and goose pimples.
These various manifestations, we are
told, "represent a widespread discharge of
sympathetic impulse, in an effort to cope
with a critical situation. Only one center
in the central nervous system is known to
co-ordinate such apparently diverse mechanism, the hypothalamus." Thus it raises
OOTOBER 8, 1955

and lowers the blood pt8Ssureand lntteases

or decreases the pulse rate as the situation
requires. Nor does any part of the brain so
affect the secretions of the stomach as well
as its rhythm and that of the intestines as
does the hypothalamus. Muscular tone, or
that permanent tension that gives muscles
their firmness and keeps them ever ready
for immediate action, is also controlled by
the hypothalamus.

The Appetite, Sleep and Sex Center
Experiments have also disclosed that
the hypothalamus is the appetite center of
the bOd~ Destroy a certain part of it and
animals will eat from two to three times
as much and gain up to 70 per cent in
weight. Destroy a tiny section right next
to that Part and the animals will refuse all
food, starvirig to death because of having
no desire to eat, this being true even of
animals that had previously eaten two to
three times as much because of damage to
another part of the hypothalamus. Animals
that had thl:ls refused food, however,
gained practicaJly normal appetites by
being fed with a tube from six to sixtyfive days.
Obviously our appetites are not the sole
criterion of whether we should eat or not,
since experimental animals ate three times
as much as they needed or refused food. on
the basis of the condition of their hypothalamus. And this would seem to indicate
that just as persons with too good an
appetite must restrain themselves so those
without appetites must make themselves
eat so as to get enoUgh nourishment.
The sleep mechanism is perhaps the least
understood of all the body's natural functions. However, it has been learned that
the hypothalamus also plays a vital role
in the "diurnal.rhythm of sleep." Injury
to the hypothalamus causes excessive
sleepiness. On the other hand, an overactive hypothalamus accounts for an excit23

able disposition and "nerves." From this coagulation in the region of the tuber
it is apparent that the influence of the cinereum," the tuber cinereum being a
hypothalamus not only extends downward, sort of continuation of the hypothalamus.
which it does to the extent of governing
All in all, the foregoing information has
even elimination, but also upward to the its practical aspects. Human nature is
higher centers of the brain, to the mind ever prone to go to an extreme, and here
with its will, imagination, memory and we see a biological' basis for it. Friend
sense perception.
husband either fails to get enthusiastic
And finally, as far as this discussion is about his wife's culinary art in spite of its
concerned (for the last word regarding it excellence or he overeats, all because of
has by no means been said and to treat the his hypothalamus. On the other hand,
hypothalamus comprehensively would re- friend wife may be Jacking in ardDr bequire a thousand-page volume), it has a cause of a lack in her hypothalamus. The
direct bearing on sexual activity. While slow and easygoing one is irritated by the
for long man has considered. the gonads as overactive one, and vice versa, but each one
the basis for sex activity, yet these are is just built that way because of his
impotent when the hypothalamus is in- hypothalamus. Not that we should not try
jured. One of the very latest works on the to become balanced in all, things, but try
diencephalon states: "That all aspects of as we may we shall always have innate
the sex drive also originate in the hypo- tendencies to contend with and this underthalamus is shown by the experiments of standing will make us patient with others
[certain scientists] who were able to carry as well as keep us from getting discouraged
ot,J.t a kind of 'central castration' by thermo ourSelVes.

[ MAKING LIFE LIVIHLE

I

There is a story told by Moss Hart, the playwright, in a letter to Bennett Cerf,
printed originally in Cerf's "Trade Winds" column in the Saturday Review that
is pertinent today when so many parents believe in total freedom for a child:
(l "The Klobber Method was discovered, or rather invented, by Ernest J. Klobber.
a Viennese psychiatrist who, at the time of the discovery of the method which
was to bear his name, was a staunch believer in the modern and accepted formula
for rearing children. .
So great an exponent of this formula was Professor
Klobber that, at the time of his discovery, the Professor, who has six children
of his own, was about to be carted off to a sanitarium in a state of complete nervous collapse; a eondition any modem parent Will understand at once. As the
stretcher was being carried out of the house one of the children aimed a kick at
it which, with unerring childlike aim, landed exactly where it was meant to land.
The Professor, though thoroughly USed to being kicked by his children, was under
mild sedation at the time, and it may have been this that caused a cunous reflex
action on the Professor's part Bringing his arm up from the stretcher, he brought
his hand down with a good sharp crack .... There was an anguished howl from
the chiId~tlrst time in its life no reason had been given for an action~but the
effect on the Pr~fessor was startling. He leaped up from the stretcher and gave
each of the other five kiddies in turn a good smart crack .... Life, for the Professor
and his good wife, was livable for the first time since the patter of little .feet had
thundered through the house."

(l
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AWAKE!

Guard Against Infidelity
in Marriage

"INFIDELITY in marriage is more
common than most people wish to
believe," said Dr. Abraham Stone, director
of the Marriage Consultation Center of the
Community Church of New York. A recent
survey showed that "among 10,000 persons
interviewed, one out of every two married
men and one out of every four married
women up to the age of 40 admitted extramarital relations."
Plural marriages may be legally practiced in many lands and there are societies
that grant men to have common-law wives.
But these customs are not Christian. They
are not the standard that God established
in Eden. He gave man only one wife. "And
Jehovah God proceeded to build the rib
that he had taken from the man into a
woman and to bring her to the man. Then
the man said: 'This is at last bone of my
bones and flesh of my flesh. This one will
be called Woman, because from man this
one was taken.' That is why a man will
leave his father and his mother and he
must stick to his wife and they must
become one flesh." His unalterable law
provides for only two to become "one
flesh," not three or four or mOre.-Genesis
2:22-24, New World Trans.
Jesus upheld this God-given principle in
his reply to the Pharisees who questioned
him about divorce. Jesus said: "Did you
not read that he who created them at the
beginning made them male and female
and said: 'For this rea'son a man will leave
OOTOBER 8, 1955

his father and his mother and will stick
to his wife, and the two will be one flesh'?
So that they are no longer two, but one
flesh. Therefore, what God has yoked ta-gether let no man put apart." The laws of
most democratic lands also recognize that
a man have only one wife, and by social
and religious custom he is expected to
remain faithful to her in the marriage
bond. God's law to Christians plainly
states that a man practicing polygamy lives
in adultery, and that anyone living in
common-law marriage is practicing fornication. Both are violators of Jehovah's
moral code and win suffer adversely for it.
-Matthew 19:4-6, New World Trans.
Infl,delity, or more specifically adultery,
remains the one offense that is legal ground
for divorce throughout the United States.
Scripturally, it is the one offense that
allows for divorce and severance of the
marriage tie, freeing one to remarry. "I
say to you that whoever divorces his wife
except on the grounds of fornication and
marries another commits adultery," declared Jesus. In a study of 148 different
societies, Dr. George P. Murdock has found
that in only five are adulterous relationships condoned. "Marital fidelity," said
Dr. Murdock, "is one of the main buttresses
of any social structure." -Matthew 19: 9,
New World Trans.
Christians are warned against promiscuity and infidelity. Paul warns against
such sins, "for God will judge fornicators
and adulterers." Jehovah says: "I will be
a swift witness against the sorcerers, and
against the adulterers." So it is disastrously dangerous to expose oneself to
advice of "marriage counselors" who wink
at infidelity or try to justify extramarital
affairs as a safety valve, or who regard it
as an emotional disturbance or a neurotic
tendency. Such men have no regard for
God's law. To listen to them is to jeopard-
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fze one's Ufe.-Hebrews 13:4, Nmx World
7'm!t8.; Malachi 3:5. Am. Stan. Ver.
Dr. Kinsey states that man's promiscuity
is natural, that it "is undoubtedly a product
of his interest in a variety of experience."
But does a base desire for extramarital
affairs justify breaking God's law? No; no
more SO than a desire to murder, defraud,
lie and steal is justifiable for the same
reason.
A husband's extramarital sexual relations cause involvement of others, his wife,
his children, the other party, and it may
involve still others. In case of a dedicated
servant of Jehovah, infidelity directly affects his relationship with God and with
his congregation. In fact, his unfaithful
conduct directly or indirectly stigmatizes
his entire field of association. It brings
others into question and disrepute. In this
connection Paul says: "Flee from fornication. Every other sin which a man may
commit is outside his body, but he that
practices fornication is sinning against
his own body. What! Do you not know that
the body of you people is the temple of the
holy spirit within you whiCh you have
from God'! Also, you do not belong to
yourselves, for you were bought with a

WJ.."

e.,",~

price. By all means, glorify God In the
body of you people." So the enormity of
the crime of infidelity cannot be lightly
brushed aside ~ of little or no consequence.
It is an infraction of God's law and if
pursued it will prevent one from inheriting
the K1ngdom.~l Corinthians 6:9, 10,
18-20, New World Trans.
Facts show that not aU who stray from
the marital bed are neurotic, immature,
emotional casualties, as some psychiatrists
claim. These may be exceptions, not the
rule. As far as a casual extramarital-affair's
preserving a shaky marriage, Dr. Stone
completely shatters that absurdity. He
says that, in a quarter century of counseling on marital problems, "I cannot recall
a single case where infidelity has strengthened the marital bond. . . . In fact, it
usually leads to deep personal conflicts and
family disruption." Emotional injuries,
deep resentment, bewilderment, ip.security,
shame and grief are usually the result.
Follow the Scriptural advice and you
will be happier for it: "Let marriage be
honorable among ~, and the marriage bed
be without defilement, for God will judge
fornicators and adulterers."-Hebrews
l3:4, New World Trans.
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In his A Window on the Avenue Edward Streeter, a vice-president of a New
York bank, writes of the time when Caruso had to sing to cash a check: ''The
relationship of the bank to the Metropolitan Opera Company has always been a
close one, and most of the great sIngers have carried accounts there at one time
or another.•.• Caruso was a depositor. One day he came into the bank at the
noon hour to cash a check and happened to go to a new teller. FortY'fourth
Street and Fifth Avenue Is a windy corner where anything can happen, and when
an alert young paying teller sees a famous name like Caruso's on a check, he in·
stlnctively becomes suspicious. In this case the fact that the person on the other
side of the wicket looked llke Caruso only increased his doubts. The more Caruso
tried to convince the distracted teller that he was Caruso, the more convinced the
latter became that he was a fraUd. Then Caruso haa an inspiration. SteppIng back
a few paces from the teller's window so that he would not blow the money around,
he placed one hand on his breast and began to sing an aria from 'Tosca.' Long
before he had finished, the teller began to count the money out in a panIc. When
he carne to the end, Caruso bowed and took his money, while the customers and
the clerks cheered."

AWAKE!

Twenty-fifth Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
Ldt to right: Front row: de HOllY. L .. Hagensen. Ie .. Fil~i:tno. A .. 1,,,n<1i(',,, ,T., Cook(,. n., Cooper, L., Brink. T .. L·H~I'. L.. ('hin Chee Fat. T.
Second row: Ulns:::., S., Kennedy, :\1., Canlpion, Y., Silnpson, l~., ~mit11, P., Halbrook, L. Saunlur, Y., Philljp~. \-1.. ~al·anlis . .\., lIodgson, ~l..
narriine>r, S., Stafford, B. Thitd row: Ash, (:., .roH(·~, T ...Jnhnstu!1, B-'., Harrilnan. B., Lan'ien, .1., \\'at~ull, ~., Higg'H, Ij~" Petras, ::\1., YnOlano, }(., Goulevitell. G., Gunther, A" Cjr.tham. 1,'., ('lwri<l, :\f. Fourth row: HI)We, g., Smit11, 11., Bal'ker, g., Halvorsen, G., Ni~bet, ~t.,
Larsen, B., 11acNamara, n., ,"al'ga L., PUI't('r, ),1., ~t~tiIlt()ll. E., de ~lE'el, 'V., Jarvif', 1'1., Plaurnf-or, M. Fifth row: Hunick, E., Hagen, S.,
Hinkle, D., Logan, IC, Phillips, l\f., ~'fortl0ek, .\,' Brink, 1(., Hiddell, J., Henton. J., Swanson, E., "Varga, J" H.ent()n, L, "Vynn, H.
Sixth row: Uarker, L. t Anderson, V., Harrifnau, '~., Kpnnedy. E., .:\"orl'i:-:;. \V., Cudtleford, l\L, Halbrook, e., Stnlpson, .T., 'Vilcox, A"
Stain ton, A .. Filgiano, T .. Smith, El., Motyka, C., Phillips. A. Seventh "ow: Jones, R., Hunlck, H., Howe. II., Anderson, R., Hinkle, D .•
Peel, A., \Yekh, D., Christiansen. E., MacNamara, A., L.ws. L .. Glasg, R., Le Roux, R .• Olson, J., Pienaar, M. Eighth row: Graham, A.,
Hagensen, L., Johnston, P., Hagen, 11'1.. (}untlH'l'. C., Ash, n .. ~isbf't, \Y., Johnson. R., Logan. H., Wilcox. If .• McKee. B.. Hodgson. J.,
Higgs, J., Gardinel~, l~t
t
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HE day was warm, the sun was bright

T

and an occasional breeze played across
the great Yankee Stadium. It was Saturday
morning, July 2'3, and a total of 23,429
persons 'had gathered for the graduation of
the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead's
twenty-fifth class. This was the fourth day
of the New York "Triumphant Kingdom"
AssembJy of Jehovah's witnesses, and on
this day twenty-one single men, twenty-one
single women and thirty married. couples
(8 total of 102 persons from sixteen lands)
would graduate and receive missionary
assignments in twenty-four different countries throughout the world.
Gilead instructor Harold Jackson spoke
of the bright prospects these graduates
face. Instructor Karl Adams stressed progress in service, study and knowledge, and
showed that real love for God's sheep would
be the greatest deterrent to their leaving
their assignments. John Booth, representing the Kingdom Farm family, pOinted out
the importance of progress if one is to

sa"e both himself and those who listen to
him. Vice-president F. W. Franz told the
students that they were a sweet fr~grance
to God and to the assembled audience, and
that by continuing to pursue their high
purpose in life that desirable fragrance
would stay with them.
The climax came with the talk by Watchtower president N. H. Knorr, who used as
his text 1 Peter 1: 12: "Into these very
things angels are desiring to peer." If we
are as concerned with Jehovah's purpose
concerning the Christ as the angels are, he
pointed out, then certainly we will stay on
the straight path of zealous, fervent activity in God's service.
Telegrams from around the world let
the new graduates know that their brothers were with them in spirit, and were
praying Jehovah's blessing to be upon their
forthcoming activity. And certainly that
blessing will be with them as they press
forward into new fields with' the continually expanding New World society!

• Why money and wealth get such undue
attention today? P. 4, 'ift.

• What sinister-looking creature eats her
husbandl P. 15, 1\t.

• What view,Jesus had that would make your
life a happier one? P. S, 1\4.

• Whether there is a relationship between
smoking and lung cancer? P. 16, 'if2.

• What sound counsel Solomon gave regarding the most valuable thing in life? P. 8, 'ift.

• How to choose a perfumel

• Whether there is reason to be seriously
concerned over earth's fuel supply? P. 9, 1\4.
• When the experts think earth's fuel supplies will be exhausted? P. to, 'if2.
• What amazing temperatures already have
been reached with solar furnaces? P. ii, 112.
• Where the gypsies came from? P. 12, 'if2.
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17, 'if3.

• Why perfumes ate so expenSive! P. 19, 1[2.
• What tiny part of the brain controls breath_
ing, temperature, sleep and other bodily phenomenal P. 22, 1\t.
• What unexpectec{ part of the body controls
your appetitel P. 23, 1\4.
• Why marital infidelity cannot be lightly
set aside as of little consequence? P. 26, 1[2,

AWAKE!

Tbe Ea1'th SatellltR "ebtcle

+

For a generation rock(·t ex·
perts havl' been working on
thr. goal 01 sendir.g an eal1h·
t"ircJlng satellite in~o space.
Thl' Germans made progress
toward tt:is goai when they
developed the V-2 bombs. Si.'1Cf'
- then research on rockets has
proC'E'erled 1e-verlshly in batt.
East and WesL In 1949 the
U.S. sent up the Wac Corporal.
a lwo·stage rocket that reached
a helg:"t cf 250 miles. ln JIlly
the :J.5. announced plans to
;aunch history's !irst man·
madp. earth·c1rcllr:g satellite
mto spaee during 1957 or 1!)58.
The proposed f'arth satellite
vphicle will flash arour.d n_e
earth about once every 90 minutes at a speed of 18.000 mil{'s
an hour In a fixed path 200 to
300 mill."s above the g::-ounrl.
Aftl."r being pushed off by It
final ro('ket blast, tlle vehicie
will travel wlthout power. !;':1'
tlrely under i~s own momen·
t'Jm. Since t.here is /;Orne air
at 200 niles cr more, th{' vehicle will slow down. As it
slows it wI!! bf!gin to spiral toward the ea.rtt.. Upon h:ttir:g
the thick eUl'hlon of air that
wraj!lS the plant'!, the vehkle
will vaporize and disappear in
minute partic:es mll,~s above
the earth. The gl'(!atcst return
that s('lentist.o; expect the satpllite will bring is kn:lwledge Qf
conditions in thp outt'r atmos·
Ilherc. It is eXpP.eted also to
OCTOBER 8, 1955

p::,()vice :'nformation on the
nature or the &un and eos·
mic radlatlon. Scil."ntists hailed
the announcement as marking
what may pO.'lsibly be one of
the greatest achi('vements of
manilind. In August the wor:'d's
It'adin!=: scientific specialists on
space l1ight, gathered at COpf'n·
hagen, predicted that if man
succeeds In placing an un·
manned earth satellite by 195R
he can set loot 0:1 the moon by
,he end of this C€'ntu:-y.
H&J'nf'J!!I!llnJ;' the Atom

-to

Ir. the de(~ade since Hiroshima the nations have made
progress In harnessing the
atom, hut thpy have done so
behind t::'e barrie:-s of 11atlonal
secrecy. In August, at the Geneva [nternationai Ccnference
On Peac£'ful Uscs of Atomic
Energy, the curt.ain of seerecy
was E1ted. as the U_<::..., Britain.
FranC'(' and the Soviet l;nlon
shared fundamental secrets es·
sential to the production of
atomic power. At the meetir.g
was history's largest lIssemblage (If the world's leadir,g
selentists-1.260 delegat!!s
from 72 natians. The subject
that created the greatest in·
terest wa,s the potential use of
U:e ato:n as a source of power.
New dlsroverles, I~ was dis·
closed, promise 10 reduce the
cost and make atomic power
fer many parts of the world
co:npeHtive with other !uels

wtthln a few years. Western
scientists listed tne other moat
important revelaUons at Ge·
neva as: (1) the development
of a breedp.r rp.actor---one that
can produce more fissionable
material than is put ir.to It-Is
already far advanced; (2) the
leadlne nations are hopeful of
making progress 011 tt.e problem of harnessin,g for peaceful
purposes the energy released
ir. the fusion process-the proc·
j'SS that gives the H·bomb its
tremendous power; and (3) 11:
fUSion bemmes practical for
IXlwer production an the water
in the oceans i.~ potential fuel.
Tt.e 2,000 participants and observers pronounced t'le meet·
ing a resounding success.
Sew Kibd of Thaw

+

The thaw i:l East·West rela~ions 'oegan last March-a

month after the DulganlnKhrushehev regime came to
power. During five months o!
warmer poiitkal weather M()S·
cow granted Austria its sov·
ereignty and rI'sto~ relations
with Yugoslavia. The Big Four
heads of government have also
:net, and the ir:ternational con·
fp.rem~e or. the peaceful use of
the ato:n has been marked, by
an unbelievable fr!'edom of
exchange. In August a stin dU'fl'!'ent klnd of thelW took place
in tt.e cold war, one that
amazed thf' WE'st. "Recent de·
velopments," said the Soviet
news agency Tass, "show t.hat
a ('ertal::t relaxation of International tension has been
ach!P.\'ed. With a view to pro·
meting the relaxation of inter·
national tension and estal:lllsh·
lnl'( confiaence among the na·
tlons, the Soviet Government
hal> cecide1 to reduce the
armed forcf's of the Soviet lJr:·
ior. by 640.000 mel! by 15th De·
cembe-r, 1955." Though know·
ing that it would be dlffieult
to eheck up on how the Rus·
slams followed out their prom·
I sed cutback, t.here was an
exul:ant stir among Western
offil'ials. They felt they had
a basis f{w rejoicing, slncl! the
Soviet regime. in all its r:eal'ly
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38 yean. haa never

d(me

•.h1n& of this ldnd before.

any.

UIIMIY Al'pnUD..

• Mort! than two months after
naval and all' force units
staged an abortive revolt, ArIIl!!ntina refuaed to settle down.
In August another ant!.Pe~6n
plot was announced. The discloS'Jre ot a plot to aSlIllssinate
Pler6rl was foHowll'!d. by arrests
of several hundred opposition
members-ranging from Communfsts to Catholic Actltmhts.
All the federal poU('6 madE.'
their sweeping raids tt-.roughout Buenos Aires, they arrested
tl'\ree prleats. The clerks were
charged with being Involved
in the latest Per6n aSLlla~sina·
don plot. There were general
charges that ~rl€"~ts M.d b~n
incitlng "subversive actlvi~y."
Provincial lXI/ice announced
that a ra:d on a Roman Cath·
olic school In suburban San
Ietdoro uncove-rE'd a ~tore of
explosives and ar:1munl~lon.
The arrests gave nse to d'.e
view t.hat a. new antichurch
campaign was In the offing.
On one cathedral's walls were
chalked the slogans: "PerOn
yes, pries1s no-priests are
mutdprers." That Argentina
was unl'!BSY was only too ap·
pl1'€'nt as Roman Cathonc of·
Bclals warnNl priests to dis·
card their c8!Jsocks and to walk
the streets In civilian clothing,
and the S'.IpremE" Council o!
the Peronl::;t party announced
~hat it was going to ~asSt:me
~he fighting role it had In 1946,
the year Peron wa~ elected to
the presidency.
Tension OWlT' Goa

.. Sinee the beginning of tt'.£'
slxteenth ce~tury Pertugal has
:"uled over Goa, a 1,3OQ...squsremile area on ~he west coa!;t of
Ihdla. The Goan people. eth·
meally, are 1m.Uan. So New
"Deihl has long presllCd the
PortuiU~e to get OUt. ::"<lot
satisfied with NE"w Delhi's ef·
forts, the Indian Olrnmunlst
and Soclslist parties organized
a "passive resistance" cam·

p~gntobrlnilu~rp~~

on the Portuguese. On Indian
Independence Day (8/ll'i) Pnls,
sura was applied: hundreds ot
IncUans tried to walk {ntc Goa
as a demonstration of protest.
But Portuguese soldiers, armed
with machine iUns and grenades, were waiting. When tt.e
Ilrst demonstrators crossed the
border, tho soldiers fi~ed a
volley In the alr. When they
moved forward again the Par·
tuguese shot to kill. When the
.3hooting ended, 22 Indians bad
been killed and scorCl'l wound·
Qd. News of the shooting, upon
reachmg India, set o!l riots.
Furlow; rioters bl'ought out cf·
flgles of Portuguese Prime
Minister Salazar, which thE'Y
hangeoO. and bUrr.ed, As tension
-reached a high pitC'h, Lisbon
~ent New Delhi a stern note
prctC!JtJng the attempted ''In·
vasion." Indian Prime Mlnlstt'r
Nehru deplored the Portugues('
action in shooting down unItrml2'd Inrllans as "'brutal and
.'.mcivllized." A few days later
India brolte eft c..lplomatic reo
laHons with Portugal and tenSion over Coa appeared likely
to continue at a high pitch.

*'

Vloleot'fl In North Atrloa

The postwar growth cf na·
tionalism In North Atrica has
o~n rapid, In August the demands for sell·rule In Morocco
amI Algena brought ~ruesome
vIolence. In Algel'fa, wheT(' the
nationallst!5 have organi2ed. 311
outlaw army 2,500 s~rong, the
.nadonal1St KlU!'rrl1l4s stormed
the city 01 ConstantiM (100,000
population). The F'l"fmch garrl·
~on fought back. When tJ-.e
fighting ended the deaUI toll
was over 1.000. ME'anwhUe In
Morocco, wheJ'(' the national·
Ists b!l.... e lost a leadel' of Inil~:·
enee by the French deposlr:g 01
Sultan Moharnme1 ben Yo·.!8·
se!, the s!!Cond annIv{>orsa,ry at
~he sultan's deposing was tce
signal fol' trouble. ~rber
trlbesmen of the Smala tribe
emerged from t1'.e hills and
swooped down on the cltif's of

the plain. The')" .wept thl'OUlh
Khen1!ra, kllnng and bumln~.
At CUed Zem. a town of 5,000
Arabs and Frenchmen, they
btoclted a:J roads, Then with
knives in hand they stormed
throuih the street!. French·
women and children were
stabbed to death. Whole fam·
i1ies weN! burned In their
homes. By the ti:ne French Le·
gionnaires arrived, the tribes·
men were gone. The Legion
naires wreaked vengeance on

the 1000al Arabs by b}a8tjll~

their huts and shops with can·
non. Then they pursued the
Smala trtbesmen and !:lur·
rounded their villaKc. 'filE"
warriors surrendered. Sa~d
the Freon('h commander: "If
France dId not have a heart
you would aU be dead:' As It
wu, the dead In Moro('eo num·
bered over 700.
DN.th ove.. Bullarsa
.. Nfr.e thne9 since World Wa,:,
II Communist planes: or ground
batt.eries have ~hot or forccc'l
down nonmillta!'y·type planf'~
of noncor.lmunlst countries.
The tenth Incident, occurnng In
July, aroused the most intense
IndIgnation in the West. It re·
suIted In a g~ate!" 1033 of Uff'
than all :he other nine Ir.d·
dfmts comblnert. An Israelf air
Une~ on a 2,3O().mlle fl:\ght
trom Lontlon to Lydda, IS1"2Iel,
strayed oft' Its liI."heduled rout ...
and crossed a 1ew mile.' ever
the border into Bulgaria. Bul·
garlan Jet fighters attacked
the air liner, making three fir·
Jng runs with 1'0C'kcta ana mao

chine guns as the plane sought
a landing. The ail"craft ex·
ploded in mld-alr. All 58 pel"
sons aboard the plane-Is,
raelis, AmerIcans, Btitons and
Russians-were killed, Tn Au·
gut4t Bulgaria Ilcknowledged
tha.t two 01 her fighter planes
shot down the air llner. Sophia
expressed regret and admltte<l
that t1'.e fighters had been "too
hasty." BUlgaria o:I'Cered to pay
damages to relatives 01 vic·
tims as well as share the cost
of the plane.
AWAK!.'!

P tf , ... NMv Be.. ss
.. In tts eight years of

lnde·
penfJence P&khrtan has exp,eri·

encro serious difficulty in es·
tablishIng democratic self-wov·
ernme.nt. The countrYs ~.
mount Job is to WIite & constitution. For six years a Constltu~nt AS6f!mbly tried to wrlt~
one, but In vain. In October,
1953, the Assembly was dis·
solved by C'rovern::.r General
Ghulllm Mohammed, SinCE."
then Ghulam Mohammed has
ruled by de<:ree. L, August a
new ConstJtuent Assembly con·
vened. Shortly thereafter Ghu·
lam MohammC(! resigned as
governor general becaus~ of
bad health. He was replaced by
his personal prote·g~, Maj. Gen.
Iskander 111r.l.a. On the same
day Paklstar.'s prime minister,
Mohammed Ali, resigned. He
was replaced by FJnance MIn·
lstE"r Chaudrl Mohammed Ali.
Pakistan's new regime Is now
raced with the Immediate task

of fib.la..llfng the work on the
constitution thl.t began eight

struck Stroudsburg, P8lUl8)'I•
va.nia. Th@usually gentle Brod·
head Creek rose :30 feet in 15
minuteB, leav1:r.g more thlUl W
dead. At Camp Davis, a reli·

years aao.
TIle B~ Flooda
.. Winds and hJgh tides are

gloUs retreat, 31 oj' some 40
campers, nearly all of ~
women ar.d children, we~
apad OI" ·missing. Helicopters
made many dramatic rescueB,

not the only blows a hurricane
ean pack. This is be-cau5e a
hurneane has long anr.s of
wind that. extend as far ali 500
mill's from the core. I! thE"~E"
hit a separa1e mass of warm,
moi~t al r, the effect may be to
trigger additional rains to reo
inforce those of the hurrjo::ane

one of them being t~ l'eIIC1X"
0:1: 235 passengers on a strand·
ed Lackawanna Railroad train
in the p()(~no Mountains. The
~()()j damage Is staggering. In

six badJy burt 3tates-Connec·

It3l)1[. J'1UI1 bow dls3StroliS rhll;
can be became a grtm reality

tic'Ut, Ncw .Jersey. New York,
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania
aM Rhode I~land-Lhe death
toll stood at 191. with many
more mlsslnll. Property dam·
age is estimated at close to
$2,000,000,000. More than 20,000
homes were destroyed or darn·
aged; 40,000 people were horneJess. It was one c1 the moat
disa.strous tk{)(ls In U.S. his·

in August when the hurricane
Diane hit hot and humid north·
ea~t U.S., relealSing a torrent 01
rain. For 24 hours rains lelt
Cram burst clouds. Hivers h:u'·
clled their banks and tIickllr:g
cn'Cks became deadly man·
sters. Larg~ areas of tr.e north·
east were Inundated. The flash
floods brcught sudden death.
The worst $lngle disaster

wry.

.---;1u "-" ·.ue-atUt-ttdfelf· ~..
.n a "'-e-ad-u' ~ ~I ~t?---,
James said, 'Be r.ot hearers only but doers.' (Ja:nes 1 :22) Are yO'J,
one who says, 'How C.1.n I when I am not learned'? (Isaiah 2<J:12) For
instance, could you write a composition on a given subject? Could
you prepare and deliver a talk to edify a cor.gregation? Could you
expJain the difference bctwE'e~ true and CalSf' religion? Could you go
from house to house as Jesus <1:d preaching the good news? Could
you make return \isits and give qualified instructio::I in the? Bible?
Qualified to Be MinilJter8
is a 384-page book that will help
you to do eLl these things and
more. It will help you to be a
real doer of the Word as were
Jesus and the apostles. It will

Qualify you for the ministry
of life. Send 50c for your copy
today.
OC1.'OBER 8, 1965
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Substitutes for Simple Truth
:"lY h'Jmor in the cartoon surrounded
the truthfulness of the sittlation i:

A

depicted. It showed two distinguished gentlemen reading the church bulletin board.
Notices were headed: Oyster Supper, Bazaar, Play, Sale. Auction. Chickea Supper,
Country Fair. Finally. bending low to read

another almost hidden notice one man
exclaimed: "Well, well! They also preach
the gospel here!"
Many th:ngs besidE'S the gospel are resorted to in order to get people into today's
churches. Some organizations use ventriloquist preachers, "Gospel Puppets." magic
or ultraviolet light to dramatize handwriti!Jg on the wall. A Colorado church passed
out handbills that shouted: "HEY KIDS~
Your Chance to Send a BaH:lOn Sailing
Through the Skies..•. Bring Mom and Dad
too." And a Blackpool, Er.gland, clergyman
even used an old-fashioned slingshot and
a pistol loaded with blanks to color up bis
sermons. 1t e.ppe~Is to the cl:ildren, he ~id.
Often the most popular and respectable
churches in town accomplish the same purpose by becoming sociaJ clubs-providing
good times but llttIe knowledge. They have
panies, suppers, picnics, soft lights, sweet
musiC', resplendent robes 8.-'ld a beautiful
choir, but their members ha.ve a very
shallow understanding ot God's Word.
There is nothing particula.rly wrong with
these things, but the point is that someOCTOBER fl!, 1955

thing is ""TOng when the churches must
resort to them for attendance, membership
(}r flnanciaJ income. After all, the message
should be reore im;lortant than the bimmings.
SaId The Chriatian Century last AprU
27: "Think of what is done with the
church's main chance: vapid pep talks, arid
skull sessions, half-baked politics, haItcooked. therapi.es, little Bible stories th8.t
completely miss the poInt of the Bible, outmoded, discredited stereotypes. This is our
preaching, by and large. Men and women
are ready to hear what God has spoken.
and. the preacher 'g~ts a few things off his
mind,' as one venerable parson defined his
preaching. "
JUst a clear, silT.ple and pointed explanation of God's Word would be electrifying.
The truth contained there is so different
from the cWTent religious diet that it
alone would seize atte:J.tion, .!o'tir controversy and jolt the people out of the Idea
that all religions are the same. It is this
very practice of rejecting controversy and
difference on doctrine tha! prompts the
apathy shown In today's religions. It is
because of this apathy that the churches
must turn to socials, bazaars, plays, RUC·
tione, square dances and the like in order
to draw attendance or to get the money
they need. The fact that they must resort
to these things showa tiJat they have lQst

,

the urgency, faith and zeal that have always marked true religion.
Paul preached simple truth. But it was
so startling that he did not need magic
shows, gospel puppets or church bazaars
to cause a sensation. When at Ephesus, he
explained something that many people who
how to statues today do not know. namely.
that "the ones which are made by hands
are not gods." This pure truth, simple as
it sounds, so electrified the city that a
great indignation mass-meeting was held
and the whole city was filled with confusion. Early Christians were accused of
turning the world upside down. not because
they gave away free balloons and had picnIcs and church suppers, but because of
the impressive truthfulness of their preaching.-Acts 19:26; 17:6, New World Trans.
They had none of the dullness of presentday religion, hut had a real zeal for truth.
It is through replacing that zeal for truth
with men's theories, philosophies, economics, politics ·and little platitudes about
life that today's religions have lost the
vigor and enthusiasm that was an identifying characteristic of first-century Christians. And when the things modern religion
has substituted for true worship fail to
work. then rather than getting back to the
view the apostles had, the churches go
farther the other way, resorting to socials,
l1azaars, short sermons, long robes, a soft
organ and a quiet atmosphere to lull and
satisfy the people. But real spiritual benefit does not just soothe the mind with soft
words and peaceful music, nor quiet the
day's cares with soft lights and flickering
candles, but rather it helps you to get right
with God.

True worship puts principle ahead of
popularity_ It is far more concerned with
being friends with God than with the
world. It finds that God's Word frequently
disagrees with the world's course. It faces
facts, explains facts and holds to them. Its
truth is so startling in comparison with
the world's present course that it can,
as the apostles did,. seize attention, stir
thought and awaken interest without having to use the "social" or "spectacular
stunt" approach.
Thus, it is through logic and reasoning,
through impressing upon the minds of its
hearers the simple truth of God's Word,
that the fastest-growing Christian organization today operates. It deals with information rather than st1mts, with teaching
and with Christian education rather than
with socializing. And though it is one of
the smaller groUps, it has had the largest
of assemblies, having had even a fantastic
165,000 wide-awake people at one hourlong Bible lecture in Yankee Stadium, New
York, in 1953!
What is there about simple, easily understood Bible truth that, in this materialisticminded twentieth century will draw so
many people, and demand from them the
same devotion that first-century Christianity had? That is an important question.
It can most easily be understood through
demonstration. So why not examine this
activity of Jehovah's witnesses for yourself. to see what attracts so many earnest
people, and what a religion is like that deals
with the mind rather than with emOtion,
and with simple, clear Bible truths rather
than with their many modern-day substitutes?

MY WIfE, OOCTOIt?
"When my wife has a temper tantrum, she holds her breath until she
is blue in the face or until I give in. Is this dangerous?"
"Holding her breath, no; givIng in, yes."-LadieB' Home Journal,
May, 1955.
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AWAKE!

Christ Je8U8 and hi8 early disciples
performed many miracles by the aid
of GOO/8 power. Can the same be said
of faith healer8 today' If not, what is
God'8 healing program for today'

However, while good physical health Is
EALTH and life are the desire of all very desirable, there is something far more
intelligent persons. And that for good important, and that Is spiritual health.
reason for with health and life there is so Spirttual disease with its trults of Immomuch
we can accomplish, so much that rality, strife, confusion, superstition, ignowe can enjoy. Medical science Is trying rance and hypocrisy leads not only to the
hard to bring to the people more health and grave but to annihilation In view of the
life but the fact remains that in spite of
all its efforts malignant and degenerative fact that we are in God's judgment period.
diseases as well as mental and nervous ail~ That is why the Bible puts the emphasis
first on spiritual healing. In fact, all of
ments are on the increase. As a result more
man's physical troubles are merely the outand more people are turning to some form
growth of his having first become spirituof "divine healing."
ally sick, even as the Bible tells us:
Thus under the heading UWbat God "Through one man sin entered into the
hath wrought by faith!" America'8 Healing world and c;leatb through sin, and thus
Magazine~ circulation 435,000, publishes death spread to all men because they had
in each issue testimonials by persons who all sinned."-Romans 5:12, New World
claim to have been healed. Eighty-four Tram.
television stations each week at a cost of
So that man might get healed from his
$10,000 broadcast its faith h~ing pr?- spiritual sickness as well as from his physigram. And representative of the mterest In cal diseases God sent his Son to earth,
divine healing in Europe is the series on whom John the Baptist introduced as "the
the subject published in the Scottish Sun-Lamb of God that takes away the sin of
day Mail. It also reported on cases of healing told why a Glasgow minister became the world." While God was under no oblia f~ith healer and how the British Medical gation to provide cure for man,' yet he
Association was co-operating with the chose to do so in order that his original
Church of Scotland Commission on Divine purpose regarding the earth and man
might be realized, namely, to have the
Healing.

H

iliat
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whole earth a paradise tilled with righteous
creatures.-John 1:29, New World Tram.;
Genesis 1:28; Isaiah 45:18.

Ood's Present Healing Program
Just as God had a due time for Christ
to come to the earth, so he has a due time
for men to gain the benefits· of Christ's
sacrifice, to be healed spiritually and physically. While the Bible indicates that the
physical healing must await the 1,OOO-year
reign of Christ, not far away in view of the
nearness of Armageddon, which is to prepare the way for that reign, God's spiritual
healing program has been going on for
nineteen centuries, it having begun while
Jesus was on earth.-Revelation 16:14, 16;
20:5. 6.
Then the "divine healing" being done
today by these "faith healers" is not part
of God's healing program? No, and for
that matter neither is that accomplished
by Christian Scientists and at religious
shrines. But did not Jesus and his apostles
and. disciples heal? _True, but note that
their healing was not an end in itself, but
merely a means to an end, to establish the
fact that this seemingly new religion was
really of God. And note that to that end
they were empowered not only to heal the
sick, but to raise the dead, to feed multltudes on a few loaves and tishes. Christ had
control over the elements, he could command the sea and wind to obey him, and
both he and certain of his apostles and
disciples were able to read the minds of
men and to utter profound prophecies. And
they healed all that came to them, not just
a small fraction.-See Matthew 14:14-26;
24:1-25:46; John 11:38-44.
Their gifts being for the purpose of
establishing the faith of others, we find
that they did not use their powers for their
own benefit. Jesus when hupgry refused
to change stones to bread; when he was
weary he did not use his powers for his
6

own benefit. but he rested. Paul had a
thorn -in the flesh and Timothy had stomach trouble as well as frequent cases of
sickness. At one place Paul had to leave
behind a co-worker because of sickness.
Still, he did not use his powers for his personal benefit. Nor did any of these take up
collections, _sollcit funds or charge fees
for their heaJing.-2 Corinthians 12:7-10;
1 Timothy 5:23.
Then how can we explain today's seeming cures? First let it be noted that many
cures are performed by healers not profess~
ing tl be Christian or to have faith in God.
Second, emotions are often the cause of
some sicknesses and emotions have been
known to cure even diseases of a physical
nature, such being known as psychosomatic medicine. And further, where there
is no other explanation but the supernatural, then in view of the lack of the fruits
of the pure worship of Jehovah, we have no
alternative but to conclude that such instances of healing are examples of Satan's
transforming himself into an angel of light
to mislead.-2 Corinthians 11:14.
Yes, t~ough Jesus and some of his disciples healed, they back there put the emphasis on spiritual healing. "Happy are
those who are conscious of their spiritual
need," Jesus said, not, "Happy are those
who are physically sick for they will be
healed." His chief purpose in life was to
glorify hi9>·Father by preaching the truth,
even as he said to Pilate: "For this purpose
I have been born and for this purpose I have
come into the world, that I should bear witness to the truth." Thereby he caused the
spiritually blind and deaf to see and hear,
and that was far more important than curing the physically blind and deaf, for the
benefits of such physical healing lasted only
a few short years whereas spiritual healing
"means everlasting life."-Matthew 5:3;
John 18:37; 17:3, New World Trans.
AWAKE!

Today God is having a similar spiritual
healing program carried on. By means of
the preaching of the good news of his
established kingdom a great crowd of good~
will persons are having their spiritual eyes
•
and ears opened. Foretelling this modern
healing work, which work received particu~
lar impetus in 1919, the prophets wrote:
"The eyes of the blind shall be opened,
and the ears of the deaf unstopped; then
shall the lame man leap like a hart, and
the tongue of the dumb sing for joy." "I
will bring to it health and healing, and I
will heal them and reveal to them abun~
dance of prosperity and secudty."-Isaiah
35:5,6; Jeremiah 33:6, Rev. Stan. Ver.
This great spiritual healing program has
brought into being a vigorous and prosper~
ous New World society consisting of persons who have come to a knowledge of
Jehovah God and his plU'poses and who
have dedicated themselves to do his will
and to follow in the footsteps of Christ
Jesus. They are making over their minds
and personalities by studying God's Word;
they are 'putting off the selfish and degrading works of the flesh and are bringing
forth the fruitage of God's holy spirit
which is "love, joy, peace, longsuffering,
kindness, .goodness, faith, mildness, selfcontrol."-Galatians 5:19-24, New World

Trans.
Some half million Christian ministers in
160 lands and islands of the sea are taking
part in this great spiritual healing program. It is far more important than any
physical healing could possibly be, for any

physical healing today is only temporary
and can at best last only until Armageddon.
Those, however, who, by 'seeking Jehovah,
righteousness and meel:ness,' are spiritually healed can hope to be hidden in that
day of Jehovah's anger. Surviving it
they will enter the new heavens and the
new earth wherein righteousness dwells.
-Zephaniah 2:1-3; 2 Peter 3:13.
In that new world God will give physical
and mental healing in addition to spiritual
health. And these beneflts will be not only
for those who survive Armageddon but
also for the countless multitudes "in the
memorial tombs" or in God's memory,
awaiting a resurrection from the dead.
Gradually mankind will be brought up to
mental, moral and physical perfection and
eventually God "will wipe out every tear
from their eyes, and death will be no more,
neither will motlrning nor outcry nor pain
be any more." What a marvelous prospect!
-John 5:28, 29; Revelation 21:4, New
World Trans.

So do not ignore God's great spiritual
healing program today for the sake of tem~
por-ary physical healing. Put first things
first and receive spiritual healing now.
And then show your appreciation for spiritual health and the pope of physical health
together with everlasting life in the new
world by making known to others God's
great healing program. Having responded
to the invitation to take of life's waters,
free, show neighbor love by extending the
invitation to others: "Come!"-Revelation
22:17.

cr.

Many are the methods u$ed by Christendom's churcheS to lure worshIpers into
the told. They range ftom serving tree pancakes to floating gas·filled balloons
above church buildings. But one of the weirdest on record appeared In the Glasgow,
Scotland, Sunday Post (September 26, 1954): ''The cheapest glass of beer on oft'er
In Dldcot, Berks, yesterday was at a church tete. A beer drinking competition was
held in the rectory garden ot All Saints' Church. Two cases of beer were ready on
the lawn, but there were only 12 starters."
OOTOBljJR le2, 1955
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RED TREASURE

-the Oil Palm
Iy "Awakel" (or,upondenf in Nlg.rio

AVE you ever climbed a palm tree? Prob·

ably not. Bu.t most likely you ha.ve heard
people talk about It and even seen pictures
of how it is done. Just think what it must be

But What about the
palm oil? This Is the
like climbing fifty to a hundred feet up the most important product
long tapering trunk with nothing more than a of the oil palm and is
piece of bush t'W:Ine to help yOll. In Nigeria real "red treasure." Unscores of thousands of Africans spend most of less the tree is being used
their, lives climbing up and down palm trees for palm wine, In which
with nothing more than that. Lengths of twine case there will be no
are twisted together to make a rope and joined fruit, you wIll see large
at the ends into a simple loop which passes clusters Of red nuts nes·
round both the trunk and the climber's body. tling betWeen the leaves. Ht'!rt'! .is the rich prize
Then leaning back into space with no other that our climber seeks. Up he goes with noth·
support than the rope, be "walks" up the trunk, ing but a machete slung around his waist.
at each step raisIng the rope with a jerk. And A few SWift blows and down come the heavy
clusters of fruit. The cutting finished, the
in a lew se£'Qnds he js up at the top.
er. Of course there are many kinds of palm heavy bUnches of nuts are gathered up and
trees and each one produces fruit. We are all carried home, where the nuts are stripped oil
familiar with C<)conuts, but do you know any· the bunches and stacked in heaps. Each nut is
thing about oil palms and why so many Afri· covered with a fibrous substance that contains
cans spend their lives climbing them? Only the red all. The kernel inside contains another
one journey through the southern part of this kind of oil. Both oils are very valuable.
vast country would be enough to show you
that the all palm plays a vital part in the very cr. When you visit a typical yiliage home, par·
existence of millions of people.,Mention the 011 ticularly in the east pf the country, you will
palm to an African and two things come to find whale families working under thatched
mind! first, the white frothy liquid he calls shelters busily producing palm oil-the chief
"palm wine," then a thick red oU called palm means of their livelihood. Go anywhere near an
011. Both of these are products of the oil palm. African kitchen and the smell of palm oil is
(£, If our cUmber Is after palm wine YOll will
the tirst thing that will greet You. It is also an
see him climb the tree with a small knife be· important ingredient of native soap, Is used in
tween his teeth and a gourd or calabash tied the preparation of native medicines, as an oil
around his waist. Reaching the crown, he cuts for lamps and in fetish ceremonies. Years ago,
away the fibrous growth where the nuts would before the- advent of money, It was lIsed as a
normally form, bores a hole with the point of medium of exchange.
his knl!e and ties the calabash in position, so· cr. Large quantities go to England, but other
that as the frothy sap oozes up It will trlckle good customers are Holland, Germany, Den·
into the calabash to be collected later. This mark and France. Also Italy, India, the United
sap or "wine" is diluted with water and Is the States, South Africa and Canada have recently
national drink of millions of Africans. It can been added to the Ust of buyers. Margarlne.
also be distUled and made into a very potent soap, pomades and high·grade lubricating 011
gin with high alcoholic content, but this is are among the finished products that come from
illegal in most parts of the country, although the humble oU palm that nimble Africans climb
widely practice{!.
so readily.
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ANY young ~ today approach
marriage in anxious ignorance, expecting far too much. Dr. Abraham Stone,
a leading authority on marriage, declart!d:
Marriage ought not to be taught "in terms
of the romantic values of a moonlight
canoe trip but on the basis of the realities
of family living." And it js upon this basis
that the Bible instructs regarding marriage
and its responsibilities. That is why its
counsel is sound and pr"ctical for everyday
living.
The Bible teaches that a loving family
atmosphere is essential to the happiness
and prosperity of the home. And marriage
counselors agree, saying: "Where love
abounds, where there is a broad basis of
understanding and companionship, common interest. similar goals and values,
agreement on money, friends, in-laws, religion-and a determination to make the
marriage work"-there marriage is at its
best. Like a tender plant marriage must
grow and blossom; it must draw its life
from those within. "And how can it grow,
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how can it blosgom," asks one writer, "if
those within give nothing to promote its
growth and only stand and wait to pick the
fruit which cannot ripen?"
A happy marriage demands emotional maturity, which in turn takes
time, patience and perseverance. It
is said that if a husband would be
as patient with his wife as he Is
with his golf game, there would be
more successful marriages. And if
couples would take as many pains
to hold to each other as they do
to catch each other, there would be
fewer unhappy marriages. Marriage is not a state of life for the
proud. Rather than pride, it takes
a humble, loving, understanding
soul to make a go of marriage.
Experts point out that transcending all else, happy marriages are
commonest amol')g people whose parents
were happily marrrled; and that good husbands and wives are made primarily by
parents and not by college instructors,
however good the latter fuay be. Parents
are in position to instill in the young minds
the responsibilities and true values of marriage. They will teach that reason should
dictate the final choice of a life's partner,
and not emotion; that mate selection, marriage, adjustment and parenthood are an
all-important part of life, and that each
step ought to be thoroughly Uhderstood
beforehand to lessen anxieties and tensions in the initial stages of marriage and
to make room for happiness in the magic
circle.
Also, by example the parents can demonstrate the difference between romantic love
that springs from physical attraction and
true love that is nurtured with patience
and understanding. The child/ then, will not
be deluded into believing that "puppy love"
can be a basis for' marriage. It will be
willihg to wait for and develop true love.
9

husband who shows courtesy to the passing
pedestrian, the people in the elevator, the
waitress where he dines, will show the
same courtesy to his wife, perhaps even
greater courtesy and recognition, she being
as his own flesh. Wives will understand
that to make a roan happy is a full-time
job. They will make a bUsiness of under
standing "misunderstood" husbands. So
when they-listen to his likes and dislikes
each day and night, they' will know when
to be qUiet, when to speak, when to offer an
opinion on his problems and when just to
listen, when to ask about his work and
New World Trans.
when to wait until he wants to talk about it.
Such qualities are almost superhuman
Understanding is. something that is
achievements. How, then, can one say that not achieved overnight. Rather it comes
love can be attained at "first sight," at through a slow, drawn-out and sometimes
the first gJimpse of a passJng man or painful struggle. Understanding parents
woman? Love must be lived, "not in the will cherish the intimacy of family life.
deItghtful delirium of a moonlit moment They will not betray parlor, bedroom or
but through long, lonely. hours, through bath secrets, nor uncover each other's bad
misunderstandings, under· pain and shock habits, nor those of their children. Often
and grief, 'until death do us part.' " To be this is done in humor, but these things cut
loved and to love in a Scriptural way is deeply regardless, and they tend to assasone of the greatest joys in life. To love in sinate the reputation of the one you love
truth is to reflect the image of God, for most. They will never criticize one another
"God is love."-l John 4:16 19,' New in the presence of other people or in the
World Trans,
presence of the Children. They will make all
cr1tici$I1lS privately and as kindly and
helpfulIy as possible. Add to your conduct
Understanding a Wellspring of Life
Another quality in marriage that makes good manners, and to your good manners,
foi" happiness is understanding, "Under~· the deep respect of love, anli you have a
standing," said the wise man, "is a well# very good l'ecipe for a happy marriage.
spring of life unto him that hath it."
(Proverbs 16:22) It inspires harmony and Conversation-"The Most
Accessible of Pleaaures"
adds riches and contentment to the mar
Many husbands ask: "What's wrong
riage circle. Dr. Rosalind Dymond, psyw
chologist, concluded from her studies that with my wife anyway? I bring home a
"husbands and wives who love each other decent pay check. We've got a new car,
most dearly also understand each other nice home, three healthy children. She's
best." Understanding takes care of the got good clothes and furniture. What mare
myriads of little things that otherwise does she want?" Perhaps all she wants is
tend to aggravate the smooth flow of mar~ you. She married you and not the house
riage. For example, it will prevent paxtners and furniture. You are the other part of
from taking each other for granted. The her, and she wants to know what that
the kind spoken of in God's Word the
Bible. A love that is "long-suffering and
obliging," that is "not jealous," that "does
not brag, does not get puffed up, does not
behave indecently, does not look for its.
own interests, does not become provoked";
a love that "does not keep account of the
injury"; that "does not rejoice over un~
righteousness, but rejoices with the truth";
a love that "bears all things, believes all
things, hopes all things, endures an things."
Such love never fails. And a marriage
'founded on this love will never fail. It will
be lastingly happy.-l Corinthians 13:4-7,
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other part Is thinking. Do you converse
with her? Do you have something pleasant
and hmnorous to say? Do you talk over
together such mutual concerns as finance,
in·laws or children? She wants to hear you
say that you love her, that you really care.
No family can exist without affection. It
is amazing how little material wealth can
add to the true flavor of marriage. A new
home. a new car, beautiful clothes are not
what make marriage happy. Financial s~
curity is important, but never look at it
as something that will patch up your dif·
ferences and smooth out the rough spots,
because it will not. It can serve only as a
frame that can contribute a little in the way
of atmosphere to a marriage that is already
fixed upon a firm foundation.
Conversation, however, will do wonders
toward happiness in married life. A leading
psychiatrist stated that in 1,107 out of the
last 1,400 problems handled by him as a
maITiage counselor "there were clear indi~
cations that somewhere along ithe line hus
band and wife had stopped talking to each
other." Wholesome conversation, humor,
laughter are gems that brighten up the
atmosphere of the house, reduce tensions,
cut down nagging and rekindle the spark
of love and life. Robert Louis StevensOn
called it "by far the most accessible of
pleasures." If married people would only
realize that it is lack of talk that creates
boredom, and boredom makes one feel like
an old, worn-out, discarded shoe! Jehovah's
witnesses of all people do have something
to talk about. They have the truth of God's
Word. the Kingdom message, their ministerial activity, their experiences, their
weekly, national and international assemblies. They travel, meet people, and have
something to say.
However, the Bible does advise us that
"there is a time to keep silence, and a time
to speak"; that "a word fitly spoken is like
apples of gold in pictures of silver." HusM
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bands and wives must learn the proper
time, place and things to say. This, too,
comes with time. A choice word spoken at
the proper moment is more comforting
and reassuring than any form of- physical
contact. A sincere compliment, a surprise
kiss, an occasional evening out will 'make
the wife believe that life can be beautiful!
-Ecclesiastes 3:7; Proverbs 25:11.
Differences. Sex and Children

John Barrymore once said: "There are
three things a woman can make out of
almost nothing-a salad, a hat and a quarrel." Well. to eliminate the latter, a little
understanding will do marvels. The Bible
admonishes: "Let the sun not set with you
in a provoked state." Solving problems on
the day they arise will add to your marriage happiness.
Remember, happiness is never ready~
made, it must be achieved. It must be
achieved in au phases of life, not in sex
relations alone, as some wrongly think.
Overemphasis on this point has destroyed
or obscured the true beauty and significance of physical love between husband
and wife. Said one authority: "We over~
emphasize the erotic. We concentrate on
physical satisfaction as the sole criterion
of success in marriage. And, in doing so,
we neglect the other vital dimensions of
human love." Sex relationship is only one
of a great flow of relationships that go on
between husband and wife in a lifetime.
Some of these interests are deeper than
sex and go on undying even after sex desire
departs completely.
The primary purpose of marriage, how~
ever, is not basically to fulfill human
needs: the need for affection, companionship and "belonging." Rather, it is to fulfill
the need for reproduction, to fulfill God's
purpose. To this end he created woman
and commanded them, male and female,
to "be fruitful and become many and fill
11

the earth and subdue it." The culmination
of any marriage, therefore, comes with the
arrival of the third member. Husband and
wife become truly adult. With children
come greater responsibilities and work.
Yet, studies show that happiest marriages
are those with children. And the best test
of maITiage is the happiness of children in
the home. Children seem to add life and
meaning to the marriage circle. A child is
a miracle, a manifestation of God's love to
them. A greater impul~ pervades among
families with children to make marriage
work.-Genesis 1:28; New World Trans.
Young people, perhaps, are not aware of
it, but they are called on to assume a herculean task, that is, to build successful

~

Scientists making experiments with hypno.
tfZed persons have found that their subjects
will give whatever result the scientist would
like to have to support his theory. Their un·
conscious mind Is Influenced by their desire to
please the one who has control over them.
That persons often allow theIr judgments to
be hypnotized by their inclinations is also a
well·known fact. For a recent instance, note
the following:
'i.' According to Time, June 13, 1955, Dr. Hess,
tlie newly elected president of the powerful
American Medical Association, tenned the
findings regarding the relationship betWeen
cigarette smoking and lung cancer as "Lies,
damned lies and statistics!"
~ A few days later, the U.B. New8 & World
1feport, June 17,1955, in telling of the presence
ot Dr. Hess at the annual meeting of the
AM.A early In June, 1955, reported.: "At the

family lives in the midst of the woPSt failures in civilization's history. More than a
thousand times every day somewhere in
the United States alone somebody's marriage comes to an end. Yet, more people
are marrying than ever before. And experts say that two thirds of all married couples are either "happy" or "very
happy." Much of this happiness stems from
a desire to give-give of oneself. To respond wholeheartedly toward the needs of
each other, says Dr. James S. Plant, "takes
honesty, tolerance, courtesy, faith-things
that are not taught in books," but in the
art of living together. These precious qualities are free to all, and they are what
make marriage happier and endurable.

AMA convention in Atlantic City last week,
Dr. Hess puffed calmly, at a cigarette whtle
listening to a report brandIng cigarette smok·
ing as a principal cause of ItUlg cancer, bIg
killer of American men. A pack·a·day smoker,
Dr. Hess, gave up the habit a year ago, then
went back, says: 'I'd rather live ~5 productive
ylitars enjoying the pleasure of tobacco, than
Jive 40 years as a potato.'''
~ What kind of Intellectual leadership does
tFie AM.A. have when Its president has so
hypnotized himself that he considers that
cIgarette smOking makes the difference be·
tween 25 pleasurable and productive years
and forty years as a potato? Can It be that
his inablllty to stay away from cigarettes
accounts for his labeling the evidence showing
the relationship between lung cancer and
cigarette smoking as "Lies, damned lies and
statistics"?

No Honor Among Thugs

CJ. In Chicago two thugs held up Mrs. Dorothy Semenchuk and took $175 from
the cash Heister in her grocery store. Then one of the crooks went into the back
room and took another $70 from Mrs. Semenchuk's husband. When the bandit reo
turned. his partner asked him if he had got anything. The crook-with the $70 in
his pocket-replied: "Not a thing!"
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BIGGEST
n
A
man ones, seldom <::::.J
NIMAL athletes, unlike hu~

vIe with one another in jumping exhibitions just
for the pleasure of winning.

The only contest nature's
jumpers are interested in is
the contest of survival. With
animals, jumping is a life or
death matter, the means to win one's living
or to save one's skin. But if we were to enter the biggest jumpers on earth in a contest, we cannot help but wonder who would
win. What creature excels in the. long
jump? In the high jump? For its size which
creature jumps the farthest? Which is the
biggest jumper of them all?
Leap, leap, bound; leap, leap, bOWld!

Here comes the jack rabbit. Or rather,
there goes the jack rabbit! Just alarm a
jack rabbit and away he leaps in quick,
springy, graceful bounds. The bound is
extra high, probably to spy out the land.
But when hard pressed, as when pursued
by a coyote bent on a tidbit, the jack rabbit
indulges in no such showy performances;
he gets down to serious work with a series
of rapid, low-stretching leaps. Each of the
bounds covers 10 or 15 feet; some of the
major hops may span a distance of 20 feet
or more. Clearly, the jack rabbit is no
trifler in the art of jumping.
But to the kangaroo the jack rabbit's
jumping is mere child's play. And no wonder! Just let an "old man" kangaroo travel
at top speed and he might clear 25 feet or
more at a hop. Thirty feet, though, is generally about the limit. The greatest observed leap by a kangaroo, tape-measured
for accuracy and duly recorded in The
Western Australian Naturalist, is 44 feet
OOTOBER ii, 1955
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9 inches! Kudos for the
kangaroo!
Leaping great distances is ordinarily
thought to be the province of kangavoos and
jack rabbits; but, as a
matter of fact, many
animals use jumping as their best defense.
When danger threatens, one good way to
escape is simply to leave-preferably by
air. And that is what the kangaroo rat
does. Now the American kangaroo rat
is not a kangaroo; he is a member of the
pocket mouse family. This tiny jumper
(only 4 or 5 inches long) hops along like a
kangaroo. When alarmed this rodent athlete takes off like a startled grasshopper,
and no snack-minded snake can predict
just where or how far he will jump, since
the kangaroo rat can easily make a long
jump of from 9 to 12 feet, perhaps even
14 feet when badly frightened. This neat
little trick doubtless saves many lives.
Imagine the disgust of a fox that has
rushed one of these Tom Thumb versions
of a kangaroo only to see his tender lunch
spring skyward. By the time the fox can
turn, Mr. Kangaroo Rat is gone!
To the jerboa, the jumping rodent of
Africa, the exploits of both the kangaroo
13

and the kangaroo rat are not worth boast- Himpala." One of the most graceful of a
ing about. We can understand why the race of graceful creatures, the impala sails
jerboa feels this way when we realize that over bushes and rocks with little apparent
this animal athlete can jump, in one hop, effort. In jumping, this animal field-andan incredible 15 feet! That is not the usual, track star seems to float through the air
everyday jump of this animal athlete, but in graceful Wldulations very different from
it shows what can be done under the threat the springltke action of most antelopes.
Not only does the impala bound over bushes
of being eaten.
Amazing as the jerboa is, the jumping and rocks, but often over its companions
mouse counts his performance as qUite un- as well. That is real confidence! One obimpreSsive. This is becaf,lSe the jumping server saw an impala cover a horizontal
mouse is about as tiny as rodent athletes distance of 70 feet in 3 successive leaps.
came: only 3 inches long in body length. One leap alone measured 35 feet. The most
But what a performance he puts on! On agile impalas are believed capable of jumpthe hottest day a jumping mouse can make ing 40 feet. But even if the impala wins
g.. to l{)"foot hops without working up a no crown for long-jumping, it ought to win
sweat. When a farmer boy is hauling in one far matchless grace; for this nimble
sheaves of Wheat, and a small animal sud- creature soars through the air with the
denJy makes a tremendous flying leap from grace of 8 bird rather than a hoofed 8llima.l.
The cat family has an outstanding perthe bottom of the shock, he may know
formet
in the puma, the second-largest
that he has disturbed a jumping mouse.
Arperican
cat. Pumas are known to have
An American jumping mouse, kept in conjumped
38
feet. One puma made a leap,
finement by a naturalist, is reported to
later
measured
in the snow, of nearly 40
have made "progressive leaps of from 3 to
feet.
So
just
who
is the champion long
4 and sometimes 5 yards." Indeed, Audubon
jumper
is
open
to
question. No doubt,
considered the jumping mouse as prObably
many
more
people
than the Austhough,
the most agile of all Wild animals.
tralians will·cast a vote for the kangaroo.
Expert Long Jumpers
When it comes to the long jump there
are several animal athletes that cause oile

to think twice before putting a crown on
the kangaroo. There is the Argentine police
dog that did 24 feet; there is the horse
that jumped 2:7 feet. One of the most fleetfooted long jumpers is the white-tailed
deer. It follows an unbeaten trail through
thickets and- woods, leaping high and far
over fallen logs. This animal athlete can
make a 3O-foot long jump with ease. In
Introduction to the Mammals of Pennsyl-rxmia Leo A. Luttringer says that whit~
tatled deer "have been known to make a
running jump of over 40 fe~t."
Another serious contender for champion
long jumper is the Mrican antelope called
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Mater High Jumpers

Now as to the high jumpers. The lion,
jumping to a height of 8 feet and possibly
10, does all right; but it must be remembered that the white-tailed deer and the
impala can clear. 8-foot-high obstructions,
while some kangaroos and American elk
have leaped 9 feet high. The springbok, a
South African gazelle, sails over the most
difflcult obstacles with ease and elastic
spting motion. It leaps often to a height of
8 to 10 feet and sometimes to 12 or 13! But
the springbok has competition in the puma.
This big cat can leap 12 feet high. Says
M. E. Musgrave, who has long experience
in government predator-control work: "I
have seen the lion [puma] spring from the
AWAKE!

earth and land 12 or 15 feet above in a
tree." A prize for the puma!
But wait, we have yet to hear from the
klipsprlnger (Dutch, klip, "cliff"; springer,
"jumper"), that puts in his bid for the
championship. This animal athlete, a tiny,
agile, African antelope some 3 feet long and
20 pounds heavy, has a fair claim to the
high-jump record. Two' klipspringers were
seen to attain the top of a rocky pedestal,
the sides of which sloped outward from
bottom to top. The only possible way that
the animals could have gained access to
the top was from the ground-25 feet below! Though this feat has been questioned
by some who think the animals had an
unnoticed intermediate foothold, it seems
that the kfipspringers rate top honors.
When startled these agile creatures bounce
up the most precipitous rocks like animated
rubber balls.
Among the tiny creatures there are
some marvelous jumpers. Who does not
know about the ability of a grasshopper?
The small cricket frog, only an inch long,
can jump three feet. And the American
bullfrog has a reputation of making leaps
from 7 to 10 feet. Then there are the jumping spiders, creatures so nimble that they
can walk or jump backward, forward or
sidewise! The jumping spiders find their
dinners by using the same technique that
a cat does. The cat stakes its chances for a
mouse dirmer on its spring. But what the
cat knows about nimble jumping, the spider has already forgotten. This is fortunate; for if pussy cat performances ap-proached that of the jumping spider in
technique, there would be no birds left in
our garden.
A naturalist once trained a jumping
spider to jump on his hand for food. He
gradually increased the distance until a
leap of 8 inches was attained. Since they
are such strong jumpers it is strange that
jumping spiders are not used in acrobatic
OOTOBER 22, 1955

performances instead of fleas, especially
since a spider "star of the show" could
more readily be seen and, unlike the flea,
would show no desire to, become attached
to the audience.
This brings us to that champion jumper,
the flea. Certain fleas are trained to per-form feats, such as jumping through hoops.
Before they are trained to perform. such
feats, they are first trained to walk without
jumping. Fleas escape captivity by prodigious jumps. So to cure this, prospective
performers are placed in boxes covered
with glass so that repeated headaches tone
down the exuberance of the take-off. Cer~
tain energetic fleas can jump 8 inches high'
and 13 inches in a long jump. This is about
150 times its own length along the ground
and 100 times its own length up into the
air. To duplicate this performance, a sixfoot man would have to make a standing high jump considerably higher than
the 550-foot-high Washington Monument!
Grasshoppers, kangaroos. klipspringers and
human athletes are obviously outclassed.
Man, of course, does some nimble jump-ing. But the world's record is only 26 feet
8t inches for the broad jump and 6 feet
11 inches for the high jump. Animal
athletes eclipse the best of us. But now
who is the biggest jumper of them all? A
certain kind of man called the evolutionist.
This type of jumper should not object to
his being discussed with animals, since he
leads us to believe he sprang from one. In
his long jump the evolutionist springs his
way from a one-celled animal to man. He
has jumped to one of the biggest wrong
conclusions of all ages. The evolutionteaching jumpers may bring some glory
upon themselves, but the animal athletes
bring glory to the Creator, who says of
these marvelous creatures: "All the beasts
of the forests are mine, ••. And whatsoever
moves in the field is mine."-Psalm 50:10,
11, An Amer. Trans.
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CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY
HE Romans were
steeped In ancestor
inally represented pagan gods and goddesses
-worshIp
an elaborate 1 are now accepted as statues of Roman cath.
T structure to house the statues of their oUc martyrs and the Virgin Mary.
80

1

that tney erected

Vii'ious gods, eoddesses and ancestors. This
bulld1ng they called the Pantheon (pan·theos,
meaning all gods).

Even after pagan Rome was converted to
J{oman catholicism many continued In their
worship at the dead. Those more deeply
steeped in superstition believed that the souls
of the dead could do harm or good to the
living. To eradicate this fear of spirits of "the
llv1na: dead," and yet retain a fear of life
after death, ~ame a major project of the
Roman Catholic Church. For if she were to
teach the truth about the dead as expressed
In God's Word, the Bible-that the dead are
dead, that they know not anything, that the
memory of them 18 forgotten, that there "is
no work, nor deVice, nor knowledge, hor wis·
dom, 1n the grave" where the dead go-.:.-the
church would lose control of the people.
-Ecclesiastes 9: 5, 10.
'i? So to turn to Its own advantage the super·
stitious fears of the pagan Romans, the Cath·
oUc Church brought about a compromise. R0man converts were taught not to worship
indiscriminately all the dead spirits, but only
those whom the Roman Cathol1c Church des·
ignated to be worshiped.
'i? ''In the 7th oontury Pope Boniface IV furtliered this compromise by convertUt"g the
Pantheon (which was donated to him by the
Emperor Phoeos) to the Church of the Blessed
Virgin and the Martyrs. Most of the statues
of the pagan gOds and goddesses were not
even removed from the pagan structure but
rather were just renamed to represent various
Christian martyrs approv&d by the Roman
Catholic Church. Thus statues which orig'
~

7: "It is even claimed that a statue of Jupiter
was removed from the Pantheon and taken
to St. Peter's in Rome, where it is believed to
represent St. Peter. Declares the OathoZic
Encyclopedia, 'At the 4th pier to the right (in
St. Peter's) Is a very important sitting statue
of St. Peter, which has been erroneously
I ascribed to the 13th century, but In truth dates
from the 4th or 5th century: It is the common
opinion of archaeologists today that this state·
ment agrees with the fact that the statue now
found in St. Peter's Cathedral, formerly Was a
representation of Jupiter, but now is adopted
by Roman Catholic authorities as the fit·
ting representation of Peter."-Tke Converted
Catho~w Magazine for October, 1951.
'i;; For Peter, who would not allow Cornelius
to do obeisance to him but, lifting him up,
1 said: "Rise; I myself am also a man," to be
I worshiped in the likeness of a pagan god
I
Jupiter is certainly a blasphemous twist. And
for an infallible pope to grant such perversion
at identlty within his own sanctum should be
disconcerting to idol worshipers, to say the
least. And tor anyone beholding this befuddled
idolatry It should call to mind Jesus' words to
the rellgjoUB leadel's at bis day. SaId he: "You
worship what you do not know." "The hour is
coming, and it is now, when the genuine wor·
shipers Will worship the Father with spirtt and
truth, for, indeed, the Father is looking for
such kind to worship him. God is a Spirlt, and
those worshiping him must worship with spirit
and truth." If the Roman Cathollc Church
would have follOWed Jesus' words it would
not now be confronted with the embarrassing
blunder of havIng mistaken Jupiter for Peter.
-Acts 10:26; John 4:22·24, New World Tran8.
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JUST THE OPPOSITE OF JUVENILE
DEUNQUENCY

'it Three teen·age boys, at Massapequa Park. New York, went out one evening
lor a walk. As they strolled by a bank, long after it had closed for the day. they
noted they were too short of funds for sodas. Jokingly, they l3uggested calling at
the bank tor financial help. Continuing the joke, one of the boys pushed against the
bank's door. Presto! it opened. The boys found themselves inside a bank with
not a soul in sight. They ·called; no one answered. Alarmed by the unguarded, un.
locked bahk, the boys dashed to a store to call pOli('e. Bank officials rewarded the
boys and lauded their action as "just the opposite of juvenile delinquency."
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long before that. The city was founded in
the eleventh century B.C. by Androclus,
son of Codrus who was the last king of
Athens. About the seventh century RC.
the Ionian Greeks settled there. Croesus
of Lydia, the king noted' for his wealth,
and Cyrus of Persia in the sixth century
B.C. and also Alexander the Great In the
fourth century, left their mark on the
Asiatic people and the Ionian Greeks who
originally made up its population. Under
Roman rule, which began about 190, B.C.,
Ephesus became a racial melting pot and
eventually the most important city of Roman Asia. It was an WlusUally beautiful
city and one with a good climate. Being
situated on the crossroads of East and
West, between sea lanes and highways,
Ephesus became a flourishing commercial '
center.
In the cosmopolitan atmosphere of fabulously wealthy Ephesus, science,
art and philosophy prospered. But
, "- prospered beyond all measure
,,:·"'as magic and pagan religion.
Magic had its numerous followers and its
.y "Awakel" CD, .... pond.nt In Turkey
PHESUS is the city where a riot broke commercial promoters in Ephesus, so much
out against the preaching of the apostle so that when some practitioners of magic
Paul. Mobsters swarmed to the city's Great accepted the truth and burned their
Theater - for a mass meeting of protest magicaI-arts books it was found that the
against Paul. This was because the apos- value of them was worth 50,000 pieces of
tle's preaching hurt the sale of shrines of silver. (Acts 19:19) Yet it was Artemis
Artemis, the fertility goddess that domi- that was really the city's center of attracnated. the life of the city with legalized tion; for Ephesus was the "temple keeper"
prostitution and a wonder temple. What of the goddess, the image of which sup.
remains today of the temple that once was posedly fell from heaven.-Acts 19:35.
one of the seven wonders of the ancient
world? And what remains today of the The Cult of Artemis
Great Theater where the mobstersgathHow long bad the worship of Artemis
ered to protest against Paul's preaching?
been going on? From the days of Croesus
A visit to the ruins of Ephesus will answer.
But first some facts about the ancient city (about 560 B.C.) a Lydian fertility godand its religious cult will heighten our ap- dess dominated the city's life. This goddess
was similar to the Phrygian Cybele (called
preciation of a visit to Ephesus.
the
"mother of the gods") and the PhoeniThe legendary founding of Rome was
753 B.C., but Ephesus was a going concern cian Astarte (a goddess whose worship
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glorified prostl1;ution in the name of re1i~
gion). The Greek colonists in :8phesus
identified this goddess with their own
Artemis,' who was known to the Romans as
Diana. A statue of Artemis was enthroned
magniflcently in the temple at Ephesus;
this was duplicated in miniature by the
silversmiths. The images could be seeIi in
almost every home, and the making of the
images kept scores of mlversrrtiths busy
and rich.
Artemis was depicted as a lewd goddess
having four rows of breasts; her crown
was decorated with signs of the zodiac.
Around the statue the most resplendent
temple .was erected. The temple took 220
years to complete. Pliny, who has given a
description of it, says the temple stood orr
a large platform nearly 240 feet wide and
over 400 feet long. The temple itself was
more than 160 feet wide and 340 feet long.
It was supported by 127 pillars 60 feet in
height. Each was erected by a king or a
prince. The pillars had drums 20 feet in
circwnference and 6 feet high with 8 lifesize flgures sculptured on them. The roof
was covered with large white marble tiles.
Instead of mortar, gola is reputed to have
been used between the joints of the marble
blocks. Aided by the whole of Asia Minor,
the Ephesians built a temple the fame of
which was spread not only through Asia,
but the world. So lavish was the praise for
the temple of Artemis that the ancients
placed it among the seven wonders of the
world. Thus the magnificence of the temple
became a proverb throughout the iIihabited
earth.
A great number of priests and priestesses served at the temple. They were required to be eUl"uchs or virgins. Married
lvomen were forbidden to enter the temple
or Artemision under penalty of death. In
the month 'of March great festivals called
"Artemisies" were held, and visitors numbering up to 700,000 arrived from all parts
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of Asia. At such occasions the silversmiths
who manufactured shrines did an extraor~
dinary bUSiness. One feature of the celebration was the religious procession. The
statue of the goddess would be paraded
about the city in a most jubilant manner
with throngs of people straining their necks
to catch a glimpse of the goddess, the
whole spectacle being much like a religious
procession today when the image of a
"virgin," possibly reputed to have fallen
from heaven, is paraded through a city.

The Tumult Breaks Out
A.D. 51 the apostle Paul came to Ephesus
for the first time. His stay was short.
A.D. 52 or 53 Paul came back a second
time. He stayed for three years. For two
years Paul gave daily talks in a school
auditorium to enlighten the people about
the true God, Jehovah, and his kingdom
by Christ Jesus. The apostle told the people the truth, that gods made with men's
hands are not gods at all. Was his preaching effective? Indeed, so effective was
Paul's preaching that the silversmith trade,
the gauge of the prosperity of the Artemis
cult, fell off. The sale of shrines was the
silversmiths' living. There could be no
doubt about that. No more shrines, no more
wealth for the workers in silver. No more
financial gain from their goddess. The
leader of these silversmiths, a man by the
name of Demetrius, had observed from the
meager contents of his "cash register"
that PaUl had slowed down the sale of
images. People were not buying as many
replicas of Artemis as they had in other
years. So Demetrius called the craftsmen
together and gave them a talk:
"Men, you well know that from this
business we have our prosperity. Also you
behold and hear how not orily in Ephesus
but in nearly all the province of Asia this
Paul has won over a considerable crowd
and turned them to another opinion, saying
AWAKE!

that the ones which are rnade by hands are
not gods. Moreover, the danger exists not
only that this occupation of ours win come
into disrepute but also tnat the temple of
the great goddess Artemjs will be esteemed
as nothing and even her magnificence
which the whole province of Asia and the
inhabited earth worships is about to be
demoDshed. "-Acts 19:25-27. New World

Trans.
There was nothing crude about this talk;
Demetrius was deliberately shrewd. He
started his talk with finances and ended
with faith. He began by waving the money
flag and concluded by be8.ting the religious
drum. This double-barreled attack on Paul,
Demetrius knew, was bound to be effective.
So the men were left to draw their own
conclusions. The result: a crusade for Artemis and a campaign aga.inst Paul. What
followed was what one would expect-a
riot, for there is nothing that sO stirs people
into frenzy as a religious battle cry based
upon sound business principles!
.
.The people poured into the Great Theater
of Ephesus, shouting, yelling and dragging
along with them any bystanders. Like a
gigantic broom the mob swept people along
so that most of them knew nothing as to
the reason for the uproar. Luke reports:
"'The fact is, some were crying out one
thing and others another, for the assembly
was in confusion, and the majority of them
did not know the reason why they had
come together." (Acts 19:32, New World
Trans.) After two hours of shouting, the
city recorder quieted the crowd and. made
a speech. He advised the crowd to "keep
calm and not act rashly!' He pointed out
that Paul had never blaspbemed the goddess, which, incidentally, showed l10w tactful Paul was in preaching the good news to
the devotees of Artemis. This official reminded the crowd that there Were orderly
ways to settle grievances and then he dismissed the assembly.
OOTOBER 1!2, 1955

Wkrd Remains Today
Today the glory that once belonged to
Epbesus is gone. In the twentieth cerltury
we find the once famous city reduced to
ruins. During the centuries the mouth of
the river silted up badly and the harbOr of
Ephesus was reduced to a marsh. people
moved elsewhere, especially to the town of
Smyrna (modem Izmir) which .:,;rew more
and more in importance. But let us drive
from Smyrna to the small village of seljuk
to enter the neighborhood where
ruins
of Ephesus are located. Since the city
changed its location several times, the
ruins are dispersed over a vast area.
What of the temple of Artemis, the wonder of the ancient world? The location of
the temple long remained a mystery. But
in 1869 a British excavator discovered the
temple wall. The clue that led to the discovery was a Roman inscription tna t was
found in tbe course of clearing the theater.
The inscription described a number of gold
and silver images of Artemis; it also gave
instructions regarding the route the .Arte~
mis religious procession was to take from
the temple and back again. Then in 1904
D. G. Hogarth discovered the foundation
deposit of treasure under the great eltar.
But on the site of the temple there is little
to be seen now. All blocks of marble of any
artistic "alue have been removed to the
British Museum and other museums. The
site of the temple, where once magnificence
and splendor blazed, is now a swamp, a
stagnant pond. And at the place where the
voices of thousands once praised Artemis
now is heard only the croakings of frogs.
The most interesting ruin of ancient
Ephesus is that of the Great Theater, the
scene of the uproar incited by the silversmiths. The theater is one of the largest
known of all that have remained to modern
times. The site of the theater was the hollow of a hill. It looked out over the busiest
P'!rts of the city. The theater had an impos-
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log facade with niches and was adorned
with fine statuary. The seats were arranged in a half circle of 66 rows; these
afforded room for about 25,000 persons.
The stage was 22 feet wide. At the foot of
the hill some of the pillars that upheld the
marble stage are still standing. Blocks of
white lIl8l'ble lying about are beautifully
orDamenu.d, especially by the ancient
GreFk meander pattern that includes a
fouu of the swastika. The orchestra was
placed almost three yards below the stage
on the groUnd. Marble steps in the middle
and on both sides led up to the stage. The
acoustic properties of the theater were and
still are excellent. If one speaks a word in
a low voice on the stage, it can be heard up
to the top seats even today.
Directly in front of the Great Theater is
found the wide, marble-paved road called.
Arcadian Avenue. This was one of the
city's finest streets; it ran directly from the
theater to the river harbor, being nearly
one-half mile long and aoout 35 feet wide.
It was lined with colonnaded shops. Many
of the columns are still standing. The street
ends in a sumptuous arched gate at the
harbor.
Another important feature of ancient
Ephesus was the agora or market place.
'I1rls was a great rectangular, colonnaded
area entered. by magnificent gateways and
SUlTounded by halls and chambers. The
sinall compartments where the individual
shops used to be can still be observed. Near
the market place is the library of Cel us.

This was built with fine columns and double
walls (outer and inner wall to protect the
papyri from humidity). The walls were
recessed with niches for bookcases.
Ephesus also had a stadium. Located on
the right side coming out of the Great
Theater, it dates from the time of Emperor
Nero. Here chariot races and gladiatorial
fights used to take place. Nearby are Constantine's baths and the remains of a
church called "St. Mary's Church" or
"Council Church." This building dates
from the fourth century, a period when.
Christianity had already been corrupted
by pagan religion. However, in the interior
of this butldlng there was found a sufficiently deep basin in which baptisms by
immersion used to take place. Inscriptions
indicate that in this church the Councils
of Ephesus of A.D. 431 and 448 were held.
At the first of these councils the question was whether Mary should be called
"mother of Christ" or "mother of God."
The council adopted the unscriptural, pagan "mother of God," a title reminiscent
of Artemis of the Ephesians, who was
given the characteristics of Cybele, called
"mother of the gods."
Although Ephesus was once the center
of the resplendent Artemis cult, it has sunk
into the dusty past. But the preaching
work that Paul did to expose false religion
and false gods and to establish true worship has spread gloriously to the most
distant parts of the earth and continues to
this day.

In the Pari8hioner, official magazine of the Holy Name of Mary church in !lal·

ley Stream, New York, there is a Hst of "Parish RegUlations." Regulation number
one says! "A baby must be baptized in its own parish. Permission will not be
granted to have your baby baptized in any other parish .... The usual offering at
a baptism is five dollars." Regulation number ten says: "MIndful of Christ's de·
nunciation of the money changers in the Temple, our ushers are instructed not
to make change for any collection."
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A WAKE!

THE United States Halloween has
prankish and boisterous. "It's
ItheNbecome
worst night of vandalism," said a police official, in charge of the complaint
board. "It's not a night fit for humans, but
demons. Both the kids and the grown-ups
go mad!" And so they do.
Yet, Halloween is supposed to be a
"Christian" holiday in honor of the dead.
But whoever heard of such boisterousness
in Christianity? Is it Christian to break
up hundreds of your neighbors' windows,
tip thousands of garbage cans and scatter
refuse over buildings and property, to hurl
paint on houses and cars, to set·houses and
automobiles' afire, to knock out street
lights and to destroy personal property and
lives? Is this violence Christianity?
Out in the country farmers' implements',
trucks and trailers, outbuildings and other
property are either removed from the
premises, damaged or destroyed. Snow
fences are heaped up on main highways,
street and road signs are ripped off, fences
and gates are broken beyond use, filthy
words are written on windows, kerosene
bombs, stone and rope traps are spread
across busy roads, barn doors are unhinged, fighting cocks dropped into chicken
coops, cattle are turned loose onto busy
thoroughfares, and at least in one instance
an ingenious group of merrymakers dismantled an old Ford Model T and reassembled it in a church steeple.
'OCTOBER
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A mayor who watched some of this
havoc wrought in his own city simply remarked: "I sat through it and watched it
all. I enjoyed myself. It was Halloween
night." However, police say that Halloween
riots and wrecks are fast becoming "a
most serious situation," leaving behind
broken bodies and fatal accidents. What
can be said about such lawless conduct?
Is it Christian? Or is such an uncontrolled
outburst earthly, animalistic, demonic? To
ask these questions is to answer them.
However, Halloween masquerades as a
solemn religious observance of highest
rank. But that in itself does not excuse its
behavior and make it Christian. Rather,
its claims make" the day more reprehensible
in God's sight. What follows in the wake of
Halloween certainly condemns its fruits as
all rotten. The whole celebration is rotten
to the core, it being pagan, demonic in
origin.

Halloween's Pagan Background
Long before Clcristianity made its appearance, pagan peoples had marked 0ctober 31 as a time for placating the spirits of
the dead. On that night Samhain or Saman,
Lord of the Dead, Prince of Darkness, was
believed to assemble all souls who had
been confined to the bodies of animals
upon death, and send them on to their
final resting places. The demon-worshiping
Druids endeavored to appease Satan by
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Dffering live human and animal sacrifices.

The ruler of the dead would then grant
permission to spirits of those who had
died during the year to return to the earth
for a short time.
The Celts of Scotland and Ireland gath~
ered on windy hUls around huge fires. The
souls of people who had died during the
preceding year were invited to warm them~
selves by the fires. Saman, it was believed,
would lie in wait for these souls and as
they appeared he would change them into
cats and witches. The World Book Ency~
clopedia's research authorities state that
the Druids believed that cats were humans
who were changed into animals for some
misdeed. The souls of the wicked were
turned into black cats. Until quite recently.
black cats were burned alive on Halloween
night. And a usual greeting was, "God save
all here, except the cat." It was the worst
fate imaginable to encounter a black cat
along the road on Halloween.
The original contribution to the day ap.pears to have been made by the ancient
sun~worshiping Egyptians. The SWl~god
Osiris was worShiped as the giver of life
and fertility to the land. But the Egyptians
believed the god of darkness murdered. him
every autumn when the sun began to fade.
So they set aside a special day of prayer
to thank him for the blessings of the barvest and prayed for a quick return.
The Celts continued these feasts in bonor
to their own sun~god. According to the Old
Celtic calendar, New Year's Eve fell on
October 31, and November 1 was the first
day of the new year. The heathens believed
that it was on the eve of the new year that
the soWs of the dead took their last fling
the year. The huge bonfires Were to give
the old year a big send~off and also to cheer
up the declining sun. The spirits roamed
the earth unmolested. They were to enjoy
the food and drink left by their survivors.

of
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Mythology has it that bats and vampires
were abroad and witches bewitcbed many
as they jockeyed' broomsticks across the
countryside.
In Wales the Oruidic priests keep a fire
alive on a large stone altar and on the eve
of the new year the old fire was let die
and a new fire was begun. Devotees would
snatch live coals off the altar and dash
borne to light their own fires with them.
The fires were supposed to light souls from
purgatory; the sites of the bonfires were
called Purgatory fields. The ugly masks
worn express mankind's fear of the dead.
Food was put out overnight to appease the
spirits. Often butter was left for them to
use as salve to soothe their purgatory
burns.

Apples. Nuts and Jack~'~LanterlUl
After the invasion of Britain by Caesar's
legions, the Roman feast of Pomona be~
came mingled with the Druidic celebration.
Apples and nuts were eaten in honor of
Pomona, the goddess of the autumn har~
vest. Fortunes were told with apple seeds
and hazel nuts. Turnips were used as pump~
kins are today. In Scotland the children
would hollow and carve them into the lik~
ness of a fearsome face. But the name
"Jack-o'-lantern" is of Irish origin. Legend
has it that an ill~fated Irishman by the
name of Jack found himself locked out of
both heaven and hell. He was barred from
heaven because of being too stingy and
rejected from hell for playing a practical
joke on the Devil. So J aelt was condemned
to walk the earth with nothing but a lantern until judgment day.
The children were the first to see
through the foolishness of the occasion.
They were quick to see that the so-called
bolyday offered them a golden opportunity
for mischief. If gates disappeared. toilets
were upturned, cattle turned loose, the guI~
AWAKE!

people still claim to have intimate knowledge and association with their dead ancestors called the anon or the souls of the ancestors. On the night of October 31, the
night of the dead and our Halloween, the
worship of the anon reaches its peak. The
Bretons are so credulous as to believe that
for 48 hours the souls in purgatory are
freed by God in order for them to visit
their earthly homes. To welcome them,
Behind Christendom's Mask
the living descendants make elaborate
It is this same pagan festival of the dead preparations. The entire day of Halloween
that conceals itself behind the false face is spent in prayer at the grave of deceased
labeled Christendom. The Roman Catholic relatives. In the late afternoon, all Bretons
Church inherited the vigil of Samhaln and go to Church to kneel about the catafalque
made it a "holyday" by sanctifying it., The a~ld recite the 'Black Vespers.' They then
church set aside the first day of November return to the parish cemetery and gather
as All Saints' Day to honor the souls of the in the Charnel House, a building full of
dead. The eve of Allhallows or Hallowmas,
human bones. Holding lighted candles, the
October 31, became one of the most solemn
faithful
chant, .. and appeal, as if coming
religious festivals of the church. And the
following day became a holyday of obligaR from the dead bones. begging for prayers
tion when Roman Catholics are bound to gain release from purgatory,"
In Europe Halloween is divorced from
under pain of mortal sin to hear mass.
Concerning these celebrations the book prankishness and merriment. In many lands
The Golden Bough says: "The feast of All it has become an austere time. One writer
Souls in November is a continuation of an declares that in Italy people garb themold heathen feast of the dead."
selves in funeral black. In Naples even the
It was Pope Boniface IV who introduced skeletons in the vaults are dressed, and in
Halloween to the church in the 'seventh Salerno the townspeople go to an all-night
century in an effort to supplant the pa- service at church and set out banquets for
gan festival. It was originally observed on the departed. Although the custom may
May 13, but moved to the present date differ in various lands, the essential pagan
about 731 by Pope Gregory ill,' at which characteristics are present in all of them.
time he dedicated a chapel in St. Peter's
This freakish mixtW'e of pagan myChurch in Rome in honor of all the Roman thology and Catholic tradition called HalCatholic saints. From that day Novetnber 1 loween can have only one end. Read it for
became known as All Saints' Day or All- yourself at Revelation 21:8 (New World
hallows and the night before as Hallows Trans.): "As for the cowards and those
Eve, which was shortened to Halloween, without faith and tho~ who are disgusting
One authority states: "Even the Roman in their filth and murderers and fornicators
Catholic adaptation of the pagan customs and those practicing spiritism and idolaters
did not satisfy the superstitious cravings and all the liars, their portion will be in
of the human heart. In predominately Ro- the lake that burns with fire and sulphur~
man Catholic Brittany, for example, the This means the second death."
l1ble,adults would blame it on "spooks" and
"ghosts." It was believ~ that wicked aouIs
on this eve took the form of grownRuPS. so
children began dressing like the oldsters
and spooks that people imagined. The fanR
tastic costumes and masks worn at typical
masquerade parties, and even the dancing
itself, all portrayed the actions and revel R
ings of evil spirits.
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THE ARMENIANS
-AN ANCIENT PEOPLE NOW SCATTERED AROUND THE GLOBE

By "Awak.I" cOr,.,ponHnt In L.bclfton

QUNT Ararat, where Noah's Ark ground·
ed, was In the center 0:1: Armenia, a
',~',- country ,that included the high plateau in
the Caucasus region of western Asia, between
the CaspIan and Black Seas. The Armenians
were a sturdy people who from early days
dwelt in this mountainous land as farmers
and herdsmen. But Annenla was strategically located on the ancient trade routes be·
tween East and West, and thus many stronger
nations have contended for its domination,
and its various rulers have left behind traces
of their own ways of li:l:e.
" Annenla today is divided Into three unequal parts controlled by Turkey, Iran and
Russia, and the Annenian people are scattered
around the globe. Though no political- ruler
bas kept them together, the Armenian church
bas succeeded in doing so. A missionary called
Gregory the Dlumlnalor converted the Armenfan king Tiridates (A.D. 238-314) and was
instrumental in converting the nation as a
whole. Thus for 1600 years, Or particularly
since A.D. 303, the Gregorian church has been
the national reltgion. The Armenian name for
It is Lusavorchagan, Signifying the followers
of the Lusavoreech or Enlightener. Yet, after
thefr being "Christianized" many 0:1: the Anne·
nians' older pagan customs remained. The
Encyclopredia Britannica explains that many
of these old pagan customs and rites were
merged or fused with the new names and
connections, thus easing the passing over from
the old to the new. The feasts were fewer,
but more devout. The feast to the chief god
Wahagan was changed to that of John the
Baptist, and that to the goddess Anahlte was
rededicated to Mary. Similarly the Armenian
Christmas is today celebrated on January 6,
the date of a previous pagan feast.
Scattered :l:rom their native land, Arme·
nians today are to be found all over the globe,
'. ,

with a gt"eat majority living in Lebanon
and Syria. A majority of the approximately
70,000 Armenians in Lebanon live in the lower
part of Beirut, wher-e the stores, homes, schOOls
and local government are almost exclusively
Armenian, and where the language is gener·
ally spoken. The Armenians are adept businessmen, and they are '"noted for having
orderly homes and tasty food. In the Arme·
nian section you see long red strips that look
like queer·shaped sausages hanging In the
window of the meat stores. This Is the Armenian specialty, basterma! Strips of choice
beef are cut carefully, salted, pressed and then
hung in the air to dry for several days. After·
ward they are covered with a bright-red past!'
made of well-pounded peppers, spices and
other flavorings.
-, The ArmenIan housewife spends consider·
able time preparing her meals, but the result
is delicious and appetizing. Stuffed cabbage
and grape leaves, small squashes and peppers,
rIce and ground meat are combined in tasty
dishes. Tabooli is another favorite, but it fs
kept mainly for special occasions and picnics.
This is fresh salad stuft, with plenty of pars·
ley, a good helping of fresh tnint, green onions,
tomatoes, peppers and any other vegetables
In season. The ingredients are cleaned and
chopped, then mixed with plenty of olIve oil
and some lemon juice, and with a specially
prepared chopped cooked wheat called burgl.
The Armenians are a people without a
country really their own, and they are scattered thr.oughout the world, but a few are
beginning to realize that only through the
pure, unadulterated truth now shining from
the Bible's pages can they see their hope for
lasting peace and security. Such ones are now
flnding a real refuge, jOining, with their
brothers from all nations, not in man's govern·
ments, but in Jehovah's new world 0:1: right·
eousness that is now being proclaimed.

Just a Jump Ahead Of The Law
At Los Angeles, California, some thieves hope they are now equipped to keep
a few jumps ahead of the police. They burglarized the Roy Berlin Company and
made oft with 700 pogo sticks.
AWAKE!
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AN lives in the shadow of disaster,
and it bften strikes without warning.
He cannot foretell how, where or when it
will come. Often when it comes in dramatic
guise, newspaper headlines will tell -the
grim story: "Freak Wave Sweeps Eight
to Death!" "Dust Storms Claim Scores of
Lives!" "Earthquake Levels City!" Such
sudden disasters are frequently called "acts
of God."
For example: the Catholic Herald, of
August 21, 1953, called the "unusual series
of disasters caused by the always mysterious cosmic forces" and "the earthquakes
and tremors in the Greek islands" "acts
of God." The September, 1950, issue of
Coronet lists hurricanes and dust storms
as "acts of God."
Courts of law and law writers define an
"act of God" as "an inevitable accident
against which ordinary care and prudence
could not guard; the interruption of the
ordinary course of events such as is not to
be looked for 'in advance." But are such
things as the above the result of God's
acts? Can we truthfully say they are? To
claim that such things are an act of God
is entirely without Scriptural authority.
God is therefore wrongfully charged with
such disasters and tragedies.
If God is not responsible, who, then,
is? Geologists state that earthquakes are
caused by volcanic eruptions and primarily
by the settling of our earth. and not by a
direct intervention of God. Dust storms
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are proved to be directly related to man's
misuse and mismanagement of the earth
and, again, not by God. Many disasters are
caused by human failings, negligence and
carele$Sl1ess; also by violation of natural
laws. All the sickness, for instance, ~at
has entered the earth has resulted from
the original violation of God's law. So why
blame God for something for which he is
not responsible?
God has caused disasters, and, for that
matier, so has Satan the Devil. This latter
fact usually surprises some. Satan the
Devil has power to produce storms and
like unusual things. This is proved by the
Scriptures. When Satan rebelled against
God he Induced man to sin. Then he defied
God, saying that no man could be pUt on
the earth who under great stress would
remain faithful to God. Jehovah accepted
the challenge to prove the Devil a liar;
also to prove to all creation that Jehovah
is the only true God, from whom all bless·
ings flow. Shortly Jehovah will destroy the
Devil for his wickedness and restore mankind to perfection. The Bible book of Job
vividly describes this drama. This book
shows how Satan brought a great windstorm and other calamities 1)1at took many
lives in an effort to break Job's integrity.
Satan failed in his attempt. Job remained
true and faithful to God.-Job 1:6·22;
2:1-6; Luke 8:23-25.
For the same purpose Satan has caused
the people to be taught for many centuries
that all the storms, the bugs and insects,
and like things that bring disaster upon
mankind, come from God. Clergy say that
God brings these calamities upon the pe0ple because they have not been faithful to
their church and contributed generously.
Thereby many have believed this lie and
have cursed God and turned away fnom
him.
How can we properly explain the words
"acts of God"? The Scriptures are plain

that all God's acts or works are perfect;
that God is love. Moses said of Jehovah:
"Perfect is his activity, for all his ways
are justice. A God of faithfulness, with
whom there is no injustice; righteous and
upright is he." This relieves God of all
wrongful charges heaped upon him by
selfish men who accuse him of crimes that
he is not responsible for.-Deuteronomy
32:3,4; 1 John 4:16, New World Trans.

Acts of God
Even though God is love, he, nevertheless, does punish wickedness and declares
he will completely destroy the willfully
wicked. This he has done, and will do, for
the honor of his name and for the good of
those who love rigHteousness. Because of
Adam's willful disobedience God justly
put him to death. Because of the willful
wickedness of Adam's offspring God sent
a great deluge and destroyed all human
flesh except Noah and his immediate family, who were faithful to God. That great
deluge was an act of God; but before God
executed ·the wicked he gave them full
notice of the impending disaster, so that it
could not be said that it, was an "inevitable accident against which' ordinary care
and prudence could not guard."-Genesis
6:4, 5, 11.
When the Egyptian army pursued the
Israelites for the purpose of destroying
them, God destroyed the Egyptian army
in the Red Sea. That, too, was an act of
God. But here again, the Egyptians had
been amply warned by Moses against continuing their persecution. There was the
act of God that stayed the waters of the
Jordan permitting the Israelites to cross
on dry ground during the river's flood
stage. The fall of Jericho, the preservation
of Rahab and her family were all acts of
God, demonstrating his almightiness to
destroy, protect and preserve whenever
2~

necessary.-Exodus 14:5-28; Joshua 3:15,
16; 6:22-25.
We are told that "Jehovah hurled great
Stones from the heavens upon" the Amor~
ites, and that "more got to die who died
from the hailstones than those whom the
sons of Israel killed with the sword." At
Joshua's request Jehovah kept the sun
motionless over Gibeon and the moon over
the low plain of Aijalon so that the Israel~
ites could take vengeance on their enemies.
"Is It not written in the book of Ja'shar?
And the sun kept standing still in the mid~
die of the heavens and did not hasten to
set for about a whole day. And no day has
proved to be like that one, either before
it or after it, in that Jehovah listened to
the voice of a man, for Jehovah it was who
was fighting for IsraeL" These were acts
of God of which there is no question, and
they are recorded as such in his Word.
-Joshua 10:11-15, New World Trans.
Soon another act of God will take place,
It is described in God's Word as "his
strange act," in which the wisdom of the
worldly wisemen will perish. (Isaiah 28: 21,
22) God declares through his prophets
that he will 'completely desolate Christendom and all of Satan's organization. By
his prophet Habakkuk Jehovah says that
so terrible will be the spectacle and power
displayed that all will know that it is the
act of God. That great act is also caJIed in
the Scriptures "the war of the great day
of God the Almighty," at Armageddon.
-Revelation 16:14,16, New World Trans.
Particularly since A.D. 1918 a warning
has been sounded of ,this coming disaster.
Every means possible has been used to
notify the world of its imminence, so that
none will be able to say: 'There came upon
us an inevitable disaster which we as prudent men could not know about in advance.'
Jehovah God assures us· all will know of
its coming. The meek will take heed. The
scoffers will be destroyed.-Psalm 145: 20,
AWAKE!

Ceylon
EYLON is an island just south of India,
being separated from the mainland by
a mere thirty miles of water. It is a land
of resplendent tropical beauty, a land long
ago described as the "Pearl of the Orient,"
and nOw it is acclaimed as "Asia's Switzerland." Compared wit4 that island continent
of Australia, it is a bit of a dot on the map.
Yet its population equals that of Australia,
some eight million.
This brings Jehovah's witnesses into the
picture, because usually where there are
people you will find these witnesses. And
in Ceylon there are over seventy 01 Jeoo..
vah's witnesses preaching the good news
of God's kingdom. But is not Ceylon a
Buddhist country? Do not the majority
in this land reject the Bible as an inspired
book? Yes. But regardless of that fact, the
message of the Kingdom has made definite
progress.
Approximately two thirds of the people
are Singhalese. Their language is very intricate and complex in its structure and rich
with idioms and similes. The ten Watch
Tower missionaries assigned here are endeavoring to master this complicated language. The Singhalese people live in the
wet zone of the island and for the most part
take life very easy. The warm, humid climate does not lend itself to hard work.
They are a people never too busy to talk,
listen and enjoy life. When one of Jehovah's
witnesses cal1s on them he is invariably
invited in and given a cool drink of tea
before ever stating his purpose. What a
friendly, hospitable people the Singhalese!
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They will listen, listen and listen to the
Kingdom message. But when it comes to
developing serious interest in God's kingdom, that is a different matter. Progress
is slow.
Religiously, most of the Singhalese people are Buddhists and quite frankly disclaim belief in a Creator or in the existence
of a Supreme Being to whom all men are
accountable. Nevertheless, Devil-dancing
is still very common in Ceylon. Some asso~
ciate it with religion, others do not. Devildancing is where a ceremony is performed
in the name of the Devil. Usually the Devil
is held to be the spirit of someone who has
died and who has r~turned to haunt some~
one or afflict a person with a disease or
insanity. So dancing and sacrifices are
offered to appease the DeVil. The people do
not try to conceal the fact that they are
dealing with devils. They say: "What we
want is help. Who gives it to us is not
important, whether a god or a devil. It's
the help we are after;" So they reason.
In the northern and eastern sides of the
island live the Tamils, a people of DravidiC\n stock. These are more industrious
and studious. Most of them are Hindus and
Moslems with a sprinkling of Catholics and
Protestants in certain localities. They take
a real pride in their language. Same claim
it to be the oldest living language in the
world today. Sanskrit and Latin were its
contemporaries; they are long dead, yet
Tamillives!
The Tamils have a great concern for the
future and for security, and this makes
them eager to hear of a r\ght~ MW
world wherein al1 will be secure forever.

[t is not surprising, then, to hear that
Jehovah's witnesses have enjoyed the best
response to the message among the Tamil
people, and among a small commlUlity of
people known as Burghers, descendants of
the Portuguese and Dutch. The Burghers
have. to a great extent. adopted Western
customs and are all known as "Christians."
To witness, effectively to the name of
Jehovah and his purpose calls for almost
superhuman effort and tact. Take for an
example the Hindu. His worship calls for
an acceptance of all religions. He says:
"All forms of worship are like pearls on
a necklace. I accept them all. I even accept
Christ Jesus." Yet he will not be moved
to practice Christianity. A young Hindu
college student attended a Bible study con·
ducted by one of Jehovah's witnesses. He
displayed apathy until he was asked if he
knew where the name of his great god
Vishnu originated. He said he had no
idea. The witness tactfully explained that
Vishnu is the Sanskrit form of the older
Chaldean term «Ish·nuh" and literally
means "the man Noah." It was for this
reason that Vishnu is famed as having
miraculously preserved one righteous fam·
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ily during a great flood. The Hindu youth
listened intently. "So you see,;' the witriess
continued. "how valuable the Bible, record
is to Hindus as well as Christians. for the
accurate and oldest account of this great
flood is contained in the Bible. And the
Bible clearly shows that this present evil
system is facing a catastrophe much worse
than the flood in Noah's day." Before the
study was over the Hindu was reading the
Bible.
Ima.gIne that yOU were making a call
on a Buddhist. Would you immediately
quote from the Bible or mention Jesus
Christ? Generally, it would be best not to.
For many Buddhists are prejudiced against
the sects of Christendom. They say that
"Christian" Portuguese carved crosses on
the foreheads of the Ceylonese and then
cut their throats When they conquered the
island. They want none of such Christianity. The witness must tactfully show
the di:fference between such "churchianity" and true Christianity. It is difficult to
make headway. Conversions are slow, but
the gospel is being preached, with success,
in fulfillment of God's Word.-Matthew
24-:-14.
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The GermaD8 Go to Moscow
.. One day in September a
train from Bonn rolled into
Moscow. It was Dr. Konrad
Adenauer's "Chancellery on
Wheels," and it was also the
first German train to cross the
Soviet border since Hitler's in·
vasion of Russia. Dr. Adenauer
himself had fiown to Moscow
direct from Bonn in a German
plane, the first German aircraft over Moscow since Hitler's Luftwaffe pounded the
city_ The Germans had come
to Moscow to try to repair
some 01 the damage that Hit·
ler had caused. Dr. Adenauer
had come at the request of
Premier Nikolai A_ Bulganin.
There was no doubt about Dr_
Adenauer's objective: he wanted German reunification. The
division of Germany, said Dr.
Adenauer, is "abnormal _ ••
against human and divine law
and against nature." Marshal
Bulganin, making it clear that
;Russia was not ready to proceed with the reunification of
Germany, declared that unification was a "matter first
of all for the Germans them.
selves." Dr. Adenauer then
used strong pressure to try to
bring back 100,000 German
war prisoners still believed to
be held in RUSSia. The prisoner session was stormy. Marshal Bulganin said that Russia
held only about 10,000 prisoners and that they were all
.OCTOBER £$, 1955

"war criminals whose sentencing was a humanitarian act."
Dr. Adenauer's face was grim;
little progress had been made.
Observers had anticipated that
Adenauer's mission to Moscow
would bring nothing of great
consequence.
Seething Argentina

4> In September, 1952, Argen·
tina was decreed to be in "a
state of internal war." On
June 16 the status changed. An
abortive navy and a.lr force revolt against Per6n brought the
country under a state 01 siege
for 13 days. On June 29 Argentina returned to being solely in
"a state of internal war."
Calmer political winds began
to prevail in July as Per6n
offered a policy of conciliation
to his foes and announced an
end to his dictatorship. But in
mid-August the pOlitical pot
began to boil: a new plot
against Per6n was uncovered.
This was followed by 200 ar·
rests and later by Peron's offer to resign. Pro·Per6n leaders then called for a general
strike and a huge rally in the
Plaza de Mayo that would remain there until Per6n consented to stay on. All day long
Peronistas packed Into the
plaza. At dusk Per6n gave a
speech. Regarded as one of the
most extraordinary in LatinAmerican history, the speech
was one of incredible ferocity.

He said to his followers:
"From now on let us establish
as pennanent conduct for our
movement that he who in any
pla:ce. tries to disturb order
••• mB-l; be slain by any Ar·
gentine." Then Peron declared:
"And when one of our people
falls, five of them wIll faIt'"
In closing Per6n said: "I havc
decided to withdraw my resignation!" The next day (9/l)
Pernn asked Congress to place
Buenos Aires under a state of
siege. Congress swiftly passed
the legislation to enforce
"peace and tranquilUty."
Among observers the question
was: Did Peron's new moves
stem from grOwing strength or
were they made to conceal a
weakness?

*'

Palestine's Tense Truce
FOT seven years violence
and death have erupted on the
Arab-Israeli frontiers. Time
and again Arab bands have filtered across the borders, and
time and again Israeli forces
have stormed back for vengeance. With the Arabs getting
military aId from the West,
there loomed up the prospect
that in five or ten years they
may be able to crush Israel by
force. With this view in mind,
the U.N., in August, initiated
new efforts to reduce tension
in Palestine. While the very
talks intended to reduce tension got underway. a new series of border incidents broke
out on the Gaza strip, incidents
that brought on the most pro·
tracted and the bitterest" fight.
ing since the Arab-IsraeU armistices were Signed in 1949.
Fighting began on August 22
when an Israeli patrol stormed
an EgyptLan post on the Gaza
border. Then followed almost
two weeks of most bitter fighting. It included Egyptian tel"
rorist raids deep into Israel
and a heavy Israeli reprisal at·
tack on an Egyptian camp at
Khan Yun1s. A minor air war
.even developed as Israel announced that two of her jets
had shot down two Egyptian
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jets. Both sides finally submIt·
ted to a de facto cease·ftre reo
quested by the U.N. In spite of
the cease-fire observers felt
that developments left small
room for hope of a permanent
settlement. Both sides ,leaned
to be girding for new and
more serious clashes.
Unrest over Cyprus
• Of the 500,000 British subjects on the Mediterranean Is·
land ot Cyprus, 100,000 are
ethnic Turks and 400,000 are of
Greek origin. For some time
the Greek Cypriotes, with the
blessing of a Greek archbhlhop,
have been demandIng ·'self·
determination," or the right to
decide their own polltlcal fu·
ture, as a move toward l.l.nion
with Greece. Athens naturally
JnsIsts that Britain grant selt·
determination. Turkey prefers
British control, Insisting that
if any change is to be made
the island should revert to
Turkish control. In September
the foreign ministers of the
three countries met to try to
straighten out the tangle.
When news reached Greece
that Brltaln had shunned the
Greek demand for seli-<ieter·
mlnation, demonstrations broke
out In the town of Salonlka; a
stick of dynamite exploded
near the Turkish consulate.
Somehow, in Turkey, word
spread that the birth place of
Kemal Ataturk, Turkish national hero, pad been de·
stroyed'. That night tens of
thousands of Turks, roamed
through Istanbul, smashing
Greek store Windows and over·
turning automobiles. Turkish
troops had to dlsperse the riot·
ers. Further unrest over Cy·
prus appeared likely as the
three· power conference ended
In taJlure: Brltain, though of·
fering Cyprus a measure of
home rule, refused sel!-determination, Greece was bitterly
chagrined that selt-determina·
tion was not granted and "TUrkey was content that the status
quo was beIng preserved.
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Mutiny In the Sndau.
From 189!;1 until January,
1954, the British ruled the Suo
dan in nominal partnership
with Egypt. Since then the
Sudanese government has tak·
en over domesttq control,
though British and Egyptian
troops have remained. How·
ever, Sudan has its own de·
:l:ense force, now about 5,000
strong. British officers in the
defense :l:orce have now been

+

replaced by northern Sudanese
officers, who are mainly of
Arab-MoslEfm stock. In August
a move was made to clear the
way :1:01' Sudan's freedom alter
56 years of foreign rule: the
Sudanese Parliament approved
a resolution calling for evacu·
atIon 0:1: British and Egyptian
troops within 90 days. Just
three days Jater revolt broke

out. The noncommIssioned offi.
cers and men-largely of Negroid ancestry-of the Sudan
Defense Force at Torit in
southern Sudan mutinied, The
rebels, numbering more than
1,000, killed three officers and
fied into the jungles. The reo
volt erupted partly through
dlSL'OJltent among southern
troops at havIng northern offi·
cers placed over them. This
hostility between northern and
southern Sudanese stems chief·
ly froin centuries of "slave
raidIng" by Arabs who sold the
sOl.lthem people to Egypt. With
three southern Sudan provinces in a state of emergency,
Britain was disturbed. The
fear was that the rebeIIlon
might threaten to reopen an·
cient North·South hatreds and
even lead to the splitting of the
country Into two parts.
"Mrlkaans Please"

+

Of South Africa's nearly
3,000,000 white population, the
home language of 60 per cent
is Afrikaans and 40 pel' cent

English. For some time the
two segments have been driven
farther and farther apart. In
September the breach appeared
to widen again as a new,pam·
phlet, published by an Afrikan·
er committee, was distributed

among school children. It
urges that only 'Afrlkaims-a
Dutch derivative with German,
Gaellc and English influences
-be spoken in South A:l:rica
and that loyal Afrikaners pa·
tronize only Afrikaner busi·
ness and profeSSional people.
The pamphlet also advises
Afrikaners to send Englishlanguage publications back to
publishers with the notation,
"Afrikaans please." Critics
among South Africans 01 the

Nationalists' insisten~e on
Afrikaans hold that the policy
tends to increase tensions be.
tween the two segments of the
white population at a time
when national unity Is badly
needed.
Thaw Rebind the Iron OUl'taln

*

The recent announcement
that the SoViet armed forces
Would be reduced by 640,000
men, the Czechoslovak army
by 43,000 men and the Roma·
nian army by 40,000 men came
a$ a shock to the West. Sep·
tember brought more news of
a thaw behind the iron cur·
tain. Albanian and Polish
broadcasts announced that the
Albanian army would be cut
by 9,000 men and the PoUsh
anny by 47,000 men. The Pol·
ish broadcast said the reduc·
tlon was decided upon because
of the "progress made in eas·
Ing international tenSion owIng to the Geneva Conference."

'*

Toorllt-mlnded Rossla
In early August Soviet oti'i·

crals announced that 2,000 So·
Viet citizens would be allowed
to make private trips abroad
by the end of 1955. Financial
agreements have already been
made concerning travel in
Sweden, Finland and the Com·
munist countries of Eastern
Europe. In late August it be·
came apparent that the Soviet
government was getting more
tourist· minded. A high Soviet
tourist official announced that
the government would permit
"tens of thousands" of SOviet
citizens to visit the U.S. if sat·
isfactory finanCial arrangeAWAKE!

ments can be made. That the
Soviet Union planned to en·
courage two-way tourlst travel
with the U.S. also was clear.
"We shall do all in our power,"
said a Soviet tourlst omcial In
Moscow, "to promote private
visits here."
Guatemala Votes for Freedom
.. Last May Guatemala's Ro·

man Catholic Archbishop Ma·
rlano Rosselly y Arellano de·
manded that the National Con·
stituent Assembly, now writing
a new constitution, gIve the
Catholic Church a "pre-emi·
nent" pos1t1on over other rell·
gions. The archbIshop threat·
ened that otherwise the church
would take "a position of es·
trangement" and noncollaboration, which f1.e saId would
bring the return of Commu·.
nlsts. In September, when the
National Constituent Assembly
fliushed approving some fifty
of a draft's 246 articles, the
archbishop receIved a decided
setback. Articles 50 and 51, ap-

proved after vigorous. debate,
freedom of worship
and grant legal status to all
religious organizations and
churches. The Assembly defeated strong eftorts to allow
the clergy to intervene In polito
ical matters.

guarante~

U.S.: Wholesale Slaughter

+ Last year the fatality rate

of motor traffic in the U.S. was
6.5 for 100,000,000 miles of
travel, with approximately 36"
000 deaths and over a million
disabling inju,ries. It has been
estimated on the basis of pres·
ent trends that one person out
of every ten in the U.S. may
be kllled or injured in a motor
vehicle accident within a peri.
od of 15 years. The number of
traffic accidents during the
Labor Day week end dId not
tend to disprove that grim
estimate, for at least 438 per·
sons were killed in traffic acci·
dents. This was not a record
for the Labor Day week end,

but the deaths exceeded. the
400 predicted by the National
Safety Council. Commenting
on the fact that the fatalities
did not set a new record, Ned
H. Dearborn, Safety Council
president. said: "This 1& of
small comfort to anyone who
sincerely believes that this
wholesale slaughter' on the
highways need Dot and mUllt
not be tolerated."
World Jet Speed Beoord

.. Of all the many figures that
go to make up official world
jet speed records, none have
ever exceeded the speed of
sound. But in September a new
record was ,announced, one
that went past the speed of
sound. Flying a North Ameri·
can F·l00c Super Sabre on
August 20 over California's
Muroc Desert, Col. Horace A.
Hanes attained a speed of 822
miles per hour. The old record
for level fiight over a measured course was 755.149.
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What Does the Bible Mean
ROBABLY your home has a Bible. Most
homes do. But just having it is of no
value. A person could have a dictionary
and yet be a very poor speller; he could
have an expensive encyclopedia and yet
know little of what is within its pages. In
the same way, many people have a Bible
and yet have no idea of its importance to
their lives. They fail to get any benefit
from it, for the only way your Bible will
do you any good at all is for you to get it
down, open its covers and find out what
really has been written there for you.
n is true, however, that interest in the
Bible is increasing. As the Associated Press
reported last year: "An old book which has
been burned, ridiculed, loved, argued about
and treasured today is cdmmanding new
and wider attention. The book is the Bible."
Dr. Francis Carr Stifier, secretary of the
American Bible Society, reported: "There's
an increasing general interest in the Bible
and respect for it, both among the churched
and the unchurched." Following a period
of doubt, belief in the Bible apparently is
being reaffirmed.
It may amaze many people to know that
a survey made in the United States in 1954
revealed that 83 per cent of the people believe the Bible to be the revealed word of
God, and that more thana third of those
questioned said they read the Bible at least
once a week--one out of eight said they
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read it every day. In rural areas 90 per cent
of the people believed the Bible to be the
revealed word of God, and even in cities of
over a million population 76 per cent of the
people believed this. The Catholic Digeat,
in pUblishing these figures, said: "If the
survey had been made a century ago, these
figures would not hav~ been surprising.. , .
It is often taken for granted that . .. the
rise of modern science has been matched
by a corresponding decline in biblical authority and belief. The survey certainly
does not bear this out,"
In Britain 90 per cent of the people,
more than owned a cookbook, dictionary
or gardening book, were found to own a
Bible. And in East Germany even 'the
vote-seeking Communists have quoted it.
But what do you really know about this
Book of books? Even much of its apparent
popularity may be shallow. Could you,
right now, turn to the Ten Commandments? the Lord's prayer? the account of
Jesus' death? the book of Nahum? Could
you explain why the Bible is the book of
life? What hope it holds out for distressed
mankind? and what it teaches about important doctrines? If you cannot do these
things, then are you really satisfied with
what you know about this genuine Ufe
guide?
Did you know, for example, that the
Bible contradicts much of what is taught
:~

in today's religions? Many of today's
churches teach that the wicked suffer in an
eternal torment of hell-fire. But the Bible
plainly says: "The dead know not any
thing." Read it for yourself in Ecclesiastes,
chapter 9, verses 5 and 10. In Ecclesiastes
3:19 it says that dead men, like dead animals, are out of existence, not that they
are in a place of torment.
Many of today's churches teach that
man has an immortal soul But the Bible
plainly says: "The'soul that sinneth, it
shall die." You can read that at Ezekiel
18: 4, 20, and you can find a similar statement at Acts 3: 23. If the soul dies, it could
not be immortal. Then where did religious
leaders get the idea of an immortal soul?
The Jewish Encyclopedia says the Jews got
jt from the sU1'Tounding pagans.
What about the mass? "The mass," says
the National Catholic Almanac, "is the
unbloody renewal of the Sacrifice of the
Lord upon the cross." But the Bible says:
"Christ was offered once for all time to
bear the sins of many." (Hebrews 9:28,
New World Trans.) So repetition of that
sacrifice is unnecessary. Do you believe the
doctrine of the assumption-that Mary's
physical body was taken to heaven? Again
the Bible disagrees, saying pointedly:
"Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God."-l Corinthians 15:50.
Now do you wonder why some people
may have told you not to read the Bible?
Is it that they thought you could not understand it, or that they were afraid you really
could understand it? Surely you have
enough intelligence to know what the
words mean. And what they mean is often
different from what you have been taught.
What is the real Christian view of reading and studying the Bible? The Bible it-
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self answers: "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth." (2 Timothy 2: 15) This
"word of truth" that the Christian is commanded to be skilled in using is God's
Word, the S",acred Scriptures. But even
many people who claim to accept that
Word are very choosy about what they
believe. They are willing to benefit from
the principles of the proverbs and the
psalms and from certain words of Jesus
that they particularly like, but will never
conform to the specific commands that are
laid upon them, nor believe that the prophecies refer to our day.
Yet .lehovah does not ask us to pick and
choose, selecting the parts of the Bible
that we want to believe and rejeCting the
parts we do not. Rather, he gives us his
Word and commandments, and if we wish
to benefit from his favor, we must accept
and obey them. Long ago it was written
about what God said throu.gh his prophets,
which prophecies were written in the Bible
for our benefit: "Hear me, 0 Judah, and ye
inhabitants of Jerusalem: believe in Jehovah your God, so shall ye be established;
believe his prophets, so shall ye prosper."
-2 Chronicles 20:20, Am. Stan. Ver.
Thus, we have one of two choices: to
despise God's Word and be cut off, or to
hear and accept that Word, to study and
believe it and to prosper. Which choice
would you prefer? Is your preference
strong enough to make you really do
something about it? Then examine your
Bible, apply yourself diligently to studying
it, and see how accepting and believing
what it says and conforming your path to
the course it outlines really does lead to
joy, happiness and permanent ljfe.
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of religion? There are many
signs that such a thing is under way.
a period of skepticism and doubt,
is again becoming popular. Religious books rate high on the best-seller
lists. Religious movies prove highly POPular box-office attractions. Religious songs
sung by top-name crooners reach great
heights in record sales, and draw a merry
tinkle of coins in the jukeboxes. Church
membership is growing. Faith is fashionable. Religion is well spoken of in the newspapers and is receiving far more general
attention than has been bestowed upon it
in many years.
But is the religious revival genuine?
Newspaper reports of noted sermons tell
that clergymen are warning of "spiritual
hunger," "passive worship," "jukebox religion," and that they decry the modem
self-centered type of religion that appeals
to the individual's desire for worldly success, that appeals merely to his search for
an escape from life's troubles. Thus, the
questions are raised: Is the religious revival merely lip service, or is it a genuine
awakening? Is the new Interest in religion
a sincere desire to change one's mind and
spirit and to conform to a better standard,
or is it just a tool that people are using to
advance themselves materially and to overcome temporary difficulties? Or, stated
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differently, is this modern revival of
religion one of the things Paul warned
about when he said some would be found
wit9 "a form of godly devotion but proving
false to its power"?-2 Timothy 3:5, New

World Trans.
The most popular of the modern religious books tell little about true worship;
instead, they delve into the field of psychology, merely telling you how to get
"peace of mind" or "peace of sou1." The
religious movies tell little or nothing about
pure worship; they just use Bible characters or events to set the scene for supercolossal superspectacular love stories. The
popular religious songs not only fail to
give spiritual strength, but even distort
the true facts, implanting wrong' ideas in
the minds of millions of people. Frequently
even the most popular clergymen also
spend their time on the "peace of mind"
or "peace of soul" theories instead of on
the doctrines of true worship, which would
certainly disturb this complacent world.
The fact is that rather than turning the
world upside down, much of the current
popular-type religion has turned pure worship upside down.
Many religious leaders have recognized
and are willing to admit it, yet the conditions they decry continue. The president
of McCormick Theological Seminary, Dr.
5

Robert Worth Frank of Chicago, spoke last
March of the craving of "so many DeOple"
for a "reJigion of escape:' and he discredited the "jukebox religion with its
silly shallow sentimentalities of 'Are You
Friends with the King of Friends?' or
'Have You Talked with the Man Upstairs?'
and ~I Believe, I Believe. I Believe.'''· The
"Man Upstairs" is supposed to be goodnatured no matter what course the people
take toward his Word and specific instructions. And apparently 'believing' is
expected to conquer all, no matter what it
is that you believe.
I
Dr. Charles B. Templeton, secretary of
the diVision of evangelism of the Presbyterian church in the United States of
-America, expressed it this way: "'I'he so.called revival sweeping America isn't
genuine or permanent. Most people seem
to want God as you want a hot water bottle
in the night-to get you over a temporary
discomfort." Hecontinued: "Oddly enough,
though there is a statistical increase in
religious interest, there is also an increase
in the number of criminals and the seriousness of their offenses. The statistical
columns reveal a nation increasingly Christian. The news columns reveal a nation
increasingly pagan. Any genuine revival of
religion will have to go beyond a mere
concern to have God as a convenience and
to corne to the point of dedication to Him
and to His world. "t

No TWinging of the Conscience
One of the most popular fonns of this
new revival of religion, of course, is the
"peace of mind" or "peace of soul" variety.
To a world filled with anxiety it says in
effect: "Eve;rything is all right. Just get
God on your side, and then you can do the
things you have failed to accomplish, you
• New York Tim68> March 19, 1955.
t ASSOciated Press, May 18, 1955.
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can have the thing~ you have striven for,
you can succeed and be happy 0" Thus,
religion is offered as a means to an end.
Like a college education or a course in
psychology, it is justified as being useful in
getting the things YOU want and in adjusting yourself to the world. It is offered,
not as something that will help you serve
God, or to be a better person, but as an
aid in getting your promotion, as a help in
selling vacuum clea.ners or in smoothing
out unpleasant personal situations. There
is no twinging of the hearer's conscience,
none of the austerity that makes the difference between an anemic religion and a
vigorous one, none of the zeal and determination tha.t marks the distinction between a religion that merely serves as a
pain killer and real true worship!
How Jesus would have horrified the
peace of mind cult! Far from agreeing that
the Christian can adjust smoothly to all
the mediocrity and evil of this old world,
he said: "Do not think I came to put peace
upon the earth; I came to put, not peace,
but a sword. For I came to cause division,
with a man against his father. and a
daughter against her mother, and a young
wife against her mother-in-law. Indeed, a
man's enemies will be persons of his own
hOUsehold. He that has greater affection
for father or mother-than for me is not
worthy of me; and he that has greater
affection for son or daughter than for me
is not worthy of me. And whoever does
not accept his torture stake and follow
after me is not worthy of me. He that
finds his soul will lose it, and he that loses
his soul for my sake will find it."-Matthew 10:34·39, New World Tram.
'there Is more .to that than just gaining
peace of mind! Christianity is not just a
palliative or pain killer, but is a vigorous
way of life. It costs something. A firm and
sure understanding of God's Word is neces·
AWAKE!

sary for one to have the spiritual strength
to change his course and conform his life
to the way God has set out. The true
Christian does not ask: "What do I require
of God?" but "What does God require of
me?" True religion is not simply a way to
get selfish peace of mind, or a shield for
one's own way of life, though you would
rarely know it from reading today's pop.ular type of religious books.

The Shock Treatment
A third form of the religious revival is
based upon what an article in the June
Atlantic Monthly termed "the emotional
shock treatment." This method is used by
the revivalists who appeal to emotions
rather than to reason; to the eye and ear
rather than to the mind. They appeal to
the people who love show and ballyhoo,
spectacularism, shouting, raving and emotionalism. Abandoning thought and ridiculing reason, such proponents of the shock
treatment sway vast multitudes with the
eloquence of their voice and with continued
shouting of unproved but vigorously re·
peated assertions.
But what are their fruits? While their
methods may induce a vigorous, even
positive response on the part of some of
their hearers, they do not aid the whole
person into an intelligent devotion to the
higher service of God. Their fruits are shallow. True religion is more than emotionalism. It is based on logic and truth, reasoning
and understanding. Its strongest appeal is
to the intelligent reasoning of the mind.
It is in ignoring this fact that the world's
most widely publicized revivalists fall far
short of producing the firm maturity and
strength that have always identified true
Christiani ty.

Better than an H-Bomb?
Another source of the religious revival
is patriotism. Since communism is so obviously in conflict with religion, in noncommunist countries belief in God becomes
a proof of patriotism. Religion is offered
as the thing that can defeat the enemies.
But God is not' a super H-bomb that will
protect one earthly nation from another.
Nor is he a special assistant who aids the
political leaders of any particular nation to
carry out their international policy without regard to what he has said in his Word.
Rather, he is the Judge of all men of all
nations. And the judgment has already
been stated in his Word that "the whole
world [not just half of it] is lying in the
power of the wicked one."-l John 5:19,
New World Trans.
Right worship is not just a means to an
end. God is not served to gain some secondary purpose. Rather, true worship is out
of a sincere love for God, an appreciation
of his goodness, a respect for his majesty Reject the Flesh, Accept the Spirit
The mere fact that more people are
and an earnest desire to conform one's
activity to the principles of truth, justice going to church does not mark a revival
and righteousness that are set out in his of true religion. Nor does the sale of
Word. Jesus said right worship must be religious books, nor the popularity of
"with spirit and truth." Nothing less than religious songs. 'The popularity of these
that is sufficient, and no religion that is things may show that the people are
taken up for a political purpose, no matter hungry for something, but often their dehow important that 'purpose may seem, sire is merely to feel better, ratller than
meets that requirement.-John 4:23, New to be better. 'They are seeking a religious
sedative rather than a stimulant, and
World Tram.
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therefore are too often satisfied with a
religion of the flesh rather than of the
spirit. But Paul warned: "For the minding
of the flesh means death, but the minding
of the spirit means life and peace; because
the minding of the flesh means enmity with
God, for it is not under subjection to the
law of God, nor, in fact, can it be. So those
who are in harmony with the flesh cannot
please God."-Romans 8:6-8, New World
Tram.
Thus, the popular revival of religion is
not genuine. The watered-down versions of
religion not only fail to stir the people into
action, but all too often persuade them
that no action is necessary. Popular songs
like "Have You Talked with the Man
Upstairs?" may at first sO[md fine, since
they advise us to take our difficulties to our
Creator. But it is impudent, impertinent,
disrespectful and irreverently familiar. The
song writer did not understand God's
Wotct He does not explain that one who
wishes his prayers heard must have a
proper appreciation of God's laws and act
in obedience to them. "He that turneth
away his ear from hearing the law, even
his prayer shall be an abomination," says
Proverbs 28:9. The song writer says
practically everyone's prayers will be answered; the Bible disagrees. Thus, the song,
through providing false information, will
hi the long run actually ki11 faith rother
than build it.
Similarly, the "peace of mind," "peace
of soul" variety of religion may sound
good, because the Bible does show us how
to live happier lives. But this kind of religion fails when it does not tell its adherents what God requires of them and
does not stir them into his service, but
implies that God is to serve us rather than
the other way around. The emotional shock
treatment method does say that you should
repent and turn around, but beyond that
8

it provides little of the necessary knowledge and understanding of the deep things
of God's Word. It does not make you into
"a workman with nothing to be ashamed
of, handling the word of the truth aright."
Thus, it too falls short of teaching genuine
godly devotion.-2 Timothy 2: 15, New
World Trans.
The conclusion of the matter? True
Christians will recognize that the current
revival of religion has lowered its stand~
ards in order to increase its popularity.
It has little of the zeal, vigor and understanding that mark true Christianity. True
worship is not just a salve for tired and
troubled minds, nor a magic ritual for
getting ahead in the world, nor is it just
an uninformed vow made during the heat
of an emotional appeal at a revival meeting.
Rather, it is a way of life, an informed and
intelligent changing of one's course from
the popular way of the world to the right
way that God instituted. It really costs
something in time and effort, but it provides the rich rewards of untold blessings
from the hand of Jehovah, the Almighty.
The current revival . of religion is too
general, too vague and, yes, too selfcentered to be genuine true worship.
But you can join with a group of true
Christians who are a happy, zealous and
determined people. They are following the
one sound, wise and intelligent course that
leads to the greatest of jOys and to real
peace of mind. Remember: "The minding
of the flesh means death, but the minding
of the spirit means life and peace." 'J;hen,
will you study God's Word, gain a knowledge of his blessings and transform your
life, developing the zeal and determination
that really do identify sound, true worship,
and receiving Jehovah's blessings of peace,
happiness and everlasting life? That is the
wise course; no other is practical today.
-Romans 8:6, New World Trans.
AWAKE.'

MACHINES

DO THE WORE
W"Let

E ARE not speaking about something
in the far-distant future when we
say,
machines do the work." We are
speaking about a revolution already here!
If it has not alTested your attention before
this, it soon wilL A brand-new era is appearing before mankind, one that will put
man in his rightful place as master of the
machine and not its slave. This new tech·
nological revolution or evolution sweeping
the latter half of this twentieth century is
being called "automation."
Automation defined by technical experts
is the use of one type of machine to operate
other machines; the harnessing of electronic brains to mechanical muscles. Why
companies are installing automation was
made clear by C. H. Patterson, general
manager of the engine and foundry division
of the Ford Motor Company. Said he: "The
automation we have installed enables us
to get the capacity from the machines
which were formerly controlled by manual
handling, Automation eliminates much of

the drudgery. It makes for safe operation,
and also improves our quality. And, of
course," he added, "we are also very
anxious to produce at least cost."
Once freed by machines from grinding
routine jobs, man can use his sensory
apparatus and brain power to work on
problems requiring a function beyond the
capabilities of machines, namely creative
thought. This in essence is what Norbert
Wiener of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology predicts will take place. Automation, he feels, will someday relieve man
so that he will be free to use specifically
his human qualities, his ability to think,
to analyze, balance and synthesize, to decide and to act purposefully.

Where Machines Replace Man
A common error today is to place
applied electronics in the remote category of a trip to the moon. Automation is here! It has been here for some
time. And from all visible signs it is
here to stay. The National Associa·
tion of Manufacturers declared plain.
ly: "The automatic factory is not
merely coming. It is already here!"
CIO's president. Walter Reuther, reNOVEMBER 8, 1955
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echoed those very words last December.
Automation is not in the future, said he.
lt Is already here. lt is doing a job of liber~
ation from drudgery. In business offices and
buildings around the world, television and
photoelectric cells are sorting important
data, counting items, solving mathematical
problems, doing the bookkeeping and tiling
work, and tirelessly opening and clOsing
doors at our approach.
The dial telephone has done a magnificent job for some time now. Another
machine has recently been added, one that
registers the time (if long-distance call
is made), computes the cost and writes the
amount on the customer's bill. Electronic
brains are doing the paper work in thousands of offices and are efficiently and
obediently starting and stopping production lines in a number of factories. Automatized equipment regulates air temperature, controls circulation, switches lights
on and off. Machines are made to process
raw materials, inspect and assemble the
finished product, package and load it into
freight cars, and ship it to consumers
without the direct use of- the human hand.
Not only that, automatized machines are
developed to correct their own mistakes
and even cbange their own parts if necessary, that is, if parts wear out or break.
More efficient than man is the robot in
the department store elevator, and the apparatus that saves wear and tear on vocal
cords when it cheerfully calls out in a
sweet and easy-to-listen-to voice: "Fifth
floor, ladies' lingerie, sweaters, hats and
misses' dresses. Thank you." Raytheon
Manufacturing Company has a chassis assembly line that is geared to a thousand
radios a day. The whole operation calls for
only two employees, whereas assembly
under standard methods called for at least
two hundred workers for the same production. Admiral reportedly has a machine

a
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nicknamed Robot I, which assembles half a
television receiver chassis in a matter of
seconds. In England, the Sargrove automatic radio-producing machine turns out
conventional receiving sets almost without
human intervention. In the United States,
at Palo Alto, California, a robot hoe thins
out plants and weeds faster than twenty
farm hands working manually can do. And
at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, the gaseous
diffusion, plant is almost completely automatic, using only six workmen per mile of
plant.
Man Un8atisfactory "Robot"

Thinking-machine producers declare:
"Our machines free the human spirit by
relieVing it of routine labor. Time is gained
in this way for creative intellectual work."
There are already dozens of electronic
brains in operation. They go under the
names of Univac, Eniac, Reac, Binac, Seae
-the "ac" stands for "analog computer."
Remington Rand, Ltd., has an electronic
machine called Univac. This machine can
do all the work usually done by a payrolloffice clerk, and do it better and in a
fraction of the usual time. "Our machine
can compute a complicated payroll for
10,000 people in only 40 minutes," stated
Allen N. Seares, vice-president and general
manager of the company. "At the lightning
rate of 10,000 characters a second, the
machine reads two magnetic tapes with
numbers coded on them. One tape carried
all the data about each employe-his wage
rate, pension and tax deductions, and so
on; the other tape carries the hours worked
by each employe during the pay period.
Working from the information on the
tapes, Univac calculates the exact amount
of each man's cheque and sends the information to a cheque-writing machine."
The International Business Machine
Corporation installed "Mod",l 702 Elec~
AWA.KE.'

tronic Data Processing Machine" in Monsanto Chemical Company's St. Louis
headquarters. A man at its controls has
at his command the computing ability of
25,000 trained mathematicians. A report
on the machine says: "On each of its reels
of magnetic tape, the brain [the name
given it by workers and visitors alike] can
remember enough information to fill a
1,83G-page Manhattan telephone bookany figure, word, chemical or mathematical
symbol-and work the information at the
rate of 7,200 unerringly logical operations
per second. In its vast computing units
(2,500 electronic tubes, three miles of
wire) it can multiply a pair of l27-digit
numbers and alTive at a 254-digit answer
in one third of a second. In a second it can
add 4,000 five-digit figures or do 160
equally complicated long divisions. And at
the end it can produce its answers in any
of four ways--flash them on a TV-like
screen, punch them on cards, print them on
paper, or store them away on rolIs of magnetic tape at the rate of 15,000 characters
every second." In twelve machine hours
this one machlne will do 1,200 cost reports
that normally take 1,800 man-hOurs; in
barely two hours it will complete a financial statement that takes a staff of
accountants 320 hours.
The Reeves Instrument Corporation
developed an "electronic brain" that solved
a mathematical snag in record time.
Officials estimated that by using the fastest
possible manual methods it would take
2,950 days to iron the problem out, and
the cost would be $73,725. Reac, the
mechanical brain, went to work and in
109 man-days at a cost of $3,240 had the
answer.
A "Caroatype" machine is equipped to
do and type as many as five separate accounts simultaneously. A communicating
machine is reportedly in use that prints
NOVEMBER 8, 1.955

24,000 letters or numbers a minute;
another capable of writing a thousand lines
in sixty seconds. There is another computer that can breeze through 150 simultaneouS algebraic equations, involving
4,000,000 individual arithmetiC operations,
in less than four hours. Dr. Henry H. Aiken
of Harvard said: "Machines have already
proved their mental superiority over man's
brain. A calculator solved a problem relating to uranium fission in 103 hours. The
same problem would have taken a flesh
and blood worker a hundred years to
solve."

The Automatic Factory
The ideal of automation ,is a fully automatic factory. Reuther stated that within
the coming decade or two, entire plants,
offices or departments in much of industry
and commerce will be operated by electronic control mechanisms. The only
humans around will be a few operators and
repairmen to start the machines and keep
them going. An oil industry spokesman said
that a refinery that employs eight hundred
people today without modern instrumentation could do the same job with twelve
people if instrumentation were utilized.
The Cleveland Electric I1Iuminating Company employs 100 men for 290,000
kilowatt-hours of production, but the
company's new automatic plant employs
28 men for 420,000 kilowatt-hours. A
Milwaukee plant's automatic system decreased its working force 95 per cent. In
lard rendering, a new continuous-production technique cuts down processing time
from four hours to fifteen seconds. A
chocolate producer cut his floor-space
requirements by 80 per cent and reduced
his working staff from eleven to two by
installing automatized. equipment.
The most complex series of automatic
machining operations today is probably the
11

one conceived by the Ford Motor Company
in Cleveland. Ohio. This installation requires only 250 men, and it turns out twice
the work fonnerly produced by 2,500 men.
Rough engine blocks are transported
automatically into and out of twenty-odd
different machines that perform a grand
total of 532 operations and emerge finished
-untouched by human hands .. Where it
once took 39 men working 29 machines
juSt to drill the necessary oil holes in a
crankshaft, only 9 men are needed for that
job at the new Ford plant. It once took
nine hours to complete a block; now
through automatic methods it takes fifteen
minutes. The Ford manager said rather
proudly: "Ours is the only foundry in the
world where the molding sand used to
make c-astings is never touched by human
hands, except maybe out of curiosity."

Fears of Unemployment
So the big gain from automation is reduced floor space, greater efficiency and
lower costs. A recent Ph.D. thesis by
David G. Osborn in the University of
Chicago's department of geography shows
floor space or acreage was reduced. about
58 per cent. The reduction in the number
of employees was about 64.4 per cent.
The big question, however, is whether
automation will bring about a serious
unemployment problem to the nation's
largest manufacturing industries. Experts
point out that in offices automation made
its greatest strides so far. Yet the number
of office workers has actually risen from
5,100,000 to 8,100,000 in the last ten years.
[

Ford Motor Company executives state that
in their automatic plant a number of men
had to be shifted to other jobs, but no one
has lost a job because of automation. The
company says that automation cuts down
the need for unskilled workers but it
greatly increases the need for electricians,
mechanics, pipe fitters, toolmakel'$ and
others skilled enough to do maintenance
work on the robots.
Automation opens up vistas of unparalleled prosperity and comfort and at
the same time stirs frustrations and fears.
Some see price reductions and increased
enjoyment of leisure and a thirty-hour
week very probable; others see the woe
that followed the first indUstrial revolution.
President Eisenhower asserts that he sees
nothing but good stemming from automation. Robert L. Henry of the ceramic project
in Arlington, Virginia, s~ys: "There: is a
fear that technical people plan some mass
envelopment of the population. That's inconceivable. There is a vast chasm between what can be done and what will be
done in automation. The reason we have
automation at all, or don't, Is economic.
Nobody is doing it for curiosity or patriotic
reasons. Automation isn't an end in itself.
It doesn't necessarily mean reduced cost
or a better process. Generally the objective
is to increase the productivity of human
labor."
All this excitement about automation,
and it is just beginning to emerge from its
self-diapering state of infancy. What will
tomorrow bring?

The Voice Of Persuasion

j

At Chicago, Illinois, two burglars broke into an electronics firm. They were
greeted with a booming voice that said: "Good evening, gentlemen. We remind
you that this place is electronically guarded. We suggest that you tum around
and disappear." They did!
'~
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tuclzarlslic f30nqress
Week or

solemn. sessi.on.s
in, Rio de Janeim

1~~~~~'-~!kgreSShere the federal district authorities
"By

"Awake!" correspondent !n Irozi'

EVER before in all the brilliant history of Rio de Janeiro had there been
such preparations as those made for the
thirty-sixth International Eucharistic Congress that took place July 17-24, 1955.
High Catholic officials have repeatedly
claimed that Brazil is the "greatest Catholic COWltry in the world," and the Vatican
had been pleased to grant the request of
Cardinal Camara that the congress be held
in this city.
The first such congress was held in Lille,
France, in June of 1881. It was attended
by 3,000 people and lasted three days. No
processions were allowed to be held in the
streets, The French Parliament had just
passed a law prohibiting religious teaching in the schools. Of the thirty-five congresses held over the years since then, five
have been in America, but this one in Rio
de Janeiro, the second in South America,
outdid them all for splendor; for organization and apparently for orderly handling
of vast multitudes of people.

N

Preparing the Place
Where would the congress be held? Rio
de Janeiro had no adequate place for such
a huge outdoor ceremony, so when the
Catholic Church decided to hold the conNOVEMBER 8, 1955

put into action a plan they· had long been
considering, that of tearing down St.
Anthony Hill, in the heart of the city, and
dumping its granite and red earth into
Guanabara Bay. This feat, when finished,
will provide two new beaches, nine miles
of bay-side avenue and 130 acres of valuable building space near the. civic center.
About a third of the project was completed
for the congress. In seventeen months of
arduous work of 'casting the mountain into
the sea,' more than two and a half million
cubic yards of earth and rock had been
poured into the bay to form nearly a hundred acres of dry land, of which the Prat;a
do Congresso occupied about sixty acres.
Cost to the federal government: 14 million
cruzeiros; to the municipal government:
10 million cruzeiros-a total of more than
$700,000.
On the site was constructed a shipshaped altar, 360 feet from prow to poop.
There was a fifty-foot-high cross made of
Brazilwood. On a 125-foot mast was hoisted a sail made of 650 square yards of cloth,
resembling those, of Cabral's sailing ships
on the voyage of discovery of Brazil. There
were seventy miles of wooden benches,
26,000 in all, with a seating capacity for
210,000. Modern sanitary equipment was
installed.
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The Day Arrives
All was in readiness! The Laranjeiras
Palace, used by the government for state
guests, was made ready for the Vatican's
legate, Cardinal·Masella. The other fifteen
cardinals were guests of wealthy Brazilian
families who for weeks beforehand had received special coaching in the protocol due
a cardinal. The president of the Republic
met the apostolic legate at the pier, greeted him with all the honors that would be
given to the highest representative of any
earthly government, and rode with him in
an open car through admiring throngs to
the palace that would be his residence during his stay in Rio de Janeiro.
About eighty items were on the program, including receptions, masses, communions, study sessions in various languages, conferences, expositions, theatrical
pieces, choruses and musicals, besides the
regular sessions in the Pral,;a. The processions were impressive, especially the maritime prt;>Cession on Tuesday night, July 19,
when the "host" was conducted across
Guanabara Bay from Niter6i to the docks
in Rio de Janeiro with an accompanying
fleet of a hundred vessels, including a
squadron of Brazilian war vessels, all brilliantly illuminated with electric lights.
What was lacking in 'attendance of pilgrims was made up for in zeal and ardor
of those ,who attended. More than 400,000
were expected from abroad; 50,000 came.
The attendance from the Brazilian states
was far below the number planned for, but
the cariocas accompanied with intense interest the whole affair, whether Catholics
or not. Visitors found the expositions
fascinating.
Closing Sessions
Comes Sunday, July 24, the last day of
the congress and one of great activity. At
9:30 the papal legate, followed by 900
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members of his court, cardinals, archbishops, bishops, priests and seminarists, enters the Pra~ and ascends the altar. Then
the people enter in great multitudes: the
president of the Republic, his wife, the
president of the Senate, of the Chamber of
Deputies, of the Supreme Court, all the
members of the Cabinet, the mayor of the
federal district and high authorities of
the armed forces. The papal legate reads
for the second time the papal bull empowering him as the representative of Pius xn,
conducts pontifical high mass, and gives
the papal blessing to the Brazilian people.
He grants plenary indulgence, that is, the
remission of penalty for all sins, 'to those
who, during the concourse, penitent and
having confessed, received the communion
and visited any church or public chapel in
the place and there directed to-God prayers
for the concord of Christian governments,
extirpation of heresies, the conversion of
sinners and the exaltation of the church,
and who had 'attended the closing procession and received the apostolic blessing
given in the name of His Holiness.'
The president of the Senate speaks, and
high civil and military authorities go up
the altar stairs and ratify the "consecra~
tion of Brazil to the Sacred Heart of Jesus." This public consecration of the nation
to the "Sacred Heart of Jesus" is a regular
part of the program of Eucharistic Congresses. In Brazil, however, it had met
with public and formal protest. It was
pointed out by the Evangelical Confederation of Brazil, a national Protestant organization, that inasmuch as the worship of
the Sa~red Heart of Jesus is characteristic
of and exclusive to the Roman Catholic
Church, such consecration would offend
the other religious faiths, and also that it
would violate the Brazilian constitution,
which guarantees complete separation of
church and state.
AWAKE!

But those within Christendom who 'sigh
By four o'clock, when the final procession was to start from Candelaria Cathe-- and cry because of the abominations that
dral for the mile-and-a-half march to the are being committed' in the name of Christianity have the assurance from God's
Pra~a, it seemed as if half of Rio de Janeiro's populace was in the streets, both Word, the Holy Scriptures, that Jehovah
the devout and the curious. In front of the God has placed His King on His holy hill
float bearing the "Most Holy Sacrament" of Zion, saying to him: 'Rule in the midst
with the "Blessed Eucharist" came the of your enemies.' (Ezekiel 9:4; Psalm
marine guards; then the archbishops and 110:2) It is through the leadership of that
bishops with their attendants. Behind the reigning King, Christ Jesus, that true spirfloat marched all the cardinals with their itual revival comes. He was not, as these
retinue, then civil and military author- congresses are, identified with the annies
ities. There were national and pontifical of the world. Such armies do not hear him
fiags and their guards of honor, and foreign today. They do not look to his triumphant
representatives with their respective fiags. kingdom to crush out all wickedness and
Then came the lay religious organizations false "isms" in the coming battle of Anna·
and finally national and foreign represent- geddon.
atives of the clergy. The procession lasted
But many meek of the earth, through
an hour and a half.
examining the Scriptures, really are findAt exactlY' six o'clock Pope Pius XII ing the true source of spiritual revival, the
spoke in Portuguese from the Vatican. His one thing of greatest splendor. Will you be
speech was retransmitted by all the na- one of them, or will you be satisfied with
tional radio stations and carried by loud- mere pomp and spectacle to please the
speaker to the throngs in the streets and to eye? Will you really learn to know and to
the multitude inside the Prats.
do God's will, and receive preservation
through the purifying destruction to come?
Reaching the Goal.?
or will you decide that merely confonning
Thus ended what many have called "the to a certain ritual should free you from
most fantastic spectacle" that Brazil has the penalty of all sin?
ever witnessed. But will this congress bring
These are serious matters. They aft'ect
to Brazil a great spiritual revival? No; no your everlasting destiny. The Holy Scripmore than did the ten that have been held tures say one thing about them, while the
in France ever bring a spiritual revival to sponsors of Eucharistic congresses saY'
that land in which the idea was born. To- something else. Which wil~ you believe?
day France is torn by communism, athe- Will you be satisfied with the pomp and
ism and many other "isms" both political ceremony and with the false mingling of
and religious that the International Eu- Christian worship with governmental and
charistic Congresses have not been able political activity? or will you examine the
to cure. The same worship of images and Scriptures, see the importance of the time
infiltration of pagan practices that led to in which we are now living, learn what God
the downfall of the nation of Israel will has said we must do, and do it? The decialso lead to the downfall of Christendom, sion is yours.' But you should make it careIsrael's modern counterpart, of which the fully and wisely, for nothing you have ever
powerful Church of Rome is an integral decided will have such a far-reaching effect
upon your eternal destiny.
part.
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Cat

of the

Open Road
'if Some pussy
cats seem to have
a kind 'of built-in
compass. Just how
it works man does
not know, but the
fact remains that
without reading
road signs or inquiring of strangers cats often find their way home from far-off
places. At Grafton, illinois, there is a cat that
has been on the open road for months. Mrs.
Cora Lofton says she gave her eight.year-old
cat to relatives in Roseau, Minnesota. Eight
months passed. The cat turned up at Grafton,
750 miles away from its new home. Mrs. Lofton
says she had tried to give the cat away before.
It never worked that time either.

How Good Are a Cat's Eyes?
~

Almost everyone knows that In semidarkness a cat can respond to lights too dim to be
visIble to a man. Yet not many know how good
a eat's eyes are when it comes to visual
acuity-the ability to distinguish fine detail.
According to the Institute of Ophthalmology,
London, the human eye is far superior in
visual acuity, the eat's eyes belng only about
one sixth as good as ours.

Using Eyes to Stay AlitJe
'i' Have you observed that there is a difterence
between the eyes of animals that hunt and
those that are hunted? The hunting animals,
such as the wolf and the fox, nearly all have
an overlap of their visual fields in front;
but the hunted animals tend to have lateral
eyes (at the side of the head instead of at the
front), giving a maximum total field but little
or no overlap. The reason is obvious: the hunt·
ing animals, not usually being in danger themselves, can do wIthout the knowledge of what
is going on behind them.
Not so with the hunted
animals. Their lives de·
pend on their ability to
spot danger coming from
any direction. How fortunate for the rabbit that Its
eyes can see all around its
head!
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Gorilla Warfare
~ The
gorilla section at
Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago
is a wildly noisy
place. There is
one giant ape that
finds the greatest
delight in keeping
in shape by throwing a football·style
body block against
his cell door-time
after time. He shambles a Uttle distance aWay,
turns, runs at the door, and wham! You can be
certain the imaginary foe gives ground. This
goes on all day, every day. The gorilla does not
mind. And neIther does director Marlin Perkins.
After all, the doors are one-quarter-inch-thick
steel. But they take quite a beating. Says Per·
kIns: "We have to install new doors every now
and then, but we keep the same old gorillas."

Two Crack Shots
~

Police officer M. N. Alexander of Highland
Park, California, is a crack shot, so it was no
problem at all when he found himself face to
face with a skunk. Officer Alexander drew his
service revolver and dispatched the skunk in
short order. Trouble was, the skunk got in his
parting shot before the bullet ended his career
-and the skunk turned out to be just as crack
a shot as the officer. They refused to let Alexan.
der into the police station afterward to make
his report.

Rattlesnakes and Whiskey
~

Old-time westerner~ used to prescribe whiskey, but wrongly so, as the best treatment for
snakebite. Apparently whiskey is good for
snakes, though. A San Francisco man named
Chin Toy recently tried to mix up a batch of
Chinese linIment; the recipe
called for one rattlesnake soaked
in a jug of whiskey. Chin Toy
got his rattler, popped it into a
jug of whiskey and let it soak.
Thirty minutes later he ,opened
the jug, and the snake, still
very much alive, bit him.
Chin Toy had to go to the
hospital, but the rattlesnake
felt just fine.
AWAKE!

deliberate act with that end in view.
Rather acomplex set of circumstances, unconnected in themselves, worked together
to produce the result almost naturally.
The main factors were: (1) the Renaissance, (2) the king and (3) the Continental Reformation.
An upsurge of artistic and cultural
expression, new zeal for learning, restoration of the Greek Scriptures, colleges
founded-this was the Renaissance, a
vague transitional period between the
C)r

Dark Ages and the age of enlightenment
that followed. Tyndale published his New
Testament in Eng.
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OME suppose that Jesus himself
came over and started the Church
of England: Some believe the apostL.l-es'::"'o-r~their immediate associates founded
it. Some contend that it resulted froin
a general religious awakening to the iniquities of the Roman Catholic Church.
Many say that Henry vm established it so
that he could marry Anne Boleyn. The
Church of England. with an estimated
nominal membership of about twenty-five
million, is an integral part of national life
and governance. Just how this vast organization came into being is worth finding ('out.
G. K. A. Bell, bishop of Chichester, says
that A.D. 597 St. Augustine came to Britain and after b~ptizing Ethelbert, king
of Kent, was himself consecrated on November 16 as archbishop of the English.
"n was thus," writes Bishop Ben. "that
the foundation was laid of •.. the Church
of the whole English race."-The English
Church, page 8.
A,.s a structure more or less separate
from Rome, though, the Church of England
began t{) emerge in the sixteenth century.
rts emergence seems to be due to no single
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IN

ENGLAND

though

the

the book. And, no
doubt arising in

part from this awakening and in part from
the Reformation mo'l($, on th~ Om..tm-ant,
came a vague dissati&faction with the Roman Catholic Church, its corruption, its
superstition and the ignorance of its priests
(with some notable exceptions). Feelings
of revolt against papal statecraft began to
grow.
Only a leader was lacking. And this need
was met in Thomas Wolsey, cardinal, arch-.
bishop of York, Lord Chancellor and, next
to the king, the highest and most influential
man \n the land. Oi strong character and a
favorite with the king, his aim. was to
use the new learning to reform the church
from within and thus satisfy the needs of
the new age. He encouraged the teaching
of Greek and helped finance the eehJcation
of clergy with funds derived from suppressed, effete monasteries. All of this he
did as a servant of the king.

King Henry VIII Seeks Divorce
Dominant figure in this pregnant situation was Henry VID-young, handsome,
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rich, full of love for 'the new learning,
liberal-minded but headstrong. His marriage in 1509 to Katharine of Aragon,
widow of his brother, and arranged when
Henry was a boy, called fOl" a special
dispensation from Pope Julius n owing to
the close kinship created by Katharine's
fanner alliance.
In. the eaI"ly years of Henry's reign
Martin Luther came to the fore in
Gennany and in 1520, emboldened by previoUS successes, published a treatise "The
BabyJonish Captivity of the Church," an
attack on the sacraments. Henry, himself
a theological student, dedicated to Pope
Leo X a widely circulated answer to
Luther, which so delighted the pope that
he conferred on Henry the title Fidei
Defen80r (Defender of the Faith).
By 1527, howeVer, Henry began to cast
eyes on Anne Boleyn. In order to make her
his queen he sought a declaration of nullity
(not, strictly speaking, a divorce as it is
now popularly styled) of his marriage with
Katharine on the grounds that there was a
flaw in the dispensation. He was in high
standing with Rome. The pope (now Clem~
ent Vll) had recently divorced Henry's
sister Marg8.I'e1:, queen of Scotland, on less
adequate grounds. Other popes had released other kings. Henry expected success.
But Clement was virtually a prisoner at'
Charles V, Holy Roman emperor, king of
Spain, and Katharine's nephew and protector. Clement feared to displease Charles
by nullifying Katharine's marriage. ,Clem.
ent's objection was thus po~itical, not
religious. Henry. failing to get satisfaction
from Clement, pushed his suit in the court
of the archbishop of Canterbury and the
marriage was declared invalid by Archbishop Cranmer. Th'en, by a similar process, Cranmer deelared valid the secret
marriage of Henry to Anne Boleyn in time
for her coronation in 1533.
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In the meantime the medieval church
on the Continent, out of touch with the
spirit of the age, found itself with a revolt
on its hands. Public opinion in England.
so far without direction, now had a lead.
The impetus, however, appears to have
come from the king rather than from the
people. The Reformation PaI"liament of
1529-36, faCing the results of the fractured
relations between Henry and pope, ended
by throwing off
papal jurispruDence.
The 1532 Act for the Submission of the
Clergy called for the clel"gy to be obedient
to the king. No new canons (church laws)
were to be enacted without Henry VIn's
consent and he must approve existing ones.
The Act of Firstfruits cut off large
revenues from Rome. The 1533 Act in
Restraint of Appeals brought all ecdesias·
tical matters under the jurisdiction of
church courts in England. The Act for the
Selection of Bishops came in 1534 under
which episcopal hierarchy were to be ap·
pointed by the king. Then came the Act
of Supremacy that made the king <laccepted and reputed the only Supreme Head
on earth of the Church of England." It
should be noted, however, that the Church
of England was still part of the Catholic
Church headed by Rome, though separately
organized.
Bills for the suppression of monasteries,
first the small, then the large, followed in
1536-38. With the revenues derived from
them new nobilities were created by Henry.
With the loss of the monasteries the pope
lost his best advocates in England. The
new nobilities, financed as they were, nat·
urally supported the new regime, a double
blow for the Roman Church. In 1538 the
Great Bible was published and ordered to
be placed in all churches. But Henry,
though secretly favoring reform, shrunk
from open alliance with the reformers, still
believing evidently that salvation came
through the old Roman Church.

an

AWAKE!

In 1547 Henry died, His personality. bishop Cranmer's disbelief in transubstandespite the reJigious and political turmoil tiation (the doctrine that the eucharistic
of his reign, had maintained a measure of bread and wine changes into the body and
unity in the land, Knowledge of the blood of Christ) was revealed.
Scriptures was spreading, Faith in the
The forty-two articles of religion (later
old religion was shaken. The new nobility, a reduced to· the familiar thirty-nine) were
powerful element, favored a change. But signed by Edward on June 12, 1553, after
the average man, uncertain now of his considerable criticism and discussion. With .
childhood beliefs, was none the less dis- the death of Edward and the accession of
trustful of change. With the death of Mary that year, the Church of England
Henry,England was religiously stranded. faced a period of increased trouble.
She had no pope and no reform,
Bloody Queen Maru
The New Reign
Mary became the spearhead of the
The reign of the young King Edward VI counterrefonnation. She was the daughter
and Protector Somerset was marked by the of Henry vm and Kathariile of Aragon.
publication of the Injunctions, addressed The archbishop of Canterbury, by invalito all the king's subjects. clergy and dating bel' mother's marriage, had baslaity. The tendency of the Injunctions was tardized Mary, though the people generally
to maintain preaching against the bishop did not look upon her as such. Apart from
of Rome's jurisdiction, to destroy images her Roman Catholic convictions, he!'
and pictures and monuments of S1)persti- mother's honor was bound up with papal
tion and to devote money to the poor supremacy.
instead of doing things that God had not
Mary's marriage in 1.554 to Philip of
commanded regarding pardons, pilgrim- Spain, son of the Emperor Charles V,
ages, trentaIs, decking of images, offering linked her with the counterreformation
of candles and other blind devotions. At the in its most extreme form. Papal control
same time the people were ordered to was quickly restored and parliament gave
remember that the priestly office was ap- its support (except for the .restitution of
pointed of God and to treat priests with monastery lands). Heresy laws were redue respect.
viVed. Secret services were organized at
The First Book of Homilies foI1owed. which the prayer was used, "God turn the
It consisted of twelve discourses on heart of Queen Mary from idolatry, or
doctrine published to check extravagances else shorten her days."
of ignorant preachers. Neither the InjuncMass was reinstituted at St. Paul's
tions nor the Homilies, however, had the Cathedral. But six days later a dead cat
authority of parliament, for even the dressed in priest's garb swung from a
Injunctions had. no validity in law. None gallows in Cheapside, London. It had. a
the less, all images in St. Paul's and other shaven crown and held in its fQrepaws a
London parish churches were removed. round piece of paper to represent the
The churches were whitewashed and the wafer. Next month a number Qt men and
Ten Commandments written on the walls. women had their ears nailed to the p~I1ory
The New Book of Common Prayer, after in Cheapside for speaking against the
a stonny passage through parliament, was queen and council. A priest, while celebratfinallyauthorized in the 1549 First Act of ing mass in St. Margaret's Westminster,
Uniformity. Then for the first time Arch- was struck on the head with a woodknife,
NOVEMBER 8, 1955
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his blood splashing over the cup and wafer.
His attacker was sentenced to have his
hand struck off and then be burned in:
St. Margaret's churchyard. Irreverences
and disorders increased.
Leaders in the Refonnation were put
to the flames and when on March 21, 1556,
Cranmer was burned at Oxford, Mary felt
that at last her mother's honor was
vin:d1eated. But in fighting against the new
rel1gion Mary did for it something that
neither Henry VIII nor Edward VI could
do. She made the new religion popular.
The nation, hitherto apathetic, decided that
Roman Catholicism meant Spanish influence and persecution. It found a new
sympathy for a faith for which martyrs
could die.

Elizabeth-the Virgin Queen
Elizabeth I, daughter of Henry VIn and
Anne Boleyn, inherited her father's statesmanship and her mother's vanity. She was
a ruler who knew how to keep her people's
support. The religious settlement made
during her reign has ever since been the
basis of the Church of England Headship,
in modified form, was restoTed.; the second
Prayer-book of Edward VI and the 'Thirtynine Articles were enjoined by statute.

Philip of Spain, however, still worked
with Mary of Scotland (a Roman Catholic
and Elizabeth's heir to the English throne)
to restore England to the oJd faith. Plots
to put Mary on the English throne failed.
In 1570 the pope excommunicated Elizabeth and decreed her deposed, thus making
loyalty to the sovereign incompatible with
loyalty to the Church of Rome. Jesuits
poured over from Douai in 1579 eager for
the conversion of England, but their secret
intrigues only added to the unpopularity of
Rome. Reckless plots to assassinate E1iza~
beth and put Mary of Scotland on the
English throne brought about the execution of Mary in 1587.
Rome thus lost its leader in England.
In 1588 Philip of Spain, in a supreme
attempt to bring England into subjection,
sent his "Invincible Armada." It was
destroyed. The threat of Spain and the
Roman Catholic Church ended, even if
Rome's efforts to accomplish its aim have
continued to the present day.
Elizabeth died in 1603. She brought the
Church of England through the troubles
of the sixteenth century, laid the fOl.mdations for its futUre development and left
England the leading Protestant state in
Europe;

From the pulpit of Britain's Canterbury Cathedral recently cam(' strange
words. Their sour~ was the cathedral's "Red Dean" Imown ecclesiastically as
"Very Rev." Dr. Hewlett Johnson. Appointed by the crown in 1931, cleric Johnson
cannot be removed from his post as long as he does not In!rlnge on the laws of
church or state and fulfills ecclesiastical duties. In fulfilling his duties cleric
Johnson recently spoke on "Christianity and Communism." Said the betitled
clerk: "I am convinced that a synthesis of the two faiths is possible and will
eventually bring blessings to the entire human race. . . . Is [Communisln] Chl'j$'
tian? I say 'yes,' as I did 50 years ago. Russia .. : has, in spite of all her faults.
founded her ecollOmy on a Christian theory." But the Bible shows that com·
munism is part of this old wicked system of things that is headed for de~tru('tion
at Armageddon-when true Christianity triumphs_
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and'says;/',
," , " ,
The' mere:hant ,.,',. from Madras:,
"India," will say: "A 'sahib.," ',"",',' ,
are $ayirig to ,'t']1e'rnSE~hi:les::
,he is an America:ri"
,,' , ' ,'.:',

~~::~~~~~l~!(

,go for a miserable one,kyat'flftY,,'i,
"We'll, give you forty pyas;,"we

Wi!=~~::~~~ti<:

"But s8Jlib," h,e says verypqlit~ly/" ,
bamanal; al:e, of the/rarest kind.1'h,ey<:
)r01mttlt at great expense al1ddanger,,>
way" from ,Toungoo1 ,,16q::milbr, /: :
, We tell him that we cannotaffbrcl'
things. He smiles With total:UA~ .:,
, ,andtells us tha.t it is he that):js,,'
,soVery poor (thollgh his'son anddaughter:
are 'Very likely away in· Calcuttaattend).hg:, !,'
a universitY.as he;spealm) and:that::the ':/,::
~ahibis, of course, joking, and is very rich.,",:':
After a little more bickering thebanalJ.a.s:'::
go forseventy~fivepyas, half the pric:e"h~ .•. . . . . .
at first a~ked.The ··deal concluded, the",,',:
banana-wallah dro'ps his stage manner and <" .
is friendliness itself, your good neighbor"';
'quite interested in you, personally;
,'..
I

of the to\Yfl" did notd{,!stroy its'atmosphere.
More than ever Rangoon isacosmopolitan
place,notin a Western way, though there
,are 'many westerners here; but in a per" fectly"Eastern way. Cosmopolitan, lighthearted" andfriencUy-this is th~ grand
city of Rangoon. ",'
,
", While it is still cool this early:morning
let us take a walk in the Bogil1eBazaar,
where one cali. buy almost 8l1ylliingedible
and meet all kinds. of people. The city of
Rangoon is crowded. Its population has',
actually doubled since the last war. Market
stalls have over:fiowedontothe streets in
every direction around the Bazaar so that
this whole sectbrofthetown has become
one latgemarket. All 'day long, but ,particularly in the early morning, and in the
evening,there are crowds passing through
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A City CornPl'etely,,(}Qsmopolitcm.,·: ..... .... , ".;"

'. ,The city of Rangoon is as cosmo[mlitai{
as itsinhabita:ntS. And let no Qn,eerr by' ','
, judging' its' inhabitants by these buildings? '; '. '•.
not thepeopieby theirappeai'ance. Justa.S ,;:,'
that dowdy;' unshaven Marwarigentlemah, .'.
'pI,adding on JoclfdoWn Mogul $1:reet,wear+.',
ing a worn dhoti of the 'cheapest sorkcari'
'·21

nounced loanjee). It is the very same
garment as that internationally popularized as the sarong, which, by the way, is
for a haircut, so a very humble thatched the Malay name for it. The Burman inhut often shelters people with hearts of geniously wriggles out of all his (or her)
gold as well as many who are quite well· other garments and stands draped only in
the longyi. A woman will wrap hers above
to-do in the things of the world.
One of the earliest cities of modem her bosom, a man will wear his at waist
times to be laid out according to a pian, level, and small children will shed theirs
Rangoon has always been outstanding altogether while bathing.
among Asiatic cities for her fine buildings
For the benefit of the poor there are
and freedom from the horrid, airless slwn water taps at strategic points throughout
alleys that defile many old-world cities. the city. Around these the citizenry gather,
With her rich exports of rice, teak, rubber some to draw water in buckets for home
and minerals Burma is a naturally wealthy use, the rest to bathe. A lot of water is
country, arid Rangoon reflects this wealth. ladled over the head with a bowl, soap
The downtown section of the city is solidly applied and more water and the bath is
built of steel, concrete and brick, while the over. But here you are, all wet on the roadbeautiful homes of the wealthier citizens side. What next? The Burmese does not
make large parts of the suburbs very even stop his Buddhist philosophical repleasant.
flections, or much more USUally his happy
The Burman, like the Malayan, the, Thai conversation with the other bathers, to
and the South Sea Islander, is a master of consider this a problem. He has a dry
the art of building a home out of bamboo longyi with him. Into this he steps, and
and thatch. These bamboo houses suit both drops the wet one to earth inside the dry
tlle climate and the economy of Burma one. He then rinses out the wet longyi and
perfectly. They are light and airy, cool and calmly and coolly goes home, there to
comfortable to live in during the hot change into yet a third dry longyi.
weather and comparatively cheap to build.
However, in the wet monsoon season, No Place for Women Drivers
The sidewalks of Rangoon are W1usually
especially if the owner has not been able
to keep his thatch renewed, they are damp, wide along the main streets, but up until
dark and moldering; and in the long dry recently there has scarcely been room to
season they are firetraps, especially in pass along them. This is because thouthose areas where there are hundreds or sands of stalls had been erected a.long
thousands of them closely packed together. these wide ways, so that if you were in
Life is arduous for the poor of Rangoon. a hurry you had better take your chance
Many thatched huts, and particularly those with the motor traffic than try to squeeze
on public roads and railway lines, have not through the crowds on the sidewalks. This
even the most elementary toilet facilities. W1pleasant situation, however, is being
Adult sanitation is a dark mystery, but remedied. Slowly but surely these sidewalk
not so that of the young. His toilet can be and roadside stalls are being removed from
almost any place where the urge strikes some of the more important roads, to the
him. Bathing has held no difficulty for the vast improvement of the city. Rangoon is
Bunnan. The national garment worn by literally congested. Traffic moves slowly in
all ages and both sexes is the longyi (pro- comparison with many other cities, and
count his kyats by the lakh (100,000
kyats) if not by the crore (100 lakhs).
though you would doubt his ability to pay
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for that reason there are tess serious
accidents.
Even though Burma is a land of tigers,
giant cobras, peacocks, elephants, and
other romantic creatures of the wilds,
never fear, they are not running wild in
Rangoon. The streets of Rangoon are like
most other streets of cities around the
world. One sees the latest cars of England,
Europe, Japan, India and America.
Yet, what might interest you more are
the "sidecars," bicycles with sidecars at~
tached, which ply in thousands through
the streets of Rangoon and other Burmese
cities, making the air shudder with their
squawking horns. And those remarkable
tailer8~ which are actually handcarts,
pushed and drawn by, usually, Indian
porters. These little wood-wheeled carts
will carry up to half a ton or more. So
if you want to move your piano to another
building, a tailer will do it the cheapest,
and its crew will gently maneuver the
piano up a winding stairway without
scratching it.

Through all this tra1I!c, lighthearted and
independent as Is everything Bunnese,
dodges the nimble pedestrian mostly in
leather slippers, but sometimes in wooden
clogs, and frequently barefooted.
Unlike many large Western cities where
everything Is rather quiet and slow in the
mornings, Rangoon begins its day with all
the bustle and confusion that one can
imagine. Each wayside dealer calls out to
the passers-by. As hawkers of pebyo
(steamed peas) or' nambya (large fiat
wafers of bread) callout their wares in
Burmese, Hindustani or Chinese, all is
pandemonium. Soon the early morning
rush is over and things quiet down con~
siderably. After eleven a.m. the sun is
very hot, and many retire either to sleep
or to relax. The whole town takes on a
drowsy air.
Our roving, too, comes to an end. But
in the evening we are assured that the
sleeping city will awake, and be at its
1iveliest well Into the night.

Papuan Tribe DisEaulr. White man
'if People often think that modern clvilization has penetrated to the most far·flung
parts of the earth so that little or'nothing new remains to be discovered. It comes
as quite a shock to these persons to learn that a tribe of 20,000 Papuans, up until
a few months ago, had never before seen a white man. An Austral1an patrol in
New Guinea was exploring the Inndenburg ranges and the Star Mountains near
the source of the Fly River in the rugged uplands. As the patrol was pushing
through some of the wildest country, at times along narrow paths atop ilmestone
ridges 10,000 feet high,.it came upon the tribe. The tribesmen were about flve teet
seven inches high; they had deep chests, wIde shoulders, narrow hips and clear·cut,
handsome features. Just who was the most astonished, the Australians or thePapuans, it is difficult to say. But the report of patrol leader James W. Kent to
the New Guinea administration shows how delightfully amazed the tribesmen
were to discover a white man:
'i;' "We were embraced, hugged, and patted. Headmen from the various villages
vied with each other to express pleasure at our arrival. We were introduced to
their families, their wives, their sons, daughters·in-law, and their children. OUr
skin and clothing were fingered and they were astounded to flnd that when we
removed our boots we had feet like them. When more and more newcomers arrived
we would be requested to make an appearance for the women, who would gasp
in astonishment at our w,hite skins and start animated discussions when they noted
that one of the two Earopeans had blue eyes and the other brown."-Tampa
Morning Tribune, April 20, 1955.
NOVEMBER 8, 1955
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NCIENT manuscripts and hieroglyphics
on tombs teU of the delight the people
of early history found in perfumes. The
National Geographtc Society in Washington,
D.C., reported that during one era the Egyp·
tian people were commanded to set aside one
day a week "to perfume themselves entirely."
The scents they dabbled themselves with
would be far too strong for modern taste.
"The most ardent present·day advocate of perfume would be overpowered by sweet smells
if he could visit an ancient Egyptian household in the heyday of the 'perfume era.' He
would flnd his food perfumed and his wine
perfumed.. He would be surrounded by women
bathed in perfume and by men whose bodies
were covered with highly aromatic unguents.
Were he to visit a home of ancient Babylon,
he would breathe perfumed air from the aromatic wood burned in the fireplaces in the
houses." The lasting quality of their perfwne
Is proved by the fact that moderns still snitT
it. In the early 1920's when the archaeologists
opened the tomb" of King Tut, they found that
bottles of perfume buried by the Egyptians
about 3,300 years ago still gave off aromas.
During the reign of Hammurabi the use
ofperfum.e was enforced by law. And in ancient Babylon and Assyria mighty warriors
bathed themselves In perfumes and wore their
hair in curled, highly scented locks. Rome's
gladiatorial arenas as well as its rich matrons
reeked of perfumes. Three times a day the
Roman noble wallowed in liquid perfume after
which his body was rubbed with sweet ointments. Roses were the favorite flower of .the
Romans . and likewise their fa vori te scent.
Rose leaves were placed in the vats where
wine was being fermented and in the fabulous
courts rose water poured from the fountains.
Nero, who was extravagant beyond measure with perfumes, wasted more of it at his
wUe's funeral than was produced in all Arabia
in ten years. Henry VIII often fainted from
the overpowering aroma of the perfumes with
which he doused himself. According to. one
chronicler, the perfumer supplied Napoleon
weekly with two quarts of vIolet perfume,in
which he loved to douse his head. After every
bath Napo.leon would empty a whole bottle
of violet cologne o.n himself. Louis XV demanded that his apartment be furnished with
?..t

a different perfume each day of the year.
The Greeks had a special passioll for perfume. A Greek poet tells ho.w doves were
drenched with perfume and turned loose in a
house to spray and saturate the furnishings
with fragrance. Into the wines that graced
their banquet tables they infused roses, violets and hyacinths. When a Greek found himself worrying too. much over his troubles he
used a recommended perfume to clear his
mind. One authority reports that "sages and
lawgivers, Solon, Lycurgus, Socrates, railed
in vain against the extravagant use of perfume. . . . Each essence had its particular
significance and special power. The scent of
the crushed vine leaves brought clear think·
ing; that of white violet~ aided digestion, they
believed." Hi ppocrates, 'the father of medicine,'
even attributed therapeutic value to perfumes.
During the Dark Ages alchemists were
classified as sorcerers by the Roman Catholic
clergy. As recent as the eighteenth century
England endeavored to resist the rising tide
of perfume by an act of Parliament. In 1770
it was propo.sed that "all women of whatever
rank, profession or degree to seduce and betray into matrimony any of the Majesty's
subjects by scents, paints, cosmetic washes"
would incur "the penalty of the law in force
against witchcraft" and the marriage would
be declared null and void.
More ancient than any of these records is
the account found in the Bible_ There it tells
how the camels that carried Joseph captive
into. Egypt 1,700 years before Christ also carried spices, balm and myrrh for the perfUme
industry of the first world power. The Bible
gives the recipe for the "choicest perfumes"
used in the anointing oil of the Levitical priesthood. The queen of Sheba brought with her
rare perfume spices. And the magi from Persia brought gifts of go.ld, frankincense and
myrrh totheyoung child Jesus. Perhaps, of aU
the people who have ever used perfume, Mary
the sister o.f Lazarus showed greatest thought
as to. when and how to use it, when she anoint·
ed the feet of Jesus with a Co.stly perfume.
Jesus said: "Truly I say to yo.u, Wherever the
good news is preached in all the world, what
this woman did shall also be told as a remembrance of her."-Mark 14:9; Exodus 30:23,
New World Trans.
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Basis for
Successful Marriage

ARRIAGE, as has been well said, is
the oldest human institution. It has
survived in spite of all the ridicule and
abuse that its enemies have heaped upon it.
While some worldly-wise persons such as
Mlle. Simone de Beauvoir, author of The
Second Sex, would have us believe that
marriage is merely a "surviving relic of
dead ways of life," there are others, who,
like the reviewer of that book for The
Scientific Am.erican (April, 1953). hold
that "the greatest human satisfactions and
the deepest emotional gratifications are
still to be found within the circle of the
family."
To find fault with marriage is to find
fault with the Creator Jehovah God, who
made man and woman and who performed
the first marriage by bringing Adam and
Eve together. (Genesis 2:18-25) Marriage
presents what may be termed one of the
greatest challenges in life' and particularly
as regards human relationships, and those
who successfully meet its challenge not
only are amply rewarded by great human
satisfactions and deep emotional gratifications, but also with a peace of mind that
comes from living up to one's agreements.
First of all, let us note that entering
marriage with the right motives win go
far toward making a success of it. Rather
than happiness, the Bible stresses two
other motives, that of rearing children and
that of keeping oneself clean, since in God's
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sight marriage is ·honorable and its bed
undefiled, whereas he considers fornication
sO unclean as to pronounce destruction to
all those who practice it.-Genesis 1:28;
1 Corinthians 7:1, 2; Hebrews 13:4.
Appreciation of what is required of each
is the basis of a successful marriage, and
God's Word, both by example and precept,
shows what the requirements are. The
husband finds a good example in Jehovah
God, who refers to himself as a husband to
his organization. (Isaiah 54:5) Particularly in three distinct respects is Jehovah
the Example for the husband. First, he
is the Great Provider of all things for his
creatures. Likewise it is the' husband's
obligation to provide food, clothing and
,shelter for his wife, as well as mental
and spiritual comfort. Secondly, JehOVah is
the great Head, taking the lead, making
the decisions and then shouldering the
-resP(msi\:)\1\ti~ and cODlng wlth fue ctmsequences of each ~ecision. This is likewise the human husband's obligation.
And third, the Bible shows Jehovah God
as a patient, long-suffering, merciful and
forgiving Husband. Consider his patience
with the nation of Israel; his mercy and
forgivenness with such imperfect servants
of his as David and Peter. What infinite
compassion it must require for one who
is the Almighty, the All-wise and the perfectly Just One, to continue to deal with
imperfect human creatures! Can any husband claim that there is as great a difference between him and his wife as between
Jehovah God and his imperfect creatures?
Then has he ever any excuse for running
out of patience in dealing with his wife?
And while Jehovah is so far superior, yet
he does not coerce or peremptorily command but says: "Come now, and let us
reason together." (Isaiah 1: 18) What an
example for husbands!
Christ Jesus a1so set a fine example for
husbands, even as Paul well notes: "Hus".,'

bands, continue loving your wives, just as
the Christ also loved the congregation and
delivered up himself for it. In this way
husbands ought to be loving their wives
as their 'OWn bodies. He who loves his wife
loves himself, for no man ever hated his
own flesh, but he feeds and cherishes it,
as the Christ also does the congregation,
because we are members of his body. 'For
this reason a man will leave his father and
mother and will stick to his wife, and the
two will be one flesh.' Nevertheless, also,
let each one of you individually so love
his wife as he does himself," -Ephesians
5:25, 28-31, 33, New World Trans.
And what about the wife? She also can
find good examples and much fine admonition in God's textbook, the Bible. In fact,
Christ Jesus, who in his relationship to
his congregation gives such a good example
for husbands, in his submission to his
heavenly Father, Jehovah God, sets a good
example for wives. He did not take the
initiative as did Eve, but said: "I cannot do
a single thing of my own initiative," He
humbled himself and submitted. to his
Father's will in all things.-John 5:30;
Philippians 2:5-8, New World Trans.
And the apostle Peter points to Sarah
as an example for Christian wives. After
pointing out that unbelieving husbands can
be won over to the truth by chaste conduct
and deep respect, he counsels wives: "Do
not let your adornment be that of the
external braiding of the 'hair and of the
putting on of gold ornaments or the wearing of outer garments, but let it be the
secret person of the heart in the incorruptible apparel of the quiet and mild spirit,
which is of great value in the eyes of God.
For so, too, formerly the holy women who
were hoping in God used to adorn them-

selves, subjecting themselves to their own
husbands, as Sarah used to obey Abraham,
calling him 'lord',"-l Peter 3:1-6, New
World Trans.
The apostle Paul, who gives such good
advice to husbands, gives like good advice
to wives: "Let wives be in SUbjection to
their husbands as to the Lord, because a
husband is head of his wife as the Christ
also is head of the congregation, he being
a savior of this body. In fact, as the congregation is in subjection
, to the Christ,
so let wives also be to their husbands
in everything."-Ephesians 5:22-24, New
World Trans.
Modern women, especially in the United
States, find it very difficult to submit. They
rebel against the vet'y thought of it, choosing to close their eyes to the biolOgical
differences that make submission imperative, and especially ignoring the fact that
the husband has even a more difficult role
than does the wife, for to provide, take the
lead, accept the responsibility and at the
same time show loving consideration is
a far greater assignment than that of
showing deep respect.
Appreciating what is required of each,
how can they be helped to carry out their
obligations faithfully toward each other?
By seeking to worship God together in the
marriage relationship. If He occupies first
place in the heart of each, then there will be
no danger of a breaking up of the marriage.
And with God as the one to please in the
marriage ·contract, each will perform his
duties toward the other even though the
other may fail or neglect to do his part,
doing so as to Jehovah, even as Paul
counsels servants to serve their masters as
though serving Jehovah God.-Ephesians
6:7,8.

The cheerful man enjoys a perpetual feast.

-Proverbs 15:15, An Amer. Trans.
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Liberia
UST around the bulge of the west coast
of Africa is the little country of Liberia,
the only Negro republic on the African
continent. Here the colored man rules and
he is very proud of his independence. The
population is divided into more than
twenty~four different tribes and languages.
Many of these are content to say. "What
was good enough for father is good enough
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for me." And as far as religion is concerned, that "old-time religion" seems good
enough for them too.
However. when looking back over iust
a few years, one can see that great progress
has been made, primarily in education.
FonnerIy there were very few roads that
stretched out into the interior of the
country; now road-building programs are
in progress and the interior areas are becoming more accessible to civilization. Th~
people for the most part live in small
villages, scattered hither and yon throughout the country. Monrovia is the capital
and tbe largest city, and yet its populatio1].
is unofficiaUy estimated at only 30,000.
It was to this land that a lone Watch
Tower missionary journeyed in 1946. At
that time there were no witnesses of Jehovah active in the country. Truly, before
this lone missionary stretched a virgin
territory with unlimited possibillties. He
was not the first missionary to enter
Liberia. There were others of other religions before him. But they left without
notice. So the Liberians pondered the
question: "How long would the Watch
Tower missionary stay?" Now after nine
NOVEMBER 8, 1955

years they are quite convinced that Jehovah's witnesses are well founded and
that they wi1l be around longer than was
expected. Instead of only one preacher of
the good news, .there are over 160 today.
This figure represents a sixty per cent increase in the past year!
Many Liberians belong to denominational churches for no other reason, apparently, than the fear that if they should
die they would not have a church funeral
and a decent burial. They fear not being
properly cared for after death. They
believe all things, animate and inanimate,
have a spiritual existR:nc~ ~f SO'I'fle sort.
A mountain, a tree, a sparrow may have
direct influence upon their way of life.
Objects, though inanimate, may be appeased, fed and talked to. Medicines are
created to protect the people from evil
influences or to bring them good. These
are made from a great variety of objects
and plants, intended to transmit the inherent qualities of their substances to the
user. Rocks are used to promote endurance,
roots of parasitic plants that tend to
strangle their hosts are considered fine for
use against an enemy.
Death among the Liberian causes the fear
of mysterious, evil, unknown spirits to manifest itself, and the people gather together
for singing monotonous, repetitious chants
accompanied by incessant drumming lasting until the sun appears. Many paint
their faces with mud or clay and groups of
men will run around in circles whooping
and shaking rattling gourds to scare off
evil forces. Belief in the existence of the
spirit of the dead person that may return
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for either a good or evil purpose is ever~ beaten into a thick dough. A handful is
present. Favorite tales are told concerning taken and a deep impression is made with
the reappearance of dead persons in distant the thumb forming a well to hold the soup
towns. People will vouch that they saw or palm oil gravy. Like rice it is eaten
the deceased man or woman who myste~ whole, swallowed without chewing. Misriously seems to appear and disappear. sionaries do not learn to do this overnight.
To become one of Jehovah's witnesses is
Prevalent, too, is the Druidic superstition
that living humans can be turned into not an easy matter for these people. There
animals through witchcraft. And those are not only religious matters to learn, but
who confess belief in the Word of God com~ a clean and wholesome life must be led.
monly believe that, since Jesus was raised Otherwise, they wUl not be accepted by
from the dead on the third day, the "spirit" Jehovah's witnesses. They must be legally
of all dead persons must rise three days married to only one wife, according to law.
after they die. These are but a few of the Fornication is not tolerated. True ChrisbalTiers that face Watch Tower mission~ tian principles and morals are held high.
aries as they make known the Kingdom Study is essential so that spiritual maturity
message to those searching for the truth. may be attained. This has presented a
English is the official language of problem, because for yeats education has
Liberia, but as yet it is not widely heard been retarded. Now the government is
in the busy markets. Long-robed, fez- building schools and the Liberian children
wearing Mandingos from the French coun- will have the privilege of learning to' read
try with their cattle, Moslem religion and and write.
kola nuts are conspicuous in these parts,
But despite these and other hardships
The large red kola nut keeps one awake, Jehovah's witnesses are growing rapidly
slackens the desire to eat and stains the and the good news about mankind's only
teeth black. It is very popular here. So hope, the Kingdom, is being hailed
is foo-foo, made from fermented cassava throughout Liberia .
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ons) that Russia has been
backing for months. The WhIte
House was disappointed. Since
the Soviet disannament pro·
gram is objectionable to the
U.S., the official view was that
Russia has "avoided acc,eptance" of the plan. Further
progress on the plan did not
appear good.

The DownfaU of a. DIctator

<$> For the better part of 13
years Juan Per6n ruled Argentina_ His downfall carne with
startling sudden nes s when
measured against the long
years of his iron-fisted rule. An
abortive revolt on, June 16
rocked his regime. Since then
the plotters flooded Argentina
~e:r:y lew da:ys with rumou
that a new revolt was about to
break out. By these "cry-wolf"
tactics the rebels achieved taco
tical surprise when, in Septem·
ber. tl1ey struck again. This
time Per6n's regime crashed to
the ground. The revolution was
not a popular uprising but a
revolt by the military, once the
bulwark of his regime. Maj.
Gen. Eduardo Leonardi, a for·
mer professor of war tactics
and one-time teacher of Juan
Peron, headed the rebel forces.
Gen. Leonardi slipped out of
Buenos Aires and established
contact with other generals
and commanders of the Argentine navy. The rebels then issued anns to civll1ans to be
hidden until the hour to strike.
When the hour came, armed
civilians, together with the soldiers, attacked simultaneously
in the provinces of Mendoza,
San Luis, San Juan and C6rdo·
ba. Then the rebel fleet moved
in on Peron's stronghold, Buenos Aires. The 12·inch guns of
battleshIps and the 6·Inch guns
of cruisers, threatening to
NOVEMBER 8, 1955

bombard the capital, sealed
the fate of Per6n. He resigned
and fled to a Paraguayan gunboat in the Buenos Aires harbor. Later the revolutionary
government authorized Per6n
to leave Argentina for asylum
in Paraguay. Gen. Leonardi, a
devout Roman Catholic, said
that one of the flrst steps of
the new 'regime would bi'! \<;)
sign a concordat with the Roman Catholic Chureh.
The A.l'In8 PIan: A Big If

<$> Last summer President
Eisenhower at Geneva introduced a startling proposal:
that the U.S. and Russia "give
each other a complete blueprint of our military establish·
ments ... [and] provide within our countries facilities for
aerial photography to the other country." The Russians neither rejected nor accepted the
proposal. In September Soviet
Premier Bulganin sent a letter
to President Eisenhower that
brought the first concrete reply to the proposal. Russia "in
princ1ple," it said, has no objection to the proposal. In fact,
Russia would accept the plan
-If: (1) the U.S. provides Moscow with blueprints of its mlli·
tary bases everywhere in the
world and (2) the U.S. accepts
mutual aerial reconnaissance
rights not as the first step but
as an integral part of a major
disarmament program (Including prohibition of atomic weap-

East Gennany GroWIJ In Stature
<$> The West has always viewed
East Germany as a: Soviet ~'.il-
pet government and hence has
ignored it. No Western country recognizes East Gennany.
Even the Russians have not
taken the East German gov·
ermnent seriously; they have
usually relegated its political
leaders to the background. But
the picture began to change
last May when West Gennany
acquired sovereignty and membership in NATO. In September. after Dr_ Adenauer left
Moscow, the Russians announced that an East Gennan
delegation was flying to Moscow. The result was a pact by
which East Germany is to acquire sovereignty not only "on
the questions of interior politics" but also on matters of
"foreign politics including its
relations with the [West] Ger·
man Federal Republic." Soviet
troops, however, are to remain
in the Eastern zone. The move
was interpreted by observers
as an attempt to force the
Western powers not only to
recognize the East Gennan
,?u,?pet N'i!;ime but

'a\'5~ t~ 'i'l\',-

gotiate with it for German
"Unification" on Soviet terms.
Ru!!!!ia Return!! a. BaIre

<$> Porkkala is a 152-squaremile enclave on the Gulf of
Finland that was ceded to Russia on a 50-year basis in the
SovIet-Finnish armistice of
1944. This RUssian naval base,
just 20 miles from Finland's
capital, has heen a source of
irritation to Finland. For some
time it has been trying to persuade Russia to move out. In
September 84-year-old Finnish
President Juho Paaslkivi and
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Premier Urho Kekkonen ll.ew
to Moscow to try again. When
he returned PresIdent paasi·
klvi said that !or~once he had
come back from Moscow satis·
fled. He had reason to be: not
only had Finland renewed a
mutual defense alliance with
Russ!a for 20 years, but Soviet
Premier Bulganln announced
that because of the "friendly
relationship existing between
Finland and the SOviet Union"
Russia had decided to return
the Porkkala base and pull all
Russian troops out. Observers
believed Russia had made a
propaganda and psychological
move, since Porkkala is a
strategically meaningless enclave. Russia took advantage
of the move almost immediate·
ly. as Marshal Georgi Zhukov
suggested that other countries,
notably the U.S., would do wen
to follow the Soviet example.
()OIUDlIllllam'. GmIl Unchanged

.. The smiles emanating from
the Kremlln do not mean that
communism has altered its objective. This was the gist of a
speech given by Soviet party
boBs Niklta S. Khrushchev at
a dinner In Moscow for the
visiting East German delegation. In fervent tenns Khrushchev voiced confidence that
the supreme victory in the
competition between communism and capItalism would go
to communism. Explained
Khrushchev: "If anyone believes that our smiles Involve
abandonment of the teachings
of Marx, Engels and Lenin he
deceives himselt poorly. Those
who wait for that must wait
until a shrimp learns to whistle."-New York Times (9/18)
The Soviet Spy Organizations
.. Last year Vladimir Petrov,
third secretary of the Soviet
Embassy in Australla, "went
over" to the West. Granted
asylum by Australia, Petrov
took with him a mass of MVD
(Soviet Secret Police) docu·
ments. The Canberra government appointed a commission
to Investigate the documents.

In September a 100,OOO-word
report of the findings was released. It revealed what was
expected: that Russia had indeed been using its embassy
as a cloak under which to carry
on espionage. The report ,told
of two espionage organizations, one known as GRU
(military intelligence) and the
other MVD (secret police).
Each of these was called in
Soviet spy language a '1egal
apparatus," meaning that they
were headed by embassy officials who could claim diplomatic immunity in case they were
unmasked. In 1952, Moscow
ordered the establishing of an
MVD spy organization to be
known as an "illegal apparatus," one to be controlled by
some person who had no connection with the embassy. This
flfth·column drganization was
designed to operate even if the
embassy was closed down. Said
the report: "Petrov's defection
intervened and destroyed not
only the 'legal apparatus' but
also the design to establish an
[MVD] 'illegal apparatus.'''
As to a GRU "Illegal apparatus," the report said: "We have
no knowledge whether a GRU
'megal apparatus' was or is
operating in Australia . . . _
Petrov expressed to us hIs firm
opinion, based on his knowledge of Soviet espionage prac·
tice, that such an apparatus is
still operating in Australia."

statement that the Foreign
Office was forced to talk-affirming the key Petrov assertions. ThIs lIt the tuse on four
years of pent-up curiosity. Peo·
pIe wanted to know: Why did
the Foreign Office, when it suspected the men' to be spies, let
them take refuge behind the
iron curtain? Why did the For·
elgn Office keep tight-lipped?
Britons felt the case needed an
airing; newspapers demanded
it. On September 23 the For·
eign Office issued a White Paper on the case. But the only
new fact disclosed was that
MacLean had been under surveillance for two years prior
to his fiight. In an unusually
caustic editorial the Time8 of
London said the report did little to remove doubts about the
way the case was bandIed. If
MacLean was being watched,
why, asked the Times, did it
take authorities three days be·
fore they found out he was
missing? Declared a Labor
member of Parliament: "There
are tWo kinds of intelligence,
the intelligence of the average
cItizens and the Intelligence of
the Foreign Office. The White
Paper is an insult to both."
Health and the Presidency

.. Former President Harry
Truman once called the job In
the White House a "man-kill·
ing job." To protect himself
against the rigors of the job
PreSident Eisenhower has folThe British Spy Case
lowed a planned program of
.. Over four years ago two recreation. That health would
British dIplomats, Donald be a big factor in determining
MacLean and Guy Burgess, whether he would run again
vanished. They fled to Commu- for the presidency became
nist territory. Though the BrIt-· clear on August 4 when he said
ish Foreign Office knew the his decision on a second tenn
men were Soviet spies, it re- would depend on many factors,
mained tight-lipped about the "including the way I feltcase. The explOSion finally healthy and everything else."
came: on September 18 former In September the president's
Soviet spy, Vladimir Petrov, health became a matter of nawrote a statement in a London tional concern. On the morning
newspaper about the spying of of the twenty·fourth it was reo
the British diplomats. Petrov ported that the president had
said that Burgess alone turned suffered ~ digestive upset; that
over suitcases full of Foreign afternoon a report said: "The
Office documents to the Soviet President has had a mild coro·
Embassy. So detailed was the nary thrombosis and has just
AWAKE.'

been driven to Fitzsimmons

Hospital." Later the heart attack was d(.scribed as "moder·
ate," neither mild nor severe.
Republican leaders were dismayed, since they had been
planning, virtually without
question, on President Eisenhower's heading the Republican ticket in 1956.

*'

Hurricane IDIda.
In September the president
of Mexico reported that the
port city of Tampico (popula.
tion 110,000) had suffered "the
worst disaster in Its history."
The cause was hurricane Hilda.
"Due to the greatness of the
catastrophe," said the captaIn
of the port, the exact number
of dead and missing may never
be known. Tampico counted at
least 179 dead with 400 miss·
ing; more than 1,000 were in·
jured. Electricity, telephones
and telegraph were all knocked
out so that the fl.rst news to
come out of Imrricane-stricken
Tampico was a laconic mes-

sage frOm an amateur's hat·
tery·operated radio set. It said:
''We are still here." But the
city was only barely there:
about 90 per cent 01 the build·
ings were reported damaged.

*'

Pinch-waisted Jets

One of the major problems
in air travel at supersonic
speeds is the "drag rIse." This
is the Increase in the resist·
ance of the air to the fOlWard
movement of the aircraft at
transonic speeds. A means to
reduce the "drag rise" came to
light in September. The U.S.
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics reported a new
plnch·walsted design in air·
craft had produced increases
up to 25 per cent in supersonic
speeds. The new concept in·
valves pinching 01 the air·
plane's fuselage at the point
where the wings are attached.
This "Coke·bottle" design was
said to reduce "very greatly"
the "drag rise" and in turn en-

able the plane to go faster
without an increase in power.
Rockets Away

.. In July the U.S. announced
that it would soon launch an
earth satellite vehicle that
would circle the earth once
every 90 minutes at a hetKht
of 200 to 300 miles. More information on the project became available in September.
Dr. Homer E. Newell, Jr.,' of
the U.S. Academy 01 ScIences,
in an address to the conference
of the International Geophysical Year 1957-58, announced
that the U.S. will probably
launch six to ten artlftcial
earth satellites by the end 01
1958. He Indicated that the
satellite program was merely
an extensIon of the present
program of observing the
earth and Its surroundIngs
with conventional rockets. Dr.
Newell raised the intriguing
possibility of future use of
camera and television In orbit·
ing vehicles.
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NOBODY

WANTS TO DIE!

&.

Yet the greatest crisis of all time is at this generation's door and
the vast majority ignore it. Do not delay! You May Survive Armageddon
into God's New World. That is the reassuring message of the new 384-page
book bearing that title. From its opening chapter, "Proclaiming the Good
News," to its last, "Ind.vidual Decision Now for Surviving Armageddon,"
you will be gripped with the overwhelming proof that the greatest catas~
trophe of all time impends and that the way of escape is at hand! Forty-two
types and prophecies of the earthly heirs of the new world add documentary
evidence. Read it! You will be glad you did. Sent anywhere postpaid for 5Oc.

- - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

WATCHTOWE.R

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

I am enclosing 50c for the book You MOll Survive ArmagfllUtoll mto Got!'ll New WorM.
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TAKE YOUR BIBLE
off th'e
SH,ELF

ad 'lead it til de living language of

Are you getting the most from your Bible reading? Are you getting the under·
standing? The "New World Translation" makes reading of the Scriptures a ioy and
a lasting benefit. The easy flow of language does not minimize the sense, rather
it enhances your appreciation of the original written Word. And to strengthen
your grip on the Word of life, its publishers offer you in addition detailed studies
of God's Word in book form.
The "New World Trans"
'otion of the Hebrew
Scriptures:' Vol. I, 864
pages, contains the books
from Genesis to Ruth, in·
clusive.

The "New World Translation of the
Hebrew Scriptures," Vol. II,
720 pages, contains the
books from 1 Sam·
uel to Esther.

The "New World Trans·
lotion of the Christian
Greek Scriptures," 800
pages, contains all the
Christian writings, Mat·
thew to Revelation.

Each volume contains comparative footnotes and an abundance of cross references. Helpful maps and drawings odd value to each work. Volume I of the
Hebrew Scriptures and the volume of the Christian Greek Scriptures have a Foreword
and extensive Appendix. Your choice of one volume with one of three hord·bound
Bible study aids for $2. All six for $6. Send today.

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST_

BROO KLYN T, N. Y.

Please send me for ;2 a hard-bound BIble study aid and the one volume of the New World
Trandlltio,. <:he<:ked below.

Hebrew Scriptur6/!; Vol. I 0; Vol. II 0; Christia,. Greer.; &'riptures 0
Please send all six; for $6. 0

I am enclosing ,,;- - -
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SPEAK TRUTH
AND LET FREEDOM RING!
Have you the courage to do so today?
"- ---.: .." - --~.
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A 12·Year.Old Dictatorship Ends
After a, long night of tyranny, dawn in Argentina
-

~.

---

--

The Plight of a State Church
Mixing religion and politics brings trouble with God
- ---

~.---

--

Zeno and the Greek Stoics
\Vhv their philosophy failed
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SEMIMONTHLY

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
N.w. .ourcet -that arc abl. to keep you awak. to the vltal tout!!
of our ttm.a muri be unfettered by cen.orshlp and selfish Intcruts.
"Awake I" hu no fetten. It ~ facts, faoa f!lCb:. ill £rn to
pubu.b fact.. It iI: not bound by polltlcal unbttiOflf.or oblidationa: it fa
Unhampcrec:i ~ odvertblers wfaOh toe. must not he trodden cn; it is
unprejudiaed by traditional crew., Thil: journal kEep. ttse1f free that
it may tpu.k fruly to ytI:U. But it do.. not abuH its freedom. It
maintains inte~rlty to truth.
"Awake!" uses the r$1a.r new'll channeb, but is not ckpendent cn
them. Iu own correa:pondenu are cn all continenu, in scores of natioru,
From the four cornen of the earth tmit' uncenlOred, on .. the .. .cenes
report. come to you throu~h thus columna. ThiI: journal', viewpoint
is not narrow'. hut .. international It iJ;"ad In many natton., in many
lan~ by persona of all
Thro~h Its p~ many mld. of
knowledsac pailS in rmew-~ernment. commerce, reli~on, history,
~"li1ra.phy. science. social conditlonJl'. natural wonden-why, it.. cover..
~ ia as broad a. the earth and u. hi~ aa the huv.JUI.
"Awake I" pled~e. it.elf to ri~h-uoWl principle., to exposin~ hidden
fOd and subtle dan~n. to championing freedom for all, to comforlln~
mourne" a."ld 5trendthenin~ thou dia"hellrtened by the failure. of lL
delinquent world. reflectin~ 1JW"e hope for the establishment of A ~ht.
eou. New World.
Get tlcquainud w~th "Awakel" ~cp &WW by readin~ "Awake!"
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rhe Vatican a Bulwark Against Communism?
T IS becoming increasingly popular to
refer to the Roman Catholic Church as
a "bulwark against communism." Recently.
the vice-president of the United States,
Richard Nixon, embellished the familiar
phrase. He called the church "one of the
major bulwarks against communism and
totalitarian ideas." Though his statement
went unquestioned by the masses, there
were a few who challenged it. One of them
was Dr. John A. Mackay, president of
Princeton Theological Seminary, who said:
"At the risk of being termed a bigot, I
am compelled sorrowfully.to say that the
exact opposite is true." Obviously, someone made a misstatement. To find out who
we have but to test the Vatican's bulwark.
What do we find? Said Dr. Mackay:
"Two decades ago the Roman Catholic
church made concordats with the totalitarian rulers of Italy and Germany, Benito
Mussolini and Adolf Hitler." Our first
test of the bulwark reveals Vatican collaboration with totalitarian tyrants. Testing further, we find that practically the
whole world condemned the invasion of
Ethiopia, but the Italian clergy as a whole
not only voiced no opposition to Fascism
but openly endorsed Mussolini's conquest
of Ethiopia, 19 archbishops and 57 bishops
saying: "Catholic Italy thanks Jesus Christ
for the renewed greatness of the fatherland

I
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made stronger by Mussolini's policy;" That
pollcy was totalitarian.
"Today the Roman Catholic Church,"
said theologian Mackay of the Vatican's
bulwark in Spain, "has a concordat with,
and is the chief supporter of, Francisco
Franco, the totalitarian ruler." It was just
last year that the Vatican awarded Franco
its highest pontifical decoration-the Supreme Order of Christ! Yet it was Franco
who rejoiced at the conquest of the Philippines by the Japanese. And it was Franco
who rejoiced when the Vatican, soon after
Pearl Harbor, opened diplomatic relations
with Japan. Thus the Vatican has climbed
not only on the Franco, Nazi and Fascist
totalitarian bandwagons but on the Japanese totalitarian bandwagon, climbing
down only when the wagon lost its band.
What kind of bulwark has the Vatican
built against communism? Catholic countries, of all countries, should be exemplary
bulwarks against communism. Yet what do
we find? As Dr. Mackay puts it, the lands
that are predominantly Catholic are actually "breeding grounds for communism."
It is true in Latin America, where some
90 per cent of the people are Catholic.
It is true in France, where priests have
gone to work in factories to try to win back
communism's converts. Result: The "worker priests" did not expect to see concrete
3

results for several generations. But there

were unexpected results: Not a few of the
priests feU victim to Red propaganda and
turned Communist! Where was the
bulwark?
And where is the bulwark in Italy, where
one third of the Catholic population votes
Communist? In spite of the pope's thl'eat
of excommunication, the Communist party
grows, last year by 180,000 members
-most of them baptized Catholics!

Dr. George W. Lane, who writes a column
for many newspapers throughout America,
has sometimes discussed the matter of gambllng in churches. In the San Jose New8 of
January 22, 1955, Dr. Lane brought up the
.subject of not only gambling but also smoking
In churches; "Last year our American Medlc<l:l
Journal refused to accept any more advertising from tobacco companies .. _ . If a branch
of science, such as mediCine, feels that way,
then what do you readers think should be the
attitude of churches? Do you believe that
churches should endorse anything that is
hannful to human health or happiness?
Should the churches even lend their indirect
support to any substance or custom that sets a
bad example before youth?"
Then Dr. Lane commented: "Some clerics
bitterly attack me tor even raising such
questions. Recently the aged bishop of a
certain church ordered my column canceled
by the leading newspaper in his state under

Where, then, is the Vatican's bulwark!
Our test reveals that it is a myth., Ever
since the days of murderer Constantine,
the Catholic Church has collaborated with
totalitarian dictators. In Catholic lands the
church has been no bulwark against communism. Why? Because it has refused to
folIowChrist's example. Instead of offering
dictators the "Supreme Order of Christ,"
Jesus had nothing to do with them, saying:
"My kingdom is no part of this world."
-John 18:36, New World Trans.

threat that he'd boycott that paper among
all his parishioners it my column was still
printed. And my column was dropped! Four
other newspapers in other parts of the U.S.A.
also dropped my column at the same time .
"Nowadays many churches, as well as
colleges, are growing so open-minded that
they will smile tolerantly at almost any kind
of behavior if they think they can gain a
cash donation from that sinner. 'Sometimes an
open mind is too porous to hold a conviction'
runs an old adage that Is still quite correct.
'There's so much bad in the best of us and
so much good in the worst of us that it does
not behoove anybody to criticize his 'neighbor,'
is a prevailing motto of these too porous
minds who try to rationalize. But the essential
purpose of morality is to criticize: If any
babit or custom causes children to stumble.
or directs them into wrong, then all educators,
religious as well as secular, should critici:i'.e."

UEDPYDUEH"
At Seattle, Washington, it seems that the expression "copycat," meaning one
who imitates the ways of another, may ,have to be amended to "copycluck." For
the Dugan family have a mixed·up duck that caples the ways of the family dog.
This duck is so befuddled that it tries to do everything the dog does-he even
chases cars. But the duck has one serious trouble in playing the role of a "copyduck."
The family dog loves spaghetti, but every time the duck tries to eat it, the same
thing happens. The duck gets the spaghetti aU twisted around his bili and nearly
goes crazy.
AWAKEI

AND

LET FREEDOM
Lord Ponsonby stated many years

ago: "When war is declared, truth
is the first casualty." But what truth
is emerging today despite war,
bans or censorship causing freedom
to ring throughout the land? Have
you the courage to speak it?

EN million times a day or more on the

T editorial page in the Hearst newspapers

appears the word TRUTH in all capital
letters. Yet for more than haJf a century
these papers have been docwnentarily accused by presidents and writers alike of
having deliberately published falsehood.
And one of the two major newspapers of
Russia, which is now devoted to distorting
the facts and printing barefaced lies. is
named PRAVDA, which when translated into
our language is "Truth."
Religious sects and cults, both pagan and
so-calred "Christian," which have claimed
a monopoly of truth and believed the fable
that the end justifies the means, have
waged wars and barbaric crusades and
have committed flagrant murders in the
name of truth. "More recently under the
imprimatur of Cardinal Spellman there
appeared a pamphlet entitled Freedom 0/
Wor8hip. In it is proclaimed the belief that
'the Catholic Church is the only organiza~
tion authorized by God to teach religious
truth.' But Father Coughlin, a less modest
propagandist, declared in his Social JU8tice
(November 14, 1938): 'The only source of
truth is Father Coughlin.' There was no
protest from the Vatican.
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"A more modest institution, but one
whose works have been placed along with
astrology and spiritualism on the Vatican's
Index of Prohibited Books, the Christian
Science Church, advertises Mrs. Eddy's
Science and Health as 'the truth that
makes free.''' Adolf Hitler, advocate of
the Big Lie, had also said: "You cannot keep the truth buried forever. Truth
is bound to emerge" (Times, September
24, 1939), and from Madrid, on June
21, 1945, the Associated Press reported
that "Truth, Spanish Style, {is] Franco's
Aim." The Associated Press itself is dedicated to nothing but "Truth in News."
Marshall Field's favorite slogan was: "Read
the TRUTH in the Chicago Bun." One word
appears on Harvard University's shield:
Veritas (Truth). The Advertising Federation of America is rather ironically also
dedicated to "Truth." Viewing the news for
what it is, columnist Samuel Grafton
writes: "Truth is on page 37."-Quotations
are from George Seldes' book, Tell the
Truth and Run, pages 281, 282.
With so many persons, institutions, organizations, societies, religions. etc., claiming to possess truth, a matter that scientists, historians and philosophers have speculated about and presented theories on for
ages, it is a wonder why freedom does not
ring, why doubts, fears, trepidations and
anxieties sweep the earth; unless of course
5

the truth that the world possesses is not
really truth; that its light is not light but
darkness. As the Master of knowledge once
said: "It in reality the light that is'in you
is darkness, how great that darkness is!"
The world's present plight is described as
one of darkness: "For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the people." As J. J. Rousseau declared: "All men were created free, and
now they are everywhere in chains."
-Matthew 6:23, New World Trans.; Isaiah
60:2.
This world has, technologically speaking, accomplished miracles on land and in
the air. But said Adlai E. Stevenson to an
audience at the Columbia University Bicentennial Conference June, 1954, "despite all
of this wisdom, this exertion, this goodness the horror of our time in history is
that things are worse than ever before.
There is no peace; we are besieged, we are
rattled. Perhaps we are even passing'
through one of the great crises of history
when man must make another mighty
choice. Beset by all of these doubts and difficulties, in which direction then do we
look?" Stevenson answers: "We look to
ourselves--and we are not ashamed." We
look "to individual Americans, to their institutions, to their churches, to their governments, to their multifarious associations--and to all the free participants in
the free life of a free people. And we look,
finally, to the free university whose function is the search for truth and its communication to succeeding generations."
yet this great body readily admits it
is "besieged," "rattled," wlthout "peace,"
filled with "doubts and difficulties," and
that "things are worse than ever before."
Strange this paradox, is it not? Because
where there is truth there should also be
freedom, peace, liberty. Where there is
light there should also be security and
6

direction. The world has none of this. It
is bewildered, frustrated, perplexed, which
is conclusive proof that it is without light,
without the real truth. Its many institu·
tioDS and periodicals labeled 'fTruth" do
not have this truth in them. Darkness is
accepted for light. And the people continue to grope about for a way out.
Describing present conditions, Isaiah
wrote: "We look for light, but, behold,
darkness; for brightness, but we walk in
obscurity. We grope for the wall like the
blind." "Truth is fallen in the street, and
uprightness cannot enter. Yea, truth is
lacking; and he that departeth from evil
mak~th himself a prey." Jeremiah simply
stated: "Truth is peri shed. "-Isaiah 59:9,
10,14,15; Jeremiah 7:28, Am. Stan. Vel'.
What Truth in Newspapers?
Where to look for truth today is a problem. And how to distinguish it from falsehood is another problem. Where is it to be
found? In newspapers? In radio and television broadcasts? In the mounting deluge
of periodicals and books? Hardly. Franklin
D. Roosevelt, when president of the United
States, blasted the "free press" with this
. truthful sentence: "An amazing state of
public misinformation exists in the United
States." Dr. George Gallup called Americans "the least well informed." In a pubJic
address editor Louis B. Seltzer of the
Cleveland Press referred to the United
States as "a nation of economic illiterates."
Is this not partly the reason for the nation's fears, even its illiteracy? Emerson
wrote: "Fear always springs from ignorance." Virgil defined fear as: "The proof
of a degenerate mind." If ours is the age of
enlightenment, there should be no fear.
But alas! fear is everywhere, mocking this
world's claim to enlightenment.
One of the best-informed men of our
time, Sir Norman Angell, had this to say,
as reported in the New Republic on June 2,
AWAKE!

1.941: "With our vast and complicated
paraphernalia of making things known, for
telling the world the news, the world somehow manages to miss just the news that is
often of the most vital significance, with
direct bearing upon today's policy; indispensable to life.:'and-death decisions; news
which relates not to matters of opinion and
controversy, but to actUal events." Perhaps, even more brutal in his expressions
was Thomas F. Ogilvie in his Jersey Time.'1
(February 26, 1949), where he wrote:
"Until America develops an educational
system that teaches citizens to spot the
phony columnists and commentators, and
not to parrot the propaganda they read and
hear, the people cannot be truly educated.
Without the light and truth, wise and
proper decisions are impossible. The shame
of America is that Americans, despite all
their technological marvels, know more
things that are not true than any other
people on earth." Rather shocking to find
this true in a nation that boasts of a free
press.
Defenders of the hash now served as
truth like to shift the blame on the people for this deplorable state. The people,
they say, "get the newspaper press they
deserve. Or want. The people do not want
to be informed, they want to be amused,
and that is why they spend fifteen hours
listening to the comic programs on the
radio for each hour they spend listening
to news broadcasts or any sort of educational programs." Furthermore, a survey
conducted by the American Newspaper
Publishers Association revealed "82 per
cent of the men and 70 per cent of the
women reading the comic 'Dick Tracy'
while' only 28 per cent of the men and
25 per cent of the women read 'even one
paragraph of the most important news
story that day.''' Pageant for October,
1950, declares that hours totaling more
than "52 waking days" out of a year are
NOVEMBER ie2, 1955

spent by adults before television sets. And
as a rule the vast majority of thes'e hours
are consumed in entertainment programs.
The reaction toward news and-educational
features is lethargic.
What Truth?

What truth escapes the attention of the
people? The same truth that rocked the
world in the first century after Christ.
Vital truths were being proclaimed that
affected the lives and destinies of all peo·
pIes, yet they went unheeded. When the
Bearer of light and truth stood before the
Roman ruler Pilate, he stated that his pur·
pose for coming to earth was to "bear witness to the truth," and that "everyone that
is on the side of truth listens to my voice."
Pilate replied: "What is truth?" but did
not stay to hear the answer, because he
was not particularly interested. Millions of
persons today, just like Pilate, pose the
question, but do not wait for the answer,
because they do not have any particular
love or devotion for truth. They are too
self-centered, egotistical and proud to hear
what truth is.-John 18:37,38, New World

Trans.
Nevertheless, Jesus did give the answer,
not to Pilate, however, nor to the haughty
people, bl;lt to lowly men who followed
him. In prayer to God he said: "Your word
is truth." Centuries before, King David
prayed: "0 Lord Jehovah, thou art God,
and thy words are truth." These men spoke
of God's written Word the Bible as truth.
It is God's Word, his message of truth as
proclaimed in the Bible, that is a "shield
and a buckler," to his slave; 'a lamp unto
our feet, and a light unto our path.' It is
God's Word of truth that has been tossed
into the atreets and that has perished from
the land. It is for this truth that there
now exists a spiritual famine. Dr. John H.
McComb admitted that Christendom "is
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literally famished for the Word of God."
Dr. Pitt stated: "Disillusion, frustration
and cynicism have engulfed the clergy and
the laity." The president of Harvard University recently declared: "We have not
been well taught about religion and there
is as a consequence a very Widespread-religious illiteracy and correspondingly little
religious practice." The foretold spiritual
famine at Amos 8: 11 has engulfed the land.
---'John 17:17, New World Trans.~· 2 Samuel
7:28; Psalm 91:4; 119:105; 117:2, Am.

tendom and heathendom, but the truth of
Christianity, as Jesus and his apostles
spoke it-Bible truth. It has already revealed itself as a tremendous force for
freedom, freeing great crowds of peOple
out of all nations, k~ndreds and tongues;
releasing them from the bondage of false
religion to New World freedom. "For such
freedom Christ set us free. Therefore stand
fast, and do not let yourselves be confined
again in a yoke of slavery."-Galatians

Stan. Ver.

It is mandatory to speak truth to maintain freedom. To Israel returning from
Babylonian captivity God issued this command: "Speak ye everyman the truth with
his neighbor; execute the judgment of
truth and peace in your gates." The apostle
Paul repeated this same counsel to those
embracing Christianity: "Speak truth each
one of you with his neighbor," he said,
"because we are members belonging to one
another." In no other way can doubts be
dispelled and suspicions and fears removed.
Only by cultivating a deep love. for truth
will one be courageous enough to speak
it. As Montaigne once said: "I speak the
truth, not so much as I would, but as much
as I dare; and I dare a little more as I
grow older."-Zechariah 8:16, Am. Stan.
Ver.~· Ephesians 4:25, 'New World Trans.
Only the spoken word of God can give
mankind the free mind that William Ellery
Channing defined some hundred years ago,
that mind "which jealously guards its intellectual rights and powers, which calls
no man master, which does not content itself with a passive or hereditary faith,
which ·opens itself to light whencesoever
it may come, and which receives new truth
as an angel from heaven." How many in
this world have minds that fulfill Channing's definition? Not many. Is not this
its failure? Speak Bible truth, therefore,
and freedom will ring!

On the masthead of the papers controlled by press lord Roy Howard appears
the slogan: "Give light and the people will
find their own way." But from its pages
the light does not emanate that sets people
free and lets freedom ring. Jesus said to
his disciples: "If you remain in my word,
you are really my disciples, and you will
know the truth, and the truth will set you
free." "Undeserved kindness and the truth
came to be through Jesus Christ." It is this
truth that is vital, that sets free, that lets
freedom ring. Censor this truth and there
is no truth, no freedom. Ruth McKenney
declared that "man has no nobler function
than to defend the truth." Particularly
true is this regarding Bible truth, because
the destiny of all mankind hinges on its
proelamation.-John 8:31, 32; 1:17, New

World Trant!.
"But who in a world where people believe the newspapers still seriously believes in the Bible?" asks Denis de Rougemont in his work The Devil's Share. '~It is
a fact that modern man experiences less
difficulty in lending faith to the lies of the
day than to the eternal truths transmitted
by holy books." But regardless of that fact,
there emerges today an organization, the
New World society, whose avowed purpose
is to speak Bible truth. Not the "truth" of
the countless bewildered religions of ChrisS

5:1, New World Trans.
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.,. "Awak.r' CGff8Ipondenl
in Argentina

PRING in Argentina this year brought
along with it something more than blossoms and milder weather. It put an end to
a long-drawn-out night of tyranny. Peron's
regime came to a very sudden and almost
unexpected end and a sigh of relief was
heard throughout the country.
Before we enter into the recent happenings a little history will prove helpful. In
1941 the presidency of th~ nation was in
Ram6n J. Castillo's hands, and his bad
government was being severely criticized,
due mainly to its pro-Gennan tendencies
and very bad administration. Toward the
end of the year, to maintain his position he
declared a state of siege. This state continued till a military revolt ousted him in
1943. The joy it caused many was to be
but short-lived.
The military junta changed presidents
with alarming rapidity, becoming rela~
tively steady under President Ramirez
who, after some time, was succeeded by
President Farrel. Ip the first stages of this
revolution Juan Domingo Per6n was a
figure of small importance. However, it
was agreed that he would take the lowly
and unimportant job of secretary of labor.
He was quick to use this post to win the
support of Argentina's laborers by decreeing higher wages and better working conditions. By October, 1945, he was vice-president, but the conditions of the govern-
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ment had already changed the
former joy of some into tears of
desperation as a worse government
set in.
About one thousand of the most
prominent lawyers of the country
had been arrested, together with
judges, newspapermen and politi~
cians. A strike by students caused
Peron's arrest by the army, but his
next move was to call in the work~
ers, who declared a week-long, na·
tionwide strike, forcing the military
leaders to free Peron. This was the
dark day of October 17,1945, when
Peron was brought back stronger
than ever to the government house
to dictate the course of the nation
for ten tragic years.
He was elected president of the nation in
direct violation of the constitution, which
provided that neither the president nor the
vice--president could be re-elected till a pe.riod of six years had intervened between
the previous office. Thereafter he began
profiting on the sorrow and hunger of the
peoples of Europe by buying grain and beef
from the producers at fixed, not market,
prices and selling them to those nations at
exorbitant prices. With these profits he
began nationalizing railways, telephones,
airlines, buses, etc., paying what he considered a just price. Meanwhile he declared
that all ships that had for a long time been
docked in the country due to war conditions had become national property.
Just before being elected president he
married actress Eva DUarte. She would be
with him during the remaining few years
of her life. Hers was truly an iron hand in
a silken glove and was more feared by op.posers than Peron himself. Her speeches
were strong and full of slang, which attracted the workers. She presided at
Peron's former office, the labor ministry,
and had a pretty good control of everything
9

going on. She distributed abundant gifts to
the needy and received "voluntary" con·
trlbutlons from all big finns. Any finn that
would not "voluntarily" contribute to her
fund for social welfare would soon find in·
spectors on their premises who would have
no trouble in finding some violation of the
municipal or governmental laws. They
would apply a fine and sometimes close
down the establishment. These gifts to the
needy people always paid off when big pub·
lic demonstrations were needed.

and some five hundred present were taken
to the police station, regist~red and released in the early hours of the momingof
April 4, 1949. Shortly after this the Society
was notified that it was not granted regig.
try, which meant, in other words, that it
could not act as a religion in the country.
This was fOllowed by a decree from Argen·
tina's president himself withdrawing the
legal status from the Society. Upon appeal,
another decree confinning the first one was
issued. It was a hard blow designed to wipe
Jehovah's witnesses out of action. Great
were the expressions of joy from both the
Exit FreedomJJ
Free press disappeared and by 1951 Ln Catholic Church and Protestant groups at
this action against the only people really
1'ren8a~ called the most important Spanish.
.
language newspaper in the world, was tak· bearing the Almighty's name.
But what about the witnesses? At that
en over for criticizing a railway strike.
Control of newsprint provided abundantly time there were 1,135 ministers on the
for official papers, but drastically cut the average. They had to go underground to
provisions for liberal ones. Radio was just continue their preaching work. Six years
a tool in the government's hands. Congress of undergroWld activity have increased
was a rubber stamp in the dictator's power. their numbers to a peak of 3,865.
The Catholic Church was to realize that
To suit his needs and whims Congress
would just as soon pass a law as revoke it. this instrument of oppression they had sup~
The constitution was rewritten to suit ported was a two·edged sword, for Peron
his policies and to make it possible for used this same instrument in banning
him to continue in power. It made all prj· Catholic meetings and processions, deport·
vate interests and property subject to the ing priests and in every way possible mak~
social interests of the country, therefore ing the Catholics realize that their former
making everything unstable and insecure. friend whom they had supported was now
A decree with the pretended purpose of a bitter foe.
keeping a registry of all religions was is·
sued early in Peron's presidency, but it." Succe88ful Revolution
Several attempts were made by the op·
sinister purpose was soon to be seen. AI·
position
to overthrow the government, but
though the constitution guaranteed free
these
failed.
Last June 16 saw a sanguinary
exercise of religion, all religions had to
attack
upon
Buenos Aires and the govern·
register, giving the addresses of all meet·
ment
house,
caUSing many deaths, bllt it
ing places and churches and the names of
too
failed.
However,
Peron decided to pre·
their officers and of all ministers. Jeho·
sent
his
resignation,
but
did not proceed to
vah's witnesses complied with this law
and were soon to see its object. A peaceful do so in the constitutional way, which would
Christian meeting during an assembly ad· have been to do so before the Congress. He
dressed by the Watch Tower Society's presented his resignation to the Peronista
president, Mr. N. H. Knorr, held on its party. A grand demonstration was staged
duly registered premiseS was intelTUpted on August 31 by the CGT (General Con·
'10
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federation of Labor) and the workers went
to Plaza de Mayo to request that the resignation be withdrawn. Simultaneously, the
puppet congress met and decided that'
Per6n stay. Thereupon Per6n spoke to the
crowds and incredibly invited them to kill
five for everyone of them that might die,
generally building up an atmosphere of
hatred and vengeance.
The answer did not delay and on September 16 another revolution broke out
according to first news in the city of C6rdoba, near the center of the country. More
news soon came in saying that the naval
base at Rio- Santiago, near Buenos Aires,
had rebelled, and also that in the provinces
of Corrientes and Entre Rios some units of
the army had rebelled. Fighting broke out
and in some of these places the rebellion
was quashed, but no" sooner had this been.
done than other forces rebelled-Bahia
Blanca on the south, Tucuman to the north.
The filSt news was that the fleet was loyal
and was steaming up to help the government, but then it started shelling and
bombarding Mar del Plata, a summer reo
sort where the submarine base is. This
did not take long to fall into the revolutionary's power. Then the army rebelled
in the west, in Mendoza, San Juan"and San
Luis. The fleet came up to the Rio de la
Plata and issued an ultimatum that, if by
1 p.m. Monday, September 19, President
Per6n had not resigned they would bombard Buenos Aires and the oil refineries
at La. Plata, fifty kilometers to the southeast.
Just as the time was passing, announcements over the Argentine radio network
were made by the commander of the loyal
army saying that in view of the ultimatum
they would accept dealing willi the rebels.
Soon a letter written by Per6n himself was
read over the radio presenting his resignation. A truce was called. Negotiations
started Tuesday evening on board the flagNOVEMBER !I!'iI, 1955

ship, and unconditional surrender by the
loyal anntes put an end to Peron's tenyear-old dictatorship. Thus three days'
fighting sufficed to put an end to a seem·
ingly endless nightmare, and Per6n's ma·
chine built upon blood and oppression
crumbled in ruins.
General of the army Eduardo A. Lonar·
di was named provisional president. In a
simple speech over the radio he promised
that the rights attained by the workers
would be respected and that freedom of
speech, worship, press and assembly would
be fully restored. He entered Buenos Aires
triumphantly on Friday, September 23, and
WM given a very enthusiastic reception.
The Argentine people invaded the streets
waving Argentine and Uruguayan fl~.
All the buildings were decked with flag&,
some of the Vatican State, and cars paraded all over the city. People could not hold
in their joy and ran around shouting
Libertad!-an indication of how much they
desired freedom.
A mammoth manifestation, greater than
any Per6n had ever managed to prtKluce
even by force, was held in the historic
Plaza de Mayo while the prOVisional presi·
dent was sworn in. After the ceremony
President Lonardi spoke in a simple, pleas·
ant way to the people, emphasizing that
justice and love were to be the motives of
bis temporary government. He invited the
press to criticize him freely, and again em~
phasized that freedom for all religions,
freedom of assembly and freedom of speech
definitely would be restored.
The general opinion is that there is
much hard, delicate work ahead of this
government. The Peronistas are not taking
this sitting down, and unrest and uprisings
have taken place in several sections of the
country, obliging the anny to intervene
and in no mild terms. Yet hopes are high
that the situation in the country will take
a definite tum toward more freedom.
11

HO'Yever, this turn to relative freedom
should not enslave people into ignoring the
call to real freedom, which call is from
above and is being constantly sounded
throughout the country by .Jehovah's witnesses in harmony with the prophetic pat-

tern at Leviticus 25:9-13 (New World
Trans.): "You people should cause the
trumpet to sound in all your land ... and
proclaim liberty in the land to all its inhabitants."
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and a "drop" in Port of Spain costing merely
NTO the otherwise tranquil movement of six cents, it can be imagined what a scramble
life in beautiful tropical Trinidad hurtles there is for business. Besides, many drivers are
its daily paradox, the hustling taxi ·driver. hired and are expected to turn over eight or
In striking contrast with the tempo of activity more dollars daily to the owner of the taxi, In
general he is seen everywhere furiously addition to making their own living. Of course,
dashing to and fro seeking fares and discharg. tourists are consider.ed faIr game with an open
ing his passengers. His is Trinidad's busiest season on them all the time.
OppOSite the raIlway station In Port of
profession.
i;' Although the island of Trinidad is small, Spain where taxis to San Fernando stand; it
it has a large population that does a lot of Is a common thing to see two or threl'.drlvers
traveling. Scheduled transportation runs only all trying to induce a prospective passenger
at certain times during the day. and many wish into their respective taxis, One inducement is
to travel at other hours if they can get some· to have a "decoy" in the taxi to make it appear
thing to carry them. It is to fill this transporta· that the load is about made up so that the car
tion gap and also to offer stiff competition to wi~l soon start its trip. Eventually the de~oy
the railway and bus companies that this Island's gets out to make room for the final passenger.
The cutthroat competition has a very bad
colorful taxi drivers enter the picture.
effect on the driving habits of the average taxi
i.' By far the greater number of taxis are
individually owned and operated by the owner driver. Every rule of safe driving Is broken,
or a hired driver. For the shorter runs and with skill and luck being depended upon in
service In town the small British cars are dangerous situations. The driver passes on
mostly used, and whole processions of them curves, on hills, at intersections; in fact, he
can be seen racing along the bus and trolley· will overtake and pass anywhere and everybus routes vying with the buses and one another where he thinks there is the remotest possibility
for fares, To the observer it seems that every -of doing so. The local accident and death rate
other car Is a taxi, and it is, there being over Is not to be envied.
4,500 registered in 1953 and many more since,
For all his faults, however, the taxi driver
f..' With taxi fare to San Fernando, thlrty·five does render a valuable service to the Trinidad
m I I e s public and serves it often where other services
away, be- fall. He is Industrious, and works hard and long
ing just hours for: his daily bread. He shows a certain
one doUar, spirit of independence in making this job for
himself. Watch him hopelully speaking
to the passers-by. "South, Chief?" "South,
Madam 7" Then, hIs load made up, he
roars down the road, the busy taxi driver
in the peaceful little Island of Trinidad.
Iy "AW(lklll" corrlllp(lndllni In Trinid(ld
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The Plight of a State Church
Bg ""Awakel" correspondent
in NOrwRg
HERE is no

escapin~

i:, the 930-year-

old :i\'orweg:an State Chu:ch has come
into a pJight-a plight partly caused by
her close relationship to the state. On the
one hand she has the membership of a pOJ)ulation that shows complete indifference
toward the chureh, and on the other I:and
she is fir.ancially dependent upon a state
that has recently begun maintaining that
. it should have the right of determining her'
doctrines, as well as paying her expenses.
The prC'scnt plight of the church can be
boiled down to two big problems: What can
be done with her drowsy sh(~p? And what
should be done about her relationship to
the state?
At times clergymen men~:on this plight,
at times they propose remedies, at times
they ask whether they themselves are to
blame; but r.ever are they allowed to forget their predicament. Always some r.ew
('risis emerges, or sorr.e embarrassing facts
come to llgr.t, to be publicized by the press
or by the state. For in·
stance, on a SU:1day morning last J an:J.ary two reporters froCl. A ktueU, Norway's biggest p:cture magazine, visited two of the
largest churches :n Oslo,
and in their January 29
issue told what they had
found. On its front page
their magazine asked:
"Have the ):orwegian People 1\0 Net.'d for Religious
Services?" The point was stressed with pic·
tures of the nearly empty c:.1.urches. In the
ft::'St churcr.• with a capacity of 1,000, only
NOVEMBER 22. 1955

tlbout 2{)() people \verc present, while only
50 chu!'chgoers had found their way into
the other church, with the same capacity.
The reporh'l's were struck with the fact
that they did no: fir.d a single youth in
either church. "A ~rreat part of the churchgoers tottered kto the c;'mrch with cane
in hand," the magazine observed, and it
€'5timatt:'CI that the average age of the people prcsC'tlt must have be-en well over fifty
years. It said that the hard fact "is that
the services of the Church no longer appeal to the people," and added: "The
Ct.urch is be<:oming a colosstL<; on clay feet:
it d()('s not have the solid foundation of
fervent worshipers any vigorous organization ::nust have. TI".e Church may continue
to exist by virtue of grants from the State
Rudge:. of course, btlt then o~ly as an
pmpty shell, an :nstitution accepted out of
shecr indiffcrence."
Bishop Kristinn Sch;eldcl'up of Hamar
sRid in 1950: • We c1cl'gy;nen shoaJd simpl y
u-<;k of ourselves if the reason for the unbelief in our
mcs.o;age of God might not
partly be due to us, who
preach it. If C!1lirch and
Christianity shall be regarded as a force by modern man ... then we must
descend from our lofty position-we must come do\\'l1
from pulpits and educational p!alfonns-and go out
where life is lived. out to
seeking the needy people."
Another obvious reason for the public
apathy is that clergymen oiten neither 00L

lieve nor preach Bible doctrine. The fall
in Eden, the Flood and the BibJe miracles
are regarded as sheer n:yth and legends.
[nstead of teaching the creation account
of the Bible, these clergymen resort to the
evolutionist fables of man descc!1dlng from
some ape-like animal. Thus, things like
this hf,ppen:
A teacher in cn{' of Oslo's coileges, a
minister, last year was asked where Cain
got his wife. At first the teacher stood
baffled. Then came the unint€'lI:gent answer: "Probably he ma::,ried a man-ape,
of which there certainly must have been
many atU-.at time." No wonder the
yO'.lnger generation :ails to show up ir: the
churches, when the ministers preach from
a book in which they themselves have no
faith, and when they do not even know that
Cain had siste:-s !-Genesi s 5: 4.
These clergymen do not even preach
according to their own creeds! At least, not
it one is to believe a .~;urvey made In 1950
by an orthodox clergyman, Olav Valen~
Sendstad, Ph.D. Analyzing fifty-seven sermons given over the Xorweg:an state radio
during one year, he found t.hat out of the
fifty-seven sermons 22.8 per cent were
(aJse to church doctrine, 50.9 per cent
were of no interest, 1<;1 per cent were problematic, while o:1ly 12.3 per cent fell into
the category he Jisted as true.
Of the false sermons .he said that besides talking contrary to God's Word they
had mentioned Jesus Christ in such vague
terms that the name "Jesus" might as well
have been replaced with the names of
Mohammed. Buddha, Socrates, Kant or
any other "great" name. At Jeast, the contents and meaning of the sermons would
not be disturbed by this, he said.
Hi s sun'ey won nationwide attention and
was received with joy and much comment
by numerous anUclericals in Norway. The
clergymen who were attacked, however.
did ::1ot come out and defend themselves
1-1

pUblicly. As usual, they found silence the
better weapon.
Should the State Rule the Church!
When questioned about ''ihy the church
and state should be so dosely assoclat.ed,
clergymen usually deflmd this association
by referring to their interpretat:on of
Romans 13: ~. saying that the- "higher
powers" mentioned there are the state.
During the war this interpretation caused
some trouble, however. Most of the clergy
rema:ned loyal to King Haakor., who had
fled to England, whEe a minority served
!'\onvegian l\'azi fuehrer Vidkun Quisling.
Both fadions asserted that they were sen:iug as the "higher powcrs"-and what was
to be made of that?
]n postwar years clergymen have tried
to impose some qualifications upon theirfalse interpretation of what the "higher
powers" are, so that, for instanee. :-:azis
and Communi sts could never be regarded
as such even if they formed a regular gov·
ernment. But the clergymenr.av(.', incidentally. kept t.heir mouths closed as to thi'
position of NOf\\.'ay's present Labor go....ernment, whid: In no respect could be
d'Jbbed a proreli~ious regime. E\lidently
the task of operating a statr. church in
tOOay's rapidly changing wo!'ld is not easy~
1ben in 195:~ (',/lrne the violent Norwegian helJ-fire debate. An orthodox theological p;:"ofessor threat~ncd his radio listeners
with hell· fire. Putlic react:on against the
threat was spontaneous; a bi~hcp stated
that the hell-:1re doctrine was contrary to
the religior. of love-and the tight was on ~
(See Awake! June 22, 1954.) The debate,
which was carried on b the public press
for more than a year, gave the C'lergy a
rare opportunity to tell the public whal
they meant on hell-fire. But as a rule they
took no stand w ha tsoever. They were si len t _
The people's r('spec~ for these clergymf'1l
dld not incl'('ase after that.

As a result of this struggle between
powerful personalities withfnthe church;
the government ordered professor in law
Dr. Frede Castberg to define the state's
authority iIi its relationship to the church.
Castberg wrote a learned treatise to the
effect that the state might abolish hell-fire
teaching in public schools and could handle
questions of faith and confession without
asking the bishops, or could even act
against their advice if it so preferred.
In a debate with the professor, internationally known BiShop Eivind Berggrav
stated that there was "no question of the
fact that the Church was being directed by
the State.'" And of course not! Nominal
head of the church is Norway's 83-year-old
monarch Haakon VII, but the real power
in th,is constitutional monarchy resides
with the Cabinet and the Parliament,
meaning that the real head of the church
is the state.
Castberg, in his treatise, was only drawing the consequence of this----and .thereby
caused rage, nervousness or gloom among
the country's state-paid clergymen. There
was some clergy talk of separating the
church from the state, but the general
feeling was that the bulk of the ministers
were too fond of their regular salaries to
take such a drastic step. Besides, they apparently reasoned that the Labor government would not go to extremes In its dealings with the church. And at the present
time that seems a safe guess to make.

Scripturell Command SeparateneBs!
But the most serious aspect of the situation has been totally overlooked by 'the
learned dignitaries of the church. While
they have been busy fighting to maintain
a position of power for their church they
.have entirely ignored the Bible's warnings
against worldly entanglements:
"Quit being faShioned after this system
of things." "Do not be loving either the
NOVEMBER 22, 1955

world or the things in the world. If anyone
loves the world, the love ot the Father is
not in him." uIf YQU were part' 'of the
World, the world would be fond of whaffs
its own. Now . . . the world hates you."
"My kingdom is no part of this world."
-Romans 12:2; 1 John 2:15; John 15:19;
18: 36, New World Trans.
And make no mistake, the "world" here
mentioned does not mean "the man in the
gutter," but means "this system of things,"
including kings, presidents, parliaments
and all other stately institutions. This fact
was ignored by Bishop Berggrav when,
during his debate with Professor Castberg,
he stated: "Till this day the relationship
behveen the Norwegian Church and the
State has been like a happy marriage. Will
this marriage continue a happy one? One
thing is certain, none of the parts want a
divorce. It is up to us if this relationship
is to continue."
However, the real church :should be
espoused, not to the state, but to Christ.
For a professing Christian church to enter
such a worldly relationship is spiritual
adultery, as the disciple James says in
straightforward terms: "Adulteresses, do
you not know that the friendship with the
world Is enmity with God? Whoever, therefore, wants to be a friend of the world is
constituting himself an enemy of God."
-2 Corinthians 11:2; James 4:4, New
World Trans.
No wonder the church has her troubles.
F'riend of the world' and married to the
state, and hence, an adulteress and an
enemy of God! No wonder she is in a
plight! Are you wondering what the end
of her plight will be? Then turn in your
Bible to Revelation chapter 17 and read
of the end of all the false religions that
have taken this unclean role by entering
into spiritually immoral church-state rela·
tionships.
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8y "Awabl" corntllJOndent in Northern Rhodflla

"A FAIRY tale . . . A wonderful
new world." Thus Churchill, who
visited Uganda years ago, described
it in his book My African JOUT'MYI/.
Uganda is a- British Protectorate and about
the size of Great Britain. Due to its having an
average altitude of four thousand feet and
one sixth of its surface being covered by wa·
ter, It has a pleasant climate in spite of the
fact that It lies astride the equator. The vegetat10n Is luxurlQus and while many of its
areas are still; Impenetrable forest others
have been cleared for cotton, Uganda's chief
product, and for coffee and tea.
Uganda's most conspicuous form of vegetation, however, is the banana tree, which,
with its large leaves, grows so huge as to
hide most native huts from view. Many types
of banana are grown, from small sweet ones
the size of a finger to large coarse ones fifteen
inches long, which are cooked to form the
staple food for Africans here.
As a change from bananas the African
lfgandan likes his flying tennites. He tricks
the termites into thinking rain is falling by
placIng an ingenious contraption over thefr
anthills, or rather, their termite hills. This
causes the termites to pour forth and the hun· ,
gry African picks them up, pulls off their
fragile wings and devours them with gusto,
alive and uncooked!
But let no one conclude on the basis of
that that the Uganda Africans are uncivilized.
On the contrary, Uganda's flv£! million Afri·
cans are well advanced. For the most part
they are clothed according to Western stand· 'II
ards, women favoring long gowns of bril·
liantly colored prints that reach to their
ankles. The bicycle is very popular, more j
than a million tires being imported annually. 'i
Ugandlj.'s economic condition is
very sound and an unusually large
proportion of its income Is spent on
education. When the hydroelectric
plant at Jlnja is completed it will
make even more progress, as that
plant will provide all the power need·
ed for both Uganda and adjoining
Kenya. A few miles upstream are
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tne .Klpon !I"aus, wnere the source of the Nile
was diS<'overed back in 1862, 3,850 miles from
its mouth on the MediteITanean.
There is much big game in Uganda. The
elephant is the supreme game animal, and
others are the buffalo, waterbuck, hartebeest,
many varieties of antelopes and, of course, the
lion. The black rhinoceros and the leopard
are partially protected, while the white rhinoc·
eros and the gorilla are completely protected.
Today hunting Is done for sport, for game
trophies and to get ivory, but at the turn of
the century the wild game of Uganda was a
real threat to the early settlers. Thus in The
Man-Eater8 01 Tsavo we read of a man.eating
lion attacking a railway station (this was at
the time the raHway line was fi.rst being
pushed Into Uganda and Kenya). The lion began tearing off the corrugated sheets of Iron
on the roof of the station and later entered a
railway carriage where three Europeans were
sleeping, and seizing one of them in its mouth,
leaped through the window and had its meal
in the "bush" a quarter of a mile away.
Today travel in Uganda is quite sate. At
Entebbe, on Lake Victoria, is a fine interna'
tional airport, and from that city an 11,000·
mile network of roads serves all parts of the
country. One of these Foads leads to the
"Mountains of the Moon," a range towering
up to 16,794 feet, only a degree or so north of
the equator and yet carrying glaciers and
perpetual snow. The slopes are covered with
gigantic vegetation, wonderfully colored and
fantasticalIy shaped.
Primitive Africans claimed that the burnedout volcanoes in the Uganda mountains were
the homes of tribal gods. At the Murchison
Falls where the Victoria Nile becomes the
Albert Nile a black goat" is sometimes sacri·
ficed to appease the "Spirit" of the falls.
The work of Jehovah's witnesses
has gained a foothold recently in
Uganda and since so many thousands
of Africans elsewhere have embraced
the worship of Jehovah God, it is
hoped that many here also wlll turn
away from tribal demonism and
learn of the one true Spirit, Jehovah
God.
A WAKE!
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From Ancient Babylon to Modern Industry

CCORDING to an ancient Assyrian
c.uneiform tablet unearthed in the
ruins ot ~incveh and translated in 1926
by the late Paul Haupt, professor of AssyriOlogy at Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore. Maryland, a part of the cargo
on Noah's ark was beer. The Bible, however, is silent on this point. A clay tablet
'Wl'itter. by an ancient MesOpotamian scribe.
about the time Abraham Was born, reveals
that brewing was then a hls;:bJy respected
profession. and that women we~ master
brewers of the .day. CUneifonn records
belonging to the British Museum show
women as managers or sales "ladies" and in
many cases operating their own breweries.
In 1935. scientists from the University
of Pennsylvania, digging in Me~potamla,
unearthed records of breweries tilat anteaated Abraham's time by several centuries.
"There can be no doubt," says A1bert
:-ieuburgcr ir. his book Th.e Technical A-rts
and Science8 of the Ancients, "that the art
of preparing it [lJe.crJ dates back m:.lch
further still." Kollert strongly assert.ed
that the descendants of Ham the son of
Noah introduced the a!'t of brewing into
ancient Egypt.
When Abraham sojourned down into
Egypt, he undoubtedly was surprised to
find be€'r as the national beverage of the
Eb'YPtians. Beer was a JX>puIar drink in
Egypt right down to the very last of the
Pharaohs. It wa<; made in a mash t.ub, of
barley steeped in water. and raised by
fennented cru.'1lbs of bread. When freshly
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made. it was soft and pleasant to the taste.
Diodorus claimed that the Egyptian br.ew
was I'not greatly inferior to wine in odor
and potency." (DiodoTU8, I, 20) They had
developed a great variety of been '\0 satisfy
almost every taste. There were sparkling
beers, sweet beer, iron beer, dark beer,
light beer, perfumed beer, spiced beercold or hot, beer of thick, sticky mUlet
There were as many varieties of beer as
there were of wine.

Brewing was a highly~respected and
well-developed industry. Regarding their
quality beer, John P. Arnold in hIs critical
work Origin. and History 0' Beer and
Brewing, page 78, says: "We see that the
brewing industry of ancient Egypt, 1400
years before our eta, had n.rrlved at a
higher stage tha:"J it had in either England
or Germany 1000 years after the com~
mencement of our own era."
So Important was brewing in ancient
Egypt that women brewers became temple
priestesses and t."I]e brew was considered
wo!"thy to be offered in libaticn to the
gods. Egyptians when praying for the dead
always

peti~

tloned that
there be a sutfi~
ciency in heaven "of bread
and beer." One
hundred and
!orty·fOUt' jugs

of beer were
offered at the

'7

great temple of Medinet Habu. The size of
these beer jugs is not definitely known, but
it is judged by authorities to have held a.
good deal more than a gallon. About 500
barrels of beer a year were used for sacrificial purposes-this was only for a few
temples. It is very possible, says Arnold,
that four or five times as much was consumed. Rameses ill esteemed beer so highly that he sacrificed 30,000 gallons a year
to the gods. This was choice beer made at
the royal breweries by Egyptian priests.
Beer was considered not only a food for
men and gods, but a medicine as well. The
Ebers papyrus, compiled by Egyptian pharmacists 3,500 years ago, listed 700 prescriptions of which 100 contained beer.
For indigestion the fruit of the dgam tree,
believed to be an olive, in a glass of beer
was prescribed. to drive the ailment out of
the body. Tehvi (a laxative) mingled with
beer was claimed good for colic. Assyrian
physicians prescribed beer as a medicine
to induce relaxation.
Beer became Egypt's favorite drink of
sociability, a wholesome, friendly beverage. College boys and Egyptian women
were far from being abstainers. 8allier
Papyri states that "every evening the smell
of beer ... (that) scares men away" was
on the breath of college youths. Another
ancient record shows a father exhorting
his son "to content himself with two jugs
of beer and three loaves of bread." Pictorial representations and frescos taken from
the tombs show Egyptian women to be
I great beer drinkers.

The Israelites Brewed Beer
The descendants of Abraham may have
known how to make beer long before their
sojourn into Egypt. If not, they certainly
knew the art by the time of their exodus.
William Smith, in his Dictionary of the Bible, declares that the Jews knew: "1) BEER,
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which was largely consumed in Egypt
under the name of zythos-made of. harley." An interesting observation is made
by Arnold, who says: "Wbether we compare them [the Jews] with the Egyptians,
Babylonians or Assyrians, or else with the
Hittites, the Phoenicians or other neighbors of theirs, we shall always find that in
the consumption of intoxicating beverages,
abundantly able as they were to procure
them, they could always be found on the
side of moderation, and', this not because
the use was forbidden them but rather
because the moderate use of alcoholic beverages was permitted them." James Death
in his unusual book The Beer of the Bible
attempts to prove that the "leavened
bread" of the Bible in reality was a Hebrew malt beer, a fermented bread beer.
However, there is nothing in the Bible to
support this conclusion.

Greek8 and Roman8 and Brew
The Greeks, who were habitual consumers of ~lne, made little of beer. Aeschylos
(born 525 B.C.) wrote very unflatteringly
of Egyptian beer. The Danaids coming
from Egypt were greeted by the king of
Argos with the words: "You will find us
Greeks a manly race, not drinkers of barley mead." Plinius also spoke out against
Egyptian beer, saying: "Alas! what wondrous skill, and yet how misplaced. Means
have absolutely been discovered for even
making water intoxicating."
The Romans, on the other hand, consid·
ered beer a special luxury. Julius Caesar
was a great admirer of beer. Plutarch,
A.D. 50, and Suetonius, each of whom
wrote of Caesar, tell us that after he had
crossed the Rubicon, 49 B.C., he gave a
great feast to his leaders at which feast
the principal beverage used was cerevi8ia
(beer). And the biographers of Lucullus
tell us that at Caesar's magnificent enterAWAKE!

tainments beer"was served to his guests in
golden goblets of the most costly device.

tance only after drinking beer. And Charlemagne dictated personal instructions- on
how to brew beer for his court. He showed
gre~ter concern for his brewmasters than
he did for his councilors.
The Romans brought beer to England.
William of Malmsbury says that the best
brewers in England at the time of Henry II
were to be found in the monasteries. Eng~
land's first Queen Elizabeth insisted on
quality beer. When she traveled she sent
couriers ahead to test the ale in the towns
she was to visit. If it did not reach expec~
tations, she had her own supply expressed
from London in time for her arrival. Mary,
Queen of Scots, demanded a good supply
of beer. Even after being confined as a
prisoner in Tutbury Castle she gave specific instructions regarding her cravingbeer. The coronation of Queen Elizabeth II
in 1953 was distinguished by special brews
prepared for the occasion.

Monks Brew Beer
From Caesar's time down through the
Middle Ages nearly" all breweries were
operated as craft enterprises of the monasteries. The Encyclopredia Britannica,
Vol. 3, says: "AU monasteries, even strict
Dominicans, had their brew house." The
historian Ekkehardus informs us that in
the tenth century the monks of St; Gall
received daily five quart measures of beer.
besides cider, perry or wine. Salem declares that in the fifteenth century monks
brewed two kinds of beer in the convents,
one for the priests and an inferior beer for
the convents. The familiar word "klosterbier" (convent brew) .heard today is the
best possible proof that the convents have
done much in times past to develop the
art of brewing.
"Church ales" or beer festivals were
forerunners of the modern church bazaars Beer Comes to America
Beer was being brewed in North America
and church drives for funds. To assure a
peak attendance, special brews were made long before the Pilgrims arrived. In fact,
up. The beer was downed and the gay when Christopher Columbus made his final
festivities were held within the precincts trip to· America in 1502, he found the naof the parish church. The word "bridal" tives of Central America making first-rate
stems from the old bride-ale. The custom brew "of maize, resembling English beer."
at weddings was for the bride to fill the A historical account reveals domestic brewmugs of the guests with beer as she ac- ing in the lost colony of Virginia as early
cepted their gifts, hence bride-ale or bridal,
as 1587. And eight years before the Pila forerunner of the modern wedding party.
grims landed there was a commercial brewBeerhouses or taverns were places where
ery on Manhattan Island. The shortage of
matters of importance were discussed, and
legal decisions and business bargains were beer on the Mayflower was why the Pil~
closed by a good mouthful of ale. The Nor- grims landed at Plymouth. Otherwise, they
wegian code, the Frostathings 109, IV, would have traveled farther south. A jourchapter 58, declares: "In -three places do nal of the voyage reveals in an entry
the people meet, at church, at the thing dated December 19, 1620, that the small
(court or IX>pular legislative assembly) and vessel sought harbor ahead of schedule
at the samcunda (drinking feast) ," or because "we could not now take time for
beerhouse, and in-these three places trans- further search or consideration; our victactions became legal. The old Saxons uals being much spent, especially our
would consider matters of great impor- beere."
NOVEMBER 92, .1955
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Some of the most prominent men of
early American history were brewers.
Samuel Adams, known as the "Father of
the Revolution," defender of "natural"
rights of men, signer of the Declaration of
Independence, operated a brewery that he
inherited from his Puritan father. Thomas
Jefferson thought so much of beer that he
sent to Bohemia for brewers who would
teach the art to Americans. George Washington's personal recipe for making beer is
still preserved in his handwriting at the
New York public library.
- The fixed price of beer in 1634 was a
penny a quart; later beer and ale prices
went up to ten cents a gallon. Brewers
delivered their beer in wheelbarrows; or
people carried it home in buckets and pails,
like water. A schoolboy in the eighteenth
century found beer used for illustrative
purposes in arithmetic as casually as today's schoolbooks mention apples.
A quart of beer per day per· man was a
part of the daily ration of the soldier
in the Revolution. When beer failed to
come through, General Washington himself wrote in 1777 that his troops in Germantown needed their brew. "If only beer
or cider and vinegar was procured," he
wrote the board of war. In 1945, the War
Labor Board in the United States ruled
similarly that beer was essential to public
morale.
What effect does beer have on the human body and mind? Dr. Benjamin Rush,
physician general of Washington's Continental Army, wrote: "Fermented liquors
(i.e., beer and ale), ... when taken in a
moderate quantity, generally innocent, and

often have a friendly influence upon health
and life." This view is confirmed by scientists of today. Dr. Howard W. Haggard,
director of the laboratory of applied physiology and the center of alcohol studies,
Yale University, who for more than twenty
years directed research into the physiological and sociological aspects of alcohol and
alcohol-containing beverages, concludes
that "if there were no alcoholic beverage
except the brewed beverages, there would
be no problem of alcohol. By its very nature and composition," he stated, "beer is
a beverage of safety and moderation. The
effort to get intoxicated on beer involves
deliberate abuse of fluid intake and gluttony. In the amounts of its usual and normal use, beer is not an intoxicating beverage."
After more than 4,000 years of "fame"
brewing is more popular today than it has
ever been. It is a four-billion-dollar yearly
business in the United States alone. It
employs 80,000 people, with an annual payroll of about 350 million dollars, and a tax
bill in 1952 of over 975 million dollars.
Beer today comes in barrels, bottles or
cans. It is served in every form of receptacle, including paper cups designed especially for beer. It can be had hot, cold, dark,
light or in dehydrated form. It is the originator of artificial refrigeration, pasteurization and air conditioning. In its prep·
aration the latest scientific equipments
are used. The test tube, the microscope
and the thermostat are now permanent
fixtures of the business. Stainless steel,
glass and shining copper all proclaim the
change in the industry from ancient times.

The Changing Times
During deer·hunting season an Indian from Checotah, Oklahoma, by the name
o.f'Turner Bear, wanted some venison. He got his deer in an area where some
white men were hunting with bow and arrow. Asked 11 he had used that weapon, the
tuU·blooded Indian replied: "No, that white man's way. Indian use 30·30."
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N ANCIENT Greece a master
was flogging -his slave for
some offense. Pleaded the slave:
"Pray forgive me, master, forby your philosophy I have been
destined from all eternity to
commit this offense." "Quite
true," replied his master, "but
by the same philosophy I have
been destined from an eterriity
to flog you for this offense."
This incident regarding Zeno
the Stoic, who owned a slave
although his philosophy was opposed to slavery, reveals
two prominent characteristics of the ancient Stoics,
namely, their belief in
fatalism and their inconsistency. To these might
be added their emphasis
on self·controi based on an
indifference to all external
things such as pain or
pleasure, riches or poverty, and the inevitable ~
suIt of such a philosophy,
an extremely vain and
self-satisfied bearing and mental attitude.
In Stoicism the emphasis is on ethics or
morals. ethics being "the science of the
ideal hUman character and the ideal ends,
of human action." For its disciples it therefore served as a substitute for religion and
it is interesting to note that from the beginning Stoics had little use for external mfUlifestations of religion. And while ethics
received the chief stress, for the Stoics
philosophy also included physics and logic.
Physics in ancient times really meant natural philosophy and referred to all knowledge regarding the material world and its
phenomena, including astronomy, geology,
biology and chemistry. Logic, on the other
hand, included the art of argumentation or
discussion or "reasoning about opinions."
termed dialectics. The Stoics viewed phi~
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losophy as a field, with logic as
the fence, physics as the soil and
ethics as the fruit. They were
especially interested in the fruit
of ethics, the practical aspect of
philosophy. However, in their
efforts to harmonize the contradictions and inconsistencies of
their philosophy and especially
to answer the attacks made upon
it, they also became skilled in
"reasoning about opinions."
It might be said that Heraclitus, who lived from aOOut·54O
to 475 B.C., and who was
termed the Dark of Weeping Philosopher, was the
earliest forerunner of the
Stoics. He held that true
freedom can come only by
one's subordinating himself to the law of universal
reason. In this he seems to
have had a glimpse of the
Scriptural principle of
"relative freedom." In his
quest for knowledge and
wisdom he voluntarily
chose a life of poverty.
In certain respects Socrates might also
be considered a forerunner of the Stoics.
He proceeded on the assumption that
knowledge was good and ignorance was
evil, even as later held by the Stoics. And
while he did not make asceticism a part of
his philosophy he did say: "To have no
wants at all is, to my mind, an attribute of
the gods; to have as few wants as possible,
the nearest approach to the gods."
Antisthenes and His Cynics
The immediate forerunners of the StoiCS
were the Cynics, whose school of philosophy was founded by one of the pupils of
Socrates. Antisthenes. It was said of him
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that he 'so liked Socrates' careless poverty
that he made a reUgion out of it.' Antisthenes and his disciples b'ecame known as
Cynics because of his having set up bis
school at a gymnasium for foreign youths
in Athens called the Cynosarges. The outstanding characteristic of the Cynics seems
to have been contempt-contempt for the
luxuries, the pleasures and even fol' the
simple comforts of life as well as contempt
for institutions whether good or bad, political or social.
The Cynics were very proud of their
philosophy, making an "overweening dig...
play of their superiority." Said Antisthenes: "If I had my choice I would rather be
mad than glad." No wonder Plato said
that the vanity of Antisthenes peeps out
the very holes of his coat. From this conceited and contemptuous philosophy of
Ufe comes the modern meaning of the word
"cynic": "given to contemptuous disbelief
in roen's sincerity or motives of rectitude
of conduct." In the light of the Bible it
might well be said that Satan the Devil is
the first and chief cynic, as it was and is
his boast that he could cause all men to
break integrity because all who serve
God do so from a selfish motive. Today
many psychologists and psychoanalysts
take the same God-reproaching attitude.
-Job, chapters 1 and 2.
The best-known Cynic no doubt was
Diogenes who lived in a round wooden tub.
His tub, a simple rough garment and a
wooden goblet were all he considered as
necessary. ,One day seeing a child drinking water with his hands, Diogenes threw
away his wooden goblet as also unnecessary. Typical of his cynicism was his going around in broad dayllght with a lantern
looking for an honest man. Further throwing light on his ~iBposition and mental attitude are such incidents as the following:
One day Alexander stopped to talk with
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him, proudly announcing: ~'I am Alexander the Great!" Replied Diogenes: "And
I am Diogenes the Cynic!" Good-naturedly
Alexander offered Diogenes anything he
would wish of him. "Then be so good as
to get out of my sunlight," requested
Diogenes.
At another time Diogenes, while having
a discussion with Plato, trampled on a carpet, saying: "That is the way I trample on
your pride, 0 Plato." To which Plato replied, "But with greater pride, 0 Diogenes." And worldly-wise men look to such
for wisdom! Truly the apostle Paul was
right when he said that knowledge puffs
up!-l Corinthians 8:1.

Zeno and His Disciples
Zeno the Stoic, usually so identified to
distinguish him from an earlier Greek philo~pher, Zeno of Elea, was a disciple of
such Cynics as succeeded Antisthenes. A
Da tive of Cyprus, he was attracted to
Athens by its reputation for wisdom and
after continuing with the Cynics for a
while he established his own school in
about the year 300 B.C. He and his disciples gathered at the Stoa Poikile or the
Painted Porch. From this Stoa or Porch
his philosophy received its name Stoicism.
Zeno gave a constructive turn to the philosophy of the Cynics, developing his own
from those of Heraclitus, Socrates, Diogenes and others. His emphasis on ethics
doubtless was due to his being Semitic,
if not also' a, Hebrew, as also were many
other early Stoics. Says one historian:
';Had Zeno !tved in Judea he would have
been a prophet of Jehovah." However, he
did not think of God as ~ person nor did
he believe in monotheism, but rather in a
materialistic pantheism, as can be noted
from the following quotations:
"Zeus, Hera and Vesta, and all the gods
and goddesses are not Gods, but names
given to things that lack life and speech;
AWAKE.'

fol' Zeus is the sky, Hera the air, Poseidon
the sea, and Hephaestus fire." (jAs honey
through the honeycomb; God goeth to and
fro throughout all that is, God is mind,
God is soul, God is nature: It is God that
holdeth the universe together." "Ye shall
not make any graven images, neither shall
ye build temples to the Gods; for nothing
that is builded is worthy of the Gods."
According to Zeno the good things of
life are "wisdom, sobriety, justice and
fortitude." The evil things are "folly, intemperance, injustice and cowardice." And
then there are the indifferent things, those
that do not really matter, and among these
Zeno lists "life and death, good repute and
evil repute, pain and pleasure, riches and
poverty, sickness and health and such like."
While thus making much of fortitude
the Stoics allowed suicide, under certain
circumstances, as a way to freedom, a
weakness in logic apparent to all save the,
Stoics themselves. Even Zeno himself, the
founder of the Stoics, chose this way out.
In his old age he had a slight mishap,
breaking one of his little fingers. He took
this as an omen from the gods that his
time was up and so he strangled himself.
It might well be asked whether he would
have taken this little mishap as an indicatipn from the gods to commit suicide
had he not previously lost the will to live
because his Stoicism failed him.
Zerlo's disciple Cleanthes took the lead
in Stoicism after Zeno's death, developing
Stoicism still further, in fact, being its
greatest original contributor. He is chiefly'
remembered for his Hymn to Zeu8, parts
of which are so Striking they might have
been penned by a worshiper of JehOVah.
However, nowhere do we find in the Hebrew Scriptures the ptolemaic error that
the earth is the center of the universe, as
expressed by Cleanthes in his hymn: "The
tuliversal frame that whirls around the
earth obeyeth thee."
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After the death of Cleanthes, Chrysippus,
-one of his disciples, became the chief Stoic.
He came from Cilicia, not far from the
apostle Paul's native city of Tarsus, which
was one of the three chief seats of Stoicism
at the time. Incidentally, Cilicia was also
the birthplace of the Stoic poet Aratus,
whom Paul quoted in his speech on Mars
HilI: "For we are also his progeny."-Acts
17:28, New World Trans.
Chrysippus worked very hard to give
Stoicism solidity and consistency by assimilating, developing and systematizing its
philosophy. So much so, in fact, that he
has been termed "the second fOtulder of
Stoicism." It throws much light· on the
origin and nature of Stoicism, that he found
it very difficult to distinguish Stoic phi·
losophy from Oriental fatalism and asceticism such as Hinduism.

Stoic versus Epicurean
The Stoics and the Epicureans were at
opposite poles of thought in many respects.
The Stoics held that nature was God, that
it all worked according to universal reason
and that even man's destiny was mapped
out for ,him. On the other hand the Epicureans held that all the universe, includIng
the gods, was composed of atoms that
operated at random. The Stoic enthroned
reason and virtue, the Epicurean feeling
and pleasure.
Still, in many respects they had much in
common. The forerunners of each, Antisthenes of the Stoics and Aristippus of the
Epicureans, had been pupils of Socrates
and developed their philosophies from his
philosophy. Both justified suicide as the
way out of one's difficulties, although the
Stoics did not resort to it as frequently as
did the Epicureans. The latter did so, 'however, with more logic, for, they holding
that life was made for pleasure, when
pleasure was no longer obtainable, then
why live? On the other hand the Stoics
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claimed that suicide was a way to freedom,
but since death, according to their philosophy, meant eventual if not immediate
nonexistence, extinction of personality,
where the freedom? Is a stone free?
Thereby both philosophies admitted their
weaknesses; they were unable to sustain
the will to live to the end. It is noteworthy
that in the Bible only the morally bankrupt
losers of integrity commit suicide: such as
the traitors Ahithophel and Judas.
And the Bible shows that both Epicureans and Stoics were contemptuous of
Christianity as brought to their attention
by the apostle Paul when he was in Athens:
"Certain ones of both the Epicurean and
the Stoic philosophers took to conversing
with him controversially, and some would
say: 'What is it this chatterer would like
to tell?' Others: 'He seems to be a publisher of foreign deities! "-Acts 17:18,
New WOTld Trans.
To make a study of Greek philosophy
would be a waste of. time on the part of a
Christian, for it is so apparent that its

various schools represent vain efforts "to
seek God, if they might grope for him and
really find him, although, in fact, he is not
far off from each one of us." Their writings
also' call to mind what Jerome said about
the apocrypha: "They contain much that
is faulty ... it is a task requiring great
prudence to find gold in the midst of clay."
-Acts 17:27, New World Trans.
That God's Word, the Bible, satisfactorily answers the great basic philosophic
questions is clear to all who fully understand it. However, those seeking proof
couched in dialectical terminology will be
disappointed, for, like the apostle Paul, the
Christian witnesses of Jehovah today do
not declare the good news just "with wisdom of speech." Well did a king, wiser than
any Greek philosopher ever was, say; "Of
making many books there is no end; and
much study is a weariness of the flesh.
This is the end of the matter; all hath been
heard: Fear God, and keep his commandments; for this is the whole duty of man."
-1 Corinthians 1:17, New World Trans.,Ecclesiastes 12:12, 13, Am. Stan. Ver.

Fath., Teaches Two Sons to Be "Real BultIlars"
In the United States upward of a million
children each year run afoul of the law.
Usually the parents profess to be shocked
when they hear of their children's deUn·
quency, entirely overlooking the fact they
may unconsciously have been giving their
children lessons in delinquency by setting bad
examples. However, John Peterson, of Chicago, minois, consciously and deliberately
taught his "2 Sons to Be 'Real Burglars.'''
Reporting on this incIdent the New York
Daily News, June 5, 1955, stated: "A jobless
fathe; became so angry when his teen·aged
sons carne home with only candy and cigarets
after looting a grocery store that he took
them back and showed them how to be 'real
'burglars,' poUce charged today. Police said
the loot collected during the 'lesson' consisted
of $35 in cash, 80 cartons of cigarets, 72 pairs
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of nylons and food worth an estimated $500.
"John R. Peterson, 41, was arrested last
night after his sons, Walter, 15, and John Jr.,
16, implicated him in the robbery. The boys
were seized when police learned they were
selling cigarets to students at school. They
admitted burglarizing the grocery store May
25 with three other teen·agers, pollee said.
TheIr father asked them after the robbery if
anyone had seen them break into the store,
they said. When they replied, 'No,' their
father scolded. them and drove them back to
the store in the family station wagon to give
them a lesson in burglary.
"Peterson took detectives to a garage on
Chicago's South Side and showed the officers
some of the loot plus a new bath tub, 41 cases
of bathroom tile and plumbing and bathroom
fixtures."
AWAKE/

God's Wisdom
V$.

Man's

s WE leok aboulus in the world today,
what do we see? Confusion and con-
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f..lct, wretchedness and wickedness on every
hand, all bearing eloquent testimony to
man's Jack of wiRdom. Forcibly we are reminded of thE:' words of one or Jer.ova~·s
prophets; "It is not in rr.an who walks to
direct hjs steps," ~ot that the situation is
entirely new, not at nil; only it is WOTS('
now than it has ever been since man chose
to fallaw his own wisdom instead of God's.
-Jere:niah 10:23, Rev. Stan. Ver,
In these times of stress many like to go
to the ancient Greek phiJosophers for wisdom. for a way of Ufe by which to live,
for they. above all that ever lived, did
make a spccialty of wisdom. I3y their very
name, philosopher. first adopted by Py.
thagoras, it is said they proclaimed that
they WE're lovers of wisdom (l)hiIns, loving;
8ophos. wise). As Paul said: "The Greeks
look for wisdom." And no doubt thp. most
noble of all the ancient philosophe:os \vere
the Stoics. But can it be said that they
were truly wise? Were they able to direct
their steps"? I.et us sec.-l Corinthian~
1:22, Neu; World Tmn.~.
The Stoks based al! knowledge upon
experh:'l1ce gained through their senses
and they claimed that 10 arrive at the truth
one must be careful to discern between
\\-'hat seems to be and what actually is.
They further held that no one came into
the world without an innate idea of what
is good and what is bad, what one ought to
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do and what one ought not to do, and that
man's sole guide is reason.
But if the Stoics were ri!2:ht, then why
so many different and conflicting pl"jloso.
pl"jes and relig:'or.s? Why such radical dif~
ference of opinion even among the StoIcs
themselv(>S and on the part of others as to
what the Stoics actually did believe and
teach? If
test!mcny 0: our senses,
reason and innate ability is sufticient to
arrive at the greut truths why shou!d the
Roman Stoic Seneca be able to say: "There
is nothing so absurd but that it can be
found in the books of the philosophers"?
Truly ma.,'s wisdom lead~ but to confusion.
Man does need a divlne revelation to guide
him.
Another tenet of the StoiCR, according
to Zeno, was that such things as life, riches
and health are neither good nor evil but
indifferent. IrnElTerent whether man has
life or not? Man was created for a purpose;
it takes llfe to realize L1at purpose: "Be
fruitful and become many and fiU t:'le earth
a.,d subdue it, and have in subjection" the
lower animals. And above all it is man's
d"Jty to p:-aise his ):tuker, and "in death
there is no remembrance of thee; in Shoo!
who can g:ve thee praise?" With life we
can do good to others as well as to oUl"~
selves. Wh.en the Stoics committed suicide
they deprived themselvf'S of all s'..Ich opportur.ities.-ln:-nesis 1: 28, N e1C World Trans.,'
Psalm 6:4, 5, Rev. Staa. VeT.
The same is true regarding riches a.,d
health. With riehes we can do good to
others, we can "be rich i:l right works."
And with good health we can devo'.e much
tir.1e and en(>rgy to serving God and our
fellow IT.an. Life, n:ateriul riches and health
are sorr.e 0: the gifts God has given to
mankind. .Just because some attach too
~l"l:'at importance to these or rr.ake wrong
use 0: them is no reason for our dispar~
aging them. The C:lUrse 0: w:isdom is to use
them wisely, not throwing life away by
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committing suicide, not discarding riches
just for the sake of poverty, and not following a course of asceticism to the injury
of our health. The apostle Paul's advice to
slaves illustrates the right perspective:
"Were you called a slave? Do not let it
worry you; but if you can also become free,
rather seize the opportunity."-l Timothy
6: 18; 1 Corinthians 7: 21, New World Trans.
The Stoics claimed that reason and feeling were incompatible and so they ruled
out all feeling. They overlooked entirely
that man is not only a creature of reason
but also one of feeling, of sentiment. God
made man with the ability to express feeling, ardor, sentiment, love, affection, kindness, tenderness and the like, and modern
psychology has proved the folly of the
Stoic's position, for man cannot deny his
emotional nature without suffering both
mentally and physically. For his own wellbeing lllan must love and be loved. Yes, he
must even love himself, but not to the
exclusion of others. He is to love his neighbor as himself and, above all, to love Jehovah with all his heart, mind, soul and
strength.-Mark 12:29-31.
The Bible indicates the proper ways in
which to express feeling; the Stoic in trying to stifle all feeling is trying to do what
is both unnatural and impossible. No wonde,r one critic wrote: "No woman was ever
known to be a consistent and steadfast
Stoic. Indeed, a Stoic woman is a contradiction in terms. Stoicism is something of
which men, and unmarried or badly married men at that, have the absolute monopoly."
The Stoics ,hold that for a deed to be
virtuous it must be done solely and consciously because it is virtuous without any
thought of a reward. Theirs is really a
philosophy without hope, for regardless of
what course a man pursues, his destiny,
according to them, eventually is extinction,
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annihilation. No wonder that so many
among those holding to some fonn of
Stoicism from. Heraclltus down to Marcus
Aurelius were pessimists, not to say anything about the number that committed
suiCide!
The Stoics would magnify man's virtue
at the cost of God's justice and love, thereby showing their folly. But, as soon as evil
and wickedness entered the world, God in
his love and wisdom gave man a basis for
hope of the ultimate triumph of righteousness, thereby giving men of faith assurance
that he was supreme, just and lOVing. To
keep on meeting God's righteous requirements because of a God-inspired hope is
not selfish.
The philosophy of the Stoic makes him
self-centered, proud, self-confident and also
self-contradictory. On the one hand he
says: "I thank whatever gods may be for
my unconq1,lerable soul ..•. I am the master of my fate: I am the captain of my
soul." On the other hand he subscribes to
fatalism, saying: "Those who will, Destiny
leads, those who will not, she drags," that
"the nature of the universe" prescribes to
individuals disease and mutilation' BIld that
depraved men can no more help acting the
way they do than can horses help neighing
or children help wailing.
The Bible presents no such paradox. It
is consistent. It shows that God in his love
and wisdom gave man life on condition of
obedience in the first .place and that today
he gives to men the opportunity to choose
between life and death, the blessing and the
malediction.-Genesis 1: 26-28; Deuteronomy 30:19, 20, New World Trans.
Well did the apostle Paul say: "Where
is the wise man? Where the scribe?'Where
the debater of this system of things? Did
not God make the wisdom of the world
foolish?"-l Corinthians 1:20, New World
Tram.
AWAKE!

Germany
ERMANY today is a land divided. Its
million
G
arated
iron curtain. This division is
65

people are completely sep"
by the
no source' of happiness to the people, for
there is hardly a person who js not cut off
from some relatives or intimate friends b;9
this barrier. Today's Germany has been
divided against its 'Will but not against itse1f, so that close ties stilI reIIlain between
the people of the Western sector and those
of the Eastern. Those kindly German peo~
pIe noW chafing under the yoke of oppressive Russian communism have been neithel'
forgotten nor forsaken by their friends
and loved ones in the West.
This brotherly love is especially apparent among Jehovah's witnesses in Germany. All recognize that no matter on
which side of the iron cW'tain their brother
lives his allegiance goes to the Almighty
Sovereign, Jehovah God, as the Ruler and
King. They refuse to allow their bonds of
love to be severed by any mere political
boundary line. Though in a divided country, they are stilI unified in the one true
religion. This division does affect Jehovah's
witnesses in Germany, for while those living in the West can practice their religious activity in democratic freedom, their
brothers with a like message' behInd the
iron curtain have no freedom to exercise
their devotion to the Almighty God. Those
in the East are under continued and severe
communistic and atheistic pressure. with
upward of 1,100 nCffl in most brutal captivity, in concentration camps, penitentiaries and prisons because of their beliefs.
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Yet, despite the continuing and increasing
hatred and persecution from officials in
East~ am-many, the witnesses persist in
advancing true worship and declaring
end of this system of things and the establishment of a righteous rule by Christ
Jesus.
While reports from the ,Eastern zone are
incomplete, nevertheless they are encouraging. Jehovah's witnesses are proving
again their love for God and their fellow
man by their integrity. The activity in
Westent Germany can be accurately stated.
It continues to increase steadily. Think of
it, only 3,000 of them began to preach
among the war-made ruins in 1945. But
during t\ campaign, which featured the
distribution of a unique booklet, there were
54,635 of them that reported preaching
activity in April, 1955!
. They have a strong organization spread
out over the entire countryt hold their
meetings for religious worship regularly
anDt as in other countries, visit their fellow
from house to house, bringing
them unequaled Bible helps provided them
through God's loving care. But this good
work has disturbed the clergy just as Jesus'
ministry upset the clergy of his day.
In one predominantly Protestant city a
clergyman received word that Jehovah's
witnesses were planning on bolding an as-sembly in that city. So determined was he
to stop the assembly that he virtually left
no stone unturned.
had the town's peo~
pIe register and promise that they would
not grant rooms to Jehovah's witnesses
who were coming to the assembly. Parish~
ioners were provided with signs that read
in bold·face type: "Visits from Jehovah's

the
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witnesses not desired." These we~ to be
tacked on each door. He canvassed the
entire city warning his fiock and threaten~
1ng them. One lady was told by the church's
choir leader that if she would take any of
Jehovah's witnesses into her home he
would not buy his Christmas goose from
her. They truly worked hard in this small
town of 5,000 population to discourage
hospitality. So sure were they of victory
that the clergyman announced that Jehovah's Witnesses had only thirty-five accommodations and that by the time the assembly started only five would be available.
He did his best -to set the town against
Jehovah's witnesses, but what was the result? Over 700 of the witnesses carne into
town needing places to stay for the week
end. Would there be places for them? Or
would they be forced to leave for lack of
accommodations? Jehovah's witnesses had
their assembly and it was announced that
the 700 had been hospitably received by
the townspeople with pleasant places to
stay. In fact, regret was expressed that not
all the available accommodations could be
occupied, for there were still SOhle fifty

e _ _' . - . . _

.

left over. No doubt the seven hundred
spent more peacefUl nights than did the
clergyman and other conspirators.
This sort of thing almost always boomerangs on the clergy, and this one was no
exception. One fine group of sincere persons sided with Jehovah's witnesses and
asked that their names be officially taken
off the membership roll of this church
denomination. Others will recall Jesus'
words: "Truly I say to you, To the extent
that you did it to one of the least of these
my brothers, you did it to me."-Matthew
25:40, New World Trans.
One of the most Significant events among
imprisoned brothers in the East zone was
the recent unexpected release of a brother
and his wife from prison. These were sentenced to 25 years in a work and correction
camp by a Soviet lnilitary tribunal. That
was in 1950. Now they are free. The
brother had served ten years in Hitler's
concentration camps. Upon his release
from the 'Russian camp his first words
were of praise to God who causes us to
triumph over His enemies. To the brother's
word of thanks we add, Amen.
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also Egypt bas refused to sign:
up with 1M Western oollect1ve
defense eil'ott, While the West
was dickering witl1 Egypt, Ru,s.
sia was vigorously courting
her. The Soviets invited Premier Nasser to Moscow next
spring, offered to provide
Egypt with Romanian oil an(l
sent Soviet dignitaries to cairo
on a state Visit. Then in September Russia brought out the
diamond ring: an offer to provide Egypt with heavy ahns.
When Egypt held out her hand
to accept the offer, great was
the dismay bl Western capitals.
CrWs In the U.N.
• In French eyes Algeria is
as much a part of France as
Alaska is part of the U.S. So
Paris naturally resents foreign
governments' probing into Algerian affairs. Lately Algeria
ltas been a hotbed of trouble.
Nationalist Arab tribesmen,
possibly 5,01)0 strong, have
been waging guerrilla war
against the French. To hold
the nationalists in check
France sent 130,000 troops to
Algeria. In september more
than a thousand persons were
killed in clashes between the
two forces. A year ago, be·
cause of increasing unrest, a
group of Asian and African nations tried to bring up the Algerian issue on the U.N. General Assembly's agenda; the
attempt failed. This year the
same bloc moved again to put
the issue on the agenda. France
was outraged. "The decision
you are about to make," said
French Foreign Minister Antoine Pinay to the Assembly,
"is more serious for the United
Nations than for France, for
the whole future of our organization is at stake," But the Assembly voted 28 to 27 to debate
France's conduct in troubled
Algeria. The Arab-Asian bloc,
backed up by the Soviet bloc,
won the day, though by <mly
one vote. Washington was disturbed, primarily because Russia's stand threatened the Ge·
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The West's DiIemnta
neva spirit; but France was
So disturbed was Washing.
.turious. Said Plnay: "My gov- ton over Russia's proposal that
ernment refuses to accept any the U.S. apparently decided to
intervention of the U.N." With counteract Moscow's woolng_
that he gathered up his papers Washington circles reported
and his aides and led them auf that the State Department had
of the U.N. and back to Paris_ decided to sell weapons to
The action threw the U.N. into Egypt. News of the U.S.' Inone o.t its severest crises in the tention caused a. n.Q. \I..t~ ~t~
history of the world organiza- ical earthquake in London.
tion.
Britain's objection Was:
"Where does such a policy
Ru~sla Woos the Al-abs
lelid?" Other states, Britain
• Soth the East and the West contended, would soon start to
have their eyes on the Middle dicker with Moscow to .torce
East. The West has long hoped the U.S. to make concessions.
to build up a Middle East De- Thus the announcement came
fense bloc. For years Russia, that Britain and tb.e U_S_ were
too, has been busy wooing the in "complete harmony"; the
Middle East but with Uttle suc- U.S. rejected Egypt's request
ces~. Lately, though, Russia
for arms. Premier Nasser
has made some progress with - promptly announced tha t·
the Arabs. Behind Russia's
progress are Western colonial- Egypt would obtain heavy
i.sm and the West's trleMshi9 arms from Czechoslovakia..
witb. Israel. With the Arabs The U.S. State Department
waJ1ting the West to move out registered a protest with Rus.
of the Middle East and to back sla: tha f'the arms offer clashed
them fully in the battle against with the Geneva spirit and
Israel, the West hl;lS faced a threatened East·West rela·
dilemma. The West's attempts tions. Thus the West .toundered
to elude the dilemma began to
fOUJ1der when Egypt requested on a dilemma, .tor there were
that the U.S. and Britain sup- other adVerse results o.t the
ply he. with heavy arms for arms sale: (1) A heightening
"defense" to prove their of the U.N.'s problem of main·
"friendship." Egypt feels that tainlng peace in Palestine;
the West has been arming Is- (2) a .torecast by observers of
rael to. the teeth and neglect- a frantic arms race, with Is·
ing the Arab's self-defense. But rael ~ressing fo\' mtl'te. ann...
Washington has been reiuctant .trom Washington, backed by
to ~hip arms to a country on high·powered propaganda to
the verge of war with another; win American public opinion;
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(3) the enhancing of Soviet
prestige In the Middle East;
(4) the pogslbmty that subtler
ties may be created between
Communist regimes and the
Arab world and (5) the virtual
shattering of the West's hope
01 building up a Middle East
defense alliance.

PoUttC8 from the Pulpit
• The island ot Cyprus, in the
Med.lterranean, is turning up
as a source of concern to the
West. Britain rules Cyprus;
but the Greek population, who
are in the majority, want
enosis-self·rule with eventual
union with Greece. Leading the
driVe against British rule is
Archbishop Makarios, the head
of the Greek Orthodox Church
in Cyprus. The archbishop
preaches politics from the pul-

pit and organizes meetings
agaihst British rule. Lately the
clergyman has been getting
support from AKEL, the Island's Communist party, which
controls 35 per cent of the vot·
ers. Britain has accused the
archblshop of "enlisting Commwl1st support." Also support·
ing- the bishop 1s EOKA, the
Greek terrorist organization.
As a "man of God," the arch·
bishop says, he Is personally
opposed to terrorism. But, as
he explains, "since a large section of the Cyprus population
is behind EOKA, I would not
serve enosia by condemning
EOKA. ... With Unrest threaten·
Ing the ,lsJand, Britain recenl·
Iy made a startling deciSion:
to remove the island's ciVilian
governor and replace him With
a British soldier. This was
vIewed as a measure of Brit·
aln's determination to get
tough, if necessary, to keep the
strategic outpost. Britain has
otrered the island limited self·
rule but fears that anythIng
beyond that will result In the
Communist's taking over Cyprus to give communism its
first outpost in the Middle
East-thIs despite the arch·
bishop's pulpit politics.
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Hitler's Last Days

.. With Russia's release of
German war prisoners, eyewlt·
ness accounts of HItler's last
days came into the news in
October for the first time.
HItler's personal pilot, Hans
Bauer, said he saw the Nazi
dictator and his wife, Eva
Braun, commit suicide In April,
1945, as Russian troops neared
their Berlin bomb shelter. ''The
Fuehrer looked me gravely in
the eyes, shook my hand, said
good-by and shot himself,"
said Bauer. Hitler's valet,
Heinz Linge, said he and a
chautfeur carried Hitler's body
from the bunker, threw a
blanket over it, soaked it with
gasoline and burned it. "I mysel! carried 200 liters r44 gal·
Ions] of gasoline to the spot
for the purpose," Linge sald.
"The ashes were burled." Llnge
also told about the fate ot Martin Bormann, InUer's deputy,
who was :rumored to be still
alive. Llnge said he saw Bor·
mann climb into a German
tank that was blown up by
SovIet antitank explosives. "I
can tell you," said Linge, "Bormann js dead." The two newly
released war prisoners did not
expand on their experiences;
both plan to make a living by
writing about their activities
as close servants of HItler and
the details of the last days of
his "thousand-year Reich."
Israel
*the Israelisthefought
PalestinJ1UJ. war
hard to con·
00 FInd Heartens
DurJng

quer the Negeb, a desert area
in south Palestine bordering
on Egypt. A bIg reason for the
1sraell interest in the Negeb
was the belief that oU coUld be
found there. About a year and
a half ago drilling began on
the fringe ot the Negeb only
six miles from the Gilza strip.
When drilling reached a depth
of 4,906 feet on September 22,
a gusher of 011 spurted 60 feet
into the air. An assay ot the
011 strlke showed it to be of
better than average quality,
the same type as in Iraq's big
fields. Great Was the rejoicing

throughout IsraeL The strike
promised a major 011 field and
to save Israel $50,000,000 in 011
Imports a year. ''Now that oil
has been found in the Negeb,
we will never leave," said one
IsraelI. It was clear the strike
was not going. to make any
easier U.S. Secretary ot State
Dulles' efforts to persuade Israel to cede some of the deserl
to the Arabs in return for a
peace treaty.
Expansion tor an Alrll:nt!!
.. Air transportation has a
bright future. This became all
the more apparent with the re·
cent announcement by Eastern
Air Lines of the biggest single
airline expansion progl'am in
history. The program blue·
prints Eastern's change from
plston-driven planes

to jets

within a five·year period. Thus
by 1960 Eastern will be fl.ylng
pure jets. The plan has three
stages: (1) a $125,000,000
"transition" purchase of 40
piston-engIned Douglas DC·7B's
plus 10 Lockheed Super·G Con·
stellations to boost speeds to
370 miles an hour; (2) a $100,·
000,000 4{).pJane purchase D1
Lockheed Electra Turbo-props
(jets with propellers) to boost
speeds to more than 400 mUes
an hour and (3) a $125,000,000
order to be placed with either
Boeing or Douglas for a 20plane fleet of four-englned pure
jet liners to boost speeds to
nearly 600 miles an hour. Said
Eastern's Captain Eddie Rick·
enbacker: "Air transportation
should make more progress in
the next ten years than we
have been able to accomplish
in the past 25."
Hurricane No. 10

.. In an average year only
sIx hurricanes swIrl up In the
C<Uibbean Sea and South Atlahtic. These become threats to
the whole Caribbean area,
Florida, the Gulf States, the
Atlantic coast and Mexico,
When hurricane Janet was
born, the year's average had
already been exceeded. Three
AWAKE!

hit the eu.st COOIt, leaving 200

dead; one swept N~ Orleans
and the- lower Mississippi Valley; three blew out to !ea and
three hit Mexfco.. The third of
these was Janet, the tent.h 01
\.he year. The death-delLllna:
storm tint hit Barbados, killing more than a hundred persons. Then Janet whirled It$
way to Mexico's Yucatan Peniw'iula. T;"e dW fJt Chetumal
took the fir&t l'Ji'lage bnmt o!
the stcnn; It was left a shambl~s. The first eyewitness account out of Chctumal told of
72 bodies ir. one plaee, nrost of
rhem women and chUdrert. The
ojor at the e1 ty was nearly un·
~arable. The fishIng village of
X('alak, §outhe-ast at Chetumal, waf! completely destroyed.
Tampko, one 01 Mexico'. prinejpal port cltles, was \.1rtually
destroyed. With all bUt 11 small
area at tt.e city under water.
the number 01 homeless per·
sons swelled to more than
5O,QIXl. To make matters worse

Not Just

tbe rd'uJO:ees in TlL'11pico had
tOo wrestle with a ,()lalPle of.
snakes driven trom their ul'lual
haunts by the tloods. Hurricane No_ 10, besldea bringing
!ndeK'l"lbable mi~y and damage, rall'led Mexico', hurrl~ane
death tol11or this year to more
t:aan 300.
India:

UJlP~eated

Floods

., "?{cthlng like thl! ha, happence1 in llving memory or in
our records," T!lua spok,e
Prime Minister Nehru a.! the
floods' that hit northern India
in October. "Vast areas" of n',('
Punjab were describe« 9.S u:J,der water. The floods, the re·
suIt ot heavy l"ains and crum'I)Ied dams, caused a t'T:)P dam·
a~e at more than $3O,OOO,()()J.
Some 8,000 cattle drowned. and
at least 500 v::.llages were swept
away by the raging waters of
the RavJ, the Beas and tle
Sut1el Rlvers. At le<lst 115 persons lost their lives in India's
unprl':'Cedented floods.

t'eJepbonl_,. w1t.b SUnU,.bt
.. 11 ~ne had wrtr'ten
tairy tale years ago tbat lOaid,
"And so the princess talked to
the prince !lfty mUes away
oyer rays ot sunlight," It would
hardly lOund f.antaIB,tk 'm lW55_
Indeed, it would sound much
like reality, espedally since
the experiment carried on in

October near Americus, Georgia. There 1\ telephone C!.t\gt.neer threw a s1,\'itch to shUt a
ruraJ eIght-party telephone
line from usual b<lttery power
operation on electricity
made 1rom sunljght. The solar
battery. dr.yeIoped by Bell
Telephone Laborator:e5. operates on llih~, not SU]1 heat.
Thus even though the day was
c'/oully, the device prodUced R
stca:ay flow (If electricity. Th£'
solar battery Is made up (If 482
small, thin ~lUcor. celJs thAt
are cushioned b. ()il and cov·
ered by glass. It was the first
time that sUnlight has beetl
sUI:cessfully converted into use·
ful am(lunts ot electrIcity.
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TWO Witnesses Establish the Matter
but FORTY-TWO

~'

"The witness of two men is true," said Jesus. (John 8:11, New
World Tram.) But did you k."10W that the Bible contains at least
forty·tu_'o prophetic pictures cf those who will survive the "end of the
woi'ld"? Why, 1hen, has there been so much confusion as to ""'hat
will take pJace in that catastrophe? You need no longer be in fear or
doubt as to thc- outcome or the place you may have \vhen the climax
of troub:e arrives. The new 384·page book You .Way Survive Arma·
qeddon into God's Neu; World discusses each one of the forty-two
tvpes and prophecies of the earthly heirs of the new world that foliaws God's fmal war. If y\lU :nake your position secu:re now, you may
live through the "end of the world" and rejoice forever in the righteOUs conditions that wm prevail on carth throL;gh the !\ew World
society. Obtain a copy 'of this valuab:e publication ar_d study it cel'cfully with your Bible.

WATCHTOWER
1'11I8S~ Jeri!! role thl'
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1956
YEARBOOK OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
A short year-1955. And its record

j5

inerasable. Do you look forward

to 1956 to be the best year you have lived so far? You cant How? By considering the activity of a pcop]e dedic-dted to lives of purpose. The 1956
Yearbook o( Jelwvah/s Witnesses is an inspiring record of this past year
well spent. 11s amazing report of zealous preaching takes yeu to the bush
or primitive lands, on return visits in the nOJ;'thern wilderness and isla."'lds
of the sea, ·with you"':bful ministers ar.d those of advanced years as they
thE" harvest ingathering of men of good wW, to tile "Triumphant
Kingdom" Assemblies in many lands to see their effect On the peoples or
the world. Yeu will be encouraged by these works of faith ar.d wilJ Ix>
strengthened throughout 1956. Your copy is only 5Oc.
The 1956 calendar will add to yo~ enjoyment also. Its graphically
mustrated Bible text will keep you spiritually alive. They arc 25c each;
five copies to one address for $1 .
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
New. .ou.rca that are able to keep you a.wake to the vital Wu.es

ot our timaa: must be unfettered by cCJUOnlhlp and .elfish interest..
"Awwl"'hu no fetters. It raco\2niZe. facts, faces fa.cb. is free to
publish facts. It u not bound by political amhii:iOrul or ob~~nt; it Is
unham~ by advertiser'S whoRl toes rnWlt not be tro
on; it Is
unpreJudiced 6y traciU:ional creeds. This journal keepll itself free that
it may ~ freely to you. But it doell not abuse itl freedom. It
maintains in~rity to truth.
"Awake'"
the regular nnw channels, hut is not deflC!ldent on
them. Its own co~nclent. are on all continents, in Bcores of natlom.
From the four cornerl of the earth their uncensored, on~the~.cena
report. come to you ~ thua columnt. This journal's viewpoint
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Is not narrow. bUt ill tnternational. It is read in many nations, in many
l&n~~. by perwnB of all age.. Thro~h Ita pages many fielda of
knowledge pMS in revt.w-~vemment, commerce, reli~ion. history.
~r&phy. aelence, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover·
~ is M broad as the earth and as hi~h as the heavens.
"Awa.ke I" ple~eB itself to ri~hteouB principles, to exp08in~ hidden
f088 and subtle dangers, to champiOnin~ freedom for all, to coffiforting
mourners and strenQi:henini2 those disheartened by the failures of a
deJ.in~nt world, re1lectini2 sure hope for the e&ta.bfishment of a right-

New Warld.
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"Now it is high time to awake."
-lo..alll 13,11

r{}')

ILLIONS of people love pleasure
more than they do God. It has
generally been that way throughout history. "Probably no people," writes historian John Lord, "abandoned themselves
to pleasures more universally than the
Romans. . . . All classes alike pursued
them with restless eagerness." Were those
pleasure-mad people without religion? No,
they had their gods, dozens of them. But
their god first and foremost was pleasure.
A like parallel is seen today.
Is not this modern world teeming with
vast numbers of lovers of pleasures? True,
most of them practice a form of religion,
but they show more love for pleasure than
they do for God.
Record-breaking numbers of people attend church today, yet where, really, are
their thoughts? Not on God. For even the
churches, in their effort to hold some influence over a pleasure-seeking society,
have turned to popular entertainment to
lure their members at least physically into
their houses of worship. Church entertainment centers now function with dutiful
vigor; coffee is served in the crypt after
communion and bingo enlivens cathedrals.
Is it love for God that sends myriads of
housewives to churCh, almost night after

\10' U
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night, to play bingo, or is it love of
pleasure?
This modern world produces lovers of
pleasure on an assembly-line basis. And so
there are television devotees who escape
everyday life by plunging into the video
world; to them the failure of an electron
tube is a major calamity. Movie habitues
dwell in many lands. Japan is producing a
record crop. So long do Japanese pleasure
seekers sit in theaters that Japan's welfare
ministry not long ago planned a two-anda-halt-hour limit on movies. Overeaters
and heavy drinkers are pleasure lovers of
another kind: they make their belly a god.
The fervor with which pleasure lovers pursue their business of life suggests that they
are trying to escape from something. Can
it be that they are trying to run away
from their own spiritual discontent?
For a certainty it is not just boredom and
anxiety that propels people headlong into
pleasure. There is indeed something else:
an empty hope. Who is to blame? Christen~
dam's churches. The clergy's "heaven or
hell" preaching has not infused an invigorating, life-guiding hope into the masses.
Their hell of eternal torment has offended
many thinking people; their concept of
heaven has bored others. An empty hope,
one that really does not exist, is the result.
3

So the people, uncertain of a future world,
Those with hope of God's new world
concentrate more completely on the pleas- stop being "slaves to various desires and
ures of this world.
pleasures." For they know that rio "lovers
This devotion to pleasure instead of God of..pleasures rather than lovers of God" will
is significant. For we are living in the last survive Armageddon and enter 'the perfect
days of this system of things, at a time new world: Thus the emphatic warning is
when a new world, not of man's making sounded by the Son of God: "Pay attention
but of God's, is due to come in. The multi- to yourselves that your hearts never betudes of pleasure lovers only add to the come weighed down with overeating and
evidence: "Know this, that in the last days
heavy drinking and anxieties of life, and
critical times hard to deal with will be
here. For men win be lovers of .•. pleas- suddenly that day be instantly upon you as
ures rather than lovers of God, having a a snare. For it will come in upon all those
form of godly devotion but proving false to dwelling upon the face of all the earth.
its power."-2 Timothy 3:1-5, New World Keep awake, then."-Titus 3:3; Luke

Trans.

21:34-36, New World Trans.

. Much !las been said of the danger of radiation, but at the Geneva International
Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy more disclosures were made.
.Or. W. L. Russell and his wife of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory described
the danger of X·raying pregnant women. Dr. Russell said they had given large
doses of X rays. to mice in various stages of pregnancy. In the very earliest stages
the unborn mice were either killed or unaffected by the radiation. Later in the
gestation period all the irradiated fetuses produced abnormal offspring. Still later
the radiation had. relatively little effect. Dr. Russell suggested that medical men
should avoid the X·raying of women in the early stages c{ pregnancy.
It has been generally assumed in the Western world that the human nervous
system was less aft'ected by radiation than other body processes. However, a Soviet
delegate, Dr. A. V. Lebedinsky, said that Soviet experiments based on psychic
response actions showed that the brain was "deeply" affected by radiation. But in
spite of the increasing knowledge of radiation dangers, the scientists of fifty nations
at the Geneva atoms·for-peace conference agreed that the long·term effect of radia·
tion, whether from bombs or medical X·ray apparatus, was not known,

Britain's top atomic expert, Sir John Cockcroft, has set the radiation dose
needed to double human mutation rates at 50 roentgens per generation. In Nature,

issue of July 16, 1955, a new and peSSimistic calculation was made by one of the
world leaders in statistics dealing with human factors. He is Prof. J. B. S. Haldane
of University College's department of biometry~ London, who argues that the radia·
tion dose needed to double human mutation rates is little more than three roentgens
per generation-about ten times as serious as Sir John Cockcroft's calculation.
This means that between 2,000 and 300,000 more deaths per generation are
caused by world·wide radiation effects of nuclear weapons upon human heredity.
The death toll is not what would occur in an atomic explosion used in war, but the
effect on future heredity of such radiation spread over the world by test bombs.
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ENTA1.. freedom is greatly to be
desired. Not just. having a sane
mind, but having a really free mInd
should be the desire of all people today.
Yet, though tJlere is vastly expanding
education and such modern, rapid
means of mass communication as newspapers, magazines, radio and television, the
wor~d still suffers a great deal ef mental
bondage, contusion and fear. Wars, threats
of wars, anxiety. frustrations. religious
falsehoods and moral bankruptcy have all
added to the mental strain of modem living.
According to·Colu:nbia University's department of psychiatry, one out of every
ten public school children in the United
States today is emotionally disturbed and
needs mental guidance. Other flgures show
that almost: half of the 1.5 million hospital
beds in the United States are OttUpied hy
mental patients, and that each year 2.5
mUlian American men, women and chil.
dren are treated. for some form of mental
disorder. And. while the strains of modernday living have emot!ona.l!y upset many
minds, there are millions of other persons
whose minds, though healthy, are far from
free.
Men's minds have been enslaved by p0.litical regimentation in such places as Hitler's Germany. Mussolini's Italy, Communist Russia and a host of smaller totalitarian lands that exist to this day. They have
been enslaved by blind support of fal~
religious traditions-traditions that are
not based upon true Christianity, but that
DEOBJIBER 8, 1955

Why are men.'s mind, in
bondaSle1 And how can
you overcome this to gain
true and permo nel'lt ", ...tol

freedom, .ve", in flIese
tim •• ? A n"ind.fr ••ing .,..es.
sage actually is (available.
Will you accept it?

have been adopted down
through the centuries
and are now a~epted.,
without InVestigation, by
a vast number at people.
~d they are further
held in bondage by faulty worldly education in the flelds of evolution, science and
the like that keep many people from accepting and believing the one real book of
fr-e.edom. the Holy Bible.
Liberties that nave been taken With the
Bible un!ier the false name of enlightenment have not actually freed men's minds,
but have further bound them in sin, slavery
and death. Yes, the Bib:e docs show the
source of. the slavery of men's minds today.
It shows that the first man and woman
really had free minds, but that then catastrophe struck! Eve succumbed when
tempted with the false promise ot greater
men"'.al freedom: "Your eyes are bound to
be opened and you are boWld to be like
God, knowing good and bad." Upon succumbing to that false promise and disobeying the God of freedom, she went into the
greatest of slavery.-Genesis 3:5, New
World Trons.
The same invisibJe spirit creature that
deceived Eve continues his evil rule down
to this day. Thus~ we are told that our

Now Jehovah is the spirit; and where the
spirit of JehOVah is, there is freedom." The
Bible contains the words and spirit of
JehOVah and of his Son Christ Jesus. Therefore it is the book of freedom. It frees you
from slavery to Satan and frees your mind
from the fear of world conditions that
so upset mankind todaY.-John 8:31, 32;
2 Corinthians 3:16, n, New World Trans.
Now, obviously, if you fill your mind
with the world's thoughts, then you will be
in bondage to the same things that the
world fears, But if you fill your mind with
the things God has set out in His Word,
your life will change. No longer will you
think like the world, nor follow its selfish
course, nor fear its fears. Bu! you will, as
the apostie long ago instructed: "Quit being fashioned after this system of things,
but be transformed by making your mind
over, that you may prove to yourselves the
good and acceptable and complete will of
God."-Romans 12:2, New World Trans.
You will see how Jehovah's ways are just
and true, loving and right. How he is a
God of love, affection, kindness and mercy,
and is patient and long-suffering. You will
think lovingly of him and want to please
him. Thus you begin to live according to
God's mind. You quit being fashioned· after
this enslaved system and begin patterning
your life according to the new things that
you are putting into your mind. You then
find that this produces a well-founded men·
tal freedom far beyond anything you have
ever imagined!
Yea, those who really want to be free
Real Freedom Now
But tor those who are willing to look to from error, free from fear of man, and free
its true source, mental freedom really is to worship Almighty God in spirit and
available today. Jesus was not wrong when truth will find that this really is possible
he said: "If you remain in my word, you even today! This freedom comes through
are really my diSCiples, and you will know Jehovah's Son, Christ Jesus, of whom it is
the truth, and the truth will set you free." prophetically written: "Jehovah's spirit is
Nor was the apostle misInformed when he upon me, because he anointed me to desaid under inspiration: "When there is a clare good news to the poor, he sent me
turning to Jehovah, the veil is taken away. forth to preach a release to the captives

fight is against "wicked spirit forces in
the he«venly places," and that Satan would
befoundflmlsleading the entire inhabited
earth." It is his invisible demonic influence
that is the major source of mental slavery.
And that Is not hard to believe or to understand when we look at the inhuman, tyrannicaJ, devilish conditions that Satan,
through his human servants, has brought
upon the earth even during our own
short lifetime!-Ephesians 6:12; Revelation 12:9, New World Trans.
Thus, it becomes evident that mental
freedom is not possible through self-effort
today-that we cannot get this freedom
without outside help. If it were possible
through self-effort to overcome mental
slavery, then through its wisdom this welled1.1cated twentieth-century world could
throw o1f its mental shackles, throw out
its psychiatrists,' tear down its mental
hOlij)itals, cast aside its fears, pour out its
nerve tonic and exercise that freedom
which self-effort would be able to bring it.
But it cannot do so! Its human guides cannot lead· it to its desired destination. This
is because those who promise mental fre:edom are still under the control of the "god
of this world," Satan the Devil. That is
one of the most evident facts in the book
that they deliberately overlook, the Bible.
Thus we are warned of those who, "while
they are promising them freedom, • • •
themselves are existing as slaves of corruptlon."-2 Corinthians 4:4; 1 John 5:19;
2 Peter 2;19, New World Trans.
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and a recovery of sight to the blind, to destruction is at hand.-Revelation 20:1-3.
send the crushed ones away with a release,
But we are not left in doubt about this
to preach Jehovah's acceptable year." matter. Jesus described what specific COD(Luke 4:18, 19, New World Trans.) He ditions woWd occur as a result of Satan's
provides a spiritual freedom now; but is anger. His disciples asked him: "What will
that all? No, he will provide a physical be the sign of your presence and of the
freedom as well. He taught his disciples to consummation of the system of things?"
pray for God's kingdom and that God's will His answer, given in Matthew chapter 24,
should be done on earth "as it is in heaven." described the very things that have hapWould it not bring you great mental peace pened since 1914. First "nation will rtse
to know that that prayer is in process of against nation and kingdom against kingfulfillment now, and that soon, not Satan's dom" (an event that had never before
will, but God's will, will be done throughout occurred. on a world scope), there would
all the earth as it is in heaven? That will be widespread famines, an unusual number
mean the end of greed, jealousy, oppres of earthquakes, rabid persecution of true
sion, fear, war-in fact, the end of all Christians, earth-wide hatred toward them
things that cause fear and mental oppres- because they were upholding Christ's posision today. How different from the condi- tion as the newly enthroned king, increased
tions that earth now knows! And the great- lawlessness, many forsaking Chrtstianity,
est of all news today is that the fulfillment earth-wide insecurity and tribulationof this prayer that you have no doubt in fact, the very things that mark this parprayed many times actually has started! ticular generation as outstanding. Thirty-Matthew 6: 10.
nine different parts of the great Biblical
sign that marks our day as the time of the
Sure Confidence in the Future
end of Satan's wicked rule have been listed.
That is correct. Already the first steps And perhaps the most startling is Jesus'
in the abolition of earth's present troubled statement at Matthew 24:34: "Truly I say
conditions have begun. Telling of an event to you th~t this generation will by no
that would occur at some future time, means pass away until all these things ocRevelation 12:10-12 (New World Trans.) cur." The generation that would see these
says: "Now have come to pass the salva- things begin would see them end! And the
tion and the power and the kingdom of fulfillment of that prophecy actually began
our God and the authority of his Christ, more than forty years ago! Thus, some peobecause the accuser of our brothers has ple who are more than forty years old today
been hurled down, who accuses them day will still be living when the destruction of
and night before our God! ••. On this Satan and his old system occurs. That is a
account be glad, you heavens and you who startling statement, but the fact that the
reside in them! Woe for the earth and for fulfillment of the earlier part of the prophthe sea, because the Devil has come down ecy has already occurred proves unquesto you, having great anger, knowing he tionably that it is true!-Matthew 24:a.34,
has a short period of time." The very woes New World Trans.
that have come upon the earth during the
Such a message should be widely pubpast forty years since World War I began
in 1914, which woes have upset mankind lished, so that everyone could know of it.
and added to his confusion and fear, are a And this mind-freeing message really is
direct result of Satan's anger, because he being proclaimed earth-wide today. Jesus
now knows that his time is short and his foretold this, too, as a part of the sign of
M
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the end of Satan's wicked rule: "And this
good news of the kingdom will be preached
in all the inhabited earth for the purpose
of a witness to all the nations, and then the
accomplished end will come." (Matthew
24:14, New World Trans.) Over six hundred thousand of Jehovah's witnesses
throughout the earth are publishing this
vital message in more than 160 different
lands. They are carrying it to all the earth,
not just using church buildings but, be~
cause it is so important, actually going to
the people's homes with this message. Each
day they publis\l nearly a quarter of a
million magazines that, like this one, carry
this vital message. And that is in addition
to a yearly distribution of millions of books,
booklets and other literature that provides
this same vital Biblical jnformation.
Knowing the reason for present conditions, what their outcome will be, and that
their solution is near at hand, obviously
frees the mind of the oppressive fears of
our day. It removes the anxiety and frustrations that mark our time. The great
Book of Freedom gives you confidence in
the fact that mankind's chief enslaver,

Satan the Devil, and his whole wicked
organization are, soon to be destroyed, and
that a great crowd of people, described in
Revelation 7:g..17, will survive that destruction. It also shows how you can be a
survivor. To become a survivor you must
study God's Word, gain from it the knowledge that leads to faith in God's promises..
and then express that faith in the right
works of living a clean life, serving Jehovah
God and carrying this good message to
others who can likewise become freeminded people.
The result of taking this wise course will
be your everlasting release from bondage,
sin and death. You will soon see Satan's
world destroyed-as God's Word specifically promises-and will see all remaining
on earth come into full freedom to serve a
just and perfect God and to receive his
righteous blessings for all eternity. As hundreds of thousands of other people are do·
ing now, you can get this mental freedom
by filling your mind with the truths of
God's Word and by taking the course that
it outlines. Will you join with such freeminded people and receive these blessings?

The Model'll Town of Sodom
"Jehovah made it rain sulphur and fire from Jehovah, irom the heavens, upun
Sodom and upon Gomorrah. So he went ahead overthrowIng these cities, even the
entire District and all the inhabitants of the cWes and the plants of the ground."
Thull reads the Bible account at Genesis 19:24, 25 (New Worut Tran8.) concernIng
God's destroying ancient Sodom so thoroughly that even the vegetation was wiped
out. Recently the modern town of Sodom, recalling the terrible sulphurous and fiery
destruction of Bibllcal times, came into the news. Reporting on modern Sodorn
(population 1,CMXl) , Leroy Pope of United Press radio In New York said:
"A new town of Sodom has arisen at the south tip of the Dead Sea to mine the
potash and other mInerals-the residue of the fire and brimstone that destroyed
the Biblical town. It's an eerie place-the modern town ot Sedam. The temperature
goes above 100 practically every day yet it is so dry no one perspll"(!s. 'l1le Dead
Sea is so salty there not a fish swims in it. The surrounding land-laden with
mlnerals---ioS so void of organic matter that it produces not a sprig of vegetation.
Naturally, there is no animal life of any kind-not even insects. Not a single
bird :flies over Sodom."
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~;HE atomic

Russia also disclosed
revolution
that it was complet~
.
is here. AI·
iog the Jargest atomready atomic power
smashing machine
plants are in operain the world. It will
t!on in the United
be twice as powedul
States, in Britain
as the one :recently
and in the Soviet
c<lmpleted in the
t:"nion. Larger atom·
United States and
ic power plants are
will hurl protons at
now u-"1der construe·
theh' targets with
tion in several cOllr.the enormous enertrIes. But the atomgies of 10,000,000,ic age is still young.
(X)O electron volts.
Obviously the atom,
But it was not
if harnessed for
just Russia's co~
peaceful purposes,
operation that made
GeMva Experi8 Make Sensational
has a big future.
the conference so
Predictio1l3
Just what the
ou:Standlng. There
world's most illustrious scientists envision was the so-called "atomic fair," the first
:or the atom's future was revealed at the world has seen. Many of the great,
a historic conference in August, 1955, at :narble-crustoo spaces in Geneva's Palace
Geneva, Switzerland. It was the United Nations International Conference on Peaceful of Nations were crowded with exhibits of
Uses of Atomic Energy. The delegates ::'l"Je participating governments. exhibits
numbered. 1,260 from seventy-two nations, ~ha t ranged from tiny instruments to largeand there were 88<> other observers. What scale models of reactors. Most of the ex:nade this meeting so tr.omentolls, so his- hibits were eerily silent. wIth no whining
toric, that newspapers reported ttat noth- of gears or throb of engines. Yet this quieting like it had ever happened before?
:1es..q seemed appropriate, since radioactivOne event alone made th~ conference ity is both invisible and silent. The most
historic. It was t.'!]e first time that the So- popular exhibit at the "atol":1 fair" turned
viet Union lifted, at least in part, the cur- out to be a United States reactor im~in on the development of peaceful uses
mersed in a 21-foot-deep pool of crystalof atomic energy within its borders. The
clear water. DeJegatc-s could see it work.
Russians so fully entered into the spirit of
the conference that they described in detaU When the reactor was on, the atomic core
their 5,OOO-kilowatt power plant that has gave off a soft, blue light. Visitors were
been successfully generating electricity for fascinated as they looked down with perover a year, the first in history to do M. fect safety and sensed th~ atom's power.
r~:
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The Scientilic RelH!lcrtloJU

Yet what made the conference so epic
was not the fair but the scientific revelations. A discussion of the five most important scientific revelations will prove valuable in grasping an appreciation of the
atom's futw"e and its meaning to mankind.
First, there was the disclosure that the
cost of atomic power for many parts of the
world will be competitive with other fuebl
within a very few years. This was welcome news" since the demand for energy
is growing so fast that some claim that
soon ordinary combustibles cannot meet
the need. By 197f) the demand will be acute.
So the emphasis at Geneva was on power,
power that can be produced by fission.
Just what is fission? It Is one of the processes of releasing energy locked up within
the nuclei of atoms. It is the splitting of
the nuclei of some heavy elements, such as
uranium and plutonium into two lighter
elements. Fissile fuels, those that can be
"burned" in nuclear reactors by the splitting of their atoms, release in the process
an energy 3,000,000 times tha"; of coal.
This means that one pound of fissile fuel
is equal, as an energy source, to 1,500 tons
of coal. Yet there has been a major drawback to the wonder of fission energy: the
high cost of production.
But at Geneva papers were presented by
British. Soviet and United States scien~
tists and economists. These indicated that
nuclear-powered eleetric plants, within a
few years, were likely to be cheaper than
plants using conventional fuels for regions
not specially favored with natural fuels.
This incbdes large parts of the United
States. 7he experts were convinced that, at
least in countries where coal is very expensive, uranium is even now a ccmpetitive
fueL "Just ten years from now," predicted
one A.'11erican delegate, "no one will ever
consider building a non-nuclear powe!' generating plant."

10

The .second major revelation concerned
the rapid development of breeder reactors.
Regarded as the atonllc power plant of the
future, tile breeder reactor not only regenerates its fuel but actually creates more
fuel than it consumes, working on a <-'Ompour.d interest basis. Of keen interest to
the delegates was news of the development
of a British experimental nuclear reactor
that produces twice as much atomic fuel
as it consumes.
To appreciate the marvel of the breeder
reactor it is important to know something
about nuclear fuels. There are two kinds:
fissile and fertile. The fissile fuels are those
that can be "burned" in a nuclear reactor
by the splitting or fissIon of their atoxr.s.
The fertile fuels ar€' those that in themselves are not fissionable but can be transmuted OJ" fnade into fis.c;ile substances by
modern alchemy. In other words, the fissile substances are the "Chickens," while
fertile substances are the "eggs" that, if
properly fertilized, (:an be l:atched into
"chickens.' ,
Nature has been very n:ggardly with
fissile fuels. In fact, it has provided only
one of these, the variant or isotope of ura·
nium known as U-235. (Plutonium and
U-233 are also fissile fuels but they do not
exist in nature.) A ton of natural :.rraniUf:1
contair.s only fourteen pounds of U-235, 3
fissile fuel. and 1,986 pounds of U-238, a
fertile fuel. That ;s a ratio of one to 140.
But in a breooer reactor each pound of
fissile L""-235, as it is burned, also tran!:'mutes at the same time more than a pound
of the nonfissile U-238 into an artificial fi~
siJe element called ·'plutor.ium." And tIle
marvel continues: This plutonium, i:1 tUr"r.,
as it is burned keeps on converting the !"Ionfissile U-238 into more plutonium. on a
compound interest basis, until all the 1,986
pounds of nonflssile U-238 are converted
into fissile plutonium, an interest rate of
14,000 per cent!
AWAKE!

A Tlaorilun Boom!
The third major revelation was concerning thorium, a nonflssile element. Thorlum
is cheaper than urarJum and is estimated
to be from four t{J ten times as abundant.
When used in a reactor, where chain reaction can be started with plutonium, it is
turned into U~233, a fissionable type of uran11.1ln found to be more efficient than pres-ent fuels as a suitable source of atomic
power. It is thorium that makes the
breeder reactor a practical proposition.
The possible role of t.horium in nuclear
energy, until recently a top secret in the
United States, Britain and other countries,
was outlined by Dr. John V. Dunwirth,
head of the reactor physics group of the
Atomic Energy Research Establishment
at Harwell, England. The conference was
left with the irr.pression that thoriwn is
likely to become a nuclear fuel more valuabJe than uranIum in the production at
large quantities of cheap atomic power.
The e:'fect on the big-business men present was hnmediate. The quest:on they
wanted answered was: Is the value at W"flnium llkely to fall air drastically in twenty
or forty years. so that all the expensive
prospecting now going on would be wasted?
Taming the Hydrogen Bomb
But jf speculation over thorium caused a
stir among the big-business investors. it
was news over the taming of the hydrogen
bomb that raised an apprehensive turmoil.
This news came in the form of a talk by
the- president of the conference, Professor
Homi Bhabha cf India. Dr. Bhabha made
a sensational prediction that electrified
his audience: "The historical period we
are just entering, in which atomic energy
reIeasL'Cl by the fission process will supply
some of the power requirements (If the
world, may well be regarded one day as
the primitive period of the atomic age."
What did Professor Bhabha mean?
DEOBMBER 8, 1965

He went on to pve sclmtUlci revelation
number four: that man win go on to tame
the hydrogen bomb: "It Is wen known that
atomic energy can also be obtained by a
tusion process, as in the hydrogen bomb,
and there is no basic scientific knowledge
in our possession today to show that it is
impossible for us to obtain th1s eneI'IY
from the fusion process in a controlled
rnanner." Then Dr. Bhabha galvanized hls
aucUence by saying: "I venture to predict
that a method will be found for llberating
fusion energy in a controlled manner wlth~
in the next two decades."
Obviously. businessmen responsible for
investing millions of dollars in uranium
processes end plants wanted to know .
whether other forms of energy, including ,
power from the fission of uranium atoms, '
might suddenly become obsolete.
No one could answer the question f{Jr a
certainty. But this much was clear: It was
the first time that a scientist of the high
standing of Dr. Bhabha had ventured to
make such a prediction. The fact that
other noted scientists from other countries
agreed with Dr. Bhabha did not ease the
apprehension of the business investors.
Indeed, their fears only Intensified as
Admiral Lewis L. Strauss, chairman of
the United States Atomic Energy Commission, revealed that AEC scientists have
been working for a considerable length of
time on the problem of harnessing fusion
energy. Only a "very few years," Strauss
told the delegates, separate the United
States from the process of p'Jtting fusion
explosive power to work. Britain, too,
finally ad'Tlitted that its scientists have
been working on control of fusion energy,
though with no hint of success. Yet all
scientists agreed that the energy of the
H~bomb would eventually be harnessed.
Some of the more opti mistic even expressed
the view that the problem would be solved
within the next five years.
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This brings us to scienti1ic revelation
number five: the energy resources of manIdnd 1n the atom are practically urilirrJted.
Even now without the fusion process, selen·
tim point out, the potentialities of thorIum
as a source of fissionable material give man
literally millions of years' s'Jpply of energy
to cour.t on.
And what wUl be mankind's lot when the
hydrogen bomb is tamed and fusion energy
put to work to do man good instead of
evil! "When that happens,!J declared Professor Bhabha, "the energy problems of
the world will truly have been solved forever, for the fuel wiE be as plentiful as the
heavy bydrogen in the oceans." (Heavy
hydrogen, named deuterium, is foill1d in all
waters in a ratio of one part to 5,000 of
the lli'ht hydrogen.)

Yes, then man will finally have fotmd
a fuel supp!y that will last even as long as
the sun itself. But more than that: man
will then have the means to move entire
mountains, to irrigate entire deserts and
to transmute poverty into plenty. Thus
it was that Atomic Energy Commission
Chairman Lewis L. Strauss made the confident prediction: tilt is not too much to
expect that our children wilJ enjoy in their
homes electrical energy too cheap to meter;
will know of great periodic regional famines In the worJd only as matters of history: will travel effortlessly over the seas
and under them. and throug21 the air with a
minimum of danger and at great speed.
••• This is the forecast of an age of peace."

THE STORY OF UNCLE SAM
People sometimes wonder how Ule 'L'nlted States ever received the nickname
·t{Jncle Sam." Most Americans do not even know the 5tory. It all began durlng
the war of 1812 In the region or Troy, New York. One of Troy's best·loved
citizens Wal a man by the name at Samuel Wilson, known to the res1ctentl In the
area 8S "Uncle Sam." ""'hen the war broke out "Uncle Sam" decided to set him·
sea up in the slaughterhouse busIness. He did q;,1ite well. B'J.t one clay his market
expanded on a grand scale. An army e():'ltracto!" named Elbert Andenon asked
J! he could buy meat to feed a ~ouple thou!l8nd soldiers stationed near Troy.
"Uncle Sam" agreed and hi» workers began }l4cklng the meat 1n wooden casks.
On one end of the bar~1 they burnl'd the Inl&11I "U.S.-E.A."-meaning the
Cnlted States Bnd Elbert. Anderson, the contractor.
In a shor! tiD'.e the meat was shipped out to the army barracks. Some of the
soldieT$ who lived in the Troy area saw the wood~n calk! with the Initials
"U.S.-E.A." and they Immediately :abbed the In!.tlala QI stancllng for "Uncle
Sam" and Elbert Anderson. Since the coincidenC'e at the inltlals suge-ested t:'e
applfeatlon ot this nickname to the government, the phrase spread through t:'le
army. Soon the phrase ('aught the public fancy. By the end ot the war news·
papers over the country were referring 10 the American government &8 "Uncle
Sam." By 1848 the nickname found it, way In:o the conservative pagel of Bartlett',
Dictionary of A mericatl iam3. Soon political writer. th..""OUghout the wol"id were
picking up tr.e phrase. In a few short years, the name "Uncle Sam" was common
usaie in the tour ClJrMrI of the globe.
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AWAKE!

So. . you
your
/'1

lire havil18

FIRST BAIN !

YOUNG man in-

• " _. ~v. quired of his father

about rearing children:
"Son," said the father,
"have three-then throw
the first two away." Puzzled
at the reply, the young man
turned to his mother with
the same question, and she
answer~ him similarly: "If
only I could have had IllY
second baby first," she said.
Meaning, of course, that'
both fathers and mothers ."
gather precious experience
by having and caring for their first childexperience that no amount of books, pamphlets and expert advice on child care can
impart. That is why mothers of large families will often say, the more children you
have, the easier the job becomes.
But no matter how many children you
may have, each one is different; each one
is an exciting bundle of joy, a thrilling new
experience! Mollie S. Smart describes parenthood as "a tremendous experience. It
feels wonderful, horrible, beautiful, frightening, exciting, stifling-all at the same
time." With the coming of the infant, life
takes on a brand-new appearance and
meaning for mother. And being a mother
and a homemaker stands out among the
most important and fascinating jobs in the
world. And all this because of baby.
DIlOBMB1!JR 8, 1955

Having a baby is one thing, but being a
good parent is another• .Any undertaking

worthwhile has its share of worries and
problems, and bringing a miracle in~ the
world is certainly no"Q1ing to be wlnked at.
The constant awareness of the tremendous
responsibility of caring for an infant and
his dependence on you for life is both thrilling and frightel')ing. Yet the ioy he brings
into life overshadows anything and everything anyone may ever think, sayar do.
No doubt, the warm, all-rewarding feeling
that wells up in new
mothers is an instinctive joy placed
. there in woman for
·fulfilling her part.
"La, children are a
heritage of Jehovah;
and the fruit of the
womb is his reward.
As arrows in the
hand of a mighty
man, so are the children of youth. Happy is the man that
_. .
hath his quiver full
of them." Happy. too, is the man whose
child is brought up "in the discipline and
authoritative advice of Jehovah." No smaIl
assignment this in a world seething with
crime and delinquency. But the first few
years of the baby's life are all yours. You
have an excelIent opportunity to help him
build a solid foundation to face the future.
-Psalm 127:3~5, Am. Btan. Ver.; Ephesians 6:4, New World Trans.
Home-Life Influence on Infant

Home is the infant's first schoolhouse.
From the day he is born it will continue to
iilfluence his behavior. Some experiences he
gathers will continue with him for the rest'
of his life. The newbom infant begins almost immediately to learn what his father,
mother and other people are like. He feels
his surroundings before he sees them. He
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senses their love and affection that they
bestow upon him.· In their grasp he feels
secure. He knows his parents as people who
hold him close and play with him. When he
is born his mind is extremely sensitive,
carefully registering whether you are rough
or gentle with him, the care you take when
you bathe, dress and feed him. These are
his first experiences with humankind, his
first lessons in love, co~operation and pa~
tienee. So do be careful to make tJlese good
impressions.
Taking care of baby is a twenty-fourhour job. At times it is exhausting, because
of the number of new details that you
know nothing about, plus the fact that you
are still weak. A new mother regains her
strength slowly. In her weak moments she
is liable to feel blue and discouraged.
Learning to give baby a bath and change
his diapers does not take years to learn.
What does take time is to know his needs
as a person, the love and affection to shed
upon him, the way to hold him and give
him a sense of security-these things are
just as important as his physical care; perhaps more so,
Every n~w mother should want to do her
very best. Sometimes her conscientiousness may tend to magnify her inexperience
and lack of ability. She may be prone to
feel herself clumsier and more awkward
than she actually is, Striving for perfection
only leads to frustration. So, do not take
your job too seriously. You. will make mistakes. All mothers do. Your baby is not
exactly fragile, It is amazing how tough he
really is! Often new mothers say; "I'm so
afraid I'll hurt him if I don't handle him
right."
Dr. B, Spack says that is a lot of nonsense. "You don't have to worry," he says,
"you have a pretty tough baby. There are
many ways to hold him. If his head drops
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backward by mistake it won't hurt him.
The open spot in his skull (the fontanel)
is covered by a tough membrane like canvas that isn't easily injured. The system to
control ~s temperature is working quite
well by the time he weighs 7 pounds if
he's covered halfway sensibly. He has a
good resistance to most germs. During a
family cold epidemic he's apt to have it
the mildest of all. If he gets his head
tangled in anything he has a strong jnstinct
to struggle and yell. If he's not getting
enough to eat, he will probably cry for
more. If the light is too strong for his eyes,
he'll blink and fuss, (You can take his picture with a flash bulb, even if it does make
him jump,) He knows how much sleep he
needs and takes it. He can care for himself
pretty well for a per.son who can't say a
word, can't control his arms and legs, and
knows nothiJlg about the world."

First Things to Do
The first thing you can do for your baby
is to love him; then hold him closely and
warmly. He loves this. And when you feed
him, there is no substitute for skin-to-skin
closeness. He also enjoys the feeling of
firmness and the support that your arms
give him. He likes being touched and patted
gently and the feeling of being closely
wrapped. He does not like sudden moves,
sudden changes of temperature. He finds
it disturbing and unpleasant, too, to be unnecessarily handled by strangers. Unfamiliar voices and faces irritate him when he
wants to sleep, So be kind. Do not force
other people on him. Protect him from
them. Remember, he is just a little tot,
and your companionship and play are
about all he can take.
An infant is also easily upset by confusion, hurry, loud voices and other things
that nervous people do. His behaVior is
but a mirror that reflects what goes on
A WAKE!

eround him. He knows when n'lother is..
Make up your mind that you will have
worried or tired too. Angry voices scare to take things easy for a while, which
him. He does llot understand what you are means that you will have to close your eyes
saying, but he can feel how you say it. A to some of the household duties, the dust~
government pamphlet on infant care says ing, cleaning and washing that ordinarily
that babies will often refuse to nurse when have to be done. This respite is to give your
mothers are upset, not because mother's
'
milk has gone bad, as some think; rather\ body an opportunity to build up strength.
it is because the infant feels the mother's It may be necessary for you to sleep a
excitement almost as much as she does. little during the day when the baby'is
So it is not the mother's milk that has gone asleep. 'l'his will lift your spirit and make
wrong, "but her feelings." It is important you more cheerful and you will not feel
to your baby's health that you keep your ,nearly as worn out when the baby keeps
you up during the night.
own spirits high and your nerves calm.
Everybody loVes a baby, and every baby
Itis wise to get your baby supplies ahead
needs to be loved. "Every babY," says of time. A little job like buying a dozen
Dr. Spock, "needs to be smiled at, talked nipples can appear to be a tremendous task
to, played with. fondled-gently and lov- When you are exhausted and do not have
ingly-just as much as he needs vitamins an ounce of strength left. If you understand
and calories, and the baby who doesn't get that it is mostly because you are weak that
any loving will grow up cold and unrespon- you feel blue, discouraged, and have that
sive." So smile at baby every time you pick let-down look, you will not feel half so bad.
him up to change him, or to bathe and feed
....
".
him. Play witb him a little. He is getting
As far as haVing free time, time for
the priceless feeling of belonging to you -, yourself, that will be extremely limited for
and that you belong to him. Nobody else a while. Your personal freedom YOU have
in the world can give him that, no matter exchanged for the joy of having your baby,
watching it grow and being its mother.
how skillful he may be.
Use wisely the little free time that YOU may
have. Remember, you are the infant's
Mother. Too, Needs Care
mother
and baby's needs wiU not be met
Do not be surprised if you feel depressed
and Jet down when you first take full if mother's needs are forgotten.
charge, because new mothers usually go
Fathers are generally surprised to learn
through such feelings. For such a tiny crea- that baby needs them too. Fathers have a
ture, an infant surely demands some big tendency to slip away and watch from the
changes in your daily routine and life. sidelines. And it may surprise new mothers
Since he cannot adapt himself to your ways to learn that fathers are good at more
of doing things and to your schedule, it things than just walking the floor during
necessitates your adjusting your schedule the middle of the night with baby, or
to suit him. The first few days, maybe warming the bottle and changing diapers.
weeks or even months, may be trying ones. A new father may be no clumsier than a
The baby may turn your nights and days new mother at giving an infant a bath or
upside down and inside out. But if you holding baby in his arms or lap and giving
.
\
expect this to happen, it will not upset you hIm the bottle. And baby, too, wants to get
as much.
acquainted with his father.
DEOEMBER 8, 1955
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Common Semt'! and Motherly lqstincts

Dr SpOck. says, "You know more than
you think you do" about rearing babies.
So "don't be afraid to trust your own com~
man sense." "We know for a fact," he said,
"that the natural loving care that
kindly parents give to their chil~
dren is a' hundred times more
valuable than their knowing
how to pin a diaper on just
right. or making a formula
expertly." "It may surprise
you to hear that the more
people have studied different
methods of bringing up children the more they have come
to the conclusion that what good
mothers and fathers instinctively feel
like doing for their babies is usually

'best after all." Let parental instincts guide,
Whether your newborn baby weighs five
or ten pounds, he looks surprisingly complete. From the hair on his head to his tiny
toes, some twenty inches or so away, he is
ready to take in experience and enjoy liVing. So remarkable is this
miracle that happens tens of
thousands of times each day
in the world that we unite
with King David to praise
the One who made this gift
possible: "I will give thanks
unto thee [Jehovah]; for I
am fearfully and wonderfully
made: wonderful are thy
works; and that my soul knoweth right wel1."-Psalm 139:14, Am. Stan.
Ver.

A MILLION AND A HALF QUIT SMOKING

Have you tried to break the tobacco habit and then given up in discouragement?
Well, it cannot be too difficult when, according to the New York ,Times, June 22,
1955, .one and a half million quit smokjng in tlle United Sta.tes the past year and a
half. Among that number were a half million women. No doubt the fact that so
many cancer specialists keep pointing an accusing finger at cigarette smoking as
the No.1 cause of lung cancer has had some beating on so many breaking off the
tobacco habit. Consistently, the American Medical Associati.on refuses to carry any
tobacco advertisements in their publications. The report, however, also showed that
there were 25 million men and 13 million women that still smoke. And among
men between the ages of 25 and 64 two out of three still smoke.

An .oriental mind apparently outsmarted itself recently. Pollce accused a Japa·
nese welder in Toyko of trying to burn down his house for insurance. The purpose
of the plot was to avoid being on the scene when the blaze started. Police said the
welder put a pail of gasoline in a closet, set an electric heater atop the pall and then
placed a cellul.oid soapbox .on the beater. He next connected an easily operated
switch to the heater, ran a long cord outside the house and attached a piece of
dried fish to the end of the string. Pollee explained that the device w.orked this way:
A stray cat tugged at the fish and pulled the cord that snapped on the heater
that ignited the soapbox that fell into the gasoline that Hared up and set the house
on fire. But this complex invention was aU to no avan~the welder was nabbed
and jailed on arson charges.
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AWAKE!

TREES
D 0 YOU like strange things?
Then you have but to look up

the strangest trees on earth.
Oh, there are many trees that
whet our appetite for exotic and
excitingly different things, some so weird
that no human artist, even in his wildest
imagination, could conjure up what nature
has produced. Among the many candidates
for the title of the seven strangest wonders

of the tree world are: the cow tree, the
shaving brush tree, tbe shooting tree, the

cream-of-tartar tree, the tree that wears
a petticoat, the murderous strangler tree
and the tree under which 10,000 people can

stand.
The cow tree is the tree that your milkman would like to slay with the axespecially if you were to have one in your
backyard. No wonder this tree would make
the milk salesmen furious! It is a vegetable
milk fountain. All you need is an instrument to pierce the tree's bark. Then it
starts to flow with a highly nutritious
milky juice with an agreeable creamy odor
and taste recalling that of cow's milk. So
the tree is called cow tree, but people
South America aptly call it arbol de leche
(milk tree). At the rising of the sun the
cow tree is most abundant, giving freely to
those who are thirsty its rich, creamy
goodness. Families who live near cow trees
are assured of milk for the children. In
this day of rising milk prices the cow tree
could be used to great advantage in anyone's backyard!
If the cow tree is strange, the shaving
brush tree is stranger. So strange is this
tree that one can scarcely believe his eyes

in
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and ears! Belonging to the Bombax family
of tropical American trees, the shaving
brush tree shows not the slightest sign of
a leaf at the time of its blooming. Every
twig ends in a bud that grows out into
what reminds one of a fat cigar in a stubby
holder. Then, quite suddenly, the cigar
explodes. The explosion is a real noise!
Persons standing nearby can readily hear
the "pop." After popping, the bud spreads
out into a cockade, an eight-inch brush of
golden-tipped coral filaments that looks
exactly like a shaving brush. In Mexico,
Central America and a few places in
Florida this incredible tree that literally
bursts into bloom may be both seen and
heard.
The Shooting Tree
A traveler walking in the depths of the
dense forests of the Brazilian Amazon may
well find himself under attack. Bang! Pop!
A round, shiny missile whizzes by his head.
No, this is no attack by savages; it is just
the shooting tree doing SOme target practicing for the benefit of posterity. This tree
has sufficient ammunition-its own seeds!
Salvos of them! These seeds belong to the
so-called Para rubber tree and 'come in a
mottled-gray three-lobed capsule. When
this tree is ready to shoot, the traveler
might be surprised by a popping noise and
might even be hit by a round, shiny seed.
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Three seeds are present in each fruit and
are forcibly expelled by the splitting at
maturity. If you are standing within 60
feet of the triple-barreled shooting tree,
you may feel the fury of a vegetable
fusiUade!.
The baobab or cream-of-tartar tree of
Africa makes its claim as a strange tree for
several reasons. First, it is an oddity in
-~trunk growth; it reaches a girth of
nearly a hundred feet! Not only that, but
the baobab is a marvel in being bountiful
to both animal and man. Monkeys love the
fnUt of this tree, and men often find it a
lifesaver. During the rainy season the
tree's knotted hollows preserve water,
which can be fOWld weeks and even months
after dry weather has set in. Indeed, for
some Africans this tree is the chief source
of the precious fluid.
But the baobQ.b is much more than a
vegetable canteen; it is almost a grocery
store. Its flowers are sometimes crushed
with sugar and water to make a refreshing
and Wlusual beverage. Its seeds yield a
valuable all. The rind of the pods can be
chopped and mixed with milk or water to
make a nourishing biscuit. The pulp sUrrounding the seeds is crushed and ground
into a powder used for flavoring food. So
because parts of the baobab are used in
flavoring food it has become known as the
cream-of-tartar tree.
strangely enough, this tree has not exhausted its oddities. Sometimes the baobab's multiple trunks weld themselves together to form a tree that looks like a
beer bottle. Even the color of the bark is
odd. It looks exactly like the color of an
elephant's skin. So, many a hunter, upon
emel'ging Sl,l:ddenly from a dense brush,
swings his rIfle with deadly intentions at
the baobab tree. If he is trigger-happy and
blazes away, another oddity is revealed.
Though the baobab may be the largest tree
as far as girth of trunk is concerned, its
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soft, spongy wood bff'ers little resistance
to a bullet, which will completely penetrate
the largest of them.
Tree That Wear.&' a Petticoat
In the heart of Africagl.)ws the silkcotton tree, also called the kapok or ceiba
tree. It is a tree with the freakish appearance of something from the landscape of
an artist's nightnIare. But then it is doubtful that an artist, even with his imagination turned loose, could come up with the
tree that wears a petticoat; Instead of having a simple trunk like a maple tree, the
silk-cotton tree has a trunk that flares out
in folds like a gigantic petticoat. These
folds often begin as high as 30 or 40 feet
above the ground and form a skirt whose
hem line could enclose a small house. This
wooden petticoat serves a very useful purpose. The tree's roots are shallow, SO were
it not for these skirtlike braces the tree
might easily be uprooted in a storm.
Just as the python makes its living by
coiling around its victim and squeezing it
to death, so there are trees that; to get a
start in life, strangle other trees to death.
New Zealand's strangler tree, Metroaideros
robusta, is commonly called the "rata." It
starts as an epiphyte or air plant. Soon it
sends down aerial roots that clasp the host
tree's trunk. Finally they reach the ground
and increase in size and number. The rata,
kindly assisted by the host tree, grows into
a Frankenstein. Soon the rata entwines the
host tree in a crushing network of roots
that embrace it in a death-dealing stranglehold. The host tree, of course, puts up a
fight, but usually it is not strong enough to
win.

Interestingly, there are three New Zealand timber trees that defy the strangler.
One is a pine called "kauri," whose bark
sheds frequently by scaling, thus preventing the strangler's rootlets from gaining a
solid foothold. Two other trees that win
AWAKiiJI

the battle with the strangler are the puriri
and the maire, both of which resist the
strangler's embrace because they are
sturdy, strong trees with a very hard wood.

The Single-Tree Fore8t
Can a tree be one tree and yet be a forest? It seems impossible, but not for the
Indian fig tree called the "banyan tree."
From its very beginning the banyan tree
is an oddity. Since its seeds seldom germinate in the ground it relies on the birds for
help. Birds obligingly place the tree's seeds
in the crown of a palm tree. Soon a birdplaced seed sprouts right on top of the
palm tree and sends down aerial roots that
grip the palm tree in a stranglehold. The
palm tree dies and the banyan tree takes
its place. This is only the beginning!
Not content to live in the space usually
allotted to a single tree, the banyan tree
throws out branches. As they grow they
put out hanging roots that increase in
length till they reach the ground, and there
take root and develop into new stems. In
this way the tree spreads farther and farther all round the original trunk with an
ever-growing number of stems that become
as thick as the trunk itself. At last the
banyan loses all resemblance to a single

tree and takes on the appearance of' a
miniature forest.
In India some of these sihgle-tree forests
cover an unbelievably enormous area.
They become the home of hundreds of
bats, birds and monkeys. If the center
trunk of the tree decays and dies, that is
all right. The tree lives on supported by
the many root stems it has thrown down
and it draws nourishment from the ground
by their means. In the Botanic Garden at
Calcutta, India, there is a banyan tree with
the main trunk over 40 feet in circumference. It has 230 secondary trunks 10 to 60
feet around, and more than 3,000 smaller
trunks. Understandably, as a shelter from
the hot Eastern sun the banyan tree has
no equal. It is the only tree in existence
under which almost 10,000 people can
stand!
There are many other candidates for
the title of strangest trees on earth. Keep
your eyes open wherever you are. Learn
to appreciate the singularly beautiful and
strange features of each kind of tree, just
one of the many plants that the Creator,
Jehovah, made for the rich enjoyment of
man. With some 70,000 different kinds of
trees to choose from, you will soon be able
to cast your own votes for the strangest
trees on earth.

'Why Many Stay .Away from Church
'%' Why do 64,000,000 Americans, or 40.5 per cent of the population, stay away
from churches? Look magazine, in its issue of March 22, 1955, asked that question.
The magazine answered: "Many stay away because of the denomInational rival·
ries and bIckering. Some dislike formal, elaborate rituals. And some (though
they do not know it) follow the example of the noblest man our land has pro·
duced, Abraham Lincoln, who, in a startling and little·known statement of his
faith, declared that he had never united himself to any church because he found
difficulty in giving his assent, without mental reservations, to the long, com·
plicated statements of Christian doctrine which characterize articles of belief
and confessions of faith: 'When any church will inscribe over its altar, as its
sole qualification for membership, the Saviour's condensed statement of the
substance of both law and Gospel, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy
mind; and thy neighbor as thyself," that church will I join with all my heart.'''
DECEMBER 8, 1955
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[ REFORCE, PEARL OF THE MEDITERRANEAN 1
By "Awake" corr.,pondent In Spoin

~

HE Balearic Islands are nestled in the blue
[q ~ Mediterranean Sea just east of Valencia,
1:1;;: Spain. The largest of the isles, Majorca,
Is" sometimes called "The Isle of Dreams."
That is not exactly a misnomer, either, because here the mellow climate unites Its gentleness with the picturesque landscape to
create a virtual dreamland paradise for art·
ists and poets.
~ The high peaks iliat stretch across Majorca
are covered with snoW during the winter
months. Along toward spring the delicate
petals of the almond blossom blanket the lowlands like sheets of white, sparkling dew. In
these lower areas flourish apricots, figs and
vines. An ingenius system of irrigation ensures
a steady water supply to the arid areas. The
water is usually drawn into a i!oncrete tank
by a pump driven by a windmill. From the
tanks the water supply can be controlled by
a sluice. The water is led along artificial
cement channels to strategic points on the
tarrn. From there the fanner guides it by
suitable furrows to fertile fields.
I
Older than the windmill for drawing water
Is the noria. This ancient system, dating back
to about the eighth century, involves a kind
of crown wheel and pinion made entirely of
wood, and is operated by a mule, generally
blindfolded, that walks in circles around the
well while harnessed to the beam that extends
from the center. A series of pots attached to a
long continuous chain hauls the water up and
at the surface spillS it into a cistern. The
Span1sh name for these pots, arcaduces, con·
firms the origin of this system as being
Moorish..
< The Majorcan believes in manana (tomor·
row). Take a pair of shoes to be mended, and
If he does not have them ready when you
:return, there is always manana. There are factories that manufacture custom-made shoes,
but many of these kind and friendly islanders
prefer theirs made by the cobbler. They do
not mind waiting for them. For them, too,
there Is always. a manana.
Ollve oil is part of the staple diet of the
isJander and olive harvesting is a seasonal
occupation. There are ollve trees on the island
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a thousand years old, and the method of
gathering the ollves is about the same as the
day when these trees were mere saplings.
Roast pork, and especially the young sucking
pig, is a favorite with the Majorcan. When
butchering time arrives, the country folk
generally have a family gathering and cele·
brate the occasion. Rice cooked with all sorts
of delicacies, shrimp, shellfish, pulpo, calomar,
and parts of chicken, rabbit and other meat
make for another tasty dish.
However, the island's own speciality is
sopas mallorquinas. This Is made in an earth·
enware pan, starting with onion, tomato and
parsley in olive oil, adding water and every
kind of vegetable that is available. When all
is cooked the vegetables are taken out and a
specially prepared bread is added until the
remaining liquid is all absorbed. Then the
vegetables are placed on top again. Each
cook, of course, adds his own technique, whlch
contributes to variety. Majorcans rate this
as their number one dish.
Houses on the island are tile·floored and
clean. Cooking is usually done over a charcoal
fire, while electricity is employed for lighting.
Transportation needs vary, from a slow donkey to fast-moving electric trains, Majorca is
now linked to the Iberian peninsula and the
rest of Europe by daily air servIces.
Palma, the capital city of the big island,
has 150,000 inhabitants. Its narrow streets are
giving way to wIde avenues and attractive
buildings. And in the heart of the city is a
section that still retains its primitive character, whIch has become a special tourist attrac·
tion. The artistic mansions of the nobles of
the fourteenth to the seventeenth century,
with their majestlc courtyards leading through
stone archways onto streets so narrow that
the sun rarely shines on them, are to be found
here. Here, too, rIses a cathedral that dominates any general view of the city. Roman
Catholic superstition has a strong hold over
the minds of these peace·loving people.
Just a short walk through the orange
groves or over the terraced hills will answer
why men have called Majorca ''The Isle of
Dreams." For, when compared with the rest of
the world, it truly Is La Isla de la Calma. the
tranquil isle, a dream in this world.
AWAKEI

ROMAN
STOICS

speak of such Stoics as Christians. Thus the Roman
senator Seneca, who was the most notable and best
known of the Roman philosophers, has been termed the
"most Christian of the Stoics."
Seneca was born in Spain about 4 B.C. At an early
age his father, a man of leariling and wealth. brought
him to Rome, where Seneca was taught by the most
learned of the Greeks and Romans. Because of his skill
in argumentation he became so popular, powerful and
wealthy that the emperor CaligUla (Gaius) planned to
have him assassinated but was dis-.
suaded by friends of Seneca, who as-

sured the emperor that disease would
claim Seneca before long.

Two years later Caligula was assassinated and the new emperor, Clau·
dius, had SeneCa banished to the bar·
ren island of Corsica. After eight
years Seneca was recalled by the

and

empress Agrippina. the widow of
Claudius, whom she had poisoned to
secure the throne for her son by a
former marriage, Domitius, later and
better known as Nero. She was ambitious not only to have her son become
a powerful ruler but also a very wise
one, and who could better educate him
than Seneca, the wisest of all the Roman
philosophers? So Seneca was recalled, not
only to be tutor of the ll-year-oldDomitius
but also to be prime minister and chief
administrator (and, likely, intimate of the
empress) of the Roman Empire.
When he reached the age of seventeen
Agrippina made her son emperor. Because
she still tried to dominate her son Nero as

CHRISTIANITY
N CERTAIN Romans of the first

and second centuries A.D., the
Stoic philosophy found its most
able spokesmen. Developed by the Greeks
some centuries before Christ, Stoicism,
with its emphasis on pantheism and ethics,
might be said to have been more of a religion than a philosophy. According to it the
universe was rational with supreme wisdom in fUll control. Everything started
from fire and would end in being consumed
by fire. stoicism held that those who are
wise are completely independent of external circumstances such as riches and poverty and entirely free from bondage to
desires, appetites and emotions. It stressed
strength of will and resignation based on
the insight of reason.
Although Stoicism knows nothing of the
Bible, of Jehovah's name or of Christ's sacrifice, many biographers and philosophers
DEOBJMBBJR 8, 1955

regards his private life, Nero had her mur-

dered. Seneca, ostensibly Nero's moral
guide, is credited with having suggested
this way out for Nero, he afterward publicly justifying Nero in the murder of his

mother. In view of attem'pts made on his
life Nero grew suspicious of Seneca and
tried to get one of Seneca's servants to
poison him. This failing, Nero sent an army
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o1Ilcer, commanding that Seneca take his
own Ufe, whjch he did by cutting his veins.
Modern philosophers wax eloquent in
praise of Seneca's noble sentiments: "Virtue alone bringeth secure and perpetual
joy." liThe evil are won by persistent goodness!' "Covetousness is the root of all evil."
Seneca said that each night he carefully
went over the deeds of the day, not sparing
himself, but promising himself forgiveness
if he would not do a certain misdeed again.
.Denied the opportunity to bequeath his
wealth to his friends, he told them that he
was bequeathing them that which was
more valuable in his sight than his wealth,
namely, the pattern of his life.
The fact is that Seneca was anarch
hypocrite. -Both his style of writing and
method of reasoning were wholly Epicurean, the very opposite of the Stoicism that
he claimed to espouse. And there was an
even greater difference between his philosophy and his daily life. Says one historian: "It is not to his credit to have accumulated in four years one of the largest
fortunes in Rome while serving under such
a master." And that while claiming to be a
Stoic!
Another authority tells that Seneca eulogized the cottage life while passing his days
in splendid villas and palaces; he addressed
his treatise "On Clemency" to Nero, but
disguised, if he did not sanction, the poisoning of Nero's stepfather Claudius by Agrippina; he justified the murder of Agrippina
by Nero and failed to- interfere in Nero's
murder of his divorced wife Octavia. Seneca expatiated on the evils of avarice and
wrote at great length "On Beneficence,"
but he enriched himself by imperial confiscations and ruthless fiscal policies, his
estates in Brittany alone being valued at
millions of dollars.
More inconsistencies could be pointed
out, but the foregoing should suffice to
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show why it has been said of him "his life
was all a lie!' Even Marcus Aurelius, pagan
Stoic emperor of a century later, had no
use for Seneca, for he !mew that "Seneca's
luxurious life, his wealth, his villa, his love
of fame, gave the lie to his protestations of
being a Stoic."
In view of such a record is it not the
very zenith of hypocrisy for Seneca to say
that he bequeathed to his friends that
which he valued most, the pattern of his
life? Professors of philosophy speak of "a
philosophy to live by." How well did Seneca
live by his philosophy? And just one look
at the life of Jesus and the apostle Paul
should show how preposterous is the statement that Seneca was the "most Christian
of the Stoics."
EpictetUB, the Slave

Generally those who have a higher opinion of philosophy than of religion like to
credit the Roman Stoics, such as Epictetus,
with having influenced Christianity. Others, 'however, such as The EncyclO'pedia
Americana., indicate that the ideas spread
abroad by Christianity, if not consciously
and directly, at least unconsciously and
indirectly, influenced the later Stoics such
as Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius.
Epictetus was a Greek slave who lived
from A.D. 50 to 60 to about 125. His master was captain of Nero's royal guard who
accomp'anied Nero when he fled Rome, and
later aided Nero in his suicide. Because of
this he was put to death by Nero's successor Galba, who reigned only a few months,
was murdered and was succeeded by Ves·
pasian. These circumstances played a role
in Epictetus' getting his freedom, after
which he devoted himself to teaching philosophy. Aside from the foregOing and the
fact that he opened a school for philosophy
near Nicopolis after having been banished
together with other philosophers by the
AWAKE!

Roman emperor Domitian A.D. 90, Uttle
is known about Epictetus.
What is known about the philosophy of
Epictetus has come down by means of his
pupils, he leaving behind no writings. Even
as is the case with other Stoic philosophers,
the philosophy of Epictetus abounds with
inconsistencies and contradictions. On the
one hand, he states that death cannot be
terrible since Socrates did not consider it
so, etc. And on the other hand he advises
to keep death and exile and suchlike before
one's eyes every day and "you will never
think a low thought, nor will you covet
anything." If death and suchlike are no
evils, how can the thought of them have
a salutary effect on one's conduct?
Oriental fatalism is apparent in his observation that God i!'l the great Manager
that selects the roles and it is not for us
to complain but merely to concern ourselves with playing our roles well. However, he fails to state why God gives differing roles, if he does give them. Like the
Oriental philosopher he holds that the body
is so evil that there is no difference between
king and slave, every man is a soul carrying about a big corpse, but, on the other
hand, he insists that life in itself is not
miserable, unless we try to live it out of
harmony with divine reason.
He says that "when a difficulty confronts
you, remember that GOO, like a trainer of
wrestlers, has matched you with a rough
young man." Sounds good, but he fails to
add weight to his illustration by telling us
why. Wrestlers train to win wealth and
fame, but Epictetus, in common with the
rest of the Stoic philosophers, gives no
incentive except to satisfy one's pride.
He tells us that the remedy for mankind's ills is philosophy. But whose? And
how can people be made to appreciate the
right philosophy and made to apply it in
their own lives? 'Steer your course by the
DECEMBE~
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star of wisdom.' Again a noble sentiment.
But what is the course of wisdom? Epicureanism or Stoicism, or some other philosophy?
'Nothing in all literature is so depressing
as the "Dissertations" of this slave unless
it be the "Meditations" of another Stoic,
the emperor Marcus Aurelius,' says one of
the foremost living philosophers. Christ
Jesus and his apostles came with good
news, glad tidings. While Epictetus expressed many noble thoughts about putting
the praise of God before all else~ his theme
and mood was that of pessimism and he
severely condemned Christians as fanatics.
In view of all the foregoing facts one won·
ders how far the early "Christian" organization must have strayed by the time it
adopted the Handbook 0/ Epictetus as a
manual for the church, as though God's
Word were not sufficient!

Marcus Aureliu8, the EmperQr
Marcus Aurelius has been termed "the
noblest of pagan emperors," and, according
to the historian Gibbons, his reign and that
of his ,predecessor mark the happiest pe~
riod in mankind's history. But what are the
facts? Was this Stoic emperor truly so
noble and his reign truly so happy?
Marcus was born in Rome A.D. 121.
Orphaned at an early age he was adopted
by his grandfather and then, together with
another Roman youth, was made joint heir
of the emperor. From early childhood
Marcus was extremely devoted to pagan
religion. A statue shows him at the age of
eight offering sacrifice, at which time he
already was a priest of Mars. At the age
of twelve he began practicing Stoic asceticism to the extent of injuring his health.
He had the best of tutors and not long
after his becoming coemperor his "partner" died leaving him as sale ruler. He
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established a :finn foundation for civil law;
founded schools, homes and orphanages for
the education and care of poor children;
put in a just system of taxation, and eased
many other inequitable features of Roman
law.
As a Stoic he is best imown for his Meditations, which he wrote as a diary, solely
for his own benefit, and which he based on
the sayings of Epictetus, his "Bible:" In
his writings he respectively credits his various tutors for his various virtues, of which
he seems to have been very well aware.
Throughout the Meditations one notices
the contradiction of fatalism and individual responsibility. He repeatedly_ lectures himself regarding his responsibility
but excuses others on the basis of fate. The
sum and substance of his ethics seems to
be: 'It is foolish to be bad, because the result is that you are bad; if bad, you cannot
be proud of being good'! And, "If there be
a God, all is well [you will be rewarded],
but if all is random, act not at random
thou." Why, he does not say.
But in spite of all his noble sentiments
Marcus Aurelius came far short on four
counts. First, he not only put down rebellions but waged "wars of aggressive Roman
conquest," his reign being one war after
another, worshiping at the altar of the
symbolic Mars even as he 'did as a child
before the altar of the god Mars. Second,
his wife Faustina, an emperor's daughter,
although bearing him many children, had a
private life marked with scandal. Yet upon
her death Marcus had her deified in a most
ostentatious manner.
Third, Marcus appointed his son as his
heir, and so Commodus became emperor at
the age of nineteen, Marcus dying A.D. 180
at the age of 59. Commodus was an "execrable monster," who amused himself by
literally carving up his enemies, cutting off
their noses, ears, etc. He demanded to be
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worshipe4 as Hercules Romanus and made
great display of his physical strength. After
twelve years of such rule Rome could
not stand it any longer and conspirators
strangled him. That Marcus would raise
such a monster and then make him heir
apparent does not indicate much wisdom
on his part.
Marcus' worst blot, however, was his
persecution of Christians. Much has been
written trying to gloss over this feature
of his rule, but it simply cannot be harmonized With his high-sounding philosophy
and indicates that he was first of all a
fanatical pagan emperor and only second a
Stoic philosopher. Says The Encyclopedia
Al1wricana: "The heathen beliefs of his
ancestors ... actuated him to the severe
and bloody measures he took to root out
a dangerous rival. He regarded Christianity as a 'pernicious sect,' a 'secret conspir·
acy' against the empire, an 'immoral superstition.'
"In this signal instance he is as bloody
and heartless as a Domitian, a Nero or a
Caligula. His first edict against the Cbrls·
tians was published in 177. Multitudes perished in the fierce persecutions which followed." Since the writer of Meditations
could not do better than to engage in aggressive wars of Roman conquest, deify an
unfaithful wife, fasten an execrable monster on the Roman empire as its ruler and
engage in wholesale murder of Christians,
what folly for any, and especially those
claiming to be Christians, to waste any
time perusing his philosophy!
In view of all the foregoing facts regard·
ing Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, why is it that so many see a similarity
between their philosophy and Christianity?
For the answer to that question we refer
the reader to the article appearing on page
25 of this issue, "Similarities of Stoicism
and Fusion Religion."
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RUE Christianity puts first the name

of Jehovah God.
T
authority the Bible.

It recognizes as its
It is based on the
sacrifice of Christ Jesus. Since these are
its chief characteristics it follows that
Stoicism is no more like Christianity than
is Epicureanism, as neither knows anything
about these three prime ~ssentials. However, Stoicism is similar in many respects
to fusion religion. Fusion religion?
Yes, the Bible shows that, even while the
apostles were alive, an apostasy was beginning to form and that only their presence
with their divine authority and powers
kept it from taking over. Mter they fell
asleep in death the apostasy soon did take
over. To gain numbers and power it
watered down Christianity, added pagan
religious practices and adopted pagan philosophy such as that of Plato and Zeno's
Stoicism. It is therefore not surprising that
such a fusion religion, consisting of apostate Christianity, pagan religion and Greek
philosophy, should resemble Stoicism and
that it should adopt the Handbook of Epictetus as a manual.-Acts 20:29, 30.
Stoicism, and particularly as taught by
the later Roman Stoics, makes much of the
fact that all men are the children of God.
'Why shOUld one feel proud that he is the
son of the emperor when all are sons of
God?' It knew nothing, however, of the
Bible teaching that only through the offices
of Christ Jesus can we become God's sons.
DEOEMBER 8, 1955

In this respect fusion religion is like Sto~
icism. Typical of the attitude that Chrlstendom takes in regard to this is the editorial that appeared in Life, April 11. 1955,
and that said in part: "Christ taught
sacrifice as the road to spiritual riches.
But what door did he show? 'I am the
way,' He said: 'the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father but by Me.'
"That is surely a simple -statement, yet
few words present more difficulties for the
modern mind. Does it mean that one
church only, or one faith only. is the way
to God? Taken literally, it would damn all
those saintly men who have reached God
through other religions-the way of Tao,
of Hinduism, of Gautama or Mohammed. A
God so parochial as to exclude alien saints
from His kingdom does not sound like the
God of mercy whom Christ preached •..
Christianity is not the only framework of
a truly spiritual life."
But Jesus not only said, "1 am the way
and the truth and the life," but his very
next words were, "No one comes to the
Father except through me. .. Yes, true
Christianity says there is only one way,
Stoicism and fusion religion hold that there
are many ways.-John 14:6, New World

Trans.
Both Stoicism and fusion religion put
the emphasis on the individual, his welfare,
and that by the development of a "beautiful character." There is nothing wrong in
trying to lead a good, upright life, in endeavoring to overcome one's weaknesses.
But that is not the chief purpose of existence. Man's chief duty is to bring honor to
God's name. In his model prayer Jesus put
his Father's name first: "Our Father in the
heavens, let your name be sanctified." And
regarding Jesus' work on earth, he said at
its conclusion: "I have glor~fied you [Jehovah] on the earth, having finished the work
you have given me to do."-Matthew 6:9;
John 17:4, New World Tra'lt8.
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Stoicism and fusion religion are also
similar in that theyboth advocate ascet~
jcjsm, the severe treatment of the body, as
though suffering for its own sake were
meritorious. The mother of young Marcus
Aurelius had to beg him to sleep on skins
and not just bare planks, as she noted that
his asceticism was injuring his health.
Likewise there are certain Roman Cath~
oUe orders where its members sleep on cor~
rDgated boards, deny themselves necessary
food, etc.
But there is not a word in all the Scrip~
tures commanding asceticism. The fact is
that some of .Jesus' enemies were ascetics
and so they accused him of being a wine~
bibber and a glutton, merely because he
was not one. Paul warns against asceticism,
descnbing it as "an appearance of wi~dom
in a self-imposed form of worship and mock
humility, a severe treatment of the body,"
but of "no value in combating the satisfy~
iog 'of the flesh:" The Christian does not
court pain but avoids it if he can; not, how..
ever, at the cost of his integrity toward
God. for he knows that "aU those desiring
to five with godly devotion in association
with Christ Jesus will also be persecuted."
-Colossians 2:21-23; 2 Timothy 3:12, New

Stoicism is further similar to fusion religion in that both hold that fiery destruction is the destiny of this earth, Christendom taking literally Peter's words that
"the heavens and the earth that are now
are stored up for fire and are being reserved to the day of judgment and of
destruction of the ungodly men." However,
from the context of Peter's words it is
clear that he is not referring to the literal
earth and heavens, for be speaks of a pre·
vious world that perished by the Flood.
Besides, God's Word' tells us that God
created the earth, not in vain. but to be
inhabited, and that "the earth remains for
ever."-2 Peter 3:7, New World Tram.;
Ecclesiastes 1:4, Rev. Stun. Ver.
Stoicism is also similar to fusion religion
in that both attract men of worldly learning and rank. But as regards genuine Chris·
tianity the words of Paul have ever been
true: "For you behold his calling of you,
brothers, that not many wise in a fleshly
way were called, not many powerful, not
many noble; but God chose the foolish
things of the world, that he might put the
wise men to shame, and God chose the
weak things of the world, that he might
put the strong things to shame; and God
chose the ignoble things of the world and
World Trans.
Stoicism is also similar to fusion religion the things looked down upon, the things
in that it knows nothing about original sin that are not, that he might bring to nothestranging man from God and man's need ing the things that are, in order that no
of a Redeemer. Like the Stoics, many flesh might boast in the sight of God."
leaders of Christendom refuse to recognize -1 Corinthians 1: 26·29, New World Tran.'1.
any merit in the sacrifice of Christ but
Stoicism is boastful of its accomplish·
state that all the good he did was in preach~ ments even as is fusion religion, and no
iog right principles and setting a good ex~
doubt Stoicism did have a part in the deample. True Christianity, however, shows
that Christ is the Lamb that takes away velopment of fUsion religion, a religion
the sin of the world, which came because of composed of apostate Christianity, pagan
the sin of one man, Adam, and tbat "there religion and Greek philosophy, but it had
is one God, and one mediator between God nothing to do in bringing forth true Chris·
I;lDd men, a man Christ Jesus, who gave tianity. On the contrary, it appears that
himself a corresponding ransom for all." the 1ater Roman Stoics borrowed from
Christiani ty.
-1 Timothy 2:5, 6, New World Trans.
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Salvador

OZILY nestled within the tropics,. El
Salvador is a country of moun tams,
hills and upland plains. The heat is modified by the altitude; rarely does the temperature rise above 80 degrees, and there
are times when the mercury will go as low
as 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
The religion of E1 Salvador is Catholic
and the language is Spanish. Salvadorans
love their country and are doing everything within their limited budget to improve it. They are not a lazy people. The
average citizen here is free from political
jitters, but there is an ever-present dread
of earthquakes.
In 1945 when four Watch Tower missionaries arrived in El Salvador, the people here knew practically nothing of Jehovah's witnesses. So these missionaries quite
naturally wondered hoW' they would be
received. Would the Catholic people of EI
Salvador accept the Kingdom message?
Now they know. Today there are upward
of 323 witnesses of Jehovah in the land,
all of them busy talking about the new
world. This number includes smoothcheeked Indians, bearded Spaniards, valley dwellers and hill people, rich and poor,
educated and illiterate.
Everyone in EI Salvador is expected to
have a religion. "Atheist" is a bad word
here. So, many scoffed, thinking that Jehovah's witnesses would not make headway
with a people already proselyted by an
amazing diversity of Protestant religions.
But Jehovah's witnesses made progress.
Today Salvadorans know of the Kingdom
and they are aware that Jehovah is God
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and that he has witnesses in the earth.
Even Protestant leaders are making use
of the ruune Jehovah in their lectureS.
Image worship has taken over to a great
extent the Catholic population here. For
example.: In the town of San Vicente it
is customary during the month of December each year to remove the image of Saint
Vincent from the church and parade it
through the streets in a long succession of
religious rites. Much money is spent during
these festive days. Rockets are fired bY the
hundreds, there is dancing in the markets,
and drinking and tamale eating head the
festiVe agenda. However, during the 1953
season tl1e bishop of San Vicente offered a
change in tradition. He suggested that the
money they spent on food and merrymaking be contributed to the church. The people were uncoMoperative. The bishop then
refused to release the image to them, at
which action the people became enraged,
stormed the church and removed the image
by force. Thereafter followed a wilder
series of reveling. The bishop obviOUsly
lost all control of his parishioners. He resorted to threats, various church sanctions
and even the newspaper to gain possession
of the image. It was only after the wild
reveling had spent itself that the people
were willing to return the image, but the
church would not have it. So "Saint Vincent" was taken to the town hall and.
placed in care of the mayor.
While the people in El Salvador are apparently Catholic, they are at one and the
same time anticlerical. They make a distinction between the Roman Catholic religion and the El Salvadoran priesthood that
administers the religion. This condition is
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the fruit of priests' not practicing what
they preach. Therefore we find devout
Catholics loyal to their religion, but not
loyal to the priests.
Another peculiar situation here with
respect to Catholicism: A loyal Catholic
may be devout in worship to the ima.ge of
"the virgin," but see no need whatsoever to
be loyal or devoted to Catholic doctrine.
Doctrine and Bible knowledge have become divorced from the Catholic mind.
This condition makes it possible for thousands of Catholics to attend Protestant
religious meetings, to become members of
the Masonic lodge and even to practice
spiritism and at the same timt> be Catholics. The general Catholic in El Salvador,
in fact, no longer believes in purgatory, the
hell-fire doctrine or infant baptism.
Yet this is not to be understood to mean
that the vast Catholic population of EI
Salvador is in danger of changing its religion. Rather. it simply means that by some
strange evolutionary process a new reIigion has been formed with the same Catholic name '"and adopted by the people. The
"new" religion, is based primarily on two

main doctrines: the worship of Mary as
the "Most Holy Virgin," and the zealous
worship of "Holy Saintsj" represented in
the form of plaster and wood images of
varied. sizes and dress.
These are some of the things that Jehovah's witnesses have to contend with while
preaching the good news of God's kingdom
from door to door in this land. Progress is
admittedly slow in lands steeped in superstition and tradition. But the truth of God's
Word is boring its way deeper and deeper
into isolated places. Spiritual se("ds arc
being planted and in many cases these have
taken root and have grown into flourishing
congregations. In one instance, a grandfather of a large family cal~ed his household together to consider the religion of
Jehovah's witnesses. After they thoroughly
discussed the matter it was decided that
they would become Jehovah's witnesses.
Thirteen were immersed a few weeks later;
nine more followed. The grandfather, whose
name is Abraham, is in his eighties. He led
the way to baptism and to tossing away
their $120 image. With such response, who
will deny progress in EI Salvador?
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• What one tree can become a whole miniature forest? P. 19, n2.

Where rea! freedom can be foundl P. 6, '\5.

• What proves the Stoic philosopher Senera
was an arch hypocrite living a liel P. 22, ~2.

•

•

• How widespread the proclamation of the
one truly mind-freeing messa"e is today?
p, 7, 113,

• Where the first "atomic fair" wa~ held,
what was displayed therel P. 9, ~ 3.

all(]

• How the'pbilosophy of Eplctetu~ ahounded
with inconsistl.'ncies and contradictions?
1'. 23, 111.

• Whether it h believed that the hydro):en
homb can he harnessed ror industrial puwer,
P. 11, ~3.

• Why merely I"'ading a good life and over.:oming olle'~ weaknesses is not the thief
purpo'w of existence! P. 25, fl7.

• How its hOllle life will influence a nnvborn
infanil P. 13, f4.

• How and why religious docl rine in EI Salvadoris all miu(1 upl P. 27, Hi.
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pushing outward along some

To CbeCk Moscow'!! EXP8Qslon
MOScoW seems aJways to be

segment of its frontier; it usually chooses the softest segment. Thus the west began a
great project with the North
Atlantic A.lliance in 1949: the
forging 01 an interlocking
series of militarY alliances
around the Communist clUster
of nations, In October th~ last
link in the vast project was
bolted into place by Iran's announcement that it would join
the Baghdad pact linking Britaln, TUrkey, Iraq, Pakistan,
a.nd noW Iran, in a "northern
tier" defense chain across the
Middle East. Now the Soviet
bloc is checked on its western
borders by NATO, on the east
by the U_S_ alliances with Japan, Korea and Formosa, on
the southeast by SEATO and
on the south by this newly completed association of Moslem
states reaching from the Mediterranean to the Bay of Bengal.
The Kremlin's Trojan Horse

• The deSIre for arms today
is almost a mania with many
peoples. The Kremlin, capitalizing on this, has been able to
come up with a new Trojan
horse. This Trojan horse Was
recently exposed by Allen Dul·
les, director of the U.S. Central
Intelligence, What is it? It is
Russia's mounting m01Ultain
at obsolescent military equipDEOEMBER 8, 1955

ment, which, when sold to noncommunist lands, often makes

possible the introduction of
Red technicians. By peddling

s-r Vote. ''No''

.. ThO\J.gh the Saar enjoys bl·
tental autonomy, it is within
the French customs and monetary zones. and France 18 responsible for its defense and
foreign relationS. At issue In
October- was the question of
"yes" or "no" to an agreement
between France and West Ger·
maTlY to "Europeanize" the
Saarland, under the administration of the Western European Union. pr. Adenauer
urged Germans of the Saar to
vote for the Saar statute. But
pro-German partles cam·
paigned against the statute,
seeing its defeat as a neces,
sarY first step toward eventual
reunion with the fatherland.
The voters surged to the polls.
By a. vote of more than two to
one they said "no." The stat·
ute's defeat means that the
Saar territory remains under
its present status until a peace
treaty with Gennany Is Signed.
at which time the question 01
its future status will again be
submitted to a vote.

arms outside the iron curtain,
Moscow in effect cracks the
containment belt that the West
has built up around the Soviet
bloc. The arms sale makes it
possible for Red technicians to
enter a country, and the arms
themselves provide seed for
stirring up Httle wars to Weak·
en the noncommunist world. Ban~t Box Revolution
divide it and make it ripe for .. Never before had South
Communist plucking. That Vietnam ever taken a national
Moscow hopes to do some vote. The question that went
plucking in the Middle East to the voters in October was:
has become apparent. With the Who would be chief of state?
sale of arms to Egypt, Russia A ballot had two pictUres; vot.
also announced in October that ers could tear ott and deposlt
it would be glad to send in the pIcture of the man they
"technicians." It was bad favored. One picture was a
enough for the West to con· sullen·looking chief of state,
template the inttow of Red Baa Dai; the other pictUre was
technicians in the Middle East, of smiling Premier Ngo Dlnn
Diem. Premier Diem, a Roman
but it was worse yet to face Catholic, had an advantage;
the prospect of Communist he was in South Vietnam, But
missions. In Cairo Soviet am- Buddhist Bao DaI, the exbassador DanIel Solod told re- emperor of Assam who was
porters: ''We win send eco· installed by France fJs the Vietnomic missions, scientific mis- namese chief of state in 1949,
sions, agricultural missions, - ~as aw~,y, .liy-Jng in a selt·
meteorological missions and Imposed eXIle on the Riviera,
f
. .
gambling, trapshooting, sun
any ~ther .kind 0 mls~IOn you bathing. Bao Dai recently "dIs.
can Imagme. ~~t Will help mIssed" Diem, but the premier
these countrIes. Though he continued anyway with plans
spoke those words laughingly, for the national vote. When
it was no joke to the West: the votes were counted, Prethe Kremlin was using its new mier Diem won an overwhelm.
Trojan horse.
ing victory; and in a ballot boX
29

revolUtIon replaced Bao Dal as
chid of state. Diem now has
"the task of 9rganiztng a republic."
~

Friendly BusalaD People

• It has been more than ten
years since the people of
Leningrad last saw a Western
naval squadron. When Britain
decided to send a squadron of
six ships to Leningrad in Octo·
ber on a courtesy vistt, the
navy wondered what the reception would be. As they went
al!lhore the sailors found out.
Huge crowds swarmed through
the streets following them. "I
have never seen anything like
this before," sald a British offleer 85 the crowd swirled
aro\Dld him. "It is as if we
were men from Mars." Said a
stoker from an aircraft carrier, lUI' he was being besieged
by some fifty autograph seekers: "These people here are
really friendly-" Many Leningraders expres!;ed friendly
feelings for Britain and the
British people; SE!veral told reporters that they hoped a U.S.
squadron would visit the city.

large bank accounts in the
U.S. and other cOWltries_

*'

A N e'W Ma.p of india.

India has an enormous
problem: the nation has 14
major languages, each of them
spoken by millions of people,
and hundreds of dialects. "Students," complained Prime Minjster Nehru. "do not know
what language they sTlou}d
leam and so become ignorant
of every language." Despite
the forces of Babel, India is
trYing to unify the countlY; it
hopes to do this by recognizing
its diversity. For two years
Prime Minister Nehru has had
a commission working to redraw India's map. The reason:
the 29 states that make up India have boundaries that bear
little relation to the language
of their peepJes. In October
India made public tentative
plans to reduce 29 states to 16,
all of them with a full measure of local government. All
but two of the 14 language
groups would have states of
their own. For the future
Nehru would like to see Hindi
become the national language
of education, with each SCJlOOJ
teaching the local language
and English on the side,

Perm!'s Wea1th DIsclosed
• After the revolt that led to
the downfall of Juan Peron as
dictator of Argentina and to
his internment in central Para- The ;ret Age
guay, investigators dug into
Until October no commerPeron's aftalrs. They came up cial airline had made an outwith disclosures of shocking right purchase of U.S. jet airriches: stacks of Al"gentine liners. The problem was which
currency worth millions of dol- airliner to buy: the Boeing 707
lan, glittering diamonds and or the Douglas DC,S. Pan
Airways
emeralds, decorative ivory ob- American. World
solved the problem and bejects. boxes filled with gold
money and tableware, gold came the first to buy U.S. jet
medalUons and choice Oriental airliners. It signed a $269,000,rugs, a wardro.be of several 000 contract for 20 Boeing
hundred suits and garages iull 707's and 25 Douglas DC·8's.
of motorcycles and automo- By splitting the order between
biles. In October some of the - the two manufacturers, Pan
wealth was put on public dis- American squeezed out compet·
play. such 'as 400 dresses,' 600 Hors and will get the first jet
hats and a vast number of airliners into service. Delivery
purses and shoes said to have begins December, 1958. The
belonged to Peron's late wife. antiCipated jet schedule from
Investigators valued Peron's New York to London-;'3,535
discovered wealth at more miles-is 6 hours, 15 minutes.
than $6,500,000. That is not all. Because of the jet's 575-mileThey are convinced he has an-hour speed and its 125.pas-

*'

au

senger seating capacity, the 45plane purchase will double the
capacity of Pan American's
fieet. Just one jet airliner will
carry SO,OOO passengers a year
across the Atlantic-almost
matching the 67,577 carried
across th·e ocean last year by
the superliner United States.
The New Atom Particle
Scientists know of some
twenty so-'called "fundamental
particles" of which everything
is made. In October the~ was
news of a new one, the negative proton. Scientists had long
postulated its existence, since
the electron, which is negative,
is offset by the positron. So
they reasoned: why should not
a negative proton offset the
positive proton? The new
atomic particle was created

+

artificially in man's most pow-

erful "atom machine" at the
University of California. Its
discovery was called a "mile·
stone on the road to a Whole
new realm of discoveries in
high energy physics in the
days and years ahead."
For Explsinlng Enzymes
~ Enzymes in Jiving organ·
isms promote chemical reac·
tions------digestion, for example
-without being changed by
them. For years scientists tried
unsuccessfully to divide an
enzyme into its main constituent parts. One of those scien·
tists who have spent several
decades studying enzymes Is
Dr. Hugo Theorell, a Swedish
biochemist. Twenty years ago
Dr. Theorell succeeded In sepa·
rating the first of several
known yellow enzymes into its
two protein parts. Since then,
using an apparatus he invented himself, Dr. TheareU has
isolated a whole series of other
enzymes and shown how they
function. In October Dr. Theorell heard good news: the No·
bel Prize Committee, calling
him "the undisputable master
in this field," awarded him the
prize in medicine. The cash
prize is the largest yet made
a vaila ble----.$36,720.
AWAKE!

2,OOO-Year-old Tilmb FOUDd

Mob Murder in Upnda

.. The existence of mound
graves in the high Asian Altai
Mountains has been known for
half a century. In October
news of a recent discovery
came to light. Russian archae·
ologists have made a discovery
of a 2,QOO.year-old tomb in the
bed of an old glacier, at a
height of about 5,000 feet, in
the regiori lying between south·
ern Siberia and Outer Mongo.
lia. They chipped out of a solid
block of ice the frozen bodies
of a Scythian warrior prince
and a woman. The "princess"
had European features, but
the prince was of Mongol ty?e.
He apparently died in battle
and was scalped before he was
recovered bf his own people
and entombed with a false
scalp. Since parts of both
bodies were missing, it was
presumed they w~re devoured
rItualistically during funeral
rites. The discovery throws
new Ught on the complex cui·
tures of central Asia.

.. Buganda is one of the provo
Inces In Uganda, a British ~f().
tectorate in East Africa. In
October, after two years of
exile in London, the king of
Buganda, Mutesa II, returned
to rule the province. Arriving
in Kampala, Uganda, the king·
was greeted by cheering
crowds. When the king went
to a royal pavilion, thousands
of tribesmen gathered outside,
kneeling in homage. Just then
an African on a bicycle rode
by. Someone shouted to him
to dismount and kneel with the
crowd. But the cyclist continued riding, whereupon several
men rushed him and knocked
him from his bicycle. Women
also began to beat the fallen
man, who soon lost conscious·
ness. Minutes later he stag·
gered to his feet and tried to
escape from the frenzied,
blood·mad crowd. But the mob
raced after him; men and
women clubbed him, kicked

him and stoned him. Not until
every sign of life was beaten
from the disfigured body was
the mob satisfied.
Pope Urrea Retnrn to Sport
.. Sport contests in St. Peter's
Square, Rome, are unknown in
modem times; that Is, they
were unknown until OCtober:
On the tenth anniversary of
the church·affiliated Italian
Sports Center, thoUsand. of
youths performed before Pope
Pius XII in st. Peter's Square.
The pope told the athletes:
"What place is more suitable
for receiving Catholic and
sporting youth than th1I mag·
nlflcent piazza?" He described
"pure" sport as an important
feature of modern society and
said the Roman Catholic
Church favored it. The pope
also blessed the cornerstone
for an "olympic stadium" to
be built at the beginning of the
ancient Appian Way.

Of What Value Is a Drop in the Bucket?

-or one hour of preaching activity?
Yet millions of hours in preaching the good news of the Kingdom in
1955 add up to the grandest report yet of theocratic activity. As you consider the works pf praise of zealous fighters for pure worship as recorded
in ·the 1956 YearbooM of Jelwvah's Witnesses you will be encouraged to
add your own contribution to the growing tide of Kingdom truths being
proclaimed world-wide. Read your copy throughout the coming year for
only 5Oc. The 1956 calendar will give daily inspiration too, with its colorful,
dramatic illustration of the year's Bible text. It may be had for 25c each,
or 20c each for five or more to one address.
\

. . .. . . ..
WATCHTOWER

• •
111 ADAMS ST.

.. ..

• •

•

BROOKLYN 11 N.Y.

Enclosed find ............. "." .. Please send me
." .. " ............. copies of the 1956 YearbOOk 0/ Jehovah's Wit1l688B$;
(Number)
.. ............... of the 1956 calendar (25c each; five for $1),
(Number)
.
Street and Number
Name ............... ".......... "" .. ".................................................... "...... "".
or Route and Box ........... ,,',............................. " ...... "................. ..
City ................ " ..... " .. " ................................... " ....................... "" .. ".......
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Zone No ........ State ................... _..................................... ,.. ,,,...... ..
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W.I-IAT IS
, the place of God's Word
in our lives

•

PERMANENT OR

to help you make your choice a wise one, we urge you to read
the two books described below.
You May SUrVive Armageddon. into God's New World is a 384-page
bound book that is deeply rooted in the Word of God. With around seven
hundred Scripture texts cited and discussed it establishes the urgency of
our times. It. points to forty-two types and prophecies from the Bible of
those who will survive as earthly heirs of God's new world. It provides invaluable aid in making the Bible a permanent part of your daily life.
Volume II of the New World Translation of the Hebrew Scriptures contains the canonical books of God's Word from First Samuel to Esther inclusive. In it you can read in modem English many of the types and prophecies that hold out hope of God's protection in the coming crisis. It will
help you realize that the Bible is a living hook for our times and vital to
our daily welfare.
Both may be obtained for $2 b" mailing the coupon below.

Please send me (he New Worlu Tmn8laiion of the Elebrew f/criplures, Volume 11, and
You May S'u'l'lJive Arm4geddon into God'S NI?W World. I am enclOSing .$2.
Nl!me ,....... ,................... '... ,.... " .. ' ........ ,..... "...... " ......................... ,,, ..... .
City

.~ .... , ............ " ............. , ........................................... , ...... "................
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Street and Number
or Route and Box .. ,"'" ,,,, ...... ,, ........................ ,, ......................... .
Zone No. " .....

Stat<~

...................... "............................................... .

A WAKE!

DO YOU REALLY WORSHIP
CHRIST?
Origin of Christmas and its customs
fl. _

....

((Triumphant Kingdom" Assemblies
in United States and Canada
Report on assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses in five cities

........

Janet Terrifies the Caribbean Area
A survivor tells how he lived through the hurricane

......

Solving the Problem of Choice
Do you know how to make up your mind?
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are ~le to keep you awake to the vital iSllues
of our times muri: be unfettered by ceMCNhip .and ~1nsh inters• .
"Awakel" has no fetters. It reco~nizes facts, faces fa.ct.. is free to
publit:h facls. It is not bound by political ambitions or obli~ations; it Is
unhampered by advertisers whOM toes must not be i::rockl.en on; It is
unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This jOW"nal keeps itself free that
it may speak freely to Y.OU. But it does not abuse its fr'eedom. It
maintains integrity to truth.
'

t'Awake I" uses the regular news channels, hut is not dependent on
them. Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations.
From the four corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-seenes
reports come to you throu~h these columns. This Journal's viewpoint
is not narrow, bUt is international. It is read in many nations, in many
lan~u~s, by persons of all ~es. Through its pages many fields of
knowled~e pass in review-government. commerce, reli~ion, history.
Qeo~raphy, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why. its coverage is 411 broad as the earth and ,as high as the heavens_
"A'Wake '" pled~es itself to ri~hteous principles, to exposin~ hidden

foes and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting
mourners and stren~thenin~ those disneartened by the failures of a

delinquent world, rdlectin~ sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "A'Wakel" Keep awake by readin~ "Awake I"
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Women Preachers Ascend the Pulpit
HE age-old question of whether women

church has made "second-class citizens" of
the women. She complains that while
"there are more women church members
is at last beginning to swing favorably than men, and the women are more active
toward the women. But the end is not yet. in the church organizations," yet "the
For years women have tried to ascend vestries, the boards of directors, finance
the pulpit, but without success. They have and trustees, are in the hands of the men."
accused men of practicing segregation and She concludes her argument by saying:
discriminating against the "weaker vessel, "We are not pressing the orthodox, Anglithe feminine one." They have charged that can, or Episcopal groups to throw open
objections prohibiting them from using the their pulpits to women, but we pass on
pulpit are personal and not Biblical. They what is being done from one Presbyterian
dubbed the "feud" the "battIe of the to another, or one Methodist to another.
sexes," an open war on female preroga- And it is most precious-this information."
And what is this information? Namely
tives. Why should women be restricted from
the use of the pulpit? they inquire. Did this: That more and more women are benot Christ put them very near the center ing granted the right to preach from the
of things? Did not women play a mighty. pulpit. According to the latest church
role in church history as martyrs, organ- figures there are at least 5,791 ordained or
izers and spiritual guides? Are not women licensed women ministers in the United
today the ones who do most of the collect- States. The federal popUlation census for
ing of money through church suppers, 1950 puts that total even higher, at 6,777,
bingo games and rummage sales? Are not or 4.1 per cent of the nation's clergy.
Of those serving as pastors of local
women the greatest financial contributors
to the church? Why., then, should they not churches, about one tenth are in denominabe permitted on boards that decide what tions affiliated with the National Council
of Churches. Almost· two thirds of all of
to do with the money?
By not granting women equal voice and the Protestant women ministers are in
privileges with the men in the congrega- four bodies: The Church of God, the Intertion, Miss Madeleine Barot, secretary of national Church of the Foursquare Gospel,
the World Council of Churches' commis- the Volunteers of America and the Methsion on the life and work of women in the odist Church. In the case of the Methodist
church, charges, the twentieth-century Church women are ordained as local elders

should preach from the pulpit or not
T
is finally coming to a head. The pendulum
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but are not admitted to membership in
conference. The woman local elder who is
assigned to a ~astorate can do everything
the male minister does but has no claim
to a church. This, say the ladies hopefully,
is a thing to come.
The Presbyterian Church was. One of
several denominations not permitting
women in pulpits. The other "major denominations" are Roman Catholics, Episcopalians, Lutherans, Southern Ba.ptists
and Mennonites. However, at the ~neral
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States of America, held in Los
Angeles, California, May 19 to 25,1955, it
was overwhelmingly.approved that women
be ordained as full ministers. Almost a
year prior thereto the World Presbyterian
Alliance voted in favor of ordaining Women
as ministers.
The committee presenting the resolution
to the Presbyterian annual general assembly stated that it had studied in detail the
"biblical, theological and sociological issues" involved, and found that the Bible
"neither provides specific direction for nor
prohibits the ordination of women"; therefore, it concluded that there is no theological ground for denying ordination to women simply because they are women.
Dr. Ralph Waldo Lloyd, outgoing moderator of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.,
and president of Maryville College, Maryville, Tennessee, said: "The life of the
church will be enriched by opening the
office of minister to women. In a church
which seeks to eliminate artificial discrimination, it is not consistent to forbid women
to serve wherever the spirit of God may
seem to call them." He stated that Presbyterian pronouncements asking for a nonsegregated society and a nonsegregated
church "are strong and right, but our practice is weaker than our pronouncements."
"Twenty-five years ago," he declared,
"women were accorded the right to serve
4.

as 'ruling elders,''' and today more than
3,000 of them are serving in that capacity
as governing officials of their congregations. In light of all this, why should women be prohibited from. the use of the pulpit?
The New York East Conference of the
Methodist Church agreed to endorse efforts to put women in the pulpit. Other
bodies that ordain women are the Congregational, -Evangelical and Reformed,
Friends, Free Methodist, Nazarene, Disciples of Christ, Evangelical United Brethren and Brethren Churches.
What about Judaism? There bas never
been a fully ordained woman rabbi in the
long history of Judaism. But last June Dr.
Barnett R. Brickner of Cleveland, Ohio, in
his presidential address to the Central Conference of American Rabbis proposed that
women be ordained as rabbis. Dr. Brickner
declared that the Reform movement had
"pioneered" in granting equality to women; that they "not only sit on our boards,
but soon one of the oldest Reform congregations will elect a woman as president."
His reference doubtless was to Mrs. Hugo
Dalsheimer of Baltimore, Maryland, a vicepresident of the Baltimore Hebrew Congregation and now in line for the presidency. Dr. Brickner noted that women
"have a special spiritual and emotional fitness to be rabbis, and I believe," he said,
"that many women would be attracted to
this calling."
So the pendulum has begun to turn, the
pattern is definitely fixed, a toehold has
been gained and no doubt will be exploited
by the women to the fullest extent. Few
men or women any more ask whether it is
right for women to seek religious posts
that wouid place them in positions of authority over men. They sincerely think it
is their prerogative. What does the Bible
have to sayan this point? For the answer
turn to page 24 and read the article
"Should Women Preachers Teach Men?"
AWAKE!
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or of Christmas
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chase and ex-DJring the remainder of the year do yoo
watches in the
change gifts, to
live up 10 lhe profession you make at this se<lson7
night over their
send out ChristLellhe 8!ble help you answer.
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mas cards, to decorate trees and homes and would not have been the case had Jesus
to spend extravagantly to keep the dinner been born in the cold of December. So we
table richly supplied, these persons wonder find that the date that forms the nucleus
what all this has to do with the worship of for the Christmas celebration is wrong. Can
Christ. But few have the courage to face we really believe that true Christian worthe question squarely: Is Christmas really ship is based on a falsehood? Said Jesus: "I
a stimulus for furthering the practice of have come into the world, that I should bear
true worship?
witness to the truth." Christ's followers
If Christmas is a basis for true worship, must also bear witnless to the truth.-Luke
then it would have to be based on fact, on 2:8; John 18:27~ New World Trans.
truth. Yet do we find that the day widely
celebrated as Jesus' birthday is based on Origin of Christmas and Its Customs
truth? Does the Bible say Jesus was born
Not being the date of Jesus' birth,
what
,
on December 25? No, rather it proves that is December 25 and how did Christmas get
Jesus was born in October. How so? Be- started? The Catholic Encyclopedia~ under
cause, according to the custom of his time,
the heading "Christmas," tells us that it
Jesus began his ministry at the age of
thirty. "Jesus himself, when he com- originated as a Roman Catholic mass;
menced his work, was about thirty years hence the name "Mass of Christ" or
old." He preached exactly three and one- "Christ's Mass." But since the uncorrupted
half years and was put to death on the Christians of Jesus' and the apostles' day
passov.er, which is always the day of the did not celebrate Christmas, from where
first full moon after the spring equinox; did the Roman Catholic Church get the
that is, usually in early April. Now six holiday? The same volume answers:
months from the passover brings us to the "Christmas was not among the earliest
early part of October, when Jesus would festivals of the Church. Irenaeus and Ter-
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tullian omit it from their lists of feasts.
..• The well-known solar feast, however,
of Natalis Invicti, celebrated en 25 Decem·
ber, has a strong cIa~m on the responsibility for cur December date."
It was on that day, December 25, that
the' ancient Roman pagans celebrated the
bIrthday of their god Mithras, a day called
Natalis Invicti-the rebirth of the winter
sun, unconquered by the rigors of winter.
\Vhy was this pagan date adopted by the
Roman Catholic Church? Historian Hislop
in hls The Two Babylons says: "It may
fairly be presumed that, in order to con·
ciliate the heathen, and to swell the num~
her of the nominal adherents of Christianity, the same festival was adopted by the
Roman Church, giving it only the name of
Christ." A' pagan holiday thus masquer·
ades in Christian costume,
More revealing information comes from
The Ca!holic Encyclopedia: ''In the Scripture, sinners alone, not saints, celebrate
their birthday." Also: "In England, Christmas was forbidden by Act of Parliament
in 1644; the day was to be a fast and a
market day; shops were compelled to be
open; plum puddings and mince pies were
condemned as heathen. The conservatives
resisted; at Canterbury blood was shed;
but after the Restoration Dissenters continued to call Yuletide 'Fooltide.'''

fooled into accepting Chrlstmas as Christian when basically it is pagan. Christmas
looJ8 people jnto believing that Christ authorized the greatest commercial holiday
in Christendom, whereas he never com.
Ihanded that his foHowers celebrate his
birthday, only his death.
But what is most dangerous is this:
Christmas fools people as to what true
Christian worship really is. How does it
do this?
Christmas causes people who are already
too busy with mundane pursuits to neglect
the spiritual. Jesus illuminated the gem of
true worship when he said: "'Happy are
those who are conscious of their spiritual
need, since the kingdom of the heavens belongs to them." But Christmas, despite its
increased church services, fools people in~
to believing just the opposite, that happy
are those who are conscious of their ma~
teriaJ need.' Jesus always placed the spirit~
uaI first; Christmas places the material
first.-Matthew 5:3, New Wcrld Trans.
And so Christmas fools people. It fools
them into spending almost every dollar
that they can scrape together to buy presents to trade back and forth among friends
and relatives, all the while believing that
this is bringing scme kind of honor to
Christ. But is it? Acknowledging that the
exchange of presents and of Christmas
cards, as well as the use of hOlly, mistle~
toe
and yule logs, is not of Christian
"Fool tide" Still
origin,
The Catholic Encyclopedia says:
We have to adrpit it: Christmas fools
"Pagan
customs centering round the J anu~
people; it is still "Fooltide." What happens
ary
calends
I the first day of the ancient
at Christmas time? Drunks abound. Glut·
gravitated to Christmas."
R-oman
months]
tons greedily stuff themselves. Morals sag.
Further
explanation
reveals that the cusThe masses succumb to the high-powered
toms
of
the
Roman
new
year "survive as
propaganda of commercialism. Can one
Christmas
presents,
cards,
boxes."
think anything else than that Christmas is
With such a pagan background it is little
a time when fools abound? Even those
whose conduct is not improper, unbecom- . wonder, then, that Christmas fools people
ing or foolish are deceived. They are fooled into forgetting Christ. What do the chilinto believing that Jesus was born on De- dren and grownups look forward to at
cember 25, when he was not. They are Christmas? To give to Jesus, to practice
6
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his principles, to honor his name? No, but
they look forward to a present for them~
selves. Many are the sad disappointments
at Christmas. But not beCause Jesus did
not get a present, rather because they did
not get the present they wanted or they
got no present at all. Christmas deludes
people into putting a premium on selfishness.
The so-called. wise men or astrologers we
read about in the Bible did not establish
true worship by their offering presents to
.lesus. They were demon worshipers condemned by God; they could not rightly set
the pattern for true worship. And besides,
those astrologers did not give Christmasstyle: they gave to JesuS and did not exchange presents among themselves.
Unquestionably, Christmas fools people.
It deludes them into thinKing that the customs of pagans can be blended in harmlessly with Christianity. It is a great deception: "For what partnership do righteousness and lawlessness have? Or what fellowship does light have with darkness?
Further, what harmony is there between
Christ and Belial? Or what portion does a
faithful person have with an unbeliever?"
"Learn not the way of the nations, ..•
For the customs of the peoples are vanity."
-2 Corinthians 6:14, 15, New World
Trans.; Jeremiah 10:2, 3, Am. Stan. Ver.
Since Christmas fools adults, how much
more so does it fool children! Throughout
the year parents punish children for telling
falsehoods. Yet parents abet the Santa
Claus lie. Is it any wonder that many children, when they grow up and learn the
truth, begin to believe God is a myth too?
One little fellow, sadly disillusioned about
Santa Claus, said to a playmate: "Yes, and
I'm going to look into this 'Jesus Christ'
business, too!" Christmas is dangerously
deceptive. It undermines Christianity and
obscures the principles of true worship.
DEOEMBER 22, 1955

RequirementIJ for True Worship
Instead of teaching children pagan practices and falsehoods, true worship requires
that parents teach their children the truth
from God's Woro. Instead of learning how
to use toy :flame-spitting tommy guns, children shou1d learn how to use the Bible.
They need to learn about God's kingdom
and how Jehovah, through his Son ClU'ist
Jesus, will end all the woes brought about
by the god of this world, Satan the oevil.
But how can parents train their chlldren
in the way of true worship when they
themselves are not conscious of their spiritual needs? Thus it is the parents' duty
to learn the requirements for true worship.
Did the early Christians while away
time trinlming Christmas trees or parading about in a Santa Elaus suit? No, they
knew that Jesus and his apostles never
dabbled with the ancient Roman festivals,
such as the Saturnalia held on or about
December 25. "During the Saturnalia,"
says one authority, "the courts and schOOls
were closed, and military operations were
suspended so that the army might celebrate. It was a period of good will and
jollity, devoted' to banquets, the exchange
of visits, and the giving of presents. . . .
Much of the traditional merry making of
the Christmas season seems to have developed from the earlier pagan festiV'al."
(The New Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia
under "Saturnalia") Because the early
Christians shunned the popular merrymaking festivals, they were thought to be
peculiar, antisocial. Thus E. G. Hardy in
his book Christianity and the Roman G0vernment speaks of "the absolute refusal of
the Christians to join in any religious
festival" or "to illuminate their dool'S at
festivals."
True worshipers today, like the early
Christians, shun holidays of pagan origin
and folIow in the steps of the One who set
the pattern for true worship: "To this
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course you were called, because even Christ
suffered for you, leaving you a model for
you to foUow his steps closely. "-1 Peter
2:21, New World Tran..~.
Who follow Christ's steps "clOsely"?
Certainly not those who practi~e the
heathen customs of Christmas! Bu.t it is
those, who do the things Christ did. It is
those who place the spiritual above the material. It is those who follow the Bible's
command for clean living: "Let fornication and uncleannesS of every kind or
greediness not even be mentioned among
you, just as it befits holy people, :neither
shameful conduct nor foolish talking nor
obscene jesting, things which are not becoming."-Ephesians 5:3, 4, New World
Trans.
Yes, who do follow Christ's steps closely? It is those who obey the command of
Christ Jesus by doing the work he foretold for this time of the end: "This good
news of the kingdom will be preaChed in
all the inhabited earth for th~ pUf);>ose of
a witness to all the nations, and then the
accomplished end will come." And it is
those who bring this good news to the people just as Paul and the rest of the apostles
did: "I did not hold back from telling you
any of the things that were profitable nor
from teaching you publicly and from house
to house." "Every day in the temple and
from house to house they continued withQut letup teaching and declaring the gooct
news about the Christ, Jesus." How differ-

ent true worship is from the shallow customs of Christmas!-Matthew 24:14; Acts
20:20; 5:42, New World Trans.
Exchanging presents with friends is not
the giving that stems from true worship;
it brings no praise to God or Christ. But
the spiritual giving that the Bible commends, indeed commands, is the highest
kind of giving. It truly honors God and
Christ: "Through him let us always offer
to God a sacrifice of praise, that is, the
fruit of lips which make public declaration
to his name."-Hebrews 13:15, New World
Tmns.

Any honest-hearted person can learn
this way of true worship. Jehovah's witnesses, who are engaged in this highest
form of spiritual giving, will be glad to
help you follow Christ's footsteps closely,
at no cost to yourself. More knowledge of
true worship and its blessings is yours for
the asking.
To tread the pathway of true worship
requires effort. It is not easy. "Narrow is
the gate and cramped the road leading off
into life, and few are the ones finding it."
But the rewards are unspeakably grand
and lead to everlasting life in Jehovah's
new world. So practice true worship. Share
in the grandest work of all: ,spiritual giving. Then time, once sql,landered on unchristian Christmas, will be used to your
everlasting welfare and happiness.-Mat·
thew 7:14, New World Trans.

The Newark. New Jersey. Sunday News runs a column "Watching the Crowds."
In the issue of August 28, 1955, writ~r Edward Hipp relates the following: "Man
I know was quietlY waiting for a subway trolley at Davenport Ave. when an
eld~rly woman addressed him. 'When are they going to stop this silly bUsiness
naming all the hurricanes?' she asked. 'NoW they've finished with Connie and
Diane, Edith is in the offing, and goodness knows where they'll stop. What do
you suppose they'll do about naming the storm to mark the end of the world?·
The subway car pulled in at that moment. As our man climbed aboard, he looked
over his shoulder and replied, with a straIght face: 'Maybe Arma. lady? You
know, short for Armageddon.' "
A WAKE!
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.Already during the
mon1h of September
Mexico had been

struck by Janet's
dea.th-:deaHng IDstehurricanes. Gladys and
Hilda. On September 5
Gladys had brought
torrential rains and
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OMEN are reputed to ~~ the weaker
sex, but if so Janet was at"! exception,
for she was no weakling. During her life
she bad within her power the Jives of thousands, disposing of their property at will.
She held undisputed sway from the tiny
islands of Barbados and Grenada t:J the

W

towering mountains of .Mexico .•Tanet
it

murderess. JaJ"lCt was the queen

0: her

quest, giv~ng timely waming to ali in her
path. The fame of her destructive ride
throt;gh Barbados had preceded her. So,
from British Honduras' capital port of
Belize r.orthward to the pretty coasta.l
town of Corow.l, into the Mexican tc!"ritory
of QubtaT'Ja Roo, and on across the Bay
of C'ampeche to the cities o~ Veracruz and
Tamp:co, preparations were made to receive thjs most unwo;'jcomc visitor.
19ti.~

Centra1 American mainland with winds

was roaring to a peak of 157 miles an hour!

kind. Janet was a treJl1endous hurricane!
Such an k1Portant "person" ('QuId not
eome t::nannot:.nred. So, from the moment
she started he~ mad career the radios of
many nations followed her vOY<lge of con-
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terror to Mexico City,
leaving as many as
40,000 families homeless and Immdatlng large areas of the city.
At least two ch11dre!1 were killed (other
~ple died d\lrlng rescue activ it.ies or from
exposure' and many women and children
were left stranded on housetops fran-.
1 a.m, until relief work~l"s got to them as.
tate as 4 p.m. Then, in the wake of Gladys'
destruction, imITicane Hilda had struck
with all her fury, adding to the ruin.
But Gladys and Hilda were followed by
mighty Janet. Dissatisfied with the uncf'.allenged power that her 115-mile.-an-hour
winds had give!"} her over Barbados and
other small Caribbean islands, she added
strength to strength and crashed upon the

With aU her force this shrieking monstcr strock the Mexican towns of Xcalac
a!1d Chetumal jn the territory of Quintana
Roo, and Coro7.a1 in British Honduras. Xcaluc, a coastal town of 1,000 In r.abitants, was
wiped right off the face or the earth, while
Chetumal, with a }X.lpuJatio::1. of 10,000, also
became a picture 01 cOIT.:plet~ dl!vastatlon.
Thousands cf refugees erammcd into the
only three 111..lildin~s still standing, the
m'...1.nici.pal palace, \11c Sd1001 and the small

hotel. The two drugstores were completely
hW'ied by the watC'l'S, and there was no
med:'cine during the first crltical hours.
::\f.:Jre tila'1 200 were dead, and miIitary auIhorities r('portf'd that tJlo;'!'e were neither
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streets nor even a "pattern of a town in
Chetumal." There was -only the vast pile
of wreckage, with the stench of death
everywhere.
Janet ripped her wayan across the Yucatan Peninsula and the Gulf of Campeche
and struck Veracruz at 10 a.m., on September 29. Despite a record precipitation of
over twelve inches, Veracruz did not prove
to be in the direct center of Janet's path,
and thus the damage was Jess than had
been anticipated.
To the north, however, Ttlxpan was entirely flooded. The waters covered the central market, the principal streets and part
of the residential sections. Water rose to
a dangerous twelve-and-a-half-foot level,
covering telegraph poles and cutting off
all modes of communication.
But the greatest damage was to Tampico, flooded since September 9 by hurricanes Gladys, Hilda and now Janet. On
October 1 reports stated that this town, the
home of 110,000 people, had less than
seventeen blocks still above water. Rear
Admiral M. E. Miles, U.S. navy relief director, reported that two square miles in
the heart of Tampico was the only area
not flooded for forty miles in all directions!
From rescue planes many people could be
seen clinging desperately to their rooftops,
waiting to be evacuated, and some 60,000
persons were concentrated in the small
area of dry land, waiting to be airlifted
to safety.

The Example of Corozal
Meanwhile, Janet had not bypassed
British Honduras. The fate of the British
Honduran town of Corozal, situated just
across the border from destroYE:d Chetumal, is typical of the destruction this terror left in her wake.
Approaching Corozal from the south,
the road runs along the sea wall where re-
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freshing breezes play through a bordering
grove of palm trees to the dreamy music
of the Caribbean surf. That is, it dldJ Janet
pitched the wall into the raging' sea,
washed away half of the road, and left a
broken ",:ilderness as far as the eye can see.
The picturesque houses of this town of
3,000 people are made of sticks covered
with a white plasterlike clay called marl,
which glistens in the tropical sun under a
cool thatch roof. The larger homes, stores
and hospital are wooden structures, while
just a few buildings are constructed of
cement or concrete. That is, they were!
Today not ten houses remain standing, the
large hospital is kindling and the pier is
no more.
The Roman CathoJic church, which once
echoed with prayers to "Our Lady of
Guadeloupe," beSieching her to prevent
hurricanes, has now become the graveyard
of the saints it once housed and its Cement
walls are an untidy heap of rubble. The
only public buildings remaining intact arc
the town hall, which is a recent reinforced
concrete structure, along with the police
station and tbecourthouse. The town was
ninety-nine' per cent destroyed. Corozal is
a town that was!
When Janet struck, our correspondent
was at Belize, ninety-six miles to the
south. When the tragic destruction became
known; many of the inhabHants of Beljze
grew anxious for the safety of loved ones
in the disaster area. Especially was this
true of the witnesses of Jehovah, who
knew that a new congregation had just
been organized in Coroza1. Were any of the
brothers dead or injured? Did -they have
food, water or clothing? Were their homes
and the Kingdom Hall still standing? The
Belize brothers hurriedly loaded an automobile with food, water, clothing and tools,
and with these supplies they reach~ the
desolated town before nightfall.
A WAKE!

Eyewitness Report
What follows is the eyewitness report of,
the conditions our correspondent found in
Corozal.
"One of the sisters lives with her family
two miles out of the town, which distance
she and some of her daughters walk each
week to attend the meetings. We met her
in front of the broken remains of hel" home
that had been destroyed early in the storm.
For hours the whole family had stood out
in the torrential downpour of rain and
debris while she nursed a fever-stricken
baby in her arms. ,We comforted her and
left some food. They would spend another
night in the open, as all were in the same
plight and no homes remained to provide
shelter. We wondered what it would be
like in Corozal.
"As we entered the town, few indeed
were the buildings left standing. Almost
all were mere piles of poles and wood that
spilled onto the streets to join the tangle of
electric light poles and wire already there.
Janet did not just blow the houses down,
she literally blew them to pieces, soaked
them with rain and deluged them with the
angry sea. Some people were vainly searching for their lost and scattered possessions
while on another pile of debris a pathetic
dog stood gUard over a splintered mass of
wreckage that had once been his master's
home. And the building used for a Kingdom Hall? Nothing but a heap of boards,
smashed bencrhes, broken glass arid soaked
literature. But had anyone seen our brothers?
"We found two pioneer sisters, and while
one was unhurt the other was suffering
from a blow on the head resulting from
the collapse of the building in which they
had sought shelter, ~er small daughter had
also received cuts' on her head, neck and
hands. From them we learned that the other brothers were safe except for one sister,
who had been killed."
DEOEMBER 22, 1955

In the Midst of the Storm
But what about the storm itself'!' And
what was it like to survive a hurricane?
The answer to these questions was provided by a full-time pioneer minister whose
vivid report explains what it is like to be
struck squarely by the fury of such a
death-dealing storm. He says:
"During the afternoon of September 27
we took what precautions we could, and as
night fell most of the brothers congregated
in a store owned by one of the witnesses
and situated by the sea front. Around
10 p.m. the winds started to blow fiercely
from the northwest and steadily grew in
force until, by, 12: 30 a.m., we could see that
the store would not withstand the onslaught of the storm. So, all left except
the brother and myself as we made one
final effort to save the building, the roof
of which was now being blown to pieces.
Failing, we were forced to join the others
in a stronger building across the street.
Today the sea breaks where once the store
stood.
"By this time we were no longer interested in the store, for the building in which
we and the others had taken shelter began
to creak and groan as it lurched under the
impact of the wind. Then it happened! The
roof fell in, the walls crumpled and the
building collapsed to the triumphant roar
of the hurricane. Although knocked to the
ground, I managed to escape with the loss
of only a shoe. Through the black night
with the rain and the wind beating around
me I struggled across the street to shelter
in the doorway of another store and regained my breath, believing myself to be
the sale survivor. As I watched the wooden
buildings splinter and fall the screams of
injured and frightened people came faintly
to me above the thunder of the storm. By
this time the sea was rising rapIdly and
I made my way as quickly as possible. to
the higher ground at the back of the town.
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HThen came a blessed lull-the eye of
the hurricane. It was during this respite
that the brothers and others that I had
left for dead effected their escape, that is,
all except the one sister who had been
pinned down in the wreckage and killed.
They owed their lives to a bed and bench
that had prevented the walls from crushing them. Not seeing me, they thought I
also had been buried beneath the debris."
But the eye of the hurricane soon passed,
and, the report continues, "Now the wind
came from the southeast stronger than
ever before, and what had withstood the
first pounding crashed in surrender to
this second attack from the oPPOsite direction. The winds now coming from the sea
dashed it over the land, and the sea completed the destruction of all within its
reach.
"About 5:30 the next morning, just as it
was getting light,l emerged from the little
house where I had eventually found shelter
and returned to the town, or rather what
had once been the town, to see if any had
survived. Imagine the joys when the brothers and I met and thanked Jehovah that
we were alive and might continue to praisehim. Though we escaped with only our
lives and a few salvaged possessions, we
were determined to continue in our witness
work, showing people how to survive the
still greater storm of Armageddon."
[

Recoll8truction
And what were the results of Janet's
night of madness in the area of Corozal?
Eleven dead, over seventy-five injured, the
crops, plantations and -fruit trees either
badly damaged or destroyed, and the town
of Corozal left with little more than a
name.
Material relief flowed into the area from
many nations. This relief for physical distress was greatly appreciated. But hidden
in the minds of the people is another result of Janet's journey-spiritual suffering. Many are asking: "Why did our saints
fail? Was the Lady of Guadeloupe sleeping? Was this, ~s three special religious
services implied the following Sunday, one
of the mysterious acts of God?" For,' as
oiJe perplexed Indial.! WDman srud: "The
harder we prayed, the worse the storm
got."
So, more essential than rehabilitation of
the land is the correcting of false doctrines and the sowing of the seeds of true
worship in the minds of the people. Of
more value than the dollars contributed to
a hurricane fund is the true faith supplied
by Jesus and his apostles. More important
than the reconstruction of homes is the
building of a lasting hope in a new world of
Jehovah's making. To this end the New
World society in the stricken area is determined to exert its every effort!

Just One Step From Rome

1

«£. At the recent national convention of Episcopal Young Churchmen in North·
field, Minnesota, an old issue came up: Are Episcopalians Protcstant? Time
magazine, issue of September 12, 1955, reported: "Episcopalians consider them.
selves Catholic, believing that their church as much as Rome is the true spiritual
heir of St. Peter. '1'0 stress this point, some Episcopalians prefer not to call them.
selves Protestants at all. At Northfield the delegates considered a motion recom·
mending that 'Protestant' be dropped from the title of the Protestant Episcopal
Church. But the Young Churchmen voted it down, 172 to 127, expressed their
position in a song (to the tune of God Bless America): 'I am an Anglican, I am
P.E., Not a high church, Not a low church. But Catholic. Protestant and free.
Not a Presby. Not a Loothern, Not a Baptist, white with foam. I am an Anglican
Just one step from Romc.'''
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SOLVinG
THE 'IOILEM OF

CHOIC(
T IS difficult to believe that even a
donkey could be so foolish as an old
proverb would have us accept. It portrays
an ass standing midway between two equally inviting bales of hay, and it is conceded
that the animal would starve to death bccause of having no specific reason to choose
one bundle or the otl1er. To go to the left
would involve a loss on the right. To go to
the right would involve an equal loss.
We live in a world where we must forego
many ,pleasures in order to enjoy others.
There is always the necessity of choosing
at every step. Some choices are easy, but
others are hard. How, when we must
choose between two or more alternatives,
can we make intelligent decisions?
There are several types of decisions. Understanding them will help us in underDECEMBER 22, 1955

standing the whole problem of choice. First
there is the preference type of choice. We
know that loss always hurts, and the per..
plexity of the problem that we face may
be that we want both outcomes. Of course,
when the issue is' unimportant the choice
will not be too difficult, but when it is of
major importance there has to be a willful
act to decide. There is Ii slow dead heave
of the will. In this preference type of choice
the mind, at the moment of deciding, trIumphantly drops the other' alternative
completely or nearly out of sight. When we
make a preference type of choice the issu~
i's not one of weighing facts, but a weighing of the values involved.
Worry easily enters into problems of
choice. Sometimes both alternatives are
held clearly in view, and the very act of
murdering the vanquished possibility
makes the chooser realize how much he is
making himself lose. He is deliberately
driving a thorn into his flesh. This tendency to pass back and forth from one
alternative to another creates bodily tension. When the tension is not immediately
relaxed, the choice becomes more difficult,
with the degree of assurance low. This
conflict type of choice often arises when
we are compelled to decide between a
strong impulse and a rational moral motive.
The third type, the complete deciBion}
avoids this bodily tension. With it there is
a tendency to fixate the chosen alternative,
concentrating, fixing the gaze upon it. The
complete decision uses up much less
strength and energy. It keeps the chosen
alternative before the mind and excludes
the thought of the other. Misgivings are
put aside.
Yes, it is possible to shut out misgivings
from the mind. We rationalize our thoughts
and behavior and convince ourselves that
we are wise and right. It is altogether
proper to call up and hold firmly before
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our minds the sound substantial reasons
that dictated our choice.
Reason provides the explanation or jus~
tiflcation for our choosing one alternative
above another. It induces and confinns the
belief that we have made the right choice.
It influences the will, leading up to the
point of action. Reason by itself wants
nothing; it is disinterested. Impulse de~
cides which consequences wi11 be preferred.
So reason weighs the facts or values and
impulse acts upon these- to make a sound
choice. "Just let your word Yes mean Yes,
your No, No."-Matthew 5:37, New World
Tra....
J.aziness begins as often as not in the
mind of one who does not know how to
choose. Many jabs accumulate, and you
hear him say: "I just do not know where
to begin." This indecision causes his mind
to waver in bewilderment. There is one
way out. Begin at once. Small or big, take
one thing and allow the mind to deal with
it, to complete it Get it done and bury it
forever in the past. Get it done, or at least
report progress. This good habit when
formed. will help you overcome laziness due
to indecision. Pay attention to the work to
be done. Follow the path of complete decision; Remember that a big pile of stones
can be moved by picking up one at a time.
Making MatUre Choices

The threshold over which we must pass
from childhood to maturity and adulthood
is a difficult one. A certain independence
of. parental control is needed; Not a physical separation, nor rebellion and disorderly conduct, but rather the responsibility to
make personal chOices and decisions. In
reaching out toward adulthood one's atti~
tudes will change. Children tend to take
the short view, not thinking before acting,
whereas mature adults take the long view,
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allowing intelligence to move in and con~
trol emotions and impulses. The use of intelligence helps us to choose wisely. It
gives us the ability to foresee remote results of our actions, our decisions, and to
adapt our choices and OUr behavior to remote ends. It enables us to face reality
without recourse to escape mechanisms.
The mature person has a sound method
of isolating his problems of choice, seek~
ing facts on which to base his nna) Ded-

sian. He finds that merely talking with others about his problem often is a powerful
stimulus for thinking, since it calls atten~
tion to details that, but for such means of
communication, would be overlooked. It
gives rise to innumerable questions, it
starts investigations. So, in making important deCisions the adult looks behind, ahead
and all around before acting.
By study and by applying the things that
we learn to our daily problems, we progress in the art of making sound decisions,
and thereby reduce the amount of energy
that is wasted on unnecessary fretting.
Remembering our imperfection, we will
not object to being corrected for making
a wrong choice from time to time. But as
we press on toward maturity our chOOSing
will become more intelligent.
The greatest choice to make now is that
of dedicating OUr lives to the One who invites us to "choose life," and then to remain finn in OUr detennination to fultiII
that dedication. Do not, like the ass, be
unable to choose between the old world and
the new. Using your GOd-given reason,
make your deciSions count, making them
complete and firm, preferring God's way
to man's, putting aside any conflict when
loyalty to God is at stake, faithfully ful~
filling your dedication to do God's will.
When his leadership is accepted and his
instructions conformed to, then the major
problem of choice has been solved.
AWAKE!
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HERE it was! Spread out before our eyes
lay the ruins of the largest pre-Columbian
metropolis in the Western Hemisphere.
At the height of its glory more than two hundred tho'lsand inhabitants walked through
its narrow passages, worked in its great cita·
dels, played in its patios and sunken gardens.
Silently we contemplated what remained of
the one-time capital city of the Chimlls, a race
whose civilization dims the glory even of the
great Inca Empire. Yet, half a millennium or
more ago this great empire bowed beneath
the iron heel of the totalitarian Incas, who
themselves a little more than a century later
were crushed beneath the even crueler domination of the Spanish conquistadors under
Francisco Pizarro.
(/. A student of archaeology had accompanied
me to this interesting site, and as a general
introduction he read to me from a map that
he had made; "The prehistoric city of Chan·
Chan is situated about four kilometers to the
northwest of Trujillo, and occupies an extensIon several times greater than that of the
present city of Trujillo fpopulation, SO,OOOJ.
... Since Chan-Chan is In no way similar to
modern cities, it requires some study to be
able to understand its organic structure ....
From extant remains we, may describe ChanChan as a city composed of walled·in wards
or citadels . . . great pyramIds of adobe or
kuacas, enormous cemeteries and many constructions of an accessory character outside
of and between the larg~r units."
II. Naturally. I asked why the city was divIded
into these large walled·in sections or citadels,
and my companion explained that no one
really seems to know. "In fact," he said, "you
might say tllat there is different theory for
every investigator. Some seem to believe that
in each citadel there lived a diJ1'erent tribe,
with their chief, method of administratlon,
and so forth. Others say, 'Oh, no, that couldn't
be so; each citadel was the home of a separate
profession.''' AccordIng to this latter theory
the people who lived in one walled·in section
would make pottery, those in ,another would
do the metal work, and so on.
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II. My guide pointed out that the houses seem
very small, and said that one German archa.eologlst, judging by other ancient ruins and by
European architecture, came to the conclu·
sian that a family could not have lived in
one of these houses. So, this man said Chan.
Chan was a huge fort and that soldiers lived
here, one or two to the room. However, he did
not go Into some of the interiores of Trujillo
where, right now, many poor families live in
no more space. My guide pointed out that
probably the people only slept in the houses
and cooked out in the open space.
~ After examining these houses, we walked
several miles through the dust and adobe remains of this once great city, pausing at many
points to admire remarkable friezes with a
variety of designs that revealed a highly developed artistic sense. We passed ancient
cemeteries and human remains dug up. by the
kuaqueros, or treasure seekers, in their perpetual search for gold. And always everything
was in a straight line. The Chlmu architects
ahove all else were masters of the straight
line. There was, for example, one wall fifty
feet high and more than fifteen hundred feet
long; straIght as a ray of light.
II. It is said that the Incas conquered these
weU-organized people only after damming up
and changing the course of the rivers that
descended to the coastal plains. Weakened by
the lack of food and water, the Chimus were
defeated, taken captive and their city left
almost abandoned. When the conquistadors
arrived some 130 years later Chan-Chan was
already a desolate city. Now ·the glory of its
Inhabitant~ is all but forgotten. Their great
city is a dust·blown ruin. Standing here one
is again impressed with the fact tru:t of
all man's efforts there is only one kind of
wealth that remains, and that that is a wealth
that is within the reach of all. It is the wealth
that comes from serving the true God, the
great Creator, JehOVah. Thus we are again
reminded that His rewards, not human accom·
plishments, are the only things that remain
permanent and sure.
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British Columbia; Los Angeles,
California; Dallas, Texas, and
KINGDOM"
New York, New York.
ASSEMBLIES
What their religion gives
them makes the witnesses the
happiest people on the face of
the earth. Thus one Ferguson,
writing in the conservative Lon~
don Observer, Sunday, July 31,
1955, said among other things
about them: "It is the youth of
the participants, all of whom are, by their
own rules, ordained ministers, which strikes
one so forcibly .... The second is their orderliness and tidiness, a characteristic which
STATES has been commented on with astonishment
by the American press, in view of a recent
convention in New York. Finally, one is
impressed by their _good humour and good
T WAS July, 1953. Tens of thousands of nature, which seem somewhat at odds with
Jehovah's witnesses were pouring forth their rather terrifying beliefs."
from Yankee Stadium at the close of the
third day of their New World Society as- Knorr'S Talks and the Releases
sembly, when a friendly police offieer said
The Scriptural counsel presented at the
to a witness: "You people are just kidding "Triumphant Kingdom" assemblies was
yourselves when you think that all of you
can come together in one place sueh as this. deSigned to give Jehovah's witnesses a bet~
You're getting to be altogether too big for ter appreciation of what is required of
that. The next time you'll have to have
one convention on the West Coast and one
here in the East."
Well, had he been present at the closing
session of that New World Society assem~
bIy he doubtless would have smiled, for
he would have heard the president of the
Watch Tower Society, Nathan H. Knorr,
say just that, only instead of two he told
of a whole series of conventions to be held
in the United States, Canada and Europe
during the summer of 1955; thirteen, in
fact, it proved to be. '(A number, inciden~
tally, indicating that Jehovah's witnesses
are not at all superstitious.) The first five
of these "Triumphant Kingdom" assem~
biles were held in the United States and
Canada, at Chicago, Illinois; Vancouver,
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them in the way of Bible study, gospel
preaching and Christian conduct; to stimulate them to better and more activity, and
to strengthen their faith, brighten their
hope and increase their love. Lasting from
Wednesday through Sunday, the five assemblies held in the United States and
Canada were similar in content. In fact,
except for certain extemporaneous remarks by the president and the vicepresident, all the addresses were from manuscripts especially prepared by the Society.
Forenoons, except for Sunday, were given
over to preaching publicly and from house
to house, and in each city a tremendous
witness was given. The very wearing of
their bright-red and yellow identification
badges resulted in their witnessing every
time they went on the streets. On one
morning, generaIIy Friday, a mass baptism
was held.
"Triumphant Kingdom" was the theme
and never did assemblies of the witnesses
have a more confident ring. This was especially true of the five discourses the president delivered, which were climaxed by
the release of a new publication. On the
very first day of the assemblies Volume II
of the New World Translation of the HeIn'ew Scriptures (which takes in the Bible
books from First Samuel to Esther)

released at the end of the stirring keynote
address, "The Triumphant Message of 'The
Kingdont.''' Among the telling points he
made in that discourse was that the Kingdom message of Matthew 24:14 refers exclusively to the good news of God's kingdom established in 1914.
On the second day of the assembly the
president thrilled his listeners when he rele~sed the 384-page ministerial training
manual Qualified to Be Ministers, a book
full of valuable instruction for every feature of the Christian ministry. In the discourse that led up to this release he
showed, among many other things, just
what are the Scriptural qualifications for
ministers and that the best proof of one's
ordination is the result of one's preaching, human "letters of recommendation."
On Friday evening, the third day, in the
talk "Triumphant over Wicked Spirit Forces," N. H. Knorr highlighted the danger
that spiritism presents and exposed its unscriptural premise of survival after death.
At the close of his remarks he released another greatly appreciated new publication,
the 96-page booklet What Do the Scrip-

Stadiwn during an assembly session
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tvrea Say About «Suroival After Death'"
On Saturday KnOlT again gave the
assembled witnesses cause for keen delJght
with the release of another valuable Bible
study aid, the 384-page beautifully bound
book Yau May Survive Armageddon into
God's New World. This came at the end of
his powerful talk "Jehovah Is in His Holy
Temple," in which he showed that since
1918 Jehovah is at his temple judging and
that the world's turmoil is due to its failure
to keep silent before him in respectful
recognition of that fact.
Sunday saw the climax of the assemblies
with the public talk "World Conquest Soon
--by God's Kingdom," which in each case
was preceded by a very fine musical program presented by the convention orchestras. With rapt attention and keen delight
the audience followed the speaker and applauded time and again as he pointed out
the weakness of a coexistence based on fear
and showed why God's kingdom must conquer, how it will do so and why it will be
soon. At the conclusion a printed copy of
the speech was distributed to all, making
the fifth release of the assemblies.
About an hour later Knorr gave the
closing remarks in an extemporaneous,
heart-to-heart talk. Especially did he warn
of the two-pronged attack of Satan, on the
one hand persecution, and on the other
temptations to worldliness and the snare of
materialism. His relating of a tremendous
building program, with costs running into
the millions, brought the conventions to a
clOse on a high pitch of enthusiasm.

Other Program Features
Accompanying N. H. Knorr to each of
the five assemblies were the vi~president,
F. W. Franz, and M. G. Henschel, one of
the board of directors and the president's
secretary. Among the talks that Franz
gave was "Avoiding the Wine Press of
God's Wrath," in which he showed that
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God's wrath is coming upon Christendom
because of its spilling innocent blood and
that to avoid the wine press of Armageddon one must exercise faith in Christ's
blood and associate with the New World
society. Also "Cautious as Serpents Among
Wolves," wherein he enunciated the principle of war strategy that justified the use
of fact-hiding by God's servants in ancient
times.
Among the talks Henschel gave were "Be
Filled with Accurate Knowledge" and
"Guard Your Christian TnIst." In these
talks the importance of not just knowledge
but accurate knowledge and what a great
trust the Christian ministry is were kindly
yet forcibly brought home to the listeners.
Other speakers discussed the need of improving one's ministry and the <jesirability
of the goal of the full-time ministry, likening it to a gift of precious jewels to be had
for the asking.
The need of Christian ministers of Jehovah to be well informed was stressed in
such talks as "Your Personal Study," and,
to use a ·metaphor, to be good soldiers in
Jehovah's army they were urged to keep
on "Waging the Right Warfare."
Nor was Christian conduct overlooked.
How youths can avoid delinquency by giving heed to God's Word was shown jn
"Youth's Place in the New World Society;'
and why God's Word lays so much stress
on sexual morality and how we can keep
clean were brought home in "Christian
Worship and Preservation of Virtue." The
two talks castigating gossiping were especially enjoyed. Clearly they showed the
harm gossip does.
The need of keeping active and the value
of work were stressed repeatedly, One of
such talks being "ActiVity and Life versus
Inactivity and Death." The need also for
showing genuine hospitality and the many
different ways it can be shown were
AWAKE!

stressed as weIl as the fact that, whUe
Imowledge of itself puffs up and benefits
us nothing, true love builds up aU with
whom it comes in contact. And preparing
the candidates for immersion was the discourse "Why One Must Be Baptized," while
the evening before a talk on what dedication really should mean to one was presented, so that all contemplating baptism
the following morning could have a night
to think i.t over.
The assembly program also made provision for the relating of interesting experiences by missionaries and other ministers;
for hearty singing to the accompaniment of
large and well-trained orchestras, and as is
fitting with a Christian assembly each
day's program was opened and closed with
prayer.

Chicago-Comiskeg Park
While the essential infonnation and the
releases were the same at the various assemblies, each "Triumphant Kingdom"
assembly had its own characteristics for
one reason or another. The first was held
at Comiskey Park, Chicago, Illinois, June
22-26. The speaker's platfonn was fringed
with a gorgeous display of shrubs and fiowers, transforming it into a "gigantic Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's witnesses/' as one
neWSpaper tenned it.
The publicity given by the press was remarkable. Two large-.size dailies had special editions for Jehovah's witnesses, devoting pages to convention pictures and
write-ups, and convention talks made frontpage headlines, such as "Witnesses Told
Hope of Survival" and "Bible Called Answer to Juvenile Delinquency." All together, 4,445 column inches appeared in the
papers relative to the Chicago assembly.
Radio stations gave good coverage and two
television programs were Ilresented, one
being sent out over a network of thirty-six
DECEMBER 22, 1955

stations, which gave glimpses of the con..
vention, tne rooming work, street witnessing and an interview by the president,
N. H. Knorr.
The first day saw an attendance of
17,735, which climbed to 42,116 for, the
sunday afternoon public lecture. At the
mass baptism held at Washington Park
620 were immersed. Witnesses came from:
forty-two states and seven foreign countries, making it truly an international assembly. The weather was ideal and when
newspaper reporters asked Knorr' about
it he said that he attached no religious
significance to it; after all; the farmers
were needing rain!

Vancouver-the Empire Stadium
The "Triumphant Kingdom" assembly
at Vancouver, British Columbia, held
June 29"to July 3, made good use of the
Empire Stadium. Thewitnesses had worked.
hard to scrub it clean from top to bottom
and then set up a beautiful platform, causing one of the papers to remark that the
stadium now had a "religious atmosphere."
That Chicago's ideal weather had no religious significance was seen by what took
place at Vancouver. There the weather was
cold, three days out of the five it rained
heavily, on one day even snow and han
falling.
But as the newspaper headlines recorded:. "Rain falls to dampen enthusiasm of
11,641 [first day's attendance] witnesses
of Jehovah." "Braving heavy showers to
attend the final rally of the five-day" convention here, 22,000 [actually 21,877] Jehovah's witnesses jammed Empire Stadium Sunday afternoon to hear the final address of Nathan H. Knorr.... The convention was the biggest ever held in Vancouver." And in spite of poor weather some
500 were baptized in the stadium's pool.
The press. had. a fri('.ndly atm~e: 00
the whole, although it did not compare
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with Chicago's as regards column inches.
Regarding the beliefs of Jehovah's witnesses one reporter wrote: "They are
against war; will not salute the flag of any
nation, and while recognizing governmental authority, place the law of God above
any other." Incidentally, British Columbia
has a ratio of one publisher to every 124
of the population, almost four times as
favorable as the rest of Canada.
Los Angeles-Wrigley Field
It was a city-wide transit strike that
gave the witnesses attending the Los Angeles. California. "Triumphant Kingdom"
assembly, July 6-10, an opportunity to rise
to the occasion, and rise they did. Brothers
with autos provided free taxi service, buses
were hired that provided free transportation, and that to places thirty-five miles
away! So by ten o'clock each night at the
latest, all conventioners were on their way
home.
The assembly was held at Wrigley Field,
which had ,also been used by Jehovah's
witnesses for their national assembly in
1947. The setting for the speaker's platfonn was so elaborate that nothing short
of "colossal" could adequately describe it.
Here also the assembly was international;
in fact, so many had come from the LatinAmerican lands to the south that special
meetings were arranged for in Spanish.
Newspapers devoted close to 2,000 column
inches to the assembly and the public was
informed about Jehovah's witnesses also
by three television programs and two radio
broadcasts.
California has more than twice as favor-,
able a ratio of publishers to population as
does the United States as a whole, one to
400, and that this is not due merely to the
l1l8l).y witnesses that have moved to California was apparent from the number baptized at the assembly, 1,014. Some 19,000
attended the first session and for the public
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lecture 36,290 were on hand, a very gratifying number, especially in view· of the
transit strike. As in Chicago, the weather
was fine in Los Angeles.

Dallas-the Cotton Bowl and
the Livestock Pavilion
At Dallas, Texas, July 13-17, two "Triumphant Kingdom" assemblies took place
side by side; one in English at the famed
Cotton Bowl, second-largest stadium in all
the South, and the other in Spanish at the
livestock pavilion on the Fair Park nearby
and to which all the witnesses in Latin
America were invited. The three speakers
from headquarters, Knorr, Franz and Hen~
schel, repeatedly addressed both assemblies, for whiCh a two-language program
had been printed and both gatherings took
on an international character by reason of
the many witnesses from foreign lands in
attendance. According to the Dallas Times
Herald, this assembly at the Cotton Bowl
was "one of the largest religious gatherings ever held in the state."
The opening session at Dallas saw a total
of 8,917 present at the two assemblies and
the heat reached 101 degrees Fahrenheit.
As the temperature soared the next day to
104 the arrangement to have sessions only
in the morning and in the evening was fully
appreciated. That evening, however, a
thundercloud bringing lightning and a terrific wind cooled matters considerably. On
Friday 468 were immersed at the two assemblies. Sunday an overcast sky became
darker and darker until by the time'the
public lecture was to begin at 8 p.m., it
was pitch black. Then the rain began to
pour and beat a heavy tattoo on the tin
roof of the speaker's canopy, who, protected by raincoat and overshoes, compen~
sated for the adverse conditions by giving
the public lecture the most powerful presentation yet. Close to 15,000 heard the
public lecture in the Cotton Bowl and some
AWAKE!

1,500 heard it given in Spanish by the vicepresident in the pavilion nearby. Apparently due to religious bias, the newspaper publicity came to a mere 517.5 column inches.

Nell) York-Yankee Stadium
The "Triumphant Kingdom" assembly,
July 20-24, marked the third time that
Yankee Stadium had been used by the witnesses in the last five years. This time,
however, there was no crowding. Again
Yankee Stadium had become a mammoth
Kingdom Hall and again at second base
beautiful flowers and shrubs surrounded the
speaker's platform. The assembly got off
to a good start with 29,972 present on the
first day and Friday morning saw 1,374
get baptized. On Saturday morning the assembly at Yankee Stadium had a special
treat, the graduation of the twenty-fifth
class of the Watchtower Bible School of
Gilead. The public \ecture Sunday aiternoon was heard by 55,009, five ·thousand
more than were anticipated, and while it
was rather cloudy all day it was not until
Knorr began his closing extemporaneous
remarks that it began to rain. Still, more
than 45,000 remained to enjoy his heartwarming closing counsel warning against
materialism and his teIHng of expansion.

The press gave very good. publicity. That
the weather in New York left somEtthing to
be desired as regards comfort was apparent also from newspaper headlines, such
as: "32,429 Witnesses Brave Heat for Jehovah"; "36,280 Witnesses Defy Heat";
"23,429 Witnesses Brave Heat to Watch
Graduation of 102."
Commenting on the assembly one United
Press dispatch stated! "As in pt-e.vi<ro.<;;.
years their success in filling Yankee Stadium excited the envious admiration of
metropolitan pastors. Simple folk fOr the
most part, the witnesses impressed New
Yorkers by the joy they got out of their
religion. They alI looked so happy about
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The fonowing sums up the "Triumphant
Kingdom" assemblies in the United States
and Canada:
Date

City
Chicago, III.
Va"COUV"r, B.C.
Los Ang"les, Calif.
Dalla ... Texas
New York. N.Y.
Total

5 cities

."'"

Public:
Baptized Meeting

,

Jun" 22_26
June 29 to July 3
July 6-10
July 13_17
July 20-24

1,014

...,

42,116
21,m
31,2i10
16,409

1,374

M,009

2~

3,976

111,701

days

For the report on the remaining eight
"Triumphant Kingdom" assemblies held in
Europe, please see the next issue of A wake!

WEST-AFRICAN

CORRESPONDENT IN SOUTHERN

a
selfita1'e. ft(Jvev,l, despite matel'i,1 progress it is
plagued with jujus
and witch doctors. Some juju priests and
priestesses undoubtedly have supernatural
DECEMBER 22. 1955

powers from the demons but others are
fraudulent. One woman, forced to become
a juju priestess, secretly ferreted out information that she later passed to her clients as coming from the "spirits." In one
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such instance her deceit was discovered
and she was threatened with prison by the
disgruntled clients unless she returned her
fee, which she did.
This incident caused her to think more
seriously about what her two brothers,
who were Jehovah's witnesses, were telling
her. One of the things that helped to con~
vince her that Jehovah's witnesses were
the only true Christians was the fact that,
while people from many different denomi~
nations came to her for advice, not one of
Jehovah's witnesses ever did. Among those
seeking her aid was a Methodist minister
who wanted. a charm by which he could in~
fiue:nce his members not to leave the
church! She prepared a most foul concoc~
tion, which he eagerly drank. One day she
requested that a Bible study be conducted
with her, and after several studies she
was convinced that Jehovah's witnesses
were telling the people the truth. So one
night she gathered her idols and fetishes
and dumped them into a pit. She is now
serving Jehovah.
Two assemblies were held, one at Kof~
ridua and the other a:t Konongo. For these,
large booths were built consistJngof palm~
tree frond. roofs supported by bamboo poles
twelve feet high. Planks, set on concrete
blocks, formed the seats. The open~air set~
'ling on the grassy plains was very pleasant,
Attendances: between three and four thou~
sand.
At one assembly a chief together with
his elders attended the public meeting. His
state umbrella added prestige to the assem~
bly, in the eyes of the Africans. Many
chiefs now subscribe for Awake! magazine
becaUse of its honesty and educational
value.

Assembly at Umuagu, Nigeria
Nigeria is about one eighth the size of
the United States and boasts a population
of twenty-five million. Like the Gold Coast,
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it is beset with jUju worship and the people
live in dread of the demons. Some eighteen
thousand witnesses are active there and
these are highly respected because of their
honesty and integrity.
Their fear less stand against the jujus has
encouraged others likewise to resist them.
Thus in a certain town where two hundred
witnesses lived, a juju priest demanded the
body of any woman dying in childbirth. He
cut up the body in small pieces and then
threw these in the "bush." From the be·
reaved ones he would collect $140 plus a
bottle of gin. One of Jehovah's witnesses
died in childbirth. The juju priest d~
manded the body, but the witnesses re·
fused to surrender it, being determined to
give it a decent Christian burial. He
stormed and threatened, but against two
hundred witnesses he could do nothing.
Shortly thereafter a woman died in childbirth who was not a witness. Her friends,
however, remembering the case of the witnesses, defied the juju priest. Then others
did likewise and before long the juju
priest's hold on the peopJe was broken.
Himself losing faith in his juju, he eventually turned to Jehovah, the true Sovereign
Power.
As Jehovah's witnesses expand their
ministry they find many persons of good
will who are thirsting for the truth. In one
town two full-time ministers fotmd that
the people could speak neither English nor
Ibo. However, in calling on the chief they
found not only that he coUld speak Ibo but
that he was of such good will that he
asked: "Would you like me to go with ypu
from house to house and interpret for
you?" He did, and arranged for his son
to take his place the next· day as he had to
hold court. Another person of good will
was found who understood Ibo and so both
ministers had an interpreter. The two ministers stayed a week, giving public lectures
once or twice each day. The headmaster of
AWAKE!

the Metilodist school atranged for them to
address his various classes.
But not all the religious leaders were so
co-operative. In Umkabia the town elders
gave permission to have the Methodist
school's playing fleld used for an assembly
site, but the clergyman vetoed it. So plans
were made to hold the assembly in the
nearby town of Umuagu. Here again the
school committee and the town elders approved· the request. Upon noting this the
clergyman from Umkabia tried to influence them to cancel it bUt failed. So he hur~
ried to the Methodist bishop, who wrote
the school committee a letter attacking the
witnesses and warning them that if they
allowed the witnesses to use their school's
field for the assembly he would close their
school.
While the chief and town elders were debating what to do the Society's representative asked to be heard. He pointed out
what good the assembly would accomplish
and how peaceful Jehovah's witnesses were,
both in their private lives and at assemblies, where members of the various tribes
never tight one another. After this he sug~
gested having the assembly's booth, which
had been bqilt on the school's field by the
witnesses, moved to a suitable place in the
square. Not only did the chief and the town
elders approve of this but one chief, two
counselors, ten elders together with eightysix: villagers volunteered to move the bOoth.
They did this in one day and refused to let
the Witnesses help, saying that the witnesses had worked hard enough, ereCting
it in the first place. They were given the
plan and measurements and
job was
done in peace and harmony.
Although they were warned by their
clergyman that all attending the witness
assembly would be punished, and although
he arranged for a big church comnll~nion
at the same time that Ole talk on baptism
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was given, 676 were in attendance for it.
In goirtg from house to house the witnesses
found many that were glad to welcome
them. More than 1.460 came to hear the
public lecture, including the ehlef, the town
eiders, counselors, schoolteachers and
many church members.
District Asseinby at Ibadan
lbadan, fourth-largest city in all Afri~
was the'location chosen for a Nigerian
district assembly. The department of edu~
cation put their equipment at the disposal
of the witnesses. The large assembly booth
as well as the cafeteria was constructed on
the playing field, with adjacent school~
rooms being used for assembly administra~
tion and dormitories. A beautiful platform
painted in pastel shades to blend with the
surroundings was built and painted by one
of the European missionaries.
Over 8,000 attended the Sunday morning meetings and, in spite of all the holiday
celebrations, upward of a thousand more
came to hear the public lecture.
And what a responsive audience these.
Nigeri.an witnesses aret They were a-very
part of the speaker. When he asked a
rhetorical question the audience answered
it as one man. It agreed loudly and emphatically to questions asking for an
affirmative response. Familiar Bible quotations they completed for the speaker.
Contact between speaker and audience is
perfect here. They are bursting to learnt
enthusiastic and uninhibited.
Truly; West Africa is a very interesting
part of the world. Today Jehovah God is
having a New World society formed that
is to serve as a nucleus for his "new earth"
to be established after Armageddon wipes
out this present wicked system of things.
That New World society is being· formed
in all the inhabited earth, including West
Africa.
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Should Women Preachers
Teach Men?

HETHER women should preach from
the pulpit and instruct men ca:mot
properly t:e termed a "battle of the sexes,"
because neither men nor women can tI1lly
decide the matter. Nor is this issue a war
on female rights. It r.as :10 bearing on
segregation or discri::nination of the CE··
male sex. What i~ invclved is principletheocratic principle an::l order.
Since man has not set the order of things
in the universe jt is not left to him to decide on their arrangement. God is resrKln·
sible for their OrdCI'. ThereforE', it is up to
God to decide. "Now God has set the members in the body, each (Ine of them, just
as he pleased." And what has pleased God
should also please lL<;, shou:d it not? 1lis
decisions are always right, just and true.
To follow them is wisdom, resulting i,'1 in·
creased benefits to liS, and honor and
praise to God.--l Corinthians 12: 18, N 00.:
World Trans.j Deuteronomy 32:4.
By the very order of crea:lOn that God
followed when creating the hurr.an pail',
man ruled ovcr woman. The man was flrst.
He had the position ahead. Also. he was
m.ade the strongt'l' of the two physically
and wac; charged with direct revelation
from God. AU this put a I'esponsibi:ity up(In tim. Logically r.e was made the family
head. This fact the apostles did not over·
look and ibr:J.ore in the Christian church,
and so they wrotE': "Let a woman learn in
silence with full submissiveness. I do not
permit a WOr.lft!'") to tpach, or to exercise

W
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authority over a man, but to be in silenef'".
For Adam was formed first, then Eve."
"In like manner, you wives, be in subjection to youI' own husbands." "For so, too,
fom:.erly the holy women who were hoping
in God used to adorn themsclves, s·Jbject·
i.ng themselves to their own husband~, as
Sarah used to obey Abraharr., calling hiT'l
'lol'd'."-l Tin:othy 2:11·]4; I Peter :3:1,
5,6, New World T'rans.
Th€' apostles Wf're aware of women "mir·
isteTs" or prophetesses among God's peo·
pIe Israel. So they faced fact'S when they
undertook to discuss this matter. ).liriam
(he o;der sister to Aaron and Moses, led thp
won:en in singlng. To unfaithful I"rael Je·
hovah declared: "I sent before thee Mos(~s.
Aaron, and Miriam." ~any years later God
approvooof Deborah,of the tribe of Ephnl:m, of being a judge and a prophetess. III
King Josiah's day there was the prophetess
I Iuldah fort:lm to consult. At the tirr.e that
.Jesus was born, there was the aged proph·
etess named Anna. In her eighty·fourth
year she was privileged to see the babe
Jesus and utter prophecy. At Pentecost
Au. 33, the spirit of God came d:Jwn lJpon
men and women alike and they spoke with
tongues and (!xp:ained God's will to the:}"
listcn~rs. Tte four virgin daugh:ers 0:
P:'lilip the evangelist arc mentior.ed as
prophC'Sying as late as twenty·three years
afte~ Pen:ecost. So what man ('ould right·
fully hinder women fro:-n preaching OJ'
pl'Ophesying or f'xplaining God's will aecording to his Werd if thc holy ~pirit so
impcls them'? It was a case, not of forbid·
ding 1h ei r preachi ng, but of regu Ia ting it,
that meetings shou:d be eonducted orderly
and in a most heipful way. "For God is a
God, Lot of c.isorder, but of peace. As fn
all the congregations of the holy or.es, :ct
the women keep silerr:. in the congrega·
tions, for it is net permitted for the:n to
speak, iJut let them be in subjection, (:'\,'en
as th" Law <;H)'.<;. If, HH'n.lhey want to
AWAKE!

learn something, let them question their
husbands at horn~, for it is disgraceful for
a woman to speak ih a congregation."
-Exodus 15:20, 21; Micah 6:4; Judges
4:4~14; 5:1~31; 2 Kings 22:14; 2 Chronicles
34:22; 1 Corinthians 14:33-35, New World

Hence if man in the congregation represents the likeness and supremacy of God,
tJ;1en the woman should theocratically resp'ect what he represents. She should not
try to rearrange the divIne setup and try
to teach the man of God.-l Corinthians
11:3, 7-10, New World Trans.
Trans.
To his twelve apostles and other mature
Does this mean that women cannot be
men Jesus Christ measured out the priv- ministers? No, for Paul wrote: "I recomilege and responsibility of acting as teach- mend to you Phoebe our sisteL~ who ts. a
ers inside 'the congregation. He withheld minister of the congregation which is in
this gracious gift from the women believ- Cenchreae." "Give my greetings to Prisca
ers, so that the apostle Paul justly said: and Aquila my fellow workers in Christ
"I do not permit a woman to teach, or to Jesus." "Greet Trypbaena and Tryphosa,
exercise 'authority over a man, but to be in who have worked hard in the Lord."
silence." But was there to be absolute Doubtless, the service of these women as
silence on the part of the women at the ministers of God and that of Phoebe incongregational meeting, not even joining cluded more than such helpful items as
in the singing of songs or asking or an- doing washing, laundering, preparing
swering questions on which a person's meals, etc., for the male ministers of God.
faith and understanding are to be ex- It included giving verbal witness concernpressed"! Ne~ But wemen were to. learn in ing God's klngdom to those outsIde the
silence in the sense of 'not debating there church. In thus prophesying they were, in
with the men, challenging them and get-, the highest sense, ministers of God. But
ting into a dispute and causing wrangling never did they exercise authority over
to break out, belittling the man's appointed men.-Romans 16:1-4, 6, 12, New World
position. If women wanted to raise ques- Trans.
tions against what male Christians had
In the first century women did not keep
said at meeting, they should wait till they silent in the church when God's spirit
got home and then discuss the matters moved them to prophesy. Today when anprivately with the adult male members of swering questions, telling experiences and
their families. This public restriction was making demonstrations dedicated sisters
not based upon some social custom that are not teaching or trying to t~a~h and
was in fashion. Rather it was based on dictate to the men. If they are expressing
God's expressed law and the procedure themselves in accord with theocratic orthat God followed. The spirit operated der and procedure, then the women are
theocratically and the women who ex- not teaching. It is God through his organpressed themselves under inspiration of ization that is doing so. The women mere1y
the spirit should show regard for the theo- use the spiritual provisions He makes for
cratic arrangement.-l Timothy 2:12, all his people and repeat what they have
New World Trans.; Genesis 3:16.
been taught. By showing proper modesty
In not trying to teach 'Christian men at and submissiveness in the organization,
the congregational meetings and not dic- Christian women will shaw real charm and
tating to them, Christian women safely will win respect of all the congregation and
remember that the head of the man is the blessing and approval of Jehovah God.
Christ and the head of Christ is God. ~JoeI 2:28, 29; Acts 2:1-18.
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Sou~h Korea
N June 8, Seo1.:I, the capital city of

OSouth

Korea, was hot, dusty and

packed with humanity. The city Uself is
nestled among solid g:-anite peaks bathed
in brilliant, merciless SLL'1light. This season
of the year everyone is anxiously awaiting
the rainy season, whIch appears to be late
in arriving. Unless rain comes soon the rice
fields may dry up. No rain-no rice, no

rice-no anythir.g, because almost everything in Korea (outside of the United
States' help) depends on rice. This is just
another problem to add to t.he thousands
of problems that were left by a devastatir.g
war on this barren, rocky peninsula swarming with twenty-tvlO million people. Water
on three sides and their mortal enemy on
the north, armed to the teeth, leave this
nation-affi:cted with diseases, pestilence,
lack of basic necessities of life, poverty,
overcrowded conditions, plus confus:or. of
mind that results from centurIes of men's
traditions and false beliefs-sitting high
and dry. Can there be any happiness In
such a place?
Yes. You ca.'1 find hapPlness here. Not
among all people, however. Among Jehovah's witnesses, a people with a hope, :'lSp·
piness abounds. This real hope has materialized for most of them In less than five
short years. Today, there are seven con·
gregations of .Tehovah's witnesses in Seoul.
Recently a baptism was arranged for in
the Han River for the benefit of th(' many
new persons who have dedicated their lives
to serve Jehovah. It started out as jt1St a
simple announcement-"June 8th a bap·
tlsm in the Han Rive:-." The word spread
26
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to the other congregations. A
str~~tcar demonstration strike in the city
and t.:t'Je fae: that the site of the baptism
was fully eight miles outside Seoul did not
slow the brothers down one bit. Jeeps wert'
mobilizc-d into action by a system bf>st
lmderstood by the Korean brothel'S themselves. Observing their boundless energy,
you can see that their strength is from
a source far greater and far more energizing than rice and kimchi. These people arc
motivated by Jehovah's holy spirit. With
the tope of life before t.l-Jem, nothing seem~
to ho:d them back. Eight passengers were
neatly and efficiently bundled into a jeep
that sped t.hrough the tangled traffic and
f>warmlng population, missing jaywalkers
by inches. Is the driver perspiring? :\ervous? Not at all~ b fact, he is right at !:tome!
Another jeep bou.'1ces by, bulging with
waving hands and toot'>lful smiles, our
brothers on their way to the HU::1 River.
'The front of our jeep bobs down into a
chuckhole, a free "c1:iropractic adjustment" for all, now up again and on we go.
Soon the clear waters of the Han romE'
into view. \\ihat a beautiful scene: And
what a surplise to find 400 brott:ers from
Seoul already there. Ali were seated under
the shade 0: trees jn a parklike natural
amphitheater. Attention was rive-led on a
Korean brother who began to speak to the
l.."Towd. All who were to be baptized were
asked to s:and. Sixty-two persons rose!
Here were happy, cheerful, satisfied people
looking forward t:J a new world of right·
eousness.
Th~s ls just. one example of only one ex~
perienee. l:nagine! III Nove:nber, 1951,
AWAKE!

there were only thirty-five Jehovah's witnesses in all Korea. Three and 8. half years
later in April, 1955. there were at least
1.,407 active witnesses of JehovM in the
land. Reports now arrive each month from
thirty-five congregations. Scarcely a soul
can be found that has not heard of Jehovah's witnesses.
This intense activity has brought the expected opposition from the clergy. The
Presbyterian mission has not s}1own any
good will toward the Kingdom message.
The Presbyterian weekly newspaper has
been devoting an entire column to "exposing" JehOVah's witnesses. The clergy desperately tried to prevent the Watch Tower
missionaries from entering Korea. They
resorted to lies and false accusations in an
effort to blind government officials. But
their evil strategy backfired, vindicating
Jehovah's witnesses.
As Jehovah's earthly O1'ganiza:tion grows
and expands, the enemies gnash their teeth,
but to no avail. At present the largest congregation in Korea is in Pusan. Here appear to be wonderfUl prospects for expansion add a great need for more missionary
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• Which major religious organizations do nol
yet have women preachers? P. 4, ~ 1.
• When, instead of December 2S, Jesus actually was bornl P. S, ~2.
• Why. since Jesus was not born then, De·
cember 25 is celebrated? P. 6, ITI.
• How Christmas festivities dangerously fool
the celebrants? P. 7, IT2.
• What city of 10,000 people hurricane
Janet destroyed, leaving not even a "pattern
of a town"? P. 9, ITS.
• What it is like to be caught in the center
of a hurricane? P. 11, IT7.
'
• How inability to choose can prompt laziness, and how yoll- can defeat '1\1 ~. 1..01" \\2.

help. Despite the lack of qualified mature
brothers, the Kingdom work in the Pusan
area is prospering.
Native special pioneers are introducing
the work in isolated towns and villages.
Rural areas with their large Buddhist
populations are just beginning to be pene.trated. To Suwon two special pioneers were
sent and in just two months a congregation
was organized.
The Watchtower's motion-picture film,
"The New World Society in Action," has
been approved by the public infonnation
office and this information appears on the
film at the beginning of the movie. This
film has done a tremendous work in Korea.
It has been shown twenty-eight times with
a combined attendance of 6,298. Capacity
audiences are easily obtained without
printed advertising.
Problems do not bother the Korean witnesses much. They have seen many problems come and go. But amid all this there
exists a clean, bright, enthusiastic, zealous
New World society, growing and maturing,
providing the only hope for a nation of
hopeless people .

KNOW?
•

What Peruvian civilizatiun dimmed Ihe
glory of even the great Inca empire? P. IS, IT L
• What special warning was given in the
''Triumphant Kingdom" assemblies' closing
discourse? P. 18, frJ.

• How many people attended "Triumphant
Kingdom" assemblies in North America alone/
P. 21, H.
• What prompted an African Juju priestess to
become one of Jehovah's witnesses? P. 22, ITt.
• Whether a Christian wumall call take COil'
gregational authority over men1 P. 25, ITt.
• Where thirty-five \'{itnesses of Jehovah
grew to 1,400 in ju~t three and a half years?
? 'lu, 'fi6•.
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revolutionary junta named to
manage the nation. The new
regime was halled as the vic·
tory of "demOcratic elements
over totalitarianism."

*'

Testing "the Geneva. Spirit"

• Last July the chiefs at the
summit conceived "the Geneva
spirit." In November the Big
Four foreign ministers met to
test whether that spirit could
become living, diplomatic flesh.
At the beginning the atmosphere was cordial enough, but,
as the sessions wore on, patience and temper grew shorter. As the possibility of agreement on a three-point agenda
(German unification, disarma·
ment and East-West contacts)
faded, both sides sought to un·
load the burden of failure on
the other and concentrated on
propaganda effect. Complained
one veteran diplOmat: "At this
meeting we are salesmen, not
diplomats." For its part the
West proposed a plan to unify
Germany on the basis of free
elections followed by a united
Germany tn NATO, with the
West and Russia giving guar·
antees against aggression by
Germany. But MOlotov gave a
speech. It shattered hopes for
un.!jJcation so thoroughly that
Britain's Macmillan said:
"With this one blow he has
struck down all the high hopes
which had been formed." On
disarmament both sIdes agreed
as to objective but could not
agree as to the best means by
which the objective could be
attained. And the main efforts
to improve East·West contacts
collapsed. Trying to plnpojnt
the meaning of it all, the New
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York Times said: "The Geneva
conference, in short, seemCfj to
have established that on the
basic issues with the West,
Russia was content to main-tain the status quo while rna·
neuverlng for diplomatic advantage in specifiC situations.
How long anything resembling
'the Geneva spirit' could survive such tactics was problematic."
Argentina: PalaC('J Revolution
• Last August the Peron era
was at ail end; General 'Lonard! had taken over the reins
of government. In his inaugu.
ral address, Gen. Lonardl, a
militant Catholic whose family

is noted tor friendships With
leading Jesuits, voiced hope
that he could arrange a concordant with the Vatican. Crit·
ics of the Lonardi regime grew
in nUmben,Not only were flame
bitter over the influence that
priests had apparently Won,
but primarily there was fear
that Lonardi had no intention
to Work out a democratic regime. In November a crisis
was precipitated when L(mardi dismissed a liberal as a minister oi interior and justice.
Nationalists were named to flU
the p1)sition, now divided into
two. The neJd: day, in a palace
revolution, den. Lonardi was
overthrown. He was pressed by
the armed forces to resign.
General Pedro Aramburu was
sworn in as president anej a

Brazil's "Preven,tive" Coup
In August, 1954, President
Getullo Vargas, foreed by the
army to resign, killed himself.
Last October elections took
place for a new president. The
Vargas machine threw its support for JusceJlno Kubitschek;
over the bitter opposition of
the military, the Vargas men
won. Rumors mounted that
some military elements would
stage a coup to prevent inau·
guration of a man backed by
the Vargas machine. On November 10, General Henrique
Lott, minister of war, resigned
in a dispute With Carlos Luz,
Brazil's acting president. The
next day at 2 a.m. the army,
under Gen. Lott's leadership,
staged a bloodless coup, and
the acting preSident was forced
to resign.

*'

l\forocco: An About-Face
In 1953, the French, nettled
by Sultan Mohammed ben
Youssef's mild nationalism, de·
throned him and put him in
exile. A pro-FrenCh mountain
chieftain, ThaIni el Glaoui, was
the man above all others who
helped drive ben Youssef off
the throne. El Giaoui's hand·
picked replacement sultan was
Mohammed ben Araia. But the
new sultan proved so unpopu·
1ar that, after several attempts
on his life, he seldom ventured
forth from his palace. This
only increased the demand for
the return of tIle exiled sultan.
Soon the exile became the sym·
bol of nationalist hopes· and
the ruling SUltan the hated
symbol of French rule. On October 30, ben Arafa, fully
aware of his unpopularity, abo
dicated in favor of the return
of the man he had replaced.
When el GlaoUi saw that the
tide had turned against him,
he did an about·face and joined
all nationalist groups in demanding ben Youssef's return.
AWAKE!

France..... tlnding herself In an
embarrassingly odd situation.
also did an about·face. approving the return of ben Youssef
to the Moroccan throne.

*'

South Afril'!8 Bolts U.N.
In October France walked
out of the U.N. General Assembly; in November South Africa
walked out. South Africa',s
break with the U.N. is based
on the same assertion that
Fram-:e u'Sed~ name1y, that the
U.N., contrary to its charter, is
interfering with domestic af·
fairs of a member state. The
walkout came in protest
against continued U.N. inquiries into South Africa's race
segregation policies. "After
very serious consideration,"
said the chairman of South
Africa's delegation, "my gov·
ernment has decided to recall
the South African delegation
and also the permanent repre·
sentative to the United Na·
tions."
Ethiopia'S New Constitution
<t> In all its 3,000 years as a
nation, Ethiopia has never
granted its people the right to
vote. It appeared that Ethiopia
would keep rIght on being one
of the world's few remaining
monarchies. But then Emperor
Haile Selassie began a policy
of liberalizing the monarchy.
In November he took the big
step: he promulgated a new
constitution that will grant
Ethiopians the right to vote
for the first time. The constitution, which the emperor said
was six years in preparation
and "therefore no superficial
achievement," creates a lower
house of parliament, a liberal
bill of rights and provides for
an independent judiciary. -The
emperor will appoint judges
and cabinet ministers; he will
have an imperial veto over
legislation. Although the bill of
rights ensures full religious
{reedom. the constitution states
that the Ethiopian Orthodox
church is the state church.
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.. Macao Is a .peninsula and
two adjoining islands- at the
mouth of the Canton River
about 35 mIles below Hong
Kong. It has been a Portuguese
colony for four centuries.
Though Chinese from the
mainland have free access to
Macao, apparently Peiplng is
interested in more: in October
Peiping broadcast a demand
for Macao's return to Red
Ch\p.a. The future 01 tbe picturesque Portuguese settlement, observers believe, is
none too bright.
Moscow Sees Final 'triumph
• The Communist hierarchy
never fails, from time to time,
to inform the world that it has
not forgotten its ultimate objective: world domination. In
November the Soviet Union reo
iterated that its final triumph
would corne during this cen·
tury. On the thirty-eighth anni·
versary of the Bolshevik -reV(}·
lution, Lazar M. Kaganovich,
the Kremlin's spokesman for
the occasion, told the gather·
ing in Moscow's Bolshoi Theatre that Communist ideas are"
spreading. On a flower·decked
stage the speaker stood under
a huge medallion of Lenin and
Stalin and a slogan that proclaimed: "Glory to the Com·
munist party of the Soviet Union." Said the speaker: "If the
nineteenth century was a century of capitalism, the twent!·
eth century is a century of the
triumph of socialism and communism." Instead, the Bible
shows that this generation will
see the final destruction of
communism, together with all
other forms of man·made government, at Jehovah'S war of
Armageddon. After Christ the
King smashes aU nations with
a "rod of iron," all glory for·
ever will go to God.-Revela·
tion 19:15.
Sale.'J Tax Goes {;fl
<t> The return of prosperity to
Btltai.n has b'rOught ba{:k that
old bugaboo, inflation. With
full pay envelopes workers

have been snatching up wares
that Britain should be export·
ing to pay for the raw material
her industry needs, Several
times this year Britain took
measures to check fnftaUonraising the central bank interest rate and tightening the
terms on installment buying.
Now Britain has tightened the
,screws again: purchase t-axes,
already reading from 25 to 75
per cent, are upped 20 per cent
more. The upped tax appUes
on most consumer items. in·
cluding radios, TV sets and
electrical appliances.
Navy for the Nuclear Age
• The year 1955 saw the be·
ginning of the nuclear-age
navy. The first atom-powered
submarine, the Nautilus. was
commissioned, as was also the
Forrestal, the first supercarrier. Then in November, the
first guided missile cruiser, the
Boston, was commissioned. The
BI:>",t(}1\ i", "t'Ca\\;v a thlrtt:'al·
year·old ship that has conventional armaments, but the
after eight·inch gun turret was
removed to make room for two
missile launchers. Now needle·
nosed missiles aim skyward.
The launchers are loaded automatically twice every minute.
The immediate gain is im·
proved defense against air attack. Designed to intercept
planes under all weather can·
ditions, day or night, the supersonic missiles have a range of
twenty miles. Of the guided
missile cruiser and future ones,
the chief of naval operations
said: "We hope to extend nu·
clear power to the combatant
surface navy within the next
couple years-to guided misslle
cruisers and to aircraft carriers."

'*

FlyIng Saucer Is Shot Down
After eight years the U.S.
air force has finally shot down
the fiying saucer; it has been
exploded as imagination. The
air force recently published a
Z1'D-j}age rook, 'In which it sum·
marized its eight-year investigation of some 5,000 reported
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slght1ngs. Actually, the ftylng
saucers were, for the most
part. "a.lrcraft," "balloons." or
explaIned by the term "astronomical." Some of the aircraft
sighted may have resembled
ftying saucers, for the air force
secretary recently said: "We
are now entering a period of
aviation technology in which
aircraft of unusual configura'
tlon and fllght characteristics
will begin to appear." For
some tIme, It was explained,
the U.S. bas been in the process
of developing new-type aIrcraft that resemble flying saucers but which are not l"(!ally
flylng saucers. The saucer-type
planes will be able to rise vertically or almost vertically and
travel horizontally at speeds
far above normal airplane
,peeds.

to Share Ford Profits
• Elccept as a consUmer, the
public has never shared in the
Ford. Motor Company's huge
profits. Members of the Ford

PubUe

DEAT~

famIly own all voting shares
of stock, with the bulk of the
remainder being held by the
FOrd Foundation, a philanthropic organization. Lately
the Ford Motor Company has
plowed back most of its profits
into an expansion program.
ThIs has hurt the foulidaUon,
which depends on 96 per cent
of its Income from Ford stock.
In November the foundation
announced that the first instaUment ot 15 per cent ot its
Ford stocks would be sold to
the public early in 1956. As it is
sold it becomes new voting
common stock. The sale will
have little eft'ect on the family'!! control of the company.
But it will enable the founda·
tion to diversify Its investments and give the public an
opportunity to share In the
profits of one of America's in·
dustrial giant!;_

'*

Corporation Titan
General Motors is the biggest corporation in the world.

ThIs year General Motors apparen tly will break all records.
Its total 1955 sales are expected to be about $13,000,000,000
with total profits-after taxes
-more than $1,000,000,000. No
other corporation at any time,
anywhere, has ever made a
billlon·dollar profit after taxes_

'*

New FUm Snbstant'.(l
In 1925 the development of
a cellulose acetate film base
made "safety" 111m possible.
But the film was brittle. The
motion-picture Industry con·
tinued to use nitrate film until
1950. That year the new trio
acetate film was adopted. In
November the du Pont Com·
pany announced a new film
base called Cronar. It is so
t~n that carneras and projec·
tors- will be a ole to hold 35 per
cent more of it than of present
films. Its main advantage is
toughness. A strip of triacetate
film breaks after 40 fiexings;
Cronar endures 15,000 flexings.

COMES TO

ALL

-BUT DOES 'Dead END ALL?
Some say Yes. Many say No. Others say, "No one ever came back to
telJ us." But still others say, "Not so. Messages are received from the dead
every day_" Are you confused? Would you like an authoritative answer?
Then why not ask, "What do the Scriptures say about 'survival after
death' "? The answer may surprise you, but you can be sure it will be to
your eternal welfare. Can you open your Bible and turn to texts on all
features of the subject? You win have them at your fingertips with the
new 96-page booklet entitled "What Do the Scriptures Say About 'Sur~
vival After Death'?" Order your copy today for only lOco
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9
Readlng-a Dying Art... ...........
1.1
Thl.' Fabulous Football Pools
21
"Brotherhood "Veek"
Misses Mark·
25
Guatemalat
27
March 8, 1955
Do You Think·?....... ..........
Flee Corruption to Survive
Uruguay Goes to the Polls ..........
Tarantulas as They Really Are
Overr:orning the 'Tobaf'co Habit ....
The Sacredness of Human Life*.
Southern Rhodesiaf

J{eeping the Muscles Healthy

:J
5
13
17
21
25
27

3
4
8
13
17
21

24

25

27
,~

5

9
13

17

21
An~.;wering Epicurean Argument" 24
Society's Film in Switzerlandt
:Z5

June 8, 1955
~1l'rgl'r of A.F.L. and C.I.O.
...
Has Science Freed or Enslaved?
The Ancients Played It First
Your Driving Attitudes ...........
Switzerland .....................................
\VidesprC'ad \iVorship of Trees
In \Vhat Body Did Jesus
App('ar?*
Argentinat

·3
5
9
13
17

:21

25
27

June 22, 1955

Jehovah's \Vitnesses Recognized
as Conscientious Objectors
"Are You Born Again '?"
The Declining Work \Veek

~h~nge~fb~avr~w··o!··G"arrle·s

The Tr~nity Myth*
Canada"!'

a

9
13
17

21
.. '. 25

27

July B, 1955

Do Thf'Y Think [or You'? .......
..
The Devil in the Age of Reason..

The Yalta Papers ............................

3

5
9

Appeal to Reason or to Emotion';

~~

Visiting the Charming Lowlands 13
Dignity of Pittsburgh Office..
17
Judicial RE"gard for Religious

Wind Tunnels ............................ .

4
9

Atomic Radiation ..... ..... ..
fIi.,tory and Bjble on Hell >I<

March 22, 1955

com~w~~~ ~lfih{lS~~ritY

Respect for Religious Scruples
Rewarded .......................... .
German Rearmament ............... .
Denominational Education in
Newfoundland .. ..... ... ........
Muscle-an Object of \'i..'ondcr.
What. Would You Have Done?· ....
Reaching into Literal Prisonst ...
April 8, 1955
Prejudice, Fanaticism to Court
Do the Facts Prove Evol uti on
or Creation? ...................
German Rearmaml'nt Scares
France .. ...........................
Sun beams Fulfill Dreams ......... .....
OutstandIng Assemblies tor 1955
Juvenile Lawlessness ......................
Why Join the Easter Parade?·
Great Britain and Eiret ...............

Rights

12
13
17

21
25

27
3
4

9
13
16
21

25
27

April 22, 1955

Do You Fear Your Neighbor? ....
Christian Conduct In an

3

pan!!~~~d~re~~~l~t 'Assassiii'a:ied ~

Festival of Corpus Christi ..
ThIs Is London

13
17

Francet

..... ......

... ........ ... ...........

July 22, 1955
Anguish in a Nation's Capital
Is Tithing for Christians?
Radloactiw' }<"all-out
An Invitation to Sweden ................
Criminal Tactics of Quebec Police
Shown to Supreme Court ".
Violence Erupts in Singapore ....
Can Pope Interpret the Bible?*
So You're Going to Europ£' '?

13

21
25
Z7

;1

5
8
13
17

21

24
26

August 8, 1955

Jose Marti-Apostle of Freedom
God or Politics? ................................
Religion's Political Activitv ........
Probing the Unknown Confinent
Marvel of the Living Tree ...........
AtomIC Radiation .... ....................
Christian Grounds for Divorce·

3
4
9
13
17
20
26

August 22, 1955

Big Income but Little Outcome..
Charity That WIns God's Favor
Discrimination in Trinidad ..........
Boiogna..........cold War's Hot Spot
Honey Guide and the Africans

3
4
9
13
17

Two False 'Books ot Jasher- ........ 20
Do Babies Go to Heaven?* ........•. 25
Great Brltaint
....................... ,....... 27
September B, 1955
Religion on the Wide Screen

...... 3

Ransoming the Human Race ...."..
Billy Graham "Saves'.' Britain ....
The costly Prison Failure ............
Plants Produce Evidence
Against Evolution ....................
In and Out of Hell"' ........................
Cuba'j"
September 22, 1955
Eisenhower Book Controversy....
The Bible's Resurrection Hope ....
AUstria Free at a Price ................
Beauty Spot of Indonesia ..........._.
Cuban Catholics Divided
in Worship ..................................
Caring for Your Conscience ........
Haitit ....................................................
Kames in Heaven's Book of Life·
October 8, 1955
Is Money Your God"? ........................
The one Source of Real Security
Sun Power to the Rescue .................

21
25
27

3
5
9
17
21
25

27

29
3
4
9

Th€.' Scorpion ...................................... 13

1\-Ieet the Marvelous Hypothalamus 21
Guard Against Infidelity
in Marriage· ............................. 25
GiJpad'S Twenty-fifth Graduation 28
October 22, 1955
Substitutes for Simple Trutb ......
God's Great Healing Program ....
How to Make Marriage Happier
Biggest Jumpers on Earth ............
Visiting the Ruins of Ephesus ....
Halloween Vandals Honor Dead
"Acts of God"· ................................
Ceylont .............................................

3
5
9
13
17
21
25
27

November B, 1955
What Does the Bible Mean to You! 3
Is Religious Revival Genuine? .... 5
Let ·Maehines Do the Work ........ 9
Eucharistic Congress Convenes .... 13
OrigIn of the Church ot England 17
Basis for Successful Marriage'" .... 25
Liberiat
.............................. 27
November 22, 1955

The Vatican a Bulwark Against
Communism? ................. ,.... "......
Speak Truth, Let Freedom Ring!
A 12~ year DictatorshIp Ends! ....
The Pli ght of a State Church ......
Beer ......................................................
Zcna and the Greek Stoles ............
God's Wisdom VS. Man's· .. ,., .... ,..
Germ"nyt
...........................
December 8, 1955

Pleasure Is Their God ....................
True Source of Mental Freedom
What Future for the Atom? ........
Having Your First Baby! ............
Strangest Trees on Earth ............
Roman Stoics and ChrIstianity ....
Similarities of Stoicism and
Fusion Religion" ........................
EI Salvadort. . .................................
December 22. 1955
Women Preachers Ascend Pulpit
Do You Really Worship Christ?"
Solving the Problem of Choice ....
"Triumphant KIngdom"
Assem bUes . .... .... .... .... .... .............
West African Assemblies ................
Women Preachers Teach Men?·
South Koreat ........... _................... ".".

marked

• Articles thus
appear under the general heading "Your Vlord Is Truth."
t Articles thus marked appear under the general heading "Jehovah's Witnesses preach In All the Earth.'·
~ The feature "Watching the World" appears in the back of each Issue.

DEOEMBER ff, 1955
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THEY'RE
ANCIENT
HISTORY

BUT FOR

MODERN-DAY ACTIVITY THAT

IS

/44~~ alive READ

1956 YEARBOOK of JEROVAH'S WITNESSES
~ This stirr.ulating a:::count is more than a mere c811ection of facts
and figures, though these are induded in abundance. This annual re~
port of Jehovah's witnesses is the living record of modern~day minis~
ters following the primitive pattern of preat:hing-door to door. city
to city, through jungle fastnesses and urban areas, on the streets, in
public parks. in the homes and native huts of people of good wiIlspeaking freely from the Bible of God's kingdom under Christ as the
on1y hope for ::nen of all kinds. Read with interest the report of tlh~
1955 service year tabulated by countries. See how obstacles haVE!' been
overcome, persecution met a.,d defeated! Thrill at the increase :n
numbers and activity of t!lose praising Jehovah's naIr.e! Share also
each day of 1956 in the daily Scripture texts and comments provided
for regular study. The cost? Only 50c postpaid.
'it Obtain also the 1956 calendar c:Jlorfully 111usU-ated to highlight
the year's service text. Available now at 25c cach, 0::- fivc for 5l.
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